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PREFACE

The Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, 1986, are
printed in two volumes,
Volume 1 contains the official record of the Congress held at Berkeley from
August 3 to August 11, 1986, the list of Ordinary Members, the reports on the
work of the Fields Medalists and the Nevanlinna Prize Winner, the Plenary
addresses, and the addresses in sections 1-8. Volume 2 contains the addresses
in sections 9-19,
The Short Communications made by members at the Congress are not included in the Proceedings, but the names of the communicators and the titles
of their papers will be found by section in the scientific program. Summaries
of these contributions, if received in time, were printed in Abstracts, issued to
members during the Congress.

Berkeley, 1986
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CONGRESS
The National Academy of Sciences of the United States, through the U.S.
National Committee for Mathematics, invited the International Mathematical
Union to hold the 1986 International Congress of Mathematicians in the United
States at the University of California, Berkeley. The invitation was accepted
by the International Mathematical Union at the Warsaw Congress in August,
1983. Final action was taken a few days later when the Warsaw Congress at its
Closing Ceremonies accepted the invitation to Berkeley, which was presented by
Professor Jack K. Hale on behalf of the mathematical community of the United
States of America,
The Academy, in turn, asked the American Mathematical Society to handle
the organizational aspects of the Congress, The Society organized the Congress
as a nonprofit corporation, ICM-86, and Jill P. Mesirov was appointed Executive
Director. ICM-86 used the services of the American Mathematical Society's
Meetings Department headed by H. Hope Daly, who served as Congress Manager.
The scientific program was organized by a Program Committee appointed
by the International Mathematical Union, Its members were Enrico Bombieri,
Lennart Carleson, Friedrich E. P. Hirzebruch (Chairman), David Mumford, Louis
Nirenberg, Michael O. Rabin, J. A. Rozanov, David P. Ruelle, and I. M, Singer.
The committee divided the program of the Congress into 19 sections and appointed a panel to nominate speakers in each section. The committee also approved the inclusion of sessions for ten-minute Short Communications in the
Congress, In October of 1985 the Program Committee selected 16 mathematicians to give Plenary Addresses and 148 to give lectures in sections. Invitations
were issued over the following weeks. Of the 164 invited, 14 plenary and 132
section speakers were present at the Congress.
The Fields Medals Committee, consisting of P. Deligne, J, Glimm,
L. Hörmander, K. Ito, J. Milnor, J. Moser (Chairman), S. Novikov, and C, S.
Seshadri arrived at its decisions in early 1986. The Nevanlinna Prize Committee,
whose members were S. Cook, L. D. Faddeev (Chairman), and S. Winograd, also
completed its work early that year.
The Board of Directors of ICM-86 appointed a Steering Committee, chaired
by Andrew M. Gleason of Harvard University, to oversee the arrangements.
There were several subcommittees of the Steering Committee. The Local Arrangements Committee was chaired by John W. Addison Jr. of the University of California, Berkeley; the Scheduling and Abstracts Committee consisted
of Kenneth A. Ross of the University of Oregon and Hugo Rossi of the University
of Utah; the Committee on Special Funds was chaired by Richard D. Anderson,
Louisiana State University; and the Public Information Committee was chaired
by Yousef Alavi of Western Michigan University.
Late in 1984, preliminary announcements of the Congress were sent out to all
countries where some mathematical organization could be located, requesting
information on the number of copies of the First Announcement they required.
The First Announcement, prepared in English, French, German, and Russian,
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was sent to these mathematical organizations in early 1985. The Second Announcement contained detailed information about the Congress, instructions
about submitting abstracts for Short Communications, and the preregistration
and housing form. It was sent to over 8,000 individuals starting in December
of 1985. The Third Announcement, which contained a preliminary version of
the scientific program, was distributed with the acknowledgment of preregistration between March and June of 1986. In all, 3,586 Ordinary Members, 340
Accompanying Members, and 69 Child Members registered for the Congress. Of
these 721 Ordinary Members, 24 Accompanying Members, and 7 Child Members
registered on site.
The Congress had several sources of revenue. A subvention was received
early on from the International Mathematical Union. Grants were later received
from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Army Research Office, Office of
Energy Research, Onice of Naval Research, National Science Foundation, Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation, and the Vaughn Foundation Fund. Through the efforts of
the staff and the Committee on Special Funds, donations in the form of cash,
goods, and services were received from a number of both public and private
individuals and corporations. It is especially interesting to note that nearly
9,000 members of the American Mathematical Society made contributions to
the Congress totaling over $30,000. Registration fees were $125 for Ordinary
Members registered before May 15, 1986, and $163 thereafter; $60 and $78 for
Accompanying Members; and $30 for Child Members.
The International Mathematical Union gave travel grants to 32 young mathematicians from developing countries or from countries with currency difficulties.
The Congress waived their registration fees, and, thanks to funds received from
the Sloan Foundation and GTE Laboratories Incorporated, was able to give them
room and board in the residence halls.
All sessions of the Congress took place on the campus of the University of
California, Berkeley. The Opening Ceremonies were held in the Greek Theater.
All other plenary sessions were held in Zellerbach Auditorium. These sessions
were simultaneously broadcast over closed circuit television to several large lecture halls. Video tapes of the plenary lectures were shown in the evenings. The
lectures in the sections were given at a number of locations on the campus.
In addition to the invited lectures, about 700 ten-minute Short Communications were given and a large number of informal seminars were arranged by
participating mathematicians. Abstracts of the Short Communications were
published in a book distributed to all Ordinary Members. An educational materials exhibition consisting of 40 booths representing 26 exhibiting firms was open
throughout the Congress.
The Steering Committee arranged various social events. The Chancellor of
the University of California, Berkeley hosted an outdoor reception in the Faculty
Glade on the first evening of the Congress, Sunday, August 3. A western-style
barbecue and rodeo was held Thursday evening, August 7, in the Cow Palace
in San Francisco, where 2,800 members attended. A jazz concert was presented
on Saturday, August 9, and a classical concert on Sunday, August 10. Each of
these concerts was attended by approximately 1,500 participants.
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The City of Berkeley extends a hearty welcome to the participants and their
accompanying persons to the International Congress of Mathematicians and
wishes them success in their science, happiness in their personal lives, and the
satisfaction of helping in the development of science for peace and human wellbeing.
Eugene "Gus" Newport
Mayor of Berkeley
It is a pleasure to extend warm regards on the occasion of your 1986 Congress.
Mathematics plays an increasingly significant role in every aspect of our lives.
This prestigious conference provides a fine opportunity for participants to share
ideas regarding important services which involve mathematical concepts and
theory. The impressive array of speakers and participants promises to provide a
comprehensive examination of mathematics in today's world. As you gather to
exchange information, may reflection on past achievements provide strength to
meet the challenges of the future. Please accept my best wishes for an informative
conference. Should you find time between sessions to explore the beautiful San
Francisco Bay area, I am sure you will find the pleasant hospitality of this great
state awaiting.
Most cordially,
George Deukmejian.
Governor of California

OPENING CEREMONIES
The opening session of the Congress was held in the Greek Amphitheatre of
the University of California, Berkeley, at 9 a.m. on August 3, 1986.
The New Albion Brass Quintet played "Mini Overture for Brass Quintet" by
Witold Lutoslawski,
Professor Jürgen Moser, President of the International Mathematical Union,
opened the Congress with the following words:
On behalf of the International Mathematical Union I wish to welcome
you to the International Congress of Mathematicians 1986. It is one of the
primary functions of the IMU to support and promote the International
Congress that is held every four years.
It may be good to recall that these Congresses have a long history going
back to the last century. The first one was held in Zurich in 1897, the second in Paris in 1900. However, the sequence of Congresses was broken by
the two World Wars. Now, since the Congress of 1950 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, at which the IMU was founded, we have been in the fortunate
position to have had a long, uninterrupted sequence of Congresses. Today
we are here to begin the tenth Congress in this series, and I am sure we are
all united in the fervent hope that this series will continue uninterrupted
well into the next century.
At the first Congress there were 216 participants; today more than 3000
mathematicians are attending this Congress. But regardless of this impressive increase, the Congress is still guided by the same principle: to foster
personal relationships between mathematicians from different countries and
to present a survey of the present state of science.
At a time of increasing specialization and of rapid proliferation of mathematics into many subfields, these Congresses play a particularly important
role in bringing together mathematicians of different interests and backgrounds. The danger of fragmentation of our science into many separate
branches cannot be overemphasized. It is our hope that this Congress will
help to counter this divisive tendency and give us a wide perspective of
mathematics.
I am happy to greet mathematicians from about seventy countries here
in Berkeley. I hope that the coming week will provide many occasions
for fruitful exchanges of ideas as well as for lasting scientific and personal
contacts.
The organization of the Congress 1986 lies in the competent hands of
the Organizing Committee associated with the American Mathematical
Society. The Chairman of its Steering Committee is Professor Andrew
Gleason. I propose that we elect, here and now, by acclamation, Professor
Gleason as President of the Berkeley Congress 1986.
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Professor Gleason was elected and spoke as follows;
It is truly an honor to preside over this, the twentieth International
Congress of Mathematicians. It is also a great pleasure to welcome you all
to the City of Berkeley, a city made famous by the University of California
and a city where the weather is almost always as pleasant as it is this
morning. Speaking on behalf of the National Academy of Sciences and on
behalf of the entire mathematical community I extend a special welcome
to all those who have come from other countries. May your trip to the
United States be a pleasant one, may you learn some new mathematics,
make some new friends, and enjoy some of the marvelous sights in this vast
country.
As you know, the Congress has been organized into nineteen sections.
The Program Committee, under the able chairmanship of Professor Fritz
Hirzebruch and with the aid of numerous subcommittees, has prepared
an extraordinary scientific program with 16 plenary speakers and over 140
sectional speakers. In addition there are more than 400 contributed papers,
and several specialized seminars have already been set up. We regret that
a few of the invited speakers have been unable to come and that we have
had to make some last-minute changes in the schedule. We will keep you
informed of all the changes through the daily newsletter.
Mathematics has always been useful. Many of the oldest written records
of human civilization are accounting documents, and in fact today accounting still is the largest application of mathematics. But we are rapidly moving into a period in which more and more applications of mathematics are
being found. New mathematical questions are being asked by scientists,
engineers, and managers—often questions of an entirely different sort from
those previously considered. New mathematical answers are being found
often involving ideas previously thought to be entirely abstract and utterly
nonutilitarian. As mathematicians we can justly be proud that the concepts we have worked so hard to develop are helping people to understand
the real world just as they have helped us to understand our platonic world.
There is a lesson in this, I think, and it is that, as we enter this new era
dominated by computers, we should not fall into the trap of utilitarianism,
but remember that the greatest progress in mathematics is always made by
trying to understand the fundamental structures that underlie the subject
rather than attempting to solve purely utilitarian problems.
He then recognized Professor Mary Ellen Rudin, Chairman of the United
States National Committee for Mathematics, who said:
I would like to welcome all of you for the United States also. Exactly
fifty years ago at the Congress held in Oslo, Norway, the first Fields Medals
were awarded. The two 1936 Medals went to Jesse Douglas, who is no
longer living, and to Lars Ahlfors, who was then a young man not yet
thirty years of age. In special celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
Fields Medal and of Professor Ahlfors'fiftyyears of continued contributions
to mathematics, I would like to nominate Professor Lars Ahlfors to be
Honorary President of the Congress.

Opening Ceremonies: Faddeev, Mesirov, Moore,
Johnson, Rudin, Ahlfors, Moser, Gleason
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Professor Ahlfors was elected by acclaim and came to the lectern and said;
I accept this great honor with a good conscience because I consider
myself a link between this International Congress and the one in 1936, fifty
years ago, the occasion on which the Fields Medals were given for the first
time. I understand that my only duty here will be the pleasure of handing
out the Fields Medals and the Nevanlinna Prize.
At that time the circumstances were quite different; the idea of the
medals had been approved in Zurich in 1932, but there had been no publicity about it and when I arrived in Oslo I did not know that the Medal had
become a reality, and if I had known it I would not have considered myself
the right candidate. As a matter of fact, I had not been told anything •
officially until I entered the room where the opening ceremony would take
place, but there I was shown a place somewhere in front, and I may have
had my suspicions. Well, I had more than that. I had been warned beforehand by somebody who by mistake congratulated me a day before. But up
to that point it had been a secret at least officially, even to myself, There
was no tradition to go by and no protocol to follow. As was mentioned
here, two medals were given, one to me and one to Jesse Douglas, who was
then at MIT while I happened to be a visiting lecturer at Harvard, In that
way it so happened that both medals went to Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Unfortunately Douglas could not accept his medal in person because according to the Congress record he was too tired. I don't know, but maybe
he had good reason to be tired after a long and strenuous journey. I would
not expect that to happen today. His medal was then accepted by Norbert
Wiener as representative of MIT.
There are two traditions that go back to the very beginning. In the
first place, the Committee to select the winners should consist of the top
brass of contempory mathematics. In 1936 the members ofthat Committee
were G.D. Birkhoff, Caratheodory, Elie Cartan, Severi, and Takagi. Truly I
would call that a panel of Olympian heroes. And I think that this tradition
has been continued at subsequent Congresses. The other tradition is that
the works of the winners should be commented on by prominent persons
in the field. In 1936 both prizes were explained by Caratheodory.
As was mentioned there was no Congress until 1950, fourteen years
later. On that occasion, which took place at Harvard, the medals were
given to Atle Selberg and Laurent Schwartz, both known and admired by
all mathematicians. From then on the Fields Medals have become more
and more prestigious and it is a safe bet that many dream of getting it.
Whether true or not that the existence of the medal has contributed to the
phenomenal growth of mathematics both in quantity and quality during
the last fifty years must remain anybody's guess.
Today it is safe to congratulate the winners in advance and I use this
occasion to offer them my sincerest compliments to their success. I share
their feeling of pride and accomplishment and I know that their continued
success is guaranteed. I also share the disappointment of the many who
may feel that they have been passed by. I wish them better luck next time
or, if there is not a next time, that posterity will prove them right and the
Committee wrong. Thank you.
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The brass quintet then played selections from "A Brass Menagerie" by John
Cheetham.
Professor Gleason then introduced Professor Calvin C. Moore, Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs of the University of California, who spoke as
follows:
The President of the University of California, David Gardner, asked me
to convey his regrets that he could not be here in person and to tell you
how pleased he is that the University of California is hosting this distinguished International Congress. I am delighted to represent him on this
occasion for at least two reasons. First of all, I am a mathematician myself,
so it is a special pleasure to help with the official ceremony of a week of
addresses, lectures, and opportunities for discussion with the most distinguished mathematicians in the world. As President Gardner noted in his
message in the program of this opening ceremony, international cooperation
has expanded in most diciplines, but nowhere has such cooperation flourished more than in the field of mathematics. Indeed, mathematics today
is brimming with new ideas and developments; so this Congress promises
more than its share of stimulation and excitement. Second, in my capacity
as Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University of California, I am pleased to welcome you to the University of California. I am
also a faculty member here on the Berkeley campus and I can assure you
that, even though the founders of the City of Berkeley named it after a
philosopher rather than a mathematician, Berkeley has been a hospitable
environment for mathematicians. The University is proud of its highly regarded Department of Mathematics and of the newly created Mathematical
Sciences Research Institute, and I should add that Berkeley is situated in
one of the most interesting and lively areas in the United States. I hope
very much that you will take the time to explore some of the cultural and
other highpoints of the San Francisco Bay area during your stay. I think
you will find it a stimulating and fascinating place. But my duty is not
just to welcome you to the Berkeley campus, but to the entire University of
California. Therefore, on behalf of the University and its Board of Regents,
its Presidents, its Chancellors, its 9 campuses, and 150 Centers, Institutes,
Laboratories, and Bureaus throughout California, its 148,000 students and
9,000 faculty members, including an aggregate of mathematics faculty of
450,1 bring you greetings and warmest good wishes for a pleasant visit and
a most successful conference.
Professor Gleason then read from a proclamation by Eugene Gus Newport,
Mayor of the City of Berkeley, and a message from George Deukmejian, Governor
of the State of California. He then introduced Richard Johnson, Acting Science
Advisor to the President who spoke as follows on behalf of President Ronald
Reagan:
On behalf of the American people, I am pleased to welcome you to
the United States. For only the second time in the twentieth century—
the century that history will remember best for the remarkable discoveries
and tremendous advances made in science and technology-this country
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is privileged to host the best mathematicians from some seventy nations
around the world. I would like to use this occasion to congratulate, in
advance, the winners of the Fields Medals and the Nevanlinna Prize. You
recipients know who you are, but the suspense is beginning to wear on the
rest of us, who are eager for the announcement and the opportunity to give
you the accolades and recognition you so richly deserve.
Here in the United States, and I'm sure in your countries as well, my
colleagues in science and technology engage in a certain friendly rivalry
between our various disciplines. For example, I might say: "Physics is the
most important of the sciences because it seeks to uncover the secrets of
the tiniest particles of matter which make up our universe." The biologist
might reply, "What could be more significant to humanity than understanding the building blocks of life itself," Or the chemist: "Don't underestimate
the value of chemistry." But we scientists are not a contentious bunch by
nature, and I can think of at least two points on which American scientists
would echo resounding accord: First, science and technology are essential
to improving the quality of life for all mankind, and second, mathematics
is essential to every field of science and technology.
Of course, for me, it is ample honor to stand before this august gathering
as a representative of the United States government, but I derive great
personal pride and pleasure from the opportunity this event provides me,
as a representative of the American scientific community, to express the
gratitude of my fellow scientists to the mathematicians of the world, whose
tireless efforts and manifold contributions form the very foundation upon
which our work is built. We owe a large measure of our success to you. As
science and technology progress at a breakneck pace—with mathematics as
the fundamental driving force—we will continue to look to you for guidance,
direction, and assistance. But today, I would also like to urge you to
take on a role beyond solely enhancing your own research capabilities and
contributions.
Throughout the world, science and technology increasingly are acknowledged to be essential to a nation's economic strength, industrial productivity, national security, and overall quality of life. While science is never
static, right now we are in the midst of an unprecedented era of revolution in virtually every field of science and technology—a revolution that we
created, and one which we have a responsibility to sustain and, indeed, to
lead. The most important point, and the principal source of my concern,
is that we must also possess the ability to respond to the opportunities
afforded by this rapidly progressing scientific environment. To do so will
require a strong base of talent—men and women, like you, who will lead
the world's science and technology talent enterprise into the unforeseeable
reaches of the twenty-first century. The pressing question is whether or
not we will have the science and technology talent base adequate to meet
the challenges of the future. Looking at current statistical indicators, the
alarming answer, in most countries, is no.
We in the United States recognize that we have a serious problem. Fewer
and fewer young people are studying science, mathematics, engineering,
and technology; fewer and fewer young people are pursuing advanced de-
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grees in these disciplines; and fewer and fewer young people are choosing
careers in the scientific and technological fields. If this trend is allowed to
continue, this country, and others similarly afflicted, will be unequipped to
maintain the level of scientific leadership on which our improving standard
of living, and the more general quality of life, depends.
To my mind, the most important aspect of this Congress is its international nature. Like mathematics itself, it transcends the barriers of
language and ideology, the boundaries of geography, and the adversarial
climate of competition. You are convened here this week, in the spirit of
cooperation, to share your latest discoveries and to learn about new developments, and to pursue your mutual interests and the solutions to common
problems. Perhaps that is what compels me to share this growing problem
of an inadequate talent base with you, and to turn to you for help in solving
it.
All of us who are not mathematicians feel a keen sense of envy at the abilities you possess. The intrinsic beauty (especially as now seen in 3-D color),
the coherence, the elegance of mathematics makes it an entirely worthwhile
pursuit in its own right. You have the rare talent to appreciate fully the
depth and power of your subject. But, with ability and talent come obligations and responsibilities, especially to those not so blessed. What you
do in your laboratories, at your computer terminals, and in your studies is
remarkable—indeed, it has changed the course of the world. But you must
do more. It is no longer enough to be practitioners of science. You must
also become citizens of science—leaders of a uniquely gifted community,
bound by the common goal of assuring that the progress you have made
and the improvements you have wrought for humanity will continue. Especially, you must help to assure that there is an expanding, well-qualified
generation of scientists, engineers, and technologists to succeed you.
What the young students of the world need most, in my view, is someone
to imbue them with the excitement and enthusiasm that brought you here
today, someone to communicate to them the importance of science and
technology to society, to demonstrate to them that mathematics, physics,
biology, chemistry, and their sister disciplines are challenging pursuits, worthy of their highest interest and attention. Many young teachers, I hasten
to add, need to hear this as well. No one is better qualified to carry those
messages than the individuals who have made eminently successful careers
out of the quest for knowledge. In short, the best spokesmen for mathematics, physics, biology, and chemistry are mathematicians, physicists,
biologists, and chemists.
Unfortunately, too many students, especially at the grammar school
level, still regard science and mathematics as "too hard," too difficult. To
them, these subjects look ponderous, abstract, and impenetrable, and many
children dismiss them before they've had a chance to appreciate the fun
and excitement inherent in the challenge of discovery. At that moment, a
potential scientist or mathematician is lost—for now, more than ever before, the attitudes and academic foundations developed in the early school
years determine the future course of a student's education and career. In
the current scientific and technological climate, with a growing demand
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for an expanded talent base, we cannot afford to lose these students in
grammar school—well before there is a need for a carefully weighed career
choice.
Therefore I believe it is incumbent upon you to become active participants in the community of science, to help others to grasp the broad importance of science and technology to the very fabric of our daily lives—to
help them understand the momentous potential of science and technology
to enhance the quality of life for all mankind, Certainly you can point
with pride to the eradication of diseases, to the agricultural revolution,
to hurricane forecasts, to the transportation, automation, electronics, and
information revolutions, as examples, We must, of course, recognize and
limit the risks associated with modern uses of science and technology. But,
further, we must convey to our young students not only factual information
on the present extensive benefits, but also the great challenges, personal
opportunities, and potential future benefits associated with the scientific
and technological disciplines.
I urge you to get involved in developing the talent bases needed in the
twenty-first century for expanding the contributions of science and technology to humanity. On a small scale, you can, of course, accomplish a
great deal simply by going to your local schools and talking to the teachers
and the children about the contributions that they have the power to make
through science. On a larger scale, you can work through existing mechanisms, like your professional societies, and enlist the help of your colleagues
in devising innovative solutions to this set of perplexing problems. That,
after all, has been your mission within the discipline of mathematics; now
I challenge you with this added responsibility to mankind.
Individuals of the highest caliber must be sought out, trained, nurtured,
and encouraged by every means possible to carry on the tradition of excellence you represent. I can think of none better suited to the task than
you, who, by your example, your actions, and your words can express the
merit and rewards of a life in science.
In closing, I have a personal message from a man who is himself excited
by science and technology and firm in his commitment to their invaluable
role in international health and prosperity. [The text of President Reagan's
message may be found on page XXXIII.]
Professor Gleason thanked Dr. Johnson and asked him to convey the thanks
of the meeting to President Reagan. Then the brass quintet played "Fanfare"
by David Amram. Professor Gleason announced that Professor Ahlfors would
present the medals, and then called on Academician Ludwig Faddeev, the Chairman of the Committee to Award the Nevanlinna Prize, who responded as follows:
The Nevanlinna Prize has a much shorter history than the Fields Medal,
as we have heard from Professor Ahlfors. It was established to a great extent due to the efforts of our past president, Lennart Carleson, with the aim
of stressing the importance of the applied aspects of mathematics. Helsinki
University generously provided necessary funds, so it is only appropriate
that it is called the Nevanlinna Prize. More exactly, the prize is to be
awarded to a young mathematician for outstanding work in the mathe-
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matical aspects of information science. "Young" means the same as for
Fields Medals. The Prize is awarded for the second time. The first award
was given in the Warsaw General Assembly. The Committee for the award
for this year consisted of Professor Cook, University of Toronto; Professor
Winograd, IBM; and myself. Let me inform you of our decision. The 1986
Nevanlinna Prize is awarded to Leslie Valiant, Harvard University, USA. I
will ask Professor Ahlfors to present the Prize.
Professor Valiant then came forward to receive the Nevanlinna Prize from
Professor Ahlfors.
Professor Gleason then recognized Professor Moser in his capacity as Chairman of the Committee to Award the Fields Medals and Professor Moser reported
as follows:
In the early 1930s the organizers of the Toronto Congress decided to
award at each Congress two gold medals for outstanding achievements in
mathematics. The driving force behind this resolution was John Charles
Fields who expressed the wish that this prize be given, I quote, "in recognition of work already done and also as an encouragement for further achievements on the part of the recipients and as a stimulus to renewed efforts on
the part of others." It is interesting to note that Fields insisted "that the
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medals be of a character as purely international and impersonal as possible." As a matter of fact, Fields' name does not appear on the medals. As
we heard today already, the first medals were awarded at the 1936 Congress
in Oslo, four years after Fields' death. Looking at the impressive list of
Fields Medalists over the past fifty years, it is obvious that Fields' vision
has been realized most successfully.
Since the Congress in Stockholm in 1962, the International Mathematical Union has been entrusted with the selection of the Fields Medal winners, The Committee for the Fields Medalists for this Congress consisted of
P. Deligne, J. Glimm, L, Hörmander, K. Ito, J. Milnor, S. Novikov, C, S.
Seshadri, and myself as Chairman, The Committee had the difficult task
of making a selection from an impressive list of brilliant mathematicians,
It goes without saying that such a decision has no unique solution and that
all the excellent mathematicians considered could be awarded the prize.
On behalf of the International Mathematical Union, I want to thank the
members of the Committee for their efforts to reach the decision in a spirit
of responsibility and cooperation.
The Committee followed the tradition of limiting the awards to mathematicians under forty years of age, After long deliberation and extensive
consultation it was decided that three young mathematicians be selected
for this award. We are all deeply impressed by their exceptional achievements and I am happy to report that the Committee was unanimous in
its support of the three Fields Medalists for 1986, Their names are Simon
Donaldson, Gerd Faltings, Michael Freedman. I offer them our warmest
congratulations. I now ask the winners to come up to the podium.
The winners came forward and received their medals from Professor Ahlfors,
and then the brass quintet played selections from "Three Pieces for Brass Quintet" by Minoru Fujishiro.
Professor Gleason congratulated the winners and announced that talks concerning their work would be given in Zellerbach Auditorium.
The session adjourned at 11:30 a.m.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 3, 1986

I extend a warm welcome to the thousands of mathematicians
from around the globe who are attending the quadrennial
International Congress of Mathematicians. All of us are
pleased and, indeed, honored that the United States was
chosen to host this prestigious meeting.
Mathematics is the enabling force for the revolutionary
advances being made throughout the world in science and
technology. The fundamental role of mathematics is
becoming increasingly apparent in business, industry, and
government. Modern mathematicians are giving new meaning
to the famous tenet of the ancient Pythagoreans that "all
is number."
I am gratified to note that this Congress will be the
occasion for the awarding of Fields Medals to outstanding
members in recognition of their contributions to mathematics. I wish to extend my congratulations to the winners.
It is appropriate that these honors be presented at an
international meeting, for mathematics is intrinsically
international, cutting across geographical and cultural
boundaries with its own language. International competition
is a concept alien to the study of mathematics. Indeed,
cooperation between mathematicians of different nations has
been a long-standing tradition.
I wish you the best for a successful meeting.
you.

God bless
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The final session of the Congress was held in Zellerbach Auditorium at 11
a.m. on August 9.
Professor Gleason opened the meeting and called upon Professor Moser for
a report on the International Mathematical Union. Professor Moser spoke as
follows:
We have come to the end of this Congress with a rich and interesting
program. At this occasion it is a tradition for the President of the International Mathematical Union to address the Congress and to report on the
work and the decisions taken at the General Assembly.
Before doing so, it is my privilege to greet here Professor Marshall Stone,
one of the past presidents of the International Mathematical Union, It was
Professor Stone who played a decisive role in reestablishing the IMU in
1950 after it ceased to exist in 1932. Professor Stone, we are happy to have
you with us at this Congress.
Since 1962 the IMU has been responsible for preparing the scientific
program of the Congresses. This task lies in the hands of the Program
Committee, which is appointed in part by the IMU and in part by the
host country. For the present Congress this Program Committee consists
of Fritz Hirzebruch (chairman), Enrico Bombieri, Lennart Carleson, David
Mumford, Louis Nirenberg, Michael Rabin, Yuri Rozanov, David Ruelle,
and Isadore Singer. I would like to express our thanks to Professor Hirzebruch and his Committee for presenting us with an excellent program of
great diversity.
It was a great disappointment for all of us, however, that many of the
invited speakers from the Soviet Union did not come to Berkeley; in fact,
almost half of the Soviet speakers were not present. This is a serious loss for
everybody concerned and defeats the purpose of the Congress. It is most
important for any Congress that the invited speakers are able to attend in
order to deliver their lecture in person and to take part in the exchange of
ideas.
We are aware that our Soviet colleagues worked very hard at resolving
this problem, and we appreciate their efforts. Also, most of the manuscripts
of the absent speakers were made available and could be presented by other
mathematicians.
Regardless of circumstances, it is always a disappointment if invited
speakers from any country are unable to attend, and let me express our
hope that at the Congress 1990 all invited speakers from all countries will
be present,
As you may know, the IMU is a member of the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU) and as such is committed to the ICSU principle
of free circulation of scientists. I am happy to report that to the best of my
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knowledge the host country has granted all visas which have been applied
for. In some difficult cases the help from ICSU was indeed essential. This
again demonstrates the importance of the ICSU principle for our Union,
Let me add that two weeks ago at the General Assembly of the IMU a
resolution was adopted reaffirming an ICSU article on nondiscrimination.
I will now give a brief report on the General Assembly of the IMU. On
July 31 and August 1, the General Assembly met in Oakland, California,
and I want to inform you about the main decisions taken there.
Two new members were accepted by the General Assembly, and Ivory
Coast as well as the People's Republic of China belong now to the IMU.
Let me mention that the question of the China membership has a long and
complicated history. Here I want to thank especially the Secretary of the
IMU, Professor Olli Lehto, for his untiring efforts to bring this problem to
a successful solution. We also want to express our appreciation to ChinaTaiwan for its cooperation in helping to solve this problem.
The total number of IMU members is now fifty-three. Furthermore, the
General Assembly elected new Committees and I want to report to you the
outcome. I begin with the new IMU Executive Committee for 1987-1990.
It consists of the President, Ludwig Faddeev; the Vice-Presidents, Walter
Feit and Lars Hörmander; the Secretary, Olli Lehto; and the members,
John Coates, Hikosaburo Komatsu, Lâszlo Lovâsz, Jacob Palis, Jr., and C.
S. Seshadri. To this is to be added the Past President as ex officio member,
Now I come to the subcommissions, The IMU has two subcommissions:
the International Commission on Mathematical Instruction (ICMI) and
the Commission on Development and Exchange (CDE). The new Executive Committee of ICMI is as follows: the President, Jean Pierre Kahane;
two Vice-Presidents, Peng-Yee Lee and Emilio Lluis Riera; the Secretary,
A. G. Howson; and the three members are Hiroshi Fujita, Jeremy Kilpatrick, and Mogens Niss. The new CDE consists of the Chairman, M.
S. Narasimhan, and the members Jean Pierre Bourguignon, Phillip Griffiths, M. Immanaliev, A, O, Kuku, Le Düng Trâng, Shingo Murakami, and
Giovanni Vidossich. To the ICMI Executive Committee and the CDE, the
IMU President and Secretary have to be added as ex officio members.
Finally, the Site Committee made its proposal to the General Assembly
about the location and time of the next Congress.
Before giving the word to the next speaker, let me conclude with some
personal remarks. In my work during the past four years as President, I was
fortunate to have the advice and support from many colleagues throughout
the world. I would like to thank all of them—in particular, the members of
the Executive Committee and the Fields Medals Committee. The strongest
support, however, came from Olli Lehto, who together with his secretary,
Mrs. Tuulikki Mäkeläinen, was always ready to help at any time in every
difficulty. Without his encouragement and sensitive judgment I would not
have carried out this task. To both of them go my warmest thanks.
Professor Moser then yielded the floor to Professor Nagata who invited the
audience to the next International Congress with these words:
On behalf of the Japanese Committee for Mathematics, I have the honor
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of inviting you to the next International Congress of Mathematicians in
Kyoto. Kyoto had been the capital of Japan for about one thousand years
and can show you some of the old Japanese culture.
We are quite aware that it must be a difficult task to organize such a big
meeting. However, taking into account the help of the International Mathematical Union and also the cooperation of the mathematical community
of the world, I believe that we will be able to overcome the difficulties.
Hoping that you will accept our invitation, I welcome all of you to the
next International Congress of Mathematicians to be held in August 1990
in Kyoto.
Professor Gleason then recognized Professor Adams who said:
Ladies and gentlemen, on such occasions it is right and proper for guests
to thank their hosts.
We, the mathematicians of the world, have come to Berkeley from our
many countries. We have had a most successful conference, and we wish
to express our appreciation. We have had the chance to meet and speak to
each other; we have heard many splendid lectures and thanked the speakers
with our applause. To arrange all this has taken many people much work.
As Professor Moser has explained, to choose the speakers was the task of
a committee structure set up by the IMU, and presided over by Professor
Hirzebruch. We know that mathematicians of all countries give their services in this most gladly; we still thank them again for making an informed
choice on our behalf.
Almost all the work, however, falls upon the hosts. For this purpose the
American Mathematical Society set up a committee structure presided over
by Professor Gleason, and we thank all those involved. We also thank the
permanent staff of the American Mathematical Society, whom you may
have seen at the Congress Bureau. These people have had to book accommodation, arrange all the things that need arranging, and assume the
responsibility of running a fair-sized business. (By the way, there are still
a few cowboy hats left for sale ,...) The praise and gratitude due to them
will best be estimated by those who have tried anything of the sort before,
for example Professors Czeslaw Olech, Olli Lehto, and Maurice Sion. If the
rest of us would regard smaller exercises of the kind with apprehension,
our applause will start on the right foot.
I ask all the mathematicians of other countries to join me in thanking
our American hosts, and all of us to thank those who have done the work.
After thanking Professor Adams, Professor Gleason spoke as follows:
There are two principal ingredients in a successful Congress, the scientific program and the physical arrangements. The Program Committee
chose an excellent roster of speakers, a very distinguished roster indeed,
and I thank them for doing so. And I thank the speakers, many of whom
came from afar to share their insights with us. The lectures were exceptionally fine, The program was further enriched by several special seminars and
many contributed papers. The organizers and speakers deserve our thanks.

Hope Daly, Congress Manager
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The success of a scientific meeting depends on the participants. Over 3500
mathematicians attended.this Congress, The total registration was 3970,
Thank you all for coming, Speaking for the American mathematical community, I want to thank particularly those who came from other countries.
We were honored by your presence and we wish you great success in solving
the problems that we have heard about in the lectures.
There are many members of the American mathematical community
who worked hard for this Congress during the past two years—the list is
so long that I cannot mention them all—but I would like to express my
personal thanks and also to relay the generous words of Professor Adams,
which I believe truly represent the feelings of the membership. I do want
to mention the Steering Committee and, in particular, Kenneth Ross and
Hugo Rossi, who were in charge of scheduling; the Board of Directors,
under the chairmanship of Ronald Graham; the Committee on Special
Funds, chaired by Richard Anderson; the Public Information Committee,
chaired by Yousef Alavi; and the Local Arrangements Committee, chaired
by John Addison. All of these Committees have pulled more than their
weight and the results are manifest.
Among the mathematicians who worked for this Congress is one who
deserves very special mention, Jill Mesirov, the Executive Director of ICM86, who has been in daily contact with the preparations for the Congress
since the beginning; we owe her a special vote of thanks.
I want to acknowledge here the outstanding contribution of the organizers of the Warsaw Congress. They received our Congress Manager most
cordially in 1983 and shared their experiences with her. Their advice was
invaluable.
Finally, I want to thank the Congress Manager, Hope Daly. She has been
our field marshal for the past four years, directing all of the preparations,
yet never shrinking from the minor tasks when an extra hand was needed.
Professor Gleason then presented Ms. Daly with a silver pendant and a bouRiet. There was much applause, after which he continued:
This Congress is part of a long tradition of internationalism. At least
since the days of Archimedes, mathematicians have corresponded with one
another and traveled great distances to study, teach, and confer. As the
expense of printing and traveling has declined, the tradition has strengthened. Now hundreds of mathematical books and journals are published
every year. These pass freely over international boundaries and propagate
new mathematical ideas throughout the world. Mathematicians travel ever
more frequently from one university or institute to another. As we think
of this Congress, let us resolve to maintain and expand our great tradition
of freedom to study, travel, and confer so that the Kyoto Congress will be
even more truly international,
Professor Gleason then declared the Congress closed.
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On the Work of Simon Donaldson
MICHAEL ATIYAH
In 1982, when he was a second-year graduate student, Simon Donaldson
proved a result [1] that stunned the mathematical world. Together with the
important work of Michael Freedman (described by John Milnor), Donaldson's
result implied that there are "exotic" 4-spaces, i.e., 4-dimensional differentiable
manifolds which are topologically but not differentiably equivalent to the standard Euclidean 4-space R4. What makes this result so surprising is that n = 4
is the only value for which such exotic n-spaces exist. These exotic 4-spaces
have the remarkable property that (unlike R4) they contain compact sets which
cannot be contained inside any differentiably embedded 3-sphere!
To put this into historical perspective, let me remind you that in 1958 Milnor
discovered exotic 7-spheres, and that in the 1960s the structure of differentiable
manifolds of dimension > 5 was actively developed by Milnor, Smale (both Fields
Medalists), and others, to give a very satisfactory theory. Dimension 2 (Riemann
surfaces) was classical, so this left dimensions 3 and 4 to be explored. At the
last Congress, in Warsaw, Thurston received a Fields Medal for his remarkable
results on 3-manifolds, and now at this Congress we reach 4-manifolds, I should
emphasize that the stories in dimensions 3, 4, and n > 5 are totally different,
with the low-dimensional cases being much more subtle and intricate.
Although I have highlighted the exotic 4-space as a spectacular corollary of
the Freedman/Donaldson results, this is a by-product; their work is actually
devoted to studying closed 4-manifolds, To such a 4-manifold, one associates
standard topological invariants, In particular, for an oriented manifold, one
gets a symmetric integer matrix of determinant ±1 defined by the intersection
properties of the 2-cycles (and depending on a choice of basis). Freedman showed
that all such matrices can occur for topological 4-manifolds. Donaldson's result
was that, among positive definite matrices, only those equivalent to the unit
matrix can occur for differentiable 4-manifolds.1 This is a severe restriction and
shows that the differentiable and topological situations are totally different.
1

Actually, in [1] Donaldson restricted himself to simply-connected manifolds, but more
recently he has succeeded in removing this restriction.
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The surprise produced by Donaldson's result was accentuated by the fact that
his methods were completely new and were borrowed from theoretical physics,
in the form of the Yang-Mills equations. These equations are essentially a nonlinear generalization of Maxwell's equations for electro-magnetism, and they are
the variational equations associated with a natural geometric functional. Differential geometers study connections and curvature in fibre bundles, and the
Yang-Mills functional is just the L2-norm of the curvature. If the group of the
fibre bundle is the circle, we get back the linear Maxwell theory, but for nonabelian Lie groups, we get a nonlinear theory. Donaldson uses only the simplest
nonabelian group, namely SU(2), although in principle other groups can and will
perhaps be used.
Physicists are interested in these equations over Minkowski space-time, where
they are hyperbolic, and also over Euclidean 4-space, where they are elliptic. In
the Euclidean case, solutions giving the absolute minimum (for given boundary
conditions at oo) are of special interest, and they are called instantons.
Several mathematicians (including myself) worked on instantons and felt very
pleased that they were able to assist physics in this way. Donaldson, on the other
hand, conceived the daring idea of reversing this process and of using instantons
on a general 4-manifold as a new geometrical tool. In this he has been brilliantly
successful: he has unearthed totally new phenomena and simultaneously demonstrated that the Yang-Mills equations are beautifully adapted to studying and
exploring this whole new field.
Of course, the use of differential equations in geometry is not new; the study
of geodesies or minimal surfaces are classical examples. However, in these cases
a solution of the differential equation (e.g., a minimal surface) is used as a geometrical object. Donaldson's use of instantons is quite different. I should explain
that instantons as solutions of a minimization problem are not unique but typically depend on a finite number of continuous parameters, and it is the nonlinear
space of these instanton parameters that Donaldson uses as a geometrical tool.
The closest prior example of such an approach is the (linear) Hodge theory of
harmonic forms. In fact, Hodge was directly motivated by Maxwell's equations,
and instantons are a natural nonlinear generalization of harmonic forms. In the
linear case the parameter space is of course linear and determined by its dimension, but in the nonlinear case there is much more information embodied in the
parameter space, which is a topologically interesting manifold.
The success of Donaldson's program depends on having a thorough understanding of the analysis of the Yang-Mills equations. One needs existence, regularity, and convergence theorems, all of which are quite delicate, involving both
local and global aspects. Fortunately, C. H. Taubes [6, 7] and K. Uhlenbeck
[8, 9] have provided these analytical foundations, and so one can proceed to use
instantons as an effective geometric tool. However, instantons cannot be bought
off the shelf: to use them one has to understand and become involved with the
full details of the analysis, and Donaldson has had to do this in order to put
them to geometric use.
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The Yang-Mills equations depend on fixing a background metric on the 4manifold and, as in Hodge theory, Donaldson has to study the effect of varying
the metric in order to derive results which depend only on the underlying manifold, Because of the nonlinearity, this is a more serious problem than in Hodge
theory and great care is needed.
In fact, the Yang-Mills equations depend only on the conformai class of the
metric and this conformai invariance is fundamental in physics where it implies
the absence of a basic length scale, Analytically it is a source of difficulty making
the equations a delicate border-line case where certain compactness arguments
just fail, so that a sequence of instanton solutions can pick up Dirac delta functions in the limit. It is, however, just this delicate failure that Donaldson exploits
geometrically: instead of the delta functions being regarded as undesirable singularities, they provide the key link between the 4-manifold and the instanton
parameter space. One might say that the physicist's ambivalence to particles
and fields is the essence of Donaldson's theory.
When Donaldson proved his first result it was by no means clear if this
was some isolated case or whether instantons could be used more generally.
Since then, however, Donaldson has, with great insight and skill, developed and
exploited instantons with remarkable success. He has extended his results to
the case of indefinite intersection matrices, providing further constraints on the
topology of differentiable 4-manifolds. He has also, in the other direction, produced new invariants of 4-manifolds which can be used to distinguish smooth
manifolds which are topologically equivalent. In particular, he has shown that
complex algebraic surfaces (of complex dimension 2 and so of real dimension 4)
appear to play a key role. In a very elegant paper [2] he proved an existence
theorem which showed that, on an algebraic surface, instantons (or rather their
parameter spaces) have a purely algebraic description, coinciding with what algebraic geometers call stable vector bundles. His new invariants can then be
calculated algebraically and he used this [3] to exhibit two algebraic surfaces
which are homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic. One of these surfaces is rational and his results strongly suggest that the rationality of an algebraic surface
may be a differentiable property (it is not topological).
I indicated earlier that mathematicians had been working on the original
physicists' problem of explicitly finding all instantons on Euclidean 4-space. In a
short but decisive paper [4] Donaldson linked this problem with algebraic «vector
bundles on the complex projective plane (viewed as a compactification of R4 =
C 2 ). He also applied similar ideas [5] to solve a related but more difficult physical
problem, that of magnetic monopoles. He proved the remarkably simple result
that the parameter space of monopoles of magnetic charge k can be identified
with the space of rational functions of a complex variable of degree k.
When Donaldson produced his first few results on 4-manifolds, the ideas were
so new and foreign to geometers and topologists that they merely gazed in bewildered admiration. Slowly the message has gotten across and now Donaldson's
ideas are beginning to be used by others in a variety of ways.
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From what I have said you can see that Donaldson has opened up an entirely
new area; unexpected and mysterious phenomena about the geometry of 4 dimensions have been discovered. Moreover, the methods are new and extremely
subtle, using difficult nonlinear partial differential equations. On the other hand,
this theory is firmly in the mainstream of mathematics, having intimate links
with the past, incorporating ideas from theoretical physics, and tying in beautifully with algebraic geometry. It is remarkable and encouraging that such a
young mathematician can understand and harness such a wide range of ideas
and techniques in so short a time and put them to such brilliant use. It is an
indication that mathematics has not lost its unity, or its vitality.
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On Some of the Mathematical Contributions
of Gerd Faltings
B, MAZUR
One of the recent great moments in mathematics was when Gerd Faltings
revealed the circle of ideas which led him to a proof of the conjecture of Mordell
([1]; see also [2, 3]).
The conjecture, marvelous in the simplicity of its statement, had stood as a
goad and an elusive temptation for over half a century: it is even older than the
Fields Medal! In modern language it takes the following form:
If K is any number field and X is any curve of genus > 1 defined over K,
then X has only a finite number of K-rational points.
To get a feeling for our level of ignorance in the face of such questions, consider
that, before Faltings, there was not a single curve X (of genus > 1) for which we
knew this statement to be true for all number fields K over which X is defined!
Already in the twenties, Weil and Siegel made serious attempts to attack
the problem. Siegel, influenced by Weil's thesis, used methods of diophantine
approximation, to prove that the number of integral solutions to a polynomial
equation f(Xi Y) = 0 (i.e., solutions in the ring of integers of a number field K)
is finite, provided that / defines a curve over K of genus > 0, or a curve of genus
0 with at least three points at infinity.
In his thesis, Weil generalized Mordell's theorem on the finite generation of
the group of rational points on an elliptic curve, to abelian varieties of any
dimension. Weil then hoped to use this finite generation result for the rational
points on the jacobian of a curve to go on to show that when a curve of genus
> 1 is imbedded in its jacobian, only a finite number of the rational points of the
jacobian can lie on the curve. Not finding a way to do this, he decided to call
his proof of finite generation (the "theorem of Mordell-Weil" ) a thesis, despite
Hadamard's advice not to be satisfied with half a result!
After this work of Weil and Siegel there was little progressibriJiirty years. It
was in the sixties and early seventies that several new developments occurred in
algebraic geometry and number theory which were to influence Faltings (work of
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Grothendieck, Serre, Mumford, Lang, Néron, Tate, Manin, Shafarevich, Parsin,
Arakelov, Zarhin, Raynaud, and others).
These developments, which enter in an essential way in the work of Faltings, encompass three grand mathematical themes, and Faltings proved the conjecture of Mordell, by first establishing the truth of some other outstanding
conjectures—fundamental to arithmetic and to arithmetic algebraic geometry.
In the next few minutes I should like to try to convey some sense of the sweep of
Faltings's accomplishment by touching on those themes, and those conjectures.
1. The arithmetization of geometry and the geometrization of arithmetic. Nowadays the analogy between number fields and fields of rational functions on algebraic curves (overfinitefields)is so well imprinted upon our view of
both number theory and the theory of algebraic curves that it is hard to imagine how we might deal with either theory, if deprived of that analogy. A firm
understanding of the power of such analogies was present already in the work
of Kronecker, and of Dedekind and Weber at the end of the last century. This
understanding was deepened by the development of algebraic number theory,
in the hands of Artin and Chevalley, of algebraic geometry, via the foundations developed by Zariski, Weil, and Serre, and more recently, of arithmetic
algebraic geometry, whose foundations are given by the language of schemes, of
Grothendieck.
In the language of schemes, a smooth curve over a finite field and the ring
of integers in a number field are not merely analogous: they are two instances
of the same notion (regular schemes of dimension one, of finite type over Z).
Similarly, a family of curves over a "base" curve over a finite field and a curve
over the ring of integers in a number field are companion instances of the same
notion.
This is not to say that this analogy is thoroughly understood! Why, it has
only been relatively recently, thanks to the groundbreaking work of Arakelov,
that we have begun to see a format for bringing the archimedean places of a
number field into the geometric picture.
Moreover, this "synthetic view," extraordinarily efficacious for carrying problems and conjectures from the realm of function fields to the realm of number
fields and back again, is far less satisfactory when it comes to carrying the proofs
of those conjectures from one realm to the other.
For example, the analogue of Mordell's conjecture in the function field case
was first settled by Manin back in 1963. A different proof was given by Grauert
in 1965. Arakelov (using a beautiful idea of Parsin) found another proof in 1971.
Yet another proof, also using Parsin, was given by Zarhin in 1974.
Even when we were armed with these approaches to the function field case,
the number field case seemed intractable for almost a decade until Faltings discovered a method, analogous to that of Parsin-Zarhin, which established the
classical conjecture of Mordell over number fields. To this day we lack number field analogues of the other approaches to the problem—say, of Manin's
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original proof, or of Arakelov's (Do they exist?). Judging from Faltings's published contributions to Arakelov's theory [4] one might imagine that he himself
had been simultaneously pursuing two approaches to the Mordell conjecture in
the number field case: one suggested by Arakelov's work, and the other by
Zarhin's. The problem yielded, in 1983, to the second approach.
Faltings's method in the number field case, and Zarhin's in the function field
case, was to settle Mordell's conjecture by first answering a more "geometric"
question:
Kodaira had raised the problem of studying, or perhaps "classifying," all
(truly varying) families of smooth curves of a given genus over a fixed (not
necessarily complete) base curve. It was Shafarevich, at the 1962 International
Congress, who first brought attention to the analogue of Kodaira's problem in
arithmetic, and to its significance. One version of this analogue, now known as
Shafarevich's Conjecture for Curves, states that
There are only a finite number of nonisomorphic curves of a given genus > 1
defined over a fixed number field and possessing good reduction outside a fixed
finite set of primes in the ring of integers of that number field.
One way of paraphrasing Kodaira's original problem is by formulating the
"function field analogue" of Shafarevich's conjecture, where the ring of integers
in a number field is replaced by a base curve over a finite field. By an ingenious
argument which happily worked as well in the number field case as in the function field case, Parsin had shown in 1968 that Mordell's conjecture follows from
Shafarevich's conjecture.
Very roughly, Parsin's idea is as follows: Fix g > 1. Given a curve X of
genus g and a rational point P on X over a number field if, Parsin produced
a convering Y of X which is ramified only above P, and whose number field of
definition and set of bad primes are "uniformly bounded" in terms of the data:
<7, the number field of definition of X and P, and the set of bad primes of X.
Since Y determines the pair (X, P) up to finite ambiguity, it follows that if there
are onlyfinitelymany such F's (Shafarevich's conjecture) then there only finitely
many such P's (Mordell's conjecture).
In their respective contexts, both Zarhin's and Faltings's attack on Mordell's
conjecture is to prove Shafarevich's conjecture for curves (over function fields,
and over number fields, respectively), and then to appeal to Parsin's idea.
2. Curves and abelian varieties. It was Weil, in his proof of the "Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields," who first made essential use of
the passage from curves to abelian varieties to derive important consequences
for the arithmetic of curves.
The "geometric" insight, that in pursuing questions about curves it sometimes
pays to appeal to their jacobians, goes further back. Indeed, the fact that we see
such a close relationship between curves and their jacobians is one of our many
legacies from the Italian school of algebraic geometry.
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With the trend towards the arithmetization of geometry, it was natural to
study closely models for the jacobians of curves, or more generally for abelian
varieties, over the rings of integers of number fields. Néron, in 1964, discovered
the remarkable, and remarkably useful, fact that any abelian variety over a
number field has a "best" model over the ring of integers of the number field—
"best," from the point of view of niceness of the reduction of the model modulo
prime ideals in the ring. Although N'eron, at the time he did his work, was not
aware of Kodaira's contributions in the complex analytic case, one may view
Néron's theory as a far-reaching amplification and arithmetization of a program
initiated by Kodaira.
Néron models now play an important role in any close arithmetic study of
abelian varieties, and in particular, they play a role in the detailed analysis of
compactifications of moduli spaces for abelian varieties. The systematic arithmetic study of moduli spaces and their compactifications—a study initiated by
the magnificent work of Mumford—in turn plays a key role in Faltings's approach. Compactification of moduli spaces of abelian varieties over Z, incidentally, is a subject to which Faltings has returned more recently: By refining, in
certain respects, the work of Ching-Li Chai, Faltings has clarified some questions
of arithmetic compactifications, and has thereby significantly simplified, and rendered more natural, the logical structure of his proof of Mordell's conjecture. In
his initial proof [1] Faltings took a somewhat more circuitous route, using moduli
spaces of curves rather than of abelian varieties (and the published account of
the technical issues was supremely succinct, requiring a certain expertise on the
part of the reader).
Thanks to the close relationship between curves and their jacobians (the classical theorem of Torelli plus a finiteness result concerning polarizations), Shafarevich's conjecture for curves (of genus > 1) reduces to a similar conjecture
(also called Shafarevich's conjecture) for abelian varieties:
There are only a finite number of abelian varieties of fixed dimension over
a fixed number field whose Néron models possess good reduction outside a fixed
finite set of primes of the number field.
This conjecture was also settled affirmatively by the work of Faltings. It was
settled in tandem with another basic arithmetic question:
3. Abelian varieties and Galois representations. It was by considering number-theoretic analogies of the classical conjectures of Hodge (concerning algebraic cycles) and geometric analogues of the conjecture of Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer that Tate in 1963 formulated the following conjecture, which
links the problem of classifying abelian varieties (up to isogeny) to that of classifying the Galois representations to which they give rise:
Let I be a prime number. Let K be a number field, and K an algebraic closure
of K. An abelian variety A over K is determined up to isogeny (over K) by the
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natural representation ofGa\(K/K) on the Q\-vector space
' Vi(A) =

Rom(QhAl(K)))

where Ai(K) denotes the group of K-valued points of A, ofl-power order.
This clearly basic 'link' between abelian varieties (denizens of algebraic geometry) and Galois representations (ostensibly more 'elementary' creatures) was
proved by Tate himself in 1967 for a finite field if, but over number fields it was
not even known to be the case for elliptic curves, before the work of Faltings.
By a beautiful argument (which makes crucial use of two theories upon which
we shall comment in a moment, and) which shuttles back and forth between
the conjecture of Shafarevich for abelian varieties and the conjecture of Tate,
Faltings showed that both of these conjectures are true. The phrase "shuttles
back and forth" is quite inadequate to characterize Faltings's mode of argument,
which captures in its weave all the mathematical themes upon which I have
touched.
The "two theories" referred to are the Theory of Heights and the Theory of
p-Divisible Groups (and, more generally, of Group Schemes of Exponent p).
The Theory of Heights was initiated by Weil in 1928 as a technique for "counting" rational points on abelian varieties and was used in an essential manner in
his proof of the theorem "of Mordell-Weil." This theory was further developed
by Néron, by Tate, and more recently was given a new twist in the work of
Arakelov.
The Theory of p-Divisible Groups was invented by Serre and Tate, and, independently, by Barsotti in the mid-sixties to provide a technique to analyze
the way in which p-power torsion points on abelian varieties "degenerate" when
specialized to characteristic p. In 1966 Tate proved the analogue of his conjecture on abelian varieties for p-divisible groups over a local field of characteristic
0. Faltings uses this theorem, and, moreover, makes essential use of an important refinement of it (covering the case of group schemes of exponent p) due to
Raynaud.
Even the above recitation does not completely exhaust the list of longstanding conjectures established by Faltings in the course of his work on the Mordell
conjecture. For example, an important adjunct to the conjecture of Tate concerning the representations of the Galois group Gal (if/if) on /-power torsion
points of an abelian variety A defined over a number field K is the assertion of
semisimplicity of the representation of Gal(üC/Ä") on V^(A), This Semisimplicity
Conjecture has also been proved by Faltings (as its "function field analogue"
had been proved by Zarhin in the course of his work). Moreover the proof of
semisimplicity plays a structural role in the proof of the other conjectures.
The above Semisimplicity Conjecture had been formulated by Grothendieck
as the "dimension one case" of a more general question (semisimplicity of
Galois representations acting on the d-dimensional Z-adic cohomology of irreducible smooth projective varieties over number fields, for any d). One could
find support for Grothendieck's conjecture, at the time he made it, in the work
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of Serre concerning the richness of the action of Galois on the torsion points of
elliptic curves defined over number fields. Thanks to Faltings, we now know the
Semisimplicity Conjecture of Grothendieck to be true for d = 1. This result of
Faltings, incidentally, together with a technique coming from Faltings's proof,
has very recently been used by Serre in a deep study of the action of Galois on
torsion points of abelian varieties of arbitrary dimension g, defined over number
fields.
The general case of Grothendieck's conjecture (i.e., for d > 1) is still open.
We have been discussing only Gerd Faltings's approach to the conjecture of
Mordell, but his other mathematical contributions, whether they be concerned
with moduli spaces of abelian varieties, the Riemann-Roch theorem for arithmetic surfaces, or p-adic Hodge theory, all immediately impress one as the work
of a marvelously original mind from which we may expect similarly wonderful
things in the future.
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The Work of M. H. Freedman
JOHN MILNOR
Michael Freedman has not only proved the Poincaré hypothesis for 4-dimensional topological manifolds, thus characterizing the sphere S 4 , but has also given
us classification theorems, easy to state and to use but difficult to prove, for much
more general 4-manifolds. The simple nature of his results in the topological
case must be contrasted with the extreme complications which are now known
to occur in the study of differentiable and piecewise linear 4-manifolds.
The "n-dimensional Pioncaré hypothesis" is the conjecture that every topological n-manifold which has the same homology and the same fundamental group
as an n-dimensional sphere must actually be homeomorphic to the n-dimensional
sphere. The cases n = 1,2 were known in the nineteenth century, while the cases
n > 5 were proved by Smale, and independently by Stallings and Zeeman and
by Wallace, in 1960-61. (The original proofs needed an extra hypothesis of differentiability or piecewise linearity, which was removed by Newman a few years
later.) The 3- and 4-dimensional cases are much more difficult.
Preedman's 1982 proof of the 4-dimensional Poincaré hypothesis was an extraordinary tour de force. His methods were so sharp as to actually provide a
complete classification of all compact simply connected topological 4-manifolds,
yielding many previously unknown examples of such manifolds, and many previously unknown homeomorphisms between known manifolds. He showed that
a compact simply connected 4-manifold M is characterized, up to homeomorphism, by two simple invariants. The first is the 2-dimensional homology group
H2 =

H2(M\Z)*:Z(&>-<®Z,

together with the symmetric bilinear intersection pairing
U J \

H

2

®

H

2

-

•

Z .

This pairing, which is defined as soon as we choose an orientation for M, must
have determinant ± 1 by Poincaré duality. The second is the Kirby-Siebenmann
obstruction class, an element

aeH4(M]Z/2)^Z/2
that vanishes if and only if M is stably smoothable. In other words, a is zero
if and only if the product M X R can be given a differentiable structure, or
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equivalently a piecewise linear structure. These two invariants OJ and a can be
prescribed arbitrarily, except for a relation in one special case. If the form UJ
happens to be even, that is if cj(a;, x) = 0 (mod2) for every x G H2ì then the
Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction must be equal to the Rohlin invariant:
a = signature (u )/8

(mod 2).

(Freedman's original proof that these two invariants characterize M up to homemorphism required an extra hypothesis of "almost-differentiability," which was
later removed by Quinn.)
If the intersection form w ^ 0 is indefinite or has rank at most eleven, then
it follows from known results about quadratic forms that M can be built up
(nonuniquely) as a connected sum of copies of four simple building blocks, each
of which may be given either the standard or the reversed orientation. One needs
the product S2xS2i the complex projective plane CP2, and two exotic manifolds
which were first constructed by Freedman. One of these is a nondifferentiable
analogue of the complex projective plane, and the other is the unique manifold
whose intersection form u is positive definite and even of rank eight. (This CJ can
be identified with the lattice generated by the root vectors of the Lie group Es.
As noted by Rohlin in 1952, a 4-manifold with such an intersection form can never
be differentiable.) By way of contrast, if we allow positive definite intersection
forms, then the number of distinct simply connected manifolds grows more than
exponentially with increasing middle Betti number.
Freedman's methods extend also to noncompact 4-manifolds. For example, he
showed that the product S3 x R can be given an exotic differentiable structure,
which contains a smoothly embedded Poincaré homology 3-sphere and hence
cannot be smoothly embedded in euclidean 4-space [11, 16]. His methods apply
also to many manifolds which are not simply connected [22]. For example, a
"flat" 2-sphere in 4-space is unknotted if and only if its complement has free cyclic
fundamental group; and a flat 1-sphere in Ss has trivial Alexander polynomial
if and only if it bounds a flat 2-disk in the unit 4-disk whose complement has
free cyclic fundamental group.
The proofs of these results are extremely difficult. The basic idea, which had
been used in low dimensions by Moebius and Poincaré, and in high dimensions by
Smale and Wallace, is to build the given 4-manifold up inductively, starting with
a 4-dimensional disk, by successively adding handles. The essential difficulty,
which does not arise in higher dimensions, occurs when we try to control the
fundamental group by inserting 2-dimensional handles, since a 2-dimensional
disk immersed in a 4-manifold will usually have self-intersections. This problem
was first attacked by Casson, who showed how to construct a generalized kind of
2-handle with prescribed boundary within a given 4-manifold. Freedman's major
technical tool is a theorem which asserts that every Casson handle is actually
homeomorphic to the standard open handle, (closed 2-disk) x (open 2-disk). The
proof involves a delicately controlled infinite repetition argument in the spirit of
the Bing school of topology, and is nondifferentiable in an essential way.
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The Work of Leslie G. Valiant
V. STRASSEN
Theoretical computer science is very young, when compared for instance to
number theory, geometry, or topology. While these classical fields are like magnificent old oaks, whose growth takes place at dizzying heights and is therefore
not easy to follow, theoretical computer science resembles a fast-growing young
tree, whose fresh green may be perceived and enjoyed by everyone coming near.
Leslie G. Valiant has contributed in a decisive way to the growth of almost
every branch of this young tree. In order to convey some impression of the scope
of his work and the impetuous pace of its creation, I shall first discuss three
early papers, published within a single year, which contain spectacular advances
in three very different areas. Then I will turn to what is perhaps Valiant's most
important and mature work, centering around his theory of counting problems.
Languages. Context-free grammars were introduced by N. Chomsky in 1956
as a means of analyzing natural languages. They are now being used extensively
for describing the structure of programming languages. The central algorithmic
problem is to recognize sentences of the language defined by such a grammar.
For a number of years recognition algorithms which run in a time proportional
to n3 on sentences of length n had been known, but in spite of much effort no
significant improvement had been obtained except in special cases.
In a coup de main Valiant showed in 1975 that the recognition problem can
be solved in less than cubic time by reducing it to integer matrix multiplication.
He has never come back to this subject, but ingenious algorithmic reductions
from combinatorial to algebraic problems have become one of the main themes
of his work.
Graphs. Let m be a positive integer. An m-superconcentrator is a directed
graph with m input and m output nodes, such that for every r < m any r
input nodes may be connected to any r output nodes in some order by r disjoint
directed paths. By the size of an m-superconcentrator, one means its number of
edges.
Superconcentrators first appeared in algebraic complexity theory: Any
straightline algorithm for computing the Discrete Fourier Transform of order m
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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yields an m-superconcentrator of a size proportional to the length of
the algorithm. In particular, the Fast Fourier Transform provides examples
of m-superconcentrators of size const -mlogm and any improvement of the Fast
Fourier Transform would lead to m-superconcentrators of still smaller size. Alio,
Hopcroft, and Ullman, among others, stated the problem of proving or disproving that the minimal size of m-superconcentrators grows like mlogm. By the
previous remarks a positive answer would yield an optimality proof for the Fast
Fourier Transform up to order of magnitude.
Valiant dashed such hopes by showing that there exist m-superconcentrators
of size linear in m. Considering theflexibilityof these graphs the result is almost
unbelievable. Valiant's proof, which is based upon previous work of Pinsker,
combines a counting argument with an elegant recursive construction. (Let me
note that Margulis and Gabber-Galil have succeeded in replacing the counting
argument by an explicit construction as well.) In the decade after their discovery
superconcentrators of linear size have become useful tools in the information and
communication sciences far beyond their original purpose.
This work is just one example of Valiant's systematic and penetrating study
of efficient imbedding and routing properties of graphs, leading in recent years to
a theory of the general purpose parallel computer (the so-called supercomputer).
Turing machines. Since their invention by A. Turing in 1936 Turing machines have been the principal theoretical model on which notions of computability and computational complexity have been based. Often a Taring machine
is used as a decision procedure for some property of numbers, graphs, logical
formulas, etc., which by a suitable encoding are presented to the machine as
binary strings. While recursion theory is concerned with the decidability of decision problems, complexity theory also considers the amount of time and space
needed to reach a decision.
Given a function t: N —• N, let TIME(i) be the class of all decision problems
(i.e., sets of binary strings) that can be decided by a multitape Turing machine
using only 0(t(n)) computational steps on inputs of length n. Define SPACER)
similarly in terms of the number of tape squares visited. Obviously TIME(i) c
SPACE(tf), since in one step a Turing machine can reach at most a constant
number of new tape squares.
The dualism of time and space, which to a large extent shapes the physical
sciences, is also present in the discrete world of idealized computers. As a first
but fundamental question we may ask whether the above inclusion is strict:
TIME(t) g SPACE(t)?

(A)

Computing experience overwhelmingly indicates that this is indeed the case, but
there does not seem to exist an easy proof. It was a scientific sensation when
Hopcroft, Paul, and Valiant showed that in fact one has
TIME(t) C SPACER/ log *),

(B)
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which implies (A), since SPACE(t/logt) is strictly contained in SPACER) by
a standard diagonalization argument. (Alluding to H. WeyFs classic the result
might be stated: Space or time—it matters.)
Hopcroft, Paul, and Valiant reduced the proof of (B) to finding a good strategy
for a certain game on graphs, the "pebble game," which had been invented earlier
by Paterson and Hewitt for a different purpose. This strategy was later shown to
be optimal by Paul, Tarjan, and Celoni, so that no improvement of (B) may be
expected by the same method. (It is a pleasant coincidence that this optimality
proof uses linear sized superconcentrators as an essential ingredient.)
The result of Hopcroft, Paul, and Valiant is weak in the following sense: The
complexity classes TIME(i) and SPACER) depend on the Turing maching model
of computation and therefore the validity of (A) or (B) may be lost by a change
of models. A more robust formulation of the problem of time and space involves
the complexity classes
PTIME = ( J TIME(nfc)

and PSPACE = ( J SPACE(n*)

k

k

of all problems decidable in polynomial time or space. There is no doubt that
the inclusion
PTIME C PSPACE
is also strict, but this has not yet been proven.
The class PTIME, or simply P, as it is called, has gained a central position in
complexity theory, since it appears to be best suited for distinguishing between
what can be and what cannot be computed in practice. For brevity I shall call
the problems in P easy, those not in P hard.
N
Complete problems. Consider a map / : N —• 2 such that

{x,y): y G f(x)}

is easy,

y e fix) => Ivi < \x\k

(i)
(2)

for a suitable constant fc. (|sc| denotes the binary length of x). The set of all numbers x such that f(x) is nonempty is called a search problem. The complement
of the set of primes is an example: f(x) may be taken to consist of all proper
divisors of x. The name "search problem" refers to the possibility of searching
through all y satisfying the inequality in (2) for an element of f(x). However,
although each test of membership is easy by (1), such an exhaustive search may
use exponential time due to the number of tests to be conducted.
The class NP of all search problems lies between P and PSPACE. It turns
out that a great number of decision problems occurring in mathematics and its
applications belong to NP, when suitably encoded. Here are a few examples: to
decide
if a propositional formula is satisfiable,
if a graph is isomorphic to a subgraph of another,
if a graph has a Hamilton circuit,
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if a graph has a 3-coloring,
if a diophantine equation of the form F(Xi).,.,
Xn) = c, where c and the
coefficients of F are natural numbers, has a solution in natural numbers.
In his seminal paper, "The Complexity of Theorem Proving Procedures,"
S. Cook in 1971 showed that the satisfiability problem as well as the subgraph
problem are complete in the class NP under polynomial reduction, in short, NPcomplete. Roughly speaking, NP-complete problems have maximal degree of
difficulty among all search problems. It follows that if either the satisfiability or
the subgraph problem is easy, then every search problem is easy.
A more precise formulation of Cook's theorem implies an even stronger statement; namely, that a fast algorithm for deciding the satisfiability or the subgraph
problem would create a fast decision procedure for any effectively given search
problem in a completely mechanical way. Thus it could be used as a masterkey
for search problems from all branches of mathematics. For instance, no additional competence in number theory would be needed for designing a fast test
of primality or of represent ability of a number by any given positive polynomial.
This appears so unlikely that there is little doubt about the validity of what we
call Cook's hypothesis] namely, that the satisfiability and the subgraph problems
are indeed hard, or equivalently that
P^NP.
The list of problems proved NP-complete was significantly extended by R. Karp
in 1972 to include among others the Hamilton circuit and the graph coloring
problems above. By now, most of the naturally occurring search problems have
been classified as either easy or NP-complete. (The solvability of positive diophantine equations is NP-complete, even if it is restricted to binary quadratic
polynomials, as has been shown by Manders and Adleman.)
Let me turn to Valiant's work on the subject. Given a map / : N —• 2 N
as in the definition of a search problem, we may not only ask whether f(x) is
nonempty, but may inquire about its size. Valiant calls the function x \-+ #f(x) a
counting problem and shows that the class of all counting problems also contains
complete members, for instance, the counting problems corresponding to the
NP-complete search problems of our list. Since counting solutions is at least as
difficult as deciding whether a solution exists, complete counting problems are
hard under Cook's hypothesis. Most exciting is Valiant's discovery in 1979 of
various complete counting problems that correspond to easy search problems,
thereby considerably enlarging the scope of the theory of NP-completeness. I
give three examples:
(I) Counting subtrees of a directed graph. Note that if "subtrees" is replaced
by "spanning subtrees," the counting problem becomes easy in view of a variant
of a classical theorem of Kirchhoff (1847).
(II) Evaluating the probability of failure of an unreliable connecting network.
According to Laplace's definition of probability as a proportion, this is tantamount to a counting problem.
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(III) Counting perfect matchings of a bipartite graph. Here the corresponding
search problem is not trivial as in I and II, but it is easy by a well-known
algorithm of M. Hall.
In Valiant's treatment III is the critical example. The proof of completeness of
this problem intricately combines ideas belonging to mathematical logic, graph
theory, and algebra.
The number of perfect matchings of a bipartite graph is equal to the value
of the permanent function at the zero-one-matrix representing the graph—over
the ring of integers. What happens if we replace Z by Z/mZ? When m = 2
the permanent coincides with the determinant and is therefore easy to compute.
When m is any fixed power of 2, Valiant shows that the problem remains easy.
In contrast, he obtains the wonderful result that the existence of a fast algorithm
for the permanent modulo m for some m that is not a power of 2 implies that
any polynomially bounded number-theoretical function, whose graph is easy to
decide, is itself easy to compute. ("Polynomially bounded" is to be understood
in terms of lengths.) It can be deduced that if the permanent modulo 3 (say) is
easy, then so is prime factorization of integers.
The permanent is a polynomial function of the entries in the matrix. Thus
Valiant was naturally led into algebraic complexity theory, which we have already touched upon when discussing superconcentrators. Here the basic model
is that of a straightline algorithm, i.e., a finite sequence of arithmetical instructions, to be executed over a suitable algebraic structure. For a number
of years it had seemed that this subject would remain unaffected by the notion
of NP-completeness. Motivated by his work on the permanent, however, Valiant
developed a convincing analogue of the theory of search and counting problems entirely in the algebraic framework. The new theory differs considerably
from its model, and it will not be possible to describe even its main features
here. However, the counterpart of Cook's hypothesis—let us call it Valiant's
hypothesis—may be sandwiched between two succinct statements of a classical
algebraic flavor: Fix a field F of characteristic ^ 2 and let t(n) be the smallest
number r such that the permanent of size n may be obtained from the determinant of size r by a simple substitution, i.e., one in which variables may be
replaced only by variables or elements of F. Then Valiant's hypothesis implies
that t(n) grows faster than any power of n. In turn, if t(n) grows even faster than
9
e (iogn) for s o m e q (for instance, if it grows exponentially), Valiant's hypothesis
is true over the field F.
For some of you it may seem that the theories discussed here rest on weak foundations. They do not. The evidence in favor of Cook's and Valiant's hypotheses
is so overwhelming, and the consequences of their failure are so grotesque, that
their status may perhaps be compared to that of physical laws rather than that
of ordinary mathematical conjectures. Nevertheless a traditional proof would be
of great interest, and it seems to me that Valiant's hypothesis may be easier to
confirm than Cook's (for example, by using the powerful methods of algebraic
geometry).
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The selection of Valiant's works that I have presented to you does not do
justice to many of his other achievements of comparable importance: dealing
with boolean complexity, probabilistic algorithms, monotone and parallel computation, artificial intelligence. They all give ample evidence of his astuteness,
originality, and taste.
Theoretical computer science is in the stage of formulating its central problems and devising the proof techniques for their solution. Valiant has been eminently involved in this process, not only by answering a number of recalcitrant
open questions, but above all by developing important new concepts, which have
led him to discover deep and beautiful connections between problems that had
seemed to be totally unrelated.
In every scientific discipline, finding fruitful concepts is a most demanding
task. This is especially true for a newfield,since there exist so many conceptual
possibilities. But the rewards balance the difficulties: the young shoots of the
sapling will become the main boughs of the full grown tree.
I have no doubt that this applies to the work of Leslie Valiant. Let me wish
him, and the three Fields medalists, futures as bright as their scientific pasts.
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS OF L, G. VALIANT
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Underlying Concepts in the Proof
of the Bieberbach Conjecture
LOUIS DE BRANGES
Most mathematical events are exciting only to a few experts who have the
necessary knowledge to understand and appreciate what has occurred. The proof
of the Bieberbach conjecture has been a welcome exception to this usual pattern.
The result has found a wider, but also a less homogeneous, audience. For this
reason there is need for still another account of the discovery.
A calendar of events. This discussion begins with the Riemann mapping
theorem because everyone knows it: Every proper simply connected subregion
of the complex plane is the image of the unit disk under a Riemann mapping
function, a power series which converges in the unit disk and represents a function
with distinct values at distinct points of the disk.
Riemann stated but did not find an acceptable proof of the Riemann mapping
theorem. It is proved by an approximation argument which requires estimates of
Riemann mapping functions. Any Riemann mapping function can be estimated
in the unit disk from the value of the function and its derivative at the origin.
The Bieberbach conjecture arises in the search for best possible estimates.
A Riemann mapping function will be normalized so that the constant coefficient is zero and the coefficient of z is positive. The mapping thus has a fixed
point at the origin. The positivity of the derivative at the origin allows the mapping function to be uniquely determined by the region onto which it maps the
unit disk.
An example of a Riemann mapping function is the Koebe function
z/(l

- OJZ)2 = z + 2u)z2 + 3w V

+ • • •,

where u) is a constant of absolute value one. It maps the unit disk onto a region
which is obtained from the complex plane on deleting a radial slit starting at
distance 1/4 from the origin.
The Bieberbach conjecture [4] states that the inequality
\an\ < na\
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holds for every positive integer n when f(z) — YlanZn is a Riemann mapping
function. The conjecture also states that equality holds for some n > 1 only
when f(z) is a constant multiple of the Koebe function.
Bieberbach proved the Bieberbach conjecture only for the second coefficient.
Despite the meager evidence in its favor, the conjecture attracted the attention
of leading mathematicians. A memorable event was the proof of the Bieberbach
conjecture for the third coefficient by K. Löwner [25] in 1923. The solution
contains a general method which applies in principle to all coefficients. But
the resulting calculations are very difficult. When a proof of the Bieberbach
conjecture for the fourth coefficient was found in 1954 by P. R. Garabedian and
M. Schiffer [19], another method was used.
The Bieberbach conjecture was actively pursued as a research aim in the
following decade. A proof of the Bieberbach conjecture for the sixth coefficient
was obtained in 1968 by M. Ozawa [34] and by R. N. Pederson [35]. In 1972,
Pederson and Schiffer [36] succeeded in proving the Bieberbach conjecture for
the fifth coefficient.
The same methods become very difficult with larger coefficients, and more
than ten years passed without another case of the Bieberbach conjecture being
verified. What then happened was that the author obtained a proof of the
Bieberbach conjecture for all coefficients.
The proof was concluded with the help of Walter Gautschi [20] in February
1984. A curious situation then arose in that no one could at first be found to
confirm the argument. But the author was scheduled for a visit to the Steklov
Mathematical Institute in Leningrad in April, May, and June of 1984 under
the exchange agreement between the National Academy of Sciences and the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR. The correctness of the proof was confirmed
by the Leningrad Seminar in Geometric Function Theory during the course of
the visit.
The verification of the proof has been reported by three participants. One is
the author [10]. The other two are the senior members of the Leningrad Seminar
in Geometric Function Theory, G. V. Kuz'mina [18] and I. M. Milin [27].
The author expresses his thanks to the National Academy of Sciences and to
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR for the exchange agreement which made
the visit possible.
Interpolation theory. The reason why the Bieberbach conjecture is interesting is because of interpolation theory. All mathematical calculations, whether
or not they are machine assisted, are necessarily finite. Therefore infinite processes need to be approximated by finite ones. Interpolation theory does this in
the context of analytic function theory.
A function which is analytic in the unit disk is represented by a power series.
The values of the function, especially on the boundary of the disk, can be very
complicated. But the coefficients of the power series provide a natural means of
finite approximation.
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Some properties of the function are however not easily seen from the coefficients. A good example is boundedness. How should the coefficients of a power
series be chosen so that the resulting function is bounded by one in the unit
disk? The answer to the question was given in 1911 by C. Caratheodory and
L. Fejér [17].
Boundedness is an important property of analytic functions because of the
relation between the factorization of bounded analytic functions and invariant
subspaces, a relation which first made its appearance in fundamental papers of
A. Beurling [3] and M. S. Livêic and V. P. Potapov [24]. The interpolation theory of bounded analytic functions was developed within an invariant subspace
context by D. Sarason [40], It was translated into the Sz.-Nagy-Foia§ formulation of invariant subspace theory [45] by Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ [46], where it was
generalized to power series whose coefficients are operators on a Hilbert space.
A related but different invariant subspace theory is due to James Rovnyak
and the author [16]. This theory offers a natural context in which to formulate
and prove the Carathéodory-Fejér result [7]. Some preliminaries from the theory
of square summable power series [15] are needed.
The notation C(z) is used for the Hilbert space of square summable power
series f(z) = £ a n 2 n ,

ll/(*)ll2c(*)=£KI2A power series B(z) represents a function which is bounded by one in the unit
disk if, and only if, multiplication by B(z) is a contractive transformation in
C(z).
Direct use of the contractive property of the transformation requires a concept
called complementation. This is a generalization of orthogonality which was
introduced by James Rovnyak and the author [16].
If a Hilbert space P is contained contractively in a Hilbert space )/, then a
unique Hilbert space Q exists, which is contained contractively in )i and which
has these properties: The inequality

I I * < \\4% + W%
holds whenever c = a + b with a in P and bin Q. Every element c of M admits
a decomposition for which equality holds.
The Hilbert space Q is called the complementary space to P in M. Minimal
decomposition is unique. The element a of P is obtained from c under the
adjoint of the inclusion of P in W. The element 6 of Q is obtained from c under
the adjoint of the inclusion of Q in M.
If B(z) is a power series which represents a function which is bounded by
one in the unit disk, then the range M(B) of multiplication by B(z) in C(z) is
considered a Hilbert space in the unique norm such that multiplication by B(z)
is a partial isometry of C(z) onto M(B). The complementary space M(B) to
M(B) in C(z) is invariant under the difference-quotient transformation, taking
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f(z) into [f(z) — f(0)]/z. The inequality for difference-quotients

\\[f(z) - /(0)]/*|fl(fl) < \\f(z)\\l{B) - |/(0)|2
is satisfied.
If B'(z) = zB(z), then a space M(B') exists and the space M(B) is contained
contractively in the space M(Bf). The complementary space B(B) to )f(B) in
U(Bf) is a Hilbert space which has dimension zero or one. Consider the complex
numbers C as a Hilbert space with absolute value as norm. Then multiplication
by B(z) is a partial isometry of C onto B(B).
The Carathéodory-Fejér theorem can be formulated in a localization of the
above structure. If r is a given nonnegative integer, define power series f(z) and
g(z) to be r-equivalent if the coefficient of zn in f(z) is equal to the coefficient of
zn in g(z) for n = 0,..., r — 1. Define Cr(z) to be thefinite-dimensionalHilbert
space of r-equivalence classes of power series f(z) = J2anZn,

n/(z)HU) = £ M2If B(z) is a power series which represents a function which is bounded by one in
the unit disk, then multiplication by B(z) is contractive in Cr(z).
A modern formulation of the Carathéodory-Fejér theorem states that this
property characterizes the r-equivalence class of a power series which represents
a function which is bounded by one in the unit disk. A power series B(z) such
that multiplication by B(z) is contractive in Cr(z) is r-equivalent to a power
series which is bounded by one in the unit disk.
The proof of the theorem proceeds by an inductive construction of the coefficients. Assume that r is positive and that A(z) is a power series such that
multiplication of A(z) is contractive in Cr-i(z). Then a power series B(z) exists,
which is r-equivalent to A(z), such that multiplication of B(z) is contractive in
Cr(z).
The inductive step is made by working out the relationship between associated
spaces. Define Mr-i(A) to be the range of multiplication by A(z) in Cr-\(z). It
is considered a Hilbert space in the unique norm such that multiplication by A(z)
is a partial isometry of Cr-i(z) onto Mr-i(A). Then the space Mr-i(A) is contained contractively in the space Cr-i(z). Define Mr-i(A) to the complementary
space to Mr-i(A) in Cr-i(z).
Let A'(z) = zA(z). Then multiplication by A'(z) is a contractive transformation in Cr(z). Define Mr(A') to be the range of multiplication by A'(z) in
Cr(z). Consider Mr(A') in the unique norm such that multiplication by Al(z) is
a partial isometry of Cr(z) onto Mr(A'). The Mr(A') is contained contractively
in Cr(z). Define #r(A') to be the complementary space to Mr(A') in Cr(z).
Then Ur(Af) is the set of r-equivalence classes of power series f(z) such that
[f(z) - f(0)]/z belongs to Mr_i(,4). The identity

III/M - W)]IA\\r-l{A) = 11/MllW) - l/(o)l2
holds for every element f(z) of Mr(A').
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The construction of the desired power series B(z) is made by constructing
any Hilbert space Mr that is contained contractively in Mr(A') such that the
transformation which takes every element of Mr into its (r — Inequivalence class
is a partial isometry of Mr onto Mr-\(A). Let Br be the complementary space to
MT in ^r(Af). Then Br contains a power series B(z) of norm zero or one which
is (r - l)-equivalent to A(z). Multiplication by B(z) is contractive in Cr(z).
This formulation of the Carathéodory-Fejér theorem also applies to power
series whose coefficients are operators on a Hilbert space. It can be used to obtain
information about the relation between factorization and invariant subspaces
[14].
The relationship between the Sz.-Nagy-Foia§ invariant subspace theory and
the present theory of square summable series is discussed by N. K. Nikol'skii and
V. I. Vasyunin [33] and by D. Sarason [41]. The relation can also be formulated
in the language of systems theory [12].
A proof of the Carathéodory-Fejér theorem outside of the present theory of
square summable power series is given by M. Rosenblum and J. Rovnyak [39].
See also N. K. Nikol'skii [32] for another modern treatment of interpolation
theory.
An indefinite generalization of the Hilbert space concept was introduced into
interpolation theory by R. Nevanlinna [28, 29, 30, 31]. A generalization of
complementation theory applies in these spaces [13].
An alternative to the Carathéodory-Fejér method for the interpolation theory
of bounded functions is given by the Schur algorithm. D. Alpay and H. Dym
[1] show that similar Hilbert spaces of analytic functions are the outcome of the
theory.
Bounded Riemann mapping functions. The interpolation problem for
bounded analytic functions acquires added interest when the function is required
to be a Riemann mapping function. This condition is interesting because it is
compatible with the interpolation problem for bounded functions.
A Hilbert space which is relevant to the study of bounded Riemann mapping
functions is the set of power series
oo

ra=l

with constant coefficient zero which have finite Dirichlet norm,
a

n/Miiâ =nË»w
=l

The elements of the space are convergent power series in the unit disk. The
Dirichlet norm is important because it is computable from the integral square ofthe derivative in the unit disk,

\\m\\l = llJA\f'^dxdy.
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If B(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function for a subregion of the unit
disk, then

\f'(z)\2dxdy
fB(A)

by the change of variable theorem for multiple integrals because |B'(^)| 2 coincides with the Jacobian of the mapping by the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Since
the image B(A) of the unit disk is contained in the unit disk A by hypothesis,
the inequality
\f'{z)\2dxdy<ff\f'{z)\2dxdy

If
JJB(A)

J JA

is satisfied. It follows that the inequality

\\f(B(z))\\l < ll/(*)lß
holds for every element f(z) of the space Q.
The inequality states that 2?(^-substitution, the transformation which takes
f(z) into f(B(z))) is contractive in the Dirichlet norm. This observation leads
to several different preliminaries to the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture [5, 6,
8], which will now be presented.
Consider the range M(B) of 2?(;z)-substitution as a Hilbert space in the unique
norm such that JB(^-substitution is an isometry of Q onto M(B). Then the space
M(B) is contained contractively in Q. Define SÌ&) t o be ^ e complementary
space to M(B) in Q. Then 9(B) is a Hilbert space which has a computable
reproducing kernel function.
Indeed the reproducing kernel function of the space Q is
log J 3 ^ r = zw+ -(zw)2 + -(zwf

+••• ,

the reproducing kernel function of M(B) is
1
log
1 - B(z)B(w) '
and the reproducing kernel function of 9(B) is
8

1-BWJW

J

1-zw

*l-zw

1___
*l-B(z)B(w)

This result is to be compared with the calculation of the reproducing kernel
function of the space M(B). The reproducing kernel function of C(z) is
1
1 — zwi
the reproducing kernel function of M (B) is
B(z)B(w)
1 — zw '
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and the reproducing kernel function of M(B) is
l-B(z)B(w)
_
1
B(z)B(w)
1 — zw
1 — zw
1 — zw
Note that the reproducing kernel function of the space M(B) is the exponential
of the reproducing kernel function of the space $(£). An inequality is now a
consequence of the theory of reproducing kernel functions. If f(z) belongs to
9(B), then exp f(z) belongs to M(B) and the inequality

ll«p /tollen) < «PII/WHJ (B)
is satisfied. Equality holds when f(z) is the reproducing kernel function of the
space 9{B) corresponding to some point of the unit disk. If f(z) is an element
of 9 (B) for which equality holds, then the identity
(exp f(z),exp g{z))x(B) = exp</(^),g(^)) fl(fl)
holds for every element g(z) of £(J3).
These relations support the appropriateness of the Dirichlet norm for the
estimation theory of Riemann mapping functions. Now a natural generalization
of the Dirichlet norm exists for Laurent series. The quadratic forms which then
arise are indefinite. But similar methods still apply. In fact it is possible to
introduce generalizations of power series in which the exponents are not integers.
If v is a given real number, define 9V to be the set of generalized power series
oo
n=l

such that
oo
n=l

is finite. Note that only a finite number of squares appear with negative coefficients. The infinite sum is therefore meaningful.
If B(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function for a subregion of the
unit disk, then the substituted series f(B(z)) has a natural interpretation as an
element of 9U whenever f(z) belongs to £", and the inequality

{f(B(z)),f(B(z)))g»<{f(z)J(z))g.
is satisfied.
The inequality has a long history. When u = — 2, the inequality is a strengthening of the area theorem, discovered by T. H. Gronwall [22] and used by Bieberbach [4] to prove the Bieberbach conjecture for the second coefficient. The area
theorem is a limiting case of the present inequality which applies to unbounded
Riemann mapping functions.
In 1939, H. Grunsky [23] obtained a generalization of the area theorem. Again
the result is stated for unbounded normalized Riemann mapping functions. It is a
limiting case of the present inequality when v is a negative integer. The Grunsky
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inequality was instrumental in the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture for the
fourth, fifth, and sixth coefficients. Another reason for interest in the Grunsky
inequality is that it characterizes normalized Riemann mapping functions.
A postwar generation of analysts found a stronger form of the inequality,
which applies to normalized Riemann mapping functions for subregions of the
unit disk. In fact, the inequality characterizes these functions. This information
has been used by Tammi [47, 48] to characterize the first four coefficients of a
bounded Riemann mapping function. The inequality is equivalent to the abovestated inequality for negative integers t>, but it is not stated in that form. The
observation that normalized Riemann mapping functions for subregions of the
unit disk are characterized by contractive properties of substitution transformations with respect to indefinite scalar products is due to the author [15].
These results make use of the space 9V o n ly f° r integer values of v. The
discovery that a variant of the area theorem holds for noninteger values of v is
due to Prawitz [37].
Adjoints are another consideration in the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture.
A bounded linear transformation of a Hilbert space into itself has an adjoint.
If the transformation is in some way computable and if the Hilbert space norm
is well related to the transformation, then the adjoint can be expected to be
computable in an analogous way.
These expectations are fulfilled for substitution transformations considered
with the Dirichlet norm and its indefinite generalizations. Consider spaces 9^
and 9V s u c n that ß + v + 1 is a negative integer. If g(z) belongs to 9ß, define
Pvg(\jz) to be the unique element of f(z) of 9V s u c n that f(z) = Y^anZyJtn
and g(z) = J2 &n2 M+n , where am = bn whenever /i + z/ + ra + ra = Ofor positive
integers m and n and such that am = 0 otherwise. If f(z) belongs to 9V a n d if
g(z) belongs to 9ßi then the identity
(f{z),Pvg{l/z))g»

=

-<P„/(1/*),0(*))SM

is satisfied.
Assume that B(z) = £) Bnzn is a normalized Riemann mapping function for
a subregion of the unit disk. Then a normalized Riemann mapping function
B*(z) for a subregion of the unit disk is defined by B*(z) = YlBnzn.
The
region onto which B* (z) maps the unit disk is the reflection in the real axis of
the region onto which B(z) maps the unit disk.
If f(z) is an element of 9V

an

d if g(z) is a n element of ^ / i , then the identity

(f(z),P„g(l/z))g.
=
(f{B{z)),Pug{B*{l/z)))g„
is satisfied. The identity is proved using Cauchy's formula.
As a result of the identity, 5(^-substitution has a computable adjoint, at
least on those elements of 9V °f the form Pl/g(B*(l/z)) where g(z) belongs to
9ß. The action of the adjoint of B(^-substitution on such an element of 9V i s
Pvg(l/z). Thus the adjoint of ^ ^ - s u b s t i t u t i o n in 9V corresponds to the inverse
of £?*(#)-substitution in £M- By the arbitrariness of /i, this result computes the
adjoint of S(^)-substitution on a dense set of elements of 9l'•
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These considerations allow a new synthesis of the theory of Riemann mapping
functions [15], It is interesting to compare the approach taken here with that
of I. Schur [42, 43, 44], who was a founder of operator theory and who made
appropriate calculations with formal power series and indefinite scalar products.
But Schur did not have available the methods of the theory of square summable
power series for describing what is happening. This conceptual advantage was
instrumental in the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture.
Localization of estimates. The mechanism which has been constructed for
estimating the coefficients of Riemann mapping functions suffers from a deficiency, namely, that the estimates make use of all the coefficients of a power
series. By analogy with the Carathéodory-Fejér theorem, it is interesting to find
related estimates which depend only on the first r coefficients of a power series
for some given positive integer r. Truncation does not however now produce best
possible estimates. The proof of the Bieberbach conjecture makes use of a more
delicate localization technique.
The source of the new estimates is the theory with which K. Löwner proved
the Bieberbach conjecture for the third coefficient.
Subordination is a key idea in the Löwner theory. A power series f(z) with
constant coefficient zero is said to be subordinate to a power series g(z) with
constant coefficient zero if f(z) = g(B(z)) for a power series B(z) with constant
coefficient zero which represents a function which is bounded by one in the
unit disk. When f(z) and g(z) are Riemann mapping functions, an equivalent
condition is that the region onto which f(z) maps the unit disk is contained
in the region onto which g(z) maps the unit disk. The series B(z) so obtained
is then a Riemann mapping function, and it is normalized if f(z) and g(z) are
normalized.
A Löwner family of Riemann mapping functions is a maximal family of normalized Riemann mapping functions which is totally ordered in the sense of
subordination. Such a family has a natural parametrization. The parameter is
the coefficient of z in the power series. All positive numbers appear as parameters.
Löwner made the interesting discovery that a Löwner family of Riemann mapping functions F(t,z) satisfies a differential equation,
t-F(t,z)

= <p(t,z)z—F(t,z).

The equation states that a time derivative is proportional to a space derivative.
The constant of proportionality <p(t> z) is a Herglotz function, a power series
with constant coefficient one which represents a function with positive real part
in the unit disk. The family of Herglotz functions is measurable in the sense that
the coefficient of zn in (p(t, z) is a measurable function of t for every nonnegative
integer n. The time derivative in the Löwner equation is taken in the sense of
absolute continuity for coefficients.
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A converse result is also true. Assume that a measurable family (p(t, z) of
Herglotz functions is given. Then a unique Löwner family of Riemann mapping
functions exists which has the given family <p(t, z) as coefficient function in the
Löwner equation.
In principle all information about Riemann mapping functions is obtainable
from calculations with the Löwner equation. But these calculations become very
difficult when a precise goal like the Bieberbach conjecture is set. A convenient
form of coding is needed to propagate estimates in time. Quadratic forms which
are well behaved with respect to the propagation are the natural answer. The
propagation should either preserve the quadratic forms or be dissipative with
respect to them.
The Bieberbach conjecture is not itself a quadratic estimate, but a related
quadratic estimate was conjectured in 1936 by M. S. Robertson [38]. The statement of the conjecture makes use of a construction for powers of Riemann mapping functions which can be made for any real exponent y. If F(z) is a normalized
Riemann mapping function, then the formal expression F(zY can be expanded
as a series whose first term is f,(0)l,z1'. A convenient way to write the remaining
terms in the expression is
—/ .
n=l

u z

n

In the limiting case v = 0, the expression on the left is interpreted by continuity
as
l0g

iF(ö)-

When v is not an integer, a meaning is given to the expansion by dividing each
side of the equation by zv and choosing the unique i/th power of F(z)/zi which
is a power series with positive constant coefficient.
In this notation the Robertson conjecture states that the inequality
|ai| 2 + --- + |a r | 2 <4rF , (0)

*

holds for every positive integer r when v = \. It is easily seen that equality
holds when F(z) is a constant multiple of the Koebe function, and Robertson
conjectured that equality holds only in that case. An elementary estimate shows
that the inequality implies the Bieberbach conjecture for the (r + l)st coefficient.
Robertson verified the cases of the Robertson conjecture corresponding to the
Bieberbach conjecture for the second and third coefficients. Thus he showed that
all of the then available evidence for the Bieberbach conjecture was matched by
evidence for the stronger Robertson conjecture. And his method of proof was
the Löwner equation. In retrospect this combination of quadratic forms with
the Löwner equation is seen as a remarkable penetration into the estimation
theory of Riemann mapping functions. More information related to the Bieberbach conjecture would have been obtained at that time if the method had been
further pursued. But the necessary effort was not made because there was then
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insufficient belief in the Bieberbach conjecture. When new evidence in its favor
was later obtained, attention was drawn away from the Löwner equation because
the new results were obtained by other methods.
A return to the quadratic ideas of Robertson was made in 1965 when Lebedev
and Milin [26] observed that the inequality
E « ( r + 1 - n)|a n | 2 < 4(r +1) £
n=l

l/(n +1)

n=l

in the case v = 0 implies the Bieberbach conjecture for the (r + l)st coefficient. In fact they show that the inequality implies the corresponding case of
the Robertson conjecture. The Milin conjecture states that the inequality is always satisfied, and that equality holds only for a constant multiple of the Koebe
function.
The Robertson and Milin conjectures suggest the construction of a new space,
whose elements are (equivalence classes of) generalized power series f(z) =
]C^Li o,nzu^n, Assume that on is a given real-valued function of positive integers n which is eventually zero. Define
oo

</(*)./(*)># = ! > +«KM 8 .
n=l

Equivalence of two such generalized power series f(z) and g(z) here means that
the coefficient of zv+n in f(z) is equal to the coefficient of z"+n in g(z) when
(u + n)on is not zero.
The Robertson and Milin conjectures are now estimates of the same form.
The problem is to estimate the expression
/ F(z)u - FtO)"*" F(z)u -

F'(0Yzu

where F(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function. The question is whether
the expression is maximized, for a given choice of ^'(0), with F(z) equal to a
constant multiple of the Koebe function.
The answer can be expected to depend on the choice of a, and two-dimensional
examples show that this is indeed the case. The question then is what weights
make the optimization problem have the anticipated solution.
An answer is suggested by the above characterization of bounded Riemann
mapping functions. The estimation theory can be expected to be a limiting case
of an estimation theory applying to Riemann mapping functions for subregions
of the unit disk. The feature of a which makes it have the desired property is
the contractive property of related substitution transformations.
The answer is further complicated by an unexpected twist which has no analogue in the Carathéodory-Fejér theory. This is that the weights o~ must be
allowed to change during the substitution process. The contractive property of
the transformation is obtained in passing from one space 9a to another. The
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need to make such weight changes and the precise way in which they should be
made is one of the more subtle aspects of the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture.
Assume that 2v is not a negative integer. A family of spaces 9a(t)^ * — *»
is said to be admissible if (v + n)an(t) is an absolutely continuous function of t
which is nonincreasing when 2v -f- n > 0 and nondecreasing when 2v + n < 0,
and if the differential equation
„ (A + *<(*) _ „

M

* g »+i(*)

holds for every positive integer n. Solutions will be considered in which crn(t) is
eventually identically zero.
These conditions are carefully chosen to imply the inequality

{f(B(z)),f(B(z)))g»M < (f(*)J(*))g;w
for every element f(z) of 9a(b)^ w h e n B(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping
function for a subregion of the unit disk and 1 < a = bBf(0). The proof of
the inequality from the stated hypotheses is a straightforward application of the
Löwner differential equation [11, 15].
Once the result has been obtained, the question arises whether it is possible
to obtain an estimate of the desired expression
(F(z)v
\

-F'Wz»
V

F(z)y
'

-F'(0yzu\
V
I Qu

when F(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function. The desired maximum of
the expression, obtained when F(z) is a constant multiple of the Koebe function,
is

It is sufficient to obtain the estimate for bounded functions. A stronger estimate can be expected in that case. Indeed another application of the Löwner
equation shows that the inequality

iBw-wurf+mz))t msr-w +
\

V

V

mz))\

/ QV

*cr(a
(a)

T(2v + n)

< </M./«>,:« + E r ( 2^i) 2 r(n + i) 2 ( l / + n)[a^{a)

" *""»

(*)]

holds for every element f(z) of 9a(b) wnen B(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function for a subregion of the unit disk and 1 < a = bB'(Ö). Furthermore
the proof shows that equality holds if, and only if, a complex number w of absolute value one exists such that
B(z)
(l + uB(z))2

_
B'(0)z
~ (l + o;*)2
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and such that the coefficient of zu+n in f(z) is equal to the coefficient of zuArn
in
v(l+uz)2u

v

when crn(t) is not identically zero.
Thus the cases of equality are related to the Koebe function. The desired
estimate of unbounded Riemann mapping functions is obtained in the limit of
large b. The cases of equality do occur only when the Riemann mapping function
is a constant multiple of the Koebe function.
These considerations supply the desired estimates of Riemann mapping functions at the cost of information about the existence of monotone solutions of
differential equations.
A solution of the system of differential equations for the coefficient functions
is obtained of the form
cn(t) = A 2 l / + n (0 + *

r A(n + 1)

A2y+n+1

^

, (2v + n)(2i/ + n + l)(2i/ + 2n + 3)(2i/ + 2n + 4) A
(_i)(_2)(n + l)(n + 2)
^ H - n + a W + • • •,

+

where ù^2v-\-n(t) is a solution of the elementary differential equation
tA'2„+n(t) = -(2i/ + n)A a H - n (t)The solution is

A a „ +B (t) = A a „ + n ( l ) r a " - * .
Examples of solutions are given in terms of hypergeometric series. The notation
„, ,
, ,
ab
afa+ 1)6(6+1) 2
is used for the hypergeometric series. A generalization of the hypergeometric
series is
F(a b c- d c- z) - 1 I

abC

;l"

( a + 1 ) 6 ( 6 + 1 ) c ( c + 1}

-» I

An identity due to Clausen states that
F(a, 6; c; z)2 = F(2a, 26, a + 6; c, 2c - 1; z)
when a + 6 + | = c.
A nonnegative parameter A will be used in constructing solutions of the differential equations for the coefficient functions. Let r be a given positive integer"
Choose
A

m

=

2»+n[ )

r^

+ n

4-nT(n + l)T(2u + 2A + r + n + 1)
+ i)r(i/ + A + n + l)r(2i/ + n + l)r(r + 1 - n)
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for n = 1,..., r, and A2i/+n(l) = 0 for n > r. Then the identity

-KW =

4 - n r ( n + l)T(2i/ + 2A + r + n + 1)
T(v + n + l)r(i/ + A + n + l)r(2i/ + n)T(r + 1 - n)
x F(n - r, 2J/ + 2A + r + n + 1, v + n + \\
v + A + n + 1,2z/ + 2ra + 1; r 1 ) r 2 ^~ n

holds for n = 1,. ..,r.
The polynomial
F(n - r, 2i/ + 2A + r + n + 1, v + n + ±; v + A + n + 1,2v + 2n + 1, x)
is nonnegative for x < 1 by an inequality due to R. Askey and G. Gasper [2] if
v > —}.§. InInthe
thecase
caseAA==0,0,ththe inequality is due to Clausen's identity. When
A > 0, ;he
the inequality
inequality follows
follows frc
from an expansion
r(2i/ + 2A + r + n + 1)
T(u + A + n + l)r(r + 1 - n)
x F(n - r, 2v + 2A + r + n + 1, v + n + \\
v + A + n + 1,2i/ + 2ra + 1; 2)
__ <A
r(2i/ +fc+ n + l)
r
" ^
( " + n + i)r(* + 1 - n)Ck
x F(n - fc, 2z/ + k + n + 1, v + n + ±; v + n + 1,2v + 2n + 1; z),
where the numbers Ck are nonnegative. Indeed cn = 0 where n has opposite
parity to r, and
_o2Ar(i/ + A + ^ + i n + |)(^ + n + |)

r(„ + ir + i» + §)
w

r(A+ ±r-±n)
r(A)r(l + i r - | n )

when n has the same parity as r.
It follows that an admissible family of spaces is obtained when v > - § .
The resulting estimates are rather complicated to state except in the case A =
5. Assume that an is any real-valued function of positive integers n such that
linin-.oo an = 0 and such that
Pn=

r(2i/ + n + l) r

r(n + i)

.

l'»-"»^

is nonnegative, nonincreasing, and has limit zero at infinity. If F(z) is a normalized Riemann mapping function and if

-

- Z^ anZ
n=l
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then
]T^(i/ + n)on\an\2
n=l

r(2^ + n) 2
Equality holds with on not identically zero if, and only if, F(z) is a constant
multiple of the Koebe function.
This result contains the Milin conjecture in the case v = 0, and it completes
the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture.
Remarks. What has been presented here as a proof of the Bieberbach conjecture is in reality a general estimation theory for the coefficients of Riemann
mapping functions. The Bieberbach conjecture is only significant as a historical
marker. It is a test to be applied to an estimation theory to measure its strength.
The result is interesting principally because it is difficult to obtain. The value of
the work lies in the resulting estimation theory of Riemann mapping functions
rather than in the Bieberbach conjecture itself.
The present proof of the Bieberbach conjecture proceeds through the verification of a conjecture of Milin, which implies the Robertson conjecture, which
implies the Bieberbach conjecture. It is very likely that other routes will be
found to prove the Bieberbach conjecture from the same estimation theory. The
contractive properties of substitution transformations in the spaces 9o where
2v is a negative integer are likely to be useful for this purpose. These cases
are more complicated because of singularities in the differential equations for
coefficient functions. Another complication is due to the fact that the AskeyGasper inequalities do not apply when v < — | . The estimation theory has to
be considered afresh for these values of v.
A time can be expected to come when interest in the Bieberbach conjecture
itself will fade and more fundamental problems will again be considered. One of
these is the interpolation problem for Riemann mapping functions. The problem is to characterize the first r coefficients a\,..., ar of a normalized Riemann
mapping function f(z) = YianZn- Computer calculations may be significant in
testing the consequences of inequalities which are proposed for the coefficients.
The proof of the Bieberbach conjecture suggests that a less traditional problem may be even more fundamental. The problem is to characterize the first
r coefficients a i , . . . ,a r of a normalized Riemann mapping function X) a n^ n f° r
a subregion of the unit disk. If the coefficients of bounded functions can be
characterized, then a characterization of coefficients of unbounded functions is
deduced as a corollary.
The above estimation theory produces a large number of inequalities satisfied
by the coefficients of a normalized Riemann mapping function for a subregion of
the unit disk. The inequalities assert the contractive properties of substitution
transformations in spaces of power series equipped with a scalar product. It is
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natural to conjecture that the inequalities which apply to the first r coefficients
of a bounded Riemann mapping function characterize these coefficients.
The proof of such a conjecture is difficult at present because there are too
many inequalities. Some insight is needed as to what are the important inequalities. The choice of v equal to a negative integer is likely to be important.
It may not be possible to determine, in any explicit way, all solutions of the
differential equations for the coefficient functions with the desired monotonicity
properties. But a characterization of coefficients will surely have to take all such
solutions into account. That is a complicating feature of the analysis which has
to be made.
An extension problem, similar to the one in the Carathéodory-Fejér theorem,
can be expected as the main obstacle in coefficient characterization. Computer
exploration may be necessary to determine whether the desired extendability is
possible with proposed characterizing inequalities.
Finally the relation of the interpolation problem for bounded Riemann mapping functions to the Carathéodory-Fejér problem needs to be examined. Exponential relations are known to exist between the two interpolation theories
before localization [15]. Exponential relations between the local theorems are
needed. The Lebedev-Milin inequality [26], which is used in the proof of the
Bieberbach conjecture, should be examined in that light. Perhaps a new proof
of the inequality can be found which generalizes to related situations.
This paper was written while the author was on sabbatical leave from Purdue
University as an Alexander von Humboldt fellow at the University of Heidelberg
in March, April, May, June, and July of 1986. He thanks his hosts, Professors
A. Dold and E. Freitag.
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The Geometry of 4-Manifolds
SIMON K. DONALDSON
I. Introduction. The title of this lecture is appropriate because, while the
results we describe lie in the field of differential topology, the methods used are
geometrical, exploiting the "instantons" or "Yang-Mills fields" introduced by
physicists. Before going on to a detailed survey of results and techniques we will
first contrast these developments with the general pattern of manifold topology.
A topological n-manifold is constructed from domains in n-dimensional Euclidean space, pieced together by homeomorphisms. The manifold is provided
with a differentiable or smooth structure if these homeomorphisms are differentiable. The basic equivalence relation among topological manifolds is that of
homeomorphism and among smooth manifolds is diffeomorphism (homeomorphism defined by smooth functions). In the 1960s and 1970s topologists developed a comprehensive theory of manifolds in dimension 5 or more. This theory
explained the relationship between the smooth and topological categories [28];
and for many classes of manifolds it gave a complete classification in terms
of invariants from algebraic topology [3, 26, 33]. The coarsest of these are
homotopy invariants, for example, the homology groups. Next most important are the Pontrayagin classes Pi(X) in HAl(X\Z) of a smooth manifold X—
characteristic classes of the tangent bundle. Let us focus on four facts from this
high-dimensional theory:
(1) Simply connected smooth manifolds of dimension 5 or more are diffeomorphic if they are A-cobordant.
(2) The homotopy type and Pontrayagin classes of a compact simply connected
manifold of dimension 5 or more determine the smooth structure up to a finite
number of possibilities.
(3) The reductions of the Pontrayagin classes to H* (X\ Q) are topological
invariants.
(4) A contractible topological manifold of dimension 5 or more has a unique
smooth structure.
In high dimensions the ft-cobordism technique gives an effective method forconstructing equivalences between manifolds, and the classification of smooth
and topological manifolds differ by only a "finite amount."
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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In 1982 Freedman [16] showed that the basic constructions used in high dimensions could be carried out with topological 4-manifolds. The sole classical
invariant of a compact simply connected 4-manifold is the intersection form on
2-dimensional homology. By Hirzebruch's theorem the first Pontrayagin number
Pi(X4)[X4] is 3 times the signature b% — &2~, where b£ and b% are the dimensions
of the positive and negative parts of this quadratic form. Freedman's theory asserts that, up to a finite ambiguity, the topological classification of 4-manifolds
mimics the algebraic classification of forms.
Now among recent results for smooth 4-manifolds we have:
(1)' There are simply connected, smooth 4-manifolds which are A-cobordant
but nondiffeomorphic.
(2)' There is a countably infinite family of smooth, simply connected 4manifolds, all mutually homeomorphic but with distinct smooth structures.
(3)' There are rational cohomology invariants of smooth 4-manifolds which
(unlike the Pontrayagin classes) depend essentially on the smooth structure.
(4)' There is an uncountable family of smooth 4-manifolds, each homeomorphic to R 4 but with mutually distinct smooth structures.
(See §111 below for more precise statements and references.) These facts, all coming from Yang-Mills theory, emphasize the very different picture we are beginning
to see in four dimensions.

II. Techniques.
(i) The first order Yang-Mills equations. These equations in 4-dimensional
geometry are in some ways analogous to the Cauchy-Riemann equations in dimension 2. In place of the functions on a Riemann surface the basic geometric
objects we take are the connections on a bundle E over an oriented Riemannian
4-manifold X. The structure group of E is some compact Lie group G, for example SU(2) or SO(3). In place of the splitting of the derivative of a function into
holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts we have the splitting of the curvature
FA of a connection A into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts: FA = F% + F^.
These are the components in the eigenspaces of the Hodge * operator, acting
on bundle-valued 2-forms. In place of the holomorphic functions we have the
anti-self-dual connections (or instantons), solutions of the equation F^ = 0. Geometrically this condition means that the curvature FA takes opposite values on
any pair of orthogonal 2-planes in the tangent space of X.
This anti-self-dual equation is a first-order partial differential equation for the
connection A. It has a large group of symmetries: the group of automorphisms
or "gauge transformations" of the bundle E. When this is taken into account
(by identifying solutions which differ by a gauge transformation) the equation
becomes elliptic. It depends only on the conformai class of the Riemannian
metric on X. Many of its special features spring from a fundamental identity
linking the "energy" of a solution with the topology of the bundle E. If X is
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compact and A is anti-self-dual, then

L

\FA\2diJi = c(G)-k(E),

(1)
ix
where c(G) is a normalizing constant and k(E) is an integer—a characteristic
number of E. For example, if G is SO(3), then k is minus the first Pontrayagin
class of E, evaluated on X. Again, analogous identities hold for the energy of
holomorphic maps.
(ii) Nonlinear Fredholm theory. Differential topology in infinite-dimensional
manifolds provides a convenient language to describe many properties of the
Yang-Mills instantons, primarily those stemming from the implicit function theorem in Banach spaces. This is applied to nonlinear differential operators between suitable Sobolev spaces. For a fixed bundle E —• X one defines a space BE
of all gauge equivalence classes of connections, orbits under the group of gauge
transformations of E. An open dense subset B^ of BE is an infinite-dimensional
manifold; its complement, the singular set of B#, represents reducible connections with holonomy group a subgroup of G whose centralizer properly contains
the center of G.
The second stock of ideas which can be applied are those based on Sard's
theorem and transversality. As Smale observed [30] these basic constructions of
differential topology carry over to infinite-dimensional problems involving Fredholm mappings: smooth maps whose derivatives have finite-dimensional kernels
and cokernels. As an illustration (particularly relevant to the definition of the
invariants in §III(iv) below) consider a Fredholm map (p: E —• F between Banach spaces whose index (the integer dim(ker d<p)x — dim(cokerd<p)a:, calculated
for any x in E) is zero. Generic points y in F are regular values of <p and for
these <p-1(y) is a discrete subset of X. If <p is a proper map, then this set is
finite. We can attach a sign to each point, in such a way that the algebraic sum
over the fibers yields an integer invariant, independent of y. The proof in the
general case is not significantly different from that in finite dimensions. In the
same way this integer—the "degree" of ip—is a deformation invariant unchanged
by proper Fredholm homotopies. More generally, if E is replaced by a Banach
manifold B we can associate homology classes in Ha(B\ Z) to suitable Fredholm
maps <p, where d is the index of (p.
The anti-self-dual equations fit into this framework. The moduli space ME
(space of equivalence classes of the equation F% = 0) is defined by a Fredholm
mapping whose index was calculated by Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [2] (applying
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem to the linearized operator). They gave a general
formula:
dimME = 2aG • k(E) - dimG(l - b±(X) + b+(X))>
(2)
where üQ is an integer depending only on G (equal to 1 when G = SO (3), for
example). This is the "virtual dimension" of M#, and typically one expects the
part of the moduli space in B% to be a smooth manifold of this dimension. More
precisely, Freed and Uhlenbeck prove in [15] that for nontrivial SU(2) and SO(3)
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bundles E this is the case for typical metrics on X. In general one can achieve
the same end by making small perturbation of the anti-self-duality equations.
Note here that the parity of dim ME is independent of the bundle E.
The same kinds of ideas can be applied to the reducible connections, the
nonmanifold points in B. That is, we can describe the behavior of the moduli
spaces there in typical situations. The important reductions are those with
abelian structure group S 1 , and these can be studied by Hodge theory. As the
Riemannian metric on X varies, these reducible solutions to the anti-self-dual
equations appear on subsets of codimension 63". So we can avoid them in families
of metrics of dimension less than b2- In families of dimension b2 we encounter
a fundamental singularity in the associated moduli spaces. For example, if X
has a negative definite intersection form, so b2 = 0, the singularities are always
present and, for typical metrics, are cones on complex projective spaces.
(iii) Compactification. The Yang-Mills moduli spaces are not, in general, compact, but a theorem of Uhlenbeck singles out a natural compactification. This
control "at infinity" in the space BE of connections stands in for the properness
of the Fredholm map defining the moduli spaces, which holds only in special
cases.
Uhlenbeck's theorem [37] supplies information on connections given bounds
on their energy. For anti-self-dual connections these come from the identity
(1). Let us restrict for simplicity to SO(3) bundles E, which are determined
topologically by characteristic classes p\(E) in HA(X\Z)
= Z and w2(E) in
H2 (X] Z/2) with w2 = pi mod 4. So if we fix w2 = U there is a family of moduli
spaces, Mj = M3iu say, with j > 0. Then one can define a topology on
MjUXx

Mj-4 U S2(X) x Mjs

U• • •
l

such that the closure Mj otMj is compact. Here the S (X) denote the symmetric
products of i points in X. The points in the lower "strata" Sl(X) x Mj-&
represent "ideal connections" whose energy density \FA\2 is augmented by 6functions at i points in X.
Thanks to work of Taubes [34], extended in [7], we have a good hold on the
structure of neighborhoods of the lower strata in Mfc, that is, of the "ends"
of the moduli spaces. By making a detailed analysis of the relevant implicit
function theorem one describes neighborhoods of Sl(X) x Mj-n in Mj in terms
of a connection in Mj-^, i copies of the "fundamental instanton" at points of
X, and "glueing data" which identifies these component parts. For example, the
link of X x Mj_4 in Mj is typically a copy of the structure group SO(3).
Ideas of this kind, describing the behavior of differential operators "at infinity"
in a function space, have appeared recently in a number of different geometric
problems. In gauge theory, Taubes has used them to construct a calculus of
variations—see Taubes's lecture at this Congress.
(iv) The anti-self-dual equations and holomorphic geometry. Suppose the base
space X is a 2-dimensional complex surface with a Hermitian metric. If E
is a complex vector bundle over X (with structure group a subgroup of the
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unitary group), any connection defines an almost complex structure on E. If
the connection is anti-self-dual its curvature has type (1,1) and this implies that
the structure is integrable. We get, in this way, a map from the anti-self-dual
connections over X to the holomorphic bundles, the latter depending only on
the complex geometry of X,
A holomorphic bundle is, by definition, locally trivial whereas there are many
local solutions to the anti-self-dual equations. However globally we can reconstruct the connection from its holomorphic bundle. There is nothing special here
about the dimension of the base space. If (Y^UJ) is any compact Kahler manifold and E —• Y a holomorphic bundle with structure group SL(r, C) (say), any
metric on E determines a reduction of the structure group to SU(r) and also a
preferred SU(r) connection. We look for metrics such that the curvature F of
this connection satisfies
F-u) = Q
(3)
at every point of Y. This is a second-order elliptic equation for the metric on E.
On the other hand, in algebraic (or holomorphic) geometry there is a notion of
a stable vector bundle, introduced by algebraic geometers in moduli problems.
We have:
PROPOSITION. The holomorphic bundle E is stable if and only if it carries an
irreducible solution of the differential equation (3). The solution is then unique.
This was proved recently by Uhlenbeck and Yau [38]. The result had been
conjectured (independently) by Hitchin and Kobayashi; in the simplest case when
F is a complex curve, it is equivalent to a theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri,
and this was developed from the point of view of Yang-Mills theory by Atiyah
and Bott [1]. For an algebraic surface Y the result was proved in [6].
So on compact Kahler manifolds of any dimension, this theorem of Uhlenbeck
and Yau gives a holomorphic description of the unitary connections whose curvature is of type (1,1) and perpendicular to the Kahler form. The special feature of
complex surfaces is that these are precisely the anti-self-dual connections. Thus
for algebraic surfaces the moduli spaces ME can be described using algebraic
geometry. They are quasi-projective complex varieties. From this point of view
the best algebraic construction is that of Gieseker [20].
III. Results and applications.
(i) Realizing intersection forms. Here we discuss results forbidding the construction of smooth 4-manifolds with given intersection forms. They can be seen
alternatively as obstructions to smoothing the topological manifolds constructed
by Freedman. Equally, they imply that it is impossible to do smooth surgery on
homology classes in many existing manifolds.
The first theorem of this kind asserted that nonstandard (nondiagonalizable)
definite forms cannot be realized by smooth, simply connected 4-manifolds [5].
The proof used a 5-dimensional moduli space of SU(2) connections. The result
has since been extended in two different ways.
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On the one hand, Fintushel and Stern found a rather simple proof for negative
definite forms which represent —2 or —3. They considered SO(3) connections,
choosing w2 and pi to get moduli spaces of low dimensions [12]. Their proof
dealt with manifolds with no 2-torsion in H±. In both proofs the moduli spaces
are truncated to give manifolds with a known boundary. Boundary contributions come from the links of singularities at reducible connections and from the
lower strata in the compactified moduli space. Then one asserts that the moduli manifold gives a cobordism, and a fortiori homology, in B% between these
boundaries.
On the other hand, the proof of [5] was extended by Furuta [18] and the author
[8] to take account of fundamental group. This required a more extensive use of
transversality and also a detailed study of the orientation of the moduli spaces.
The upshot is the optimal result for definite forms:
THEOREM 1 [8]. / / a smooth, compact, oriented 4-manifold has a definite
intersection form, then the form can be diagonalized over the integers.
There are also results for some indefinite forms [7]. These are proved in a
similar way, using more complicated analysis and topology. One can define a
map
IL:H2(X-Z)^H2(B*E;Z)

(4)

by decomposing the 4-dimensional characteristic class of the "universal" bundle
over B% x X. For indefinite manifolds the moduli spaces typically avoid the
reductions, so, by restricting /x, we construct cohomology classes over the moduli
spaces. For the same reason the only boundary contributions are now those from
the lower strata. There are further, mod 2, cohomology classes which detect the
links of the lower strata in the homology of B^. The best result so far is
THEOREM 2 [7]. If a smooth, compact, oriented 4-manifold has no 2-torsion
in Hi and an even intersection form with a positive part of rank 2, then the form

('

H

!)•

The method appears to run out of steam as bj grows because the relative size
of the contributions to the ends from different lower strata changes.
(ii) Orbifolds and the representation of homology classes. Fintushel and Stern
began the study of Yang-Mills equations on 4-dimensional orbifolds: spaces with
a discrete set of singularities modelled on finite quotients of R 4 . These occur naturally as the quotients of smooth 4-manifolds by finite groups or of 5-manifolds
by circle actions. They are rational homology manifolds, and analysis on them
is quite similar to that on smooth manifolds—the chief modification is the appearance of extra terms in the index formula (2) owing to the singularities.
Using variants of their argument for manifolds, Fintushel and Stern obtained
restrictions on the existence of orbifolds with certain intersection forms and singularities. Their results have many applications, notably to the group 0# of
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homology 3-spheres modulo homology cobordism. Before Fintushel and Stern's
work it had seemed possible that this group was rather small, perhaps of order
2. In fact we have
THEOREM 3 [13]. The Poincaré homology sphere P has infinite order in
B^j (i.e., no connected sum P#--#P
bounds an acyclic smooth 4-manifold).
Moreover Off/(P) is nonzero.
(By contrast, the Poincaré sphere itself bounds an acyclic topological 4manifold [16].)
Another application was to give an alternative proof of a theorem of Kuga.
Any 2-dimensional homology class in a 4-manifold can be represented by a
smoothly embedded surface. It is an interesting general problem to find lower
bounds on the genus of such a representative. Kuga's theorem considers classes
in H2(S2 x S 2 ) , written in the standard basis as pairs (p, q) of integers.
THEOREM 4 [23]. The class (p,q) in H2(S2 X S2) can be represented by a
smoothly embedded 2-sphere if and only if either p or q is 0, +1, or —1.
(By contrast, if p and q are co-prime the class can be represented by a topological^ flat embedded sphere.)
Kuga's original proof was indirect, applying the results of §III(i).
(Similar arguments for other manifolds have been made by Lawson [25] and
Suciu [31].) Fintushel and Stern gave a simpler proof using orbifolds. If a
2-sphere, embedded in a 4-manifold with nonzero self-intersection number, is
collapsed to a point, the resulting space is an orbifold (whose singularity is a
cone on a lens space). Later Furuta [19] gave an even more direct proof using
other moduli spaces on these orbifolds. In another direction Lawson [24] used
these techniques to study embedded projective planes.
The techniques in Fintushel and Stern's first paper have recently been extended by Fintushel, Lawson, and Stern. One application yields results on the
exceptional orbits of circle actions on S 5 , partially proving a conjecture of Montgomery and Yang [14].
(iii) Exotic structures on R 4 . Freedman's theory asserts that direct sum decompositions of the intersection form of a 4-manifold can be realized, by surgery,
as topological decompositions of the manifold. The results of §111 (i) prevent
these being made smoothly. This conflict implies that there exist "exotic R 4 's":
smooth manifolds homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to Euclidean space [21].
The first examples were open subsets of S2 x S2 or C P 2 . The proofs of their
exotic nature were indirect. Later Gompf found a countably infinite family of
exotic R 4 's in this way.
Dramatic further progress was made by Taubes [35], carrying out a program
suggested by Freedman. Taubes extended the fundamentals of Yang-Mills theory
to "end-periodic" 4-manifolds. These are noncompact manifolds whose end has
a periodic configuration Wi U W2 U • • • U Wn U • • -, where the W% are overlapping
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copies of an open manifold W. The simplest examples are manifolds whose end
is a tube Y 3 x (0, oo) and W is Y x (0,1). Taubes showed that given conditions
(1) on the homology of W and
(2) on the representations 7Ti(W) —• SU(2),
these behave like compact manifolds from the point of view of the anti-self-dual
equations. By substituting the resulting theorems on the intersection forms of
end-periodic manifolds into Freedman's analysis of the failure of smooth surgery
Taubes proved:
THEOREM 5 [22, 35]. There exists a family R3ft of smooth 4-manifolds,
parametrized by (s,t) G R 2 , each homeomorphic to R 4 but no two diffeomorphic.
Thus there are "moduli" of smooth structures on the topological manifold R 4 .
Moreover Taubes's family does not contain all exotic R 4 's. None of the RStt can
be embedded in the standard R 4 , but the failure of the /i-cobordism theorem
(§III(iv)) implies that examples with this property do exist.
In a similar spirit to this work of Taubes, the author and Sullivan have extended the fundamentals of Yang-Mills theory to quasi-conformai 4-manifolds,
whose local co-ordinates compare by quasi-conformal maps of domains in R 4
[11]. The work is allied to that of Teleman on Lipschitz manifolds [36]. Essentially all the results proved for smooth 4-manifolds and diffeomorphisms, using
the anti-self-duality equations, extend to quasi-conformal manifolds and quasiconformal maps. (In particular there are exotic quasi-conformal structures on
R 4 .) A fortiori the results extend to Lipschitz 4-manifolds. This is in sharp
contrast with the theorem of Sullivan [32]: in high dimensions every topological
4-manifold has a unique Lipschitz structure.
(iv) New invariants. The results here are the other side of the coin displayed in
§III(i). Many compact topological 4-manifolds cannot be smoothed: those that
can may carry many different smooth structures. This is established by constructing differential topological invariants from the Yang-Mills moduli spaces,
along the lines indicated in §II(i).
Let us restrict attention to simply connected 4-manifolds. For any bundle E
over X the rational cohomology of B% is generated as a ring by classes c/a, where
c is a rational characteristic class of the universal bundle on the product B%xX
and a is a homology class in X. In particular, all the rational cohomology of
B% lies in even dimensions. For example, if G is SO(3), then H*(B^\Q) is a
polynomial algebra, generated by the image of the map ß in (4) and a further
class in H4. Since the invariants we expect to see with the ideas of §II(ii) lie,
roughly speaking, in the homology of B% we anticipate good results in cases when
the moduli spaces are even-dimensional, and by (2) this happens exactly when
bt(X) is odd.
Manifolds with b2 = 1 form a rather special class here, since reducible solutions appear in the moduli space for a codimension 1 family of metrics. We
consider the two-dimensional moduli space of SU (2) connections with Chern class
1 (SO(3) connections with Pontrayagin class —4) over such a manifold X. This
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will not always be compact, but there is a way to introduce a correction term
for the boundary. Then one can associate to generic metrics on X a homology
class in B% which changes only through the appearance of reducible solutions.
In the end one obtains a differential topological invariant of X having the form
of a map:
TX:CX^H2(X-Z),
where Cx is a set of "chambers" in H2(X\R) [9].
For algebraic surfaces X one can hope to calculate this invariant using the
holomorphic description of anti-self-dual connections via stable bundles. Any
rational surface has b% = 1, but there are also irrational examples, in particular,
a family DPyq (p, q coprirne integers) constructed by Dolgachev. The difference
in the complex geometry of the rational and irrational manifolds is reflected in
the stable bundles and so in the moduli spaces and the invariant Y. This gives
THEOREM 6 [9]. A Dolgachev surface DPiQ is homotopy equivalent (hence
homeomorphic and h-cobordant) but not diffeomorphic to a connected sum C P 2
#9CP2.
So the /i-cobordism theorem does not extend to smooth 4-manifolds. Going
further, Friedman and Morgan and Okonek and Van de Ven used the T-invariant
to prove:
THEOREM 7 [17, 27]. There are infinitely many diffeomorphism types
among the homotopy equivalent manifolds DPiq.
When b2 is odd and bigger then 1, many other invariants can be defined.
For any bundle E the moduli space is of even dimension 2d(E). The classes
fi(a), for öL in H2(X), can be represented by cochains with "small" support in
B%- Our description of the end of the moduli space then allows the construction
(in a stable range k(E) >• 0) of a pairing between the powers ß(a)d and the
fundamental class of ME- Considering SO(3) connections one gets:
THEOREM 8 [10]. LetX be a simply connected, smooth, oriented 4-manifold
with b2(X) = 2p + 1, p > 0. Fix an orientation of a maximal positive subspace
for the intersection form on H2. Then for any u in H2(X\Z/2)
with u2 = a
mod4 and for j > jo(p) the homology class of the SO(3) moduli space Muj
defines a polynomial
qUiJtX:Sd(H2(X))-+Z
of degree d = j - 3(1 + p), independent of the metric on X.
(Here the orientation of the positive subspace orients the moduli space ME-)
So for roughly "half" of the possible simply connected 4-manifolds we can define
infinitely many new invariants. At present they are very hard to calculate; their
main application has come from the tension between two general properties of
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the moduli spaces. On the one hand, we have for connected sums a "vanishing
theorem" :
THEOREM 9 [10]. / / the 4-manifold X of Theorem 8 is a connected sum
Xi#X2 with each b2(X{) > 0, then all the invariants qu,j,x we 0.
On the other hand, if X is a projective algebraic surface there is a preferred
"hyperplane" class [H] in H2(X). For large values of j the moduli spaces are
quasi-projective varieties of the "proper" dimension. Gieseker's construction
shows that /J>(H) is the first Chern class of an ample line bundle over the moduli
space. So ()u(iï) d , M) is positive and we deduce
THEOREM 10 [10]. If a simply connected compact complex algebraic surface
can be written as a connected sum, then the intersection form of one of the
summands is negative definite.
This immediately gives many more examples of manifolds, with the same
classical invariants, distinguished by the new invariants quj,xIV. Problems. The techniques described here are a long way from becoming
a systematic theory. One notable feature is that, while the only known proofs
of the ten theorems in §111 use Yang-Mills instantons, there are, in most cases,
a number of alternative proofs available (arguing with different moduli spaces,
etc.). This suggests that there may be some more fundamental principle, relating 4-manifold topology with Yang-Mills theory, of which these arguments are
different manifestations. If we could find such a principle, it might point the way
to attack problems which seem to lie beyond the methods discussed above. The
most obvious general questions are:
(1) Which even indefinite forms are the intersection forms of smooth, simply
connected 4-manifolds? (The simplest open case is the rank 38 form 4E% ©

3(?S)0
(2) In which homotopy types are there compact, simply connected, 4-manifolds with distinct smooth structures?
For (oriented) manifolds with b\ odd there are many new invariants with
which one can hope to distinguish smooth structures, so we are led to ask:
(3) Are there homotopy equivalent, simply connected, 4-manifolds with b%
even having distinct smooth structures? The smooth 4-dimensional Poincaré
conjecture is an instance of this.
On the other hand many problems to do with our new invariants for manifolds
with &J odd present themselves:
(4) Are there universal relations among the invariants qkiU,x^
(5) Can we systematically calculate the invariants given some standard description of a 4-manifold?
Two avenues seem to be promising. First we have the holomorphic description
of the moduli spaces when the base manifold is a complex surface. Perhaps there
are general relations between our invariants and the usual algebro-geometric
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invariants of surfaces. A concrete question is:
(6) If X is a minimal algebraic surface, are the invariants qk,u,x of Theorem
8 all polynomials in the canonical class c\(Kx) and the intersection form of X?
An extreme possibility is that they are given by universal polynomials in these
two variables, with coefficients depending on fc.
Second, a new slant on the picture in 4 dimensions may come from the work of
Casson [4]. He defines an integer invariant for homology 3-spheres Y 3 using the
representations 7Ti(Y3) —• SU(2). The Casson invariant can be calculated from
a Dehn surgery description of Y. Now these representations also come to the
fore in Taubes's extension of Yang-Mills theory to noncompact (end periodic)
4-manifolds. Recently, Taubes has shown that Casson's invariant can be put into
the same framework of Fredholm maps over Banach manifolds described in §11
(ii). Moreover Casson and Taubes found different proofs, as corollaries of their
work, of
THEOREM 11 [4, 35]. There exist topological 4-manifolds which are not
homeomorphic, to a simplicial complex.
These two proofs are circumstantial evidence for the existence of some link
between Casson's invariant and the anti-self-dual equations over 4-manifolds.
Perhaps there is a path through Casson's work which will allow our new invariants to be defined using more familiar methods of geometric topology.
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Neuere Entwicklungen in der
arithmetischen algebraischen Geometrie
GERD FALTINGS

Ich möchte einige Höhepunkte in der Entwicklung der arithmetischen algebraischen Geometrie in den letzten vier Jahren darstellen darstellen. Naturgemäß ist die Auswahl rein subjektiv, und die Darstellung erhebt keinen Anspruch
auf Vollständigkeit. Wir konzentrieren uns auf die folgenden vier Themen:
(a) Die Formel von Gross-Zagier,
(b) Die Vermutungen von Tate, Schafarevitsch, und Mordell,
(c) Hodge-Tate Strukturen auf der p-adischen Kohomologie,
(d) Die Beilinson-Vermutung.
Zu zweien von den obigen Themenkreisen habe ich persönlich Beiträge geleistet, und ich darf daher vielleicht mit einigem Recht versuchen, die Ergebnisse
vor diesem großen Kreis von Zuhörern darzustellen. Bei den beiden anderen Gebieten muß mich darauf beschränken, das wiederzugeben, was ich in letzter Zeit
aus verschiedenen Quellen gelernt habe. Meine Entschuldigung für diese sicherlich unvollkommene Darstellung besteht darin, daß die Plenar-Vorträge doch für
einen weiteren Zuhörer-Kreis als die Sektions-Vorträge bestimmt sind. Für eine
kompetentere Darstellung kann ich aber nur auf diese verweisen.

1. Die Formel von Gross-Zagier. Als Hintergrund dienen zwei Schwierigkeiten, die oft in der diophantischen Geometrie auftreten. Die eine ist die Bestimmung der Nullstellen-Ordnung von L-Reihen. Dies sind Verallgemeinerungen der klassischen L-Reihen. Es handelt sich um Dirichlet-Reihen J2an * w _S )
welche in einer Halbebene Re(s) > s0 konvergieren. Die L-Reihe gehört zu einer
arithmetischen Varietät X, und die Koeffizienten an berechnen sich aus dem
Reduktions-Verhalten von X in den endlichen Stellen. Es wird vermutet, daß
die L-Reihen sich zu meromorphen Funktionen auf der ganzen komplexen Ebene
fortsetzen, und sogar eine Funktional-Gleichung erfüllen. Dies ist gezeigt worden
für eine Reihe von arithmetischen Varietäten X, vor allem für gewisse ShimuraVarietäten. Weiter gibt es Vermutungen, daß die Ordnungen der Nullstellen
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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beziehungsweise Pole der L-Reihe an ganzzahligen Stellen mit geometrischen Invarianten zusammenhängen. Es handelt sich um die Vermutung von Birch und
Swinnerton-Dyer und allgemeiner um die Tate-Vermutung.
Da numerische Berechnungen stets mit einem Fehler behaftet sind, kann man
mit ihnen nie direkt zeigen, daß eine analytische Funktion an einer bestimmten
Stelle verschwindet, sondern höchstens das Gegenteil. Dies macht es schwierig,
die oben angeführten Vermutungen zu testen. Dies andere Schwierigkeit betrifft
rationale Punkte auf abelschen Varietäten, speziell auf elliptischen Kurven. Man
beweist relativ einfach, daß es sich um Torsionspunkte handelt, doch das Gegenteil ist etwas schwieriger. Dabei möchte man oft gerne zeigen, daß die MordellWeil Gruppe positiven Rang besitzt, zum Beispiel falls dies von der Vermutung
von Birch und Swinnerton-Dyer vorausgesagt wird. Die Formel von B. Gross und
D. Zagier erlaubt es nun in einigen Fällen, beide Probleme zu lösen. Sie liefert
nämlich die Gleichheit zwischen der Néron-Tate Höhe gewisser rationaler Punkte
auf speziellen elliptischen Kurven (Heegner-Punkte auf Weil-Kurven), und der
Ableitung einer zugehörigen L-Reihe an der Stelle s = 1. Dies kann in beiden
Richtungen ausgenutzt werden: Ist der rationale Punkt ein Torsionspunkt (leicht
zu zeigen), so verschwindet die Ableitung der L-Reihe (schwierig). Umgekehrt:
Ist die Ableitung der L-Reihe verschieden von Null (leicht), so haben wir einen
Punkt unendlicher Ordnung gefunden (schwierig).
Die bekannteste Anwendung bis jetzt ist die Bestimmung effektiver unterer
Schranken für die Klassenzahlen imaginär quadratischer Zahlkörper. Dies folgt
aus einer älteren Arbeit von D. Goldfeld, vorausgesetzt man findet eine L-Reihe
wie oben mit einer Nullstelle der Ordnung mindestens drei. Dieses aber leistet
gerade die Formel von Gross und Zagier.
Alles in allem handelt es sich um eine schöne Entdeckung, welche wir aber
leider noch nicht "erklären" können: Warum ist sie richtig?
Literatur: [Gl, G2, O, Zg].
2. Die Mordell-Vermutung. Kommen wir zum Themenkreis der MordellVermutung. Diese besagt, daß auf einer Kurve vom Geschlecht größer als eins
über einem Zahlkörper nur endlich viele rationale Punkte liegen. Dies wurde
1922 von L. Mordell vermutet, in der Arbeit in welcher er bewies, daß die rationalen Punkte auf einer elliptischen Kurve ein endlich erzeugte abelsche Gruppe
bilden. Allerdings schreibt Mordell selbst, daß er keinen Beweisansatz kennt,
und nicht einmal plausibel machen kann warum dies so sein sollte. Die ersten Fortschritte erzielten A. Weil and C. L. Siegel: Der erste verallgemeinerte
Mordell's Satz auf abelsche Varietäten, während Siegel mit Hilfe der diophantischen Approximation und A. Weil's Satz die Vermutung für ganze Punkte zeigen
konnte. Allerdings führten diese Ansätze im Weiteren nicht mehr zu so großen
Fortschritten, und interessanterweise benutzt der endgültige Beweis ganz andere
Methoden.
Diese wurden entwickelt zum Beweis der Mordell-Vermutung über Funktionenkörpern. Dies gelang zuerst J. Manin und H. Grauert, und die für uns
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wichtige Methode geht zurück auf A. N. Parshin, der die Behauptung reduzierte
auf die Schafarevitsch-Vermutung: Über einem Zahlkörper gibt es bis auf Isomorphie nur endlich viele abelsche Varietäten vorgegebener Dimension, welche
gute Reduktion außerhalb einer festen endlichen Menge von Stellen des Körpers
haben. Die Verbindung zwischen beiden Vermutungen geschieht, indem man
zu einem rationalen Punkt auf einer Kurve zunächst eine Überlagerung konstruiert, welche genau über diesem Punkt verzweigt. Auf diese Weise erhält man eine
neue Kurve, die schlechte Reduktion höchstens an den Stellen haben kann, wo
dies der Fall ist für die ursprüngliche Kurve, plus eventuell einige weitere Stellen
(zum Beispiel alle Stellen der Charakteristik zwei). Die Isomorphieklasse dieser
Überlagerung bestimmt den rationalen Punkt, und man benötigt nur noch den
Satz von Torelli sowie die Vermutung von Schafarevitsch für die Jacobi-Varietät
der Überlagerungskurve. Diese Methode liefert übrigens auch den Satz von Siegel
über ganze Punkte auf affinen elliptischen Kurven.
Wie aber zeigt man nun die Vermutung von Schafarevitsch? Sie erschien
zunächst recht unwahrscheinlich, da über Funktionenkörpern wohl die MordellVermutung gilt, aber nicht diese stärkere Aussage. Trotzdem kommt man bei
Zahlkörpern zum Ziel, da man die Tate-Vermutung benutzen kann: Diese reduziert das Problem auf eine Frage über Z-adische Darstellungen, und diese kann
man einfacher lösen als das ursprüngliche Problem.
Für alles dies benötigt man etwas Information über den Modulraum der
prinzipal polarisierten abelschen Varietäten, insbesondere über seine Kompaktifizierungen. Genauer gesagt geht es um die Bestimmung der Höhe einer abelschen
Varietät, das heißt des zugehörigen rationalen Punktes im Modulraum. Dazu
benötigt man eine Kompaktifizierung des Modulraums, ein amples Geradenbündel darauf, sowie eine hermite'sche Metrik für das Geradenbündel. Dies erforderte zunächst einige Tricks, doch mittlerweile besitzen wir eine befriedigende
Theorie: Zunächst konstruiert man die toroidale Kompaktifizierung über den
ganzen Zahlen. Über dieser dehnt sich die universelle abelsche Varietät aus zu
einer semiabelschen Varietät, und man erhält ein Geradenbündel CJ, das Determinantenbündel der, relativen Differentiale dieser semiabelschen Varietät. Die
globalen Schnitte der Potenzen von u sind gerade die Siegel'schen Modulformen
mit ganzzahligen Fourierkoeffizienten. Mit Hilfe von Theta-Reihen ergibt sich,
daß eine Potenz von UJ global erzeugt ist, und das Bild der korrespondierenden Abbildung von der toroidalen Kompaktifizierung in den projektiven Raum
ist die arithmetische Version der minimalen (oder Satake-, oder Baily-Borel-)
Kompaktifizierung. Nach Konstruktion gibt es darauf ein kanonisches amples
Geradenbündel, und es bleibt die Definition einer guten Metrik. Wieder gibt es
nur eine kanonische Wahl, nämlich Quadratintegration von Differentialen. Leider hat diese Metrik Singularitäten im Unendlichen, doch sind diese so mild, daß
sie den Gang der Dinge nicht behindern.
Auf diese Weise erhält man eine einfache Definition der Höhe einer abelschen
Varietät, mit der sich arbeiten läßt. Es handelt sich im Wesentlichen um das
Quadrat-Integral eines Erzeugenden der ganzzahligen Differentiale. Dies liefert
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eine numerische Invariante der abelschen Varietät, so daß es bis auf Isomorphic
nur endlich viele abelsche Varietäten gibt, für die diese Invariante nicht größer als
ein fester vorgegebener Wert ist. Erwähnen wir noch daß die arithmetische Kompaktifizierung des Modulraums auch andere Anwendungen besitzt. Insbesondere
ist sie sehr nützlich für eine arithmetische Theorie der Siegeischen Modulformen.
Bleibt schließlich der Beweis der Tate-Vermutung. Genauer gesagt handelt es
sich nur um einen Spezialfall der allgemeinen Vermutung, betreffend Endomorphismen abelscher Varietäten. Der Beweis geht zurück auf J. Tate und J. G.
Zarhin, und man braucht als neue Ingredienz nur noch die Kompaktifizierung
des Modulraums der abelschen Varietäten sowie einige Resultate von J. Tate
und M. Raynaud über p-divisible Gruppen. Genauer gesagt betrachtet man eine
Z-divisible Untergruppe der abelschen Varietät, und dividiert sukzessiv durch die
verschieden Stufen dieser Untergruppe. Dies liefert eine Folge von abelschen Varietäten, und man muß zeigen, daß unendlich viele dieser isomorph sind. Dazu
betrachtet man die zugehörige numerische Invariante, wie weiter oben definiert.
Es reicht wenn die Folge dieser reellen Zahlen stationär wird. Es geht also darum,
wie sich die Höhe einer abelschen Varietät (so wie oben definiert) bei Isogenien
ändert. Man zeigt daß die Variation der Höhe in einer Isogenieklasse beschränkt
ist, sogar mit einer ganz effektiv berechenbaren Schranke.
Alles in allem zeigen diese Resultate aufs neue die ungeheure Kraft der Grothendieck'sehen Methoden in der algebraischen Geometrie. Man hat aber das
Gefühl daß diese Sätze gewissermaßen den vorläufigen Abschluß einer Entwicklung darstellen, und daß wir neue Methoden benötigen, etwa um rationale Punkte
auf Varietäten höherer Dimension zu studieren. Dieses wird sicher einiges Experimentieren erfordern, genau wie ehedem die Verhältnisse bei Kurven erarbeitet
werden mußten.
Literatur: [D, F2, F3, F4, FW, SI, S2, ZI, Z2].
3. P-adische Darstellungen. Es handelt sich um das Studium der p-adischen étalen Kohomologie einer algebraischen Mannigfaltigkeit über einem padischen Körper. Man findet Beziehungen zur kohärenten Kohomologie, und
erhält so eine Art von p-adischer Hodge-Theorie. Außerdem gibt es Zusammenhänge mit der kristallinen Kohomologie. Es geht dabei um A. Grothendieck's
"mysterious functor."
Versuchen wir zu erklären, worum es sich handelt. Sei K ein p-adischer
Körper, etwa eine endliche Erweiterung der p-adischen Zahlen Q p . Mit Cp
bezeichnen wir die Komplettierung des algebraischen Abschlusses K von K,
Darauf operiert stetig die Galois-Gruppe Q = Gal(K/K)i und Cp(n) bezeichnet den Twist mit der n-ten Potenz des zyklotomischen Charakters Q —> Z*.
Als erstes bemerken wir, daß der ungeheuer große Körper C p einer Behandlung
zugänglich ist: Er enthält den Zwischenkörper, der durch die Einheitswurzeln
von p-Potenzordnung erzeugt wird, und ist fast unverzweigt über diesem. Deshalb kann man viele Probleme auf den kleineren Körper zurückführen, wo man
sie durch direkte Rechnung löst. Tate und Raynaud haben gezeigt, daß für eine
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eigentliche glatte if-Varietät X gilt:
H1 (X, Zp) <g> Cp s JT^X, Ox) <8> Cp © tf°(X, ftc) 0 Cp(-l)

(als ^-Moduln).

Dazu sei bemerkt daß die verschiedenen Twists Cp(m) nicht isomorph sind,
und daß ein Cp-Vektorraum mit semilinearer ^-Aktion einen größten Unterraum
besitzt, welcher isomorph zu einer direkte Summe von Cp(m)'s ist.
Es wurde auch vermutet, und kann inzwischen beweisen werden, daß allgemeiner gilt:
jj n (x,Zp)®CpE* £
# a (x,n^)®Cp(-&).
a+ò=n

Insbesondere kann man damit einen rein algebraischen Beweis für das Degenerieren der Hodge Spektral-Sequenz geben. Es folgt auch die Symmetrie der
Hodge-Zahlen, zumindest für projektive Varietäten. Bekanntlich reicht dies
schon, um viele Resultate zu beweisen, für die man üblicherweise analytische
Methoden benutzt. Ein Beispiel ist des Verschwindungssatz von Kodaira.
Die Beweismethode benutzt eine Art von intermediärer Kohomologie, in die
sich die Kohomologien auf beiden Seiten der obigen Abbildung natürlich abbilden. Dies reicht, da beide Seiten alle üblichen Axiome erfüllen, wie etwa
Künneth-Formel oder Poincare-Dualität. Die Details sind etwas kompliziert,
doch im Wesentlichen kann man die intermediäre Theorie wie folgt beschreiben:
Sei R ein affiner Ring der Varietät, R die p-adische Komplettierung der maximalen unverzweigten Erweiterung von R. Dann betrachte man die GaloisKohomologie von R. Die Galois-Kohomologie von 2P bildet sich da hinein ab,
und dies ergibt die eine natürliche Transformation. Die andere erhält man durch
Betrachtung der Differentiale. Einige Details: Wir nehmen an daß R genügend
viele Einheiten besitzt. Durch Adjungieren der p-Potenzwurzeln dieser Einheiten erhalten wir eine gut zu kontrollierende Erweiterung R von Ä, welche
unverzweigt ist in Charakteristik 0. Über R ist R fast unverzweigt in Kodimension < 2, und man kann mit einiger Mühe Resultate von R auf R übertragen.
Sei zum Beispiel V die Komplettierung des ganzen Abschlusses des diskreten
Bewertungsringes V von K. Die exakte ^-lineare Sequenz
o -> nV/v

®VR-+

n S / ß - • n-ä/RV -> o,

zusammen mit der Bestimmung des ersten Terms durch J. Fontaine, führt zu
der gesuchten zweiten Abbildung, das heißt zu einer Beziehung zwischen Differentialen und Galois-Kohomologie.
In einigen speziellen Fällen kann man noch mehr aussagen: Man findet eine
Beziehung zwischen der p-adischen étalen Kohomologie und der kristallinen Kohomologie, so daß die eine die andere eindeutig bestimmt. Dies ist ein Fall des
"mysterious functor," nach dem schon A. Grothendieck gesucht hat. Der Beweis
von J. Fontaine und W. Messing benutzt die "syntomic topology," und wird
sicher in einem der Spezialvorträge ausführlicher dargestellt werden.
Außerdem sei erwähnt, daß Fontaine kürzlich eine weitere Vermutung von
Schafarevitsch bewiesen hat: Es gibt keine abelsche Varietät über Q, welche
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überall gute Reduktion hat. Der Beweis benutzt die Theorie der endlichen Gruppenschemata, und natürlich p-adische Darstellungen.
Literatur: [F5, F6, Po].
4. Arithmetische Schnitt-Theorie. Beim Studium der Zahlkörper hat
es sich gezeigt, daß man am besten versucht, die unendlichen Stellen und die
endlichen ähnlich zu behandeln. Wenn man nun Varietäten über Zahlkörpern betrachtet, so ist es klar was man an den endlichen Stellen zu tun hat: Man benötigt
gute Modelle über den entsprechenden diskreten Bewertungsringen. Was aber
entspricht dem im Unendlichen? Die Erfahrung zeigt, daß man die algebraischen
Objekte mit Metriken versehen muß. Wenn man zum Beispiel Geradenbündel
auf einer algebraischen Kurve (über dem Zahlkörper) betrachtet, so benötigt
man zunächst eine Ausdehnung auf ein Modell über den ganzen Zahlen. Dies
erledigt die endlichen Stellen. Fürs Unendliche versieht man die Geradenbündel
mit Metriken. Auf diese Weise hat S. Arakelov eine Schnitt-Theorie für arithmetische Flächen entwickelt, und man kann zeigen, daßein Teil der Theorie der
algebraischen Flächen sich auf diesen Fall überträgt. Dies gilt etwa für den Satz
von Riemann-Roch oder für den Indexsatz von Hodge.
Man macht dabei die folgenden Überlegungen: Zunächst definiert man Volumenformen auf der Kohomologie eines metrisierten Geradenbündels. Dies ist
ein Resultat über Riemann'sche Flächen, also rein lokal an den unendlichen
Stellen. Die Definition des Volumens ist so gemacht, daß der übliche Beweis
des Satzes von Riemann-Roch für algebraische Flächen übertragen werden kann.
Aus dem Riemann-Roch leitet man eine Beziehung her zwischen Schnitt-Theorie
und Néron-Tate Höhen, und der Satz von Hodge folgt. Außerdem gelten einige
weitere Resultate, insbesondere ist bei Kurven vom Geschlecht größer als Eins
das Quadrat des dualisierenden Geradenbündels u kleiner oder gleich Null. Was
aber etwa fehlt, ist ein Analogon zur Hodge-Theorie oder zum Frobenius.
Es stellt sich nun die Frage, was man bei höheren Dimensionen tun soll. Schon
an den endlichen Stellen treten neue Schwierigkeiten auf, da die Theorie der
minimalen Modelle fehlt, Trotzdem haben A. Beilinson, H. Gillet, und C. Soulé
eine Schnitt-Theorie entwickelt. Es handelt sich um eine sehr schöne Mischung
aus Analysis und Algebra, und meiner Ansicht nach liegt hier ein reiches Feld
für künftige Forschungen.
Ein verwandtes Feld sind die Beilinson-Vermutungen über spezielle Werte von
Z-Reihen. Dabei scheint mir ein sehr wichtiger Punkt die Frage nach der Konstruktion von Motiven. Ihre Existenz wurde von A. Grothendieck vermutet, und
diente als Leitmotiv für viele kohomologische Untersuchungen. Sie sollten eine
Art von universeller Kohomologie-Theorie bilden. Zur Zeit kennen wir eigentlich
nur 1-Motive, und dies sind im Wesentlichen semiabelsche algebraische Gruppen.
Beilinson hat mit Hilfe der algebraischen Zf-Theorie einige Kandidaten für Motive höherer Dimension gefunden.
Literatur: [Bl, B2, B3, F l , GS].
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Topics in Quasiconformal Mappings
F. W. GEHRING
I. Introduction.
1. Notation. For n > 1 we let Rn denote euclidean n-space, and for x ERn
and 0 < r < oo we let En(x, r) denote the open n-ball with center x and radius r,
§n-^(x,r) = dQn(xìr)ì Bn = B n (0,l), and S"" 1 = S " " 1 ^ , ! ) - We also denote
by R n = Rw U {00} the one point compactification of Rn equipped with the
chordal metric
q(x,y) = \p(x)-p(y)l
(1.1)
where p denotes stereographic projection of IRn onto the sphere S n in R n + 1 .
Throughout this paper, all notions of topology and convergence will be taken
with respect to this metric.
Suppose that D and D1 are domains in R n and that / : D —• D' is a homeomorphism. We let
Hf(x) = lim sup Hf (z, r)
(1.2)
r->0

for x € -D\{oo,/ _ 1 (oo)}, where for 0 < r < dist(z, dD)
n u T\
Hf[X r)
>

_ max{|/(s)-/(y)|:
\x-y\=r}
- mîn{|/(x) - f(z)\ :\z-z\
= ry

^

_1

and we extend Hj(x) to the points 00 and / ( o o ) by setting Hf(oo) = Hfog(0)
and Hf(f~1(oo)) = Hgof(f~1 (00)), where g(x) = x/\x\2. When n > 2, we call

* (/) = { 00esssup

if sup x € D JÏ/(a;) = oo,
if supxeDHf(x)
< 00

xeDHf(x)

^ ^

the linear dilatation of / in D. For the purposes of this lecture, we say that
/ is quasiconformal if K(f) < 00 and K-quasiconformal if K(f) < K, 1 <
K < 00. Thus a homeomorphism is quasiconformal if it distorts the shape of an
infinitesimal (n — l)-sphere about each point by at most a bounded factor; it is
üf-quasiconformal if, in addition, this factor does not exceed K at almost every
point.
The following result shows that the class of quasiconformal mappings is, as
the name suggests, an extension of the family of conformai mappings.
This research was supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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1.5. THEOREM. Suppose that Z>, D' are domains in R n and that
f:D-^Df
is a homeomorphism. If n = 2, then f is I-quasiconformal if and only if f or
its complex conjugate is a meromorphic function of a complex variable in D. Jf
n > 3, then f is 1-quasiconformai if and only iff is the restriction to D of a
Möbius transformation, i.e., the composition of a finite number of reflections in
(n — l)~spheres and planes.
When n = 2, Theorem 1.5 is simply a restatement of a theorem due to Menchoff [M3]. When n > 3, Theorem 1.5 is an extension of a well-known result of
Liouville to a context which requires no a priori hypotheses on the smoothness
o f / [ G 3 , R3].
2. Historical remarks. Plane quasiconformal mappings have been studied for
almost sixty years. They appear in the late 1920s in papers by Gröztsch, who
considered the problem of determining the most nearly conformai homeomorphisms between pairs of topologically equivalent plane configurations with one
conformai invariant [G14]. They occur later under the name quasiconformal in
a paper by Ahlfors on covering surfaces [Al].
In the late 1930s Teichmüller vastly extended the study of Grötzsch to mappings between closed Riemann surfaces and obtained a very natural parameter
space for surfaces of fixed genus #, a space which is homeomorphic to RGg~G
[Tl]. At about the same time, Lavrentieff and Morrey generalized a classical
result due to Gauss on the existence of isothermal coordinates by establishing
versions of what is now known as the measurable Riemann mapping theorem for
quasiconformal mappings [LI, M4].
In recent years, Ahlfors, Bers, and their school have greatly expanded the
results of Teichmüller and applied plane quasiconformal mappings with success
to a variety of areas in complex analysis, including kleinian groups and surface
topology [A5, B6, El, K2]. Sullivan's recent solution of the Fatou- Julia problem
shows that this class can also be used very effectively to study problems on the
iteration of rational functions [S3, S4].
Higher dimensional quasiconformal mappings were already considered by Lavrentieff in the 1930s [L2]. However, no systematic tool for studying this class was
available until 1959 when Loewner introduced the notion of conformai capacity
to show that Rn cannot be mapped quasiconformally onto a proper subset of
itself [L7].
Subsequently, Gehring, Väisälä, and many others applied Loewner's method
and its equivalent extremal length formulation to develop the initial results for
quasiconformal mappings in Un [G3, VI]. Then in the late 1960s, Reshetnyak
and the Finnish school initiated a series of papers which extended the higher dimensional theory to noninjective quasiconformal, or quasiregular, mappings [Ml,
R2, V4], a study which recently resulted in Rickman's remarkable extension of
the Picard theorem [R6].
3. Role played by quasiconformal mappings. Plane quasiconformal mappings
constitute an important tool in complex analysis and they are particularly
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valuable in the study of Riemann surfaces and discontinuous groups. Bers's
theorem on simultaneous uniformization [B3] is a beautiful application of the
measurable Riemann mapping theorem, while Drasin's solution of the inverse
problem of Nevanlinna theory [D2] illustrates how this theorem can be used
to attack problems of complex analysis in a manner similar to the way the dequation has been applied in harmonic analysis and several complex variables.
The geometric proofs usually required to establish quasiconformal analogues
of results for conformai mappings sometimes yield new insight into classical theorems and methods of complex function theory [L3]. Quasiconformal mappings
also arise in exciting and unexpected ways in other parts of mathematics, for
example, in harmonic analysis in connection with functions of bounded mean oscillation and singular integrals [Bl], and in geometry and elasticity in connection
with the injectivity and extension of quasi-isometries.
Higher dimensional quasiconformal mappings offer a new and nontrivial extension of complex analysis to Rn which is distinct from [N2] and perhaps more geometric and flexible than the analytic theory through several complex variables.
These mappings have been applied to solve problems in differential geometry,
and they constitute a closed class of mappings, interpolating between homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms, for which many results of geometric topology
hold regardless of dimension. Finally, some of the methods developed to study
higher dimensional quasiconformal mappings have found important applications
in other branches of mathematics, for example, reverse Holder inequalities in
partial differential equations [G13].
4. Comments on the above definition. The quasiconformal mappings studied
by Grötzsch and Teichmüller were assumed to be continuously differentiable at
all but a finite number of points. Later Ahlfors [A2] and Bers [B2] observed
that it was more natural to work with mappings / : D —> Dl for which one has
the important inequality
tf(/)<liminf

#(/,),

(4.1)

3—>oo

when {fj} is a sequence of homeomorphisms which converge to / locally uniformly in D. Indeed, we defined K(f) as in (1.4), rather than by means of the
simpler formula
K{f) = mxpHf{x),
(4.2)
x€D

just so that (4.1) would hold.
Inequality (4.1) implies that the class of üT-quasiconformal mappings is closed
with respect to locally uniform convergence. Moreover, when n = 2, the measurable Riemann mapping theorem implies that every homeomorphism / with
K(f) <K is the locally uniform limit of continuously differentiable homeomorphisms fj with K(fj) < K [L3]. When n = 3, a quite different argument yields
the same conclusion with K(fj) < K where K depends only on K [Kl]. The
situation when n > 3 appears to be open.
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If / : D —* D' is a homeomorphism with K(f) < oo, then the RademacherStepanoff theorem and an argument similar to that used by Menchoff imply
that / is differentiable with Jacobian «7/^0 a.e. in Z>, that / belongs to the
Sobolev class W£loc(D), and that K(f~1) = K(f) [G3], Thus the inverse of
a X-quasiconformal mapping is X-quasiconformal; similarly, the composition
of a K\- and a #2-quasiconformal mapping is K\^-quasiconformal. Though
1-quasiconformal mappings are real analytic, there exists for each K > 1 a
if-quasiconformal self mapping / of Rn which is not differentiable in a set of
Hausdorff dimension n.
5. Remark. Since there are several excellent expository articles on plane quasiconformal mappings and their connections with Teichmüller spaces [A6, B4,
B5, B7], the remainder of this lecture will emphasize the less developed theory
in higher dimensions. In Chapter II we consider some basic results and open
problems for quasiconformal mappings, comparing what is known for n = 2
and for n > 2. Then in Chapter III we mention several instances where these
mappings arise naturally in other areas of mathematics.
II. Some results and open problems.
6. Tools for studying quasiconformal mappings. A homeomorphism f:D—*
D' is quasiconformal if the distortion function Hf in (1.2) is bounded. This is
a local restriction and we must find some way to integrate it over D in order
to obtain global properties of /. In classical complex function theory, this is
accomplished by means of the Cauchy integral formula. Though Pompeiu's analogue is sometimes useful in treating plane quasiconformal mappings, the tool
most often used to replace the Cauchy formula is the method of extremal length,
formulated by Ahlfors and Beurling [A8], and its extension to higher dimensions
[F3, V3].
7. Modulus of a curve family. Suppose that T is a family of curves in R n and
let adm(r) denote the collection of all Borei measurable functions p\ Rn —» [0,00]
such that J pds>\ for each locally rectifiable curve 7 in T. Then
mod(r)=

inf

f

pn dm and A(r) =mod(r) 1 /* 1 - n >

(7.1)

pGadm(r) J^n

are the conformai modulus and extremal lengthy respectively, of V.
It is not difficult to see that mod(r) is an outer measure on the space of all
curve families in Rn. Alternatively, if we regard the curves in T as homogeneous
wires, then we may think of A(r) as the resistance of the family T. In particular,
mod(r) is large if the curves in T are short and plentiful, and small otherwise.
The importance of the conformai modulus in the present context is due to its
quasi-invariance with respect to quasiconformal mappings.
7.2. THEOREM. If f: D —> D' is K-quasiconformal and if Y is a family of
curves which lie in D, then
K1-71 mod(r) < mod(/(r)) < Kn~1 mod(T).

(7.3)
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Inequality (7.3) plays a key role in the study of quasiconformal mappings. For
this reason it is customary to refer to

as the maximal dilatation of / and say that / is K- quasiconformal if K*(f) < K\
here the supremum in (7.4) is taken over all curve families r in D for which
mod(r) and mod(/(r)) are not simultaneously 0 or oo. The inequality
K(f)n'2

< K*(f) < K(f)71-1

(7.5)

shows that this definition yields the same class of quasiconformal mappings and
that K*(f) = K(f) whenever n = 2 or K(f) = 1.
A homeomorphism / : Rn —> Rn is quasiconformal if and only if there exists
a constant c such that
lim sup Hf (x, r) < c
(7.6)
r->0

for all x G R n . We illustrate the use of (7.3) by establishing a global form of this
inequality.
7.7. THEOREM. / / / : Rn - • Rn is K-quasiconformal, then
Hf(x,r)<c
n

for all x G R and 0 < r < oo, where c =

(7.8)
c(K,n).

The proof depends on two estimates for the conformai moduli of certain curve
families [G2, G12, VI].
7.9. LEMMA. IfO<a<b<oo
and ifT is a family of open arcs in Rn
n_1
n_1
which join S (0, a) to S (0,6), then

modtn^uwGog^)1-",
where CJW_I denotes the (n — l)-measure

ofSn~1.

7 . 1 0 . LEMMA. If C\ and C<2 are disjoint continua in Rn which join 0 to
S (0, a) and oo to S n _ 1 (0,6), respectively, and ifT is the family of all open
arcs which join C\ to G<i in R \(Ci U C^), then
n_1

mod(r) > o; n _ 1 (log(A n (^ + l ) ) ) 1 — ,
where Xn depends only on n.
7 . 1 1 . COROLLARY. Ifn>2,
if G\ and Ci are disjoint, linked continua in
R and ifT is the family of all open arcs which join G\ and G2 in R n\(Ci UC2),
then mod(r) > c where c = c(n) > 0.
n

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.7. By performing preliminary translations, we
may assume that x = 0 and /(0) = 0. Let m and M denote the minimum and
maximum values assumed by | / | on S n _ 1 (0, r) and suppose that m < M. Next
set
Ci = {a: G R n : \f(x)\ < m } ,

C 2 = {x G Rn: \f(x)\ >M}U {00},
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and let T be the family of open arcs which join G\ and Ci in R n \(Ci U C2).
Then the above estimates and (7.3) imply that
o; n _ 1 (lo g 2A n ) 1 - n < mod(r) < if n " 1 mod(/(r)) < if n " W i O o g t M / m ) ) 1 - *
and we obtain (7.8) with c = (2Xn)K.
8. Mapping problems. A basic question in this area is to decide when two
domains in R n are quasiconformally equivalent, i.e., if one can be mapped quasiconformally onto the other. Since the general case is quite difficult even when
n = 2, we consider here the simpler problem of characterizing the domains D
in R n which are quasiconformally equivalent to the unit ball B n . The Riemann
mapping theorem and the estimates in Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10 yield a complete
answer when n = 2.
8.1. THEOREM. A domain D in R2 < is quasiconformally equivalent to B2
if and only if 3D is a nondegenerate continuum.
No such characterization exists in higher dimensions. Indeed, the domains
Ds and D4 in (8.6) below show that when n > 2, there is no way to decide
whether the image of Bn under a self homeomorphism of R n is quasiconformally
equivalent to B n by looking only at its boundary.
The following sufficient condition is a consequence of methods used to treat
the higher dimensional Schoenflies problem [G5, M2].
8.2. THEOREM. A domain D inRn is quasiconformally equivalent to En if
there exist closed sets E C D, E1 C B n and a quasiconformal mapping g : D\E —»
Bn\E' such that \g(x)\ -> 1 as x-+3D in D.
As in the topological case, localized versions of Theorem 8.2 can be established
when D is a Jordan domain in R n , i.e., when 3D is homeomorphic to S n _ 1 [BIO,
Gl].
8.3. COROLLARY. If D is a domain in Rn and if D is diffeomorphic to
S n _ 1 , then D is quasiconformally equivalent to B n .
It is easy to construct a domain in Rn which is quasiconformally equivalent
to Bn and does not have a tangent plane at any point of its boundary [G12].
Thus the sufficient condition in Corollary 8.3 is far from necessary.
A necessary condition for quasiconformal equivalence to B n depends on the
following refinement of the notion of local connectivity. A set E C R n is said to
be linearly locally connected if there exists a constant c, 1 < c < 00, such that
for each x G Rn and 0 < r < 00
E D B n(x) r) lies in a component of E n B n (a, cr),
E\Bn(x,r)
lies in a component of E\Bn(x,r/c).

(QA\
^' '

Then an argument based again on inequality (7.3) and the estimates in Lemma
7,9 and Corollary 7.11 implies the following result [G7, G12].
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8.5. THEOREM. Ifn>2 and if D in Rn is quasiconformally equivalent to
B , then Rn\D is linearly locally connected.
n

Theorem 8.5 yields many simple domains in Rn which are homeomorphic, but
not quasiconformally equivalent, to B n . For example, let
D1
D2
D3
D4

=
=
=
=

{xeRn:r<
1, \xn\ < oo},
{x G R n : r < oo, \xn\ < 1},
{ ^ R n : ^ > m i n ^ , 1)},
{x eRn:xn<
minjr 1 / 2 ,1)},

(

'

]

where x = ( s i , . . . , xn) and r = (x2+
H^n-i) 1 / 2 - Then explicit constructions
yield homeomorphisms which map D\ and D^ quasiconformally onto Bw. On the
other hand when n > 2, Rn\D2 and Rn\Z?4 are not linearly locally connected
and hence D<2 and D4 are not quasiconformally equivalent to B n .
The necessary condition in Theorem 8.5 is not sufficient and the problem
of finding sharp geometric criteria for testing quasiconformal equivalence to Bn
remains a most interesting open question.
9. Homeomorphic and quasiconformal extensions. Suppose that D and Df are
domains in R n and that f:D->Dfis
quasiconformal. We consider next under
what circumstances / admits a homeomorphic extension to D or a quasiconformal extension to Rn.
9.1. THEOREM. If D and D' are simply-connected domains of hyperbolic
type in R 2, then each quasiconformal f : D —» D1 has a homeomorphic extension
to D if and only if D and D1 are Jordan domains.
The sufficiency in Theorem 9.1 follows from a theorem of Ahlfors [A2] and
the necessity from [E3]. In higher dimensions we have the following result [V2].
9.2. THEOREM. If D and D' are Jordan domains in Rn and if D is quasiconformally equivalent to Bn, then each quasiconformal fiD—tD'
has a
homeomorphic extension to D.
When n = 2, the second hypothesis in Theorem 9.2 is superfluous since every
Jordan domain is conformally equivalent to B 2 . When n > 2, this is not the case
as seen by the examples in (8.6), and Theorem 9.2 does not hold without this
additional restriction [K3].
As to the problem of quasiconformal extension to R n , we say that a set E in
2
R is a K-quasidisk or K-quasicircle if it is the image of B2 or S1, respectively,
under a if-quasiconformal self mapping of R 2 . By a theorem of Ahlfors, a Jordan
domain D is a quasidisk if and only if there exists a constant c such that
min dia(7j) < c\z± — z^\

(9.3)

for each 21,22 G 3D, where 71 and 72 denote the components of 3D\{z\,Z2]
[A3].
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9.4. THEOREM. If D and D1 are Jordan domains in R2, then each quasiconformal f'.D—*D' has a quasiconformal extension to R2 if and only if D
and D' are quasidisks.
A simply-connected domain D in R 2 is a quasidisk if and only if it is linearly
locally connected. Hence this notion also arises in connection with quasiconformal extension.
The sufficiency in Theorem 9.4 is due to Ahlfors [A2] and the necessity to
Rickman [R5], A higher dimensional analogue of this result is as follows [G4,
V5].
9.5. THEOREM. If n > 2 and if D is a Jordan domain in Rn, then each
quasiconformal f:D—*Bn has a quasiconformal extension toRn if and only if
D* = Rn\D is quasiconformally equivalent to Bn.
Thus the problem of quasiconformal extension in higher dimensions differs
from the plane case in two respects. First, when n = 2, the exterior D* of
every Jordan domain D is quasiconformally equivalent to B2; this is not true
when n > 2 as we observed above. Second, when n > 2, each quasiconformal
/ ; D —• B n has a quasiconformal extension to R n whenever D* is quasiconformally equivalent to Bw; this is not true when n = 2 since there exist Jordan
domains D which do not satisfy condition (9.3) and hence are not quasidisks.
10. Boundary correspondence. We turn to the problem of characterizing the
boundary mappings induced by quasiconformal self mappings of balls and halfspaces. For n > 2 let Hn denote the upper halfspace {x G R n : xn > 0}. Then
each quasiconformal / : HP —• Hn has a quasiconformal extension / to R n whose
restriction to 3Hn is a self homeomorphism <p of R n _ 1 . The problem of studying
such boundary correspondences was initiated by Beurling and Ahlfors [B8].
10.1. THEOREM. A homeomorphism (p:R -+R with <p(oo) = oo is the
boundary correspondence for a quasiconformal self mapping f ofU2 with /(oo) =
oo if and only if there exists a constant c such that
1 <p(x + r)-<p{x)
c
(10 2)
c (p(x) — (p(x — r)
for all x G R1 and 0 < r < oo.
Inequality (10.2) is equivalent to the requirement that H(p(xir) < c. This
condition is replaced by its local form H^x) < c, or that <p is quasiconformal,
in the higher dimensional analogue of Theorem 10.1.
10.3. THEOREM. When n > 2, a homeomorphism ip: R n _ 1 -• R n _ 1 is the
boundary correspondence of a quasiconformal self mapping f of HP if and only
if <p is itself quasiconformal.
The necessity in Theorems 10.1 and 10.3 follows, respectively, from inequalities (7.8) and (7.6) and the fact that
H^x, r) < Hf~(x, r) and H^x) < Hj{x)
(10.4)
for relevant x and r.
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Beurling and Ahlfors established the sufficiency in Theorem 10.1 by showing
that the formula
1 fX
fX22
\dt
f(xUX2) = 7fa(<P(X1 + *) + <P(X1 - 0) <
(10.5)
X2
i f
dt
+ 2^ I (P(*I + 0 - <P(*i - 0 )
defines a quasiconformal extension of tp to H2.
Ahlfors [A4] modified this construction and used the fact that each quasiconformai <p : R 2 —> R can be written as the composition of mappings with
small dilatation (see Corollary 11.4) to obtain a quasiconformal extension of <p
to H3 and thus prove the sufficiency in Theorem 10.3 when n = 3. Next Carleson [CI] employed quite different methods from three-dimensional topology
to extend each quasiconformal <p: R —• R to H4. Finally, Tukia and Väisälä
[T5] started from an idea of Carleson's and applied results of Sullivan's [SI] to
establish the sufficiency in Theorem 10.3 for general n.
After composition with suitable Möbius transformations, (10.2) yields a cross
ratio characterization for the boundary mappings (p : 3D —• 3D induced by arbitrary quasiconformal self mappings of a disk or halfplane D in R2, and (10.5)
gives an explicit quasiconformal extension T(<p) : D —> D of each such correspondence (p. Tukia [T4] recently settled an important problem in Teichmüller
theory by showing that if G is a subgroup of Mob(D), the group of all Möbius self
mappings of D, then each G-compatible boundary correspondence (p: 3D —> 3D
has a G-compatible quasiconformal extension to D. Douady and Earle [Dl] extended this work by exhibiting a conformally natural quasiconformal extension
operator To such that
goT0(<p) oh = T0(go(poh)

(10.6)

for each homeomorphism (p: 3D —• 3D and all g, h G Möb(D). This beautiful
operator should yield many new results in the area; see [E2].
If D is a ball or halfspace in Rn where n > 2, then the method of Douady
and Earle assigns to each homeomorphism <p : 3D —> 3D a continuous extension
To((p) : D —• D for which (10.6) holds. However, T0((p) will, in general, be neither
quasiconformal nor injective except when K(<p) is small, i.e., K((p) < Kn where
Kn depends only on n. It would be interesting to know if every quasiconformal
<p has a conformally natural quasiconformal extension.
11. Measurable Riemann mapping theorem and decomposition. If / : D —• Df
is quasiconformal, then / has a nonsingular differential df: Rn —• Rn at almost
all x G D. At each such z, df = df(x) maps an ellipsoid Ef = Ef(x) about 0
with minimum axis length 1 onto an (n — l)-sphere about 0. Then Hf(x) is the
maximum axis length of Ej(x) and the maximum stretching under / at x occurs
in the directions of the smallest axes of Ej(x). If g : D' —> D" is quasiconformal,
then g is conformai if and only if Egof = Ej a.e. in D by Theorem 1.5, and Ej
determines / up to postcomposition with a conformai mapping.
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When n = 2 and / is sense preserving, Ef is determined by the Beltrami
coefficient or complex dilatation
V>f(%) = fx/fx,
x = x1+ix2,
of / at x. In particular, p,f is measurable with

(11.1)

and /iffo/ = M/ a.e. in D if and only if g : D' —• D" is conformai. Moreover, in
dimension two it is possible to prescribe the dilatation /iy, and hence the ellipse
Ef, at almost every x ED [A7].
11.3. MEASURABLE RIEMANN MAPPING THEOREM. If (A is measurable
with \\P>\\L°° < 1 »w R2, then there exists a quasiconformal self mapping f = f^
ofR2 with fi/ = fi, a.e. If f is normalized to fix three points, then f is unique
and depends holomorphically on p,.
Theorem 11.3 is of fundamental importance in studying the complex structure
on Teichmüller space. It can also be a powerful tool for attacking other problems
of complex analysis. One example is the solution of the inverse problem of
Nevanlinna theory [D2] where Drasin first constructed a locally quasiconformal
function g with prescribed defects, and then applied Theorem 11.3 to obtain a
quasiconformal self mapping / of R2 so that g o / was meromorphic with the
same defects as g. A second example is Sullivan's recent solution [S3] of the
Fatou-Julia problem on wandering domains where Theorem 11.3 was used to
construct a large real analytic family of quasiconformal deformations of a given
rational function.
The following is an important consequence of Theorem 11.3.
11.4. COROLLARY. Ifn = 2 and e > 0, then each quasiconformal /:£>—•
D can be written in the form f — f\o • • • o fm where K(f3) < 1 + e for
j = l,...,ra and m = m(eìK(f)).
1

There is no analogue of Theorem 11.3 in higher dimensions. Moreover, when
n > 2, examples show that Corollary 11.4 is almost certainly not true without
further restrictions on the domain D. It is an important open problem to decide
if some higher dimensional form of this result holds, even for the case where
D = D' = R n .
12. Quasiconformal groups. A group G of self homeomorphisms of R n is said
to be discrete if G contains no sequence of elements which converge to the identity
uniformly in R n , and K-quasiconformal if K(g) < K for each g in G. Though
the family of quasiconformal groups contains all Möbius groups, Theorem 11.3
can be used to show that this larger family does not exhibit new phenomena
whenn = 2 [S2, T2].
12.1. THEOREM. When n = 2, each quasiconformal group G can be written
in the form G = / _ 1 oH o/, where H is a Möbius group and f a quasiconformal
self mapping ofR2.
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The situation is different in higher dimensions, and for each n > 2 there exists
a quasiconformal group which is not even isomorphic as a topological group to
a Möbius group [T3]. Nevertheless, the following convergence property allows
one to establish quasiconformal analogues of many basic properties of Möbius
groups [G10].
12.2. THEOREM. If G is a discrete quasiconformal group, then for each
infinite sequence of distinct elements in G there exists a subsequence {gj} and
points XQ, yo in R n such that gj —• yo locally uniformly in R n\{xo} and gj1 —> XQ
locally uniformly in Rn\{yo}Suppose that G is a group of self homeomorphisms of R n . We say that G is a
discrete convergence group if it satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 12.2, and that
an element g of G is elliptic if it is of finite order or periodic, and parabolic or
loxodromic if it has infinite order and one or two fixed points, respectively. The
limit set L(G) is the complement of the ordinary set 0(G), the set of x G R n
which have a neighborhood U such that g(U) H U ^ 0 for at most finitely many
g EG. Finally, G is properly discontinuous in an open set O if for each compact
F CO, g(F) n F 7e 0 for at most finitely many g EG [G10].
12.3. THEOREM. Suppose that G is a discrete convergence group. Then
each element of G is elliptic, parabolic, or loxodromic, and the limit set L(G)
is nowhere dense or equal to Rn. Moreover if card(L(G)) > 2, then L(G) is
perfect, L(G) lies in the closure of each nonempty G-invariant set, and the set
offixedpoint pairs of loxodromic elements in G is dense in L(G) x L(G).
Though discrete convergence groups resemble Möbius groups in many respects, examples exist which show that they need not be topologically conjugate
to Möbius groups [F2, G10]. They also occur quite naturally in situations which
have nothing to do with Möbius or quasiconformal groups.
12.4. THEOREM. A group G of self homeomorphisms ofRn is a discrete
convergence group if it is properly discontinuous in Rn\E, where E is closed and
totally disconnected.
It will be interesting to see how much of the classical theory of kleinian groups
carries over for this general class of groups.
13. Holder continuity and integrability. Theorem 12.2 can be deduced from
(4.1) and the following estimate for change in the chordal distance q in (1.1)
under a quasiconformal mapping [G7].
13.1. THEOREM. // f:D -• D1 is K-quasiconformal and ifRn\D ^ 0,
then
«(/(*)> f(y))Q(®n\D') < c(q(x,y)/q(x, dD)Y'K
(13.2)
for x,y in D, where q(E) denotes the chordal diameter of E and c = c(n).
Theorem 13.1 is a consequence of (7.3) and Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10. When
D, D1 C Rn, it implies that each if-quasiconformal / : D —• D' is locally Holder
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continuous with exponent 1/K and hence that these mappings interpolate between diffeomorphisms and homeomorphisms for 1 < K < oo. This fact is also
reflected in the integrability of the Jacobian Jj of / .
1 3 . 3 . THEOREM. If f\ D -+ D' is K-quasiconformal where D,Df
then Jf is locally Lp-integrable in D for 1 <p < p(K, n), where
p(K, n) < K/(K - 1),

lim p(K, n) = oo.

c Rn,

(13.4)

K—>1

Bojarski [B9] established the existence of the exponent p(K, n) for n = 2 by
applying the Calderón-Zygmund inequality to the Beurling transform in (14.7).
The proof for n > 2 was based on the fact that g = | J / | satisfies the reverse
Holder inequality
—^rr / gdm<c(-^—
j g^dm)
m(Q)JQ
\m(Q)JQ
J

,

c = c(K,n),

(13.5)

for each n-cube Q in D with dia(/(Q)) < d(f(Q),3D'),
and on a lemma to the
effect that if (13.5) holds for all n-cubes Q contained in an n-cube Qf, then g
belongs to Lp(Qf) for 1 < p < p(c, n) [G6]. These results were sharpened in [12,
R4] to obtain the second part of (13.4); the example
f(x) = \x\~ax,

a=(K-

I)/K,

(13.6)

gives the first part of (13.4). There is reason to suspect that one can take
p(K,n) = K/(K — 1) in Theorem 13.3. However, this has not been established
even for the case n = 2.
III. Connections with other areas of mathematics.
14. Harmonic and functional analysis. Quasiconformal mappings are encountered in harmonic analysis through their connections with functions of bounded
mean oscillation and singular integrals.
A function u is said to be of bounded mean oscillation in a domain D C R n ,
or in BMO(D), if u is locally integrable and
IM|BMO(D)

= sup —j—r I \u- uB\ dm < oo,
B m{B) JB

(14.1)

where the supremum is taken over all n-balls B with B C D and
U

B

=

Tm /

udm

-

(14-2)

m(B) JB
The class BMO was introduced by John and Nirenberg [J3] in connection with
John's work in elasticity [Jl], and it gained great prominence when Fefferman
showed that BMO(R n ) is the dual of the Hardy space H1^71) [Fl].
The following relations between the class BMO and quasiconformal mappings
are due to Reimann [RI].
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14.3. THEOREM. / / / : D - • D' is K-quasiconformal where D,D' C Rn,
then ||log J / | | B M O ( D ) < c 'where c = c(K,n).
IAA. THEOREM. Suppose that f:D—>Df
is a homeomorphism where D,
D C R n . Then f is quasiconformal if and only if there exists a constant c such
that
1

-IMIBMO(G')

< II« ° /IIBMO(G) < C|M|BMO(G')

(14.5)

for each subdomain G of D and each u continuous in G1 = f(G).
Theorem 14.3 and the necessity in Theorem 14.4 follow from the fact that
g = \Jf\ satisfies the reverse Holder inequality in (13.5). The sufficiency in
Theorem 14.4 is a variant, due to Astala [A9], of Reimann's original result.
Theorem 14.4 characterizes quasiconformal mappings as the homeomorphisms
which preserve the class BMO. The following result [J4] characterizes quasidisks
in terms of extension properties for BMO.
14.6. THEOREM. If D is a simply-connected domain of hyperbolic type in
R2, then each function u in BMO(D) has a BMO extension to R2 if and only if
D is a quasidisk.
Next the best possible exponents for Jacobian integrability and area distortion
for plane quasiconformal mappings are closely connected with sharp constants
in two inequalities for the Beurling transform

Tg(x) = ~f

A

àm.

(14.7)

* JR2 (x - yy
For example, T is a bounded operator on LP(R2) with
l|T|lp=sup

'K'^T *

m a x

(p - *• r i )

(14 8)

-

for 1 < p < oo and ||T|| 2 = 1, and there is reason to believe that
l i m i n f i | | r | L = l.
P—KX>

(14.9)

p

If true, this would yield the sharp upper bound p(K, 2) = K/(K — 1) for the
integrability of the Jacobian of a plane quasiconformal mapping discussed in §13
Next, one can show that there exist constants a and b such that
f

\TXE(X)\

dm < am(E) log(ir/m(E)) + bm(E)

(14.10)

JB*

for each measurable E CB2.
11.3 to prove that

This inequality can be combined with Theorem

!2(Zia)< c (!2®) K "\

(14.ii)

c = c(K) = 1 + 0(K - 1) as K - • 1, for each tf-quasiconformal / : B 2 -> B 2
with /(O) = 0 and each measurable set E C B 2 [ G i l ] . Moreover, the above
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reasoning can be reversed to show that if (14.11) holds for a given constant a,
then so does (14.10). It is conjectured that both hold with a = 1. If so, this
would again imply that p(K, 2) = K/(K - 1).
Finally, the problem of quasiconformal equivalence of domains can be reformulated in terms of function algebras. Given a domain D in R n , we let A(D)
denote the algebra of functions u E G(D) f| W^(D) with norm

HI = NU-(i>) + ||W||L.(i,))

(14.12)

the so-called Royden algebra of D. We then have the following result [L5, L6].
1 4 . 1 3 . THEOREM. Two domains D and Df in Rn are quasiconformally
equivalent if and only if A(D) and A(Df) are isomorphic as algebras.
Little is known about the structure of these algebras and it may be that
geometric methods used to determine quasiconformal equivalence will yield more
information about them than vice versa.
15. Quasi-isometries and elasticity. A mapping / : E C R n —• Rn is an Lquasi-isometry in E if
j\xi

- x*\ < | / ( z i ) - / ( s 2 ) | < L\*i - M

(15.1)

for xi, X2 E E; f is a local L-quasi-isometry in E if for each V > L, each x E E
has a neighborhood U such that / is an L'-quasi-isometry in E D U.
If / is quasi-isometric in a domain D, then / is quasiconformal by (1.2) and
(1.4); the mapping in (13.6) shows that the converse is false. Nevertheless,
quasiconformal homeomorphisms arise in questions concerning extension and
injectivity of these mappings.
15.2. THEOREM. If n ^ 4, then a quasi-isometry f of E has a quasiisometric extension to Rn if and only if f has a quasiconformal extension to
Rn.
Theorem 15.2 [T6] gives a criterion for extension in terms of the mapping / .
There is also a criterion in terms of the set E when E is a Jordan curve [G9].
15.3. THEOREM. If G is a Jordan curve in R 2 , then each quasi-isometry f
of C has a quasi-isometric extension to R2 if and only if C is a quasicircle.
For each domain D C Rn let L(D) denote the supremum of the numbers
L > 1 with the property that each local L-quasi-isometry / in D is injective
there. The constant L(D) has a physical interpretation if we think of D as an
elastic body and / as the deformation experienced by D when subjected to a
force field. Requiring that / be a local L-quasi-isometry bounds the strain in
D under the force field and L(D) measures the critical strain in D before D
collapses onto itself.
Little is known about this constant except that 2 1 / 4 < L(D) < 2 1 / 2 whenever
D is a ball or halfspace [32]. However, we can characterize a large class of plane
domains for which L(D) > 1 [G8].
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15.4. THEOREM. If D is a simply-connected proper subdomain ofR2, then
L(D) > 1 if and only if D is a quasidisk.
15.5. COROLLARY. / / / is a local L-quasi-isometry of a bounded simplyconnected domain in R2 and if L < L(D), then f has an M-quasi-isometric
extension to R2 where M = M(L,L(D)).
Corollary 15.5 says that the shape of a deformed simply-connected plane elastic body is roughly the same as that of the original provided the strain does not
attain the critical value. It would be interesting to obtain a higher dimensional
analogue of this result.
16. Complex analysis. Quasiconformal mappings sometimes arise in functiontheoretic problems which appear to be completely unrelated to this class. An
excellent example is Teichmüller's theorem [TI] which relates the extremal quasiconformal mappings between two Riemann surfaces with the quadratic differentials on these surfaces.
For a more elementary example, suppose that / is meromorphic in a simplyconnected domain D of hyperbolic type in R 2 and let

*-(fB(f)'By a theorem of Nehari [Nl], / is injective whenever D is a disk or halfplane
and \Sf\ < 2p2D in D. Here pr> is the hyperbolic metric in D given by

pD(z) = \g'(z)\(l-\g(z)fr1

(16.2)

where g: D —• B 2 is conformai. It is natural to ask: for which other domains
D does such a result hold? That is, for which D is <r(D) > 0, where a(D)
denotes the supremum of the numbers a > 0 such that / is injective whenever /
is meromorphic with \Sf\ < ap2D in D?
The answer involves quasiconformal mappings and yields a new characterization of Bers's universal Teichmüller space [B5].
1 6 . 3 . THEOREM. o(D) > 0 if and only if D is a quasidisk.
17. Differential geometry and topology. Some of the results mentioned in
Chapter II have important applications in differential geometry. For example,
Theorem 1.5 and the necessity in Theorem 10.3 are key steps in the original
proof of Mostow's rigidity theorem [M5].
1 7 . 1 . THEOREM. If n > 2 and if M and M' are diffeomorphic compact
Riemannian n-manifolds with constant negative curvature, then M and M' are
conformally equivalent.
Similarly, the equicontinuity property for quasiconformal mappings implied
by Theorem 13.1 is an important tool in establishing the following conjecture of
Lichnerowicz [L4].
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17.2. THEOREM. If n > 2 and if M is a compact Riemannian n-manifold
not conformally equivalent to a sphere, then the group C(M) of conformai self
mappings of M is compact in the topology of uniform convergence.
The work of Earle and Eells [El] on the diffeomorphism group of a surface and
Bers's proof [B6] of Thurston's theorem on the classification of self mappings of
surfaces illustrate how quasiconformal mappings can be applied to problems in
surface topology. Sullivan showed [SI] that the Schoenflies theorem, the annulus
conjecture and the component problem hold for quasiconformal mappings in all
dimensions. The results of this fundamental paper suggest that quasiconformal
mappings may prove to be an important, intermediate category of maps between
homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms.
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Soft and Hard Symplectic Geometry
M. GROMOV
1. Basic definitions, examples, and problems.
1.1. Symplectic forms and manifolds. An exterior differential 2-form w o n a
smooth manifold V is called nonsingular if the associated homomorphism between the tangent and cotangent bundles of V, denoted Jw : T(V) —• T*(V) and
defined by / w ( 0 = w(r, •), is an isomorphism. In this case, the dimension of
V is necessarily even (we assume that V is finite-dimensional and all connected
components of V have the same dimension), say dimV = m = 2n, and the
exterior power ojn (which is a top-dimensional form on V) does not vanish on
V. Conversely, if ujn does not vanish, then UJ is nonsingular. For example, every
(oriented) area form on a surface is nonsingular.
A form u) on V is called symplectic if it is nonsingular and closed, that is,
du) = 0. Then (V, UJ) is called a symplectic manifold.
EXAMPLES. Every surface with an area form is a symplectic manifold. If
(Vi>Ui) are such surfaces for i = 1 , . . . , n, then the Cartesian product (V^) =
(Vi X V2 X • • • X Vn, u)i © u)2 © • • • © w n ) is a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold.
The symplectic area w(S) = fs u of every surface S in this V equals the sum of
the (oriented!) areas of the projections S —• Vi.
An important special case is the symplectic space (R 2 n ,o; = ]C" = i ^x% Adj/i);
that is, the sum of n copies of the (z,2/)-plane R 2 with the usual area form
dx A dy.
A less obvious example is the complex projective space CPn which admits a
unique (up to a scalar multiple) 2-form UJ which is invariant under the action
of the unitary group U(n + 1) on CPn. This form is (easily seen to be) symplectic, and the symplectic area of every surface S C CPn equals the average
number of the intersection points (counted with algebraic multiplicity) of S with
hyperplanes p C C P n ,

u(s) = J#(snp)dPi
where P is the (dual) projective space ( « CPn) of hyperplanes p in CPn and
dp is a U(n + l)-invariant measure on P.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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1.2. Symplectic (diffeo)morphisms. A C^-map / : (Vi,a;i) —• (^2,^2) is called
symplectic if the pull-back of 0/2 equals wi; that is, /"(c^) = ^ i - Every such
/ necessarily is an immersion] that is, the differential Df. T{V\) —• T(V%) is
injective on the tangent space Tv(Vi) for all v EV±.
The group Symp V of symplectic diffeomorphisms of every symplectic manifold V = (V,u) is infinite-dimensional for dim V > 2. Indeed, the space Q
of closed 2-forms on V essentially is {l-forms/d(functions)} which makes "the
functional dimension" of Q equal m — 1 (for m = dim V), while "the functional
dimension" of DiffV is m since every diffeomorphism V —• V is determined by
m functions on V. Hence, the expected "functional dimension" of the group
Symp(V,a;), which is the isotropy subgroup of o; G H for the natural action of
DiSV on Q, is one. This heuristic argument (which, in fact, can be made precise)
suggests some correspondence between functions V —• R and symplectic diffeomorphisms of V. (Notice that for "sufficiently nondegenerate" forms w of degree
between 3 and m — 2, the automorphism group of (V,OJ) is finite-dimensional,
and the same is true for symmetric differential forms of degree > 2.)
Symplectic vector fields. A vector field X on (V, CJ) is called symplectic if the
Lie derivative XOJ vanishes. Since
Xu = dIUJ{X)

(1)

for all fields X and closed 2-forms cu, the condition Xw = 0 is equivalent to
dIu)(X) = 0. Therefore, for every closed 1-form I on V, the field / J 1 ( 0 is
symplectic. In particular, for every smooth function (Hamiltonian) h: V —> R,
the field X = I~1(dh)i called a Hamiltonian field, is symplectic. Integrable
Hamiltonian fields X (e.g., those where h has compact support) give us oneparametric subgroups Xt C Symp(V,cj). This confirms the largeness of Symp y
predicted by the above dimension argument.
Another property of Symp(V, LJ) which can be seen by looking at Hamiltonians
is the transitivity of Symp V on fc-tuples of disjoint points in V for every k =
1,2,..., where we assume that V is connected. In particular, Symp V is transitive
onV.
COROLLARY (DARBOUX). Every two symplectic manifolds V\ and V2 of the
same dimension are locally isomorphic.
PROOF. If Ui C Vi, i = 1,2, are sufficiently small neighborhoods, then
there obviously exists a connected symplectic manifold V , such that Ui are
symplectically diffeomorphic to some neighborhoods U[ C V.
Examples of symplectic diffeomorphisms o/(R 2 n ,o; = Y2dxi^dyi).
(1) Every
2n
parallel translation of R is symplectic.
(2) Let Zi = Xi + \f-iyi and identify R 2 n with C n . Then the form UJ can be
expressed with the Euclidean scalar product by

u(ri,r 2 ) =

{TIî\/-ÏT2)
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for all (tangent) vectors T\ and T% in R 2 n . Therefore GJ is invariant under unitary
transformations of Cn. In fact, the group Sp(2n) of linear symplectic transformations of R 2 n strictly contains U(n), as
dimU(n) = n2 < n{2n + 1) = dim Sp(2n).
(3) Split R 2 n into the sum of n copies of (R 2 , dxAdy) and let fi for i = 1 , . . . , n
be area-preserving transformations of R 2 . Then the Cartesian sum of fi is
symplectic on R 2 n .
(4) Identify R 2 n with (the total space of) the cotangent bundle of R n with
coordinates x\y... ,xn. Then the natural action of diffeomorphisms of R n on
T*(R n ) = R 2 n is symplectic. Thus DiffR n embeds into SympR 2 r i .
One can compose diffeomorphisms in (l)-(4) and also compose them with
the above Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms Xf. Thus one obtains symplectic diffeomorphisms of R 2 n which may look arbitrarily complicated. Yet, there is no
/ 6 SympR 2 n sending U\ into L^, where U\ and XJ<i are open subsets in R 2 n ,
such that Vol U\ > Vol U2. In fact, Vol U = j v un is invariant under Symp R 2 n .
PROBLEM. Are there further obstructions besides Vol Ui < Vol U2 for the
existence of symplectic diffeomorphisms of R 2 n mapping U\ into U2 ?
It is easy to see that no essentially new obstruction exists for volume-preserving
diffeomorphisms of R 2 n . Namely, if U± is relatively compact, the sets R 2 n \f7i
and JJ2 are connected, and
V0IC/1 <VolC/2(*)
(the strict inequality removes an irrelevant problem of the boundary behavior of
the maps), then there exists a smooth (even real analytic) diffeomorphism / of
R2n sending f/i into U2 and satisfying f*(ùJn) = un. However, such obstructions
do exist for symplectic maps as seen in the following
EXAMPLE. Let U\ be the round ball in R 2 n of radius r, and let C/2 be the
^neighborhood of a linear subspace L C R 2 n with dim!/ < n. Then there is no
symplectic diffeomorphism (for UJ = Y27=i °"xi ^dyi) sending U\ —> [/2 for e < r.
The proof (indicated in §4.1) relies on the geometry of holomorphic curves
for some (nonintegrable) almost complex structure in R 2 n . No "soft" proof is
known at present.
REMARK. If L is the n-dimensional linear subspace in R 2 n given by the equations Xi = 0, for i = 1 , . . . , n, then the unit ball U\ goes to the ^-neighborhood
C/2 of L by the symplectic maps {xi,yi) —• (exi,e~1yi). However, if L is given
by the equations X\ = 0 and 2/1 = 0 (here dimL = 2n — 2), then no symplectic
diffeomorphism E/i —y U2 exists for r > e (see §4.1).
1.3. Isotropic immersions and Lagrange submanifolds. A C 1 -map / : W —»
(V, CJ) is called isotropic if /* (CJ) = 0. We are especially interested in the case
where dimW = n for 2n = dimV and / is an immersion. These / are called
Lagrange immersions. Similary, a submanifold W C V is called Lagrange if
w I V = 0.
EXAMPLES. (1) Let / : (Vi,a;i) —• (V2,CJ2) be a symplectic map and (V,UJ) =
(Vi x V2,wi © -w 2 )- Then the graph Vf. Vi -+V for I7(ui) = {vuf(v2)) is
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an isotropie immersion. In fact, the graph of every map is an embedding and
r / ( V i ) is a Lagrange submanifold in V if dim Vi = dim Vb(2) If dim F = 2 and W C V has dimW = 1, then obviously W is Lagrange
for every area form w o n F . The Cartesian product of n copies of these,
W\ X • • • X Wn C (Vi X • • • X Vn, Wi © • • • © Cdn),
also is Lagrange. In particular, the torus Tn = {xi,yi \ x\ + y? = 1} is Lagrange

in {R^tlZ^dxi

Adyi).

(3) Let V be the (total space of the) cotangent bundle, V = T*(X) for some
n-dimensional manifold X. Denote by u the canonical 1-form on V defined by
the identity
a* (a) = a,

(**)

where a: X —* T*(X) = V is an arbitrary C 1 -section and where the same a on
the right-hand side of (**) is viewed as a 1-form on X. It is easy to see that
the form CJ = da is symplectic and that for X = R n this V is symplectically
isomorphic to (R 2 n Yl7=i dxiAdyi). Now, a section X —• T*{X) = V is Lagrange
if and only if the corresponding 1-form on X is closed. In particular, dh: X —>
T*(X) is Lagrange for every smooth function h on X. (Notice that every W C
T*(X), whose projection on V is a diffeomorphism of W onto V, is of this kind;
W = a{X) for a unique 1-form a: X -+ T*(Jf) = V.)
(4) The real projective space R P n c C P n is Lagrange for the above U(n +1)invariant form u on CP71. If V C CPn is a nonsingular complex algebraic
subvariety, then the induced form u' = u | V clearly is nonsingular, and hence,
symplectic on V. Furthermore, if V is defined over R, then the real locus W =
V H R P n is isotropic in (V,o/). This W is Lagrange if W is nonsingular and
dimly = dime V.
We shall see in §2.2 that the existence problem for Lagrange immersions
<p: W —» V, for given W and V = (V,o;), belongs with the soft geometry. But
the apparently similar problem of a possible topology of the image <p(W) C V
seems (at the present moment) of hard nature.
EXAMPLE (SEE §3.5). For every Lagrange immersion of a closed manifold
into R 2 n = C n ,

ip:W^ ln2niu = J2dxiAdyiy
there exists a nonconstant holomorphic disk in C n with boundary in (p{W).
It easily follows that the relative cohomology class
Metf2(R2n,W,R)
does not vanish. In particular, if J/rl(W^;R) = 0, then W admits no Lagrange
embedding into ( R 2 W , C J ) .
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2. Symplectic immersions and embeddings.
2.1. Topological obstructions for symplectic immersions. We consider two
symplectic manifolds (V,o;) and {W^u)1) and ask ourselves when a given continuous map (p: W —y V is homotopic to a symplectic map f:W—*V.
There
are two obvious obstructions for the existence of / . First, <p must respect
the cohomology classes represented by CJ and u'. That is, the homomorphism
ip*: i / 2 ( V ; R ) -> H2(W;R) should send [w] to [w'].
To see the second obstruction we observe that the differential of / , which is a
fiber-wise linear map between tangent bundles Df : T(W) —• T(V), is symplectic
in so far as / is symplectic. Here, we call a continuous fiber-wise linear map
A: T(W) -+ T(V) symplectic if A*(CJ) = a/. (Note that /*(w) = 2?} (cu) by the
very definition of /*(CJ).)
Next we consider the space {A} of all symplectic fiber-wise linear maps
T(W) —y T(V) and the space {<p} of continuous maps W —y V. It is easy
to see that the projection {A} —> {(p}) which sends each A to the underlying <p,
is a Serre fibration. Hence, the existence of a homotopy between <p and / (where
/ lifts to Df E {A}) implies the existence of a lift of <p to some A G {A}. Note
that such a lift is given by a symplectic homomorphism of bundles over W, say
by
8:{T{W),u')-><p*{T{V),u})
(here <p*( ) denotes the induced bundle and the symplecticity of 6 is understood in
the obvious sense), and these S are sections of the fibration over W whose fiber at
w G W consists of linear symplectic maps TW(W) —• T^^iy).
Then we observe,
for example, that every tp lifts to some A if the manifold W is contractible and
dimW < dim y . (This discussion depends only on the nonsingularity of u and
o/. On the contrary, the earlier condition <p*[w] — [a/] only needs the forms to
be closed.)
2.2. IMMERSION T H E O R E M (SEE [Gr2], [Gr4]). Let ip: V = (V,w) ->
W = (W,CJ') be a continuous map which admits a lift to a symplectic map
T(W) —y T(V) and which satisfies (p*[u)] = [a/]. Then in the following two
cases there exists a symplectic map / : W —• V homotopic to (p.
(i) OPEN CASE. The manifold W is open (that is no connected component of
W is a closed manifold).
(ii) E X T R A DIMENSION. àìmW < dimK.
REMARKS. This theorem, obviously, is false if W is closed, V is open, and
dim W = dim V\ In fact, not even a topological immersion W -+V exists in this
case.
The map / can be chosen essentially as smooth as the forms u and uf. For
example, if CJ and a/ are C°°-smooth (real analytic), then there is some / which
is C°° (real analytic).
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COROLLARY A. A 2n-dimensional manifold (W,(jjf) admits a symplectic map
into (R 2 n ,a; = Yl^xi A dyi) if and only if the following three conditions are
satisfied:
(a) W is open\
(b) the form uf is exact;
(c) the tangent bundle (T(W),a/) is a trivial Sp(2n)-bundle. (This is equivalent to the existence of linearly independent vector fields, say Xi and Yi on W for
i = l , . . . , n , such thatuj^X^Yi) = 1 andu^X^Xj)
= CJ'(Y;,YJ) = w/(-X1-,Yi) =
0 for i ^ j.)
Note that (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied for every contractible (e.g., homeomorphic to R 2 n ) manifold W.
COROLLARY B. A smooth n-dimensional manifold X admits a Lagrange immersion into R 2 n if and only if the complexification T(X)(B\/—ÏT(X)
is a trivial
GL n (C) -bundle over X.
Here (as in Corollary A) the "only if" claim is trivial, and "if" follows from
Corollary A applied to W = T*(X).
About the proof of 2.2. First, using a symplectic A : T(W) —> T(V), one easily
constructs a family of local symplectic immersions fw: Uw —• V where Uw is a
small ball in W around w and fw is continuous in w G W. Then the required
/ is assembled out of fw by appropriately bending (or flexing) these locally
defined maps fw in order to make them agree on the intersections UWl fi UW2.
The assembling procedure uses (very soft) techniques of topological sheaves (see
[Gr4]). It seems unlikely that such an / could be constructed by means of hard
analysis.
2.3. Imbeddings. As we mentioned earlier, every symplectic map W —y V is an
immersion but not necessarily an embedding, where a map is called an embedding
if it is a homeomorphism onto its image. (For example, every immersion without
double points is an embedding, provided W is compact.)
We start with a smooth embedding ip-.W-^V
(that is, cp is a smooth immersion as well as an embedding) and try to C00-isotope (p to a symplectic embedding
f\W-^V.
Note that the differential of such an isotopy is a homotopy of fiberwise linear and fiber-wise injective maps At'. T(W) —• T(V), where Ao = D^
and Ai = Df is symplectic.
Now, for a given embedding <p, we assume that there exists a homotopy of
fiber-wise injective maps A* : T(W) -> T(V) (which, for t > 0, do not have to
be differentials of maps V —• W) such that Ao = D and Ai is symplectic.
THEOREM A. If (p*[u\ = [a/], then in the following two cases the embedding
(p is isotopie to a symplectic embedding / : W —> V.
(i) The manifold W is open and dim W < dim V.

(ii) dimW < d i m F - 4 .
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Note that (i) and (ii) exclude the following two cases allowed by the immersion
theorem:
(a) W is open and dimW = dimV.
(b) W is closed and dimly = dimV + 2.
COROLLARY B. IfW is contractible and dim W < dimV, then every embedding W —y V is isotopie to a symplectic one. In particular, if W is diffeomorphic to R 2 n ~ 2 , then there exists a symplectic embedding (W,u)f) —» (R2n,uj =
Y^dxidyi).
REMARK. The above embedding theorem holds true for proper symplectic
embeddings, provided dimW < dim F — 4. This allows a proper symplectic
embedding (W,u/) —> (R 2 n ,a; = Yl^Xi A dyi) of every W homeomorphic to
R2n*~4
About the proof of Theorem A. Symplectic embeddings W —* V are obtained
by incorporating a (soft) geometric construction of Nash [Nl] (used for isometric C1 -immersions of Riemannian manifolds) into the framework of topological
sheaves (see [Gr4]).
About (i) and (ii). The restrictions (i) and (ii) in Theorem A cannot be
dropped. This is seen with (hard) analysis of holomorphic curves in V and W
(see §4.2).
3. Holomorphic curves in almost complex manifolds.
3.1. Recall that each complex linear structure on R 2 n is determined by an
automorphism J on R 2 n , such that J 2 = —Id, which corresponds to the multiplications by %/—!• Next, an almost complex structure on a manifold V is given
by an automorphism of T(V), denoted by J or by yf—ï, such that J 2 = —Id.
Almost complex manifolds (V, J) with dim V — 2 are called Riemann surfaces.
A C 1 -map between two almost complex manifolds, say / : (Vi, J i ) —* (V25 ^2),
is called holomorphic if the differential Df is a complex linear map between the
fibers Tv(Vi) —• T / ^ V à ) for all v G V. This is equivalent to the identity
Df o Ji = J2 o Df.
If dim Fi > 2, then there is no nonconstant holomorphic map Vi —y V2 for
generic J\ and J^. But if V\ is a Riemann surface, then, at least locally, there are,
roughly, as many holomorphic maps V\ —• V2 as in the case V\ — C and V2 — C n
for 2n = dim V. In fact, the equation Df o Jj = J2 o Df is elliptic in this case.
That is, the linearization of this equation is elliptic with the (principal) symbol
at every point isomorphic to that of the Cauchy-Riemann equation df = 0 for
maps C —y C n .
DEFINITION. A (parametrized) holomorphic curve in an almost complex manifold V is a holomorphic map of a Riemann surface into V, say / : S —y V. Sometimes, we forget the parametrization and deal with nonparametrized holomorphic
curves f(S) C V.
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3.2. Tame manifolds. We say that a closed 2-form w on V tames an almost
complex structure J on V if LJ is 3-positive. That is,
U(T, JT)

>0

(*)

for all nonzero tangent vectors r G T(V). Since every J-positive form (obviously)
is nonsingular, this <J is symplectic.
EXAMPLES. (A) Calibrating forms and Kahler manifolds. Let g be a Riemannian metric on V invariant under J. Then the 2-form
w = w(ri,r2)=

-g(TUJT2)

def

satisfies U(T, JT) = g(r,r). Hence u is J-positive. Such an u is called calibrating
(compare [H-L]) if it is closed
If the structure J is complex (i.e., integrable) then calibrating forms also are
called Kahler. For example, the induced form a/ (compare Example 4 in §1.3)
on every complex submanifold in GPn (obviously) is Kahler.
(B) Convex functions. A smooth function h : V —> R is called strictly J-convex
(or plurisubharmonic) if the restriction of h to every holomorphic curve in (V, J)
is subharmonic. It is obvious that J-convexity of h is equivalent to positivity of
the exact 2-form u = dJ dh on V and that a sufficiently small neighborhood U
of each point v G V admits a strictly J-convex function U —» R. Thus, every
(V, J) can be locally tamed by some CJ. (But the existence of a local calibrating
form imposes a nontrivial partial differential condition on J.)
REMARK. Differential forms (of any degree) taming partial differential equations provide a major (if not the only) source of integro-differential inequalities
needed for a priori estimates and vanishing theorems. These forms are defined
on spaces of jets (of solutions of equations) and they are often (e.g., in BochnerWeitzenbock formulas) exact and invariant under pertinent (infinitesimal) symmetry groups. Similarly, convex (in an appropriate sense) functions on spaces of
jets are responsible for the maximum principles. A great part of hard analysis
of P.D.E. will become redundant when the algebraic and geometric structure of
taming forms and corresponding convex functions is clarified. (From the P.D.E.
point of view, symplectic geometry appears as a taming device on the space of
0-jets of solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equation.)
3.3. Closed holomorphic curves. If S is a closed Riemann surface, then the
space E of holomorphic maps / : S —• V = (V, J) is locally finite-dimensional,
since the (elliptic!) Cauchy-Riemann operator is Fredholm. In general, the space
S is far from compact (even if V is compact), but it admits a nice compactification provided V is a closed manifold (which can be tamed by some closed 2-form
w). This follows (see [Gr3]) from the obvious inequality
Area/(S) < const • / /*(w),
(*)
Js
where the area is measured with a fixed Riemannian metric on V. Notice that
the right-hand side of (*) only depends on the homology class [f(S)] G H 2 (V)
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and that an inequality similar to (*) holds true for the graph

Tf.S-^V

xS.

EXAMPLES. (A) Let V and S equal the Riemann sphere S2. Then the space
Ei of holomorphic maps f\S2-+S2oî
degree one is noncompact. (This is the
group PGL2C.) Now we look at (the images of) the graphs of these maps which
are smooth holomorphic curves Sf C S2 X S2. If a sequence of maps fi G Ei
diverges, then there is a subsequence, say fj, such that the curves Sf. C S2 x S2
converge (in an obvious sense) to a reducible curve in S2 x S2 of the form
(S2 X 82) U (51 x S2) for some points si and 52 in S2.
(A') Let S be any Riemann surface and V an arbitrary projective algebraic
variety. Then the space E of holomorphic maps / : S -+ V in a fixed homology
class is a quasiprojective variety which can be completed to a projective variety
by adding to E (graphs of) reducible curves which are obtained by pinching some
circles (vanishing cycles) in S.
(B) Let V = (SL2 C)/A for some cocompact lattice A in the group SL2 C.
Take some nontorsion element À G A, and let S = C\jZ\ where C\ C SL2 C is
the centralizer of A (notice that C^ w C*) and Z\ is the infinite cyclic group
generated by A. Clearly, this S is a torus which is holomorphically mapped
into V and the area of this torus can be made arbitrarily large by applying
the (holomorphic) action of SL2 C o n F . This happens because the complex
structure on V is not tame.
SCHWARZ LEMMA. The bound on area of f provided by (*) allows one) in
principle, to control the pointwise norm of the differential Df. For example,
every holomorphic map f of the unit disk B —» C satisfies
2

>

f

^TT

1

/ /*(w)

(**)

JB

for the area form w = dx A dy on C. (In fact,

for the area A of the minimal simply connected subset in C containing the image
f(B) C C.)
The inequality (**) generalizes to all manifolds (V, J ) tamed by exact forms
and implies (see [Gr3]) that the space of closed holomorphic curves S in every
closed tame manifold (V,J) can be compactified by adding (graphs of) singular
curves obtained by pinching circles in S.
REMARKS, (a) The pinching of circles in minimal surfaces was discovered by
Sacks and Uhlenbeck [B-U] (compare [Sch-Y]).
(b) It seems that minimal surfaces become truly useful (for "soft purposes") in
the presence of higher order taming (curvature) forms. Here are two examples.
(bi) (Frankel Conjecture). Every closed Kahler manifold V with positive bisectional curvature is biholomorphic to CPn.
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This is proven by Siu and Yau who start with an appropriate minimal surface
S in V. Then they show S is holomorphic and admits as many holomorphic
deformations as C P 1 C CPn. (This, probably, generalizes to calibrated almost
complex manifolds.)
Notice that the algebraic version (due to Hartshorne) of the Frankel conjecture
(where "positive curvature" is replaced by "ample tangent bundle" and which
is a soft proposition by algebra-geometric standards) was proven by Mori who
used, as a hard tool, the action of Frobenius on curves in V (after reducing the
problem to finite characteristic).
(b2) Let V be a Riemannian manifold with positive curvature operator. It
is shown in [Mo] and [Mi] that every minimal sphere in V has (Morse) index
> ra/2 — 3/2 for m = dim V and that this inequality implies the homotopy
equivalence of the universal covering of V to the sphere Sm, provided that V is
closed.
(c) Compactification theorems are known (Uhlenbeck) for many higher-dimensional conformally invariant elliptic systems.
(c') The most fascinating (soft) application of such a compactification (for the
Yang-Mills equation, where the hard part had been furnished by Uhlenbeck and
Taubes) was discovered by Donaldson [Dl]. Also, see [D2, D 3 , D4, F-S, T l ,
T2]. (Notice that the Yang-Mills equation on a given principal bundle P over a
4-manifold is tamed by the universal Pontryagin 4-form on the space of jets of
connections on P.)
3.4. Compactness and existence theorems for closed holomorphic curves. If
one rules out the pinching of circles described in the previous section, §3.3,
then one concludes to compactness of a pertinent space E of holomorphic
curves.
3.4. A. EXAMPLE. Let S = S2 and consider holomorphic maps / : S —y
(V, J), such that the homology class /*[£] G Ü2(V) generates the image of the
Hurewitz homomorphism ^(V) —• # 2 0 0 - Then, assuming V is tamed by some
cj, no pinching of curves in S is possible (as it would decompose S C V into
smaller holomorphic spheres). Hence, the space E is compact modulo conformai
transformations of S = S2. In other words, the space E ; of corresponding
nonparametrized holomorphic curves in V is compact for compact manifolds V.
It easily follows (by Fredholm theory for nonlinear elliptic operators) that E'
represents certain homology class, denoted [E'] in the space of all surfaces in V
(here, y is a closed manifold), and that [E'] is invariant under homotopies Jt
of J in-so-far as the homotoped structure Jt is tame (i.e., tamed by some uJt)
for all t. Since the space of the almost complex structures tamed by a fixed w
is contractible (this is trivial, see [Gr3]), the class [E'] is an invariant of the
symplectic form.
Further invariants of (V,OJ) are obtained by taking (the homology classes
represented by) some subvarieties in E' such as the variety EQ of holomorphic
curves S CV passing through a fixed point VQ G V.
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REMARK. Our [E'] and [EQ] are similar to Donaldson's invariants in gauge
theory, but no direct link between the two types of invariants has been found so
far. (Compare [Hi].)
3.4, B. Let us compute [EQ] in the simplest case, where

(V,J) =

(VoxS2,J0®Jf)

for a closed aspherical manifold (Vo, Jo) tamed by some form wo, and where
(S2,Jf) is the standard (Riemann) sphere. For any point (vo,so) G V there
exists a unique holomorphic sphere SQ in V passing through this point and
homologous to the sphere voX S2 E V. (In fact, So = vox S2.) It easily follows
that the corresponding zero-dimensional class [EQ] is nontrivial. Hence, this class
also is nontrivial for every almost complex structure J\ on V tamed by the form
w = LOQ © uj1 on V where UJQ tames Jo on Vo and a/ is the standard area form on
S2.
3.4. Bi. COROLLARY. For every almost complex structure J\ on V tamed
by u) there exists a holomorphic map f:S2—>V
which passes through a given
point in V and which is homologous to the sphere vo X S2 C V.
3.4. B2. REMARK. This corollary is similar to the Riemann mapping theorem
for spheres which states (in our language) that for every two almost complex
structures Jo and J ' on S2, there exists a holomorphic sphere
Sc(S2xS2,J0@
2

J')
2

which is homologous to the diagonal in S x S and which passes through three
given points in S2 X S2, provided that these points are not contained in (s± X
S2) U (S2 X s2) C S2 x S2 for any pair (sus2) G S2 x S2. In fact, our proof
of 3.4.Bi delivers such a holomorphic S for every (nonsplit) structure J i on
S2 X S2 tamed by the form uo © u/ on S2 x S2, provided fs2 UQ = / g 2 w1 and
assuming the three points in question are not contained in the union of any two
holomorphic spheres S\ and S2 in S2 x S2 homologous to si x S2 and S2 X s2(The proof of 3.4.Bi also yields holomorphic Si and S2 through every point in
(S2 X S2, Ji).) This generalization of the Riemann mapping theorem is similar
to that due to Schapiro [Sch] and Laurentiev [L]. However, the results in [Sch]
and [L] (which are quite general by "hard" standards) are stated and proven in a
noninvariant form. (Geometrically speaking, it is assumed in [Sch] and [L] that
the spheres si X S2 and S2 x s2 are Ji-holomorphic for all (si,S2) E S2 x S2.)
Besides enormously complicating statements and proofs, this makes these results
unsuitable for "soft" applications, though (due to the existence of holomorphic
spheres Si and S2 in (S2 X S2,Ji) through every point («1,52) in S2 x S2)
the Riemann mapping theorem in [Sch] and [L] is essentially as general as our
invariant version. (It seems that hard analytic theorems reach maturity and
become truly interesting only when they are applied to a sufficiently large natural
class of objects defined in a soft coordinate free language.)
3.4. C. Solution of nonhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation. Consider the
bundles H = Eom(T(S),T(V))
and H' = Yiomc(T(S),T(V))
over S X V for
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given (almost) complex structures J' in T(S) and J in T(V) and let h —y h
denote the quotient homomorphism H —• H = H/H'. Then for every smooth
section (p : S x V —• H we consider the equation
Df=(p = (p(s, f(s))

(*)

for smooth maps / : S —y V.
The graphs S —> S x V of solutions / of (*) are holomorphic for some (naturally constructed) almost complex structure J = J (J1, J, ) on S x V. Hence, the
earlier compactness and existence discussion extends to solutions of (*). Furthermore, one shows (see [Gr3]) that the pinching of circles in S —> S x V necessarily
creates holomorphic spheres in (V, J). This leads to the following
ALTERNATIVE. If (V, J) is a closed tame manifold and S = S2 then either
there is a nonconstant holomorphic map S —> V or the equation (*) admits a
homotopic to zero solution f: S —y V for all (p. For example, (*) is always
solvable ifV is aspherical.
3.5. Holomorphic curves with boundaries. A submanifold W C (V, J) is called
totally real if dim W = ± dim V and the intersection TW(W) n JTW(W) C TW(V)
equals zero for all w G W. For example, every curve in a Riemann surface is
totally real. We say that u tames (V, W) if it tames (V, J) and u \ W = 0. That
is, W is Lagrange (see §1.3) in (V,u).
Let S be a compact Riemann surface with boundary and look at holomorphic
maps S —y V sending dS to W. The structure of these maps / : (S, dS) —y (V, W)
is essentially the same as for the case of a closed surface S. Namely, this space is
compactified by singular holomorphic curves obtained by pinching some circles
and some arcs in S with boundary points in dS. To see the picture, consider a
complex manifold V with an R-structure given by an antiholomorphic involution
of V whose fixed point set (the real locus) W C V has dimW = \V and, hence,
is totally real. Then we take the upper hemisphere S C S2 and observe that
every holomorphic map (S, dS) -» (V, W) extends, by symmetry, to a (unique)
holomorphic map S2 —y V commuting with the R-structures in V and S2 (where
the R-involution on S2 is the symmetry in the equator). Thus, the space of
holomorphic maps (S, dS) —• (V, W) is identified with the real locus of the space
of holomorphic maps S2 —• V and the compactification of the former equals the
real locus of the latter.
The compactness and existence theorems in §3.4 easily generalize to curves
with boundaries (see [Gr3]). In particular, the alternative in §3.4.C holds true
for a class of Lagrange submanifolds W C C n which includes all closed submanifolds. For V = C n the equation Df = (p amounts to df = (p, and if (p is a
constant map S —y C n the the solutions / : S —> C n are harmonic. Therefore,
for compact W, no such / exists if the norm ||^|| is sufficiently large. Hence,
by our alternative, there exists a nonconstant holomorphic C°°-map of the disk
into C n with the boundary sent to W for every closed Lagrange C°° -submanifold
W C Cn. A similar reasoning applies to immersed Lagrange submanifold W in
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C n and provides holomorphic disks mentioned in §1.3. Notice that holomorphic
disks may be nonsmooth at the boundary points reaching double points of the
immersed W C C n . But these disks are Holder if W has normal crossings.
4. Applications of holomorphic curves in symplectic geometry.
4.1. Embeddings of open manifolds. Define symplectic width of (V,u) as the
lower bound of the numbers a > 0, such that for every almost complex structure
J on V tamed by w and for every point v G V there exists a nonconstant
connected properly mapped J-holomorphic curve f:S-+V
passing through v,
such that the symplectic area of / satisfies fs /*(w) < a.
Obviously (see [Gr3]), this width is monotone under equidimensional symplectic embeddings. Namely, if V\ embeds into Vg, then
width V\ < width VbEXAMPLES, (a) Let Ur be the ball of radius r in C n . Every holomorphic
curve in Ur through the center has area > r 2 (this is well known and easy to
prove). Hence,
width(t/ r ,cj = 2 ^ dxi A dyi) > irr2.
(In fact, widthUr — 7rr2; see [Gr3].)
(b) Let (V,LJ) = (Vo x S2,u)o ©^')> where (Vb,^o) is a (2n — 2)-dimensional
closed aspherical manifold and a/ is an area form on S2. They by 3.4.Bi,
width V <area(S , 2 ,cj / )= /

w'.

def JS2

(Clearly, widthV > areaS 2 .)
COROLLARY. // the above ball Ur embeds into V, then areaS 2 > irr2.
Notice that the sphere S2 minus a point, is symplectically isomorphic to the
e-disk in C, such that 7T£2 = areaS 2 and every relatively compact subset in
ç n - i x £2 e m b e ( j s into the closed manifold (C 7 1 " 1 /^) x S2 for some lattice
A in C n - 1 . Thus, the corollary shows that Ur symplectically embeds into the
£-neighborhood of the subspace {z\ = 0} C C n if and only if r < e. This implies
the nonembedding results started in §1.2 (compare [Gr3]).
4.2. Codimension 2 embeddings. Let y be a symplectic manifold and Vo C V
a closed codimension two symplectic submanifold. By using an almost complex
structure J on y for which the submanifold Vo is J-complex, one can show that
the invariants £ ' of V (see §3.4) restrict in some natural sense to those of Vb- A
typical corollary one can obtain is as follows:
Let V = C P 2 x R 2 , where CP2 is endowed with the standard (U(3)-invariant)
symplectic structure andR2 = (R2,dxAdy).
If a closed ^-dimensional symplectic
manifold VQ symplectically embeds intoV, thenVo is symplectically diffeomorphic
to CP2, provided 7r2(Vb) w cyclic.
4.3. Existence, extension, and equivalence problems for symplectic structures.
Let 0J0 be a nonsingular 2-form on a connected manifold V.
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PROBLEM. Does there exist a homotopy of nonsingular forms, say Ut for
0 < t < 1, such that the form ui is closed (and hence, symplectic)?
If V is open, then the affirmative answer is provided by a sheaf theoretic
version of the Smale-Hirsch immersion theory (see [Grl]). If V is closed, there
is an obvious obstruction for the existence of ut. Namely, there must exist a
2-dimensional cohomology class a on V, such that an ^ 0 for 2n = dim V. One
still does not know if there are further obstructions.
A similar problem is that of extension of a symplectic form from a subset in
V to all of V. Here, holomorphic curves provide a nontrivial obstruction.
EXAMPLE (SEE [Gr3]). Let V be an open 4-dimensional manifold such that
the Hurewitz homomorphism ïï2(V) —y Ü2(V) is zero, and let wo be a symplectic
form on a neighborhood U of infinity in V. If (U, LJQ) is symplectically diffeomorphic to some neighborhood of infinity in (R 4 , dx\ A dy\ + dx2 A dy2), and if
LJo extends to a symplectic form on all of V, then V is diffeomorphic to R 4 .
Now, consider two symplectic forms uo and LJI on a closed manifold V which
represent the same cohomology class, [uo] = [c^i] G i / 2 ( V ; R ) , and which can
be joined by a homotopy of nonsingular forms wt- If ^t is symplectic for all t G
[0,1], and the cohomology class [u)t] is constant in t, then by the Darboux-Moser
theorem the manifolds (V,wo) and (V,ui) are symplectically diffeomorphic. But
if [u)t] varies, then [E']-type invariants (see §3.4) may change (see [McD]) and
then (V,oJo) is not symplectically diffeomorphic to (V,(JJ±).
4.4. C°-limits of symplectic diffeomorphisms. It was probably assumed in
the ("hard minded") classical mathematics (and mechanics, where symplectic
diffeomorphisms are called canonical transformations) that symplectic diffeomorphisms can be distinguished from volume-preserving ones by certain global
properties stable under uniform limits of diffeomorphisms. This belief (explicitly
expressed by Arnold) was confirmed by Eliashberg (see [E2, E3]) who, in particular, proved (by a complicated combinatorial method stemming from Poincaré's
"proof" of his last theorem) that every diffeomorphism of R 2 n which is a C°limit of symplectic diffeomorphisms is symplectic. This C°-stability also can
be derived from the nonembedding results in §4.1 with use of Nash's implicit
function theorem (see [Gr4]).
4.5. Lagrange intersections and fixed points of symplectic diffeomorphisms.
As we have seen in §1.2, every symplectic diffeomorphism / lying in a oneparametric subgroup comes from some (generating) function (Hamiltonian) h
on the underlying manifold V, provided i/' 1 (V r ;R) = 0, and the fixed points of
/ correspond to the critical points of h. Hence, the number of the fixed point of
/ can be bounded from below by Morse theory. A similar bound (conjectured
by Arnold and generalizing the last Poincaré theorem) for exact (which generalizes, in a natural way, the notion of exactness for closed 1-forms corresponding
to symplectic fields) area-preserving diffeomorphisms of surfaces was proved by
Eliashberg [El] by his combinatorial method. Then Conley and Zehnder [C-Z]
proved another conjecture of Arnold: every exact symplectic diffeomorphism f
of the torus T2n = R 2 n / Z 2 n has at least 2ra + 1 fixed points, and if f is generic
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then it has at least 4 n fixed points. The proof involves an auxiliary (generating)
function L (Lagrangian) on the space of contractible maps S1 —y T2n where
Conley and Zehnder apply variational techniques similar to those used for locating periodic orbits of Hamiltonian (i.e., symplectic) flows (see [Rab, W 2 ,
Ber]). Notice that this L has infinite Morse index (it looks like the quadratic
function YliLi xiVi o n ^°°) a n d the naive Morse theory does not apply to L,
(In fact, there are only a few interesting variational problems where the Morse
theory based on the Palais-Smale condition can be applied directly.) The method
of Conley and Zehnder was cleaned of "hard" analysis by Chaperon who used,
instead of L, a function on a finite-dimensional space similar to the space of broken geodesic in a Riemannian manifold. The hard regularity theorem reduces,
in Chaperon's approach, to showing that every broken extremal curve is in fact
unbroken.
The fixed points of a symplectic diffeomorphism / of (V, UJ) correspond to the
intersection points of two Lagrange submanifolds in (V X V, u) © — u), which are
the graph of / and the diagonal in V x V. The (Chaperon's rendition of) ConleyZehnder method extends to some Lagrange manifolds besides symplectic graphs.
For example, Laudenbach and Sikorav [L-S] established by this method a Morse
theoretic lower bound on the number of intersection points of an exact (in a
suitable sense) Lagrange submanifold in T* (X) with the zero section X C T* (X),
where T*(X) is endowed with the canonical (see §1.3) symplectic structure.
(Compare [Ch, F - W , W l , Z].)
An alternative approach to (self) intersections of immersed Lagrange submanifolds W C V is provided by holomorphic curves (S, dS) —y (V,W) (see §3.5 and
[Gr3]). Similar curves (in a Morse theoretic framework) are used by Floer [Fl]
who proved a homological version of a general Arnold's conjecture. It seems
that the method of holomorphic curves has an advantage of greater generality,
while the symplectic Morse theory, whenever it applies, leads to finer (Morse)
inequalities.
4.6. Contact geometry. A codimension one subbundle 0 C T(x) is called
contact if there exists an almost complex structure J on X x R, such that
0 = T(X) H JT(X)
for X = X x 0 C X x R, and such that X is strictly J-convex in X x R. That
is, X = X X 0 is a level of a strictly J-convex function (see §3.2) without critical
points. Soft properties of contact manifolds (V, 6) are quite similar to those of
symplectic manifolds (see [Gr4]). Fundamental rigidity theorems for contact
3-manifolds were proven by Bennequin [Bl] using topological (knot theoretic)
techniques. In particular, Bennequin proved the existence of exotic contact structures on R 3 and on S3. (The standard 0 on S3 is T(S3) n yf-ÎT^3)
for the
usual embedding S3 C C 2 . The standard R 3 is obtained by removing a point
from this S3.)
Now let (V, J) be an almost complex manifold with J-convex boundary Y
and let 0 = T(Y) n JT(Y). If W C Y is totally real in V D Y, then, under
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a suitable taming condition, holomorphic curves in V with boundaries in W
behave like those in §3.5. This has a nontrivial effect on the contact geometry of
(Y, 0) and, in particular, shows that not every (Y, 0) appears as a tame J-convex
boundary of some (V, J). Using this, one can find, for example, an exotic contact
R 2 n _ 1 for all n > 1 (see [Gr3, B2]) and can recapture finer results of Bennequin
for 3-manifolds (a private communication by Eliashberg). Yet the holomorphic
contact geometry is less understood at the present moment than the symplectic
case.
Soft and hard historical remarks. It seems difficult (if possible at all) to assign a precise metamathematical meaning to the notions of relative softness
and hardness of an argument or of a theory. Intuitively, "hard" refers to a
strong and rigid structure of a given object, while "soft" suggests some weak
general property of a vast class of objects. Thus, inequalities and estimates are
softer than identities, (algebraic) number theory is harder than analysis (over
locally compact fields and adeles), real analysis is softer than complex analysis. Semisimple Lie groups and symmetric spaces look, from a certain angle,
almost as hard as the integers, while Riemannian geometry appears, on a whole,
nearly as soft as differential topology. The proof of x3 -f- y3 + z3 > 3xyz for
x
, 2/j 2 > 0 by the convexity of logt seems softer than the proof by the identity
2(x3 + y3 + z3 - 3xyz) = {x + y + z)((x - y)2 + (x - z)2 + (y - z)2), although
proofs in algebraic geometry which use elliptic P.D.E. are at a level of hardness
with those using Frobenius.
"Soft" and "hard" in this talk are limited to the framework of the global
nonlinear analysis concerning the geometry of spaces of maps between smooth
manifolds. The modern approach to such spaces started with the soft homotopy
touch by Serre [SI, S2], and soft techniques and ideas have dominated the theory ever since. It is still not known whether Serre's results (e.g., the finiteness
of the stable homotopy groups of spheres) can be recaptured by hard means,
although hard arguments have been occasionally used in similar problems (e.g.,
Morse theory in Bott periodicity, the action of Frobenius in Adams' conjecture,
linear elliptic operators in the signature theorem and the higher signature conjecture). A similar softness also has prevailed in differential topology, since the
flexibility of diffeomorphisms (Thorn [Th]), immersions (Smale [Sm]), and surgeries allowed an essential reduction of Diff-problems to the homotopy theory.
(This soft topological avalanche has been arrested by Thurston's geometrization
of 3-manifolds and by Donaldson's gauge invariants of 4-manifolds.)
The softness discovered in topology could not, however, discourage the search
for classical hard structures based on nonlinear partial differential equations.
However, the naive dream of hard global analysis was destroyed overnight by
Nash's discovery [NI, N2] of the amazing flexibility of solutions of certain nonlinear equations, namely of isometric immersions of Riemannian manifolds. (For
example, every distance-decreasing embedding of the standard m-sphere into R n
admits, for m < n, a uniform approximation by isometric C1-imbeddings; see
[NI, K].) In fact, one could think (until the work of Donaldson) that Nash's
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phenomenon (which is ubiquitous for nonlinear P.D.E., see [Gr4]) totally rules
out any hard P.D.E. structure in the soft vastness of nonlinear function spaces.
(The hard structure of linear elliptic P.D.E. is firmly rooted today in soft topological soil as had been envisioned by Atiyah [A].) Now, holomorphic curves
which are concerned with the most elementary equation (and which logically
precede, though historically follow, gauge fields) appear as a first stepping stone
to a comprehensive hard nonlinar theory.
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1. Introduction. In this lecture we shall discuss a problem that has fascinated many mathematicians throughout history, such as Eratosthenes (~ —284—
- -202), Fibonacci (~ 1180- - 1250), Fermât (1601-1665), Euler (1707-1783),
Legendre (1752-1833), and Gauss (1777-1855). This is the problem of how to
find the prime factor decomposition of a given large integer.
Surveys of methods that are used for this purpose can be found in RiesePs
recent book [27] and in the contributions to [21]. The present lecture is devoted
to a development that took place since the appearance of Riesel's book, namely,
the introduction of elliptic curves.
Two stages can be distinguished in most methods to find the prime factorization of a given number. In the first stage (primality testing) one decides whether
the number is prime or composite. In the second stage (factorization) one finds
a nontrivial divisor of the number, if it is composite. It is clear that the complete
prime factor decomposition can be obtained by applying a primality testing algorithm and a factorization algorithm recursively. Elliptic curves can be applied
both to primality testing and to factorization, and they give rise to algorithms
with an excellent performance, both in theory and in practice.
Primality testing is considered to be easier than factorization. Suppose, for
example, that two 100-digit numbers p and q have been proved prime; this is
easily within reach of the current primality testing methods. Suppose moreover
that the numbers p and q are thrown away by mistake, but that the product pq
is saved. How to recover p and q? It must be felt as a defeat for mathematics
that, in these circumstances, the most promising approaches are searching the
waste paper basket and applying mnemo-hypnotic techniques.
Until recently, the subject of primality testing and factorization was not
taken seriously by most mathematicians. Nowadays, a change in this attitude is
noticeable. Partly, this change is due to the introduction of more sophisticated
mathematical techniques than were used before. Indeed, the use of elliptic curves,
which is the main topic of this lecture, has been referred to as the first application
of twentieth-century mathematics to the problem of prime factor decomposition.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Another reason for the increased interest in this area is the possibility to apply
number theory to the outside world. The existence and uniqueness of the prime
factor decomposition constitute the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, and this
theorem plays indeed a basic role. For example, a number-theoretical question
about a positive integer n—can n be written as the sum of two squares? what
is the order of the multiplicative group (Z/rcZ)*?—is considered as settled if it
is answered in terms of the prime factorization of n. Given the basic role of the
prime factor decomposition in number theory, it seems reasonable to suppose
that algorithms to achieve this prime factor decomposition play an important
role in possible applications of number theory. To date, the most striking illustration is the cryptographic scheme devised by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman
[28]. For the use of this scheme it is essential that primality testing is easy,
and the security of the system depends on the fact that factorization is hard. It
should be remarked that, to a certain extent, this is negative application: if a
better factoring method is discovered, then the application may cease to exist.
This remark should serve as a stimulus for those mathematicians to whom the
possibility of applying number theory to the outside world does not appeal and
who wish to restore the purity of their science.
To test a given integer n > 1 for primality, one usually subjects it to a series
of pseudoprime tests. Most of these tests are based on a variant of Fermât's
theorem. This theorem asserts that if n is prime then a71 = a modn for all
integers a. These pseudoprime tests have the property that any prime number
passes them, but that a composite number is very unlikely to pass them. Hence
a single test that n fails to pass suffices to prove that n is composite, although
it does not readily yield a factor of n. If, on the other hand, n passes many
pseudoprime tests, then it is very likely that n is a prime number. The problem
then becomes how to prove that n is a prime number. It may be said that the real
difficulty of primality testing algorithms is not to obtain the answer, "prime" or
"composite," but to prove the correctness of the answer, in the case it is "prime."
For this reason one sometimes speaks about primality proving algorithms.
If a primality test decides that a number is not prime then, as we just noted,
it usually does not exhibit a factor of the number. To obtain a factor one
applies a factorization algorithm. In contrast to primality testing, the difficulty
of factorization is to obtain the answer, i.e., a nontrivial divisor of the number;
checking the correctness of the answer, once it is obtained, is completely trivial.
The total freedom one has in the choice of the method by which to obtain a
nontrivial divisor seems to be one of the reasons that there is much more variety
in factorization algorithms than in primality tests. Indeed, it is not a priori
clear why methods that depend on a mathematical theory would be better than
nonmathematical methods, and why factorization should be beyond the abilities
of competent clairvoyants or religious officers.
The elliptic curve methods that form the subject of this lecture are best understood as analogue of certain older algorithms, which are discussed in §2. These
older algorithms depend on properties of the multiplicative group, in particular
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on the fact that for a prime number p the order of the multiplicative group
(Z/pZ)* equals p - 1. We remark that the algorithms discussed in §2 are by no
means the best algorithms that were used before elliptic curves were introduced;
we only discuss them because they are helpful in motivating and understanding
the new methods.
Section 3 contains the basic properties of elliptic curves that we need. The
best reference is Silverman's recent textbook [35]. As most of the literature
on the subject, this book restricts itself to elliptic curves that are defined over
fields. For our purposes it is more natural, both from a conceptual and from
an expository point of view, to work with elliptic curves that are defined over
rings. The general theory of elliptic curves over commutative rings with 1 can
be found in [16, Chapter 2], In §3 we give the basic definitions, but only in
the case that the ring in question satisfies a certain condition; this condition
is satisfied, for example, if the ring is a field, and also if the ring is finite,
which is the case in our applications. This condition allows us to give a very
straightforward definition: an elliptic curve is defined by a ternary homogeneous
cubic polynomial of a certain normal form; to keep this normal form as simple as
possible we assume that 6 is a unit of the ring. The set of points of the curve over
the ring is then defined as the set of zeros of this polynomial in a suitably defined
projective plane. It is a basic property of elliptic curves that this set of points
has the structure of an abelian group. It should be remarked that in principle it
is possible, by more or less artificial considerations, to avoid elliptic curves over
rings that are not fields in the description and analysis of the algorithms that we
shall discuss. This was, in fact, done in the original publications [30, 20, 14],
We mentioned above that a number of older primality testing and factorization
methods depend on the fact that the order of the multiplicative group (Z/pZ)*
modulo a prime number p equals p — 1. Likewise, in the elliptic curve methods
an important role is played by the order of the group E(Z/pZ) of points of an
elliptic curve E over Z/pZ, for a prime number p. By a theorem of Hasse from
1934, this order is of the form p +1 — t, where t is an integer depending on E
and p for which \t\ < 2^/p. It may be said that the success of the new methods
is due to the fact that, for fixed p, this number t varies if one varies the elliptic
curve E. In §4 we discuss several methods to calculate the number t.
In §5 it is explained how to do primality testing with the help of elliptic
curves. In particular, we discuss the algorithms of Goldwasser-Kilian [14] and
Atkin [2]. Atkin's method is of great practical value, and on most numbers on
which it has been tried it is much faster than the previous champion, which is
the Cohen-Lenstra version of the test of Adleman, Pomerance, and Rumely [1,
9, 10].
Section 6,finally,describes the elliptic curve factorization method [20]. It is,
at the moment, the undisputed champion among factoring methods for the great
majority of numbers. The quadratic sieve algorithm of Pomerance [26], which
was the previous champion, still seems to perform better on numbers that are
built up from two primes of the same order of magnitude. The elliptic curve
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method has the very attractive property that its speed depends on the size of
the smallest prime divisor of the number n that is being factored: smaller prime
factors are easier to find. The quadratic sieve and many other fast factoring
algorithms do not have this property; they have a running time that only depends
on the size of n and not on the size of its prime factors.
By F g we shall denote a finite field of cardinality q. Rings are supposed to be
commutative with a unit element, and the latter is supposed to be preserved by
ring homomorphisms. The group of units of a ring R is denoted by R*.
2. Multiplicative methods. In this section we discuss two older algorithms
for primality testing and factorization, which depend on properties of the multiplicative group. In practice, these algorithms are not feasible for all numbers,
but only if certain conditions are satisfied.
We begin with primality testing. The following theorem is due to Pocklington
[24].
THEOREM 1. Let n be an integer, n > 1, and s a positive integer dividing
n — 1. Suppose that there is an integer a satisfying
an-i

^ j modn,

g c d ( a ( n _ 1 ^ 9 — l,n) = 1 for each prime divisor q of s.
Then every prime divisor p of n is 1 mod s, and if s > y/n — 1 then n is prime.
The proof is as follows. Let p be a prime divisor of n, and write b =
( a (ra-i)/s modn). From a w _ 1 = 1 modn it follows that bs = 1 modp, so the
order of (6 modp) in the group F* divides s. Also, if q is a prime divisor of s,
then b3/q is not 1 modp, since by hypothesis a( n _ 1 )/^ — 1 is not divisible by p.
Therefore the order of (b modp) is not a divisor of s/q, for any prime q dividing
s, so this order is equal to s itself. By Lagrange's theorem in group theory it
follows that s divides # F * = p—1. This proves the first assertion of the theorem.
If also s > yjn — 1 then it follows that p > y/n, and this can only be true for all
primes p dividing n if n is prime. This proves Theorem 1.
The use of Theorem 1 in primality testing is as follows. Let n be an integer
> 1 that one believes to be prime, for example because it passes pseudoprime
tests as described in [17, p. 379; 27, p. 98]. Denote by s the largest divisor
of n — 1 that one is able to factor completely into primes, and suppose that
s > y/n — 1. Now pick a random nonzero integer a (modn), and test whether
it satisfies the two conditions of Theorem 1. Observe that these conditions are
easy to test: the prime divisors q of s are known, the powers an~1 (modn) and
(modn) can be calculated with O(logn) multiplications and squarings
a{n-i)/q
modn, and the greatest common divisors can be calculated by means of the
Euclidean algorithm. If all conditions are found to be satisfied then it follows
from the theorem that n is indeed prime, as required.
It should be mentioned that if n is prime it should not be difficult to find an
element a G Z/nZ satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Clearly, any nonzero
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a G Z/nZ must satisfy the first condition, if n is prime. It is easy to show that,
for fixed q, the second condition is satisfied with probability 1 — g" 1 , if n is a
given prime and a ^ 0 is drawn at random. The probability that a satisfies
the second condition for all q may be somewhat smaller, but in any case it is at
least Co/log log n for some positive constant Co; also, it is not difficult to prove
a slightly more general version of the theorem, in which o is allowed .to depend
on q.
The basic shortcoming of the primality test based on Theorem 1 is that it can
only prove the primality of prime numbers n for which n — 1 has a large divisor
that one is able to factor completely. This is the case if n — 1 has many small
prime factors, which happens, for example, for the Fermât numbers n = 2k + 1.
Theorem 1 is also useful if n — 1 is the product of a small number and a large
prime number q; in the latter case one can attempt to prove the primality of q
recursively.
There is an analogue to Theorem 1 with the multiplicative group replaced by
a twisted multiplicative group. For example, if p is prime then the group F* 2 /F*
is a twisted multiplicative group, and it has order (p2 — l ) / ( p — 1) = p + 1. This
leads to primality tests that can be used for numbers n for which n + 1 has a
large completely factored divisor. This is the case, for example, for the Mersenne
numbers n = 2k — 1. These tests are classically formulated in terms of Lucas
sequences.
We refer to [27, 38] for the details of these and other generalizations of Theorem 1, and for a description of the primality tests that are based on a combination
of the (n — 1)- and (n + l)-methods. If n has the property that at least one of
n db 1 can be written as the product of a completely factored number and a
prime number q that, recursively, has the same property, then the primality of
n can be proved by repeated application of the two methods. This method was
developed by Selfridge and Wunderlich [32], and they found empirically that it
can be applied to most primes of at most 35 digits, if "completely factored" is
taken to mean "built up from primes below 30030." The generalizations due to
Williams et al. [38] can be used for most prime numbers of at most 80 digits.
The advantage of elliptic curves in this context is that there are so many of
them. Each elliptic curve gives rise to a group, and the order of this group varies
with the curve. Instead of using the numbers n ± l , one uses essentially a random
number in the neighborhood of n, and one can keep changing the curve until this
number factors in the desired way. We refer to §5 for more details.
Next we consider a factorization method that also depends on the multiplicative group. It was invented by Pollard [25], and it is known as the Pollard
(p — l)-method,
The Pollard (p — l)-method attempts to find a nontrivial divisor of a composite integer n > 1 in the following way. Pick a G Z/nZ at random, and select a
positive integer k that is divisible by many small prime powers; for example, one
can take k = l c m { l , 2 , . . . ,w} for a suitable bound w. Next one calculates
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db = (afcmodn). This can be done by performing O(logfe) squarings and
multiplications (modn). Finally, one calculates gcd(afc — l,n) by means of Euclid's algorithm, and one hopes that this gcd is a nontrivial divisor of n.
Pollard's (p — l)-method is usually successful if n has a prime divisor p for
which p — 1 is built up from small prime factors only. Suppose, to be specific,
that p — 1 divides fc, and that p does not divide a. Since the order of (Z/pZ)*
equals p — 1, it then follows that ak = 1 modp, so p divides gcd(ûfc - l,n). In
many cases one has p = gcd(a& — 1, n), and the method finds a nontrivial divisor
of n.
Along these lines it can be proved that the Pollard (p — l)-method is good
in discovering prime divisors p of n for which p — 1 has no large prime factors.
It can also be proved that if n has no such prime divisor p then the method is
unlikely to work within a reasonable amount of time.
We refer to [25] for a refinement of the method, which improves its practical
performance; to [39] for a variant that uses a twisted multiplicative group, and
for which p + 1 rather than p — 1 should be built up from small prime factors;
and to [3] for a generalization that appears to be only of theoretical value.
The advantage of elliptic curves is the same as with primality testing. If one
uses an elliptic curve rather than the multiplicative group, then p ± 1 is replaced
by a number in the neighborhood of p that varies with the curve, and one can
keep changing the curve until the algorithm is successful; one may hope that a
fair proportion of the numbers in the neighborhood of p is built up from small
primes only, so that not too many curves need be tried. More details can be
found in §6.
3. Elliptic curves over rings. Let R be a ring. A finite collection (a{)iei
of elements of R will be called primitive if it generates R as an fi-ideal, i.e., if
there exist bi G R, for i G J, such that J2iei biai = 1- This terminology will
in particular be applied to vectors and to matrices that have coefficients in R.
Notice that if R is a field, a collection (ai)iej is primitive if and only if not all
ai are zero.
In the sequel we assume that R satisfies the following two conditions:
(i)6Gfi*;

(ii) for all positive integers n, m and every primitive matrix (a^)i<i<n, i<j<m
over R with the property that all 2x2-subdeterminants vanish (aijaki—auakj = 0
for all i,j, k,l with 1 < i < k < n, 1 < j < I < m) there exists an Ä-linear
combination of the rows that is primitive as an element of Rm.
If R is a field the first condition means that char R ^ 2 , 3 . We impose this
condition only to simplify the exposition; for 6 £ R* one must work with more
general normal forms for elliptic curves, as in [35, Chapter 3].
The second condition, however, is essential for the definition of elliptic curves
and their addition law that we shall give. Condition (ii) means that every
projective R-module of rank one is free, or equivalently that the Picard group
Pic R of R vanishes [4]. Obviously, the condition is satisfied for fields, and below
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we shall see that it is also satisfied for finite rings. More generally, it holds for
rings that have only finitely many maximal ideals, If R is a Dedekind ring, for
example, the ring of integers in a number field, then (ii) is true if and only if the
class group of R is trivial.
It is easy to prove that the primitive element of Rm whose existence is postulated by (ii) is in fact uniquely determined up to multiplication by units.
Let Ä b e a ring satisfying (i) and (ii). The unit group R* acts on the set
of primitive triples (x,y,z) G R3 by u(x,y,z) = (ux,uy,uz).
The set of orbits
under this action is denoted by P 2 (-R), and called the projective plane over R.
The orbit of (x, y, z) is denoted by (x : y : z).
An elliptic curve over R is a pair of elements a,bE R for which 4a 3 + 27b2 G
R*. These elements are to be thought of as the coefficients in the homogeneous
Weierstrass equation
y2z~x3
+ axz2 + bz3.
We denote the elliptic curve (a,b) by Ea^, or simply by E. If we multiply the
above equation by u6, for some u G R*, and replace u2x, u3y by x, y, respectively,
then we obtain the equation for Eaip, where a1 = u4a and bf = u6b. Two such
curves are said to be isomorphic over R.
Let E = Eayh be an elliptic curve over R. The set of points E(R) of E over
R is defined by
E(R) = {(x:y:z)€

P2(R): y2z = x3 + axz2 + bz3}.

The point (0 : 1 : 0) G E(R) is called the zero point of the curve, and denoted by
O. Notice that if R is a field this is the only element of E(R) whose ^-coordinate
is zero.
It is a basic fact that E(R) has in a natural way the structure of an abelian
group with O as the neutral element. The group law, which is written additively,
is such that —(x : y : z) = (x : —y : z) for all (z : y : z) G E(R). To define the
group law we first consider the case that R is a field. In this case the addition
formulae, and the proof that E(R) is a group, can be found in [35, Chapter 3].
We briefly summarize what we need.
Let i J b e a field, and let Pi,P2 G E(R). To add Pi and P%, consider the
straight line passing through Pi and P% (the tangent line to the curve if Pi = P2).
The line and the curve have three intersection points, if we count them with
suitable multiplicities, and two of them are Pi and P2. If Q is the third one,
then Pi + P2 = - Q . To turn this geometric description into algebraic formulae,
we may suppose that Pi and P2 are nonzero and that Pi ^ — P2. Then we
can write Pi = (Xì : yi : 1) for i = 1,2, where (xi,yi) lie on the affine curve
y2 = x3 + ax + b. The straight line is given by y = Xx + v, where
x

=

2/2 - 2/1
X2 -X!

\

x
=

l + x^xi + xl +
2/2 + 2/1

a

and v = 2/1 — \x\. Notice that Pi ^ —P2 implies that at least one of the values
for A is well defined, and that they are equal if they are both well defined. The
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sum P3 = P i + P2 is now given by P3 = (z 3 : 2/3 : 1), where
x3 = X2 - xx - x2,

2/3 = -(Xxa + v).

This gives the addition formulae if R is a field, but for the sequel it is desirable to
bring them into homogeneous form. To do this, one replaces Xi and yi by Xì/Zì
and yijzi, respectively, and one clears the denominators. Then one finds that the
sum of two points Pi = (x\ : 2/1 : z\), P2 = (x% : 2/2 : z%) on E(R) is given by one
of two formulae (q\ : r\ : si), (q2 : r% : 82), depending on which formula for A is
used. Here q\,..., S2 are certain polynomial expressions in x 1, 2/1, z\, x2,2/2, 22, <*>
with integer coefficients. It turns out that for every pair (Pi, P 2 ) G E(R) x E(R)
except (Pi, P2) = (O, O) at least one of these two formulae is meaningful in the
sense that it does not give ( 0 : 0 : 0 ) , and that any of the two that is meaningful
actually gives the sum of Pi and P2 in the group E(R). For the remaining pair
(O, O) we know of course that O + 0 = O = ( 0 : 1 : 0 ) , but this formula is not
satisfactory because it does not have the property of correctly giving the sum
Pi + P2 for all pairs of points Pi, P2 for which it is meaningful. To remedy this
situation one has to develop an addition law that is valid "in a neighborhood of
(0,0),n and that can be done as in [35, Chapter IV, §1]. The result is that one
finds nine polynomial expressions qi,u,Si (i = 1,2,3) in x±, y\, z\, x2,2/2, ^2, o,, b
with integer coefficients, with the property that the sum of any two points Pi =
(zi : 2/1 : z\), P2 = (x2 ' 2/2 : ^2) on E(R) is given by one of the three formulae
(qi : ri : Si), i = 1,2,3, and that in fact any of the three formulae that is
meaningful is correct. The latter statement is equivalent to nine formal identities
tfir2 -q2ri = 0 , . . . , r 2 5 3 - r3s2 = 0 in the ring
Z[a,b,x1,y1,z1,X2iy2,z2]/I,
where a,..., Z2 are considered as polynomial variables and J denotes the ideal
generated by the two polynomials y2Zi — x% — aXiZ2 — bz3, i = 1,2. Likewise,
the fact that Pi + P2 lies again on the curve, and that the addition defined in
this way satisfies the group axioms, with the zero element and the negatives of
points as indicated above, is expressed by a series of formal identities in the same
ring. Nine explicit polynomials q\,..., S3 with all these properties can be found
in [19].
We now drop the condition that R be a field. To add two points Pi = (x\ :
2/1 : ^ I ) î P2 = (x2 '• 2/2 : 22) on E(R) one proceeds as follows. One uses the same
nine polynomial expressions that appeared above to obtain a 3 x 3-matrix

with entries from R. This is a primitive matrix, since otherwise there would
be a maximal ideal m c R containing all nine entries; but this would contradict the fact that at least one of the rows can be used to add the two points
Pi modm, P2 mod m on the elliptic curve Ea modm,b modm(Ä/m) over the field
R/m. Also, all 2 x 2-subdeterminants of the matrix are zero, so by condition (ii)
above there is an iî-linear combination (^OJ^O^O) of the rows that is primitive;
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moreover, the orbit of (qo,ro,so) under R* is uniquely determined. We now
define the sum of Pi and P2 on E(R) to be (qo : ro : so).
The fact that E(R) is closed under this operation, and that the addition
defined in this way satisfies the group axioms, with the zero element and the
negatives of points as indicated earlier, is a consequence of the formal identities
that we mentioned above. We omit the details, which are somewhat tedious.
It is a natural question to ask for an algorithm to add two points on E(R).
From the definition of addition we see immediately that, given the formulae
from [19], it suffices to have an algorithmic version of condition (ii): one needs a
method to find the primitive linear combination that is asserted to exist. Before
we describe such a method for the case that R is finite it should be pointed
out that at the moment this method has only theoretical value. Namely, for the
purposes that we have in mind (see the following sections) there is a much easier
method, as follows. Pick any nonzero entry from the matrix, and determine
whether it is a unit in R. If it is, then the row containing that element is
primitive, and one is done. If it isn't, then one knows a nonzero nonunit of R,
and in each of the cases that we shall consider this is also satisfactory. Suppose
for example, that R = Z/nZ, where n is an integer that one is trying to factor;
then a nonzero nonunit of R leads to a nontrivial divisor of n, which is exactly
what one wants.
Assume now that R is a finite ring. We assume that the elements of R
are represented by elements of a certain finite set S\ one may think of S, for
example, as consisting of strings of zeros and ones. It is allowed that two distinct
elements s, s' of S represent the same element of R, but we do require that given
s,sf G S there is an efficient algorithm to decide whether this is the case. Here
"efficient" may be taken to mean that the time needed by the algorithm is
bounded by a polynomial function of log#«S\ We also require that there is an
efficient algorithm to do addition in R\ that is, given s, s' G S, one should be
able to find an element of S that represents the sum of the elements represented
by s and sf. Likewise we require that subtraction and multiplication can be done
efficiently, as well as the solution of equations of the sort ex — d (given c and
d, find x), if they are solvable. Finally we require that an element representing
1 G R is known.
With these hypotheses there is an efficient algorithm that given a primitive
n X m-matrix (a^) as in condition (ii) produces a linear combination of the rows
that is primitive; here "efficient" means that the time needed by the algorithm is
bounded by a polynomial function of n, m, and log # S . We begin with a lemma.
LEMMA. Let R,S be as above, and denote by t the least positive integer for
which 2 t + 1 > #S. Then for every c G R there exists x G R with ct+1x = à.
Moreover, an element cE R is nilpotent if and only if cl = 0.
PROOF. Consider the sequence of ideals
RDRcDRc2

D • • O Ä C * D Rct+1.
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If any two consecutive ideals in this chain are distinct, one obtains # S > #R >
index[P:Pc t + 1 ] > 2t+1, which is a contradiction. Hence c1 = c%+1x for some
x G R and some integer i with 0 < i < t, and the first statement of the lemma
follows upon multiplication by c*~\
If u is an integer with u > t, then it follows that cux = cu~1. Therefore, if
c is nilpotent, the smallest integer u with cu = 0 cannot be larger than t. This
implies the last statement of the lemma.
It follows from the lemma that there is an efficient algorithm to decide whether
an element of the ring is nilpotent.
We now describe an efficient algorithm that given an n x ra-matrix A = (a,j)
as in (ii) finds a primitive combination of its rows. The algorithm proceeds by
recursion on the cardinality of R. If R is the zero ring (which can be decided by
testing whether 1 = 0 , where 0 = 1 — 1), then any row of the matrix is primitive.
Now suppose that R is not the zero ring. Since the matrix is primitive, not all
of its entries are nilpotent. Let c be an entry that is not nilpotent. Using the
lemma, solve ct^1x = c*. Then c2txl = cl, so if we put e = ctxt then e is an
idempotent: e2 = e. Also, from cte = c* ^ 0 one sees that e ^ 0. If now e = 1
then c is a unit, so the row of the matrix containing c is primitive, and one is done.
Suppose therefore that e ^ 1. Then Ri = Re and R2 = R(l - e) are nonzero
commutative rings with unit elements e and 1 — e, respectively. Moreover, the
map R —• R\ x R2 sending r G R to (re, r(l — e)) is an isomorphism of rings.
The matrix A gives rise to a matrix A\ over P i and a matrix A2 over P 2 - Now
notice that, for each i = 1,2, the map S —> R —> Ri shows that the set S can
again be used to represent the elements of Ri, and that the same conditions as
for R are satisfied. Hence, recursively, we can find an Pi-linear combination of
the rows of Ai that is primitive as an element of R™, for each i = 1,2. Adding
these two rows in Rm one finds the desired primitive linear combination of the
rows of A. This finishes the description of the algorithm.
We remark that, in the above algorithm, the element c G R is mapped to an
element (ci,C2) G P i x R2 for which ci is a unit and C2 is nilpotent. Hence the
row of Ai containing ci is already primitive, and the recursion is only needed
for the ring R2 • Since the number of nilpotent entries in A2 is at least one more
than in the matrix A, this shows that the depth of the recursion is bounded by
nm. In the case that is of interest to us one has nm = 9.
4. The number of points on an elliptic curve. Let R be a finite ring
with 6 G R*, and E = Ea,b an elliptic curve over R. In this section we discuss
the order of the finite group E(R).
If / : R —• R! is any ring homomorphism from R to a ring R! that also satisfies
the two conditions (i), (ii) from §3, then Ef^a)j^
is an elliptic curve over R'.
We denote this elliptic curve again by E.
If R contains an element c that is neither a unit nor nilpotent then, as we
saw in the previous section, R can be written as the product of two nonzero
rings. By induction on # P it follows that R is isomorphic to the product of
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finitely many rings Ri, where each Ri is such that every element of Ri is either
nilpotent or a unit. Then each Ri is a local ring, which means that the set rty of
nonunits of Ri forms an ideal of Ri\ this ideal must be maximal, so that Ri/mi is
a field. It is now easy to see that E(R) is isomorphic to the product of the groups
E(Ri), so that #E(R) = Yl{#E(Ri). Furthermore, from Hensel's lemma one
can deduce that for each i the natural group homomorphism E (Ri) —• E (Ri/mi)
is surjective and that its kernel has the same cardinality as m*, so that #E(Ri) —
#E(Ri/tt\i) • #rfy. Summarizing, we have
#E{R)
#R

= n

11

#E(R/m)
#Ä/m '

where m ranges over the set of maximal ideals of R. If these maximal ideals are
known, then this formula reduces the computation of #E(R) to the case that R
is a field. If R = Z/nZ for some positive integer n, then the above formula reads
#E(Z/nZ)
n

_n
~U

#E(FP)
p
'

p

where p ranges over the set of primes dividing n. Notice that the same formula
holds with the order of the elliptic curve replaced by the Euler ^-function, which
is the order of the multiplicative group.
Assume, for the rest of this section, that R is a finite field, of characteristic
different from 2 and 3. Denote the cardinality of R by q, so that we may write
R = Fq. We assume that an explicit representation for the elements of R is
available, as in the previous section, and that each arithmetic operation in R
can be performed in time 0((logc) 2 ).
According to a theorem of Hasse (1934) we have #E(Fq) = q + 1 — t, where t
is an integer satisfying \t\ < 2yfq. Four methods have been proposed to calculate
the number #E(Fq) or, equivalently, the number t.
The first method, which was employed by Lang and Trotter [18], depends on
the formula
P(F,) = 1+^(1+XW),
xEFq

where x(^) denotes the element of {0,1, —1} that maps to (a;3 + ax + &)^ -1 )/ 2
under the natural map Z —» Fq. To prove this formula one simply notes that,
for fixed x G F g , the number of y G F g with y2 = x3 + ax + b is given by
l + x(x). Applying this formula in a straightforward way leads to an algorithm
to calculate #E(Fq) that takes time 0(q1~^e), for any e > 0.
The second method, which is significantly faster, is probabilistic in the sense
that it depends on random choices. It is analogous to an algorithm of Shanks
[33] for the calculation of class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields. We give
a brief description.
First, one picks a random point P G E(Fq). This is done by selecting random
elements x GFq until an element is found for which x3 + ax + ò is a square in
Fq; this can be tested by checking whether x(z) i1 — 1, with x as above. If such
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an x has been found, one can find an element y G Fq with y2 = x3 + ax + b by
applying another probabilistic algorithm of Shanks [34] or by applying a general
zero-finding routine for polynomials over finite fields [17, §4.6.2]. The point
P = (x : y : 1) is now on the curve.
Next one determines all integers m for which both \m — (q + 1)| < 2yfq and
m • P — O. Clearly such integers exist, since m = #E(Fq) has these properties.
By means of the "baby step-giant step" strategy, for the details of which we refer
to [33], all these integers m can be found in time 0(q^1/A^£),
for any e > 0.
If m is unique, then m = #E(Fq), and one is done. If m is not unique, then
the difference between any two consecutive m's equals the order of P, and it is
easy to see that P cannot generate the group E(Fq), if q > 37. In the latter
case one selects another random point P' G E(Fq), and in a similar way one
determines the order of the point P' modulo the subgroup generated by P. In
this way one continues until the order k of the subgroup that has been found
satisfies \k-(q + l)\< 2y/q. Then # £ ( F J = k, if q > 37.
This algorithm has expected running time 0(q^^4^£),
for any e > 0, and
it determines not only the order of E(Fq) but also its group structure. It is of
practical value if q has not more than approximately 20 decimal digits.
The third method that we discuss is due to Schoof [30]. It is completely deterministic. The method depends on properties of the Frobenius endomorphism
<j> of the curve, which is defined as follows. Denote by K an algebraic closure of
Fq. Then 0 is the automorphism of the abelian group E(K) defined by
(ß(x:y:z)

=

(xq:yQ:zq).

Notice that E(Fq) may be considered as a subgroup of E(K), and that E(Fq) =
{P G E(K):<j)(P) = P}. It is a basic theorem that 0 satisfies the quadratic
equation <\>2 — t(j) + q = 0 in the endomorphism ring of E(K), where t is the
integer for which #E(Fq) = q + l - t .
To determine t one now observes that it suffices to determine t mod / for all
odd primes / < Ci\ogq that are different from char F^; here ci is a positive
constant, chosen such that Y[l > Ayfq for all q. Namely, if one knows all these
t mod / then one can determine t mod Yl / by means of the Chinese remainder
theorem, and since \t\ < 2yfq this suffices to find t and hence #E(Fq).
Now let I be an odd prime number, / ^ charF g . To determine t mod/, one
first calculates the polynomial -0/ defined by

^ =

l-\\{X-x\

with x ranging over the set of those elements of K for which there exists y G K
for which (x : y : 1) is an element of E(K) of order /. It is known that ipi has
degree (I2 — l ) / 2 and belongs to F g [X]. The polynomial ipi can be calculated
by means of recursion formulae that can be found, for example, in [35, Chapter
III, Exercise 3.7].
Define the ring T by

T = Fq[X,Y]/(^,Y2

-X3-aX-

b).
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Every element of T has a unique representation
(Z 2 -3)/2

y^
i=0

i

y ^ aijX%Y3

with Gij G Fq,

j=0

where X, Y denote the images of X, Y in T. It follows that T is a finite ring in
which the ring operations can be performed efficiently, in the sense of §3.
Let Q = (X : Y : 1) G E(T), and define the endomorphism a:E(T) ->
E(T) by the same formula as 0 above: <j(x : y : z) = (xq : yq : # 9 ). As we
shall see in a moment, the points Q and v(Q) have order I, and er satisfies the
equation a2 — tor + ç/ = 0 in the endomorphism ring of E(T). Therefore t modi
is characterized by the equality
(T2(Q) + q'Q =

t-a(Q).

Thus, to determine t mod I one can simply calculate the left-hand side of this
equality, and compare it with 0 • (T(Q), l-a(Q),2-a(Q),,,..
Here the calculations
in E(T) can be done as in §3.
To establish the properties of Q and a that we used we consider the set V of
points P G E(K) of order /. For each such P = (xp : yp : 1) there is a unique
Fg-linear ring homomorphism T —> K sendingX, Y to xp,yp, respectively. It is
straightforward to check that the combined ring homomorphism T —• YlPev ^ ^s
injective, so that E(T) may be considered as a subgroup of Jlpey E(K)- Since
Q corresponds to (P)pey, it has order I. Also, o is the restriction to E(T) of
the automorphism of I~Ipey E(K) that oh each coordinate is given by </>; hence
the equality o2 — ter + q = 0 is a consequence of the equality (j)2 — t(j) + q = 0.
Clearly, o is injective, so o(Q) has order /. This concludes our sketch of Schoof's
algorithm.
The algorithm is completely deterministic, and it can be shown to run in
time 0((logc/) 8 ). (This is slightly better than Schoof [30], who has 0((log<?)9).)
However, it seems that the algorithm is not suited for practical computations.
We remark that Schoof's algorithm does not calculate the structure of the
abelian group E(Fq). It is known that E(Fq) = Z/diZ x Z/d 2 Z for certain
positive integers di,d2 for which di divides d2, and that di divides
gcd(#£(F,),ç-l).
V. Miller has shown that if the prime factorization of the latter gcd is known,
one can find di and G^ by means of a probabilistic algorithm that has expected
running time 0((logq)C2) for some C2 > 0. For an account of this algorithm,
which depends on the Weil pairing, we refer to [22].
The fourth method to calculate #E(Fq) applies only to curves E that are
obtained in a special way. For the sake of simplicity we restrict the discussion
to the case that q is a prime number.
The complex multiplication field of the elliptic curve E over the prime field
Fq is defined to be the field L = Q((t2 - 4c/)1/2), where t G Z is such that
#E(Fq) = q + l — t. This is an imaginary quadratic field, and its ring of integers
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A contains a zero TT of the polynomial X2—tX-\-q. We have 7T+7T = t, TTTT = q, and
#E(Fq) = (7T — l)(7f - 1). This gives an easy way to calculate #E(Fq) provided
that L is known, which is the case for certain special curves. We illustrate this
by means of two examples that were basically known to Gauss. For proofs, see
[15, Chapter 18] and also [12, §7; 5].
Let it first be assumed that q = 1 mod 3 and that the curve E = Ea^ has
a = 0. Then one can prove that L = Q(y/—3). The ring of integers A of L is given
by A = Z[(l + > / = ^3)/2]. To find the element TT G A with #E{Fq) =
(ir-l)(ïr-l)
and 7T7f = q one starts by finding an ideal q with Aq = qq", as follows.
One first determines an integer d with d2 = —3 mod q. This can be done in one
of three ways. The first is to apply general zero-finding routines for polynomials
over finite fields, see [17, §4.6.2]. The second is to apply a square root extraction
algorithm as in [34]. The third is to draw elements u G F* until one finds one
for which u ^ - 1 ) / 3 ^ 1 and to put d = 2w^" 1 )/ 3 + 1 mod<?. Each of these three
methods is probabilistic and practical.
Suppose now that d has been determined. Adding q to d, if necessary, we
may assume that d is odd. Then q = Zq + Z(d + y/^3)/2 is a prime ideal of A
dividing q, and qq" = Aq.
Next one determines an element 7r G q for which q = Air. This can be done
by searching for the shortest nonzero vector of q, for which there exist standard
reduction algorithms. Alternatively, one can calculate gcd(q, (d + >/~3)/2) by
means of the Euclidean algorithm, which is valid in A. Notice that ir is only
uniquely determined by q up to units of A, of which there are six.
Now let ç be the unique sixth root of unity in A for which ô ^ - 1 ) / 6 = f mod q;
here b is such that E = EQ^. Multiplying TT by a suitable sixth root of unity we
can achieve that TT = ç mod 2^/—3. Then one has
#E(Fq)

= (TT - 1)(TT - 1) = q + 1 - 2Re(7r).

It can be proved that E(Fq) is isomorphic to A/(TT — 1)A as an abelian group,
so that this method gives the group structure as well.
In the second example that we give we assume that the prime q satisfies
q = 1 mod 4 and that the curve E = Ea$ has 6 = 0. Then one can prove
that L = Q(i) with i 2 = — 1. It has ring of integers A = Z[i]. As before,
one can find a prime ideal q of A such that qq = Aq and an element TT G q
such that q = Air. Denote by ç the unique fourth root of unity in A for which
(—a) te-1)/4 = ç modq. Multiplying TT by a suitable fourth root of unity we may
assume that TT = ç mod2(1 + i), and then one has #E(Fq) = (TT — l)(ir — 1).
We briefly sketch how these results can be generalized to any imaginary
quadratic field L. Let A be the ring of integers of L, and denote by JL the
j-invariant of the elliptic curve C/A over C (cf. [35, Chapter VI]). It is known
that JL is a zero of an irreducible polynomial FL G Z[X] with leading coefficient
1 and degree equal to the class number of L. Methods to calculate F& can be
found in [37]; see also the last section of [30]. The cases j = 0 and j = 1728
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correspond to the fields L = Q ( \ / = 3 ) and Q(i) that we just considered; let these
now be excluded.
Let g be a prime number that does not divide the discriminant of L, and
suppose that q > 3. Then there are methods, analogous to those discussed
above, to decide whether there exists TT G A with TTTT = q, and to find such an
element TT if it does exist; it is unique up to conjugation and sign, Suppose that
indeed TT exists. Then it can be shown that the polynomial (FL modq) G Fq[X]
splits into distinct linear factors. Denote by j any zero of this polynomial in Fq.
One can prove that j ^ 0, 1728. Writing k = y/(1728 — j) G F* we now consider
the two elliptic curves
E = Esjç^ic,

E =

E3fçC2i2kca

over Fq, where c G Fq is any nonsquare. Then L is the complex multiplication
field of each of the two curves E,E', and the two numbers
^E(Fq)iit^E,(Fq)
are the same as the two numbers (7r — l)(7f — 1), (-7T — 1)(—7r - 1). Presumably
there is an easy rule to tell which curve belongs to which number, but I do not
know what it is. In practice one can decide between the two cases by picking a
point P G E(Fq) at random and using that P is annihilated by # E ( F g ) .
This concludes our discussion of the methods to calculate the number of points
on an elliptic curve over a finite field.
It is a natural question to ask how the numbers #E(Fq) are distributed if q
is held fixed and E ranges over all elliptic curves over Fq, up to isomorphism.
In particular, one may ask how often a given number occurs as #E(Fq),
The
answer to the latter question, in terms of class numbers of imaginary quadratic
orders, is basically due to Deuring [13]; see also [36, 31]. If q is a prime number,
then Deuring's result implies that every integer of the form q + 1 - t with \t\ <
2yfq occurs as #E(Fq) for some elliptic curve E over F g . Moreover, it can
be deduced that if E is uniformly distributed over all elliptic curves over Fq,
then #J£(Fg) is approximately uniformly distributed over the numbers near q-\1. More accurately, one has the following proposition, which is useful for the
analysis of some of the algorithms to be presented in §§5 and 6.
PROPOSITION. There are positive effectively computable constants c^ and C4
such that for any prime number q > 3 and any set S of integers s for which
\s — (q + 1)| < yfq one has
H ^ j

•«.<*,)- < J

< j [ J ^ • « ( * , ) • (loglo^,

where N denotes the number of pairs (a, b) G F^ that define an elliptic curve
E = Eatb over Fq with #E(Fq) G S.
Note that N/q2 is the probability that a random pair (a, b) has the stated
property. The proposition asserts that, apart from a logarithmic factor, this
probability is essentially equal to the probability that a random number near q
is in S.
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For the proof of the proposition we refer to [20, Proposition (1.16)].
5. P r i m a l i t y testing. It was first pointed out in [5] and [8] that elliptic
curves can be used for primality testing. Goldwasser and Kilian [14] proved,
modulo a reasonable assumption, that this leads to a probabilistic primality
testing algorithm of which the expected running time is bounded by a constant
power of log n, where n is the number to be tested. The algorithm of Goldwasser
and Kilian depends on Schoof's method to count the number of points on an
elliptic curve (see §4), and for this reason it is currently not of practical value.
Atkin [2] developed a variant of this algorithm, in which he employs only the
special elliptic curves to which the fourth counting method of §4 applies. His
algorithm performs very well in practice, and for the numbers to which it has
been applied it beats the method of Adleman et al. [1] as implemented by Cohen
and A. K. Lenstra [10]; these numbers have approximately 200 digits. It seems
very hard to give an exact running time estimate of Atkin's algorithm; but a
rough heuristic analysis indicates that its expected running time is again bounded
by a constant power of log n.
All these methods depend on a result similar to the following theorem, which
is the analogue of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Let n be an integer, n > 1, with gcd(n,6) = 1. Let E be an
elliptic curve over Z/nZ, and m, s positive integers with s dividing m. Suppose
that there is a point P G E(Z/nZ) satisfying
m-P = 0,
gcd(zq,n) = 1 for each prime divisor q of s,
where m(m/q) • P =

(xq:yq:zq).

Then #E(Z/pZ) = 0 mods for every prime divisor p ofn, and ifs>
then n is prime.

(n 1 / 4 + l) 2

The proof, which is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, is as follows. Let
p be a prime divisor of n, and write Q = (m/s) • P G E(Z/nZ).
Denote by
Qp the image of Q in E(Z/pZ).
From m • P = O it follows that s • Q = O,
so the order of Qp divides s. Also, if q is a prime divisor of s, then s/q •
Qp = (xq modp:y q modp:zq modp). This is not the zero point of E(Z/pZ),
since by hypothesis zq is not divisible by p. Therefore the order of Qp is not a
divisor of s/q, for any prime q dividing s, so this order is equal to s itself. By
Lagrange's theorem it follows that #E(Z/pZ) is divisible by s. This proves the
first assertion of the theorem. If also s > (n 1 / 4 + l ) 2 then Hasse's inequality
(p1/2 + l ) 2 > #E(Z/pZ) implies that p > n 1 / 2 , and this can only be true for all
primes p dividing n if n is prime. This proves Theorem 2.
The algorithms of Goldwasser-Kilian and Atkin need the above theorem only
in the case that s is prime, so that only q = s has to be considered in the second
hypothesis on P in the above theorem. The following schematic description fits
both algorithms.
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Let n be a large positive integer that one suspects to be a prime number
(cf. the remarks in the introduction). To prove that n is prime one proceeds as
follows.
(a) One selects an elliptic curve E over Z/nZ and a positive integer m such
that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) m < (>/n + l ) 2 , and ifn is prime then #E(Z/nZ)
= m;
(ii) there are integers fc > 1 and q > (n 1 / 4 + l ) 2 such that m = kq and such
that q is probably prime.
Here probably prime means that q passes a pseudoprime test as in [17, p.
379], cf. the introduction. To find one pair E,m satisfying (i) and (ii), both
the algorithm of Goldwasser-Kilian and Atkin's algorithm generate many pairs
E, m satisfying (i); we shall see below how this is done. It is then hoped that
at least one of these pairs satisfies (ii) as well. To check whether a given pair
E, m satisfies (ii), one first subjects m to a factoring algorithm that is efficient
in finding small factors, such as trial division, or the Pollard (p — l)-method (see
§2), or the elliptic curve method (see §6); next one lets k be equal to the product
of the small prime factors of m that are found, and one puts q = m/k; finally,
one checks whether k > 1 and whether q is probably prime in the sense explained
above. (Goldwasser-Kilian require that in fact fc = 2 in (ii); this makes it even
easier to check (ii).)
(b) Now suppose that E, m,k,q as in (a) have been found. Then one picks
a random point P of the form (xp : yp : 1) in E(Z/nZ).
This is done as in
the second counting algorithm explained in §4. (This algorithm works if Z/nZ
is a field, which one believes to be the case; for the algorithm to work it is
not necessary that one has a proof that Z/nZ is a field!) Next one calculates
Q = k • P. One now hopes that Q ^ O; it can be proved that this is the case
for more than half of all choices of P, if n is actually prime. If Q = O one picks
another point P G E(Z/nZ), and one keeps trying until Q — kP^O.
Suppose
now that Q ^ O. Then one checks that q • Q = O, as must be the case if n is
prime (by q • Q = m • P and (i) above). Finally one checks that gcd(z, n) = 1, if
Q = (x : y : z)\ this must also be the case if n is prime, since Q ^ O.
(c) The final stage of the algorithm consists of proving that q is prime. This
can be done by a recursive application of the algorithm, or, if q is below a certain
bound, by a more direct method. Notice that q = m/k < (y/n + l ) 2 / 2 , so that
the depth of the recursion is O(logn).
If (a), (b), and (c) have been performed successfully, then n is indeed a prime
number. This follows from Theorem 2, with s — q.
It remains to explain how to find many pairs E, m as in (i). In the GoldwasserKilian algorithm this is done as follows. First one draws a, b G Z / n Z at random
until 4a 3 + 2762 ^ 0; this happens with probability (n — l ) / n , if n is indeed
prime. Next one checks that gcd(n,4a 3 + 2762) = 1, as should be the case if
n is prime. Now one puts E = Ea)b) and by means of Schoof's algorithm one
calculates a number m such that (i) holds. If Schoof's algorithm doesn't work
then n is not prime. (If n is not prime, then it is unlikely but not impossible that
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Schoof's algorithm calculates a number m; it is an interesting question which
information about n this would provide, and what the significance of m would
be.)
Atkin's method to find pairs E, m as in (i) is different. Consider the sequence
- 3 , - 4 , - 7 , - 8 , - 1 1 , -15, -19, - 2 0 , . . .
of discriminants of imaginary quadratic fields; an integer belongs to this sequence
if and only if it is negative, not divisible by the square of an odd prime number,
and in one of the residue classes 1 mod 4,8 mod 16,12 mod 16. For each A
in a suitable beginning segment of this sequence, one decides whether the ring
of integers A = Z[(A + \/Ä)/2] of the imaginary quadratic field L = Q(>/S)
contains an element ir with n = TTTT, and one finds such an element TT if it exists;
the probabilistic methods to do this that we referred to in §4 are successful
provided that n is prime, but, as above, do not require a proof that n is prime.
The discriminants for which TT does not exist are discarded, and the remaining
discriminants A each give rise to six (if A = —3) or four (if A = —4) or two (if
A < —7) pairs E,m as in (i), as explained in §4.
For most values of A it is easier to determine the values of m than to calculate
the coefficients a, b defining E; hence, it is wise to test whether m satisfies (ii)
before calculating a, b.
This finishes the description of the primality tests of Goldwasser-Kilian and
Atkin.
The running time of a suitable version of the Goldwasser-Kilian algorithm can
be analyzed with the help of the proposition stated in §4. The result is expressed
in the following two theorems. The first one states that if a certain standard
conjecture concerning the distribution of primes is true, then the algorithm runs
in expected polynomial time. The second theorem asserts that in any case this
is true for almost all input primes n.
THEOREM 3. Suppose that there are positive constants c$ and Cß such that
for all real numbers x > 2 the number of primes p with x < p < x+\/2x is at least
csy/x(logx)~C6.
Then on any prime input n, the Goldwasser-Kilian algorithm
proves the primality of n in expected time O((logn) 1 0 + C 6 ).
For the proof we refer to [14]. (The exponent 10 -f- c& is 1 less than the
exponent in [14]. This is due to the corresponding improvement in Schoof's
algorithm.)
THEOREM 4. There exist positive constants cj and cs such that for all
integers k > 2 the fraction of the set of primes n that have k binary digits
and for which the expected running time of the Goldwasser-Kilian algorithm is
< C7(logrc) n is at least
l-c82

K
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For the proof we again refer to [14], It employs a theorem of Heath-Brown,
which states that the hypothesis made in Theorem 3 is true in a certain average
sense.
6. Factorization. We describe a method to factor integers that depends on
the use of elliptic curves. It is the analogue of Pollard's (p— l)-method described
in §2.
Let n be the composite integer that one wishes to factor, and assume that
n > 1, gcd(n,6) = 1. Pick a random pair (E,P), where E is an elliptic curve
over Z/nZ and P E E(Z/nZ). This can be done by choosing a,x,y E Z/nZ
at random, putting P = (x : y : 1), and letting E be defined by the pair (a,b),
where b is chosen such that P E E(Z/nZ)\ so b = y2 — x3 — ax. To be certain
that E is an elliptic curve one should check that gcd(4a 3 + 27b2,n) = 1. As in
Pollard's (p — l)-method, one now selects a positive integer fc that is divisible
by many small prime powers, for example, fc = lcm{l, 2 , . . . , w} for a suitable
bound w. Next one calculates the point fc • P E E(Z/nZ). This can be done by
O(logfc) duplications and additions in the group E(Z/nZ). If fc • P = (x : y : z),
one calculates gcd(z,n). One stops if this gcd is a nontrivial divisor of n. If,
on the other hand, this gcd equals 1 or n, then one changes the pair (E, P) and
starts all over again. The latter option is not available in Pollard's method.
As for the Pollard (p — l)-method, one can show that a given pair (E, P)
is likely to be successful in this algorithm if n has a prime divisor p for which
#E(Z/pZ) is built up from small primes only. The probability for this to happen
increases with the number of pairs (E, P) that one tries.
We refer to [20] for the running time analysis of a variant of the elliptic curve
factoring algorithm. Using the proposition from §4 and properties of modular
curves one finds an upper bound for the expected running time of the algorithm.
This upper bound is expressed in terms of the probability that a random number in the interval (p + 1 — y/p, p + 1 + yfp) has all its pr^ime factors below a
certain bound, where p denotes the least prime dividing n. To estimate the latter probability we need the following unproved conjecture from analytic number
theory.
For a real number x > e, define

A theorem of Canfield, Erdös, and Pomerance [7, Corollary to Theorem 3.1]
implies the following. Let a be a positive real number. Then the probability
that a random positive integer m < x has all its prime factors < L(x)°l is
L(x)~1^2a^0^,
for x —y oo. The conjecture that we need is that the same
result is valid if m is a random integer in the interval (x — y/x, x + y/x).
Assuming this conjecture, one arrives at the following running time estimate
for the elliptic curve factoring algorithm. Let n E Z, n > 1, be the integer that
one wishes to factor, and assume that n is not divisible by 2 or 3 and that it is
not a prime power. Let further g be any positive integer. Then the variant of
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the elliptic curve factoring algorithm described in [20] finds with probability at
least 1 — e~9 a nontrivial divisor of n within time gK(p)(log n)2, where p denotes
the smallest prime divisor of n and K: R > 0 —• R>o is a function with
K(x) = ey/P+o(l))logx\o*]ogx

forx-^oo.

The algorithm may be repeated on the divisors that are found, until the
complete prime factorization of n is obtained. The conjectural running time
estimate will then also contain terms gK(p')(logn)2 corresponding to the other
prime divisors p1 of n, with the exception of the largest one. In all cases one
may expect the total factoring time to be at most L(n)1+0^
for n —> oo, with
L as above. The worst case occurs if the second largest prime divisor of n is not
much smaller than y/n, so that n is the product of some small primes and two
large primes that are of the same order of magnitude.
Several other factoring methods have been proposed for which, conjecturally,
the running time is L(n)1+0^
for n —> oo, such as the class group method
[29] and the quadratic sieve [26]; see also the discussion in [11]. However, for
these other methods the running time is basically independent of the size of the
prime factors of n, whereas the elliptic curve method is substantially faster if
the smallest prime factor of n is much smaller than y/n.
The storage requirement of the elliptic curve factoring method is only 0(log n).
This is also true for the class group method [29], but all other known factoring
algorithms of conjectured speed L(n)1+°^
have a storage requirement that is a
positive power of L(n).
We refer to [23, 6] for modifications of the elliptic curve method that improve
its practical performance. It turns out that, with these modifications, the elliptic
curve method is one of the fastest integer factorization methods that is currently
used in practice. The quadratic sieve algorithm still seems to perform better
on integers that are built up from two prime numbers of the same order of
magnitude; such integers are of interest in cryptography [28].
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Recent Progress in Geometric
Partial Differential Equations
RICHARD SCHOEN
The equations of differential geometry lead to many natural problems in partial differential equations. Examples of these are the Einstein equations for a
metric tensor, the minimal surface equation, the Yang-Mills equations, and the
harmonic map equation. In recent years there has been substantial progress
made on the analytic theory of basic geometric problems through the use of
hard analysis. While the analytic theory has been useful in solving geometric
problems, the geometric equations often serve as prototypes which lead to the
development of new analytic machinery. For example, the Monge-Ampere equation is a prototype for the fully nonlinear theory which has been developed. In
this lecture we will discuss two geometric problems. The first is the Yamabe
equation, a conformally invariant scalar equation which arises from conformai
deformation of Riemannian metrics. The second is the harmonic map system
which arises when one extremizes the energy for maps constrained to lie on a
given manifold.
A common feature which is shared by many nonlinear problems in science is
the presence of singular behavior. For geometric problems, singularities are often
an important aspect of the problem and they contain useful information. In the
case of the Yamabe equation, singularities of solutions may be thought of as the
points at infinity for a complete, constant scalar curvature, Riemannian metric
on a subdomain of the n-sphere. In the harmonic map problem the singular
set is the set along which the map tears or is discontinuous. It is an important
and challenging problem to understand singularities in solutions of nonlinear
equations. We discuss this in more detail in §3.
The resolution of the Yamabe problem (described in more detail below) is the
first step in a general program for constructing canonical Riemannian metrics
on smooth manifolds. In fact, Yamabe's original goal was to solve the threedimensional Poincaré conjecture. If M is a smooth compact manifold, then
an Einstein metric g on M is a metric whose Ricci curvature is proportional
to g, that is Ric(^) = eg for a constant c. If M is three-dimensional, then an
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Einstein metric necessarily has constant curvature. In particular, the existence
of an Einstein metric on a simply connected three manifold implies the Poincaré
conjecture. A powerful approach to the solution of nonlinear equations is the
variational method. The Einstein equation is, in fact, the Euler-Lagrange equation for a natural variational integral, the Einstein-Hilbert action. If we let mi
denote the space of Riemannian metrics g on M satisyfing the volume constraint
fM dvg = 1, then the Einstein-Hilbert action is the functional £:mi —• R given
by

m = f Rgdvg
JM

where Rg is the scalar curvature function of g. Of course the functional £(•)
is invariant under the action of the diffeomorphism group Diff(M), and hence
is defined on nii/Diff(M). The functional R, is neither bounded above nor
below and hence one cannot hope to find either maxima or minima. Analysis of
the linearization about a critical metric g shows that, up to finite-dimensional
spaces of deformations, R is minimized within the conformai class of g (the
metrics g = evg, v E C°°(M)) and is maximized in directions orthogonal to the
conformai class of g. This suggests that one may find an Einstein metric by a
two-step procedure. First fix a metric go G mi, and consider the minimization
problem
I(M;g0)=

in£ Z{g)
g€[go]

where [go] denotes the conformai class of g0. Now maximize over g0
I(M)=

sup

I(M;g0).

öoGmi

The first step is the Yamabe problem—that is, the existence of a smooth g E [go]
with R(g) = I(M;go). It is perhaps natural that the resolution of the Yamabe
problem (described below) relies heavily on ideas from General Relativity which
is also the source of the action £(•). Another consequence of the solution of
the Yamabe problem is that I(M\ go) is uniquely maximized among n-manifolds
by the standard Sn. In particular I(M) < I(Sn) for any n-manifold M. One
may also note that I(M) is positive if and only if M admits a metric with
positive scalar curvature. Thus it follows from a result of N. Hitchin [17] that
there are exotic spheres M with I(M) < 0. This shows that !(•) reflects the
smooth structure of M. The remaining problem is to realize I(M) by a smooth
metric. For a three manifold M, it seems plausible that a maximizing sequence
of metrics should converge to a metric which is singular along two-dimensional
surfaces. This brings us back to our theme of singular behavior. In this case an
understanding of the singularities in this process may be the key to unlocking
the mysteries of the manifold.
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1. Scalar curvature and conformally invariant scalar equations. We
discuss the geometric theory related to the following model equation
Au + up = 0

(1.1)

where u is a positive function defined on an open subset of R n for n > 3. We will
assume p is greater than one and less than or equal to p0 = (n + 2)/(n — 2); in
fact, the case p = po is the case of primary interest in geometry. We will discuss
the existence theory for classical solutions on a compact manifold as well as the
weak solutions u E Lfoc defined on R n (or Sn). Equations such as (1.1) also
arise in many physical contexts. On a smooth bounded domain fi, the boundary
condition u = 0 on dfi has been studied by several authors. Pohozaev [22]
showed that if fi is star-shaped and p — (n + 2)/(n — 2) then no positive solution
exists for this problem. H. Brezis and L. Nirenberg [8] showed that in many cases
a positive solution does exist to the modified equation Au+Xu-\-u^n+2^^n~2^
=0
with 0 < A < Ai (fi). Recently A. Bahri and J. M. Coron [5] have shown that
solutions do exist on domains fi which are not contractible. Their proof involves
delicate variational arguments. From a geometric point of view we think of u
as defining the Riemannian metric gi3- = u4^n~2Hij.
The equation (1.1) then
says that the metric g has scalar curvature identically equal to 4(n — l ) / ( n — 2).
From this interpretation one easily sees the conformai invariance of the equation;
since 7*5 will also have constant scalar curvature we see that if u satisfies (1.1)
(p = p 0 ) } then u^ = |7'|( n _ 2 )/ 2 u o 7 is also a solution where |7'| denotes the
linear stretch factor of the conformai map 7. In the early 1960s H. Yamabe
[35] studied a basic existence question for this equation. Yamabe's problem is to
construct a Riemannian metric of constant scalar curvature which is conformally
related to any given metric g on a compact manifold Mn of dimension n greater
than or equal to three. Thus the problem is to produce a positive solution u on
M to the equation
Lu + Xîi("+2)/(n-2) = 0 ,

Lu = Agu -

nn

- 2Z

4(n-l)J

RgU

(1.2)

where if is a constant which may be normalized to 1, 0, or — 1. The operator L
appearing in (1.2) is referred to as the conformai Laplacian and has a natural invariance under conformai change of metric. The differential equation (1.2) arises
as the Euler-Lagrange equation of a variational problem, namely the problem of
extremizing the Einstein-Hilbert action

m = f Rg dvn
JM

subject to the volume constraint fM d,Vg = 1 where g is required to be conformally related to a given Riemannian metric g. Yamabe viewed his paper as a
first step toward understanding the critical point theory of £(•) on the space of
Riemannian metrics on M. As described above R behaves differently along the
conformai directions in the space of metrics than it does in orthogonal directions.
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If we write g = u4^n~2^g, then the variational problem takes the classical form
of extremizing

subject to the constraint
/

u*n/(n-2)dVg

=

lm

IM
JM

This leads to equation (1.2) for a multiple of u. In 1968 Trudinger [32] found
that Yamabe's original paper contained an error, and he proved the existence
for (1.2) in the case Rg < 0. (It is no loss of generality to assume that Rg is of
one sign.) The next major progress was made by T. Aubin [3] in 1975 when he
constructed a minimizing function u in casé n > 6 and g is not locally conformally
flat. The hypotheses of Aubin's theorem were used to derive a correction term in
the problem arising from the local conformai distortion of g. An earlier result of
Pohozaev [22] made it clear that the existence problem could not be purely local
if g is a locally conformally flat metric. It seemed that the missing ingredient in
the Yamabe problem should come from global considerations.
From another direction, the study of Riemannian manifolds of nonnegative
scalar curvature arises in General Relativity. The local positivity of matter density implies, via the Einstein equation, a curvature inequality on the spacetime
metric. Restricting to a spacelike hypersurface M we get a scalar inequality
on the Riemannian manifold M. In case M is a maximal hypersurface in the
spacetime this inequality implies nonnegative scalar curvature. The standard
boundary condition which is imposed on the spacetime is that it be asymptotically flat. In fact, if M is maximal, it is reasonable to require the asymptotic
condition

W=

(1+§î)6V+°W~2î

for a coordinate chart near infinity on M. The number E is then the ADM energy
[2] and is interpreted as the total energy for the gravitating system measured
at spatial infinity. A special case of the positive energy theorem then says that
E > 0 and E = 0 only if (M, g) is isometric to R 3 with the Euclidean metric.
The positive energy theorem was demonstrated by the speaker and S. T. Yau
[26] in the late seventies. Our proof was based on a study of area minimizing
surfaces in M. An interesting proof of the positive energy theorem using the
Dirac operator was found by E. Witten [34] a few years later. Recently we used
an extension of our minimal surface arguments to prove a singularity theorem in
general relativity [27]. This was a statement to the effect that a high concentration of matter necessarily implies the existence of a space-time singularity. There
is a natural n-dimensional analogue of the theorem mentioned above where one
may require the asymptotic condition

^ = ( 1 + i^)^ + 0 ( | a ; | 1 _ n ) -
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More generally it has been shown by R. Bartnik [6] and Lee-Parker [18] that the
energy is well defined provided gij = 6ij + o(\x\~^n~2^2).
The n-dimensional
positive energy theorem then says that if Rg > 0 on M and g is asymptotically
flat then E > 0. Moreover E = 0 only if (M,g) is isometric to the flat R n ,
This theorem can be proved using methods analogous to those used in the threedimensional case.
We now return to the case of a compact M with positive scalar curvature,
the setting for the Yamabe problem. Since Rg > 0, the operator L is negative
definite, and hence for any point XQ E M there exists a positive fundamental
solution GXo for L with pole at XQ. If we let g = GXQ~ 'g be the metric
determined by GXo, then we see that (M — {xo},g) is an asymptotically flat
manifold with Rg = 0. In the case that n < 6 or, for general n, if g is locally
conformally flat near XQ the asymptotic behavior of g is good enough so that
the energy E(xo) is well-defined. The positive energy theorem then says that
E(xo) > 0 and E(xo) = 0 only if (M — {xo},g) is isometric to Euclidean space.
This second possibility can occur only if (M, g) is conformally diffeomorphic to
the standard Sn. The speaker [24] has shown that the positivity of E(xo) for
some XQ provides the global correction term which can be used to construct a
minimizing function u for the Yamabe problem. This covers all remaining cases
and hence completes the solution of the Yamabe problem.
The analysis of the conformai Laplacian L, in particular its fundamental solution, has also given information about a class of locally conformally flat manifolds
including those of nonnegative scalar curvature. We briefly describe this joint
work with S. T. Yau [28]. The simplest conformally flat manifold is a domain
fi C Sn in the n-sphere. There is also a class of conformally flat manifolds
which are quotients of a domain fi by a discrete subgroup V of the conformai
group Qn = 0(n + 1,1) of Sn. If we assume that T preserves fi and acts
properly discontinuously and without fixed point on fi, then M = fi/T is a conformally flat manifold. We refer to such discrete groups V as Kleinian groups.
A general conformally flat structure on a manifold M is given by an immersion
$: M —y Sn where M is the universal covering of M together with a homomorphism p-.TTiM —• Qn satisfying the equivarience property $ 0 7 = ^(7) o $
for 7 E 7TiM. The map $ is called the developing map and p is called the
holonomy representation. If the map 3> is injective, then letting fi = $ ( M ) and
T = p(iTiM) we find that T is discrete and M = fi/r as above. Assume for
simplicity that M is compact and locally conformally flat, and define a number
d(M) as follows: Choose a compatible metric g on M, let xo E M and let GXo
be the minimal Green's function for L with pole at xo> We then define

d(M) = ini I^-p:GX0

e U>{M\ Bx{x0))\ .

(Note that one can show that GXo always exists.) It can be seen that d(M) lies
in the interval [0, n] and that d(M) is independent of the choice of metric g hence
depends only on the conformally flat structure. The existence of a compatible
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metric g on M with Rg > 0 is equivalent to the inequality d(M) < (n — 2)/2.
The main structure theorem is that if d(M) < (n — 2) 2 /n, then $ is injective
and hence M = Ü/T for a Kleinian T. Moreover, in the Kleinian group case
the number d(M) is the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set A = Sn — fi of
T. In particular, we see that locally conformally flat manifolds M with positive
scalar curvature are precisely of the form fi/T where the limit set of the Kleinian
group T has Hausdorff dimension less than (n — 2)/2. The proof of the main
theorem involves showing the injectivity of the developing map $. This is done
by a (somewhat nonstandard) Bochner argument. An easy consequence of the
structure theorem is a direct proof of the positive energy theorem for locally
conformally flat manifolds with dimension n > 4.
We now return full circle to the model equations (1.1) and (1.2). A function
n
u e £(n+2)/(n-2) ^ n ) i s a (global) weak solution of (1.2) if for every <£ e C°° (S )
we have

f n [(L(i))u + <^(n+2)/(n"2)] dv0 = 0.
Js
A similar definition holds for Lfoc weak solutions of (1.1). Weak solutions of
these equations have been considered by many authors including J. Serrin, B.
Gidas, J. Spruck, P. Aviles, and L. Caffarelli [29, 13]. A complete understanding
of the asymptotic behavior of a weak solution near an isolated singularity has
been given by these authors. The theory of weak solutions of (1.2) is related
to geometry by the following theorem. Suppose fi C Sn and u is a classical
solution on fi of (1.2) such that the Riemannian metric u4^n~2^go is geodesically
complete on fi. Then the complement of fi has Hausdorf dimension at most
(n - 2)/2, u lies in £(»+*)/(»-*) (flf"), and u is a global weak solution of (1.2).
Of course the singular set of u is precisely the set Sn — fi. A consequence of
this result together with the solution of the Yamabe problem on compact locally
conformally flat manifolds is the construction of a large family of new global weak
solutions of (1.2). These are given by complete metrics on the universal covering
domain fi of the manifolds. These weak solutions tend to have singular sets
which are of fractional Hausdorf dimension; for example Cantor sets or quasispheres. We conjecture that any positive global weak solution of (1.2) arises
from a complete metric on a subdomain of Sn.
CONJECTURE. Ifu E Z,( n + 2 )/( n - 2 )(S n ) is a weak solution of (1.2), then u is
regular on a domain fi C Sn and the metric u4^n~2^go is geodesically complete
on fi.
An intriguing question in the theory of weak solutions is the existence problem.
From a geometric point of view this is the problem of constructing a complete
conformai metric of constant positive scalar curvature on a given domain fi C Sn.
This would give a global weak solution of (1.2) which is singular precisely on
Sn — fi. A necessary condition on fi is that the Hausdorf dimension of Sn — fi
be less than (n — 2)/2. For complete metrics of constant negative scalar curvature the existence problem was solved in reasonable generality by Loewner and
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L. Nirenberg [19]. This case is different in that the solutions on fi do not extend as weak solutions of the corresponding equation. A uniqueness theorem for
smooth global solutions of (1.2) was proved by M. Obata [21] and B. Gidas, W.
M, Ni, and L. Nirenberg [12]. The methods were extended [13] to show that
no global weak solution of (1.2) exists with precisely one singular point on Sn.
Recently the speaker has constructed global weak solutions of (1.2) which are
singular precisely at a specified finite collection of at least two points on Sn.
An interesting general question about weak solutions is whether the singular set
necessarily has any special local geometric structure.
2. The harmonic map problem. We describe very briefly those aspects of
the harmonic map problem related to weak solutions and regularity theory. Let
Mn and Nk be Riemannian manifolds and assume N is isometrically embedded
in R K . Let SÜ(u) = (ipi(u),... ,ij)K-k(^)) be a nonsingular vector of functions
defining N, so that N = {u E RK: ij)(u) = 0}. A map u from M to TV is then
given by an R x -valued vector function satisfying ^(u(x)) = 0 for x E M. We
consider the Dirichlet integral
K

E(u) = J2 f iVutfdv
for maps u:M —> N. The critical maps are then the harmonic maps and they
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation
M

+ <<a)(Vu(s), Vti(aO) = 0 ,

i = 1,..., K

(2.1)

where A is the vector-valued second fundamental form of TV" in HK. The harmonic map problem has been much studied in geometry. It is also a common
problem in the mathematical physics literature. Recently it has been studied
as a simplified model for liquid crystals (see [15]). In order to be brief we refer
the listener to survey papers [9, 23] for general discussion and we summarize
the regularity aspects of the problem. The existing analytic theory has been done
by C. B. Morrey [20], Eells-Sampson [10], Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman [16],
Giaquinta-Giusti [11], Schoen-Uhlenbeck [25], and Hardt-Kinderlehrer-Lin [15].
There is no existing regularity theorem for weak solutions of (2.1). For maps u
which are stationary points for the variational problem (see [23] for discussion)
regularity for n = 2 was shown by M. Gruter [14] and the speaker [23], It
is a conjecture that partial regularity holds for stationary u with n > 3. The
minimizing case is much better understood. We briefly describe the results of
Schoen-Uhlenbeck [25] which is the only regularity theory for harmonic maps
(n > 3) not requiring special hypotheses on N. The prototype for a singularity
arises from a nonconstant harmonic map uo:Sk —• N where fc > 2. Defining
u(x) = uo(x/\x\) then gives a homogeneous harmonic map u from R ^ 1 into
N. If u is localy energy minimizing in R Ä + 1 we refer to u as a minimizing
tangent map. For a general minimizing map u we let S (u) denote its singular
set. The regularity theorem says that S(u) has Hausdorf dimension at most
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n — 3 in general. If no nontrivial MTM's exist into N for fc = 2 , . . . , I then
dim S(u) < n — I — 1. Moreover, the theorem shows that for any P0 E S(u)) we
get a nontrivial MTM (possibly singular away from the origin) by taking limits
of dilated maps u\t(x) = u(Xix) for a normal coordinate system x centered at
Po and a sequence A^ tending to zero. This explains the terminology "tangent
map."
3. Remarks on singularities. Differential geometry provides several natural nonlinear partial differential equations for which singular behavior of solutions
is an intrinsic part of the problem. Besides the two examples we have mentioned
one should mention the Plateau problem and the hyperbolic Einstein equation.
In some instances conjectures have been made concerning the nature of the singularities such as the cosmic censorship conjecture of R. Penrose for the Einstein
equations.
There is a collection of questions or conjectures existing for the singular structure of the minimal surface problem and the harmonic map equation. I will do
the discussion in the harmonic map context although much of it would be analogous for minimal varieties. The questions I will discuss have been posed over
the last twenty years primarily in the context of minimal varieties. I have chosen to discuss harmonic maps because the theory of weak solutions is easier to
describe. There are three basic areas in which questions have been posed. These
are concerning (1) the structure of the singular set, (2) stability of singularities,
and (3) prescribing singularities.
The main conjecture in (1) for a harmonic map is that S(u) is a union of integer dimensional rectifiable strata. This conjecture seems very plausible under
the hypothesis that the manifolds M, N are real analytic Riemannian manifolds.
It is very far from being known and one could easily encounter disagreement
among experts as to whether it is likely to be true. One instance where the
structure of the singular set has been identified is in the work of J. Taylor [31]
on two-dimensional area minimizing sets in three space. In this case the singular set is a one-dimensional complex. A major obstruction in proving anything
about S (u) is the question of uniqueness of the tangent map at a singular point
Po G 5. Roughly speaking, nonuniqueness would imply that the behavior of the
map is very different at different scales and has no limiting configuration under higher magnification. A recent breakthrough on this problem was made by
L. Simon [30] who proved tangent map (and tangent cone for minimal varieties)
uniqueness in the isolated singularity case assuming that N is real analytic. The
uniqueness under an additional hypothesis had been proven by W. Allard and
F. Almgren [1]. For nonisolated singularities the uniqueness is still unknown.
The point of (2) is the question of whether the singular structure changes drastically under perturbation of the problem, either boundary data or metric perturbation. There are instances when it would be useful to know that singularities
disappear entirely under a small perturbation of the problem. Some progress
has been made on this for two-dimensional minimal varities by R. Böhme and
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A. Tromba [7] and B. White [33]. Many open questions remain. For the harmonic map problem it does not seem reasonable to attempt to specify both
boundary data and singular set as we did for the scalar equations of part one
of our lecture. One may hope to specify a singular set S and ask for the local
existence of a weak solution singular on S. The known examples of singularities
are relatively few so it would be useful to have a better idea of what can happen
locally. Work in this direction has been done by L. Caffarelli, R. Hardt, and L.
Simon.
If we analyze these same three areas for weak solutions of the conformally
invariant scalar equation of part one, we see that the singular behavior is very
different from the expected harmonic map behavior. We have pointed out that
S (u) can be a set of fractional Hausdorf dimension even for a global solution.
While this is fairly natural from the geometry of the situation, it is perhaps
surprising behavior for solutions of such a simple analytic elliptic equation. A
partial technical explanation for this difference is the lack of a monotonicity inequality for the scalar equation. The harmonic map regularity theory and also
the work of L. Simon on tangent map uniqueness rely heavily on the fact that
the scale invariant energy for a harmonic map is monotone. Roughly speaking
this says that the average behavior of the map tends to improve at higher magnification. On the other hand, solutions of the scalar equation exist which are
invariant under a sequence of higher and higher magnifications but which are
not homogeneous. This would seem to prohibit the possibility of a monotonicity inequality. In conclusion, there are many interesting singularity phenomena
arising from geometric problems which deserve more study, and this should be
a fruitful direction for future research.
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1.
1.1. Introduction. Computational complexity is a new principle in Mathematics, rooted in the algorithmic and constructive tradition of our science. Beyond
its prominent role in theoretical Computer Science this aspect has meanwhile
entered many different areas of Mathematics. Complexity considerations are intimately related to Logic and Foundations and to Numerical Methods with their
innumerable applications, but they are also of growing interest in other fields
like Geometry, Number Theory, and Algebra.
In order not to get stuck in pure generality, we confine our very broad subject
to the computational treatment of algebraic equations. Even in this restricted
sense, though, "equation solving" has been investigated for centuries and is now
a central topic of Numerical Mathematics and in Computer Algebra. The specific interest of this survey is in the computational complexity of such problems.
Beginning with a period of a few early papers, corresponding research has been
carried on continuously for about twenty years now. Thus it seems to be timely
to report on some of the results on this occasion.
In view of limited space and time we will discuss sequential algorithms only.
A survey of important complexity results for models of parallel computation has
recently been given by Cook [9]. According to personal taste and preference, we
will furthermore restrict our considerations to deterministic computations, not
ignoring the fact that, from a practical point of view, probabilistic algorithms may
prove to be superior for certain difficult problems. Moreover, there is always a
natural interplay between equation solving and the nondeterministic mode of
solution guessing. Accordingly, it will sometimes be illuminating to compare the
complexity of equation solving with that of verification, which means checking
whether given data are really forming a solution.
Solving algebraic equations can be understood in different ways. For the prime
fields GF(p) and Q together with their finite extensions the discrete methods of
symbolic computation apply. In this framework the major task may be defined as
the construction of suitable splitting fields. We mention two papers, [23] and [6],
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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dealing with the complexity of the general problem. With regard to applications,
however, the upper bounds obtained by these authors are discouragingly high.
It is possibly premature to expect complete answers while we are still unable to
master the complexity bounds for solving systems of linear equations (see §4).
Considerable progress has been made in factoring polynomials and on related
topics. In their pioneering paper [26], A. K. Lenstra, H. W. Lenstra, and L.
Lovâsz have shown how to factor univariate polynomials over Q in polynomial
time. Meanwhile many variations, extensions, refinements of this result, or of
the underlying basis reduction algorithm, have been published (see [5, 13, 21,
24, 25, 39] and the extensive bibliography in [15]). In particular, testing for
solvability in the very classical sense of Galois theory is possible in polynomial
time, cf. [22].
When dealing with equations over R or C, we should adopt a different point
of view. Our complexity results about the fundamental theorem of algebra presented in §3 will refer to computations with dynamic precision in the sense of
recursive dependence, quite in the spirit of H. Weyl's farseeing paper [53] of
1924. More specific explanations about the corresponding model of computation
are given below in §1.2.
Within the last years, the complexity of rootfindingand related problems have
independently been investigated by S. Smale and others, but along completely
different lines so that their results are incomparable to ours. In view of the
program of this Congress it should perhaps suffice just to mention [43] and the
overview [44] with its further references.
The subsequent presentation deals with rather basic problems of equation
solving. §2 on the complexity of multiplication and division of integers and
polynomials can be regarded as a complexity discussion of the primitive equation
ax = b over corresponding domains. In §3 we present the fundamental theorem
of algebra in terms of computational complexity, including a neat solution for
this long standing numerical problem. The final section will concern systems
of linear equations and the complexity of matrix computations, characteristic
equations, and the computation of eigenvalues.
1.2. Models of computation. There are many equivalent ways to define computability. Among these, the classical Turing machine concept is especially suited
to provide intuitively appealing measures for the quantitative analysis of algorithms. As long as we are only interested in complexity classes invariant under
polynomial reducibilities, further details about the underlying model do not matter. In lower order complexity, however, finer distinctions should be made. Many
of the concrete algorithms given in the literature can be made to work for multitape Turing machines. For higher flexibility, random access machines with a
variety of instruction sets can be used, conveniently modeling the addressable
storage features of present-day computers. In some sense, the "true," canonical basis for measuring time-complexity is furnished by the theoretical model of
pointer machines (previously also called "linking automata," or "storage modification machines," cf. [35]). They are real-time equivalent to very simple random
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access machines under unit cost, only capable of indirect addressing, testing for
equality, and computing the successor function.
With respect to practical implementations, it will be more realistic to consider
random access machines under the logarithmic cost criterion, where handling any
integer is weighted by the length of its binary code. Then any upper bound T
on "pointer time" (the number of steps of some pointer machine under consideration) will get amplified by not more than a factor of order log T. One should
keep in mind, however, that the applicability of this model is limited by the size
of inner storage. For large scale problems with higher storage requirements, the
multitape Turing machines may form the more adequate model again.
When discussing time complexity for such machine models, some convention
about the encoding of input and output data is required. For simplicity, let us
assume here that integers shall always be represented in standard binary form,
though it cannot be excluded that other encodings may lead to different results
(as an example, testing for powers of ten seems to be much easier for inputs in
decimal form). Elements oìGF(p) are given as (reduced) residues modp, rational
numbers as pairs of integers, and elements from finite extensions of these domains
are then representable as tuples of binary integers in a straightforward manner.
For approximate computations with real or complex numbers it is especially
convenient to use binary rationals, i.e., binary integers scaled with some power
of two. There is, however, a significant difference between the ad hoc notion of
floating point numbers (called "reals" in everyday programming languages) and
our understanding of a real number. Any input number a E R shall (potentially)
be available at any desired precision: when called with a specified parameter
value N, some oracle will deliver some binary rational a such that \a — a\ < 2~N
is satisfied, without extra cost. Different oracles may possibly specify the same
real number in this way. Despite the availability of arbitrary high precision for
inputs a,ß their equality a = ß is recursively undecidable. Similarly, outputs
resulting from an approximating computation will be due up to some prescribed
precision again.
In the abstract setting of algebraic complexity theory (see [4] and the more
recent survey [50]) one uses the machine independent notion of straight-line programs. Usually, the inputs are considered as indeterminates x\, X2,... over some
ground field F, and time is measured (sequentially) by the number of arithmetical operations carried out by such a program in F(xi,...), or in F[xi,...], if
divisions are not admitted. Nonscalar complexity refers to the mode where only
essential multiplications and divisions are counted, while additions and scalar
multiplications are taken for free. In case of problems for which comparison
based branching (or zero testing) is required the more general model of computation trees applies (cf. [49]).
2.
2.1. The complexity of multiplication and division. Let us begin with the very
simple equation ax = b. When considered over the integers, testing its solvability
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and finding a solution x is possible by integer division with remainder zero.
For checking a given solution x, integer multiplication will suffice, but it is an
interesting open problem whether there are faster methods of verification. Over
the rationals (represented by pairs of integers), solving ax = b amounts to two
integer multiplications, followed by a gcd computation provided the result shall
be delivered in reduced form. Similarly, an extended gcd computation will be
required for solving ax = b mod q (assuming that b is divisible by d = gcd(o, q)),
i.e., to find the gcd d and cofactors u,v satisfying the conditions
au-\-qv = d and d\a and d\q.

(2.1)

The key to all these tasks is approximate division over the reals. Its complexity
can be bounded by that of integer multiplication, since computing an ra-bit approximation for 1/a (for 1 < a < 2, say) is possible by means of a division-free
Newton iteration with two multiplications per step, whence the time complexity
of n-bit division is bounded by
0(p(n) + p(n/2) + /i(n/4) + p(n/8) + •••)< 0(ß(n)),

(2.2)

where /i(iV) denotes any bound for the time complexity of JV-bit integer multiplication (satisfying some regularity condition to justify the estimation of the
sum in (2.2)). Therefore, solving ax = b over the reals (with a bounded away
from zero) has essentially no higher complexity than verification of a solution by
multiplication. Conversely, ab = b/(l/a) shows how to reduce multiplications to
divisions.
In [18, §4.3.3], D. Knuth gives a rather complete account of what is presently
known about the time complexity of integer multiplication. For multitape Turing
machines, the upper bound from our 1971 paper [41] based on FFT methods
modulo numbers of the form 2 L +1 is still the best we have. A streamlined version
of this approach is contained in [37]. On the other hand, so far nobody has
derived any nonlinear lower bound, except for models under certain additional
restrictions. In fact, any such lower bound proof would necessarily have to
employ some specific properties of Turing machines, since pointer machines, for
instance, are capable of integer multiplication in linear time (cf. [35]). The latter
result is based upon the numerical FFT with suitable precision. Accordingly, our
present knowledge about the time complexity of solving the equation ax = b over
Z, R (or over C as well) is captured by the following bounds.
(2.3) Upper bounds for the time complexity of iV-bit multiplication:
fi(N) = cN log(N + 1) log log(AT + 2) for multitape Turing machines,
//(JV) = cN

for pointer machines (unit cost),

fj,(N) = cN log(iV + 1) for pointer machines (logarithmic cost).
For the other cases mentioned above, where gcd computations come in, the
complexity seems to be higher. Based on Knuth's idea to combine fast integer
multiplication with a "half-gcd" technique due to Lehmer, it has been shown [31]
that computing the gcd of two numbers of at most N bits in length (together
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with corresponding cofactors) is possible in time 0(fi(N) logiV) (opposed to
time of order TV2 for Euclid's algorithm). It seems to be a rather safe conjecture
that the extra factor of order log N over multiplication time is inevitable. Note,
however, that, for given cofactors u,v, verification of (2.1) is indeed possible
within the order of multiplication time.
In the framework of algebraic complexity with unit cost per arithmetical operation, the complexity of solving ax = b seems to be a trivial subject, as one division will suffice, but things become highly nontrivial, if we discuss this problem
of equation solving forfinite-dimensionalalgebras over some field F. Consider,
for instance, the field of complex numbers as an algebra over R. One can fairly
easily see that the nonscalar complexity of multiplying two complex numbers
equals 3 (counting real multiplications and divisions only), but it was only recently that the corresponding problem for the division of complex numbers could
be settled; cf. [27] for the rather intricate proof that the known upper bound of
6 real multiplications/divisions is indeed optimal.
Much work has been done concerning the multiplicative complexity of algebras. For further details and corresponding references we recommend the survey
[50]. Less information is available about "division" in this framework. In the
next section we shall briefly discuss the special case of the division of univariate
polynomials. The central topic of matrix inversion will be postponed to §4.3.
2.2. Basic computations with polynomials. Now we consider the equation
a(t)x(t) = b(t) for polynomials over some field F, at first with regard to the
algebraic model counting all arithmetical operations in F at unit cost. Input
and output shall be coefficientwise, with dense encoding. More precisely, F is
assumed to have the form F = G(ao,ai,..., 6o,...) with all the inputs as indeterminates over some ground field G. Again we may distinguish various domains
like F[t],F(t), or F[t]/(q(t)), in analogy to Z, Q, Z/qZ discussed before. Here
the role of R is taken by the ring of formal power series over F. Operating with
variable precision in F[[t]] means to operate in F[t]/(tm) for increasing values of
m. Thus the complexity of the division of polynomials can be reduced to that of
polynomial multiplication (again up to a constant factor) via computing approximate reciprocals of units in F[[i\] by means of Newton iteration, see [42, 19].
Actually, these authors are discussing the simpler case of nonscalar complexity,
which, for polynomial multiplication modtm, is exactly known (= 2m — 1, provided the ground field G contains at least 2m —2 elements). Kung's upper bound
of 4m for computing reciprocals mod tm and its conjectured optimality can be
replaced by the better estimate 3.75m, while the precise constant factor is yet
unknown.
The algebraic complexity of polynomial multiplication is essentially that of
discrete convolutions, thus closely related to discrete Fourier transforms. If the
ground field G contains suitable roots of unity, e.g. all 2Äth or all 3feth roots of
1 (for all fc), then FFT can be used immediately; otherwise extra measures are
required. The best bounds known so far are very similar to those for integer
multiplication.
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(2.4) Upper bounds for the number of arithmetical operations for the multiplication of mth degree polynomials over ground field G:
M(m) = cm log(m + 1)

if G supports FFT,

M (m) = cm log(m + 1) loglog(m + 2)

for any field.

The general bound with the extra log log factor comes from an FFT method
recursively applied to the polynomial rings F[t]/(tK + 1) for various values of
K = 2k, analogous to the corresponding fast integer multiplication technique.
This approach fails for fields of characteristic 2, but then one can use
F[t\/(t2K

+ tK + l)

with K = 3fc instead (see [34]). Also for these algebraic models, no nonlinear
lower bounds are known for the discrete Fourier transform or for polynomial
multiplication.
The best upper bounds presently available for the complexity of solving the
equation a(t)x(t) = b(t) mod q(t) for an arbitrary mth degree polynomial q(t)
are higher by a factor of order log m again. Rather precise upper and lower
bounds for the nonscalar complexity of extended polynomial gcd computations
have been obtained by Strassen (see [49], where also further references can be
found). A numerical version of the gcd problem (over the field C, or R) is treated
in [40].
This last remark leads us to the crucial question to be studied next: What are
the implications of the algebraic complexity results for the (machine bounded)
time complexity of the corresponding numerical computations with polynomials?
By inserting numbers (elements of Z, R, or C) for the coefficients of the
polynomials, fast algebraic algorithms clearly should get transformed into fast
numerical procedures (provided one has numerical stability), but there are also
other kinds of machine algorithms, not obtainable in this way, and we cannot
exclude the possibility that some of these are significantly faster than anything
constructed purely algebraically. In fact, the numerical multiplication of polynomials seems to furnish an example of this phenomenon. Simply combining
the unit cost FFT bounds from (2.4) with the estimates (2.3) for integer multiplication will at best yield the time bound 0(m log m /JL(N))—but one can do
better!
Replacing the variable t by 2K with some K > 2N + log(m + 1) + 1 reduces
the multiplication of two mth degree polynomials with coefficients of at most N
bits in length to one long integer multiplication of size 0(m(N + log(m + 1))),
and for N > log(m + 1) that leads to the improved time bound 0(p,(mN)). For
pointer machines we thus have even the linear bound 0(mN). The linearity in
m also shows that, at least asymptotically, the celebrated FFT is not an optimal
numerical method for the discrete Fourier transform C m —• C m . The details of
this approach can be found in [37].
When multiplying polynomials with complex coefficients in this way via fast
integer multiplication modulo 2 2 L + 1 one can nicely exploit that 2L = s q r t ( - l )
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can serve as the imaginary unit in this domain. This feature considerably enhances the applicability of the method.
Numerical division of polynomials requires some extra care with respect to
stability. For the division by some (complex) polynomial F, its leading coefficient
should be bounded away from zero. A good way to express this quantitatively is
by an upper bound on the root radius p(F) (defined as the maximal modulus of
the roots of F in C), together with some normalization of the size of F, measured
by the Z1-norm \F\ of the coefficient vector. The corresponding result from [37]
is
(2.5) Numerical division of G G II m by F E Un within error 2~N, i.e., computing some Q E Um-n and R E II n _i such that \G - QF — R\ < 2~N, is
possible in pointer time 0(m(N + m + m log(l + r))), where r is a given bound
on p(F), and \G\ < 1 < \F\ < 2 is assumed.
Restricted to divisions with a uniform bound on the root radius of the denominators, the given bound on pointer time is of order 0(mN) again, provided
the precision N is of order m at least.
3. The fundamental theorem of algebra in terms of computational
complexity. For many centuries the problem of solving polynomial equations
was mainly studied in terms of formulae. After the early days when Renaissance
mathematicians had mastered the third and fourth degree it took more than
250 years until Gauss gave rigorous proofs for the existence of the roots of any
real equation and Abel could show that, in general, one cannot obtain them by
merely applying arithmetical operations and successively solving pure equations.
This narrow notion of 'solvability' has been carried on up to this day, at least
verbally, despite the rather clear comments in §9 of Gauss's dissertation that
'resolutio aequationis' and 'ipsius reductio ad aequationes puras' should properly
be distinguished.
It was only after about another one hundred years that solving general equations with complex coefficients was understood adequately, namely in terms of
algorithms. WeyPs constructive proof [53] for the fundamental theorem of algebra essentially shows that the zeros of a complex polynomial depend on its
coefficients recursively (see also Specker's contribution in [11]). In other words,
there exists a Turing machine which, when fed with an integer n and with oracles
for the coefficients of some mth degree polynomial, will output approximations
for the m zeros of this polynomial within an error bound of 2~ n . In terms of
computational complexity the decisive question is now: how fast can this be done?
3.1. The computational problem. It is a well-known fact that clustered zeros
of a polynomial are less stable under small perturbations of the coefficients than
isolated zeros. Therefore it seems to be more appropriate to understand any prescribed accuracy in the sense of backward analysis: a collection of approximate
zeros should be considered acceptable, if their elementary symmetric functions
agree well enough with the coefficients of the given polynomial. This applies to
P E II m , P(z) = ao + a\Z + • • • + amzm with leading coefficient am = 1, but
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more generally also am —> 0 should be admitted, i.e., some of the zeros may tend
to infinity. In this way we are led to the following problem specification.
(3.1) Computational task of approximate factorization: Given any integer
N > 0 and a polynomial P E II m of norm |P| < 1, compute linear factors
Lj(z) = UjZ + Vj (1 < j < m) such that \P — L1L2 • • • Lm\ < 2~~N is satisfied.
Here and in the sequel | • | stands for the /1-norm of the coefficient vectors.
Using other common norms like the /2-norm or max|Ä|=1 \p(z)\ would not make
much of a difference, as the trade-off factors are less than m + 1 , which means a
variation of N by not more than log(m + 1).
In analyzing the efficiency of algorithms for this task we are mainly interested in their worst case behavior (note that the 'worst' case need not be really
'bad'). For any such algorithm and for fixed values of the parameters m,N,
there is a well-defined maximal running time T(m, N), maximal with respect to
all inputs (oracles) (ao,... ,am) of ^-norm < 1. (If this maximum would not
exist, then König's lemma would imply the existence of certain inputs for which
the algorithm would never stop.) Now we can restate the main problem of this
section more precisely: What is the true order of growth of the maximal running time T(m, N) of (nearly) optimal algorithms for approximate factorization,
what is the asymptotic behavior of T(m, N) for N —> 00, or for increasing degree? Most likely the answers will depend on the underlying machine model to
a certain extent. In the light of our incomplete knowledge about much simpler
complexity problems like integer multiplication we cannot hope for more than
partial answers here. Our main result, presented below, is a good upper bound
for the complexity of approximate factorization, but before going into this, we
shall briefly review some of the partial answers which, at least implicitly, are
contained in the vast literature on root finding methods.
In 1967 a symposium on constructive aspects of the fundamental theorem of
algebra was held; the proceedings [11] provide a good record of the state of the
art at that time. Furthermore, Chapter 6 of Henrici's book [14] gives an extensive account of existing techniques. Many of the numerical methods used in
practice try to compromise between speed and universal applicability. A major
difficulty arises from the fact that all reliable algorithms for approximate factorization must necessarily employ multiprecision techniques which are usually
slow, and rigorous a priori estimates for the round-off errors are required in order
to guarantee reliable results. The same applies to all iterative methods usually
posing the additional difficulty of finding suitable starting values.
By adapting the ideas found in the numerical literature to the strict conventions explained before we arrive at the conclusion that approximate factorization
is certainly possible in polynomial time. On the base of Weyl's exclusion method
as worked out by Henrici [14, pp. 517-522] we can, for instance, obtain the estimate T(m,N) = 0(m7N3). Similar time bounds appear for methods of root
isolation developed in Computer Algebra (see [8] and the references given there).
There remains the challenge of finding more precise bounds. Application of the
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fast multiplication techniques for integers and polynomials (cf. 2.1 and 2.2) reduces the bound mentioned to something like 0(m5+<57V2+<5) for any 6 > 0, but
the factor N2 seems to be unavoidable with these methods.
3.2. An upper bound. The main result to be presented here is a good upper
bound on the time complexity of approximate factorization found by the author
in 1981/82. It is based upon a new technique called the splitting circle method
("Trennkreisverfahren" in German), described in the Preliminary Report [38],
Some of the material is highly technical, and many details of its implementation
need to be worked out even more thoroughly. A full account of the new results
will come out as a monograph. In the sequel we shall give a brief outline of the
main ideas and results.
THEOREM. Approximate factorization of complex polynomials as specified in
(3.1) is possible within maximal running time
T(m,N) = 0(mp,(m2 log m) + mp,(mN)),
(3.2)
with respect to the machine models and the corresponding time bounds on integer
multiplication listed in (2.3).
In order to simplify the presentation we shall restrict further discussion to the
case of pointer time with the linear bound ß(N) = cN. (In case of the other
models additional logarithmic factors come in.) Then the upper bound becomes
T(m,N) = 0(m3 log n + m2N). It will be instructive to compare this with
obvious time bounds for the corresponding verification problem. In doing so we
may assume, as a general rule of thumb, that computations with polynomials of
degree of order m should be carried out with m-bit precision at least, because
of the following theoretical observations.
First of all, one should be aware of the fact that small polynomials may
have big factors. For m = 2fc the simple example P(z) = 2~k(z2 — i)k =
2~k(z — a)k(z + a)k (with a2 = i) shows a partial factorization P = FG with
|P| = \F\ — 1, but \G\ = 2 m / 2 , thus the corresponding amplification of errors
previously made in the computation of F will necessitate an extra precision of
m/2 bits. The precise upper bound in the case of many factors is contained in
the following quantitative supplement to the fundamental theorem of algebra—
usually not found in textbooks!
Let/enm,

/ = /!•••/*;

then l/l < I M - - - I M < 2 m - V I m

(3-3)

The upper bound is attained for such tame polynomials as f(z) = z — 1 in case
of its complete factorization, i.e., for k — m.
Similar error amplification may be caused by Taylor shifts (for fixed a the
linear mapping defined on II m by g(z) = f(z + a) has operator norm (1 + |a|) m ),
or by the numerical division of polynomials, see (2.5). Assuming N > m we thus
see that any naive method just for checking the accuracy of a given approximate
factorization will require 0(m*) bit operations at least, and even by means
of fast multiplication techniques we cannot do better than in pointer time of
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order Nm log m, which in fact seems to be the precise order of growth for the
complexity of this verification problem.
Therefore the bound (3.2) seems to be optimal up to a factor of order m at
most. For increasing accuracy the second term 0(m2N) becomes dominant, and
for a wide class of polynomials admitting balanced splittings (explained below) it
can be replaced by the smaller bound O(iVmlogm). The main advantage with
all these bounds is their linearity in N. For any fixed degree m the bound (3.2)
becomes simply 0(p,(N)) (with the implicit constants depending on m), and this
is indeed optimal. For pointer machines we arrive at a linear time bound, not
more than a constant multiple of the time needed to output the results. But
even in the case of machine models, for which the precise complexity of integer
multiplication is yet unknown, we have the following relative result.
(3.4) THEOREM. For N —> oo and fixed fc, m > 2 the complexity bounds for
the following tasks all have the same order of growth:
(a) N-bit integer multiplication,
(b) computing (1 + x)1^ for \x\ < 1/2 within error bound 2~N,
(c) approximate factorization of mth degree polynomials within error 2~N.
For bounding (c) by (a) again some regularity condition is assumed, as needed
for (2.2), and then (3.2) applies. Approximate factorization of zk — (1+x) reduces
(b) to (c) for k < m, and in general via (a). The transition from (b) to (a) is
by an idea due to H. Alt, to simulate integer squaring by means of a sufficiently
precise evaluation of
(2 - (1 + xY'k - (1 - x)1/k)k2/(k

- 1) = x2 + 0(x4)

for small x.
In §3.4 we will provide the perturbation argument needed to infer from an
approximate factorization to approximate solutions (the zeros) of a polynomial
equation, with leading coefficient one and bounded coefficients, say. In case of
fixed degree this will amplify the time bounds by not more than another constant factor. Therefore the equivalence of (b) and (c) shows that, in contrast to
Abel's and Galois's findings on "solvability," in terms of computational complexity there is no significant difference between solving pure or general equations
with complex coefficients. Computationally, the approximate solution of general polynomial equations is reduced to the obviously more fundamental task of
integer multiplication.
3.3. The splitting circle method. The general strategy for the approximate
factorization of a given P E Um is based on a substrategy for approximately
splitting P into two factors F E II*, G E II m -fc, to be applied recursively. The
case k = 1 simply means approximate determination of a single zero and its
deflation. High accuracy can be achieved fast by means of Newton iteration,
provided the zero is simple, well isolated, and a suitable starting value is known.
Similarly the case fc = 2 is covered by Bairstow's method, quadratically convergent, if the two zeros are well separated from the m — 2 other zeros. The
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splitting circle method employs the corresponding general Newton iteration (cf.
J. Schroder's paper in [11]), where the choice of a suitable ft will depend on the
distribution of the zeros, such that there are fc zeros of P inside of some suitable
splitting circle while the m —fcother zeros lie outside of this circle, possibly some
of them close to infinity. Moreover all the zeros shall stay at some distance of
the circle. It is a fundamental fact that such a circle can always be determined,
except for the singular cases P(z) œ (az + b)m which will be found out properly
to be approximately factored already.
There are stable transformations (scalings, Taylor shifts), by which any circle can be reduced to the standard case of the unit circle E = {z: \z\ = 1}.
Due to the prior condition of a zero free annulus around E it is possible to
obtain a reasonable lower bound on the decisive quantity v = min^| = 1 |P(^)|,
both theoretically and computationally with a rather moderate amount of work.
The details in choosing such splitting circles can be arranged such that always
log(l/f) < 0(m). Based on this v the analysis of the general Newton method
then leads to explicit bounds for its quadratic convergence in the following way.
Given some approximate unit circle splitting \P — FG\ < £ (i.e., the fc roots of
F and the reciprocals of the m —fcroots of G are bounded by 1 — 6), the Newton
correction is a pair (/, g) E Ilfc—i © n m - f c - i to be chosen such that terms up to
first order will cancel each other. Hence the new approximate factors F + / and
G + g will satisfy

P-{F

+ f)(G + g) = P-FG-fG-gF-fg

= -fg

with the new error being bounded by |/^| < | / | \g\, where / and g are uniquely
determined by the (incomplete) partial fraction decomposition (P—FG)/(FG) —
f/F + g/G. Thus one can use the integral representation
(P - FG)(t) F(z) - F(t)
•dt

™-hfImE

(FG)(t)

z-t

for deriving an upper bound for |/|, and similarly for \g\. In this way one shows,
in particular, that an initial approximate splitting with precision
\P - F0Go\ < £o = vA2~cm

with some constant c

will suffice.
Finding such initial Fo and Go is possible by means of contour integration
(also used in [12], though without error bounds). The power sums s3- of the fc
zeros of P which lie inside of E are expressible as
Sy

"27rJ£E

z3 dz.

Pi*)
Here the zero free annulus and the lower bound v enable us to give explicit bounds
for the precision required for the simultaneous evaluation of these integrals by
means of a discrete Fourier transform. (This step essentially contributes to the
first term of the upper bound (3.2).) The approximations for so = fc, s i , . . . , Sfc
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easily yield an approximate factor Fo, and a suitable Go can then be found by
polynomial division.
So far we have tacitly assumed that the zeros of the given polynomial P can
(in advance) be localized well enough to admit a proper choice of the splitting
circles, but this is actually the key problem of the whole method. Our algorithms
for the corresponding diagnostics are based on the classical Graeffe process of
root squaring. We use a variant especially suited to exploiting fast integer multiplication. Contrary to the common application of Graeffe's method, here the
primary interest is not in circles on which the zeros are located but in circles
bounded away from all the zeros, and for the latter purpose moderate precision is quite sufficient. Moreover one should not try to compute all the root
moduli pi(f) > P2(/)>•••
> Pm(f) of some / simultaneously, which indeed
may require prohibitive (i.e., too expensive) long number computations (cf. the
discussion in Turân's paper [52]). Instead, one can shift the focus of precision
by suitable scalings after each root squaring step such that the algorithm is directed to the computation of one particular Pk(f)- The following time bound is
a typical result obtained in this way.
(3.5) Given any complex polynomial f(z) = ao + a±z + • • • + amzm with
l/l < 1, given some positive 6 < 1/2 and an index fc < m, computing the
fcth root modulus Pk(f) with relative error less than 6 is possible in pointer
time 0(m 2 (logm + log(l/5))(loglogm + log(l/(5))). (In addition, something like
|ao|, K i | > (S/m)m should hold.)
Applied with 6 = m~°^
this leads to the rather favorable time bound
0(m2 log2 m), while this approach cannot be recommended for much higher precision requirements, where the quadratic growth in log(l/6) becomes dominant.
For other similar estimates and further details we must refer to [38]. The
overall time analysis of the splitting circle method reveals that balanced splittings
(with fc and m —fcof the same size, ideally fc = m/2) are preferable. Even
in the case of m well isolated simple zeros the deflation of one linear factor
after the other is inferior compared with the divide and conquer principle of
computational complexity, but there do exist certain hard polynomials which,
by their particular zero spacing, will enforce very unbalanced splittings. A whole
family of such examples (with arbitrary parameters 1 < Uj < 1.01) is furnished
by
/(*) = (* + «i/4)(* + u 2 /16)(* + u 3 /64) •••(* +

umßm).

Here N = 2m 2 specifies a precision well tuned with respect to the coefficient
size. This property of being strongly nested represents a new phenomenon in the
numerical treatment of polynomials. At present it is hard to say whether such
polynomials are really ill-conditioned with regard to the task of approximate
factorization, or whether this just shows a particular weakness of the splitting
circle method. In any case this nestedness should properly be distinguished from
the occurrence of clustered zeros which, in itself, does not cause extra difficulties
for the approximate factorization of a polynomial, thanks to a blow-up technique
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by proper scaling (see [38]). The presence of clusters will, however, affect the
stability of the zeros, to be discussed below.
3.4. Some applications. Any approximate factorization \P — L\ • • • Lm\ < e
with 0.5 < |P| < 1 and known linear factors L3-(z) = UjZ + Vj can be used for
the approximate determination of the zeros of P. The natural candidates for
this approximation are the numbers Wj = —VJ/UJ; in case of \VJ\ > \UJ\ it may
be preferable to consider their reciprocals as approximations for the reciprocals
of the zeros of P,
The corresponding inequalities |P(wy)| < e (or \P*(1/WJ)\
< e with the reversed polynomial P*(z) = zmP(l/z))
combined with a well-known homotopy
argument induce W = {z: \P(z)\ < £max(l, |^| m )} as an inclusion set for the
zeros, and their perturbations are bounded by the diameters of the components
of W. Here we want to consider (worst case) a priori bounds only, while in
practical applications one should, of course, take advantage of possible shortcuts
based on better a posteriori bounds. Keeping to the previous notations we have
the following perturbation bound (Theorem 2.7 in [40]).
(3.6) The zeros Z\,..., zm of P can be numbered such that (for e < 2~7m)
\ZJ

-Wj\<

9e1/m

for \wj\ < 1,

\1/ZJ

- l/wj\ < 9 e 1 / m

for \wj\ > 1.

This is optimal up to the constant factor, and is better by a factor of order
m than corresponding bounds given by Ostrowski (cf. [29, Appendices A, B]).
Aiming at an error bound of 2 _ n for the roots of some mth degree polynomial
we see that approximate factorization with e — 2~N, N = (n + 4)m will always
suffice, whence the time bound (3.2) yields
(3.7) Computing the zeros (or their reciprocals) of any mth degree polynomial
P (of norm 0.5 < | P | < 1, say) with error less than 2~ n is possible in pointer
time 0 ( m 3 log m + m 3 n).
There are applications, where the determination of just one zero will suffice.
For that purpose the splitting circle method can be modified such that the second
term in the time bound of (3.7) may be replaced by the smaller bound 0(m2n),
since after a first approximate splitting of P into two factors F and G, only one of
these (of degree < m/2) needs further treatment, etc., recursively. Accordingly,
in this case unbalanced splittings are most welcome.
As an example of this kind we like to mention a rather fast method for the factorization of univariate integer polynomials based on high precision computation
of one zero and on diophantine approximation to find its minimal polynomial as
a factor (see [26] and [39]). Along these lines extensive numerical calculations
with algebraic numbers seem to become feasible.
Another important consequence of the above time bounds is that all algebraic
functions can be computed fast. In their paper [20] with exactly this title, Kung
and Traub investigate the complexity of the somewhat different task to compute an initial segment of one of the (fractional) power series expansions of an
algebraic function, counting arithmetical operations at unit cost, where finding
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a zero of a numerical polynomial (to any prescribed precision) is regarded as a
primitive operation.
In our model this task cannot be solvable in general, since testing for equality
is impossible. Let us consider a more direct approach, instead. Given any polynomial F(z,v) = ao(v)-r-ai(v)z-\
\-am(v)zm and some point v = (v±,... ,Vk)
i.e., the coefficients of the polynomials a3- E C[vi,...,Vk] and the point v are
available from oracles again, the m branches of the algebraic function z(v) defined by F(z, v) = 0 can be evaluated at v within time bounds of the same
order as in (3.7), provided some normalizing assumptions about v and the a's
are made. The major strength of this assertion lies in its uniformity with respect
to v; the hidden constants can be chosen, for instance, to be valid for all \v\ < 1.

4. Linear equations and the complexity of matrix computations.
One of the pioneering results in early complexity theory was Strassen's discovery
[46] that "Gaussian elimination is not optimal." He showed how to replace the
classical 0(n3) methods of matrix multiplication and inversion by algorithms
which require less than 0(n 2,81 ) arithmetical operations. The basic idea is quite
elementary and widely known nowadays, though most numerical analysts have
remained sceptical about the practical applicability of such methods.
Meanwhile the exponent 2.81 has been improved substantially by the efforts of
several authors (cf. [3, 36, 10] and Pan's survey [30]). The best bound presently
known to the author is a bit smaller than 2.4785, presented by V. Strassen at
an informal meeting in 1985 (see also [51]). Actually these bounds concern
the complexity of matrix multiplication. In §§4.1 and 4.2 we will briefly review
some of the main ideas and results related to this fascinating unsolved mathematical problem; possibly this outline could stimulate other mathematicians to
contribute to its complete solution.
In §4.3 we will discuss the complexity of solving linear systems and of other
matrix computations like matrix inversion, evaluating determinants, etc., mainly
in the framework of algebraic complexity, where the elements of matrices and
vectors are considered as indeterminates over some ground field F. When dealing with real or complex numbers, we have to include numerical aspects again,
especially for the complexity bounds on the approximate determination of eigenvalues.
With regard to other domains we should mention here that linear systems of
diophantine equations can be solved in polynomial time as shown by J. von zur
Gathen and M. Sieveking (in [45, pp. 57-65]). Related algorithms and further
references are found in [7] and [16].
4.1. The exponent of matrix multiplication. The algebraic complexity of matrix multiplication can be measured in different ways. We consider nxn matrices
A = (a...), B = (b...) with indeterminate entries over some scalarfieldF (to be
held fixed for the moment). Let L(n) denote the minimal length of straight-line
programs in F(a ...,b...) computing the entries of AB, where all arithmetical
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operations are counted, and let L*l (n) be the corresponding nonscalar complexity, or L*(n) in case of F[a ...,&...], if divisions shall not be used. For infinite
F we have L*/(n) = L*(n) (cf. [47]).
Last but not least, the bilinear complexity L®(n) refers to the model where
only multiplications f (a...) * r}(b...) of F-linear forms in the o's by .F-linear
forms in the 6's are admitted.
The exponent of matrix multiplication (over F) is defined as the infimum
u)(F) = M{ß: L(n) = 0(nß)},
(4.1)
obviously satisfying 2 < u)(F) < 3. Strassen's first nontrivial bound w(F) <
log 7/log 2 < 2.81 was derived from L®(2) < 7. In the same way any bilinear
algorithm for some other small n can be applied to multiply n x n block matrices recursively; 'thus L®(n) < r implies L(N) = 0(Nß) with ß = log r/ log n.
Combined with the elementary inequalities
L*/(n) < L*(n) < L®(n) < 2L*(n),
this shows that we may replace L(n) in (4.1) by any of these other measures
without altering the definition of w(F). The further discussion will concentrate
on L®(n) and its generalization to the multiplication of rectangular matrices.
For technical details and proofs see [36].
Let (A;, m, n) denote the tensor for the bilinear mapping of multiplyingfcx mwith m Xrc-matrices.Its rank rk(k, m, n) is equal to the minimal length of representations of the associated trilinear form tmce(ABC) as a sum of rank one
products of linear forms, where C has format n xfc.Spelled out in coordinates
this means, with A = (a...), B = (b...), C — (c...), that rk(fc,m,n) < r is
equivalent to the existence of linear forms £j in the a's, r\j in the &'s, Çj in the
c's such that
r

^tj(a...)riJ{b...)çj(c...)=tr{ABC) = 53 a^b^cu^
3= 1

(4.2)

K,V,v

is satisfied, which in turn is equivalent to the solvability of a huge system of
k2m2n2 nonlinear equations over F for the kmr+mnr+nkr unknown coefficients
of the linear forms. The formidable size of such systems may give an impression
of the difficulties to determine any of the values of rk(fc,m,n), even in the case
of low dimensions (despite the fact that, forfieldslike R or C with decidable
first order theory, rk(fc, m,n) is a computable function). One of the rare values
explicitly known is rk(2,2,2) = 7 for anyfieldF, as always rk(n, n, n) = L®(n) >
L*(n) > 2n2 — 1; the latter inequality is an instance of a more general lower
bound on the complexity of associative algebras (see [1, 50]). The next higher
case of 3 X 3 matrices would already amount to a system of 729 equations with
567 unknowns (for r = 21); so far nothing better than rk(3,3,3) < 23 is known.
More generally, one could also hope to derive better estimates for w(F) from good
upper rank bounds for rectangular formats, by means of the following lemma.
rk(fc, m,n) is symmetric in k,m,n, and submultiplicative, i.e.,
rk((k',m',ri) 9 (k",m",n")) < rk(fc'>'>')rk(fc">">").
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Starting from some bound rk(fc,m,ra) < r we apply symmetrization and obtain
L®(kmn) = rk(fcmn, mnk,nkm) < r 3 ; therefore,
rk(fc, m, n) <r = (kmn)T

implies

w(F) < 3r.

(4.4)

So far, however, none of the rank bounds available for small formats has proved
to be good enough to yield better estimates than 2.81. In 1978, this barrier was
broken by V. Pan. By means of his technique of trilinear aggregating he could
show L*(n) < n 3 / 3 + 0 ( n 2 ) with such constants that n = 48 led to the improved
estimate u(F) < 2.781.
A similar bound was obtained by Bini, Capovani, Lotti, Romani [3], but they
used a completely new approach based on the notion of border rank. Let e be
a further indeterminate over F. The border rank brk(fc, m, n) can be defined as
the minimal length of sum representations (4.2) up to errors 0(e), where now
meromorphic formal power series in e are admitted as coefficients of the linear
forms. (For a definition in the language of algebraic geometry see §§13, 14 of
[50].)
The properties (4.3) and (4.4) are also true for border rank, whence
brk(fc,m,n) <r = (kmn)T

implies

w(F) < 3r.

(4.4b)

In [3] this was applied to brk(2,2,3) < 10; another example is brk(3,3,3) < 21,
which yields w(F) < 2.772. For the paradigmatic case of 2 x 2 matrices one
knows the bounds 6 < brk(2,2,2) < 7.
The proof of (4.4b) exploits the fact that the tensorial powers of any tensor
t with brkt < r satisfy a rank estimate rk(t®3) < 0(s2) • r3; the extra factor of
polynomial growth does not matter when (4.4) is applied for s —• oo. Similar
arguments are used to show w(F) = UJ(FO), where Fo denotes the prime field of
F (see [36, Theorem 2.8]), thus the exponent of matrix multiplication over F
can only depend on the characteristic of F. In the sequel we will simply write
(j, since all further discussions are uniform with respect to F.
4.2. Subadditivity. There exist computational problems which admit substantial savings under mass production. An important example is furnished by
the evaluation of a general mth degree polynomial at m different points (cf.
[4]). Similar effects occur in the realm of matrix computations. Multiplying one
column vector 6 by an n x n matrix A takes exactly n2 multiplications, while
multiplying n different vectors b±,..., bn by the same A is possible by one matrix
multiplication—in less than 0(n2S) steps. One could argue that these examples
are relying on a certain amount of joint information (the coefficients of the polynomial, the matrix A). So let us impose very strict rules now. We consider two
completely disjoint problems of matrix multiplication and ask whether forming
AB and UV in one compound computation may be cheaper than by performing
(optimal) algorithms for the two matrix multiplications separately.
Under the bilinear cost measure this is equivalent to the question whether the
subadditivity of rk, i.e. (with respect to direct sums),
rk((fc',m',n') e (fc",m",n")) < rk(fc',m',n') + rk(fc",m",n"),

(4.5)
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can become a strict inequality. For 2-stage tensors (matrices) equality always
holds, while the corresponding additivity conjecture (cf. [47]) for 3-stage tensors
is still an open problem.
Subadditivity is true for border rank as well, but in that case we definitely
know that additivity does not hold in general. Already for the special class of
tensors (fc, m, n), the left-hand and the right-hand side of (4.5) (with brk instead
of rk) can differ unboundedly. We present an example from [36] which has played
an important role in estimating the exponent of matrix multiplication. Based
on a dimension argument, one has brk(3,1,3) = 9 and brk(l,4,1) = 4, but also
brk((3,l,3)© (1,4,1)) = 10.

(4.6)

We show that the trilinear form tr(ABC) + tr(UVW) associated with the direct
sum of these disjoint problems indeed has an approximate decomposition (4.2)
of length 10, with coefficients from F((e)) and up to an error term 0(e), namely

J2Yl&+£u^')(b3+£vij)(c3,i+£~2w)-

(Z)ai)

\YlbA£~~w
2

i=l3=1
3

3

= 2 ^ Z^(aibjCj,i + Ui,3Vi,3W) + °( £ )>
t=lj=l

where the u's and v's with subscripts (i,j) = (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2) are the
indeterminate components of two vectors of length 4, while the remaining w's
and v's are chosen to yield proper canceling, namely
Ut,3 = V3tj = 0,

U3ij = -U!j

- U2J,

Vii3 = -Vi}1

- Vii2.

Similar to Strassen's rk(2,2,2) < 7 versus the trivial number of 8 multiplications, which gave the estimate u < 3 log 7/log 8, we can regard (4.6) as
a bound of 10 on the border rank of a problem of partial matrix multiplication with the trivial number of 13 multiplications, and this indeed implies
GJ < 3 log 10/log 13 < 2.7, by a corresponding extension of (4.4b) [36, Theorem
4.1]. There is, however, an even more productive way of estimating CJ on the
base of such examples, which in addition exploits the disjointness of the pieces.
This stronger generalization of (4.4b) is the following
r- THEOREM
[36]).

(de Groote's naming for a special case of Theorem 7.1 from
P

brk((fci, mi, ni) © • • • © (kp, mp,np))

< r = ^(fc^min^) 1 "

implies

u < 3r.

i=l

With regard to (4.6), for instance, we solve the equation 9 r + 4 r = 10 and
obtain the better bound u < 2.6.
The presentation of this theorem at an Oberwolfach conference in 1979 initiated a hot competition among specialists to find better and better estimates
from more and more sophisticated designs, similar to (4.6), and the bounds for u
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came closer and closer to 2.5. Corresponding lower bound speculations, however,
were soon abandoned by Coppersmith and Winograd (see [10]). They found a
general method for the iterated construction of such examples, and by starting
from (4.6) they succeeded in showing UJ < 2.5. Moreover, it is an important theoretical consequence of their work that any particular instance of the r-theorem
admits some further improvement yielding a slightly better bound for UJ, i.e., we
always have the strict inequality OJ < 3r.
Strassen's new method [51] stems from a thorough investigation of rank and
border rank in a more general algebraic setting. His constructions have led
to an application of the r-theorem combined with a limit process which yields
w < log((A + l ) 3 / 4 ) / log h (for h = 2,3,...). The best estimate is obtained for
h = 5, namely u < log 54/log 5 < 2.4785.
4.3. Linear systems and matrix inversion. Solving a general system Ax = b
of n linear equations in n unknowns x\,...,xn
can be considered as the task of
computing the #'s as rational functions in the indeterminate entries of A and 6.
Optimal algorithms for this task are straight-line programs of minimal length in
F(a..., b...), and it was with respect to this model that Gaussian elimination
was originally shown not to be optimal. (For n = 2, by the way, and under the
measure of nonscalar complexity, Gaussian elimination is in fact optimal, see
[28].) The solution of the system can simply be expressed as x = A" 1 6. Thus
solving such a general system is possible within the upper bound I(n) + 2n 2 — n,
where I(n) denotes the minimal number of arithmetical operations sufficient for
the computation of the inverse of a general n x n matrix. In [46], 2 x 2 block
inversion was applied recursively to reduce matrix inversion to (fast) matrix
multiplication. The corresponding estimate is
I(2n) < 2I(n) + 6L(n) + n2 + n.
Similar reasoning shows that the complexity D(n) of computing nxn
nants satisfies the recursive inequality

determi-

D(2n) < I(n) + 2L(n) + 2D(n) + n2 + 1.
Therefore L(n) — 0(nP) (for any ß > u) implies that I(n) and D(n) are of the
same order of growth at most. Conversely we can also show that the complexity
of matrix inversion is not much smaller than that of matrix multiplication. With
such proofs, however, one should keep in mind that straight-line programs valid
for the model with indeterminates will usually not work for all specializations
by nonsingular matrices, since substitution of algebraically dependent elements
may cause divisions by zero. Below we will discuss other models without this
deficiency.
The identity X2 = ( X - 1 - (I + X)'1)'1
- X shows that the complexity
Q(n) of squaring a general nxn matrix satisfies Q(n) < 31 (n) + 2n2 + n. The
multiplication of general 2n x 2ra matrices,
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with nxn
blocks Ai,Bj is reduced to squarings in the following way. With
S = B\ + B2, the first n columns of the result are obtained from

(A3-S

{A,

-B2\2=(

B1V_(A^-S

SJ

[ A2

S J

A3B1+A4B2\

\

A1B1+A2B2)i

and equally for the second half. That shows L(2n) < 4Q(2n) + 12n 2 , whence
L(2n) < 12J(2n) + 0(n2). For infinite fields F a similar estimate (with other
constants) can be found in [47].
There is also a reduction from general matrix inversion to the computation of
the determinant, obtained by Baur and Strassen as a corollary to their following
general theorem (cf. [2]):
(4.7) If / E F(x\,x2,...
,Xk) is computable by a straight-line program of
length s, then the complexity of computing / together with all its partial first
derivatives df/dx3- is bounded by 4s.
Another illustrating example of these reduction techniques is the following
quick proof for K. Kalorkoti's (unpublished) result that computing the trace
of the inverse is as difficult as matrix multiplication, up to a constant factor
(over infinite fields), hence essentially of the same complexity as computing the
inverse itself. If there is a straight-line program for t r ( J f - 1 ) of length s, then 4s
steps suffice for X~2 (built up from the partial derivatives); applying this once
more we get 8 s as an upper bound for the complexity of computing XA. After
elimination of the divisions from such a program- (at the cost of another constant
factor, see [47]) we can finally specialize X as a suitable Sn x Sn matrix such
that computing X4 will simulate a general matrix multiplication of size nxn.
It is still an open question, whether the original problem of solving
nxn
systems, i.e., computing A~xb for general A,b, is powerful enough to simulate
matrix multiplication or any of the other equivalent problems. Quite recently,
however, T. Lickteig could show that the more general task of computing all
solutions of rectangular systems Ax = b, which means, for instance, to compute
a basis for the kernel of a general n x2n matrix, has indeed the same order of
complexity as matrix multiplication.
So far we have considered problems with algebraically independent inputs
only, but with respect to applications other models seem to be preferable. In case
of the prime fields with their finite extensions, computation trees with branchings
based on zero testing furnish an adequate framework for the discussion of solving
linear systems, computing the rank of matrices, or the inverse (if it exists),
etc. Most of the reductions mentioned before similarly apply to this model.
For further applications we refer to [17], including the proof that the algebraic
complexity of computing the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial is of
the same order as that of matrix multiplication, up to logarithmic factors.
With the possibility of zero testing, the open problem whether solving Ax = b
may have significantly lower complexity than matrix multiplication appears in
a new light. The corresponding verification problem for a given solution x can
obviously be solved within 0(n2) steps. It is also an interesting question whether
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verification of matrix multiplication, i.e., checking whether AB = G for given C,
could possibly be done faster.
The preceding model with zero testing does not apply to the fields R or C
with oracle inputs (cf. §2) where equality is undecidable. It is, for instance,
impossible to compute the rank of arbitrary matrices, or to decide whether a
given nxn matrix A has determinant zero, but if we assume the regularity of A,
then the fast algebraic methods of matrix multiplications can be utilized for the
approximate computation of the inverse. By means of the hermitean transpose
we have A-1 = (AHA)~1AH,
and for the inversion of positive definite matrices
Strassen's block elimination (cf. [46]) is stable (provided the underlying method
for matrix multiplication does not use divisions). The running time of such
machine algorithms will, of course, also depend on the desired accuracy and on
the condition of A.
When discussing methods for approximately solving Ax = b one should properly distinguish whether some a priori bound on the condition of A is known
or not. In the latter case it is rather likely that the major amount of work
will be required to obtain sufficient information about the condition in order to
guarantee a certain accuracy of the solution.
4.4. Characteristic equations. Finally we want to give a brief outline how
to combine the time bounds on root finding from §3 with the preceding results
on the algebraic complexity of matrix computations in order to obtain a good
upper bound on the complexity of approximately computing the eigenvalues of
arbitrary complex mxm matrices. This is just the very beginning of more extensive complexity studies of related problems like the determination of invariant
subspaces, or improved time bounds for special classes of matrices, etc., still to
be undertaken.
Let A be any mxm matrix of I1 operator norm \A\ < 1, or < l/2m after
suitable scaling, and assume that the subsequent computations are done with
TV-bit precision. We describe a method for the computation of the coefficients of
the characteristic polynomial of A which will mimic the algebraic approach from
[17] numerically. Let u denote the exponent of matrix multiplication over fields
of characteristic zero, and let ß be any number ß > u. Then multiplication of
complex mxm matrices in N-bit precision is possible in pointer time 0(m@N).
The first step in computing the characteristic polynomial is the approximate
unitary transformation of A into upper Hessenberg form B (bj+dj = 0 for
d > 2). By the methods from [32, 33], that is possible in pointer time 0(m@N).
Similar to the estimate (3.6), the perturbations of the eigenvalues caused by
errors \B — UHAU\ < e are bounded by 0(e1^m) in the worst case.
The next step is scaling by a similarity transformation with a diagonal matrix
D such that M = D~XBD has only ones in its subdiagonal (without restriction
we may assume that all the subdiagonal elements of B are nonzero; otherwise
the problem would split into several smaller eigenvalue problems). Thus we get
M = S -h R, where R denotes the upper triangle of M, while the subdiagonal S
represents a shift operator which maps the jth unit vector ej upon e^+i, with
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Sem = 0. The new entries
fjb.M-d

=

fo,k+d ^2

6

*H-i+i,fc+.?

(l<fc<fc + d < m )

0<i<d

can be computed in a stable way by means of 0(m2) multiplications of complex
numbers bounded by one. Moreover we have \R\ < \B\ < l/2m. The characteristic polynomial f(z) = vo+viz + -- + vm-\zvri~x + zm of M satisfies
f(M) = 0. Applied to the first unit vector e\ this equation yields v§x\ -\-v\x2-\• • • + vm-\xm
= — £m-j-i, where Xj = M3~1e±. Because of the dominance of
S over \R\ < l/2m one easily finds the estimate \x3 — e3\ < e 0,5 — 1 < 0.65.
Therefore the matrix X built up from the column vectors x±,... ,xm satisfies
\X — I\ < 0.65, its inverse is bounded by \X~X\ < 3, whence the coefficient
vector v can be obtained as v = X~x(—xm+i),
numerically in pointer time
0(m^N).
The main idea from [17] concerns an efficient computation of the
iterates x3 for j < m + 1 by means of O(logm) matrix multiplications, first
forming M2,M4,...,
then Mq(x\,. ..,xq) = ( ^ + i , . . . >x2q) for q = 1,2,4,8,...
recursively.
On the whole we see that pointer time 0(m@N) is sufficient for the approximate computation of the characteristic polynomial of A such that the eigenvalue
perturbations will be bounded by 0(2~N/m).
Therefore, final application of
(3.7) yields the following result (cf. [38]).
THEOREM. Approximate determination of the eigenvalues of any complex
mxm matrix (of norm < 1) within error 2~n is possible in pointer time
0(m@mn) + 0(m3 log m + m2mn)

(for any ß > u).

(4.8)

By comparing the two terms in this time bound we see (even with ß close to
two) that finding the eigenvalues from the characteristic polynomial is always
faster than computing its coefficients, although the latter part does not cost
much more than matrix multiplication, as far as the exponents are concerned.
The factor mn stands for the order of the precision N required under worst
case assumptions. In practice, however, one will clearly try to get along with
lower precision first, hoping for better a posteriori estimates which then may
suffice to justify the low precision.
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Taxonomy of Universal and Other Classes
SAHARON SHELAH
1. The problem. I was attracted to mathematics by its generality, its ability
to give information where apparently total chaos prevails, rather than by its ability to give much concrete and exact information where we a priori know a great
deal. So, not surprisingly, the following represents a theme which has been central in my mathematical interests since starting my thesis. (We give "universal
classes" as an example, as the definition is "logic-free" (see Definition).)
1.1. The first problem: The taxonomy = classification problem for universal
classes. Find the main dividing lines in the family of universal classes; each line
is significant in the sense that all classes in one side "enjoy" common properties
witnessing "simplicity," "analyzability," and those of the other side have common
properties witnessing complications, unanalyzability; we define
1.2. Universal classes. (1) Examples are the class of groups, the class of rings,
any variety, and the class of locally finite groups.
(2) Generally, let r denote a vocabulary = set of function symbols and predicates (= relation symbols) each with an assigned arity, (n(F),n(R));
a rstructure M is a nonempty set \M\ (its universe), and interpretations of any
function symbol F ET and relation symbol R G r is an n(F)-place function from
\M\ to \M\, and n(Ä)-place relation on \M\, respectively.
(3) A universal class K is a class of r-structures for some r = r(K) such that
M G K iff every finitely generated substructure of M belongs to K.
I also love, in mathematics, that there is no argument (at least usually) about
whether or not one solves a problem. It suffices to find the correct solution; being
unt aient ed in convincing people is no serious hindrance. Hence I like problems
that are precise, preferably with a yes/no answer, and I believe that usually the
way to treat more elusive problems is by choosing the right test question. So we
shall specify our problem below.
1.3. The second problem: The structure/nonstructure problem. (1) Describe
for some (e.g., universal classes) K a structure theory (see below) and prove
for the other classes (in the family) nonstructure theorems; that is, demonstrate
This research was partially supported by the United States-Israel Binational Science Foundation and the National Science Foundation.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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the impossibility of a structure theory, construction of many and/or complicated
structures in K.
(2) A structure theory for if is a theory that gives, for each M G K, a complete
set of invariants; i.e., each invariant should depend only on the isomorphism type
of M, and if M\, Mi have the same invariants, then they are isomorphic.
Of course, we do not want the invariants to be too complicated (e.g., the
isomorphism type of M) (and, preferably, derivation of the invariant from the
structure and vice versa are explicit constructions). We shall not deal with this,
but it would not change the theory much. See [Sh86] for more.
What objects should we use as invariants for structures of cardinality A?
In the prototype of structure theorems, the celebrated Steinitz theorem, for
algebraically closed fields of a fixed characteristic, a cardinality (= transcendence
dimension) is used. Certainly if Ki has a structure theory for i G / , then so
does Yliei Ki=i%2iei Mf.Mi G Ki for i G / } (with any reasonable definition of
Y^i M{, such that Y^iei ^ì is a class of the right kind). Also, if K has a structure
theory so does YiK=i52jej
^ i : ^ or s o m e s e ^ «A w ^ n Mj G K}. So we have to
admit A-values of kind (a,x) as invariant for structures of cardinality A, where
1.4. Definition. (1) A A-value of kind (a, x) (A,x cardinals, a an ordinal) is
defined by induction on a:
a = 0. A A-value of kind (a, x) is a cardinal < A.
a = ß + 1. A A-value of kind (a, x) is a A-value of kind (ß, x) or sequence of
length XJ each entry a function from {x: x a A-value of kind (ß, x)} into the set
of cardinals < A.
a limit. A A-value of kind (a, x) is a A-value of kind (/?, x) for some ß < a.
(2) We say an invariant of kind (/?, 1) is of depth ß.
(3) An invariant of kind (a,x)j f° r K> is a function which gives, for each
M G K of cardinality A, a A-value of kind (x, a), and which depends on M only
up to isomorphism.
Now if we do not bound a, even for x = 15 any structure of cardinality A can
be coded up to isomorphism; also note that for any x> a there is a ß such that
every A-value of kind (x> OL) can be coded naturally by a A-value of depth ß (i.e.,
kind (ß, 1)). So we are led to
1.5. First thesis: A class K has a structure theory iff for some ß there are
invariants of depth ß for K which determine each M G K up to isomorphism.
I think that the part of the thesis that says that such invariants give a structure
theory is very strong. First of all
1.6. Claim. If a class K has a structure theory according to Thesis 1.5, by
an invariant of kind (a, x), then for every cardinal N 7 , / ( N ^ ü Q < 3 a ( | 7 | + x)
(see below), so if the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis (= G.C.H.) holds, then

2(^K)<(x+\i\)+ß

where

1.7. Definition. (1) |7| is the cardinality of the ordinal 7.
(2) I(H1,K) is the number of structures from K of cardinality N 7 , up to
isomorphism.
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(3) The G.C.H. says that 2 ^ = X1+1 for every 7.
(4) (N a ) +/? = N<*+/3> ^(A) is defined by induction on a as No + E/?«* ^ßW.
(Note that 2 a (x + I7I) may be > 2*** even for a = 2, x = 1-)
Because knowing the number of members of K in one cardinality is a natural
and important problem, /(A, K) is an important function; if its values are small
this signifies that the class K is simple. For me, the really important thing is
Thesis 1.8 below (and not the detailed computation as I(\,K)).
1.8. Second thesis: The (first) main dividing line = the main gap. For a "nice"
family of classes (like the family of universal classes), the dividing line "is there
a such that for every 7,/(N^lif) < Da(|7|)" is a good one, i.e.,
(a) It coincides with "having a structure theory according to 1.5";
(b) Every class in the "complicated side" has strong evidence for nonstructure:
a jump in the lower bound for /(A, K)—i.e., among the possible functions I(X, K)
there is a large gap:
(1) I(\,K) = 2A for large enough A which is the maximum value when
A > |r(Ä")|, or at least
(2) I(\,K) > A for large enough class of cardinals A. We much prefer that
the nonstructure proof be carried out in ZFC alone, but note that in
order to show that we cannot prove a structure theorem, the consistency
of nonstructure is enough.
(c) We believe that if we succeed in solving (b), we will have developed extended taxonomy having many tools to deal with, and we will know much on
each side of those dividing lines; i.e., we suggest 1.8(b) as the test question.
Note that we do not claim that only dividing lines are interesting: the class
of rings is a very interesting subclass of the class of structures with two-place
functions, although its complement is not interesting at all. On the other hand,
dividing lines, in addition to having intrinsic interest, help in proving theorems
by cases.
Implicit is
1.9. Thesis, (d) In understanding a class you should look at a large enough
cardinality in order to iron out singularities.
Note that, e.g., theories having unique countable model can have many complicated uncountable ones. Note that a priori the answer to the following question
is not clear.
1.10. Question. Is there a reasonably general family of classes for which Thesis
1.8 can be confirmed?
We shall return to this question later.
2. Background. Why do we speak on universal classes? Now in model
theory the primary family of classes is the family {Mod(T):T a countable firstorder theory}, where
2.1. Definition. Mod(T) is the class of models of T (and we write T instead
ofMod(T)).
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Of course, more complicated classes—uncountable theories, theories in infinitary logics or ones with generalized quantifiers on the one hand, and universal
theories and even varieties (= equational theories)—are also interesting. I think
this approach is right, but here there is no need to justify it.
Let us return to what is for me prehistory (you can ignore notions unknown to
you). Generally, around 1960, research in mathematical logic became deeper and
more complicated mathematically. At that time, the aim of much of the research
in model theory was advancement toward the solution of the Los Conjecture,
which was as follows.
LOS CONJECTURE. IfT is (first-order) countable, then ifT is categorical in
A for some A > No (i-e.} ^(A,r) = 1), then this holds for every A > NoCertainly, in wanting to know something about I(A,T), this was a very good
problem to start with: it was foolish to consider far-reaching conjectures like
1.8(b), considering the knowledge available. Those investigations culminated
in the positive solution of the Los Conjecture by Morley in [Mo], which used
many of the tools developed previously—in particular, the works of Vaught and
Ehrenfeucht-Moslowski. Morley's theorem is considered by many (including myself) to be one of the main achievements of mathematical logic during the sixties.
For quite some time, little happened. This certainly has its reasons—among
them, that Morley and Keisler, at least, thought that the (model) theory of
first-order theories was finished, or essentially finished (they told me so in 1969).
However, since then the field has increased in popularity in model theory, as
witnessed by the research book [Sh78], and numerous articles, as well as the
(largely) expository books Pillay [Pi], Lascar [La], Poizat [Po], and Baldwin
[Ba], and lately some conferences dedicated to it. On early history see [Sh74];
this article overlaps with [Sh85] (which speaks on countable first-order T) and
Baldwin, introduction to [Bal] (which deals generally with the theory).
The papers of most researchers in the field, however, reflect a very different
outlook—a "fine structure" one—wanting to know much (or everything) about
what we already have considerable knowledge about or investigating families of
classes which have some structure theory and/or tendency to be (relatively) more
concrete. Illustrious examples are the Baldwin-Lachlan theorem (on first-order
countable T, categorical in Ni but not No) and the works of Zilber and Cherlin,
Harrington and Lachlan (on T categorical in No, Ni, or totally transcendental
T categorical on No). I hope Lachlan and Peretyatkin, in this volume, will do
justice to some of this.
Note that there is no real conflict: solutions of Problem 1.1 give, and are
intended to give, instances for fine structure investigation with considerable tools
to start with. Here I shall continue to present my personal outlook. When I
started in 1967, I was interested in Problem 1.1, introducing the stability and
superstability as dividing lines, and in [Sh71, p. 283, (13)] (also in [Sh74]) I
conjectured what the functions I(X,T) for A large enough, T countable firstorder, should be like; in particular, the "main gap" of 1.7(b) was of interest.
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The first class for which this was confirmed (with a minor correction) was for
the family of {M: M an N e -saturated model of T}: T first-order (announced in
[Sh74], see [Sh83; Sh83a; Sh77, Chapter X, Example 3.3]). but I felt this
was cheating, as I invented N£-saturativity. The second one was for universal
(first-order) theories T (see [Sh86]); i.e., the set of models of T, T consisting of
formulas of the form V z i , . . . , xn \/i kjfaj, <j>ij atomic or negation of atomic.
We will give more details on this result.
2 . 2 . THEOREM. For every universal (first-order) T, exactly one of the following occurs:
(A) For every A > \T\, I(X,T) = 2X, and there are other signs of complicatedness (see [Sh85]).
(B) Still I(X,T) = 2X for every X > \T\ + Hl3 but
(*) for every model M of T of cardinality A, there is {M^-.r) G I) such that:
(i) J is a set of finite sequences of ordinals < A, nonempty, closed under initial
segments.
(ii) Mv is a submodel of M of cardinality < \T\, and if v is an inital segment
of r) then Mv is a submodel of M\.
(iii) M is freely generated by {j^^jM^, which means:
(a) the closure of\J£I
is \M\;

\MV\ (union of universes) under the functions of M

(ß) ifrjGl has length n + 1 , v = n \ n, then for every finite sequence c from
Mv : © for every finite set $ of quantifier-free formulas with parameters
from \J{\Mp\:p E I, rj not an initial segment of p} which c satisfies,
there is a finite sequence c' from Mu satisfying all formulas in $.
(C) The condition (*) from (B) holds, moreover, for some ordinal Dp(T),
which is countable if T is countable, and of cardinality < 2^ generally, for
every M there is (M^-.n G I) as in (*) with I of depth (Dp(T) : i.e., there is a
function d:I —• a such that if v is a proper initial segment of r\ then d(y) > d(n).
So for a large enough, I(iïa,T) < / D P ( T ) ( M ) (*'W fact, we get very detailed
information on I(X,T)).
Note that the first dividing line is between (A)+(B) and (C). But a second
dividing line between (A) and (B)+(C) is worthwhile; see [Sh85] on this, but
we shall not deal with it here.
This looks to be a reasonable answer to Question 1.10—a general family where
we have a solution; but, having a model theoretic background, I was not satisfied
until the solution for countable first-order T (see [Sh85, Sh87]). Though I
thought 1.8 was the point, I felt it was my duty not to avoid the relevant problem
which was the legacy of the previous generation—the Morley Conjecture. Having
thus answered Question 1.10 fully, we have
2.3. Question. Is the theory a theory on first-order classes, or is there really
a collection of such theories which may even need a general framework?
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There were some advances, some changing of the family of classes, some
changing of the questions. In Baldwin-Shelah [BaSh8] (see also Shelah [Sh86a,
Sh85a]), the complexity of class K = Mod(T), T first-order, in the monadic
logic (finitary or infinitary) was investigated (relying on [Sh78]).
Quite complete classification (in the relevant sense) was obtained. The results
explain why the quite large body of works on monadic logic (e.g., works of Buchi,
Rabin, Shelah, and Gurevich (see [Gu])) concentrate on linear orders and trees,
and discover some neglected cases; also, more general quantifiers were dealt with.
This also indicates that the classification in [Sh78] is relevant to a reasonably
wide spectrum of problems not thought of in the first place. On classifying all
quantifiers see [Sh86x].
We may work with classes K of two sorted structures and ask how much a
M G K can be described up to isomorphism over the first sort. The prototype
of such problems is the structure of a vector space V over a field F, letting both
vary; so one cardinal invariant, the dimension, suffices.
So nonstructure will mean that for each (or at least arbitrarily large) cardinal
A, there is a structure MQ SO that for many and complicated N G K, N restricted
to the first sort is MQ. It seems that for K = Mod(T), T countable firstorder, there is a complete answer provided that we accept indepenent results
for the nonstructure side. We say "it seems," as some parts are not worked out,
others need considerable expansion; see [PiSh8], [Sh86], and the notes [Sh85b].
However, that is enough to show that there is such a theory.
The situation is similar for universal classes [Sh87a].
Grossberg and Hart [GH] have been proving the main gap, etc., for the family
of excellent classes. Excellent classes were introduced in [Sh83c] (in the following context: if ^ G £ WljW has an uncountable model and, for no n > 0, has
many nonisomorphic models (essentially 2**n), then Mod(V>) is the union of few
excellent classes).
3. Outside interactions. Of course, the theory answered almost all relevant
problems of the model theorist of the sixties and some which do not a priori look
connected (like investigating Keisler order on first-order theories).
Note that the conclusion applies also to universal algebra. In particular,
Theorem 2.2 gives the possible function I(X,K) for K a variety, except that
we do not know if all values of the parameters really appear (mainly whether
the depth of the theory can be infinite; also there are some problems for small
cardinals). It seemed that though they have interest in the problem, universal
algebraists have not learned the material we mention.
We have been interested in this theory for its own sake; and applications were
sought in order to convince the "heathen." However, we sincerely believe that
it should help in investigating specific classes.
Note, however, that there is an asymmetry between the structure and nonstructure side. You can deal with a structure theory for a specific class without
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having any formal definition of what a structure theory is. But we need one (or
some alternatives) for showing that no structure theory exists.
Note that having a theory as we desire makes it natural and profitable to
investigate for specific classes where they are on this classification. This line of
research starts with Macintyre [Mc], dealing with first-order theories of fields
(via [Mo]). For field and division rings this was continued in Cherlin [Ch] and
Cherlin and Shelah [ChSh], thus giving the following
Conclusion. If T is a first-order theory, Mod(T) a class of infinite fields (or
division rings), not all algebraically closed fields, then T is not superstable; hence
Mod(T) has many and complicated models and modules.
There is extensive literature on first-order theories of rings, modules and
groups. A very successful case is the theory T| c f of differentially closed fields.
Robinson, relying on Seidenberg [Se], proved that T^cf is first-order. Blum [B]
gave concrete axioms for it, and proved it totally transcendental. She deduced
(relying on Morley's work) that over every differential field F of characteristic 0,
there is a prime differentially closed field over F (extending F) (i.e., one embeddable in every differentially closed field extending F). We deduce, by a theorem
in classification theory (see [Sh78, Chapter IV, §4]), the uniqueness of the prime
differentially closed field over F. Wood [W], relying again on algebraic work,
proved T| c f is first-order, but not totally transcendental. Independently, Shelah
[Sh] and Wood [Wl] proved the existence of prime differentially closed fields
over any differential field. Shelah [Sh73] proved that the theory is stable; so by
[Sh78, Chapter IV, §5], the prime differentially closed field above is unique. But
by [Sh73], T%cf (p > 0) is not superstable, hence there is no structure theory for
Mod(7* f ).
The existing theory on Mod(^), iß a sentence in infinitary logic (LWl>CJ), is
used in Mekler and Shelah [MSh] to prove (when V = L) that for every variety
either LQQjW-freeness implies freeness or there are A-free not free ones for every
A (continuing work of Eklof and Mekler [EM]).
In Grossberg and Shelah [GSh] a problem of Fuchs and Salce (see [FS]) on
the possibility of a structure theory of torsion divisible modules over a uniserial
ring is answered (using a general theorem proved there). This theorem can also
be used to deduce directly an older result from [Sh74a] (solving a problem of
Fuchs [F]) that there are many complicated separable reduced abelian p-groups
in every A > NoQuite naturally, in many cases the theorems have not applied directly; rather,
the proofs or the method apply. We have tried to adapt the theorems to general
use in [Sh83b], the applications there being constructions of Boolean algebras
which are complicated in various ways (e.g., have no automorphisms or one-toone endomorphisms, are complete and/or satisfy the CCC).
Another attempt to adapt the theorems for applications is [Sh85c], which has
been of use in several instances in representing rings as endomorphism groups of
abelian groups, in works of Corner, Gobel, and the author.
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We generally believe that the method should be useful in constructing structures in specific classes which are "complicated," e.g., have no "nontrivial" automorphism or endomorphism or are indecomposable, etc.
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CjiynaftHbie npoijeccw B
6ecKOHeHHOMepHwx npocTpaHCTBax
A. B. CKOPOXOA
B nocjieflHue roAbi B TeopHH onynattHbix npou,eccoB Bee 6ojibine BHHMaHHH yAejiaeTCH H3yHeHHK) cjiynattHbix npoqeccoB B ÖecKOHenHOMepHbix
npocTpaHCTBax.
HHTepec K TaKHM npou,eccaM Bbi3BaH He TOJibKo »cejiaHHeM pacnpocTpaHHTb H3BecTHbie MCTOAH HccjieAOBaHHe KOHeHHOMepHbix
npoi^eccoB, HO H TeM, HTO 6ecKOHeHHOMepHbie npoi^eccw B03HHKaiOT H
npH peuieHHH PHA& 3aAan, ecTecTBeHHbix RJIR KOHeHHOMepHbix npou,eccoB.
Te ocoÔeHHOcTH H TpyAHOCTH, KOTopbie B03HHKaiOT npn paCCMOTpeHHH
6ecKOHeHHOMepHbix npoi;eccoB, CBH3aHbi B nepByio onepeAL c reoMeTpwnecKOft CTpyKTypott npocTpaHCTBa. TTosTOMy TaKHe TpyAHOCTH Hcne3aK)T,
ecjiH yAaeTCH HattTH noAxoA^mee OToöpaiaceHHe HCxoAHoro npocTpaHCTBa
B HeKOTopoe APyroe. 3aMeTHM, HTO ynoMHHyTbie TpyAHOCTH noHBjiaiOTCfl
npH paccMOTpeHHH BonpocoB KOHCTpyKTHBHoro njiaHa (H3yneHHe CBOäCTB
BbiÖopoHHbix <J)yHKu,Hfi, HccjieAOBaHHe CXOAHMOCTH cjiynaftHbix npou,eccoB,
nocTpoeHHe CToxacTHnecKHX KHTerpajiOB, onpeAejieHHe H HccjieAOBaHHe
peuieHHfl CToxacTHHecKHx AH(J)4)epeHu,HajibHbix ypaBHeHHtt). 06in,He BOnpocbi TeopHH Mepbi 6e3pa3JiHHHbi K Tonojiornn.
B paöoTe Mbi OTBjieKaeMCH OT TonojiorHH 4)a30Boro npocTpaHCTBa H
HccjieAyeM cjiynattHbitt npoi^ecc B H3MepHMOM npocTpaHCTBe co CHCTHOnopoMCAeHHOtt or-ajire6pofl. TaKHe npocTpaHCTBa cocTaBJiaiOT AOCTaTOHHo
oÖuiHpHbift KJiacc, TOJibKo TaKHe npocTpaHCTBa MoryT Hcnojib30BaTbCH B
npnjio^ceHHHX.
BbiHCHaeTCH CTpyKTypa H3MepHMoro npou,ecca.
OnpeAejiHiOTCK HeKOTopwe HHBapnaHTbi npou,ecca, KOTopbie npn BecbMa HIHpoKHx orpaHHHeHHHX onpeAeJiHiOT npoi;ecc c TOHHOCTbio AO Heynpe^cAaioiHjHX oÖpaTHMbix npeo6pa30BaHHft.
CpeAH STHX HHBapnaHTOB ecTb
paHr npoi;ecca, KOTopbift Mo^ceT 6biTb paBeH HJIH +OO, HJIH HaTypajibHOMy
HHCjiy. PaHr H ecTb cymecTBeHHaa pa3MepH0CTb npoijecca. CjiynaftHott
3aMeHOft BpeMeHH H HeynpeacAaiomHM npeo6pa30BaHHeM npoijecc MOMCHO
CBecTH K npou,eccy B R°°, yAOBjieTBopaiomeMy jiHHettHOMy CTOxacTHHecKOMy
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AH<{)<}>epeHijHajibHOMy ypaBHeHHK) THna HTO. PaHr npou,ecca — STO HHCJIO
BXOAäIAHX B ypaBHeHHe He3aBHCHMbix BHHepoBCKHX npoiJieccoB.
B paöoTe 6e3 cneu,HajibHbix CCMJIOK ncnojib3yiOTCH pe3yjibTaTbi Meftepa,
KyHHTa, BaTaHaôe, /JejiauiepH no Teopnn MapTHHrajioB H o6m;eH TeopHH
cjiynanHbix npoijeccoB. 3 T H pe3yjibTaTbi uinpoKo H3BecTHbi H HMCIOTCä B
KHHrax 3THX aBTopoB H BO MHorHx Apyrnx KHHrax no TeopHH cjiynaftHbix
npoijeccoB.
1. TeopeMa KojiMoroposa. CjiynaHHbitt npoijecc onpeAeJiJieTCH TaKHMH
TpeMH 06l>eKTaMH:
(1) BepOHTHOCTHbIM npOCTpaHCTBOM (Q,7,P),
(2)
4>a30BbiM npOCTpaHCTBOM (X, B), KOTopoe HBJiaeTCH H3MepHMbiM npoCTpaHCTBOM, (3) OTo6pa5KeHHeM x(t,oj): R+ x fi —• X, oöJiaAaiomHM TeM
CBOflCTBOM, HTO RJ1SL BCeX t G Ì2+ OTOÔpaaECeHHe X(t, •) : Ä + —* X H3MepHMO
OTHOCHTejibHO tf-ajireöp J H S.
OyHKuna x(t,UJ) H ecTb cjiynaoHbiH
npon,ecc B <J)a30BOM npocTpaHCTBe X, onpeAejieHHbiflr Ha HeoTpnijaTejibHOA
nojiynpHMOft Ì2+. BepoflTHOCTHoe npocTpaHCTBo nrpaeT cymecTBeHHyio pojib
jiHnib B TOM cjiynae, KorAa npoijecc onpeAeJifleTca c noMoin;bio HeKOTopott
KOHCTpyKqHH. n p n o6in;eM paccMOTpeHHH cjiynanHbix npou,eccoB OCHOBHOH
xapaKTepncTHKOH npoijecca HBJIHIOTCH KOHeHHOMepHbie pacnpeAejieHHH. 3 T O
ceMeftCTBo 4>yHKi;HH
A**i,.-,tn(Bi,...,B n ) = P{x(ti,Lj)
n = l,2,...,

eBi,...,x(tn,u)

tfcGfi+,

E

Bn),

BkeB.

(1)

3 T H <J)yHKij;HH yAOBjieTBopaiOT cjieAyiomHM ycjiOBHHM corjiacoBaHna:
(i)
Mt*! ,...,t*„ (Bil > • • • > Bin) = Ptu...,tn ( S l ' • • • '
{ti,...,fn} = {l,2,...,n},

n = l,2,...,

B

n),

tkeR+,

Bk€ß,

(2)
Mti.-Mtn-i.tnC^i» • • • » -Bn-lj-X") - ^ l j . . . , t n _ 1 (B±,. .

.,Bn-l),

(3)
/*ti

t j f l j f l a , . . . , ^ ) ecTb Mepa no B, pt(X)

= 1.

TeopeMa KojiMoropoBa yTBepaKAaeT, HTO AJI« BcaKoro Ha6opa corjiacoBaHHbix KOHeHHOMepHbix pacnpeAejieHHÄ cymecTByeT cjiynaHHbift npou,ecc x(t,u),
onpeAejieHHbiH Ha HeKOTopoM BCPOHTHOCTHOM npocTpaHCTBe
{fi, 7, P}, RJIX KOToporo BbinojiHeHO (1).
B KanecTBe fi MOHCHO B3HTb npocTpaHCTBo XR+ — npocTpaHCTBo Bcex
X-3HaHHbix (J)yHKi;HH, onpeAejieHHbix Ha Ä+; npn STOM 7 6yAeT U;HJIHHAPHnecKoH <r-ajire6pott B XR+,
a Mepa P OAH03HanHO onpeAejifleTca KOHCHHOMepHbiMH pacnpeAeJieHHHMH paBeHCTBOM
P({x(-):x(t1)eB1,...,x(tn)eBn})=fitu_tn(B1,...,Bn).
CaM npou,ecc x(t,u)

3aAaH COOTHOIHCHHCM

x(t,u(-))=Lj(t),

u(')eXR+.
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2. Ü3MepHMOCTb. riycTb x(t,cj) H x(t,u) ABa cjiynaflHbix npon,ecca, 3aAaHHblX Ha OAHOM H TOM MCe BepOHTHOCTHOM npOCTpaHCTBC OHH Ha3bIBaK)TCH
CTOXaCTHHeCKH 3KBHBaJieHTHbIMH, eCJIH RJIR Bcex t G i2+

P{x(t,u)) = x(t,w)} = l.
TorAa em;e x(t,uS) H x(t,uj) Ha3biBaiOTCH MOAH^HKaijHJiMH APyr APyra.
rip» 3aAaHHH nponecca KOHeHHOMepHbiMH pacnpeAejieHHHMH ecTecTBeHHo
He pa3JiHHaTb MOAH^HKau.HH. /JajibHettmee H3yneHHe cjiynanHoro npou,ecca
TaKMCe He 3aBHCHT UT BblÖOpa MOAHt^HKai^HH.
ByAeM Ha3biBaTb npoi^ecc H3MepHMbiM, ecjiH OH HMeeT H3MepHMyio MOAH<})HKaU,HK), T.e. TaKyK) MOAH(})HKan,HK) x(t,L)), KOTOpaH ÄBJIHeTCH H3MepHMbIM
OTo6pa»ceHHeM npocTpaHCTBa (R+ x f i , BR+<&7) B (X, B), BR+ — 6opejieBCKaa
(7-ajire6pa Ha Ì2+.
Run AaJibHettuiero HaM noTpeÖyiOTCJi HeKOTopbie npocTpaHCTBa cjiynaftHblX BeJIHHHH.
06o3HaHHM Hepe3 R((i) npOCTpaHCTBO BCeX HHCJIOBblX
BejiHHHH Ha BepoHTHOCTHOM npocTpaHCTBe {fi, 7,P}.

ECJIH £, rj G i?(fi), TO

^,r?) = M(l-e-l«-"l)
ecTb MeTpHKa B Jî(fi), OTHOCHTejibHO KOTopoft R(ü) — nojiHoe npocTpaHCTBo.
IlyCTb Ht 3aMbIKaHHe B 3T0H MeTpHKe MHO^CeCTBa BeJIHHHH BHAa
g(x(s1,uj),...,x(sn,uj)),
rßß n = 1 , 2 , . . . , sk G R+,
sk < t\
g(xt,...,xn)
eCTb Sn-H3MepHMaH (J)yHKI^HH Xn B R.
Ht — BejiHHHHbi, onpeAeJiHeMbie TeneHHeM npou.ecca AO MOMeHTa t
BKJIIOHHTeJIbHO.
Hepe3 H o6o3HanHM 3aMbiKaHHe \JtHt.
TEOPEMA 1. IJycTb a-anre6pa B eterno nopo>xReHa. Upou^ecc x(t,u)
H3MepHM Tor^a M TOJIòKO TorRà, KorRa: (1) H cenapaôejibHO, (2)
fi3ìt(Bi,B2)
— ÔopejieBCKan (fryHKixuR s npn mo6hix t G R+, Bi,B2 G B.
B cjiynae CHCTHO nopoacAeHHoro (X, B) STO npocTpaHCTBo MOECHO H3MePHMO B3aHMHO 0AH03HaHH0 oTo6pa3HTb B OTpe30K [0,1]. 3 T O TeM He MeHee
He AaeT ocHOBaHHH yTBep^CAaTb, HTO no cymecTBy Bce npou,eccbi c TaKHMH
4>a30BbiMH npocTpaHCTBaMH OAHOMepHbi. B AaJibHenineM 6yAeM npeAnojiaraTb, HTO <7-ajire6pa S CHCTHO nopoacAeHa, a npon,ecc x(t,oj) HBJiaeTCH
H3MepHMbIM.
3. OnpeAejiiiiomHtt noTOK cr-ajire6p. SBOJIIOAHH npou.ecca BO BpeMeHH
onpeAejiHeT H3MeHeHHe npocTpaHCTB Ht. 3aMeTHM, HTO 9TH npocTpaHCTBa He
MeHHiOTCH npn B3aHMHO OAH03HaHHbix Heynpe:>KAaK)iH,Hx npeo6pa30BaHHax
cjiynaftHoro npon,ecca, B nacTHocTH B3aHMH0 0AH03HanHbix OTo6pa:aceHHHx
(j)a30Bbix npocTpaHCTB. BMecTo ceMeficTBa npocTpaHCTB Ht MOHCHO pacCMOTpeTb noTOK a-ajire6p (7t)} rp$ 7t — a-ajireôpa coöbiTHft, nopoDKAeHHaa
cjiynaftHbiMH BejiHHHHaMH H3 Ht. TaK KaK 7t H Ht onpeAejiHiOT APyr Apyra,
TO 6yAeM H3ynaTb CTpoeHHe noTOKa (7t). 06o3HaHHM nepe3 M2 npocTpaHCTBo
KBaApaTHnecKH HHTerpnpyeMbix (^)-corjiacoBaHHbix MapTHHrajioB.
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TEOPEMA 2. (1) M2 onpeRejixeT noTOK (7t), (2) cymecTByeT cneTHoe
MHoncecTBO MapTHHrajiOB {qn(t), n = 1 , 2 , . . . } B M2 raicoe, HTO RJISL KayKRoro
t G 12+ 3Ha*ieHHx MapTHHrajiOB IUIOTHM B Ht.
J\nsi AaJibHettuiero HaM noTpeöyiOTca cjieAyiomne ycjiOBHa Ha noTOK (7t):
(1) 7 nojiHo OTHOCHTejibHO P, Ft coAep^KHT Bee MHoaEcecTBa Mepw 0,

{2)7t = Ç\7t+=r\a>tTa.
ripn BbinojiHeHHH 3THX ycjiOBHH MapTHHrajibi H3 X2 HMeiOT HenpepbiBHbie
cnpaBa MOAH^HKaunn 6e3 pa3pbiBOB BToporo poAa. MOECHO cHHTaTb, HTO
M.2 cocTOHT TOJibKo H3 TaKHx MapTHHrajiOB. ByAeM o6o3HanaTb nepe3 W H
P t7-ajire6pbi Bnojme H3MepHMbix H npeACKa3yeMbix MHOECCCTB B R+ x fi.
riepBaa nopoDKAaeTca HenpepbiBHbiMH cnpaBa, a BTopaa — HenpepbiBHbiMH
corjiacoBaHHbiMH npon,eccaMH.
JXJISL 771 (£) H rj2(t) H3 M2 o6o3HaHHM Hepe3 (ffi,7)2)t MX B3aHMHyK)
xapaKTepHCTHKy — TaKOH P-H3MepHMbiH npouecc, HTO r)i(t)r)2(t) — {wi,W2)t
ecTb napTHHraji. BejiHHHHa (rf,rj)t = (rj)t — xapaKTepncTHKa MapTHHrajia
rj(t). Jlpa MapTHHrajia r\i(t) H 772W H3 X2 opToroHajibHbi (771 _L 772), ecjin
(Wi,W2)t = 0 AJiH Bcex t G JR+.
TEOPEMA 3. M2 = M2 © Ml © M2 (opToroHajibHax cyMMa B CMbicjie
BBep&HHOrO nOHHTHB OpTOrOHaJIbHOCTH),
M 2 — npocTpaHCTBo HenpepbiBHbix MaprmirajiOB,
M 2 — npOCTpaHCTBO HHCTO pa3pbIBHMX KOMneHCHpOBaHHblX MapTHHrajiOB
c HenpepbiBHbiMH xapaKTepncTHKaMH,
M 2 — npocTpaHCTBo HHCTO pa3pbIBHbIX MapTHHrajiOB C HHCTO pa3pbIBHbIMH xapaKTepncTHKaMH.
3 T O pa3JioxceHHe HMeeT aHajiornio B H3BCCTHOM pa3JioxceHHH JleBH
npoijecca c He3aBHCHMbiMH npnpameHHÄMH Ha HHCTO pa3pbiBHyio (Ml)»
cToxacTHHecKH HenpepbiBHyio cKaHKOo6pa3Hyio (Ml) H HenpepbiBHyio coCTaBjiHK)in,He.
KaK Mbi yBHAHM AaJibuie 3Ta aHajiorna MoaceT 6biTb
npoAOJiMceHa Sojiee rjiyöoKo.
4. CymecTBeHHoe BpeMji. PaHr. PaccMOTpHM npocTpaHCTBo M2 © Ml
Bcex MapTHHrajiOB H3 M2 c HenpepbiBHbiMH xapaKTepncTHKaMH. Bbionpan
HeKOTopyio njiOTHyio nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb MapTHHrajiOB H3 >(§ © Ml H
paccMaTpHBaa HX xapaKTepncTHKH MOHCHO nocTpoHTb TaKOH MapTHHraji
fj(t) G M2 © Ml, HTO RJISL BCHKoro Apyroro MapTHHrajia rj(t) e M® (B M2
B03pacTaioiAaH 4>yHKu,HH {rf)t 6yAeT aôcojiiOTHO HenpepwBHa OTHOCHTejibHO
B03pacTaioii];eH <{>yHKu,HH (fj)t = 6t.
BcflKyio TaKyio 4>yHKn,HK) 6t (oHa
npeACTaBHMa KaK xapaKTepncTHKa HeKOToporo MapTHHrajia H OTHOCHTCJILHO
Hee aôcojiiOTHO HenpepbiBHbi xapaKTepncTHKH Bcex Apyrwx MapTHHrajiOB H3
M2 © Ml) öyrjßM Ha3biBaTb cymecTBeHHbiM BpeMeHeM RJISL noTOKa (Tt) (HJIH
HcxoAHoro npou;ecca). ECJIH Ha HeKOTopoM HHTepBajie 6t ne pacTeT, TO Ha
3TOM HHTepBajie HCXOAHbiH npou,ecc SBOjnouHOHnpyeT AeTepMHHHpoBaHHo,
xoTH 3BOJiK)iH4fl 3aBHCHT OT Toro, HTO npoHCXOAHJio AO 3Toro HHTepBajia
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BpeMeHH. OneBHAHO, HTO cymecTBeHHoe BpeMH onpeAeJiaeTCH c TOHHOCTBIO
AO SKBHBajieHTHOCTH: ecjiH St — cymecTBeHHoe BpeMH H St HenpepbiBHbifl
B03pacTaioiAHH corjiacoBaHHbiH npon,ecc, RJISL KOToporo

P{0 < dSt/dSt < 00} = 1,
TO 8t — TaKMce cymecTBeHHoe BpeMH.
PaccMOTpHM Tenepb npocTpaHCTBo M%- nycTb {r/n(t)}
OpToroHajiH3yeM {r}n(t)} cjieAyK)m,HM o6pa30M:

üJIOTHO B X § .

ra-1 çt

6 ( 0 = m(t),

£r(0 = finit) -J2
k=lJ°

<*nk(s)d$k(s),

n > 1,

IIocTpoeHHaH nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb {£k(t)} oSjiaAaeT cjieAyK)in,HM CBOHCTBOM:
AJIä BCHKoro MapTHHrajia rj(t) G M2 cnpaßeAJiHBo npeACTaBJieHHe

BcHKyio nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb, oÖJiaAaiomyio STHM CBOHCTBOM, 6yAeM Ha3biBaTb 6a3HCOM B M § .
TEOPEMA 4. TlycTb ô(t) — cymecTBeHHoe BpeMR, {£k(t)}
6a3Hca B M®- Toiyja ecjin

"(0 = ] C J{*<€*>i/<«(0>o}>
fc fc

H {£k(t)}

—RBa

5(0 = X^7{d<£fc>*/sM>o}>

TO

P{ J lM3)*P{a)}d6(8) = 0} = 1.
TaKHM o6pa30M cymecTByeT He 3aBHC5imaH OT Bbiöopa 6a3Hca TaKaa
P-H3MepHMaH 4)yHKU,HH v(t), HTO

P{v{t) = r(t)} = 1,
r(t) Ha3biBaeTca paHroM noTOKa (7t) B MOMCHT t. A BejiHHHHa

r = inf {fc: P U I{v{s)>k}d6(s)

= 0J = 1J

(cHHTaeM inf 0 = +00) Ha3biBaeTca paHroM noTOKa (7t). PaHr noTOKa — STO
pa3MepHOCTb MHHHMajibHoro 6a3Hca B M®, STO BbiTeKaeT H3 cjieAyiomero
yTBepMCAGHHH.
TEOPEMA 5. TlycTb 8(t) cymecTBeHHoe BpeMR, r — panr (7t). CyiReCTByeT nocjieROBaTejibHOCTb P-H3MepHMbix MHoxcecTB Ai D A2 D • • • D Ar
(aTa nocjieROBaTejibHOCTb ÖecKOHenHa npn r = +00) H 6a3nc { 6 ( 0 ; fc < r + 1 }
raicjîe, HTO

(ti)t= I
Jo

IAi{s)d6{8).
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5. IlpHMepbi. MapTHHrajibi H3 Ml © M | HMCIOT AOBOJIBHO npocTyio
CTpyKTypy, XOTä AJIH At I MM yKa^ceM AaJiee HeKOTopwtt onpeAejiaiomHH
HHBapnaHT. Ceftnac Hania u,ejib noKa3aTb, HTO paHr npou,ecca MoaceT 6biTb
pa3JiHHHbiM, npnneM npou,ecc npn 3TOM MoaceT 6biTb AOBOJIBHO peryjiapHbiM
npoueccoM B R.
n P H M E P 1. riycTb x(t,tj) — npoijecc B Rm, ero KOMnoHeHTbi x\(t,u)),
...,xm(t,(jj)
— He3aBHCHMbie BHHepoBCKHe npoijeccbi. üoKa^ceM, HTO ero
paHr r = m. TaK KaK RJIR BcaKoro MapTHHrajia, corjiacoBaHHoro c noTOKOM
(7t), nopo^KACHHbiM x(t,u), cnpaBeAJiHBO npeACTaBjieHHe
r t

m
'"

t
rrt

i( ) = J2
k=iJo

<Pk(s)dxk(s,u)),

T o r ^ m . ECJIH 6bi cymecTBOBaji 6a3HC H3 r < m MapTHHrajiOB 771 ( 0 , . . . , V r ( 0
H
k

Xk(t>u) = Y]

rt

aki(s)drii(s),

TO

Sikt = ] C / 0iki(s)akjd(r)i)3,
2=1

l,k <m,

J o

6lk =

^aHaki(t)-±^,
a t

i=i

HTO HeB03MOECHO (paHr MaTpHijbi \\aki(d(r}i) /ds^^W

He npeBocxoAHT

r < m).
TTPPIMEP 2. riycTb {wk(t)}
CKHx npoueccoB. IIOJIOECHM

nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb He3aBHCHMbix BHHepoB-

^n,n+i(0= / (arctgwn+i(s)+7r/2)dwn(s),
Jo

Vn,m(t)=

/ (arctgr7 n+ i >m (s)+7r/2)d«; n (s),
Jo

m > n + 1.

rioTOK (7™i7n), nopoacAaeMbift MapTHHrajiOM rfnim(t), coBnaAaeT c noTOKOM,
nopo^CAaeMbiM BHHCPOBCKHMH npoueccaMH wn(t), wn+±(t),...
,wm(t),
H ero
paHr paBeH m - n + 1. JlerKO yöeAHTbcn, HTO cymecTByeT npeAeji B cpeAHeKBaApaTHHecKOft CXOAHMOCTH iirxim-^oo rfntm(t) = 77n(0 H noTOK 7", nopoMCAeHHWM npeACJiBHbiM npoueccoM, coBnaAaeT c noTOKOM, nopoacAeHHbiM
BHHepoBCKHMH npoijeccaMH wn(t), wn+i(t),
O H HMeeT paHr +00. B
TO ace BpeMÄ npoijeccbi r7 n ,m(0 H Wn(t) — OAHOMepHbie HenpepbiBHbie
MapTHHrajibi c AHcjMjiepeHijHpyeMbiMH xapaKTepncTHKaMH.
6. KBa3HHenpepbiBHbift noTOK (7t). CjiyHafiHan 3aMeHa speMeHH. IïOTOK
Ha3biBaeTCH KBa3HHenpepbiBHbiM, ecjin M | coAep^KHT TOJibKo 0. B STOM
cjiynae xapaKTepncTHKH Bcex MapTHHrajiOB H3 M2 HenpepbiBHbi. FLycTb
6(t) cymecTBeHHoe BpeMÄ H 6(t) Î + 0 0 npn t j + 0 0 . IIOJIOECHM Tt = <$-1(0>
x(t,Lj) = a;(rt,cj), (ft) = (7Tt), M2, .M2, Ml, At| OTBenaiOT noTOKy (7t).
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TEOPEMA 6. M2 = Mn), V £ M2}, M\ = {r\(rt)^ G Mj}, i = 0,1,2.
3aMeTHM, HTO npoRecc x(t,u) He o6si3aTejibHo nopoTKRaeT (ft), OH BooÖiRe
MoxceT cTaTb HecjiynanHbiM.
rioTOK Ha3biBaeTCH aÖcojnoTHo HenpepbiBHbiM, ecjin OH HenpepbiBeH H
cyin,ecTBeHHoe BpeMH aÖcojnoTHO HenpepbiBHO (AH^epeHii.HpyeMO no t).
TlpHBeAeHHaH Bbiuie 3aMeHa BpeMeHH npHBOA»T K TOMy, HTO noTOK (ft)
aÖcojnoTHO HenpepbiBeH.
TEOPEMA 7. fljix aÔcojiWTHO HenpepbiBHoro noTOKa (7t)
(1) cyuiecTByeT nocjieROBaTejibHOCTb BHHepoBCKHX npou^eccoB {wk(t)} H
nyaccoHOBCKax Mepa n(dx X di) Ha R\, RJISI Koropoit Eir(ds x dx) = dxdt,
TaKHe, HTO BCRKHH MapTHHraji r)(t) G M 2 npeRCTaBHM B BHRe
oo

çt

nt r

rj(t) = 2 J / Oik(s)dwk(s) + / / 7(s,x)[ir(ds X da;) — dsdx],
fc=l •'O
^° ^R+

(2)

rjj,e ctk(s) H 7(5,2:) — HeKOTopbie $yHKU,HH, H3MepnMbie OTHOCHTejibHO P H
P ® BR+ cooTBeTCTBeHHO, RJISI KOTopbix npn Bcex t>0
P\JZ
I

Jo

al(s)ds+

/ / 72(s,x)dsdx
Jo JR+

<

(2) cymecTByiOT TaKHe P-H3MepHMbie ^HKRHH r(t) nX(t), npnHHMaioiRHe
3HaHeHHx: nepBan — 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , +00, BTopan — H3 R+ HJIH +00 TaKHe, HTO
7t coBnajxaeT c noTOKOM, nopoxcjxeHHbiM npoußccaMH
\l

hr(s)>k}dwk(s),

fc

= l,2,...;

/

/

I{x<x{t)}

x + x2ir(ds

X dx)\ ;

r(t) — paHr noTOKa. <PyHKin*si X(t) HMeeT cjieRyioiRHit CMMCJI. TïycTb v(t) —
u(s) npn s <t — HHCJio CKaHKOB Bcex MapTHHrajiOB H3 Ml Ha oTpe3Ke [s,t],
TorRa fg \(u)du ecTb KOMneHcaTop v(t) - v(s)\ \(t) Ha3biBaeTca UIHPHHOH
nyaccoHOBCKoro cneKTpa (7t). STO Toxce Bejinnnna, HHBapnaHTHaa npn npeo6pa30BaHHHX npoi^ecca, coxpaHxioiRHx noTOK.
7. HeynpexcA&iomjfe npeo6pa30BaHHji H CToxacTHnecKHe ypaBHeHHH.
riycTb {?7n(0} — TaKan nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb MapTHHrajiOB H3 M 2 , HTO
AJifl Bcex t JiHHeÄHaH oÖojiOHKa BCJIHHHH {rfn(t),n > 1} njiOTHa B Hf.
ByAeM npeAnoJiaraTb, HTO noTOK aöcojiiOTHo HenpepbiBeH. TorAa RJISI
Ka^CAoro MapTHHrajia 77n(0 MODKHO 3anncaTb (J)opMyjiy (2) c 4>yHKU,HHMH
ank(s) H 7 n (s,a;). npn (J)HKCHpoBaHHOM x — STO 7s-H3MepHMbie cjiynaftHbie
BejiHHHHbi, BXOAfliAHe B H8. 3HaHHT OHH MoryT 6biTb Bbipa^ceHbi KaK
HeKOTopan jiHHeiiHaa <J>yHKu,HH OT {rjn(s), n = 1,2,...}.
BoJiee Toro,
nocKOJibKy OHH npeACKa3yeMbi, a npeACKa3yeMaa npoeKu,HH r)n(s) ecTb
rjn(s—), TO HX MOMCHO paccMaTpHBaTb KaK jiHHeftHbie 4>yHKU,HH OT rjn(s—).
ByAeM (})opMaJibHO 3anncbiBaTb STH jiHHeflHbie 4)yHKn,HH B BHAe 6ecKOHeHHbix
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jiHHeflHbix KOMÖHHaAHö. (Ha caMOM Rene STO npeAejiw KOHenHbix jiHHeftHbix
KOMOHHaUHÜ.) ECJIH

«nfcOO =J2akmis)Vm(s-)ì
ln(s) = Yj9m{six)r)rn(s-)
(4>yHKi;HH a%m(s) H g^s, x) yace HecjiynattHbi), TO RJISI nocjieAOBaTejibHocTH
{Vn(t)} nojiynaeM cjieAyromyio CHCTeMy jiHHeftHbix cToxacTHHecKHx AH4>4)epeHUHajibHbix ypaBHeHHtt
oo

/ oo

a
s
dVn{t)
?«(*)==E2^ IEEa *km( )Vm{s-) I dWfc(s)

fc=l

+ /

\m=l

^

1

^m(5,a:)r7 m (s-)[7r(ds x da;) -

(3)
dsdx].

JR+ m = l

YpaBHeHHe (3) MOECHO paccMaTpHBaTb KaK jiHHeftHoe ypaBHeHHe B R00 C
HeorpaHHHeHHbiMH onepaTopHbiMH K03(J)(})HUiHeHTaMH. yroHHeHHe cMbicjia
ypaBHeHHH (3), a TaKace HccjieAOBaHHe HX peuieHHÄ (B nacTHOCTH, ycjioBHfl
eAHHCTBeHHOCTH) — 3aAana TeopHH jiHHettHbix CToxacTHHecKHx AH<H>epeHnjiajibHbix ypaBHeHHft.
IlocKOJibKy n p o u ecc r j n ( 0 7i-H3MepHM, a 7t nopoacAGHO 3HaneHHHMH
npou,ecca X(S,OJ) n p n s < t, TO cymecTByeT TaKaa BR+ ® Bß+-H3MepHMafl
(})yHKUHH fn(t, X(-)) H3 Ä+ X XR+ B R, HTO

n p n 3TOM (})yHKi;HÄ fn HeynpeacAaiomafl: ecjin yi (s) + 2/2 (s) n p n s < t,
yi(-) E XR+, TO /n(*,yi(-)) = fn(t,yi('))OTo6paaceHHe npoijecca a ( t , w ) - •
{/ n (f,x(',(«;)),n = 1 , 2 , . . . } B i2°° coxpaHaeT noTOK (7t) H nosTOMy OHO
o6paTHMO B o6o6meHHOM CMbicjie. 3 T O H ecTb TO oöpaTHMoe Heynpe^cAaiomee npeo6pa30BâHHe B R00, KOTopoe nocjie cjiynaftHOH 3aMeHbi BpeMeHH
npHBOAHT KBa3HHenpepbiBHbifl npoAecc K npoijeccy, yAOBJieTBopaiomeMy
CHCTeMe jiHHeftHbix CToxacTHHecKHx AH^epeHAHajibHbix ypaBHeHHîî.
8. HeKOTopbie B U B O A U H 3aAann. 1. BnojiHe noHaTHO CTpoeHHe KBa3HHenpepbiBHoro noTOKa. O H onpeAejmeTca TaKHMH TpeMa xapaKTepncTHKaMH:
(a) cyn^ecTBeHHMM BpeMeHeM ô(t), KOTopoe onpeAejineTCH c TOHHOCTBIO
AO SKBHBaJieHTHOCTH RJISI Mep, nopOHCAaeMblX B03paCTaK)IH,HMH HenpepbiBHbiMH 4>yHKUH5iMH; (6) paHroM npoijecca r(t), onpeAeJieHHbiM OAH03HaHHO
noHTH BCiOAy OTHOCHTejibHO cymecTBeHHoro BpeMeHH; (B) HIHPHHOìì nyaccoHOBCKoro cneKTpa À(0, KOTopaa onpeAejiaeTCH 0AH03HaHH0 noHTH BCiOAy
OTHOCHTejibHO CymeCTBeHHOrO BpeMeHH, eCJIH STO BpeMH <})HKCHpOBaHO.
3aMeTHM, HTO 4>yHKAHH r(t) H A(0, onpeAejiHiomHe noTOK n p n 6(t) =
t, AOJiECHbi ÔbiTb npeACKa3yeMbi OTHOCHTejibHO onpeAeJiaeMoro noTOKa.
3 T O HaKJiaAWBaeT Ha HHX onpeAejieHHbie orpaHHneHHH, KOTopbie cjieAyeT
H3yHHTb.
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2. BbiacHfleTCfl oco6an pojib JiHHeHHbix CToxacTHHecKHx
RH^epeHimajibHbix ypaBHeHHft c HeorpaHHHeHHbiMH onepaTopHbiMH K03(})(})HU,HeHTaMH.
M3yneHHe TaKHx ypaBHeHHtt npoBOAHJiocb B paMKax TeopHH jiHHeßHbix
CHCTeM npn BecbMa ^cecTKHx orpaHHHeHHHX, OKa3biBaeTca HMeeT CMbicji
paccMaTpHBaTb TaKHe CHCTCMW 6e3 BCAKHX orpaHHneHHH.

3. PaccMOTpeHbi TOJibKo HeKOTopbie npeo6pa30BaHHa npoii,eccoB H noTOKOB <T-ajire6p.
BecbMa HHTepeceH Bonpoc o Heo6paTHMbix npeo6pa30BaHHHX npou,eccoB (HanpHMep, c noMonjbio npeo6pa30BaHHft (})a30Boro
npocTpaHCTBa), npn KOTopbix coxpaHfliOTca noTOKH <r-ajire6p.
4. BbiJio 6bi nojie3Ho HMeTb cnocoÖ AOKa3aTejibCTBa KBa3HHenpepbiBH0CTH
noTOKa, nopo>KAeHHoro cjiynaftHbiM npou,eccoM 6e3 paccMOTpeHHH npoCTpaHCTBa MapTHHrajiOB, a Hcnojib3ya Jinnib ero KOHenHOMepHbie pacnpeAejieHHH. ( 3 T O BO3MO:HCHO, HanpHMep, RJISI MapKOBCKHx npou,eccoB.)

5. MHTepec npeACTaBJineT H3yneHHe O6IU,HX noTOKOB (c npeACKa3yeMbiMH
pa3pbiBaMH). 3Aecb MOHCHO 6bijio 6bi HcnoJib30BaTb onepauHio npeAejibHoro
nepexoAa RJISI noTOKOB c KOHCHHBIM HHCJIOM npeACKa3yeMbix pa3pbiBOB.
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Algorithms for Solving Equations
STEVE SMALE
The main goal of this work is an attempt to understand the efficiency of
algorithms for solving systems of equations. For example, consider a map /
from complex Cartesian space C n to C n given by polynomials. How fast can
one find good approximations to one or all of the zeros of / ? However, for
clarity of exposition and development we will usually swing from one extreme to
another about this example, proving theorems on one hand for a single complex
polynomial and on the other hand for an analytic map / : F —> F from one
Banach space to another (both real or both complex).
This subject should undoubtedly be considered as numerical analysis. However, my point of view has been especially influenced by complexity theory of
computer science. Thus the emphasis is on the algorithms themselves and a
global study of their speed. Hence less emphasis is given to the results obtained
by algorithms and the asymptotic criteria of efficiency that are often found in
numerical analysis literature.
This global study, or complexity theory, gives a more systematic, more abstract, more theoretical flavor to our approach, and thus we are less concerned
about producing immediately faster methods for problem solving. A basic understanding of the tried and effective is sought. The global study of the algorithm
forces the introduction of topology and geometry into the subject.
If any algorithm has proved itself for the problem of nonlinear systems, it is
Newton's method and its many modifications. The Greeks essentially used it for
finding square roots; and for that purpose it is still a top method today. On the
other hand, for nonlinear functional equations framed in a Banach space setting,
Newton's method finds a central place.
In the account here, the one theme is Newton's method. We will prove theorems about it for one variable (dealing with the fundamental theorem of algebra) and for maps of Banach spaces; we will approximate Dantzig's [8] simplex
method for the linear programming problem by Newton's method.
Supported in part by National Science Foundation grants and by the Mathematical Sciences
Research Institute.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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The contributions and point of view of Kantorovich dominate the modern
treatment of Newton's method. For background see Berger [2], Henrici [19],
Kantorovich-Akilov [23], and Ostrowski [38]. This treatment has great beauty
derived from its simplicity, its generality, and its weakness of its hypotheses. The
assumptions in a Banach space context are first and second derivative bounds
on a domain of a map.
What we do is to start afresh with analytic maps and derive estimates at one
point.
In the execution of an iterative algorithm, one finds oneself at some point in
the domain space and is able to compute derivatives at that point. Prom that
informtion, it is important to make a judgment for the next step, or perhaps
even terminate the algorithm. These considerations motivated our paper, [52],
referred to subsequently as [point estimates] or just [P.E.]. Since the results of
[P.E.] are used frequently below, we review a bit of that theory.
One aspect of a theoretical study of problems where only approximate solutions are possible, is the omnipresence of a small parameter e > 0, which
measures the distance to a solution. However, for a well-conditioned solution
of f(ç) = 0, / a complex polynomial, one can dispense with such arbitrariness
using the notion of an approximate zero.
One variable, Newton's method for solving f(ç) = 0, with starting point
Zo E C, is the sequence zk = zk-i — f(zk-\)/f(zk-\)
defined inductively. The
point zo will be called an approximate zero if

kfc - ^fc-i| < (è) 2 "" 1 " 1 !^! - ^o|, fc = i , 2 , 3 , . . . .
Thus if fc = 5, for example, the coefficient is already (^) 1 5 . In machine computations one sees this phenomenon with doubling of precision at each step.
However, it would be satisfying to have a test that one could make with information at ZQ to insure this estimate for all fc. That motivates the introduction
of our invariant a(z,f) and Theorems A and B as follows.
Let ß(z, f) be the length of the "Newton vector"

ß(*,f) =

m
/'(*)

and

l(z,f)

= max
fc>i

/ « «

1/(fc a)

-

f

k\f (z)

k

Here f (z) is the fcth derivative. Then the invariant a(z,f)
product ß(z,f)i(z,f)
or ß(z)-)(z).

is defined as the

THEOREM A (SPECIAL CASE). There is a constant o?o equal to approximately .130707 such that ifa(z,f)
< OLQ, then z is an approximate zero of f.
The general case of Theorem A has the same statement, but / and the definition of approximate zero are generalized as follows.
Now / : E —• F is an analytic map from one Banach space to another (e.g.,
E = C n = F).
Newton's method starting from ZQ E E is given by
Zk = Zk-i ~

Df(zk-1)~1f(zk-1)
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and ZQ is an approximate zero of / if \\zk — zk-i\\
1,2,.... Let
ß(z,f)

= \\Df(z)-1f(z)\\

and

7(*,/)

= siip

< (\)2

~1\\zi — ZQ\\, fc =

fl/w-^/w

k

fc!

""-"

where Dkf(z) is the fcth derivative of / as a fc-linear functional (see Dieudonné
[10] or Lang [30] for the calculus). In case Df(z)~1 is not defined, we make
a, ß, and 7 infinite. Now Theorem A makes sense for analytic / : E —> F and is
true; this is proved in [P.E.].
M. Kim [27] independently has a proof of Theorem A with one variable and
a
° = À* * w r ° t e i n [P-E-] that theorems similar to ours could probably be
deduced with the Kantorovich theory as a starting point. Subsequently, H.
Royden [42] showed that that indeed was the case with a slight improvement
of OLQ in Theorem A. Moreover, recently J. Curry [7] has extended the onedimensional version of Theorem A to higher order generalizations of Newton's
method.
One might object to the feature of Theorem A that requires knowledge of all
derivatives for the 7 factor of a. In fact only the first derivative is necessary,
together with some crude information on / . To make this precise, define the
function (pdm. R —> R by <fd(r) = Z^=o r%% Then <pfd is the derivative.
If / is a polynomial described by f(z) = Yli=Qaiz%i ^ 11/11 = rnax^ |a»|.
THEOREM B (SPECIAL CASE). For each polynomial f and each z eC,

~
[Mf)<J\f]L!EWP
1{Zil)
-\Hz)\

M\A)'

For the general case, let / : E —> F be an analytic map of Banach spaces which
can be expressed as f(z) = Y^kLo akzk where the ak are symmetric fc-linear maps
and akzk is ak evaluated at the fc-tuple (z,..., z) of elements of E. Let ||afc|| be
the usual norm as for example in Lang [30]. Then define | | / | | = supfc ||afc||.
THEOREM B . With f: E - > F , 2 f e E f l 3 above
7 (*,/)<

U/H

wDm-'w^^.

Theorem B is announced in [P.E.] and proved in §1 below. It is used in our
proofs of the theorems below on the Tractability of the Random Algorithm and
Average Area of Approximate Zeros.
By providing a termination test, Theorem A allows us to introduce a simple
Random Algorithm for polynomial zero finding. This goes as follows: Given a
complex polynomial / ,
(1) Choose z EC, \z\ < 3, at random.
(2) Is a(z, f) < ao? If yes, terminate (or apply Newton's method, say 5 times,
then terminate). If no, go to (1).
It is natural to ask, for a given / : How many steps will the random algorithm
take on the average? For this to make sense let fi be the set of all possible
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sequences Z = (z\,Z2,z%,...), \zk\ < 3. Give the disk of radius 3 normalized
Lebesgue measure and endow fi with the infinite product measure as a probability measure, as in Shub-Smale [44].
Define the function o: fi —* Z+ by o(Z), which is the first a such that
^(za, f) < ao. Then the average number of steps needed to terminate the random
algorithm is defined as
GJ = average o~(Z).
zen
T H E O R E M ( T H E TRACTABILITY OF T H E R A N D O M A L G O R I T H M ) .

The

set

of polynomials f in Pd(l), such that average number of steps is larger than a,
has measure less than cd5/a for an appropriate constant c.
Of course one hopes for a better bound eventually. This theorem is proved in
§2.
Here Pd(l) is the set of all complex polynomials f(z) = Y^o a%z% with ad — 1
and \di\ < 1. We have imposed uniform probability measure on Pd(l) (i-e.,
normalized Lebesgue measure) using the fact that P^(l) is a bounded set in Cd.
The set of / E Pd(l) with Oj = oo has measure 0. These / are the ones where
zero finding is an ill-posed problem in some reasonable sense.
For the next result, let ZQ E C, / a complex polynomial, and consider

k-fl^è) 2 "- 1 !*)-?!

(*)

f

where f(ç) = 0 and zn = zn-\ — f(zn-i)/f (zn-i).
Thus (*) is another form
of a superconvergent property independent of a small parameter. Let fi/ be the
set of \ZQ\ < 1 satisfying (*), and let Af be its area.
T H E O R E M ( A V E R A G E A R E A OF A P P R O X I M A T E Z E R O S ) .

average Af > c > 0
/GPd(l)

where c is independent of d.
This result is equally valid if / is averaged over the set {f\f(z) = J2%=o a%z%'•>
|oi| < 1, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , d}. The proof is given in §3.
Points ZQ satisfying (*) are called approximate zeros of the second kind. Generally if/: E - > F is an analytic map, z0 E E, zn =
zn-1-Df(zn-1)~1(F(zn-1)),

WZn-iW^^r-'WzQ-Çll

/(f) = 0,

then ZQ will be called an approximate zero of the second kind. For the proof of
the previous theorem we use Theorem C which was proved in [P.E.].
THEOREM C. Suppose that f: E —• F is analytic, f G E, f(ç) = 0 ; and
z E E satisfies
M
n 3 ~ ^
1

"*-dl< — * 7 r

Then z is an approximate zero of the second kind.
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Next, consider an analytic map / : E —• F from one Banach space to another. We will study an algorithm based on Newton's method for approximating
solutions of f(ç) = 0. Complexity aspects of this algorithm will be proved.
We suppose / given as above and ZQ E E. It is important for our purposes to
understand the lifted path o — O(ZQ, f) C E, defined as follows. If the derivative
Df(zo): E —> F is an isomorphism, let / " * be the local inverse of / defined
from a neighborhood of J(ZQ) to E and taking f(zo) to ZQ. For nonnegative io
sufficiently close to one, Z " 1 maps {tf(zo)\ to < t < 1} into E.
It may happen that / " * extends to a map of the ray {tf(zo)\ 0 < t < 1} —• E,
remaining an inverse to / and such that the derivative along this ray is always
an isomorphism. In this case we say that o — O(ZQ, f) is defined and is the set
/^{*/(«b)|0<*<l}.
If / is a complex polynomial of one variable, the curve o is discussed and
plays a major role in Smale [50, 51] and Shub-Smale [43, 44].
Moreover, a(zo,f) is defined generically for systems / : C n —> C n given by
polynomials.
With ZQ, f as above, we define an invariant M(ZQ, f) as follows. If <J(ZQ, f) is
not defined, let M(ZQ, f) = oo. Otherwise, M(ZQ, f) = max2G(T a(z, / ) / | | / ( z ) | | .
Our algorithm for solving f(ç) = 0 is contained in the following theorem.
THEOREM (THE SPEED OF A GLOBAL NEWTON METHOD). There exist
(small) positive constants, c real, I an integer with this property. Let f: E —> F
be analytic, ZQ E E, with M(zo,f) < oo. Suppose n is an integer,
n>c\\f(zo)\\M(zo,f),

A = l/n.

Let Wi = (1 — iA)f(zo), i = 0 , . . . ,n. Then, inductively, Z{ = Nlf_w.(zi-i)
well defined and zn is an approximate zero of f.

is

Here Nf-Wi(zi-i)
is Newton's method for solving f(ç) — W{ = 0, applied to
Z{-i, and Nlf_w.(zi-i)
is the same applied iteratively / times. The constants c
and / are about 4. We give the proof in §4.
The algorithm in the above theorem is a version of the Global Newton in Smale
[47], Hirsch-Smale [20], Keller [26], Garcia-Gould [15], Abadie-Guerrero [1].
Related results can be found in Kung [28], and the book of Dejon-Henrici [29]
(especially the article by Dejon-Nickel in the last volume). Surely the theorem
has roots in the one-dimensional case of Shub-Smale [43, 44] and Smale [50,
51].
The ideas of this proof extend to deal with other situations, for example,
homotopy problems as in Keller [25] and Chow-Mallet-Paret-Yorke [4]. Moreover, if a problem of zero finding is ill-posed, the corresponding residual problem
|/(;z)| < e could be well-posed and the complexity theory of the above theorem
applies (again similar to Smale [50, 51] and Shub-Smale [43, 44]).
Both Newton's method and piecewise linear algorithms can be thought of
as path following algorithms. This is a theme in Eaves-Scarf [11], Smale [47],
and Hirsch-Smale [20]. One can interpret Dantzig's [8] self-dual variant of the
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FIGURE 1

simplex method as a path following method (Smale [48]) in this way. Thus
a relation between the simplex method of linear programming and Newton's
method, is no surprise. In fact, the relationship turns out to be very simple and
natural in the framework of the linear complementary problem or LCP.
The LCP starts with data (M, q) where M is an N X TV matrix and q E HN.
Define the functions x^ = (x =b \x\)/2 for a real variable x (more formally
one could write x+(x) = (x + \x\)/2 etc.). Let <&M'- R N —• R ^ be the map
$M(X) — £ + + Mx~ where x± = (xf,..., x^). The LCP is: given (M, q) solve
for x;
$M(x)=q.

(LCP)

For background, see Cottle-Dantzig [6], Smale [48, 49], and the cited references.
We are especially concerned here with how the LCP can be considered as
containing the linear programming problem, or LPP, as a special case. The LPP
with data (A, b, c), A an m x n matrix, 6 E R m , e E R n is:
minimize c • x

subject to x > 0, Ax > b.

(LPP)

Here c • x — (c, x) is the inner product.
Then the LPP data (A, b, c) generate LCP data (M, q) by N = n + m, q =
(c, — b), and M = [^ ~Q ]. It will be assumed that M has this special form.
The LPP has a solution if and only if the corresponding LCP does, and in
that case the solutions correspond in a natural way.
We propose here an analytic approximation to 3>M, which at the same time
desingularizes the LPP and makes analytic methods—Newton's method, in particular—available for its solutions.
In this way, Dantzig's [8] self-dual algorithm, a version of his simplex method,
can be approximated by Newton's method.
We start with an approximation of the functions of one variable, x^. Let
(p% : R -+ R be defined by
x ±(x*+ a 2 ) 1 / 2
<Pai ) =
^—g
—
±(

x

^n
fora>0.

The graph of <p+ for a > 0 is a hyperbola (see Figure 1).
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As a —> 0, ip^ approaches x^ uniformly, and as x —> dboo the approximation
only improves.
Next let &a: RN - • RN be the map
$ a ( ï ) = $ a + (ï) + M$fl-(a;)
where
* a ( a ) = (^o(a;l)i---iVfl(«Jv))-

From the above observations, $ a tends to $ M uniformly on all of R ^ as
a —• 0; and for each a, $a(x) tends to $M(&) as ||a;|| —• oo.
Our next goal is to give some analysis of $a for a > 0. Define UM C R ^ as
the cone of all positive linear combinations of the column vectors of — M and the
coordinate vectors e i , . . . , e^.
A diffeomorphism is a differentiable map with a differentiable inverse. It is
analytic if, in a neighborhood of each point, it can be defined by a convergent
power series.
THEOREM

L P P ) . For each a > 0,
has image UM and is an analytic diffeomorphism

( O N T H E REGULARIZATION OF THE
N

the map $ a : R

—> R

N

This theorem is proved in §5.
REMARK 1. Actually the proof does not need the special form of M. The
proof and the theorem are valid for any square matrix satisfying (Mx, x) > 0.
The same is true for the proposition in §5.
REMARK 2. As a consequence of the theorem, given M for any q E UM> and
any a > 0, there is a unique solution of the problem $ M ( Z ) = q- This solution
depends analytically on the data (A,b,c) of the LPP and a, as long as q E UM
and a > 0.
Say that the LPP with Data(A, b, c) is "extremely ill-posed" if q E OUM
(9UM = UM — UM)- Here is some justification for our terminology. The LPP
has a solution if and only if q E UM (see Cottle [5]). Thus if q E dU, a small
perturbation of the data means that the problem has no solution. The above
theorem implies that all LPP which are not extremely ill-posed can be desingularized at once, by taking any a > 0.
Newton's method for $ a —q follows the curves Œ"1 (qq) where qq is the segment
from an initial value q to q. Dantzig's method follows the curve ^~ 1 (gç) for
a = 0. Thus as a —• 0, Newton's method, with an appropriate step size, tends
to the Dantzig Algorithm.
It is convenient to introduce a map Òa: RN -+ R ^ by Òa(x) = $ a (a;) - $ a ( 0 ) .
Then as a goes to zero, $a approaches the LPP. Moreover, as is shown in §5,
Theorem A can be applied to solve éa(x) = q for all a such that a > c\\q\\. Then
the original LPP problem can be obtained by reducing a to zero.
Related in one way or another to the previous result is the work of Mangasarian [31], Wierzbicki [53], Karmarkar [24], Gill-Murray-Saunders-Tomlin-Wright
[17], Blum [3], Renegar [41], and Megiddo-Shub [36].
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More generally, there are many other papers related to the subject of this
paper. In particular, in the area of information based complexity, one can see
Wozniakowski [55] for a recent survey. Smale [51] has many other references.
Papers not listed in [51], but which have interesting related results, include Pan
[39], Wong [54], Gao [13, 14], and Wright [56].
I would like to express my thanks to a number of mathematicians for their
help in this paper. In particular, a conversation with Dick Cottle on the LCP was
useful. Lenore Blum's MSRI talk on a condition number for linear programming
via the LCP helped put the LCP back in my mind. Her comments and those of
Jim Curry and Feng Gao have been generally useful to me.
Especially important through all of this has been the work of, and conversations with, Jim Renegar and Mike Shub. That contribution from Mike Shub, to
me, has persisted over many years indeed.
1. Suppose a is defined as above and Pd(r) = J2j=o r3 • Toward the proof of
Theorem B, we show:
THEOREM 1. a(r, ipd) < 1 for all r > 0.
PROOF. First consider the limit d = oo, so that (poo(r) = <p(r) = 1/(1 - r).
Then
p(*)(r)

'

1

^fc+1

k\
- t e )
and from the definition of a it follows that a(rr<p) = 1.
Now define
Qv(d)
where p, d, j are nonnegative integers with d > p (but recall the binomial coefficient (I) = 0 if j < p).
LEMMA

l.

_ (d + i ) d ( d - i ) - - - ( d - p + i )
VpW £+ï)j
•
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Note that Qp(d) is a polynomial in d of degree p + 1.
Then it is sufficient to check the formula of the lemma at p + 2 values of d. Note
then Qp(d) = 0 for d = 0 , 1 , . . . , p - l , Qp(p) = 1, and Q p (p+1) = p + 2 . Q.E.D.
LEMMA 2. For 0 < m < d, (m + l)Qp(d) > (d +

l)Qp(m).

Use Lemma 1 to write out the inequality of Lemma 2 as
(m + l)(d + l ) - - - ( d - p + l)
( d + l ) ( m + l ) m - ' - ( m - p + l)
p!
~~
p!
Lemma 2 is immediate.
For k = 0,1, 2 , . . . , d introduce

^k(X) = ^-(X) = Y^
K'

1=0
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In these terms the estimates of the theorem is iß0~1iljk < Vi i k = 1,2,
For
k = 1, this is trivial. We proceed to prove the theorem by induction on fc. Thus
it is sufficient to show ipoipk < Vi^fc-i, fc = 2 , 3 , . . . , x > 0.
Write out this last estimate and multiply both sides by xk to obtain

E*? î H s i y c »^
The product on the left can be written in the form ] C m = 0 c m a; m while that
on the right has the form Y^m=Qam^m• It is sufficient to show that c m < am,
all m.
LEMMA 3. cm = am for m <d.
This is a consequence of the fact that a(r,<p) = 1. For m < d, we might as
well have d = oo.
Next we evaluate the cm, am. If m < d, then

Qk(m), am = Y^(m-j)

j=m—d

\

[^A

/

Define flt-ifo) = E ? = o i ( * ì i ) From Lemma 3 and the above evaluations, we have Qk(m) = mQk-\(m) —
P/e_i(m) for all m, since this formula is independent of d.
To finish the proof of the theorem it is sufficient to show that for d < m < 2d,
&m — Cm > 0 Or

mQk-i(d)

-Pk-i(d)

- mQ fc _i(m - d - 1)

+ Pk-i(m

-d-1)-

Qk(d) + Qk(m

-d-l)>0.

Use the previous equation to simplify, obtaining as sufficient (m — d)Qk-i(d) —
(d+l)Qk-i(m—d-l)
> 0. Let mi = m-d—1; this becomes (rai + l)Qfc-i(d) >
(d + l)Qk-i(mi)
for 1 < mi < 2d— 1. Apply Lemma 2; this proves Theorem 1.
We now prove Theorem B of the Introduction, or
THEOREM 2. n(a,f)

<\\Df{z)^\\

\\f\\

rt{\\*\\)*/M\\*\\)-

PROOF. First note Dkf(z) = J2ì=Q *(* - 1) • • • ( * - A + l ) a ^ - * where a ^ - A :
is the fc-linear form defined by putting z into (i —fc)places of the i linear form
ai. From this picture it follows that

Dkm ^„„.^(IMI)
fc!

k\
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Since | | Z y ( * ) _ 1 | | | | ß / ( * ) | | > || J D/(^)- 1 Z?/(^)|| = 1, using fc = 1 we obtain
ll-P/OO -1 !! ll/lbd(IMI) ^ !• F™111 Theorem 1, it follows for fc > 1 that
^

( r )

Dkf{z)
k\

< <P'ä(r)k

fc! ^'^Mr)"-1'

<

^

UJ

rt(ll*l

" <pd(M)fc-i

"

Now we use the above estimate to prove Theorem 2 as follows
7(*, / ) < sup
< sup
fc

»w

_,Dkf(z)
fc!

1/(/c

~1)

K>-'n|ffi|)

l/(fc-l)

l/(fc-l)

<Kp(lWW-'llll/ll^lnl

- )

^^(IWDBupdiD/w-Mlll/ll^dMl))1^-1).
<Pd

fc>l

The sup is over the (fc — 1) roots of a number which is independent offcand
not less than 1. Thus the sup is achieved at fc = 2. This yields Theorem 2.
Remark. There is a kind of "L2 version" of Theorem 1, which I have not been
able to resolve.
Problem. Is a(r,ipd) < 1 for all r > 0 where ipd(r) = ( E t : 0 r 2 ' ) 1 / 2 ?
2. The goal of this section is to prove the tractability of the Random Algorithm by giving a probability estimate of the function cry (the theorem is stated
in the Introduction).
Let Bf be the area of the set of z E D3 such that a(z, f) < ao. The following
is similar to Proposition 3, §2 of Shub-Smale [44] (and very simple).
PROPOSITION 1. af = Qw/Bf. (Note area ofD3 = 97T.)
We next prove a proposition which shows that our criterion for approximate
zeros of the second kind (Theorem C) also works for approximate zeros (of the
first kind).
PROPOSITION 2. There is a constant c > 0 with the following property. Let
f: E —• F be an analytic map from one Banach space to another and ç an element
ofEwithf(c)=0.
If z E E satisfies \\z - (\\ < c/i(ç,f) then a(z,f) < a0 and
z is an approximate zero.
PROOF. Suppose c < | ( 1 — \/2/2) and z satisfies the hypothesis of the
proposition. Then by Lemma 2c, §3 of [P.E.], 7(2) < Ci7(c) for a suitable
constant c\. Next use Proposition 3, §4 of [P.E.], to obtain that ß(z) < c 2 | | ^ - ^ | |
for a suitable constant C2. Choose

•<-(i('-#).5)So a(z, f) = ß{z)i{z)

< clC2\\z - ç||Tf(f) < a0.

Q.E.D.
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For each polynomial / , define
pf=
Let Tf = mm(l,pf).

min |/(0)|.
/'W=o

From Smale [50, p. 29],

LEMMA 1. meas{/ E Pd(l)k/ < p} < dp2.
The following was proved by Shub-Smale [43, p. 124]. The new proof here
does not use the theory of Schlicht functions, in contrast.
Bf

PROPOSITION 3. There is a constant K > 0 such that for all f E Pd(l),
>Krj/d4.

We use several lemmas on our way to proving Proposition 3. However, first
observe the well-known fact that li f E Pd(l) and f(ç) = 0, then |^| < 2. This
eventually is the reason for our choice of the 3 in the theorem we are proving in
this section.
LEMMA 2.

IffEPd(l),

Bf>c E
/(f)=0

2

2

i (Mm
(\mY(*mx

U'd(kl)/ Wl?l)/ "

PROOF. It follows from Proposition 2 that

Bf>c £
ff

7(^,/) 2

for some constant c > 0 (compare Lemma 1 of §3). Now apply Theorem B. Since
/ e Prf(l), U/H = 1. This yields Lemma 2.
LEMMA 3 . <p'd{r)/(pd{r) ^ d, all r > 0.
PROOF. E o ^ " 1 < ^ E o ^ " 1 < dY%r*.
The following is just an application of the inequality on arithmetic and geometric means.
LEMMA

4.

1 v

_lt<L\

TT

(ìlW\Vd

LEMMA 5. There is a positive constant c such that

I l rt(kl)1/d < cd6'2,

allfEPd(l).

/(/)=o
PROOF. We use a theorem of Specht (see Marden [32, p. 129]) which easily
implies the following assertion, li f E Pd(l) has roots & , . . . ,?d, then for any
subset H,...,ik
of {!,...,d},
\^^Ì2 •••ftfc| < \/d + l.
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Then

n ^(M)=né«"1
/(c)=o

=

»'îlîil'1"1«'!»^!'"-1---^!'--1

E
(*ll...lt'd)

l<ik<d
d
d

d

< (y/d + ï) J2 »i»a •••id = (Vd + Ï)

d

d

J2 *'i E »a ' • ' E *'"

Then take the dth root to obtain

I I W(kl)) 1/d < cd5/2.

Q.E.D.

/(f)=o

LEMMA 6. Let f € Pd{l) andDj be the discriminant of f {Lang [29]). Then
For this see Shub-Smale [44, Proposition 7 of §2] for the argument.
From Lemmas 2 to 6 we prove Proposition 3. By Lemmas 2 and 3

.1 r (\m\\
/(f)=o
Then by Lemmas 4 and 5 we obtain

Bs>^~Y[\m\2'd.
Recalling Df = Ilf (/'(?)) (Lang [29]), Lemma 6 applies to yield Bf > c2r2/d4,
proving Proposition 3.
Now the theorem is proved as follows. Define Gd: Z+ —> [0,1] by
Gd(a) = meas{f E Pd(l)\(Tf > a}.
The theorem may be restated: Gd(<j) < cdh jo. But using Propositions 1 and 3
Gd(o) = meas{/ E Pd(l)\97r/Bf
4

Gd((j) < meas{/ E Pd(l)\cd /r

2
f

> cr},
> a}

or
Gd(a) < meas{/ E Pd(l)\rf
Now use Lemma 1, so Gd(a) < ed5/a.

<

Q.E.D.

(cd4/(j)1'2}.
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3. The goal of this section is to prove the theorem on the Average Area of
Approximate Zeros.
The quantity a v e r a g e ^ p ^ ^ A / by definition is equal to
( - ) /
•• /
\ * 7 J\ad-!\<1
J\a0\<l

Afda0---dad.

Our first task will be to make the estimate

f

Afda0>K[

J

\f(ç)\Uç.
J

\ao\<l

(I)

Ç€G

Then, by (I), for the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that
/

•••/

J\ad-i\<l

/

\f(ç)\4dç>L(ir)d.

(II)

J|ai|<l J|?|<l/2

Of course K and L are positive constants, independent of d. Some estimates
of these constants can be given from the proof.
First we deal with (I). Let ^ = max(l,7(^,/)) where i(ç,f) is as in the
Introduction.
LEMMA

l.

A

»(^f)'

E f/(rì=o
kl<i/2

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let Ûf(ç) be the set of approximate zeros z of the
second kind corresponding to an actual zero such that \z — <\ < \ç. The Ùf(ç)
are disjoint and

H/=> U "/Mkl<i/2

From Theorem C, it follows that z E Ùf(ç) if \\z- ç\\ < ( 3 - \/î)/2^.
Therefore
2
the area of Ûf(ç) is greater than or equal to 7r((3 — y/ï)/2^q) .
Putting these
facts together yields Lemma 1.
Now we prove the following change of variable formula.
LEMMA 2. Let /o = E i = i a%z%> w^ \ai\ ^ 1> so ^ai
f = fo + ao, üQ varying in C with \üQ\ < 1. Then

/o(0) = 0? and consider

kl<i/2
P R O O F OF LEMMA 2. Note that \f0(ç)\ < l if \ç\ < \. Let V =
f0(D1/2)
and let &: V —> Di/2, i = 1 , . . . ,d, be branches of f^1 restricted to D1/^. If
Hi = 9i(V), then the Ui are disjoint measurable subsets of D1/2 whose union is
Dij2, and fogi(w) = w for all w in V.
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Note that f = Qi(—ao) if and only if /o(f) = — GLQ, or equivalently, f(ç) = 0
when f = fo + a0. Then

/

7r2i/ówi2df = E /

7r2W(f)ia*

=2/

( 7 ( ^ ( - a 0 ) ) ) 2 dao

(change of variable)

J

i=i *
aoGy

a

E 7(f)

o

/(?)=o

E
o|<l

2da

7(f)" *»o.

/ W = 0

kl<i/2
LEMMA 3. There is a constant ifi > 0 racA Mat7~ 2 > Ki\f'(ç)\2

if\(\ < \.

PROOF. Suppose 7C = 7(f 5 /)- Use Theorem B so

MM) "-"'i/'wr
Therefore
7

f - ^(1/2)2 |/'(f}|2

for / € P d and |f | < §.
The case of max(l, ^(ç, /)) = 1 is easily checked directly.
This yields Lemma 3 with K\ easily estimated explicitly. Then Lemmas 1, 2,
and 3 yield (I); just note / ' = /óToward the proof of (II), we have
LEMMA 4. For any complex polynomial g,

h

z\<R

2

g{z)g~{z)dz>\g{Q)\

TtR\

zee
PROOF. Use polar coordinates. The odd powers of 2 give a zero contribution
and the even powers a positive contribution. The lemma follows easily.
Now apply Lemma 4 to obtain (II). Here g(ç) = / ' ( f ) 2 and #(0) = (ai) 2 . This
gives the first step into the integration of (II). Next one integrates over |ai| < 1
using polar coordinates. The remaining integrations are trivial. This proves (II)
and hence the theorem.
Another perhaps even simpler proof of the analogous theorem, using approximate zeros (of the first kind), goes by Theorem A, Lemmas 1 and 3 above,
and
LEMMA 5. There exist universal positive constants S and e such that if
fiz) = Yjdi=oaizi> \ai\ < !> |ao|/|ai| 2 < s, and \z\ < 6, then a(z,f) < a0
and so z is an approximate zero (of the first kind).
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4. Here we give the proof of the theorem on the speed of a Global Newton
Method.
LEMMA 1. There is a positive constant K with this property. Given any
(zo,f) with a(zo,f) < a0, let z\ — Nlf(zo), I = 1,2,..., and Ç = limi—oo^.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let a\ = a(zt), fa = i>(a{), I = 1,2,..., where
ip(r) = 2r 2 — 4 r + 1 . Then a\ decreases as / increases and a\ < ( | ) 2 ~xa(zo) (see
[P.E.], §4, Proposition 1 and §3, Proposition 2). Therefore 1/ißi decreases to 1
from above (and very fast) with / (see the beginning of §4 in [P.E.]).
Next define
l

(1 - a(zo))^(a(zQ))

(l-aj)^i'

By Lemma 2c, §3 of [P.E.], 7 (*i) < ^ _ l 7 ( ^ _ i ) so <y(*i) < 7(^0) n , = 0 X r
Then it is sufficient to show that YIJLQ ^J i n c r e a s e s to a finite constant K as
/ —• oo.
This follows from
i-i
lo

i-i

i-i

i-i

K

*H J = JJlogKj = £ -log^z - £ > g ( l - <*i)
0

0

0

0

and our estimate on ai above. Q.E.D.
Let K2 < i f be as in Proposition 1 of §2 of [P.E.], and define L 0 =
where K is as in Lemma 1.

KK2ao

LEMMA 2. As in Lemma 1, let a(zo, f) < ao, z\ — Nlf(zo)} and <; = lim z\.
Then H«, _ f | | 7 ( f ) < ( i ) 2 ' - 1 L o .
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. By Proposition 1, §3 of [P.E.],

II* - f l l < ^ ) a , _ 1 ll*i-«oilThen by Lemma 1
\\zi - f | | 7 ( 0 < ^i1-)2'-1

||«i -

zoUzo)K.

Lemma 2 follows from the definition of LQ and the fact that \\zi — ^o||^/(^o) =
a(z0) < a0.
Next we will prove the theorem. It is sufficient to prove that a(zi, f — W{+i) <
ao for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1, and for this we proceed inductively. First observe
a(zi, f - wi+1) < 1(zi)\\Df(zi)-1(f(zi)
+

- Wi)\\
1

1(zi)\\Df(zi)-

(wi-wi+1)\\.

It is sufficient to show that (a) and (b) are true for a suitable fixed /, where
2 1

(a) iMWDfizirnfizi) - «on < «o(è) '- ,

(b) 7 (« i )l| J D/(* i )- 1 K - «K+i)|| < «o(l - (è)2'"1)-
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For i = 0, (a) is true since f(zo) = WQ. For i > 0, use [P.E.], Proposition l b
of §4, with a = \ to obtain a(zi, f — W{) < ( | ) 2 ~1a(zi-i,f
— W{) which, by the
induction hypothesis, is less than (^) 2 ~1ao. That proves (a).
For the proof of (b), define ft = lim/c-^oo N^_W.(Zì-I)
so that /(ft) = Wi, and
let r = \\zi — ft||7(ft). By Lemma 2, r < (^)2
LQ, and it can be seen that for
I larger than some small IQ (= 4 for example), r < 1 — \/2/2.
By Lemma 2c, §3 of [P.E.],

• i M S i f a ) ^ ) ^r)'
Also using Lemma 2b, §2 of [P.E.],

\\DttziT\wi - un+1)|| < \\Df{zi)-lDI{çi)\\ \\Dm-\wi - wi+1)

;<+l11
- ( 1 ~ip(r)r ) W/) J K _ U \\wi\\

Therefore, for (b) it is sufficient to show

or

«to,/) ( i - O A||/(2b)||<Oofl-(ì) 2 ' - l >
IKII

^ij)2

or

or, for some c > 0,1,
2'-l>

c L^(r)2_

r=(l/2)2'" 1 Lo

„ ! - ( ! ) •

The last equation is clear and defines a choice of constants c and I of the
theorem. Q.E.D.
5. We prove here the theorem on the regularization of the LPP. Then we add
some discussion related to Newton method algorithms for this problem.
Toward the proof of the theorem we have
LEMMA 1. The inverse of the derivative D$a(x):
a bound on its norm independent of M,

RN —• R ^ exists and has

||^a0(a;)-1||<4maX(^±^).
REMARK. This already shows the continuity of the solution of our perturbed
LPP in (A, b, c).
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. First note that M is antisymmetric so that MTx
= —Mx, MT the transpose of M. This is clear from the structure of M as
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M = [^ "g ]. Thus for any v E RN, {Mv, v) = 0 where (•, •) is the usual inner
product on R n .
This fact is crucial for all the subsequent analysis (although the milder condition (Mv,v) > 0 is sufficient).
Fix the following notation for the rest of this section.
A = diag matrix (
2 i/2
\(x ?+« ) A=i
so 2D$a(x) = I + A + Af (J - A).
The above observation yields (2D$a(x)(u), (I- A)u) = ((/ + A)«, ( J - A)u).
Applying the Schwartz inequality to the left side gives us
\((I + A)«, (I - A)u)| < 2\\D*a{x){u)\\ ||(J - A)(«)||.
The left side of the last estimate equals ^2u2(a2/(xf
||(I-A)ti||<2||u||. Thus

+ a2)); moreover

min(^^)\\u\\<4\\D*a(x)(u)\\.
The last estimate is sufficient to yield Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. For real numbers a, x, y,
(a;_j/)2_((a;2+a2)l/2_(2/2 +

a 2 ) V2 ) 2

= 2((xy + a2)2 + a2(x - y)2)1'2 - 2(xy + a2).
The proof just goes by expanding out and comparing terms. Note that the
right-hand side is always positive unless x = y. Thus the same is true for the
left-hand side.
LEMMA 3. The map $ a : R ^ —• RN is one to one ifa>0.
PROOF. Let Ax = ((z2 + a2)1/2,...,{x% + a2)1/2), so 2$a(A) = x + Ax +
M(z-A2).
We have
2(#„(a0 - *«(y), (x - Ax) - (y - A,))
= {x + Ax-{y

+ Ay), {x - As) - {y - Ay))

= f > - vi? - ((*? + «2)1/2 - {VÌ + a2)1'2)2.
1=1

Now apply Lemma 2 to finish the proof of Lemma 3.
LEMMA 4. The image o / $ a : RN —• RN is contained in UMPROOF. Since <J>a(z) = $ì(%) + M$~(x), $ a (z) is a positive linear combination of the coordinate vectors e\,..., ejv and the columns of — M. Even more
explicitly, note that
PÎMvâfa)

= - fl2 / 4 >

i = 1,..., JV.
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If M/c is the fcth column of M,

*.(«)=i:(^(^+4^)(-^))Now consider the usual LCP which, as always, we suppose is generated by the
LPP. A result of Cottle [52] (the Theorem on p. 663) can be interpreted as
LEMMA 5. Given M, $ M ( Z ) = Q has a solution x if and only if q belongs to
the closure UM of UMLEMMA 6. Given M and q E UM, there is an a* such that for each 0 < a <
a* there is a solution x of$a(x) = q.
The proof of Lemma 6 goes by using a topological degree argument and
Lemma 5. Let V — Vs(q) be the closed ball of radius ô about q in R ^ , with 6
chosen so that Vs(q) C UM- Then from standard linear programming theory, the
restriction $M/'-$ÄJ(V)
—• V is well defined, proper, and of degree 1. Therefore, since $ a uniformly approximates $ M , we obtain the conclusion of Lemma
6.
To finish the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the map
$ a : R ^ —• UM has image all of UM- This argument proceeds as follows. Fix
M,q and consider the solution x(a) of $a(x(a)) = q, given by x(a) = ^^(Q)
f° r
small a, by Lemma 6. Thus x(a) is defined for a < a*(q) where a*(q) may be
supposed maximal. We will prove that a*(q) = oo.
For each q (fixed M), x(a) satisfies an ordinary differential equation by differentiating <&a(x(a)) = q with respect to a. This equation is
^

_

da
Here

n<* ( )-l d $ o
a

da

2

^<'-">(wwC

and 2D$a = (J + A) + M (I - A) as above.
Let u = dx/da. Then u satisfies

L+M{{I-A)U-W^L}=°-

(J + A)u +

Take the inner product with the quantity in braces to obtain
((/

+

A)M+K?+afl2)1/2

, (/-A)«

(z t 2 +a 2 )V2

or ||u|| 2 = HAu + a / O ^ + a 2 ) 1 / 2 !*!! 2 . This implies

E
i=l

jauj - Xì)2 - (x2 + a 2 ) _

K 2 + a2)

= 0
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or yet
N

{m - Xj/a)2
1 + to/a)2

E.

=1

Thus for each i,
\\ui-xila\<y/N(l

+

(xila)2)1l2

and so U{ satisfies an estimate of the form \u{\ < K\ + K2\xi/a\. This bound
implies our a*(q) = oo, the surjectivity of $ a : RN —• UM and hence the theorem.
Next we show how the theorems on approximate zeros can be used to initiate
algorithms for solving our approximation of the LPP.
Note that

Define an associated map éa(x) = $fl(a;) - $ a (0). Then if èa(x(a)) = q, as
a —• 0, a;(a) tends to a solution of $ M ( Z ) = q and hence the original LPP.
Moreover, x(a) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
da " ^a[X)
da (X)To find an initial value for this equation (to let a decrease to 0) it is sufficient
to solve Òa(x) = q for some value of a. This motivates a
PROPOSITION. If a > 8\\q\\/ao, then 0 E HN
$a-q-

is an approximate zero of

Thus for a = 8||<j||/ao, one can solve Òa(x) = q with great precision in a few
(e.g., 5) Newton iterations starting at 0. Here recall ao > | .
We use Theorem A and show that a(0, Òa — q) < ao.
LEMMA 7. Let
2

±

<P(x) = <Paix) =

(^_x±(x

+a2)1'2

Then a(x, (p) < A, and for all k> 1
n
{2\<P
(0)\\
'2\elkWHo)\\

i / ( f c - i )}

K l
~ a'

PROOF. Our proof uses Schlicht function theory (in particular, Loewner's
work on the Bieberbach Conjecture)! An elementary estimate of the higher
derivatives can be done, but is not trivial. The proof assumes the plus sign, but
with <p~ the proof is similar.
First note that the inverse of <p: R —> R + is given by g(y) — y-a2/4y.
Thus
the radius of convergence of the inverse about y is y or, in terms of x, just <p(x).
A formula of Smale [50], Shub-Smale [43], or Smale [51, p. 105] (proved
using work of Loewner) may be stated in the form a(x, (p) < 4|<p(a;)|/r(^~1) for
quite general (p. Here r(<p~x) is the radius of convergence of <p~x about (p(x).
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Thus a(x, (p) < 4. Moreover, <p(0) = | and <p'(0) = | so the last part of Lemma
7 follows. Elise Cawley recently showed that by a direct analysis of the fcth
derivative one obtains ^ , not ~. This improves the 8 in the Proposition to \.
LEMMA 8. If M is antisymmetric, then \\(I + M)~l(I-

Af)|| = 1.

PROOF. Consider (I + M)~X(I - M)u = v. Then (u - v) - M(u + v) = 0
and (u-v,u + v) = 0 so ||u|| = ||v||. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 9. Let G: RN —• RN
(0i(zi),...,0 n (z n )). Then

be an analytic map of the form G(x) =

\\D*G{z)
where A; =

(Ei^/k)k/2

g\k\xi).

PROOF. For

VERN,

DkG(x)(vk) = (\M,.. ,XNvkN),
and the maximum over \\v\

\\D*G{x)(vk)\\=(J2M?)

1/2

1 is at vf = KXi for some K > 0. So
fc/2

,i/>
| | U * G ( * ) ( « * ) | | = K ( 2 A?)
,

K = 1/ ( £ A?'*)

•

Q-E.D.

Now we can easily make the estimate on a(0, $ a - q). We have 3>a(0) = 0,
Z?*fl(0) = (7 + M)/2, ll^êa^)- 1 !! < 2, so that /î(0, *fl - g) < 2||g||. Moreover,
7(0, $ a - q) < sup
fc>i

1

D*<Da(0) ^f*- 1 )

wr ^)-

fc!

(J + A f J - ^ J - M )
^}(o)
fc!

Z>fc-i,
fc!

i/(fc-i)

V(fc-i)

<

We have used Lemmas 7, 8, and 9. Thus a = ß^ < 8||g||/a < a0, proving the
proposition.
6. In Smale [51], one dozen problems in the algorithms of analysis were explicitly listed. Since that paper was written, solutions or progress for half of
them have resulted. In this section we report on these results.
Problem 1 deals with extending work of Smale [50], Shub-Smale [43, 44], and
on zero finding of polynomials. This work proves probability bounds for algorithms related to Newton's method, and eventually, that the number of iterations
is proportional to the degree of the polynomial. This work used the theory of
Schlicht functions (related to the Bieberbach Conjecture) and did not extend
to finding zeros of polynomial systems /: C n —• C n where n > 1. Problem 1
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asked for such results. Renegar [40] has now found polynomial bounds, statistically, for each n. This important work thus gives some answer to our problem.
However, deep questions, including those on the conceptual level, remain. The
bounds of Renegar, while polynomial in the degrees, are crude. For one variable,
for example, the number of iterations is on the order of d2G (in contrast to d of
Shub-Smale [44]). Renegar's results are one of the inspirations for this paper,
and I hope that the theorems here will make some contribution to the problem
of complexity for polynomial systems.
Problem 6 deals with the question of understanding systematically the set
of polynomials of one variable, where Newton's method can cycle on open sets.
Cayley showed that for quadratic polynomials, this could not happen generically.
Janet Head [18] of Cornell has given a good analysis of the situation of cubics
and has shown that cycling in that case is a rather rare occurrence. Her work
does not include / of degree higher than 3.
Problem 7 raises the problem as to how often (simple) Newton's method converges for polynomials of one variable. Let Af be the normalized area of the set
of points of D2 which converges to a zero of / under Newton's method. Let
Ad =

min
/€Pd(i)

Af.
J

Joel Friedman [12] at the University of California at Berkeley proved my conjecture that Ad > 0, all d, and gave some estimates on Ad as a function of d,
dealing well with Problem 7A. For Problem 7B, see Problem 9 below.
Problem 8. In it, a graph Tf is assigned to each polynomial / which reflects the
topology of / as a map, especially related to Newton's Method. The problem
itself asks what graphs can occur. Work dealing with this had been already
initiated by Jongen-Jonker-Twilt [22]. See their two articles for references and
an account of their work. Moreover, Shub-Tischler-Williams [46] have given a
good study, and one could say that the problem is essentially solved.
Problem 9, on the average area of the set of approximate zeros being bounded
below, is answered completely by the theorem proved in §3 of the present paper
(incidentally, answering Problem 7B as well).
Problem 10 conjectured that there exists no purely iterative generally convergent algorithms for polynomial zero solving over C. Curt McMullen [33] solved
the problem completely. More precisely he showed this
THEOREM. Let d > 3 and T: PdX S —• S be any map rational over C in f
and z. Then there is no open setU C PdX S of full measure with this property:
V (/) z ) £ U, then Tf(z) — Zk converges to a root of f as fc —» oo.
Here Pd is the space of all polynomial of degree < d and S is the Riemann
sphere. That T is rational over C means that T can be formed from the complex
rational operations (+, —, x,-=-) in the coefficients of / and z. For d — 2, Newton's method or Tf(z) = z — f(z)/f(z)
is such an algorithm as proved by Cayley.
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For d = 3, McMullen [33] found a new algorithm which is purely iterative and
generally convergent.
In McMullen [34, 35] he deepens his investigation. In Shub-Smale [45], Shub
and I showed that if one adds the operation complex conjugation, then one can
construct purely iterative generally convergent algorithms. Moreover, our result
holds for polynomial maps of several variables, / : C n —• C n .
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Problems in Harmonic Analysis Related to
Curvature and Oscillatory Integrals
E. M. STEIN
Introduction. A series of developments in harmonic analysis in the last ten
years have led us to recognize the increasing importance of certain primitive geometrical ideas such as some notions of "curvature," and certain "metrics" related
to the analysis of vector fields and nilpotent groups. Often the exploitation of
these properties is intimately connected with oscillatory integrals. These developments have a close relation, both in terms of motivations and applications,
with such areas of mathematics as analysis on semisimple Lie groups and symmetric spaces, several complex variables, partial differential equations, and the
theory of Fourier integral operators. Because of obvious limitations of space we
shall say little about these relations and applications,1 but instead we shall concentrate on surveying the developments linking curvature, oscillatory integrals,
nilpotent groups and real-variable theory.
The objects of study. We shall identify three interrelated analytical constructs,
which for the purposes of this survey may be considered the central objects of
study. These are: "averages of functions," "singular integrals," and "oscillatory
integrals." Each of these has its own long and rich history, which we will not try
to give; what does interest us here are the closer connections and new points of
view which have developed about them. A few introductory words about each:
Averages of functions. A basic example occurring at the earliest stages of
analysis is that of the fundamental theorem of calculus. Other classical examples
arise in the solution of the heat equation d2u/dx2 = du/dt; also the Poisson
integral solving the Dirichlet problem, etc. The basic real-variable properties
of such averages were subsumed in the 1930s by the Hardy-Littlewood-Wiener
maximal function defined in R n by
/

(Mf)(x) = sup-

f(x - y) dy

(0.1)

f\y\<r
J\v\<r

For us the most important change in perspective that occurred is that now
one realizes the increasing interest of taking averages over lower-dimensional
1

See, however, some of the literature cited below.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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varieties. E.g., in (0.1) one replaces the balls of radius r by a suitable family of
lower-dimensional varieties. The study of such averages is of interest not only for
its own sake, but because it is relevant to other problems, such as the behavior
of the classical average (0.1) as n —• oo, behavior of solutions of wave equations,
etc.
Singular integrals. The classical singular integral operator (arising from the
Cauchy integral and from the theory of elliptic differential equations) may be
written in the standard form
T(f)(x)=

f

f(y)K(x-y)dy

(0.2)

where the kernel K is homogeneous of degree - n , smooth away from the origin,
and has vanishing mean-value. However the requirements of several complex
variables and large classes of "subelliptic" equations have forced us to shift our
interest to operators with kernels K(x, y) (instead of K(x — y)) with the following
features: (a) When the singularity of K(x, y) is along the diagonal, it is no longer
"isotropic," but the behavior of K near the diagonal must be controlled by
certain "distance" functions and their volume-forms; (b) One must also envisage
the situation when the singularity is not just along the diagonal, but along a
larger subvariety.
Oscillatory integrals. Oscillatory integrals are of many different types and not
easily classifiable. Suffice it to say here that the example par excellence is the
Fourier transform
/_> f e-*™-tf(x)dx = f(0.
(0.3)
Other variants are obtained by replacing f(x)dx by a fixed density (then
the behavior of /(£) as |£| —• oo is the point of interest), or by replacing the
phase 2nx • £ by a suitable generalization (then the boundedness properties of
the resulting operator is what matters).
Several principles. We shall now formulate three broadly-stated (but vague)
principles which may clarify the underlying approach in the development below.
As with all assertions of this nature, these general observations can be taken in
part as interpretation of results already obtained, and also in part as a heuristic
guide to future research.
(i) For the study of operators whose kernels have singularities of nonclassical
type, such related geometric notions as curvature, associated quasimetrics, and
their volume-forms, play a basic role.
(ii) Properties of curvature are exploitable by the use of oscillatory integrals.
(iii) What is often crucial about the curvature in question is its nonvanishing of
infinite order. The kind of phenomena that arises, then, can usually be modeled
in R n in terms of polynomial behavior, or ultimately in terms of analysis on
nilpotent Lie groups.
Organization of this survey. We have organized this survey in parallel with the
logic of the above general principles. Thus in Part I we consider the situation in
R n where the relation between curvature and oscillatory integrals is the clearest.
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Next, in Part II we deal with the situation for nilpotent groups. This can be
taken as a model for the "general" situation treated in Part III (which we refer
to as the situation of "variable coefficients"). Some related results are briefly
described in Part IV.
Part I. R n .
1. Maximal spherical averages. The most graphic example of the role played
by curvature in real-variable theory and harmonic analysis occurs when we consider averages of functions—where these averages are not taken over solid balls
as in the classical theory ((0.1) above) but, instead, where the averages are taken
over the boundaries of those sets; or alternatively, one considers what happens
to the standard averages in R n , but when n —> oo.
For an appropriate function / given on R n , we define the mean-value of /
over the sphere centered at x of radius t by
Mt(f)(x)=[

f{x-ty)da{y)-

(1-1)

(Here da denotes the normalized uniform measure on the unit sphere.)
The controlling device in the study of l i m ^ o Mt (/) (a;) is the maximal function
M(f)(x)=m>\Mtf{x)\,

(1.2)

which is well defined at least when / is continuous. In this context the fundamental result is
THEOREM 1.
inequality holds:

Suppose n > 2, and p > n/(n — 1). Then the a priori
||M(/)||LP<A||/||LP.

(1.3)

(See Stein [99], Stein and Wainger [105] for n > 3, Bourgain [4] for n = 2.)
REMARKS, (a) One should point out first that inequalities like (1.3) can fail
utterly if we replace the sphere in definition (1.1) by other surfaces which are
smooth, but for which no curvature is assumed. To see this, observe first that no
nontrivial result can hold for the spherical maximal function when n = 1 since
in this case Mt(f) (x) = | (f(x +1) + f(x — t)), and / need merely be unbounded
near one point to defeat any Lp inequality. Similar observations show that (1.3)
fails for p < n/(n — 1), for the spherical maximal function, and that (1.3) may
fail for any p < oo if we merely flatten the sphere near one point.
(b) The ideas in Theorem 1 have connection with several other questions in
analysis which we mention briefly. First, there is a striking analogy with the
behavior of the classical Radon transform defined by
f-^R(f)(a,t)

= f
<M)=/"

f(x)dx,

J (xia)=t

with \a\ = 1, t > 0, and where one obtains control of s u p t > 0 \R(f)(a, t)\ when
p > n/(n — 1). However, paradoxically, this analogy holds for n > 3 only; the
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Radon transform result fails when n = 2 in view of the Besicovitch-Kakeya set.
See Marstrand [59], Falconer [27], Stirchartz [108], and Oberlin and Stein [75].
Secondly, there is a close connection with convergence to initial values for
solutions of the wave equation, and more generally other hyperbolic equations.
For this see Stein [99], Greenleaf [37], Ruiz [86], and Sogge [91].
The proofs of results like Theorem 1 require two sets of ideas, among others:
oscillatory integrals and their relation with curvature, and the use of square
functions. We now turn to a brief discussion of each.
2. Oscillatory integrals and curvature. Since the family of mean-value operators Mt given by (1.1) are convolutions, it is natural to analyze them by the
Fourier transform. Thus (Mt(/))"(£) = /(O^frO» w i t h

e-2™'tda(x).

à(£)= f
J\x\ = l

It so happens that a is expressible in terms of Bessel functions (i.e., &(£) =
c n |f |"~(n~2)/2 J(n_2)/2(27r|f I)), from which the crucial fact of the decay of a at
infinity follows easily:

|*(0I <A\i\-(n-VI\

(2.1)

(See, e.g., Stein and Weiss [106, Chapter 4].)
It is the exploitation of this decay that makes Theorem 1 possible. To make
clear the importance of curvature, let us consider the analogous question where
the sphere in R n is replaced by (say) a smooth hypersurface S, and da is replaced
by dp, = ij)da, with ij) a CQ° cut-off function, and da the induced Lebesgue
measure on S. Define ß(£) by
«

f l

-/.

S

Then it is known (facts which go back to Van der Corput when n = 2, Hlawka
[47] when n > 3; see also Herz [46], Hörmander [51]), that

A(0 = O(|r ( n _ 1 ) / 2 ),

asKHoo,

essentially if and only if S has nonvanishing Gauss curvature at each point of
the support of ip.
For future reference we now state two further results relating (some kind) of
nonvanishing curvature and decay of the Fourier transform. For the first result,
Sk will denote a smoothfc-dimensionalmanifold embedded in R n , dp, = xj)da,
with %l> G CQ°, and da the induced measure on Sk. We shall say that Sk is of
finite type at a point xo G Sk, if Sk has only a finite order of contact with any
affine hyperplane through XQ. Then one can observe the following (see Stein
[103])
LEMMA 1. With Sk and dp, as above, there exists an e > 0, e = e(Sk), so
that ß(C) = 0(\C\-£), as \Ç\^oo.
This result holds in particular when Sk is real-analytic and does not lie in
any affine hyperplane, as was previously shown by Björck [2].
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Suppose, however, that we wish to reinstate the full decay (0|£|~( n_1 )/ 2 ),
at least for hypersurfaces in R n . Then this is possible if we insert a mitigating
factor involving the Gaussian curvature. For our second result, S denotes an
arbitrary smooth hypersurface in R n , K(x) its Gaussian curvature at x G S,
and dp, = iß da as before.
LEMMA 2.

For N sufficiently large,
N

e-*™*\K(x)\

da(x) = 0(|£r ( n - 1 ) / 2 ).

(2.3)

/fs.

In fact (2.3) holds when N > 2n - 2.
This lemma is in Sogge and Stein [92]. Another type of estimate for (2.2)
which gives 0(|f |~( n _ 1 )/ 2 ), as |£| —> oo, in "most" directions can be found in
Randol [80] and Svenson [112]. See also the estimate in §16, which involves
certain other geometric notions of interest. In connection with Lemma 2 we
state the following
PROBLEM, (a) What is the least N for which (2.3) holds?
(b) More interestingly, what is the "largest" function (in place of lÄ^z)^)
for which the integral (2.3) is 0(|f l"^" 1 ^ 2 )?
3. Square functions. The decay properties of the Fourier transform of a
surface-carried measure can be exploited by the use of certain square functions.
The simplest version of these which arises when considering spherical means is
the one given by
2

S(f)(x) = ( / :

dMt(f)(x) tdt]

\V2

dt

.

(3.1)

By Plancherel's formula, and a decay property like (2.1), it can be shown that
||S(/)|| L 2 < c\\f\\L2, when n > 4. Then since
tnMt =

f ^Ms)ds

=n

Ç M^x

ds +

Ç d M ^ ds

ds
Jo
Jo ds
it follows easily that M(f) < c{S(f) + M(f)}, which shows how the case p = 2,
n > 4 of Theorem 1 can be proved. More refined versions of this argument are
needed to deal with the situation p = 2, n > 3. An example of what can be
achieved by such refinements is as follows. Suppose m(£) is a G1 function on
R n which satisfies, for some e > 0,
JQ

|m(0| + |Vm(0|<c(l + |eir 1 / 2 - e .

(3.2)

Define Mtf by M t (/)^(0 = ro(tfl/(flLEMMA.

| | s u p t > 0 \Mt(f)\

\\L2 <

A\\f\\L2.

This version is in Sogge and Stein [92]. Other versions are in Bourgain [3],
Carbery [10], and Rubio de Francia [85].
The result above is sharp in the sense that it fails when e = 0.
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The Lp theory p ^ 2 is actually implicit in this approach to the L2 theory
via square functions. In fact an examination of the above shows that there is
some slack in the argument, and a "larger" or rougher version of the operator M
is still bounded on L2, Using the L2 credit just established we can combine it
with the fact that a "better" version of M can actually be treated (for all Lp) by
standard means. Note, however, that the case n = 2 is more intricate here. As
Bourgain shows, the standard LP estimates have to be replaced by some tricky
geometric arguments.
Thus the general scheme for proving maximal Lp inequalities (to which we
will return again) can be summarized: first use square functions (for L2)\ then
interpolate (for Lp), The paradigm for this argument was actually developed in
the more abstract context of a general maximal theorem for symmetric diffusion
one-parameter semi-groups. (See Stein [95], [96].) The application of square
functions in one form or another is crucial for several other results we will discuss.
See also §9 below.
4. Further results for surface averages. Having outlined the ideas in the proof
of Theorem 1, we come now to some variants and consequences. The first deals
with a generalization of Mt where the sphere is replaced by a more general
smooth hypersurface S. If we define dp,(x) = I/J(X) da as in (2,2) we can write
Mt(f)(x)=

f f(x~ty)dti(y),
Js

t > 0,

and M(f) = sup t>0 |Aft(/)|.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the Gauss curvature of S does not vanish of
infinite order at any point of S. Then there exists a po = Po(S), po < oo; so
that
||M(/)||LP < 4 P | | / | | L P
whenever p0 < p < oo.
(4.1)
Observe that the assumptions are verified if S is a compact real-analytic
hypersurface. The proof of this theorem follows from the decay estimate (2.3)
and an interpolation argument with L°° (where the nonvanishing of infinite order
is exploited). Note that allowing the curvature of S to vanish of infinite order
at one point may invalidate (4.1) for all p < oo. For details of the proof of
Theorem 2, see Sogge and Stein [92], for n > 3, and Bourgain [5] for n = 2.
Earlier relevant ideas are in Greenleaf [37], and Cowling and Mauceri [21]; see
also Cowling and Mauceri [22],
In this connection it is natural to raise the following question:
PROBLEM, (a) It may be conjectured that the maximal inequality (4.1) holds
for a nontrivial range of exponents if and only if at each point, S makes a contact
of finite order with its tangent hyperplane.
(b) Related to this is the problem of finding the smallest value of po = Po(S)
for which (4.1) holds.
5. Results for R n , n —> oo. The results and techniques described above in
connection with the nonorthodox maximal functions apply also to the usual
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maximal functions and other standard operators in harmonic analysis in R n , in
studying the question of what happens to the bounds of the operators when we
let n —> oo. We begin with the usual (centered) maximal function defined by

MW(f)(x) = SW-±-n
r>0 vnr

f

J\
v\<r
1\y\<r

f(x-y)
\dy

(5.1)

with vn the volume of the unit ball.
THEOREM 3. (a) ||M( n )(/)|| p < Apll/Hp, 1 < p < oo, where the constant
Ap may be taken to be independent of n.
(b) For the weak-type inequality we can assert that
m{x\M{n)f(x)

>a}<

c n /a||/|| L i,

with cn = 0(n).

The idea of the proof of (a) is that we can transfer the spherical maximal inequality (1.3), for a given p and a fixed dimension, to higher dimensions, without
increasing the bound. (This transference does not work for the standard maximal function!) Part (b) requires a separate argument which utilizes the general
maximal ergodic theorem. Further details are in Stein and Stromberg [104]; see
also Stein [100-102],
Another result of this type deals with the basic singular integrals, the Riesz
transforms, R3, j = 1 , . . . ,n, defined by Rj(f)^(£) = (*fj/|£|)/(f)- m analogy
with the above one can deal with the problem for the bounds for \R(f)\ =
Œ?j=i l-^jC/)!2)1^2 m terms of appropriate square functions—in this case, the
n-dimensional extensions of the ^-functions of Littlewood and Paley.
The functions in question are
„

0i(/)(*) =

au M

m

2

\ i/a

tdt\

,

g(f)(x)=f

\Vu(x,t)\2tdt) 1/2

with u(x, t) the Poisson integral of / .
PROPOSITION. When 1 < p < oo, the Lp norms off, R(f), g(f), and gx(f)
are all equivalent, with bounds that can be taken independent of n.
The equivalence of norms (with bounds independent of the dimension) of / ,
g(f), and gi(f) are implicit in the treatment given for these square functions
in Stein [96] and [97]; see also P. A. Meyer [62], The inequalities involving the
Riesz transforms follow because of the pointwise estimate
9i(Rf)(x)<g(f)(x).

(5.3)

(A different approach to the bounds of R(f), which exploits the "method of
rotations" has been developed by Duoandikoetxea and Rubio de Francia [25].)
After this digression we return to Theorem 3 and ask whether centered balls
can be replaced by dilates of a fixed convex symmetric body B. That is, for B
fixed we consider MB defined by
1
If
(MBf) (x) = sup —r-äi \
f(x-y)dy
r>o m(rB) \JrB
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where rB = {rx,x G B}, and m(rB) is its volume, We raise the question of
whether or not we can make Lp estimates for MB which are independent of B
and the dimension n.
THEOREM 4. (a) | | M B ( / ) | | P < ^PII/|IP> if\<P< oo, withAp independent
of B and n.
(b) m{x\MB(f)(x) > a} < cn/a\\f\\it withcn = O(nlogn), andcn otherwise
independent of B,
The case p > 2 in (a) above was proved by Bourgain [3] and was based on
his key lemma (below). Using this lemma both Bourgain [6] and Carbery [10]
independently extended the result to p > | , (The role of the special exponent §
will be clarified momentarily.) Part (b) of the theorem, which is proved by very
different methods, is in Stein and Stromberg [104].
The main idea of the proof of (a) is the following remarkable universal decay
estimate for the Fourier transform of the characteristic function x s , of a convex
symmetric body B in R n of unit volume. Let XB(€) = fB e~2nix't dx.
LEMMA, There exists an L G GL(n, R), L = L(B), so that if ra(£) =
XB(L(0)>
then

M0|<c/|e|,
'
M0-l|<c|a }
Kf,Vro(fl)|<c,

(5-4)

>

where c is a universal constant.
Once the lemma is proved, the theorem for p > 2 follows easily by a variant of
the lemma in §3. For the value of p less than 2 we notice that the estimates (5.4)
are the same as one can make for the Fourier transform of the surface-carried
measure on the unit sphere in R 3 ! Since in this case (Theorem 1) the result fails
for p < | , we cannot expect to succeed here beyond | with the estimate (5.4)
given by the lemma. However, in the other direction, this observation shows
that there is room to spare in the L2 estimates, and one can hope, as in the
case of the spherical maximal function, to achieve p > | . The execution of this
requires a bootstrap argument involving interpolation, which has some similarity
to the proof for the "lacunary maximal functions" (in §14) and the "flat case"
for curves (in §15). At this stage it may be worthwhile to record the following
problem.
PROBLEM, (a) Do MM (and for that matter MB) have weak-type bounds
independent of n?
(b) Do the Riesz transforms have weak-type bounds independent of n?
(c) Can part (a) of Theorem 4 be extended to the range 1 < p < §?
6. Where the subvariety is fixed. In §§1 and 4 we dealt with averages over
dilates of a fixed surface, that is, when the averages are taken over sets of the
form {x + sS}e>o\ we saw how curvature properties played a crucial role and
were exploitable by oscillatory integrals and square functions. Here we shall deal
with the case when the objects of interest—maximal functions, singular integrals,
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etc.—are taken with respect to a fixed submanifold. There is some analogy to
matters described above, but also important differences, as we shall see. The
theory for the fixed submanifold began with the case when the submanifold was
a curve. It flourished with the early work of Nagel, Riviere, and Wainger [66,
and 67]; it was initially developed under the twin incentives of coming to grips
with the "method of rotations" for nonisotropic singular integrals and better
understanding the boundary behavior of Poisson integral on symmetric spaces.
(See the account in Stein and Wainger [105]; some earlier motivation is in Stein
[98].)
We shall state our results in two forms. First in their "global versions," and
then in their "local" versions. The global theorems are, implicitly, consequences
of the local versions; their real role is to serve as models for the general theorems.
We have formulated the global theorems separately to emphasize a principle
formulated earlier, namely, that the properties related to curvature not vanishing
of infinite order should be modeled by polynomial behavior.
Fix a polynomial mapping P : Rk —• R n , and let if be a standard CalderónZygmund kernel in Rfc, i.e., K is homogeneous of degree —fc, smooth away from
the origin, and has vanishing mean-value. (Here the image of P in R n plays
the role of our submanifold.) We then define the singular integral T acting on
appropriate functions on R n by
T(f)(x) = p. v. f

f(x - P(u))K(u) du.

(6.1)

Similarly we define the maximal function M by
M(f)(x) =

sup r -fc
0<r<oo

f

f(x-P(u))du

(6.2)

f\u\<r
J\u\<r

In order to formulate the local versions we replace the polynomial mapping P
by a smooth embedding p of the unit ball B\ in Ttk, into R n ; i.e., Kk D B± : p —•
R n . We also suppose that p(0) = 0. The key assumption to make is that p(B\)
is of finite type (in the sense of §2) at the origin.
We then define, in analogy with the above,
T1(f)(x) = p.v. /
f(x-p(u))K(u)du,
J\u\<\
Mx(f)(x) = sup r -fc /
0<r<l

f{x - p(u)) du

(6.1')
(6.2')

f\u\<r
J\u\<r

THEOREM 5.
(a) T is bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo; the bounds for the
operator do not depend on the coefficients of the polynomial P, but only on the
total degree of P.
(b) T\ is bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo, if we assume p is of finite type at the
origin.
There are similar results for M and M± in the range 1 < p < oo.
Extensions and variants of this result in the context of nilpotent Lie groups
are in §8 below.
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REMARKS. Some degree of curvature (in the guise of a "finite type" condition
or an attenuated convexity) seems necessary for the conclusions of part (b) of
Theorem 5. In fact, there is an example of a smooth curve in the plane—
which is infinitely flat at the origin—for which the inequalities fail for all p < oo.
However, in marked distinction with the situation in §§1 and 4, there are (besides
the straight-line) curves which are infinitely flat at the origin for which there are
positive results for all p. Further details are in §15 below.
We sketch briefly some of the ideas of the proof of Theorem 5, The fact that
the local maximal operator Mi is bounded on L2 can be seen by using a square
function argument, not unlike that in §3, To define the requisite square function
we proceed as follows. Let p(u) ~ ]T) aaua be the Taylor development of p at
the origin; here aa are vectors in Rfc. Using these vectors we can find disjoint
(possibly empty) subspaces Vi, V2, • •• of Rfc so that V% + V52 + • • • + Vm is spanned
by {ßa}|u!|<m. Since p is offinitetype at the origin, ]Cj=i Vj ~ ^k f° r some N.
Next define dilations 6t by 6t(v) = t3v, v G Vj, t>0. Then 6j~1p(tu) —• po(u) as
t —• 0, where po is a polynomial, which again is of finite type at the origin. Next
choose (j) G Cg°(R*), ij) G G^(Rn), (f> > 0, ^ > 0, with /Rfc (ßdu = / R n ißdy = 1.
Set
Mj(f)=[

f(x-p(2^u))<j>(u)du,

W(f)=

JR.*

[

JRn

f(x-62-3(y))^(y)dy.

The square function in question is then given by

S(f)(x)=\Y;\M>(f)(x)-W(f)(x)\*X
\3>0

The fact that ||AS(/)||X/2 < j4||/||jr,2 follows easily by appealing to (a slight variant
of) the decay estimate given by Lemma 1 in §2. The Lp theory for Mi can then
by carried out in the same spirit as the case of the curve: What is important
here is that there is an "e slack" in Lemma 1 which can be exploited.
It should be pointed out that the L2 result for the operator T in (6.1) is
equivalent, via Plancherel's theorem, to the following estimate for oscillatory
integrals: let Po denote an arbitrary real-valued polynomial on Rfc; then
p.v. j
eiPo^K(u)du < A
(6.3)
I
JR*
where the constant may be taken to depend only on the degree of Po, and not
otherwise on the coefficients. For this, see Stein [103].
Part II. Nilpotent Lie groups.
7. Nilpotent Lie groups: background. Let us briefly describe some of the
standard aspects of analysis on nilpotent groups that are relevant here.2
Let N be a simply-connected nilpotent Lie group, which we will always identify
with its Lie algebra n via the exponential map. We assume a fixed direct sum
2

In addition to the papers cited below the reader may consult the survey of Goodman [36],
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decomposition of n = X)*Li#-» anc ^ a sequence of strictly positive numbers
ai,...,am,
with which we define dilations {St}, £ > 0, on n by the formula
ôt(v) = taiv, if v G n.. In general such dilations are not automorphisms of the
algebra n\ however, when they are we will refer to them as automorphic dilations.
The group JV together with these dilations will be called a homogeneous group.
An example is the Heisenberg group H1, identified with R 3 = {(x,y, z)}; its
multiplication law is
(x,y,z) • (x',y',z')

= (x + x\y + y',z + z' + x'y-

xy').

(7.1)

1

We mention here two different types of dilations on H :
(a)

St : (x, y, z) -> (tx, ty, t2z),

(b)

St: (x,y,z) ->

(tx,ty,tz).

The first dilations are automorphic; they are intimately connected with the
geometry of H1 induced by its realization as the boundary of a domain in C 2 .
The second dilations (which are not automorphisms) may be said to be the
vestiges remaining from elliptic theory, insofar as it applies in view of the dNeumann problem for this domain.
We begin by concentrating on homogeneous nilpotent groups. The more general situation will be taken up in §8. Incidentally, the groups that arise in the
examples cited after (7.3) are all homogeneous.
The structure of a homogeneous group naturally leads to some basic geometric
constructs: a (left-invariant) quasidistance p(x, y) which is homogeneous under
dilations, and defined byp(x,y) = \y_1 • x\, where | • | is a suitable homogeneous
norm function on JV; also the volume fonction V(t), giving the volume of the ball
of radius t (with distance measured by p). Because of homogeneity, V(t) = et®,
t > 0, where Q is the homogeneous dimension of JV.
We can then define the "standard singular integrals" on JV in close analogy
with the classical case of R n (as described in (0.2)). Thus we consider convolution
operators T: f —> f * K, where the principal-value kernel K satisfies
(a)

K is smooth away from the origin,

(b)

K(Stx) = t~QK(x),

(c)

K has vanishing mean-value.

t > 0,

(7.3)

Examples where such operators occur are: (1) Intertwining operators (see Knapp
and Stein [54]); (2) The Cauchy-Szegö operator for the generalized upper half
space (see Koranyi and Vagi [55]); (3) Operators arising for the critical estimates
for Dö, the Kohn-Laplacian (see Folland and Stein [34]); and, more generally,
in the analysis of the Hörmander [48] operators, as studied in Rothschild and
Stein [84].
However it is not our intention to dwell here on these "standard" operators,
which are by now well understood. Rather we turn to operators on nilpotent
groups whose kernels are carried on lower-dimensional submanifolds in analogy
with results in Part I. We are in fact forced to consider these generalizations
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when we make a detailed analysis of the 9-Neumann. The reason for this is
that the explicit formulae that arise (see Henkin [45], Lieb [57], and also the
survey of Krantz [56] for the operators solving d\ for the ô-Neumann problem
see Phong [76], Harvey and Polking [43], Lieb and Range [58], Stanton [94],
and the survey of Beals, C. Fefferman, and Grossman [1]) lead to kernels which
are products of the two kinds of homogeneities (7,2). How do we come to grips
with these two conflicting homogeneities? It turns out that the kernel
K(x,y,z) = L(x,y)A(z)
1

(7.4)
2

on H , where L(x,y) is a standard Calderón-Zygmund kernel on R , and A(z)
is the Dirac delta-function, is simultaneously homogeneous with respect to both
types of dilations, each of the critical degree! So it is not surprising that the
analysis of the operator T, given by Tf = f * K, should be important for the
9-Neumann problem.
The L2 theory of T is (because of the particular form (7.4) of K and the
multiplication law (7.1)) most easily treated by taking the Fourier transform in
the ^-variable. This reduces the L2 theory of T to that of certain oscillatory
operators which, put in somewhat more general form, are as follows: Fix m,
let B(-, •) be a real-valued bilinear form on R m x R m , K a standard CalderónZygmund kernel on R m , and consider the operator T given by
(Tf)(x) = p. v. /

JRm

eiB^K{x

- y)f(y) dy.

(7.5)

For the Heisenberg group H n we take m = 2n, B(x,y) = X(x,y), where (•, •)
is the symplectic form on R 2 n x R 2 n which defines the multiplication laws on
H n , with - o o < A < oo. In this case the operators (7.5) reduce to "twisted convolution" operators on the Heisenberg group—operators which have an interest
in their own right (see, e.g., Segal [89], A. Grossman, Loupias, and Stein [40],
Howe [52], Mauceri, Piccardello, and Ricci [60]).
To summarize this background section: In analogy with Part I we have isolated
certain convolution operators carried on lower-dimensional submanifolds and
the oscillatory integrals they lead to; the curvature condition in this context is
subsumed in the fact that ( , ) is nondegenerate. A more geometric description
of this curvature is as follows: for each point P = (x, y, z) in H * we associate the
two-dimensional (affine) plane Mp, where Mp is the left group translate of MQ
by P, with Mo = {(x,y,0)}. The value of T(f) at P is given by an integration
over Mp\ the curvature here is the "rotation" of the plane Mp as P varies, The
theory of the operators T and (7.5) can be found in Geller and Stein [35] and
Phong and Stein[77-79]. Further related results are in §§8 and 11 below.
8. Some general results for nilpotent Lie groups. We now come to a series of
results which will extend and unify much of the theory in R n , presented in §6,
with the ideas for nilpotent Lie groups discussed in §7,
Here JV will be an arbitrary simply-connected nilpotent group, and {St}, t > 0,
a fixed family of dilations, not necessarily automorphic. Wefixa real-analytic
submanifold V of JV/{0} which, for simplicity, we assume connected, and also
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that V is homogeneous in the sense that St(V) = V, all t > 0. We shall assume
we are given a distribution K on JV which is invariant under dilations in the
sense that (K,f(x)) = (K,f(St(x))),
all t > 0, and which agrees, away from
the origin, with a measure on V with smooth density (with respect to induced
Lebesgue measure da on V), i.e., of the form iß(x)da(x), with ifr smooth and
having compact support when restricted t o { | x | = l } n V . We define T by
Tf = f*K.

(8.1)

In the same setting we can consider an analogous maximal function. Let
dp, = xr da, where T is the characteristic function of a compact subset T oiV.
We define dßt by (dp,t,f(x)) = {dp,,f(Stx)), t > 0. Set
(Mf)(x)=suV\(f*d»t)(x)\.
THEOREM 6.
Lp(N) to itself,

(8.2)

Both T and M, defined by (8.1) and (8.2), are bounded on
Kp.

A special case of this result deserves to be formulated separately. Suppose K
is a principal-value kernel, supported on all of JV, which satisfies (7.3). In this
case we set Tf = f * K, and similarly if Y is an open subset of JV of compact
closure we write
(Mf)(x) = sup\[
t>o \JT
COROLLARY 1.

fix-iStWy^dy

T and M so defined are both bounded on LP(N),

(8.3)
Kp.

This shows that the assumption that the group be equipped with automorphic
dilations, previously considered essential in proving such results, is in reality
unnecessary. Notice however that the balls which are implicit in the definition of
(8.3) do not satisfy the Vitali covering property (i.e., if JV is not a homogeneous
group, then {y*1 -x\ = p(x, y) does not satisfy the quasitriangle inequality). Thus
the standard methods do not apply here.
Another corollary of the proof is a generalization of Theorem 5, part (a). For
this purpose let P be a polynomial mapping from R* to JV, and K a standard
Calderón-Zygmund kernel on Rfc.
COROLLARY 2.

The operators
/(MPCtl))-1)^!*)*!

/-P.V. /
/R*

and
supr

f

0<r

J\u\<r

f{x-{Più))'1) du

P

are bounded on L (N), 1 < p < oo. Their bounds may be taken not to depend
on the coefficients of P, but only on its degree.
A final corollary provides a unification with the oscillatory integrals in (6.3)
and (7.5) and Corollary 1.
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Let P(x, y) be a fixed, real polynomial on JV X JV. Then the
/ -> p. v. / e^^Kiy-1

• x)f(y) dy

(8.4)

JN

is bounded on LP(N) to itself, 1 < p < oo; again the bounds depend (insofar as
P is concerned) only on its total degree.
Besides the literature already cited, treatment of some cases of operators
(8.1), (8.2), and (8.4) may be found in Strichartz [109], Müller [63, 64], Christ
[14], and Greenleaf [39]. The general theorem as stated, and its corollaries, are
contained in the recent work of Ricci and the author [81-83].
We shall now briefly describe the three main ideas involved in the proof of the
theorem. First, one passes from the nilpotent group JV with its nonautomorphic
dilations St, to a larger nilpotent group G which has corresponding automorphic
dilations, so that JV is a quotient of G. In fact we take G to be the "free" nilpotent group of sufficiently high step whose Lie algebra g has as its generators a
basis of n, The boundedness properties of the operators T and M may then
be reduced to the boundedness properties of (approximately constructed) corresponding operators X" and M( on G. This procedure is in reality a streamlined
form of the "lifting" method which will be discussed again in §10.
Secondly, the "curvature" properties of our manifold V are expressible by the
fact that it is real-analytic and may be assumed to generate the group JV. The
following lemma takes advantage of this situation.
LEMMA. Suppose V is a k-dimensional real-analytic submanifold in a connected Lie group G\ suppose that V generates G. Let dp be a measure supported
in V with a smooth, compactly supported density. Then du = dp, * dp, * • • • * dp,
(2dim(G)~k factors), as a measure on G, is absolutely continuous with respect to
Haar measure, du = hdx, where h satisfies an L1 modulus of continuity with
e-Hölder exponent, e > 0.
The third idea is to use appropriate orthogonality arguments. We now turn
to a further discussion of this,
9. Square functions and orthogonality. Three variations on the theme of
orthogonality:
(i) The method ofTT*. This phrase is meant to convey the truism that to
prove the boundedness of T on L2 it suffices to do the same for TT* (or T*T).
The reason this observation is useful in applications is that if T is represented
by the kernel K, (Tf)(x) = f K(x,y)f(y)dy,
then TT* is represented by the
kernel
' K(x,z)K(y,z)dz,
(9,1)
/
and this kernel is often better than K because the integration in (9.1) can have
both a smoothing effect and can take into account cancellation properties of
K. Classical examples arise when dealing with unitary operators such as the
Fourier transform, the Hilbert transform, etc. A trickier example is the theorem
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of Kolmogorov-Seliverstov-Plessner (see Zygmund [115]) which shows, incidentally, that the computations which prove the boundedness of TT* may be quite
different from those that show it for T*T. Other examples arise in the theory of
semigroups (see Stein [96]) and for Fourier integral operators (see Hörmander
[49]); closer at hand are the oscillatory integrals (7.5), (8.4), and (11.4) and
(12.3) below, and the treatment of Hilbert transforms and maximal functions
for "variable curves" (discussed further in §11), as carried out in Nagel, Stein,
and Wainger [69].
(ii) Almost orthogonality. The idea of TT* does not always suffice to do the
job. It can be refined as follows: One has boundedness of T in L2 if we can find
a decomposition of T as E ^ i » with the norms of the Tj uniformly bounded,
and an approximate mutual orthogonality of the different pieces Tj-, the latter
is expressed by the requirement that the norms of both T{T^ and T*Tj tend
to zero suitably when \i — j \ —• oo. This is the lemma of almost orthogonality
of Cotlar and the author. It was applied to prove the L2 boundedness of the
standard singular integrals on nilpotent groups discussed above (see Knapp and
Stein [54]), and has since found many applications and modifications. One such
variant of relevance here (due to Christ [14], and in another form to Greenleaf
[38]) is the observation that since the norms of the Tj are bounded, the control
of TiTj can be reduced (by applying the principle of TT* repeatedly) to the
control of (T*Ti)kT^, for any fixed (large) integer fc. This is of particular use in
conjunction with arguments such as the lemma in §8 above.
(iii) More square functions. We have already seen several variants of square
functions (in §§3 and 4) and discussed their usefulness in proving Lp inequalities.
Here we shall describe a version closely related to the almost-orthogonal decompositions above. Suppose we can write T = J2Tj, with Tj factorable as Tj =
BjAj. We then define two square functions Si and S 2 : S i ( / ) = (£) • \Ajf\2)1/2,
S*(f) = (Ej \Bjf\2)1/2- ft t n e n follows that the boundedness of T on Lp is a
direct consequence of the boundedness of / —• Si(f) and g —• Sz(g), on Lp and
Lp respectively. This type of decomposition and use of square functions plays
an important role in the theory of singular integrals of Coifman, Macintosh, and
Meyer [16], and David and Journé [24]; the reader should also consult David
[23].
Part III. Variable coefficients.
10. Geometry and analysis of vector fields. The passage to variable coefficients
via nilpotent groups is nowhere better illustrated than in the study of analysis
and geometry of vector fields. The idea of using nilpotent groups was initiated
in the study of d\, and the Kohn Laplacian, and then extended to deal with the
operators analyzed by Hörmander [48]. Let us describe it briefly.
Let Xi,..., Xm be m smooth real vector fields in (a neighborhood of the origin
of) R n . We assume that these vector fields and their commutators of order not
greater than fc span near the origin. It is then possible to "lift" these vector
fields by placing them in a larger space, R n x R n ' (with additional variables
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t G R n ) so that the lifted vector fields are of the form
Xi =Xi + Y^oJij(x,t) — ,

'at

i = l,.,.,m,

(10.1)

3

3= 1

and so that the Xi have the twin properties: (i) The Xi and their commutators
of length not greater than fc span near the origin in R n x R n ; (ii) The X{
are "free," that is, these vector fields and their commutators satisfy the same
relations that the elements of the free nilpotent Lie algebra 7m^ satisfy. (The
Lie algebra is obtained as the quotient of the free Lie algebra of m generators
Yi, >2 ) •. • ? Ym, divided by the ideal generated by all commutators of length > fc,)
Besides this lifting there is a basic approximation property. First write the
vector fields Y i , . . . , Ym in canonical coordinates
(yi,...,2/n+n')
Yi:=^2bij(y)d/dyj.
3
1

Then for each fixed (XQ, to) EïU X R n near the origin we can find a coordinate
system (yi,..., yn+nt) centered at (XQ, to) so that
Xj=Yj+Rj,

j = l,...,m,

(10.2)

with Rj vanishing of appropriately high order as (x, t) —» (xo,to) (i.e., as (yi,...,
Vn+n') -> 0).
The above two-fold procedure allows one to "reduce the study of, e.g., the
operator E ^ | to that of E-^y? which in turn is modeled on the left-invariant
(and homogeneous) operator ^ Y2 on the nilpotent group G whose Lie algebra is
7myk- This procedure of appealing to analysis on nilpotent Lie groups goes back
to Folland and Stein [34] and Rothschild and Stein [84]; it has since undergone
substantial development. (In this connection see, e.g., the survey of Helffer and
Nourigatt [44].)
In addition one may seek a better understanding of the geometry of the vector
fields, also, for example, the size of the fundamental solution of the operator
E - ^ ? - To do this two basic notions are needed: an appropriate "metric" (or
quasidistance) and the volume formula for the resulting balls.
Given the vector fields Xi,... ,Xm, we can then define a naturally induced
metric: the distance p(x, y) is the least time it takes to travel from x to y along a
curve pointing in the directions of Xi,... ,Xm, always moving at "unit speed."
More precisely, p(x,y) = infimum of T so that 7(0) = x, ^(T) = y, where
7(0? 0 < i < T, is a rectifiable curve so that i(t) = EyLi °y W-^iMO)» w ^ n

MOI < 1.
In order to work with this distance it is quite useful to describe it in several
equivalent forms. We shall limit ourselves here to one such form, linking it
with the exponential mapping, and we shall also describe a formula for Vx (S) =
volume of the ball {y\p(x,y) < S}.
For each ordered Z-tuple of integers / = (ii,...,%{), \I\ = I, where 1 < ij < m,
and I < fc, we define the vector field Xj by Xj = [X^ [X{2 • • • [Xil_1,Xil] •••]].
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Next, for each n-tuple of such Ps, {Ii, h,..., In} = J, write \J\ = \h\ + \h\ +
h |/ n |, and define Xj by Xj(x) = det(Xit,Xi2,...
,Xin)(x).
The Xj may
be thought of as generalizations of the Levi invariants, to which they reduce in
special cases.
THEOREM 7. (a) For S sufficiently small, p(x,y) < S if and only if y =
exp(J2i a>iX[)(x), with ai constants satisfying \ai\ < cfi'7'.

(b)W)«Ej|Aj(aOI*"l.
From part (b) we see, in particular, that the volume of the balls have the
important doubling property.
Next we state the estimates for the parametrix K(x,y) of the operator

THEOREM 8.

\Xit • ••XirK[*,v)\

< criPiv$)

"

t10'3)

where 6 = p(x,y).3
REMARK. Notice that for homogeneous nilpotent groups the forms of all these
estimates are implied by scale-invariance.
The two theorems above, and further results along these lines, are in Nagel,
Stein, and Wainger [70, 71]; see also Nagel [65]. There is an alternate theory
leading to Theorem 8, among other results. It is due to C. Fefferman and Phong
[31], C. Fefferman [30], Sanchez-Calle [87], and C. Fefferman and Sanchez-Calle
[32]. This approach has the advantage of being able to treat the general subelliptic operators which are of the form Y^aij{x)d2/dxidxj,
with {aij(x)} semidefinite and smooth. On the other hand, the first approach described applies to the
general Hörmander operator ^ X2 + XQ and, for that matter, to any subelliptic
operator which is a "homogeneous" polynomial in the vector fields, and it gives
analogues of (10.3) for their parametricies.
10. Singular Radon transforms. This topic may be viewed as the culmination
in the progression from singular integrals in the translation invariant case of R n
treated in §6, to the case for nilpotent groups, as in §§7 and 8, and thence to the
general "variable coefficients" situation. Here the complete picture, both with
respect to the optimal formulation of the general assertions and to the details
of the expected proofs, is not yet fully worked out. So we will describe only an
important special case which is of particular interest because of its relevance to
the 9-Neumann problem.
Let M be a (compact) manifold of dimension m + 1 , m > 1. Then, imitating
the situation described at the end of §7, we assume that for each P G M we are
given a submanifold Mp of dimension m, with P G Mp; also for each P we are
to be given a Calderón-Zygmund kernel density K(P, •) on Mp, with singularity
3

Except of course in the case where n = 2 and when Xi • • • Xm already span; then (10.3)
is asserted only for r > 1.
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at P, so that the mappings P —• Mp and P —• K(P,-) are smooth. We then
define the singular Radon transform T (mapping C°° (M) to itself) by
{Tf)(P)=f

K(P,.)fP(-)

(11.1)

where / p denotes the restriction of / to Mp.
The curvature condition that intervenes here turns out to be related to that
occurring (in Guillemin and Sternberg [41]) in the invertibility problem for the
more standard versions of the Radon transforms (e.g., when K(P, •) in (11.1) is
everywhere smooth).
Let $(P,Q) = 0 be a defining function for the relation Q G Mp which is
nondegenerate (i.e., dp$ =£ 0» dç$ ^ 0). Then the "rotational curvature" form
L$ = L&(P) is the bilinear form defined for (vi,v2) G TP(Mp) X Tp(Mp) by
L&(vi,V2) = (dpQ$\p=QVi,V2), where the Hessian d2PQ$ is the differential of
the mapping $ —* dp$(P,Q) (the differential is a linear map from TQ(M) to
Tp(M)*). The curvature condition is;
The rotational curvature form L is nondegenerate for each P G M.

(11,2)

THEOREM 9.
The operator T defined by (11.1) is bounded on LP(M)
itself, 1 < p < oo, if the curvature condition (11.2) is satisfied.

to

(See Phong and Stein [77, 78]; an earlier approach for the case of variables
curves in the plane is outlined in Nagel, Stein, and Wainger [69].)
REMARKS. (1) There are also LP inequalities for a related maximal function
which is associated to T in the same way as Mi is associated to Ti in (6.1') and
(6.2').
(2) A connection between operators of the type (11.1) and Fourier integral
operators with singular symbols associated to a pair of Lagrangians has been
pointed out by Uhlmann [114]. For the latter class of operators see Guillemin
and Uhlmann [42], also Melrose and Uhlmann [61].
(3) To clarify the curvature condition, we point out two cases: First, in the
translation-invariant case in R n + 1 the condition means that Mo has nonvanishing Gauss curvature at the origin. Second, when D is a smooth domain in C n + 1 ,
M = boundary of V (m = 2n), then for a naturally attached family {Mp} the
condition is equivalent to the nondegeneracy of the Levi form.
The idea of the proof of the theorem is first to localize to a coordinate system,
(t, x) G R X R m , so that if P = (t, x), Q = (s, y), then the relation Q G Mp is
given by s = t -f S(t, x, y), with S(t, x, x) = 0, and so (11.2) becomes
* ( * » . " >

(U.3)

where $(x,y) = S(t,x,y).
After a Fourier transform in the £-variable, one can ultimately reduce the
problem of the L2 boundedness of (11,1) to oscillatory integrals of the form
h-f^f

eiX*^K(x,y)f(y)dy.

(11.4)
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Here K is a compactly supported kernel of a standard pseudodifferential operator of order p, with — m < p, < 0.
LEMMA. If$ satisfies (11.3), and —m < p <0, then for the operator norm
of I\ we can make the estimate
| | / A | | L ^ L S < A ( 1 + |A|)"/2.

(11.5)

Note the relation between the oscillatory integral (11.4), and those in (7.5),
(8.4), and (12.3) below. The special case arising when K is the kernel of an
operator in Op(S1~^°) is in Hörmander [50], but the order of decrease in (11.5)
cannot be improved beyond (1 + |A|) _ m / 2 . For the relation of Theorem 9 and
the 9-Neumann problem, see Phong and Stein [79].
12. Averages over variable hyper surfaces. We return to our first topic, maximal surface averages discussed in §§1 and 4, and try to obtain diffeomorphicinvariant versions of these results. Our setting is as follows:
For each x G R n and e > 0, we are given a smooth hypersurface S£ìX C R n .
The family of surfaces {S£iX} will be described as images of a fixed hypersurface
S: We assume that S€iX = p£iX(S), where p£tX is an imbedding map for each
(e,x), and such that p£fX(u) is smooth for (e,x,u) G [0,oo) x R n x S. Fix a
cut-off function ip G Co°(R n ) and define the mean-value operator
M£(f)(x)

= f_f(x + ep£iX(u))il>(x)da(u),
(12.1)
Js
with da a measure with smooth density and compact support on S. The relevant
curvature conditions are
(a) The hypersurface SoiX, for each x G R n , has Gauss curvature
not vanishing of infinite order at any point.
,
.
(b) Same as (a), except the Gauss curvature is assumed to be
nowhere vanishing.
Notice that these conditions are diffeomorphic invariant, in the sense that if
$ : R n —y R n is a diffeomorphism, then
®(x + £p£iX(u)) =y + ep£^y(u),

if <&(x) = y

where p satisfies the same conditions ((12.2)(a) or (b)) as p.
T H E O R E M 10.

Let

M(f)=

sup | M £ 0 ( / ) | .
0<e<£0

If €o is sufficiently small, the mapping / —> M(f) is bounded in Lp to itself
in the following situations:
(i) when (12.2(a)) is satisfied, when n > 6, and p > po, for a finite po =
Po({s£ix});
(ii) when (12.2(b)) is satisfied, when n>3,p>
n/(n — 1).
For part (ii) see Greenleaf [37], but the argument given there does not extend
to cover case (i). As to the proof of that (see Sogge and Stein [93]), while
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it is not, strictly speaking, modeled on nilpotent groups, it has nevertheless
essential features in common with the argument of Theorem 9 for singular Radon
transforms. In fact, one proceeds, after an appropriate coordinate choice and
taking n = m -|-1, to study the key square function via the Fourier transform in
one variable, (It is at this stage of the proof that the restriction n > 6 enters.)
One is again led to oscillatory integral operators
eiX*^\H{x,y)\Ni{x,y)f{y)dy,

h-f^f

(12,3)

where $ is a real function, H(x,y) is its Hessian = det(d2$/dxidxj),
and
ij) G Co°(Rm x R m ). In effect, the properties of $ and its Hessian express
the curvature conditions imposed.
In analogy with Lemma 2 in §2 and the lemma in §1 one can prove the
following estimate for the L2 norm of the operators /\ :
LEMMA. For N sufficiently large
\\hh^L*<A{l

+ \\\)-m'2.

(12.3)

In fact, (12.3) holds if N > 5m/2.
Theorem 10 suggests the following
PROBLEM. Can we extend both (i) and (ii) to n > 2?
Part IV. Some further results. We describe very briefly some related areas
of research in harmonic analysis where oscillatory integrals (and curvature) play
an important role.
13. Restriction theorems and Bochner-Riesz summability. The appelation
"restriction theorem" refers to the a priori inequalities for restriction of the
Fourier transform in R n to submanifolds S of the form
\1/q
q
<A\\f\\LP,
(13.1)
s\f(0\ dcr(0)

a

which go back to the observation (unpublished) of the author that such estimates
do hold whenever the Fourier transform oida has a decay at infinity like 0(|£| - e : ).
Thus by Lemma 1 in §2 there are such restriction theorems for all S of finite
type.
Bochner-Riesz summability is closely connected with the problem of finding
p
L estimates of the Fourier multiplier operators on R n given by
m(0 = ( l - | e l %

(13.2)

and
The results in C. Fefferman [28], Carleson and Sjölin [11], and Tomas [113]
related restriction theorems for the sphere with the behavior of the multiplier
(13.2), and obtained sharp IP estimates for both problems when n — 2, and
also partial results when n > 3. The first proofs of some of these results were
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reformulated in Hörmander [50] in terms of boundedness properties of certain
oscillatory integrals as mappings from L p ( R n - 1 ) to L 9 (R n ), with q = ( ^ f ) p ' .
One considers the operators
(Txf)(x)

eiX^y^(x,

= f

y)f(y) dy,

x G Rn,

(13.3)

where ij) G Co°(R n x R n _ 1 ) ; for $ one makes an assumption similar to everywhere nonvanishing Gaussian curvature.
Then one has the inequalities
||7A(/)||L<(R«)

< ^-/«ll/Hippm-i).

(13.4)

These hold for 1 < p < 4, when n = 2, as shown by Carleson and Sjölin, and
for n > 3, when 1 < p < 2 (see Stein [103]). The main problem left open is the
range 2 < p < 2n/(n — 1).
An alternate approach for n = 2 (which emphasizes the geometry of rectangles
in Fourier transform space) is in C. Fefferman [29]; it was pursued by Cordoba
[17] who found related L2 estimates for rectangular maximal functions in R 2
(see also §14 below). Further, Carbery [8] used this approach to prove sharp
estimates for the key square function

a

\l/2

ISà-SÎT^dR/R)

0

2

/

in R , for 2 < p < 4, obtaining a maximal theorem for Bochner-Riesz summability. Earlier use of this square function is in, e.g., Stein and Weiss [106, Chapter
7]. For related results in this area see also Igari [53], Cordoba and López-Melero
[20], Cordoba [18], Carbery [9], Christ [13], Seeger [88], and Sogge [90].
14. Directed maximal functions; in particular, lacunary directions. For any
unit vector 0 in R n define the directed maximal function Mo by
rh

Me(f)(x)

= sup —

!

h>0 *" j-h

f(x-te) dt

In several problems one is interested in the boundedness properties of MY where
Mr(f) = s u p ö 6 r M ö ( / ) , with T a given set of directions. (When T = S n _ 1 ,
n > 2, there are no Lp inequalities for p < oo because of the Besicovitch-Kakeya
set.)
There are two situations when Mr has been studied. First, when T is uniformly distributed, i.e., 3e > 0, so that if 6,0' eT,0^
0', then | 0 - 0 ' | > e. Then
it can be conjectured that
| | M r ( / ) | | p < A ( l o g l / £ ) N\\

IIP?

if p > n, for some N = N(p, n). This has been shown by Cordoba [17] for n = 2
in connection with the multiplier (13.2); see also Stromberg [111].
The second situation occurs when T is lacunary, e.g., in 2 dimensions, with
T = {Ok}, Ok makes an angle 2~k with the a;-axis. Then
||Mr(/)||p<>y|/||p,

Kp<oo.

(14.1)
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This can be proved by using square functions and decay properties of the
Fourier transform; see Nagel, Stein, and Wainger [68]. The argument combines
a Littlewood-Paley inequality

E w\Ì"
where Pk(f)~(Q = Xsk(€)f(Q,

<A„

up*

1 < p < oo,

and Sk denotes the sector

s* = ttii(*,**)i-ieii<2-*im,
together with a "bootstrap": if (14.1) holds for po then

2

M2

2
9M

H(5>' )

(EI^M )

holds if l / p < | [ l + l/po].
Earlier results for p > 2, by covering arguments, are in Stromberg [110], and
Cordoba and R. Fefferman [19], Further results relevant to MY in the uniformly
distributed case are in R. Fefferman [33] and Christ, Duoandikoetxea, and Rubio
de Francia [15]. Bootstrap arguments similar to the one above are exploited in
Duoandikoetxea and Rubio de Francia [26],
15, Hilbert transform along flat convex curves. We return to §6 and here we
point out that even when the submanifold is infinitely flat at the origin, results
such as Theorem 5 may still hold. We shall consider curves ^(t) = (£, 72(E)) in
R 2 with t —• 72 (t) convex, continuous, for 0 < t < oo, 72(0) = 72(0) = 0, and
7 2 (0 odd (i.e., 7 2 H ) = - 7 2 ( 0 ) One considers the Hilbert transform and maximal function along 7,

f°

H{f){x)

J—<

M{f)ix) = SUP

f(x-i(t))dt/t,

l£f(x-i(t))dt

(15.1)
(15.2)

/i>0

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for (15.1) to be bounded on LP(R2)
is that the curve satisfies the "doubling-time" condition: with h(t) = ^(t) —
72(0 there is a constant D > 1 so that h(Dt) > 2h(t), t>0. The result for p = 2
(as well as related results for "even" curves, some higher-dimensional variants,
and (15.2) for p = 2) are in Nagel, Vance, Wainger, and Weinberg [72-74]. The
general Lp result and the Lp inequalities for M are in Carlsson et al. [12]. The
Lp argument makes use of a bootstrap which has some similarity to that in §14
above.
16. Fourier transform of surface-carried measures—a vignette. We close this
survey by returning to the problem of §2 and presenting a recent elegant result of Bruna, Nagel, and Wainger [7], which provides a striking illustration of
the interrelation of many of the notions considered in this essay: the decay of
the Fourier transform, curvature, and quasimetrics, and their associated volume
forms.
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Let S denote the boundary surface of a smooth convex compact set in R n , and
the question is the decay at infinity of (2.2), the Fourier transform of a smooth
surface-carried measure. We assume also that S is of finite type at each point,
in the stronger sense, that for each XQ G S each tangent line passing through XQ
makes only a finite order contact with S.
Now define a family of balls {B(XQ, S)}, for each XQ G S, S > 0, by
B(xo, S) = {x G S\(x - x0, vXQ) < S},
where vXQ is the inward-pointing normal to S at xo- (B(XQ,S) consists of
those points in S which lie between the hyper-planes determined by TXQ(S)
andT œ o (S)+<5^ 0 .)
Now it can be shown first that this family of balls satisfy the basic properties
of the Vitali covering lemma: i.e., the quantity p(x,y) — \T&{S\y G B(x,S)} is
a quasimetric on S, and the volume form VX(S) = volume of B(x,S), has the
doubling property.
Next, for £ ^ 0 let x+(£) and x~(£) denote the points on S so that

"x+ = e/ia

v*- = -É/KI-

Then the desired estimate is
\ß(t)\<c(Vx+(S)

+ Vx-(S))

with« = l/|É|.

(16.1)
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Algebraic if-Theory of Fields
A. A. SUSLIN
The construction of higher algebraic if-theory was achieved by the fundamental work of Quillen [24]. After that the main efforts were concentrated in the
field of computations and applications of if-theory to concrete algebraic problems. The most intriguing are the conjectures relating algebraic K-theory to
etale cohomology. Such conjectures in certain particular cases were made by
Quillen and Lichtenbaum [14, 9, 23]. Nowadays all conjectures of this type
are usually called the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjectures. One of the important
properties of algebraic üC-theory is the exact localization sequence: if Y C X is
a closed subscheme, then there is a long exact sequence
• • • - Ki(Y) - Ki(X) - K'i(X -Y)±

KU{Y)

- •••

(Kf = K for regular schemes) and the resulting spectral sequence

E™ =

U

K.p_q(k^))^K'_p_q(X).

co d i m x=p

Another important property is Gersten's conjecture, proved by Quillen, which
makes it possible to identify the second term of this spectral sequence: EPQ =
Hp(X,K-q).
These properties often reduce general problems of algebraic Ktheory to the particular case of fields in which case these problems are especially
explicit and intriguing.
Higher if-theory of a field F (as well as of any ring) may be defined in terms
of Quillen's plus construction: Ki(F) = TTì(BGL(F)+),
where BGL(F)+ is the
//"-space having the same homology as BGL(F), i.e., the same as homology of
the discrete group GL(F). Thus K-theory is closely related to the homology
theory of GL(F).
This paper concerns some of the recent achievements in the K-theory of fields
and in related areas. To a pity, I have only mentioned very briefly such an
important field as etale üf-theory of Dwyer-Friedlander; the ideas and methods
used in this theory are very far from those discussed in the main part of this
paper.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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1. Norm-residue homomorphism. In view of the Moore-Matsumoto theorem, the group Ki(F) may be described as a group with generators {a, b} (a, b G
F*) and relations {a\a2,b} = {ai,b} + {a,2,b}, {a,&i&2} = {a,h} + {a,&2}j
{a, 1 — a} = 0 (a ^ 1), Suppose that n is an integer prime to char F ; then we
have the Kummer isomorphism x-' F*/F*n ^ H1 (F, p,n). It is easy to verify that
2
2
X ( û ) U X ( 1 —a) = 0 G H (F, p,® ) and hence we get a well-defined homomorphism
Rn = Rn,F'- Ki(F)/n

-> H2(F, fi*): {a, b} H+ X(a) U x(&),

which is called the norm-residue homomorphism. In case F D p,n the choice of
the primitive nth root of unity £ makes it possible to identify Gjr-modules p,n
and p,®2 and hence to identify H2(F,p®2) with H2(F,p,n) =n Br(F). After this
identification Rn turns into a cyclic algebra homomorphism: {a, ft} H+ [A^(a,6)]
(cf. [19]). Thus in this case the question about surjectivity of R^ is equivalent
to the classical problem of Albert whether every algebra of exponent n is similar
to a product of cyclic algebras.
THEOREM 1.1 [17, 30]. For any field F and any n prime to charF, R^'.
Ä2(F)/n —• H2(F,p,®2) is an isomorphism.
The general case of the theorem may be easily reduced to the case (which
we will consider below) when n = p is prime and F D p,p. There are two
different, but closely related, approaches to the proof of (1.1). Both approaches
use essentially the computation of certain Ä'-cohomology groups of Severi-Brauer
varieties.
The first method, the original method of Merkurjev [16], works mostly for
p = 2. Set provisionally fc2 = ÜT2/2. Suppose that E = F(^/a) is a quadratic
extension of a field F and denote by x{a) € H1(F,p>2) the cohomology class
corresponding to a under the Kummer isomorphism. The exact cohomology
sequence

H\F^2)

x

$ H*{F,to) - H*(E,„2) NT

H*(F,rì

shows that the validity of (1.1) implies the exactness of the sequence
F*/F*2

Afc2(F)^fc2(^)JV^fc2(i^).

(1.1,1)

Vice versa, if (1.1.1) is exact for any quadratic extension, then an easy inductive
argument proves (1.1). Moreover, it is shown in [16] that even the exactness of
k2(F)-> k2(E)->

k2(F)

for any E/F is sufficient to finish the proof. Every element of fc2(i£) may be
written in the form J2?=iixi + V^Vù^i] with Xi,yi,Zi G F. The norm of this
element in fc2(ir') is equal to J2?=iixi ~ aVÌ^zì\'
^ ls n o t difficult to write
down explicitly when the last element is equal to zero: this is equivalent (after
certain cosmetic changes, including possible enlargement of n) to the existence
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of certain elements us, vs for every nonempty S c { l , . . . , n } such that, setting
zs = Flies zi w e wiU have formulae
x2i-yìa=Y[{u%-zsv%).

(1.1.2)

S3i

Denote by Fo the prime subfield of F and set Fi = Fo(a). Equations (1.1.2)
define an affine variety T over Fi, and elements Xi, yi, Zi, us, vs define an Fvalued point of this variety. Denoting the corresponding coordinate functions by
Xi, Yi, Zi, USìVs G Fi(T), we get in fc2(Fi(T)(v^)) the "universal" element with
trivial norm J27=ii^i + y/ôY^Zi).
It is sufficient to show that this universal
element lies in £2(^1 (T1))—the specialization argument finishes the proof. To
prove the last statement it is sufficient to show that i? 2 is an isomorphism for
Fi(T) and Fi(T)(y/a). This is trivial for the second field since this field is purely
transcendent over F±(y/a) (both kernel and cokernel of Rn do not change under
purely transcendental extensions [4]). The field F 2 = Fi(Zi,Us)Vs)
is purely
transcendental over Fi, and Fi (T) is obtained from F 2 pasing several times to
the function field on a conic, given by an equation of the form X2 — Y2a = *.
So the theorem follows from
PROPOSITION 1.2 [27]. Suppose that charfc 7e 2, a,b Gfc*,and denote by
F the function field on the conic, given by equation X2 — aY2 = b. If iï2jfc and
^2,k{y/a) are isomorphisms, then i2 2| F is also an isomorphism.
The proof of (1.2) is based on the computation of certain if-cohomology
groups of the conic; it also uses extensively the theory of quadratic forms, which
does not allow the use of this method for p / 2.
The second approach to the proof of (1.1), developed in [17, 28, 30], is in a
certain sense opposite to the one discussed above. The main technical result in
this approach is
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that p ^ char F and F contains a primitive
pth root of unity £. Let a,b G F* and denote by X the Severi-Brauer variety,
corresponding to the cyclic algebra D = A$(a,b). The natural homomorphisms
ker RpfF —* keri? Pi ^(x) and cokerRPiF —• cokerfiPjip(x) are injective.
Assuming (1.3), one can finish the proof of (1.1) as follows. It is well known
that the maps k e r i ^ j r —• kerfip^, cokeriajr —• c o k e r ß p ^ are injective if E
is algebraic over F of degree prime to p, so, using (1.3), one can construct an
extension FjF such that
(a) all cyclic p-algebras over F are trivial,
(b) F has no extensions of degree prime to p, and
(c) kerRp^ ^-> k e r ß p ^, coker Rp^ *-* coker# p j,.
A classical result of Milnor [19] shows that (a) is equivalent to the equality
K2(F)/p = 0. Hence KevRpj, = 0. Moreover, it is easy to see that (a) and (b)
imply that Br(.F) = 0 and hence coker R p, = 0. Now property (c) shows that
ker Rp}F = coker Rp^p = 0-
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The proof of (1.3), as well as the proof of (1.2), is based on the computation
of /f-cohomology groups of Severi-Brauer varieties.
PROPOSITION 1.4. In conditions of (1.3), H1(X,K2)
the natural map 0.2(F) —• H°(X,if2) is surjective.

= JV = NrdD* c F*,

To prove this, one has to consider the spectral sequence E%* = Hl(X, K-j) =>>
K-i-j(X). The theory of Chern classes and the Riemann-Roch theorem makes
it possible to show that all differentials in this spectral sequence starting at or
coming to E1*3 terms with i + j = 0,-1 are killed by (dimX)! In our case
dimX = p — 1 and we know also that all differentials in this spectral sequence
are killed by p (since D has splitting fields of degree p over F). This shows that
there are no differentials starting at or coming to El>3 with i + j = 0, —1 and
hence H1(X,K2) = E\~2 = E^~2 = K^X)1/2.
if-theory of Severi-Brauer
varieties was computed by Quillen [24]:
Ki(X) = Ki(F)®Ki(D) © ...

eKi(D®^p-^).

Thus to finish the proof of the first statement it is sufficient to compute the
topological filtration on Ki(X) = F © JV © • • • © JV, which is not difficult to do.
Vanishing of all differentials starting at E°>~2 imply that the edge homomorphism
K2(F) © K2(D) © • • • ©K2(D®^p-^) = K2(X) -> H°(X,K2) = E%~2
is surjective. To finish the proof of the second statement we have to show that
the image of Ä ^ ® * ) in H°(X,K2) C K2(F(X)) is contained in the image of
if 2 (F). This requires additional information about ÜC2 for algebras of prime
index; see (3.1) below.
Proposition 1.4 is not yet sufficient for the proof of (1.3); one needs a more
precise statement that K2(F) = H°(X,X2). This requires information about
torsion in K2(F). The basic result in this direction is Hilbert 's Theorem 90 for
if2.

THEOREM 1.5. Let E/F be a cyclic extension of prime degree p and let a
be a generator ofGail(E/F). The following sequence is exact
K2(E) ^

K2(E) N^F K2(F).

(1.5.1)

The exactness of (1.5.1) is easily proved provided the norm map JV: E* —• F*
is surjective—in this case, one constructs explicitly the homomorphism Ä"2(F) —*
K2(E)/(1 - a)K2(E) inverse to NE/F by means of the formula {a,b} \-> {a,b}
mod(l — a)K2(E), where N(ot) — a. Using the same trick as above we see now
that we will be done if we are able to prove that if X is a Severi-Brauer variety,
corresponding to a cyclic algebra (E/F, a, a), then the map
kerN E/F /(1 - a)K2(E) -+ kevNE{x)/F{x)/(l

-

a)K2(E(X))

is injective. This problem is simplified by the fact that the algebra under consideration splits over E and hence XE = P^ - 1 - The proof uses, in fact, only the
computation of H1(X,K2) fulfilled above,
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Applying (1.5) to the universal Kummer extension F(tfT)/F(T)
(T is transcendental over F) or to the universal Artin-Schreier extension we get the following result, which was conjectured by Tate [37].
COROLLARY 1.6. If F contains a primitive nth root of unity Ç, then
= {£, F*}, K2(F) does not have p-torsion with p = c h a r F .

nK2(F)

To finish the description of torsion in Zf2, one needs the description of those
elements x G F* for which {£, x} = 0. This question is settled by
THEOREM 1.7 [28, 30]. Suppose that F contains a primitive nth root of
unity £ and denote by FQ the subfield of constants in F (i.e., the algebraic closure
of the prime subfield). For x G F* the following conditions are equivalent:

(a)U,z} = 0 G X 2 ( n
(b) x = x0yn,

where y G F*, x0 G FQ, and {£,x0} = 0 G #2(^0)-

COROLLARY 1.8. If E/F is an extension such that F is algebraically closed
in E, then K2(F) ^
K2(E).
The last corollary shows that in conditions of (1.4), K2(F) -^ i/°(X, Jff2).
Using this and (1.4), one easily finishes the proof of (1.3); see [17, 30].
The proof of (1.7) is based on the study of certain Z-adic cohomology groups.
The crucial role plays the following fact, related to Weil's theorem about eigenvalues of Frobenius substitution on a Tate module of an abelian variety.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose that F is finitely generated and I / charF.
Then H^FcZtf))
^ H^F,^))
and H2(F0,Zt(2)) -+
H2(F,Zt(2)).
The above results have many important applications in algebra and algebraic
geometry, some of which may be found in [30, 39, 40, 41]. We will only mention
the following, for further use.
PROPOSITION l . l O [28, 30]. If X/F
H (X,K2)
= K2(F).

is a complete rational variety, then

0

2. Algebraically closed and local fields. Since the etale cohomology
groups of an algebraically closed field are trivial, it is reasonable to expect that
K-groups of such a field will also have a sufficiently simple structure. The following is one of the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjectures (see [9, 23]).
(2.1) If F is an algebraically closed field, then K{(F) is divisible for i >
1, the torsion subgroup in Ki(F) being zero if i is even, and isomorphic to
UitchzrFQi/Zi(n)iti
=
2n-l.
This conjecture is clearly true for i = 1 and may be easily proved for i = 2
[2], Apart from these trivial cases, the conjecture was known to be true in the
case where F is the algebraic closure of a finite field [22]. For fields of positive
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characteristics, this conjecture was proved in [31]. The basic result of [31] is
THEOREM 2.2. If F/FQ is an extension of algebraically closed fields, then
for any integer n the induced maps K{(Fo)/n —* Ki(F)/n, nKi(Fo) —• nKi(F),
Ki(F0,Z/n) —• Ki(F,Z/n) are bijective.
This theorem is a particular case of a certain simple general principle. Let V
be a contravariant functor on an appropriate category of schemes with values in
the category of torsion abelian groups. Suppose further that for any finite flat
morphism X —• Y we are given a transfer homomorphism NX/Y'- V(X) —> V(Y),
satisfying the usual properties. Suppose finally that V is homotopy invariant,
i.e., V(X x A1) = V(X) for any X.
PROPOSITION 2.3 (RIGIDITY THEOREM). LetX/F be a connected variety
over an algebraically closed field. Then for any two points x,y:Spec(F) —• X,
the induced maps V(X) =} V(SpecF) = V(F) coincide.
It is clearly sufficient to treat the case of a smooth affine curve. Consider
the bilinear pairing Div(X) x V(X) —• V(F) given by x X u \—• x*(u). We have
to show that its restriction on Div°(-X") x V(X) is trivial. Denote by X the
smooth projective model of X and set XQQ = X — X. If / is a rational function
on X, defined and equal to one on XQQ, then the principal divisor (/) lies in
the kernel of our pairing: / defines a covering Xo —• AF = PF — 1, where
XQ is obtained from X by deleting points where / is equal to one. The usual
properties of transfer imply that the image of (/) x u in V(F) coincides with the
image of (0 — oo) X NXQ/A1 (U\X0), which is zero in view of homotopy invariance.
Thus our pairing factors through Pic 0 (X,X 0 0 )®V(X). The group Pic°(X,X^)
coincides with the group of .F-points of the corresponding Rosenlicht jacobian
of X (see [26]) and hence is divisible. Since V (X) is torsion we deduce that
Pic°(X,Xoo)®V(X)=0.
COROLLARY 2 . 3 . 1 . LetF/Fo be an extension of algebraically closed fields
and let Xo/F0 be a connected variety. If x, y}: Spec F —• XQ are any two Fopoints, then the induced maps V(Xo) =4 V(F) coincide.
COROLLARY 2 . 3 . 2 . In conditions of (2.3.1) for any Fo-point x: Spec F —y
Xo, the image of the corresponding homomorphism V(Xo) —* V(F) is contained
in the image ofV(Fo).
Choose a rational point Spec FQ -> XQ and apply (2.3.1) to x and y: Spec F —•
Specify -> Xo.
COROLLARY 2 . 3 . 3 . Suppose, in addition, thatV commutes with limits:
V(SveclimAi)

= lim 7 (Spec A*).

Then V(F) = V(FQ) for any extension F/FQ of algebraically closed fields.
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F may be written as lim A where A runs through all finitely generated FQsubalgebras of F. Our conditions imply that V(F) = limV(Spec A). The homomorphism V (Spec A) —• V(F) is induced by a Fo-point Spec F —• Spec A,
corresponding to the imbedding A ^ F. In view of (2.3.2) the image of this
homomorphism is contained in the image of V(Fo). Since this is true for any
A we deduce that V(Fo) —> V(F) is surjective. The injectivity of this map is
trivial.
The present proof of (2.3), which is a slight modification of the original proof
of the author [31], is due to Gabber, Gillet, and Thomason. The use of relative Picard groups instead of absolute ones allowed these authors to prove the
following important generalization of (2.3).
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let O be a henselian ring with field of fractions F and
residue field k and let X/ Spec O be a smooth affine curve. Further, let x, y:
SpecO —• X be two sections that coincide in the closed point of Spec O. Suppose,
in addition, that
(a) nV(X) = 0, where (n,charfc) = 1,
(b)V(0)^V(F).
Then the induced maps x*,y*:V(X) —• V(0) coincide.
Choose a projective closure X of X and set XQQ = X — X. The sections
x, y define relative divisors Dx, Dy on X (relative to XQQ). Their difference
is divisible by n in Pic(X,XQQ) since Pic(X,Xoo)/n «-> H2t(X,j\(p,n))
(where
j : X «-* X) and H2t(X,j\(p,n))
= H2t(X0, (Jb)i(A*n))i where X0 is the closed fiber
of X, in view of the proper base change theorem in etale cohomology. In view of
condition (b) it is sufficient to prove the coincidence of maps V(Xp) =3 V(F),
where XF is the generic fiber of X. The last fact follows in the same manner as
in the proof of (2.3), since the difference of the corresponding points is divisible
by n in the relative Picard group of Xp.
REMARK 2.5. Condition (b) of Proposition 2.4 is often satisfied in algebraic
if-theory in view of Quillen's theorem [24]. Moreover, this condition may be
avoided in many cases of interest.
Using induction and tricks similar to those used in the proof of (2.3.3) we
deduce from (2.4) the following important
THEOREM

2.6

(GABBER

(UNPUBLISHED),

GILLET

AND

THOMASON

[10] ) . Let V/F be a smooth variety and let v G V be a rational point. Denote by Oy the henselization of a local ring Ov. For any m prime to char F, the
natural homomorphism K*(Oy,Z/m) —• K*(F,Z/m) is bijective.
Denote by 1% the maximal ideal of the local ring O j . It is not difficult to
deduce from (2.6) that Hi(GL(0^,I^),Z/m)
= 0 (t > 1); see [32]. Consider
now the simplicial scheme BGLn/F and denote by X^{ the henselization of
(BGLn)i = (GL n )* in unity; denote further by 0\ i the coordinate ring of X%ti
and by 1% i its maximal ideal. Since face and degeneracy maps of BGL n respect
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unity, we see that X^ i also form a simplicial scheme. The evident maps X\ i —•
GL^ ^-f GLn define matrices ak G G L n ( 0 ^ i , / ^ J . We will denote by uUii
the chain [ai,...,a t -] G Ci(GL n (0^,I^^,Z/m). Now one constructs, using
induction on i and the fact that i î i ( G L ( 0 ^ , / ^ ) , Z / m ) = 0, chains cn%i G
C+i(GL(0*„J*<),Z/ro) such that
i

d(cn)i) = Un|< - 53(-l) i (di)*(c n ,i-i).
These considerations enable one to generalize (2.6):
COROLLARY 2,7. Lei (.R,/) 6e a henselian pair, where R is an F-algebra.
Then H*(GL(R, I), Z/m) = 0 and K*(R, Z/m) ^ K*(R/I, Z/m).
The second statement follows from the first one. For the proof of the first
statement it is sufficient to show that the imbedding (7*(GLn(jR,/),Z/m) e-*
C* (GL(R, I), Z/m) is nul-homotopic. Consider matrices &i,.,., bi G GLn (R, I).
These matrices define a morphism Specie —• GVn, taking SpecR/1 to unity.
Since (R, I) is a henselian pair, this morphism factors uniquely through a morphism /&: Spec J? —y X^{. The desired nul-homotopy may be defined now by a
formula s([6i,... ,ôj) = (fb)*(cn,i)The same method of evaluation of "universal homotopy operators" cnji may
be applied also in many other situations. The following results are proved in
[32].
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a henselian discrete valuation ring with maximal
ideal I, fractionfieldF, and residuefieldfc.For any m prime to char F we have
canonical isomorphisms of pro-groups:
H*(GL(R),Z/m) -• {H*(GL(R/In),Z/m)}n,
K*(R,Z/m) {K+(R/In),Z/m)}nTo deduce the second statement from the first one it is necessary to use a
version of Hurewitz's theorem for pro-spaces, proved by Panin [43].
COROLLARY 2.8.1. In conditions of Theorem 2.8,
K*(R,Z/m)^K*(k,Z/m)
provided that (m,charfc) = 1.
COROLLARY 2.8.2. Let k be an algebraically closedfieldof positive characteristics p and let F be the algebraic closure of the fraction field of the ring of
Witt vectors overfc.Then for any m prime to p there are canonical isomorphisms
K*(k,Z/m) = K*(F,Z/m).
This corollary together with Theorem 2.2 shows that the groups Ki(F, Z/m)
do not depend on the algebraically closed field F (provided that m is prime to
char i*1); this enables us tofinishthe proof of the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture
forfieldsof zero characteristics. It is more natural, however, to apply the method
of universal homotopy operators to the proof of the following theorem.
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THEOREM 2.9 [32]. Let F denote either thefieldR of real numbers or the
field C of complex numbers. The natural morphism BGL(F)+ —y BGL(F)top
induces isomorphisms on homology and homotopy groups withfinitecoefficients.
Using, in addition, the Stability Theorem 4.6 (see below) we get the following
result, confirming partially the isomorphism conjecture of Friedlander-Milnor
[21].
COROLLARY 2.9.1. BGLn(F) -• BGL n (F) top induce isomorphisms on
Hi(—, Z/m) with i < n.
COROLLARY 2.9.2. Modulo uniquely divisible groups, the K-theory of the
fields R and C is as displayed in the following table.
i mod 8
Ki(R)
Ï
Ki(C)

0
0
0
0

1
Z/2
incl.

Q/z

2
Z/2
0
0

3
Q/Z
2
Q/Z

4
0
0
0

5
0
0
Q/Z

6
7
0 Q/Z
0 iso
0 Q/z

REMARK 2.10. A different and more algebraic approach to the proof of the
Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture was proposed later by Jardine [42]. His method
is also based on the use of (2.6).
3. The üC-theory of division algebras. The ^-theory of division algebras
was already used above in the proof of (1.4). The result that was necessary there
looks as follows. If D/F is a central simple algebra and E/F is its splitting field
of finite degree, then we can consider the canonical homomorphism gs' K2(E) =
K2(DE)N%FK2(D).
THEOREM 3.1 [17]. If index of algebra D is squarefree, then K2(D) is generated by images of K.2(E) over all finite splitting fields E/F.
REMARK 3.1.1. It seems possible that the restriction on index is not really
necessary for the validity of (3.1). This is a rather interesting problem. The
same question may be asked for higher üf-groups.
Let X/F be the Severi-Brauer variety corresponding to D. In view of (1.10)
H°(X,K2) = K2(F) and we get a canonical homomorphism Nrd:if2(£>) —•
K2(X)^H°(X,K2)
= K2(F).
THEOREM 3.2 [17]. Let D be an algebra of squarefree degree over afieldF.
(a) Ifc.d.F = 2, then Nrd: K2(D) ^ K2(F).
(b) If F is a globalfield,then there is an exact sequence 0 —• K.2(D) -+
K2(F) —• ]\vZ/2 —y 0 where v runs through real points of F in which D is
nontrivial.
Theorem 3.2 follows easily from (3.1) and Hubert's Theorem 90 for K2. I
am sure that the assumption about index is superfluous for its validity. The
following important result of Merkurjev [18] is much deeper.
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THEOREM 3.3. For any quaternion algebra D/F, the reduced norm Nrd:
K2(D) —* K2(F) is injective.1
For the proof of (3.3) Merkurjev uses his method of universal problems (cf.
§1). In this case the field of definition of the universal problem is the function
field on the product of three-dimensional quadrics. To prove the analog of (1.2)
it is necessary to compute certain .D-operator if-cohomology groups of these
quadrics. The first step in this direction is provided by the theorem of Swan
[36], which computes the operator if-theory of an arbitrary quadric. Further,
one has to study the differentials in the BGQ-spectral sequence. The theory
of Chern classes does not help this time, but Merkurjev has invented a direct
method to prove the vanishing of the necessary differentials.
REMARK 3.4. (a) Merkurjev has given also the description of the image of
reduced norm.
(b) It is reasonable to expect that injectivity of reduced norm holds for any
algebra of squarefree degree, but at present I do not see how to attack this
problem.
In the local case, to compute the ÜT-theory of a division algebra one can use
a version of methods of the previous section.
THEOREM 3.4 [35]. Let R be a henselian discrete valuation ring with fraction field F and let D be a division algebra over F. Denote by A the maximal
order in D and by I its maximal ideal. For any rn prime to char F there is a
canonical isomorphism of pro-groups K((A,Z/m) —y {Ki(A/In,Z/m)}n.
COROLLARY 3.4.1. If m is prime to charuì, then
Ki(A,Z/m)^Ki(A/I,Z/m).
COROLLARY 3.4.2. Let F be a usual local field (i.e., a finite extension of
the field of p-adic numbers) and D/F a division algebra of degree prime to p.
For all i>l there are canonical isomorphisms Nrd: Ki(D) -^ Ki(F).
COROLLARY 3.4.3 [11]. In conditions of (3.4.2), Nrd:K2(D) ^ K2(F) for
any division algebra D.
Acting as in the proof of (2.9) we get, moreover,
PROPOSITION 3.5. Denote by H the classical quaternion algebra over R.
The natural map BGL(iJ) + —• BGL(ü) top induce isomorphisms on homology
and homotopy groups withfinitecoefficients.
4. Milnor if-theory. For any field F, its Milnor ring K*f(F) is defined as
a quotient ring of the tensor algebra T(F*) by a homogeneous ideal, generated
by tensors a <8> (1 - a) e T2(F*) = F* ® F* [2]. The image of ai ® • • • ® a n in
Kn(F) will be denoted {oi,... ,a n }- There is a canonical ring homomorphism
K*?(F) —y K*(F), which is isomorphic in degrees < 2. The example of finite
1

Remark added in proof: Theorem 3.3 was proved independently by M. Rost [47].
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fields shows that in degrees n > 3 the map K*f(F) —• Kn(F) is not in general
surjective; however, I know of no examples where this map is not injective (cf.
(4.7.1) below).2 The following conjecture is principal in the understanding of the
structure of K*(F).
CONJECTURE 4 . 1 . Denote by F 0 the subfield of constants in F. The ring
if*(F) is generated by K±(F) = F* and ÜC*(F0)-3
In positive characteristics, (4.1) would imply that the homomorphism K^(F)
—> if* (F) is an isomorphism modulo torsion.
The following conjecture is a particular case of the general conjectures of
Beilinson (see §7).
CONJECTURE 4.2. For any field F and any n prime to charF, the normresidue homomorphism K*?(F)/n -> Ui>o Hl(F,p,®%): {oi,..., a^} i-> Xnfai) U
• • • U Xn(o>i) is an isomorphism of rings.
Another interesting conjecture concerning K^(F) is Milnor's conjecture
about quadratic forms [20]. Suppose that char F ^ 2 and denote by W(F)
the Witt ring of nondegenerate quadratic forms over F. Let 1(F) denote the
maximal ideal of W(F), consisting of even-dimensional forms. For any a G F*
set ((a)) = 1 ± -a G 1(F) and ((au... ,an)) = (<ai))
(<an)). 1(F) is
additively generated by ({a)) and hence In(F) is additively generated by n-fold
Pfister forms ((ai,... ,a n )}. It is easy to see that the discriminant defines an
isomorphism I(F)/I2(F) ^ F*/F*2. Since the 2-fold Pfister form ({a, 1 - a)) is
trivial we have a well-defined ring homomorphism
K?(F)/2

-> J ] In(F)/In+l(F):

{ 0l

O „ } H « 0 l > . . . , an)> mod/"+ 1 (F),

n>0

which is surjective by the remarks above.
CONJECTURE 4.3 (MILNOR [20]). K*f{F)/2 ^ In(F)/In+1

(F).

For n < 2 this conjecture was verified in [20].
Among the general properties of Milnor üT-groups we will note the following:
(4.4) Let O be a discrete valuation ring with valuation v, fraction field F, and
residuefieldk. Then there are canonical homomorphisms d: Kff(F) —y K^L^k),
which are completely characterized by the formula
9({Z1, . . . , Zn}) = V(xx) • {^2, - - • ,Xn}
(X2i . • . , Xn G O*)
[2]REMARK 4.4.1. The following diagram commutes:
K*{F)
->
Kn(F)
aI
la
*£i(*) *„-!(*)
2

Remark added in proof: Ch. Wiebel pointed out to me that the map Kff(Q) —> Kn{Q)
is not injective for n > 4.
3
Remark added in proof: The formulation of this conjecture should be modified; in the
present form it is easily seen to be false even in degree 4.
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(4.5) Transfer (Bass and Tate [2], Kato [12]). If E/F is a finite extension,
then it is possible to define canonical homomorphisms NE/F' Knfö) —• Kff(F),
which satisfy the usual properties of transfer and are completely characterized
by the following reciprocity formula:
(4.5.1) If C/F is a complete regular curve, then for any u G ÜT7J^_1((7) one has
T<x<ECNF(x)/F(dx(u))=n.
REMARK 4.5.2. The following diagram commutes:
K*<{E)
l
Kn(E)

N

%F

"%F

K}f{F)
Ï
Kn(F)

Milnor if-theory is closely related to homology properties of GL n .
THEOREM 4.6 [29]. Let F be an infinite field. Then the homomorphisms
Hn(GLn(F),Z) -• Hn(GLn+i(F),Z) - • • . . - > Hn(GL(F),Z) are isomorphisms. Moreover, the homology product
F* ® • - - ® F* = ffi(GLi(F)) ® • • • ® H^GL^F))

-> Hn(GLn(F))

defines an isomorphism
K™(F) - • fr n (GL n (F))/ir n (GL n -i(F)) =

Hn(GL(F))/Hn(GLn-i(F)).

The last theorem provides a homomorphism
f:Kn(F) = 7rn(BGL(i^)+) -+ Hn(BGL(F)+)
= Hn(GL(F)) -> ü n (GL(F))/ü n (GL n _!(F)) = K™(F).
PROPOSITION 4.5 [29]. (a) The composition K*f(F) -• Kn(F) -• K*f(F)
coincides with multiplication by (—l)n-1(n — 1)!
(b) The composition Kn(F) —• Kff(F) —• Kn(F) coincides with Ghern class
c

ntn-

COROLLARY 4.7.1. The kernel of the homomorphism Kff —• Kn(F) is
annihilated by (n — 1)\.
COROLLARY 4.7.2. Suppose that O is a discrete valuation ring with fraction
field F and residuefieldk. Then the diagram
K3(F)
a[
K2(F)

±
4

KM{F)
la
K2(F)

commutes.
In connection with Milnor's conjecture (4.3) we will mention also Proposition
4.8.
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PROPOSITION 4.8 [29]. The image of the homomorphism f:K3(F)
K^(F) coincides with the kernel of Milnor1s homomorphism

-•

K™(F)-+I3(F)/I4(F).
5. Ks and Bloch's group. For any field F denote by D(F) the free abelian
group with basis [x] (x G F* -1) and by r: D(F) —• F*®F* the homomorphism
[x] »-• x®(l-x).
There is an involution s on F*®F*, given by s(a®b) = -(6®a).
It is easy to verify that the induced homomorphism D(F) —y (F* <8>F*)3 is trivial
on elements of the form

[x] - [y] + g ] -

1-aT

U-r

+

1-x
1-2/

(x^yGF*-

1).

We will denote by T(F) the factor-group of D(F) by the subgroup, generated
by the above elements. The kernel of the induced homomorphism T(F) —•
(F* <8>F*)3 is denoted B(F) and is called the Bloch's group of JP. Thus we have
an exact sequence 0 - • B(F) - • T(F) -* (F* ® F*)3 - • K2(F) -> 0. For x ^ 1
put (x) = [x] + [a; -1 ]; put also (1) = 0.
LEMMA 5 . 1 . (a) x i-+ (x) defines a homomorphism F* —• 2T(F); in particular, (x2) = 0.
(b) TAe element c = [x] + [1 — x] G T(F) rfoes noi depend on the choice of
xeF*-l.
(c) 3c = < - ! > .
(d) i / equation x2 + 1 = 0 Äas solutions in F, then 3c = 0; z/ equation x2 —
x + 1 = 0 ftas solutions in F, then 2c = 0.
The group J3(F) has the following relation to K3(F). Denote by GM(F) the
subgroup of GL(F), consisting of monomial matrices. This group is quasiperfect, so one can apply to BGM(F) Quillen's plus-construction. The homotopy
groups of BGM(F) + coincide in view of the Barrat-Priddy-Quillen theorem with
stable homotopy groups of BF* and hence are more or less understandable. The
imbedding GM(F) ^ GL(F) induces a map BGM(F)+ - • BGL(,F)+ and hence
homomorphisms irf(BF*) = 7r^(BGM(F)+) —• Ki(F). These homomorphisms
are surjective in dimensions < 2.
THEOREM 5.2 [33]. If the field F is infinite, then
coker(7r 3 (BGM(F) + ) -+ K3(F)) =

B(F)/2c.

The proof is done by means of homological methods. One proves first of all
that
coker(7r3(BGM(F)+) - • KS(F)) = coker(Hs(GM(F)) —

HS(GL(F))).

Next one computes U3(GL2(F))//Ì3(GM2(i r ')). This step is very close to the
proof of Bloch's theorem [6]. Consider the complex C*(F) with Ci(F) equal to
the free abelian group, generated by (i + l)-tuples (XQ, ..., Xi) of distinct points
of P 1 ( F ) . It is easy to see that all homology groups of this complex are zero,
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except for Ho, which is equal to Z. The natural action of GL2CF) on C*(F) gives
rise to a spectral sequence HP(GL2(F), Cq(F)) => Hp+q(GL,2(F), Z). The action
of G1>2(F) on the basis of C{(F) is transitive for i = 0,1,2 and the stabilizers of
(0), (0, oo), (0,oo, 1) are correspondingly equal to B2 = (FQ ^* ), T2 = (FQ j?„ ),
and F*. Thus the term E1 of the spectral sequence looks as follows:
*
H*(B2)

H*(T2)

H*(F*)

*

U

Z[x)

scGPHJ'MO.oo.l}

U

Z[x,y]

as^f/eP 1 ( ^ - { 0 , 0 0 , 1 }

where [a;] (resp. [x,y]) is the orbit of (0, oo, l,x) (resp. (0, oo, l,x,y)).
Using
the fact that ii*(S2) = Ü*p2) 3 one computes easily the differential d\. The
interesting ü^-terms look as follows (s is the involution induced in H*(T2) by
the permutation of factors):
H3(T2)s
H2(T2)s = H2(F*)®(F*®F*)3
F*
Z

(F*®F*)a
0
0

0
0
0

T(F)

The only nontrivial differential starting at T(F) is the differential d3:T(F) —•
H2(F*) © (F* (g) F*) a , which is given by the formula d3([x]) = x A (1 - x) x <g> (1 - re) G A 2 (F*) + (F* ® F*) fl . It is clear that Effe = kercfe = B(F).
Our spectral sequence defines a filtration on H3(GJJ2(F)).
We have also a filtration on H3(GM.2(F)) arising from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence,
corresponding to the extension 1 —> T2 —• GM2CF) —• S2 —> 1. In both
cases the zero's term of filtration coincides with the image of H3(T2). Thus
the homomorphism H3(GM2(F)) - • H3(GL2(F)) takes i7 3 (GM 2 (F)) 0 onto
iif3(GL2(.F))0. Comparing the ü^i-terms °f the spectral sequences under consideration, one shows easily that H3(GM2(F))1 is mapped onto
H3(GL(F))1.
Finally H3(GM2(F)) = H3(GM2(F))1 + H3(S2) and the image of H3(S2) in
H3(GL2(F)) is clearly contained in H3(T2). Thus
Ü3(GL 2 (F))/Ü 3 (GM2(F)) = H3(GU(F))/H3(GU(F))1

= E£3 = B(F).

Next one checks that the kernel of H3(GIt2(F)) —• H3(GL3(F)) is contained
in the image of Ü 3 (GM2). After that one has only to compute the intersection of H3(GL2(F)) and H3(GM(F)) in H3(GL(F)).
In view of the isomorphism H3(GL(F))/H3(GL2(F))
= K^(F),
this is equivalent to the computation of the kernel of H3(GM(F)) —• K$*(F). The answer is as follows: consider on H3(GM(F)) the filtration, arising from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence; then H3(GM(F))2nH3(GL2(F))
= H3(GM2(F)). Since H3(GM(F)) =
2
H3(GM(F))
+ H3(S) we deduce that
H3(GL(F))/H3(GM(F))

=

B(F)/lm(H3(S))

and it is sufficient to check now that lm(H3(S)) = 2c.
To apply Theorem 5.2 it is necessary to know the group 7r 3 (BGM(F)+) and
its image in K3(F). Using the spectral sequence Hi(F*,n?(pt)) =>• rf+^BF*)
one easily proves Proposition 5.3.
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Denote byK3 (F) the image ofK^(F) inK3(F) and by
G (resp. Gp) the subgroup of GM, consisting of monomial matrices with entries
±1 (resp. with entries from the group p, of roots of unity).
(a) Im(7T3(BGM(F)+) - K3(F)) = K3 (F) +lm((>K3(BGp)+) K3(F)).
(b) There is a canonical surjective homomorphism Tor(/u, p) = Tor(F*,F*) —y
lm(ir3(BGM(F)+))/KM(F)
+ Im(7r 3 (BG+)). 4
COROLLARY 5 . 3 . 1 . The group B(F) does not change under purely transcendental extensions.
COROLLARY 5 . 3 . 2 . Denote by Fo the subfield of constants in F.
K3(F)/K3(F0)+K™(F)
= B(F)/B(FQ).

Then

In the case of K3, Conjecture 4.1 may be specified as follows:
CONJECTURE 5.4. B(F) = B(FQ).
We will need below two slightly different descriptions of B(F).
(5.5) Denote by F* (g) F* the factor group of F* ® F* by the subgroup generated by elements a ® (—a), and by T"(F) the factorgroup of T(F) by the
subgroup generated by elements (a). Since r({a)) = a ® (—a) we get an induced
homomorphism T'(F) —> F* ® F*, whose kernel we will denote by B'(F).
LEMMA

5 . 5 . 1 . B'(F) =

B(F)/(-l).

(5.6) One can describe B(F) equally in terms of relations on a<8>(l —a) directly
in F* ®F*. It is easy to verify that

(w-w+[g-[££]+N)
1-x
= x®-

+

£ï«-'((4H)-W-(IH))

1-2/
Thus the kernel of r contains elements

H-w £]-[££

~l-a:

+

1-2/

-\x\-— ) + <*) + ( i - ^ )
\

\-y/

\l-J//(^j,^--i)

(xyz) - {xy) - {xz) - {yz) + (x) + {y) + (z),
(x*)-4(x)
(where, as always, (1) = 0). Denote by TH(F) the factor group of D(F) by
the above elements, and by Bn(F) the kernel of the homomorphism TU(F) —>
F*®F*.
4

Remark added in proof: More precisely, the relation between K3(F) and B(F) is given
by the exact sequence 0 -» Tor(F*,F*)~ - • K3(F)ind
- • B(F) - • 0 where K3(F)ind =
K3{F)/K^(F)
and Tor(F*,F*)~ is the unique nontrivial extension of Z/2 by means of
Tor(F*,F*).
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B(F).

6. Divisibility in Bloch's group. 5 All fields considered in this section are
supposed to contain an algebraically closed subfield.
Suppose that F is a discretely valuated field with valuation ring O and residue
field k. Choose a local parameter TT. This choice defines a homomorphism
Sn'.F* —• k*:x \-y X/IïV(<X) and induced homomorphisms F* <g> F* —•fc*® fc*,
F* ® F* —*fc*® fc*. We will take a: = oo for x fi O and we will define elements
[0],[oo],[l] eT'(fc) as zero.
LEMMA 6.2. [x]t-+ [x] defines a homomorphism T'(F) A T'(fc). Moreover,
the following diagram commutes:
Tf(F)

si
T'(k)

-y

F*®F*

s„ I
-> fc*<g)fc*

Hence s takes B'(F) to Bf(k).
If E/F is a finite extension, then NE/F:K3(E)
—> K3(F) defines in view of
(5.3) and (4.5) the transfer NE/F:B(E)
—y B(F). A slight modification of the
proof of (2.3) now gives
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let G be a smooth connected curve over an algebraically
closed field F. For any two points x,y E G the specialization homomorphisms
8x,sy:B(F(C)) —y B(F) coincide on B/n and nB.
THEOREM 6.3. If F is algebraically closed, then B(F) is uniquely divisible.
Since F* ®F* and K2(F) are uniquely divisible, it is sufficient to prove the
unique divisibility of T'(F) = T(F). The divisibility of T(F) was proved in [6].
It follows from the formulae [xp] = p(J2çep [&]) (P 7^ charF), [xp] = p2[x]
(p = charF), which are valid for any field F. To prove these formulae consider
the element [tp] - p ( £ € € p [#]) e B(F(t)). Since B(F(t)) = B(F) this element
coincides with any of its specializations. But specializing at zero we get zero.
Now, to prove the unique divisibility, we will define a homomorphism T'(F) —y
T'(F) inverse to multiplication by p by means of the formula [x] —> J2yp=x[y]We have to check that the defining relation on [x] goes to zero, i.e., to check the
formula (where u, v, w fi p,p U 0 and wp = (1 - up)/(l — vp)):
E M - E M
£e/2p
Çepp
îefjip

+£[*•«/«]
tepp
i€nP

Note that this element lies in PB(F). Now fix w and consider the curve G, given
by equation (1 — Vp)wp = 1 — Up. We can consider the universal element in
5

Remark added in proof: A different and much more powerful approach to the study of
divisibility in Ä3(-F)ind (and hence in B(F)) is developed in [46].
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pB(F(C))

for which the element under consideration is a specialization. Specializing this element in the point U = 1, V = 1 we will get zero and it is sufficient
to apply Proposition 6.2.
Suppose from now on that char F ^ 2. Let E/F be a quadratic extension:
E = F(a), a2 = a e F*. Denote by A the image of E* ® F* ^ E* ® E*.
One sees easily that NE/F <g> id: E* <8> F* —• F* ® F* induce a homomorphism
N: A -> F* <g> F*. Let Tn(E/F) denote the inverse image of A in T " ^ ) . It is
not difficult to find generators and relations for this group. The important point
is that relations are of "rational character" (i.e., may be parametrized by means
of F-rational varieties).
PROPOSITION 6.4. There exists a canonical homomorphism ( given by rational formulae) LE/F:T"(E/F)
—y T"(F), making the following diagram commutative
Tn(E/F)
A
LE/F

N i

l

T"[F)

-•

F*®F*

and hence inducing the homomorphism LE/F:B(E)

—> B(F).

LE/F is given explicitly on generators. To check that relations go to zero one
remarks that the image of any relation is a rationally parametrized element of
B(F) and hence should be zero.
THEOREM 6 . 5 . Denote by t the generator of Gsi(E/F).
x

quence is exact: B(E) ^> B(E)

L F

^

The following se-

B(F).

As in the proof of (1.5) we reduce, first of all, the general case to the case
where NE/F:E* —> F* is surjective. In the present situation this is trivial: to
make 6 G F* a norm it is sufficient to pass to the function field on a conic G
with equation X2 — aY2 = b. The field E(C) is purely transcendental over E
and hence B(E(C)) = B(E). Thus
ker LE/F/(1

- t)B(E) — ker L E ( C ) / F ( C ) / ( 1 -

t)B(E(C)).

Supposing now that NE/F:E* —> F* is surjective we define a map f:Tn(F)
Tn(E/F)t by means of the formula

—*

/([*]) = ["*] + [(1 + *')*/(! + *)] - h ( l + **)/(! + *)],
where z G E* is such that NE/F(z) = x and Tr(^) ^ - 2 . One verifies then that
/ and LE/F are mutually inverse. Set M = lm(T"(E/F)
—•A). We get two
short exact sequences of ^-modules:
0 -> B(E) - • Tn(E/F)

— M->0,

0 — M - » A - > K2(E) - 0.

One computes easily the homology groups of G = Gal(E/F) with coefficients in
A and K.2(F) (in the second case using essentially the results of §1). This makes
it possible to compute homology with coefficients in M:Hi(G,M) = Z/2. Now
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it is easy to check that Hi(G,TN(E/F))
—• H\(G,M) is surjective and hence
(1 - t)T"(E/F) fi B(E) = (1 - t)B(E).
Applying (6.5) to the universal Kummer Extension we get
COROLLARY 6.6. For any F (containing an algebraically closed subfield) of
characteristics ^ 2 the group B(F) does not have 2-torsion.
THEOREM 6.7. In conditions of (6.6) the group B(F) is uniquely 2-divisible.6
(6.7.1) Let C be a conic over F. If B(F) is 2-divisible then B(F(C)) is also
2-divisible.
Let E be a quadratic extension of F splitting C. If u G B(F(C)) then
2u = NE(C)/F{C)(U>E(C))
= NE/F(UE(C))F{G)
(since B(E(G)) = B(E)). We
can write NE/F(uE^c))
— 4v and hence u = 2vF(c)COROLLARY 6 . 7 . 2 . If F is a function field on a product of conies defined
over an algebraically closed field, then B(F) is 2-divisible.
Using the description of the 2-torsion in K2 one can easily prove the exactness
of the sequence 0 - • B(F)/2 - • Tf(F)/2 - • A2(F*/F*2).
This makes it possible
to write down the universal elements of B/2. Fields of definition of these universal elements are function fields on products of conies, so we deduce from (6.7.2)
that these universal elements are zero. The specialization argument finishes the
proof.
COROLLARY 6 . 8 . Let F be as above and let Fo denote its subfield of constants. Then K3(F) = K3(F0) + K^(F) + 2K3(F).
COROLLARY 6 . 9 . For F as above, K$*(F)/2 ^

I3(F)/I4(F).

In fact, ker(K$*(F) - • I3/I*) = lm(K3(F) - • K$*(F)) but the image of all
three terms, which appear in (6.8), is clearly contained in 2K3Î(F).
COROLLARY 6 . 1 0 . Let F be as above and let X/F
Then the images of (K3(F(X)) -> L L d i m ^ i K2(F(x)))
Ucodims=i^2CF(z))) coincide.1

be a smooth variety.
and (K™(F(X))
-

REMARK 6.11. It seems that (6.10) together with Merkurjev's Theorem 3.3
are sufficient to prove Hubert's Theorem 90 for K^1 (for quadratic extensions)
and, in particular, to prove that K3s(F)/2 = H3(F,p,2); but we have not yet
checked all the details. 8
7. Higher Chow groups. To visualize the relations between if-theory and
etale cohomology Beilinson [3] conjectured the existence of a certain "universal"
cohomology theory on the category of schemes, which is directly related both
to üf-theory and to etale cohomology (this theory should be analogous to the
6
Remark
algebraically
7
Remark
8
Remark
[45, 48].

added
closed
added
added

in proof: The group B(F) is uniquely divisible for any F, containing an
subfield [46].
in proof: Statements 6.9 and 6.10 are true for any field F [46].
in proof: Hilbert's Theorem 90 for K$f(F)/2 = H3(F,ß2)
are proved in
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integral singular cohomology theory in topology). A closely related list of conjectures was proposed by Lichtenbaum [15]. According to Beilinson there should
exist complexes of sheaves T(i) on the big Zariski site, satisfying (among others)
the following properties:
(a) T(i) = 0 for i < 0, T(0) = Z, T(l) = 0*[-l].
(b) For % > 1 the complex T(i) is acyclic outside 1,... ,i\ for a smooth X,
l
H (T(i)) coincides with the sheaf of Milnor groups Kf1.
(c) For any n invertible on a "good" smooth X one has T(i) ®L Z/n =
T<iRir*Z/n[i], where 7r:Xet —> Xzar is the canonical morphism.
(d) There exists a spectral sequence Hl(X,T(j)) =>> K^^X),
which is split
up to standard factorials by means of Chern classes. The resulting filtration on
if'-theory coincides with 7-filtration.
Recently Bloch has constructed a theory which satisfies properties (a) and
(d). There is no doubt that this is the expected theory, but it is very difficult to
attack the remaining properties. We will work in the category of quasiprojective
varieties over a field. Define the standard simplex A n as a hyperplane in An+1,
defined by the equation to + • • • + tn = 1. A n form a cosimplicial variety. For
any variety X define zl(X,n) to be a subgroup in the group Z%(X x An), consisting of those cycles which properly intersect X x A m for any face A m C A n .
z%(—,—), is clearly a complex (of degree —1) of sheaves in any reasonable topology; the expected complex T(i) is obtained from z%(—, —) by reindexing. Bloch
set CEP (AT, n) equal to the nth homology group of zl(X, -) (the group CIP (X, 0)
coincides evidently with Chow groups of cycles of codimension i modulo rational
equivalence). The groups G&(X, n) are contravariant functors of X with respect
to flat maps; one can define the inverse image on CB.l(X,n) with respect to arbitrary maps if one restricts to the subcategory of smooth varieties. The groups
GTXi(X,n) are covariant functors of X with respect to proper maps. Bloch has
also proved the following properties of GR%(X, n):
(7.1) Cff(X,n) are homotopy invariant: Clf (X,n) = G&(X
xA\n).
(7.2) Localization. If Y C X is a closed subvariety of pure codimension d, then
there is an exact sequence Cff (X - Y,n + 1) -+ Cff _d (y,n) -> Cff(X,n) -•
CH*(X -Y,n)->
y GW(X - Y,0) -• 0.
(7.3) Products. For any X, Y there are canonical pairings GHl(X,n) ®
CR3 (Y,n) —• CH 2+J (X xY,n + m). Combining these products with inverse
image along the diagonal one gets on CH*(X, *) (for X smooth) a structure of
bigraded ring.
(7.4)

Î

PicX,

q = 0,

T(X,a*x),
q=l,
0,
q = 2.
(7.4) Relations to K-theory. Bloch shows that GR*(X,*) satisfy the Gillet
axioms [44] and hence there is a theory of Chern classes with values in CH* (X, *).
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He proves that these Chern classes define isomorphisms
Cff(X,n)®Q = gr*Kn(X) ®Q.
(7.5) Gersten conjecture is true for GHl(X,n).
The spectral sequence relating higher Chow groups to if-theory was constructed earlier by Landsburg [13].
Consider the case of a field. It is clear that C£P (Spec F, n) = 0 when n < i.
One can easily verify also that CHn(SpecF, n) = Kff(F). These facts correspond exactly to the properties conjectured by Beilinson in (b) above. However,
the remaining point of (b) means that CH1 (Spec F,n) = 0 when n > 2%. This
seems to be an extremely difficult question for i > 1. Finally, we mention that
the group CH2 (Spec i*1,3) coincides with K3(F)/K^(F)
and thus is very close
to Bloch's group B(F).
8. Etale if-theory. For any simplicial scheme X one can construct a certain
pro-space Xet—its etale topological type [1, 8]. X H+ Xet is a functor from
schemes to pro-spaces. The main property of Xet is that its fundamental group
coincides with the fundamental group of X as defined by Grothendieck, and its
cohomology groups with finite coefficients coincide with etale cohomology groups
oîX.
For a variety over G its etale if-theory may be defined as complex if-theory
of the pro-space Xet. In the general case, one can proceed as follows [7]. Fix a
prime integer I and denote Zty-1] by R. We will consider only schemes over R.
For any X one has morphisms of pro-spaces
Xet - • (SpecÄ)et <- (BGL„)ot.

Consider now the space of relative Z-adic functions [7, 8]
Hom,(Xet,(BGLn)et)fiet
and set
Kf(X)

= lnn7ri(Hom,(Xet,BGLn)et)ßet)
n

and

Kf(X, Z/n = limTT^Hom^et, (BGLn)et)Ret,Z/n.
n

Etale üf-theory is easy to compute in view of spectral sequences relating it to
etale cohomology (which are strongly convergent if X has finite Z-cohomological
dimension)
E?« = H^XeuMqß))
=> Kf_p(X),
E™ = H*>(XeU Z/l"(q/2)) * Kf_p(X,

Z/F),

9

(E^ is zero if q is odd).
For X quasiprojective over a noetherian iî-algebra there are natural maps K{(X)

-> iff (X), Ki(X, Z/n - K?{X,

z/n.
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THEOREM 8.1 [7]. Let A be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field
F and let I be a prime integer. If I = 2 assume, in addition, that F 3 y/—ï.
Then the natural map
Ki(A)®Zl^Kf(A[l/l])
is surjective.
It should be mentioned that Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjectures for number
fields are equivalent to the fact that the homomorphism considered in (8.1) is
bijective.
Let A be an iü-algebra, containing a primitive P t h root of unity £. The
group TT2(BA*,Z/lu) coincides with the group \»A of Z^th roots of unity in A.
The image of £ under a canonical homomorphism ^(BA? ,Z/lv) —• K2(A, Z/V)
(induced by the evident morphism BA* —> BGL(A)+) is denoted by ß and is
called the Bott element. Let X be a scheme of finite /-cohomological dimension
over A. It is easy to see that etale if-theory of X, Ket(X, Z/T), is 2-periodical
and this periodicity is given by multiplication by ß. Thus we get an induced map
KtiXtZ/l^lß-1]
- • Kf(X,Z/lv)
(one has to be more careful when / = 2 or
3 since in these cases there are difficulties with ring structure on
K*(X,Z/lv)).
The fundamental result, relating algebraic and etale if-theory is the following
theorem of Thomason [38].
THEOREM 8.2. Under mild additional hypotheses (see [38] for the exact
formulation) the induced map

K.frz/ni/r1]^ K?(x,z/n
is an isomorphism.
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Representations of Reductive Lie Groups
DAVID A. VOGAN, JR.
1. Introduction. Representation theory is built around two of the fundamental ideas of mathematics: symmetry and linearization. Unfortunately, only
one of these is an idea which we would be proud to bring home and introduce
to our parents. The development of the subject has often paralleled these dual
origins, with insights of breathtaking power and beauty hidden within a maze
of technical preliminaries. In this paper, I hope to sketch the development of
one of these insights (the Kirillov-Kostant philosophy of coadjoint orbits) as it
applies to representations of reductive Lie groups. The technical preliminaries,
along with their own more difficult beauties, I will largely neglect.
To begin, suppose G is a group. To regard G as a group of symmetries means
to consider a set X on which G acts. That is, for each element g of G there is a
permutation x —• g-x of X\ and the permutation associated to the product of two
group elements is the product of the permutations associated to the elements,
Formally,
DEFINITION 1.1. An action or permutation representation of a group G is
a pair (a,X), with X a set, and cr a homomorphism from G to the group of
permutations of X. When no confusion results, we write g • x instead of a(g)(x).
We sometimes say that X is a G-space.
Here is another formulation of the same idea.
DEFINITION ( 1.1 )'. An action of a group G on a set X is a map G x I - >
-X"» (#! x ) ~~* 9 ' x) satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for all g and h in G, and x in X, g • (h • x) = (gh) • x\ and
(b) if e is the identity element of G, then e • x = x.
The most important example is this: if H is any subgroup of G, then G acts
on the set G/H of left cosets of H in G, by g • (xH) = (gx)H.
There are a few interesting things to say about actions even in this generality.
DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose the group G acts on the set X. Fix an element x
of X. The orbit of x under the action is the subset
G<x =

{g>x\geG}cX.
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The isotropy group of the action at x is the subgroup
G(x) =

{geG\g-x-x}cG.

The action is said to be transitive if X consists of exactly one orbit. In that case,
we say that X is a homogeneous space for G.
Any group acts in a unique way on the empty set. Since the number of orbits
is zero, the action is not transitive.
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose G acts on X. Then X is the disjoint union of all
the orbits of X on G. This is the unique decomposition of X into a union of
homogeneous spaces for G.
This lemma shows that transitive actions have a particular importance. To
describe all of them, we need to know what an equivalence between two actions
is.
DEFINITION 1.4. Suppose G acts on two sets X and Y. A map / from X to
Y is called G-equivariant if it respects the action of G: f(g • x) = g • f(x). The
actions are called equivalent if there is a G-equivariant bijection from X to Y.
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose G acts on X, and x G X. Then there is a well-defined
map from the coset space G/G(x) to the orbit G • x (Definition 1.2), given by
gG(x) —y g • x. This map is an equivariant bijection from G/G(x) onto the orbit
Gx.
Suppose G acts transitively on X and Y; fix points x and y in these sets.
Then X is equivalent to Y if and only if the isotropy groups G(x) and G(y) are
conjugate as subgroups of G.
In one sense, these results describe group actions quite completely. It is
misleading to take them too seriously, however. To know no more of a sphere
than that it is equivalent to SO (3)/SO(2) is not to know enough.
Almost any kind of additional structure can be imposed on Definition (1.1)'.
For example, suppose G is a Lie group, and X is a manifold. Then an action
of G of X is called smooth if the map from G x X to X is a smooth map. The
questions one wants to ask about a group action usually depend on some such
additional structure. For example, if G and X are finite, one can ask for the
cardinality of X. If they are topological, one can examine the topological type of
X. If they are algebraic varieties, then the singularities of X may be of interest.
All of these questions—and the theory of group actions generally—are nonlinear, in the simple-minded sense that they do not involve vector spaces. Therefore
they are quite hard. Some hint of this can be seen even in Lemma 1.5: finding
all the subgroups of a group is an enormously difficult task, even for such apparently innocuous examples as the symmetric group on n letters. The idea of
(linear) representation theory is that it is sometimes helpful to replace a group
action on a set by a related action on a vector space.
DEFINITION 1.6. Suppose G acts on the set X. Write GX for the complex
vector space of functions on X with values in C. Define an action of G on CX
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We call this action the regular representation of G on CX. We sometimes write
the operators of this action &s \(g): \(g)f = g - f.
The regular representation on functions on a G-space has the properties abstracted in the following definition.
DEFINITION 1.7. A (linear) representation of a group G is a vector space
V endowed with an action of G by linear transformations. That is, it is a pair
(TT, V), with V a vector space, and 7r a homomorphism from G into the group of
automorphisms of V. We sometimes say that V carries a representation of G.
We will be interested almost exclusively in complex representations; that is,
in the case when V is a vector space over C. Some real representations will
appear as auxiliary objects, however.
A reformulation along the lines of Definition (1.1)' is possible, and often helpful.
DEFINITION ( 1 . 7 ) ' . A representation of a group G on a vector space V is a
map G X V —• V, (g, v) —* g • v, satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for all g and h in G, and v in V, g • (h • v) = (gh) • v;
(b) if e is the identity element of G, then e • v = v; and
(c) if v and w are in V, and a and b are scalars, then g • (av + bw) = a(g • v) +
b(g • w).
Just as in the case of general actions, it is this definition on which additional
structure is almost easily imposed. For example, if G is a topological group, and
y is a topological vector space, we say that the representation is continuous if
the map from G x V to V is continuous.
The analogue for representations of transitive actions (Definition 1.2) is a
little subtle.
DEFINITION 1.8. Suppose (ir,V) is a representation of the group G. An
invariant subspace of V is a linear subspace W of V, which is preserved by the
action of G:
ir(g • w) G W (all g e G,
weW).
The representation is said to be irreducible if there are exactly two invariant
subspaces.
A continuous representation is said to be irreducible if there are exactly two
closed invariant subspaces. (This is not quite consistent with the nontopological
definition.)
The subspaces {0} and V are always invariant. To say that the representation
is irreducible means that V is not zero, and that there are no other invariant
subspaces.
The most obvious way to construct invariant subspaces is to start with a
nonzero vector v, and look at the subspace (G • v) generated by the orbit of v.
These subspaces do not behave as well as orbits for actions, however. The difficulty is that a nonzero vector w in (G • v) may in turn generate a strictly smaller
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subspace. If V is infinite-dimensional, this process can go on forever; there may
be no minimal invariant subspaces. Another aspect of the same problem is that
even an irreducible representation is not characterized by the isotropy group of
a single nonzero vector. There are no easy analogues of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5 for
linear representations. Nevertheless, our goal is to find some sort of analogues.
A little more precisely, we have
ABSTRACT ABSTRACT

HARMONIC

ANALYSIS P R O B L E M

1.9.

I. For

a

reasonable representation (TT, V) of a reasonable group G, show that (TT, V) is (in
some reasonable sense) a "direct sum" of irreducible representations of G.
II. For a reasonable group G, find all the reasonable irreducible representations
ofG.
Putting everything (symmetry and linearization, that is) together, we arrive
at
C O N C R E T E A B S T R A C T HARMONIC ANALYSIS P R O B L E M 1.10. Suppose
we have a mathematical problem P.
I. Translate P into a problem GXP about a space X on which a group G
acts.
II. Translate GXP into a problem GVP about a vector space V of (something
like) functions on X.
III. Decompose V as a representation of G, into irreducible representations
Vi.
IV. Solve the problem for each irreducible representation Vi.
V. Combine these solutions into a solution of GVP.
VI. Translate back from GVP to P.
A shining example of a problem amenable to this process is the problem of
finding the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator on the (n — l)-dimensional sphere.
There we can take X to be the sphere Sn~lm, G to be the orthogonal group O(rc); .
and V to be L2(Sn~l).
The result is the theory of spherical harmonics. We will
give two more examples: one quite foolish but fairly simple; and the other quite
technical, but illustrative of the success of the process in the context of reductive
groups.
The first problem is that of finding the number N of p-element subsets of
an n-element set S. We take X to be the set of such subsets, and V to be
the space of all functions on X. The symmetric group G of permutations of
S acts on V. We have N = dimV. The irreducible representations of G are
completely understood; they are parametrized by the partitions of n. Suppose
that p is at most [n/2]; the other case is similar. Then it turns out that V is a
direct sum of exactly p + 1 irreducible representations Vi (i = 0 , . . . , p). Here Vi
is the irreducible representation corresponding to the partition (n — i,i). The
dimensions of the irreducible representations are known; and
dim Vi = [n\(n - 2i + l)]/[H(n - i)\(n - i + 1)].
By induction on p, it is easy to show that
(dim Vo) + • • • + (dim Vp) = n\/[p\(n - p)!].
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This is then the dimension of V, and hence the cardinality of X.
The next example is Matsushima's formula; details about it may be found
in [3] and [14]. Suppose M is a connected, compact, locally symmetric Riemannian manifold. ("Locally symmetric" means that the map sending v to — v
on the tangent space at each point p exponentiates to an isometry 9P on some
neighborhood of p. A Riemann surface always has this property, for example.)
Consider the problem of finding the deRham cohomology of M. There is no
group immediately evident in this problem; M may admit no isometries. But let
M ~ be the universal cover of M. The local isometries 6V extend to all of M~\
and so there is a large group G of isometries of M ~ . The fundamental group V of
M, regarded as the group of deck transformations of M~, is a discrete subgroup
of G. Set X = G/T, a compact homogeneous space for G. As a representation,
we take V = L2(X).
It turns out that V is a Hilbert space direct sum of a
countable number of irreducible representations Vi (i = 1,2,...).
To any nice continuous representation of G on W, it is possible to attach a
collection of vector spaces H3(G,W), indexed by nonnegative integers j . These
are called the continuous cohomology of G with coefficients in W. We have
H°(G,W)

= {weW\g-w

= w, all g E G};

and the higher H3 are defined as derived functors. It turns out that
H3(M, C) = H3(G,V)

~@H3'(G,Vi);

this is Matsushima's formula. Finally, the groups H3(G,W) can be explicitly
determined for any irreducible representation W occurring among the Vi.
The only part of this program which is not effective is the explicit determination of the Vi. Nevertheless, our explicit knowledge of the continuous cohomology
of all possible Vi places rather strong a priori restrictions on what the cohomology of M can be like.
With applications such as this in mind, this paper will consider the following
question: what can a reasonable representation of a reductive Lie group look
like? (This question has by no means been answered completely.) §2 discusses
what "reasonable" means, and indicates the rough shape of the answer suggested
by the Kirillov-Kostant method of coadjoint orbits.
§3 shows how the Jordan decomposition of matrices separates the orbit method into three parts: hyperbolic, elliptic, and nilpotent. A little more precisely,
it suggests that there ought to be three fundamental constructions of reasonable
representations, and that all reasonable representations are obtained by applying
them in succession.
The next three sections examine these three constructions. The hyperbolic
step (giving continuous families of representations) is implemented by parabolic
induction, developed in the 1950's by Gelfand-Naimark and Harish-Chandra.
What is involved is fairly easy real analysis; the representation spaces are L2
function spaces.
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The elliptic step (giving discrete families of representations) was first seriously
developed by Harish-Chandra in the 1960's, in his theory of square-integrable
representations. It has been greatly extended in the past ten years, by Zuckerman
and others. The methods are (in spirit, at least) complex-analytic; representations appear on (something like) Dolbeault cohomology spaces.
The nilpotent step is expected to give only a finite number of representations
for each group. It has not yet been systematically developed beyond a very
primitive form, and there is no general construction of the representations; but
already it is possible to guess something about the appearance of the representations it will eventually produce.
I would like to thank Bert Kostant for teaching me about coadjoint orbits (or
at least permitting me to drink from his firehose). Michel Dufio has explained a
number of technical points.
2. Unitary representations and coadjoint orbits. Here is the class of
"reasonable" representations we will consider in connection with Problem 1.9.
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . Suppose G is a topological group. A representation (ir,V)
of G is called unitary if
(a) 7T is continuous (defined after Definition (1.7)'),
(b) V is a complex Hilbert space, and
(c) for each element g of G, the operator iv(g) is unitary.
The set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G is called
the unitary dual of G, and written G.
Even unitary representations need not decompose as (Hilbert space) direct
sums of irreducible representations. An example is the regular representation of
R on L2(R) (Definition 1.6). In this example, the Fourier transform decomposes
the space as a kind of continuous direct sum of irreducible representations. The
"summands" are the spaces Vt = multiples of the function xt, where Xt(%) = e%tx(Vt is not a subspace of V. It is a representation of R, however; it is a space
of functions, and it is preserved by the regular representation.) This is like a
direct sum in the sense that every vector v in L2(R) is written as a continuous
combination v = f atXt dt. We summarize the basic L2 properties of the Fourier
transform by writing V = J e Vt dt and saying that V is the direct integral of the
representations Vt.
We leave to the reader's imagination the general definition of the direct integral (of a family (itxiVx) of unitary representations, parametrized by the points
of a measure space X). When it is properly formulated, we get
THEOREM 2.2 (SEE [10] ). Suppose IT is a unitary representation of a group
G on a separable Hilbert space V. Then (n,V) is equivalent to a direct integral
of irreducible unitary representations. If G is a type I separable locally compact
group, then this decomposition is unique.
Type I is another term we prefer to leave undefined. Discrete groups are type
I only if they are nearly abelian. All of your favorite Lie groups (for example,
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the reductive ones as defined in §3 below) are type I. For part I of Problem 1.9,
we have therefore found a reasonable class of groups to go with our reasonable
class of representations.
The method of coadjoint orbits seeks to describe irreducible unitary representations of Lie groups in more or less geometric terms. A complete introduction
to it may be found in [7, 9], and [5], We will give an outline, concentrating on
the goals of the method rather than on the means by which they are achieved.
This requires some notation.
Suppose G is a Lie group. We will always assume that G has finitely many
connected components. Put
Go = identity component of G,
g = Lie algebra of G,

(2.3)

g* = vector space of real — valued linear functionals on g.
We regard g as the tangent space of G at the identity element; then g* is the
cotangent space at the identity.
Suppose G acts smoothly on a manifold X, and x is in X. Recall that G(x)
is the isotropy group at x (Definition 1.2); write g(x) for its Lie algebra. The
action mapping restricts to a smooth map
G X {x} —y X,

g —• g • x.

(2.4a)

The differential of this map at the identity is a map from g to Tx (X) (the tangent
space at X)\ its kernel is precisely g(x). We get
g/g(x)^Tx(X).

(2.4b)

If X is a homogeneous space, this is an isomorphism.
Fix now g in G, and consider the other restriction
\9:{g}

xX -+ X,

x —y g • x.

The differential of this map is an isomorphism from TX(X) to Tg.x(X).
ticular, we get the isotropy representation
(TX,TX(X))

(2.5a)
In par(2.5b)

of G(x), defined by
rx(g) = dXg(x)

(geG(x)).

(2.5c)

This is a finite-dimensional real representation.
G acts on itself by conjugation:
g-x = gxg~x.

(2.6a)

The isotropy group of the point e in G (the identity) is all of G. The isotropy
representation (of G on the tangent space g of G at (e) is called the adjoint
representation, and written Ad:
Ad(g):g^g.

(2.6b)
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From any representation ir on a vector space V, we can construct the contragredient representation ir* on the space V* of linear functionals on V. We simply
regard TT as a group action, associate to it the regular representation of G on
functions on V, and restrict to the linear functionals. Explicitly,

(»•(<oex«o = e « < r »

(2.7)

(for £ in V*, gin G, and v in V). The contragredient of the adjoint representation
is called the coadjoint representation, and denoted
(Ad*,fl*).

(2.8)

We will be interested in the coadjoint representation more as a group action
than as a representation. That is, we will consider not invariant subspaces of g*,
but orbits. We will therefore speak of the coadjoint action and coadjoint orbits.
Here at last is the beginning of the Kirillov-Kostant orbit method.
PHILOSOPHY OF COADJOINT ORBITS (FIRST APPROXIMATION) 2.9. If G is

a Lie group, the set G of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations
of G is related to the set of orbits of G on g*.
This is a startling idea on its face; the two sets in question appear to be completely unrelated. Mathematical experience might lead one to suspect that there
is a trick here—that, properly understood, irreducible unitary representations
and coadjoint orbits will turn out to be the same thing almost by definition.
There may be such a trick, but it has eluded group representers for more than
twenty years now. I prefer to believe that there is real magic.
To understand this philosophy better, we need to make it more precise. The
case of abelian groups is an example which helps. Notice first that a unitary
operator on a one-dimensional complex Hilbert space is just multiplication by a
scalar of absolute value 1. Write T for the circle group. Then we have just seen
that one-dimensional unitary representations are the same as homomorphisms
into T.
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose H is an abelian group. Then any irreducible unitary
representation has dimension one. If H is a connected abelian Lie group, then
any such homomorphism x & determined by its differential dx- If we identify
Lie(T) with ill, then dx corresponds in turn to a linear functional if on g. This
gives an inclusion
( a ) G c g * , x -> f, defined by
(b) x(expX) = multiplication by el^x\
Conversely, suppose f is any linear functional on H. Then f is identified
with a character x by (b), if and only if f maps the kernel of the exponential
map into 27rZ :
(c) f(X)

£ 2TTZ, all X e ker(exp).

When H is abelian, an element / G I}* satisfying condition (c) is said to be
integral. If H is simply connected, the condition is trivially satisfied for all / .
If H is a torus, the kernel of the exponential map is a lattice in f); the integral
weights are just 2TT times the dual lattice in f)*.
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Lemma 2.10 suggests that the philosophy of coadjoint orbits ought to involve
only orbits satisfying some kind of integrality condition. Here is a general formulation.
DEFINITION 2 . 1 1 . Suppose G is a Lie group, and feg*
(notation (2.3)).
Recall that the isotropy group of the coadjoint action at / is written G(f) (Definition 1.2), and that its identity component is G(/)o- We say that / is integral
if either of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied.
(a) There is a unitary character 7To(/) of Go(/), with differential if.
(b) There is a finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation n(f) of
G(f), with differential [d*{f)]{X) = if(X) • Id (X e g).
We say that the pair (/,7r(/)) is an integral datum for G. We can now formulate a better version of the orbit method.
PHILOSOPHY OF COADJOINT O R B I T S (SECOND APPROXIMATION) 2.12.

If

G is a Lie group, then G is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of integral
data for G (Definition 2.11). In particular, G is in finite-to-one correspondence
with the set of integral coadjoint orbits for G. Lemma 2.10 says that this is true
if G is connected and abelian. It is rather easy to deduce that it is also true
when the identity component of G is abelian. In [6], it is proved to be true for G
simply connected nilpotent; it follows in the case when the identity component
of G is nilpotent.
The next obvious class of groups to consider is solvable groups. There are
solvable Lie groups which are not type I (cf. Theorem 2.2). They do not satisfy Philosophy 2.12. This is almost good, however, because irreducible unitary
representations are not the most important tools for harmonic analysis in the
non-type I case. Auslander and Kostant showed in [2] that Philosophy 2.12 applies to simply connected type I solvable groups. As in the nilpotent case, we
would like to drop the hypothesis that G be simply connected. There are formal
problems with this, however. Although the integrality condition in Definition
2.11 is very pretty, it now turns out not to be quite right. The adjustments
needed are rather delicate, but they involve some important ideas; so we will
outline them.
Suppose V is a finite-dimensional real vector space. Suppose a; is a nondegenerate symplectic form on V; that is, OJ is a skew-symmetric bilinear form
on V, with radical zero. Alternatively, one can think of a; as a 2-form on V.
(Nondegeneracy in this interpretation means that for any nonzero v in V, there
is a w such that OJ(V A w) is nonzero.) The symplectic group of Vis
Sp(V) = {ge GL(V)\u)(gv,gw) = u(v,w),

all v, w}.

(2.13a)

(We may also write Sp(w), or Sp(Vr,o;).) Its Lie algebra is
sp(V) = {Xegl(V)\u)(Xv,w)

+u)(v,Xw)

=0}.

(2.13b)

We want to define a two-fold cover Mp(V) of Sp(V). To do so properly would
take a little too long. It is not hard to characterize the cover, however. If V is
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zero, then Sp(V) is trivial; we define
Mp(0) = Z/2Z.

(2.14)

If V is nonzero, we define Mp(V) to be the unique (connected) two-fold cover of
Sp(V). In all cases, we get a short exact sequence
{l)e}->Mp(V)->Sp(V).

(2.15)

Mp(V) is called the metaplectic group.
Suppose M is a manifold. A symplectic structure on M is a closed 2-form w
on M, which is nondegenerate as a bilinear form on each tangent space Tm(M).
If we are given such a structure, we say that M is a symplectic manifold.
THEOREM 2 . 1 6 . Suppose G is a Lie group, and F is a coadjoint orbit.
Then F has a natural, G-invariant symplectic structure up, defined as follows.
Fix f e F, and write Uf for the symplectic form on the tangent space Tf(F).
Identify this tangent space with g/g(f) (cf. (2.4b)). Given tangent vectors x
and y, choose representatives X and Y in g. Then u)f(x,y) = f([X,Y]).
The
isotropy representation Tf ofG(f) (cf. (2.5)) preserves Uf.
That the formula given defines a symplectic form on Tf(F) is almost trivial.
That UF is a closed 2-form on F is only slightly harder; it comes down to the
Jacobi identity in g.
DEFINITION 2.17. Suppose G is a Lie group, and feg*. By Lemma 2.16,
there is a homomorphism rf.G(f) —> Sp(cj/). The metaplectic cover of G(f) is
the pullback via r of the metaplectic cover of Sp(a;/) (cf. (2.15)). It is denoted
G ( / ) m p . We have
l^{l

| e

}_

G

(/)mp_

G ( / )

_

l B

A representation 7r(/) m p of G ( / ) m p is called genuine if
(1) The nontrivial element e of the kernel of the covering map acts by —1 in
p

n(fr -

It is called admissible if it is genuine, and its differential satisfies

(2) d7r(/rppo = ; / ( * ) • Id.
In this case, the pair (/,7r(/) m p ) is called an admissible datum for G. The
element / (or the orbit G • / ) is called admissible if there is an admissible representation of G ( / ) m p .
With this definition, Duflo has shown that all questions of covering groups
fit together properly; irreducible unitary representations of type I solvable Lie
groups are parametrized by G-conjugacy classes of admissible data. This suggests another approximation to the orbit method, which the reader can easily
formulate.
When this philosophy is applied to semisimple groups (to be defined in §3
below), several things go wrong. The first problem appears when G is SO(3),
the rotation group in three dimensions. In this case, the trivial representation
of G is attached both to the orbit {0}, and to the smallest nonzero admissible
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orbit. We can no longer expect to have a bijection between representations and
admissible data.
A more fundamental problem appears when G is SL(2,R). There is a family
of irreducible unitary representations called the complementary series, parametrized by the open unit interval (0,1). Except for the one parametrized by \,
these representations appear not to be associated to any coadjoint orbit. The
correspondence from orbits to representations is therefore not surjective.
Again for SL(2,R), there is a representation which appears to be attached
to a union of two orbits, and not to either one individually. (It is the spherical
principal series with normalized parameter zero.) The orbits in question are not
closed, and their closures have a nonempty intersection.
Other minor problems along these general lines appear for more complicated
semisimple groups: the representations attached to admissible data can be reducible, or zero, or they can even fail to exist. But philosophies are not as
susceptible to counterexample as theorems, or even conjectures; and something
like this at least survives.
PHILOSOPHY

O F COADJOINT

ORBITS

(THIRD

APPROXIMATION) 2.18.

Suppose G is a type I Lie group. Attached to a finite set of admissible data
for G (Definition 2.17), and some boundary conditions along the closures of the
corresponding orbits, there is a unitary representation of G. All nice irreducible
unitary representations arise in this way.
For the rest of this paper, we will be concerned with implementing the first
part of this philosophy: attaching Hilbert spaces and operators to manifolds and
group actions. We ignore completely two fascinating problems associated with
the second part: giving an a priori definition of "nice," and attaching orbits to
(nice) representations.
3. Coadjoint orbits for reductive groups. The first reductive group to
understand (even before reductive is defined) is GL(n,R), the group of n by n
invertible real matrices. Its Lie algebra is
g\(n, R) = all n by n real matrices.

(3.1a)

The adjoint action is by conjugation of matrices:
Ad(g)(X)

= gXg-1.

(3.1b)

The Lie algebra carries a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, called the trace
form, and denoted ( , ):
(X,Y)=trXY.

(3.1c)

It is preserved by the adjoint action. The trace form defines an identification of
(gl(n, R))* with all n by n matrices. The linear functional / corresponds to the
matrix X(f) defined by
f(Y) = (X(f)>Y).

(3.1d)
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Because of the invariance of ( , ) under Ad, this identification sends coadjoint
orbits to adjoint orbits. That is,
coadjoint orbits for GL(n, R) are in one-to-one correspondence
with conjugacy classes of n by n real matrices.

(3.2)

We recall now some elementary facts about conjugacy classes of matrices.
DEFINITION 3 . 3 . Suppose X is an n by n real matrix. We say that X is
nilpotent \îXk is zero for some k; or, equivalently, if all the (complex) eigenvalues
of X are zero. We say X is semisimple if X is diagonalizable over C. It is
elliptic if it is semisimple, and all the eigenvalues are purely imaginary. It is
hyperbolic if it is semisimple and all the eigenvalues are real; or, equivalently, if
it is diagonalizable over R.
P R O P O S I T I O N 3.4 ( J O R D A N DECOMPOSITION). Suppose X is a realn by
n matrix. Then there are unique matrices Xh,Xe, and Xn, with the following
properties:
(a) X = Xh + Xe + Xn;
(b) Xh is hyperbolic, Xe is elliptic, and Xn is nilpotent; and
(c) Xh,Xe, and Xn all commute with each other.
They have in addition the following property:
(d) any matrix commuting with X commutes also with Xh^Xe, and Xn.

The usual Jordan decomposition, into semisimple and nilpotent parts, has
semisimple part
X3=Xh+Xe.
(3.5)
The Gartan involution for GL(n, R) is the automorphism 0 defined by
Og = lg~\

(3.6a)

for g in GL(ra,R). Its differential, also denoted by 0, is the automorphism
OX = -*X

(3.6b)

of gl(n,R). (Since both group and algebra consist of matrices, the notation is
inconsistent.) On the Lie algebra, the + 1 eigenspace of 0 is the Lie algebra of
skew-symmetric matrices. It consists of elliptic elements, and the trace form is
negative definite there. The —1 eigenspace consists of symmetric matrices, all of
which are hyperbolic; the trace form is positive definite there.
At this point, it is convenient to introduce general reductive groups. The
definition used here is borrowed from [8].
DEFINITION 3.7. A Lie group G (having finitely many components) is called
reductive if there is a homomorphism 77: G —> GL(n,R) with the following properties:
(1) the kernel of rj is finite;
(2) the image of 77 is 0-stable.
G is called semisimple if it is reductive, and the center of Go is finite.
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We write 0 for the unique lifting of 0 to G which is trivial on the kernel of 77,
and call it the Cartan involution ofG. The differential of 77 identifies g with a Lie
algebra of matrices. Elements of g are called semisimple, nilpotent, hyperbolic,
or elliptic when the corresponding matrices are. Put
K = fixed points of 0 on G,
t = Lie(Ä") = fixed points of 0 on g,
0 = - 1 eigenspace of 0 on g.
We get the Cartan decompostion g = i + s. By the remarks after (3.6), the
trace form ( , ) is positive definite on s and negative definite on t. By the Cartan
decomposition, (, ) is therefore nondegenerate. We use it as in (3.Id) to identify
g* with g: the linear functional / on g corresponds to the element X(f) satisfying
f(Y) = (X(f),Y), for a l l y i n g .
Here are some important structural facts. For GL(n,R), they amount to
Proposition 3.4, and the fact that every real elliptic matrix is conjugate to a
skew-symmetric one.
PROPOSITION 3 . 8 . Suppose G is a real reductive
(a) The components Xh,Xe, and Xn of the Jordan
ing.
(b) If X is hyperbolic, it is conjugate under Ad(G)
(c) If X is elliptic, it is conjugate under Ad(G) to

group, and X is in g.
decomposition of X all lie
to an element ofs.
an element ofi.

DEFINITION 3.9. Suppose G is a reductive group, and / e g*. Write
for the corresponding element of g (Definition 3.7), and
X(f)=X(f)h

+ X(f)e

+

X(f)

X(f)n

for its Jordan decomposition (Proposition 3.4). The corresponding linear functionals on g are written fh, fe ? and fn ; and f = fh + fe + fn is the Jordan decomposition of / . We call / hyperbolic, nilpotent, etc. if X(f) is. The semisimple
partoî f is f9 - fh + fe.
Here is how the Jordan decomposition is to be used to organize the problem
of associating representations to orbits. Suppose we are given / . We will use
constantly the fact that
G(f) = centralizer of X(f)

in G,

g(f) = {Yeg\[X(f),Y]=0}.

(3.10a)
(3.10b)

Proposition 3.8 allows us to replace / by a conjugate, and get
Ofh = -h,

0fe = U

(3.11a)

It follows that the isotropy groups
G(A),

G(fe),

and

G(fa) = G{fh) D G(/ B )

(3.11b)

are all preserved by 0; they are therefore reductive (via the restrictions of the
map 77 used for G itself). The elements Xe and Xn commute with Xh, and
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so belong to g(fn)- We can therefore identify fe and fn (by restriction) with
elements of fl(A)*. We get a chain
G(fh) D [G(fh)](fe) D [[<?(/*)](/«)](/»);

(3.11c)

these are the same groups as
G(h) D G(f3) D G(f).

(3.11c)'

The datum we are given is (more or less) a representation of G(f). From this,
we propose to get a representation of G in three steps. First, we will get a
representation of G(fs) (the nilpotent step); then a representation of G(fn) (the
elliptic step); then a representation of G (the hyperbolic step). The terminology
arises because (for example) the subgroup G(fs) (from which we begin in the
elliptic step) is the isotropy group for the elliptic element fe in G(fh) (to which
we are going).
As was indicated in the introduction, the order of these steps exactly reverses
the historical one; and in fact the general treatment of the first step is still in
the future. Undaunted by a suspicion that nothing comes from nothing, however
(and having utterly misspent our youths and childhoods), we will treat the last
two steps in the next two sections. The last section will discuss prospects for the
first step.
4. Parabolic induction and the hyperbolic step. All that we know so
far of coadjoint orbits is that they are symplectic homogeneous spaces. (For
semisimple groups, that is all there is to know: Kirillov, Kostant, and Souriau
have shown independently that any such space is a finite covering of an orbit.)
The orbit method asks us to build a representation out of an orbit X = G • / .
There is only one obvious representation in sight, namely the regular representation on X (Definition 1.6), or something closely related to it. Experimental
evidence shows that this is too large: it is almost never irreducible, for example.
A more careful analysis would suggest building a bundle on X out of the admissible datum (/, 7r(/) m p ). The difficulty is that 7r(/) m p must first be untwisted
into a representation of G(f) (and not just of G ( / ) m p ) . This seems to require
something like tensoring it with the metaplectic representation of Mp(uf). We
are left with an infinite-dimensional bundle on a space which was too large to
begin with. This looks bad enough to be promising, but no progress has been
made in this direction.
If the symplectic structure does not suffice to produce a representation, it is
reasonable to ask what additional structure would help. A useful way to phrase
that question is this: what more complicated objects happen to be symplectic
manifolds in a natural way?
The first answer is cotangent bundles. Suppose Y is any manifold. Then
T*Y carries a natural symplectic structure. If G acts on Y, then it acts on T*Y,
preserving this structure. To the symplectic manifold T*Y, one can associate
the unitary representation of G on L2(Y). More precisely, we should consider
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the representation on square-integrable sections of the half-density bundle on Y.
This makes sense even if Y has no invariant measure.
More generally, suppose t is a Hermitian line bundle on Y. Then R. Urwin
has shown that there is a connection bundle Cß over Y, such that a selfadjoint
connection on Z is precisely a section of Cß. The space Cc has a symplectic
structure; and if £ is a homogeneous line bundle, then G acts on Cß. To the
symplectic G-space Cß, we associate the representation of G on square-integrable
sections of L (twisted by half densities).
The first technique for attaching a representation to an orbit X is therefore to
try to realize X as (roughly speaking) the cotangent bundle of some homogeneous
space Y; or (more precisely) as the connection bundle for a homogeneous line
bundle on Y.
In the case of reductive groups, we can apply this technique to hyperbolic
elements. Fix fh in g* hyperbolic, and write Xh for the corresponding Lie
algebra element (Definition 3.7). We have an eigenspace decomposition
0=£ör-

(4.1a)

rGR

Here
r
0

= {Ye0\[Xh,Y]=rY}.

(4.1b)

By (3.10), G(fh) preserves this decomposition, and
S° = B(h).

(4.1c)

[0r,08}C0r+a.

(4.1d)

The Jacobi identity shows that

The ad(X^)-invariance of the trace form ( , ) shows that
(0 r ,g s )=O if r + s ^ 0 .

(4.1e)

% = £flr.

(4.2a)

Define
r>0

By (4.1), n/i is a nilpotent subalgebra of g, normalized by G(fh). Define
Nh = exp(nh),
Ph = G(fh)Nh.

(4.2b)
(4.2c)

The group Ph is what is called a parabolic subgroup of G. We are trying to make
the space G/G(fh) look like a certain kind of bundle over a smaller homogeneous
space. The smaller space will be G/PhHere is an outline of the hyperbolic step of the orbit method. Recall that the
preceding steps (yet to be discussed) are to have given us (roughly) a unitary
representation 7^ of G(fh). Extend this representation to all of Ph by making it
trivial on Nh- Form the induced Hermitian bundle Vh on G/Ph- The representation of G that we want is that on the space of square-integrable global sections
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of Vh- More precisely, we want sections of Vn twisted by the half-density bundle
on GI PH.
The experts will note that this can be elaborated into an orbit-theoretic partial
calssification of unitary representations, in the spirit of Duflo's theorem in [4]
for general algebraic Lie groups. A datum for this partial classification is a pair
(/,7r mp ) (up to conjugacy by G). Here / is hyperbolic; 7rmp is an irreducible
unitary genuine representation of G ( / ) m p (Definition 2.17); and the imaginary
part of the infinitesimal character of 7rmp is i • / .
5. Cohomological induction and the elliptic step. Having done what
we can with cotangent bundles, we ask again: what other objects are also symplectic manifolds? The next answer we consider is: Kahler manifolds. These are
manifolds which are both complex and symplectic, in a compatible way.
More precisely, suppose V is a real vector space. Recall that a complex structure on V is a map
J:V^V
(5.1a)
such that
J2 = -Id.

(5.1b)

Here is another formulation. Write
V b = V % C = { H iw\v, w e V},

(5.2a)

the complexification onV. Vc is a complex vector space. Complex conjugation
on V is the conjugate linear automorphism a defined by
a(v + iw) = v — iw.

(5.2b)

Giving a complex structure on V is equivalent to giving a complex subspace
V0llcVc,

(5.3a)

Vc = aÇV0'1) 0 F 0 ' 1 = F 1 ' 0 © F 0 ' 1 .

(5.3b)

with the property that

We call V 0 , 1 the anti-holomorphic subspace. (The equivalence sends J to the — i
eigenspace of J on Vie-)
DEFINITION 5.4. A Kahler structure on a real vector space V consists of
(1) a complex structure J, and
(2) a symplectic structure u
(cf. (5.1) and (2.13)). These are required to satisfy
(a) u(Jv,w) = —LJ(V,JW).
An equivalent condition is
(a)' CJ(Jv, Jw) = u(v, w).

If the complex structure is considered to be defined by the subspace V 0 , 1 ,
then the requirement is equivalent to
(a)" uc(v,w)=0,
aiv.weV0'1.
Here uic denotes the complex-linear extension of w to Vc-
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An equivalent formulation is this: a Kahler structure on V consists of
(1) a complex structure J , and
(2) a nondegenerate Hermitian form on the (complex) vector space V.
(Recall that a Hermitian form is a complex-valued sesquilinear form on V,
satisfying (v,w) = (w, v).) The two definitions are related by
uj(v,w) — lm(v,w),

(v,w) = u)(Jv,w)

+iu(v,w).

We call ( , ) the Kahler form on V. Its signature (p, q) is called the signature of
the Kahler structure.
Finally, we can think of a Kahler structure as consisting of
(1) a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form B on V, and
(2) a nondegenerate symplectic form W on V.
These are subject to the following condition: suppose the automorphism J of y
is defined by
(a) B(v,w) = u(Jv,w).
Then J2 = - I d .
DEFINITION 5.5. Suppose M is a manifold. A Kahler structure on M is a
complex structure and a symplectic structure, which give a Kahler structure on
each tangent space TmM.
Thus a Kahler manifold is simultaneously complex, symplectic, and (possibly
indefinite) Riemannian; and any two of these structures determine the third.
From the point of view of the orbit method, recall that what we seek is a
smaller version of the space of functions (or sections of a line bundle) on M. A
natural choice is the holomorphic functions. Just as the functions on a space
Y have (morally) half as many degrees of freedom as those on T*Y, so also
the holomorphic functions on a complex manifold have half the freedom of the
smooth ones.
We tread on thin analytic ice here, however. The absence of "bump functions"
subjects holomorphic functions to global constraints which have no parallel in
real analysis. To understand the problem, let us consider an example.
EXAMPLE 5.6. Take G to be GL(2n,R). Recall that g* consists of 2n by 2ra
matrices, that is, of linear transformations of R 2 n . Fix an identification of R 2 n
with C n , and let
(a) / = matrix of multiplication by i.
If the identification is made properly,

(b)/=(?"o/)

This element is elliptic. A moment's thought shows that its centralizer looks like
( c ) G ( / ) = GL(n,C).
The orbit F = G • / consists of all matrices / ' with square —1, that is, of all
complex structures on R 2 n .
We claim that F carries a Kahler structure, or, what amounts to the same
thing, that it has a G-invariant complex structure giving (with cjf) a Kahler
structure on g/g(f)- To see that, we use the second interpretation of complex
structures, as subspaces of ( R 2 n ) c = C2n. The space F is now identified with a
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subset of the (compact complex) Grassman manifold Gr(n, 2n), of n-dimensional
subspaces in C 2 n . The condition on the subspace imposed by (5.3b) is open, so
F is open in Gr(n, 2n). This gives an invariant complex structure; we omit the
verification that F is Kahler. The complex dimension of F is n 2 ; the signature
of the Kahler form is ((n2 - n)/2, (n2 + n)/2).
The homogeneous Hermitian line bundles on F are parametrized by unitary
characters of the isotropy group GL(n, C). They in turn are parametrized by Z,
by

Xm(<7) = (det(ff)/|det(0)|r.
Write Cm for the bundle corresponding to Xm- It turns out that the space of
holomorphic sections Lm is always finite-dimensional; the dimension is positive
exactly when m is at most zero. The representations of G which arise on the
holomorphic sections are the Cartan powers of the fundamental representation
attached to the middle simple root; they are never unitary, except for the trivial
representation when m is zero.
Part of the difficulty is that the complex manifold F has a large compact
subvariety. Write B for the standard inner product on R 2 n , extended by complex
linearity to C2n. Consider the following subspace of Gr(n,2n):
(d)FK = {V\B(V,V) = 0}.
It is evidently an algebraic subvariety. The fact that B is definite on R 2 n implies
that FK is contained in F. In fact it is the orbit of F under the orthogonal group:
(e) FK = 0(2n) • / ^ 0(2n)/U(n).
FK is therefore a compact complex subvariety of F, of complex dimension
(n 2 - n)/2.
A number of clues here suggest that instead of using holomorphic functions,
one ought to consider the higher Dolbeault cohomology of F with coefficients in
W)
(i)V(m)
=
H°*(F,i:m).
(This suggestion was made in a slighly different context by Kostant and Langlands, about twenty years ago.) These spaces at least carry representations of
G.
One good clue as to the nature of the representations is this. Put
(g)(V>(rn))K =
H°*(FK,ßm).
This finite-dimensional space carries a representation of K, which is explicitly
computable by the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem. We find
(h) (Vp(m))K ^ 0 iff either p = 0 and m < 0, or p = (n2 - n)/2 and m >
(n-1).
The restriction map for cohomology gives a map from Vp(m) to (Vp(m))K- This
suggests that Vp(m) is most interesting under the conditions in (h) above.
We have already discarded the case of nonpositive m as uninteresting; so we
are forced to consider the other case. The determinant of the action of G(f) on
the holomorphic cotangent space at zero is %2n? so one can imagine that there
is a "half-density" shift by n involved somewhere.
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What finally emerges (after some more serious labor) is this. Suppose m is
greater than or equal to n, and p is (n 2 — n)/2. There there is a G-invariant
dense subspace

(i)

H(m-n)cVp(m),

which has a G-invariant inner product making it into a Hilbert space. For m
greater than n, the resulting unitary representation is the one attached to the
orbit [(m - n)/2]F.
This example is very helpful in answering the question of approximately how
representations ought to be constructed from elliptic orbits. It is much less clear
in detail: we brought an inner product into the picture at the end of the example,
entirely out of nowhere. The alert reader may have noticed some difficulty earlier
as well: the Dolbeault cohomology space arises as (for example) the cohomology
of a complex of (0,p)-forms. There is no easy reason for the differential to have
closed range, so it is difficult even to define a topology on Vp(m).
On compact manifolds, both problems are cured by Hodge theory: one finds
harmonic representatives of everything, and does analysis with those. There are
three difficulties with that idea in the present case. First, the Kahler form is
indefinite, so the Laplacian is not elliptic. The harmonic forms are therefore
not quite so nice. Second, the manifold is noncompact; so there are convergence
questions to answer before one can integrate forms to get an inner product on
cohomology. Third, the indefiniteness of the Kahler form makes the local inner
product on (0,p)-forms indefinite; so it is not clear that the inner product on
cohomology is positive.
For the moment, these problems appear insuperable. (Schmid has solved
them for the discrete series. Some inroads are made on the general case in [11].)
For the purposes of representation theory, however, they may be regarded as
completely resolved by Zuckerman's theory of cohomological parabolic induction (see [12]). That theory builds representations using a formal imitation of
complex analysis on appropriate homogeneous spaces. It is Zuckerman's method
which allows us to complete the elliptic step of the orbit method. To simplify
the description, however, we will stay in the complex analysis setting.
Suppose now that G is reductive, and that fe is an elliptic element of g*.
Write Xe for the corresponding Lie algebra element. It turns out that ad(X e )
has purely imaginary eigenvalues, so we have an eigenspace decomposition

0c = X>c) r -

(5.7a)

Here
(&cY = {YG0\[iXe,Y}

= rY}.

(5.7b)

This is preserved by G(/ e ), and the zero weight space is ß(/ e )c- The analogues
of (4. Id) and (e) hold as well.
Define
«e = £ ( 0 c ) r
(5.8a)
r>0
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and
qe = 0 ( / e ) c + u e .

(5.8b)

The subspace
q e /g(/ e )c c [g/g(fe)]c
(5.8c)
turns out to be the anti-holomorphic tangent space at fe for a Kahler structure
on the orbit
Fe = G-fe.
(5.9a)
Write
(s, r) = signature of Kahler form on Fe.

(5.9b)

Here is an outline of the elliptic step of the orbit method. (When this is part
of the program described at (3.11), G is replaced by G(fh).) The unipotent step
is supposed to have given us a genuine unitary representation 7rmp of G ( / e ) m p .
After a twist by the square root of the determinant of the action of G(fe) on
the holomorphic cotangent space at fe, we get precisely a unitary representation
(Ke,Ve) of G(fe). This induces a holomorphic Hilbert bundle Ve on Fe. The
representation we want is on an appropriate dense subspace of the Dolbeault
cohomology
H°<a(Fe,%).
(5.10)
As stated earlier, there is an existence theorem for these unitary representations.
"THEOREM" 5.11 [12]. Suppose G is a reductive group, and fe is an elliptic element in g*. Use the notation of (5.7) — (5.9). Recall from Definition 2.17
the metaplectic cover G ( / e ) m p .
(a) There is a genuine character pe ofG(fe)mp,
such that [(pe)(g)]2 =determinant of Ad(g) on p,e, for g in G ( / e ) m p .
Fix an irreducible unitary genuine representation 7rmp of G ( / e ) m p . Assume
that (1) the restriction of 7rmp to the commutator subgroup is weakly unipotent
[12, Definition 8.16]; and (2) 7rmp has differential (i/ e )Id on the center ofg(fe).
Set 7Te = 7rmp <8) pe, and let Ve be the induced holomorphic Hilbert bundle on Fe.
(b) The Dolbeault cohomology of Fe with coefficients in Ve vanishes except in
degree s.
(c) There is a dense G-invariant subspace V(fe,irmï>) C H3(Fe,Ve),
which
carries a unitary representation of G.
What the quotation marks mean is this. The result is probably true as stated,
but current techniques prove only an algebraic analogue. (An honest unitary
representation is given by the algebra; all that is lacking is the geometric realization.) The first of the two hypotheses can be regarded as a desired property of
the orbit method for nilpotent orbits. The second is tied to the first hypothesis
in Definition 2.17. One way that both hypotheses can be satisfied is if 7rmp is a
unitary character with differential fe.
The representation V given by the theorem may be reducible or zero; but
neither of these possibilities can arise if fe is large enough.
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6. The nilpotent step. What remains is to understand what representations of our reductive group G are associated to nilpotent coadjoint orbits.
This is still largely mysterious. The nilpotent orbits are typically not cotangent bundles; except for the case of the point zero, they never admit invariant
Kahler structures; and group representers have thought of no other answers to
the question posed at the beginning of §4.
Nevertheless, the methods of the hyperbolic and elliptic steps have something
to offer here. First, the element zero of g* is both hyperbolic and elliptic (as well
as nilpotent); either §4 or §5 says that the representations associated to it must
be those trivial on Go. Here is a more refined version of the same idea.
LEMMA 6 . 1 . In the setting of equations (4.1) and (4.2), there are open orbits
(Ei,... ,Et) of G on T*(G/Ph). EachEi is a finite cover of a nilpotent coadjoint
orbit Fi (as a symplectic homogeneous space).
This lemma suggests the following requirement.
REQUIREMENT 6.2. In the setting of Lemma 6.1, suppose V is a homogeneous Hermitian vector bundle on G/Ph, with an invariant fiat connection. Then
the unitary representation of G on L2 sections of V (twisted by half-densities)
must be one of those associated to the nilpotent coadjoint orbits F{.
A requirement along the same lines can be made using the elliptic step.
REQUIREMENT 6 . 3 . Suppose G is a reductive group, and fe is an elliptic
element in g*. Use the notation (5.7)-(5.9). Suppose 7rmp is a genuine representation of G ( / e ) m p , trivial on the identity component. Set
7Te = 7 T m p <g> p e

(cf. Theorem 5.11), and let Ve be the induced holomorphic Hilbert bundle on
Fe. Then the unitary representation of G which is dense in H3(Fe, *Ve) must be
one of those attached to nilpotent coadjoint orbits.
The nilpotent orbits to which this representation ought to be attached are
those in the "associated cone"
lim tFe.
(6.4)
t->o+
It can be shown that the representation is nonzero if and only if this limit cone
has the same dimension as Fe. (The orbits in Requirement 6.2 may be obtained
as the associated cone for i*V They always have the same dimension as Fh.)
By arguments like this, one can collect evidence for proposed descriptions of
the orbit method for nilpotent orbits. Additional help has come from primitive
ideal theory and the theory of automorphic forms. One would like to apply
knowledge about representations to these subjects. However, each of them has its
own internal intuition, and it is possible to predict what the representation theory
ought to say about them. These predictions can then be read as conjectures
about representation theory—with luck, as descriptions of the representations
attached to nilpotent orbits. The paper [1] is a landmark in this direction; an
account of further developments will appear in [13].
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Physics and Geometry
EDWARD WITTEN
In many past epochs, problems arising from theoretical physics influenced the
development of mathematics, or structures that first arose in mathematics entered in the development of physics. Famous twentieth-century examples would
be the role of Riemannian geometry in facilitating the invention of general relativity or the influence of quantum mechanics in the development of functional
analysis. The above-cited examples, however, involve innovations in physics that
took place sixty or seventy years ago. In the last half century, mathematics and
physics developed in very different directions, and interaction between the two
disciplines played a less extensive role.
In part this happened because mathematics progressed into abstract realms
seemingly unrelated to the humdrum world of the theoretical physicist. In part,
it resulted from the way that physics developed. The two basic theories in
twentieth-century physics are general relativity and quantum field theory. Their
successes are in very different realms. General relativity—Einstein's theory of
gravity—has its successful applications to large-scale astronomical phenomena,
while quantum field theory is the framework within which physicists have been
able to understand many properties of the elementary particles. General relativity was put in its final form by Einstein in 1915, while quantum field theory has
been an open frontier since its formulation in the late 1920s. For half a century,
the really fundamental advances in physics have mainly been developments in
quantum field theory. In this period, it is quantum field theory which has been
the central arena for possible interaction between mathematics and physics.
For some decades after the invention of quantum field theory, this theory was
formulated in a rather technical and clumsy way, hard to work with even for
physicists. It was not at all obvious that quantum field theory really existed as a
sound mathematical theory. Most important, in the first few decades of quantum
field theory, this subject did not give rise to very many interesting mathematical
structures.
The outlook changed in the mid-1970s after nonabelian gauge theories emerged
as the quantum field theories most relevant to physics. In the context of these
Research supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant PHY80-19754
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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theories, many significant physical problems lead to significant concepts in modern mathematics. For example, the study of magnetic monopoles and instantons
involves the topological classification of vector bundles. The solution to the
"U(l) problem" of quantum chromodynamics turned out to involve the AtiyahSinger index theorem. The proper understanding of local and global "anomalies"
involves fairly subtle properties of families of elliptic operators. Various other
examples could be cited.
It certainly is charming to see "practical" applications of some seemingly
abstruse mathematics. In some of the cases I have mentioned, the solution of
the physics problem has actually required the uncovering of new mathematical
theorems. All the same, the mutual interaction of mathematics and physics
would remain rather limited, I believe, if it were only a question of quantum field
theory. The applications of modern mathematics to quantum field theory are
fascinating but relatively specialized; and the same can be said for the role that
quantum field theory has so far played in stimulating mathematical innovations.
It is in trying to go beyond the limitations of quantumfieldtheory that physicists
have really begun to meet mathematical frontiers.
The basic limitation of quantum field theory is that, as we noted earlier, it is
only one of two fundamental theories in twentieth-century physics, the second
being general relativity. Both of these theories play a role in describing the same
natural world, so a more complete description of nature must encompass both
of them. It has been rather clear, however, since the early days of quantum
field theory that there are severe difficulties in trying to combine quantum field
theory with general relativity. The formal attempt to quantize general relativity
leads to nonsensical infinite formulas. In its early days, quantum field theory
faced many difficulties, of which this was only one. As the other difficulties
were overcome and quantum field theory emerged as an adequate framework
for describing all of the natural forces except gravity, the inconsistency between
general relativity and quantum field theory emerged clearly as the limitation of
quantum field theory.
This problem is a theorists' problem par excellence. Experiment provides little
guide except for the bare fact that quantum field theory and general relativity
both play a role in the description of natural law. Unfortunately, gravitational
effects are immeasurably small in all feasible experiments in which quantum field
theory plays an observable role—and vice versa. All the same, the inconsistency
between the two central theories in physics is clearly an important problem on the
logical plane. Indeed, the history of physics gives many examples showing how
important such problems are. For example, general relativity was invented in
Einstein's effort to resolve an inconsistency between two leading theories of that
time, namely, special relativity and Newtonian gravity. Quantum field theory
was similarly born in an attempt to reconcile nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
with special relativity.
In the discovery of general relativity, the logical framework came first. Einstein first thought through the physical principles which the new theory should
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embody, then found in Riemannian geometry the correct mathematical framework, and finally formulated the theory. The development of quantum mechanics
and quantum field theory was quite different. There was no a priori conceptual
insight; experimental clues played an extensive role. As I have indicated, experiment is not likely to provide detailed guidance about the reconciliation of
general relativity with quantum field theory. One might therefore believe that
the only hope is to emulate the history of general relativity, inventing by sheer
thought a new mathematical framework which will generalize Riemannian geometry and will be capable of encompassing quantum field theory. Many ambitious
theoretical physicists have aspired to do such a thing, but little has come of such
efforts.
Progress seems to have come, instead, in a rather different way. In the course
of attempting to understand the strong interactions, physicists were led in the
late 1960s and early 1970s to investigate what came to be known as "string
theory." String theory was originally discovered by accident, or at least in an
exceedingly indirect way, starting with the "Veneziano model" [30]. Surveys of
string theory can be found in [17, 11, 25, 13]. As string theory was developed,
a remarkably rich mathematical structure emerged, but one which bore increasingly little resemblance to strong interactions. By about 1973-74, a successful
theory of strong interactions emerged in the context of nonabelian gauge theory.
The mathematical structure of string theory retained its fascination, however.
By around 1974, just as the original motivation for work on string theory was
fading, it was suggested that string theory should be viewed not as a theory of
strong interactions but as a framework for reconciling gravitation with quantum
mechanics [24], This idea has many bizarre implications. For instance, it is
necessary to believe that (insofar as the conventional concepts of geometry are
valid) space-time is ten-dimensional rather than four-dimensional. After some
years of neglect, this idea has been revived in the 1980s, and there are many
indications that this framework is close to the truth.
The roundabout path to the discovery of string theory has had a price. Despite learning much about this subject, we still do not know the logical framework
in which it has its proper home. It is roughly as if general relativity had been
invented, in some peculiar formulation, without knowing about Riemannian geometry; the task would then arise of reconstructing Riemannian geometry as the
basic framework behind general relativity. The idea of knowing about general
relativity without knowing about Riemannian geometry may sound outlandish,
but we are in just such an outlandish situation in string theory. We do not
know what the basic logical setting for string theory will turn out to be. We can
say that some of the ingredients in string theory are Riemann surfaces, modular
forms, and representation theory of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. These are
preliminaries for thinking about string theory just as a modicum of elementary
linear algebra is a prerequisite for Riemannian geometry and general relativity.
While we do not know the proper logical setting for string theory, it seems rather
clear that it will involve some fundamental generalization of the usual concepts
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of geometry. This generalization of geometry is bound to have widespread repercussions for mathematics as well as physics. The unearthing of it will entail a
new golden age in the interaction of mathematics and physics.
Very probably, in some suitable sense, the number of fundamental mathematical problems is infinite. On the other hand, I personally believe that the number
of really fundamental physics problems is finite. If this is so, then there will only
be a finite number of episodes in the future in which mathematics and physics
will interact in a really fundamental way. It seems likely that the next several
decades will be one of those periods.
1. Particle physics in the 1980s. This article is written in four sections.
In this section, I will review the basic ingredients in our present knowledge of
fundamental physics. In the next section, I will try to explain why the idea that
space-time is ten-dimensional (this is one of the requirements of string theory)
is not only compatible with everyday experience but even attractive. Surveys
of the subjects treated in these two sections can be found in [35, 5, 13]. In
the third section, I will sketch a very brief introduction to quantum field theory,
emphasizing features that are relevant to string theory. The last section will be
devoted to string theory.
We will begin our review of theoretical physics with general relativity. In this
theory, space-time is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold M, of signature (—h
h).
In this section, M is four-dimensional. I will denote local space-time coordinates
as x1, i = 1,...,4. General relativity is governed by a variational principle
associated with the Lagrangian

SG

-=îLIR

W

M

where R is the Ricci scalar of M and G is Newton's constant. The variational
(Euler-Lagrange) equation derived from (1) is the equation
Rij = 0

(2)

for vanishing of the Ricci tensor Rij. From the fundamental natural constants,
G, h (Planck's constant), and c (the speed of light), we can form a quantity with
dimensions of mass:
Mpi = y/hc~/G.
(3)
This mass, called the Planck mass, is the really natural mass scale in physics.
In conventional units, its numerical value is roughly
M P I « 1.02 x 10~5grams.

(4)

From the fundamental constants we can likewise construct a fundamental length
Rp\ = h/Mp\c « 10 _33 centimeters,

(5)

which is known as the Planck length, and a time
*PI « 10" 43 second

(6)
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called the Planck time. The constants h, c, and G are so fundamental in physics
that it is most natural to work in units in which h = c = G = Mp\ = Rp\ =
tp\ = 1. In such units, any physical quantity—any length, time, or mass—is
simply a number.
Now, the actual values of the fundamental mass, length, and time are very
strange. The Planck mass (4) is actually a macrosopic mass (the mass of a
bacterium, perhaps), and is totally off the scale of masses of known elementary
particles. The electron mass is 1022 times smaller than the Planck mass, and the
heaviest elementary particles that we are able to produce in accelerators are still
10 17 times lighter than the Planck mass. (5) and (6) are likewise completely off
the usual scale of elementary particle physics. Everything that we know about
quantum field theory comes from experiments probing length scales of at least
10~ 16 cm or times of at least 10" 2 6 sec. Such lengths and times are very small
by ordinary standards, of course, but by an appropriate yardstick determined
by the fundamental quantities of physics they are very large. To make direct
experimental probes of how nature reconciles quantum mechanics with general
relativity would require experiments sensitive to processes that occur on times
of order tp\ or lengths of order Rp\, or with individual elementary particles
accelerated to kinetic energies of order Mp\. This is regrettably out of reach
for the forseeable future. We can hope for indirect clues from experiment, but
progress with quantum gravity will require a great deal of theoretical luck and
insight.
Actually, the large value of Mp\ has consequences visible in everyday life.
Saying that Mp\ is very large compared to the mass m of an ordinary particle is
the same as saying that Newton's constant G is very tiny on a scale determined
by h, c, and m:

G = hc/M^«hc/m2.

(7)

This smallness of Newton's constant means that gravitational forces among individual particles of mass m are very tiny. For interactions among ordinary atoms,
gravitation becomes significant only when one considers an aggregation of matter so gigantic that the cumulative effect of gravitational forces among many
particles overpowers the extreme weakness of gravity at the atomic level. This
means that bodies—such as planets or stars—that form gravitationally out of
ordinary atoms must be very large. The fact that the length scale of astronomy
is so large compared to the length scale of atoms has the same origin as the fact
that the length scale of atoms is so large compared to the Planck length. Both
facts are mysteries.
The ordinary masses are so small compared to the natural mass scale of physics
that there must be a natural idealization in which they are zero. One of our goals
in this section will be to elucidate this generalization.
I would now like to briefly discuss the physical content of general relativity. In
two space-time dimensions, the integral (1) is a topological invariant (the Euler
characteristic of space-time) and the theory determined by (1) alone does not
have much content. In three space-time dimensions, the variational equation
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Rij = 0 implies that space-time is flat (since on a three-dimensional manifold
the whole Riemann tensor can be written in terms of the Ricci tensor). The
characteristic features of general relativity first appear in four dimensions. In
four dimensions, the Einstein equation Rij = 0 does not by any means imply
that space-time is flat. On the contrary, this equation has wave-like solutions; if
r\ij is the flat space Lorentz metric (rj = diag — h • • • 4-) then we can look for a
nearly flat solution
9ij = Vij + hij,

(8)

with h considered small. To lowest order in h, the Einstein equations have plane
wave solutions
hij = Sijt%k'x + complex conjugate,

(9)

where hi and eij are constants, obeying
kilè = tfeij =e\ = Q.

(10)

The solution (9) is rather analogous to the plane wave solutions of Maxwell's
equations, which describe light waves. When the solution (8) of the linearized
Einstein equations was discovered, immediately after the formulation of general
relativity, this was interpreted as a prediction of the existence of gravitational
waves—which should travel at the same speed as light waves because they are
both governed by kik% = 0. At the time, particles (or "matter") and waves were
interpreted as two very different things, and it was definitely a new kind of wave,
not a new kind of particle, that was predicted by general relativity. 1 Ten years
later, however, quantum mechanics was developed, and it became clear that
waves and particles are different sides of the same coin—the same basic entity
will appear as a wave or as a particle depending on the circumstances. Thus
general relativity is not only a theory of gravitational forces; it also decribes a
definite kind of "matter." On a conceptual plane this is a remarkable triumph.
Merely in trying to invent a theory of gravitational forces based on Riemannian
geometry, Einstein was forced to invent a unified theory of gravity and matter.
A few things are missing, however. General relativity does not seem to make
sense as a quantum theory, and the forms of matter observed in nature are richer
than what is predicted by general relativity.
Our next task, then, is to discuss some of the other forms of matter (or
equivalently, some of the other types of wave) observed in nature. First of all,
we have nonabelian gauge forces. Thus, the space-time manifold M, apart from
a Riemannian metric, is endowed with additional structure. Over M we have a
1
At the time this prediction was made, and for many decades thereafter, the prospect
of actually testing this prediction experimentally seemed hopelessly remote—because of the
extreme weakness of the gravitational force. However, the invention of radio astronomy and
the discovery of radio pulsars has in the last few years made possible an indirect but compelling
experimental test of the theory of gravitational waves.
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principle bundle X
X
G

(H)

M
with a structure group G that is known by physicists as the "gauge group."
Given any representation R of G, there is an associated vector bundle VR, which
will play an important role in our story later. About G, we know experimentally
only that it contains SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) as a subgroup, corresponding to
the strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions, respectively.2 Let A be a
connection on the bundle V and let F be the corresponding curvature two form.
The Yang-Mills action (Lagrangian) is then
SYM

—ar/W.
M

< 12 >

where
|f| 2 =
(13)
ff»'^'(^|FiT>.
Here gy is the space-time metric, and ( | ) is the Cartan-Killing form on the Lie
algebra of G. The constant e in (12) is called the Yang-Mills coupling constant. If
the group G is not simple, it is possible to generalize (12), introducing a separate
coupling constant for each simple factor in the gauge group.
Of course, the metric g that appears in (13) is supposed to be the same as
the one in (1), since all this is happening on a single space-time manifold M.
We should properly add the Einstein and Yang-Mills Lagrangians and study the
combined theory
S = SGR + SYM.
( 14 )
Upon deriving the Euler-Lagrange variational equations, we will find coupled
equations for the Yang-Mills and gravitational fields. This is the proper framework for describing the deflection of light by the sun, and various more exotic
processes that unfortunately are undetectably weak.
The next major step is to incorporate what physicists call "fermions," as
opposed to the Yang-Mills and gravitational fields which are "bosons." To this
end, we introduce a Clifford algebra, that is, we introduce the "Dirac matrices"
P , i = l , . . . , n , obeying
TiTJ

+ T3Ti

=

_2gij,

ij = l,...,n.

(15)

For even n, the irreducible representation S of the Clifford algebra has dimension 2 n / 2 , while for odd n it is 2{<n~1^2. The Clifford module S automatically
furnishes a representation of the Lorentz group SO(l, n - 1). The representation
2

Experiment tells us more directly about the Lie algebra of G than about G itself. When
I say that G contains the subgroup SU(3) X SU(2) x U(l), I really mean only that the Lie
algebra of G contains that of SU(3) X SU(2) X U(l); there is no claim about the global form of
G. For the same reason, in later comments I will not be very precise in distinguishing different
groups that have the same Lie algebra.
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in question is called the spinor representation, the Lorentz generators in this
representation being
£tf = -E*'" = i [ F , r J " ] .
(16)
For odd n, S is an irreducible representation of the Lorentz group, but for even
n—the case that will interest us more—S decomposes as
S = S+®S-.
5+ and S_ are the eigenspaces of the involution
f = i(n+2)/4rlp2...rn

(17)
(jg)

In four dimensions, the representations <S+ and S- are complex conjugates of
each other.
If the second Stiefel-Whitney class of M vanishes, we can define the "spin
bundle" of M, which I will call S. It is essentially the vector bundle whose fiber
at a point p G M is the Clifford module specified in (15). A physical field iß
which is a section of S is called a "spin one-half fermi field." Leptons (such as
electrons) and quarks (from which protons and neutrons are made) are important
examples. The phrase "spin one-half" refers to the fact that the weights of the
spinor representation of SO(l, N — 1) are half-integral.
In even dimensions, the spin bundle decomposes as
S = S+ © S-

(19)

by analogy with (17). A physical field which is a section of S+ or S- is called
a fermi field of positive or negative chirality. Positive and negative chirality
fermions are often decribed as being right-handed or left-handed, respectively;
if one shines a beam of positive chirality fermions (particles described mathematically as sections of S+) into a block of matter, it will begin to spin in a
right-handed sense.
Various principles of quantum field theory, such as the CPT theorem, require
that fermi fields should be real. In four dimensions, since S+ and S- are complex
conjugates of one another, if we introduce a fermi field ip which is a section of
S+, we must also introduce a fermi field ^ which is a section of S-. The same
would be true, for the same reason, in 4fc dimensions, for any k. Matters would
be very different in Ak + 2 dimensions, since in that case S+ and S- are both
real (or pseudoreal), but we will reserve that discussion for the next section.
If we do have in a given theory a spin one-half fermi field, what equation
should it obey? There is a very natural first-order elliptic operator, the Dirac
operator D, which maps sections of S to sections of S. It is defined as
D = VDi,

(20)

where Di is the covariant derivative. For the time being, we consider the Dirac
equation for fermions that interact with the gravitational field only, so we consider the covariant derivative constructed from the Levi-Civita connection. In
even dimensions, D can be decomposed as
D = D+®D-,

(21)
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with
D- : S + - • S-,

D+ : S- -+ S+.

(22)

(In other words, D+ maps sections of S+ to sections of S-, and vice versa.) The
Dirac equation is thus
D-ipj, = 0,

D+V- = 0.

(23)

This actually is what we would usually call the "massless" Dirac equation. It
makes sense to introduce an arbitrary complex constant A and write
D-il)+ + A^_ = 0,

D+iß- + A*V+ = 0.

(24)

(Here A* is simply the complex conjugate of A, so that the second equation is
the complex conjugate of the first.) While (23) describes massless waves which
travel at the speed of light just like electromagnetic or gravitational waves, (24)
describes massive fermions, in fact fermions of mass A. Now, as I have explained,
there are many important cases (like leptons and quarks) in which the mass term
is very tiny, less than 10" 1 7 in Planck units. More exactly, the cases in which
the mass term is absent to such enormous precision are the only cases which we
know about, since our technology does not enable us to discover fermions which
have masses of order one, if there are any.
In the precise framework that we have been discussing—fermions that couple
to the gravitational field only—there is no natural explanation for why the A term
should be absent. To obtain such an explanation—and describe one of the really
central observations in physics—we must reintroduce the nonabelian gauge fields
that we have temporarily been suppressing. Letting R be any representation of
the gauge group G, there is an associated vector bundle VR. If R is the dual or
complex conjugate representation of R, then V^ is the dual bundle to VR. VR is
canonically isomorphic to Vg if R is real or pseudoreal, but not if R is complex.
It makes sense now to consider fermi fields which are sections not of S+ but
of
W+ = S+®VR.
(25)
If we do introduce "right-handed" fermions tp+ which are sections of W+, then
in four dimensions the CPT theorem requires us to also introduce "left-handed"
fermions whicl are sections of the complex conjugate bundle
W_ = S-®VÈ.

(26)

Now, since KR and Vg are endowed with their Yang-Mills connections, we can
write Dirac equations,
Z?-:W+->W-,

D+-.W--+W+.

(27)

W- = S-®VR,

W+=à+®V&.

(28)

Here
Formally, t i e Dirac equation takes the same form as before,
0 = D-ip+ =D+ip-

(29)
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with now the combined Levi-Civita plus Yang-Mills connection. There is a big
difference, though, between (29) and the analogous equation (23) in the absence
of Yang-Mills fields. The difference is that if the representation R is complex,
then we cannot add a mass term to (29). The equation
???0 = £_V>+ 4- A^_

(30)

only makes sense if the representation R is isomorphic to its dual, since JD_-0+
is a section of S- ® VR, while ^+ is a section of S- ® V^. Therefore, «/fermions
transform in a complex representation of the gauge group G, then we can naturally understand why they are so extremely light compared to the natural scale,
the Planck scale.
This is precisely what is observed, and it is believed by most physicists to be
the proper explanation for why the observed fermions are so very light. Actually, a more precise statement is necessary, since in fact in nature the observed
representation R is far from being irreducible. The decomposition of R into
irreducible representations of the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) seems to
contain at least fifteen pieces:
15

R = ®Ri-

(31)

i=l

I will not give an explicit description of the Ri now, since this can be done more
economically when we discuss "grand unification" presently. It follows, of course,
from (31) that
15

* = ©*,-.

(32)

i=i

Now, if there were i and j with Ri & Rj, then the corresponding fermions ^ +
and ij)j-. could have masses, since (30) would make sense. However, the observed
fermions all have Ri ^ R3-, and this, together with the other facts sketched above,
explains why they are so light.
Now, let us shift our point of view slightly. There is no reason at all to
believe that the fermions that have been discovered experimentally are all of
those which exist. Very probably there are many, perhaps even infinitely many,
fermions with masses "of order one," that is, of order Mp\. Such fermions, of
course, must transform in real representations of G. And conversely, fermions
in real representations will very plausibly have masses of order one. Let U and
U be the G representations of fundamental right- and left-handed fermions in
some underlying theory of nature. Of course, they are duals of one another. In
the spirit of K theory, form the formal difference of representations:
A = UGÜ.

(33)

In addition to observed right-handed fermions which transform as R, U may
contain additional right-handed fermions transforming in some representation
Uo
U = U0eR
(34)
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which must be real since the UQ particles have gotten mass. (34) implies
U = U0®R.

(35)

Therefore, when we form the representation difference (33), f/o will cancel out:
A = UeÜ

= RQR.

(36)

We conclude, then, that ROR, which we can determine at accelerators, is the
same as the underlying representation difference (33), which is a property of
the fundamental theory. This is why the quantum numbers of the low energy
fermions are so important.
A few questions arise here. First of all, one might feel that we have done
too good a job of explaining why the light fermions are light. The quark and
lepton masses are not zero; they range from about 10~ 22 to perhaps 10" 1 7 in
the natural units I described earlier. The framework we have sketched might
appear to force the quark and lepton masses to be strictly zero, since a mass
term in (30) is strictly impossible. The answer to this involves something called
"symmetry breaking." If we are presented with a vector bundle V with structure
group G, it might happen that under some conditions the structure group of V
can be reduced to a subgroup Go- This phenomenon has an analogue in particle
physics; it is called gauge symmetry breaking and plays a central role in the
Weinberg-Salam-Glashow mode of weak interactions. For the moment, I will
simply assume that to a mathematical audience it is plausible that there can be
a "physical" counterpart of reducing the structure group of a vector bundle to a
subgroup.
Suppose that at some low mass scale m, the gauge group G is effectively
reduced to a subgroup Go- Even if the representations R and R are inequivalent
as representations of G, they may be equivalent as representations of Go- In this
case, the fermions that were kept massless by the inequivalence of R and R will
be able to gain masses of order m. This is precisely what seems to happen in
nature. At a mass scale of order 10 _ 1 7 Mpi, the gauge group SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)
is reduced to SU(3) x U(l). 3 At this point, some of the gauge fields become
massive (these being the W and Z particles which were discovered at CERN
several years ago—the heaviest elementary particles that have been discovered).
At the same time, the representations R and R are isomorphic as representations
of SU(3) X U(l), so the light fermions can and do gain mass. In all of this, we do
not understand why the mass scale associated with symmetry breaking is so tiny
compared to the natural mass scale Mp\. It is, however, pretty clear from our
discussion that the idealization in which the masses of the particles are all zero
is the situation in which the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) is not broken to
a subgroup.
In this brief survey of contemporary physics, the idea that the representation
R might be complex probably did not seem very shocking. Yet historically,
3

These are strong and electromagnetic interactions, respectively. The U(l) in question is a
sort of skewed embedding in the original SU(2) x U ( l ) .
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when this was discovered in the 1950s (or more precisely when certain facts were
discovered which nowadays have the interpretation I have indicated) it came as
a shocking surprise. Why is this? In the basic decomposition S = S+ © S_ of
the spinor representation S into spinors S± of positive and negative chirality, the
distinction between S+ and S- is a matter of convention. Under a change of the
orientation of space-time, called a parity transformation by physicists, S+ and filare exchanged. The representations R and R are therefore exchanged by parity.
If we assume that the laws of nature are invariant under parity, then R and R
must be isomorphic. Our explanation of the lightness of the fermions therefore
rests on parity violation. It was considered startling when in the 1950s it was
discovered that the weak interactions violate parity. On the other hand, parity
is conserved by strong and electromagnetic interactions; this is the statement
that R and R are isomorphic as representations of SU(3) x U(l).
Once we realize that symmetry breaking plays an important role in explaining
why the light fermions are not strictly massless, it is natural to carry this thought
a step further. We know that the gauge group of nature contains at least G —
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). We also know that at very low energies this is reduced to
a subgroup Go = SU(3) x U(l). Looking up to higher energies, might the gauge
group G which we observe at accessible energies be itself a reduction of a larger
group G which is relevant at higher energies? It would be far more satisfying
to describe nature not by the ungainly product SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) but by
a more simple structure. This is the goal of so-called "grand unified theories."
The most obvious example of a simple group that contains SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l)
is SU(5). The embedding of SU(3) x SU(2) in 5 x 5 matrices of SU(5) can be
indicated as follows:
(SU(3)
0 \
We then take the U(l) generator to be the unique traceless 5 x 5 matrix which
commutes with the above embedding of SU (3) x SU (2), namely,
diag(l,l,l-3/2,-3/2).

(38)

If we are to embed the observed gauge group SU(3) xSU(2) x U ( l ) in SU(5), then
the representation difference A = R 0 R must have a natural interpretation as
a difference of SU(5) representations. Indeed it does, and here I will write down
for the first time an explicit formula for the representation difference observed
in nature; this would have been rather clumsy at the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) level.
Let 5 be the fundamental five-dimensional representation of SU(5), and let 5 be
its dual. Let 10 be the antisymmetric part of the tensor product 5 (8) 5, and let
10 be its dual. Then the fermions that we observe in nature come in three copies
of a basic structure usually called a "generation." The left-handed fermions of
a given generation are observed to transform as 5 © 10, while the right-handed
fermions transform as the dual of this or 5 © 10. In nature we observe three
copies of this, so in other words the representation difference which we observe
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A = 3(5©1O05©TÖ).

(39)

is
When one contemplates extending the observed gauge group G to a larger group
G, it is important to understand that this would entail predicting new forces.
In the case of SU(5), and most other grand unified theories, the new forces have
a dramatic consequence: they cause the proton (which is otherwise absolutely
stable), to be unstable, with a lifetime typically in the range of 10 32 -10 45 years,
depending on which grand unified theory one considers. In 104 tons of water,
roughly the largest quantity in a feasible experiment, there are about 10 34 protons, so assuming that an event rate of one proton decay per year is detectable,
the lower part of the interesting range can be probed experimentally. So far
proton decay has not been observed.
(39) is much nicer than the corresponding formula at the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l)
level, and this is one of the main reasons to believe that the SU(5) model probably
has some truth in it. However, it is natural to wonder whether there are groups
beyond SU (5) that would be as good or better. One group that works very
nicely is SO(10), with the unique nontrivial embedding of SU(5) in SO(10).
(The fundamental vector of SO(10), which we will call 10, decomposes under
SU(5) as 5 © 5.) SO(10) has two complex conjugate spinor representations of 16
dimensions each; let us call them 16 and 16, Under SU(5) the 16 decomposes
as 1 © 5 © 10, where 1 is the trivial representation of SU(5). This is, of course,
a real representation. The 16 decomposes, of course, as the complex conjugate
of the 16, or 1 © 5 © ÏÔ. Therefore, at the SO(10) level, we can rewrite (39) as
A = 3(16eï6).

(40)

This is about as simple as a nontrivial representation difference can be, except
that the factor of three is rather peculiar; we will discuss some attempts to
explain it in the next section. It is natural, though, to ask whether there are
any examples of groups beyond SO(10) that work just as nicely. It turns out
that there is one, namely, the exceptional group Eg. The smallest nontrivial
representation of E$ is a complex representation which we will call the 27, this
being its dimension; its dual will be denoted as the 27. Eß has an SO(10)
subgroup, the decomposition of the 27 under SO(10) being 27 = 16 © 10 © 1,
with 16 and 10 being as before the spinor and vector of SO(10). At the E 6 level,
we can then write
A = 3(27 ©27).
(41)
This is the third and last example of a group that seems suitable for grand
unification in four dimensions. Having found a hint that E 6 can play a role, it is
natural to wonder whether one can go further and base a grand unified theory on
the biggest exceptional group Eg. This runs into the problem that Eg only has
real representations, and so would automatically lead to A = 0. It is possible to
try to use Eg for grand unification, but this requires some additional ingredients,
which we will discuss in the next section.
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If one wants to summarize our knowledge of physics in the briefest possible terms, there are three really fundamental observations: (i) Space-time is a
pseudo-Riemannian manifold M, endowed with a metric tensor and governed by
geometrical laws, (ii) Over M is a vector bundle X with a nonabelian gauge
group G. (iii) Fermions are sections of (S+ ® VR) © (S- <8) Vg). R and R are
not isomorphic; their failure to be isomorphic explains why the light fermions
are light and presumably has its origins in a representation difference A in some
underlying theory. All of this must be supplemented with the understanding
that the geometrical laws obeyed by the metric tensor, the gauge fields, and the
fermions are to be interpreted in quantum mechanical terms.
2. Physics in ten dimensions. The standard model of physics which we
have just surveyed has many successes, but leaves many questions open. Surely
we would like to find a natural explanation for the peculiar factor of three in
(40) and (41). We do not want to merely assume that nature is based on three
copies of 16 0 16 of SO(10) or three copies of 27 0 27 of E 6 . There must
be some more economical structure at a more elementary level. Also, it is very
peculiar to study a chain that passes from SU(5) to SO(10) to EQ without finding
some way to extend this to Eg. We would like some natural understanding of
the symmetry-breaking steps along this chain. Finally, the fact that all we
observe in experiment is the character difference (33) or (36) is a warning that
the true underlying structure may be far richer than is apparent. The underlying
representation U may even be infinite-dimensional; of course, in this case there
will have to be some suitable regularization in the definition of the character
difference A = UQÜ.
I will now describe an approach to some of these questions. Let us assume
that space-time is not a /our-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold, but has
a higher dimension; in fact, the case of ten dimensions is favored in string theory.
We consider thus a ien-dimensional manifold M, oriented, with a spin structure,
and with a metric of signature (—h -f + • • • + ) . One ingredient in the tendimensional theory will be the Einstein action,
SGR

= —L (R.

(42)

16?rG J M
At first sight, one might believe that it is preposterous to imagine that the world
is ten-dimensional. The world seems to be "obviously" four-dimensional (if one
includes time along with the three obvious space dimensions). The following
is crucial, however. We tend to take for granted that there is some notion of
"empty space" and that any other physical state is obtained by adding particles
to "empty space." In reality, though, what we interpret as empty space is just
some solution of the underlying physical equations which plays a special role in
our experience. The reason that there is a solution playing such a special role
is largely that the energy scales of our experiments are so small compared to
the Planck mass Mp\. The tools at our disposal are so feeble that we can bring
about only minor disturbances in whatever solution of the underlying equations
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we happen to have been born into. Just to make this discussion more concrete,
suppose that the ten-dimensional Einstein equations derived from (42) are the
fundamental equations of physics. Let M4 be flat four-dimensional Minkowski
space, and let K be some compact Ricci-flat six manifold. Suppose that the
"vacuum state" of the ten-dimensional world is
M = M4xK.

(43)

Supposefinallythat the radius of K (by which I mean any characteristic measure
of the size of K) is comparable to the typical length scale of physics, namely
API. This is so tiny compared to the length scales of our observations that K
will be indistinguishable from a point; the existence of extra dimensions will not
be obvious in everyday life, or even in accelerator experiments. Thus, M will
be indistinguishable from four-dimensional Minkowski space; likewise, we could
imitate a four-dimensional cosmological model.
This may seem reasonable intuitively. To make things more precise, we will
now discuss an important aspect of ten-dimensional physics, namely, the tendimensional Dirac equation. We thus introduce the ten-dimensional Dirac operator

Dm = Y,TiL>i-

( 44 )

i=l

We can write it as
D{10)=DW+DK,
where D(4) is the four-dimensional Dirac operator

(45)

4

£>

(4) = E r i j D »

( 46 )

and D(K) is the Dirac operator of K,
10

DK = ^2vWj.

(47)

3=5

We would now like to analyze the ten-dimensional Dirac equation
0 = Dm9{x\yi),
l

3

(48)
4

where x and y , i = 1,..., 4, j = 5,..., 10, are coordinates of M , and ^ is a
spinor field in ten dimensions.
Let us first briefly discuss just what kind of spinor * will be. The irreducible
representation of the Clifford algebra in ten dimensions decomposes as the sum
of two irreducible representations of the Lorentz group SO(l, 9). They are distinguished by the eigenvalue of
r

(io)=rir2i..riOi

(4 9 )

In ten dimensions, unlike four dimensions, the two irreducible spin representations of SO(l,9), which I will call s| 1 0 ) and S'i10), are both real. So the CPT
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theorem permits us to consider a theory in which the spinor field VP transforms
according to one definite spin representation, say S+ '. In other words

r (10) # = +#.

(50)

Actually, ten-dimensional supersymmetry and string theory force us to consider
this case. If we are interested in thinking about four-dimensional physics, we
should decompose the spinor representation of SO(l,9) under SO(l,3) x SO(6),
where SO(l, 3) is the Lorentz group of M 4 and SO(6) is the structure group
of the tangent bundle of K. In this decomposition, only spinor representations
of SO(l,3) and SO(6) will appear, since the representation space for a tendimensional Clifford algebra certainly represents the four-dimensional and sixdimensional Clifford subalgebras. The precise decomposition is easily worked
out by introducing the operators analogous to (49):
r(4) =

lT

i r a ... r 4 }

T(K)

=

_iT5TG

... r i o

(51)

(The factors of ±i are conventional and ensure that the eigenvalues of T^4) and
TK are ±1.) These matrices obey the obvious relation
r (10) = r (4)

. VK

(52)

Therefore, in an irreducible representation of SO(l, 9) which has I^ 10 ) = + 1 , T^4)
and TK are equal,
r W = TK.
(53)
This means that the decomposition of the SO (1,9) spinor representation S_j_ '
of positive 'chirality' under SO(l,3) x SO(6) is
S (.

10)

= (s{4) <g> S?) 0 (Si 4 ) ® S f ) .

(54)

Here S± ' and S± are the positive and negative chirality spin representations of
SO(l,3) and SO(6), respectively.
Going back to our problem, we want to solve (48) by separation of variables,
using the decomposition (45). Since D^ and DK do not commute, but anticommute, the standard procedure of separation of variables needs slight modification.
It is convenient to introduce
D'K = T^DK

(55)

which does commute with £>(4). D'K is unitarily equivalent to DK, and so has the
same spectrum (since the matrices r ( 4 ) P , j = 5 , . . . , 10, obey the same Clifford
algebra as T3, and the irreducible representation of this algebra is known to be
unique). Introduce a complete set of eigenfunctions Xm of D'K,
D'KXm = AmXm-

(56)

We then write

*(**, yj) = YI -M^) ® Xm^')

(57)
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whereupon (48) reduces to
0 = (D{4)+T^Xm)^m

(58)

0=(D{4)+\m)ipm,

(59)

or equivalently
where we have introduced
D'W=TWD{4).

(60)
1

D/4N is unitarily equivalent to D^ (since T^T generate a Clifford algebra).
(59) is equivalent to the Dirac equation for a massive fermion introduced in (24).
We have thus learned the following important lesson. The eigenvalues Am
of the Dirac operator DK on the compact manifold K correspond in fourdimensional terms to the masses of the fermions ^)m. Of course, there are an
infinite number of such eigenvalues. But as DK is an elliptic operator on a
compact manifold, there are only a finite number of zero eigenvalues—the eigenvalue zero only appears with a finite multiplicity. The nonzero eigenvalues of
DK will be of order 1/R, with R being the radius of K. Since we are assuming
that the radius of K is of order the Planck length (5), the nonzero eigenvalues
of DK will correspond to fermions with Planckian masses—fermions that we
would certainly not be able to discover experimentally. Experimentally accessible four-dimensional physics will be determined by the zero eigenvalues of DK,
corresponding to massless particles in four dimensions. As there are only finitely
many of these, the ten-dimensional theory will look for all practical purposes
like a four-dimensional theory with a finite number of fermi fields. This is just
the sort of structure that we discussed in the last section, so we have achieved
our goal of showing that a theory that is really ten-dimensional can look fourdimensional to an observer whose experiments are limited to low energies.
What is more, it is very interesting that in this framework the observed
fermions in four dimensions originate as zero modes of the Dirac operator DKZero eigenvalues of elliptic operators such as the Dirac operator do not arise by
accident; they arise when they are related to suitable topological invariants. So
here (and in many other instances) basic physical questions lead to questions
about the topology of K.
The simplest topological invariant that can predict the existence of zero modes
of an elliptic operator is the index of the operator. Let n+ and n_ be the
number of zero eigenvalues of DK of positive and negative chirality, respectively
(i.e., r ^ = ±1). Then the difference n+ — n_ is called the index of the Dirac
operator, and is easily shown to be a topological invariant. We have so far been
tacitly considering a ten-dimensional Dirac equation for a spinor field coupled to
the space-time geometry only—no Yang-Mills vector bundle. In this case, it is
easily seen from the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, or on various more elementary
grounds, that in six dimensions (and more generally in 4fc + 2 dimensions) the
index of the Dirac operator vanishes. This should come as no surprise; in the
last section we found a rationale for the existence of massless fermions in four
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dimensions only in the case in which there is a Yang-Mills group. Let us therefore
generalize our discussion and reintroduce the Yang-Mills gauge fields.
The preceding considerations are rather general. The case favored by developments of the last few years [12, 14] in string theory is a ten-dimensional theory
with gauge group Es x Eg. For brevity I will consider only a single Es- The
fermions will be in the adjoint representation of Eg. In a ten-dimensional theory
which has Yang-Mills fields as well as the gravitational field, to describe the vacuum state it is not enough to specify the vacuum manifold. It is also necessary
to specify an Eg vector bundle X over space-time, endowed with a connection
A.
What would be a natural choice of X? 4 Whenever we discuss a six manifold
K, there is one vector bundle that is always present—the tangent bundle T. This
of course is endowed with the Levi-Civita connections. The structure group of T
is—in the general case—SO (6). Any embedding of SO(6) in Eg gives a canonical
way to contruct an Eg bundle with connection from the tangent bundle T with
its Riemannian connection. There is one embedding of SO(6) in Eg which is in
a sense minimal among such embeddings. It comes from the chain
SO(6) x SO(10) C SO(16) C Eg.

(61)

Here SO(16) is a maximal subgroup of Eg, and SO(6) x SO(10) is a maximal
subgroup of SO(16).5 The embedding (61) turns out to lead to an interesting
picture of four-dimensional physics.
At this point we encounter the notion of gauge symmetry breaking, alluded
to in the last section. What will a low energy physicist interpret as the gauge
group? A low energy physicist is "trapped" in a world with an Eg bundle X and
some particular connection A, and is not able to disturb this world very much.
An Eg gauge transformation that does not leave A invariant is not a symmetry of
this particular world but relates it to another world with some other connection
A'. Probing such a gauge transformation would involve exciting the very massive
degrees of freedom whose inaccessibility to the low-energy observer is the reason
that the world is apparently four-dimensional. What the low-energy physicist
interprets as the gauge group is the subgroup of Eg that acts on the bundle X,
leaving the connection A invariant. For a generical choice of X and A, this group
would be trivial. If, however, X is constructed from the tangent bundle via the
embedding (61) of SO(6) in Eg, then the subgroup of gauge transformations that
leaves the connection invariant is the group G = SO(10) that commutes with
SO(6).
This is a promising development, because although Eg is not a suitable gauge
group for a four-dimensional theory (it only has real representations and so would
lead to A = 0), SO(10) is one of the natural candidates, as we learned in the
last section. Let us now compute the character difference A which will emerge
4

The following construction was considered in [31, 4].
Recall that we are really working at the Lie algebra level, and not specifying the global
structure of the various groups. SO(16) in (61) is really spin(16)/Z2, etc.
5
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in the present framework. To do so, it is necessary to decompose the adjoint
representation of Eg under SO(6) X SO(10). The adjoint representation of Eg,
which we will call the 248, decomposes under SO (6) X SO (10) in the general
form
248 = Yì,Li® Ri,
(62)
ì

where Li and Ri are certain representations of SO(6) and SO(10), respectively.
For each Li, there is a corresponding Dirac operator D$ = D^ acting on
fermions that transform as Li under SO (6). Massless fermions in four dimensions
that transform as Ri under SO(10) originate as zero modes of D$. In view of
(53), zero eigenvalues of D$ with TK = +1 (or -1) have T^ = +1 (or -1).
Let 6i be the index of DfcK It is the difference between the number of zero
eigenvalues of D$ with TK = ±1 or equivalently the difference between the
number of zero eigenvalues of D$ with T^ = ±1. Therefore, in the basic
character difference A of the massless fermions, the SO(10) representation Ri
will appear with the coefficient Si. Altogether, the character difference A will be
A = Çftft.

(63)

i

We will now evaluate (63) in detail. Let us adopt some conventions. If M is
an SO(6) representation and N is an SO(10) representation, the tensor product
M 0 N will be denoted (M, JV). Representations of SO(6) and SO(10) will be
labeled by their dimension. The relevant representations of SO(6) are the adjoint,
15, the vector, 6, and the two spinor representations, 4 and 4. The relevant
representations of SO(10) are the adjoint, 45, the vector 10, and the two spinor
representations 16 and 16. The adjoint representation of Eg decomposes under
SO(6) x SO(10) as
248 = (15,1) © (1,45) © (6,10) © (4,16) © (4,18).

(64)

If Li is a real representation of SO(6), then (from the Atiyah-Singer index theorem or various more elementary considerations) the index 6i is zero. What is
more, if Li and Lj are complex conjugate representations, then 8% = — 8^. The
only complex representations of SO (6) in (64) are the 4 and 4. So (63) reduces
to
A = « 4 (16-Ï6).
(65)
Comparing to (40), we see that this is of the correct form to agree with observations, with 84 being ±3 in nature as far as we can see.6
As for the actual value of 84, it is one of the most fundamental topological
invariants of a six manifold. The de Rham complex of differential forms can be
built from the tensor product of two spin bundles. Since the 4 of SO(6) is one
of the two spinor representations, a spinor on K with values in the 4 of SO(6)
is equivalent to a certain collection of differential forms. 84 can therefore be
6
We cannot determine the sign, since the difference between 16 and 16 of SO(10) is a
matter of convention.
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related to the Euler characteristic x and ^ ne Hirzebruch signature o, which are
the topological invariants that can be made from an index problem in the de
Rham complex. Actually, a = 0 in six (or 4k + 2) dimensions, and
84 = x/2.

(66)

Thus, we have seen how the observed character difference A can be related to
something more fundamental, namely, the topology of K. Although we have not
succeeded in explaining the peculiar number 3 in (40), we have perhaps removed
some of the mystery from this. The reason that nature seems to repeat herself,
with several "fermion generations," is simply that there is no reason for a sixdimensional manifold to have Euler characteristic ±2. A suitable K, starting as
we have done with a single spinor field * in ten dimensions, can give rise to any
desired number of fermion generations in four dimensions.
I have tried to give the flavor of how properties of four-dimensional physics
can be extracted from geometric and topological properties of K. There are
various other examples, but these should suffice as illustrations. I would like
to emphasize, though, that while we have supposed the vacuum to be a product M4 x K, the general physical disturbances do not preserve this product
structure. The basic laws are supposed to be ten-dimensional laws, governed by
(42) or (more likely) some much more refined ten-dimensional theory, and an
approximate four-dimensional picture arises only because the "vacuum" admits
four-dimensional but not ten-dimensional Poincaré symmetry. Why this is, and
what K should be, remain mysteries.
3, Quantum field theory on a Riemann surface. In the last two sections,
we have sketched some of the key ingredients in physics in classical terms. Buried
in the fine print was the proviso that Yang-Mills theory, etc., should actually be
reinterpreted quantum mechanically. This in fact leads to a vastly richer and
more formidable structure.7
Quantum field theory has not yet emerged as an important tool in pure mathematics. But there are indications that this will change in the coming period.
Both in the theory of affine Lie algebras and in algebraic geometry, structures
that are familiar in quantum field theory have recently come to play a major
role. (We will hear about the latter subject from G. Faltings in his lecture at the
1986 International Congress of Mathematicians, "Neuere Entwicklungen in der
arithmetischen algebraischen Geometrie.") In trying here to give a very brief
introduction to quantum field theory, I will emphasize those aspects of this subject which are necessary for understanding string theory, and which are likely to
be related to the areas of mathematics which I have just mentioned.
Let E be a Riemann surface, perhaps with boundary, and let 0 be a real-valued
function on E, that is, a map from E to R (the real numbers). Let

««-U

E

7

See, e.g., [16, 10] for introductions.

d<t> A * # .

(67)
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This is called "the action functional of free boson field theory." Let / be a
real-valued function on <9E (the boundary of E), and let £fy(E) be the space of
continuous real-valued functions
(ß:E-+R

(68)

whose restriction to 9E coincides with / .
If we are given an actual metric on E (and not just a conformai class of
metrics), then the affine space fi/(E) acquires a natural Riemannian metric. For
0,0' G fi/(E), one defines

|0-^'|2=/(^-0')2.

(69)

In finite dimensions, a Riemannian metric always induces a measure ("the square
root of the determinant of the metric"). Hoping that this still works in infinite
dimensions, we can try to define
e-JW.

Zf(V)=[

(70)

Let us see what is involved in trying to define (70). I((j>) is a quadratic functional of (j), so the integral that we are trying to do is rather similar to a finitedimensional Gaussian integral
oo

/

dfcd0a-"dtfne-<*- A W a .

(71)

-OO

Here fa are coordinates in an n-dimensional Euclidean space, and A is a positive
definite quadratic form in n variables. It is well known that the value of (71) is
Z(A) = ( 2 7 r ) « / 2 - ^ = = (27T)"/2 FJ V 1 / 2 ,

(72)

with Ai being the eigenvalues of A. Trying to generalize (72) to infinite dimensions, the factor of (27r)n/2 does not look very promising for n —* oo. For this
reason, and because of the difficulty in defining the determinant det A in infinite
dimensions, we will not be able to define the integral ^/(E) for given / and E,
but ratios such as Zf1(Ei)/Zf2(Tl2) will make sense.
What is the analogue of A in (70)? Evidently, I((j>) as defined in (67) is
equivalent to

m = \f w,

(73)

where A = *d*d is the usual Laplacian. Let us consider first the case in which E
has no boundary. Then A is a positive definite operator with a discrete spectrum
Afa = Xifa,

1 = 1,2,3,....

(74)

There is one zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the constant function 1, and the
others are positive. The integral in (70) should then be precisely an infinitedimensional analogue of (71), so we have to define a regularized version of

IKV2.

(75)
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Before trying to define this infinite product, it is necessary to remove the zero
eigenvalue. We try to define

n vi/2-

(76)

Ai#0

This may be done with zeta function regularization. Let

?oo=E A r-

(77)

A»7*0

The series converges if the real part of 8 is large enough. It defines a meromorphic
function of a which can be shown to be regular at s = 0. Then we define
H\7i=exp(t'(0)/2).

(78)

Ai#0

For <9E = 0, we define then
Z(E)=expfr'(0)/2).

(79)

Now, let us work out a formula analogous to (79) for the more general case
<9E ^ 0. The first case to consider is / = 0. This hardly presents any novelty. If
/ = 0, then (70) involves an integral over functions (f> that vanish on <9E. With
the boundary condition 01 as = 0 , the Laplacian A has a discrete spectrum of
positive eigenvalues, so we define as before
Z / = 0 ( E ) = exp(c'(0)/2).

(80)

With <9E ^ 0, and boundary conditions that <j) = 0 on 9E, the operator A is
strictly positive definite, so there is no need to remove zero eigenvalues in defining
(80). It remains to generalize (80) to / ^ 0. To accomplish this, we recall the
classical theorem that the functional I(<j>) has a unique extremum subject to the
boundary condition <j> | a s = /• Denote the extremizing function as (ßo, and write
0 = <t>o + $ - Since I((j>) is a quadratic functional of <j>, and stationary at 0 = <ßo,
we have
7(0) = / ( & > ) + / ( ^ ' ) .

(81)

If <j> and 0o are in fi/(E), then <j>' = (/> - <fo is in fio(£). So looking back to
(70), the change of variables from <j> to 0' converts an integral over fi/(E) into
an integral over QQ(T), giving
Zf(T) = e " 7 ^ • Z0(E) = e - J ^ < V ( 0 > / 2 .

(82)

Of course, as we have formulated things, (79) and (82) are just definitions. They
become theorems only in the context of a suitable infinite-dimensional integration
theory.
Now, a variety of comments are in order here. First of all, in the above we
have been discussing real-valued functions on E—that is, maps E —> R. More
generally, we could pick a Riemannian manifold X, with metric tensor 7, and
consider maps from E to X. Fixing a map / : 9E —• X, let fi/(E;X) be the
space of continuous maps from E to X whose restriction to dE coincides with / .
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Picking local coordinates fa on X, a map $ : E —> X can be described locally in
terms of real-valued functions (j)1 on E. We generalize (67) to
%($)d<^A*#'.

(83)

Instead of (70), we want to define

ZffoX)= I

e" J .

(84)

•fo/(E;

Now, (70) was an integral over an affine space, and could be defined explicitly as
in (79) and (82). (70) is one way of defining what physicists call (bosonic) free
field theory. If X is not flat, (84) is an integral over a nonlinear space, and is
rather difficult to deal with. (84) is an example of what physicists would call an
interacting or nonlinear quantum field theory. The quantum field theory defined
in (84) is known as the nonlinear sigma model, and is particularly important in
string theory. To define (84) requires much more than the £ function regularization that we used in free field theory. In fact, (84) cannot be satisfactorily
defined for arbitrary X. Generally speaking, (84) can be defined for manifolds
X of positive or zero Ricci tensor but not for manifolds of negative Ricci tensor.
Much is known about the nonlinear sigma model, though not much of this has
been proved. Unfortunately, to explain here what is known about (84) would
require a lengthy explanation of the renormalization group, the 1/JV expansion,
factorizable S matrices, etc.
Now, the action function (67) and the integrand in (70) depend only on the
conformai class of the metric tensor of E—in other words, they depend only on
the complex structure of E. However, to define even formally an integration
measure in (70) we needed to give E an actual Riemannian structure, not just a
conformai class of Riemannian structures. Therefore, our eventual answer (79)
is not a function on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces E—it is not invariant
under a conformai rescaling of the metric of E. However, (79) can be shown to
transform rather simply under a conformai rescaling of the metric tensor of E.
It has been interpreted by Quillen as defining a metric on a certain holomorphic
line bundle over moduli space [23]; this structure plays a significant role in the
developments we hear about from Faltings in his lecture at the 1986 International
Congress of Mathematicians.
The next major step in explaining what quantum field theory is as understood
by physicists is to explain the relation between the Feynman path integrals which
we have been describing and the older Hilbert space interpretation of quantum
field theory. If the boundary of E is not empty, it consists of several disjoint
circles Si. Let us consider the case of a single circle S. Let Q(S) be the space
of continuous real-valued functions on S. As in our discussion of E, a Riemannian structure on S induces a Riemannian structure and therefore a measure on
Q(S). Given such a measure, we can speak of square integrable complex-valued
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functions on fi (S), that is, functions iß with
\iß\2 < 00.

/

(85)

Of course, it is necessary here to define precisely the measure on fi(S), just as
we needed zeta function (or some other) regularization in discussing integrals on
fi(E). While this can easily be made precise (at least in the case of free field
theory), I will just proceed formally. Let us denote the Hilbert space of square
integrable functions on fi(S) as Hs- It is known as the Hilbert space of the
quantum field theory that we are discussing.

s2

FIGURE 1. A cylinder with a standard, flat metric. The
boundary consists of two components Si and S2 of circumference 27T. The "height" of the cylinder is labeled as
ß.
Now I would like to define a certain linear operator on Hs known as the
"Hamiltonian" of the theory in question. Let us consider a Feynman path integral (70) on a very special Riemann surface E with boundary—a cylinder with
a standard, flat metric (see Figure 1). The boundary consists of two components, Si and S2. We will think óf Si and S2 as two copies of the "same" circle,
displaced in the vertical direction through a distance ("proper time") ß. When
desired we will feel free therefore to identify the function spaces fi (Si) and Çl(Sv)
as well as the Hilbert spaces Hs1 and Hs2. So for ißi G Hs1 and ^2 £ H§2 we
have an inner product
<^2 | ^ i ) =

/

(86)

täißi-

Jn(s)
A real-valued function / on the boundary of E is the same as a pair of functions
/1 and Ji on the boundary components; we write f = (f2,fi). We have already
discussed in (70) the Feynman path integral on E with given boundary values:
-1

(87)

Jn ( / 2 . / l )

Now we will go a step further and define a bilinear functional on the Hilbert
spaces Hs! and Hs2. Given iß\ G Hs1 and ^2 £ Hs2 ? w e define
R{i>2,i>i) = I
r^h)
Jn(s2)

!
Mfi)
Jci(Si)

• %a,/i)(S)-

(88)
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R(iß2,ißi) is obviously linear in ißi and antilinear in iß%, so it has the general
form
R(fh^i) = (HTß\^i)
(89)
for some linear operator Tß. (Recall that ß, indicated in Figure 1, is the "height"
of the cyclinder E.)
Tß is simply that linear operator on fi(S) whose kernel is
W a , / i ) = %,,/,) £)•

(90)

Now, suppose that, as in Figure 2, we glue together two cylinders Ei and E2 of
thickness ß\ and ß% along a common boundary component S to make a cylinder
E of thickness ß = ßi+ß2-

/3 2
/3,

FIGURE 2. A cylinder of height ß\ + ß2, made by gluing
together cylinders Ei and E2 of height ß\ and ßi, respectively. The boundary of Ei consists of the two circles Si
and S, and the boundary of E2 consists of the two circles
S and S2.
The boundary of Ei consists of two components, say Si and S, and the boundary
of E2 consists of two components, say S and S2. Suppose wefixreal-valued
functions /1, / i , and / on Si, S2 and S, respectively, and look at the product
Tß2(f2,f)Tßl(f,fi)

= £(/„/)(E 8 )%/,)(Ei).

(91)

The product (91) is an integral over real-valued functions on E that have prescribed values on the three circles Si, S2 and S (functions, in other words, whose
restriction to Si, S2, or S coincides with / i , /b, or / ) . If we do not wish to specify the values on S, we can avoid this by integrating (91) over fi(S). We thus
consider
/
Tß2(f2if)Tßl(fJi)=
f
%,./)(S3)%/l)(Si).
(92)
Jn(s)
JQ(S)
Here we are integrating over real-valued functions on E whose values are specified only on 9E—in other words, we are considering our basic integral (70).
Thus, (92) coincides with the kernel Tß(fa, fi) associated according to (90) with
integration over real-valued functions on the cyclinder E of height ß = ß± + ß2:
f

/3l+/?2

(hJi)=f

:Tß2(h,f)Tßl(f,h).
Jn(s)

(93)
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This equation is a semigroup law:
Tßl+ß2=Tß2Tßl.

(94)

Tß = e-**

(95)

(94) means that
for some linear operator H. H is known as the "Hamiltonian" of the quantum
field theory. In the free field theory that we have been discussing, an explicit
formula for H is easily written. The reasoning by which we have given a Hilbert
space interpretation to the Feynman path integral (70) and extracted a Hamiltonian is, however, far more general.
We would now like to compute the trace of the operator e~ßH = Tß. This is
done, of course, by integrating the kernel Tß(f2, fi) along the diagonal:
Tre-ßH=f

Tß(f,f).

(96)

Jn(s)
In fact, (96) is simply an integral over real-valued functions on the cylinder
E of Figure 1 with the boundary values on the two components identified but
otherwise unrestricted. By identifying the boundary components of E one forms
a Riemann surface (without boundary) of genus one, which we may call E. (96)
is simply the path integral of (70) carried out over E:
TuTßH

= f _ e'1.

(97)

./fi(E)

Before discussing the significance of (97), we need a generalization. We return
to the Hilbert space H s associated with a circle S. The operation of rotating
the circle by an angle 6 obviously acts in a natural way on real-valued functions
fi(S) and therefore also on the Hilbert space Hs- We thus have a linear operator
Re representing the action of the rotation on Hs- (We will use the same symbol
Re to denote the action of this rotation on fi(S).) We again obviously have a
semigroup law, Rex+e2 = Re2Roii s o
Re = eiep

(98)

where P is some linear operator, known as the momentum operator of the quantum field theory. Again, there is no difficulty in writing down explicit formulas
for P. It is easy to see that it commutes with H. We now wish to generalize
(97) and calculate the trace of the operator Tßie = e~ßH+l0p.
The kernel of this
operator is simply
Tß,e(f2ji)=Tß(f2,R9fi).
(99)
Here Tß(f2, / i ) is the kernel of e~&H, which we have discussed at length already,
and the formula (99) holds because in e-ßH+iep
= e~ßH • ei6P, the effect of eiep
is just to replace / i with Refi. Again constructing the trace by integrating the
kernel along the diagonal, we have
Tre-ßH+iep=

f
Ja(s)

Tß(f,R9f).

(100)
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As in our previous discussion of the case 0 = 0, (100) has a simple interpretation.
The right-hand side of (100) is, in the terminology of (70),
/

Z{fiR$f)(E)=

f

e'1.

f

(101)

This is easily described in words. The right-hand side of (101) is a path integral
on the cylinder of Figure 1. The integral ranges over all real-valued functions
whose values on the boundary components Si and S2 coincide after rotating Si
through an angle 9. Thus, if we take our cylinder E of height ß, and glue the
two components together after rotating through an angle 9, we form a Riemann
surface of genus one without boundary. We will call this surface E(/3,9). Our
conclusion is
Tre-ßH+iGP=f

e-I

(102)

Jn(E(ßio))
(102) is a very general formula in quantum field theory. However, it is particularly interesting in the case in which the action functional / is conformally
invariant—independent of a conformai rescaling of the metric of E. Such theories are said to be conformai field theories. For example, free boson field theory
is a conformai field theory. In the case of a conformai field theory, the righthand side of (102) might appear at first sight to define a conformai invariant,
depending only on the conformai structure on the surface E(/?, 0). This is not
quite true, because there is no conformally invariant way to define the measure
in the integral over fi(E). Nevertheless, it is possible to construct simple formulas for the deviation from conformai invariance of the right-hand side of (102).
For mathematicians, these formulas involve the theory of the determinant line
bundle; for physicists, they have involved the theory of anomalies.
It is well known that every Riemann surface of genus one is isomorphic to
E(/3,9) for some values of ß, 9 in the range
0 < ß < 00,

0 < 9 < 2n.

(103)

The correspondence is not one-to-one. If we introduce the complex variable
r = (9 + iß)/2ir, then the group SL(2, Z) acts on r by
r - ^ ,
(104)
v
J
CT + d'
where a,b,c, and d are integers with ad—bc = 1. Riemann surfaces with values
of r that are related by (104) are isomorphic. In the theory of modular forms it
is standard to introduce q = e2ntT. If we define
H± = (H±P)/2
(105)
then (102) amounts to
TrqH+qH-

= f
e~ 7 .
(106)
Jn(E(r))
Conformai field theories in which H- = 0 are said to be chiral theories. The
free boson theory (67) is not chiral. The simplest example of a chiral theory is
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the theory of free chiral fermions, but I will not explain this here. In a chiral
theory, the right-hand side of (106) defines a holomorphic function of q or in
other words "a modular function (perhaps only weakly modular)." In any case,
in conformai field theories, whether chiral or not, one can obtain simple formulas
for the transformation of (106) under conformai transformations, by using the
theory of the determinant line bundle or the theory of anomalies [32, 9].
For example, in the theory of affine Lie algebras, it is known that the characters of the integrable highest weight modules transform in a simple way under
SL(2, Z). (See [18] for a survey.) At first sight this comes as something of a
surprise; SL(2, Z) does not enter the structure of these algebras in any obvious
way; it is certainly not a group of automorphisms of them. However, it is known
that the highest weight modules of affine Lie algebras have a natural description in terms of quantum field theory. For the level one modules of most of the
affine Lie algebras this can be done using free bosons or free fermions [6, 20, 26,
7]. In general, arbitrary integrable highest weight modules of affine Lie algebras
have quantum field theory realizations, albeit more complicated [33]. The quantum field theories in question are conformai field theories, so the appearance of
SL(2, Z) in the theory of affine Lie algebras is a special case of our assertion that
SL(2, Z) has a simple action on (106).
Most of the work on affine Lie algebras has been done in the context of the
Hamiltonian formulation of quantum field theory. As we have just seen, the role
of SL(2, Z) becomes clear only in the path integral formulation. The discussion
has made it clear that the Hamiltonian perspective is related to path integrals
on a cylinder. In and of itself the Hamiltonian perspective seems self-contained.
The path integral approach suggests the obvious generalization to other Riemann
surfaces, which would scarcely occur to us if we think in Hamiltonian terms
only. Given a quantum field theory whose path integral on a cylinder constructs
a highest weight module of an affine Lie algebra, what is the mathematical
significance of the same path integral on, say, a Riemann surface of g? I cannot
propose an answer to this question. One reason I hope that this question will
attract interest is that a proper answer might well shed some light on string
theory.
The path integrals that we have discussed until now are by no means the most
general ones that are usually considered in quantum field theory. In fact, we have
only considered very special cases of the usual structures. Usually one defines
what are known as local operators. Consider, for instance, the free boson field
theory which we have given as a simple example of quantum field theory. Let E
be a Riemann surface. Let P be a point on E, and let xl be local coordinates
near P. In studying free boson field theory, we are integrating over real-valued
functions
<ß:Y,-+R.
By a local operator at P we mean a functional O of <ß which depends only on
<ß(P) and the derivatives of <ß at P. More specifically, O is required to have only
a polynomial dependence on the derivatives of (ß(P). Thus, examples of local
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operators would be

d<p

F(d>(P)),

ij
F^P))
(107)
vrv
'da;*' F
" (<KP)h
"
"dx^x^
where F, F%, F13 are arbitrary real-valued functions of </>{P). (In string theory
the case F = e*A*, A G R, is particularly important.) What do we do with such
local operators? Let Pi be some points on E, and let Oj be local operators at
Pi. Then we generalize (70) to consider

Zf(Oi;Z)=[

e-'JJOiiPi).

(108)

This would be described as a path integral on the surface E with insertion of the
operators Oi(Pi). One usually defines the "correlation function"
<Oi(Pi)oa(^)-o„(pn)> =

Z f

^

]

-

(109)

For the significant choices of the Oi (for example, the operators (107) with
F = elX<^), it is possible to work out quite explicit formulas for such correlation
functions, which depend only on the Green function of the Laplacian A. I will
not enter into this here.

s2

FIGURE 3. A path integral on a cylinder E with insertion of a local operator O(P). The boundary of E again
consists of the two circles Si and S2.
It remains to explain why the local functionals 0(P) are called local operators.
Indeed, they correspond to operators in the Hamiltonian formulation of quantum
field theory. Consider again a path integral on our familiar cylinder E, but now
with an insertion of the operator 0(P) at the point P (see Figure 3). Let ßi
and /?2 be the distance from P to Si and S2, respectively. Generalizing (88), we
consider the integral

R(0(P);iß2,ißi)= f
Jn{s2)

r*(h) I

^i(fi)'Z{hJl)(0;Y).

(110)

Jn(Si)

As in our previous case, linearity in the ißi ensures that (110) is of the form
(iß2\U\ißi) for some operator U in the Hilbert space Hs of the quantum field
theory. In fact, one defines a linear operator O(P) by
RiOiP);^,^)

= ^2\e-ß2H0(P)e-^H\^).

(Ill)
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This is a canonical correspondence between local functionals O(P) that can be
inserted in the path integral and local operators O(P) in the Hilbert space. (The
precise sense in which the Hilbert space operator 0(P) is "local" is something I
will not enter into here.) Local operators 0(P) are crucial in physical applications of quantum field theory, and suitable local operators are the natural tools
for describing the highest weight modules of affine Lie algebras.
There is in addition an important correspondence between operators and vectors in Hilbert space. Consider the simplest Riemann surface with boundary,
namely, a disc D. Fix a point P in the interior of E. We have a Hilbert space
Hs associated with real-valued functions on the boundary S of D. We also have
local operators at P; they form a vector space Hp. I will describe a natural map
from Hp to Hs- Let 0(P) be a local operator at P. We wish to construct an
element of Hs. Let / be a real-valued function on S, and let
iPo(f)

= Zf(0;D).

(112)

The correspondence O —• ißo(f) gives the desired map Hp —• Hs- In conformai
field theory, this correspondence is an isomorphism between Hs and Hp, and is
of special importance.
One local operator of particular importance is the following. Under an infinitesimal change in the metric Qij of E, the change in the action J of a quantum
field theory is
81= f 6gi3Tij,

(113)

where the symmetric tensor Tij is known as the energy-momentum tensor. A
conformai field theory is precisely one in which g%3Tij = 0. In a conformai field
theory on a Riemann surface, Tij has only two independent nonzero components,
which transform as differentials of type (2,0) and (0,2), respectively. Let us call
these T and T, respectively. Letting a be an angular variable on our canonical
circle S, we define
f én°T{o),
Js
These can be shown to obey
Ln=

Ln=

f ein°f{a).
Js

[Ln,Lm] = (m- n)Lm+n + c<5m+n(ra3 - m),
[Ln, Lm) = (m- n)Z m + n + c8m+n(m3 - m),

(114)

(115)

l^njim] = 0,
where c and c are constants; 8n is one for n = 0 and otherwise zero. Restricting
ourselves to the L's, (115) is the so-called Virasoro algebra, a central extension
of the Lie algebra of diffeomorphisms of S. The latter algebra is generated by
the vector fields
Dn = -ieinad/da,
(116)
which are easily seen to obey [Dn,Dm] = (m —ra)Z)m+n;the first line in (115)
is a central extension of (116). A representation of the Virasoro algebra is called
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a highest-weight representation if Lo is bounded above; a highest-weight vector
is one annihilated by the Ln for n > 0. Conformai field theories lead to highestweight representations of the Virasoro algebra, a special case of this being the
assertion that the highest-weight representations of affine Lie algebras can be
extended to the semidirect product with the Virasoro algebra.
The introduction to quantum field theory that I have given has been very
sketchy to say the least. Quantum field theory is a rather rich and complex
subject, and I have only explained a few generalities. Describing quantum field
theory as a mathematical theory will become far easier and more natural once
some of its characteristic mathematical applications begin to emerge. There are
grounds for believing that—after sixty years—this time may be nearly at hand.
4. String theory. Finally, I would like to briefly describe what string theory
is. String theory is a subject even more vast than those that we have considered
previously, and my treatment will be even sketchier. Let us return to general
relativity, described by the action functional

S

'^GLR'

(117)

with R being the Ricci scalar of a Riemannian metric ^ o n a space-time manifold
M. Treating (117) as a quantum theory would mean the following. Fixing the
topology of M, let A be the space of metrics on M modulo diffeomorphisms.
The quantization of general relativity would involve defining integrals such as
s

z = ./A/ e~

(118)

/A

as well as generalizations with insertions of operators, modifications of boundary
conditions if dM ^ 0, etc. While there is no rigorous theorem here, all the
indications are that there is no satisfactory way to make sense of the integration
measure in (118). This is one way of expressing the inconsistency between general
relativity and quantum mechanics which was cited in the introduction as a central
problem in theoretical physics.
Before discussing the string theory generalization of (118), let us discuss the
perturbative expansion of general relativity. Let rjij be the metric tensor of flat
Minkowski space, and expand the metric tensor gij as
9ij = Vij + hih

(119)

where hij is the metric disturbance. In an expansion near flat space, one can
think of hij as taking values in a linear space Ao. If the action function J is
written in terms of h, the linear term vanishes because flat Minkowski space is
a solution of the Einstein equations. The quadratic term is of the general form
S2
where A L is a certain linear operator known as the Lichnerowicz Laplacian. The
solutions of AL h = 0 are the linearized gravitational waves discussed in §1. The
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cubic term is
with $3 (h) being a complicated cubic expression, the details of which need not
concern us. On substituting in (118) the expansion S = S2 + S3 + • • • of the
action, one can try to develop a perturbation expansion, viewing fe as a small
quantity. The starting point, discarding all terms beyond S2, gives a Gaussian
integral similar to those discussed in the last section. The correction terms can be
computed, but in the case of general relativity, one runs into nonsensical infinite
formulas. This is one major aspect of why we believe that general relativity does
not make sense as a quantum theory.
In theories that do make sense as quantum theories, a major aspect of our
understanding is the perturbative expansion analogous to the above. Such perturbative expansions are not beautiful. The beauty, if any, of a quantum field
theory is to be found in the basic formulas, analogous to (117), not in the nittygritty of a perturbative expansion. Nevertheless, in the case of string theory, it
is the perturbation expansion that we know. We do not know the basic formulas
like (117), or the basic logical concepts that should play in string theory the role
played by metrics, connections, and curvature in general relativity.
I will therefore explain in turn some of the ingredients which in string theory
are analogous to h,Ao,I2, and Is. First of all, the linear space Ao is replaced by
the Hilbert space of a certain quantum field theory. Our discussion of quantum
field theory in the last section was rather formal, and we did not discuss the
physical interpretation of the Riemann surface E or the quantum field <ß. In
traditional applications of quantum field theory, E plays the role of space-time,
and <ß is a field (analogous to the electromagnetic field) propagating in spacetime. In string theory, the interpretation is reversed; the Riemann surface E is
an auxiliary object, and (ß is replaced by a map $ : E —» M, with M interpreted
as space-time. Thus, let M be a flat manifold of dimension D, with standard
coordinates X1, i = 1,...,D.
The map $ : E —• M is specified by giving D
real-valued functions X1 on E. The action functional is thus
1=^-

f riijdXi A *dX3.

(122)

Clearly, (122) is invariant under D-dimensional Poincaré transformations of the
X\
Now, in the linearized theory of general relativity, the main ingredients are
the linear space Ao of metric disturbances and the quadratic action functional S2
on this space. What are the analogues of these in string theory? The analogue of
Ao is the Hilbert space Hs of the quantum field theory (122). The replacement
of Ao by H s is really quite a drastic step, since H s is a quite infinite space
compared to Ao- An element of A0 is, concretely, a finite collection of functions
hij(xk),
k

(123)

with x , k = 1,...,D, being the coordinates of the space-time manifold M.
What is an element of i / s ? Letting a be an angular parameter on the circle S,
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we defined in the last section the space Us of maps from S to M. Such a map
is concretely given by specifiying real-valued functions Xk(a) for which we will
make a Fourier expansion

Xk(a) = xk + J2

eineTx

( 124 )

t

We have separated out the zeroth Fourier component, which is known as the
"center of mass of the string." We would like to think of xk in (124) as corresponding to the xk in (123). Of course, x^ is the complex conjugate of x^n. An
element of Hs is a real-valued function on fig, or concretely a function

$(z f c ;4i,---)-

(125)

Thus, $ depends on an infinity of variables besides the center of mass coordinates xk which appear already in (123). The sense in which string theory has
field theory as an approximation is that if the xk in (125) can be considered as
small, then $ reduces, in the first instance, to a function of the xk just like the
gravitational field or any other field normally considered in physics. To be somewhat more precise about this, suppose that the xk for n ^ 0 are small enough
that it is appropriate to make a Taylor series expansion about xk = 0. The form
of the expansion would be 8
$(xk; xk) = (ß(xk) + x{Bj(xk)
k

+ x^h'ij^)

+ • - •.

(126)

k

In this expansion, the (ß(x ),Bi(x ), h'^, etc., are ordinary functions of the center
of mass coordinates, that is, ordinary functions on M. The first point here is that
we can think of 3> as an infinite collection of functions on space-time. General
relativity is based on certain nonlinear partial differential equations for hij. In
string theory, we will likewise write down nonlinear partial differential equations
for $ (or a somewhat larger set of variables). Concretely, a nonlinear equation
for $ can be understood as a system of coupled nonlinear equations for an
infinite set of variables in space-time. The second major point about (126) is
that there is a very definite sense in which $ should be viewed as a generalization
of (123). In (126), there appears the tensor field h[j, and this should be viewed
as the analogue of hij. The nonlinear equation that one studies in string theory
has the property that, when restricted to h\ -, it reduces approximately to the
Einstein equations obeyed by hij, on length scales large compared to the Planck
length.
Having explained what is the string theoretic analogue of Ao, the next step is
to explain what is the analogue in string theory of the quadratic action functional
S2 of the linearized theory of general relativity. Roughly speaking, the analogue
of 52 is just
S a (*) = (*|J?|*),
(127)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the quantum field theory (122). This isn't quite
the right definition, but must be supplemented by a restriction to the highestweight vectors of the Virasoro algebra. However, it will do for the moment.
8

This is not precisely the right expansion to make, but it will do for our purposes here.
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FIGURE 4. A Riemann surface with three boundary components.
What is the analogue in string theory of the nonlinear terms S3, etc., of general
relativity? The right approach involves a simple elaboration of ideas from the
last section. Consider a Riemann surface E whose boundary consists of three
circles Si, S2, and S3, as in Figure 4. A simple variant of constructions in the
last section is to consider a path integral on E in which the boundary condition
on each boundary component is determined by $:
S 3 («) = /
»(/1) I
*(/a) /
$(/3)%li/2i/3)(E).
(128)
Jn{8i)
Jü(S2)
Jn(s3)
This is then roughly the analogue of the cubic term in the Einstein action Ss(h).
It can obviously be generalized to a case with n boundary components.
There is, however, another language for thinking about this. At the end of the
last section we noted that in conformai field theory there is a natural isomorphism
Hp « Hs between local operators O(P) that can be inserted at a point P and
vectors ißo in the Hilbert space Hs. The state $ in (128) corresponds under this
isomorphism to some operator V$ (called the vertex operator of $). Henceforth
we will refer to V$ merely as V. According to (112), the relation between $ and
V is that if we introduce for i = 1,2,3 a disc Di with boundary Si, then
Hfi) = Zfi{V;Di).

(129)

Suppose that we compactify the surface E of Figure 4 by gluing in the disc Di
along each boundary component Si, for i = 1,2,3. Let us call the resulting
closed surface E.
We want to reexpress (128) as a path integral on E. In (128), $ has been
used to define the boundary condition on each Si. According to (129), defining
the boundary condition on Si by $ is the same as gluing in the disc Di with the
operator V inserted on a point Pi of Di. Thus, (128) is really equivalent to a
path integral on E with insertions of the vertex operator V at the three points
Pi, P 2 , a n d P 3 :
5 3 (4) = Z(V(Pi),V(P2),V(P3);Z).
(130)
In (130) we have not been too particular about explaining which three points
P i , P2, and P3 have been chosen. There is a definite sense in which this does
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not matter. The Riemann surface E is isomorphic to the Riemann sphere. It
is well known that the group SL(2, G) acts transitively on the configurations of
three disjoint points on the Riemann sphere, so there is no conformai invariant
assocated with the choice of the Pi. If, however, we want to define not S3(4)
but an analogous object S n ($) for n > 3, we face the question of choosing points
Pi. The correct prescription, as articulated by Polyakov [22], is to integrate over
the moduli of configurations of n points on E:

Sn(*) = J z(jlV(Pi);tj.

(131)

Here Mn is the space of moduli of n disjoint points on the Riemann sphere. This
integral is indicated in Figure 5 for the case of five points.

FIGURE 5. Integration over moduli of configurations of
several points on the Riemann sphere.
In fact, (131) is not just the string-theoretic generalization of the Einstein
action, but contains more information. (131) is really the string-theoretic analogue of the perturbation series constructed from (117) in defining the "tree
approximation" to general relativity. The physical interpretaion of (131) is that
it gives the probability for scattering of n particles of type $. Unfortunately, to
explain the latter remark would require a considerable enlargement of the brief
introduction to quantum field theory in §3.

FIGURE 6. A path integral on a Riemann surface of genus
two, with insertions of several vertex operators.
Now, in (131) E is a Riemann surface of genus zero, because we are led to
genus zero in the course of trying to find a string theory analogue of (117).
However, in the mathematical sense, (131) has a very natural generalization
(Figure 6) with E replaced by a Riemann surface of genus greater than zero.
This generalization is of central importance in string theory. I have remarked
that if we try to interpret (117) as the Lagrangian of a quantum theory, we run
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into severe difficulties. The attempt to calculate quantum corrections to the
classical theory of general relativity gives rise to infinities. On the other hand, in
string theory there is a meaningful and well-defined prescription for calculating
quantum corrrections to classical answers. One simply replaces E by a Riemann
surface E& of genus k > 0. Thus, if we want to calculate the probability of
scattering of n particles of type $, then in string theory the classical answer,
valid for h = 0, is given by (131). If we want to calculate a quantum correction
to (131) of order hk, then we calculate not (131) but
/

z(T[V(Pi),t).

(132)

Here E has genus k, and Mk,n is the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus
k with n marked points. In this way, physicists have become interested in the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces and in path integrals over this space. The
integrals in (132) actually have remarkably beautiful properties, some of which
were described by Yu. Manin in his 1986 International Congress of Mathematicians lecture, "Quantum Strings and Algebraic Curves." But even if (132) were
not beautiful, the fact that it is free of the ultraviolet divergences that plague the
analogous formulas in the quantum theory of general relativity would be enough
to give it a far-reaching importance in physics.
There are many major gaps in this exposition. A much nicer description can
be given if one considers not the space Hs but a certain highest-weight cohomology theory of the Virasoro algebra with values in Hs. The cohomology theory
in question [3, 29, 19, 8] has been presented at this conference by I. Frenkel,
and I will not enter into it here. Also, I have avoided the question of what vertex operators V we are using in (131) and (132). These formulas are actually
limited to vertex operators V that transform on the Riemann surface like differential forms of type (1,1); they correspond, under our canonical correspondence
between operators and vectors in Hs, to highest-weight vectors of the Virasoro
algebra. The highest-weight cohomology theory that I just mentioned is the
proper framework for formulating the quadratic action S2($) [27, 1, 28] and is
also very useful in what little we can say about the nonlinear theory which has
the perturbative expansion we have discussed [34, 15, 21].
I have tried to make it plausible that path integrals on Riemann surfaces
can be used to formulate a generalization of general relativity. What is more,
the resulting generalization is (especially in its supersymmetric forms) free of
the ailments that plague quantum general relativity. If the logic has seemed a
bit thin, it is at least in part because almost all we know in string theory is a
trial and error construction of a perturbative expansion. (131) and (132) are
probably the most beautiful formulas that we now know of in string theory, yet
these formulas are merely a perturbative expansion (in powers of $ and h) of
some underlying structure. Uncovering that structure is a vital problem if ever
there was one.
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The Complexity of Antidifferentiation,
Deryoy Totalization, and Hyperarithmetic Reals
ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS
1. The problem of the primitive. We consider real functions on the interval [0,1]. Denote by A the set of derivatives; i.e.,
A = {/: / is a derivative}
= {/: 3F: [0,1] -+ R (F is differentiable and / = F()}.
If / G A, any F with F' = f is a primitive of / and is uniquely determined up
to a constant. To normalize, we denote by F(x) = f£ f the unique primitive of
/ with F(0) = 0. This is the original Newtonian concept of integration as the
inverse operation of differentiation, i.e., antidifferentiation.
We will be concerned here with some definability aspects of the
CLASSICAL P R O B L E M OF T H E P R I M I T I V E . Reconstruct the primitive F of
a given derivative / .
This goes back to Newton and Leibniz and has been considered over the years
in a different light as the concept of function has evolved (see [L2, P , S]). In
"modern times" this problem was solved by Cauchy for continuous / (Cauchy
definition of the integral) and Riemann for Riemann-integrable / (Riemann integration) . Various generalizations were developed in the last half of the nineteenth
century until Lebesgue introduced in his thesis ("Intégrale, Longueur, Aire,"
1902) his concept of integral. As explained in his book Leçons sur l'Integration
et la Recherche des Fonctions Primitives [LI], published in 1904, his primary
motivation was the solution of the problem of the primitive in the general case
of an arbitrary derivative. His Lebesgue integral made a major breakthrough
here and totally resolved the problem in the case of a bounded derivative, more
generally a Lebesgue integrable one. However, Lebesgue regretfully pointed out
that he was unable to solve the problem completely for nonintegrable / . He
considered this a major open problem that awaited solution. Such a solution
was finally achieved in 1912 by A. Denjoy. The second edition of Lebesgue's
aforementioned book [L2] published in 1928, contains an extensive treatment of
Denjoy's work.
Research partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-8416349.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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2. Denjoy totalization. In his solution to the problem of the primitive,
Denjoy developed a concept of integration called Denjoy totalization. It consists of a transfinite iteration of Lebesgue integrations, computations of limits
of sequences, and summations of series. (It is worth noting that transfinite iteration has also been used earlier in the context of Riemann as well as Lebesgue
integration—even by Lebesgue himself.) We will briefly review now the concept
of Denjoy totalization.
We begin with the following result of Lebesgue.
PROPOSITION 2 . 1 . Let E Ç [a,b] be closed and {(ai,bi)} the intervals contiguous to E in [a,b] (i.e., the components of its complement). Let F be differentiable on [a, b] and assume F' is Lebesgue integrable on E and ]T) \F(bi)—F(aì)\ <
oo. Then

F(b) - F(a) = j F'(x) dx + Y,[F(bi) - F(ai)].
This motivates the following definitions.
DEFINITION 2 . 2 . Let E be a closed set and / a Lebesgue measurable function. We say that a point x G E is a point of nonsummability of f on E if / is
not Lebesgue integrable in every J fl E, I an open interval containing x.
DEFINITION 2 . 3 . Let F be a continuous function on [a,b], let E Ç [a,b] be
closed, and let {(ai, bi)} be the contiguous intervals of E in [a, b]. A point x G E
•is called a point of divergence of F on E if ^ 7 \F(bi) — F(ai)\ = oo for all open
intervals / containing x, where ]T)7 indicates that we include only the (ai,bi)
contained in / .
One has now the following fact.
PROPOSITION 2.4. If F is a differentiable function on [a,b] and E C [a,b] is
closed, then the points of nonsummability of F' on E and the points of divergence
of F on E form a closed nowhere dense set in E.
We can describe now the process of Denjoy totalization:
Given / ( = Ff) we reconstruct the primitive F—or actually the differences
F(b) — F(a) for all a < b in [0,1]—by transfinite induction as follows. We
construct a decreasing transfinite sequence E± D E2 3 E% ~D - - O ^ D - of closed subsets of [0,1], each of which is nowhere dense in its predecessor (at
successor stages), and simultaneously for each a the differences F(b) — F(a) for
(a, b) disjoint from Ea. Since for some countable ao we must have Eao = 0 , it
follows that by stage ao we have constructed F(b) — F(a) for all a < b in [0,1];
i.e., we have reconstructed the primitive of / .
To start with, we let
Ei = {x G [0,1] : re is a point of nonsummability of / on [0,1]}.
Let {(aj,bj)} be the contiguous intervals of Ei in [0,1]. Then F(b) - F(a) is
computed by Lebesgue integration for all a < b with [a, b] fl Ei = 0 , and thus
by taking limits (since F is continuous) we can compute F(bj) — F (a}) as well.
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Now let
E2 = {x G Ei : x is a point of nonsummability of / on Ei
or a: is a point of divergence of F on Ei}.
Note that this makes sense since we know F(bj) — F(aj). Then again, let
{(a?,6?)} be the intervals contiguous to E2 in [0,1]. Using Proposition 2.1 we
can now compute F(b)-F(a) for all [a, b] disjoint from E2 (letting E = Ein[a, b]
there), by the formula

F(b)-F(a)= f f(x)dx + Y,[nbl)-F(al)).
[a,b]

Then we compute F(b^) — F(a%) by taking limits as before.
We proceed this way by transfinite induction, taking intersections at limit
ordinals.
Of course the concept of arbitrary (countable) ordinals is essential in Denjoy
totalization, and Denjoy as well as Lebesgue considered that a major application
of the ideas of Cantor's transfinite set theory to analysis and therefore, in their
view, an important justification of this theory. (Denjoy has, of course, repeatedly
emphasized the relevance of transfinite set theory in analysis (see [Dl] and [D2]).
Although Denjoy totalization employs only count ably many ordinals for each
given derivative / , Denjoy constructed examples of / ' s for which his process
takes arbitrarily long count ably many steps. In other words, the totality of all
countable ordinals is necessary in his totalization.
This problem was therefore raised: to what extent is the transfinite induction
and the use of the totality of countable ordinals necessary in the problem of
reconstructing the primitive (as opposed to its use in a particular process for
doing that). See, for example, [P, pp. 170-171], which refers to Lusin's Thesis
1915 as one of the first places where this question has been discussed. Other
definitions of integrals (avoiding any use of ordinals) have been proposed, such as
the Perron integral, the Kurzweil-Henstock integral, etc. (see [B]). These can be
used to recover the primitive of any derivative, but they are hardly constructive
in any sense.
3. The complexity of antidifferentiation. The preceding discussion
brings us to some recent results which address these problems from the point of
view of logic and definability theory—more particularly, in this case, descriptive
set theory. The idea is to classify the complexity of the operation of antidifferentiation (*)/ H+ / / . If one can show that this is sufficiently complex (not Borei as
we explain in a moment), then this indicates that there is no simple constructive
notion of integral (some kind of "super" Lebesgue integration) which is sufficient
to invert any derivative. Thus, this shows the necessity of the use of transfinite
induction over all the countable ordinals in any constructive such process.
First we have to make precise in what sense we will express the complexity of
(*), and this amounts to making clear in what sense a derivative / is considered
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as "given." Since every derivative is a Baire class 1 function, the most reasonable
way to consider a derivative as "given" is via a "code" of it as a Baire class 1
function, i.e., in terms of a sequence of continuous functions pointwise converging
to it. (One could argue that giving such a sequence gives in some sense too much
information about / . But since the point of the results below is that one cannot
define simply the primitive of / , even mth this extra information given, this is
even better.)
So let C[0,1] denote the Polish space of continuous functions on [0,1] with
the uniform metric and let C[0,1] N be the Polish space of infinite sequences of
continuous functions with the product topology. Let
CN = (fe

C[0,1]N : Vx(Un(x)}

converges)}

be the class of pointwise converging sequences of continuous functions, and for
/ G CN let / = l i m / be defined by f(x) = limfn(x) for all x G [0,1]. It is not
hard to verify that CN is a complete Yl\ subset of C[0,1] N , so it is not Borei.
Now let
A = {/ G C[0,1] N : 7 G CN and lim7 G A}
be the set of codes of derivatives. The first result here was proven by M. Ajtai
several years ago and provides an upper bound for the complexity of A.
THEOREM 3.1 (AJTAI, UNPUBLISHED). The set A is Y[{.
The following lower bound completes the classification.
THEOREM 3.2 [K]. The set~K is not YX\ i-e-, there is no £ } set S Ç CN
such that for f G CN, f G S <& f G A. The same holds even for biA =
{/ G CN: l i m / is a derivative of absolute value < 1}.
This computes the complexity of the domain of the operation of antidifferentiation. For the operation itself one first has the following upper bound.
THEOREM 3.3 (AJTAI, UNPUBLISHED). The operation of antidifferentiation is A\. More precisely there are J ^ , Yli relations S,P Ç C[0,1] N x R 2
such that for f G CN, with f = l i m / G A and all a; G [0,1], J / G R , we have
y<

f
Jo

f&S(f,x,y)&P(f,x,y).

Notice that by standard effective descriptive set theory Theorem 3.3=>Theorem 3.1. Ajtai's proof of Theorem 3.1 and 3.3 used nonstandard models and
Denjoy totalization (oral communication). An alternative way to prove Theorem 3.3 is to show that the transfinite process in the Denjoy totalization for /
terminates at some ordinal recursive in / (where l i m / = / ) . This approach uses
also a crucial boundedness argument due to H. Woodin.
On the other hand, it was recently established that antidifferentiation is not
Borei.
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THEOREM 3.4 (DOUGHERTY-KECHRIS [DK]). The operation of antidifferentiation is not Borei. More precisely, there is no Borei set B Ç (7[0,1] N such
that for 7 e CN, with f = lim 7 G A J E 5 ^ / 0 1 / > 0 .
This shows that the totality of countable ordinals is necessary in any constructive process for recovering the primitive, since no "simple analytical" operation
suffices for this purpose. We take here as a necessary characteristic of such an
operation that it is Borei (in the codes). This is clearly the case for Riemann or
Lebesgue integration, taking of limits of sequences, summation of series, etc. So
one can argue that arbitrary countable ordinals are intrinsically connected with
the operation of recovering the primitive itself, and not only with a particular
process of reconstruction, like Denjoy's.
4. N e w characterizations of t h e h y p e r a r i t h m e t i c reals. What is behind
the preceding results is actually a new characterization of the hyperarithmetic
reals. A sequence / G C[0,1] N is called recursive if it is a recursive sequence of
recursive functions. Then Theorem 3.3 can be rephrased as follows.
THEOREM 4.1 (AJTAI, UNPUBLISHED). Let J G C[0,1] N be recursive, J E
CN, f = lim / G A. Then the primitive J f is A{. (Similarly relativized to any
given real.)
Note that F = f f is by its definition a fli singleton (if / = lim / , / recursive).
That it is actually Aj is based ultimately on the Denjoy totalization, so this gives
a definability consequence of this process, which clearly quantifies its constructive
aspects.
Recall that a real a; G R i s hyperarithmetic (or A\) if {r G Q: r < x} is
hyperarithmetic. Call also a derivative / G A recursive if there is recursive
/ G CN, with / = lim/. Then one has immediately from Theorem 4.1 that for
a recursive derivative / , / 0 / is a hyperarithmetic real (and similarly relativized
to any given real). The main result of [DK] is the converse to this.
T H E O R E M 4.2 ( D O U G H E R T Y - K E C H R I S [DK]). Let x
lowing are equivalent:
(i) x is hyperarithmetic,

G

R. Then the fol-

(ii) x = fQ f, for some recursive derivative f.
(Similarly relativised to any given real.)
The proof of this theorem involves effective transfinite induction based on the
Recursion Theorem.
One can further combine Theorem 4.2 with Matyasevich's Theorem to obtain formulas and an equivalent characterization of the hyperarithmetic reals
involving only classical notions of analysis.
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THEOREM 4.3 (DOUGHERTY-KECHRIS [DK]). The hyperarithmetic reals
are exactly those of the form f0 f, where f(x) is a derivative given by
~

max(0,l-|(n-[y^Vl)a:-([v^-([<H2))l)

n=o

n-b/n]

+1

with
an = (-l)n

^2

max(0,1 - Q(n,mi

•••mjv) 2 ),

0<mi,...,miv<2 2 2 J V

and Q an exponential polynomial with coefficients in Z.
Another version of this kind of result can be stated as follows: call a function
analytically expressible if it can be expressed by an explicit formula involving
elementary functions and X)^Lo* Then one can show that the hyperarithmetic
reals are exactly the reals of the form J0 (p, where cp is an analytically expressible
derivative. This demonstrates clearly the "definability gap" between a function
and its derivative. One can have a derivative given by a simple analytical formula,
while its primitive is immensely complex.
5. Some open problems. (A) The first problem is related to definability
aspects of so-called "descriptive definitions of integrals" (see [S, Chapters VII,
VIII]). These are essentially implicit definitions like the original one of the primitive. For example, the Lebesgue integral F of an integrable function / can be
defined as the unique (up to a constant) F which is such that (i) F is absolutely
continuous, and (ii) F'(x) = f(x) for almost all x. By replacing, in (i), absolute
continuity by more general conditions, one can obtain descriptive definitions of
integrals inverting any derivative. The question is whether these conditions can
possibly be Borei. (Note that (ii) is clearly Borei and so is the condition of
absolute continuity.) This leads to the following
PROBLEM. IS there a Borei relation B Ç C[0,1] N x C[0,1] such that if
7 e CN, f = lim7 e A, and F G C[0,1], then F = ff & (J,F) G B. We
conjecture that the answer is no. (This would be stronger than Theorem 3.4.)
(B) An interesting but a bit vague problem is to come up with simpler formulas
in Theorem 4.3. Another more precise question is the following. If in Theorem
4.3 we expand each summand of / in a Fourier series, then we obtain a formula
for the hyperarithmetic reals of the form fQ Y^=o Em=o anm cos m(x—bn), with
explicitly given anm, bn. Can we express them simply as
1 oo

y^qncosn(a;-òn),
Jo
'° n=0
with recursive {an}, {6n}?
(C) The final problem is related to another important result of Denjoy. If a
27r-periodic function f(x) has a trigonometric expansion
f(x) = 2 J (a>n cos nx + bn sin nx),
n=0
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then the coefficients {an}, {bn} are uniquely determined by Cantor's Uniqueness
Theorem. If / is Lebesgue integrable, the an, bn can be computed by Fourier's
formula. But how does one find an, bn from / in the general case? This problem
was solved by Denjoy in 1921 (see [Dl]) by an extremely complicated procedure,
again involving transfinite induction. From the definability point of view this
leads to the following two questions:
PROBLEM. Classify the complexity of T = {/ G CN : lim / admits a trigonometric expansion}.
PROBLEM. Classify the complexity of the operation / i-> {an}, {bn}, where
/ GT, l i m / = / = X)(a n cos nx + bn sin nx).
From its definition T is ]T)2 and this operation is A2 on T. However, it
appears that Denjoy's constructive process for recovering an, bn ought to lead
to a substantial lowering of this complexity, perhaps at the level of J^i o r u i
nonmonotone inductive definitions. If this is correct and if one can show corresponding lower bounds, this would lead to a classification of a natural and basic
concept of analysis which falls between two levels of the projective hierarchy.
This certainly would be a very interesting phenomenon. Also, if it is indeed
true that the complexity of computing the trigonometric expansion is quite high
above Borei, this would give a nice definability "explanation" of the considerable
difficulty of Denjoy's procedure. At this point, however, this is only speculation,
since it is not even known whether / h-• {an}, {bn} is Borei or not.
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Homogeneous Structures
A. H. LACHLAN
Our purpose is to survey what is known about homogeneous structures over
a finite relational language. We will sketch the main results obtained so far,
and, by making some conjectures, will identify the most serious gaps in our
knowledge. The situation can be summarized as follows: Finite homogeneous
structures are well understood. Stable homogeneous structures turn out to be
just the unions of chains of finite ones. Thus, understanding stable homogeneous
structures goes hand in hand with understanding finite ones. Beyond this, some
special cases have been investigated successfully, but almost no general results
have been obtained.
The results of the work on special cases consisting of exhaustive lists of the
homogeneous structures of various particular kinds, e.g., graphs, are described
in §2. In §3 we survey the theory of stable homogeneous structures, and in §4
we speculate on what might be true in general.
1. Preliminaries. Let L be a finite relational language and M an L-structure. Then M denotes the universe of M and Th(M) its first-order theory. M is
imprimitive if there is a nontrivial equivalence relation on M O-definable in M
(i.e., definable by a formula with no parameters). Otherwise, M is primitive.
The L-structure M is homogeneous if it is countable and any isomorphism
between finite substructures extends to an automorphism of M. The class of all
homogeneous L-structures is denoted Hom(L).
Let F(L) denote the class of all finite L-structures. A subclass U Ç F(L)
is called universal if it is closed under isomorphism and substructures. M is a
constraint of U if all its proper substructures lie in U but U itself does not. The
closure U c of U is the class of all L-structures which are unions of ascending
chains of members of U. A universal class U is finitely constrained or strictly
universal if its class of constraints is finite modulo isomorphism. A class A Ç
F(L) has the amalgamation property (AP) if A is universal and for all M, Mo, Mi
in A and embeddings Ff. M —• Mi (i = 0,1) there exist M in A and embeddings
Gf. Mi —• M such that GQFO = GIFI. Also, A Ç F(L) has the joint embedding
property (JEP) if for all Mo, Mi in A there exists M in A in which both Mo
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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and Mi are embeddable. A Ç F(L) is an amalgamation class if A is nonempty
and has both AP and J E P
The language L is called binary if all the relation symbols are either unary or
binary. An important observation is:
PROPOSITION. Let L be binary and a finite set B of finite L-structures be
given. We can check effectively whether the universal class U Ç F(L) constrained
by the closure of B under isomorphism is an amalgamation class.
This proposition holds because in checking AP we need only look at onepoint amalgamations, i.e., at amalgamations in which Mo and Mi have only one
more element than M, and then in checking JEP we need only look at one-point
structures Mo and Mi.
With each L-structure M we associate S(M), the class of all finite L-structures
which are embeddable in M. The close relationship between homogeneity, amalgamation classes, and admitting elimination of quantifiers was observed by Fraissé [F] some thirty years ago and is summarized in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let L be a finite relational language.
(1) For an L-structure M, M is homogeneous iffTh(M) admits elimination
of quantifiers.
(2) If A Ç F(L) is an amalgamation class, then there exists M E Hom(L),
unique up to isomorphism, such that A = S(M).
(3) If M E Hom(L), then S(M) is an amalgamation class.
(4) Hom(L) is an elementary class.
Prom (2) and (3) we see that the study of homogeneous structures is the same
as the study of amalgamation classes. Prom (1) we deduce that if M G Hom(L),
then Th(M) is No-categorical.
If Th(M) is No-categorical, then for each n < w, the subsets of Mn invariant
under Aut(M) are the same as those definable without parameters in M. Thus,
instead of studying M, we can study the permutation structure (M, Aut(M)).
This seemingly trivial remark turns out to be extremely useful, particularly when
dealing with finite structures, because it makes available deep results from the
theory of permutation groups. Let X be a countable set and G a subgroup of
Sym(X), i.e., let (X, G) be a permutation group of countable degree. (X, G)
is then a permutation structure if G is complete in the topology of pointwise
convergence, and for each n < CJ, Xn has finitely many orbits under G. The
permutation structures are just the pairs (M, Aut(M)) which arise from countable No-categorical structures. For 1 < k < u), call (X, G) k-ary if for n < u)
and tuples ö, 6 E Xn not conjugate under G, there are corresponding subsequences a1, V of a, b having length at most k which are also not conjugate under
G. If fc is the maximum arity of the relation symbols of L, then the permutation
structures arising from structures in Hom(iy) are fc-ary. Conversely, every fc-ary
permutation structure arises in this way.
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2. Examples. Let Lo be the language with one binary relation symbol R.
Most of the special cases mentioned in the introduction concern the intersection
of Hom(Lo) with some universal class of Lo-structures. Below we shall give
tables listing the homogeneous graphs, partial orders, tournaments, etc. In each
case it is easy to verify that the structures listed are homogeneous, but hard to
show that the list is complete.
We can represent Lo-structures by diagrams in which ao—^-ob means "(a, 6) E
R and (b,a) & R" and a o
06 means "(a,b),(b,a) E Ä." Let A,B, and C
denote o—*—o, o > o > o, and the 3-cycle respectively. Let C denote the loop
Let G Ç S (Lo) be the strictly universal class constrained by the structures
A and Z. Then G c is the class of countable graphs. We will list the structures
in G c fi Hom(.L), which is the same thing as listing the amalgamation classes
contained in G.
Let Kn denote the complete graph on n vertices and IQ the diagonal oîGxG.
For any graph Q = (G,R$), write Q for its complement, namely,
(G,(GXG)\(RSöIG)).

The complement of Kn is denoted In. For any graphs QQ, QI, let QQ[QI] be the
wreath product obtained by replacing each vertex of QQ by a copy of Qi, let
Qo x Qi be the usual cartesian product, and let QQ + Qi be the disjoint union.
Let
Pd=({0,l,2,3,4},{(i,j):\i-j\e{l,4}})
be the pentagon.
TABLE 1. Homogeneous graphs
Graph M

?<L

K3xK3
-*m|Ara]

Constraints of S(M)
^3) i*3) K2 x K%, K2 x K2
K4, I4, Ki + X*3, Ki + Ks, K2 + ^2? K2 + I2
-Zm+1> Kn+i,Ki

+ X*2

I{jj\^n\

KVi+iï^i + K2

Im\K>u)\

im+ljK'l + K.2

-»Cd|Aw]

K1 + K2
Kra+1
none

9(m)

SM

Table 1 lists all homogeneous graphs up to complements; m, n run through
the positive integers. The sets of constraints are relative to G, i.e., to each set
should be added the constraints of G. We have not given explicit constructions
of the "generic" graphs Q(m) and Q(w). However, from Theorem 1, specifying
the amalgamation classes fixes these graphs up to isomorphism. The sources for
this table are [G, W2, LW].
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Let D Ç S (Lo) be the universal class constrained by L and K2. Then D c
is the class of countable directed graphs. For each M E D, #M is obtained by
adjoining a new vertex which dominates each vertex of M, while M^ is obtained
by adjoining a new vertex dominated by each vertex of M. Within D, let T be
the universal class constrained by J2, and P the universal class constrained by
S and C. Then T c and P c are the classes of countable tournaments and partial
orders respectively. Let the partial order of the rational numbers be denoted Q.
Schmerl [S] established the list of homogeneous partial orders presented in
Table 2.
TABLE 2. Homogeneous partial orders

Partial order M

Constraints of S(M)
•"! *m-\-l

*m

Jm[fi]
<2[Im]

#

J 2 , if, JTO+1

A + Jl, im+1

IM

#h,i£

Q[L]
P

A+ h
none

As before 1 < m < UJ and the constraints of P have been omitted. The
wreath products are defined in the same way as for graphs. P is the "generic"
partial order. The classifications of homogeneous partial orders by Schmerl, and
of homogeneous graphs by Woodrow and the author, confirmed conjectures of
Henson [H2]. The most important contribution of Henson's paper was showing
there are 2^° homogeneous directed graphs; the same was shown by Peretyatkin
[P] independently. We will return to this point below.
The author [L3] determined all homogeneous tournaments. They are listed
in Table 3.
TABLE 3. Homogeneous tournaments

Tournament M
Ji

c
Q
Q*
T

Constraints of S(M)
A
A*
C
C*,*C
none

The most interesting of these structures is fi*, called a "dense local order"
by Cameron [Ca, §6]. The first reference to Q* we know of is [ W l , p. 53].
We now come to the recent work of Cherlin [Cl, C2], which characterizes all
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homogeneous directed graphs except possibly for some primitive ones embedding
J w . Cherlin conjectures that there are at most countably many homogeneous
directed graphs not in his catalogue. The following tables summarize Cherlin's
work, which subsumes the earlier work on partial orders and tournaments. A
directed graph M is deficient if at least one of A and I2 is not embeddable in
M. In Table 4 are listed all the deficient and imprimitive homogeneous directed
graphs. Table 5 lists all other known homogeneous directed graphs.
TABLE 4. Deficient and imprimitive homogeneous directed graphs
Directed graph M

Constraints of S(M)

Im[X]
Iu[X]
X[Im]
X[IJ\

^hilfiB,
im+i, constraints of X
#
#
J2, J 2 , fl, constraints of X
A + Ji, fl, im+i, constraints of X
A + Ji, fl, constraints of X

y~
rn * Jw

h, A + Ii,#Z,Z#
( 2 constraint of ]/)
A + Ji, all tournaments of size m -j-1

(jj * Jw

A + Ii

S

A + Iu

Key : X, )) are homogeneous tournaments, ]j ^ Q*:l <m

<u.

The interesting entries in Table 4 are the ]/~and the "semigeneric" directed
graph S. Ii and C^had turned up previously in [LI].
TABLE 5. Known nondeficient primitive homogeneous directed graphs
Directed graph M

Constraints of S(M)

~Q°

C,l}#h

D(m)
Jm+i
D(A)
2 ( 2 E A)
Key : A is any antichain in T; 2 < m < CJ.
As mentioned above Table 5 is only known to be complete with respect to
directed graphs not embedding J w . The surprising entry here is Q°, which
Cherlin has called the "myopic local order." The final entry in Table 5 can be
seen as stemming from the discussion in [H2]. Henson showed that there is an
infinite antichain A C T . From this he deduced that there are 2N° distinct
amalgamation classes Ç D because every subset B of A constrains a different
one. Hence there are 2N° pairwise nonisomorphic homogeneous directed graphs.
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This concludes our account of the progress that has been made in classifying
the homogeneous Lo-structures. Lack of space precludes us from attempting to
describe how these results are proved.
3. Stable homogeneous structures. An L-structure M is unstable if for
some M elementarily equivalent to M there exist n < ui, n-tuples äi E N (i < w),
and an L-formula <p(x,y) such that M 1= <p(äi,äj) iff i < j . Otherwise, M is
stable.
In [CL, Theorem 1] the following theorem is proved by applying the theory
of permutation groups. The same result for binary languages was proved earlier
in [SL] using purely model-theoretic methods.
THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite relational language. There is an L-sentence
a such that for all M E B.om(L), M is stable if and only if M\= a.
From [CHL, Corollary 7.4] this theorem is easily seen to be equivalent to:
THEOREM 2'. Let L be a finite relational language. For all M E Hom(L), M
is stable if and only if M is the union of a chain of finite homogeneous structures.
Shrinking. Consider M E Hom(L). Let Th(.A/) be No-categorical and M Ç N.
Then M is an extension by definitions of M if M is O-definable in M, {b} is i n definable in M for eachfcE N, and Aut(M) = {a\M: a E Aut(.À/)}. Suppose that
in some extension by definitions of M there is an invariant family * of pairwise
disjoint, definable, infinite indiscernible sets. Let Aut(M) act transitively on
\P. Suppose further that there is an invariant mapping C of M into the finite
subsets of (J * such that for all &o, &i E I E \P there exists a E Aut(M) such that
a(b0) = h,a(bi) = bQ, and
(flj #)\{fco, bi}) U {a E M: &0, &i £ C(a)} C Fix(a).
In this case we call \P a nice family attached to M. Two nice families *o 5 ^ i
are equivalent if there is an invariant bijection between (J *o and U ^ i . The
number of inequivalent nice families attached to M is bounded in terms of L.
If $ is a nice family attached to M, we can shrink M with respect to VP as
follows. Choose m < UJ, the target dimension, and B Ç (J ^ such that \BC\I\ = m
for all I E \P. Let M Ç M be the substructure with universe {a E M: C(a) Ç
JB}. Then M is said to be obtained by shrinking M. M E Hom(iy) and is
fixed by m up to an automorphism of M. There is no difficulty in shrinking M
simultaneously with respect to several inequivalent nice families, each with its
own target dimension. More details about shrinking can be found in [L2, §12;
L4, and KL].
EXAMPLE. M = Jw[iCw]. Let E be the equivalence relation on M whose
classes are the copies of Kw. There are two nice families: *o = M/E and
$ i = {M/E}. Shrinking M with respect to *o gives J^Km], and with respect
to # i gives Im[Ku>]-
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One of the main results of [L2], Theorem 15.3, says that Theorem 2 above
implies:
THEOREM 3. Let L be a finite relational language. There exists a finite
subclass H Ç Hom(L) such that, for all M E Hom(L), M is stable iff there exists
M = M such that either M E H or M is obtained by shrinking a member o/H.
For the next result we need an additional piece of notation. For any Lstructure M and k < u let U(M, k) denote the class of all finite L-structures 7
such that every substructure of 7 of size <feis embeddable in M. The following
theorem is due to Harrington and can be used to give a simpler proof of Theorem
3 than is afforded by [L2].
THEOREM 4. Let L be a finite relational language. There exists n such that
for all stable M E Hom(L), U(M,fe) is an amalgamation class for some k <n.
A proof of Harrington's theorem together with the resulting simplified proof
of Theorem 2 will appear in [KL]. Combining this theorem with the theory
of shrinking and dimensions developed in [L2, §§11 and 12] we immediately
obtain the following theorem, which may be thought of as Theorem 4 in another
guise. We call an amalgamation class stable if the structure associated with it
by Theorem 1 is stable.
THEOREM 5. A stable amalgamation class over a finite relational language
isfinitelyconstrained.
4. Some conjectures. Fix a finite relational language L for this section.
Let A, B C F(L) be finite. We write

A A ^V B
if every amalgamation class over L which includes A intersects B. Since
Th(Hom(L)) is axiomatizable, the relation => is recursively enumerable. One
goal of the theory of homogeneous structures is to prove:
CONJECTURE l. => is recursive.
Note that the theory of stable homogeneous structures sketched ever so lightly
in §3 shows that the corresponding relation obtained by restricting to finite
amalgamation classes is recursive.
The following is immediate:
LEMMA. The union and intersection, when nonempty, of a chain of amalgamation classes over L are also amalgamation classes.
The single most important question about Hom(L) is addressed by:
CONJECTURE 2. Every amalgamation class over L is the intersection of a
chain of finitely constrained amalgamation classes.
If L is binary Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1. Indeed, the algorithm Conjecture 2 suggests for deciding "/\ A => V B?" is valid, even if Conjecture 2
fails, provided every pair (A, B) which can be separated by an amalgamation
class can be separated by a finitely constrained amalgamation class.
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Let U Ç F(L) be a strictly universal class. If U ^ 0 , there is certainly a
finitely constrained amalgamation class A Ç U corresponding to a one-point
structure. Our final piece of speculation is:
CONJECTURE 3. If U Ç F(L) is a nonempty strictly universal class, then
the number of maximal finitely constrained amalgamation classes Ç U is finite.
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KoHeHHO aKCHOMaTH3npyeMbie TeopHH
M. T. ITEPETJITbKHH
B paöoTax aBTopa [7] H [8] onncaHbi ABe KOHCTpyKAHH, no3BOJiflK)iu;He
CTpOHTb KOHeHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMbie TeopHH C CaMblMH pa3JIHHHbIMH
CBoftcTBaMH ajiropHTMHHecKoro xapaKTepa. KpoMe TeopeM cynjecTBOBaHHÄ
B 3THX paÖOTax nojiyMeHbi ou,eHKH CJIOJKHOCTH pa3jiHHHbix ecTecTBeHHbix
KJiaccoB npeAJiOMceHHtt. BTopaa KOHCTpyKu,H5i, Hcnojib3yiOH];aa B KanecTBe
6a3HCHOft TeopHK) paÖOTbi [6], HMeeT 3HaHHTejibHO öojibuiyio oÖJiacTb npnMeHHMocTH, 3aT0 nepBaa cpaBHHTejibHo 6ojiee npocTaa. B AaHHott paöoTe
npHBOAHTCÄ p«A pe3yjIbTaT0B O KOHeHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMbIX TeopHHx,
paciiiHpHiomHX H AonojiHHioiAHX coAep»caHHe paöoT [7, 8].
IlpeABapHTejibHbie CBeAeHHH. Bee TeopHH paccMaTpHBaiOTca B jiorHKe
npeAHKaTOB nepBoro nopHAKa c paßeHCTBOM.
Oömne noHJiTHfl, HCnojib3yeMbie B paöoTe, COOTBCTCTBVIOT MOHorpa(}>HÄM Keflcjiepa-HaHa [4],
PoA^cepca [9], EpmoBa [3]. JfebiK 6yAeM Ha3biBaTb 6oraTbiM, ecjin OH
COAep^ECHT XOTH 6bl OAHH npeAHKaTHbltt CHMBOJI apHOCTH ABa HJIH ÔOJIbHIC
KpoMe cneAHajibHo oroBopeHHbix cjiynaeB, Bee pe3yjibTaTbi npeAnojiaraiOTca
OTHOCHiAHMHCH K npoH3BOJibHOMy KOHeHHOMy 6oraTOMy H3bIKy.
HyMepaAHefl MOACJIH 9tt Ha3biBaeTCH oTOÔpaaceHHe v: N - ^ |9Jt|. MoAejib
9JI c HyMepau,Heß v Ha3biBaeTCH HyMepoBaHHOtt MOAejibio H o6o3HaMaeTCH
(971, v). HyMepoBaHHaa MOACJIB (9DÎ, i^) Ha3biBaeTca KOHCTpyKTHBHoft, ecjin
Bee eë npeAHKaTbi H 4>yHKijHH peicypcHBHbi B HyMepau,HH v, H Ha3biBaeTca
CHjibHO KOHCTpyKTHBHOft, ecjin Th(9JliX) pa3peiiiHMa, rAe SDÎjy — oöorameHHe £3bIKa MOAeJIH SDT CHeTHbIM MHOECeCTBOM HOBBIX KOHCTaHT Ci, i < CJ,
npnnëM Ci HHTepnpeTHpyeTCH ajieMeHTOM v(i).
Mojx&Rh SDt Ha3biBaeTca
aBTOyCTOflHHBOfl, eCJIH RJIX JIK)6bIX eë CHJIbHblX K0HCTpyKTHBH3aAHfl Vi H V2
cymecTByeT peicypcHBHbitt H3OMOP4)H3M //: (371, vi) —• (9Jt, J/ 2 )- HypTa3HH [5]
noKa3aji, HTO ecjin nojiHaa paspeuiHMaa Teopna T HMeeT CHjibHO KOHCTpyicTHBH3HpyeMyio npocTyio MOAOJIB SDt, TO SDt 6yAeT aBToycToftHHBofl TorAa H
TOJibKo TorAa, KorAa MHoacecTBO aTOMOB ajireöp JlHHAeHÖayMa TeopHH T
peKypcHBHO.
IIoJiHbiM ÖHHapHbiM AepeBOM Ha30BëM nacTHHHo ynopflAoneHHoe MHOMcecTBO VQ = {N;^) $opMbi, H3o6pa»cëHHOA Ha pncyHKe. MMCK)TCH ABe
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ecTecTBeHHbie onepaijHH B3HTHH jieBoro H npaßoro nocjieAOBaTejiH, KOTopbie
3aAaK)TCH 4)opMyjiaMH: L(x) = 2x + 1, R(x) = 2^ + 2. flepeBOM Ha30BëM
BCHKoe MHOMcecTBO V C N, yAOBjieTBopaiomee cjieAyiomHM AByM ycjioBHHM:

1. m^n, n£ D —> me D}
2. L(n) G P H R(n) G D RJISI Bcex

neN.

EcTecTBeHHO onpeAejieHbi noHHTHfl TynHKa Aepeßa, u,enn, MaKCHMajibHOtt
u,enn A e P e B a, H30JiHpoBaHHOft u,enH B 3aAaHH0M ceMeftcTBe u,enett. Hepe3
U(D) o6o3HanaeTC5i ceMeftcTBO Bcex MaKCHMajibHbix u,eneft AepeBa D, a
nepe3 Ufìn(D) — ceMeftcTBO Bcex KOHCHHBIX MaKCHMajibHbix imeneo Aepeßa P.
flepeBO Ha3biBaeTCH aTOMHbiM, ecjin HaA K&yKRhm ero ajieMeHTOM ecTb XOTH
6bi OAHH TynHK. /JepeBO Ha3biBaeTCH cynepaTOMHbiM, ecjin 11(D) He 6ojiee,
neM cnëTHoe. Hepe3 Ila(D) o6o3HanHM a-Kparayio HTepau,Hio Bbi6pacbiBaHHH
H30JiHpoBaHHbix ijeneft, HanHHaji c II(P). OTCIOAû ecTecTBeHHo nojiynaeTCH
onpeAejieHHe paHra uenn H paHra Aepeßa. MODKHO AOKa3aTb, HTO A^P^BO
6yAeT cynepaTOMHbiM TorAa H TOJIBKO TorAa, KorAa n Œ ( P ) = 0 npn
HeKOTopoM a, T.e. KorAa Bee i;enn B II(P) HMCIOT paHrn. Bojiee noApoÖHoe
H3JioEceHHe Bcex nepeHHCjieHHbix Bbiuie noHHTHtt, CBH3aHHbix c AepeßbHMH,
HMeeTCH B [8].
WS) s < u) — nocTOBCKaH HyMepaijHfl Bcex p.n. MHOMCCCTB, W*} s <
u — HyMepau,HH MHODKCCTB, peKypcHBHO nepeHHCJiHMbix OTHOCHTejibHO
MHO^cecTBa A Ç N. Hepe3 [B]p o6o3HanHM 3aMbiKaHHe MHo^cecTBa B C N
AO AepeBa. ByAeM Hcnojib30BaTb o6o3HaHeHHÄ
Da = [Ws]p,

8<u>,

DSA = [W3A}D,

S<U,ACN.

Hepe3 6k} k < u), o6o3HanHM TaÔJiHHHoe ycjioBHe yTBepsKAaiomee, HTO
«MH05KeCTBO COAep^KHT 3JieMCHT A». TaOJIHHHbIM yCJIOBHeM (^-yCJIOBHeM)
6yAeM Ha3biBaTb npono3HAHOHajibHyio <})opMyjiy, nocTpoeHHyio H3 sjieMeHTapHbix BbicKa3biBaHHfl Sk- YTBepMCAeHHe, HTO TaöjiHHHoe ycjioBHe
HCTHHHO Ha MHOMCCCTBe A 6yjlßU CHMBOJIHHeCKH 3aiIHCbIBaTb B BHAe A 1= r.
IlocpeACTBOM rfc, fc < u), 6yAeM o6o3HanaTb <J>HKCHpoBaHHyio rëAejieBCKyio
HyMepaijHK) Bcex TaÖJiHHHbix ycjioBHtt. Emë OAHO cnei^najibHoe onpeAejieHHe

9tm = {A ç N | (Vfc G Wm)A \= rk},

m<u>.

CjieAyiomaH o6maa TeopeMa ABjijieTCfl ycHjieHHeM TeopeMbi 9.1 paöoTbi
[8] nocpeACTBOM AonojiHHTejibHoro nyHKTa 06 aBToycToftHHBOCTH npocTOfi
MOAeJiH.
TEOPEMA 1 (OCHOBHAH TEOPEMA).
IlycTb £ — npowBOJibHbiit
KOHemihift ÖoraTbitt &3biK. 9<p(])eKTMBHo no £ n no 38LR&HHO& nape HarypajibHbix HMceji (m,s) CTPOHTCB KOHeHHO aKcnoMaTH3HpyeMax MORenbHo
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nojiHax Teopnn F(m, s) x3biKa £ n peicypcnBHan nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb tyn,
n€ N, npeftjiOTKeHHii H3bisca £ , HMeiomne CBOflcTBa:
1. npeRjioxceHHX 9n, n E N, nopoxcRaiOT ajireÖpy JlnHßßHÖayMa TeopHH
F(m,s).
2. TeopHH
F(m, s)[A] = F(m, s) U {*f- | i G A} U { ^

| j G N\A},

AÇN,

HBJIHCTCH HenpoTHBopeHHBOH Torna H TOJibKo Torna, Kor%a A G 9tm.
3. TIpH JIIOÖOM A G Wrn CnpaBeRJIHBbl COOTHOUieHHH
(a) TeopHH F(m,s)[A]
HMeeT npocryio MORejib <-• &epeBO Df HBjineTCH
aTOMHblM.
(6) ripocTax Mojxejib Teopnn F (m, s)[A], ecjin OHa cymecTByeT, HBjineTCH
CHJIbHO KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOH *-• MHOXCeCTBO A peiCypCHBHO H CeMeHCTBO
Uhn(Df) BMHHCJIHMO.
(B) JIpocTaji MORejib Teopnn F(m, s)[A], ecjin OHa cymecTByeT H cnjibuo
KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMa, HBJIHeTCH aBTOyCTOHHHBOH OTHOCHTejibHO CHJIbHblX
KOHCTpyKTHBH3aU,HH «-> ßfipeBO Df HBJIHeTCH peKypCHBHMM.
(r) Teopnn F (m, s)[A] HMeeT cnëTHyio HacbinißHHyio MOßßJib <-> %epeBO Df
HBjineTCH cynepaTOMHbiM.
(A) CnèTHaA HacbiuifiHHaH MORejib Teopnn F(m,s)[A]
cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMa «-> MHOTKCCTBO A peicypcHBHO n ceMencTBO R(Df) BbinncjiHMO.
(e) Teopnn F(m, s)[A] HBJIHCTCHU — cTaÖnjibHon <-> nepeßo Df cynepaTOMHoe.
(MC) PaHr Mopjin Teopnn F (m, s)[A] paBeH
max{33,1 + Rank Df + 7 } ,
r/çe 7 = 2, ecjin RepeBO Df HBJIHCTCH cynepaTOMHbiM n 7 = 0, ecjin aepeBO
Df — He cynepaTOMHoe.
flOKA3ATEJILCTBO. npHAepacHBaacb CHCTCMM o6o3HaneHHft paöoTbi [8],
AOKaxceM (B).
nycTb An Df — peicypcHBHbie, (ÜJI, v), (97ti, vi) — ABe cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBHbix npocTbix MOAGJiH Teopnn F (m, s)[A\. Cym;ecTBOBaHHe 3({)4)eKTHBHOrO
cooTBeTCTBHa MexcAy KapKacaMH 3THX MOAejieö oneBHAHO. riosTOMy BCë
CBOAHTCH K HaXOHCAeHHK) peKypCHBHOrO H30MOp(})H3Ma Ha MHO^CeCTBe W.
TaK KaK MOAeJib npocTaa, TO JiioÔoft sjieMeHT a G W n U nopo^CAaeT
KOMnoHeHTy, KOTopaa onpeAeJifleT if-nyTb, cooTBeTCTByiomntt HeKOTopoMy
TynHKy AepeBa Df. IlepexoA OT a K yKa3aHHOMy TynHKy AepeBa Df, oneBHAHO, 3(J)(})eKTHBHblft. 9 T O n03B0JIHeT nOCTpOHTb peKypCHBHbltt H30M0p4>H3M
AaHHbix HyMepoBaHHbix MOAeJiett.
06paTHO, ecjin A — peKypcHBHoe, HO Df — He peKypcHBHoe, TO MHO»CecTBO aTOMHbix (J)opMyji Teopnn F (m, s)[A] c OAHOH CBOöOAHOä nepeMeHHoft
He MoaceT 6biTb peKypcHBHWM. TorAa no KpHTepHK) paSoTbi [5] npocTaa
MOACJIb 3TOÄ TeopHH He aBTOyCTOftHHBa OTHOCHTejibHO CHJIbHblX KOHCTpyKTHBH3aAHft. D
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143 TeopeMbi 1 jierKO BMBOAHTCH emë oAHa oSmaa TeopeMa, Kacaiomaacfl
nojiHbix Teopnft:

TEOPEMA 2 (P-BAPMAHT OCHOBHOft TEOPEMM).

IlycTb £ —

KOHeHHbin 6oraTbiit H3biK, D ~ peicypcHBHO nepenncjiHMoe RepeBO. 94>4>eKTHBHO no L n no p.n.
HHReKcy RepeBa D MoxceT 6biTb nocTpoeHa nojiHan, MOftejibHO nonnan KOHBHHO aKCHOMaTH3npyeMan Teopnn F(D) H3bma
£ ; HMeiouian cjieRyiou^ne CBOitcTBa:
(a) TeopHÄ F(D) HMeeT npocTyio MORejib <-• RepeBO D HBJIHCTCH aTOMHbiM.
(6) ripocTan MORejib Teopnn F(D), ecjin OHa cyuiecTByeT, HBJIHCTCH cnjibHo
KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOH <-• CeMe&CTBO TLûn(D) BblHHCJIHMO.
(B) ITpocTan MORejib Teopnn F(D), ecjin OHS cymecTByeT n cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMaf HBJIHCTCH aBToycTonnnBon OTHOCHTejibHO cnjibHbix KOHCTpyKTHBH3au,nn «-• RepeBO D HBJIHCTCH peKypcnBHbiM.
(r) Teopnn F(D) HMeeT cneTHyio Hacbiu^eHHyio MORejib «-• RepeBO D HBJIHeTCH cynepaTOMHbiM.
(A) CnëTHan HacbimeHHan MORejib Teopnn F(D) cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMa <-• ceMencTBO Tl(D) BbmncjinMO.
(e) Teopnn F(D) HBjineTcn uj-cTaOnjibnon <-• RepeBO D cynepaTOMHoe.
(MC) PaHr Mopjin Teopnn F(D) paBeH

max{33, 1 + R a n k P / + 7},
r#e 7 = 2, ecjin RepeBO D HBJIHCTCH cynepaTOMHbiM, n ^ = 0, ecjin RepeBO D
— He cynepaTOMHoe.
/Ï0KA3ATEJILCTB0. BbiôepeM H 3acJ)HKCHpyeM m TaK, HTOöM 9 ^ = 0 .
B KanecTBe HCKOMOH TeopHH F(D)

MOMCHO B3äTB Teopnio F(m,s),

rRe s

BblÔpaHO TaKHM o6pa30M, HTO Df = D. D
CjieAyiomaa TeopeMa, xapaKTepH3yK)maH ajireöpbi JlHHAeHÖayMa KOHCHHO
aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMbix Teopnft, paBHoijeHHa AOKa3aHHbiM B [7] H [8] yTBepMCAeHHHM, pemaioiAHM H3BecTHyio npoÔJieMy XaH(J)a paÔOTbi [11]. TaKOtt
TKe pe3yjibTaT aHOHcnpoBaH XaH<J)OM [12], OAHaKO AOKa3aTejibCTBO HM He
onyÖJiHKOßaHo.
TEOPEMA 3. TlycTb £ — npoH3BOJibHbin KoneHHbin 6oraTbin H3MK. HyMepoBaHHan GyjieBa ajirepa (B,u) peKypcnBHO 9KBHBajieHTHa ajireôpe JinnReHÔayMa HeKOTopon KOHenHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMon Teopnn F H3biKa £ Tor^a
n TOJibKo TorRa, KorRa (B,v) HBJIHCTCH no3HTHBHo HyMepoBaHHon ajireÖpon.
,H|0KA3ATEJIbCTB0. ECJIH (B,V) peKypcnBHO SKBHBajieHTHa ajire6pe
JlHHAeHÖayMa HeKOTopofl KOHCHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMott Teopnn, TO (B,V)
ÖyAeT, OHCBHAHO, no3HTHBHO HyMepoBaHHOtt ajireÖpott. IlosTOMy AOCTaTOHHO
noKa3aTb, KaK CTPOHTB F no 3aAaHHOft no3HTHBHO HyMepoBaHHOtt 6yjieBott
ajireÖpe (B,v).
06o3HaHHM nepe3 25 ÔyjieBy ajireÔpy, sjieMeHTaMH KOTopott HBJIHIOTCH
KJiaccbi dKBHBajieHTHbix Ta6jiHHHbix ycjioBHït, a onepau.HH HHAyu,npoBaHbi
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npOn03HU,HOHaJIbHbIMH CBH3KaMH. OHeBHAHO, HTO 95 HBJIHeTCH 6e3aTOMHOtt
ajireÖpoft, CBOöOAHO nopoxcAëHHOft sjieMeHTapHbiMH TaÔJinHHbiMH ycjiOBHHMH. Ajireöpa 55 HMeeT ecTecTBeHHyio KOHCTpyKTHBH3au,HK) /i, onpeAeJineMyio
rëAeJieBCKott HyMepai^neft TaöJinHHbix ycjioBHß. Ü3 nyHKTOB 1, 2 OCHOBHOH
TeopeMbi cjieAyeT, HTO ajireöpa JlHHAeHÖayMa Teopnn F(m,s) peKypcnBHO
SKBHBajieHTHa (})aKTop-ajireÖpe

(s/?™,/)

(i)

rAe 7m — (J)HjibTp, nopoxcAëHHbift MHOxcecTBOM {rfc | fc G Wm}, a /i* —
HyMepauHÄ 4>aKTop-ajireöpbi, HHAyAHpoBaHHan HyMepaijHett /J,. HeTpyAHO
BHAeTb, HTO KaacAMfl peKypcnBHO nepeHHCjiHMbitt (J)HJibTp ajireöpw 05 COBnaAaeT c Tm AJIH HeKOToporo m <u. ÖTciOAa nojiynaeM Hy^CHoe yTBep^cAeHHe, T.K. B 4>0pMe (1) npeACTaBHMa C TOHHOCTBK) AO H30MOp<})H3Ma BCHKaH
no3HTHBHO HyMepoßaHHan ÖyjieBa ajireöpa. D
CjieAyiomaH TeopeMa AaëT HeKOTopyio KOHKpeTHyio HH^opMaAHio o BO3MOECHOCTHX ajireöp JlHHAeHÖayMa KOHCHHO aKCHOMaTH3npyeMbix Teopntt.
TEOPEMA 4. TlycTb £ — npon3BOJibHbin KOHeHHbin 6oraTbin H3MK, TorRa
(a) AnreÔpa JlnHReHÔayMa Teopnn, onpeRejineMon nycTbiM MHOXCCCTBOM
&KCHOM B H3bIKe £ , HBJIHeTCH HeKOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOH.
(Ö) CyuiecTByeT pa3peiunMaH KOHCHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMaH Teopnn H3biica
£ c KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMon, HO He cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOH ajire6pon JlnHReHÔayMa jiioÔoro H3 ajieMeHTapHbix TnnoB, KpoMe KaTeropnHHbix
B MOIRHOCTHX 6 < U).
AOKA3ATEJILCTBO. (a) OöosHanHM HasßaHHyio ajireöpy nepes 95(£). B
paöoTe [10] nocTpoeHa IIO3HTHBHO HyMepoBaHHan öyjießa ajireöpa, KOTopan
He HBJIHeTCH KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOfl. Ilo TeopeMe 3 cymecTByeT KOHCHHO
aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMan Teopnn F 3aAaHHoro H3biKa, HMeioman HeKOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMyio ajireöpy JlHHAeHÖayMa. HeTpyAHO BHACTB, HTO ajireöpa JlHHAeHÖayMa 95(F) H30Mop(J)Ha (J>aKTop-ajireöpe 95(£) no HeKOTopoMy rjiaBHOMy
(J)HJibTpy. OTciOAa BbiTeKaeT HeKOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMocTb ajireöpw 95(£).
(Ö) B paöoTe [1] nocTpoeHa KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMan, HO He CHJIBHO KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMan öyjiesa ajireöpa jnoöoro H3 sjieMeHTapHbix THnoB,
yKa3aHHbix B TeopeMe.
McKOMan KOHCHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMan Teopnn
nojiynaeTCH no TeopeMe 3. D
CjieAyioman TeopeMa pemaeT Äße npöÖJieMbi XappHHrroHa paöoTbi [13],
a TaKHce npoÖJieMy paöoTbi [7].
TEOPEMA 5.
(a) CymecTByeT nonnan KOHCHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMan
u-CTaÖHJibHan Teopnn KOHenHoro paHra Mopjin, y KOTopon npocTan MORejib
n cneTHan HacbiuifiHHan MORejib ne HBJIHIOTCH KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMbiMn.
(ö) CymecTByeT nojman KOHCHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMan tj-cTaÔnjibHan Teopnn KOHeHHoro paHra Mopjin, npocTan MORejib KOTopott cnjibHo KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMa, HO He aBToycTonnnBa OTHOCHTejibHO cnjibHbix K0HCTpyKTHBH3au,nn.
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^OKA3ATEJILCTBO. (a) Bo3bMëM nocTpoeHHoe B paöoTe [2] peKypcnBHO
nepeHHCJiHMoe cynepaTOMHoe Aepeßo D, RJin KOToporo ceMettcTBa 11(D) H
Uün(D) He BbiHHCJiHMbi. Ilo nocTpoeHHK) paHr 9Toro AepeBa — KOHCHHWA. PI3
MOAeJibHOtt nojiHOTbi Teopnn F(D) cjieAyeT, HTO KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOCTb
eë MOAeJieft paBHOcnjibHa CHJibHOft KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOCTn. ITo9TOMy
Teopnn F(D) ÖyAeT no TeopeMe 2 HCKOMOH.
(Ö) YKa3aHHbie CBottcTBa HMeeT Teopnn F(D'), TRS D1 — peKypcnBHO
nepeHHCJiHMoe HepeKypcnßHoe cynepaTOMHoe AepeBO KOHeHHoro paHra, RJISI
KOTOpOrO CeMettCTBO Tlûn(D/) HBJIHeTCH BblHHCJIHMblM. D
CjieAyioiAan TeopeMa, aHOHCHpoBaHHan B [8], ycHJiHBaeT pe3yjibTaT
JIaxjiaHa [14], AOKa3aHHbitt RJIR cnëTHbix Teopnft. OaKTnnecKH nocTpoeHHe
JlaxjiaHa AaëT pa3peuiHMyio Teopnio.
TEOPEMA 6. CymecTByeT nojman KOHCHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMan
T paHra Mopjin ctT = wi.

Teopnn

,HOKA3ATEJIbCTBO. 3Aecb npnBOAHTCH cxeMaTHHHoe AOKa3aTejibCTBO,
AJIH nOHHMaHHH KOTOpOrO HeOÖXOAHMO AeTaJIbHOe 3HaKOMCTBO C KOHCTpyKAHHMH paÖOT [7] H [8]. fljIH nOCTpoeHHH HCKOMOtt TeopHH T HCnOJIb3yeTCH
HOBaH KOHCTpyKL^HH, npH XapaKTepH3aU,HH KOTOpOtt Mbl ÖyAeM HCnOJIb30BaTb
TepMHHOJIOrHK) paöoTbi [8].
KapKac Teopnn T HMeeT (})opMy ceTKH, nocTpoeHHott Ha ocHOBe Teopnn
KBa3HCJieAOBaHHH [6]. B TeopHH (})yHKII,HOHHpyeT ÖecKOHeHHoe MHOECeCTBO MauiHH TbiopHHra, ncnojibsyiomnx HH^opMai^Hio OAHoro oÖni,ero opaKyjia. ripn 9T0M, HH^opMau.HH opaKyjia AOJiHCHa ÖbiTb pa3Meiu,eHa Öe3
npoMe^cyTKOB, B nocjieAOBaTejibHbix nneftKax öecKOHeHHoft B OAHy CTopoHy
jieHTbi, orpaHHHeHHOß cnpaBa TOHKOH O. BnpaBO OT BTOVL TOHKH pacnoJiaraeTCH paöonan oÖJiacTb.
OAHa H3 ManiHH HBJIHCTCH aKTHBHOtt no oTHomeHHK) K opaKyjiy. OHa
AOJiMCHa 4>opMHpoBaTb ero coAepncnMoe TaKHM oÖpa30M, HTOÖM Ha KOHCHHbix yAajieHHHX BjieBO OT TOHKH O BCTpenajincb BceB03MOMCHbie KOHCHHbie KOMÖHHauHH nocjieAOBaTejibHO pacnojionceHHbix Hyjiett H CAHHHU,. B
pe3yjibTaTe, no TeopeMe KOMnaKTHocTH, B HecTaHAapTHbix nacTHX opaKyjia
MoryT C0Aep»caTbCH npoH3BOJibHbie nocjieAOBaTejibHOCTH Hyjiefl H CAHHHU,.
Bee naccHBHbie MauinHbi HMCIOT OAHy H Ty »ce nporpaMMy, HO KOHCTpyKAHH KapKaca Teopnn T AOJi^CHa oöecnennBaTb, HTOÖW Bee OHH paÖOTajin B
pa3Hbix njiocKOCTHX n BOcnpHHHMajin coAepacHMoe opaKyjia c pa3JinnHbiMH
CABHraMH OTHOCHTejibHO TOHKH O. KaiacAan naccHBHan MauiHHa BbinojiHneT paÖOTy aHajiorHHHyio TOA, KOTopan onncaHa B KOHCTpyKu,HH paöoTbi
[8]. TpyÖo roBopn, nporpaMMa naccHBHofl MauiHHbi AOJiMCHa oöecnennBaTb
nepepaöoTKy, nyTëM AeJieHHH KJieTOK JieHTbi, coAep^CHMoro opaKyjia A B
AepeBO [A]p, KOTOpoe AOJIMCHO ÖbiTb CBH3aHO C TpaHCJIHTOpOM, BJIHHIOIAHM
Ha paHr Mopjin cooTBeTCTByiomnx <})opMyji. TaK KaK coAep^CHMbiM opaKyjia
naccHBHOß MauiHHbi MOMCCT 0Ka3aTbcn npoH3BOJibHoe MHo^cecTBo A Ç N,
TO cooTBeTCTByiomee AepeBO [A]p MOJKCT ÖbiTb cynepaTOMHbiM jiioÖoro
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cnëTHoro paHra. B pe3yjibTaTe B Teopnn T öyAyT cymecTBOBaTb 4>opMyjibi c napaMeTpaMH cKOJib yroAHO Öojibinoro cnëTHoro paHra. HanpHMep,
TaKHMH ÖyAyT <J)opMyjibi c napaMeTpaMH, B3HTBIMH H3 HecTaHAapTHbix
nacTefl opaKyjia. TaKHM 00pa30M, MM nojiynaeM OLT — wi. D
Tenepb, ncnojib3yn 3<})<|)eKTHBH0CTb nocTpoeHHH KOHCHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMbix Teopnft, rapaHTHpoßaHHyio OCHOBHOä TeopeMoft, HccjieAyeM cjioacHOCTb AByx Ba^CHbix KJiaccoB npeAJiOMceHHfl. IlepBbiM paccMOTpnM Kjiacc
npeAJi05KeHHK, H3yHaBHiHflcn B paÖOTe BoTa [15], rAe RJISI Hero öbijia
nojiyneHa HHECHHH oijeHKa n j .
TEOPEMA 7. TlycTb FA — KJiacc MORejien 3aRaHHoro KOHeHHoro ÔoraToro
H3biKa, HMeioiRHx KOHeHHo aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMyio Teopnio. TorRa Th(FA) «

ng.
/(OKA3ATEJILCTBO. MHOECCCTBO Th(FA) peKypcnBHO H30MOP4>HO AonojiHeHHK) MHOHCeCTBa
L = {n | $ n HMeeT K.a. nonojiHeHne}.
ITosTOMy AOCTaTOHHO noKa3aTb, HTO L « £ § . PÏMeeM
« G i n ( 3 \ P ) ( $ n k * — nojiHan TeopHn).
YHHTblBaH, HTO CBOÄCTBO «nOJIHaH TeopHH» OnHCbIBaeTCH npe(})HKCOM (J)OpMbI
V3, nojiynaeM RJIR L BepxHioio oueHKy S 3 .

RJIH HH^CHCö OACHKH B03bMëM

STaJIOHHOe E§-MHOHCeCTBO
S = {n | N\Wn

— KOHenHoe}

[9, §14.8].
Teopnn Tn H3biKa £ = {P£,Pl,...,P£,
CJieAyiOIAHM peKypCHBHblM MHOECeCTBOM aKCHOM
{(3x)(Vy)x

= y}U {(Vx)Pi(x),

. . . } , onpeAejineMan

i G Wm},

ôypfiT HMeTb KOHeHHo aKCHOMaTH3npyeMoe nonojiHeHne TorAa H TOJibKo
TorAa, KorAa n E S. ITycTb f(x) — o.p.(J). TaKan, HTO npeAJio^ceHne $ / ( n )
onpeAeJineT KOHCHHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMyio Teopnio c ajireöpoft JlHHAeHÖayMa, H30Mop<})Hofl ajireÖpe JlHHAeHÖayMa Teopnn Tn. TorAa BbinojiHneTcn
nE S <-* $ / ( n ) HMeeT K.a. nonojiHeHne.
3 T O AaëT HeoöxoAHMyio HHMCHIOK) oijeHKy RJIH L.
Em,ë oAHa ou,eHKa CJIOSKHOCTH KJiacca 4>opMyji.
TEOPEMA 8. {n | $ n onpeAejineT nonnyio CTaÖnjibHyio Teopnio} « II§.
/(OKA3ATEJILCTBO. Mcnojib3yn H3BecTHbitt pe3yjibTaT IHejiaxa o xapaKTepH3aunn CTaÖHJibHbix Teopnft [4, 7.1.33], nojiynaeM, HTO n npHHaAJieacHT
yKa3aHH0My B TeopeMe MHoacecTBy TorAa H TOJIBKO TorAa, KorAa $ n onpeAeJineT nojiHyio TeopHK), npnnëM B STOH Teopnn HeT CBOftcTBa jinHeftHoro
nopnAKa. KaxcAoe H3 STHX ycjiOBnft onncbiBaeTcn npe<}>HKC0M 4>opMbi V3.
/JJIH HHHCHett ou,eHKH B03bMëM 3TajioHHoe n^-MHO^KecTBO, onpeAejiëHHoe B

[9, §14.8],
I = {n\Wn

— ÔecKOHeHHo}.

PaccMOTpnM H3biK £' coAepxcaïAHft TOJibKo npeAHKaT paBeHCTBa. Hepe3
Afc oöo3HaHHM npeAJiOHceHHe, yTBepiacAaiomee, HTO cymecTByeT He MeHee fc
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pa3JiHHHbix sjieMeHTOB. PaccMOTpnM Teopnio Tn H3biKa £', onpeAejineMyio
MHO^cecTBOM aKCHOM { A * | fc G Wn}. JlerKO BHACTB, HTO 3Ta Teopnn nojiHa
TorAa H TOJibKo TorAa, KorAa n E I. SCJKJJCKTHBHO no n nocTpoHM KOHCHHO
aKcnoMaTH3npyeMyio Teopnio F TaKyio, HTO 95(T n ) ~ $$(F). FLycTb $ / ( n ) —
aKCHOMa RJISI TeopHH F. Ilo nocTpoeHHK) HMeeM
nE I —> $ / ( n ) nojiHa,
n fi I —• $ / ( n ) He nojiHa.
K

Teopnn $/(n)> aK 3TO OTMeneHO B [8], ÖyAeT BcerAa cynepcTaÖHJibHott, ecjin
OHa nojiHa. TeM Öojiee OHa ÖyAeT cTaÖHjibHoft. ÛTCiOAa nojiynaeM
nE I —• $ / ( n ) nojiHa H cTaÖHjibHa,
nfi I —• $/(n)

He

nojiHa.

9TO AaëT HeoÖxoAHMyio HHMCHIOK) oi;eHKy. D
B 3aKJIK)HeHHe OÖCyAHM OAHH OTKpblTbltt BOnpOC, eCTeCTBeHHO B03HHKaK)IAHft B CBH3H C nOJiyHCHHblMH pe3yJIbTaTaMH no KOHeHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMbiM TeopHHM. Jinn 3Toro HaM noHaAOÖHTcn AaTb HecKOJibKO onpeAejieHntt.
HHTepnpeTai;HK) I Teopnn T B Teopnn F Ha30ßeM npaBHJibHoft, ecjin
BbinOJIHeHbl yCJIOBHH
1. \TT <P ++\~F (P^'
2. MHO^cecTBO {<pW | <p — npeAJiOMceHHe Teopnn T} nopo^cAaeT ajireöpy
JlHHAeHÖayMa Teopnn F.
3. <pW HaxoAHTcn paBHOMepHo no (p.
riycTb C — CBOftcTBO, KOTopbiM MoryT oÖJiaAaTb nojiHbie Teopnn, J —
HHTepnpeTau,HH Teopnn T B Teopnn F, yAOBjieTBopmoman ycjioBHHM 1,
2. CKa^ceM, HTO / coxpaHneT CBOäCTBO C, ecjiH RJIR jnoÖoro nonojiHeHnn
T* Teopnn T cooTBeTCTByiomee nonojiHeHne F* Teopnn F, onpeAeJineMoe
HHTepnpeTai^nett J, oÖJiaAaeT CBOACTBOM C TorAa H TOJIBKO TorAa, KorAa T*
oÖJiaAaeT STHM CBOHCTBOM.

0Ö03HannM nepe3 K* KJiacc MOAeJieft H3biKa

£ ' = {P 0 1 ,P 1 1 ,...,P B 1 > ...;

neN}

B KOTopbix HeT KOHeHHbix (})opMyjibHbix MHo^cecTB. CjieAyiomnft pe3yjibTaT
npeACTaBJineT coÖott, B cym,HocTH, nepe(J)opMyjinpoBKy TeopeMbi 1 Ha H3biKe
HHTepnpeTai;Hft.
TEOPEMA 9. KaxcRan peKypcnBHO aKCHOMaTH3npyeMan Teopnn T H3biica
£* c ycjiOBneM M o d T Ç K* npaBHJibHO HHTepnpeTnpyeTcn B HeKOTopon
KOHeHHO aKcnoMaTH3npyeMon MORejibHO nojiHon Teopnn F 3aRaHHoro KOHCHHoro ÖoraToro H3bma £ c coxpaHeHneM cjieRyioiRnx CBOHCTB:
1. W-CTaÔHJIbHOCTb.
2. CyiRecTBOBaHne npocTon MORejin, eë cnnbnan KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMOCTb H aBTOyCTOHHHBOCTb.
3. CyiRecTBOBaHne cnëTHon HacbimeHHon MORejin n eë cnjibHan KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOCTb.
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EcTecTBeHHO nocTaBHTb Bonpoc o cnpaßeAJinBocTH noAOÖHoro yTBep^cAeHHH öe3 orpaHHHeHHH Ha Teopnio n c OOJIMUHM cnncKOM CBOHCTB.
npnxoAHM

K BecbMa npaBAonoAOÖHOft,

KaK MHe Ka^ceTcn,

TaK

rnnoTe3e

o

Bbipa3HTejibHbix BO3MO?KHOCTHX KOHeHHo aKCH0MaTH3HpyeMbix Teopnft:
rMT10TE3A. Ka^cAan peKypcnBHO aKCHOMaTH3HpyeMan Teopnn, He HMeioman KOHeHHbix MOAejieft, npaBHjibHo HHTepnpeTnpyeTcn B HeKOTopoft KOHCHHO aKCH0MaTH3npyeM0ft Teopnn c coxpaHeHHeM Bcex CBOäCTB H3 cjieAyiomero
cnncKa:
1. CTaÖHJIbHOCTb, CynepCTaÖHJIbHOCTb, Cd-CTaÖHJIbHOCTb.
2.

CymecTBOBaHne, cnjibHan KOHCTpyKTHBH3npyeMocTb H aBToycToftHH-

BOCTb npOCTOft MOAeJIH.
3.

CymecTBOBaHne, cnjibHan KOHCTpyKTHBH3HpyeMOCTb H aBToycTOÄnn-

BOCTb MHHHMaJIbHOft MORfiJlU.
4. CymeCTBOBaHHe CHJIbHO KOHCTpyKTHBHOtt OAHOpOAHOft MOAeJIH.
5.

CymecTBOBaHne n cnjibHan K0HCTpyKTHBH3npyeM0CTb cnëTHott Hacbi-

meHHOft MOAeJIH.
6. MoAejibHan nojiHOTa.
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On Schemes Axiomatizing Arithmetic
A. J. WILKIE
1. Introduction. It is commonly accepted that first-order Peano Arithmetic
(PA) is the correct axiomatization of finitary mathematics. Of course this claim
for PA cannot be mathematically proved but our aim here is to show that at
least PA occupies a special position amongst a certain specific class of possible
rivals. To describe this class and our results we introduce some notation.
Let L\ (respectively L 2 ) denote the usual first- (respectively second-) order
language of arithmetic. If $(X) is a formula of L 2 containing no set-quantifiers
we may form the Li-scheme associated with $, denoted Scheme($), which is the
set of all Li-sentences of the form VEI, . . . , xn$(iß), where iß = iß(x\,..., z n + i )
is a formula of L\ having no variables in common with 4> and <&(iß) is the result
of replacing each subformula of $ of the form "x G X" with iß(xi,..., xn, x).
Thus, for example, PA consists of a finite set of basic axioms, To say, together
with the theory Scheme (J) where I(X) is

(o e XA\fx(x eX-^x

+

ieX))-+VxxeX.

Now note that the sentence \/XI(X) is categorical over T 0 for the standard
model N = (w; 0,1, +, -, <). That is, for any Li-structure M, M t= T0 + VXI(X)
if and only if M = N . (The set quantifier here is understood to range over all
subsets of the domain.) It now seems natural to ask the question: Does PA
occupy any special position amongst Li-theories of the form Scheme($), where
VX$(X) is categorical for N over some finite Zq-theory TI In this generality I
do not know an answer. However, if $(X) is of the following restricted form:
Qixi e X • • • Qkxk e X(j)(xi,

...,xk)

(where (ß is an Li-formula, the Q^s are 3 or V, and 3x G X • • •, Vz G X • • • are
abbreviations for 3x(x G X A • • • ), Vx(x G X —> • • • ) respectively) then we can
say something:
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose $(X) is restricted andVX$(X)
is categorical for
N (over some finite Li-theoryT).
Then there is a finite set, T\, of Li-sentences
with N 1= Ti such that Ti + Scheme($) h PA.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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REMARKS. (1) Let WO(X) be the restricted formula:
Vzi G X 3x2 G X Vz3 G X x2 < x3.
Then, provided To contains the usual successor axioms, VXI(X) is equivalent
to VXW0(X) (over T0) and Scheme(J) is equivalent to Scheme(WO) (over T 0 ).
Thus PA may be regarded as a scheme associated with a categorical restricted
formula and Theorem 1.1 is saying that, modulo finite true (in N) Li-theories,
it is the weakest such scheme.
(2) However, such schemes may be strictly stronger than PA. For example if
we replace "<" in the formula W0(X) by some formula naturally defining an
ordering of LJ of order type €Q (say), then it can be shown that for no finite T'
(with N t= T') do we have T'+PA proving all instances of the associated scheme.
(3) The "base-theory" T± required in Theorem 1.1 can be easily and explicitly
determined from the formula $ . Unfortunately, however, the theorem is perhaps
devalued somewhat by the fact that it may be the case that PA^K T\ (although it
is known that for no finite consistent Li-theory, V, do we have T' hPA—so the
theorem does say something!). Indeed, we shall also prove the following result.
THEOREM 1.2.
There is a restricted formula $(X) such thatVX$(X)
is
categorical for N (over some finite PA-provable Li-theory T), but such that for
no n G (J do we have J E n + Scheme($) hPA, where J E n denotes PA with the
induction scheme for E n formulas only.
Concerning our original question J. B. Paris has shown that Theorem 1.1 does
not hold for categorical U\ sentences in general. Indeed, consider the formula,
Sb(X), expressing the following:
"X codes a pair of sets (Y, Z) such that either Y = 0 or Y
has a least element or Z does not code a set of sentences of
L\ (with parameters) containing all true atomic and negated
atomic sentences, no false ones, and satisfying the usual Tarski
truth conditions."
Then it is easy to see that VX*(X) is categorical for N (over some finite
la-theory). However, by Tarski's result on undefinability of truth we have that
for any sufficiently strong, finite, true (in N) Li-theory T, T -f- Scheme^) is
logically equivalent to T!
2. Approximating structures. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 uses a technique
of approximating an infinite structure by a chain of finite ones, which is similar
to Kripke 's notion of fulfillment although our definitions here are taken from
Shelah [5].
Let L be any finite relational language and I = {I, <) a totally ordered set.
An I-structure is a sequence A = (Ai : i G / ) of L-structures such that if i,j G /
and i < j then Ai C Aj. We write Ai for the domain of Ai and A for the domain
of A = U A. Let L(A) be the language L together with a constant symbol a for
def.
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each a E A. If (ß is a sentence of L(A) in prenex normal form (p.n.f.), we define
the notion A Ih (ß by induction on 0 as follows:
Ah (ß

iff ^ t= <ß for 0 quantifier free,

/ l h Vz0(z)

iff for all a e A, / i h 0(a),

^ Ih 3o;0(a;)

iff whenever i G / is such that all the constant symbols, a, occurring in (ß satisfy a G Ai, then for each
j > i there is some 6 G Aj such that A Ih (ß(b).
The following lemma is easily established by induction on the p.n.f. formula
LEMMA 2 . 1 .

(i) Suppose I has no greatest element and A Ih (ß. Then

Alr(ß.
(ii) Suppose V Q J . Let A1 = (Ai : i G I1) and A' be the domain
Then ifcßE L(A') and / l h <ß, then $ Ih <ß. D

of\JAf.

It is convenient here to consider the class of formulas of L(A) which are in
p.n.f. and in which all negations are applied to atomic formulas. We denote this
class by U. Note that every formula of L(A) is logically equivalent to one in U.
If -i0 G U we denote by 0* the natural formula in U which is logically equivalent
to <ß (so that 0** = (ß), and we say a subset S of U is closed if S is closed under
taking subformulas and if (ß G S implies <ß* G S. Notice that any finite S Q U is
contained in some finite closed S QU.
If (ß(x) G U and A is an J-structure, we say that A determines (ß(x) if whenever
a Q A, then either A Ih 0(a) or A Ih 0(a)*. If S Q U we say that A determines
S iî A determines each formula in S.
LEMMA 2 . 2 .
Suppose I = (w,<) and A is an I-structure with each Ai
finite. Let S QU be closed. Then there is an infinite increasing subsequence,
(ij : j G (JJ), ofu such that the I-structure (Aij : j Eu) determines S.
PROOF (by induction on the size of S). li S contains only quantifier-free
formulas the result is clear. Otherwise let 0 G S be of maximal length. Then
S" = S \ {0,0*} is clearly closed so by the inductive hypothesis we may as well
suppose that A determines Sf.
We define the sequence 0 = io < i\ < • •• by induction such that for all
fc G u) and ft Q Aik_x, either #*> Ih 0(b) or / W Ih 0(b)*, where # * ) =
(Ai0,..., Aik, Ai+ik, A2+iki • • • )• The required result then follows from 2.1(ii).
So suppose io,...,i/c have been constructed and without loss of generality
suppose 0(ö?) is 3y<ßl(y, x) where 0' G Sf. For each ft Ç Aik \Aik_1 (where we define Ai_1 = 0 ) pick, if possible, v(b) E A (where, as above, A = domain((J A ) —
d o m a i n ( ( J ^ ^ ) ) such that A^ Ih 0/(*>(b),b). Let ifc+i be the least i > ik such
that for all 6 C Aik \ Aik_t, if vifi) is defined then v(b) E Ai.
Now suppose ft Ç Aik. We must show that either /( /b + 1 ) Ih 0(b) or /( f c + 1 ) Ih
0(b)*. If ft Ç Aik_1 this follows by the inductive hypothesis (for the construction). If 6 Ç Aik \ Aik_1 and i/(ft) is defined, we show A^k+1^ Ih 0(b). Since
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0(b) contains a constant symbol, c say, such that c £ Aik_1 (or, rather, since
we may suppose this to be the case by the inductive hypothesis) it is sufficient
to show that for some d E Aik+1, A^k+1^ Ih 0'(d, b). But this is clear (with
d = v(b)) with fc in place of fc + 1, and so the required conclusion follows from
2.1(ii). Now if 6 Ç Aik \ Aik_1 and u(b) is not defined, then for every a E A,
not / M Ih 0'(a,b). But 0' G S' and / W determines S" (by 2.1(ii), since /
determines S") so for every a E A, A^ Ih 0'(a, b)*, and hence, by definition,
/ W Ih V2/(0'(î/,b)*), i.e., /**) Ih 0(b)*. But then /( f c + 1 ) Ih 0(b)* by 2.1(ii) and
we are done. D
3. The proof of Theorem 1.1. Let $(X) = QiZi G X
Qkxk E
X(ß(x\,..., Xk) be a restricted formula, where <ß(x\,..., xk) E Li, and suppose
that the L2-sentence VX$(X) is categorical for N over some finite Li-theory T.
(N t= T is implied by this.) Let L be the language containing just one fc-ary
relation symbol R, and let a be the L-sentence Qix± • • • QkxkR(x\,...,
xk).
LEMMA 3 . 1 . For all n Gw there is an (n + 1 , <)-structure A = (A%: i < n)
(for L) such that for each i <n:
(i) Ai is finite.
(ii) Ai Q w and Ai N R[ni,. ..,nk] iffN 1= 0[r&i,.. .,nk] for all ni,...,nk
E
Ai.
(iii) / i h er*.
PROOF. Let M = (M;... ) be a countable nonstandard elementary extension
of N . Since M £ N there is some S Q M such that M II—&[S], and we must
have S ^ 0 since $ ( 0 ) can be written as a sentence of Li which is true in N . (A
similar argument, in fact, shows that S must be infinite.) Since S is countable
we may choose (really) finite sets BQ Ç Bi Ç •- such that S = \J{Bi: i E u}.
Let V = { ( a i , . . . , ak) E Mk : M N 0 [ a i , . . . , ak]} and let Li be the L-structure
(Bi\V H Bk). By Lemma 2.2 (and preceding remarks) we may suppose the
(Cü, <)-structure C = {L%\ i E u) determines a. If £ Ih a, then |J t V G by 2.1(i),
which, since |J £ — (S; VC\Sk), clearly implies M 1= $[S]—a contradiction. Thus
C Ih er* and hence, by 2.1(ii), for any nEw, (d: i <n) Ih a*. Now consider the
following formula, G(x) say, of Li:
"3y, y is a (code for a) (x + 1, <)-structure such that y Ih a*
and \/ai,...,ak
E\Jy, y Ih i2[ai,... ,0*] <-> 0 ( o i , . . . ,o fc )."
We have shown that for all n E UJ, M 1= G[n]. Since N ^
To prove Theorem 1.1 we first define the base theory
where G(x) is the formula from the above proof (JEi
axiomatizable). We have just shown that N 1= VxG(x),
remains to show that Ti + Scheme($) hPA.
So suppose ( M ; . . . ) = M N Ti + Scheme($) and

M the lemma follows. D
Ti to be JEi + VxG(x),
is known to be finitely
and hence N h Ti, so it

M 1= 0(0) A Vz(0(z) -» <ß(x + 1)) A 3x-«ß(x),
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where (ß(x) is some formula of L\ possibly involving parameters from M. Let
J = {6 G M\M 1= Va: < b(ß(x)}. The J is a definable initial segment of M with
no greatest element and we may choose a E M such that a > ft for all ft G J.
Since M h G[a], there is a coded sequence A = (Ai: Vi < a) E M of L-structures
such that
M h "Vi <j<a,
Vai,...,ak

AiQ Aj and / l h a* and
E d o m a i n ^ ) , Ai h R[ai,...

,ak] <-• 0 ( a i , . . . ,ak)."

, ,
(*)

Since M satisfies a sufficiently strong fragment of PA (namely / E i ) the sequence A may be regarded as an J a -structure in the real world such that A Ih er*
(where Ia = ({ft G M : M h 6 < a } , < M ) ) . It follows from 2.1(h) that
( ^ : i E J) Ih a* and hence, by 2.1(i), that \J{Ai : i E J) t= a*. Now
the domain, A say, of this union is defined in M by the formula 3y(Vz <
y<ß(z) A x E dom&m(Ay)) = x{x) say> a n d , by (*), the interpretation of R is
exactly Ak fi { ( a i , . . . , a k ) E Mk : M 1= 0[ai,...,a k ]}. It follows that M satisfies the sentence QiXi • • • Qkxk<ß(x\,. • • > £fc) with the QiX^s relativized to the
formula x> which violates an instance of Scheme(^) and establishes Theorem
1.1.
4. The proof of Theorem 1.2. Although we have not mentioned indiscernibles so far, the reader may have noticed that they are implicitly at work
in the above. Indeed, Lemma 2.2 is just a version of Ramsey's theorem. It is
therefore not surprising that to prove Theorem 1.2 we shall construct ®(X) so
that any finite T\ which brings Scheme($) up to the strength of PA must itself
have roughly the strength of the Paris-Harrington independent statement. We
refer the reader to [2, 3, or 4] for the facts on Paris-Harrington theory that we
shall use, without proof, below.
We begin, then, by letting 9(x,y) be a Eo (i.e., bounded) formula of Li such
that
/ E i h Vx,y(ö(x,y) -+(y > 2xA[x,y] - (*)*)),
(1)
and
/ E i h Vre, *((* > 2x A [x, z) -> (*)£) -+ 3y9(x, y)),

(2)

where [x,y] —» (*)£ is the usual Paris-Harrington combinatorial relation. (Such
a formula 6 is easily constructed by "padding" this relation.) We now define
$(X) to be the restricted formula:

VvEX3zEX\/xE

X(\/y(8(x,y) ^z<

y)).

Then N 1= VX$(X), since if S Q u> then either S = 0'm which case N \= *[S]
holds vacuously, or else we may choose z to be the least element of S and observe
that N h / E i h Vx,y(0(x,y) -* y > x) (by (1)).
To see that VX$(X) is categorical for N over, say, / E i , suppose ( M ; . . . ) =
M \= / E i + VX$(X) and that M is nonstandard. Let S = M \ u. Then S ^0
so for some a E S, M h Vx G S Vy(0(x,y) —> a < y)- ••(*)• However, for
each n G u; we have (by (1), (2)) that N 1= 3y0(n,y) and so (since 6 is Eo),
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M \= 3y(9(n,y) A y < a). Since M N= / E i (in fact M N /Eo is sufficient here) we
have for some nonstandard ft G M , M 1= 3y(0(b,y) Ay < a) which contradicts
(*). Thus M = N as required.
We shall now complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by showing that for n o n G w
do we have / E n + Scheme($) hPA. So suppose this false for some n E w, n > 1.
Let fc = 2n + 4. Since PAh \/x3y[x, y] —• (*)*, there is some mEw such that
/ E n + Scheme m ($) h Mx 3y [x,y] -

(*)*,

(3)

where Scheme m ($) denotes the set of all sentences of the form \/£$(iß) where iß
is a E m formula.
Let M — ( M ; . . . ) be a countable nonstandard elementary extension of N and
pick a E M \ w. Let F(z) = fiy : [x,y] —• (*)z~2 and define F by F(0,x) = x,
F(y + l,x) = F(F(y,x)). Define, for ra G w,Z0(z) = z, i n + i W = 2 ^ ^ . Then
these are all M-definable functions (which are total in M) and by a result of [6]
(Theorem 11, p. 338) there is an r E UJ such that if ß E M is chosen to satisfy
'r (ß) < a < h(ß + 1)J ^ n e n there is an initial segment substructure A = (A;... )
of M such that:
aEA and F(a, a) fi A.
(4)
A is closed under F and for all ft, c, d, e G A, A \= [ft, c] —• (*)f iff

Mh[ft,c]-+(*) d

(6)

If iß(x) is any E n + m +3 formula of Li(with parameters from A),
then A N (^(0) A Vx(iß(x) — </>(z + 1))) — </>(/?)•
We now consider two cases and derive a contradiction in each case which will
establish Theorem 1.2.
Case 1. A \= / E n . It is known that the least y E M satisfying M 1= [a, y] —> (*)k
is (much) larger than F(a,a). Hence, by (4), (5), A N ~^3y[a, y] —• (*)k. Thus,
we contradict (3) if we show A 1= Scheme m ($).
So suppose <ß(x) is a E m formula (with parameters from A) and A 1= 3x<ß(x).
We must show that
A \= 3z(<ß(z) A Vz(0(x) -> Vy(0(x,y) - z < y)).

(7)

Now if there is a least b E A such that A \= 0[6], then (7) is immediate
by (1). Otherwise we have A N V>(0) A Vx(iß(x) —> ^ ( ^ + 1))? where t/>(z) is
Vy < x-«ß(y), and hence, by (6), >l N iß[ß]. In this case we shall show that
A t= Vz(0(z) —• Vy-iO(x,y)), which certainly establishes (7). So suppose, for
contradiction, that d,e E A and A N 0(d) A 6(d,e). Since .4 N Vt/ < ß~«ß(y) we
have d > /? and, by (1), A 1= e > 2d A [d,e] -> (*)^. This implies (using (5))
that M 1= 2d < e < F (a, a) A [ß, e] —• (*)ß. However, the least y E M such that
«M Ë [ß> 2/] "*" (*)js i s (since /? is nonstandard) known to be much larger than
max{F(t,t) : t < lr(ß+l)}
(> F(a,a)).
Case 2. A ¥ / E n . This implies there is a E n +i formula (with parameters from
A) which defines in A a proper initial segment, J say, with no greatest element.
Choose e E A\J.
Then, by (6), ß < c. By (5) there is a minimal d G M such
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that d G A and M h [c,d] —• (*)c~ 2 . Now (working in M) there is, by ParisHarrington theory (using fc - 2 = 2n + 2), a coded sequence e = ( e i , . . . , ec) E
[c, d] c such that the substructure L say, of M with domain 5 = {a E M : a < ei
for some i E J} is an initial segment of M satisfying / E n . Now (5) certainly
implies e E A, so B is definable in A by a £ n + i formula (using the parameter
e and those needed to define J ) . Further, the relation [x,y] —• (*)£ is absolute
between L, A, and M and so, since dfiB,vte
have that L 1= -Gyfc,?/] —• (*)c~ 2 .
Thus (3) will be contradicted if we show L h Schemem(3>). So suppose <ß(x) is a
E m formula (with parameters from B) such that L 1= 3z0(:c). We must show
t h 3*(0(*) A Vz(0(z) - • Vy(0(s,y) -+ z < y))).

(8)

As above, this is clear if there is a minimal b E B such that L \= 0[&], so we
may suppose the £ m + i formula iß(x) = Vy < x^My) defines in £ an initial
def.

segment, K say, with no greatest element. Now recall that B is definable in A
by a E n +i formula, so K is definable in A by, certainly, a E n + m + 3 formula and
hence, by (6), ß E K. The proof of (8) is now similar to that of (7) in Case 1.
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The What, Where, and Why
of Almost Split Sequences
MAURICE AUSLANDER
Throughout this paper we assume that R is a noetherian, local Gorenstein
ring. We also assume that all fi-algebras A are finitely generated E-modules.
An Ä-module A is said to be complete if R is complete and is said to be CohenMacaulay if A is a (maximal) Cohen-Macaulay iï-module. Recall that if A is a
complete iü-algebra, then mod A, the category of finitely generated A-modules,
is a Krull-Schmidt category; i.e., an M in mod A is indecomposable if and only
if EndA(M), the endomorphism ring of M, is a local ring and thus the decomposition of an X in mod A into a sum (direct) of indécomposables is unique up
to isomorphism. When A is a Cohen-Macaulay i2-algebra, we denote by CM A
the full subcategory of mod A consisting of the X is mod A which are (maximal) Cohen-Macaulay modules when viewed as iü-modules. Further, if A is a
Cohen-Macaulay Ä-algebra we have the duality JD:CMA —• CMA o p given by
D(X) = B.oiriR(X,R) for all X in CM A. Moreover, this duality is exact in the
sense that if 0 —> A-^> B —• C —• 0 is exact in CM A, i.e., it is an exact sequence
of A-modules with A, B, C in CM A, then 0 - • D(C) - • D(B) - • D(A) - • 0
is exact in CMA o p . We say that A in CM A is CMA-injective if every exact
sequence 0—y A —> B —y C —• 0 in CM A splits. From the exact duality
D: CM A - • CM A°P it follows that A is CMA-injective if and only ifA = D(P)
for some projective A op -module.
We will be mainly interested in questions concerning almost split sequences in
CM A when A is a complete Cohen-Macaulay i2-algebra. Recall that an almost
split sequence in CM A is a nonsplit exact sequence 0—> A -+ B -^+ C —> 0 m
CM A having the following additional properties: (a) A and C are indecomposable; (b) if h:X —y C is a nonisomorphism in CM A with X indecomposable,
then h can be lifted to B\ i.e., there is a t:X —y B such that gt = h\ (c) each
nonisomorphism j:A —• Y in CM A with Y indecomposable can be extended
to B; i.e., there is an s: B —• Y such that sf = j . It should be observed that
(a) and (b) is equivalent to (a) and (c) and that two almost split sequences
Written with partial support from National Science Foundation Grant MCS 83-03348.
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0 -> A - • B - • C -> 0 and 0 -+ A' -+ P ' -+ C" -> 0 in CMA are isomorphic if
and only if 4 » 4 ' if and only if G ¥ C".
Before stating our main existence theorem for almost split sequences in CMA,
it is convenient to make the following definition. We say that a A-module X has a
certain property outside the maximal ideal if the A p -module Xp has the property
for all nonmaximal ideals p of R.
THEOREM 1 (AUSLANDER-REITEN [8]). Suppose A is a complete CohenMacaulay R-algebra.
(a) An indecomposable nonprojective C in CMA has the property that it is
projective outside the maximal ideal if and only if there is an almost split sequence

0 - + j i - > f i - * C - > 0 i n CMA.
(b) An indecomposable A in CMA which is not CMA-injective is CMAinjective outside the maximal ideal if and only if there is an almost split sequence
0 - > , 4 - > B - > C - > 0 m CMA.
Let P m (CMA) and J m (CMA) denote the full subcategories of CMA consisting of the X which are projective (CMA-injective) outside the maximal ideal
and have no projective (CMA-injective) indecomposable summands. Combining
Theorem 1 with the fact that either end of an almost split sequence determines
the sequence (up to isomorphism), we see that we obtain the following bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in P m (CMA)
and J m (CMA). We send [C], the isomorphism class of an indecomposable C in
P m (CMA), to the uniquely determined [A] with A indecomposable in J m (CMA)
such that there is an almost split sequence 0 -^ A —y B —y C —> 0. We now
give a description of this bijection without reference to almost split sequences
(Auslander [4]).
f
Let Pi —y Po —• C —y 0 be a minimal projective presentation of C in
P m (CMA). As usual, define TrC, the transpose of C, by the exact sequence
P0* C P* - • T r C - • 0 where X* = Hom A (X,A). Then define TrLC = ndTrC
where Qd is the dth syzygy in a miminal projective resolution of T r C and dimension R is d. Then TrLC is in P m (CMA o p ) and DTrLC is in J m (CMA).
Moreover, if 0 —y A —y B —y C —• 0 is an almost split sequence in CMA, then
A = D Tr L C and C = Tr L DA.
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following characterization of
when a complete Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra A is an isolated singularity; i.e.,
gl dim Ap = dimRp for all nonmaximal ideals p of R.
THEOREM 2 (AUSLANDER [5, 4 ] ) . The following are equivalent for a complete, Cohen-Macaulay R-algebra A.
(a) A is an isolated singularity.
(b)Pm(A) = CMA = / m (A).
(c) For each indecomposable, nonprojective G in CMA there is an almost split
sequence 0—+A-*B-^C^yOin
CM A.
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Recall that a complete, Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra is said to be of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type if CM A has only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable modules. Now it is not difficult to see that if A is a complete
Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, then every nonprojective G in CMA has an almost split sequence 0—y A—> B —>C —• 0 in CMA.
Therefore we have the following result as an immediate consequence of Theorem
2.
PROPOSITION 3 (AUSLANDER [3, 5 ] ) . A complete, Cohen-Macaulay Ralgebra is an isolated singularity if it is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type.
An interesting question is to classify the complete Cohen-Macaulay rings of
the form A = fc[[Xi,..., Xd\]/a which are of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, where
o is an ideal in the formal power series ring fc[[Xi,..., Xd]] over an algebraically
closed field A:. This has been accomplished by Knörrer [24] and Buchweitz,
Greuel, and Schreyer [17], when a is a principal ideal and characteristic k ^ 2.
When chfc = 0, one obtains precisely the Ar'nold simple singularities. When
fc = C, the complex numbers, and dimension A = 2, then Herzog [23] has
shown that the quotient singularities with respect to finite subgroups of GL(2, C)
are of finite Cohen-Macaulay type while Artin-Verdier (unpublished), Auslander
[6], and Esnault [19] have shown the converse. Auslander-Reiten [12] have
found the only known nonhypersurface singularities of finite Cohen-Macaulay
type in dimensions greater than 2, both of which have dimension 3. They are
the fixed ring C[[Xi, X2, Xs]]z/2Z where the generator a of Z/2Z operates by
a(Xi) = —Xi for all i, which is the only quotient singularity of dimension greater
than 2 of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, and the scroll

C[[XQ,X1,X2,Yo,Y1]]/(X0X2-XlX0X1-X1YQ,X1Y1-X2YQ).
In this connection, it should be noted that Artin [1] has classified an interesting class of noncommutative complete Cohen-Macaulay P-algebras A of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type. Namely, when R = k[[Xi,X2]], Chfc = 0 and A is a
maximal order in a division ring of finite dimension over the field of quotients of
R.
Now when d i m P = 0, then a complete, Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra A is nothing more than an P-algebra A and mod A = CMA = P m (CMA) = J m (CMA).
For example, when R is a field, one is dealing with the theory of finite-dimensional
modules over a finite-dimensional algebra. So under these circumstances Theorem 1 says that every indecomposable nonprojective A-module G has an almost
split sequence 0 —• A -+ P —y G —• 0 in mod A. While this now appears as a
special case of Theorem 1, it was in the zero-dimensional case that almost split
sequences were first introduced by Auslander-Reiten [13] and where they have
been most extensively used, to very good effect. For instance, the first examples
of tiltings [7] and coverings [26] depended in an essential way on almost split
sequences. Since then tiltings and coverings as developed by Brenner-Butler
[16], Happel-Ringel [22], and Bongartz-Gabriel [15] respectively have become
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major tools in studying the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
The rest of this paper is devoted to showing how some ideas and results first
developed in the zero-dimensional case have appeared in higher dimensions.
From now on we assume that A is a complete Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra
which is a commutative local ring. Since every commutative complete CohenMacaulay local ring S is a complete Cohen-Macaulay P-algebra for some P , we
are really just talking about commutative complete Cohen-Macaulay rings S. To
emphasize this point, we will denote A by S and often drop the P . In addition we
assume that S is an isolated singularity which simply means that Sp is regular for
all nonmaximal prime ideals of S. Therefore C M S = P m (CMS) = 7,n(CMS)
so that there is an almost split sequence 0—y A-^y B —y C —> 0 in CM S for each
indecomposable G ^ S and for each A ^ H o m ^ S , P ) .
Let G be an indecomposable module in CMS. Then a morphism / : P —> C
in CM S is said to be a minimal right almost split morphism if it satisfies the
following: (a) / is not a splittable surjection; (b) if t:X —y G in C M S is not
a splittable surjection, then it can be lifted to P ; (c) if h:B —y B is such that
fh = f, then h is an automorphism. It is easily seen that if / : B —• C and
/ ' : B1 —y G are two minimal right almost split morphisms in CM S, then there is
an isomorphism h:B—yB/ such that / = f(h, so the minimal right almost split
morphisms to G are uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by G. If G ^ S
and 0—y A -^y B —y G —• 0 is an almost split sequence in CM S, then f:B —> C
is easily seen to be a minimal right almost split morphism. If C = S, then it
can be shown that there is also a minimal right almost split morphism E —> S
in CM S. So for each indecomposable C in CM S there is a uniquely determined
(up to isomorphism) minimal right almost split morphism f:B —• C. Also we
have the dual notion of a minimal left almost split morphism g: A —> B in CM S
with A indecomposable and the dual result that given any indecomposable A in
CMS, there is a uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) minimal left almost
split morphism A -^> B which is the left-hand side of the almost split sequence
0 - > A - ^ P - ^ C - > 0 i n C M S when A £ Hom f i (S,P).
A notion intimately connected to that of minimal right (left) almost split morphisms is that of an irreducible morphism first introduced in the case of Artin
algebras by Auslander-Reiten [14]. A morphism f:X -+ Y between indecomposable modules in CM S is said to be irreducible in CM S if (a) / is not an
isomorphism and (b) if / = hg in CMS, then g is a splittable injection or h is
a splittable surjection. Let X and Y be indecomposable and suppose g:X —• B
and h:Bf—yY are minimal left and right almost split morphisms respectively.
Then for f:X —y Y in C M S , the following are equivalent: (a) / is irreducible;
(b) there exists splittable injection s:X—>Bf such that hs — / ; (c) there exists
a splittable surjection t: B —y Y such that tg = f. Thus for each indecomposable
module X in CM S, there exist only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable Y in C M S which have either an irreducible morphism Y —• X or an
irreducible morphism X —• Y.
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As our first example of how irreducible morphisms have been used in arbitrary
dimensions we state the following criterion for determining when S is of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type which is essentially the same as a criterion used extensively
in the zero-dimensional case [4]. This criterion was used to show that the scroll

k[[Xo,X1,X2,Yo,Y1]]/(XQX2-XlX0X1-X1Y0,X1Y1-X2Yo),

cited earlier,

is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type.
PROPOSITION 4 (AUSLANDER-REITEN [12]). Suppose C is a subcategory
of CM S closed under isomorphisms consisting of a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable modules including S. Further, assume that an indecomposable X in CM S is in C if there exists an irreducible G —• X or an irreducible
X —y G with G in G. Then S is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type and C consists
of all the indecomposable modules in C M S .
Assume now that S is a fc-algebra where fc is an algebraically closed field
and S/m = fc where m is the maximal ideal of S. Then if U —• Y and X —•
V are minimal right and left almost split morphisms in C M S with Y and X
indecomposable, then the multiplicity that Y appears as a summand of V is the
same as the multiplicity X appears as a summand of U. This common number is
called the number of independent irreducible maps from X to Y. We are now in
position to define the AR-quiver of S. This is a directed graph whose vertices are
the isomorphism classes [Z] of indecomposable modules Z in CM S and where
the number of arrows from [X] to [Y] is the number of independent irreducible
morphisms from X to Y. When S is a Gorenstein ring, the AR-quiver of S minus
the vertex [S] and the arrows to it and out of it, is called the stable AR-quiver of
S. We then have the following striking result which is the consequence of work of
Gonzalez-Springberg and Verdier [21], Artin-Verdier [2], Esnault-Knörrer [20],
Auslander-Reiten [9].
THEOREM 5. Suppose S is a rational double point over an algebraically closed
field of any characteristic. Then the desingularization graph of S is naturally
isomorphic to the underlying graph of the stable AR-quiver of S.
In connection with this theorem it is of interest to point out a different but
related interpretation of the AR-quiver of two-dimensional quotient singularities
in terms of finite group representations. This requires the notion of the McKayquiver of a representation of a finite group.
Let fc be an algebraically closed field and G a finite group whose order is
not divisible by Chfc. Let V\,..., V9 be a complete list of nonisomorphic simple
fcG-modules. Let V be an arbitrary (finite-dimensional) fc[G]-module. Then the
McKay-quiver of V is defined as follows. The Vi are the vertices and one draws
n arrows from Vi to Vj if Vi occurs in V ®k Vj with multiplicity n.
Suppose now that V is a faithful two-dimensional fcG-module. Associated
with this is a linear action of G as a group of fc-automorphisms of fc[[Xi,X2]]
whose fixed ring we denote by S. Then S is a local complete integrally closed
two-dimensional domain and therefore an isolated Cohen-Macaulay singularity.
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In addition, assume that the fcG-module V has the property that the height one
primes of S are unramified in fc[[Xi,.X2]] (if fc = C, the complex numbers, this
means that G has no pseudo-reflections). Then, as noted before, S is of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type and we have
PROPOSITION 6 (AUSLANDER [6]), Under the above hypothesis there is a
natural isomorphism between the McKay-quiver ofV and the AR-quiver of S.
Since McKay [25] had already observed that for G a finite subgroup of
SL(2,C), the McKay-quiver of V, the fcG-module given by the inclusion G C
SL(2, C), is isomorphic to the disingularization graph of the associated fixed
ring, Proposition 6 gave the first connection between almost split sequences and
singularity theory.
As our final remark concerning two-dimensional rings, we point out some
special features of the structure of almost split sequences for arbitrary S of
dimension 2 which played a significant role in the proofs of the above results.
Suppose dim S = 2 and let u) = Hom^ (S,P), the dualizing module of S.
Then there is a unique (up to isomorphism) exact sequence 0 —• u -^> E —y
S —y S/m —• 0 with E in C M S called the fundamental sequence of S. It is not
difficult to see that / : E —y S is the minimal right almost split morphism to S.
6 ( A U S L ä N D E R [6] AND A U S L A N D E R - R E I T E N [10]). Suppose dim S = 2 and 0 —y UJ -^ E —y S —y .S/m —> 0 is the fundamental sequence and let M ^ S be an indecomposable module in C M S and let
M* = Honig (M, S). Then the induced exact sequence 0 —y Horns (M*, CJ) —•
Homg (M*,E) —y Horns (M*, S) — M has the following properties.
(a) 0 —• Horns(M*,u)) —• Horns(M*,E) —y M —y 0 is exact and is either
split or almost split.
(b) / / ch S/m does not divide rank M, then
PROPOSITION

0 -+ Homs(M*,a;) -+ Homs(M*,E) -> M - • 0
is almost split.
(c) If S/m is algebraically closed, then
0 - • H o m s ( M * » -+ Homs(M*,£) -+ M -> 0
is almost split if and only if ch S/m does not divide rank M.
We next turn our attention to computing Go(S), the Grothendieck group of
S, which is the free abelian group with basis the isomorphism classes [X] of X
in modS modulo the subgroup generated by [A] — \B]-\~C whenever there is an
exact sequence 0—y A—• P -» G —• 0 in mod S. Because S is a Cohen-Macaulay
ring, it is easily seen that GQ(S) is also the free abelian group with basis [X] with
X in CM S modulo the subgroup generated by [A] — [B] + [C] whenever there
is an exact sequence inO—y A —y B —y G —• 0 in CMS. While the split and
almost split sequences in CM S give some of the relations for Go (S) in general,
it is when S is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type that we get a really definitive
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connection between Grothendieck groups and almost split sequences which is a
generalization of Butler's result [18] in dimensions at most 1.
PROPOSITION 6 (AUSLANDER-REITEN [11]). Suppose S is of finite CohenMacaulay type. Then Go(S) is the free abelian group with basis the isomorphism
classes of X in C M S modulo the subgroup generated by [A] - [B] + [C] whenever
there is a split or almost split sequence
Q-+A-+B—>C—yO.
As an easy consequence of this result we have
COROLLARY 7. Let S be of finite Cohen-Macaulay type. Then Go(S) is
completely determined by the AR-quiver of S minus the vertex [S] and all arrows
going into and coming out of it.
We end this discussion of almost split sequences with the following global
instance of almost split sequences.
PROPOSITION 8 (AUSLANDER-REITEN [10]). LetX be a connected, CohenMacaulay projective curve over an infinite field fc. Then an indecomposable
Cohen-Macaulay coherent sheaf M is locally free if and only if there is an almost split sequence 0 —» 7 —> Q —» # —• 0 in the category of Cohen-Macaulay
coherent sheaves.
An easy consequence of this result is the following which was first shown
independently by Schofield [27] using sheaf theoretic methods and AuslanderReiten [10] using graded modules.
THEOREM 9. Let X be a connected nonsingular projective curve over an
infinite field. Then the category of coherent sheaves over X has almost split
sequences.
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0 KOMMyTaHTe a6cojiK)THoft r p y n n w Tajiya
T. B. EEJIblK
B 3TOM ÄOKJiaAe paccMaTpHBaeTca OAHH noAxoA K rnnoTese o TOM, HTO
KOMMyTaHT G1 = Gal(Q/Qab) rpynnw Tajiya G = Gal(Q/Q) nona Bcex
ajireôpaHHecKHX HHceji HBJineTCH CBOöOAHOä npoKOHenHOH rpynnon. 9Ta
rHnoTe3a 6biJia BbiABHHyTa M. P. IUa(})apeBHHeM.
IlycTb H — KOHeHHaa npocTaa rpynna.
Ha30BeM rpynny F HCBOÖOAHOft, ecjin AJiH Jiioöoft TOHHOH nocjieAOBâTejibHOCTH KOHeHHbix rpynn
1 —y Hn c->> A ->• B —y 1 jiioôott anHMop(J)H3M F -» B MO^ceT 6biTb IIOAHHT AO
3nHMop4)H3Ma F -» A. MHWMH cjiOBaMH, AOJi^CHa cyniiecTBOBaTb nymcmpHaa
CTpejiKa:

Hn^ A~

»

^B

ECJIH AOKa3aTb, HTO KOMMyTaHT G' H-cBo6oReu AJIH Bcex KOHeHHbix
npocTbix rpynn H, KJiaccH^HKau.HH KOTopwx HeAaBHo nojiyneHa, 6yAeT
AOKa3aHa H 3Ta rnnoTe3a.
MßacaBa B [II] AOKa3aji, HTO rpynna Gf
üf-CBOÖOAHa AJiH Bcex npocTbix KOHeHHbix aÖejießbix rpynn H. JXJIH
HeaôejieBbix npocTbix KOHeHHbix rpynn H AOKa3aHa

TEOPEMA 1 (TOMCOH, MaTijaT). ECJIH 6auiHe HaKpbiTHit Tanya X/Pi/Y,
onpexejieHHbix HaR nojieM Qab> cooTBercTByer TOHHax nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb
rpynn Tanya H <—• Aut H -» Out H, TO KOMMyraHT G' siBnsieTcsL H-CBOÖORHOH
rpynnoft.
,HoKa3aTejibCTBO CM. B [Ml].
IlycTb F — CBOöoAHaa npoKOHenHaa rpynna c AByMa o6pa3yioiii;HMH x, y.
OnpeAejiHM npoKOHenHyio rpynny KOC B cjieAyioiAHM o6pa30M:
B = {<T G Ant F | x° ~ xa, yG ~ ya,

(xy)a ~ {xy)a, a G Z*},

rAe 3HaK ~ o6o3HanaeT conpjDKeHHocTb ajieMeHTOB B rpynne, a Z* —
MyjibTHnjiHKaTHBHyio rpynny oôpaTHMbix ajieMeHTOB npoKOHenHoro nonoJiHeHHH KOJibu;a Aejibix HHceji; a TaioKe ee noArpynnw Am A\m.
A = {aeB\

xG = xa, ya = yau,

u G F1},

A1 = {aeA\

a = 1}.
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HeTpyAHO AOKa3aTb, HTO n,eHTpajiH3aTopbi o6pa3yioni;Hx x,y B rpynne F
HBJiHiOTCfl UHKJIHHCCKHMH rpynnaMH, H30Mop(})HbiMH rpynne Z H, cjieAOBaTejibHO, A n l n t F = 1, 9TO 03HanaeT, HTO rpynna B H30Mop(j)Ha noJiynpaMOMy
npoH3BeAeHHK) F X A. KpoMe Toro, AjA\ = Z*.
IlycTb U = P i \ { 0 , l , o o } — npoeKTHBHaH npaMaa 6e3 Tpex TOHCK, a
K — MaKCHMajibHoe Hepa3BeTBjieHHoe BHe STHX TOHCK pacuiHpeHwe nojm
Q(t).
TorAa rpynna Tajiya Gal(üf/Q(£)), coBnaAaiomaa c npoKOHenHbiM
nonojiHeHHeM (J)yHAaMeHTajibHOH rpynnbi 7Ti?7(C), H30Mop4ma CBO6OAHOH
rpynne F.
0Ka3biBaeTcn, HTO rpynna Tajiya Gal(K/Q(t))
H30Mop(J)Ha
nojiynpHMOMy npoH3BeAeHHK) F XI ir(G), KOTopoe onpeAejiaeTca HeKOTopbiM
roMOMop(J)H3MOM 7T : G —y A, npHHeM Öanme nojiett Q(t) C Q(t) C K
cooTBeTCTByeT TOHHan nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb rpynn Tajiya F <—* F x TT(G) -»
G. S T O jierKO cjieAyeT H3 Toro oÖCTOATCJibCTBa, HTO o6pa3yK>m,He
x,y,xy
nopoacAaiOT u,HKJiHHecKHe noArpynnbi pa3jio:>KeHHa HaA pau,HOHajibHbiMH
TOHKaMH 0,1,00, a npn AGHCTBHH 3JieMeHTaMH a G Gal(Q(£)/Q(£)), STH
noArpynnbi HHBapnaHTHbi e TOHHocTbio AO conpa^ceHHH.
KpoMe Toro,
H3 paccMOTpeHHÄ MaKCHMajibHoro aöejießa noApacninpeHHH nojiH K jierKO
nojiynaeTCH paBeHCTBO 7r(G') = 7r(G) fi A\.
J\JIR 3nHMop(J)H3Ma (p : F -» H B KOHeHHyio rpynny cnpaBeAJiHBa
TEOPEMA 2. ECJIM RRPO 9HHM0p^H3Ma (p HHBapnaHTHO OTHOCHTenbHO
ff,eitcTBHH rpynnbi Ai H Ha (fraKToprpynne H STO Re&CTBHe HH^yi^npyeT TOJibKo BHyrpeHHHe aBTOMop(pH3Mbi, TO HaKpbiTMe Tanya X / P i , KOTopoe COOTBCTCTByeT siRpy BTOTO snHuop^H3MaJ M07KHO onpeRenuTb Haß, noneM Qa&.
/]pKa3aTejibCTBO HBJIHCTCH JierKHM CJICACTBHCM TeopHH Tajiya, CM. [ B l ] .
IlycTb H — KOHeHHaa rpynna 6e3 u,eHTpa e AßyMfl o6pa3yK)m;HMH a H 6.
PaccMOTpHM MHomecTBO M, eocToamee H3 nap o6pa3yioin,Hx:
M = M{H, a, b) = {af, bf G H \ (a', b') = H, a1 ~ a, b' ~ 6, a'b' ~ ab},
uà KOTopoM conpHHceHHHMH AencTByeT rpynna H. ECJIH # M = #H, TO
eCTb MHOHCeCTBO M COCTOHT H3 OAHOH OpÔHTbl, 3nHMOp(})H3M (p \ F - » H,
onpeAejieHHbiH paBeHCTBaMH <p(x) = a, cp(y) = b, yAOBJieTBopaeT ycjioBHHM
TeopeMbi 2. Rjia npoBepKH 3Toro ycnoBHfl # M = #H cynjecTByeT npocTOH
KpwTepHH: AOCTaTOHHO, HTOÖbi oAHa H3 o6pa3yK)mHx MaTpHHHoft rpynnbi H
OTjiHHajiacb OT CKajiHpHOH MaTpnu,bi Ha MaTpHTcy eAHHHHHoro paHra. 9 T O T
KpHTepHH no3BOJiHJi aBTopy AOKa3aTb cyni,ecTBOBaHHe pacniHpeHHH
L/Qai(t)
e KJiaccHHecKHMH rpynnaMH Tajiya, CM. [ B l , B 2 ] . KpoMe Toro, e noMom,bK) TeopHH npeACTaß^eHHH KOHeHHbix rpynn MOHCHO BbiHHCJiHTb HHCJIO
#M(H,a,b),
Hcnojib3yn Ta6jiHu,bi xapaKTepoß rpynnbi H H ee noArpynn.
3 T O no3BOJiHJio ToMCOHy, MaTu,aTy H ApyrHM aBTopaM AOKa3aTb cymecTBOBaHHe TaKHx pacmnpeHHH HaA nojieM Qab{t), a B HeKOTopwx cjiynanx Aa^ce
HaA nojieM Q ( i ) , jxnsi Bcex cnopaAHnecKHx rpynn, KpoMe rpynnbi J4, a
TaKEce AJIä rpynn JlneBCKoro THna Gì, 2G2 H ^D^, CM. ÖHÖJiHorpa^HK) B
paöoTe [M2]. HeoÖxoAHMO OTMeTHTb, HTO Hanöojiee paHHen paÖOTOH, B
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KOTOpoß Hcnojïb30BajiHCb 9TH HAeH, 6wjia paÔOTa [SI], rAe, B nacTHocTH,
nocTpoeHbi pacniHpeHHH L/Q(t) co 3HaKonepeMeHHbiMH rpynnaMH Tajiya.
0Ka3biBaeTCH, HTO HeKOTopwe H3 STHX pacninpeHHH yAOBJieTBopaiOT
TaK5Ke H ycjiOBHHM TeopeMbi 1. IlosTOMy rpynna Gf H-CBo6ojma, ecjiH H —
OAHa H3 cjieAyion^HX rpynn:
(a) 3HaKonepeMeHHaÄ rpynna An (n ^ 6),
2
(6) rpynna JlneBCKoro THna A\,Bn,Gn,Dn,
Dnj G% HaA npocTMM nojieM,
(B) cnopaAHHecKaa rpynna, kpoMe J4.
Ho AJIä MHornx npocTbix rpynn H rpynna Oui H He COA^P^CHTCH B
rpynne aBTOMop<}>H3MOB npoeKTHBHOH npjiMOH P i - TlosTOMy cjieAyioiAHM
niaroM, BepoHTHO, AOJIECHO 6wTb o6o6m,eHHe STHX TeopeM Ha cjiynan
ôojibniefl pa3MepHOCTH. TeopeMa 1 jierKO o6o6ni;aeTca, ecjiH noTpeôoBaTb,
HToßbi rpynna Oui H AencTBOBana Ha npoeKTHBHOM npocTpaHCTBe P n
npoeKTHBHbiMH aBTOMop<j)H3MaMH. 06o6m;eHHe TeopeMbi 2 ocTaeTCH noKa
OTKpbITOH npoÔjieMOH.
rtpeACTaBjieHHe 7r: G —• A HHTepecHo H caMo no ceôe. B paöoTe [Bl]
AOKa3aHa

TEOPEMA 3. AnreOpannecKan KPHBSLSL y MoxceT 6biTb onpeneneHa Han,
noneM Q Torna H TonbKO Tor^a, KorRa cymecTByeT HenocTOHHHaa 4>yHKn;HX
(p G Q(y), TaKaa, HTO HaicpbiTHetp: y —y P i pa3BeTBneHO nan. Tpeusi TOHKaun.
ÛTCiOAa JierKO cjieAyeT, HTO npeACTaBjieHHe 7r HBJIHCTCH BJioEceHHeM.
OneHb HHTepecHOÄ npoöJieMOH HBJIHCTCH onncaHHe ero o6pa3a.
TlycTb
iß: y c-> Un — HeKOTopoe BJioaceHHe, onpeAejieHHoe HaA nojieM Q. TorAa
o6pa3 STajibHOH 4>yHAaMeHTajibHOH rpynnw 7Ti (y) B rpynne
Fn=7Ti(t/n)
HHBapnaHTeH c TOHHOCTBK) AO conpfliaceHHOCTH npn ACHCTBHH rpynnbi G.
He 6yAyT JIH Bee HHBapHaHTW ACHCTBHH rpynnw G Ha CBOöOAHOH rpynne F
HMeTb, B 3TOM CMbicjie, reoMeTpHHecKoe npoHCxoHCAeHHe?
üycTb Fi — MaKCHMajibHaa npo-Z-<})aKToprpynna rpynnw F, a Fijm — ee
MaKCHMajibHaa MeTaöejießa (fraKToprpynna. ITpeACTaBjieHHe ir HHAyunpyeT
cooTßeTCTByionj;He npeACTaBJieHHa B rpynnax aBTOMop<J)H3MOB STHX rpynn.
AejiHHb H Hxapa nojiynnjiH oneHb HHTepecHwe pe3yjibTaTw, OTHOCHinjueca K
3THM npeACTaBjieHH^M, CM. [12].
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Nilpotent Orbits, Primitive Ideals,
and Characteristic Classes (A Survey)
WALTER BORHO
1. Introduction.
1.1. Let G be a semisimple complex Lie group, say linear algebraic, and
connected. The present report deals with the following three (a priori) fairly
unrelated subjects: (i) The geometry of unipotent conjugacy classes of G, or
equivalently, of nilpotent orbits in the Lie algebra g of G; (ii) the classification
of primitive ideals in the universal enveloping algebra U(g), say with trivial central character for simplicity; and (iii) characteristic classes in H* (X) of certain
bundles on the "flag variety" X, that is, the "universal" complete homogeneous
space for G. My main point will be to report from recent joint work with J.-L.
Brylinski and R. MacPherson [BBM1-3] how (iii) can be used as a tool to get
insight into both (i) and (ii) simultaneously, and to understand their relation.
For some time, especially in the seventies and early eighties, these subjects
developed more or less independently, each being studied for its own sake, by
its own specific methods. Extensive work has been done by many authors, and
remarkable theories have been developed on the three subjects, making each of
them individually into a highly cultivated area of mathematical research. Since
they have been addressed several times at former International Congresses, I
feel free here to focus attention on some of the fascinating relations between
these subjects. For more background on the individual subjects, the reader
may consult, for instance, the Lecture Notes by Steinberg [St], Slodowy [SI], or
Spaltenstein [Sp] on (i), the books by Dixmier [Di] and Jantzen [Ja] on (ii), and
say [Hi, Fu] in combination with [BBM1-3] concerning (iii).
1.2. The first hint suggesting that there must be some deep relation between
(i) and (ii) became apparent from the fundamental work of T. A. Springer [S]
on (i), resp. A. Joseph [Jl,2] on (ii): Their results came down to closely relating
(i), resp. (ii), to the same kind of objects, namely, irreducible Weyl group representations. A careful comparison of Springer's and Joseph's correspondences,
ultimately extended by D. Barbasch and D. Vogan [BV1,2] to exhaustive explicit case-by-case calculations, confirmed some superficial parallels on one hand,
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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but also exhibited some intriguing discrepancies on the other hand, so that the
real relation remained a mystery for some years.
This situation was considered unsatisfactory by some people, including myself.
Strictly speaking, in my case, this challenge dates back already to my 1976 exposé
at the Séminaire Bourbaki [Bl], where I first suggested relating (i) to (ii) via
associated varieties, then reported Jantzen's conjectural partial anticipation of
Joseph's theory in case G = SL n (see [Bl, 2.9, resp. 5.9]), and finally learned
from Springer about his new theory; consequently, it was inevitable for me to
wonder how these pieces might fit together into a common framework. The
solution of this puzzle not only took me some time, but also required some new
advanced methods, as well as two good friends to teach me how to use them.
Much of my joint work with Brylinski or MacPherson was stimulated by the
challenge of this puzzle, and is finally involved in the solution reported here: We
use the intersection homology approach to (i), as developed in joint work with
MacPherson [BM1,2], and the P-module approach to (ii), as developed in joint
work with Brylinski [BB1,2], and we combine them using equivariant K-theory
(on T*X) as a unifying concept, in order to obtain a common framework for the
simultaneous study of (i) and (ii) in terms of (iii), as elaborated in joint work
with both [BBM1-3]. Let me also refer at this point to related work of V.
Ginsburg [Gi].
1.3. The purpose of this address is two-fold: first, to popularize the "puzzle"
mentioned above (§2), and second to state our solution (§§3 and 4). In §2,1 tried
to illustrate the problem in an intelligible way for the nonexpert, using G = SL n
as a standard example. Note that this is not only a courtesy to the reader not
familiar with semisimple Lie group theory, but it also avoids here almost totally
those "intriguing discrepancies" mentioned above; this will make our problem
(to explain the coincidences between Springer's and Joseph's correspondence)
particularly clear and persuasive. On the other hand, those "discrepancies" and
their explanations for the other simple Lie groups are precisely what fascinates
the real gourmet in Lie theory most of all. So in some sense, the experts may
consider it a loss of good taste that I have sacrificed such points radically for the
sake of popularity; I hope that they will forgive me.
In §§3 and 4, I tried to formulate an essential part of our results with as
little effort as possible. I spent some care in defining important concepts, but no
proofs are included here.
2. Review on Springer's and Joseph's Weyl group representations.
2.1. Basic notation. We fix a Borei subgroup B in G, and a maximal torus T
in B. We denote by t C b C 0 the Lie algebras of T C B C G, by W = NG(T)/T
the Weyl group, and by X — G/B the flag variety.
2.2. Standard example. To simplify the present review, I shall sometimes
restrict the discussion (in the present section only) to G = SL n as a standard
example. The reader not familiar with general semisimple Lie group theory may
anyway prefer to think in terms of this example throughout this paper. Then G
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is the group SL(n, C) of complex n-by-n matrices (n > 2) with determinant 1,
and T, resp. B, is the subgroup of its diagonal, resp. upper triangular, matrices.
The Lie algebra g = $l(n, C) consists then of all complex n-by-n matrices of
trace 0, with Lie bracket [x, y] = xy — yx the commutator of matrices, and t,
resp. b, consists of all traceless diagonal, resp. upper triangular, matrices. The
Weyl group W is the symmetric group, Sn in this case, acting on T and t by
permuting the n eigenvalues of a diagonal matrix. The flag variety X — G/B
may in this case be defined alternatively in the original sense: Its points F E X
may be thought of as real "flags" in C n ; that is, F is an ascending chain of
complex subspaces Fi C F% C • • • C Fn of C n such that Fi has dimension i.
2.3. Nilpotent orbits. Let M denote the "nilpotent cone" in g, that is, the
closed subvariety of all ad-nilpotent elements, which is a cone in g. (A cone in a
vector space is a subset closed under homotheties.) Under the adjoint action of
G on g, M decomposes into a finite number of orbits, called ^nilpotent orbits."
In case G = SL n , these orbits are just the conjugacy classes of nilpotent
complex n-by-n matrices. Recall that the set M/G of nilpotent orbits is here in
bijection to the set P(n) of partitions of n (theory of Jordan normal form), the
"parts" being just the sizes of Jordan blocks. For example, the nilpotent orbit
0 in $IQ generated by the nilpotent matrix

"01
01
0
X —

(all other entries zero)

01
0
0

corresponds to the partition A = (3,2,1), which is also denoted
A=

(notation of "Young diagrams").
2.4. Primitive ideals. By definition, a primitive ideal J in U(g) is the kernel of
some irreducible representation of g, or in other words: the annihilator of some
simple (left) [/(g)-module L, notation J = AnnL. The center of U(g) necessarily
acts by a character on L, which we assume here to be "trivial," or equivalently,
this means J C gU(g). Let XQ denote the set of all such primitive ideals. This set
is finite. More precisely, one defines a surjection W —y XQ as follows: The module
L above can always be chosen in a particularly nice way, as a so-called simple
highest weight module (theorem of Duflo), and the highest weights in question
here come from a single regular W orbit in t* (Harish-Chandra isomorphism), so
the modules in question can be suitably indexed by Weyl group elements w G W,
and that surjection W —y XQ can then be described w i-> AnnL^ =: Jw.
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2.5. Combinatorial description. In case G = SLn, the set Xo of primitive
ideals with trivial central character is in bijection to the set T(n) of all tableaux
of size n (theory of Joseph's Goldie rank polynomials, see [Ja]).
Here a "tableau" is the combinatorial object also familiar as a "Young standard tableau" from the representation theory of symmetric groups. An example
of a tableau of size n = 6 is
T

=

1 3 5|
2 4
6

its "shape" is the partition
A = (3,2,1) =
and there are exactly 16 tableaux of this same shape. There is a canonical,
easily calculable map T: W = Sn —• T(n), producing from each permutation w
a tableau T(w) (Robinson-Schensted algorithm). For example, the above tableau
r is produced as T(w) from the permutation w = 21645 3, and from 15 other
permutations.
Now the bijection between tableaux and primitive ideals, T(n) —• Xo, T »—• JT,
may be described as follows (Joseph): JT = ArmLw for any permutation w of
tableau r = T(w).
2.6. Associated varieties. There is also a map Xo —• M/G from primitive ideals
to nilpotent orbits. In case G = SLn, in view of the preceding combinatorial
descriptions of the two sets Xo, M/G, the reader will not find it hard to guess
what this map should do in combinatorial terms: It sends the primitive ideal
J = JT corresponding to a tableau r to the nilpotent orbit 0 — 0\ corresponding
to the shape A of r.
But how do we produce directly, and in general, a nilpotent orbit from a
primitive ideal J? For this purpose, we identify the associated graded ring of
U(g) with the symmetric algebra S(g), and interpret it as a ring of polynomial
functions on g* = g (using first the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and second
the Killing form). Then we can define the associated variety of J as the zero
set "V(gr J) C 0 of the associated graded ideal gr J C S(g). It turns out that
this associated variety is irreducible [BB1,2] (see also [J3]) and contained in M]
hence it contains a unique dense orbit 0. So the desired map J f-» 0 is given
by V(gr J) = 0. Let me comment here that this relation was suggested [Bl]
before, but completely proven [BB1] only after Joseph invented his classification
theory of primitive ideals (2.9).
2.7. Link to Weyl group representations, illustrated in case G = SLn. Young
diagrams and tableaux, the combinatorial data which we encountered above in
the classification of nilpotent orbits, resp. primitive ideals, both have a wellknown significance in the (Frobenius) theory of representations of the symmetric
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group: There is a bijection, denoted A h-> p\, P(n) —• WA, from diagrams A of
size n to (equivalence classes of) irreducible complex representations of W = Sn.
Moreover, the tableaux r of a given shape A correspond bijectively to a linear
basis for the representation p\. In view of this, the results for G = SL n reviewed
in subsections 2.3 and 2.5, may persuade you to make the following guess:
To a nilpotent orbit 0, there should correspond an irreducible representation
PC of the Weyl group, and to the colletion of primitive ideals J with associated
variety 0 there should correspond a linear basis of this same representation. It
turns out that this is actually true, not only in case G = SL n , but in general, and
the main purpose of my report is to explain how such correspondences can be
constructed. I shall next introduce the correspondences of Springer and Joseph,
which can be made to do this job, although only with some major effort to verify
that the two representations are actually the same. An alternative version, where
this difficulty disappears, is then stated in Theorems 3.4 and 4.4 below.
2.8. Springer's correspondence. Springer [S] attaches to each nilpotent orbit 0
an irreducible representation po of W as follows: Let uE 0 represent the orbit,
and let Xu c X b e the subvariety of all "flags" respected by u. Then W acts
linearly on the homology groups H*(XU). (For simplicity, here and below take
complex coefficients for (co)homology.groups, etc.). For G = SL n , this action is
irreducible on the homology group H2d{Xu) of highest degree (2d = 2 dimX w ),
and this defines po; this is Springer's explicit, geometrical realization of the
bijection M/G —• WA described only combinatorially in subsection 2.7.
For G arbitrary, one has to replace H2d{Xu) by its invariants under the action
of the isotropy group Gu C G of u to define Springer's representation po, and
one obtains only an injection M/G <—• WA by mapping 0 to PQ.
2.9. Joseph's Goldie rank polynomials. Joseph [Jl] attaches to each primitive
ideal J G Xo a polynomial function pj on the Cartan subalgebra t. His construction proceeds in two steps. The first is to replace J by the whole infinite
family {J^j^ez of "translated" primitive ideals Jß, with variable central character, depending on a parameter JJ, which varies in a Zariski dense subset Z of t*
("translation principle" of [BJ]). The second step is to consider the Goldie rank
rk U(g) IJM as a function of p,, and to prove that this extends to a polynomial
function on t; this polynomial, by definition, is pj. (For the reader not familiar
with noncommutative Noetherian ring theory, let me also add the definition of
Goldie rank: The quotient ring [7(g)/J M has a complete ring of fractions, which
is simple Artinian (Goldie's theorem), hence is a matrix ring over some skew
field (Wedderburn-Artin); then rkî/(g)/J M is the rank of this matrix ring.)
2.10. Joseph's correspondence. Next, Joseph attaches to the primitive ideal
J € Xo the W submodule generated by pj in S(t*), and proves that the corresponding W representation, denoted <r(J), is irreducible. This defines Joseph's
correspondence Xo —• WA, J i-> <r(J). Moreover, if J' ranges over all primitive
ideals such that ö - ( J ' ) = <r{J), then the corresponding Goldie rank polynomials
provide a basis for the representation (T(J). The reader will find an excellent
exposition of this beautiful theory of Joseph in Jantzen's book [Ja].
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2.11. Comparison. The intriguing question, how the correspondences of
Springer, resp. Joseph, relate to each other, on which I commented several times
before, can be made precise at this point as follows: Does the correspondence
from primitive ideals to nilpotent orbits via associated varieties (subsection 2.5)
combine with Springer's and Joseph's correspondences to a commutative triangle? Or in other words: Is a(J) equivalent to po, if J corresponds to 01 In case
G = SL n , the explicit combinatorial descriptions given above prove that this is
true. Barbasch and Vogan have verified this as a matter of fact for all cases,
by an enormous amount of explicit calculations in [BV1,2], More conceptual
reasons are offered by Hotta and Kashiwara [HK] and below.
3. Characteristic class approach to nilpotent orbits. In these last two
sections, I shall now sketch the simultaneous, uniform approach to both subjects,
(i) nilpotent orbits and (ii) primitive ideals, in terms of (iii) characteristic classes
on the flag variety X, as suggested in my recent joint work with Brylinski and
MacPherson. For the elaboration of more details, I refer to our original papers
[BBM1,2,3].
3.1. Characteristic classes of cone bundles. The concept of a cone bundle K on
X generalizes that of a vector bundle: The bundle map K —• X is assumed to be
a locally trivial fibration of K by cones (in vector-spaces). To extend the theory
of Chern classes of vector-bundles, Fulton and MacPherson [Fu] introduced the
notion of Segre class s(K) of a cone bundle. It may be characterized by two
axioms: (1) for a vector-bundle K, s(K) = c(K)_1 is the inverse of the total
Chern class c(K), and (2) s(K) is functorial under proper push-forward.
Now to define our characteristic class Q(K) in H*(X), for any cone subbundle
K of codimension d in the cotangent bundle T*X, we multiply its Segre class
by the total Chern class of T*X, and take the lowest (degree 2d) homogeneous
term of the product, or with our chosen notation Q{K) := [c(T*X)s(K)]2d.
3.2. Springer's resolution of the nilpotent cone. Another key ingredient for
our construction is the famous Springer map ir: T*X —y M, which will allow us
to pass from nilpotent orbits to the geometry of the flag variety. So let me recall
here that this remarkable map has a very easy, elegant definition (as a KostantSouriau momentum map [BB1]): The natural action of g by vector-fields on X
defines a morphism g x X —y TX into the tangent bundle, and the map 7r of the
cotangent bundle T*X into g* = g (Killing form) is then obtained by dualization
and projection. The remarkable point about 7r is then that its image in g is the
nilpotent cone M, and that it resolves the singularities of M.
3.3. Construction of characteristic classes from a nilpotent orbit. Starting
from a nilpotent orbit 0 C M, we first produce a collection of cone bundles
on X by taking the preimage 0 under Springer's map 7r and then decomposing
the closure n~10 into irreducible components K\,...,Kr.
These are in fact cone
bundles Ki —* X, called orbital for 0. We know that their codimension d in T*X
depends only on 0, or more precisely 2d = codimi 0 (work of Spaltenstein and
Steinberg).
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Next, we take for these "orbital" cone bundles K\,...,Kr
classes Q{K\),..., Q(Kr) as defined in subsection 3.1.

the characteristic

3.4. THEOREM, (a) The classes Q(Ki),..., Q{Kr) are linearly independent.
(b) They form a W submodule in H2d(X).
(c) This W representation is equivalent to Springer's po.
(d) It transforms the basis Q{K\),... ,Q{Kr) according to the formulae below.
The following formulae were first obtained by Hotta in a slightly different
context [HI, H2] (see also [J4]).
3.5. Hotta's transformation formulae. For each simple reflection s of W, and
for all i = 1,..., r, we have either
r

sQ(Ki) =-Q{Ki),

or else sQ(Ki) = ^ n ^ ( s ) Q ( ^ ) ,
i=i

for some matrix of nonnegative integers riij(s) with diagonal entries Uij(s) — 1.
Moreover, there is a geometrical interpretation for these integers, for which I
refer to our, resp. Hotta's, original papers. For example, this says that riij(s) = 0
unless Kj intersects Ki in codimension < 1.
3.6. Algebraic construction of our characteristic classes. For the reader with
less inclination for geometrical elegance, but with a preference for abstract algebra, let me also offer here an alternative, more algebraic definition of the classes
Q(K) defined geometrically in subsection 3.1. This definition refers to the following ingredients:
• BoreVs description of H*(X) in terms of polynomials on the Cartan subalgebra t, by a W equivariant isomorphism ß: H*(X) -^ S(i*)^ onto the space of
all W harmonic polynomials on t;
• the Chern character ch: K(X) —• H*(X), attaching to an (algebraic) vectorbundle on X its total Chern class (an isomorphism here);
• the Grothendieck group K(X) of classes of (algebraic) vector-bundles on X,
or equivalently the Grothendieck group of the category of all coherent sheaves of
Ox-modules;
• the analogous Grothendieck group K(T*X), and its isomorphism a* with
K(X) induced by the zero-section a: X <^y T*X [Pu].
Given these ingredients, we may attach to any closed subvariety K of codimension d in T*X a cohomology class Q(K) in H2d(X), which we identify with
a degree d homogeneous polynomial on t via ß (H2d(X) = Sd(t*)t|). The construction proceeds as follows: Take the class [OK] determined by the structure
sheaf of K in K(T*X), and apply the composition of the maps
<T*

ch

ß

K{T*X)-^K{X)^+H*{X)-^S{i*)*;
finally, take the lowest degree term. So formally, this alternative, algebraic
definition of Q(K) reads:
Q(K) := [ßch<T*[0K]}d.
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For a cone bundle K it can be shown that this definition coincides with that in
terms of Segre class as stated in subsection 3.1.
4. Characteristic class of a primitive ideal.
4.1. Characteristic variety of a primitive ideal. Starting from a primitive ideal
J G I o we first construct a cone-subbundle in T*X as follows. Later, we shall
define the characteristic class of J as the characteristic class of this cone bundle
(subsection 4.3).
Consider the quotient U(g)/J as a left g-module M, and take the corresponding sheaf of modules
M := Dx ®U(B) M
over the sheaf Dx of rings of differential operators on X (Beilinson-Bernstein
localization of M on X)\ then the characteristic variety, resp. cycle, of M is a
well-defined notion from the general theory of P-modules, denoted Ch(M), resp.
CA (M), here. By definition, Ch(X) is a closed subvariety in T*X, and CA (M)
is a formal integer linear combination

C4(M) = J2mdU
i

in which each irreducible component X" of the characteristic variety occurs with
some well-defined positive multiplicity m^. Now characteristic varieties are (by
construction) fibered by cones, and in the present case, this fibration is locally
trivial on X (as a consequence of the stability of J under the adjoint G-action,
and the G-homogeneity of X). So Ch(M), and hence its components Vi, are
actually cone bundles over X.
4.2. Relation to nilpotent orbits. By my work with Brylinski [BB2], these
cone bundles are actually orbital for some nilpotent orbit 0. In more detail, by
[BB2] Springer's map TT maps Ch(M) onto the associated variety V(gr J), which
is the closure of a nilpotent orbit, as reported already in subsection 2.6. In the
sequel 0 denotes this nilpotent orbit determined by J. It follows that Ch(.M) is
contained in n~10, and now some tricky dimension arguments show that each
component Vi is even contained in w^O as one of the irreducible components,
hence is one of the orbital cone bundles Ki,..., Kr (notation of subsection 3.3).
Hence we may write our characteristic cycle as well as

«(-M) = £«[**]'
where we admit some of the "multiplicities" z% to be zero.
4.3. DEFINITION. Now we define the characteristic class of J in H*(X) as
the characteristic class of its characteristic variety by:
r

P(J) := Q ( a (.M)) := ] > t Q ( ; C t ) .
Here Q{Ki) is the characteristic class of a cone bundle as defined in subsection
3.1 (or 3.6).
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4 . 4 . THEOREM. Let J\,...,Jr
G XO be the collection of primitive ideals
corresponding to a nilpotent orbit 0 [that is with associated variety 0). Then
(a) the characteristic classes P{J\),... ,P{Jr) are linearly independent.
(b) They span a W submodule in H2d(X). (Note 2d — codimi0.)
(c) This W representation is equivalent to Springer's po.
(d) The class P{Ji) is proportional to Joseph's Goldie rank polynomial, that
is, ßP(Ji) = ipji for some scalar 0 ^ 7 G Q.
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Théorie locale des blocs d'un groupe fini
MICHEL BROUÉ
1. Les p-blocs d'un groupe fini et la matrice de décomposition généralisée.
A. Les blocs: définition. Soit p un nombre premier et soit G un groupe fini. On
désigne par K une extension finie du corps des nombres p-adiques Q p , d'anneau
des entiers 0 et de corps résiduel fc. On suppose dans tout ce qui suit que K est
"assez gros" pour G, i.e., que 0 contient les racines de l'unité d'ordre l'exposant
du groupe (ce qui implique que les algèbres de groupe KG etfcGsont déployées).
L'algèbre KG est semi-simple et se décompose en un produit direct d'algèbres
de matrices sur K indexées par l'ensemble des classes d'isomorphisme de représentations irréductibles de G sur K (cf. [Se]), donc par l'ensemble Irr(G, K) des
caractères irréductibles de G sur K:
KG - ^ f ] MK(x)

(X € Irr(G, K)).

L'algèbre kG n'est pas semi-simple dès que p divise l'ordre de G. On note
JkG son radical de Jacobson. Sa "semi-simplifiée" kG/JkG se décompose en un
produit direct d'algèbres de matrices sur fc indexées par l'ensemble des classes
d'isomorphisme de représentations irréductibles de G sur fc, i.e., par l'ensemble
IBr(G, 0) des caractères de Brauer (ou caractères modulaires) irréductibles de
G sur 0 (cf. [Se]):
kG/JkG ^

Y[Mk(<p)

(<p e IBr(G, 0)).

L'algèbre OG se décompose en un produit direct d'algèbres indécomposables
appelées les blocs de OG (ou blocs de G sur 0). Cette décomposition est fournie
par la décomposition de 1 en idempotents orthogonaux primitifs dans le centre
ZOG de OG: si b est un idempotent primitif de ZOG, le bloc de OG correspondant est OGb. Puisque l'anneau 0 est complet, si B est un bloc de OG, la
fc-algèbrefc®oB est indécomposable; elle est appelée bloc de fcG (ou bloc de G
sur fc). Dans toute la suite, on appellera "bloc de G" soit un bloc de OG, soit
un bloc de fcG. Enfin pour tout bloc B de OG, on note Mod(B) la catégorie des
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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B-modules à gauche, libres et de rang fini sur 0.

KG

—=-• Y[K®oB

» kG/JkG — ^

UB/JB

Soit B un bloc de OG. On note Irr (G, S) l'ensemble des caractères irréductibles x de G sur K tels que la projection B —• MK(X) n e soit pas nulle. On a
alors

K®0B^\{MK{x)

(xeIrr(G,5)).

On note de même IBr(G, B) l'ensemble des caractères modulaires irréductibles
(p tels que la projection B —* Mk((p) ne soit pas nulle, et on a

B/JB^Y[Mk(<p)

(<pelBr(G,B)).

Les blocs de G définissent donc des partitions de l'ensemble des caractères
irréductibles de G sur K et de l'ensemble des caractères modulaires irréductibles
de G. Pour plus de détails (et pour d'autres définitions des partitions ainsi
définies), on peut se reporter à [Fe].
On appelle bloc principal de G et on note BQ(G) le bloc tel que Irr (G, BQ(G))
contienne le caractère trivial de G sur K. Il est facile de vérifier que
IBr(G,S 0 (G))
contient alors le caractère modulaire de la représentation triviale de G sur fc.
B. La matrice de décomposition généralisée. Tout au long des quelques trente '
années de travail que R. Brauer a consacrées à la théorie des représentations
modulaires des groupes finis (cf. [Bra]), il a concentré son attention sur les
relations entre les caractères irréductibles, la "structure p-locale" (cf. ci-dessous,
§2) et les caractères modulaires, en particulier en étudiant l'objet mathématique
qui exprime ces relations: la matrice de décomposition généralisée.
La "table généralisée des caractères modulaires" est par définition la matrice
(a(œ <p)) définie de la manière suivante
g parcourt un système de représentants des classes de conjugaison d'éléments
de G,
x parcourt un système de représentants des classes de conjugaison des péléments de G, et (p parcourt l'ensemble des caractères modulaires irréductibles
du centralisateur CG{X) de x dans G,
a
(x\p) v a u ^ 0 si la p-composante de g n'est pas conjuguée à x, et vaut <p(xf)
si x1 et x sont respectivement la p'-composante et la p-composante de g.
La matrice de décomposition généralisée, notée ici Dec(G,p), est la matrice
de passage entre la table des caractères ordinaires et la table généralisée des
caractères modulaires définie ci-dessus. Elle est donc égale à la matrice (d* )
où les nombres d^
sont définis par

X(xx')=

J2
<P&BT(CQ(X),0)

<%'V)<PV)
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pour tout x £ ITY{G,K), x p-élément de G, x1 p'-élément de GQ{X). Il est facile
de voir que d^
€ Z[fp] où çv désigne une racine de l'unité d'ordre la p-partie
de l'exposant de G.
Le morphisme de Brauer (cf. ci-dessous, §2) permet de répartir les classes de
conjugaison de paires (x, (p) entre les différents blocs de G (* Si B est un bloc de
G, on note (x, (p) G B si (p appartient à l'ensemble IBr(GG(X), E) où E est un bloc
de GQ{X) tel que ((x),E) soit une U-souspaire de G *). Le "Second Théorème
Principal de Brauer" établit que la matrice de décomposition généralisée est
décomposée en blocs diagonaux de matrices carrées indexées par les blocs de G:
Dec(G,p) =

^

+ Dec(G, B) = (d^rt),

(x, <p)eB,Xe

Irr(G, B).

La partie (non carrée en général) de la matrice correspondant aux indices
(x, (p) avec x = 1 est la matrice de décomposition usuelle (cf. [Se]).
2. Structure locale sur un bloc. Soit P un p-sous-groupe de G. On note
(kG)p l'ensemble des points de fcG fixes sous l'action de P par conjugaison et on
note CQ{P) le centralisateur de P dans G. Le résultat suivant, essentiellement
dû à Brauer (cf. [Al-Br] pour une démonstration de la forme présentée ici) est
à la base de l'étude locale des blocs.
(2.1) THÉORÈME-DÉFINITION. SoitBrP: (kG)p -> kCG{P) l'application
induite par l'application linéaire de kG sur kCc(P) qui envoie g E G sur g ou
0 selon que g appartient ou non à CG{P)- L'application Brp est un morphisme
d'algèbres, appelé morphisme de Brauer.
(2.2) DÉFINITION [Al-Br]. On appelle souspaire de G toute paire (P,E)
où P est un p-sous-groupe de G et JE est un bloc de CG(P)On a une notion naturelle d'inclusion entre souspaires [Al-Br], qui peut être
définie de la manière suivant.
(2.3) THÉORÈME [Br-Pu]. Soient PetQ deux p-sous-groupes de G tels
que Q C P. Soit E un bloc de fcGo(-P). Il existe un (unique) bloc F de kCciQ)
possédant la propriété suivante: soit i un idempotent primitif de kCciP) tel
que i G E. Si î est un idempotent primitif de l'algèbre (kG)p d'image i par le
morphisme Brp, on a Brg(f) G F.
[kG)p

«-•

[Bip

kCG(P)

{kGf
IBTQ

->

kCG[Q)

On dit alors que la souspaire (Q, F) est contenue dans la souspaire (P, E) et
on note [Q,F) C (P,E).
De plus, on dit que (Q,F) est normale dans (P, E) si Q est normal dans
P et si (Q,F) C (P,E); cette dernière condition est réalisée si et seulement
si Brp (F) C E. Il est clair d'après (2.3) que la relation d'inclusion est une
relation d'ordre, et que si (Q,F) C (P,E), alors [Q,F) est sous-normal dans
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(P,E). Nous allons voir que l'inclusion des souspaires généralise l'inclusion des
p-sous-groupes de G.
Soit B un bloc de G. On dit qu'une souspaire (P, E) est une J9-paire si ({1}, B)
est contenue dans (P, E). Dans le cas particulier où B est le bloc principal de G,
on a le résultat suivant, sorte de reformulation du "Troisième Théorème Principal
de Brauer."
(2.4) THÉORÈME [Al-Br]. L'application P \-> (P,B0(CG(P)))
est une
bijection de l'ensemble des p-sous-groupes de G sur l'ensemble des BQ(G)-souspaires de G qui respecte les relations d'inclusion.
Suivant [Pul], on appelle catégorie de Frobenius de G pour p et on note
5t(G,p) la catégorie dont les objets sont les p-sous-groupes de G, et telle que
les morphismes de Q dans P soient les homomorphismes de Q dans P induits
par les automorphismes intérieurs de G. De manière analogue (et, en fait, plus
générale: cf. (2.5) ci-dessous), si B est un bloc de G, on appelle catégorie de
Brauer de G pour B et on note 93t(G, B) la catégorie dont les objets sont les
S-souspaires de G, et telle que les morphismes de (Q,F) dans (P,E) soient les
homomorphismes de Q dans P induits par les automorphismes intérieurs de G
qui envoient (Q,F) sur une souspaire contenue dans {P,E).
De même que l'étude p-locale d'un groupe fini est l'étude de #t(G,p) [Pul],
l'étude locale d'un bloc B est l'étude de sa catégorie de Brauer <Bt(G,B). Le
théorème (2.4) ci-dessus peut se ré-interprêter de la manière suivante:
(2.5) L'application P \->

(P,BO(CG{P)))

ft(G,p)

et

identifie

<Bx(G,B0(G)).

Ainsi, l'étude locale des blocs apparaît comme une généralisation de l'étude
p-locale des groupes finis. De fait, nombre de résultats connus se généralisent,
tels les théorèmes de Sylow, qui peuvent être vus comme une reformulation du
"Premier Théorème Principal de Brauer."
(2.6)THÉORÈME ([Al-Br] "THÉORÈMES DE SYLOW" ). (1) Soit B un
bloc de G. Le groupe G opère transitivement par conjugaison sur l'ensemble des
B-souspaires maximales de G.
(1) [caractérisation locale de la maximalité) Soit (P,E) une souspaire de
G et soit NG(P)E)
son stabilisateur dans G. Les assertions suivantes sont
équivalentes:
(i) (P, E) est une souspaire maximale de G,
(ii) (P, E) est une souspaire maximale de
NG{P,E).
(2.7) DÉFINITION. Si (P,E) est une 5-souspaire maximale de G, le groupe
P est appelé un groupe de défaut de B.
Les groupes de défaut de B forment (d'après (2.6)(1)) une classe de conjugaison de p-sous-groupes de G.
Un bloc B de groupe de défaut le groupe trivial {1} se comporte "comme
si p ne divisait pas l'ordre de G"; plus précisément, le bloc B a pour groupe
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de défaut {1} si et seulement si l'une des conditions équivalentes suivantes est
réalisée:
(i) L'algèbre B est une algèbre de matrices sur 0;
(ii) la catégorie de modules Mod(B) est équivalente à la catégorie Mod(O)
des modules libres et de rang fini sur 0.
Cette situation "triviale" donne une indication sur le cas général: la structure
(à équivalence près) de la catégorie de Brauer Q5r(G, B) influe sur la structure
(à équivalence près) de la catégorie de modules Mod(B) (cf. ci-dessous (2.12)).
Le théorème de fusion d'Alperin (1967) (précisé par Goldschmidt [Go] et Puig
[PuO]) se généralise aussi en remplaçant p-sous-groupes par J3-souspaires.
(2.8) DÉFINITIONS. (1) Soit (D,E) une souspaire maximale. Une famille
C de souspaires contenues dans (D,E) est dite famille de conjugaison pour
(D,E) si elle possède la propriété suivante: pour toute paire (P,Ep) et tout
élément g de G tels que (P,Ep) et (P,Ep)9 soient contenus dans (D,E), il
existe ( Q 1 , P i ) , . . . , ( Q n , , F n ) dans C et & G NG(QiiFi)
(i = 1,2, . . . , n ) , z G
CG{P) tels que
g = zgi92-'9ni
(P,Ep) c (QuFt),
91
1
(^Ep) -*C(Qì,Fì)
pour i = 2 , . . . , n .
(2) Une souspaire (Q, F) est dite essentielle si
(a) elle est maximale comme souspaire du groupe Q G G ( Q ) ,
(b) le groupe NG(Q, F)/QCG(Q)
contient un sous-groupe propre p-fortement
plongé.
(On dit que le sous-groupe H de G est p-fortement plongé dans G si p divise
l'ordre de H mais ne divise l'ordre d'aucun des groupes H Ci H9 pour g G G— H.)
(2.9) THÉORÈME. Une famille C de souspaires contenues dans une souspaire maximale (D, E) est une famille de conjugaison pour (D, E) si et seulement
si C contient un représentant de chaque classe de conjugaison de souspaires essentielles.
Le théorème de Burnside concernant le cas où les p-sous-groupes de Sylow
sont abéliens se généralise aisément à la catégorie de Brauer.
( 2 . 1 0 ) PROPOSITION. Soit (D,E) une B -souspaire maximale de G. On
suppose D abélien. Alors l'application P »-• (P,Ep) où (P,Ep) C (D,E) définit
une équivalence de catégories entre ^(D xi (NG(D,E)/CG(D)),P)
etç&x(G,B).
Dans le cas où B est le bloc principal (i.e., JBt^Gjß) = St(G,p)), on n'en
déduit rien de plus sur la structure du groupe G. Mais l'étude de la catégorie
Mod(S) des ^-modules permet d'aller un peu plus loin, y compris dans le
cas où B = Bo(G). Si par exemple D est cyclique, la catégorie de modules
Mod(B) "ressemble" à la catégorie des modules sur (D x
NG(D,E)/GG(D)).
Si elle ne lui est pas équivalente en général, elle a néanmoins le même nombre d'indécomposables, d'irréductibles, et est bien décrite par l'arbre de Brauer
(cf. [Da, Fe]). De plus, les matrices de décomposition généralisées Dec(G, B)
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et Dec(.D x
près":

ont même taille et sont égales "aux signes

(NG(D,E)/GG(D)),P)

±1N

0

Dec(G,J3) =

Dec(D x
0
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NG(D,E)/GG(D),p).

±1

Ce dernier fait a également été vérifié dans tous les exemples connus de blocs
tels que D soit abélien et D x NG(D)/CG(D)
soit un groupe de Frobenius de
noyau D. Ces hypothèses impliquent en tout cas (Puig) l'équivalence stable
des catégories Mod(J5) et Mod(jD xi NG(D,E)/GG(D)).
Plus généralement, il
est conjecturé (Alperin) que Dec(G,P) et Dec(.D xi NG(D,E)/CG(D),P)
ont la
même taille lorsque D est abélien (cf. (3.3) ci-dessous).
Un des résultats les plus remarquables de la théorie locale des groupes finis est
dû à Frobenius (1907). Avant de l'énoncer, remarquons que si Op>(G) désigne
le plus grand sous-groupe normal de G d'ordre premier à p, la surjection canonique de G sur G/Opt(G) définit une équivalence de catégories entre #t(G,p) e t
$t(G/Opf (G),p). Le théorème de Frobenius établit que si 3t(G, p) est équivalente
à la catégorie d'un p-groupe, alors G lui-même (modulo Opt (G)) est un p-groupe.
Plus précisément:
(2.11) THÉORÈME (FROBENIUS). Si NG(P)/CG(P)
est un p-groupe pour
tout p-sous-groupe P de G, alors G/Ovi (G) est un p-groupe.
On peut voir ce théorème comme un résultat concernant le bloc principal,
de la manière suivante. Soit D un p-sous-groupe de Sylow de G, et soit 6o(G)
l'idempotent primitif de ZOG correspondant au bloc principal de G. Alors
G/Op'(G) est un p-groupe si et seulement si l'application x H-* xb0(G) est un
isomorphisme entre OD et le bloc principal OGbo(G).
Ce résultat a pu être généralisé au cas d'un bloc quelconque [Br-Pu, P u 3 ] ,
sous la forme suivante:
(2.12) THÉORÈME. Soit B un bloc de G, de groupe de défaut D. Supposons que NG(P,E)/CG(P)
soit un p-groupe pour toute B-souspaire (P,E).
Alors Mod(B) est équivalente à Mod(OD). De plus, les matrices Dec(G, B) et
Dec(D,p) sont ^égales aux signes près":
Dec(G,J5) =

±U
0

N

0
±i

•Dec(2?,p).

Il est à noter que la structure de D lui-même n'intervient pas dans l'énoncé
précédent, et donc que ce théorème met en évidence l'importance cruciale de la
structure de Q5r(G, B) pour la structure de Mod(B). Cela étant, la structure du
groupe D influe sur celle de la catégorie 2$t(G, B), comme le montre le cas où
D est cyclique (ou, plus simplement, le cas où D = {1}). De plus, les résultats
obtenus concernent bien la structure de la catégorie de modules Mod(J5) et
non celle de groupe G: il existe des blocs de groupes simples satisfaisant aux
hypothèses du théorème (2.12).
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Ce résultat met aussi en évidence les limites de l'étude locale: il ramène
le problème à celui de l'étude des représentations d'un p-groupe. Ce dernier
problème requiert alors d'autres méthodes, en particulier homologiques, comme
le montrent par exemple les travaux récents de J. Carlson.
D'autres résultats généraux de la théorie locale des groupes finis fournissent
des conjectures naturelles pour le cas d'un bloc quelconque. Il en est ainsi du Z*p-théorème, dû à Glauberman [Gl] pour p = 2, et conséquence de la classification
des groupes finis simples pour p impair.
(2.13) THÉORÈME.
Soit P un p-sous-groupe de G tel que l'inclusion
de CG(P) dans G induise une équivalence de catégories entre ^(GG(P)-,P)
et
&(G,p). AlorsG = CG(P)Op>(G).
Un cas particulier (dû à Brauer et Suzuki) du théorème précédent est obtenu
en considérant un groupe dont un 2-sous-groupe de Sylow D est quaternionien.
Il est facile de vérifier que, si P est l'unique sous-groupe d'ordre 2 de D, les
hypothèses de (2.13) sont satisfaites. Cela suggère la question suivante:
(2.14) QUESTION. Soit p = 2, et soit B un bloc de G dont les groupes de
défaut sont quaternioniens. Soit P l'unique sous-groupe d'ordre 2 d'un groupe
de défaut, et soit E un bloc de GG(P) tel que (P,E) soit une P-souspaire de G.
Les catégories de modules Mod(P) et Mod(E) sont-elles équivalentes?
3. Quelques problèmes ouverts.
A. Les algèbres de source. La théorie locale des blocs et celle des "vertices"
et sources des modules indécomposables (due à J. A. Green) ont été englobées
par Puig dans le langage des groupes pointés [Pu2]. Dans ce cadre, la notion
d'algèbre de source d'une G-algèbre intérieure indécomposable joue un rôle crucial (cf. [Pu3], par exemple). Nous nous contentons de la définir ici pour les blocs.
Soit B un bloc de G et soit (D, E) une P-souspaire maximale. Il est immédiat
de vérifier que le bloc E de CG(D) vérifie les hypothèses du théorème "de
Frobenius" (2.13), et par conséquent Mod(E) est équivalente à la catégorie des
modules sur un p-groupe; en particulier, il n'y a (à isomorphisme près) qu'un
seul P-module projectif indécomposable.
Considérons alors la situation décrite dans l'énoncé du théorème (2.3). Soit
i un idempotent primitif de kCc(D) tel* que i G k ®o E (ainsi, le (k <8>o E)module (fc®o E)i est projectif indécomposable), et soit z un idempotent primitif
de (kG)D d'image i par Br£>. Soit enfin j un idempotent primitif de (0G)D
d'image «dans (kG)D.
On note Sce(P) et on appelle algèbre de source de B l'algèbre jBj munie
de Phomomorphisme de groupes D —> Sce(P) x défini par x i-> xj. Puisque i
est unique (à conjugaison près par (fcGc(-D))x), le couple (D,Sce(P)) est ainsi
défini de manière unique à G-conjugaison près.
(3.1) THÉORÈME (PUIG).
Mod(B)
sont équivalentes.

(1) Les catégories de modules
et

Mod(Sce(P))
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(2) La connaissance de Sce(P) permet de reconstituer Q5r(G, P ) à équivalence
prés.
(3) La connaissance de Sce(P) permet de reconstituer Dec(G, P ) .
La notion d'algèbre de source peut être un outil commode vers une classification en théorie des blocs, grâce au théorème précédent et à la conjecture
suivante.
(3.2) CONJECTURE (PUIG). Pour tout p-groupe D, il n'existe qu'un nombre fini de couples (S, ir) (à isomorphisme près) où S est une O-algèbre et 7r un
homomorphisme D —• Sx qui soient les algèbres de source de blocs de groupes
de défaut D.
Cette conjecture est vérifiée, grâce à la classification des groupes finis simples,
dans le cas où on se restreint aux blocs des groupes p-résolubles.
A l'appui de cette conjecture, voici un exemple d'une famille infinie de blocs
ayant tous même groupe de défaut et même algèbre de source.
Soit r un nombre premier tel que p divise r — 1, et soit (an) une suite infinie d'entiers non divisibles par p. Soit enfin m un entier tel que m < p. On
pose Gn = GLm(ran), et on note Bn le sous-groupe de G n formé des matrices
triangulaires supérieures; on pose

Soit D un p-sous-groupe du Sylow de Gn, isomorphe au produit direct de m
copies du p-sous-groupe de Sylow de ( Z / r Z ) x . Il est facile de vérifier que in
est un idempotent primitif de (0Gn)D et que inOGnin est algèbre de source du
bloc principal de G n .
D'autre part, inOGnin
est "constante" et isomorphe à 0(D x
NGl(D)/CGl{D))B. La conjecture d'Alperin. Comme indiqué au paragraphe précédent, l'expérience suggère que certains des résultats connus sur les blocs à groupe de défaut
cyclique peuvent s'étendre à une situation plus générale. D'autre part, il serait
important, en vue d'une simplification de la démonstration du théorème de classification des groupes finis simples, de posséder une démonstration a priori du
Z*-p-théorème (cf. (2.14) ci-dessus) dans le cas où p est impair.
Un pas important dans ces deux directions serait fourni par la vérification de
la conjecture d'Alperin, qui affirme que l'on peut "calculer localement" la taille
de la matrice de décomposition Dec(G, P ) . Plus précisément:
(3.3) CONJECTURE (ALPERIN). Le nombre de fc-représentations irréductibles d'un bloc P de G est égal à

E MP, E),
(P,E)

où no(P,E) est le nombre de classes d'isomorphismes de k NG (Pi E)-modu\es
irréductibles sur lesquels l'élément unité de E agit comme l'identité et qui sont
des k(NG(P,P)/P)-modules
projectifs, et où (P,E) parcourt un système de
représentants des classes de conjugaison (sous G) de P-souspaires de G.
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Cette conjecture a été vérifiée dans le cas des groupes p-résolubles par Dade
[Da2] et par Okuyama et Wajima [Ok], dans le cas des groupes de type de Lie en
caractéristique p par Cabanes, dans le cas des groupes symétriques par Alperin
et dans celui des groupes linéaires en caractéristique différente de p par Fong.
C. Les blocs des groupes de type de Lie en caractéristique non naturelle. Le
travail de Fong et Srinivasan [Fo-Sr] a mis en évidence les relations remarquables
qui existent entre les outils de la théorie des blocs et l'induction généralisée
introduite par Deligne et Lusztig. Ces relations ont permis [Bro] de déterminer
la structure de 9$t(G, P) pour G = GLn(q) ou Vn(q2), et P un /-bloc de G avec
Z { p. Il reste à généraliser ces résultats aux autres "groupes finis réductifs," et
à étudier les exemples nombreux qu'ils fournissent et les généralisations qu'ils
suggèrent.
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Equivariant Embeddings of Homogeneous Spaces
CORRADO DE CONCINI
0. Introduction. Given an algebraic group G over an algebraically closed
field k, which, for most of this paper, will be assumed of characteristic 0, and a
closed subgroup H C G, an embedding of the homogeneous space G/H is a pair
(X, i), where X is a G-variety and i a G-equivariant embedding i: G/H —• X
with i(G/H) an open dense subset of X.
For a general homogeneous space the structure of embeddings is largely unknown and mysterious except in some cases (for a beautiful beginning see [LV]).
Here we shall review some results on embeddings of a special type of homogeneous space that is called spherical. By definition a homogeneous space G/H
is called spherical [BLV, Bl] if G is a connected reductive group and a Borei
subgroup B C G has a dense orbit in G/H.
This class of homogeneous spaces, although quite "small," (for a classification
when H is reductive see [Bl]) contains many interesting examples such as tori,
homogeneous spaces G/H with H a maximal unipotent subgroup of G (see [PI]
where a classification of embeddings in this case is given), or H the subgroup
of elements fixed by an automorphism of order two of G (in this case one calls
G/H a symmetric variety).
The paper will be organized in a way respectful of the "history" of the subject.
So we shall start by recalling a few facts about the, by now, well-known theory of
torus embeddings [Dl, KMS, Da, O], which plays a special role in the theory
of embeddings of spherical homogeneous spaces since, as we shall see below, one
can in a certain sense reduce to the case of a torus. Then we shall review the
case of symmetric varieties [DPI, DP2], which is on the one hand motivated
by some examples arising from classical enumerative geometry and on the other
motivates, at least for the author, further developments. We shall then briefly
explain some recent results [BLV] in the general case of a spherical space. Finally
we shall define an "intersection ring" for spherical homogeneous spaces, which
gives sound foundations for Schubert calculus on such spaces.
Wefinishthis introduction by giving some of the notation needed below.
Given two embeddings (Xi, z'i), (-X2, Ì2) of a homogeneous space G/H, a morphism <j>: (Xi,i\) —• (X%,Ì2) is a morphism of G-varieties (j>: Xi —• X2 with the
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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property that the diagram
G/H
iid

^

X1
ld>

G/H

*

X2

commutes.
It is clear that a morphism between two embeddings, if it exists, is unique,
so we can give a structure of partially ordered set to the set of (isomorphism
classes of) embeddings of G/H by setting ( X i , i i ) > (X2,i2) if a morphism
(/>: (Xi,ii) —• (X2,i2) exists. Usually in what follows, when considering an
embedding (X,i), we shall omit the injection and denote it only by X.
1. Review of the theory of torus embeddings. As already remarked,
the theory of torus embeddings is by now well known and here we shall only
give a brief review of it. In this section the field k can be taken of arbitrary characteristic. Let T = GJ^, let G m the multiplicative group of fc, be
a torus, and let X*(T) be its group of characters. Consider the group X*(T) =
E.om(X*(T), Z) of one-parameter subgroups of T together with the real vector
space V = Hom(X*(T),R) D X*(T). The lattice X*(T) induces a rational
structure on V.
Given an affine embedding A of T, we associate to it a rational pointed cone
aA of V as follows: Let S C X*(T) be the subset consisting of characters x
with the property that there exists a T-proper vector in the coordinate ring of
A transforming according to x; we define GA = {v E V\(v, x) > 0, Vx E S} C V.
It is then easily seen that, if we assume A to be normal, the cone aA determines
A and the map A -» a A gives a bijection between normal affine embeddings of
T and rational pointed cones.
Let us now consider a general normal T-embedding Z. By [S] we can cover Z
with open affine T-stable subsets. Given an affine open T-stable subset AÇZ,
we have seen how to associate a cone GA to A. Thus to Z we can associate
a (finite) collection E^ = {&A}I A varying over the (finite) set of open affine
T-stable subsets of Z.
The collection E# satisfies the following two properties:
(a) If o G TiZ and r is a face of a, then r G £ # .
(b) If a, T G E s , (J fl r is a face of both G and r.
We now define a rational partial polyhedral decomposition (briefly r.p.p.d.) of
V to be a collection E of rational pointed cones in V satisfying properties (a)
and (b) above.
PROPOSITION. The mapping Z —• E# gives a bijection between normal Tembeddings and r.p.p.d.'s.
In fact one can read many of the geometric properties of Z from the associated
r.p.p.d. We list a few here.
(1) Given an open affine T-stable subset A Ç Z, there is a unique T-orbit
G A Q A which is relatively closed in A. Vice versa, any T-orbit in Z is relatively
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closed in a unique affine T-stable open subset of Z. In this way one gets a
bijection between T-orbits in Z and cones in E#. Furthermore, given two orbits
0\ and 02 of Z and letting G\ and G2 be the corresponding faces, 0\ Ç 02 if
and only if G2 is a face of G\ .
(2) Z is complete if and only if V is the union of the cones in E#.
(3) Z is smooth if and only if for each cone G E E^ there exist vectors
vi,v2,... ,vr E X*(T) such that G = {v E V\v = Ysaivi-> &i > 0} and
v\,v2,..,,
vr can be completed to a basis of X*(T),
(4) Z\ > Z2 if and only if every cone in T>z1 is contained in a cone in E# 2 . (In
this case we set E ^ > E# 2 .) Furthermore the morphism (f>: Z\ —> Z2 is proper
if and only if each cone in E# 2 is the union of cones in E ^ .
2. Symmetric varieties. In this section G will be a semisimple group
of adjoint type, G: G —• G an order two automorphism of G, H — Ga =
{g e G\a{g) = g}.
In this case G/H, which is, as one can easily deduce from the Iwasawa decomposition, a spherical homogeneous space, has a canonical projective embedding
X. X has various definitions [DPI, Sp]. Here we shall give the quickest and
most natural one, which was inspired by [D2], where some special cases were
treated, warning the reader that it is by no means the easiest to work with.
Let g = LieG, f) = jßieH, dim I) = s. We can consider f) as a point in the
Grassman variety §S(Q) of s-dimensional subspaces of 0. The adjoint action of
G on 0 induces an action on Ss(&). We define X as the closure of the orbit
Go 1) Ç $S(Q). Since H equals its normalizer in G, we then get that X is indeed
a projective embedding of G/H.
The study of X depends on the existence of a very nice open set in X. In
order to explain this we need to recall a few facts. A torus S Ç G is called split
if, Vs E S, G(S) = s" 1 . Split tori exist [VI]. Fix a maximal split torus T\ and a
maximal torus T Ç G containing Ti. One knows that T is stable under G\ thus
G induces an involution on the character group X* (T) which preserves the root
system R. We define a map /*: X*{T) -+ X*(T) by ß(x)(t) = x M x H * - 1 ) ) Restricting characters to Ti we see that we can identify ß(X*(T)) with X*(T'),
where T' =T1/T1nH
^ T/T n H. (Notice that Ti n H is the subgroup of Ti
of elements of order two.)
Furthermore £ ' = ß(R) — {0} C X*(T') is a (possibly nonreduced) root
system. Let Wr be its Weyl group. Consider the vector space
V = Hom(X*(T{),R) D X*(T').
The root system £ ' induces a rational polyhedral decomposition E of V whose
cones are the Weyl chambers and their faces. Associated to E, we then get a
smooth and complete embedding Z of T'. Notice that E is W^-stable, i.e., if
G E E, w E Wr, w o G E E. This implies that Wr acts on Z, extending the
natural action of WT on Tf. If we choose a fundamental Weyl chamber G, and
hence an ordering on the root system R', we can associate to G an affine T'-stable
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open subset Z^ of Z which is isomorphic to an affine space, and a parabolic
subgroup P C G, namely, the parabolic associated to the set of roots a E R such
that p,(a) > 0. We denote by Pu the unipotent radical of P.
Consider now the T-orbit To[H\C
G/H. It is easy to see that T o [H] is
isomorphic to T', so for an embedding Y of G/H, the closure Zy oîTo[H] in Y
is an embedding of V. Furthermore we have [He] that Wr =
NH(Ti)/GH(Ti),
where NH(T\) (resp. G H ( T I ) ) denotes the normalizer (resp. centralizer) of Ti in
H, so that Wr acts on Zy, extending the natural action of Wr on T (we shall call
such an embedding an embedding with Wr-action). Going back to X we have
LEMMA [DPI]. There exists an affine P-stable open set A Ç X meeting
every G-orbit in X such that

(i) Anzx = z(°\
(2) The map Pu x Z^ = Pu x (A n Zx) - • A induced by the Pu action on
A is an isomorphism-, in particular, A is isomorphic to an affine space.
(3) For every G-orbit O in X there exists a unique T-orbit Of in Z^\ such
Of]A is the isomorphic image of Pu x O' under the isomorphism given in (2).
From this lemma it is then easy to deduce many properties of X.
THEOREM [DPI]. (1) The closure of every G-orbit in X is smooth (in particular, X is smooth).
(2) X — G o fy is a divisor D with normal crossings and each irreducible component of D is the closure of a G-orbit.
(3) Let Di,D2,...,Dmi
m = dimTi, be the irreducible components of D.
Then the closure of any G-orbit O is the transversal intersection of the Di 's
containing O.
(4) fi[=i D% — G/P is the unique closed orbit in X.
We now define £ to be the partially ordered set of embeddings of G/H which
are greater than or equal to X and T to be the set of embeddings with Wr -action
of T1 which are greater than or equal to Z. The following proposition, which
is an easy consequence of the above theorem and its proof, tells us that a lot
of information about the geometry of an embedding Y E £ can be deduced by
looking at the torus embedding Zy.
PROPOSITION [DP2]. (1) Zx = Z. In particular, for any Y e£, Zy eT.
(2) The map/: £ —• T,defined by/(Y) = Zy, is an isomorphism of partially
ordered sets.
(3) An embedding Y E £ is normal (resp. complete, smooth, projective) if and
only if Zy is normal (resp. complete, smooth, projective). In particular, by the
theory of torus embeddings we get a bijection between the normal embeddings in
T and the set ofWr-stable r.p.p.d. ofV which are greater than or equal to E.
(4) Let Y E £. The intersection of Zy with any G-orbit O Ç Y is proper,
nonempty, and is the disjoint union of T'-orbits which are permuted transitively
by Wr. Given two G-orbits 0\ and 02 we have that 0\ Ç 02 if and only if
ZyHOiÇ
ZyÇ\02.
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Notice that in the case when G = HxH and G(h\,h2) = (h2,h\), G/H = H,
considered as a H x i?-space under the action given by left and right multiplication, so in this case the variety X is a canonical compactification of the group
H, which we shall denote by H. (In this case the theory of embeddings is closely
related to the algebraic monoids of [Pu, Re].)
It turns out that we can embed the canonical compactification X of any
symmetric variety G/H, in G as follows: we consider the map /J,: G -^ G defined
by n(g) = g^(g"1)\ then /i(G) is a closed subvariety of G isomorphic to G/H
[R], and its closure in G is exactly X.
At this point a few final remarks are in order.
(a) When X — PGl(n), X is called the variety of complete projectivities of
P n _ 1 . When G = PGl(n) and G is orthogonal involution, G/H is the variety of
nondegenerate quadrics in P n _ 1 and X is called the variety of complete quadrics.
Both these varieties have been introduced and studied by classical geometers (see
[T, Se] and for more modern treatments [V, La]) in relation to enumerative
problems such as the computation of characteristic numbers for quadrics. An
algorithm for computation of "characteristic numbers" in the case of a general
symmetric variety has been given in [DPI] and implemented on a computer
[DGT].
(b) A variety analogous to the variety X has been introduced in [OS] in
the context of real symmetric spaces. The construction given in [OS] has been
translated into the algebraic contest to give an alternative construction of X in
[Sp].
(c) In [V2] Vust has announced a complete classification of normal embeddings
of G/H in terms of "colored r.p.p.d.'s" using the theory developed in [LV].
(d) In the "case of a group" one can prove the results stated in this section
under no assumption on the characteristic (see [St] where other properties of H
are proved in a characteristic-free contest). In general the theory works under
the assumption that the base field has characteristic not 2 using [U], but the
proofs are substantially different from those given in [DPI].
3. Spherical spaces. In this section we shall review the results on [BLV]
which show how to generalize at least some of the results of the preceding section
to general spherical spaces.
The results in [BLV] about spherical homogeneous spaces are a consequence
of a very general result which we are going to state. Let G be a reductive
connected group, Z a normal G-variety, z E Z a point with the property that
the orbit Goz is projective, so that the stabilizer of Gz Q G is parabolic. Let P
be a parabolic subgroup opposite to Gz and L = GZC\P. L is of course a Levi
factor of P. Let Pu denote the unipotent radical of P. Then we have:
THEOREM [BLV]. There exists a locally closed affine variety W Ç Z such
that
(a) z E W and W is L-stable;
(b) Pu o W is an open set in Z\
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(c) the map Pu x W —> Pu o W, given by the action of Pu on Z, is an
isomorphism.
This result is proved by reducing the analysis, by a result of [S], to the case
in which G acts linearly on a vector space N, and we take Z = P(N), with
G-action induced by the linear action of G on N.
In order to clarify the relation with the results of §2, we notice that, using
the notations of §2, if we take Z to be the canonical compactification X of a
symmetric variety, z to be the center of the open Schubert cell in the closed
orbit of X, we can take W = A n Zx = Z^°\
We can now briefly explain which results about spherical homogeneous space
are deduced in [BLV] from this theorem.
Let G/H be a spherical homogeneous space, and let B Ç G be a Borei subgroup in G, with the property that BH Ç G is open in G. One can easily check
that G — BH is a subvariety which is pure of codimension 1 in G. We denote
by P++ C k[G], the subset of regular functions whose set of zeros is exactly
(set-theoretically) G — BH and have value 1 on the identity of G. We now want
to define a parabolic subgroup P D B of G and a torus in P which will play,
in this case, a role analogous to the role played for symmetric varieties by the
parabolic subgroup associated to a fundamental Weyl chamber for R! and by a
maximal split torus.
P is easily defined. We let P = {g E G\gBH = BH}. It is then clear that
P D B. As for the torus, its definition is more subtle. We choose / E />++ and
consider the differential df(e), e the identity of G. df(e) E g*, g = JßieG. G acts
on g* by the coadjoint action and we let L? Ç G be the stabilizer of df(e) in G.
We now define our torus C? to be the connected center of iJ, The fact that C?
is a torus follows since one shows [BLV] that L? is a Levi subgroup of P and
hence reductive.
By a repeated application of the above theorem one then gets:
THEOREM [BLV]. (1) Lf HH = Pr\H and this group is reductive.
(2) The derived subgroup of 1 / is contained in H.
(3) Given any G-variety Z and a point z E Z fixed by H, the subset Pu o
(Cf o z) contains a nonempty open set of every G-orbit in G o z.
Notice that (3) tells us exactly that the torus embedding Cf o z meets every
orbit in G o z; in particular, this applies for embeddings of G/H, that is, when
GZ = H.
Let F be a G/H embedding and Zy be the embedding of C* /Cf fl H which
is the closure of Cf o [H] in Y. From the above theorem we see immediately
that Y contains finitely many G-orbits (in effect each G-orbit of Y meets Zy
in a nonempty union of C-^-orbits and there are finitely many such orbits), and
each G-orbit is itself a spherical homogeneous space, so by [B2] we get in fact
that Y has finitely many f?-orbits.
From these results one can hope to describe the G/H -embeddings, Y, in terms
of the torus embeddings Zy. From the methods used in the proof of the theorem
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quite a bit can be said (see also [BL]). On the other hand, it is not at all clear
(for some examples see [PI, P2]) which torus embeddings appear as Zy's for
some G/H embedding Y. (In the case of a symmetric variety the Weyl group Wr
played an important role but this seems to have no analogue in general.) The
situation is complicated by the fact that the choice of / E P++ is arbitrary and
there is not, up to now, a clear "best choice" (one is proposed in [BLV]).
4. S c h u b e r t calculus. Let us consider a general homogeneous space G/H =
M, with G connected and let n = dimAf. By Kleiman's transversality theorem
[K] we have that, given two irreducible subvarieties Vi,V2 Ç M, the intersection
Vi H g o V2 is a proper intersection with multiplicity one in each component for g
belonging to a nonempty open set U of G. When Vi and V2 have complementary
codimensions in M we can choose U in such a way that for g E U the intersection
Vi fi V2 consists of finitely many simple points whose number, which we shall
denote by (Vi, V2), is independent of the choice of g in U.
It is clear that we can extend the pairing ( , ) to arbitrary cycles by linearity.
Thus denoting by Zr(M) the group of codimension r cycles in M we get a bilinear
pairing,
(,
):Zr(M)xZn-r(M)-+Z.
We then set Br(M) = {aG Zr(M)\(a,b) = 0, Vò E Zn~r(M)} and set Cr(M) =
Zr(M)/Br(M)
and C*(M) = @rCr(M),
so that C*(M) is a graded abelian
group together with a bilinear pairing,

(,

):Cr(M)xCn-r(M)-^Z,

induced by the pairing on Z*, which is nondegenerate in the sense that if a E
Cr(M) is such that (a, b) = 0 Vft E Cn~r(M), then a = 0. The question we want
to address is the following:
Does there exist a ring structure on C*(M) having the property that given
Vi,V2 Ç M as above and denoting by [Vi] and [V2] their classes in C*(M),
[Vi][V2] = [Vi H gV2] with g generic?
This is in general not possible (for an easy example see [DP2]). However if
we are in the case of a spherical homogeneous space it is possible to define this
structure.
Consider the partially ordered set S of smooth projective embeddings of G/H.
If Y E S, then since Y contains finitely many G-orbits, any maximal torus T Ç G
has finitely many fixpoints in Y. Hence using the theory of [BB] we have that
Y has a "cellular decomposition" by locally closed affine cells. From this it
is easy to verify that, denoting by A*(Y) (resp. H*(Y)) the Chow ring (resp.
the cohomology ring) of Y, Y has no odd cohomology and the natural map
A*(Y) —» H2*(Y) is an isomorphism. Recall that if Yi < Y2 we get a unique
morphism n: YI —• Y2 and hence a canonical homomorphism A*(Y2) -* A*(Yi).
We can then consider the direct limit,
*H*(G/H) =AmA*{Y)

=ÙmH2*(Y),

Y e S.
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Any irreducible subvariety V Ç G/H has a well-defined class in M*(G/H). Indeed one shows [DP2] that there exists Y G S such that V QY has proper
intersection with every G-orbit in Y, and if we consider the class of V in A*(Y)
its image (V) in H* (G/H) is independent of the choice of Y with the above
properties.
We then have
THEOREM [DP2]. There is a natural isomorphism
$:M*(G/H)^C*(G/H),
such that $((V)) = [V] for every irreducible subvariety V Ç G/H. In particular, G*(G/H) inherits a ring structure from M*(G/H) which has the properties
required above.
In [DP2] the result is proved for symmetric varieties; however one can see,
using the results stated in §2, that the proofs go on verbatim in the spherical
case.
The computation of the ring #* is a complicated matter even in the case of a
torus where at least the computation of the cohomology ring of smooth projective
embeddings is completely known [Da]. In general even the knowledge of the
cohomology ring of a smooth projective embedding of spherical homogeneous
space is very limited. The only examples known to the author apart from torus
embeddings are the case of the "compactifications of a group" [DP3], and of
complete quadrics [DGMP] where the rational cohomology is known (for conies
see also [CX]).
Betti numbers have been computed for the canonical embedding of a symmetric variety [Stl, DS].
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Darstellungen endlichdimensionaler Algebren
PETER GABRIEL
Wir betrachten hier endlichdimensionale assoziative Algebren A mit Eins
über einem algebraisch abgeschlossenen Körper fc. Moduln über A sind stets
als Rechtsmoduln zu verstehen. Die Algebra A heisst darstellungsendlich, wenn
sie nur endlich viele Isomorphieklassen (direkt) unzerlegbarer Moduln besitzt.
Im kommutativen Bereich sind solche Algebren sehr dünn gesät: zugelassen sind
nur endliche Produkte mit Faktoren der Gestalt k[T]/Tn. Es wimmelt aber das
nicht-kommutative Gefilde von darstellungsendlichen Algebren. Ihnen widmen
wir diesen Bericht. Vom Standpunkt der Darstellungstheorie bilden sie die erste
Klasse, die in Angriff zu nehmen ist, so man Klassifikationsprobleme liebt.
Wir bringen Kunde von einem darstellungsendlichen Paradies. Leider bewohnen Algebren der Alltagspraxis meist die Hölle, wovon uns nur Randzonen
bekannt sind mit ihren noch zahmen Wesen. Ihnen galt die Aufmerksamkeit
Ringels in seinem Warschauer Bericht [43]. Wir verweisen auf dort angekündigte,
inzwischen erschienene Notizen [44], deren Form uns nicht leicht fällt.
1. Die kombinatorischen Invarianten darstellungsendlicher Algebren.
1.1. Eines der zentralen Ergebnisse unseres Berichts besagt, dass es in jeder
Dimension nur endlich viele Isomorphieklassen darstellungsendlicher Algebren
gibt. Dies befiehlt uns, zur Beschreibung dieser Algebren Ausschau zu halten
nach diskreten Parametern, nach kombinatorischen Invarianten, die wir gleich
zu Beginn einführen.
Zunächst dürfen wir dank der Morita-Aequivalenz [36] annehmen, dass A eine
Basisalgebra ist, d.h. dass die Restklassenalgebra nach dem Radikal die Gestalt
kn = k x • • • xfchat. Ist dann 1 = ^2eEE e eine möglichst feine Zerlegung der Eins
von A mit e 2 = e und ef = 0 für alle e ^ / aus E, so nennen wir Primspektrum
Spec A von A die (bis auf Isomorphic eindeutig bestimmte) Kategorie mit Objektenmenge E und Morphismenmengen Hom(e, / ) = fAe, deren Komposition von
der Multiplikation in A geliefert wird. Ein alter Satz [34] kennzeichnet die idealendlichen Algebren anhand ihrer Primspektren: A ist genau dann idealendlich—
hat nur endlich viele (zweiseitige) Ideale—wen jede Endomorphismenalgebra eAe
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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die Gestalt k[T]/Tn^ hat und jeder Morphismenraum fAe zyklisch ist unter
der Aktion von fAf oder von eAe. Letztere Bedingung ist also erfüllt, wenn A
darstellungsendlich ist.
1.2. Es sei A idealendlich. Wir nennen zwei Morphismen p, v G fAe äquivalent, wenn es Automorphismen p und G gibt derart, dass u = pfia. Die Aequivalenzklasse p von p nennen wir einen Strahl von e nach / . Die Strahlen sind
—•
die Morphismen einer Kategorie A mit Objektenmenge E, deren Komposition
definiert ist vermöge
_•_> I pu, falls {//V: pl = p and u1 = u) ein Strahl ist,
l 0,

sonst.

—•
Es folgt aus der Idealendlichkeit von A, dass A eine Strahlenkategorie ist im
Sinne der folgenden Definition.
DEFINITION. Eine Kategorie E heisst Strahlenkategorie, wenn sie Nullmorphismen ^O^ = 0: x —• y besitzt (wobei 0p = pO = 0 für alle p gelte), und den
folgenden Bedingungen (a)-(e) genügt:
(a) Verschiedene Objekte von E sind nicht isomorph.
(b) Ist x G E, so gilt Kom(x,y) = {0} = Hom(^,x) für fast alle y,z G E.
(c) Ist a: G E, so ist Hom(z5a;) für ein geeignetes n > 1 isomorph zur Halbgruppe Hn = {l,a,a2,.. .,a n " 1 ,ff n = <rn+1 = • • • = 0}.
(d) Für alle x,y G E ist die Menge H.om(x,y) zyklisch unter der Aktion von
Hom(z, x) oder von H.om(y, y).
(e) Für Morphismen X,p,u,7r folgt v = n aus pv — pn ^ 0 und p = X aus
pv = \v ^ 0.
BEISPIELE. (1) A = k[T]/Tn. Dann hat A ein Objekt mit Endomorphismenhalbgruppe Hn.
(2) Jede endliche partiell geordnete Menge M kann als Objektenmenge einer
Strahlenkategorie aufgefasst werden. Dabei enthält Hom(a;, y) genau dann einen
Morphismus ^ 0, wenn x < y. Die Komposition ist die natürliche.
(3) Ist A die Algebra derraxn-Dreiecksmatrizen,so ist A die Strahlenkategorie
zur geordneten Menge {1 < 2 < • • • < n}.
1.3. Einer Strahlenkategorie E assoziieren wir die direkte Summe

0fcE= 0

kE(x,y)/ky0x,

wobei kE(x,y) denfc-Vektorraummit Basismenge Homj:(x,y) bezeichnet. Fassen wir die Elemente von 0 fcE als quadratische Matrizen mit Spaltenindex x
und Zeilenindex y auf, so liefern die Matrizenmultiplikationsregel und die Komposition von E eine Algebrastruktur auf 0 fcE. Ist E endlich, so hat die Algebra
0 fcE eine Eins und ist idealendlich. Ferner ist E dann kanonisch isomorph der
Strahlenkategorie zu 0 fcE. Insbesondere gibt es zu jedem endlichen E ein A
mit A -^ E.
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HAUPTSATZ. Es ist A ^ 0 kA, falls (a) gilt oder (b):
(a) [8] A ist darstellungsendlich und Charfc ^ 2.
(b) [8, 15] A ist idealendlich, darstellungsunendlich, und jede echte Restklassenalgebra von A ist darstellungsendlich.
1.4. Die Strahlenkategorien sind die zur Klassifikation der darstellungsendlichen Algebren gesuchten Invarianten. Sie sind kombinatorischer Natur mit
leichter algebraischer Schattierung. Wir müssen uns bemühen, sie zu verstehen.
Zunächst bemerken wir, dass jeder Morphismus ^ 0 einer Strahlenkategorie
E eine (im allgemeinen nicht eindeutige) endliche Komposition irreduzibler Morphismen ist (irreduzibel bedeute hier nicht null, keine Identität und ohne echte
Faktorisierung).
Der Strahlenkategorie E ist also ein Köcher (= gerichteter Graph) Q s zugeordnet mit den Objekten von E als Punkten und den irreduziblen Morphismen
als Pfeilen. Umgekehrt gehört zu jedem Köcher Q die Wegekategorie WQ: Ihre
Objekte sind die Punkte von Q, ihre Morphismen die Wege (formale Zusammensetzungen von Pfeilen, darunter die Identitäten), zu denen man formale
Nullmorphismen hinzugesellt. Im Fall Q = Q^ haben wir den kanonischen Funktor WQv —• E, der Nullmorphismen auf Nullmorphismen abbildet und formale
Kompositionen von Pfeilen auf die entsprechenden Kompositionen irreduzibler
Morphismen in E. Dank diesem Funktor können wir jede Strahlenkategorie als
Restklassenkategorie einer Wegekategorie sehen.
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Ein prominentes Vorbild ist uns der Köcher Qn von Figur 1 Zu jeder nicht absteigenden Funktion / : { l , . . . , n — 1} —> {l,...,rc} gehört eine grösste Restklassenkategorie R^ von WQ, in der die Relationen a\an = 0, an • • • a^ai = p2
und a ji • "OL\pan • • -c^+i = 0 f ü r l < i < n — 1 erfüllt sind. R^ ist eine
Strahlenkategorie.
1.5. Allgemein heisse ein irreduzibler Morphismus p: x —* x von E (eine
Schlaufe von QY) kritisch, wenn p3 nicht null ist und eine Zerlegung p2 =
an-'-oti von p2 in irreduzible Morphismen OLì mit a± =£ p und a\pan ^ 0
existiert.
SATZ [8].
Es sei A darstellungsendlich und S die Menge der kritischen
Schlaufen in Q-*.
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(a) Für jedes p G S ist die Zerlegung p2 = an • • • OL\ eindeutig, und die volle
Unterkategorie von A mit den Spitzen der OLì ßfe Objekten ist isomorph einer
Kategorie R^.
(b) Ist ferner Charfc = 2, so ist die Anzahl der Isomorphieklassen idealendlicher Basisalgebren B mit B —• A gleich der Anzahl Bahnen in 2S unter der
Automorphismengruppe von A,
Zum Beispiel gibt es im Fall f(n — 1) > 2 und Charfc = 2 zwei nichtisomorphe B mit B ^ Rl, nämlich Bi = 0fci2^ und die Algebra JE?2 definiert
durch den Köcher Qn und die Relationen aian = a\pan, an--OL\ = p2,
otfi-- 'OLipoLn- • -Q^-j-i = 0 (1 < i < n — 1). Im Fall Charfc ^ 2 liefert die
Zuordnung p \—• p(\ — \p), a\ \-* OL\(1 — p) und OLì \r-* OLì für i ^ 1 einen
Isomorphismus 0 kR* -^ B%.
2. Einfach zusammenhängende Algebren. Nach §1.3 hat jede darstellungsendliche Basisalgebra die Form 0 f c E falls Charfc ^ 2. Aber nicht jedes
0 fcE ist darstellungsendlich. Die in §3.4 gegebene Charakterisierung der endlichen Strahlenkategorien E mit darstellungsendlichem 0 f c E stützt sich auf
gewisse Klassen von Algebren, die wir zuerst vorführen.
2.1. Wir gehen aus von einem endlichen Baum(köcher) T und ordnen ihm
einen unendlichen Köcher N T wie folgt zu (Figur 2): Jedem Punkt t G T
entspricht eine Folge von Punkten (n, t) G NT" mit n G N, jedem Pfeil s A t
zwei Folgen (n,s) ( r ^ ) (n,t) und (n,t)
Verschiebung n : (n,t) —> (n+l,t).

p(

/
/

^4 a) (n + l,s). Es wirkt auf N T die

/\/\/\/\y
/

\

/

\

/

\

/

v

/

OT

'

FIGUR 2
Sei P ein Muster von NT, das heisse eine Menge von Punkten, die mindestens
einen Punkt der Gestalt (0, t) und für jedes s G T genau ein Paar der Form
(n, s) enthält. Wir definieren eine N-wertige Dimensionsfunktion dp — d auf
den Punkten von N T so, dass gilt:
(a) d(x) = 1 + E W - H ^ I / I J fa^s x E P. Dabei durchläuft y die Nocken der
Pfeile mit Spitze x.
(b) d(x) = -d(z) + J2y^x d(y), falls x = TTZ und J2y^x d(y) > d(z) > 0.
(c) d(x) = 0 sonst.
2.2. Sei Rp der volle Unterköcher von N T bestehend aus den Punkten x mit
d(x) > 0 (Figur 3). Sei kRp(x,y) der fc-Vektorraum, der frei erzeugt wird von
den Wegen von x nach y in Rp. Element von kRp(x,nx) ist zum Beispiel die
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Maschensumme ox = E/o(7)'y, wobei 7 alle Pfeile von Rp mit Nock x durchläuft
und p(p(n,a)) = (n + l , a ) gilt (2.1). Wir bezeichnen mit k(Rp)(x,y) den
Restklassenraum von kRp(x,y) modulo Vektoren der Gestalt wazv mit 2 G Rp,
v G kRp(x,z) und tu G kRp(irz,y). Die Vektorräume fc(i2p)(a;, y) sind die Morphismenräume der Maschenkategorie k(Rp) von Riedtmann [40], deren Objekte
die Punkte von Rp sind, deren Komposition durch die formale Zusammensetzung
der Wege induziert wird.
Nun liefert die Multiplikationsregel der Matrizen eine Basisalgebra Ap =
@v„epk(Rv)(q,p),
wobei p der Zeilen- und q der Spalten-index ist. Ferner
bestimmt jedes x G Rp einen Ap-Modul M(x) = 0 p 6 p k(Rp)(p,x), dessen
Elemente wir als Zeilen auffassen. Die folgenden Aussagen beruhen auf den
Eigenschaften der fast zerfallenden Sequenzen von Auslander und Reiten [3, 5,
16, 7, 19]:
(a) Für jedes x G Rp ist M(x) unzerlegbar mit Dimension dp(x).
(b) M(x) ist projektiv (bzw. injektiv) genau dann, wenn x G P (bzw. wenn
1TX £

Rp).

(c) Der Funktor x »-> M(x) ist voll treu.
(d) Wenn Rp endlich ist, und nur dann, erhalten wir mit x H* M(x) eine Bijektion zwischen den Punkten von Rp und den Isomorphieklassen unzerlegbarer
j4p-Moduln.
2.3. Für jedes p G P sei e(p) G Ap das Element mit e(p)pp = lp G k(Rp)(p,p)
als einziger Komponente ^ 0. Die e(p) ergeben eine Zerlegung der Eins wie
in §1.1 und erlauben uns die Identifizierung von P mit der Objektenmenge von
Spec^4p. Ferner ordnen sie jedem endlichdimensionalen Ap-Modul N den Dimensionsvektor dim N G Z p mit (dim N)(p) = [Ne(p): fc] zu. Ist zum Beispiel
N = kp einfach mit Träger in p, so ist (dim N)(q) gleich 1 oder 0 je nachdem
ob q = p oder q ^ p. Wir versehen Z p mit der quadratischen Form
i=2

Xr(0 = £ ( " ! ) * E «(PÎ^tExtip^, *,):*]•
i=0

P,q€P

SATZ [42, 39, 12]. Ap ist genau dann darstellungsendlich, wennxp(€) >
0 für alle f G N p \ { 0 } . In diesem Fall liefert die Abbildung x i-> dim M(x)
eine Bijektion zwischen den Punkten von Rp (siehe §2.2) und den £ G N p mit
XP(£) = 1; ferner gilt dann [M(x)e(p) :fc]< 6 für alle p G P.
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2.4. Ein Ä-Modul M heisse omnipräsent, wenn Me ^ 0 für jedes e G E (§1.1).
Und A heisse aufrichtig, wenn ein omnipräsenter unzerlegbarer endlichdimensionaler Modul existiert. Bongartz hat die darstellungsendlichen aufrichtigen
Algebren Ap klassifiziert [11, 44]. Er teilt sie ein in 24 unendliche Reihen und
16,815 Ausnahmealgebren kleiner Dimension. Die 24 Reihen spielen eine immense Rolle in den Beweisen der hier zusammengefassten Theorie.
2.5. Happel und Vossieck haben die darstellungsunendlichen Algebren Ap
klassifiziert derart, dass Ap/e(p) für jedes p G P darstellungsendlich sei. Parallel
zu ihnen ist Bongartz auf dieselbe Algebrenliste gestossen, aber mit einer anderen
Charakterisierung, die in §3.4 benötigt wird. Die Liste umfasst die Algebren
von Figur 4, die wir durch Köcher und Relationen beschreiben (Kanten dürfen
beliebig orientiert werden). Darüberhinaus enthält sie 4,299 Ausnahmealgebren,
von Happel und Vossieck sehr übersichtlich in 141 Familien eingeordnet [13, 31,
14, 8, 44]. Von Höhne konnte die Liste 1985 ohne Computerhilfe bestätigen
[49].
3. Das Endlichkeitskriterium von Bongartz. Es bezeichne E stets eine
Strahlenkategorie.
3.1. Eine Darstellung von E über fc ist ein kontravarianter Funktor V von E
in die Kategorie derfc-Vektorräumederart, dass V(y0x) null sei für alle x,y G
E. Die Darstellungen von E bilden eine abelsche Kategorie, die im Falle eines
endlichen E vermöge V \-> (&yezV(y) äquivalent ist zur Kategorie der 0fcEModuln. Insbesondere sind die Begriffe "direkte Summe" und "unzerlegbar"
erklärt. Die Dimension einer Darstellung V ist Ey[V(y) :fc],und E heisst (lokal)
darstellungsendlich, wenn es für jedes y G E nur endlich viele Isomorphieklassen
unzerlegbarer V mit V(y) ^ 0 gibt.
SATZ [8, 41]. Eine idealendliche Basisalgebra A ist genau dann darstellungsendlich, wenn ihre Strahlenkategorie A es ist.
3.2. Alle Algebren der Liste von Bongartz-Happel-Vossieck (§2.5) mit Ausnahme der ersten sind idealendlich. Die dazu assoziierten und alle isomorphen
Strahlenkategorien nennen wir kritisch.
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Ein kritisches Diagramm von E ist ein Funktor D : K —> E mit den Eigenschaften (a) bis (c): (a) K ist kritisch, (b) Es ist Dp = 0 genau dann, wenn
p = 0. (c) Ist in x A y £- z oder x £- y A z der Morphismus a von ÜC
irreduzibel und faktorisiert Dp durch Dor, so faktorisiert auch p, durch a.
Wir nennen D: if —• E konvex, wenn für jeden Morphismus 0 ^ p,: x —> y
von Ä" und jede Zerlegung D// = ßn-' ßi von .D/i in irreduzible Morphismen
von E Morphismen OLì mit Dc^ = ß und p = an---a\ existieren.
Schliesslich nennen wir Kette von E eine unendliche alternierende Folge
. £\ . %L . E2> . %1 . ... von Morphismen derart, dass für jedes i keine der
Gleichungen
Pi = 0»£i

PiÇ = <7ù

&% = Pi+i,

0% =

ÇPi+l

eine Lösung £ in E hat.
SATZ [13, 14, 8, 22]. Die folgenden Aussagen sind äquivalent:
(i) E ist darstellungsendlich.
(ii) In E existiert keine Kette und kein kritisches Diagramm.
(iii) In E existiert keine Kette und kein konvexes kritisches Diagramm.
Die ohne "BHV-Liste" erfolglose Suche nach einem Kriterium dieser Art war
ein Leitmotiv der Fünfziger Jahre (Jans, Yoshii).
3.3. So elementar die Formulierung von §3.2 auch sein mag, der Satz ist
unehrlich und nutzlos: unehrlich, weil er seine Quellen verdeckt, nutzlos, weil
das kombinatorische Dickicht von E mit (ii) und (iii) kaum zu durchdringen ist.
Wir müssen höher steigen.
DEFINITION. Eine Ueberlagerung von E ist ein Funktor F: E' —• E mit den
Eigenschaften (a) und (b): (a) E' ist eine Strahlenkategorie, und es ist Fp* = 0
genau dann, wenn ßf = 0. (b) Zu jedem Morphismus p: x —• y ungleich 0 in E
und jedem x1 G E' mit Bild x (bzw. jedem y1 G E' mit Bild y) gibt es genau ein
p' mit Quelle x1 (bzw. Ziel yf) und Bild p,.
Unsere Definition löst die üblichen Routine-Ueberlegungen aus: ein Spezialfall
der Ueberlagerungstheorie semisimplizialer Komplexe Insbesondere gehören zu
jedem "zusammenhängenden" E eine "universelle" Ueberlagerung F<% : E —> E
und eine Fundamentalgruppe Ils mit E/Üs -^ E. Zum Beispiel hat R^ als
Köcher Qn (Figur 5) und wird durch Relationen bestimmt, die gleich lauten wie
bei Rf (§1.4).
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SATZ [16, 18, 8, 22]. Enthält E keine Kette, so gilt:
(a) Die Fundamentalgruppe Ils ist frei (nicht kommutativ).
(b) Von eimen Punkt x zu einem Punkt y führen nur endlich viele Wege des
Köchers Q^ : die Kompositionen dieser Wege in E sind alle gleich.
Es folgt insbesondere, dass Q% keine geschlossenen Wege enthält (ausser den
identischen), und dass es zwischen zwei Objekten von E höchstens einen Morphismus ^ 0 gibt.
3.4. KRITERIUM VON BONGARTZ [13, 14, 8, 22]. Die Strahlenkategorie
E ist genau dann darstellungsendlich, wenn E keine Kette und keine konvex
kritische Unterkategorie enthält.
Dabei heisst eine Unterkategorie von E konvex kritisch, wenn der Einbettungsfunktor konvex, kritisch und voll treu ist (§3.2).
Das Kriterium erweist sich in der Praxis [21] als sehr handlich (insbesondere
bei Rfc), weil "konvexe" Unterkategorien von E leicht mittels Qf, zu beschreiben
und kritische Strahlenkategorien leicht anhand auftretender kommutativer Polygone zu identifizieren sind.
3.5. SATZ [37, 6, 15]. Ist die Algebra A darstellungsunendlich, so
ist die Anzahl der Dimensionen, für die es unendlich viele Isomorphieklassen
unzerlegbarer A-Moduln gibt, auch selbst unendlich.
Der Satz geht auf eine um die 40 Jahre alte Vermutung zurück, die Brauer
und Thrall zugeschrieben wird. Es folgt aus ihm, dass jedes Element einer unendlichen irreduziblen algebraischen Familie generisch nicht-isomorpher Algebren-Strukturen auf kn darstellungsunendlich ist [23, 24]. Einer der möglichen
Beweise des Satzes ergibt sich leicht aus der Reduktion der Aussage auf kritische
Kategorien vermöge §1.3 (b), §3.4 und [25, 35].
4. Ausblick. Es ist unsere Meinung, dass die darstellungsendlichen Algebren
den ausgereifteren und technisch schwierigeren Teil der heutigen Darstellungstheorie endlichdimensionaler Algebren ausmachen. Ihre Erforschung ist das Werk
vieler. Sucht man dennoch nach unerwarteten, anspruchsvollen und entscheidenden Einzelleistungen, so ragen die Namen Bongartz und Roiter heraus.
Wir müssen aber auch einsehen, dass die zuerst eroberte Stellung auch am
weitesten entfernt vom Zentrum der Algebra liegt. Es ist zu erwarten, dass
nun die Festung der zahmen Algebren systematischer eingeschlossen wird. Als
Beispiel systematischer Arbeit sehen wir die Charakterisierung der zahmen vervollständigten geordneten Mengen durch Nazarova und Roiter [38, 46]. Zitieren müssen wir auch die Arbeit [20] von Dowbor und Skowronski, die frühere
Gedankengänge von I. M. Gel'fand und Ponomarev [27] überlagerungstheoretisch interpretiert und weiterführt, wobei die Beweise den Bereich der endlichdimensionalen Darstellungen sprengen. Leider fehlt uns die Einsicht in die weiteren
Schubladen der Concurrenz.
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Die Mehrheit der neuesten Publikationen wird motiviert durch das Bedürfnis
nach besseren Verbindungen zum Festland der Mathematik. Der Brücke zur
Kommutativen Algebra is der Bericht M. Auslanders gewidmet [4]. Andere Publikationen kreisen um den Begriff der derivierten Kategorien von GrothendieckVerdier [48]. Konzipiert wurde dieser Begriff zur Formulierung der Dualitätstheorie von Grothendieck-Roos. In anderem Gewand taucht diese Theorie heute
als "Kipptheorie" auf, initiiert von I. M. Gel'fand und ausgebaut hauptsächlich
von Brenner-Butler [17] und Happel-Ringel [30]. Interessant ist dabei, dass
sehr verschiedenartige abelsche Kategorien äquivalente derivierte Kategorien besitzen. So produzieren die kohärenten Garben auf Grassmannschen Varietäten
und Quadriken "dieselben" derivierten Kategorien wie geeignete endlichdimensionale Algebren [10, 9, 32, 28, 33]. Happel beschreibt in [29] die Algebren, die
ihre derivierten Kategorien mit den Wegealgebren der Dynkinköcher "teilen."
In dieselbe Richtung weisen die Arbeiten [1, 47, 29] über triviale Algebrenerweiterungen. Schliesslich zeigen Geigle und Lenzing [26], dass die kanonischen
Algebren Ringels [44] die gleichen derivierten Kategorien liefern wie gewisse
graduierte Modulgarben auf der projektiven Geraden; so verbinden sie Atiyahs
Arbeit über Vektorbündel auf elliptischen Kurven [2] mit Ringels Klassifikation
der Moduln über zahmen "tubulären" Algebren.
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ABSTRACT. Representations of finite-dimensional algebras. Let A be a finitedimensional algebra (associative, with 1) over an algebraically closed field k. T h e
objective is to classify t h e finite-dimensional A-modules. Efficient algorithms are
available if A has only finitely many indecomposable modules u p to isomorphism.
This report is mainly devoted to the reduction of the classification of such algebras to a combinatorial problem. A complete English version of the G e r m a n
original is available at t h e author's address.
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Milnor if-Theory and Galois Cohomology
A. S. MERKURJEV
Let F be a field and m a natural number, (m, char F) = 1. It follows from the
exact sequence 1 —• fim —• F*ep -^ F*ej) —• 1 and the Hilbert Theorem 90 that
there is the natural isomorphism /: F*/F*m —• fl"1(F,/im). The cup-product in
the cohomology theory of groups gives the homomorphism
F* <g> F* <g> • • • <g> F* -+ Hn{F, fi®n),
satisfying the Steinberg condition and therefore giving the homomorphism:
a n , m : Kn(F)/mKn(F)

->

Hn(F,p®n),

by the formula [10]: a n j m ({ai,a2> • • •,%}) = J( a i) u '( a 2) U • • • U l{an), where
Kn(F) is the Milnor group of F. This homomorphism is called the norm residue
map of degree n.
There is a conjecture that all otn<m are isomorphisms for any F. If n = 1 it is
a consequence of the Hilbert Theorem 90. In the case n = 2 this conjecture was
proved in [5]. If n > 3 the answer is known only for some fields.
The theorem stating the bijectivity of 0f2,m has many applications. The
present paper is devoted to some applications in the Brauer group theory.
If // m C F, then
H2(F, /i®2) = H\F, pm) ®ßm = mBr(F) ® /^m,
where mBr(F) is the subgroup of elements of exponent m in the Brauer group
Br(F) of F. In this case the norm residue map of degree 2 coincides with the
homomorphism
K2{F)lmK2{F)
-> m Br(i^) ® / i m ,
introduced in [9].
1. Cyclic algebras. Let F be a field and G the Galois group of Faep/F.
We denote by X(F) the character group Hom c (G, Q/Z) of G. For any character
X e X(F) let F(x)/F be the field extension corresponding to ker% E 6? by the
Galois theory. It is clear that F(x)/F is the cyclic extension of degree n which
equals the order of x in X(F). The Galois group of this extension has the natural
generator ax, uniquely determined by the equality x(°"x) = V n + ^t© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Let a e F*, x € X(F), n = (F(x)'- F). We define the structure of an Falgebra on an n-dimensional vector space A = A(a, x) over F(x) with basis
UQ, U\, ..., un-\ by the following formula:
•^{y) -Ui+j,
(

X

U

ì

)

•

{ y u j )

=

i+

j<n,

i+

j>n.

\

•(y) •«*+,•_„,

2

A(a, x) is a central simple algebra over F of dimension n and is said to be a
cyclic algebra of degree n [1].
There is a conjecture that Br(F) is generated by the classes [A(a, x)] of cyclic
algebras. We can formulate this conjecture more precisely: for any m G N the
group m B r ( F ) is generated by A(a,x), a e F*, x € mX(F).
In the following cases the last conjecture has been proved:
1. If (m, char F) = 1 and ßm C F. In this case the conjecture is equivalent to
the surjectivity of the norm residue map a2,m- Indeed, the element a2,m({ß, b})
equals [A(a,Xfc)] ® £m € mBr(i?1) (8) /*m, where X6 is the uinque character, such
that F(xb) = Fib1/171), ^(ò 1 /™) = U • & 1/m , and any character x e m ^ ( ^ )
equals X6 for some b£ F*.
2. If m is a prime number and (F(ßm) : F) < 3. In particular, the conjecture
is proved if m = 2,3 [5, 6].
3. If m = 4 [5].
4. If m = pk and p = char F [1].
There are the following relations in Br(F) between the classes of cyclic algebras:

(l)[A(a6,x)] = [A(a,X)] + [A(ò,x)],
(2)[A(a,x + p)] = [A(a,X)] + [A(a,p)],
(3) [A{a, x)] = 0 if o is a norm in F(x)/F.
There is a conjecture that any relation between the classes [A(a, x)] with
a G F*, x € mX{F) in m B r ( F ) is a consequence of (l)-(3). This conjecture has
been proved in the following cases:
1. (m, charF) = J and / i m C F. In this case the conjecture is equivalent to
the injectivity of the norm residue map a2, m 2. If m is a prime number and (F(/i m ) : F) < 2. In particular, the conjecture
is proved if m = 2,3.
3. If m = pk and p = char F.
We can take both conjectures together and consider the following version of
the norm residue map a2, m . Let Sm(F) be the factorgroup {F*
®mX(F))/B
where B is the subgroup generated by a (8) XJ where a is a norm in F{x)/F.
The correspondence a (8) x *-+ [A{a, x)\ defines the following homomorphism:
ßm'- Sm(F) —y m Br(F). The first conjecture is equivalent to the surjectivity of
ßm and the second conjecture to the injectivity of ßm.
If jj,m C F, then the homomorphism ßm ® ßm is equal to the norm residue
map ûf2,m and therefore is an isomorphism.
One can show that to prove the bijectivity of ßm it is sufficient to construct
the corestriction map Sm(L) —• Sm(F) for a finite extension L/F. So far we can
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define such a map only for some quadratic extensions. This gives the proof in
the case (F(fim): F) < 2.
2. Generators and relations in Brauer group. The problem is to find a
set of generators and relations in Br(F). It is sufficient to study the p-primary
component Br(F){p} of Br(F) for any prime p. We assume that p ^ char F.
Let fc G N, q = pk, Fk = F{pq). For x G F£ and x e QX{Fk) let [x,x] =
cor([A(x,x)]) £ qïïr(F), where cor: Br(.Ffc) —• Br(F) is a corestriction map [3].
We know that qBr(Fk) is generated by [A(a;,x)]. There is a question whether
QBr(F) is generated by [z,x], x G F£, x £ qX(Fk).
A simple example: F = R, p = 2, k>2 shows that the answer is negative in
general. Unexpectedly the answer is positive in almost all other cases.
We suppose that Fk/F is a cyclic extension (if, for example, p is odd).
The following case we call exceptional: p = 2,Fk/F is a quadratic extension,
and r(£q) = f"1, where r is a generator of Gal(Fk/F). (The example above
belongs to the exceptional case.) The case which is not exceptional is called
general. When p is odd or \/-T E F, p = 2 we have the general case.
THEOREM [7]. 1.

In the general case qBr(F) is generated by [x, x], % G F£,

xegx(Fk).
2. In the exceptional case qBr(F) is generated by [x,x]>
with the classes of quaternion algebras
{a,p)^[A(a,p)],

aeF*,

x

£ F£, x £ qX(Fk)

pe2X(F).

If Fk/F is not a cyclic extension (this is possible only if p = 2) the situation
is more complicated. There are some arguments in [7], showing that in this case
the group qBr(F) does not have a "simple set" of generators.
We have the following relations between [a;,x], £ G F£, x £ qX(Fk):
(i) [xy>x] = [x,x] + [y,x],
(2) [x,x + r}] = [x,x] + [^ri],
(3) [x,x] = 0 if a; is a norm in Fk(x)/Fk,
(4) [r(x),r(x)] = [x,xl where r G Gnl(Fk/F).
THEOREM [7]. In the general case any relation between [x,x\, x G F%,
X G qX(F) is a consequence of (l)-(4).
In the exceptional case we have the following additional relations between
[x,x]i % G F£, x E qX(Fk), and the classes of quaternion algebras (a, rj), a G F*,
ri G 2X(F):
(5) (ab,r)) = (a,rç) + {&,rç),
(6) (a,r} + p) = (a,r}) + {a,p),
(7) (a, p) = 0 if a is a norm in F(p)/F.
(8) [^XFk] = (JVjvHa^x), x G **> X e 2X(F).
(9) [a,x] = °> where a G F* and Fk(x) = i<M&1/m) for some bGF*.
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THEOREM [7]. In the exceptional case any relation between [x,x], x G F£,
X G qX(Fk)j and {a,rf), a G F*, r\ G 2X(F), is a consequence of (l)-(9).
Studying our generators [x, x] in detail we can prove the following statement:
THEOREM [7]. 1. In the general case qBr(F) is generated by the classes of
algebras of dimension not more than q2p
2. In the exceptional case qBr(F) is generated by the classes of algebras of
dimension not more then q.
COROLLARY [6]. The group pBr^) is always generated by the classes of
algebras of dimension p2.
3. Brauer group as an abstract group. It is a well-known fact that any
Brauer group is abelian and torsion. In [2] A. Brumer and M. Rosen conjectured
that if 2 • Br(F){p} ^ 0 then Br{F){p} contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup.
THEOREM [6]. Let p be an odd number, {F(£p) : F) < 3, and Br(F){p} ^ 0.
Then Br(F){p} contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup.
This theorem proves the conjecture of A. Brumer and M. Rosen for p = 3 and
any field.
In the case p = 2 a nontrivial group Br(F){p} may not contain a divisible subgroup. For example, any elementary abelian 2-group is isomorphic to Br(F){2}
for some field F. The situation is different if BT(F) contains an element of order
4.
THEOREM [6].
divisible subgroup.

If 2 • Br(F){2} / 0, then Br(F){2} contains a nontrivial

In [4] B. Fein and M. Schacher conjectured that any divisible abelian torsion
group is a Brauer group for some field. This conjecture is proved in [8].
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Modern Developments in Invariant Theory
V. L. POPOV
Invariant theory, which is almost one and a half centuries old, is now going
through a new period of vigorous development: a satisfactory comprehension of
a general picture within the classical situation has been attained and the new
important directions, methods, and applications are being discovered. Now, as
a matter of fact, invariant theory is identified with the theory of algebraic group
actions on algebraic varieties (schemes) whose local aspect (concerned with the
actions on affine varieties) is, on the one hand, the most immediately connected
with the classical understanding of invariant theory and, on the other, the most
elaborated.
I have to restrict myself here mostly to some results of principal importance
that form a group around the classical theme of description of invariants and
covariant s, and I hope that the addresses by C. de Concini and W. Borho will
give an idea of some other up-to-date aspects and applications of invariant theory.
1. Classical problems. Let A; be an algebraically closed field, V a finitedimensional vector space over k, k[V] the algebra of regular functions (polynomials) on V, and G an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). G acts on k[V].
The main problem of the classical theory is to give "the explicit description"
of the algebra of invariants fc[V]G. This presupposes (a) solving the question of
whether k[V]G is finitely generated over fc and, if yes, (b) giving a constructive
way to find explicitly a minimal system of homogeneous generators of k\V]G (or,
what is ideally desirable, even to exhibit such a system actually).
The problem of describing all G such that k[V]G isfinitelygenerated is known
as the original Hubert's fourteenth problem. (In fact Hilbert's formulation at
the 1900 Paris Congress was somewhat different.) In his address at the 1958
Edinburgh Congress, M. Nagata gave an example of such G that k[V]G is not
finitely generated. Actually it is more natural to consider a general situation
when G rationally acts on an arbitrary affine (i.e.,finitelygenerated and reduced)
fc-algebra A or, geometrically, when G algebraically acts on an affine algebraic
variety X with the coordinate algebra k[X] = A, see [1, 2]. M. Nagata [1]
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considered the problem in this general setting and called it "the generalized
fourteenth problem." It is completely solved now:
THEOREM 1. The following properties of G are equivalent: (a) for all affine
k-algebras A on which G acts rationally by k-algebra automorphisms AG is also
affine; (b) G is reductive (i.e., its unipotent radical is trivial).
The proof (b)=^(a) goes back to Hilbert when charfc — 0; it is much more
subtle when charfc > 0 and follows from M. Nagata [28] and W. Haboush [29]
(see also [2]). The proof (a)=i>(b) was given by the author [3].
The original Hilbert's fourteenth problem, as distinct from the generalized
one, is not yet solved. Its important special feature is that one can extend the
action G: V up to an action of a reductive group which contains G (namely,
GL(V)). One can use this as follows. Let R be an arbitrary linear algebraic
group, H its closed subgroup, and A a fc-algebra on which R rationally acts by
fc-algebra automorphisms. Then fc-algebras (A® k[R/H])R and AH are isomorphic (see[4]). Therefore if R is reductive then AH is affine for all such affine A iff
k\R/H] is affine. Moreover, preserving AH one can assume H to be observable
(i.e., R/H to be quasiaffine variety, cf. [5]). Let us call H a Grosshans subgroup
of R if H is observable and the algebra k[R/H] is affine. (It was in [5] where
the role of such subgroups was clarified.) Presently one has to consider the original Hubert's fourteenth problem as the problem of classification of Grosshans
subgroups of GL(V). Note that the classification of observable subgroups of
reductive groups (charfc = 0) was obtained by A. Sukhanov (1977).
It follows from the above that in the problem (b) of the classical scheme of
"the explicit description" of fc[V]G it is natural to assume that G is a reductive
group. Also let charfc= 0. The problem was solved in 1868-1870 by P. Gordan
for invariants of systems of binary forms and in 1893 by Hilbert for invariants
of systems of forms in arbitrary many variables—these are the heights of the
classical theory. For each fixed d the space k[V]G of all homogeneous elements of
degree d of k[V]G can be described explicitly using the methods of representation
theory. This reduces (b) to the problem of explicitly finding such a number May
that k[V]G is generated by invariants of degree < M G , V , cf. [6]. We know such
n
MQ,V °w:
THEOREM 2. Letn = dimV, s — dim G, r — rkG, letT be a maximal torus
of G and (fc*)r —+T a fixed isomorphism given in coordinates by the formula
(*i,...,* r ) H» {fij{ti,...,tr)),

fij e f c ( * i , . . . , i r ) .

Let t be the greatest of numbers mi taken over all 1 < I < r and all monomials
t™1 . ..tmr that occur in at least one fij. For each h > 0 let C(h) = LCM{a G
N | 0 < a < h}. Then one can take:
(1) May = \G\ if G is finite;
(2) MGy =n-C{n-s\-t3)
ifG = T is a torus;
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(3)

'2r+sna+1{n-l)a-rtr-{s
MG,v
=n-C
3»(((*-r)/2)l)»
if G is semisimple and connected.

+ 1)'\

The proof of (1) was given by E. Noether [7], of (2) by G. Kempf [8], and of
(3) by the author [6]. The case of an arbitrary reductive G is easily reduced to
these three cases, cf. [8].
The estimates May given by this theorem are large, and the problem remains
to find its improvement. However, in any case a general solution to the problem
(b) will be only of a theoretical value because nowadays it is precisely clear
(see below) that the practical finding of generators of a "general" k[V]G is not
a reasonable problem. Nevertheless, using some general results on actions one
can distinguish the classes of actions G : V admitting a deep investigation (right
until the explicit description of fc[V]G). This shaped the point of view that
the classes of actions G: V distinguished by various "nice" properties are of
paramount importance for invariant theory while the others G : V are in some
way "wild." Conditionally, one can distinguish three sources of such results:
algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, and representation theory.
2. Geometrical results on actions and the description of invariants.
Further let charfc= 0 and G be a reductive group which acts on an affine variety
X. We assume that all the actions are effective.
It was a long time ago when the idea appeared to simplify the problem of the
description of k[X]G by finding a subgroup H C G and an //"-invariant subvariety
Y C X such that the restriction of functions defines an isomorphism fc[X]G —>
fcfy]^. One can always assume that H = NQ(Y) = {g G G \ g(Y) C Y} because
k[Y]H = k[Y]NG^yz^Y\
where ZG(Y) = {g G G \ g(y) = y Vy G Y}. Let
us call Y a Ghevalley section. (Apparently it was in the Chevalley restriction
theorem, cf. [9], where such a Y was used explicitly for the first time.)
The systematic method to construct Chevalley sections was discovered by
D. Luna and R. Richardson [9]. Let X/G = Specm k[X]G and TTG.X : X -» X/G
be a morphism induced by the embedding k[X]G «-• k[X]. It is G-invariant,
surjective, and there is a unique closed orbit 0 ( f ) in each fiber ^ ^ ( f ) [2, 10]:
THEOREM 3 . Let X be irreducible and smooth. Then (a) [10] there exists
an open set fi C X/G, fi ^ 0 , such that ^Q\{Ç)
and ^Q1X(VÌ) (and hence 0 ( f )
and 0(rj)) are G-isomorphic Vf, r\ G fi. Specifically, there exists a reductive
subgroup C C G such that for any f G fi and v G 0(£) the stabilizer Gv of v
is conjugate to C. (b) [9] There exists an irreducible component of the variety
Xe — {x G X | C(x) = x} which is a Chevalley section for G: X.
All of this is applicable to a linear action G : V in which case Y = Ve is a
linear subspace and NG(Y) = NG(C). One has to consider Y and
NG(Y)/ZG(Y)
as the analogs of a Cartan subspace and a Weyl group in the general situation
(they turn exactly into these objects in the case of adjoint action G: LieG).
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The reduction of G: V to NG(C) : Y is not a tautological one iff C ^ {e}. This
explains the interest in a description of G: V such that C ^ {e}. This description
is based on the fact that under the conditions of Theorem 3 there exists "a generic
stabilizer," i.e., a subgroup G* C G such that Gv is conjugate to G* for all v
from a nonempty open set in X, and moreover, G* C C, see [30, 10]. It is easier
to find G* than C; on the other hand, G* ^ {e} implies G =£ {e}. It is clear that
G* = {e} if G is either finite or a torus. At present the classification (list) of
G: V such that G* ^ {e} is known if either (a) G is connected simple or (b) G
is connected semisimple and G: V is irreducible. A. Elashvili (1972) described
such G: V with dimG* > 0 and found LieG* explicitly; A. Popov (1975-78)
described such G: V with finite G* and found G* explicitly. (They developed,
resp., some ideas of the papers by E. Andreev, E. Vinberg, A. Elashvili (1967),
and E. Andreev and the author [11].) It follows from [11] that for a fixed G
there exists, under the conditions (a) and (b), only finitely many action G: V
with VG = {0} and G* ^ {e}; this is no longer true for a connected semisimple
G when (a) and (b) are infringed, though G* = {e} for "a general" G: V. (An
early result of this sort was obtained by D. Hadziev (1967).)
G* ^ G in general. If G* = G then G: X is said to be stable [12] (stability
means closedness of "the generic" orbit). For a linear action G: V a stability
criterion was given by the author [12]: if G is connected semisimple (the general
case reduces to this one [13]), then G: V is stable iff G* is reductive. This
means that stable G: V are "typical" and makes it possible to give, under the
conditions (a) and (b) from above, an explicit classification (list) of nonstable
G: V—there turns out to be only a few of them.
Those G: V with a finite "Weyl group" NG(Y)/ZG(Y)
are especially close to
the model of adjoint action. For all such known G: V the algebra fc[V]G, when
described with ad hoc methods, turned out to be free. D. Panjushev [14] showed
that these facts have a general origin:
THEOREM 4.
Let G be connected and for each subvariety Z c V/G of
codimension > 1 one has
codim7räV(^) > *
(this is automatically fulfilled if either G is semisimple, or G is a subgroup of
orthogonal group 0(V), or KGy is equidimensionat). If k[V]G is isomorphic to
an algebra of invariants of a finite linear group, then both of these algebras are
free.
This means that the theories of invariants of connected and of finite linear
groups cannot be reduced to each other and confirms the opinion that these are
two "different" theories.
There exist examples of proper linear subspaces in V which are Chevalley
sections but cannot be obtained by means of Theorem 3 (C = {e}). But another
general result on existence of Chevalley sections besides Theorem 3 is not known.
The fundamental role in the proof of Theorem 3 as well as of many other results
on actions G: X is played by Luna's étale slice theorem [10].
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3. C o m m u t a t i v e algebra a n d invariant theory. At present one can distinguish two approaches to a more delicate (than finding generators) description
of a multiplicative structure of fc[V]G.
The first one is inspired by the following result of M. Höchster and J. Roberts
[15]:
THEOREM 5.

If X is smooth, then k[X]G is a Cohen-Macaulay algebra.

In fact J.-L. Boutot [16] later proved the more general
THEOREM 6.
singularities.

If X has rational singularities, then X/G also has rational

For a linear action G : V, Theorem 5 means the existence of such homogeneous
elements a±,... , a m , & i , . . . ,bp G k[V]G that a* (parameters) are algebraically
independent and k[V]G = 0 ^ = 1 k[a\,... ,am)bi. This reduces the description
of a structure of k[V]G to finding "a multiplication-table" for bj and gives the
formula for the Poincaré series:
P

m

Pay® = X>imfc[V]«)td = £* d e g 6 7 [J(l - td°*a*).
d>0

i=l

j=l

G. Kempf proved (1979) that deg PGy (t) < 0; therefore it follows from here that
maxi bi < YlT=i deg a3'• This means that one can constructively find b{ whenever
aj are given. To constructively find aj is a difficult problem. It is solved for a
finite G by E. Dade, see [24]. (One has to choose fj G V*, 1 < j < n, as
follows: ft ^ 0, fj+t $ <0i(/i),..., gj(fj)) Vgi, ...,gjGG;
then aj is a product
of all elements of the orbit G(fj).) For a connected G no recipe of this sort is
known, but there is an ideology, going back to Hilbert [31], which is based on
the characterization of the parameters as algebraically independent elements aj
such that {v G V \ aj(v) = 0 V?} coincides with the "null-cone" T r ë V ^ G y M )
and on the geometrical description of the "null-cone" delivered by the HilbertMumford theorem [2]. One obtains in this way explicit upper estimates of deg aj
as well as the proof of (2) and (3) in Theorem 2, see [8, 6].
The second approach is given by the classical theory of syzygies. Let y\,...,y<i
be a minimal system of homogeneous generators of fc[V]G (here d is the embedding
dimension edfc[V]G of fc[V]G), A — k[x\,... ,Xd] the polynomial fc-algebra in
indeterminates X{ with the grading given by degXi = d e g ^ , and J the kernel
of the epimorphism A —> fc[V]G, Xi »-• y{. I is the first module of syzygies of
fc[F]G; its elements are the relations (syzygies) which hold among the yi. Taking
a minimal system of homogeneous generators of A-module / , one can present
I as the image of a free A-module M± under a homogeneous epimorphism of
A-modules £>i : Mi —y I; then do the same with Ker <pi, and so on. One obtains
then a minimal free resolution of A-module J which is finite by the Hilbert syzygy
theorem:

0^MhJ^...^MlJ^IJ^o_
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Its length h is the homological dimension hdk[V]G of fcfFp, and K e r ^ _ i is
the ith module of syzygies. One has h = d— dim V/G because of Theorem 5.
A complete description of all Ker <pi has been obtained only in a number of
special cases. In the nineteenth century an answer was found only for invariants
of binary forms of degree v < 6 (and also for several other elementary cases), and
the case v = 8 was understood only comparatively recently by T. Shioda (1967).
Classics described J for the actions of classical groups on systems of vectors and
covectors, but the higher syzygies for them were described only by A. Lascoux
(1978) and, recently, by some others. The reason for this is the complexity of the
structure of fc[V]G in the "general case." This was definitely known to classics,
but the precise meaning of this assertion was elucidated only recently.
The natural measure of complexity of k[V]G is the number h = hdk[V]G.
One can take h as the base for the systematic investigation of algebras k[V]G of
different actions G: V of a given fixed G: instead of G: V taken by chance one
has first of all to investigate those G: V for which h is small. This program was
put on firm ground by the following theorem proved by the author [13, 23]:
THEOREM 7.
Let G be either connected semisimple or finite. Then for
any h > 0 there exist, to within isomorphism and addition of a trivial direct
summandj only finitely many finite-dimensional rational G-modules V such that
hdk[V]G = h.
It follows from here that for G ^ {e} there exists such a G-module V that
hdfcp^] 0 > h (and the set of such V is infinite). This gives a precise meaning to
the assertion about complexity of k[V]G in " the general case." The estimates
from [13] give quantitative expression to this. E.g., if G = SL2 and V is the
module Sn of binary forms of degree n, then for any prime p and n > 4p + 5 one
has
hdfc[5n]G>(P-l)(In/p]+p-2) + ^ ( [ n / p ] - l )

2

+ [n/p]-n + 2

and therefore hdfcfV']0 grows faster than any power of n as n —* 00. If G is an
exceptional simple group and V is a nontrivial irreducible G-module different
from adjoint, elementary or its dual, then hdfc[K]G > 9208,26335,3403,2278
and 3 resp. for G = E8,E7,E6,F4
and G 2 . On the other hand, Theorem 7 and
the constructive character of its proof show that the state of affairs turns out to
be not so hopeless as might first be imagined and make natural the problem of
classifying, for a given group G and integer h, all G : V with hdfc[V]G = h. It
is natural to do this sequentially, from smaller values of h to larger, since the
method itself contains the possibility of induction: it is based, specifically, on
the monotonicity theorems, according to which ed and hd do not increase under
passage from a representation to a subrepresentation or a slice representation.
These reflect a general "principle of inheritance," according to which the properties of k[V]G are "not made worse" (inherited) under indicated passages; there
are a lot of other evidences in favor of it.
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The first case of this program is the description of such G: V that hdfc[V]G =
0, i.e. fc[V]G is free (property (FI)). If G is finite, then the answer is given by
THEOREM 8.
Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(V). Then the following
properties are equivalent: (a) G is generated by pseudoreflections; (b) k[V]G is
free.
Proof was given by G. Shephard and J. Todd (1954) who also gave a classification (list) of all G with the property (a), and C. Chevalley (1955) (for (a)=>(b)).
For a connected G the method of classification of G: V with a free fc[V]G was
discovered only comparatively recently by V. Kac, the author, and E. Vinberg
[25], who also tested it on the case of connected simple G and irreducible G: V
(it is based on "the principle of inheritance" of the property (FI):
THEOREM 9. Let G be a connected simple linear irreducible group. Then
the following properties are equivalent: (1) G has a free algebra of invariants;
(2) G is one of the following groups: (a) Case when k[V]G = fc: SL n ,Sp n (n is
even), A 2 SL n (n is odd), Spin 10 ; (b) Case when dimV/G = 1: SO n (n ^ 4),
A 2 SL n (n is even), S 2 S L n , A 3 S L n (n = 6,7,8),A§Sp 6 ,5 3 SL 2 ,Spin n (n =
7,9,11,12,14), EQ, E7, G2; (C) Adjoint groups of simple Lie algebras; (d) Isotropy
groups of symmetric spaces: AoSpn (n is even), SoSO n ,A 4 SL8,AoSp 8 ,Spin 16 ,
F4; (e) The others: A3 SLg,Ss SL 3 ,Spin 13 . (Here A^G and S^G is the irreducible component of highest weight resp. of A171 G and SmG.)
Using this method, G. Schwarz (1978) and independently O. Adamovich and
E. Golovina (1979) gave the list of reducible actions G: V of connected simple
groups G with a free algebra of invariants.
It is unknown whether it is possible to describe G: V with a connected G
and free ft[V]G by means of a general group-theoretical characterization (as in
a theorem like Theorem 8) instead of giving the list. (A naive attempt to carry
(a)=>(b) of Theorem 8 to infinite G turned out to be unsound as A. Zalesskii
showed (1983).) However, several general methods to construct G: V with a
free fc[V]G are known at present. The first one is E. Vinberg's 6-groups [26].
These are defined with an aid of semisimple automorphism 6 of a connected
reductive group H as linear groups defined by the adjoint action of (He)° on
the eigenspaces of d@ in Lie H; for 6 = e one obtains the adjoint groups and for
6 2 = e, 6 ^ e the isotropy groups of symmetric spaces. Therefore the Chevalley
restriction theorem as well as classical results of B. Kostant [18] and B. Kostant
and S. Rallis (1971) follows from the theory [26]. These groups are included into
a wider class of groups with a free fc[V]G, polar groups of J. Dadok and V. Kac
[27]. (They are defined by the condition that for some closed orbit Gv one has
dim{a; G V \ (LieG)x Ç (LieG)v} =

dimV/G.)

The polarity property (P) is inheritable; besides a general theory, a classification
(list) of all connected simple polar linear G is given in [27]. All the groups
listed in Theorem 9 are polar and almost all are 6-groups or their commutator
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subgroups (namely, with 2 exceptions). The third method was discovered by
D. Panjushev (1986): these are the isotropy groups of homogeneous spaces G/H
where G D H are connected reductive groups and (G, H) is a spherical pair (i.e.,
a Borei subgroup B of G has an open orbit in G/H); such pairs were classified in
1985 by I. Mikitjuk and independently and with another method by M. Brion.
Polar groups have a (linear) Chevalley section with a finite "Weyl group" and
the property (FI) for them follows from Theorem 4.
The next case is hdfc[V]G = 1, i.e., V/G is a hypersurface. Hence (as well as
for hdk[V]G = 2if G is either connected semisimple or finite and lies in SL(Vr)),
fc[V]G is a complete intersection (i.e., rkMi = edfc[V]G — dim V/G). This property is inheritable. V. Kac, K.-I. Watanabe, and independently N. Gordeev
(1982) found an analog of (b)=^(a) of Theorem 8:
THEOREM 10. If G is a finite subgroup of GL(V) and k[V]G is a complete
intersection, then G is generated by the set {g G G \ rk(g — 1) < 2}.
The proof is ideologically close to the proof of Theorem 4 and based on simple
connectivity of a certain open subset of V/G. (It is worth noting here that , as
M. Mikhailova and O. Schwarzman proved (1985), a finite group H c GL(R n )
is generated by the set {g G H \ rk(g - 1) = 2} iff R n / H is homeomorphic
to R n .) This supplies a great deal of information and at present we know the
complete classification (list) of finite G C GL(T^) such that k[V]G is a complete
intersection (N. Gordeev and H. Nakajima (1985-86)) and, particularly, hypersurface (H. Nakajima (1983)). H. Nakajima (1984) found all connected simple
irreducible linear G with the same property; earlier N. Beklemishev (1983) and
V. Kac (1983) found such G of the type Sd SL n .
The cases of a bigger hdfc[y] G were as yet considered only in the classical
situation of invariants of binary forms: the following was proved by the author.
THEOREM 11 [17]. (1) h d / c ^ ] ^ 2 < 10 iff n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6, and 8
(onrfhdfc[S n ] SL2 > 18,34,28 for n = 7,10,12 resp.). (2) hdfc[V]SL2 = h < 3
andVSL* = { 0 } iff: (a) h = 0: V = S1,S2,S3,S4>2SUS1
© S 2 , 2 S 2 , 3 S i ; (b) h =
l : y = S5,S6,52©S3)S2eS4,2S1eS2,S1e2S2,3S2,Si©S3,51©54,2S4,45i;
(c) h = 2:V = 2S3; (d) h = 3: V = S 8 ,5S' 1 .
This shows that the classics (who investigated such cases that turned out to
be good to work on) did not miss any sufficiently simple case.
Therefore, considering a hierarchy of "nice" properties of algebras: (free algebra) => (hypersurface) =>- (complete intersection) =4> (Gorenstein) => (CohenMacaulay), we have at present a satisfactory description of k[V]G with such
properties. (fc[V]G is Gorenstein if either G is connected semisimple (this follows from [15]) or finite and lies in SL(V), and moreover, on the contrary, if G
is finite and does not contain pseudoreflectionsand k[V]G is Gorenstein, then
G C SL(7), K. Watanabe (1974), cf. [24].) It was proved by R. Stanley (1978)
that fc[V]G is Gorenstein iff

Poyit-1) =

(-l)dimV/Grde&PG>vPGy(t)
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(functional equation); this is used [23] in the proof of Theorem 7 for h = 0.
4. Invariant theory and representation theory. One can consider / G
k[V]G as an equivariant morphism / : X —• fc. Changing fc to any G-module W
one obtains a more general notion—a covariant. Its existence is equivalent to
an existence of a homomorphism W* —• k[X] of G-modules. Hence description
of covariants reduces to description of G-module structure of k[X]. This is
convenient to do by considering k[X] as a fc[X]G-module (module of covariants):
if 6 is the set of equivalence classes of simple rational G-modules and k[X]\ is
an isotypical component of k[X] of type A G 6 , then k[X] is a fc[X]G-module of
finite type and k[X] = 0 A G 6 fc[^]A- If G is connected, then one can identify
& with the monoid of dominant weights with respect to B and the highest
vectors in k[X] form so-called algebra of covariants k[X]u (U is the unipotent
radical of B). In the clasical situation of a linear action G: V the case of a
free module of covariants (property (FM)) is particularly interesting. In this
case k[V] = H ® k[V]G, where H is a G-invariant complement in k[V] to the
ideal generated by ®i>1 fc[^]G, and k[V]\ is a free fc[V]G-module of the rank m\
which is equal to the mïdtiplicity of a G-module W of the type A in H. G. Schwarz
showed (1978) that m\ can be found by means of G (see Theorem 3): V is a
sum of a trivial C-module, the isotropy module of G/C, and a G-module L with
lp = {0}, and m\ = dim(fc[L] <8>W*)G. The answer is particularly simple when
G = G*, in which case L = {0} and m\ = dim(W*) G .
The problem of description of those G: V with the property (FM) was for the
first time considered by B. Kostant [18] who investigated adjoint action. The
general investigation was started by the author [19]; it is based on
THEOREM 12.
The property (FM) for G:V is equivalent to both of the
properties together: (a) fc[V]G is free; (b) irGy is equidimensional.
Therefore if G is finite then (FM) iff G is generated by pseudoreflections
(and in this case G: H is a regular representation). If G is connected, then the
equidimensionality of irGy is an independent condition. This naturally leads
to an independent problem of classification of those G : V with the equidimensional 7TGy (property (E)). "Null-cone"fl"^y (7TG,V(0)) ls ^e ^ e r °^ a m a x i m a - l
dimension, and one can derive estimates of its dimension using its geometrical description (see, e.g., [19]). Besides this, (FM) and (E) are inheritable properties.
One obtains in this way the following
THEOREM 13. Let G be either connected semisimple or finite. Then there
exist, to within isomorphism and addition of a trivial direct summand, only
finitely many finite-dimensional rational G-modules V with the property (E)
(and hence with the property (FM)).
As a matter of fact one can give a quantitative expression to this: e.g., if G
is connected semisimple and VG = {0}, then (E) implies dim V < 3 dim G — 3.
Moreover, it is possible to give the complete classification in many cases: the
author found the lists of all irreducible G : V with a connected simple G which
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has properties resp. (E) and (FM) [19]; afterwards these were extended to the
cases of reducible G: V with a connected simple G by O. Adamovich (1980)
and G, Schwarz (1978) and irreducible G: V with a connected semisimple G by
P. Littelmann (1986). The general group-theoretical characterization (instead of
the list) of those G: V with the properties (E) or (FM) is unknown, but there
are several general methods to construct such G: V: 6-groups, polar groups,
isotropy groups of reductive spherical pairs have properties (E) and (FM). (E)
is a priori fulfilled for so-called visible actions (property (FO)), i.e., such that
each fiber of nGy contains only finitely many orbits; V. Kac (1975) gave a list
of all irreducible visible G: V with connected G. Taking an adjoint action as
a model, one can also consider two other "nice" properties: (SC)—some linear
subspace of V is a Chevalley section with a finite "Weyl group"; (SW)—some
linear subvariety of V ("Weierstrass section") intersects each fiber of irGy in a
unique point. A priori: (SC)=>(FM)^=(SW). The comparison of the lists shows
the following remarkable coincidence:
THEOREM 14. Let G be connected simple and G: V irreducible. Then the
following properties are equivalent: (1)(FI); (2)(FM); (3)(E);(4)(FO);
(5)(SC);
(6)(SW); (7) G* ^ {e}; (8)(P); (9)G is a group from the list of Theorem 9.
This cannot be extended to a general case (G is connected semisimple) though
there are different implications between these properties.
Besides these, there is at least one other "nice" property: (FC)-algebra of
covariants is free. A priori: (FC)=>(FM). M. Brion (1985) found the list of all
G: V with connected simple G which have property (FC). D. Panjushev (1985)
discovered for k[X]u an analog of construction from Theorem 3 which gives "a
Chevalley section." It is generally true that k[X] and fc^Y]^ have some important
properties in common (e.g., rational singularities), cf. [4]. One can also "restore"
to a certain extent k[X] from k[X]u which permits one to present any action
G: X as a flat deformation (with one-dimensional base) of a certain very special
action, cf. [4, 20]. In its turn this permits one to reduce some problems about
G: X to the case of special actions, see [20].
The fact that only a few of G : V have "nice" properties makes one hope that
one can effectively solve for such G: V the main problem of invariant theory:
the classification of orbits and the description of fc[F]G. This actually turns out
to be possible to do: besides the cases considered by the classics, at present
we know the solution, e.g., for Spin n , n < 12 (J.-L Igusa (1970)), n = 13
(V. Gatti, E. Viniberghi (1978)), n = 14 (the author (1978)), n = 16 (L. Antonjan, A. Elashvili (1982)), Ad SL n , (d, n) = (3,9) (E. Vinberg, A. Elashvili (1978)),
(d,n) = (4,8) (L. Antonjan (1980)), S 3 SL 4 (N. Beklemishev (1981-1982)).
5. Birational invariant theory. This is the other side of the classical
theme which concerns the description of the field fc(V)G of invariant rational
functions on V for a linear G:V. The main problem here (posed in fact by
E. Noether (1913)) is whether k(V)G is rational or not, Important progress
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was made recently. D. Saltman [21] gave an example of a finite G such that
fc(V)G is not stably rational (hence is not rational). He based his example on
the consideration of a certain subgroup BVQ of Br(k(V)G) which has to be trivial
if k(V)G is stably rational (and which is not trivial in his example). It turns out
that Bro depends only on G but not on G: V. (This was in essence proved by
D. Faddeev (1951) because all k(V)G are stably isomorphic for different G: V.)
F. Bogomolov (1986) proved that Br0 = {a G H2(G, Q/Z) | a\A = 0 for
each abelian subgroup A C G}. There are no examples of nonrational fc(V)G
for connected G up to now. E. Vinberg (1982) proved that fc(V)G is rational
if G is connected solvable. F. Bogomolov (1986) proved stable rationality of
k(V)G in the case when G is a connected simply connected reductive group
without factors of the type Bn,Dn,E$
and G* = {e}. An important innovation
was made by P. Katsilo [22] who introduced a suitable analog of the Chevalley
section, namely, an irreducible Y C V such that GY = V and g(y) G Y \fg G
G, y G Y, implies g G NG(Y). The restriction defines an isomorphism k(V)G —•
k(Y)N°(Y);
another important property is that one can "reproduce" such Y
by means of covariants W —> V ("lifting"). Using such Y, P. Katsilo (1984)
proved the rationality of fc(V)G for almost all actions of G = SL2 and G =
SL2 xfc* (fc* acts by homotheties) and hence the rationality of the moduli space
of hyperelliptic curves of genus g (for g = 4 one needs some extra considerations).
It is worth noting that the problem is closely related to the problem of rationality
of homogeneous spaces: the stable rationality of k(V)G for G : V with G* = {e}
is equivalent to the stable rationality of GL n / G for any embedding G C GL n .
(Hence there exists a nonrational G/H with a connected reductive G and finite
H; it is unknown whether it is possible for a connected reductive H.)
6. Conjectures and problems. In conclusion, I want to take this opportunity to point out several conjectures and problems which seem to me to be of
some interest.
1. CONJECTURE. (E)=»(FM) for a connected G. This was for the first
time formulated by the author in [19] and since then got some popularity as
the "Russian conjecture." Apparently, a general fact of commutative algebra is
hidden beyond this. The conjecture is a posteriori proved now (by the inspection
of the lists) for simple G and for irreducible G : V of semisimple G.
2. CONJECTURE. Let G be connected and semisimple. Then d e g P G y +
dimV > 0 for each G: V.1 It follows from here that if k[V]G is free and VG =
{0} then dim V < 2dimG, and if moreover G: V is irreducible then dimV <
(3 dim G -f-1)/2. Hence this gives another approach to the classification of G : V
with the property (FI). It is proved in [23] that in fact degPGy + dimV = 0
for almost all of G : V if either G is simple or G : V is irreducible.
3. CONJECTURE. Let H be a unipotent subgroup of G such that NG(H)
contains a maximal torus of G. Then If is a Grosshans subgroup. Is it possible
1
Right before my departure from Moscow to Berkeley I received the preprint of [32] where
the proof of this conjecture is given.
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to find a subgroup S C G such that {X G & \ k[G/S]\ ^ 0} is not finitely
generated?
4. Classify G: V with: (a) a nontrivial linear Chevalley section; (b) the
property (SC); (c) the property (SW); (d) the property that 7 ^ ( 0 Vf G V/G
is reduced.
5. Let G D H be a spherical pair and H not reductive. Is the algebra of
invariants of the isotropy representation free? Classify all such pairs G D H.
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The classification problem for finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over a
field F of prime characteristic p has attracted attention for about fifty years.
Although it is still open, much progress has been made towards its solution. In
particular, the known simple Lie algebras have a natural description (as discussed
in Kostrikin's talk at the 1970 International Congress of Mathematicians [25]),
the classification has been completed recently in several important special cases,
and there are good techniques available for attacking the general problem.
We will assume throughout this article that F is algebraically closed of characteristic p > 7. For p = 2,3,5 counterexamples exist to some of the results
stated here, and for p = 7 some of the proofs fail.
For an important class of Lie algebras over F, the restricted Lie algebras, the
classification is now complete (see Theorem 3.3). We will (in §1) define these
algebras and discuss some of the technical properties which make their study
easier than that of general algebras. We will then describe the known finitedimensional simple Lie algebras over F and discuss some of their structural
properties (§2) and state three recent classification results (§3). We conclude
(§4) by describing the main techniques used to establish these results: filtration
theory and local analysis.
1. Restricted algebras. We will devote particular attention to restricted
Lie algebras (= Lie p-algebras) over F (defined by Jacobson [14]). A Lie algebra
L over F is restricted if it has a mapping x \-> x^ satisfying
(1.1) (adz)? = ad(aM) for all x G L,
(1.2) (arc) M = apxW for all a G F, xG L, and
(1.3) (x + 2/)'pl = x'p] + 2/'p] + X^=i si{x)V) where isi(x,y) is the coefficient
o f f " 1 in (a>d(tx + y)Y~1x.
If A is an associative algebra over F, the ordinary pth power map gives the
Lie algebra A~ (with product [x, y] = xy — yx) the structure of a restricted Lie
Supported, in part, by NSF Grant #DMS-8603151.
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algebra. Then any Lie subalgebra of A~ closed under taking pth powers is again
a restricted Lie algebra. Applying this remark to Deri? C(End B)~ (where B
is any algebra over F) shows that any derivation algebra is restricted.
Restricted Lie algebras are more tractable than arbitrary Lie algebras over F
for a number of technical reasons. We note some of these. If L is a restricted Lie
algebra, an element x G L is said to be semisimple if x G span{a;tpl,a;'p ' , . . . }
and is said to be nilpotent if x' p n ' = 0 for some n. A torus T is a subalgebra
(necessarily abelian) such that every x G T is semisimple. A subalgebra I is said
to be nil if every a; G J is nilpotent. The following theorems are due to Seligman
[32].
THEOREM 1.1 (Jordan-Chevalley-Seligman Decomposition). Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over F and x G L. Then there exist unique elements x3,xn G
L satisfying:
^aj x

==

Xg -j- Xfi,

(b) x3 is semisimple and xn is nilpotent,
(C) [Xg,Xn] = 0.
THEOREM 1.2.
Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over F. Then H is a
Cartan subalgebra of L if and only if H = CL(T) (= {x G L\[x,T] = (0)}) where
T is a maximal torus in L.
The following lemma (proved by applying the Engel-Jacobson theorem [16,
Theorem 2.1] to \JlET* J 7 and applying Theorem 1.1) will be useful.
LEMMA 1.3. Let (0) ^ I be a restricted ideal in a restricted semisimple Lie
algebra L. Let T be a maximal torus in L. Then InT ^ (0).
2. Description of the known simple Lie algebras over F. The known
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over F are of two types: classical type
(analogues over F of finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over C) and Cartan
type (finite-dimensional analogues over F of the infinite Lie algebras of Cartan
[9, 24, 34] over C).
The classical algebras may be constructed as follows: Let L be a finitedimensional simple Lie algebra over C and let Lz be a Chevalley lattice in
L. Let LF = Lz ®z F. Then Lp /center Lp is simple ( and dim center Lp < 1).
Such algebras over F are called classical. Note that the algebras of types E-G
are considered to be classical according to this definition.
If L is a classical simple Lie algebra over F then L is restricted and
(2.1) L contains a Cartan subalgebra H which is a torus.
Letting T denote the set of roots of L with respect to H (so L = H + S 7 e r ^"P
L 7 = {x G L\[h, x] = i(h)x for all h G H}) we have:
(2.2) dim[L 7 ,L_ 7 ] < 1 for all 7 G T;
(2.3) if a, ß G Y then there is some k G Z such that ß + ha <fc V U {0};
(2.4) if Hi, H2 are Cartan subalgebras of L then there exists o G AutL such
that oHx = H2.
In fact, (2-l)-(2.3) characterize the classical simple algebras.
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THEOREM 2.1 (MILLS-SELIGMAN [29]). Let L be a finite-dimensional
simple Lie algebra over F satisfying (2.1)-(2.3). Then L is classical.
We will say that a Lie algebra L over F is compositionally classical if all of
its composition factors are classical or abelian,
Before giving the general definition of the algebras of Cartan type we will give
a brief historical survey of the nonclassical simple Lie algebras.
The first nonclassical simple Lie algebra over F was discovered by Witt (see
[44, 11]). We denote it by W(l : 1). It is defined as the algebra with basis
{ei\i G Z/(p)} and multiplication
(2-5)

[eutj] = C/-*><+r

This algebra is restricted. Zassenhaus [44] obtained nonrestricted generalizations
by letting G be a finite additive subgroup of F and defining multiplication on
the algebra with basis {ei\i G G} by (2.5). Further constructions of simple
Lie algebras in this spirit (by giving an explicit multiplication table for a basis
indexed, at least in part, by an additive group) were given by Kaplansky [22],
Albert and Frank [1], and Block [4].
The Witt algebra W(l : 1) can be constructed in another way (due, independently, to Jacobson and Witt). Let Bi = F[xi]/(x^).
Then letting D\
denote the derivation of B\ induced by djdx\, we see that Der£?i has basis
{^Z>i|0 < i < p — 1} and that e^ H-> (x\ + iyt1Di
gives an isomorphism of
W(l : 1) onto Der S i . This construction of W(l : 1) makes the following points
apparent.
(2.6) s p a n a i . D i | i > 1} (= W(l : l)o) is a subalgebra of codimension one in
W(l : 1). This subalgebra may be characterized as the unique compositionally
classical subalgebra of maximal dimension in W(l : 1). It is therefore invariant
under A u W ( l : 1).
(2.7) x\D\ and (x\ + 1)D\ span maximal tori (which are also Cartan subalgebras) in W(l : 1). Since ziZ>i G W(\ : 1) 0 , (zi + l)£>i £ W(l : 1) 0 we see
that these Cartan subalgebras are not conjugate under Aut W(l : 1). Thus (2.4)
fails for W(l : 1).
(2.8) If Ex = £?=o( a d f l 0 , 'AI then E^faDt)
= (a;i + l)Z?i. This, of course,
implies that EDl £ Aut W(l : 1). Call Ex a Winter exponential [42].
Jacobson [15] studied the algebras
W(m : 1) = Der Bm,

Bm = F[xu • • •, xm]/(xp1,...,

xpm).

W(m : 1) may be graded and filtered by setting deg a;« = — deg Di = 1 for
1 < i < m. Then
W(m : 1) = Y, W(m : % '

W m

^

:

^Ml

=

W A , . • • ,Dm},

i>-l

W(m : l)[o] = span{z;Dj|l < i,j <m} = g\(W(m : l)[-i]).
W(m : 1) is simple of dimension mpm,
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Albert and Frank [1] and Frank [12, 13] discovered restricted graded simple
subalgebras M of W(m : 1) obtained by taking M = L^ where L is defined by
L[_i] = W(m : l)[-ij; £[o] — sl(ra) (Frank [12]), sp(ra) for m even (Albert and
Frank [1]), or W(r : 1) + Br acting on Br for m = pr (Frank [13]) and
L[i\ = {xG W(m : l) w |(adl,[_i])*z Ç L [0 ]} for i > 1.
Simple nonrestricted subalgebras of W(m : 1) were identified by Albert and
Frank [1], Ree [30], Jennings and Ree [17], Strade [35].
All these families of nonclassical algebras are now known to be contained in
the family of algebras of Cartan type. In 1966 Kostrikin and âafarevté [26] constructed restricted simple Lie algebras corresponding to the infinite Lie algebras
of Cartan over C and conjectured that the algebras so constructed were precisely
the known restricted simple Lie algebras over F. (Only the isomorphism of the
algebras K(m : 1) of Cartan type with one of the families discovered by Frank
[13] was in question. This was proved in [10].) They also conjectured that all
restricted simple Lie algebras over F were of classical or Cartan type.
The original Kostrikin-Safareviö construction has been generalized to give
nonrestricted algebras by Kostrikin-Safareviö [27], Kac [19, 20, 21], Shen [33],
Wilson [39, 40]. We describe the most general version [21, 40] here.
Give the polynomial algebra F[X\,..., Xm] its usual coalgebra structure with
each Xi primitive. Then the dual space a(m) = F[Xi,... ,Xm]* is an infinitedimensional commutative associative algebra consisting of all formal sums £ xa,
where a ranges over all m-tuples of nonnegative integers, with multiplication
determined by xax^ = ("+" )**+" where (I ) = ( $ ] ) • • • ( j g j )• This
algebra is called the completed free divided power algebra. For n = (n±,..., nm),
an ra-tuple of positive integers, we let a(ra : n) denote the span of the xa with
a(i) < pn% for all i. Then a(m : n) is a subalgebra of a(m). Write 1 for the mtuple ( 1 , . . . , 1). Note that a(m : 1) = Bm. For each i we get a derivation Di of
a(m) with Di(xa) = xa~£i, where £i(j) = 6ij (and x& = 0 if some ß(i) < 0). We
will usually write Xi for x£i. The set {uiD\-\
\-UmDm\ui G a(m) (respectively,
U{ G a(m : n)}) (where (uD)v = u(Dv)) is a subalgebra of Dera(ra), which is
denoted W(m) (respectively W(m : n)). The algebra W(m : n) is simple, of
dimension mpn, where n = n\ -\
h nm. It is restricted if and only if n = 1.
Define differential forms OJS^H^K
by
LJS

=

d x \

A

• • • A

d x

m

,

r

UH = ^2 dxi A dxi+r

(m = 2r),

2= 1

r

uK = dz 2 r+i + J ^ Xi+rdxi - Xidxi+r
z=l

(m = 2r + 1).
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Elements of W(m) act on differential forms according to the rules
D(df) = d(Df),

D(a Aß) = (Da) Aß + aA

(Dß),

m

D(fa)

= (Df)a + f(Da),

df = £ ( A / ) dx{
2=1

for all / G a(m) and all differential forms a and ß. Define subalgebras
H(m),K(m)CW(m)
by
S(rn) = {DG W(m)

| D(UJS)

= 0}

(m > 3),

= 0}

(m = 2r>

H(m)

= {DG W(m)

\ D(LJH)

K(m)

= {DG

\ D(UJK) G a(m)u)K}

W(m)

S(m),

2),

(m = 2r + l>

3).

For any automorphism $ of W(m) and for X = S, H or K define
X(m : n : $) = $X(m) H W(m : n).
Then the algebras W(m : n) and, for appropriate m, n, and $ depending on
X (see [21]), the algebras X(m : n : $)( 2 ) are simple. These are the algebras of Cartan type. Kac has shown [21] that the only restricted simple Lie
algebras of Cartan type are those originally defined by Kostrikin and Safareviö:
X(m:l)W,
X = W,S,H,K.
3. Classification results. We now state three recent classification results.
THEOREM 3.1 ( WEISFEILER [38] ) . Let L be finite-dimensional and simple
over F and let LQ be a maximal subalgebra of L which is solvable. Then L =
sl(2) or W(l : n) for some n.
This generalizes earlier results of Schue [31] (where it is assumed that all
proper subalgebras are solvable) and Kuznecov [28] (where it is assumed that
LQ acts irreducibly on
L/LQ).
THEOREM 3.2 ( B E N K A R T - O S B O R N [2, 3]). Let L be finite-dimensional
and simple over F and let L contain a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Then
L = sl(2) or L is an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra (i.e., some W(l : n) or an
appropriate H(2 : n : $)W).
This generalizes earlier work of Kaplansky [23] (where the theorem is proved
for restricted L and structural results on nonrestricted algebras are obtained)
and Block [5] (where the theorem is proved under the additional hypotheses that
dim.L a = 1 and [La,L-a] ^ (0) for all roots a).
THEOREM 3.3 (BLOCK-WILSON [7, 8]). Let L be a finite-dimensional
restricted simple Lie algebra over F. Then L is of classical or Cartan type.
This verifies the 1966 conjecture of Kostrikin and âafareviC.
4. Techniques of proof. We now discuss briefly two techniques which are
used in the proofs of the theorems cited above: filtration theory and local analysis.
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Notice that the algebras of Cartan type all have natural filtrations by degree
(in type K we take degZ2r+i = 2, in all other cases we take dega;^ = 1). This,
together with the heavy use of filtration theory in Cartan's work, suggests that
we should try to equip an arbitrary simple algebra L with a filtration and use
this filtration in our analysis.
Let L be simple and LQ be a maximal subalgebra. Define a filtration (Cartan
[9], Weisfeiler [36]) as follows: Lo acts on L/L0. Let L _ i / L 0 be an irreducible
Lo-submodule. Set L^+i = {x G Li \ [x,L-i] Ç Li} for i > 0 and Li-i =
[Li, L-i] + Li for i < 0. Let G = YQ be the associated graded algebra.
The aim of filtration theory is to determine first G and then L. The following
"Recognition Theorem" which combines work of Kostrikin-Öafareviö [27], Kac
[18, 21], and Wilson [40] shows that under appropriate hypotheses this can be
done.
THEOREM 4 . 1 . Let L be finite-dimensional simple over F, filtered as above.
Assume:
(a) Go — a direct sum of restricted ideals, each of which is either classical
simple, gl(A), sl(fc), or pgl(&) where p divides k, or abelian.
(b) x G Go implies ad(xp) and (adz) p agree on G-\.
(c) xGGi, i < 0, [x, Gi] = (0) implies x = 0.
Then L is classical or of Cartan type (with the usual filtration).
A second major result in filtration theory (Weisfeiler [37]) gives the structure
of G (without hypotheses on Lo)- Before stating this result we recall Block's
characterization of semisimple Lie algebras over F (which is used in Weisfeiler's
result and also in local analysis).
THEOREM 4.2 (BLOCK [6]). / / L is a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie
algebra over F then there exist integers m, n\,..., nm > 0 and simple Lie algebras
Si,..., Sm such that
m

/ m

\

i=l

\i=l

J

THEOREM 4.3 (WEISFEILER [37]).
Let L be finite-dimensional simple
over F, filtered as above. Then solvG Ç ^ < 0 G i and G/solvG contains a
unique minimal ideal A = S®Bn, S simple, n > 0. Moreover, A is graded (with
the grading determined by a grading on S if Ai ^ (0) and by a grading on Bn if
Ai = (0)) and Ai = (G/solvG); for i < 0.
In applications of this theorem one usually tries to show that n = 0 and that
solvG = (0). If this can be done it is frequently possible to apply Theorem 4.1.
Weisfeiler used these techniques to prove Theorem 3.1. The solvable maximal
subalgebra L 0 is used to define the filtration. Then the solvable algebra Go acts
irreducibly on G_i. Representation theory (in particular, the theory of induced
modules) allows one to describe G_i well enough to show (after much work)
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that if G-2 7^ (0) then dim G = oo. Thus L = L_i and Kuznecov's result [28]
applies.
The second major technique we will discuss, local analysis, involves studying
subalgebras of L of toral rank 1 and 2 (the toral rank of algebra is the rank of
the additive group generated by its roots) and using information obtained in this
way to reconstruct L. We set
L<°0 = Y<U*,
z'ez
£(«.« = £

Lia+jß>

L[a] = L<a>/solvL<a>,
L[a,ß) = £(".«/solvL<°'«

for all roots a, ß.
In the proof of Theorem 3.2, Benkart and Osborn observe that L^ contains
a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra F h with all the eigenvalues of ad h in the
prime field. Algebras satisfying this condition have been classified by Yermolaev
[43]. If such an algebra A is not solvable it has an abelian radical and Aj solv A =
si(2) or W(l : 1). This is enough information to develop a representation theory
of these algebras. Benkart and Osborn do this and apply it to L^ acting on
Y, Lß+ia for any root ß. Information obtained in this way, together with use of
filtration theory, allows them to show that the hypotheses of Block's theorem [5]
are satisified and so complete the proof.
In the proof of Theorem 3.3, the techniques of local analysis and filtration
theory are combined. Local analysis is used to define an appropriate LQ for use
in Theorem 4.1.
Let A be any restricted Lie algebra and let T be a maximal torus in A. We
say that T is standard in A if GA(T) = T + I where J is a nil ideal in CA(T).
By [41] any maximal torus in a restricted simple Lie algebra L is standard.
Suppose L is restricted simple and T is a torus of maximal dimension in L.
Then M = L[a] is restricted semisimple, has no tori of dimension > 1 (as T
has maximal dimension), and all one-dimensional tori in M are standard (as all
maximal tori in L are standard). An algebra M satisfying these conditions is of
one of four types: M = (0), M = sl(2), M = W(1: 1), H(2 : 1)<2) C M C
H(2 : 1). It is easily seen that in any case M contains a unique compositionally
classical subalgebra of maximal dimension (see (2.6) for the case W(l : 1)) and
consequently L^ contains a unique compositionally classical subalgebra (which
we denote Q^) of maximal dimension. If T Ç Q( a ) we say the root a is proper.
We have seen (in (2.7)) that a root a can be either proper or improper. Use of
Winter exponentials (see (2.8)) shows that if en G T* is improper we may switch
to a new maximal torus T" such that the corresponding root a1 G T"* is proper.
(The rank one case can be completely analyzed for the nonrestricted case as well,
but the list of possibilities is longer.)
Now consider the possible rank two algebras. We take T as above and further
require that the number of proper roots with respect to T is maximal (so is at
least 1). Then M = L[a,ß] is restricted semisimple, has no tori of dimension
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> 2, and all two-dimensional tori in M are standard. Using Theorem 4.2 and
the restrictedness of M (in particular, using Lemma 1.3) we see that either toral
rank M < 1 or one of the following occurs:
(a) Si e S2 Ç M C (DerSi)^) 0 (DerS 2 )W where Si, S2 = sl(2), W(l : 1),
or#(2:l)(2).
(b) S®Bn CMC Der(S<g)£n), n > 0, S = sl(2), W(l : 1), or an appropriate
i/(2:l:$)(2).
(c) S Ç M Ç Der S where S denotes the restricted subalgebra of Der S
generated by S, S is simple, and S + I ^ M. Here S = W(l : 2) or an
appropriate H(2 : 1 : $)( 2 ).
( d ) S Ç M Ç Der S where S is simple and S + J = M.
(The corresponding classification problem in the nonrestricted case is unsolved.)
To complete the analysis of case (d) we let R(M)a = {x G Ma \ [x,M-a] Ç
1} and let R(M) = GM(T) + £ Ä ( M ) a . We let M 0 2 R(M) be a maximal
subalgebra. Analysis of the rank one cases shows dim((M/Mo) 7 ) < 7 for all
7 G T* (this uses the hypothesis that rank M = 2), and the fact that there
is at least one proper root with respect to T shows that (M/MQ)1
^ (0) for
2
at most p — p + 6 values of 7. Then (filtering M as above and letting G be
the associated graded algebra) the Go-module G_i has the same properties.
With this information we are able to show that Theorem 4.1 applies and hence
that the simple algebra S in (d) is one of A2, C2,G2, W(2 : 1), 5(3 : l j W ,
H(4:1)W,
Jf(3:l).
Finally, consider a restricted simple algebra of arbitrary rank. Considering
the subalgebra (X(m : n : 4>)(2))o of X(m : n : 4>)(2), we observe that it contains
a maximal torus T with respect to which all roots are proper and that, with
respect to this torus, we have (X(m : n : $)( 2 ))o = YQ^This leads us to
make the following claims:
(4.1) There is a torus T of maximal dimension in L with respect to which all
roots are proper.
(4.2) YQ{a) i s a subalgebra (with Q^ taken with respect to T).
(4.3) If L = E Q ( a ) then L is classical.
(4.4) If Lo is a maximal subalgebra of L containing Y Q^ a n d if H = {7 G
r I L1 ^ L0tl} then for any a,ß G T we have \(ß + Za) H H| < 2.
Using (4.4) we can show that Lo satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.
Properties (4.1)-(4.4) can all be checked in the rank two case. For example,
for (4.1) it is sufficient to show that if a is improper and ß proper, and if a1 ,ß'
are corresponding roots under a Winter exponential with ol proper then ßf is
proper. If this property holds in every L[a, ß] then it holds in L.
Unfortunately, these rank two properties do not hold in all of the semisimple
algebras listed in (a)-(d). Thus we must show that some of these semisimple
algebras cannot occur as L[a,ß] for L simple. We give an example of how this
can be done.
Suppose L[a, ß] ^ sl(2)®Bi+FDi+F(xiDi)
and that T = span{ft<g)l, ziL>i}
(where h is a nonzero diagonal matrix in sl(2)). Let a and u G La, v G L _ a
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be such that ü = u + solvi/"1'9) = D\, v = h ® xi. Then [ü,v] = h <8> 1 and
so [u,v] £ I. However, a([u,L-a]) = (0). Let r ' = {7 G T \ i([u,v]) ^ 0}.
Then ]TLer' ^1 + X^ser' [^75 Lg] is a nonzero ideal in L. Since L is simple this
ideal equals L and so GL(T) — ^ 7 e r / [ L 7 , L _ 7 ] . (This is an argument due to
Schue [31].) Thus there exists 7 G Y satisfying q([u, v\) ^ 0, a([L 7 ,L_ 7 ]) ^ (0).
From this it is easily seen that if J is any nonzero ideal in Af = L[a,7] then
M = J + I. Furthermore, (letting ü = u -j- solvL^'f) and S = v + solvL^' 7 ))
we have ü G Ma, S G M-a, 7([ö,ë]) ^ 0. However, M[a] = (0). Examination
of (a)-(d) shows that there is no such M. Thus L[a,ß] cannot have the given
form.
Similar arguments allow us to eliminate all algebras for which (4.1)-(4.4) fail,
and so Theorem 3.3 is proved.
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Kloosterman Zeta Functions for GL(n, Z)
DORIAN GOLDFELD
1. Introduction. Analytic number theory has made considerable strides in
the past few years. Let me begin by citing two of the most striking recent results.
Fouvry [9] has shown that there exist infinitely many primes p such that p — 1
has a prime factor larger than p 2 / 3 . This, in conjunction with a theorem of
L. M. Adleman and D. R. Heath-Brown [1] (extensions of Sophie Germaine's
criterion), enables one to show that Fermât's equation
xp + yp = zp

(p\%yz)

has no positive integral solutions for infinitely many primes p.
Another major breakthrough has been the work of Deshouillers-Iwaniec [8]
which has led to many spectacular results. For example, Bombieri-FriedlanderIwaniec [2, 3] have recently obtained an averaged form of the prime number
theorem for arithmetic progressions (of Bombieri-Vinogradov type). In the case
of the distribution of primes < x with respect to moduli > y/x, their results
go beyond what can be obtained upon assumption of the generalized Riemann
hypothesis.
The proofs of the above theorems have a new common ingredient; uniform
estimates (of the type first proved by Kuznietsov [16]) for the distribution of
Kloosterman sums. For other applications of this innovative idea, the excellent
survey article of Iwaniec [13] is to be commended. Accordingly, our attention is
turned to a general theory of Kloosterman sums, hyper-Kloosterman sums, and
their zeta functions.
Let M, N G Z and s G C. The Kloosterman zeta function for GL(2, Z) is
defined to be
oo

Z(M, N;s) = Y, S(M, JV; c) C - 2 s

(1.1)

c=l

where
c

S(M,N;c)=

]T

f*HaM+üN)/c

(aä = lmodc)

(1.2)

a=l
(a,c) = l
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is the classical Kloosterman sum. The bound S(M, N; c) = 0 ( c 1 / 2 + e ) of A. Weil
[22] shows that (1.1) converges absolutely for Re(s) > | .
The function (1.1) was first introduced by A. Selberg [19] who obtained its
meromorphic continuation to the whole complex s-plane. In [12], by use of
bounds for the resolvent operator, Goldfeld and Sarnak have shown that
Z(M,N;s)

= 0(\s\1/2+e)

(1.3)

for Re(s) > ^ + e and |Im(s)| > e. The bound (1.3) leads to a simple proof of
Kuznietsov's theorem [16]

J2S{Mf>C)=0(x^)

(1.4)

c<x

which we discussed before. Other generalizations of (1.4) have been obtained
by Deshouillers and Iwaniec [8] and Proskurin [18]. Also, Bruggeman [4] has
developed a Kuznietsov trace formula which also leads to (1.4).
We shall now consider Kloosterman zeta functions for higher rank groups,
focussing on GL(n, Z) with n > 2. Uniform estimates for the distribution of
hyper-Kloosterman sums and products of classical Kloosterman sums should be
the outcome of this endeaver.
2. Notation. For n = 2 , 3 , . . . let G = GL(n, R), T = GL(n, Z), X c G be
the set of all upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal, and Y C G
the set of diagonal matrices of type
/i • • • 2/n-i,2/1 • • • 2M-2, -..,2/1,1)

(2.1)

with yi > 0. We consider the homogeneous space H = G/0(rc,R) • R where
0 ( n , R ) is the orthogonal group. By the Iwasawa decomposition, every z G H
has a unique decomposition z = xy (modO(n,R) • R) with x G X and y G Y.
The discrete group T acts on H by left matrix multiplication. Let £ 2 ( r \ / f )
denote the Hilbert space with inner product
./rT\H
where both / , g:H-+C
element d*z satisfies

f(z)g(z)d*z
are left-invariant under T and the invariant volume

d*z= n
Ki<j<n

dxi/fly-^-^dyi
i=l

where x = (XìJ) G X, y G Y is given by (2.1) and z = xy.
Henceforth M = (Mt,...,Mn_i),
N = (Nx,..., Nn-i) are in Z 71 " 1 and s =
( s i , . . . , s n _ i ) , u = (ui,...,un-i),
v = (vi,...,vn-i),
and fc = ( * i , . . . , * n _ i )
n_1
are in C
. By 0 M , 0JV, we mean characters of X given by
0M(X) = e(M±xii2 + • • • +
with x = (XìJ) G AT and e(0) = e2"ie.

Mn-ixn-iiU)
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3. Kloosterman sums associated to double coset decompositions of
GL(n,Z). Let W denote the Weyl group of G. If D c G is the subgroup of
diagonal matrices, then we have the Bruhat decomposition G = LLeW XDwX.
This induces the decomposition Y = Uu/ew ^w where Tw = (XDwX) Pi T are
termed Bruhat cells. The cell corresponding to the so called long element
(

±1\
(3.1)

w =

V

J

is called the big cell.
Consider the minimal parabolic subgroup P = X fl T of T, and the various
subgroups Pw = ((w~1)tPw) HP indexed by w G W. Let ( c i , . . . ,c n _i) be
nonzero integers and set
c = d i a g ( l / c „ _ i , c n _ i / c „ _ 2 i . . . , c2/ci,d).

(3.2)

For M, N G Z n _ 1 , the generalized Kloosterman sum SW(M, N\ c) is defined as

Sw(M,N-c)=

J2

°M(bi)6N(b2)

(3.3)

ieP\rw/pw
1=b\cwb2

where 0 M , #JV are characters of X. This reduces to the classical sum (1.2) for
n — 2 and w = (1~1).
The sum (3.3) was first considered in Bump-Friedberg-Goldfeld [6, 7] for
n = 3, and somewhat later for n > 3 by Friedberg [10], Stevens [21] and
Piatetski-Shapiro. As shown in [10], the Kloosterman sums are multiplicative
in c, nonzero only if w G W is of the form
(
(modSL(n,Z)nD),

h\

w=

u

J

where the Ij are identity matrices; and factor into nondegenerate classical Kloosterman sums of type (1.2) if c i , . . . , c n _i are pairwise coprirne and w is the long
element (3.1). If c is given by (3.2) and C{ are suitable powers of a fixed prime p,
then (3.3) will be associated to an algebraic variety over F p . In the special case
c = (p1

n

,p,...,p),

w =

±1
In-

[10] has shown that SW(M, N; c) is a power of p times

]T
Xi-'-Xn-i^Mf-Mn-iNn-!

e((xi + --- + xn-i)/p)
(mod p)
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and is, therefore, associated to a Kloosterman hypersurface. In general (see
[21]), the associated varieties are not smooth and their classification is still an
open problem.
4. Kloosterman zeta functions. Let M, N G Z n _ 1 ,
c = diag(l/cn_i,cn_i/cn_2,...,c2/ci,ci),
w G W, and s G C n _ 1 . The Kloosterman zeta function associated to the Bruhat
cell Tw is defined to be
oo

oo

ZW{M,N;8)=^2-

Sw(M,N;c)e^-e-yrl-

£

(4-1)

C„_i = l

Ci = l

For n > 2, little is known about this function at present. We expect, however,
that (4.1) has a meromorphic continuation in s, and that the polar divisors of
(4.1) may be a subset of the polar divisors of the global zeta function
Z(M,N;s)

= ] T Zw(M,N\s).

(4.2)

wEW

If this were the case for n = 3, then by the arguments of [6, 7] the generalized
Ramanujan conjecture would follow for n = 3, and by the Gelbart-Jacquet lift
[11], also for n = 2.
The meromorphic continuation of (4.2) has been obtained for n = 3 in [6, 7]
by considering the inner product of two Poincaré series. We indicate an approach
to generalizing our results to n > 3.
For v G C n _ 1 , define Iv: H —> C by the formula

/.w = n n » } w " i ,
t=l
13

{{n-

3)h

(4-3)

3=1

i<j<n~

h

where z = xy with x G X and y G Y given by (2.1). Let D denote the polynomial
ring of differential operators defined on T\H. Every d G D determines a character
Xv(d) given by dlv = Xv(d)Iv.
A Maass form of type fc G C n _ 1 is a smooth function (p G C2(F\H) satisfying d(p = Xk(d)(p for all d G D. If it is "cuspidal", it has a Whittaker expansion
[17, 20]
oo

oo

*«= E - E
Mi = l

n—1

/

/

n\

\

E aMJ\M^-^Wk (M) h °)Z)

M n _ i = l-7€A n _i

i=l

\

V

/

/

(4.4)
where M = ( M i , . . . ,

Mn-i),

(M) = diag(Mi • • • M n _ 1 } M i • • • M n _ 2 , . . . , M i , 1),
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au £ C, A n _i = C/ n _i\GL(n - 1, Z), L/n_i C SL(n - 1, Z) is the subgroup of
upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal, and Wk (z) is the Whittaker
function given by
•••/

-°°

- J2 u3\3+i

Ik(w0uz)e

J

-°°

,=i

V ^

•

/

dui

Il

ò

K«i<»»

where w0 is the long element (3.1) and u = (UìJ) G X. Although we have not
defined "cuspidal," we may take (4.4) as a definition,
The meromorphic continuation in s G C n - 1 of the Mellin transform of the
Whittaker function
/•oo

Mk(s)=

Jo

n

/»oo

_~} Am

•••/
Jo

y^...y^Wk(y)l[^
yi
i=1

is still unknown except for n = 2,3 (see Bump [5]). A heuristic argument of
Ka-Lam Kueh suggests that Mk(s) has its first simple poles at
(4.5)
L

J

with bij given by (4.3).
Let N G Z n _ 1 and ON be a character of X. An e-function is a bounded
function ejv: H —• C satisfying ejs[(uz) = 0^(u)eN(z) for all u G X and z G H.
Let v G C n " 1 . We consider the Poincaré series
PN(z;v)

= Y^j

Iv(lz)eN(^z).

ieP\T

For u, v G C™"1, M, N G Z n _ 1 , the inner product of
satisfies

PM(Z,V)

and

PN(Z,U)

cnv

wew c
/»

/»OO

•/
/
JxwJy1=0

/»OO

•••/
Jyn-i=0

Iv(wz)eM(cwz)Iu(z)eN(z)d*z

(4.6)
where Xw = ((w'^Xw)
f) X, cnv = c^1 • • • c™^{1, and the sum on the
right side of (4.6) goes over all N = (eiNi,... ,en-iNn-i)
with Ei = ± 1 and
S\ '-'Sn-i

= 1.

For fixed u, the integrals on the dexter side of (4.6) can be continued as
analytic functions of v. The polar set of Z(M,N\ v) can then be obtained from
the polar set of (PM,PN)Let <p be a Maass form of type fc G C™"1. The
projection of PM , PN onto (p yields a contribution {PM , <p) • (P^, <p) to ( P M , P.w) •
Some formal calculations in conjunction with (4.4) give

•M*(0

(PM,<P) =a>M
i=l
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with t = (ti,.. .,tn-i)
and U = (Z)y=i bn-i,jVj) - i(n - i). Since PM(Z,V)
is orthogonal to the residual spectrum of D, we do not obtain residual polar
divisors. By (4.5), we are led to expect that Z(M,N;s) has a meromorphic
continuation in s with simple polar divisors which contain the hyperplanes
n—1

n—1

J=l

3=1

E bn-ijSj = Y2 büh

(i = 1,..., n - 1).

5. Kloosterman decompositions of Selberg's kernel function. Another approach to the distribution of Kloosterman sums is based on a double
coset decomposition of Selberg's kernel function. This method was used by
Zagier (see Iwaniec [14]) to give an alternate proof of Kuznietsov's sum formula,
and more recently by Ye [23] to give a new proof of quadratic base change. We
consider generalizations to G = GL (ri, R) with n > 2 which lead to new types
of trace formulae.
Consider the Cartan decomposition G = KAK where K = 0 ( n , R ) and A C
G is the subgroup of diagonal matrices with positive entries. Let <p; K\G/K —> C
be a if-biinvariant function.
Formally, the Selberg kernel function for T is

K(z,z') = J2<P(*-1l*')

(5.1)

where z, z' G H. For suitably chosen (p the dexter side of (5.1) converges
absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of H x H.
Now (5.1) can be rewritten

KM=

J2

E P(((m)*rV)

(5.2)

(m)€P-YeP\r
with (m) = (rriij). For fixed (m) G P, the inner sum on the dexter side of (5.2),
denoted K(m) (z, zf) is an automorphic form for T\H. It has a Fourier expansion
in x with ATth Fourier coefficient (here N G Z n _ 1 ) given by
K{m)(z,z')eN(x)dx

(5.3)

/ ,p\x
which is itself a Poincaré series in z1. For M G Z n _ 1 , the Mth Fourier coefficient
in x1 of (5.3) is
f
f YI
Jp\xJxl€PV

<p(z-1lz,)eN(x)eM(xf)dxdxf,

which is just
] T J2Sw(M,N)c)
wew c
with the notation of (4.6).

f
f (p(z~1cwzf)0N(x)0M(x')dxdx'
J**» ^x

(5.4)
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For a: G C, z G H, and P0 the maximal parabolic subgroup (0..*oi) °f SL(n, Z),
let E(z,s) — XLGjp0\r(det7£)a denote the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series
which converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of H for Re(s) > 1.
Now, if K0(z, z1) is the projection of K(z, z1) onto the space of cuspidal Maass
forms, we are interested in computing the trace
Res/
K0(z,z)E(z,s)d*z.
(5.5)
5=1
Jr\H
After some formal computations (see Jacquet [15]), it follows from (5.4) that the
essential contribution to the trace (5.5) is given by
Eff E

E

E

Sw(N,N;c)Fw(N,c,s)

(5.6)

wew c JV^(O)

where
/»OO

Fw =

/»OO

"
Jy1=0

Jyn-i=0

/»

r

/

/ <p(y~1x~1cwx,y)0N(x-\- x')dxdx'

Jxw

JX

ì=l

In the special case n = 2, (5.6) takes the form

ais:£^'(?..)
N^0c=l

where

^-r£0((i.)('^)(

1 a/

• e(—By(x + a:'))2/a ^ ^ ^2/

decays rapidly to zero as B —• oo.
To compute the above residue we use a method of Kuznietsov. Let
S(N,N;c)=

J2

«M«(—)

-c/2<Kc/2

where v(c, I) denotes the number of solutions a (mod c) of a2 — al+1 = 0 (mod c).
By Poisson summation

where the integral on the right is bounded by (he) m for ft ^ 0 and bounded by
l~m for ft = 0, / ^ 0 (after integrating by parts m > 2 times). Consequently,
the residue (5.7) is given by
Res Z-/ Z—•
a=l

c=l /=-oo

v(c,l)
c«

oo

/

-oo

We have, therefore, expressed the principal cuspidal contribution to the Selberg
trace formula in terms of special values of quadratic L-functions.
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Heights and L-Series
BENEDICT H. GROSS
One prominent aspect of current research in number theory has been the
attempt to relate the L-series of certain automorphic forms to the L-series of
motives. Once established, such relations usually lead to a fruitful interplay between the analytic and arithmetic sides of the subject, in the spirit of Dirichlet's
class number formula and Kronecker's limit formula.
Over the last thirty years great advances have been made in establishing a
correspondence between the L-series of holomorphic modular forms for GL(2)
and the L-series of 2-dimensional i-adic Galois representations. Zagier and I have
recently found a limit formula in this setting, which I will discuss in a simple case
below. This formula connects the heights of special divisor classes on modular
curves to the behavior of certain Rankin L-series in the center of their critical
strip. This paper is expository in nature, and is intended as an introduction to
the main results and the steps in the proofs. For the details, we refer the reader
to the papers in our bibliography.
1. Dirichlet L-series. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant
—p, where p is a prime with p = 3 (mod 4) and p > 3. Let 0 denote the ring of
integers in K, and for n > 1 let R(n) be the number of ideals of index n in 0 .
The Riemann zeta function is defined by the series f (s) = Y^n>i n~3 a n ( * the
zeta function of K is defined by the analogous series ÇK(S) = ]C n >i R(n)n~aBoth Dirichlet series converge absolutely, and define analytic functions of s, in
the half plane Re(s) > 1.
We define a periodic function e on Z by e(n) — (^) for (n,p) = 1 and
e(n) = 0 if n = 0 (modp). If Ms a prime, we have e(l) = 1 if and only if I
splits in K, by the theorem of quadratic reciprocity. Define the Dirichlet series
L(e, s) = ]Cn>i £(™)rc-s- Using the Euler products of the three series we have
defined, one can obtain Dirichlet's factorization
çK(s) = ç(s)L(e,s).

(1.1)

8

Comparing the coefficients of n~ on both sides of (1.1) gives the formula

Ä(n) = J>(d)-

(1.2)

d\n
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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A much deeper corollary of (1.1) is Dirichlet's formula for the class number h
of K. This results from a comparison of the residue of ÇK(S) at s = 1 with the
value L(e, 1). In the case we are considering, the class number formula can be
written

2. Rankin L-series. We now turn to the L-series of modular forms. Let JV
be a prime with JV ^ p and let f(z) = X) n >i an^%nz
be a holomorphic cusp
form of weight 2 for the group To(JV). Define the twisted form /<8)£ by the sum
YLn>\ ûn£(ro)e27rm*; this is a cusp form of weight 2 for the group r 0 (JVp 2 ). The
Rankin L-function we will study is defined by the product
LK(f,s)=

J2

eWn^'EflnÄWn"',

n>\
(n,N)=l

(2-1)

n

>l

which converges in the half-plane Re(s) > §.
We say / is a newform if it is an eigenform for the Hecke operators and is
normalized by the condition a± = 1. (Since there are no cusp forms of weight 2
for SL2(Z), there are no old eigenforms of prime level JV.) In the case when / is
a newform, the Rankin L-series defined by (2.1) has an Euler product (of degree
4) and factors as in (1.1):
LK(/> *) = 5 3
n>l

anTl 9

~

5 3 ane(n)rCs

= L(f, s)L(f ® e, s).

(2.2)

n>l

The newform / corresponds to a new vector in an automorphic representation
7T/ of GL2 over Q, and Ljc(f, S) is the (finite part of the) L-function of the lifting
of 717 to K.
When / is a newform, we can also give a motivic interpretation of the function
LK(IìS).
Indeed, there is a 2-dimensional Z-adic representation
<7/:Gal(Q/Q)^GL2(Q,)
which is unramified at all primes q ^ l,N. Moreover, the image of a Frobenius
element in the decomposition group of q satisfies the characteristic polynomial
x2 — aqx + q = 0. The series L K ( / , S) is the (finite part of the) L-function of
the 4-dimensional Z-adic representation af ® IndJ^l. It can also be viewed as the
L-series of the 2-dimensional representation aj, restricted to the Galois group
Gal(Q/Ä"). If / has rational Fourier coefficients, it corresponds to an elliptic
curve E up to isogeny over Q. The representation aj arises from the Galois
action on Z-power division points of E, and L K ( / 5 S ) is the L-function of the
rank 2 motive Hi(E) over K.
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3. An integral representation. The function L/<•(/, s) has an important
integral representation in its half-plane of convergence. This involves the Eisenstein series of weight 1 and character e on To(p), defined by the series

E(z,s) = l
v

'

}

£{d

53

2

y

\{

\[2,

cz + d\cz + d\2si

*-"

(3.1)
K

J

c,d€Z
c=0(modp)

which converges for Re(s) > \. Using the Poisson summation formula, one can
show that E(z,s) has an analytic continuation to the entire s-plane and satisfies
a simple functional equation when s is replaced by — s. We denote by E^(z, s)
the same sum, taken over the subset c = 0 (mod Np) and (d, N) = 1; this also
has an analytic continuation to all s G C.
The holomorphic Eisenstein series g(z) of weight 1 and character e on To(p)
has Fourier expansion

<?(*) = ^ + £>(n)e 2 ™*,

(3.2)

n>l

and Mellin transform equal to (27T)~ST(S)çK(S).
For consistency, we define
R(0) = h/2 and R(n) = 0 for n < 0. By a calculation of the Fourier coefficients of E(z, s), Hecke obtained the identity
E(z,0)=(^=)g(z).

(3.3)

In terms of the Eisenstein series E^(z, s), Rankin's integral representation of
LK(fis) is given by
(47r)-aT(s)LK(f,s)= Jl

f(z)^(z)EN(-z,s-l)dxdy.

(3.4)

Sï/To(Np)

This gives the analytic continuation of L K ( / 5 S) to the entire s-plane.
4. The functional equation. If F is a cusp form of weight 2 on TQ(M)
and G is any modular form of weight 2 on TQ(M), we define the Petersson inner
product of F and G by the integral
( F , G ) M = 8TT2

u

F(z)G(z)dxdy.

(4.1)

$/r0(AO
We will omit the subscript when M = N.
The integral in (3.4) may be viewed as the Petersson product of / with
Q(Z)EN(Z,8
— 1) on To(JVp). We will use the trace operations to write this
as an inner product on To(JV). When JV divides M, there is a linear map from
forms of weight 2 on To(M) to forms of weight 2 on ro(JV), defined by

tr#G=

J2
l€T0(M)\r0(N)

G

\l-

(4-2)
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If F is a cusp form on To(JV) and G is any modular form on YQ(M), we have
the identity
(F,G)M = (F,t$G).
(4.3)
Hence
8n2(4z)-aT(s)LK(f,S)
A calculation of the trace of
integral formula

= (/, tr%p{g(z)EN(z, s - 1)}).

EN(Z,S)

8w*Ns-\4ir)-aT(s)LK(f,

from T0(Np) to To(JV), gives the final

s) = (/, tr%p{g(z)E(Nz, s - 1)}).

(4.4)

From (4.4) and a calculation of the Fourier coefficients of the modular form
trNp{g(z)E(Nz, s — 1)}, we can obtain the functional equation for the completed
L-function
KK(f,s) = (NPy(2K)-2aT(s)2LK(f,s).
(4.5)
This functional equation may be written
A*(/, a) = -e(N)AK(f, 2 - s).

(4.6)

= (=?)

We remark that the sign — e(N) = (-^-) in this equation depends only on the
level JV of / and the discriminant — p of K.
5. Special values. We now use formula (4.4) to study Lx(f, 5) at the symmetry point s = 1 in its functional equation (4.6). If we set s = 1 in (4.4) and
use (3.3), we find
LK(f> 1) = ( ^ ) (/, t4P{g(z)g(Nz)}).

(5.1)

If e(N) = +1 we have LK(f, 1) = 0, as by (4.6) the order of LK(f, a) at 8 = 1
is odd. In this case the form G = tr^p{g(z)g(Nz)} is identically zero. When
e(N) = —1 we can make (5.1) more explicit by a determination of the Fourier
coefficients of the form G. If we define 6(n) = 1 if (n,p) = 1 and 6(n) = 2 if
n = 0 (modp), we find
G = 5 3 bme2lvirnz,

where

m>0

bm = J3 R(mP - nN)6(n)R(n)
n>0

(5-2J

[mp/N]

= hR(m)+

^3

R(mp-nN)6(n)R(n).

n=l

6. Special derivatives. When e(N) = +1 we can obtain a similar result
for the first derivative L'K(f, 1). Differentiating (4.4) once with respect to s and
setting s = 1 gives an expression for L'K(f, 1) as the inner product of / with the
form

*=(£)*NNp{9(*)(l)m^-i)\a=i}.
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If H is the holomorphic projection of </>, we find that
L'K(fA)=(j=)(f,H),

(6.1)

and the problem remains to determine the Fourier coefficients cm of the cusp
form H of height 2 on r0(JV).
Define a(m) = Y^dlm d a n d let Qu(t) be the Legendre function of the second
kind with index v > 0. For m > 1 with (m, JV) = 1 we find (after considerable
calculation) that
(6-2)

cm = - J2 R(mp-nN)6(n)J2<d)l°&(%)
- lim j 2 ]T)#(mp + nN)S(n)R(n)Qa-i ( 1+ — J -

12far(m)

(N+l)(s-l)j

L

I d|m

+fcß(m){log ZZ - 2 log 2TT + 2 ^ (1) + 2 ^ (e, 1) 1.
I

m

i

L

\

This completes our analytic investigation of L K ( / , s) at s = 1.
7. Quaternionic curves. To give an algebraic interpretation of the Fourier
coefficients of the modular forms G and H introduced in the previous two sections, we will introduce modular curves of level JV and their special points of
discriminant —p. The curves are associated to orders R of reduced discriminant
JV in rational quaternion algebras, and the special points correspond to embeddings of 0 into the orders R. Since JV is prime, there are only two choices for
R, up to local conjugacy.
When e(N) = — 1, let B be the definite quaternion algebra over Q which
is ramified at the places oo and JV. ThefieldK then embeds in B and gives
a decomposition B = K © Kj, where ja = ~äj for a G K and j 2 = — JV.
Let R be a maximal order which contains 0 © 0j\ explicitly, R has the form
{a -j- ßj: a G V~x,ß G D~l,ot = pß (modO)}, where fi2 = -N (modp) and
P" 1 is the inverse different of 0.
Associated to the quaternion algebra B is a curve Y of genus zero over Q,
defined as a homogeneous conic by the vanishing of the reduced trace and reduced
norm. In this case, we have the equation px2 +Ny2+Npz2 = 0 in the projective
plane. The group B*/Q* acts on Y by conjugation, and the points Y(K) of Y
in K correspond bijectively to the Q-algebra embeddings of K into B.
Let Z = limZ/nZ and let Q = Z (8) Q be the ring of finite adèles for Q.
Similarly, we define the rings 0 = Z ® 0, R = Z <$ R, K = Q ® K, and
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B = Q ® B. The curve X we will need is defined over Q as the quotient
X=(R*\Ê* xY)/B*,

(7.1)

where B* acts simultaneously on the right of R*\B* and Y.
We note that the double coset space R*\B*/B* is finite, and corresponds
bijectively to the left ideal classes for R. If gi,...,gn
represent the distinct
cosets, the associated left ideal U = Rgi n B has right order Ri = g^Rgi fi B.
The group Ti = R*/Z* embeds as a discrete subgroup of the compact group
(B ® R)*/R* ~ SOs(R); hence Ti is finite, of order Wi. The map taking the
class (Rg%,y) (modB*) to the class y (modT^) gives an isomorphism
n

X~]jY/Ti.

(7.2)

Hence X is a disjoint union of n curves of genus zero over Q.
8. The heights of special points. Let z be the point of Y(K) corresponding to our original embedding i: K —• B; then z is fixed by i(K*). The
algebra homomorphism i induces a group homomorphism i: K* —• B* with
i(K*) n R* = i(0*). We may therefore define the map
Ô*\K*/K*
a

->X{K)
H-> xa = (i(a),z),

whose image consists of h special points of discriminant — p on X. Let d%; be
the divisor ^2a(xa) on X over K.
The group Pic(X) of divisor classes of X is isomorphic to Z n . We may fix an
isomorphism by taking as Z-basis ( e i , . . . , en), where e^ is a divisor of degree 1
on the component Y/Ti. We define a height pairing on Pic(X) with values in Z
by taking the unique bi-additive extension of the pairing
(ei,ei) = Wi,

(ei,ej) = 0 ,

i ^ j.

(8.2)

The associated bilinear form is positive definite on Pic(X) <g) R. Using the geometry of the coset space R*\B*, one can define Hecke correspondences Tm on
X for all integers m > 1. These induce endomorphisms of Pic(X) which are self
adjoint with respect to the height pairing (8.2). Our main identity (in the case
when e(N) = —1) is the formula
bm = (dK,TmdK),

(8.3)

where bm is the mth Fourier coefficient of the modular form
G =

tr%p{g(z)g(Nz)}

entering into formula (5.1) for the value L K ( / , 1). This gives a relation between
the heights of special divisors on X and the values of Rankin L-series at s = 1.
The proof of (8.3) is accomplished by explicitly computing the height pairings,
which match up with formula (5.2) for the Fourier coefficient bm for m > 1.
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9. Modular curves. When e(N) = + 1 we let B be the split quaternion
algebra M 2 (Q) over Q. Let R be the Eichler order R = {(acbd) G M 2 (Z) : c =
0 (modJV)} in B, which has reduced discriminant JV. The curve X is defined
over C as the quotient X(C) = R*\Ê* x Y(C) Y(R)/B*.
In this case Y is isomorphic to P 1 over Q, so Y(C) — Y(R) is analytically
isomorphic to the upper and lower half-planes $)±. The strong approximation
theorem shows that the double coset space R*\B*/B* reduces to a single element, so

xw^sp/r

(9.2)

where T = R*/Z* embeds as a discrete subgroup of (B (8) R)*/R* ~ PGL2(R).
Since R* contains an element of determinant —1, the space X(C) is isomorphic
toü/iyJV).
We may obtain a canonical model for X as a curve over Q by taking the coarse
moduli space for elliptic curves with a subgroup of order JV (necessarily cyclic,
as JV is prime). The open curve X may be compactified by the addition of two
cusps oo and 0, which represent the orbits of To(JV) on P*(Q), corresponding to
certain degenerations in the moduli problem. The resulting complete curve over
Q is denoted X0(N).
10. The heights of Heegner points. Now fix an embedding i! : K —> B
taking 0 into R\ this is possible by our hypothesis that e(N) = + 1 . Let z be
the corresponding point in Y(K) — Y(Q). As in §8, we obtain a map
Ô*\K*/K*

a

->*(C)

ä

h-> xa = (i(a),z).

The image consists of h Heegner points of discriminant — p on XQ(N).
The
divisor DK = Y^a(xa) ^ a s degree h, and the theory of complex multiplication
shows that it is rational over the field K.
Let J denote the Jacobian of Xo(JV) over Q, and let e,K be the class of the
divisor DK — h(oo) of degree zero in J(K). The theory of canonical heights for
abelian varieties, due to Néron and Tate, gives a bi-additive pairing
( , ) : J(K) x J(K) -+ R
which is positive definite on J(K) (8) R. This pairing can be written as the sum
of local terms, over places of K, once disjoint divisors of degree zero representing
the paired classes have been chosen.
One can again exploit the geometry of the coset space R*\B* to define Hecke
correspondences Tm on Xo(N) for integers m > 1. These induce endomorphisms
of the group J(K) which are self adjoint with respect to the height pairing. Our
main identity (in the case when e(N) = +1) is the formula
cm = (eK,TmeK).

(10.2)

Here c m is the mth Fourier coefficient of the cusp form H entering into formula
(6.1) for the first derivative L'K(f, 1). This gives a relation between the heights
of Heegner points on XQ(N) and the first derivatives of Rankin L-series at s = 1.
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The proof of (10.2) is accomplished by explicitly computing the local height
pairings for the divisors DK - h(oo) and Tm{DK — h(Q)} when (m,N) = 1.
The sum of these terms match up with the formula for c m obtained in (6.2).
Specifically, the first term in (6.2) represents the sum of the local heights at the
finite places of K. The second term represents the pairing of DK and TmDK at
infinity, using the Green's function for the Poincaré metric on #. The third term
represents the contribution of the cusps to the local height at infinity, and the
final term is a correction factor which occurs when the divisors DK and TmDK
are not relatively prime (this situation occurs precisely when R(m) ^ 0).
This comparison proves (10.2) for m > 1 and (m,N) = 1. But one can show
directly that the series Y^m>i(eK,TmeK)e2'K'l™'z is a cusp form of weight 2 on
To(JV), so it follows that the difference of this form and H is an old form. Since
there are no forms of weight 2 on SL2(Z), we obtain (10.2) for all ra > 1.
11. The limit formulae. Now assume / is a newform. Then / gives a real
valued character Tj »-• a\ of the Hecke algebra T acting on modular forms of
weight 2 for To(JV). The trace formula of Eichler and Selberg shows that T acts
(via the correspondences Tm) on the groups Pic(X) and J(K) defined in §8 and
§10. Since the correspondences commute, and are self adjoint with respect to the
definite height pairings, they may be simultaneously diagonalized over R. When
e(N) = —1 we let dftK be the /-isotypical component of dj^ in Pic(X) <8>R, and
when e(N) = + 1 we let e / ^ be the /-isotypical component of e^ in J(K) <8>R.
Combining (5.1) with (8.3), we obtain the identity
LK(f,l)={-^-(df,K,df,K),

(11.1)

when e(N) = —1. Combining (6.1) with (10.2), we obtain the identities
LM1)

=0,

/ / * ( / , 1) = ^ < e / , x , «/,*>,

(11.2)

when e(N) = + 1 .
The formulas (11.1) and (11.2) have many arithmetic corollaries. When / has
rational Fourier coefficients, so corresponds to an elliptic curve of conductor JV
up to isogeny over Q, they provide strong theoretical evidence for the conjecture
of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer for E over K. For example, if L(f, 1) = 0 but
L'(/, 1) 7e 0, formula (11.2) can be used to show that E has rank > 1 over
Q. In fact, the class e / ^ lies in E(Q) (8) Q and is nontrivial for the (infinite
number) of quadratic fields K where L(f <8) 6K, 1) i2 0. The conjecture of Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer predicts that the rank is equal to 1 over Q; we can at least
show that all the classes ejfK all lie on a distinguished line in the vector space
E(Q) (8) Q. The analogous fact that the classes d^K lie on a line in Pic(X) <8> Q
is clear, as for any eigenform / the space (Pic(X) <8) R)^ is 1-dimensional. The
relative positions of the classes ej,K and dffK on these lines as we vary K are
determined by the Fourier coefficients of certain cusp forms of weight §.
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On /?-adic Hecke Algebras for GL 2
HARUZO HIDA
In the theory of automorphic functions, holomorphic ones are particularly rich
in arithmetic applications, although they are merely a part of the whole space of
C°°-class modular forms. The analogy between the theory of C°°-class modular
forms and that of /?-adic ones recently becomes a prevalent idea; thus, one may
naturally expect the existence of some special class of /7-adic modular forms
which is as rich in arithmetic structure as the holomorphic counterpart. This
paper is intended to present a candidate for such a class of /?-adic modular forms
in the case of GL 2 over Q and to explain the reason why we believe that it is the
right one.
Our approach is representation theoretic. As in the theory of Jacquet and
Langlands in the complex case, we consider the Hecke algebra A which is the
subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra of the space of /?-adic modular forms
generated topologically by Hecke operators T(n). We then construct a certain
idempotent e as a /7-adic limit of powers of T(p) in this algebra A, which gives
the projection to the special subspace already mentioned. The Hecke algebra
AOTd = e A for this special space plays, in our theory for GL 2 , the role of the
algebra A = Z^[[Z]] in the Iwasawa theory for the cyclotomic Z^-extensions,
and, naturally, Aord has a canonical A-algebra structure. With each irreducible
component of Spec(/f o r d ), we can associate a Galois representation into GL 2 with
coefficients in the function field of the irreducible component. The infinite
algebraic extension corresponding to the kernel of this representation is the object
in our theory replacing the cyclotomic Z^-extensions. On the other hand, by
virtue of Shimura's theory of algebraicity for the special values of zeta functions
of modular forms, we are able to construct several /?-adic L-functions on the
spectrum of each irreducible component of Spec(/lord). Thus, what is awaited for
further research is the study of the direct arithmetic relation between the Galois
representation and the /?-adic L-function attached to each irreducible component
of Spec(/f ord ).
1. We begin with the definition of Hecke algebras. Let N be a positive integer,
and put T^N) = {(acbd)G S L 2 ( Z ) | C = Omod N, a = d= 1 mod AT}. For each
positive integer k, let S^T^N)) denote the space of holomorphic cusp forms on
<§) 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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the upper half plane £ of weight k with respect to I\(N). Each element / in
SfrÇr^N)) has the following type of Fourier expansion:
00

f(z) = E a(n,f)qn

(q = exp(2w/z), z G $ )

«=i

for complex constants a(n,f). By means of this, we may embed Sk(Ti(N)) into
the power series ring C[[q]]. One may then give a rational structure on S^T^N))
through defining the ^-rational subspace ^(T 1 (N); A) for each subalgebra A of
C by S^T^N); A) = S^T^N^nAHq]].
For each integer / prime to N, by
choosing (ac bd)G SL2(Z) with the congruence: c = OmodN and d = /modN,
we can let / act on S^T^N)) via

/(«-'*-/(£#)<« + ')Then the Hecke operator T(n) is defined as an endomorphism of S^T^N))
a(m,f\T{n))=

£

la{mn/l\ f\ </»

by
(l.l)

/|m,/|n
(/,AT) = 1

(see [6, (3.5.12)]). Then ^ ( ^ ( i V ) ; >4) is stable under T(n) and (/>. The Hecke
algebra Ak{Ti{N)\ Z) is by definition the subalgebra of Endc(SA:(ri(A^)))
generated over Z by T(n) for all n. For general commutative algebra A, we
simply put A^T^N); A) = A^T^N); Z)®XA. We let Q^ for each rational
prime p denote an algebraic closure of the /?-adic field Q^. Let Q be the algebraic
closure of Q in C. We fix for each p an embedding of Q into Qp. Thus any
algebraic number a G Q can be considered uniquely as a /?-adic number as well
as a complex number. Let | \p (resp. | |) denote the absolute value of Q^ (resp. C).
We put Sk(Tx(N)\ Qp) = S^T^N); Q) ®Q Q^ which is naturally a subspace of
QP[[q]l For each subalgebra A of Q,, put S^T^N); A) = S^T^N); Qp) n
A[[q)].
Now we shall define a pairing
< , >: A^N);

A) X S^T^N);

A)-+A

by (h,f) =

a(l,f\h).
(1.2a)

Then we see from (1.1)
(T(n), / ) = a(n,f)

for each positive integer n.

(1.2b)

If A is one of the rings Z, Q^, or C, then the pairing (1.2a) induces
Hom^S^N);
Hom^ir^N);

A), A) = ^(N);
A), A) = S^T^N);

A),
A).

To each common eigenform / of all Hecke operators T(n) in S^T^N)), we
associate a C-algebra homomorphism X: Ak(Ti(N)\ C) -> C by f\h = X(h)f.
Note that

x(r(n))<r(i),/> = (r(H),/> = «(«,/).
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Thus if / is nontrivial, then ( r ( l ) , / ) # 0. Dividing / by ( T ( 1 ) , / ) , we may
assume that ( T ( 1 ) , / ) = a(l,f) = 1. Common eigenforms of T(n) under this
normalization will be called normalized eigenforms. We say that two normalized
eigenforms / and g are associated if / and g belong to the same eigenvalues of
T(l) except for finitely many primes /. In the class of normalized eigenforms
associated with a given / , there exists a unique one contained in Sk(Tx(C)) with
the smallest C [5], which is called primitive. The level C of the primitive form
associated with / is called the conductor of / and will be written as C(f). Let A
be a subring of Q^ or C. We denote by B the field Q^ or C according as A c Q^
or A c C. If X: A^T^N);
A) -> B is an ^4-algebra homomorphism, the restriction of X to A^T^N);
Z) has values in Q n A since A^T^N);
Z) is free of finite
rank over Z by (1.3). Thus we can extend X to a C-algebra homomorphism X c :
Ak(Tx(N)\
C) -> C. By the duality (1.3), we can find fx e S^T^N))
so that
( A , / ) = Xc(h). Especially, we know from (1.2b) that fx(z) = T%=lX(T(n))qn,
and then fx is a normalized eigenform. Therefore, for each subalgebra A of C or
Q^, the correspondence X •-> fx induces a bijection
Hom

^ a i g ( > ^ ( r i ( A 0 ; .4), B) = [normalizedeigenforms in S^T^N))}.

(1.4)

Let X: A^T^N);
A) -> B be an yl-algebra homomorphism and / be the
corresponding normalized eigenform. Then there exists a Dirichlet character i//:
(Z/ATZ)*-» Q such that f\(l) = ^{l)lk~2f. This character i// is called the
character of / or X.
Now we fix a prime p and a finite extension K/Qp in Q^. Let & be the /?-adic
integer ring of K. By (1.3), A^T^N);
0) is free of finite rank over & and is then
a product of complete local rings R. Let 1R denote the idempotent of R, and
define an idempotent eN G A^T^N);
0) by the sum of 1R over the local rings R
on which the image oiT(p) is invertible. Then
4i"'(T1(N);(!))

=

eN4k(T1(N);(!>)

is the maximal direct summand of A^T^N);
6) on which the image of T(p) is
invertible. The idempotent eN can be explicitly given as a /?-adic limit: eN =
G
ß
ÌÀmn->OQT(pyn{pm~V)
^k(Ti(N)l
) f o r a suitable positive integer m. If X is
an 0-algebra homomorphism of A^^^N);
0) into Q^, we know that
\X(T(p))\p = 1. Thus the correspondence (1.4) induces a bijection:

Hom ffHdg (^r , (r 1 (JV);(P),Q,)

(1.5)

= { normalized eigenforms in S^T^N))

with \a(p, f) \p = 1 j .

2. Hereafter we suppose that p > 5 and AT is prime to p. If r > s > 1, we have
by (1.1) a commutative diagram for all n:
S^iNp*); A)
lT(n)

-*

S^T^Np'); A)

-

S^iNp'); A)
lT(n)
S^iNp');

(2.1)

A)

where the horizontal arrows are the natural inclusion. Then the restriction of each
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operator in Ak(T1(Npr)\ A) to the subspace S^T^Np*); A) is again contained in
Ak(Tx(Nps); A); thus, we have a surjective ^-algebra homomorphism:
^(r 1 (JVp r ); A) -> A^T^Nf);
A) for each pair r > s>\.
(2.2a)
Since T(p) is sent to T(p) by (2.2a), the image of eNpr under (2.2a) coincides
with eNpS, and (2.2a) induces

KA{UW)\

a>) -» ^ ( r i ( ^ ) ; *)•

(2-2t>)

We shall take the hmits:
Ak{Np^; 0) = hm Ak{Tx{Np')\ &),

e = hm eNp, e /f t (#/>»; 0),

^ ( J V p 0 0 ; 0) = ^ t ( i y p - ; <P) = hm ^ ( r ^ J t y ' ) ; 0),
00

Sk(Np">;6>) = \J S^Np');

0)

in 0[[q]].

We define a /?-adic norm on Sk(Np°°', 0) by
l/I^SupXif,/)^.
Let Sk(Np°°; 6) be the completion of Sk(Np°°', 0) under this norm. By
continuity, Ak(Np°°; 0) naturally acts on Sk(Np°°; &). Put SZrâ(Np°°; &) =
Sk(Np°°; 0)\e. Then the duality (1.3) extends to the following (topological and
also algebraic) duality [3]:
Hom,(Sk(Np'°;
00

Hom^S^iNp ;

&), &) » Ak(Np°°; &),
0), <S) = Af^Np00;

&).

Therefore we can formulate results for the structure of the space of /?-adic
modular forms in terms of the Hecke algebras without refering to the space,
which we shall do in the rest of the paper.
Define a semigroup 3? b y ^ = {/£ Z\(l,Np) = 1} and a compact group Z by
Z = \imr(Z/NprZ)x. We consider ^ as a sub-semigroup of Z. We know from
(1.1) that the homomorphism of semigroup: «3T3 / »-» (/) has values in
Ak(T1(Npr); 0) for each r > 1 and is continuous under the topology induced
from Z. By continuity, we extend this homomorphism to Z as a continuous
character with values in Ak(T1(Npr); 0) and hence obtain a continuous character: Z -> Ak(Np°°\ (D). We can naturally identify Z with T X (Z/NpZ)x,
where T = I\ and Tr = [x £ Zp\x = lmod/ZZ^}. We shall define continuous
group algebras by J / = ]imr&[(Z/NprZ)x] and A = A^ = lim, &[T/T,]. By the
universality of continuous group algebras, we have canonical 0-algebra homomorphisms: J / - > Ak(Np°°; 0) and A -> Ak(Np°°; 0). The following fact is essentially due to Shimura.
THEOREM

2.1. For each k^2,we

&k{Np«>; 0) s A2(Np°°; 0)

have canonical stf-algebra isomorphisms
and 4^(Np°°; 0) s A?ä(Np°"; 0),

which take T(m) of weight kto T(m) of weight 2 for allm.
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A proof of this fact for 4£rd(A/?°°; 0) is given in [2, Theorem 1.1]. By this
theorem and (2.3), the space Sk(Np°°; &) is also independent of k > 2. We write
A(N; 0) for the universal Hecke algebra defined by the theorem and AOTd(N; &)
for eA(N\ 0).
We write [y] for the image of y G T under the natural embedding of T into A.
When we consider y G T as an element of Zp, hence, as an element in the
coefficient ring 0 of A, we simply write it as 7 G A. We fix a topological
generator u of T and define an element of A by con r = [upr ]- unpr~ (n, r G Z,
r > 1). Then A/coM r A is the maximal quotient of A on which Tr acts via the
character: Tr 3 y •-> yn e &, For each n > 0 and r ^ 1, we have by definition a
surjective A-algebra homomorphism pny. A(N; &) -> An+2(T1(Npr);
&) which
sends T(m) in A(N\ 6) to T(m) in i „ + 2 ( r i ( ^ r ) ; ö ) - T h e following result
determines the structure of AOTd(N; 0):
2.2. The A-algebra Aord(N; 0) is free of finite rank over A. Moreover,
for each pair of integers n > 0 andr ^ 1, pn r induces a A-algebra isomorphism
THEOREM

4«*{N; 0) ®A A/<on,rA = A$2{Tx(Np')\

0),

which sends T(m) toT(m) for all m.
For the proof, see [1] and [2]. When it is unlikely to cause misunderstanding, we
simply write A0Td for AOTd(N; 0). By the universality of the continuous group
ring, each continuous character £: T -> Q^ can be extended to an ^-algebra
homomorphism P^\ A -> Q^,. When £(y) = y"e(y) for a nonnegative integer n
and a finite order character e: T -> Q, we write PnE for P%. Let J£? be the
quotient field of A, and we fix an algebraic closure <£? of <£?. We consider Qp as a
subfield of S£. Let Jf be a finite extension of JSf in J^. We denote by J the
integral closure of A in Jf. Then J is known to be free of finite rank over A. Put
%(J) = Hom ö? . alg (y, Q^), and let Œ^J) denote the subset of &(J) consisting
of all ^-algebra homomorphisms . / - » Q^ whose restriction to A is of the form
Pn e for some 0 < « G Z and some finite order character e: T -> Q. When
J= A, #XA) = (JC G Qp\\x\p < 1} via P -> P([u]) - 1 G Q^, and in general
6C(J) is a covering space of £"(A). For each P G ^ a l g (»/), we define n(P) G Z
and e^: T -> Q by P | A = Pn(P)iEp. The order of e P is written as pr^P)~l.
Any
element F oi J may be regarded as a /?-adic analytic function F: 2£(J)-+ Qp
whose value at P G #*(./) is given by P(F) G Q^.
Now we consider X G HomA_alg(>ford, «£?), the combination of X with the
canonical character: Z -> 4 o r d gives a continuous character of Z and induces a
Dirichlet character i//: (Z/A/?Z) x -> Q since Z = T X (Z/NpZ)x. This character
^/ is called the character of X. Since AOTd is of finite rank over A, we can find a
finite extension JT such that X(AOTd) c J. The integral closure of & in */ is of
finite rank over 0. When it coincides with 0, we say that X is defined over 0.
Changing K by its finite extension, if necessary, we may (and will) assume
X is defined over 0.

(2.4)
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For each P G VC^J), we consider the composition XP = P ° X: AOTd -> Qp.
Since P ^ p ^ p j ) = 0, XP factors through Aorà/o>thrAord = A^T^Np");
G)
for n = n(P) and r = r(P). Then by (1.5) there is a unique normalized eigenform fP in S , „ ( P ) + 2 (r i (A^ r ( p ))) with ^-expansion: fP - E ~ = 1 X P ( r ( m ) ) ^ m . This
form is called the ordinary form belonging to X at P G SC^{J)m The character of
fp (or Xp) is given by Ep\pw~n(p\ where ;// is the character of X and <o is the
Teichmüller character. More generally, we say that a normalized eigenform
/ G Sk(T1(Npr)) is ordinary if r > 1 and |a(/?, / ) | = 1. This notion is intrinsic
(i.e. independent of r) because of (2.1). When / 0 is a normalized eigenform in
S^T^N))
(k > 2) with \a(p,f0)\p = 1, there is a unique ordinary form / G
S^T^Np))
such that a(n,f) = a(n,f0) for all « prime to p. This form / is
called the ordinary form associated with / 0 . By abusing the language, we say that
/ 0 belongs to X if the associated ordinary form / belongs to X. The following fact
is obvious from Theorem 2.2:
(2.5) Each ordinary form f G Sk(T1(Npr)) belongs to some A-algebra homomorphism X: AOTd(N\ G)-*&.
Let J be another positive integer prime to p. We say that two A-algebra
homomorphisms X: AOTd(N\ G)-*& and /x: Aord(J\ &)-+& are associated if
X(T(l)) = /x(T(/)) except for finitely many primes /.
2.3. Let X: Aord(N\ G)-* J? be a A-algebra homomorphism. In the
class of all A-algebra homomorphisms associated with X, there is a unique X0:
AOTd(C\ G)-+& with the smallest level C.
THEOREM

The homomorphism X0 satisfying the condition of Theorem 2.3 is called
primitive and the level C of X0 will be called the conductor of X.
2.4. If an ordinary form f G Sk(T1(Npr)\ G) has conductor divisible by
N and k > 2, then there is a unique X G HomA_alg(/?ord(AT; G\ 3?) defined over G
to which f belongs. The homomorphism X as above is primitive and has conductor N.
Conversely, suppose that X G HomA_a]g(>?ord(A^; &), Jt) is primitive and is of
conductor N. Then the conductor of each ordinary form belonging to X is divisible by
N. Moreover, let \p be the character of X and typ be its restriction to
(Z/pZ)x.
Then the ordinary form fP belonging to X at P G ^^(J)
is primitive and is of
conductor Npr(pi unless epi/^w - "^ is trivial.
THEOREM

For the proofs of Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, see [3].
3. By a result of Deligne, one can attach to £ G Hom ö? . alg (/f Ä: (r i (A^ / ); G), Qp)
a simple representation TT(£): Gal(Q/Q) -> GL 2 (Q /? ), which is characterized by
(3.1a) TT(£) is unramified outside Np.
(3.1b) Let Of be the Frobenius element of Gal(Q/Q) for each prime I outside Np.
Then we have that det(l - T K £ ) ( ° / ) * ) = 1 - è(T(l))X + I£((l))X2.
We shall attach to each A-algebra homomorphism X: Aovd(N\ G) -» J f a
representation TT(X): Gal(Q/Q) -> G L 2 ( J f ) which interpolates /?-adically the
Deligne representation 7r(Xp) as in (3.1) for all P G 3Talg( J). A representation
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TT: Gal(Q/Q) -> GL 2 ( J f ) is said to be continuous if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(3.2a) there exists an J-submodule L of Jf 2 stable under m such that L ®^ Jf=
Jf 2 and L is offinite type over J\
(3.2b) the representation TT: Gal(Q/Q) -> Aut^(L) is continuous under the
m-adic topology for the maximal ideal m of J.
3.1. For each A-algebra homomorphism X: AOTd(N; G) -» Jf, there
exists a unique representation IT(X): Gal(Q/Q) -> GL 2 (Jf ) characterized by
(3.3a) 7r(X) is continuous and simple;
(3.3b) TT(X) is unramified outside Np\
(3.3c) for the Frobenius element or, for each prime I outside Np, we have that
det(l - v(XXoi)X) = 1 - \(T(l))X+
lX((l))X2.
THEOREM

For the proof, see [2]. For each prime ideal 9 of J, let 4(&>) be the quotient
field of J/&. We say that a representation %\ Gal(Q/Q) -> G L 2 ( / ( ^ ) ) is a
residual representation modulo 9 of a continuous representation TT: Gal(Q/Q)
-> GL 2 ( J f ) if Tr is semisimple and the characteristic polynomial of TT((T) is the
reduction of that of ir(a) modulo & for every a G Gal(Q/Q). We write the
residual representation % modulo 9 as IT mod 9. When ir: Gal(Q/Q) -» GL 2 ( Jf )
is continuous, we now see the existence of the residual representation TT mod P for
each P G #"(./). Let L be the ./lattice of Jf 2 stable under 7r as in (3.2a). Since
the localization Jp of J at P is a discrete valuation ring, LP = L ®jJP is free
of rank 2 over ./p. Therefore TT induces a representation 7r: Gal(Q/Q) ->
G L 2 ( > p ) . Then TT mod P is given by the semisimplification of P ° TT:
Gal(Q/Q) i GL 2 (J^p) ^ GL a (Q,).
By condition (3.3c), ir(X) m o d P is equivalent to 7r(Xp) for all P G 3C^%(J).
This is why we think that the representation TT(X) is a /7-adic interpolation of the
Deligne representations TT(XP). Since we may assume that 7r(XP) has values in
G L 2 ( 0 ' ) for a valuation ring G' finite over G, 7r(XP) has its residual representation modulo fc for the maximal ideal fc of &'. The representation TT(XP) moafc
can be identified with the residual representation of IT(X) modulo the maximal
ideal m of J. Thus
(3.4) The residual representation ?r(X) mod*« exists [4].
It should be noted that Mazur and Wiles [4] have shown that the image of TT(X)
contains SL 2 (A Z ) for X: AOTd(l; Zp) -> A z if the image of TT(X) moàm
contains SL 2 (Z//?Z). (This condition is verified, for example, if the unique
normalized eigenform A = qT\™=1(l - qn)24 G 5'12(SL2(Z)) belongs to X and
p # 11, 23, and 691.)
4. Finally, we shall refer to the result for /7-adic L-functions. Let J be another
positive integer prime to p. For two normalized eigenforms / G S^T^Np1')) and
g G S^T^Jp*)), we shall define algebraic numbers ah ßh afh ßj for each prime /
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by

ta(n,f)n-s=U[(l-^rs)^-ßrs)]~\
n-1

/

Ë a(n, g)n-* = U [(l - «'//"')(! ~ fl'"')] "'•
n-1

/

Let t// be the character of / and $ be the primitive character which induces i//.
Then we define

9(*J) = n[(i - ^(0«?/-')(i - f(0«A/-')(i - *(')#/-')]-1>
s(',/,g) = n[(i - «#«;/—)(i - a,ß;i-){i - A«;r')(i - M'' - ')] -1 We denote by ^ ( . s , / , g) the Euler product obtained from 3)(s, f, g) by excluding its Euler ^-factor. These L-functions can be continued to meromorphic
functions of s G C, and their algebraicity at certain integer points (for details, see
below) is shown by Shimura [7] for the latter series and by Sturm [8] for the
former. If / is primitive, we can define a canonical transcendental factor
£/„(/) G C x [2, §10; 3, §4] independent of p such that ^(kjyU^f)
and
@(m>f> g)/n2m~K~kU00(f)
for K < m < k are algebraic numbers (U^f)
is
independent of g). If ÏÏ: Gal(Q/Q) -» GL 2 (Q /7 ) (resp. ß') denotes the Deligne
representation as in (3.1) associated with / (resp. g) and ß denotes the contragredient representation of ß, then, up to finitely many Euler factors, B(s, f, g)
is the zeta function of ß ® ß': Gal(Q/Q) -> GL 4 (Q ) and @(s,f) corresponds
to the unique three-dimensional subrepresentation of ß ® ß.
Let X: Aord(N\ G) -» J be a primitive A-algebra homomorphism defined over
G. Let 9t be the unique local ring of AOTd(N\ G) through which X factors. We
suppose
HomA(^, A ) s Ä

as ^-modules.

(4.1)

This condition can be verified when TT(X) mod m is simple for the maximal ideal
m of J and when the restriction \jjp of the character i// of X to (Z/pZ)x
is
nontrivial and different from w" 1 [4, 9]. For example, if the discriminant function
A G S 12 (SL 2 (Z)) belongs to X, (4.1) is satisfied if p ¥= 11, 691. By the multiplication in J, we have a natural ^algebra homomorphism: J®KJ-^> J. Combining
X <8> id: ^ ®A J-> J®A J with this morphism, we can extend X to an ^algebra
homomorphism of 9t®KJ onto J>, which we denote by X. We can then
decompose ^ ®A J f = Jf © sé as an algebra direct sum such that the projection of
0t ®A J to the first factor Jf coincides with X. Let ffi(sé) be the projected image
of &t%KJ in sé. Then we have the diagonal map 5: 0t ® A . / - » J^© ^ ( J / ) .
Under the assumption (4.1), we can find O ^ ^ e i so that Coker(S) = J/HJ
as J-modules. The function # : #"(*/) -> Q^ is determined up to unit factors in
J. Let \p be the character of X, and write the p-psnt of i// as <ofl for 0 < a < p — 1.
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (4.1) and that a ¥= 0 or N = 1. Let fP be the ordinary
form belonging to X at P G X^(J).
Then we can find Up(fP) G Qp with \Up(fP)\p
= 1 such that

H(P) = ®{n{P) + 2,

fP)/UMp)Up(fP).

A part of this result is given in [2] and [3], and the proof in}i the general case
will be given in a forthcoming paper.
Now let ju: Aord(J; G) -* J be another primitive A-algebra homomorphism
defined over G. For each Q G X^(J),
we denote by gQ the ordinary form
belonging to /x at Q. Put, for each finite order character x'. Z * -> Q and complex
conjugation p,
OO

00

f\x= ExW«(»,/k", /"= !>(«,/) V
«=1

(/ecyj).

w=l

If / is a modular form, / | x and fp are again modular forms. We write the
restriction of the character of /x (resp. X) to (Z/pZ)x (resp. (Z/NZ)X) as co6 for
0 < b < p - 1 (resp. i//0). Put, for each triple (P, ß, Ä) G ^ ( J ^ ) 2 X 5' a]g (A),
k = n(P) + 2,

m = n(R),

v = r(Q) + 2r(R),

j = 2 + 2m +
r=

n(Q),

r(P),

and
= 2-^->(/^)y"~^(^)<J)(A^/C)"1C-1Ar-1-/:/2/w+/c/2

t(P,Q,R)

x[N,J]l-m+u-k)/2p'r+^-^/2T(j

- m)T(m

+

l)T(k)~\

where [N, J] is the least common multiple of AT and / , C is the conductor of ^0,
<f> is the Euler function, and T(x) is the gamma function. For each primitive form
/ G Sk(Ti(M))> w e d e f i n e a constant W(f) with | W ( / ) | = 1 by the first Fourier
coefficient of M~k/2f(-l/Mz)z~k.
Let J ^ J ^ A (resp. J®QJ)
be the
^-adic completion of./ ^QJ%(5 A (resp. J>%GJ). Any element F
^J>%Qjk>0A
can be regarded as a /?-adic analytic function F: X(J) X X(J) X #"( A) -> Q^.
4.2. Let the assumption and the notation be as in Theorem 4.1 for X.
Then for each integer 0 < c < p — 1, we have a unique p-adic L-function D G
Sè0Sèô
A such that for (P, Q, R) G X^f)
X ^ r a l g (^) X ^ ( A ) ,
THEOREM

D(P,QiR)

-

,(p

i ö i Ä

)

f l

(,j,rv^

w

U

oo\Jp)Up\Jp)

if 0 < «(A) < « ( P ) - « ( g ) , w " ^ 1 * eßw*, eÄcoc * 1, W coa£p # 1.
The condition for characters eP, eQ, eR, co0, co6, and coc is not necessary for the
evaluation of D(P,Q,R),
but without this assumption, a new type of Euler
/^-factor appears in the right-hand side of the formula and the result becomes a
little more complicated. If one wants to interpolate the value 3) without the
modification at the Euler ^-factor, there appears a singularity for the ^-adic
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L-function obtained:
THEOREM 4.3. Put t(P, Q) = t(P,Q, P 0 t ) for ( P , g ) G X^J)2,
where i is the
identity character of T. Let the assumption and the notation be as in Theorem 4.1
for X. Let X, Y ^J®eJ
be the functions on X(J)2
defined by X(P,Q) =
(P)
w " £ p ( w ) - l and Y(P,Q) = u"(QhQ(u) - 1 on X^(J)2.
Then we have a
uniquep-adic L-function A on X(J)2 such that

(Ï)(X-

7)AG/ê,/5

(ü)
A(P,ô)

t(p,Q)a(p,fPy^-r^-MfPrMfQ)

=

®{n(Q) + 2,fP,f%)
X

^-»<nuMp)u{fp)

ifn(P) > n(Q) > 0 and ePua ¥= 1, eßcofl i= 1,
( i i i ) ( ( X - Y)A)(P,Q)\p^Q
=
(l^Y(P))(p-l)p-\\og{u))H(P),
where H G J is as in Theorem 4.1 and log(w) is the p-adic logarithm of the
generator u G T.
For the proof, see [3, Theorem 10.1]. The above formula (iii) is the /?-adic
analogue of the well known residue formula of the complex case:

R f i s , . ^ , / , / ' ) = r(fc)-V-222*-V+1«>(;\0(/,/)
for each normalized eigenform / G S^T^N)),

where
i2

\f(z)\2yk-2dxdy

(/,/)=/
(see [7, (2.5)]).
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Spectral Theory of Automorphic Functions
and Recent Developments in Analytic Number Theory
HENRYK IWANIEC
Introduction. Number theory and modular forms have been intimately related from the very beginnings of the latter. Very well known are connections
with higher arithmetic and algebraic number theory. In the last decade there
have been considerable developments in modular forms in relation to analytic
number theory. Its foundation rests on the spectral theory of automorphic functions due to H. Maass [26] and A. Selberg [34]. Initially the spectral theory
served to give extremely sharp estimates for certain exponential sums of primary importance for problems in analytic number theory. This area of research
was given the nickname "Kloostermania." Today analytic number theory is paying back. The connection in question has been reversed to that the machinery
of analytic number theory is working to improve the spectral theory of automorphic functions, at least in the most interesting case of congruence groups. This
indispensible interrelation is the subject of my talk.
We shall also mention some applications to particular problems. My favorite
one is the mean-value theorem for primes in arithmetic progressions to large
moduli. In 1965 E. Bombieri [1] and A. I. Vinogradov [40] proved powerful
results which serve as a substitute for the Riemann hypothesis for Dirichlet's
L-series, especially in reference to sieve methods. In a series of joint papers
with E. Bombieri, E. Fouvry, and J. Friedlander (see the references in [2]) we
attempted to extend the Bombieri and Vinogradov results beyond the capability
of the Riemann hypothesis. The dream just came through in [2] where we prove
that for any a ^ 0, A > 0, and x > 3 one has,
ir(x; q, a) -

TTT7^)

(q,a) = l
q<y/x{logx)A

(logz) ;

-(log logs)*

(0.1)

with some absolute constant B and the constant implied in <C depending at most
on a and A.
Supported by the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, N. J., and partly by Stanford
University, CA.
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Of numerous other applications let us mention three: (1) an estimate for the
Riemann zeta function [6] with an application to upper bounds for the differences
between consecutive primes [20]; (2) Fouvry's Brun-Titchmarsh theorem [10]
with an application to the last Fermât Theorem; and (3) the result of Gupta
and Murty [13] (later refined by Heath-Brown [14]) on the Artin conjecture for
primitive roots.
1. Spectral theory. Cuspidal delicacy. Let T be a discontinuous group
of motions of the hyperbolic plane H with finite covolume \F\ = v o l ( r \ # ) < oo
and of noncompact type. Thus T is a finitely generated subgroup of PSL(2,R)
with a finite number of inequivalent cusps, say h > 1. A function / : H —y C is
T-automorphic if f(^z) = f(z) for 7 G T and z G H. Let L2(T\H) denote the
space of T-automorphic functions which are square-integrable on the quotient
F = T\H with respect to the invariant measure dp,z = y~2 dxdy, and let

denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the Poincaré metric
ds2=y-2(dx2

+ dy2).

The most fundamental problems in the theory of automorphic functions are concerned with the decomposition of L2(T\H) into eigenspaces of A. Since T is not
compact, À has a continuous spectrum which covers the half-line [|,oo) uniformly with finite multiplicity equal to h. The eigenfunctions of the continuous
spectrum are relatively well understood; they are the Eisenstein series Ea (z, s)
on 5 = 5 +it, t G R, where a ranges over a complete set of T-inequivalent cusps.
Let r fl = {7 G I"; 7a = 0} be the stability group of a. Choose aa G PSL(2,R)
(once and for all) such that a ~ 1 r a ( j a is the cyclic group of translations z —• z + b
by integers 6 G Z. Then Ea(z, s) is defined by
E*(z,a)=

Y, ( Im ^a72) s >
-Yerfl\r

where the series converges absolutely in Res > 1. The problem of meromorphic continuation to the whole complex s-plane is intricate in general; see [15]
and the references therein. For congruence groups one can easily establish the
continuation by examining the Fourier expansion
Ea(abz,s)

= 6aby3 + (pab(s)y1~8 + y1/2 ] P

(pabn(s)Ka_1/2(27T\n\y)e(nx)

where the coefficients (pab (s) are given by Dirichlet's series

,(fl) = ,i/aî!yir w ( c ) r a.
K J

1

OO

with OJ(C) = # { ( * *) G r a \a~ r(7b/r(,} and (pabn(s) expressed similarly. When
T is a congruence group, (pab (s) is closely identified with the zeta-function of a
number field, so <pab(s) is meromorphic of order 1.
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The theory of the continuous spectrum depends intimately on the analytic
structure of <pab(s). The constant terms (pab(s) form the so-called "scattering
matrix" $(s) = [<pab (s)], which is unitary on Re s = | and satisfies the functional
equation $ ( s ) $ ( l — s) = I. Hence the column-vector of the Eisenstein series
£(z, s) = t[Ea(z, s)] inherits the functional equation

£(z,s) =

$(s)£(z,l-s).

In the half-plane Res > ^ the poles of $(s) and £(z,s) coincide; they are all
simple and real. The point s = so = 1 is always a pole and the residuum is
constant;
1

res^MHFr .

For congruence groups there are no more poles in Re s > ^, but in general there
can be a finite number of other poles Sj, say, with ^ < Sj < 1. The residua u3(z)
at s = Sj are eigenfunctions of A with eigenvalue Xj = Sj(l—Sj); they are squareintegrable (in constrast to the Eisenstein series) and belong to the subspace of
the point spectrum of A. The remaining part of the point spectrum (possibly
empty) is spanned by Maass cusp forms, i.e., by T-automorphic functions Uj
such that (A + XJ)UJ = 0, Xj = Sj(l — Sj), and that the zero Fourier coefficient
of Uj at any cusp vanishes.
The existence and construction of cusp forms for T has been a frustrating
problem for many years. It was a common opinion (based on observation of arithmetic groups) that the space of the point spectrum is always infinite-dimensional
(Roelcke's problem). Somewhat more optimistic doctrines asserted that the
point spectrum dominates over the continuous one in a certain quantitative sense.
To explain this let us consider the counting function of A-eigenvalues
Nr(T) = #{y, Xj = 8j{l - Sj) with Sj = \+ itj, \tj\ < T}
together with

Mr(T)=

^/_ r vG + i O d f '

where (p(s) is the determinant of the scattering matrix $(s). The second quantity
accounts for the continuous spectrum. Notice that Mr (T) is positive since it is
equal to the nuinber of poles of $(s), s = a + it, in a < ^, |£| < T (up to some
bounded quantity). It is not difficult to deduce from the Selberg's trace formula
(see [39]) that
NV(T) +MT(T)

= |F|T 2 /47r-hO(TlogT).

Had $(s) been meromorphic of order 1 we could have M-p(T) <C r 1 + e and
conclude
JVr(T) - |F|r 2 /47T a s T - > o o ,
which is called Weyl's law. From what we said earlier it follows that Weyl's law
is true for congruence groups. This statement is due to A. Selberg [34]. He also
conjectured that for general T there is TJ = r](T) > 0 such that MT(T) = Oft2'7*)
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with the effect that every T is essentially "cuspidal." Paradoxically, it is not even
known whether every T has a cusp form.
To everybody's surprise R. S. Phillips and P. Sarnak have recently revealed
a very different truth [28, 29, 30]. They studied the behavioi of a cusp form
Uj(z) of the Hecke group T = To(q) under certain quasiconformal deformations
showing that Uj(z) is "destroyed" (a constant term appears) provided some
L-function does not vanish at the special point s = Sj. The L-function in
question is the Rankin-Selberg convolution L(UJ(& f, s) attached to Uj(z) and to
a holomorphic cusp form f(z), say, of weight 4 for To(q) (f exists for large q).
The holomorphic form f(z) is the one which Phillips and Sarnak used to create
quadratic differentials for perturbing the metric ds2. Let the Fourier expansions
of Uj and / at the cusp oo be given by
UJ(Z) = y1/2 J2 Pj(n)K8j_1/2(2ir\n\y)e(nx)

(1.1)

and
oo

/(*)

=

J2cine(nz).
71=1

We normalize by setting Xj(n) = pj(n)T(sj)\F\1/2
Rankin-Selberg L-function is defined by

and an = ann~s/2.

Then the

oo

L(UJ » / , « ) = fc(2s) ^2

an*j(n)n-s,

where çq(s) = FL-HoCl _ P" 5 )" 1 - It satisfies the functional equation s <-> 1 — s,
so Re s = ^ is the critical line. The question of which L(UJ ® / , s) do not vanish
at the special point s = Sj is an open and difficult one. J.-M. Deshouillers and
H. Iwaniec [8] have proved that L(UJ ® f,Sj) ^ 0 for at least T ( l o g T ) - 2 points
Sj — \ +itj of height \tj\ <T counted with multiplicity. From this Phillips and
Sarnak concluded that infinitely many cusp forms for To(q) disappear under a
generic deformation, and generically, of course, none are created. If we accept
such standard conjectures as the Lindelöf hypothesis L(UJ ® f,Sj) <C \SJ\£ and
the bound rrtj <C \SJ\£ for the multiplicity rrtj of Ay = SJ(1 — SJ), then we conclude
[9]
THEOREM
(DESHOUILLERS-IWANIEC-PHILLIPS-SARNAK) . Generically
for T e T(T0(q)) we have MT(T) > T 2 " e .
Here T(To(q)) is the Teichmüller space of To(q) and a property is called
"generic" if it holds for all members of T(To(q)) except for a set of first Baire
category.
In view of the above results it is plausible to expect even more [29].
CONJECTURE (PHILLIPS AND SARNAK). The generic T G T(T0(q)) has
only a finite number of linearly independent cusp forms.
The conjecture of Phillips and Sarnak has tremendous impact on the global
picture of the spectral theory of automorphic functions. Now one knows why a
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general method of constructing cusp forms was not found. We realize how fortunate are the congruence groups in having so many cusp forms. That congruence
groups are essentially cuspidal makes the spectral theory rich and particularly
interesting from the point of view of arithmetic.
2. Selberg's trace formula versus Kloosterman sums formula. The
celebrated formula of Selberg [35] connects the spectrum of the Laplace operator
on T\H with the length of closed geodesies of T\H;

g«,) - B £ «^.wo^S ( „ ^ ° f f „ + -, CD
where h is the Fourier transform of h. The sequence of numbers {logNP},
where {P} ranges over the conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements, is called the
length spectrum. These two spectra follow dual courses. Each one determines
the other (for strictly hyperbolic groups). A counterpart of Weyl's law is the
"prime geodesic theorem" (see, for example, P. Sarnak's thesis [32]),

M*)=

Yll°ZNP=
NP<x

sj1xa^O(xv+£),

E

\<v<\,

1/2<SJ<1

which resembles the familiar prime number theorem. This analogue becomes
more suggestive when the trace formula is specified to the spectral decomposition
of Z^/ZY, where ZY is the Selberg zeta-function.
Recently N. V. Kuznetsov [24] and R. W. Bruggeman [3] derived new formulas
that connect the spectrum of A and the Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms
on one side with Kloosterman sums on the other side. Let T = To(q). Choose
an orthonormal basis {UJ} of the space LQ(T\H) of cusp forms whose Fourier
expansion at the cusp oo is given by (1.1). For simplicity we display only the
cuspidal fragment of Kuznetsov's formula:

ÌE/( i iW*W+-' 1=
1

' 3>1

E
c=0 (moda)

c-'S^n-c)!^^), (2.2)
V

'

where / is a Bessel transform of / . One should realize that the above relation
is a direct extension of the Petersson formula for coefficients of the holomorphic Poincaré series Pm(z> &) to the nonholomorphic ones. The nonholomorphic
Poincaré series Um(z, s) were first introduced by A. Selberg [36], who also established the main ingredients for the proof of (2.2), namely, the meromorphic
continuation of Um(z, s) and formulas for the inner product {Um,Uj). By means
of these formulas Selberg was able to conclude the meromorphic continuation of
the zeta-function
òmn(s)=^2c-29S(m,n;c)
(2.3)
oo
and the distribution of its poles. Had he controlled the growth of imn(s) in the
whole s-plane, Selberg could have essentially proved (2.2) in his way. This way
became possible only later due to the work of D. Goldfeld and P. Sarnak [11].
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An alternative way of proving (2.2) was suggested by D. Zagier. Much as in
the derivation of the trace formula (2.1) one looks at the spectral decomposition
of the automorphic
LiJ.uj.j-u.uvv kernel
jvciijcj of
u i an
a n invariant
i n v a u a i i u integral
i i i u c g i a i operator
ujjciainji

k(z,w) = 5^*(d(*,Tw)) = 53fc*(*j)uiW%('
>) + ..-,
j

-yer

but, instead of integrating over the diagonal z = w to obtain the spectral trace,
one picks up the double Fourier coefficients. The calculations on the other side
are also different, for instead of arranging the summation over 7 E T into conjugacy classes one uses the double coset decomposition â la Bruhat. Consequently,
by Poisson's summation, a sum of Kloosterman sums emerges instead of the sum
of lengths of closed geodesies. The argument does not end yet because in the
resulting formula the test function / and its transform / are subject to quite severe restrictions. In order to release these restrictions one needs a completeness
theorem for Bessel functions, which is solely due to Kuznetsov.
It is not wise but it is possible to deduce the Selberg trace formula (2.1)
from the Kloosterman sums formula (2.2) for the modular group; see [25], where
some initial steps are given. At some point one must use the Dirichlet class
number formula 2h(d)log€d = y/dL(l,Xd) as well as the interpretation of the
length of closed geodesies by \og NP = 21og£d, each one having multiplicity
h(d). Here h(d) is the class number of primitive quadratic forms ax2+ bxy + cy2
with discriminant d = b2 — 4ac > 0, d 7^ D, and Ed — \(m + ny/d) > 1 with
m2 — dn2 = 4 is the fundamental unit (for details see [32]). In view of the above
discussion we may say that the two different partitions of T into conjugacy classes
and into double cosets respectively are linked up with the classical Dirichlet class
number formula. This observation deserves further penetration.
To compare the strengths of (2.1) and (2.2) let us look at the prime geodesic
theorem for the modular group. The Selberg trace formula or, what amounts to
the same thing, the Selberg zeta-function theory yields the "explicit formula"
ij)T(x) = x +

s lx8j

]P
8^%+itj,

j

+ 0(T _1 rclog 2 x)

\tj\<T

with 1 < T < y^/loga;, whence by Weyl's law
ipr(x) = x + 0(Tx^2 + T - ^ l o g 2 x) = x + 0(z 3 / 4 logo:)
on taking the optimal T = x1/4loga:. If one wishes to reduce the exponent
v = I one must take into account a cancellation of the terms s~1xsi. Such a
task cannot be realized within the range of formal Fourier analysis. Similarly, if
we use the Kloosterman sums formula (2.1) together with Weil's bound (3.1) we
may end up with the same exponent v = | ; see [18]. In order to beat v = | one
must take into account a cancellation of terms in sums of the type

a(n,C,D) = Y,c~ls(^^c)ei^D/c)c<C

(2-3)
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We have accomplished the latter task in [18], getting the exponent v = | § . Our
arguments involve character sums in two variables

EE(^).
which we treat by Weil's and Burgess's estimates. It should be noticed that the
character sum (2.4) does not live on any algebraic variety over a finite field to
which one is tempted to use Deligne's theory. (The characteristic of the field
depends on the variables!)
Since the Riemann hypothesis is true for the Selberg zeta-function Z-p (s) (the
complex zeros are Sj = 1/2 + itj), one should expect the prime geodesic theorem to be true with the error term 0(x1/2+£).
Is there any conjecture about
exponential sums which implies that? Here is one:
CONJECTURE 1. For n,G,D > 1 and e > 0 we have a(n,C,D) < (nCD)£
with the constant implied in «C depending on e alone.
Our conjecture constitutes a generalization of the Linnik-Selberg conjecture
a(n, C, 0) «C (nC)£, which is sharp enough to imply the Ramanujan coonjectures
for both the finite and infinite places (if T is the congruence group To(q), then
the summation in (2.3) is restricted to c = 0 (modq)).
We close this section by expressing some thoughts to be supported in the
following sections. Either the Selberg trace formula or the Kloosterman sums
formula is a specialization of the spectral theorem. Since (2.1) is recognized as the
limit case of (2.2) we have in a sense the following gradation: Spectral Theorem >Kloosterman Sums Formula >- Selberg's Trace Formula. The Kloosterman sums
formula holds a perfect balance between the amount of spectral information it
carries and the potentiality for excavating it by means now available. These
means are the methods of exponential sums in several variables. On using upper
bounds for individual sums, one reaches the same limits as those set by formal
Fourier analysis applied to the Selberg trace formula. A hypothetical variation
in the sign of such exponential sums opens the way to pass over those limits. The
possibility of doing so unconditionally is given by the free parameters m,n. A
proper Fourier analysis in m, n decomposes the exponential sums and prepares
them for estimation in each variable separately. This preliminary step takes
advantage of an interplay between the finite and infinite places, which both
contribute to the spectral side of the Kloosterman sums formula.
3. Small eigenvalues. The problem of estimating the first eigenvalue Ai
occupies a central position in differential geometry. In the theory of automorphic
functions it is particularly important to know whether there are eigenvalues
Xj < ^. These eigenvalues will be called "exceptional" with the emphasis that
they are not welcome. That the exceptional eigenvalues may exist was shown
by B. Randol and was surely known to Selberg. In the case of compact, smooth
quotients T\H of genus g > 2 we recall some interesting examples of R. Schoen,
S. Wolpert, and S. T. Yau [33] having À23-3 < e and the general lower bound of
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P. Buser [4] A^-2 > | . It is remarkable that the first eigenvalue Ai is bounded
from above by an absolute constant Ài < 2(g -j- l)/(g - 1) < 6. An extension to
noncompact surfaces is given in [42].
In 1965 A. Selberg [36] stated the fundamental conjecture.
CONJECTURE 2. There are no exceptional eigenvalues for congruence groups.
The conjecture is known to be true for the modular group (H. Maass [27], W.
Roelcke [31]), for triangle groups (P. Sarnak [32]), and for a few other groups
having fundamental domains of relatively simple shape (M. Huxley [16]). The
proofs are essentially geometrical. Selberg gave an equivalent formulation of his
eigenvalue conjecture in terms of Kloosterman sums, since he showed that the
zeta-function (2.3) admits analytic continuation up to Res > a (\ < a < 1) if
and only if Ai > <r(l - o)\ therefore Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2. From
Weil's bound for Kloosterman sums,
\S(m,n;c)\ < (m^c)1/2^2^),

(3.1)

Selberg got the remarkable bound Ai > ^ . Because of (3.1) Selberg's proof
depends indirectly on the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields. Perhaps it is interesting to mention that we [22] can prove the same bound Ai > ^
without (3.1). What we use instead is an elementary inequality
£

] T \S(n,n;qc)\ < 4r3(n)(C + Q)CQ(log4CQ)2.

c<Cq<Q

It is easy to find eigenvalues of T$(q) arbitrarily close to \ as q gets large; see
[7], In fact | is an eigenvalue of À acting on L2(To(p)\H,xP) if P is prime = 1
(mod4) and the class number h(p) of Q(y/p) is greater than 1; see [26] and [38].
In practice one exceptional eigenvalue does not matter, but a large number of
them may spoil the results. Therefore it is important to investigate the distribution of the exceptional points Sj in the segment \ < Sj < 1 from a statistical
point of view. A convenient way is to count all points Sj with certain weights
such that the larger Sj is (more exceptional Xj) the heavier the weight attached
to Sj. The following statement, called the "density theorem," seems appropriate.
1/2<SJ<1

By methods very similar to those applied for the prime geodesic theorem we
proved (3.2) with A = ^ ; see [21]. Earlier we had, with J. Szmidt [19], A = ff
and conditionally, assuming the Lindelöf hypothesis for Dirichlet's L-series, A =
3. The density theorem with A = 2 is quite easy to prove in two ways, either by
using (3.1) [19] or by counting trivially the length spectrum in the Selberg trace
formula for a proper test function [17]. Geometrical methods yield only A = 0
since the genus g of T\H is as large as the volume |F|.
4. Fourier coefficients of cusp forms as "characters." From now on we
restrict our talk exclusively to the Hecke congruence groups T = To(g). A few
cusp forms were constructed explicitly by H. Maass [27], but by Weyl's law we
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know that there are plenty of other forms. In fact any segment of [\, oo) contains
» q eigenvalues (counted with multiplicity) provided q is sufficiently large. Let
us arrange the eigenvalues in nondecreasing order Ao = 0 < Ai < A2 < • • • and
choose an orthonormal basis {UJ}J%:1 of the space Lo(r\ü) of cusp forms. Each
of these functions Uj has the Fourier expansion (1.1). We normalize the Fourier
coefficients Pj(n) so that Xj(n) = pj(n)T(sj)\F\1^2 satisfy
5 3 IMn)| a ~ f(2)JV as TV-+00
n<N

by the Rankin-Selberg convolution method. (Additionally we could require the
forms Uj to be eigenfunctions of the Hecke operators Tn with (n, q) = 1 to gain a
multiplicativity property for Xj(n), but it is not necessary.) Therefore one should
think of |Aj(n)| as being bounded in average from below and above by absolute
positive constants. This, of course, cannot be said about an individual number Xj(n); the upper bound Xj(n) «C (XjTiq)6 is the content of the Ramanujan
conjecture while a lower bound is unpredictable.
Even more unrealistic seems to be the problem of determining the sign of
Xj(n). Certain information can be inferred from upper bounds for the linear
forms

A( a ) =

a

5Z

nAj(n),

N<n<2N

where, the more general the coefficients a = (an) are permitted to be, the deeper
our knowledge of Xj will be. If we confront Xj(n) with the additive characters
an = e(an) we get an upper bound â la Hecke £j(a) <C JV^logJV with the
constant implied in <C depending on Uj only, thus showing some orthogonality
of the sequences Xj(n) and e(an). For general linear forms we [5] proved the
following mean-value theorem.
THEOREM (DESHOUILLERS AND IWANIEC). For any complex numbers an
and any e > 0 we have
5 3 | A ( a ) | 2 « (NT{T)+ N^£)\\a\\2

(4.1)

with the constant implied in «C depending on e only.
Here we have Nr(T) <C q1+£T2. Similar statements are known in multiplicative number theory as large sieve inequalities. For example, for primitive
Dirichlet characters we have Bombieri's inequality
2

N

5Z

Zi

Q<Qx (modg)

2
2
ÌL, nX(n) <<(Q +iV)||a|| .

a

1

Our proof of (4.1) depends on estimates for bilinear forms in Kloosterman sums
of the type

£ £
iV<m,n<2iV

« (cN)l/>+'\\a\\>

amänS(m,n;c)e (h/™\
\

c

/
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with 1 < c < N. This inequality is stronger by a factor N1/2 than the trivial
one resulting from (3.1). It shows a great variation in the sign of S(m,n,c) in
terms of m and n.
If we restrict the summation in (4.1) to the exceptional points | < Sj < 1
we can do better by the introduction of weights in much the same fashion as we
have done in the density theorem (3.2). We can also create an extra average over
the level q<Q. The best we have got in this direction is the following weighted
large sieve inequality.
THEOREM (DESHOUILLERS AND IWANIEC). For any complex numbers an,
X > 1, and e > 0 we have

AE
^

E

X4^-1^\j:j(S,)\2<(NQ)£(Q + NX)M2.

(4.2)

q<Ql/2<8j<l

Still a stronger inequality can be proved for special linear forms Lj(&) whose
coefficients an are additive characters.
The fundamental tools of analytic number theory are characters, like the additive ones e(an) and the Dirichlet characters x (modg). Recently the meaning
of characters has been loosely extended to additive or multiplicative functions
which possess a sort of orthogonality property; for example f(n) = n%t, t G R,
are regarded as characters in the theory of Dirichlet's polynomials. In accordance
with this convention we give the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms the status of
characters.
The orthogonality of characters is exploited to select those elements of a sequence under an investigation which possess certain properties. For instance L.
Dirichlet used his multiplicative characters x (modg) to pick up primes in an
arithmetic progression. The new characters Xj(n) have the potential to solve a
diophantine equation of the type ad — be — n. Such an equation with various
constraints on the variables a, 6, c, d occurs in numerous problems in number
theory. The constraints can be quite serious, especialy when the initial problem
involves prime numbers. Usually we transform the constraints into congruence
conditions by using sophisticated methods of analytic number theory and then
we relate the equation ad — be = n to the spectral theory of To(q). For example,
in the proof of (0.1) the constraints are released by dispersion methods.
5. Modular forms of half-integral weight. In this section we consider
a holomorphic modular form / for To(q) of weight k = \ + I > § and with
a multiplier system given by the theta series. Such forms occur in studies of
quadratic forms and elliptic curves. Two of the most fundamental results about
metaplectic forms are the Shimura correspondence [37] and the Waldspurger
theorem [41]. Our interest is to estimate the Fourier coefficients. A proper
analogue of the Ramanujan conjecture asserts that for any e > 0
an«:^*-1)/^

(5.1)

provided n is square-free (otherwise the statement would be false). Let us recall
that Deligne's results refer to holomorphic forms of integral weight. The bound
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(5.1) with e > \ is easy to obtain either by using Weil's estimate for the relevant
Kloosterman sums or directly from the Waldspurger theorem
\an\2=cnk-1Lg{k-\,Xnl

(5.2)

where g is the image of / under the Shimura correspondence (so g is a holomorphic form of integral weight 2k — 1) and Lg is the L-series of g twisted by real
character Xn (modn) evaluated at the center of the critical strip s = k - \. The
functional equation and a convexity argument yield Lg(k — \,Xn) < rc1/2 log2 n
whence (5.1) with e > \. One should observe that the Ramanujan conjecture is
equivalent to the Lindelöf hypothesis for Lg(k - \,xn)It is interesting from the point of view of analytic number theory to extend
this discussion to the nonholomorphic Maass forms and to the nonholomorphic
Eisenstein series. In the latter case the twisted L-series is essentially a product of
two Dirichlet's L-series with real character Xn and with both arguments on the
critical line Res = ^; see [12]. Thus the Ramanujan conjecture for the Fourier
coefficients of Eisenstein series is nothing other than the Lindelöf hypothesis for
Dirichlet's L-series in the n-aspect. Though the Ramanujan conjectures are far
out of reach, we remark that in the case of integral weight there is at least a
plausible program of Langlands to attack the conjecture by lifting to modular
forms for groups of high rank. But in the case of half-integral weight one cannot
even start with the program because the Hecke operators annihilate an.
Some techniques of exponential sums seem to be promising. Let us consider
the Petersson formula for the nth Fourier coefficient Pn(n,k) of the Poincaré
series Pn(z,k)
Pn(n,k)

= 1 + 27™'-*

c-1S(n,n\c)Jk-1

^2

c=0 (modq)

(— \ .
^

'

Since Pn(z, k) span the space of cusp forms we also have |a n | 2 < P n (^ } k). Here,
the very special structure of Kloosterman sums S(n,n;c) intrinsic to modular
forms of half-integral weight allows us to evaluate them explicitly and then reduces the problem to bounding bilinear forms of the type

*(X,Y)=

£

E

A<a<2A

B<b<2B

x

*y>™(2m(ï-ï))>
^

^

' '

where a, b stand for solutions to aa = 1 (mod b) and bb = 1 (mod a) respectively.
We know how to deal with ©(X, Y) when A and B/A are both large. In order to
obtain a nontrivial and unconditional result we must avoid the case A = B. To
this end we apply a simple, but cute, idea of embedding the space of cusp forms
for To(q) into the space of cusp forms for a subgroup To(qr) of large level qr.
Then by averaging over r we gain some flexibility in the structure of the bilinear
forms 35(X, Y) that permits, us to rearrange the variables so to avoid the case
A = B. In this way we [23] obtained (5.1) with any e > j%. The improvement
over the trivial result e > 4 is small indeed; nevertheless it is vital for problems
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such as the equidistribution of integral points on the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = n
and on allied surfaces.
6. Epilogue. The very first symptoms of the "Kloostermania" were observed
after Kuznetsov's striking result
£

e-1 Sfarle)

« £>m>n C1'^.

(6.1)

c<C

This was proved by a trivial application of his Kloosterman sums formula [24]
(see also the later publications [5, 11]). Our results about the spectrum of A
and about the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms enforce (6.1) substantially; see
[5]. The most valuable is the weighted large sieve inequality (4.2) without which
many estimates would be useless unless one assumes the Selberg Conjecture 2.
While Selberg's conjecture seems to be out of reach, the statistical theorems deserve further development. This is a modest but realistic program. Deshouillers
and the speaker have found many practical situations in which the statistical
theorems produce the same results as would the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture.
If you cannot move mountains, walk around them!
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Unimodular Lattices and Self-dual Codes
HELMUT V. KOCH
The main goal of my talk is to show how to use weighted theta functions in
the theory of unimodular lattices and self-dual codes. Though weighted theta
functions were studied at the end of the thirties by Schoeneberg [10] and Hecke
[2], their usefulness for the theory of unimodular lattices was demonstrated only
in 1978 by B. B. Venkov [12].
1. Notations and definitions. For any field K we denote by (x, y) the
standard scalar product in Kn, i.e.,
(x,y) :=zi2/i+ • • • + xnyn
for x = (ici,..., xn) and y = (y\,..., yn) in Kn. The elements of Fg, considered
as functions on {1,... ,n}, will be identified with their support; hence Fg will
be considered as the system of all subsets of { 1 , . . . , n}. We put 1 := { 1 , . . . , n},
0 := 0. The cardinality w(x) = \x\ of x E Fg is called the weight of x.
A lattice G in Q n is called even if (x,x) E 2Z for all x E G. This implies
(x, y) G Z for all x,y EG. The lattice G is called unimodular if it is equal to its
dual lattice G° := {x E Q n | (x,y) EZ for all y EG}. Even unimodular lattices
exist only if 8|n.
Let G be a binary linear code of length n: C C Fg. Then G is called doublyeven if 4|w(z) for all x E C. The code G is called self-dual if it is equal to its
dual code C1- := {x E Fg | (x,c) = 0 for all e E C}. Doubly-even self-dual
codes exist only if 8|n and contain always 1. The symmetric group Sn operates
naturally on Fg. Two codes G and C", in Fg are called equivalent if there is
a n G Sn with C" = U.C. The automorphism group Aut G of C is defined by
A u t C : = { n G S n \UC = C).
2. The connection between even lattices in Q n and doubly-even
codes in Fg. Usually one speaks about analogies between properties of even
lattices and doubly-even codes; in this section of my talk I am going to show
that actually the theory of doubly-even codes is a subtheory of the theory of
even lattices.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Let G be an even lattice in Q n . We put Gh '= {x E G \ (x,x) = h}. G2
is a root system with irreducible components of the form Am, Dm, EQ, Ei,
Eg. We call G2 complete if it generates the vector space Q n . Then Q(G2) :=
(G2)z/(G2)z is a finite abelian group. Let T(G2) be the subgroup of Aut(Q(G2))
induced by the isometry group of (G2)% a n d 'G 2 : Q(G2) —> Q the length function
defined by
lG2(0

:= min{(x,x) \XE£)

for £ G

(G2)°Z/(G2)Z.

PROPOSITION 1 [12]. Let G2 be a root system of rank n with irreducible
components of the form Am, Dm, EQ, EI, Eg. There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of even lattices in Qn with root system G2 and
T(G2)-orbits of subgroups A in Q(G2) with IG2(OL) £ 2Z — {2} for a E A.
Let C be a doubly-even code of length n: C C Fg. The set G4 := {c E C \
w(c) = 4} is called the tetrad system of C. A tetrad system can be decomposed
into irreducible systems, which up to equivalence have the form
d2k := ({1,2,3,4}, {1,2,5,6}

{1,2,2k -

1,2k})4

for fc = 2 , 3 , . . . ,
e7:=({l,2,3,4},{l,2,5,6},{l,3,5,7})4,
es := ({1,2,3,4}, {1,2,5,6}, {1,2,7,8}, {1,3,5,7}) 4 .
Analogously to the case of lattices we define the abelian group Q(C±) :=
(G^KCA),
the subgroup T(C4) of Aut(Q(C 4 )) induced by Aut^C^)
C Sn,
and the weight function wc4 '• Q(C4) —• Z defined by
wcAv) '•= rniii{w(y) \yErj}

for rj E (C f 4 ) ± /(C 4 ).

PROPOSITION 2. Let C 4 be a tetrad set in Fg. There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of doubly-even codes in Fg with tetrad
system C 4 and T(C4)-orbits of subgroups A of Q(C4) with wc4(a) ^ 4Z — {4}
for a E A.
Now we associate to each doubly-even code C in Fg an
H C Q n be a fixed lattice with orthogonal basis h\,...,hn
for i = 1,2,..., n. In other words, H is a lattice of the
<f)(C) be the lattice generated by H and by the vectors
Then (j>(C) is an even lattice in Q w .

even lattice in Q n : Let
such that {hi, hi) = 2
form (riAi). Then let
| ^2iec hi for all c EC.

THEOREM 3. <j) induces a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence
classes of doubly-even codes G in Fg and equivalence classes of even lattices in
Q n with root systems containing nA\. Self-dual codes correspond to unimodular
lattices.
PROOF. This follows from Propositions 1 and 2 together with the comparison
of root systems and tetrad systems. A lot of properties have to be checked, but
every check has the character of an exercise.
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3. The basic equations for even unimodular lattices. Let Pu(x,y) be
the zonal spherical function of degree v in R n and let G be an even unimodular
lattice in Q n . Then the weighted theta functions
p

iz{XiX]

OG{Z,V>V) :=Y, A^y)^
xeG

1/ = 2,4,6,..., y E R n ,

>,

are parabolic modular forms of weight n/2 + v for the full modular group
[2, 10].
If n = 24 and v — 2, then the weight is 14 but there is no nontrival parabolic
modular form of this weight. Hence
£ > ( * , V ) = J2(x,y}2-\Gh\^-=0
xeGh

x€Gh

24

for/ l = 2 , 4 , . . . , 2 / e R 2 4 , (1)

which is a very powerful relation as we shall soon see.
If n = 32, we get four equations relating the elements of G4 with the elements
of G2. (The spaces of parabolic modular forms of weight 18, 20, 22, 26 have
dimension 1.) We call these equations the basic equations [13].
4. The basic equations for extremal codes. Now let C be an extremal
code of length n, i.e., a doubly-even self-dual code in Fg of minimal weight
4[n/24] + 4. By the theorem of MacWilliams-Gleason these are the doublyeven self-dual codes in Fg with highest possible minimal weight, hence the most
interesting. Their weight enumerator

fc(x,y)-=Y,xW{c)yn~w[c)
cec

is uniquely determined by n. For the first n one finds the following values for
the number of code words of minimal weight h = 4[n/24] + 4:
n
h

8
16
24
32
40
48
4
4
8
8
12
8
14 28
759
620
17296
285
\CH\
2
2
4
\Ch\ 2-7 2 -7 3-11-23 2 -5-31 3-519 2 -23-47
In fact Mallows and Sloane [6] showed

\ch\ =

if n = 24r,
\ 1—

A.

1 \^y

\ ° i

|C„| = in(n-l)(n-2)(n-4)S if n = 24r + 8,
\n 1

3

(

^ ( 5 r + 2)!

if n = 24r + 16,

and Mallows, Odlyzko, and Sloane [5] proved that extremal codes do not exist
if n is sufficiently high. The smallest n for which one does not know at present
whether an extremal code of length n exists is 72.
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We put n = 24r + Ss, s = 0,1,2. For given a G Fg let
00(C) I z, », ^2 hi J = axq + • • • + arqr + • • • with q := e2niz
be the weighted theta function of 4>(C).
Then, for v = 2,..., 10 —4s, 14 —4s, fy,(c) li e s m a space of parabolic modular
forms of dimension < r. This implies that the coefficients OLì are linear combinations of OL\, ...,ar with complex coefficients. But ai, i = 1 , . . . , r, depends only
on a and is in fact a polynomial in w(a) of degree < v/2. Taking into account
the well-known structure of the zonal spherical functions P„(x,y) we get the
following result:
THEOREM 4 [4]. Let G be an extremal code of length n = 24r+8s, s = 0,1,2.
Let Ch be the set of words in G with minimal weight h = 4r + 4 and let a be an
arbitrary element o/Fg. Then
Y2 w(x n af = fi(w(a))
xech

fori = 1,2,...,

t := 5 - 2s,

(2)

and
^2 M z n af - gi(w(a))w(x n af'1)

= fi(w(a)) - gi(w(a))fi-i(w(a))

(3)

x€Ch

for i = 7 — 2s with
** 7 •
g7(j) := 14 + - j , ft

,,
20 5 .
(j) := y + -j,

1.
n
g3(j) := 2 + -.?.

/i(£) «s a polynomial of degree i of the form
-i

/<(«:= K M U .J L I

• s o t )
w/iere S ^ is defined by
Si0 = 0

for i > 0,

St+i.ie = ä S « + SitK-i

^e(e-i)-"(e-*+i),
Sa = 1 for i > 0,
for i > K> 0.

TTie numbers SiK are called Stirling numbers of the second kind.
We call the t -f 1 equations (2), (3) the 6asic equations of the extremal code
C. Let
u a

j( )

'•= \ix€C/i

| w ( a n i ) = y}|.

The basic equations are equivalent to the following system of equations for the
Uj(a), which is more convenient for computations:

i i<4)

lö^-^ötrtt')- "=--'
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w(a)
3

. ,...,_N

, , . U

, W

J

. . ..

,-,

,

»V-,

, ..

( 5 )

-i5;;; -i<

We remember that n = 24r + 8s, t = 5 - 2s, s = 0,1,2.
(4) implies the
THEOREM OF A S S M U S - M A T T S O N . Letw(a)=t.
of the choice of a, i.e., C^ is at-block design.1

Then ut(a) is independent

(5) implies the
THEOREM OF VENKOV [15]. Let w(a) = t + 2.
(t - 4)i^.i-2(a) = Kt is independent of the choice of a.

Then i*t+i(a) +

On the other hand one deduces purely combinatorically (4) and (5) resp.,
from the theorem of Assmus-Mattson and from the theorem of Venkov resp.
5. Classification of even unimodular lattices and doubly-even selfdual codes. Even unimodular lattices can be classified up to dimension 24. The
number of inequivalent even unimodular lattices in dimension 32 is greater than
80,000,000 [11]. Doubly-even self-dual codes are classified up to length 32. The
number of inequivalent doubly-even self-dual codes of length 40 is greater than
17,000.
The theory of even unimodular lattices in euclidean n-space began with investigations of Korkin and Zolotarev in 1873 and Minkowski in 1882, who discovered
the even unimodular lattice (Eg) being generated by the root system Eg. The
lattice (Eg) corresponds to the (8,4)-Hamming code (e 8 ), i.e., (Eg) = 0((e 8 )).
Mordell [7] showed in 1938 that up to isometry (Eg) is the unique even unimodular lattice of dimension 8. In 1941 Witt [16] classified even unimodular lattices
of dimension 16. Up to isometry there are two such lattices with root system
2Eg, Di6, respectively. The even unimodular lattices of dimension 24 were classified by Niemeier [8] in 1973, who among other things used methods developed
by M. Kneser. Niemeier's somewhat enigmatic list of 24 lattices was explained
by B. B. Venkov [12], who also gave a shorter proof by means of weighted theta
functions (see §6). Doubly-even self-dual codes of length 32 were classified by
Conway and Pless [1] in 1980 (see §7).
As an example we consider extended quadratic residue codes: Let p be an odd
prime. The extended quadratic residue code C(p) is a linear subspace in F ^ + .
^ h e theorem of Assmus-Mattson can be proved for arbitrary weight h by means of the
weighted theta functions of <j>{G).
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The places of the code are the points of the projective line P i ( F p ) = F p U {00},
and a basis of C(p) is given by the words
Wy

:= {v + i2 I t E F£} U {00},

v = 0 , . . . , (p - l)/2.

C(p) is a doubly-even self-dual code for all primes p = — 1 (mod 8), and C(p) is
an extremal code for p = 7,23,31,47. The automorphism group of C(p) contains
PSL 2 (F 2 ), and one conjectures that Aut(C(p)) = PSL 2 (F P ) for p > 31 [9].
Now we look more closely at the lattices in dimension 24 and at extremal
codes of length 32.
6. Even unimodular lattices of dimension 24 [12]. Let G be an even
unimodular lattice of dimension 24. I have already mentioned that Venkov [12]
with the method of weighted modular forms found the equation

£ < ^ > 2 = lG>l%^

for.GR24.

xeG2

This equation easily implies the following facts:
(a) The root system G2 of the lattice G is empty or it generates Q 2 4 .
(b) All irreducible components X of G2 have the same Coxeter number c(X).
(c(Am) = m + 1, c(Dm) = 2m-2, c(E6) = 12, c(E7) = 18, c(Es) = 30.)
It is an easy exercise to deduce from (a) and (b) that there are only the following 24 possibilities for root systems of even unimodular lattices G of dimension
24: G2 = 0 , 24A l5 12A2, SA3, 6A4, 4A 6 , ZAg, 2A12, A24, 6D4, 4A>, 3D 8 , 2DX2,
D24, 4EG, 3Eg, 4A5+D4, 2A7 + 2Db, 2AQ + DG, A15+DQ, 2E7 + D1Q,
E7+A17,
Eg + DIG, EQ + D7 + A\\. It remains to prove that each of these root systems
belongs exactly to one lattice. This has essentially to be done in the same way
as in Niemeier's work [8] with some simplifications by means of coding theory.
According to Theorem 3 the following 9 root systems correspond to doublyeven self-dual codes of length 24: 24Ai, 6£>4, 4D 6 , SDg, 2D12, D24, 3Eg, 2E7 +
-P105 Eg +

DIQ.

In particular 24Ai corresponds to the unique code without tetrads, i.e., the
extremal code, which is the Golay code C(23).
7. Doubly-even self-dual codes of length 32. Conway and Pless [1]
classified the doubly-even self-dual codes of length 32 by means of the mass
formula
1

. (n-4)/2

Spaerà n <2,+1)One has to find, for instance "by divination," all the 85 codes, and one has
to compute their automorphism groups. Then the mass formula shows that
one found all codes. This method is very laborious and actually [1] is only a
description of the procedure. I wanted to give a shorter proof by means of the
method of weighted theta functions, and I considered the most interesting case
of extremal codes [4]. In fact I only needed the theorem of Assmus and Mattson
and the following balance principle, the proof of which is elementary and easy.
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BALANCE PRINCIPLE. Let C C F J Je o self-dual code of length n and let
a E F J be arbitrary. Then
- \ t - dimC(a) =

K

J

- d i m C ( l + a),

where 1 := { 1 , . . . , n) and
C(a) := {x EC \xc

a} CF%.

The balance principle follows from the exact sequence
{0} -> G(l + a) -+ C-> C(a)± -> {0},

(6)

Pr a

where Pr a is the projection on a. (6) together with the dual sequence implies a
canonical isomorphism
i>: C(a)±/C(a)

-> C(l + a ) x / C ( l + a).

(7)

On the other hand, G is determined by C(a), C(l + a), and ^ .
The main idea of my proof that there are exactly five extremal codes of length
32 consists in the consideration of the configurations of a code:
If C is an extremal code of length n = 24?" + (5 — t)4, £ = 5,3,1, then by the
theorem of Assmus and Mattson the set Ch of words in C of minimal weight
h form a i-block design. For any a G F J with w(a) = t we get a (nonlinear)
subcode Ca := {x E Ch \ a C z}. We call Ca a configuration of the code.
For n = 32 one has | C a | = 7. It is easy to see that up to equivalence there
are 7 codes in F | 2 which are candidates for configurations of extremal codes.
It is also rather easy to classify extremal codes of length 32 by means of these
candidates for configurations.
8. Even unimodular lattices in Q 3 2 . I have already mentioned that there
are more than 80 million even unimodular lattices in Q 3 2 . Hence it is not possible
to classify them. Venkov studied these lattices in his papers [13, 14] and got
interesting results about them:
One may ask whether such a lattice G is generated by its vectors in G2 U G4.
Venkov showed by means of the basic equations that this is always the case if
G2 = 0 , i.e., G has no roots. More generally, there are only a few cases of
lattices which are not generated by their vectors in G2UG4, and these cases can
be described explicitly. The situation is similar to the classification of algebraic
surfaces, where we have some special classes of surfaces which can be described
in detail, and we have the surfaces of general type which have a characteristic
property but we know little about them beside this.
9. Extremal codes of length 48. At the end of my talk I want to say
something about extremal codes of length 48. Such codes are of special interest
from the combinatorical point of view since they lead to 5-block designs by the
theorem of Assmus and Mattson. So far one knows only one extremal code of
length 48, the extended quadratic residue code C(47). Huffman [3] proved that
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an extremal code of length 48 with an automorphism of odd order must be the
extended quadratic residue code. I would like to classify extremal codes of length
48 using among other tools the theorem of Venkov, and I am going to explain
my method.
We take a code word a with w(a) = 24. Then it is easy to see that there are
four possibilities for the dimension of C(a):
dim C(a) = dimC(l + à) E {1,2,3,4}.
Moreover the structure of the code C(a) is uniquely determined by its dimension. We put g(C) := max{dimC(a) \ a E C24}.
It is easy to see that g(C) > 2. But it took me much time to show (by hand)
that g(C) > 2.
An extremal code G with g(C) = 2 would be very interesting because it would
have the following property:
For any a E F f with w(a) = 6, \Ca\ := \{x E C12 \ a C x}\ E {0,2}.
We want to show that this is impossible. We take two words x\,x2 E C\2
with w(x\ fl x2) = 6. Without loss of generality let x\ = { 1 , . . . , 12}, x2 =
{ 1 , . . . , 6 , 1 3 , . . . , 18}. Then there is exactly one word a^ E C\2 such that
( { 1 , . . . , 6} - {%)) U {j} E aij

and

ai:j ^ xu

i = 1 , . . . , 6, j = 7 , . . . , 12.

Let bij := a^ — ( ( { 1 , . . . , 6} - {i}) U {j}). Each bij consists of 6 numbers a with
12 < a < 48. The matrix B = (bij) has the following properties:
(a) Two entries of B in the same row or column have exactly one number ß
in common, ß > 18.
(b) Two entries of B which do not stand in the same row or column have no
or two numbers in common.
(c) Each number ß with 12 < ß < 48 appears exactly six times in B.
(d) If ß > 18, then ß appears in a row or column of B or in the entries of B
with fixed number a, 12 < a < 18, never or twice.
For the proof of (c) one needs the theorem of Venkov.
I call a matrix B with the properties (a)-(d) a combinatorical magic square.
The properties (a)-(d) seem to be very restrictive. Nevertheless there exist up
to equivalence two combinatorical magic squares. One of them looks as follows:

V1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13,19,20
21,22,23
16,22,31
34,35,36
17,23,25
27,31,39
18,19,27
36,40,47
15,20,34
39,45,47
14,21,25
35,40,45

14,19,24
25,26,27

15,20,24
28,29,30
18,20,23
35,39,40
13,23,30
38,43,46
14,24,35
36,38,41
17,29,39
41,46,48
16,28,36
40,43,48

16,21,25
28,31,32
15,24,26
31,39,41
18,32,39
44,46,47
13,19,24
28,43,44
14,19,21
41,42,47
17,25,26
42,43,46

17,22,26
29,31,33
Ì4,ÌÓ,36
37,40,42
15,30,31
32,34,37
16,32,33
35,40,44
13,22,34
42,44,46
18,29,30
35,36,46

18,23,27
30,32,33

ià,ió,i4
34,37,38
16,25,34
43,44,45
17,27,33
38,43,48
18,19,20
29,33,44
15,26,29
37,45,48

38,41,42
14,27,37
38,45,47
15,28,32
41,47,48
16,21,22
33,45,48
13,21,28
30,37,42
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But it is easy to see that these magic squares do not lead to extremal codes C
with g(C) = 2. The words x\, x2,1, a^- with i = 1,..., 6, j = 7,..., 12 generate
a doubly-even self-dual code of minimal weight 8.
In the case g(C) = 4 let a E C24 be a code word with dim C(a) = 4.
Without loss of generality C(a) is generated by a = {1, ...,24}, {1, ...,12},
{1,...,6,13,..., 18}, {1,2,3,7,8,9,13,14,15,19,20,21}. C(a) is the (8,4)Hamming code with the places {Si — 2, Si — 1, Si}, i = 1,..., 8. Let
U

h'"3B

=

U

3i-"38\a)

= \{xEC12 \w(xCl{Si-2,Si-l,Si})
= ji for i = 1,... ,8}|.
By means of the basic equations for extremal codes one can compute most of
the numbers u^...^, e.g., W31111111 = «13111111 = ••• = « m i m s = 3. This
provides strong restrictions to the construction of ip (see (7)), which hopefully
will allow one to classify all extremal codes C of length 48 with g(C) = 4.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. I am very grateful to B. B. Venkov from whom I
learned much about unimodular lattices and self-dual codes. I would also like
to thank I. Schiemann, H. Seidlitz, and C. Tamme for useful conversations and
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New Analytic Algorithms in Number Theory
A. M. ODLYZKO
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n . Several recently invented number-theoretic algorithms are
sketched below. They all have the common feature that they rely on bounded
precision computations of analytic functions. The main one of these algorithms
is a new method of calculating values of the Riemann zeta function at multiple
points. This method enables one to verify the truth of the Riemann Hypothesis
(RH) for the first n zeros much faster than was possible before. Methods for the
approximate computation of zeta and L-functions have also been shown to lead
to fast algorithms for the exact computation of certain integer-valued numbertheoretic functions.
Numerical computations of zeros of the zeta function cannot ever prove the
RH, but if there is a counterexample to the RH, such computations might find
it. This was the main motivation for most of the computations that have been
carried out so far. The first few nontrivial zeros were computed by hand by
Riemann [5, 23], and further computations, by hand or with the help of electromechanical devices, were carried out in the early 1900s, culminating with the
verification of the RH for the first 1041 zeros (i.e., the 1041 zeros in the upper half-plane that are closest to the real axis) by Titchmarsh and Comrie [25].
After World War II, these computations were extended using electronic digital
computers. The latest result in this direction is the verification of the RH for the
first 1.5 • 109 zeros [16], a computation that involved about two months of time
on a modern supercomputer, and used the same basic method for computing the
zeta function that was employed by Titchmarsh and Comrie.
Computations of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function and related functions (such as Dirichlet L-functions and Epstein zeta functions) are also useful
in providing evidence for and against various other conjectures, such as the Montgomery pair correlation conjecture [17, 18], and some related conjectures which
predict that the zeros of ç(s) ought to behave like eigenvalues of random hermitian matrices (whose distribution is known relatively well, since they have been
studied by physicists who use them to model energy levels in many-particle systems). For a discussion of these conjectures and the numerical evidence about
them, see [17, 18, 19, 20]. Another motivation for computing zeros of zeta
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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and L-functions comes from trying to understand better the differences between
those functions, like the Riemann zeta function and Dirichlet L-function, that
are expected to satisfy the RH, and those, such as the Epstein zeta functions,
which are in most cases expected to violate the RH. See [2, 9] for some results
on these problems. Other applications for approximate values of zeros of the
zeta-function arise in disproving certain conjectures; see [10, 21],
As will be explained briefly in §2, the problem of computing an approximate
value of a zero of ç (s) and proving that this zero is on the critical line can usually
be reduced to the problem of evaluating ç(s) to medium accuracy, by which we
mean computation to within ±t~c for some c > 0. In §3, the previous methods
of computing ç (s) will be presented. The fastest of them, the Riemann-Siegel
formula, requires on the order of t1/2 operations to evaluate <z(l/2-\-it) to within
±t~c, say, for t > 1, c > 0. In §4 new methods for evaluating ç(s) at multiple
points are presented. The fastest of them, due to A. Schönhage and the author
[22], can compute any single value of £"(1/2 + it) with
T < t<T

+ T1/2

to within ±T~C in T0^ operations (on numbers of O(logT) bits), provided a
precomputation involving y 1 / 2 +o(i) operations is carried out beforehand and
yi/2-fo(i) gtorage locations are available. This method leads to an algorithm
for numerically verifying the RH for the first n- zeros in what is expected to be
3 2
n i+o(i) operations, as opposed to about n / operations using the older methods.
These techniques extend to the computation of other zeta and L-functions.
The computation of zeros to a specified accuracy requires only the computation of approximate values of the appropriate function. Such approximate values
can be used to compute exactly various number-theoretic functions, such as ir(x),
the number of primes < x. The reason for this is related to the "explicit formulas" of Guinand [8] and Weil [29], which relate arithmetic functions to zeros
of the appropriate zeta and related functions. An even older formula of Landau
[15] (see also [7]) says that for any fixed y > 0, as T —> oo,
V
t-<

0<Im(p)<T

f
pPy=
{
e

-(T/27r)\ogp+0(\ogT)
\0(logT)

\{y = \ogp™
if yi- log pm

where p denotes a prime and m a positive integer, and p runs over the zeros of
the zeta function. The formula above can be used to test integers for primality.
This idea has occurred to many people, but unfortunately it does not seem to
yield an efficient algorithm. However, modifications of such ideas can be used
to compute relatively efficient functions such as K(X), as was shown by J. C.
Lagarias and the author [13, 14]. Using the latest algorithm for evaluating the
zeta function, it is possible to compute ir(x) in a^/s+oC1) steps as x —• oo, which is
faster than the best known combinatorial algorithm [12], which requires around
z 2 / 3 operations. This new algorithm for ir(x) and similar functions is sketched
briefly in §5.
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2. Zeta function and the numerical verification of the RH. The zeta
function is defined for Re(s) > 1 by
oo

1

n=l

but it can be extended by analytic continuation to an analytic function throughout C \ {1}, and it has a first-order pole at s = 1. If we define, as usual,
£(S)=7r-*/2r(S/2)f(S),

(2.2)

then £(s) satisfies the functional equation
£( S ) = £ ( l - s ) ,

SGC\{0,1}.

(2.3)

Since £(s) is real for real s, we have £(s) = £(s), and so for t G R ,
£(1/2 + it) = « 1 - (1/2 + it)) = « 1 / 2 - it) = £(1/2 + it),

(2.4)

which implies that £(1/2 + it) E R. Therefore if we find two values t\ and t2
such that £(£i) < 0 < £(£2) (and the errors in the computed values of £(ii) and
£(£2) are sufficiently small, so we can be certain that the two inequalities are
valid), then we can conclude that there is a value tl, t\ < t' < t2, such that
£(1/2 -j- it') = 0. In this case we know that the zero is right on the critical line,
not just in some neighborhood of it.
All the numerical verifications of the RH up till now have relied on the use of
the intermediate value theorem as sketched above. This theorem gives a lower
bound for the number of zeros of the zeta function that are on the critical line
up to some height. To assert that all of the zeros up to some height are on the
critical line, one can use the principle of the argument to determine the total
number of zeros up to that height and if that agrees with the number of zeros
that have been located on the critical line, the verification is completed. In
practice it is not even necessary to use the principle of the argument, since there
is an elegant method of Turing [5, 20, 28], based on a theorem of Littlewood
about the zeta function, which usually enables one to conclude that all the zeros
up to some height are on the critical line based only on computations of £(s) on
that line.
It should be mentioned that the above strategy for numerically verifying the
RH is not guaranteed to work, even if the RH is true, since there might be
multiple zeros on the critical line. However, such zeros have not been encountered
yet and are not expected to exist. In practice, using the sophisticated strategies
for locating points t at which to evaluate £(1/2 + it) that have been developed
[16], it takes on average about 1.2 evaluations of £(s) to establish that a zero is
on the critical line.
The above discussion serves to reduce the problem of numerically verifying
the RH to that of computing £(5). The next section discusses that problem.
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3. Methods for calculating the zeta function. For purposes of numerically verifying the RH or for computing w(x) by the algorithm presented in §5,
it is sufficient to be able to compute ç (s) to within =ztz | s | c for various constants
c > 0. For some purposes (such as those of §5) it is necessary to calculate
ç (s) for Re(s) > 1, but to keep the presentation simple we will deal only with
Re(fl) = 1/2 here. (See [22] for more details.)
The simplest method for calculating ç(s) is to apply the Euler-Maclaurin
summation formula to (2.1). This gives an analytic continuation of ç(s) to all
of C \ {1}, and enables one to compute ç(s) any place to arbitrary accuracy by
adjusting the parameters in the formula appropriately. However, this method
is not very efficient, since to compute £(1/2 + it) to ±t~1i say, already takes
about t steps. Still, this was the method that was used by the first few people
to publish calculations of the zeros of the zeta function.
A much more efficient method for computing £(1/2 + it) was known to Riemann, and was used by him to compute the first few zeros. It is one of what
Hardy and Littlewood called approximate functional equations, but it has the
nice feature that the error term is given by an asymptotic expansion. Discovered
in Riemann's unpublished papers by Siegel, it became known as the RiemannSiegel formula [5, 23]. It has been used for all large-scale computations of zeros
of the zeta function since the 1930s. (The only other method to have been
proposed so far, that of Turing [27], was meant to be used at relatively small
heights, where it turned out not to be necessary.)Let
ö(i) = a r g [ 7 r - ^ 2 r ( l / 4 +

rt/2)],

Z(t) = exp(ifl(*))f (1/2 + it),

(3.1)
(3.2)

so that
lJ

Ç(l/2 +it)
|fl- /4-«/ar(l/4 + t ì / 2 ) | '
1

Also let
r = {2ir)-H,
m = |//2J ,
z = 2(r 1 / 2 - m ) - 1.
Then the Riemann-Siegel formula [5, 6, 11, 20, 23, 25, 26] says that for any
fc>0,
m

Z{t) = 2 ] T n - 1 / 2 cos(*log(n) - 9(t))
n=l
k

+ ( - l ) m + 1 T - 1 / 4 2 * i ( « ) ( - l ) , > " , y a +Rk(r)t

(3-3)

3=0

where
Rk(T) = 0(r-( 2 f c + 3 )/ 4 ),
and the $j(z) are certain entire functions. Explicit bounds for the Rk(r) are
known (the best ones being due to Gabcke [6]), and bounds for the error made
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in computing the $j(x) are also known. Thus the entire difficulty in the computation of Z(t) resides in the need to evaluate the sum of cosines in (3.3), which
takes on the order of t1/2 steps. (In the Euler-Maclaurin formula, one has to
evaluate a similar sum of about t cosines.)
4. New methods for evaluating the zeta function. Evaluation of the
Riemann-Siegel formula term-by-term is still the fastest known method for computing a single value of £(1/2 + it) to medium accuracy (±t~c for some c > 0)
for large t. Here we will show that if values of ç(l/2 +it) at a large set of closely
spaced £'s are desired, one can obtain much faster algorithms.
Note that
m

m

2 J ] rC1'2 coB(tlog(n) - 9{t)) = R e e " * 0 « £
n=l

2rCxl2ét

logn

,

ra=l

so that it suffices to find an efficient method to compute the complex-valued
function
m

/(t) = ^ 2 n - 1 / V * l o g n

(4.1)

n=l

for the values of t that are of interest. We will count the number of elementary
arithmetic operations on numbers of 0(logt) digits. What makes the methods
below work is that there is a lot of structure in sums of the form (4.1), and if
many of them are to be computed, one can exploit this structure to lower the
average cost of an evaluation.
The first observation to make is that if we are interested in computing f(t)
(and thus f(1/2 + it)) for T < t < T + Ta for some 0 < a < 1, say, then
it suffices to compute f(t) and a few similar sums at an evenly spaced grid of
points, t = to,ti,.. .,tH, where
tj =T + j6,
0<j<H=
[Ta^\,
S = T-*,
for some r\ E (0,1/10). (Eventually r\ will go to zero.) The reason for this is that
m

/(*>(*) = J2 2ikn-1/2(logn)keit

logn

,

(4.2)

n=l

so that
|/ (fc) (*)l <5(logrn^rn 1 / 2 .
Therefore if we wish to compute f(t) for some t, T < t < T + Ta, to within
±T~C, we can use the Taylor series expansion around the nearest tj, provided
we have precomputed the values of f^k\tj)
for k < (c + 100)r7—1, say. Since the
derivatives f^(t)
are of the same form as f(t), we have reduced the problem to
that of computing series of the form
m

g(t) = J2<>neitlosn

(4.3)

n=l

at t = tj = T + j6 for 0 < j < H.
rri = L( 2 7 r )- 1 /2 i i/2j

We should note that m depends on t,
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The trivial way to compute g(t) at each of the tj takes about mH operations.
One way to obtain a faster method is to use fast matrix multiplication methods.
For simplicity, suppose that we are trying to compute g(6k) for 0 < fc < R2,
where S < 1. Consider the matrix G = (cjh), 0 < j < R- 1, 1 < h < R, where
_ j ah exp(ijR6 log h)
~\0

Cjh

for h < ßj,
forh>ßj,

,

.
*'V

[

where the ßj will be specified later. Also, let D — (d^fc), 1 < h < Ä, 0 < fc <
R — 1, be the matrix with
dhk = exp(ik6 log h).

(4.5)

Then the matrix CD = (bjk), 0 < j , k < R - 1, has
ßi
h

3k = Ylah

exp(*|>"Ä + k]6 log h).

(4.6)

h=i

If we select ßj = [(27r)-1/2(yjR(5)1/2j5 then bjk will differ from g(S(jR + fc)) by
only a few terms, which can be easily computed. The trivial method for multiplying C and D takes about R3 operations, which is not much better than
the ordinary 0(R361/2) method of evaluating each sum of the form (4.6). However, if we use fast matrix multiplication methods, of which the latest allows
one to multiply two nxn matrices in time 0(n2A79) [24], we obtain a method
with running time about R2A79.
Since in practice we would have 6 = R~°^\
R = r 1 / 2 * ^ 1 ) , this would let us compute any value of ^(1/2+it) for 0 < t < T in
time T°^ to within ±T~C after an initial precomputation that requires < T1'24
operations, and would thus be more efficient than using the Riemann-Siegel formula. (This method could also be modified to work on shorter intervals, but
not as efficiently.) Unfortunately fast matrix multiplication methods are completely impractical (except possibly for Strassen 's original 0(n 2 , 8 0 7 "") method
for multiplying two nxn matrices [1]), so that the above technique is of purely
theoretical significance.
An algorithm that is both theoretically efficient and appears to be practical
can be obtained by a different approach. Suppose that we wish to compute
g(tj)> 0 < j < H, where tj = T + j6, 0 < 6 < 1/10, and H < T1'2. Let
M=[(27r)-1/2T1/2J,and
M

9*(t) =

J2a"eitlosn-

n=2

Then g(tj) and g*(tj) differ at most by two terms (for T large), and so it suffices
to compute the g*(tj) efficiently. Choose N = 2r so that H < N, M < N, and
let
UJ = exp(2tri/N).
Let
N-1

h(k) = ] T g*(tj)ojjk,
3=0

o < fc < iv.
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The inverse Fourier transform gives
N-1

Kk)u-jk,

9*M = îv E

0 < j < JV - 1,

fc=0

so if we can compute all the h(k) accurately, we will be able to recover the g*(tj)
in 0(N log N) operations using the Fast Fourier Transform [1]. (All the numbers
that come up in this procedure are of moderate size, so the required precision
does not cause too much of a problem.)
The h(k) can be rewritten as
M

N-1

h(k) = Y^ <*neiT l o g n Y^ eijô
n=2
M

l

°8nujjk

j=0
iT

ane

=£r

to

«"

=

(jjkçiô logn

A -ane~^-n^n
/ y
n=2

n = 2 ""

(jjk

g—id logn

(We are assuming here for simplicity that ojk — exp(—i6 logn) is not too small
for any fc and any n. Those n for which the above difference is small or even
zero for some fc have to be treated separately, cf. [22].) Thus evaluating h(k) for
0 < fc < TV — l i s n o harder than evaluating a rational function of the type

h

*W = E^ZT
Z

n=l

Pn

(4 7)

'

at the points z = u)k,0<k<N
— 1, where the an and ßn are complex numbers
with \ßn\ = 1, the an are not too large, and \ujk — ßn\ is not too small for
any fc and any n. It is easy to show that functions of the form (4.7) can be
evaluated in 0(iV(logiV) 2 ) operations over some finite fields, by employing Fast
Fourier Transforms methods. What is more surprising is that evaluations of
such functions can also be performed in 0(N(\ogN)2)
operations on numbers
of O(logiV) bits. This was shown by A. Schönhage, and is presented in [22].
The basic idea is to use Taylor series expansions of h* (z) around a small set of
points. A set of functions hPA(z) is defined, each of which consists of some of
the terms in (4.7), such that the Taylor series of each hPiQ(z) around a certain
point converges in a relatively large region, and such that for each fc, h*(uk) can
be written as a sum of a subset of the hPiq(ujk). Full details can be found in [22].
5. Analytic algorithms for arithmetic functions. In this section we will
sketch the analytic algorithms for certain arithmetic functions that have been
developed recently. For simplicity of presentation, we will restrict ourselves to
the problem of computing TT(X). Full details and extensions to other functions
can be found in [14].
In spite of extensive interest in computing ir(x), until recently no algorithm
with proved running time of 0(x1~£) for some e > 0 was known. (See [12, 13]
for historical references.) In [12] a modification of the Meissel-Lehmer algorithm,
which uses combinatorial arguments and sieving, was developed. It runs in time
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3,2/3+0(1) a n ( j S p a c e 3,1/3+0(1) < rp^g algorism hag b e e n implemented and has
been used to compute values of TT(X) for various x up to x = 4 • 10 16 . At about
the same time, a new analytic algorithm for computing TT(X) was developed
[13, 14]. It relies on numerical integration of analytic transforms involving the
zeta function. When one uses the Euler-Maclaurin formula to compute the zeta
function, the resulting algorithm requires time a 2 / 3 + 0 ( 1 ) and space x°^\ With
the Riemann-Siegel formula, the running time decreases to a; 3 / 5 "^ 1 ) and the
space requirement stays at x°^\ With the use of the new algorithm described
in §4, time drops to x1/2^°^i\
but space required becomes
x1/4^0^.
The analytic algorithm for n(x) is based on an old formula of Riemann, namely
that
OO

1

/.2 + ÏOO

1

8

*(x) + V ^(xW)
= ;f-. /
- log ? (a) ds
(5.1)
•_2 3
*"K% 72-ÌCX5 s
iîx^p™ for any prime p and m E Z + . (If x = pm, (2m)~1 must be subtracted
from the left side of (5.1).) One of the things which make the analytic algorithm
work is that n(x) is always an integer, and so it suffices to compute it to within
± 1 / 3 , say. The sum of the terms on the left side of (5.1) with j > 2 can easily
be computed to within ±1/10 in about x1/2 steps. (Even fewer are required if
one uses the algorithm recursively.) Thus if we could compute the integral on
the right side of (5.1) efficiently to within ±1/10, say, we would compute ^(x)
rapidly. Unfortunately the integral in (5.1) is not even absolutely convergent,
and no way has been found to compute it fast.
To overcome the problem of slow convergence of the integral in (5.1), we use
a different formula, namely,
+

i

c

/«2+ioo

c m

E (p) + E ™ fr ) = öz- /
p<x
«^«.

•p^m
-™
Pm<x
m>2

m

%

™

where

^ s ) l o s<« d s '

(5-2)

J2-ÌOQ

f2+*oo

F(s)u-Sds,
(5.3)
'
27T2 J2_ioo
and where this formula holds whenever F(s) is a sufficiently nice function. (F(s)
analytic in Re(s) > 1, \F(s)\ = \s\~2 as \s\ —• oo, is sufficient but not necessary,
for example.) We would like to choose F(s) so that (5.2) behaves like (5.1);
i.e., c(p) = 1 for p < x and c(p) = 0 for p > x. Unfortunately, the uniqueness
theorem for Mellin transforms says that is impossible unless F(s) = s~1x8. We
therefore select a somewhat different F(s), in which the sum on the left side of
(5,2) is relatively close to that on the left side of (5.1). To be precise, we select
F(s) so that
(i) F(2 + it) —• 0 rapidly as \t\ —*• oo, so that the integral in (5.2) is approximated well by a finite integral
V

—

/

27TÎ J 2 - Ì T

F(s)\ogç(s)ds',

(5.4)
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(ii) Individual values of F(s) can be computed rapidly, so that the integral
above can be evaluated by numerical integration;
(iii) c(p) = 1 for primes p <x — y, c(p) = 0 for primes p > x, and 0 < c(p) < 1
for primes pE (x -y,x);
(iv) Individual values of c(k) can be computed efficiently.
Such F(s) can be found for any y and T with the property that yT >
x1+0^;
1+0
see [13, 14]. (The requirement that yT > x ^
is caused by the uncertainty
principle of Fourier analysis, which says that a function and its transform cannot
both decrease too rapidly.) The contribution of the sum
^

m

v

J

p,m
pm<x
m>2

can be evaluated to within ±1/100 in a^^+oti) operations. The difference

*(x)-'£ic(p)=
p<x

£

(!-c(P))

x—y<p<x

can be evaluated to within ±1/100 by finding all the primes in [x — y, x] and
computing their contribution, and this can be done in yx°W operations. Finally,
the evaluation of the integral (5.4) can be reduced to evaluating ^(2 + it) at a
grid of points between — T and T, spaced x~°^ apart, and by the algorithm of
§4 this can be done in Tx°^ operations. Thus the running time of the algorithm
is
xl/2+o(l)+yxo(l)+TxoW:

1 2-

and selecting y — T = z / ^ 1 ) , we obtain the desired running time bound.
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Algebraic Groups, Hodge Theory,
and Transcendence
G. WÜSTHOLZ
1. Algebraic groups and transcendence. Let 6? be a connected algebraic
group of dimension n defined over a number field K and g = Lie G its Lie
algebra of invariant derivations, which has a natural structure as a üf-algebra.
Then we denote by G c the Lie group obtained from G by base extension from
K to C. This is a complex Lie group and we have an analytic homomorphism
exp : gc -> G c from g c = 0 ®>K C into G C Given a Lie subalgebra b of 9c we obtain by integration a Lie subgroup B of
G c which need not be closed. We say that B is defined over Q if b is.
It is well known that the algebraic group G is an extension of an abelian
variety A by a linear algebraic group L:

0-+L-+G-+A-+0.
If G is commutative then we can write L, after a base change, as a product
of a power of G a , the additive group, and of G m , the multiplicative group,
L = Gk x Glm. Let us now consider the set B(Q) of Q-valued points on B.
Suppose that there exists an algebraic subgroup HEG with
(i) H defined over Q,
(ii) dim H > 0 ,
(iii) Hc Ç B,
where J?c is the subgroup of G c obtained by base change. Then

0=£H(Q) =

Hc(Q)CBc(Q),

so .Bc(Q) is different from 0. The following theorem shows that the converse is
also true.
THEOREM 1 [Wül]. Bc(Q) / O « / and only if there exists an algebraic
subgroup H of G such that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold.
REMARK. Actually in [Wül] the theorem is only proved for G commutative
but it is not difficult to extend the proof also to the noncommutative case.
Theorem 1 has a very straightforward corollary which proves an old conjecture
of Waldschmidt and is also of some independent interest.
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COROLLARY [Wü2], Let b C g c be a Lie subalgebra of gc generated over
Q by algebraic tangent vectors b, i.e., b E exp _ 1 (G(Q)), and b the smallest Lie
subalgebra defined over Q containing b. Then b is the Lie algebra of an algebraic
subgroup defined over Q.
Theorem 1 is actually a transcendence statement as one can see very easily.
A striking example is Baker's theorem in its noneffective version. For this let
a i , . . . , a n be nonzero algebraic numbers.
COROLLARY 2 [Ba]. If ßi logeai H
\-ßn l o g a n = 0 for algebraic numbers
ßi,...,ßn
not all zero then there exist rational integers bi,...,bn
not all zero
such that
fti log a i +
h bn log an = 0.
PROOF. Let G = G £ . Then 0 C = C n and
exp: z = (z1,...,zn)EQc

r-> (ez\...

,eZn)

EGC.

Now let b be the Lie subalgebra generated by the tangent vector
a= (log at,...,

log an).

Then exp(a) = ( « i , . . . , an) is algebraic. The dimension of b is strictly less than
n since ßiZi +
\- ßnzn = 0 defines a proper Lie subalgebra containing b.
Corollary 1 implies now that b is algebraic and therefore the Lie algebra of
an algebraic subgroup H of G of codimension at least one. But it is well known
that algebraic subgroups H of G™ are defined in Lie G™ by linear forms with
integral coefficients. Hence there exists such a linear form bizi H
\- bnzn, not
identically zero, which vanishes on b hence on a. This proves the corollary.
2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is done
by transcendence arguments and is an interplay between analytic, arithmetic,
and algebraic arguments. We divide it in a natural way into a number of steps.
In order to be able to give references and to avoid technical complications we
restrict ourselves to the case that G is commutative.
Step 1. We first embed G into some projective space P ^ . For this we write
G as an extension of an abelian variety A by a product of a torus G ^ and a
unipotent group which we assume to be of the form G^:
0 - • G £ x G'a - • G - • 4 - • 0.
Then we compactify G and obtain a homogeneous space G on which G acts.
This is described in all details in [F-W], which is based on ideas of Serre. G now
is embedded into a projective space P ^ for some N:
G^G

>N

This gives us then the analytic functions we need for the analytic part of the
proof. They are given by
/ = <p o i o exp : Cn ^ LieGc - • P N -
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These functions have order of growth at most 2. Furthermore if f = (fa,..., fw)
then the functions &• = fi/fo (i = 1,...,N)
satisfy a system of differential
equations, dgj/dzi = hij(g±,.. .,gN) with polynomials hi3(Ti,.. .,TN) for 1 <
i < n and 1 < j < N. These polynomials have coefficients in Q.
Step 2. Let ft,..., ft be coordinates on b ~ C 6 and d/<9ft,... , <9/<9ft the
corresponding derivations in b Ç QC. Let g E G(C) be a complex point with
Xo(g) 7^ 0 and V Ç G a complete algebraic subset (not necessarily reduced);
U Ç PN the open set defined by X0 ^ 0 and V = VnU. Suppose that g E V(G).
Then we say that g is a point of multiplicity at least T on V along B if for all
F E I(V), F = F(X1/Xo,..
.,XN/Xo),
and all 7 = (71, • • • ,7n) € exp^fo)
(d/dç1yi---(d/dçbybFo<poioexP(lii--->ln)

=0

for all 0 < r i , . . . , r*, such that T± +
h r& < T. For simplicity we shall further
assume that b = n — 1. Assume now that g ^ 0 is in Be (Q) and again for
simplicity that g is not a torsion point. We choose the coordinates XQ, ... ,XN
such that Xo(sg) ^ 0 for all s E N . Then one constructs by the so-called
Siegel Lemma for a certain triple of positive real numbers S, T, D » 1 such that
Dn ^> STn~1, a hypersurface X on G of degree at most D that vanishes on the
set {sg, 0 < s < S} to order at least T along J3.
Step 3. By the so-called Schwarz Lemma one shows next that for certain
real numbers S',Tf with S'T171"1 >• Dn the hypersurface constructed in Step 2
vanishes on the set {sg, 0 < s < S'} to order at least T".
•Step 4. The vanishing statement in Step 3 can be transformed into a statement
in linear algebra. It means that the coefficients of the defining equation of X
have to satisfy a system of
f ml

1 „

1 \

> ST'""1
linear equations, and the condition S,T,n~1 » Dn just means that the number
of equations is much larger than the number of coefficients, which is about Dn.
In order to get a contradiction one hopes that the system has maximal rank,
which would imply that all coefficients are zero; in other words X = G, which
contradicts the definition of a hypersurface. Hence the system cannot have maximal rank. By means of some complicated machinery, the so-called "multiplicity
estimates on group varieties" developed in [Ma-Wül], [Ma-Wü2], and [WÜ3],
this statement is translated into statements on the group generated by g and the
analytic subgroup B. The results in [WÜ3] imply that the analytic subgroup
B is degenerate in a certain sense; more precisely they say that B contains an
algebraic subgroup H such that (i)-(iii) hold. This completes the sketch of the
proof of Theorem 1.
3. Hodge theory. Let X be a smooth proper variety of dimension n over
an algebraic number field K. Then there are various ways for associating with
X cohomology theories.
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The first one is the singular cohomology. For this let a: K —> C be an
embedding and define Xc '•= X <8>K C via this embedding. Then Xc is a
complex manifold, its singular cohomology Hl(Xci Z) is defined, and one puts
WB(X):=Hi(XcM)'=Hi(Xc,Z)^Q

(t = 0 , l , . . . ) ,

the so-called Betti-cohomology.
The de Rham cohomology is defined as follows. Let Olx,K (i = 0,1,...) be
the sheaf of algebraic differential i-forms. One obtains the complex
^X/K

:

Ox/K - • ftx/K "^ ftx/K "* " ' ' '

Then the algebraic de Rham cohomology is defined to be
#DRP0
S

where H*(X, ^X/K)

* ^

ne

:= H

*(^>^X/x)>

hypercohomology defined in turn as follows. Let
o* ,

—• 7*»*

ll

^

X/K

J

be a resolution of 0 ^ / K by sheaves of injective Ox-modules. Take its associated
simple complex X"* defined as Kl = ®a+b=i Ja,b> Then
Ji*(X,n*x/K):=H*(X,r(X,K*))Then there is the Hodge-cohomology H^odge(X)

tfLdge(X) := 0

Ha(X,Üx/K)

defined as

(i = 0,1,...)-

a+b=i

The two cohomologies HjyK(X) and H^oAge(X) a r e related by the usual spectral
sequence
EÇ>h =
H*(X,(rx/K)=*H&b(X)
and defines a filtration on H^R(X),
the Hodge filtration. Now a well-known
result says that
H*(X,C)^HÎ>R(X)®KC.
Using this isomorphism one defines the periods as follows: Let e1,...,eNi
E
Hl(X, Z) (i = 0,1,...) be a basis of H%(X, C) and e\,..., ejsji the dual basis in
Hi(X, Z). Furthermore let uj\,..., w^,- £ HJùR(X) (Z = 0,1,...) be a basis for
HhR(X). Then
Ni

wjfc = ^2^k,iel

(k =

l,...,Ni).

The coefficients Ukj are called the periods (of weight i) and can be expressed in
the usual way; namely, by integrating UJ^ along er E Hi(X, Z) one finds
,

Ni

ç

Ni

^er

i-\

Jer

i=1

So the complex numbers uj^i are indeed what are classically known to be periods.
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The vector spaces H%(X, C) carry a so-called Hodge structure, i.e., they admit
a canonical decomposition if*(X,C) = © a + ò = i i f a ' 6 such that Ha>b = Hb>a.
They are said to be of weight i.
EXAMPLE 1. We consider an elliptic curve
E: y' = 4aT - g^x - g3,

g2, gs E K.

Then Eç* is the complex torus G/L for a lattice L of rank 2 that generates C
over the reals. Hence H\(X,Z) = Z71 © Z^- The de Rham cohomology is
obtained as follows. Let LJ = dx/y, r\ — xdx/y. Then a; is a differential of the
first and r\ one of the second kind. They generate H^nfó) over K. The first
one is everywhere holomorphic and therefore in H°(E,VLlE,K). The second one
has two poles without residues. The periods are
Wi = / w,

Vi=

V

(» = 1,2),

and L can be taken to be the lattice generated by u)± and CAREMARK 1. It is not necessary to restrict ourselves to proper schemes. If X
is arbitrary the theory of "logarithmic differentials" leads also to an analogous
theory which includes differentials of the third kind.
REMARK 2. Everything extends to so-called variations of Hodge structures
which arise as follows. Let S be a smooth scheme over C and / : I - > S a proper
and smooth morphism. Then one has to replace the functors if* by the higher
direct image functors Rzf* and obtains so-called variations of Hodge structures.
REMARK 3. One often finds the situation that a Hodge structure of weight i
is isomorphic to a Hodge structure coming from a Hodge structure of weight
j for some j . This is where one has to introduce the so-called Tate-twists
Q B ( 1 ) , Q D R ( 1 ) defined as
QB(1) = 2™Q,

QDR(1)=#

and for integers m
H&X)(m)

= H£(X) ® Q B ( l ) ® m ,

4 ( X ) ( m ) = H^R(X)

and writes Q B ( ^ ) = Qß(l)® m ; and the same for QDR(Wï)Hodge structure of weight —2, and its Hodge decomposition is

® QB(l)®m
QB(1)

defines a

Q B ( 1 ) ® G = if" 2 ' 0 © J5T 1 «- 1 © if 0 '" 2
with if" 2 ' 0 = H°~2 = 0; hence Q B ( l ) 0 C = H'1'1.
The comparison isomorphism relates the algebraic de Rham cohomology with the analytic Betti
cohomology. This interplay between analytic and algebraic leads to a transcendence problem.
CONJECTURE. Let X be a smooth proper scheme of dimension n over K.
Then the periods of X of weight i are either zero or transcendental.
For i = 1 this conjecture is due to Grothendieck [Gr]. The following theorem
solves this conjecture of Grothendieck.
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a smooth proper scheme over K of dimension n.
Then the periods of weight 1 are either zero of transcendental.
The proof of this theorem uses Theorem 1 and will be published in the Mathematische Annalen [WÜ4].
In many situations one can reduce the study of the periods of higher weight
to those of weight one.
EXAMPLE 2. Let n = 2m + 1 > 3, let n, m be integral and for a = (a\,..., ar)
with integers ai > 1 let V^a) Ç p n + r be a complete intersection of dimension
n of hypersurfaces of degree a\,..., ar of "niveau de Hodge 1." This means that

(i) H<*(X,npx)=Oïorp + q = n, \q-p\ > 1,
(ii) Hm(X, n ™ + 1 ) ^ o .
The list of possible V ^ a ) can be found in [Ra]. Then there exists an isomorphism
of polarized Hodge structures
a: H£(X)(m) ^

H&(J(X)),

where J(X) is the so-called intermediate Jacobian of X and is defined as follows.
It is the complex torus
J(X) = Hn(X, Z) \ Hn(X, C ) / i f m + 1 ' m ,
where Hn(X,C)
= Hm^^n © if™.™*1 is the Hodge decomposition.
m m+1
J(X) = i f '
/ i f n ( X , Z ) . One obtains then the following corollary.

Hence

COROLLARY. The periods of the Hodge structure ifg(X)(m) are either zero
or transcendental.
EXAMPLE 3. Let X be an algebraic ff3-surface over K. Then again one
associates with H#(X)(1) via the Clifford algebra constructed from the primitive
cohomology and the intersection pairing on X a certain abelian variety and again
one can apply Theorem 2.
4. Vector spaces associated with rational integrals. We consider a
smooth quasiprojective variety X defined over a number field K and having a
K-rational point, and w E H°(X,QX,K)
a holomorphic differential form on X.
We are interested in the periods / w, 7 G H\(X,Z).
The link between these
periods and Theorem 1 is given by the following result which generalizes a result
of Serre [Se].
THEOREM 3 [F-W]. Letcj E T(X,Ü1X) be a holomorphic differential form
with du) = 0. Then there exists a commutative algebraic group G over K, a
morphism ip: X —• G, and an a E g* = T(G, QQ)00115*" , Q := Lie G, such that
w — (p*a.
The proof of this theorem uses the construction of the so-called generalized
Albanese variety. If one combines this result and Theorem 1 one obtains the
following theorem.
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THEOREM 4 [WÜ4]. The numbers fu
transcendental.

(7 G ifi(X,Z)) are either zero or

It is a natural question to look at vector spaces generated by numbers / u (7 G
i f i ( X , Z ) , u E if 0 ( J ^ f i ^ ) ) . Since in general i f ° ( X , f t ^ / K ) is not finitedimensional, one has to look at canonical finite-dimensional subspaces of this
space.
Special cases of questions of this type have been treated by various authors (Siegel, Schneider, Baker, Coates, Masser). But they all dealt with lowdimensional algebraic groups. Till now we have not been able to work out a
general result on this question depending intrinsically on the cohomology of X.
But in important special cases we can give explicit results. For this let 7 b e a
smooth projective variety and D C Y a n ample divisor, both defined over some
number field K. Then put X = Y \ D. In this case we have a surjection

n:H°(X,iix/K)^HhR(Y)
by a result of Hodge and Atiyah [H-A]. Therefore we can find a basis for HnR(Y)
(up to exact forms) from forms in H°(X, ftx/K)- We take therefore a section of
7T, i.e., a subspace V of H°(X, iix/K)- Then we denote by V(X) the vector space
generated by 1, 2TTì, fu (7 G H±(X, Z), u E V). Let Alb(Y) be the Albanese
variety of Y. Then up to isogeny we have
Alb(Y) = A? 1 x • • • x Alk
for pairwise nonisogenous simple abelian varieties Ai,...,Afc defined over K.
Then we have the following result.
THEOREM 5 [WÜ4]. We have
1-

T^

«

( d i m A^) 2

,v^

dim F = 2 + 4 V .} ,_ ,\
^f

dim(EndAi) v

One can for example apply this result in the case that y is a Fermât curve.
EXAMPLE 4. Let X be the Fermât curve of degree N given by

where N > 3. Then a basis for H^R(X)
coordinates)
0Jatb = xNa-lyNb-N

is given by the differentials (x,y affine
dx

(first

kind)

and
T,atb = xN-Na-ly-Nb

dy

(second

kind

)

where a and 6 are rational numbers satisfying 0 < a, b < 1, a+b < 1, Na, Nb E Z.
The periods are given by numbers of the form
/ Wa,ò = c(a,b)B(a,b),

/ r/a>6 = c'(a,b)B(l

-a,l-b)
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where B(x,y) = r(x)T(y)/T(x + y) when defined and c(a, b),cf(a, b) E Q. It
is possible to decompose explicitly the Jacobian J(N) of this Fermât curve and
to obtain the dimension of the vector space generated by the numbers l,27ri,
B(a,b), B(l — a, 1 — b) for the given range of a, ft. In particular one obtains the
following corollary.
COROLLARY. For rational numbers a,b with 0 < a,b < 1, a + b < 1 the
numbers l,ir,B(a,b) = T(a)T(b)/F(a + b), ir/B(a,b) are Q-linearly independent.
As an application of this corollary to a problem of Lang let X be a smooth
projective curve over Q of genus g > 1. Then the universal covering space is
the open unit disc B\. Let x E X(Q) be a Q-rational point and (pi : B\ —• Xc
a covering map with <pi(0) = x. After a homothety of B± into Br for some
r G C x one can get a new covering map (pr: Br —• Xc such that <pr(0) = x and
^(0)eQ.
THEOREM 6 [W-W]. LetTi be a torsion free Fuchsian group of finite index
in a triangular group Ai C Aut B\ with signature (p,q, s) and 0 an elliptic flux
point of order p > 1 of A i , X = Ti \ JBi. Then r is transcendental.
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Manifolds of Nonpositive Sectional Curvature
and Manifolds without Conjugate Points
WERNER BALLMANN
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. For a tangent vector v of M,
denote by ^v the geodesic with initial velocity v. The geodesic flow gl of M
is defined by gl(v) = iv(t). The geodesic flow acts on the unit tangent bundle
SM of M, and it leaves the natural measure of SM—the Liouville measure—
invariant. Denote by ji the normalized Liouville measure.
The synthetic characterization of manifolds without conjugate points says that
M does not have conjugate points if and only if for each pair of points p ^ q in
the universal covering space M of M there is a unique geodesic passing through
p and q. This implies that M is diffeomorphic to R n , n = dim(M), and hence
that M is a K(ir, 1).
If the sectional curvature K of M is nonpositive, and if 71 and 72 are unit
speed geodesies in M, then the function d(t) = distai (J), 72(£)) is convex. In
particular, M does not have conjugate points. Moreover, if d(t) is bounded, then
71 and 72 bound a common flat strip, see [EO].
1. Measure entropy of gl and structure of 7ri(M). Suppose now that
M is compact and has nonpositive sectional curvature. For v E SM, let W =
W(v) C TVSM be the tangent space to the C 1 -submanifold of SM consisting
of vectors asymptotic to v, with footpoint on the horosphere determined by v.
Then the limit
limiln|det(d(/V)|:=x(<;)

U-l)

t—•OO £

exists for almost every v, see [Oe], and the measure theoretic entropy of gl
(with respect to the measure p) is given by hß = - iSMx(v)dp>(v), see [PI,
P2]. Denote by U(v) the second fundamental form, in the footpoint of v, of
the horosphere determined by the vector v E SM. In our normalization, U(v)
is negative semidefinite, and it acts on the orthogonal complement Ev of v in
Research supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-85-03742.
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TPM, p = foot(w). Pesin proved
ÄM = - /

tr(U(v))d»(v),

(1.2)

JSM

see [P2]. Indeed, the space W in (1.1) consists of pairs of vectors (Y, Z) E
Ev © Ev C TVSM such that the Jacobi field J(t) along ^v(t) determined by
J(0) = Y and «/'(O) = Z is monotonically not increasing. Then Z = U(v) • Y.
If — a2 is a lower bound for the sectional curvature of M, then ||Z|| < a\\Y||, see
[El], and hence
X(v)= lim 7 ln|J a (*)A---AJ„(0|,
t—•oo Z

where J2(£),..., ^n(0 a r e Jacobi fields, as above, such that J2(0),..., J n (0)
a basis of Ev. Differentiation yields

are

X(v)= lim - f tr(C/(^))di.
4-*oo t J0

Applying the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, cf. for example [AA], we obtain the
formula (1.2).
The horosphere determined by glv is parallel to the horosphere determined
by v, and hence the family U(v), v E SM, satisfies the Riccati equation
U' + U2 + S = 0,

(1.3)

where U'(v) denotes the covariant derivative of U along 7,, and S(v) • X :=
R(X, v)v. The Riccati equation relates U to the curvature of M.
If the curvature of M is negative, then S and U are negative definite and
hence invertible, and we get C/'C/"1 + U + SU"1 = 0. Therefore
(ln(det([/)))' + tr(U) + tr^C/" 1 ) = 0.
Since gl preserves \i we obtain
- f

tr(U(v))dp,(v)= f

JSM

^(vp-^v^d^v).

JSM

Now recall that tr(AAl) > 0 for every matrix A, with equality if and only if
A = 0. Applying this we get
0 < t r ^ x / ^ - y/^Syfm'1)
= tr(-U - 2>/=S +

. (y/^U - V ^ V ^ ' V )
^(-Uyiy/^S)

= -tr(U) + t r ( S t r *) + 2try/(-S)
since \f^S and y/-U are symmetric. Hence
hß>-[

tr{y/=S{v))dii(v).

(1.4)

JSM

Equality implies S = U2, and hence U1 = 0 by the Riccati equation. So U2 and
therefore S are parallel along geodesies, and it follows easily that M is a locally
symmetric space (of noncompact type and rank one). The inequality (1.4) (with
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the equality discussion) is due to Osserman and Sarnak [OS], and it contains
all previously known lower estimates for hß for negatively curved manifolds.
The argument above is actually a simplification of the arguments in [OS] and
is due to Wojtkowski. It can be shown that (1.4) is also true under the weaker
assumption of nonpositive sectional curvature, see [BW]. The main difficulty in
extending the above argument lies in the fact that U is not necessarily invertible.
For any compact Riemannian manifold M, the action of 7Ti (M) on M admits a
compact fundamental domain A c M with piecewise smooth boundary. Using a
result of F0lner, Brooks [Br] and Gromov [GLP] showed that 7Ti (M) is amenable
if and only if
IA := M(vol(dA)/vol(A))
=0
(1.5)
where the infimum is taken over all domains A in M of the form A = \J(peB <p • A,
B C 7Ti(M) finite. Recall that solvable groups are amenable and that TTI(M)
has exponential growth if it is not amenable.
Now assume again that M has nonpositive sectional curvature. In a recent
paper, Anderson proves the inequality I A > h^, see [An]. As a corollary of
this and (1.4) we obtain that M is flat if TT\(M) is amenable. This latter fact is
already mentioned in [GLP], and it strengthens results of Avez [Av], GromollWolf [GW], and Yau [Ya]. Define
IM = inf{vol(<9A)/vol(j4) | A compact domain in M}.
Then IM < / A 5 but it is not yet known whether IM > hpWe now relax the assumption that M has nonpositive sectional curvature and
require only that M has no conjugate points. Using Jacobi fields one can still
define the operators U(v). Namely, if Y E Ev and JT denotes the unique Jacobi
field along 7„ such that JT(0) = Y and JT(T) = 0, then U(v)-Y = limt^ooJ^O).
Since these limits exist for each v E SM, the family of U(v), v E SM, is
measurable in v. Moreover, we still have h^ = fSMtY(U)djj,,
see [FM], and
J A > hß, see [An]. In particular, h^ = 0 if TT\(M) is amenable. The problem
arises whether M is flat if ftM = 0. This is unknown. Combining results of Pesin
[P3] and Knieper [Kn], we find that a compact surface without conjugate points,
such that U(v) is continuous in v, is either flat or hß > 0 and the geodesic flow
is ergodic. It was claimed by E. Hopf that U(v) is continuous in v on such a
surface [Ho]; however, a counter example to this is given in [BBB].
2. Rank of manifolds of nonpositive sectional curvature. Throughout
this section we assume that M is a complete Riemannian manifold of nonpositive
sectional curvature. For v E SM, define Jp(v) to be the space of parallel Jacobi
fields along 7V and set
rank(v) = dim Jp(v)

and rank(M) = min{rank(v)|v E SM}.

If the sectional curvature of M is negative, then the rank of M is one. A surface
of nonpositive curvature has rank one if and only if it is not flat. It is also easy
to see that the above notion of rank coincides with the usual one in the case that
M is locally symmetric. Note that rank(M) > 2 if M is a Riemannian product.
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A manifold of rank one resembles in many ways a manifold of negative curvature.
THEOREM 2 . 1 . Suppose M has rank one.
(a) If vol(M) < oo, then the geodesic flow of M is topologically transitive.
(b) If M is compact, then the geodesic flow of M is ergodic.
The second part of this theorem, proved in [BB] and independently in [Bu],
generalizes the result of Anosov that the geodesic flow on a compact manifold
of negative curvature is ergodic [Ao]. It also generalizes a result of Pesin [P3],
namely that the geodesic flow on a compact surface of nonpositive curvature is
ergodic if and only if the surface is not flat.
The first part of the above theorem is proved in [Bl] under the at-firstsight weaker assumption that M has a geodesic which does not bound a totally
geodesic immersed flat half plane (and vol(M) < œ ) . However, it was shown
in [Bu] that this implies that M has rank one. Burns's result was a first step
towards
THEOREM 2.2 [BBE]. Suppose vol(M) < oo and rank(M) = k > 2. Then
every geodesic in M is contained in a k-flat, that is, a totally geodesic and isometrically immersed Euclidean space of dimension k.
This is one of the basic results for the investigations in [BBE] and [BBS].
Another basic result is the Angle Lemma [BBE], in which the further hypothesis
K > —a2 is needed. To formulate the Angle Lemma, call a vector v E SM regular
if rank(v) = rank(M) = k, and denote by F(v) the (unique) fc-flat containing v.
The Angle Lemma asserts that for a dense set of regular vectors v in SM (namely
the uniformly recurrent regular vectors) there is an open neighbourhood of v in
SpF(v), p — foot(v), such that any w1 asymptotic to some w E U is regular and
F(w') = F(v'), where v' denotes the unique vector asymptotic to v such that
foot(w') = foot(w;'). This leads to the definition of Weyl chambers in SM (and
SM) [BBS]. We say that two unit vectors v and w tangent to a flat F at a point
p E M belong to the same Weyl chamber if F(v(q)) = F(w(q)) for all q E M
such that v(q) and w(q) are regular. Here v(q) and w(q) denote the vectors at
q asymptotic to v and w respectively. The Weyl chamber of v is denoted by
C(v). In the case that M is a symmetric space, this definition of Weyl chamber
corresponds to the usual definition of Weyl chamber. Weyl chambers define an
equivalence relation on the set of regular vectors.
The Angle Lemma shows that there are v which are contained in the interior
of C(v) if rank(M) = fc > 2. On an open, dense, and ^-invariant subset O of
SM, Weyl chambers depend continuously on v, and C(w) is locally isometric to
G(v) if w is sufficiently close to v according to the Rigidity Lemma [BBS]. If v
is regular, then the map w —• w(q) gives rise to an isometry of C(v) and G(v(q))
for all q such that v(q) is regular. In particular, the function
$: O -> R;

*(v) = min{Z (v,w) \ w E dC(v)}
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is a continuous integral for the geodesic flow on O. Clearly $ is not constant if
rank(M) > 2 and thus we get the following result.
THEOREM 2.3 [BBS]. Suppose vol(M) < oo, K > -a2, and rank(M) =
k > 2. Then the geodesic flow of M is not topologically transitive.
One can actually construct fc — 1 independent differentiable first integrals for
gt [BBS]. Using a generalized version of Anosov's Closing Lemma [An], one can
also show that a dense set of vectors v E SM is contained in an immersed totally
geodesic flat fc-torus [BBS]. We now come to the main result about manifolds
of higher rank.
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose vol(M) < oo and K > -a2. Then M is a space of
rank one or a symmetric space or a Riemannian product of such spaces.
This theorem is proved in [B2] and [BS1]. Both proofs rely on the previous
results in [BBE] and [BBS], but apart from that they are completely different.
The proof in [B2] uses Berger's theorem that M is a symmetric space of higher
rank if it is irreducible and if the holonomy group at some point pE M does not
act transitively on SPM, see [Be, Si]. Consider the function $ as above. It turns
out that $ is a Lipschitz function on O and thus has a continuous extension to
a Lipschitz function $: SM —> R. (Recall that O is dense in SM.) Moreover,
$ is constant along the C1-submanifolds A+(v) = {v(q) \ q E M} of SM. One
can also show that $ is constant along the C 1 -submanifolds A~(v) — — A+(—v),
v E SM. This implies that the directional derivative of $ in the direction of any
X E TvA+(v) ox X E TvA~(v), v E SM, exists and vanishes. Since the families
A+(v) and A~(v), v E SM, foliate SM and depend continuously on v in the
C 1 -topology, and since TvA+(v) + TvA~(v) contains the horizontal subspace of
TVSM for every v E SM, it follows that the directional derivative of $ in any
horizontal direction exists and vanishes. Thus <&(w(t)) = $ ( I U ( 0 ) ) if w(t) is a
parallel vector field along a curve in M. If rank(M) > 2, then $ is not constant
on SPM, where p E M is arbitrary. Since the orbits of the holonomy group at p
are contained in the level surfaces of $, they do not fill SPM. Hence M is either
reducible or a symmetric space of higher rank according to Berger's theorem.
The proof of (2.4) by Burns and Spatzier [BS1] relies on an extension of the
theory of Tits buildings to a theory of Tits buildings with topology, cf. [BS2].
Assume for simplicity that M is irreducible and rank(M) > 2. The Tits building
T associated to M is given by the points at infinity, M(oo), together with the
subsets defined by the Weyl chambers. Each element of the fundamental group
r of M induces a continuous automorphism of T. The group of all continuous
automorphisms of T is a centerless Lie group G of noncompact type, and T is
a discrete lattice in G. Vice versa, the Tits building is also determined by the
group G; that is, T is also the Tits building associated to the symmetric space
G/K, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Given a point pEM, the
geodesic flip about p defines an involutive automorphism of T (not necessarily an
isometry of M a priori). Such involutive automorphisms correspond to geodesic
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symmetries in G/K. Thus we can associate to p the fixed point i/)(p) of that
geodesic symmetry. This idea is due to Gromov, and he proved that ip is an
isometry up to a scaling factor, see [BGS]. Note that iß is T-invariant, and
hence (2.4) follows.
It is remarkable that the rank of M is determined by the algebraic structure of
7Ti(iW) if vol(Af) < oo and K > —a2, see [BE]. This leads to a characterization
of irreducible locally symmetric spaces of noncompact type of higher rank in
terms of properties of 7Ti(M), cf. [BE].
From now on we assume that M is compact. By Theorem 2.2, rank(M) is the
maximal number fc such that every geodesic of M is contained in a fc-flat. Another natural notion of rank for M is Rank(M) = max{fc | M contains a fc-flat}.
Once again, this coincides with the usual notion of rank for locally symmetric
spaces. Recall that M contains a totally geodesic and isometrically immersed
fc-torus if 7Ti(iW) contains a free abelian subgroup of rank fc, see [GW] and [LY],
and thus
Rank(M) > max{fc | TTI(M) contains a free abelian subgroup of rank fc}. (2.5)
Equality should hold, at least if M is analytic. So far the following is known.
THEOREM 2.6 [AS]. Rank(M) is the maximal number k such that there is
a quasi-isometry (with respect to word norms) ofZk into 7Ti(M).
Thus Rank(M) is determined by 7Ti(M).
We say that M satisfies the Visibility Axiom if any two distinct points in the
ideal boundary of M can be joined by a geodesic [EO]. Eberlein showed that M
satisfies the Visibility Axiom if and only if Rank(M) = 1, see [E2]. Therefore
equality in (2.5) would show that M satisfies the Visibility Axiom if and only
if 7Ti (M) satisfies the Preismann property that every abelian subgroup ^ {e} is
infinite cyclic.
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Index Theorem and the Heat Equation
JEAN-MICHEL BISMUT
The purpose of this paper is to review the recent developments in the heat
equation proofs of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for Dirac operators.
Let us briefly recall that if D+ is half a Dirac operator and if D- is its
adjoint, the starting point of the method is the McKean-Singer formula for the
index Ind JD+ [MS]:
|Ind D+ = Tr[exp(-tD-D+/2)\

- Tr[exp{-tD+D-/2)],

t > 0.

(0.1)

As t J4 0, the right-hand side has an expansion starting with negative powers
of t, and the problem is to show that in certain situations, when expressing the
traces using kernels, even locally
• no negative powers of t arise;
• the constant term coincides with the local Atiyah-Singer polynomial.
After the pioneering papers of Patodi [PI, P2], Gilkey [Gil] and AtiyahBott-Patodi [ABP] established that this is indeed the case for algebraic reasons.
The method is indirect:
• an algebraic argument gives the general form of the local terms arising in
the expansion, and then excludes negative powers of t\
• the zero order term is calculated using a similar classification argument, and
also explicit computations on examples.
This approach has been extended by Patodi [P3] and Gilkey [Gi2] to include
the fixed point formulas of Atiyah-Bott [ABl] and Atiyah-Singer [AS], and it
is fully described in Gilkey's recent book [Gi3].
By using arguments based on supersymmetry considerations, physicists
Witten [WI], Alvarez-Gaumé [Al], and Priedan-Windey [FW] strongly suggested that a direct proof of the local Index Theorem could be given, which
would altogether prove the local cancellations and identify the local integrand
by brute force.
That this is indeed possible has been proved by Getzler [Gel, Ge2] for the
Index Theorem, by Bismut [Bl] and Berline-Vergne [BV2] for the Index Theorem and for the Lefschetz fixed point formulas. The proofs of Getzler are based
on the asymptotic representation of heat kernels on supermanifolds [Gel] and
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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also on adequate rescaling in time, space, and Clifford variables [Gel, Ge2].
Our proofs [Bl] use a probabilistic asymptotic representation of the heat kernel
[B5], together with certain stochastic area formulas of P. Levy [Le]. The proofs
of Berline-Vergne [BV2] are of group-theoretic nature.
On the other hand, Atiyah and Witten [At] have found a remarkable formal
link between the Index Theorem for Dirac operators on the spin complex and
localization formulas in equivariant cohomology of Duistermaat-Heckman [DH],
Berline-Vergne [BV1]. In particular the A genus was interpreted in [At] as
the inverse of an equivariant Euler form associated with an infinite-dimensional
bundle. This suggested that an alternative approach to the Index Theorem, in
relation with the equivariant cohomology of the loop space, was possible.
In [B2], we verified that the Atiyah-Witten formalism could be extended to the
case of general Dirac operators, and also to fixed point theory. Also we showed
in [B4] that the heat equation method is by itself such a reasonable proof of
these formulas in infinite dimensions that it has a finite-dimensional counterpart,
i.e., there is a proof of the formulas of [BV1] and [DH] which is at each step
the finite-dimensional analogue of the probabilistic proof of the Index Theorem.
This proof exhibits Patodi-like cancellations in finite dimensions. Conversely, it
clearly demonstrates the purely geometric nature of these cancellations in Index
Theory, the geometry to be considered being the geometry of the loop space.
Until recently, the heat equation formula (0.1) for the Index was considered a
tool, which happened to work. The introduction of superconnections by Quillen
[QI] changed the situation dramatically. In [QI], Quillen introduced a new class
of objects, the superconnections on Z<i graded finite-dimensional bundles, which
makes (0.1) cry out to be considered as a formula for a Chern character. To
briefly explain the analogy, let us just say that if E is a bundle with connection
V, if V 2 is the curvature of E, then eh E is represented in cohomology by
eh E = Tr[exp(-V 2 /2ïV)].

(0.2)

In [B3], we gave heat equation proofs of the Index Theorem of Atiyah-Singer
for families of Dirac operators [AS], based on an infinite-dimensional analogue
of Quillen's theory. To find the right choice of a superconnection, the finitedimensional baby model of [B4] was of critical importance.
In relation with papers by Quillen [Q2] and Witten [W3] on determinant
bundles and global anomalies, a transgressed form of Quillen's superconnection
formalism has been introduced in Bismut-Freed [BF]. In particular, a remarkable
argument of Witten [W3] relating the holonomy of determinant bundles to eta
invariants has received a complete proof in [BF]. Another proof has recently
been given by Cheeger [Ch].
Superconnections and the local form of the Index Theorem for families are
currently used by Gillet and Soulé [GS] to construct direct images in Arakelov
theory.
On the other hand, the results of Witten [W2] on the Morse inequalities, and
the asymptotic Morse inequalities of Demailly for complex manifolds [De] have
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also been proved by us [B6, B7] using heat equation methods. Getzler [Ge3,
Ge4] has given a degree-theoretic interpretation in infinite dimensions of certain
Index problems. Current efforts are done to relate in a more direct way heat
equation methods to the cyclic homology of Connes [Co].
This paper is organized in the following way. In §1, the current heat equation
proofs of the Index Theorem for Dirac operators are briefly reviewed. The new
proofs have been classified into
• proofs related to supersymmetry,
• probabilistic proofs,
• group-theoretic proofs.
The principle of the probabilistic proof is briefly described, to emphasize its relations with the localization formulas in equivariant cohomology of DuistermaatHeckman [DH], Berline-Vergne [BV1]. These relations are made explicit in §2,
along the lines of Atiyah [At] and ourselves [B2, B4],
In §3, we briefly describe Quillen's superconnections [QI] and their applications to the heat equation proof of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for families
of Dirac operators [B3]. One application to anomalies is also briefly indicated
[BF].
I. The heat equation proofs of the Index Theorem. In this section, we
briefly review the heat equation proofs of the Index Theorem for Dirac operators.
In (a) and (b), we summarize the now-classical proofs which rely on algebraic
arguments.
In (c), we indicate some of the ideas involved in the recent proofs in [Gel,
Ge2, B l , BV2].
(a) The heat equation method. Let M be a compact connected Riemannian
manifold of even dimension n = 21. Let E = E+ © E- be a Z2 graded complex
Hermitian bundle over M, such that E+ and E- are orthogonal. Let r be the
involution of E defining the grading, i.e., r = ± 1 on E±.
T(E), T(E±) denote the sets of C°° sections of E, E±. Clearly r(JS) =
T(E+) © T(E-) is also naturally Z2 graded. We still denote by r the involution
defining the grading in T(E).
Also T(E) can be endowed with the L2 Hermitian product
M'-> / (h,h')(x)dx.

(1.1)

JM

Let D+ be a first-order elliptic differential operator mapping T(E+) into
T(EJ). Let D_ be the formal adjoint of D+. Set
D =

0
£>+

D0

(1.2)

End T(E) is naturally Z2 graded, the even (resp. odd) elements commuting
(resp. anticommuting) with r.
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Clearly
r

D-D+
0

D* =

0
D+D-

(1.3)

For any t > 0, exp(—tD2/2) is given by a C°° kernel Pt(a;,?/), so that if
h E T(E)
exp l

— j h(x) = /

Pt(x,y)h(y)dy.

(1.4)

For any a; G M, Pt(x, x) is even in End x E.
If A is a trace class operator acting on T(E), we define its supertrace Tr s [A]
by
Trs [A] = Tr[rA].
Recall that the index Ind D+ of JD+ is given by
Ind D+ = dim ker D+ — dim ker D-.

(1.5)

The first step in the calculation of Ind D+ is the McKean-Singer formula
[MS, ABP]:
Ind D+ = Tr s exp ( ~ ^ ) 1 = I^Tra[Pt(x,x)]dx.

(1.6)

Let P{ (x,x) be the restriction of Pt(x,x) to E±}X. Well-known results on
zêta functions [Se] and heat kernels [ABP] show that as t J, J, 0, for any k E N,
k

Tr[lf{x,x)]

=

X!

af{x)*+o(1*,x).

(1.7)

j=-n/2

In (1.6), (a^(x)) are C°° functions which only depend on the local symbol of D.
For j > - n / 2 , set
af{x)-a-(x).
(1.8)
aj(x) =
Clearly
k

(1.9)
Tr3[Pt{x,x)}=

J2

j
aj{x)t

From (1.5), (1.6), we find [MS, ABP],
/ a,j(x)dx = 0,

+

j ^ 0.

o{tk,x).

(1.10)

M
./A

Ind D+=

a0(x) dx.
JM

McKean and Singer [MS] conjectured that if D = d + d* acting on the de Rham
complex, some extraordinary cancellations would show that for j < 0, aj = 0,
and that ao is exactly equal to the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet integrand for the Euler
characteristic. In [PI], Patodi showed that this was indeed the case. In [P2], he
extended his results to the Riemann-Roch theorem for Kahler manifolds.
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(b) Gilkey's theory of invariants. In [Gil], Gilkey established an algebraic
theory of invariants. He showed that if D = d + d*, the functions (aj) belong to
a certain class of local functions of the metric. After classifying such functions,
Gilkey proved on a priori grounds that for j < 0, aj = 0. The identification of ao
was done in [Gil] in an indirect way. Also Gilkey [Gil] extended his approach
to the Hirzebruch signature theorem.
In [ABP], Atiyah, Bott, and Patodi systematized the arguments of Gilkey
to obtain the same type of result for twisted signature complexes, and derived
the general Index Theorem. They developed Gilkey's theory in the realm of
Riemannian geometry.
This point of view is systematically described in Gilkey's recent book [Gi3].
The theory of invariants has been also successfully applied [Gi2, 3] to prove the
Lefschetz fixed point formulas of Atiyah-Bott [ABl] and Atiyah-Singer [AS].
(c) Direct proofs of the cancellations and identification of the local integrand.
We now assume that M is orientable and spin. F = F+ © F- denotes the Z2
graded Hermitian bundle of spinors over M. The Levi-Civita connection V L of
TM lifts into a unitary connection on F.
Let f be a complex Hermitian bundle over M, endowed with a unitary connection V^.
Set E = F <g> £, E± — F± ® £. E± are Hermitian bundles, naturally endowed
with the connection V L ® 1 + 1 ® V^, which we denote by V.
Recall that if e G TM, e acts on F by Clifford multiplication. E = E+&Eis then a TM Clifford module.
We now define the Dirac operator. Let e\,... ,en be an orthonormal base of
TM.
DEFINITION 1.1. D denotes the operator acting on T(E),
n

D = J2^er

(1-11)

1

D± is the restriction of D to T(E±). D± maps T(E±) into T(ET).
Let R be the curvature of TM, K the scalar curvature of M, L the curvature
of f. Let AH be the horizontal Laplacian on T(E). Lichnerowicz's formula [Li]
asserts that
K
1
D2 = -AH + — + -Y^^j^L(ei,ej).
(1.12)

7 + 2 ^

1. The super symmetric proofs. We first briefly review the arguments of Witten
[W], Alvarez-Gaumé [Al], Priedan-Windey [FW], and Zumino [Z] leading to a
supersymmetric derivation of the Index Theorem for D+.
Let LM be the loopspace of M. The idea is to rewrite (1.6) in the form
Ind D+=

j
JLM

exp{Ct(x)}dD(x),

(1.13)
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where £,l(x) is a supersymmetric Lagrangian, and dD(x) is the "volume element"
of LM. Let us just say that £*(z) is a Lagrangian involving anticommuting variables ip, ijj. Supersymmetry here means that £} is invariant under transformations which involve x and the anticommuting variables ^ , ifi. By making t | | 0,
and using arguments in particular from spectral theory, [AI, F W , Z] derive the
local formula for the index

^^^//(^h-^

(L14)

In (1.14) A is the Hirzebruch polynomial on antisymmetric matrices:

In [Gel], Getzler gave a rigorous formulation to the previous arguments.
He used the supermanifold T*M to give an asymptotic representation of the
supertrace Tr3[Pt(x,x)] in terms of the graded symbol of exp(-tD2/2).
The
local formula for the index is finally obtained by using a quadratic Gaussian
approximation.
Recently, Getzler [Ge2] has given a new proof of the local convergence closely
related to [Gel] and also to [Bl]. In [Ge2], Getzler adequately rescales the
time, space, and Clifford variables to show that if De is adequately rescaled with
the factor e, (D£)2 converges to the partial differential operator on TXQM
n

(

1

\

2

The explicit computations of the fundamental solution of d/dt + £ leads again
to the formula (1.14).
2. The probabilistic proof. We now briefly summarize our proof of the Index
Theorem [Bl]. To simplify, we assume that £ is here the trivial bundle C.
Let pt(x,y) be the scalar heat kernel on M. Let EXQXQ be the law on
C([0,1]; M) of the Brownian bridge x\ starting at xo at time 0 and ending at XQ
at time 1 associated with the scaled metric QMJt [B5, §2].
Let 7Q'* be the parallel transport operator from FXo into FXo along the loop
xî. An easy application of Itô's formula [Bl] shows that
Tr3[Pt(xo,xo)} =

pt(xo,x0)EXOiXo

d ],
r_^^* l )K[roMl
S

(1.16)

As 11| 0,
pt(xQ,x0)^l/(V2rt)n.

(1.17)

Also using the techniques of [B5], we describe E*. Xo by means of a Brownian
bridge w} in TXoM with WQ = W\= 0, so that approximately
z* ~ exps (Vtwl) .

(1.18)
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Then TQ'* acting on TXQM has the expansion
T t = I

o

- \ j

R*0{dw\wi)

+ o{t).

(1.19)

An argument from representation theory shows that
tn/1

-+(

*)™\

(1.20)

2

We thus find that
lhnTvB[Pt(x0ixo)] = jPîl^

J R^dw^w1)

dP^w1).

(1.21)

If rj is the Riemannian orientation form of TM, we get
limTrB[Pt(ao,a!o)]ij(!Bo) = /exp A j ^ J

R^dw^w1)]

dP^w1),

(1.22)

where exp A {...} is the exponential in A(T*M) of the corresponding 2 form.
Using well-known symmetries of R, we find that
\imTra[Pt(x0,x0)}v{xo) = JexpA

(^ J <Ä Xo (.,V»Ai' 1 }} dP1{w1).

(1.23)
A formula of P. Levy [Le], known as the stochastic area formula, shows that
the r.h.s. of (1.23) is equal to Â(R/2TT).
The Lefschetz fixed point formulas of Atiyah-Bott [ABl] and Atiyah-Singer
[AS] were also proved in [Bl] using the same sort of arguments and formulas of
P. Levy [Le].
3. The group-theoretic proof. In [BV], Berline and Vergne have given a proof
of the Index formula and of the Lefschetz formulas by considering the scalar
heat kernel on the bundle of orthonormal frames of TM. This idea is of course
motivated by the G —• G/H situation in group theory. The A polynomial
appears naturally in [BV2], being related to the jacobian of the exponential
mapping in SO(n).
II. Index Theorem and equivariant cohomology of the loop space.
In this section, we discuss the relations of the Index Theorem for Dirac operators
to the equivariant cohomology of the loop space.
In (a), we summarize the observations of Atiyah and Witten [At]. In (b),
we describe the baby model of [B4], where a proof of the localization formulas
of [BV1,DH] is given, which is strictly parallel to the proof of [Bl]. Patodi's
cancellations in finite dimensions are exhibited.
(a) The remark of Atiyah and Witten. We now summarize the observation in
[At].
Namely, the space LM of smooth loops s G R/Z —• xa G M is an infinitedimensional manifold with the Riemannian metric
YeTxLM-+

/ \Y \ ds.
/V.I
2

a
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Si acts naturally on LM by x. —> ktxo = x.+ti and the kt are isometries. Let X
be the Killing vector field generating fc. so that
X(x)3 = dx/ds.

(2.1)

Let X' be the 1 form on LM;
Y E TLM - • X'{Y) = (X, Y).

(2.2)

One easily verifies that if F G TLM
dX'(Y,Z) = 2^ /^,z)dSi

(2.3)

where DY/Ds is the covariant derivative of Y along x for the Levi-Civita connection.
The parallel transport operator TQ along the loop x acts like an element of
SO(n) on TXQM. Let ±9j be the angles of TQ. One verifies easily that the
eigenvalues of D/Ds acting on TXLM are given by
±2iirm ± i0j,
The Pfaffian Pî(-dX'/2)

Pf

m EN.

(2.4)

is given formally by

(-^)=n^n[4^2-^2'

(2-5)

Dividing (2.5) formally by the infinite (flì 47r 2 m 2 )', we get

Pi{-dX'/2)

^jn

.

/0,\

On the other hand, a formula from representation theory shows that if Trs[ro]
is the supertrace of TQ acting on F±tXo,
Tra{Tè]=±(i)lÌ[2Sine-Ì.

(2.7)

Using (1.6), (2.6), and (2.7), Atiyah gives the following formal formula

Also LxX1 = 0, and so
(d + ix)[{d + ix)X'] = 0.

(2.9)

The differential form ßt appearing in the r.h.s. of (2.9) is such that
(d + ix)fit = 0.
Now observe that M = {X = 0}.
Assume temporarily that LM is instead a finite-dimensional compact manifold. A formula of Duistermaat-Heckman [DH] and Berline-Vergne [BV1] (also
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see [AB2]) asserts that if e is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle
to M in LM, then
!

(2 10)

* = / * ? •

JLM

JM

-

e

Now by calculating e formally in terms of the Levi-Civita connections on M and
LM, one shows easily that A(R/2TT) represents in cohomology

nr(m2)y
(2ir)1

e

Also /it = 1 on Mo. We thus find that, rather surprisingly, a formal application
of the formula of [DH, B VI] on LM "proves" the Index Theorem for the Dirac
operators on the spin complex.
In [B2], we have shown that the observations of [At] extend to the case of
Dirac operators acting on twisted spin complexes.
(b) From infinite to finite dimensions: PatodVs cancellations in finite dimensions. We noticed in [B4] that formula (2.8) could lead to a proof of the
localization formulas of [BV1, DH] which would be strictly parallel to the heat
equation proof of the Index Theorem.
In fact let N be a compact Riemannian orientable manifold. X is a Killing
vector field, Xf the corresponding 1 from. Nx is the submanifold Nx = (X = 0).
fi is a smooth section of K(T*N) such that (d + ix)^ = 0. We claim that for any
s>0
[ l*= [ exp{-s(d + ix)X'}p.
(2.11)
JN

JN

In fact the derivative of the r.h.s. of (2.1) is given by
- / (d + ix)[X'Aexp{-8(d

+ ix)X'}ii]

= 0i

(2.12)

JM

and so for any t > 0

As t H 0, the integral in the r.h.s. localizes on Nx.
§lc, we now assume that p, = 1. Then

To make the analogy with

If B is the normal bundle of Nx in N, let Jx be the infinitesimal action of X in
B. By taking geodesic coordinates in the normal bundle and doing the change
of variables y = y/iy' in B, we find that as t [[ 0, (2.14) is close to

Let R be the curvature of TN. B is stable under R(Y, Z), for Y, Z e
Since X is Killing, Vy (V • X) + R{X, Y) = 0, and so
PÎTNx[-dX'(x,Vty)/2]
tdimNX/2

•

ftTNx

~^{Jxy,y)

TNX.

(2.16)
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So as t j l 0, (2.14) converges—while staying constant—to
JNX

j B expA { - ^ ^ - f (Jxv, V)} PÎBIJX] dy.

(2.17)

At this stage the similarity of (2.17) with (1.20) and (1.22) should be obvious.
(2.16) is a version of Patodi's cancellations in finite dimensions. It also gives a
geometric origin to such cancellations.
III. Superconnections and the families Index Theorem. We now describe Quillen's superconnections [QI] and their applications to the Index Theorem for families [B3, BF].
In (a), we describe the results of Quillen [QI]. In (b), we summarize our
heat equation proof of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for families of Dirac
operators [B3]. In (c), we summarize the results of [BF], in relation with [QI,
WS].
(a) Quillen's superconnections. Let AT be a connected manifold. E = E+(BEis a Z<i graded vector bundle on N. End E<g>A(T*N) is a Z<i graded algebra.
The supertrace Tra defined on End E extends to End Eé)A(T*N) and takes its
values in A(T*N). Let V be a connection on E preserving the grading. V defines
a first-order differential operator acting on smooth sections of k(T*N)®E.
Let u be an odd smooth section of End E®A(T*N). V + w is a superconnection in the sense of Quillen [QI]. (V-j-u)2 is an even section of A(T*N) <8) End E
and is the curvature of V -f u.
Wè now have the result of Quillen [QI].
THEOREM 3.1. Tr s exp{-(V + u)2/2} is a closed form on N which is a
representative of the scaled Chern character of E+ —E-.
In particular if D is an odd section of End E, V + D is a superconnection.
In [QI], Quillen used superconnections to study differential forms and Ktheory with support conditions and was also motivated by the Index Theorem
for families. Mathai and Quillen [MQ] have used superconnections to study
various problems related to localization and Thorn forms.
(b) The heat equation proof of the Index Theorem for families of Dirac operators. Formula (1.6) for Ind D+ is now crying out to be considered as a formula
for a Chern character in the special case of one single operator.
In fact let M-+B be a fibering of compact manifolds, with compact connected
fibers Z of even dimension n = 21. We assume that TZ is spin. Let gz be a
smooth metric on TZ.
Let F = F+ © F- be the bundle of spinors of TZ. Let £ be a Hermitian
bundle on M, endowed with a unitary connection V*.
For each y E B, there is a well-defined Dirac operator
Dy =
on Zy.

0
D +,y

D-,y
0
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The Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for families [AS] calculates ker D+ —
k e r D _ EK(B).
In [B3], we have adapted Quillen's formalism in an infinite-dimensional
situation. For y E B, let #£° = Hgy © H™y be the Z2 graded bundle of
C°° sections of F <g> f over Zy. D is odd in End H°°.
Let THM be a subbundle of TM such that TM = THM © TZ.
THM
H
L
identifies with n*TB. Any metric gB on TB lifts to T M. Let V be the
Levi-Civita connection on TM endowed with the metric QB © gz* If Pz is the
projection operator from TM on TZ, let V z be the Euclidean connection on
TZ,
Vz = PZVL.

(3.1)

We proved in [B3] that Vz does not depend on gs, and is canonically defined
by THM and gz- V z and V^ define a unitary connection V on F ® £.
For F G T S , let y * be the lift of Y in THM. lìhEH00,
set
Vy/l = Vyf/h.

(3.2)

V is a connection on H°°. For any t > 0, V + \/ïD is a superconnection
on H°°. The curvature (V + y/tD)2 is a second-order elliptic operator acting
fiberwise.
The following result is proved in [B3].
THEOREM 3.2. For any t > 0, Tr 8 [exp{-(V + yftD)2/2}) is a C°° closed
form on B, which represents the scaled Chern character of ker D+ — ker D-.
As t | | 0, Tr 8 [exp{-(V + \/iD)2/2}]
Let S be defined by

does not converge in general.

VL - VB © vz = s.
Let e i , . . . , en be an orthonormal base of TZ. / i , . . . , / m is a base of TB which
lifts into a base of THM\ dy1,..., dyM is the corresponding dual base. In [B3,
§3], we introduce the Levi-Civita superconnection

VL^ + yftD= J2 UtVtVei +

^iS^J^ejdy«

+ -L(S(ei)fa,fß)dy<*dyP)
+ dya ( V / B +

^(S(fa)ei,fàeidyP)

Let K be the scalar curvature of the fiber Z and L the curvature of f.
The following formula is proved in [B3, §3].

(3.3)
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THEOREM 3 . 3 . The curvature of the Levi-Civita superconnection is given by

(VL-4 + VtD)2 = - t ( v e i + ^(Stefa,
+

fa)y/tej dya
ü(S(ei)fa,fß)dyadyP)

tfC 1
1
+ — + -teiej ® Lita, ej) + -dya dyß <g>
c

+ \fteidy *®L(ei,fa).

L(fa,fß)
(3.4)

We prove in [B3, §4] that as t | | 0, Tr s [exp{-(V L ' t + VtD)2/2}] converges.
More precisely, we obtain a local version of this convergence. After adequately
scaling the limit, we find that if Rz is the curvature of TZ, the rescaled limit is

! Aï)

Tr exp

L_

(3.5)

2Ì7T

We thus find that (3.5) represents ch(ker D+ — ker £>_). Recently, Berline and
Vergne [BV3] have given a different proof of the convergence, using grouptheoretic ideas.
(c) Determinant bundles and the holonomy theorem. In [Q2] Quillen has
constructed a metric and a holomorphic connection on the determinant bundle
of a family of d operators on Riemann surfaces. This construction has been
extended in Bismut-Freed [BF] to the case of the family of Dirac operators
considered in §3(b).
Namely, set
A = (det ker D+)* ® det ker Z>_.
(3.6)
À is a well-defined C°° line bundle on B, even if B is noncompact [Q2, BF].
The first result of [BF] is that if the bundle A is endowed with the Quillen
metric, there is a unitary connection 1 V on A, whose curvature is given by
l(2)
2%-K

ÏAZ)

Tr exp — ——

(3.7)

In [W3] Witten has given an argument showing that in certain situations, the
holonomy of a loop c in B could be calculated using the êta invariant of a Dirac
operator on the cylinder 7r~1(c).
This result has been fully proved in [BF] for a family of Dirac operators.
Recall that the êta function of a selfadjoint elliptic operator has been defined in
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [APS].
THEOREM 3.4. Let c be a smooth loop in B. For e > 0, let D,£ be the Dirac
operator on 7r_1(c) associated with the metric gjg/e © gz- Let r]e(s) be the êta
function of D,£. Set
rf = (rye(0) + dim ker D'£)/2.
Then as e | | 0, [fj£] has a limit [fj] in R/Z. Also if r is the holonomy of X over
c for the connection 1 V, then
r = (-l) IndD +exp(-2^7r[r/]).

(3.8)
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The result of Theorem 3.4 is strongly connected with Atiyah-Donelly-Singer
[ADS]. A new proof of Theorem 3.4 has been recently given by Cheeger [Ch].
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A Survey of Riemannian Metrics
with Special Holonomy Groups
ROBERT L. BRYANT
0. Holonomy. We let Mn denote a smooth, connected, simply connected nmanifold and let g be a smooth Riemannian metric on M. For every i G M , w e
let Hx C SO(Ta;M) denote the holonomy of g at x. Here SO(Ta;M) is the group
of rotations of TXM, and Hx is a closed, connected Lie subgroup of SO(TxM).
Parallel translation along any C 1 path from x to y induces an isomorphism
Hx ~ Hy. It follows that, if we choose an isometry i\ TXM —> R n , then the
induced group H = {L O h o r1 | h G Hx} Ç SO(n) is uniquely defined up to
conjugacy (by 0(n)) in SO(n). By abuse of language, we say that the holonomy
of g is H, the representation of H into SO(n) being understood.
Because of the deRham splitting theorem (see [KN]), we are mainly interested
in the cases where H acts irreducibly on R n . In 1955, M. Berger [Be] gave a
list of all the possible irreducible holonomy groups for Riemannian metrics. We
may state his theorem as follows:
THEOREM (BERGER). Let (Mn,g) denote a connected, simply connected
Riemannian manifold and suppose that for some x G M, Hx acts irreducibly on
TXM. Then either g is a locally symmetric metric or else H is conjugate (in
0(n)) to one of the following standard subgroups o/SO(n):
(i) SO(n),
(ii) U(ra) ifn = 2m>2,
(iii) SU(m) ifn = 2m>2J
(iv) Sp(m)Sp(l) ifn = Am>A,
(v) Sp(ra) if n = 4m > 4,
(vi) G2 ifn- 7,
(vii) Spin(7) ifn = 8,
(viii) Spin(9) ifn = 16.
Later, Simons [Si] gave a different proof of this result in the Riemannian case.
(Berger's original proof also covered the "metrics" of other signatures.)
Now the condition that g have holonomy H is a rather complicated integrodifFerential set of conditions. In practice, one usually works with the associated
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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//-structure. For each y E M, let 7 be a C°° path from y to x and let P1: Ty —•
Tx be gf-parallel translation. Letting 1: TXM —> R n be as before, we set By =
{i oP1 I 7 is a C°° path from 2/ to z}. Then B = \J By is a smooth //"-structure
on M (we let A G H act on the npfei by letting Rh(b) = h"1 o b for 6 G B). The
bundle J5 is the smallest subbundle of the gr-orthonormal frame bundle which is
invariant under ^-parallel translation. In particular, the Levi-Civita connection
of g restricts as a compatible, torsion-free connection on the //-structure B.
Conversely, let 7 —> M denote the general frame bundle. Thus an element
u G 7X is an isomorphism u: TXM —> R n and J is a right GL(n) bundle. If
H Ç GL(n) is a closed subgroup, we say that an //"-structure B Ç 7 is torsionfree if it possesses a compatible, torsion-free connection. For our purposes, it
suffices to take H Ç SO(n) so we assume this henceforth. In this case, the only
possible compatible, torsion-free connection on such a B is the restriction of the
underlying Levi-Civita connection. The //-structures on M are the sections of
the bundle 7/H —• M. It is easy to see [Bry2] that the torsion-free condition is
a set of ndim(SO(n)/H) first-order partial differential equations for the sections
of 7/H —• M. Since an iJ-structure is torsion-free iff it is invariant under
the Levi-Civita parallelism of the underlying metric, we see that the study of
metrics with holonomy a subgroup of H (an "integro-differential" problem) is
equivalent to the study of torsion-free //"-structures (a "differential" problem).
This simplifies matters considerably. Moreover, in each of the cases above, the
underlying //"-structure is interesting in its own right. An alternative adjective to
"torsion-free" is "1-flat" since "torsion-free" is equivalent to the condition that
the //"-structure be "flat to first-order." For details, see [Bry2].
Finally, we mention the holonomy principle. If (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold and L: TXM —• R n is an isometry inducing the group H Ç SO(ra) corresponding to the holonomy group Hx Ç SO(TxM), then any tensor on R n which
is //"-invariant gives rise to a parallel tensor field on M by first transferring by 6 _ 1
to TXM and then parallel translating. For example, if <fo is an //-invariant p-form
on R n , then 0 O gives rise to a parallel (and hence harmonic) p-form (j) G ÜP(M).
If H leaves fixed a complex structure j : R n —» R n (n even), then j gives rise
to a parallel (and hence integrable) almost complex structure J : TM —> TM.
These remarks will be quite useful in the sequel. For more details, see [Bour].
1. Metrics with holonomy SO(n). Consider the curvature tensor as a
mapping R: A2(TM) —> End (TM). It follows from the Ambrose-Singer holonomy theorem (see [KN]) that, for every x G M, we have im(/2a;) Ç l)x Ç
so(TxM) where \)x is the Lie algebra of Hx Ç S O ^ M ) . Since dim(A2(TXM)) =
dim(so(TxM)) = n(n — l)/2, it easily follows that whenever Rx is injective we
must have Hx = SO(TxM), i.e., H = SO(rc). The injectivity of Rx is obviously
an open condition on Rx and depends only on the 2-jet of the metric g at x.
It follows easily that the space of metrics on M with holonomy H = SO(rc) is
both open and dense in the space of metrics on M. This is the meaning of the
common statement that "the generic metric on M has holonomy SO(rc)." Some
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manifolds Mn have the property that every metric on M has holonomy SO(n).
For example, Sn cannot be written as a product and hence Hx always acts irreducibly on TxSn. Moreover, each of the groups other than SO(n) on Berger's
list have fixed some p-form for 0 < p < n. This would give rise to nontrivial
cohomology in Hp(Sni'R) if there were a metric with H ^ SO(n) on Sn. Since
Hp(Sn) = 0 unless p = 0 or n, this is impossible.
2. Metrics on M2m with holonomy U(ra). The group U(ra) Ç SO (2m)
is the set of complex linear orthogonal transformations of C m = R 2 m with
the Hermitian inner product (z,w) = z1w1 + z2w2 + • • • + ~^wm.
Writing
(z, w) = z-w + UJ(Z, w)i, where z • w, UJ(Z, W) G R, we see that U(m) can also be
defined as the subgroup of 0(2ra) which fixes the 2-form UJ. Of course, UJ and
the complex structure are equivalent in the presence of the inner product. For
example, u)(x,y) = (ix) • y.
By the holonomy principle, if (M2m, g) has holonomy H Ç U(ra), then M has
a parallel orthogonal complex structure J : TM —» TM. Conversely, if (M, g)
possesses a parallel complex structure, then H Ç U(ra). Such a metric is called
Kahler. In general, a U(m)-structure on M2m is specified by an almost complex
structure J: TM —• TM and a nondegenerate 2-form UJ G fi2(M) satisfying
uj(Jx,y) = u)(Jy,x) and the positivity condition UJ(X, Jx) > 0. In this case, the
metric is given by g(x,y) = uj(Jx,y). The conditions that the U(m)-structure
be torsion-free are simply that J be integrable and that UJ be closed. For a
more detailed analysis of these equations, see [Gray]. Suffice it to say here that
these constitute 2 r a 2 ( m - l ) equations of first order for the 3m 2 unknowns which
locally determine a section of the appropriate GL(2ra)/U(m)-bundle over M.
Of course, it is possible to integrate these equations explicitly. Since an integrable almost complex structure J is locally equivalent to the standard structure
on C m , we may reduce our problem to finding the appropriate 2-form. It is well
known that with respect to the standard complex coordinates z1,..., zm on C m ,
a closed (1,1) form UJ can be written in the form (for some / G C°°(C m ))

u = y/^î(d2f/dzad?)dza

A d?.

If we set Hf = (d2f/dzadzb)
= lHf (the Hermitian Hessian of / ) , then UJ
satisfies the positivity condition iff Hf is positive definite. Thus, after we reduce
"change of coordinates" to "holomorphic change of coordinates," the metrics
with holonomy U(ra) "depend" on one function of 2m variables.
Of course, the literature on Kahler metrics is vast. We cannot attempt a
recounting here, but refer the reader to standard texts such as [We] or [Gr-H].
3. Metrics on M2m with holonomy SU(m). The group SU(m) Ç U(m)
is the subgroup of complex volume-preserving linear maps of C m . In addition to
preserving the metric and the 2-form (of type (1,1)), SU(m) preserves a complex
volume form (of type (n,0)).
If (Af2m, g) has holonomy H Ç SU (m), then in addition to a parallel orthogonal complex structure J: TM —> TM, M possesses a parallel complex volume
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form v G fiw'°(M). In particular, the canonical bundle of (M, J) is trivial and
its first Chern form vanishes. This implies that (M, g) is Ricci-flat and hence
that the metric g is real analytic in, say, holomorphic coordinates [dT-K].
Locally, since a complex volume form can always be put in normal form by,
say, choosing coordinates so that v = dz1 A • • • A dzm, we need only solve for UJ.
It turns out that UJ can always be written in the form
UJ = y/^ï(d2f/dzadzE)dza

A d?,

where / satisfies the Monge-Ampere equation

de. (-ËL.) =1
(see [Sem]). This is an elliptic second-order equation for / when / is holomorphically convex (i.e., Hf > 0). In the analytic category, / is determined by
its value and first normal derivative along any real hypersurface in C m . Thus,
the solutions depend on 2 real analytic functions of 2m — 1 (real) variables (the
ambiguity in the choice of volume-preserving holomorphic coordinates depends
only on functions of m (real) variables).
At the global level, the fundamental result is Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture: Any compact complex manifold with trivial canonical bundle which possesses some Kahler metric also possesses a Kahler metric for which the nonzero
holomorphic volume form is parallel, i.e., a metric with holonomy H Ç SU (m).
Examples of such manifolds are the smooth algebraic hypersurfaces in C P m + 1
of degree ra + 2. Again, the literature on this subject is so vast that we cannot
begin a recounting here. A good introduction is [Sem].
4. Metrics on M4m with holonomy Sp(m)Sp(l). The group Sp(m)Sp(l)
Ç SO(4m) is the quotient of Sp(m) x Sp(l) by the group Z 2 = { ( ± / m , ±1)}. The
action of Sp(m)Sp(l) on R 4 m can be described as follows: Regard R 4 m as H m
= columns of quaternions of height m. Sp(m) is the group of quaternion mxm
matrices which satisfy tAA = Im. Note that Sp(l) is simply the unit quaternions.
We let Sp(m) x Sp(l) act on H m by (A,q)-v = (Av)q = A(vq). (Note that H m
is a right H-vector space.) Clearly the Z2-subgroup acts trivially, so we get an
imbedding Sp(m)Sp(l) Ç SO(4m). It is easily seen that Sp(m)Sp(l) fixes a 4form ij) on R 4 m which can be described as follows: Let cj/, UJJ, UJK G A 2 ((R 4 m )*)
denote the 2-forms corresponding to the orthogonal complex structures induced
on H m = R 4 m by right multiplication by i,j, k G H. Then set I/J = \(u2j + u)23
+ujft). It is not hard to see that ijj generates the ring of Sp(m)Sp(l) invariant
forms on R 4 m (simply consider the cohomology of the symmetric space H P m =
Sp(m + 1)/Sp(m) x Sp(l)). Henceforth, we shall always assume m > 1 since in
the case m = 1, Sp(l)Sp(l) = SO(4) and we are back in case 1.
A metric g on M 4 m has holonomy H Ç Sp(m)Sp(l) iff M has a parallel 4form \P G n 4 ( M ) which, at each point, satisfies Sbx = L*(I/J) for some isometry
L: TXM —• H m . A metric with this property is called quaternionic (or quaternione Kahler). To specify a Sp(m)Sp(l) structure on M 4 m it suffices to specify
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the metric g and the compatible 4-form * . The Sp(m)Sp(l)-structure is torsion
free iff * is ^-parallel. This is a set of 12m(m — l)(2m + 1) first-order equations
for the (2m — l)(7m + 3) unknowns which determine a section of the appropriate
GL(4m)/Sp(m)Sp(l) bundle over M 4 m . These equations have not been analyzed in detail and the generality of their solutions is not known. Note that it is
not enough to assume that \P is closed and co-closed in order to insure that it
be parallel with respect to its compatible metric.
Nevertheless, many examples of (M4m,g) with holonomy H Ç Sp(m)Sp(l)
are known. For the known symmetric examples, see [Sal] and [Wo]. For a
recent construction of some new orbifold solutions via reduction, see [Ga-Law].
As of this writing the only compact smooth (M4m,g) known with holonomy
H = Sp(m)Sp(l) are symmetric (either / / P m or quotients of its noncompact
dual).
5. Metrics on M 4 m with holonomy Sp(m). The group Sp(m) Q SO(4m)
may be defined several ways. If we endow R 4 m = H m with the H-valued inner
product (x, y) = Xiyi + Ë22/2 +
h xmym, then Sp(m) is the set of H-linear
transformations of H m which preserve ( , ). (In our convention, H m is a right
H-vector space.) We may expand ( , ) in the form
(x,y)=x-y

+ UJ^X, y)i + UJJ(X, y)j + UJK(X, y)k,

where x • y,ujj(x,y),...,UJK(X,y)
are real and bilinear. Thus, Sp(m) preserves
three 2-forms as well as the real-valued inner product x • y. A slightly different
point of view which distinguishes i G H is to write
(x,y) = x-y + UJï(X, y)i + j(ujj(x, y) - iujK(x, y)).
If we regard H m as C 2 m , we can see that Sp(m) is the set of complex linear
transformations which preserve the (1,1) (Hermitian) form x • y + u)i(x,y)i and
the (2,0) (complex symplectic) form ujj(x,y) — iujK(x,y). Both points of view
are useful.
By the holonomy principle, if ( M 4 m , g) has holonomy H Ç Sp(m) Ç SO(4m),
then TM possesses a parallel orthogonal quaternionic multiplication TM x H —•
TM. Conversely, if TM has such a parallel multiplication, then clearly H Ç
Sp(m). Note that, since Sp(m) Ç SU(2m), we also have a complex structure on
M corresponding to the multiplication by i G H. In fact, this generalizes to a
whole S 2 -parameter family of complex structures on M, one for each imaginary
unit quaternion. Also, since Sp(m) Ç Sp(m, C), we see that M 4 m can also be
regarded as a complex symplectic manifold. Metrics with holonomy in Sp(m) are
called hyper-Kähler or sometimes Hamiltonian Kahler (because of the symplectic
structure).
If one is given an Sp(m)-structure on M4m, it comes equipped with a metric g
and three 2-forms, denoted UJJ,UJJ,UJK- A necessary and sufficient condition that
the Sp(m)-structure have a torsion-free connection is that the three 2-forms be
closed: duji = dujj = dujK = 0. It is easy to calculate that this is 12m2 (2m — 1)
first-order equations for the Sp(m)-structure. Since Sp(m)-structures are given
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by sections of a bundle over M with typical fiber GL(4m)/Sp(m), we see that
our conditions constitute 12m2 (2m — 1) equations for m(14m — 1) unknowns.
Even when m = 1, this is overdetermined. However, the equations can be
partially integrated as follows: For any solution of dui = duj = dujK = 0, the
form Ü = UJJ — %U)K is a closed complex 2-form satisfying the conditions of the
complex Darboux theorem. It then follows that there exist complex coordinates
z1,..., z2m locally for which we may write
fi = dz1 A dz™*1 + dz2 A dzm+2 + • • • + dzm A dz2m.
Since UJI is, in particular, a Kähler-metric form on this complex manifold, it follows that we may write GJJ in the form UJI = i(d2f/dzadzb)dza
A dzb. The algebraic conditions on {ujj, UJJ, UJK} then force / to satisfy the conditions HfJHf =
J and Hf > 0 where Hf = (d2f/dzadzb)
is the (Hermitian) Hessian of / and
J = (_5 Jô*). It is easy to compute that this is a set of m(2m — 1) real
equations on Hf and hence represents, for m > 1, an overdetermined system of
second-order equations for the real function / . When m = 1, this reduces to the
complex Monge-Ampere equation. When m > 1, this overdetermined system is
not involutive. In fact, these equations are now under investigation and will be
reported on elsewhere.
According to [Al], the curvature tensor of a metric with holonomy H Ç Sp(m)
takes values in a bundle of rank (2™+3) modeled on an irreducible Sp(m)-module
of dimension ( 2 ™ +3 ). Thus any such metric is Ricci-flat and hence real analytic
in harmonic or holomorphic coordinates.
Apparently, Calabi [Ca] was the first to write down an explicit metric (on
T * ' C P m ) with holonomy Sp(m) for m > 1. This example is complete but not
compact. Actually Bogomolov [Bo] had announced that there were no compact
examples for m > 1. This turned out to be erroneous. Fujiki showed how one
could construct a metric with holonomy Sp(2) on a complex 4-manifold got by
resolving the singularities of the symmetric product of a KZ surface with itself.
Later Beauville [Beau] showed how this could be generalized to the Douady
powers S' m l for m > 1, where S is a K3 surface, thus yielding a metric on
M4m = S''ml with holonomy Sp(m) for all m > 1. It should be remarked that
these constructions depend heavily on Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture.
For more details, we refer the reader to [Beau].
6. Metrics on M7 with holonomy G^. Let e\,... ,e*j be an oriented orthonormal basis of R 7 . Let UJ1, ..., UJ7 denote the dual 1-forms on R 7 . We write
uj%3k as shorthand for ui% A UJ3 A ujk. Let (j) G A 3 ((R 7 )*) be given by
j,

_ , ,123 -f-, UJ
, ,145 +, ,UJ,167 +, ,UJ,246 — UJ
. ,257 — ,UJ,356 — ,UJ,347

(pQ — UJ

Then by [Bry2], G 2 Q GL(R 7 ) is the subgroup which fixes <£0. Also G 2 Ç SO (7),
it is simple, simply connected and of dimension 14. G2 acts transitively on
S6 C R 7 ; moreover, G% acts transitively on the Stiefel manifold of pairs of
orthonormal vectors in R 7 . G2 leaves fixed <fo, *0o? and the unit volume form
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on R 7 . It is also possible to define G 2 as the group of automorphisms of a vector
cross product on R 7 or as the group of automorphisms of the Cayley numbers
(see [HL] or [Bry2]), but we will not need this.
If V is a vector space of dimension 7, we shall say that a form a G A3(V*)
is positive if there exists a linear isomorphism L: V —• R 7 so that a — Z/*(0o)The set of positive forms A^_(V*) Q A3(V*) is easily seen to be an open set (in
A3(V*)) which is diffeomorphic to GL(7)/G 2 .
By the holonomy principle, if (M7,g) is a Riemannian manifold with holonomy H Ç G 2 , then M 7 possesses a parallel 3-form, say (f) G fi3(M), which is
positive at every x G M. Conversely, if (M7,g) possesses a parallel positive 3form, then (M 7 , g) must have holonomy H Ç G2. In [Bry2], it is shown that the
holonomy H is a proper subgroup of G2 iff (M7, g) possesses a parallel 1-form.
The space of G2-structures on M7 is clearly the same as the space of positive
3-forms on M 7 , Q+(M) = sections of the bundle A+(T*M). This space is easily
seen to be nonempty iff w\(M) = W2(M) = 0, i.e., if M is orientable and spin.
Given a positive 3-form (j> G fi+(M), we can define a metric and orientation on
TXM for each x by requiring that a map L: TXM —• R 7 with </>x = L*((/)Q) be
an oriented isometry. Since G 2 Ç SO(7), this is well defined. We denote the
induced metric on M by g^ and the induced Hodge star operator by *</>. Then
it is known that the conditions d(ß = d *$ (j) = 0 are equivalent to the condition
that (/> be ^-parallel. In [Bry2], it is shown that the overdetermined system of
equations d(j> = d*^ = 0 for sections (ß G fi+(M) is involutive, and a description
of the local analytic solutions (via Cartan-Kähler theory) is given. Roughly, the
germs of solutions to this system modulo the germs of local diffeomorphisms is
"parametrized" by six functions of six variables. Moreover, for the "generic"
solution (j), the holonomy H of g^ is equal to G2.
As shown in [Al], the curvature tensor of a metric g with holonomy H Ç
G2 takes values in bundle of rank 77 modeled on an irreducible G2-module
of dimension 77. It follows immediately that any such metric g is Ricci-fìat
and hence is real analytic in harmonic coordinates [dT-K]. The Cartan-Kähler
analysis in [Bry2] shows that the curvature tensor at a point of M can assume
any value in this bundle.
As of this writing, only one example of a metric with holonomy G2 is known
[Bry2]. This example is not complete, being the "cone metric" on the cone R + x
SU(3)/T 2 over SU(3)/T 2 (T2 is a maximal torus in SU(3)), where SU(3)/T 2
is given the appropriate bi-invariant metric. It is not known whether or not
complete or compact examples exist.
7. Metrics on M 8 with holonomy Spin(7). Keeping the notations of the
previous section, we embed R 7 into R 8 and extend our basis by adding an eoThe dual 1-forms are, as before, UJ°,...,UJ7.
Let (J)Q G A 3 ((R 7 )*) and *<fo G
4
7
A ((R )*) be as defined before and set
$ = UJ° A(j)o + (*(j>o).
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Then, by [Bry2], Spin(7) Ç GL(8) is the subgroup which fixes $. It is known
that Spin(7) Ç SO(8), it is simply connected and is the double cover of the
simple group SO(7). Spin(7) fixes only $ (= *$), 1, and *1 in A*((R 8 )*). For
other definitions of Spin(7), see [HL] or [Fer].
If V is a vector space of dimension 8, we shall say that a form ß G A4(V*) is
definite if there exists a linear isomorphism

L.V^R8
so that ß = L*($). We denote the set of definite forms in A4(V*) by A\(V*).
This latter space is diffeomorphic to GL(8)/Spin(7).
By the holonomy principle, if (Ms,g) is a Riemannian manifold with holonomy H Ç Spin(7), then M 8 possesses a parallel definite 4-form. The space of
Spin(7)-structures on M 8 is equivalent to the space of definite 4-forms fi+(M) =
the sections of A4 (T*M). This space is nonempty iff M is orientable, spin, and
the euler class of the positive spin bundle S+ is zero. Given a definite 4-form, say
0 G fi+(M), there is a unique orientation and metric induced on M by requiring
that L: TxM —• R 8 be an oriented isometry whenever L*($) = (j)x. We denote
this metric by g^ and the associated Hodge star by *<£. It is then known that
the condition d(j> = 0 is equivalent to the condition that 0 be ^-parallel. In
[Bry2], it is shown that the overdetermined system of equations dc/) = 0 for sections 0 G fi+(Af) is involutive, and a description of the local (analytic) solutions
(via Cartan-Kähler theory) is given. Roughly, the germs of solutions modulo the
germs of local diffeomorphisms are "parametrized" by twelve functions of seven
variables. Moreover, for the "generic" solution 0, the holonomy H of g^ is equal
to Spin(7).
Again [Al] shows that the curvature tensor of a metric g with holonomy
H Ç Spin(7) takes values in a bundle of rank 168 modeled on an irreducible
Spin(7)-module of dimension 168. (In fact, this turns out to be the SO(7) module
of Weyl tensors of metrics on seven-manifolds.) It follows that any such metric
g is Ricci-flat and hence is real analytic in harmonic coordinates. The CartanKähler analysis in [Bry2] shows that the curvature tensor at a point of M can
assume any value in this bundle.
As of this writing, there are two types of metrics with holonomy Spin (7)
known. The first is an isolated example, the "cone metric" on the cone R + x
SO(5)/SO(3) over SO(5)/SO(3). (SO(3) imbedded is a principal subgroup of
SO(5).) The second class of examples may be constructed on appropriate H*bundles over local self-dual Einstein 4-manifolds with positive scalar curvature.
(These later examples will be reported on elsewhere.) None of these examples is
complete. It is not even known if compact or complete examples exist.
If compact examples exist, they are quite complicated. Aside from the obvious
consequences for cohomology and fundamental group forced by Ricci-flatness,
Lawson has observed that such a manifold would have A = 1. This, coupled
with the vanishing of the Euler class of S+, forces severe restrictions on the
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Pontrjagin numbers of such a manifold. This will be reported on in the above
mentioned paper by Harvey and the author.
8. Metrics on M 16 with holonomy Spin(9). Let Spin(9) denote the double cover of SO (9). It is well known that Spin(9) has a unique faithful irreducible
representation of dimension 16. Thus, we may regard Spin(9) as a subgroup of
SO(16) unique up to conjugacy in 0(16). Let so(9) Ç so(16) denote the induced
inclusion of Lie algebras. An elementary calculation, via roots and weights,
shows that the space of curvature tensors R: A2(R16) —• so(16) which have
values in so(9) and which satisfy the Bianchi identities is of (real) dimension
1. (This calculation is due to Alexeevski [Al], but also, see [Br-Gr].) Let
Ro: A2(R16) —• so(9) Ç so(16) be a nonzero element of this vector space. Note
that OP 2 = ir4/Spin(9) has holonomy Spin(9) and is Einstein. Since its curvature tensor must be linearly equivalent to Ro, it follows that Äo represents
an Einstein curvature tensor. It easily follows that any manifold (M16,g) with
holonomy H Ç Spin(9) must be Einstein and have constant scalar curvature.
Moreover, if the scalar curvature vanishes, then the entire curvature vanishes
and hence (M16,g) is flat. If (M1G,g) is not flat, then the curvature tensor at
each point maps surjectively Rx: A2(TXM) —» so(9)œ and hence we must have
H = Spin(9). Finally, since the holonomy algebra bundle, so(9) Ç A2(TM), is
parallel, it easily follows that the curvature tensor is parallel. Thus any metric
g on M16 with holonomy Spin(9) is symmetric. Thus, the only examples are the
constant multiples of the standard metrics on F4/Spin(9) and its noncompact
dual. For more details consult [Al] or [Br-Gr].
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On the Formulas of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer and Witten
JEFF CHEEGER
0. Introduction. The work of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer relates the 77-invariants
of certain natural elliptic differential operators with secondary invariants ChernSimons type [APS, C S , ChS], A recent formula of Witten calculates the 77invariants of such operators in a different way, for spaces which fibre over S1
(see [Wi, Wa]). Here we explain how Witten's formula can be viewed as a
consequence of
(i) a (renormalized) version of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula for the operator iVd/du acting on sections of an infinite-dimensional Hermitian vector bundle
over S1 (where u is arclength on S1),
(ii) the analog of a basic point in Quillen's generalization of the Weil homomorphism to superconnections [Q2].
We also relate these ideas to analysis on spaces with conical singularities and
(briefly) to secondary invariants of volume collapses with bounded curvature; see
[CGl5CG2,CG3,Y].
We are grateful to Ron Douglas and Blaine Lawson for a number of helpful
comments.
1. The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula. In the present exposition we will
consider only the following two cases of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula. The
discussion of the second case (and the corresponding formula of Witten) extends
to other operators of Dirac type.
1.1. EXAMPLE. Let V be a Hermitian connection on a Hermitian vector
bundle F over the unit circle S1. If u denotes arclength o n S 1 , then
ri(i^d/du)=2c1(V)[S1]

(modZ).

(1.2)

Here, ci(V)[S 1 ] is the secondary geometric invariant associated to the first Chern
class and the connection V. It is just the phase 0, where e2lTlB is the determinant
of the holonomy of V.
1.3. EXAMPLE. Let N4k~x be a closed oriented riemannian manifold and
let E be a Hermitian vector bundle with Hermitian connection, over N4k~x. Let
Research supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-8405956.
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<g> E - • Aev(iV) (g) JE1 be defined by
A = (d * + ( - l ) p * d)

on A2p(iV).

(1.4)

Suppose that TV4*-1 = dM4k, that E extends over M4k, and that near 5M 4 f c _ 1
the metric on M4k and connection on E split as products in the direction normal
to dM4k~x. Let PL(R), PCh(ft) denote the characteristic forms corresponding
to the L-class of M4k and Chern character of E. Then
V(A) = f

M4fc

PL(R)APch(Q)

(modZ).

(1.5)

The right-hand side is again an invariant of Chern-Simons type.
Neither invariant in (1.5) is canonically locally computable on iV4fc~1. But if
the data defining either side is varied, then the variational derivative is locally
computable.
2. Riemannian submersions and the adiabatic limit. Let Y -^ X ^ Z
be a fibration of riemannian manifolds. Let g, h denote the metrics on X, Z
respectively. Then 7r is called a riemannian submersion if
g = ir*h + k,

(2.1)

where fc vanishes on the normal space to the fibers. Put
g6=n*(6-2h)

+ k.

(2.2)

As 6 —• 0, the metrics gs, 6~2h blow up. Letting 6 —> 0 is called going to the
adiabatic limit. On the other hand, in the terminology of [CG3], the rescaled
family (X, 62gs) is said to collapse to Z (where, in general, the curvature of 62gs
blows up).
Let {V } be the family of riemannian connections associated to {gs} (or
equivalently, to {62gs}). Then it is easy to check the existence of
V° = limV*.

(2.3)

Hence, if X = N4k~x, the space of formula (1.5), the limit of the right-hand side
of (1.5) as 6 —• 0 exists.
Under the additional assumption Z = S1, Witten derived a remarkable formula for the limit of the left-hand side of (1.5). We describe this in §3. From
the viewpoint of §3, passing to the adiabatic limit enters as a computational
device (which, in fact, is not required for the approach described in §5). More
importantly, however, it simplifies the formula (by killing an extra local term),
thus making it appear more natural.
3. Witten's formula. Let JV4*"1, E be as in Example 1.3 and let Y4k~2 - •
jy4fc-i —> g 1 be a riemannian submersion. Let d, * denote exterior differentiation (for E-valued forms) and the Hodge *-operator, on a typical fibre, Y4k~2.
Put
/(-!)*>*,
A2P(Y4k'2),
P
2
[àA)
~\*,
A ?"1^4*-2),
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_ J {-lY+Hdß + ßd),

\dß-ßd,
Then A is selfadjoint, elliptic, and
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A2"(F4fc-2),

,

,

A*" 1 (y 4 *- 8 ).

[

'

ß2 = - 1 ,

(3.3)

Aß = -ßA.

(3.4)

Write
l<t>\=(j)

+

duAu G A^pr**- 1 ),

(3.5)

where u is arclength on S1. Then the operator A of (1.4) is given by

Witten's formula for \ims~>or}(As) is locally computable on S 1 , if A(u) is
invertible for all u. Put A = dA/du and let e~A e denote the heat kernel of A2.
Then for the operator As corresponding to gs,
lim rj(As) = - f
6-+0

lim tr (^A^Àe-***)

TT J gì e->0

\2

du.

(3.7)

)

The expression on the right-hand side occurs in physics in connection with the
concept of global anomaly and with the related concept of determinant line bundle
(see [AS, BFi, BF 2 , F, Qi]). This was Witten's original motivation.
Witten's derivation of (3.7) used the adiabatic approximation in a form often
employed in quantum mechanics. Rigorous treatments were given in [BF2] using
the heat equation and probability theory and in [C4] using the heat equation
and the finite propagation speed technique of [CT, CGT].
We now explain our interpretation of (3.1). We begin by regarding unvalued
forms on N4k~x as forms on S1 with coefficients in the bundle A whose fibre at
u E S1 is the (infinite-dimensional) space of forms on 7r_1(w). The metric on
N4k~1 and connection on E induce a connection d on A in the obvious way. Put
a = * _ 1 9*. Then
aß = -ßa.
(3.8)
Moreover, if we set
V a / a u = du + \a,

(3.9)

then V is a Hermitian connection on A, for which ß is parallel,
V/? = 0.

(3.10)

Let A± denote the ±i-eigenbundles of ß on A. For the splitting A = A+ © A_,
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where in terms of the splitting in (3.6),

Since the objects above and relations (3.9)-(3.12) make equally good sense if
dim A < oo, it should be possible to view (3.7) as the (renormalized) infinitedimensional generalization of the corresponding formula in the finite-dimensional
case.
Suppose dim A < oo. Then we can set s = 0 in (3.7). Let 6ßVd/du denote the operator obtained by removing the off-diagonal part of As. As usual,
r}(6ßVd/du) = r)(ßVd/du) and we have

< — ( " " " -,v°8/J-

<-'

Applying (1.2) with F = A± gives
^(/3Va/aJ = 2{c I (V+)-c 1 (V-)}[5 1 ] (modZ),

(3.14)

where V* = V | A^. We claim that the right-hand side of (3.7) is just a way
of explicitly rewriting (3.14). Granted (3.14) and this assertion, formula (3.7) is
equivalent to
limr)(As)=v(ßVd/du)
(modZ).
(3.15)
o—+0

3.16. REMARK. The equality in (3.15) mirrors the generalization of the
Weil homomorphism to superconnections, presented by Quillen. In fact, for
dimA < oo (but not, in general, for dimA = oo) one can verify that r}(As) is
actually independent of S. Bismut and Freed emphasize superconnections and
interpret the right-hand side of (3.7) in terms of the determinant line bundle. To
reconcile this interpretation with that above, note that for a finite-dimensional
Hermitian bundle (En, V)
c1(En,V) = c1(AnE,V).
(3.17)
To see the relation between the right-hand sides of (3.7), (3.14), pull back
V~, via A, to a connection A*(V~) on A+. Then
A*(V~) = A-1 ( ^ )

{(VA) + Aa}

(3.18)

and using (3.9),
V+-A*{V-)

= -^—^-A-1VA.

(3.19)

By the standard formula for the difference of Chern-Simons invariants,
2[ci(V+) -

C l (V-)]

= 2[c!(V+) - c x ( r (V"))]

(3.20)

Using
triA^Va/avA)

= (d/du) log det{A \ A),

(3.21)
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and
tr(aß) = 0

(3.22)

(which follows from (3.9)), the expression in (3.20) reduces to that in (3.7), if
dimA < oo.
3.23. REMARK. If A : A+ - • A_ is not invertible, (3.14) and (3.15) still hold.
But then a (global) correction term coming from ker .4, coker A (A: A + —• A_)
must be added to the right-hand side of (3.7).
3.24. REMARK. Considerations similar to the above apply in the case of
higher-dimensional base spaces.
3.25. REMARK. The formula of [ADS] computes ^-invariants associated to
certain solve manifolds E in terms of related L-functions (see also [Mü]. The case
of their result for 1-dimensional base spaces follows easily from (3.7) and Remark
3.23. Of course, some of the techniques used in deriving (3.7) are already present
in [ADS]. The higher-dimensional case of the results of [ADS] will follow from
the generalization of (3.7) alluded to in Remark 3.24.
4. An aside: collapse with bounded curvature. The family
(X*k-\6*g6)
(see (1.27)) exhibits volume collapse. The limits of secondary geometric invariants for volume collapses with bounded curvature are studied in [CG2, Y]. They
are related to Bott residues, to polarized F-structures, and (along different lines)
to von Neumann dimension. An F-structure is a generalization of an isometric abelian group action. For example, the fibrations T4k~2 —• S 4fc ~ 1 —• S1
with holonomy in SL(4k — 2, Z) define natural polarized F-structures; compare
Remark 3.25.
5. Conical singularities. Let
W4k~x = TV4*"1 U G 0> i(F 4fc - 2 )

(5.1)

be an oriented space with an isolated metrically conical singularity at p G X4k;
see [Ci]. If
H2k~1(Y4k-2,R)=0
(5.2)
(which corresponds to the condition that A of §1 is invertible), then the operator
A of (1.4), on W4k_1\p, is essentially selfadjoint and its rç-invariant is defined;
see [C3]. The right-hand side of (3.7) arose independently in this context (see
[C3, C4]). Namely, let {W4k_1, gu) be a 1-parameter family of spaces as in (5.1).
Let * be the *-operator on Y4k~2 and let P c e denote orthogonal projection on
coexact forms. Then
4-n{W4k-\gu)
au

= loc(X\p) + i f

lim(trïP c e e- A 2 f t - l £ ).

(5.3)

TT J gì e-+0

Here, \oc(W4k~1\p) is the usual local term and the second term is equal to the
right-hand side of (3.7). (We are assuming that the bundle, E, is globally flat,
although the discussion generalizes if this is not the case.)
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A related interpretation is the following. Let X4k be a space with nonisolated
conical singularities and singular strata E°, E 1 of dimension 0,1. Let N4k~x -^
S1 be the link of a component S1 of E 1 . Suppose we compute the /^-signature
of X4k by the heat of equation method. Then the right-hand side of (3.7) is the
contribution at E 1 to the constant term of the asymptotic expansion of the trace
of the heat kernel (up to a correction term which is local on £').
5.4. REMARK. The generalization of (3.7) for higher-dimensional base spaces
arises in connection with spaces having singular strata of higher dimension.
5.5. REMARK. The Z/2-signature of a space X4k with conical singularities is
equal to the signature in the sense of intersection homology; see [GM,C2].
5.6. REMARK. Let W 4 *" 1 , Y4k~2 be as in (5.1) and suppose that (5.3)
does not hold. Then a choice of "ideal boundary condition" is required to define
ri(A); see [Ci, Ca]. This choice also determines a selfadjoint transformation on
the space of harmonic (2k — 1) forms, which anticommutes with ß (as do A, C
of (3.12)).
5.7. EXAMPLE. Let TV4*"1 ü> S1 be the space of (3.7). Form a singular
space X4k, by starting with JV4fc_1 x [0,1] and then attaching the cone on JV4fc_1
and the mapping cone of iv to the boundary components JV x 1, JV x 0 respectively.
Now (3.7) results from computing sigL2(X4k) by the heat equation method.
5.8. EXAMPLE. Alternatively, (3.7) results from computing the L2-signature
of N4k_1 x [0,1], relative to two different global boundary conditions at JV x 1,
JVxO.
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Spectres de variétés riemanniennes
et spectres de graphes
YVES COLIN DE VERDIÈRE
L'article de M. Kac "Can one hear the shape of a drum?" [KC] a été l'origine
de nombreuses contributions au problème spectral inverse: déterminer certains
invariants géométriques ou topologiques d'une variété riemannienne compacte à
partir du spectre du laplacien. Moins d'attention a été portée au problème de
savoir quelles sont les suites de valeurs propres possibles pour le laplacien d'une
métrique riemannienne arbitraire sur une variété compacte donnée. D'autres
problèmes du même type se posent avec la recherche d'ouverts bornés de R d
tels que le laplacien euclidien avec conditions de Dirichlet ou de Neumann admette un spectre donné; ou encore avec l'opérateur de Schrödinger avec champ
électrique et (ou magnétique) sur une variété riemannienne compacte donnée.
Ces problèmes semblent d'accès très difficile comme le montrent les contraintes
imposées par l'existence de différents développements asymptotiques (formules
de Minakshisundaram-Pleijel, formule de Poisson). Nous nous restreindrons ici
à l'étude du problème plus élémentaire de réaliser une suite finie
sN - {Ai = 0 < A2 < • • • <

XN}

comme suite des N premières valeurs propres avec multiplicité d'un opérateur à
choisir dans une famille donnée d'opérateurs.
Indiquons quelques résultats typiques:
• Si X est une variété compacte de dimension > 3 et sjy une suite arbitraire
comme précédemment, il existe sur X des métriques riemanniennes telles que le
laplacien admette cette suite comme suite des N premières valuers propres avec
multiplicité. En particulier, il n'y a aucune restriction sur les multiplicités des
valeurs propres.
• Si X est une surface compacte, la situation est moins simple, car on sait
[CG, BN] que la multiplicité de la première valuer propre non nulle du laplacien
est majorée en fonction de la topologie de X. Les résultats obtenus montrent
que cela semble être la seule contrainte; par exemple, toute suite {Ai = 0 < A2 <
• • • < AJV} est la suite des N premières valeurs propres du laplacien pour une
métrique bien choisie sur n'importe quelle surface.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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• Pour ce qui est des laplaciens euclidiens dans les ouverts de R d , la situation
est différente suivant le type de conditions aux limites:
Pour le problème de Dirichlet, les inégalités de Payne, Poly a, et Weinberger
[P-P-W] (et aussi [PR]) imposent des restrictions d'un autre type que la multiplicité: par exemple, pour tout ouvert borné de R d , les valeurs propres du
problème de Dirichlet vérifient, pour tout n, A n +i < 3An.
Pour le problème de Neumann, les seules restrictions sont de multiplicités:
par example, pour toute suite
{Ai = 0 < A 2 < - - - < A N } ,
il existe un ouvert lisse simplement connexe de R 2 ayant cette suite comme suite
des TV premières valeurs propres du problème de Neumann.
Quelques indications sur les méthodes utilisées: comme les familles d'opérateurs étudiées ne sont pas normalisées (i.e. sont invariantes par homothétie), il
suffit de trouver un opérateur ayant la suite
esjsj = {0 = Ai < £^2 < "- < eXjv}
comme suite des N premières valeurs propres. On cherche à évaluer les petites
valeurs propres d'un laplacien par effet tunnel purement géométrique (i.e. sans
barrière de potentiel); cette évaluation met en jeu une matrice dite d'interaction
qui peut s'interpréter géométriquement comme un laplacien combinatone (avec
poids) sur un graphe qui est le graphe d'adjacence d'un découpage de la variété en
régions séparées par des passages étroits (tunnels!!). La matrice d'interaction est
utilisée depuis longtemps en chimie pour l'étude de l'opérateur de Schrödinger
gouvernant les électrons dans une molécule (méthode L.C.A.O.) et une étude
mathématique très complète a été proposée récemment par Helffer-Sjöstrand

[H-S].
Cette évaluation par perturbation d'un laplacien combinatoire ne permettrait
pas a priori de réaliser exactement le spectre voulu: en effet, dans le cas d'une
valeur propre multiple, par exemple, la perturbation entraîne une dispersion du
paquet de valeurs propres, c'est ici qu'intervient une idée fondamentale: utiliser
la transversalité et travailler uniformément avec des hamiltoniens dépendant d'un
paramètre variant dans une boule de R": V. Arnold a montré [AD] que dans une
famille de matrices symétriques à coefficients réels l'apparition de valeurs propres
multiples peut être stable. Pour mettre en oeuvre cette idée, on introduit une
notion de stabilité d'une famille finie de valeurs propres pour un hamiltonien
d'une famille à paramètres. Tous les spectres construits auront cette propriété,
en particulier les exemples trouvés pourront avoir un caractère générique (pas
d'isométries, etc.) et on pourra lisser les exemples non lisses.
Dans cette présentation, nous nous restreindrons à quelques points essentiels: éconcés précis des résultats, définitions relatives à la stabilité et à la matrice d'interaction, laplaciens combinatoires et exemples, étude de l'effet tunnel
géométrique en dimension 2, méthodes de perturbations singulières.
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1. Enoncés des résultats. Pour énoncer les résultats, il sera pratique
d'introduire quelques notations: soit 7 une famille (ensemble) d'opérateurs autoadjoints > 0, à résolvante compacte et ayant 0 comme valeur propre simple.
Nous introduisons les propriétés suivantes de 7:
DÉFINITIONS, (i) On dira que 7 vérifie (AN) si, pour toute suite Ai = 0 <
A2 < • • • < XN, il existe H dans 7 ayant cette suite comme suite des N premières
valeurs propres.
(ii) On dira que 7 vérifie (BN) si on a le même énoncé pour toute suite
Ai = 0 < A 2 --- < XN(iii) On dira que 7 vérifie (CN) si pour toute suite ßi = 0 < \i2 < • • • < PN,
il existe H dans 7 et b > 0 tels que fli+b < ß^ + b < ••• < JâN + b soit un
intervalle du spectre de H.
Il est clair que la propriété (AN) implique (BN) et (CN)- Si X est une variété
compacte, nous noterons 7x la famille des laplaciens associés à une métrique
riemannienne C°° sur X. Pour d > 2, nous noterons Qd la famille des laplaciens
avec conditions de Neumann sur un ouvert borné, C1 par morceaux de R d .
Nous avons alors les
THÉORÈME 1. Si X est de dimension >3,7x

vérifie (AN) pour tout N.

En général posons N(X) = sup{N\7x vérifie (AN)}THÉORÈME 2. Si X est de dimension 2, 7x vérifie (BN) et (CN) pour tout
N. On a N(S2) = 4, N(T2) = 7, N(RP2) = 6, N(K2) = 6 et si Xg est la
surface orientable de genre g, g > 2,
max (7, E (3/2 + A / 2 0 + 1/4))

< N(Xg)

< 4g + 4.

THÉORÈME 3 . Qd vérifie (AN) pour toute N si d> 3. $2 vérifie (AN) si et
seulement si N < 4. §2 vérifie (BN) pour tout N.
REMARQUE. Soit, pour
nombre chromatique de X
un plongement du graphe
cas où l'on connaît N(X)
compatible avec les

une variété compacte X (avec ou sans bord), C(X) le
défini comme le plus grand entier N tels qu'il existe
complet à N sommets dans X; alors dans tous les
on a N(X) = C(X) et les inégalités connues sont

CONJECTURE 1. Pour toute variété compacte X, on a N(X) = C(X).
CONJECTURE 2. Pour toute variété compacte X, la multiplicité maximale
de la première valeur propre non nulle du laplacien d'une métrique riemannienne
sur X est C(X) - 1.
On rappelle [RL] que C(Xg) = £ ( 7 / 2 + y/12g + l/4).
REMARQUE. Dans le cas de la bouteille de Klein K2 la multiplicité maximale
de A2 pour une métrique plate est 3. La multiplicité 5 est obtenue pour une
métrique qui fait de K2 un espace métrique proche de R P 2 avec sa métrique
usuelle (pour la distance de Hausdorff).
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2. Stabilité des valeurs propres; matrice d'interaction. Introduisons
d'abord une notation: si q est une forme quadratique de domaine D dans un espace de Hilbert )i et si EQ et E sont 2 sous-espaces vectoriels de même dimension
finie N de D, on notera qs la restriction de q à E, et si E est assez proche de EQ
pour être le graphe d'une application B de EQ dans EQ, on pose, pour x E EQ,
Bx = x © Brr, B G Z(EQ,E) et to/^ la forme quadratique sur EQ transportée
de qE par l'isométrie U de Eo sur E définie par U = ßo ( ß * B ) - 1 / 2 . L'important
est que qE/E0 a sur (EQ, ( , )) les mêmes valeurs propres que qE sur (E, ( , )).
Soit maintenant (Ha)aeA (où ^4 est une variété) une famille d'opérateurs
autoadjoints sur un même espace de Hilbert réel U, de même domaine D, tous
> 0, à résolvante compacte et dépendant continûment de a au sense que a i->
(Id + HQ)-1 est continu de A dans £()i,D) pour la norme. Si A est une valeur
propre de Hao de multiplicité N et E% l'espace propre, Ha admet pour a voisin
de ao des valeurs propres proches de A dont la somme des multiplicités est TV,
on note Ea la somme des espaces propres associés et on pose q% = q%a/Eo > où qa
est la forme quadratique sur )i associée à Ha. On note Q(E) l'espace vectoriel
des formes quadratiques réelles sur un epsace E. On pose la
DÉFINITION. Si {Ai < A2 < • • • < Xm} est une partie finie du spectre de H,
elle est dite stable dans la famille (Ha)aeA si l'application $ : o H g ^ © " " ® #Am
définie sur un voisinage contractible V de üQ à valeurs dans Q(E^) © ••• ©
Q(E® ) = £ (de dimensionall) est une submersion topologique au sens que.
* , : ^ - i ( 7 \ « r ^ e o ) ; Z) -+ if<_i(£ \ {e 0 }; Z) « Z
est surjective, où eo = $(ûO)-

Cette notion est essentielle pour notre problème, car la stabilité a la conséquence suivante: si $£:V —• £ converge uniformément vers <&, alors pour 0 <
£ < £0, ®e est stable et donc eo £ Im($ e ).
On a en particulier les.
EXEMPLE 1. Soit sur S2 la famille des laplaciens associés à des métriques
conformes à la métrique canonique gQ, alors pour tout / > 1 la valeur propre
1(1 + 1) associée à l'espace des harmoniques sphériques de dimension 2/ -f 1 est
stable.
EXEMPLE 2. Sur un tore plat R 2 / r toute valeur propre > 0 de multiplicité
< 6 est stable dans la famille de tous les laplaciens riemanniens.
Introduisons maintenant la matrice d'interaction: soit H un opérateur autoadjoint > 0 sur un espace de Hilbert )ÌQ, associé à une forme quadratique
fermée q. On note M\ = D(q) et #_i le dual de Mi avec les identifications
3

3*

usuelles M\ <-* Mo c~^ M-i et \x\2 — |z|o + q(x), | • | - i la norme duale. On fait les
hypothèses suivantes:
(Hi) Les JV premières valeurs propres de H vérifient 0 < Ai < A2 < • • • <
AN < 1 et si E désigne la somme des espaces propres associés, H \&±> Id.
(H2) Il existe EQ C #1 de dimension N tel que: \/<p G EQ, \Htp\-i < e\tp\i.
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On a alors le
LEMME (DES PETITES VALEURS PROPRES). Sous les hypothèses (Hi) et
(H2), lorsque e est petit, E et EQ sont proches et qE et qE0 sont proches au
sens précis suivant: il existe 6Q > 0 et C > 0 ne dépendant que de N tels que si
0 < e < €Q, on a:
(a) si ßi < • • • < ßN sont les valeurs propres de qEQ,
Vi - Ce2 <Xi<ßi

(Vi, 1 < i < N).

1 1

(VWqE/^-qEjïCe * /*.
Sous les hypothèses H i et H2, l'espace #0 muni de la forme quadratique g#0
est donc une excellente approximation de (E,qE): on désigne alors la matrice
de qE0 dans (EQ, ( )) sous le nom de matrice d'interaction; cette matrice permet
grâce au lemme précédent de déterminer le comportement asymptotique précis
des petites valeurs propres de H.
3. S p e c t r e de graphes. Soit T un graphe (fini pour simplifier l'exposé),
non orienté. On désigne par S l'ensemble des sommets et part A l'ensemble
des arêtes. Soit (Vi)iç.s une suite de nombres > 0 et fi la mesure sur S définie
par fi = ^2ieS ViS(i). Sur l'espace de Hilbert L2(S,fi), on introduit une forme
quadratique q de la forme q((xi)) = J2aeA ca\da%\2 où les ca sont des coefficients
> 0 et d{itj}X = X{—Xj. A ces données est associé un laplacien combinatone qui
s'écrit
(Aa;)t- = — Y^cadax,
'i

où XT est la somme sur les arêtes a = {i, j} de sommet i.
E X E M P L E l ( G R A P H E S EN éTOILES). S = {0,1,...,TV} et A = {{0,i}\i >
1}. Désignons par EN ce graphe, on a la
PROPOSITION. Soit 0 = Ai < A2 < A3 < ••• < Ajv+i donnés, il existe
des Ci > 0 (i > 1) et des V{ > 0 (i > 1) tels que le laplacien associé à fi =
^ W + Z ^ i ViS(i) et à la forme quadratique X^=i ci(xo~ %i)2 admette ces valeurs
propres. De plus la partie {A2,..., XN+I} de ce spectre est stable relativement
aux variations des vi et Ci.
EXEMPLE 2 (GRAPHES COMPLETS). On désigne ainsi par CN le graphe à JV
sommets tel qu'il existe une arête joignant chaque couple de sommets disjoints.
On a la
PROPOSITION. Soit Vi > 0 (1 < i < N) donnés, pour tout spectre Ai = 0 <
A2 < • • • < XN il existe des C{j > 0 (i ^ j) tels que ce spectre soit celui associé à
mesure Y^i=i viö(i) et à la forme quadratique Y1I<ì<J<N cîjixi ~ xj)2• &e Plus>
la partie non nulle de ce spectre est stable relativement aux variations des Cij.
La preuve utilise une récurrence sur N et la notion de graphe suspendu ST
d'un graphe T: le graphe suspendu est obtenu en ajoutant un sommet que l'on
joint par une arête à tous les sommets de T. On peut aussi définir une forme
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FIGURE 1

quadratique suspendue Sq convenable dont on peut calculer le spectre à partir
de celui de q (Figure 1).
4. Effet tunnel géométrique. L*effet tunnel s'introduit naturellemment
dans létude de la limite semiclassique (h —y 0 + ) de l'opérateur de Schrödinger
—h À + V avec des puits de potentiel. La particule quantique a une probabilité
très faible, de l'ordre de exp(-c/7ï) de traverser les régions classiquement interdites où V(x) > Energie. On peut cependant déterminer avec précision cet
effet et appliquer les résultats au splitting des valeurs propres pour les puits
symétriques, c'est ce qui est fait dans le travail remarquable [H-S].
Dans un contexte purement géométrique, les barrières de potentiel sont remplacées par des parties étroites de la variété que l'on peut voir comme de véritables tunnelsl L'espace Eo sur lequel est calculé la matrice d'interaction est constitué de fonctions de l'espace de Sobolev H1, constantes sur les parties larges
et harmoniques dans les tunnels.
Décrivons par exemple le cas des surfaces sans bord, également déjà entrevu
dans [CS]. On considère une surface riemannienne X partagée en domaines
(Xi)i<i<N dont les bords communs sont des géodésiques périodiques de petites
longueurs. On associe à ce découpage le graphe F d'adjacence de la famille des
Xi (Figure 2).
Les arêtes sont donc en bijection avec les géodésiques périodiques précédentes:
7a = Xi fi Xj pour a = {i,j}.
Soit la la longueuer de 7 a . On suppose en
outre, ce qui est une hypothèse naturelle lorsque la courbure est constante
= — 1, qu'il existe des voisinages tubulaires Za de ^a de grande largeur a(a)
tel que la • cha(a) = L > 0 (L fixée) et la métrique g de X induit sur Za la
métrique à courbure -l:l\ch2x
• dO2 + dx2 avec (x,6) G [-a(a),a(a)] x R / Z .
Soit Xi = Xi\\Ja Za et Eo l'espace des fonctions / E H*(X) telles que / 1% = x%
et / est harmonique sur les Za. Alors, lorsque les la —• 0 + , sous l'hypothèse que
la première valeur propre > 0 du problème de Neumann des X{ reste minorée
par c > 0, on peut appliquer le lemme des petites valeurs propres à EQ. Pour
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

/ E #o5 on a:
N

\f\2~^Vixl

wecVi=vol(Xi),

/,

et
/,

\df\2--^2la\dax\2.
ir a€A
•»

On reconnaît bien sûr un laplacien combinatoire associé au graphe T. Mentionnons en passant que la méthode s'applique aussi à l'évaluation des petites
valeurs propres d'une surface d'aire infinie à courbure —1 ([GL] et aussi [P-S]).
On peut faire une construction voisine pour un ouvert euclidien X de R 2 ,
X = Ut=i -Xi'» où Xi fi Xj est lorsque {i,j} G A un petit intervalle rectiligne de
longueur 2ea (Figure 3).
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Les Za sont alors des disques centrés au milieu de ces intervalles et de rayon
p > 0 fixé lorsque les ea —• 0 + . La construction de Eo est la même que pour les
surfaces sans bord et l'évaluation donne:

L

• x W ' - ï S r â ^ '

5. Perturbations singulières. Pour prouver les autres énoncés (variétés de
dimension > 3, propriété (CN) pour les surfaces), on procède par perturbations
singulières. Il faut bien entendu dans chaque cas prouver des résultats plus
forts que la seule convergence des valeurs propres afin de pouvoir utiliser les
propriétés de stabilité: on doit avoir convergence uniforme de certaines formes
quadratiques.
Cas des variétés de dimension > 3. Pour munir une telle variété X d'une
métrique telle que les TV premières valeurs propres du laplacien soient la suite
SN = {Ai = 0 < A2 < • • • < AJV} donnée, on commence par choisir une surface
S de genre assez grand pour que N(S) > N. On choisit alors une métrique go
sur S ayant SN comme suite des N premières valeurs propres du laplacien et
de façon stable relativement à une famille de métriques g E K voisines de go.
On plonge alors S dans X et on choisit pour chaque g E K (continûment pars
rapport à g) une métrique Gg sur X telle que S admette un voisinage isométrique
à [—2a, +2a] X S muni de la métrique dt2-\-g. Lorsque a est assez petit le domaine
Da = [—ûJ +a] X S admet pour la métrique Ggo et le problème de Neumann, la
suite SN comme début du spectre et de façon stable dans K.
Il reste à construire une suite de métriques sur X dont le spectre converge vers
celui de Da. Une possibilité est la suivante (et d > 3 intervient aussi ici): soit
G™>£ la métrique conforme à Gg donnée par Gg ' e = (pn,eGg où pniE G C°°(X; R),
<pniE = e s u r X \ D a + ( i / 2 n ) ,

<pn,e = lsur£) a _ï_ ( i/ n)

et e < tpe^n < 1 partout. On peut construire une suite Gg £',£ dont les valeurs
propres convergent vers celle de (Da,Gg).
Case des surfaces. Pour la sphère S2 la propriétés (CN) est conséquence
immédiate de la stabilité des harmoniques sphériques: on choisit l tel que 2Z+1 >
N et on considère sur l'espace propre Mi une forme quadratique qe de valeurs
propres
1(1 + 1) + Efi\ < • • • < 1(1 + 1) + EfiM < • • • j

pour s assezpetit,

il existe g proche de la métrique usuelle de S2 dont les valeurs propres proches
de 1(1 + 1) sont celles de qe. La métrique yfëg permet de vérifier la propriété
(0N).
Pour obtenir la même propriété sur d'autres surfaces, on utilise l'adjonction
de petites anses (orientables ou non) et les résultats de [C-F] et [AE]: soit S
une surface riemannienne et (xi)\<i<2n une suite de points de S deux à deux
distincts. On se donne des U > 0 (1 < i < n) et on construit la surface SE en
recollant à S \ U«=i B(Xì, e) des anses euclidiennes de longueur U et de rayon e.
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Lorsque e —• 0, le spectre du laplacien sur S£ (métrique C 1 par morceaux) converge vers la réunion du spectre de S et des spectres de Dirichlet des intervalles

[o,y.
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Combinatorial Methods in Symplectic Geometry
YA. M. ELIASHBERG
Graphs arise when studying many problems of symplectic and contact topology. Sometimes the structure of the graphs can be investigated and this delivers
deep results towards "rigidity" of contact and symplectic structures. In this report I shall discuss two such combinatorial reductions in the simplest situation.
1. The structure of one-dimensional wave fronts.
1.1. Let us consider R 3 as a standard contact space 3 1 (R 1 ) with coordinates
(x, y, z) and contact form dz - ydx. Denote by TT the projection R 3 = 3 1 (R 1 ) —»
^ ( R 1 ) = R 2 which is determined by the formula 7r(x,y,z) = (x,z) and by
p the projection (x, z) r-> x of R 2 = ^ ( R 1 ) onto R 1 . A wave front in R 2
is the projection by w of an oriented legendrian curve in R 3 . It appears as a
(possibly self-intersecting) plane curve with cusp points (see Figure 1). A branch
of the front is a part between two neighboring cusp points. Each branch can be
considered as the graph z — (p(x) of a partly defined function <p on R 1 . A generic
front F has branches that intersect transversally, has no triple intersection points,
and has no cusp points which are double points of F. Henceforth we consider
only generic fronts and only two types of them: closed fronts and compact fronts
with boundary. In the last case we require boundary points not to be double
points of the front.
The oriented graph GF (abstract or immersed in R 2 ) of the front F is defined
as follows. For its vertices we take cusp points of F and boundary points of F if
F is not closed. Edges of Gp correspond to branches of F (see Figure 2). The
orientation of an edge is induced from the orientation of the original legendrian
curve by TT. The edge is called positively (negatively) oriented if its orientation is
preserved (reversed) by the projection p. Let P = {pi,... ,p8} be a set of (not
necessarily all) self-intersection points of F. Denote by GF the graph received
from G F by adding new vertices p\,...,
p8 and subdividing its oriented edges.
An oriented path in G?F is called a semicycle if it consists of edges of the same
sign. A closed path in G?F is called a cycle if the branches of F corresponding to
its edges do not intersect and if it contains between its vertices exactly two cusp
points which divide it into two semicycles (see Figure 3). A front F is called
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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FIGURE

l

FIGURE 2. A front F and its graph GF.
Pi

FIGURE 3 . A desintegratable front F. The graph G?F
for P — {pi,P2)P3} can be presented as the union of the
semicycle PpiPsQ and 3 cycles: P1A2A1, p2A^A^, and

desintegratable if for a set P = {p\,... ,p3} the graph GF can be presented as
the union of cycles and possibly one semicycle ending at boundary points of F
(see Figure 3). A homotopy Ft,t G [0,1], between two fronts JPO and F\ is called
transversal if it is covered by an isotopy of legendrian curves and for all t G [0,1]
boundary points of Ft are left single by the homotopy. Note that for any t G [0,1]
branches of Ft have a transversal intersection.
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FIGURE 4. The standard front.

FIGURE 5. A nonstandard front.
The fronts presented in Figure 4 and legendrian curves covering them we call
standard. The main front structure theorem in the situation under consideration
can be formulated as follows.
THEOREM A. If a wave front is transversally homotopic to the standard
front then it is desintegratable.
Theorem A, its higher-dimensional analogs and applications are discussed in
my paper [1]. The complete proof of the theorem is not published.
1.2. Corollaries Al, A2, and A3 in this section illustrate the character of
applications of Theorem A.
Consider the legendrian curve L c R 3 with the front presented in Figure 5.
This curve is evidently unknotted and legendrian regularly homotopic to the
standard closed curve but its front is not desintegratable. Thus we have
COROLLARY A l . There exists an unknotted legendrian curve in R 3 which
is regularly legendrian homotopic to the standard curve but cannot be connected
with the standard curve by a legendrian isotopy.
Let Leg be the space of legendrian embeddings ip: [0,1] —• ^([0,1]) C ^ ( R 1 )
= R 3 with p(7r(<p(i))) = i, i = 0,1. By Leg0 we denote the component of Leg
containing the standard legendrian curve.
COROLLARY A 2 . Let <p G Leg0 and p(]0,l[) C {y > 0} C R 3 . Let the
boundary points P = ir(<p(0)) and Q = 7r(<p(l)) of the front of ip have coordinates
(0,2o) and (l,zi). Then z\ > Zo.
PROOF. By Theorem A the front of ip is desintegratable. Thus the graph
G£ for some set P = { p i , . . . , p s } contains a semicycle connecting P and Q
(see Figure 6). It corresponds to the graph of a piecewise smooth function
ft:[0,l]-»R
with h(Q) = z0, h(l) = z±. The condition p(]0,1[) C {y > 0} gives
the inequality h'(x) > 0 for x G]0, 1[ and hence z\ = h(l) > h(0) = ZQ.
Let now K be the square {0 < x, z < 1} in the plane {y — 0} C R 3 and
let S C ^ ( [ ( M ) ) C R 3 be a surface with dS = dK tangent to K at dS (see
Figure 7). We call S simple if it is transversal to the contact distribution r.
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X

FIGURE 6. The semicycle Pp\P2PhQ corresponds to the
graph of a piecewise smooth function.

> z

FIGURE 7

Integral curves of r fi S (and r fi K) are legendrian curves with their ends at
Ii = {x = i, y = 0, 0 < z < 1}, i = 0,1, and define the diffeomorphism of
holonomy
fs: [0,1] - [ 0 , 1 ] .
Applying Corollary A2, we get
COROLLARY A 3 . If S does not intersect K at interior points then fs has
no interior fixed points.
Corollary A3 is a weak version of Bennequin's theorem (see [3]) but it is
sufficient to recognize nonstandard contact structures on R 3 .
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FIGURE 8.
A1,A^,A^—crossings;
A^,A2—passages;
JE?I—a positive critical point; B2—a negative critical point.
M,

*

x

ß

FIGURE 9. L\ is tangent to M\ at a and is transversal
to it at ß. L2 is tangent to M2 at 7. The character of
tangency and the angle at ß are not fixed.

2. The estimates on the number of fixed points of area-preserving
transformations.
2.1. Let / : R 2 —• R 2 be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism and S =
(x, y, z) be a coordinate system in R 3 = R 2 x R 1 . Let / 1 , / 2 be the coordinate
function of / , V the graph {z = fi(x,y)}
C R 3 of /1 and D the diagonal
{z = x} C R 3 . D divides R 3 into two semispaces R+ = {z > x} and R?_ =
{z < x}. Let 7T and p be the projections of R 3 = R 2 x R 1 on the first and
second factors and T be the intersection r fl D. For a G R let II a = {z — a},
Da =
DnUa,Ta=TnTla.
The orientation of D , r , I P is induced from R 2 by 7r. We orient Da and Ta
as boundaries of oriented surfaces Dn{z > a} and T fl {z > a}.
Suppose now that T is transversal to D and the restriction p\T : T —• R is the
Morse function with different critical values. This is a generic property of the
diffeomorphism / .
Let C be the set of critical points of p|y. A critical point v EC corresponding
to a critical value a G R is called positive (resp. negative) if the manifolds r °
and Da have the same (resp. opposite) orientation at v.
A point v G (T\C) D n a is called a crossing (resp. a passage) if points of
3
R n r a near v precede (resp. follow) v in the sense of the orientation of Ta (see
Figure 8).
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FIGURE 10. ^1,^3 are neighbors of q±; V2 is a neighbor
°f Q2] Q3 has +00^ as its neighbor.
Let Ki,Li,Mi C R 2 , i — 1,2, be the sets presented in Figure 9. We have
dKi = LiUMi,i
= l, 2, M1r\L1 = {a, ß}, and M 2 fl L 2 = {7}- Mi and Li are
oriented as parts of boundaries of Ki, i = 1,2.
Let q G C fl II a . A crossing v G Ta is called a neighbor of g if there exists an
immersion $ : # 1 -+ I P with $(a) = g, $(/?) = v, $(Mi) C Da, $(Li) c T a .
Note that $ preserves orientation if q is positive and reverses it otherwise.
We say that a positive critical point q G G fl I P has +00^ (resp. — oo^) as its
neighbor if there exists a proper orientation-preserving immersion $ : K2 —•
I P with $(7) = g, $(M 2 ) C Da, $(L 2 ) C T a and such that the restriction $ | M 2 : ^ 2 —* T a preserves (resp. reverses) orientation and the restriction
$\L2 '• L2 —• Da reverses (resp. preserves) it (see Figure 10).
Let a : T —• R be the function defined by the formula o(x, y, x) = / 2 (x, y) — y.
Note that zeros of or correspond to fixed points of the diffeomorphism / .
Suppose now that / has only isolated fixed points.
Denote by V, V C T, the closure of the set of crossings. Then V is a onedimensional manifold with the boundary C. An infinite (abstract or immersed in
D) graph G is defined as follows. The set of vertices of G consists of points of C,
their neighbors, zeros of the function a and possibly four special points: ±00^,
±ooy. There are two types of edges of G: vertical and horizontal. The set of
vertices divides V into several arcs. Vertical edges of G correspond to these arcs.
A noncompact arc without boundary points defines the edge connecting vertices
—ooy and +00^. A noncompact arc I with one boundary point q defines the edge
+ooxq if p(v) > p(q) for all v G / and the edge — ooxq if the opposite inequality
holds. Horizontal edges connect vertices of G with their neighbors (including
±ooy). Edges ending at points izoo^jiooy are called rays. The orientation of
edges of G is defined as follows. If the horizontal edge connects a point q G C
with its neighbor v we choose the direction from q to v if q is positive and from
v to q if q is negative. Note that rays ±ooyq are always oriented from q to ±00,,.
A vertical edge qv with p(q) < p(v) we orient from q to v if the function a is
positive on the corresponding arc of V and from v to q otherwise.
An oriented path in G is called a semicycle if it is infinite or ends by a ray
(see Figure 11).
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FIGURE 11. The graph G for the diffeomorphism / . 1*1(74^4 +
ooa;—a semicycle. In (a)-(f ) a diffeomorphism / is presented by
manifolds Ta for a = 0 , 1 , . . . , 5.
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The definition of G depends on the choice of the coordinate system S =
(x,y,z).
The coordinate change (x,y,z) i-> (x,y, — z) leads to another graph
which we denote by G*. Note that vertical edges of G* corrrespond to arcs of
the manifolds of passages of the original construction.
The orientation-preserving diffeomorphism / is called S-limited if
lim f2(x,y)

= ±œ

y—»±oo

for all I G R .
The following theorem was proved in my paper [2].
THEOREM B. Let / : R 2 —• R 2 be an S-limited diffeomorphism without
fixed points of index + 1 . IfT^0
then at last one of the graphs G and G* has
a semicycle.
2.2. Going back to the definition of the semicycle it is easy to construct under
the conditions of Theorem B a path in R 2 bounding with its image by / an
immersed band in R 2 . Strictly speaking we have
COROLLARY B l .
Under the conditions of Theorem B there exists a proper
immersion h : [0, +oo[x [0,1] —• R 2 such that f(h(t, 0)) = h(t, 1) for t G [0, +oo[,
and fi(h(0,u)) = h(h(0,0)) for u G [0,1].
Let now M be a closed oriented surface of the genus g > 0 and cp: M -> M
be a diffeomorphism without fixed points of index +1 which is homotopic to
the identity mapping id: M —> M. Choosing carefully a coordinate system on
the covering plane R 2 , it is easy to satisfy the conditions of Theorem B for
the covering transformation / : R 2 —• R 2 . Applying Theorem B and using the
compactness of M we get
COROLLARY B 2 . Let $ : M x [0,1] —• M be a homotopy between id and (p.
There exists an immersion h: S1 x [0,1] —• M with (p(h(t,0)) = h(t, 1) for t G
[0,1] which is homotopic re\d(S1 x [0,1]) to the mapping (t,u) i-» $(h(t,0),u).
Note that for g > 1 the last part of the assertion is automatic.
Suppose now that the surface M is supplied by a volume form GJ and that
the diffeomorphism ip preserves Cü. Denote by A£, A£ G H1 (M; K), the "Calabi
class" (see [2, 5]) of (p (K = R / Z if M is the torus and K = R in other cases).
Recall that the value of A£ on a cycle Z is equal to the area covered up by
Z moving by the action of a homotopy between id and (p. The next corollary
immediately follows from B2.
COROLLARY B 3 . Let (p: M —• M be a diffeomorphism which preserve the
form u and is homotopic to the identity mapping id: M —y M. If A£ = 0 then
(p has at least one fixed point of index + 1 .
In fact the assertion of B3 applied to an auxiliary surface (see [2]) gives for
the original diffeomorphism at least two fixed points of index + 1 which implies
well-known estimates of the minimal number of fixed ponts of <p. These estimates
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were originally proved in [2] in 1979 and were recently obtained in [4] by the
Conley-Zehnder variational method.
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Singularities in Some
Geometric Variational Problems
ROBERT M. HARDT
1. Introduction. Singularities occur in solutions for a wide variety of nonlinear variational problems that arise in geometry. Here we will, for two particular
classes of problems, analyze several questions which are associated in general
with the occurrence of singularities. The first class of problems involves mappings between Riemannian manifolds that are critical points for a suitable elliptic
energy functional. The second class involves rectifiable currents that are critical
points for a parametric area functional.
For simplicity, we will assume that M is a smooth bounded open subset of
Rm and that N is a compact smooth n-dimensional submanifold of Rn+k. We
will compare the least energy mapping problem:
Given a smooth cp: dM —• N, find a least energy u: M —> N with u\ dM = (p,
with the least area problem:
Given a compact smooth oriented (n — 1) -dimensional submanifold T
find an n-dimensional rectifiable current T of least area with dT = T.

ofUn+k,

In the first problem, we will mainly discuss, for 1 < p < oo, the p-energy
IM \^u\p dx, the most important case being p = 2 where critical points are
harmonic mappings. In the second problem, a rectifiable current T is simply a
countable sum of disjoint pieces Ni of oriented n-dimensional C1 submanifolds
with integer multiplicities m^. The area of T is J^ \™>i\Mn(Ni) (where # n denotes
n-dimensional Hausdorff measure), and the equation dT = V means that fT if) =
12 mi IN drf for all smooth n — 1 forms ijj. (Rectifiable currents were introduced
in [FF] and discussed extensively in [Fi]; other useful references include [F3]
and [S a ].)
2. Singularities by topological obstruction. Topological obstructions
may be relevant for the existence or regularity of minimizers. Perhaps the simplest example concerns the case of maps from the unit ball B m in IRm to the
Research partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
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sphere § m _ 1 = 9B m . Here an elementary topological condition is
there exists a continuous map u: B —» S m _ 1
if and only if u\ dEm has degree 0.

(*)

For p > rn, (*) implies that there exists no function u: B —> § m _ 1 of finite
p-energy whose trace u\ dEm has nonzero degree.
In fact, for p > rn, a finite energy u would be essentially continuous by Sobolev
embedding while for p = m, one could suitably approximate u by a continuous
map to contradict (*). Thus for p>m, the least energy boundary-value problem
may be meaningless.
On the other hand, if 1 < p < m, then there is such a finite p-energy extension
given, for example, by the homogeneous-degree-0 extension, w(x) = (p(x/\x\).
In this case, the boundary-value problem is meaningful, but (*) implies that a
solution will necessarily be discontinuous on B if the given <p has nonzero degree
(e.g., (p = identity).
In general, if there exists some finite p-energy extension of (p, then one easily
obtains the existence of a solution of the least p-energy boundary value problem
in the class
Up = L^p(M,Rn+k)

n{u:u\dM

= <p and u(x) e N for a.e. x}

where LliP(M, Rk) is the space of functions of finite p-energy [KJF].
A topological obstruction may also lead to singularity in the least area problem. An area minimizing rectifiable current T must have a singularity if T = dT
determines a nonzero cobordism class, for example, if T is a CP 2 embedded in
S4.
3. Singularities without topological obstructions. In [HLi] is a specific
example of a smooth map <p: § m - 1 —• g™-1 of degree 0 for which there is a
definite gap between the two numbers
infj/"

\Vu\2dx:ueuA

<mîl

f

\Vv\2 dx: v e U^ H C ^ B ^ S ™ " 1 ) ! .

In particular, the energy minimizer must have a singularity even though there
is no topological restriction in the sense that there does exist some continuous
finite-energy extension of (p. The gap may be made arbitrarily large by suitable
choice of ip. To explain the idea of this construction we will describe an analogous
problem where ra = 3 and B3 is replaced by a spatial region M shaped like a
barbell with a thin handle of length L. The boundary data ip is given by a unit
vectorfield on dM, as shown in Figure 1.
As a map from dM to S2, ip has degree 0. By considering a comparison function that is approximately constant on the handle and homogeneous of degree 0
on each end, we readily check that
infj A iVu^dx-.ueuA

<2(8TT) + 1.
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On the other hand, suppose that v G l^>nC°(B , S2). Then, for ail 0 < A < L,
v\ dM\ has degree 0 where M\ is the subregion of M shown above. Then the
restriction of v to the vertical slice S\ must cover more than half of S2 because
v\ dM\ ~ S\ = <p\ dM\ ~ S\ almost covers all of S2. Since the energy of a map
of a surface is at least twice the area of the map, this gives a lower bound for
the energy of the slice:
/
JSx

\Vv\2d)i2>f

|Vtanv| 2 rf^ 2 >2Area(î;|S A )>47r.
JSx

By Fubini's theorem, fM \Vv\p dx > AirL —> oo as L —> oo.
For the least area problem, singularities may also occur without a topological
obstruction. For example, the intersection of a holomorphic variety in C2 (e.g.,
{(y,z): z2 = i/3}) with the unit ball defines, by [Fi, 5.4.19], an area-minimizing
rectifiable current T even though dT may be a smooth curve that bounds some
embedded surface. Similarly, in codimension one, the cone 0 x (S3 x S3) is
area-minimizing [BDG] even though S3 x S3 bounds some smooth embedded
7-manifold.
4. Partial regularity theory. Having seen that singularities in solutions are
often unavoidable, we now discuss estimations on their size. There are several
parallels in the proofs. Both often involve a regularity result for minimizers
having sufficiently small energy or area excess and an approximation by harmonic
functions or by graphs of harmonic functions. Least area regularity theory has
an additional complexity in that the minimizing current T is not given as the
image or graph of a function, and another initial graphical approximation result
is needed. Nevertheless, most work on regularity for the least area problem
preceded that for the least energy problem. First we will give a brief summary
of what is known.
For the least area problem, one may view the fundamental rectifiable compactness theorem of [FF] (see also [SB, AF4]), which gives the existence of
area-minimizing rectifiable currents, as a preliminary regularity result because
it provides some initial geometric structure to the area minimizer. Regularity
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theory is concerned with showing to what extent the support of such a minimizer
T is a smooth manifold. For n = 1, this is elementary as sptT is a finite union
of disjoint intervals. For n = 2 and k = 1, W. Fleming [FW], using a result
of E. Reifenberg [R], proved the interior regularity result that sptT ~ T is an
embedded real analytic minimal surface. Combining ideas from DeGiorgi's regularity theory of oriented frontiers [DG] and from [F W] with a study of minimal
hypercones, the work of D. Triscari [TDi, TD2], F. J. Almgren, Jr. [Ai], and
J. Simons [SJ] extended this complete interior regularity for codimension one to
dimensions n < 6. Moreover, it followed that the possible singularities for n = 7
are isolated. After E. Bombieri, E. DeGiorgi, and E. Giusti [BDG] established
that singularities may actually occur beginning in dimension 7, H. Federer [F2]
gave an inductive argument showing that the interior singular set of a codimension one area minimizer always has Hausdorff dimension at most n — 7. For
a minimizer of a smooth parametric elliptic integrand in codimension one, the
interior singular set was shown to have )in measure zero in [AF2] and later, by
[ASS] and [W4, 5.1], to have Hausdorff dimension strictly less than n — 2. In
case the smooth submanifold T lies on the boundary of a uniformly convex body,
the work of W. K. Allard [AWi or AW2] established the regularity, for all k
and n, of an area minimizing T near T. This was extended in [Hi] to minimizers
of a constant coefficient parametric integrand. The extremality hypothesis on
the location of T was eliminated in [HSi] which treated codimension one area
minimizers. B. White [Wi] extended the latter work to treat boundaries which
may have higher multiplicities. The complete interior and boundary regularity
of a codimension 1 area minimizer of dimension < 6 leads, by an argument of
[TF], to the finiteness of the number of minimizers having a given boundary
[MPi,4.3].
Regularity theory of area minimizers in codimensionfc> 2 has several serious
difficulties. In particular, small area excess no longer implies regularity, as seen,
for example, with the varieties {(y,z) G C 2 : z2 = eys}, which are singular
and area minimizing for every positive e. Approximation by harmonic functions
must include multivalued functions which are not even C1 and do not provide
interior estimates as used in the codimension one theory. In the important work
[AF3], F. J. Almgren attacks these problems by developing several notions:
approximation by graphs of multivalued functions, regularity theory for energyminimizing multivalued functions and their graphs, monotonicity of frequency
for such functions, and a higher order "center manifold" approximation theorem.
The main result of [AF3] is that the interior singular set of an area minimizer has
Hausdorff dimension at most n — 2. Moreover, for n = 2, these singularities are
isolated in Rn+fc by the thesis of S. Chang [C]. The minimality of holomorphic
varieties shows the optimality of these results.
Energy minimizing maps with p = 2 (or more generally harmonic maps)
arise naturally in many problems in geometry and analysis [EL, Ja]. In case
there is some restriction on N (e.g., negatively curved or lying in a coordinate
neighborhood) there are several interesting early works, e.g., [ES, HR, HKW].
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For discussion of these and many other works, we refer to the excellent surveys of
S. Hildebrandt [H] and J. Jost [Ji, Ja]. In case p > 2 and N lies in a coordinate
neighborhood, the work of N. Fusco and J. Hutchinson [FH] and of M. Giaquinta
and G. Modica [GM] implies, among other things, the partial C1,a regularity
of an energy minimizer, for some 0 < a < 1. Some special cases have been
considered earlier by L. C. Evans [E].
With no restriction on JV and p = 2, the fundamental work of R. Schoen and
K. Uhlenbeck [SUi] (see also [GG, S U 2 , J M , SU 3 ]) showed that the interior
singular set of an energy minimizer has Hausdorff dimension at most ra — 3. The
study of liquid crystals leads to consideration of a more general energy functional
with quadratic growth for mappings from 3-dimensional spatial domains to S 2 .
For these minimizers, R. Hardt, D. Kinderlehrer, and F. H. Lin [HKLi] showed
that the singular set had 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. For p > 2
and more general energy functionals with p-power. growth, S. Luckhaus [LSi,
LSa] established the C 1 , a regularity of minimizers away from a singular set of
dimension m — p. In the independent work [HL 2 ], p-energy minimizers, for any
1 < p < oo, were shown to be C1,a regular away from an interior singular set
of dimension at most m — [p] — 1. For more general functionals with p-power
growth, arguments in [HKLa] lead to the (not necessarily optimal) dimension
estimate m — p —e tor some positive e. For p ^ 2, the highest regularity that can
be expected is C1,ot for some 0 < a < 1 (although there may be a partial higher
regularity result.) For p > 2, the corresponding problem with JV replaced by IRn
was first treated in the work of K. Uhlenbeck [U]. To handle all p with 1 < p < oo,
[HL 2 ] combines arguments of E. DiBenedetto [DB] and P. Tolksdorff [TP].
5. Asymptotic behavior near a singularity. An important property of
an area minimizing current T or a p-minimizing mapping u, as contrasted with
minimizers of more general parametric integrands or functionals, is the monotonicity in r of the normalized area in a ball r~n Area(T D BJ?+fc(a)) or the
normalized energy on a ball rp~m fEmra\ \Vu\p dx. This leads to the existence of
area-minimizing tangent cones and of tangent maps. These are limits of normalized sequences of currents or mappings corresponding to a point a in spt T ~ T
or in M ~ dM and to a sequence of numbers r* j 0. To use these tangent
objects to describe the asymptotic behavior of the minimizer on approach to
a, one needs to know that they are, at least, independent of the choice of r^.
While this uniqueness question is open in general, some important cases have
been treated. B. White [Wa] verified this for 2-dimensional area-minimizing
currents. F. J. Almgren and W. Allard [AA] proved the uniqueness in case one
of the tangent cones at a of an area-minimizing (or even stationary) current T
is the cone over a (multiplicity one) regular submanifold of S n + f c - 1 , and in case
each Jacobi field of this submanifold arises from a 1-parameter family of minimal
submanifolds. Another proof is given in [S3, §6] in a general setting applicable
to other problems, in particular, harmonic maps from a 3-dimensional domain
to S 2 [GW]. In [AA] and [S3, §6] T approaches its unique tangent cone as fast
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as c • \x — a\a for some a > 1. While the Jacobi field integrability condition is
true for a product of two spheres [AA], its validity is unknown for codimension
one minimizing cones and can be false for higher codimension. If this condition
does fail for some regular minimal cone, D. Adams and L. Simon [AS] construct
a stationary T which approaches this cone at a rate slower than \x\a for any
a > 1, with similar results for harmonic maps. R. Gulliver and B. White [GW]
also construct a harmonic map from B 3 to a real analytic surface JV which approaches its unique tangent map at a singular point a at a rate slower than any
positive power of \x — a\.
In the important paper [Si], L. Simon eliminates the Jacobi field hypothesis
from [AA], and obtains the (in general, slow) decay to a unique tangent cone.
Formulated as an asymptotic property of solutions of a certain class of partial
differential equations, this work implies, in particular, the uniqueness of tangent
cones for 7-dimensional area minimizing rectifiable currents in codimension one
and the uniqueness of tangent maps for energy minimizing harmonic maps with
3-dimensional domains. The proof involves a careful study of the approximation
by and asymptotics of solutions of the corresponding linearized system. Here,
for the application to rectifiable currents, in contrast to harmonic maps, the
solution of the nonlinear equation is, by graphical approximation, not defined
a priori up to the singularity, and one part of the problem is guaranteeing the
extendability of such solutions.
6. Behavior under perturbations. For the minimization problems of §1,
one may ask about the effect on the singular set caused by smooth perturbations
of the boundary data (<p or T). Of course, if there is a topological obstruction
that is unchanged by the perturbation, there will still be a singularity. In the
absence of topological obstruction, singularities may or may not disappear under
perturbation of boundary data, as can be seen by varying the coefficients of
polynomials defining a complex variety.
For codimension one area minimizers, there are several relevant remarks. The
complement in the ambient Euclidean space of the minimizing cone of [BDG],
as well as other specific minimizing hypercones G [LB, FK] was shown to be
foliated by regular minimal hypersurfaces, each of which, when restricted to a
compact set, defines an area-minimizing current. In particular, perturbing the
boundary T = CD dB by moving to one of these leaves eliminates the singularity
in the minimizer (which is here unique). This behavior generalizes. It is shown
in [HSa] that any area-minimizing cone with singularity only at the vertex gives
rise to a unique such minimal foliation. Moreover, the singularities disappear
for any small one-sided perturbation of a smooth boundary for a minimizing
hypersurface with only isolated singularities [HSa]. A more general sufficient
condition for perturbing away singularities is given in [MR]. It should be noted
that rectifiable currents may be one-sided minimizing [LFi, W] and that a
minimal foliation may exist on only one side of a minimal (not minimizing)
hypercone [LFa]. For two-sided perturbations, on the other hand, there are
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many ways [CHS] to make a sufficiently balanced perturbation of V = G fl dU
to give a minimal hypersurface that is not itself a cone, but is asymptotic to
C and has an isolated singularity at 0. Many of these are also area-minimizing
[HSa]. In the absence of a boundary, B. White has recently shown [W4] the
existence of a singular complete minimal hypersurface that is not a cone. He also
obtains [W4] an area-minimizing hypersurface with asymptotic cone C which is
not G itself or a leaf of the foliation associated with C. This is in contrast to the
result of L. Simon and B. Solomon [SS] that G and its associated leaves exhaust
the area-minimizing hypersurfaces asymptotic to C in case CndE is the product
of two spheres.
7. Density bounds. A rough measure of the complexity of a singularity at
a is the density
Q(u, a) = l i m r p - m /
riO

\Vu\p dx

for a p-minimizing map u,

JB™(a)

or
Q(T, a) = limr~ n Area(!T n B!?+fc(a))

for an area-minimizing current T.

They give essentially the energy in the unit ball of any tangent map of u at a or
the area in a unit ball of any tangent cone of T at a. Both numbers exist and
are upper semicontinuous in a by monotonicity. In particular, they are, for fixed
u and T, locally bounded away from the boundary.
In [HKL3] it is shown that for any p-energy minimizing map u from M into
a simply [p] - 1 connected JV (i.e., n0(JV) = ni(JV) = • • • = n ^ j . ^ J V ) = 0)
and point a G M, &(u,a) < c for some universal bound c = c(M,N,p) not
depending on u or a. This upper bound, with limrjo replaced by limsup r j 0 and
with the same restriction on JV, continues to hold for more general functionals
including the liquid crystal functional [HKLi]. For 2-minimizing maps from a
3-dimensional domain M to S 2 , the work [BCL] of H. Brezis, J. P. Coron, and E.
Lieb says much more. They show that the only nonconstant minimizing tangent
maps are specifically the degree one maps g(x/\x\) corresponding to rotations
g G 0(3). In general, homogeneous-degree-0 harmonic maps from B 3 to S 2 are
classified by rational maps: C —• C [Ja, 1.5]. The numerical work [CHKLL]
indicates how energy minimization leads to a splitting in the singularity of the
homogeneous extension of the higher degree maps. [BCL] also contains a precise
description of limiting configurations for a prescribed singularity problem as well
as an energy lower bound for maps u : M —• S 2 with u\ dM having constant sign
Jacobian.
Among codimension one minimizers of area (or other parametric integrands),
such a universal density bound holds for oriented frontiers. But in higher codimensions, the minimality of holomorphic varieties of high degree shows the impossibility of such a universal bound. For the somewhat different problem of
minimizing chains modulo v, F. Morgan [MF 2 ] has obtained such a bound for
all dimensions and codimensions.
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8. Questions. (1) In partial regularity theory, there are many open problems.
The optimal estimate of the singular set is, in general, unknown for functionals
other than p-energy or area. Even for each of these, the structure of the singular
set is understood only in the lowest dimension where it may occur. What is
the regularity of the singular set? Is it of finite measure in the appropriate
dimension?
(2) What is the asymptotic behavior of the minimizer near a nonisolated
singularity? Is the tangent cone or tangent map unique? The only work in
this direction is L. Simon's study [S4] of the asymptotics of nonplanar complete
minimal graphs. Here the tangent cone at infinity is a cylinder containing a line
of singularities.
(3) In the absense of topological obstructions, do singularities in minimizers
disappear under generic perturbation of the boundary data. B. White [Wi]
showed this in the somewhat different context of surfaces that minimize area
among oriented and unoriented surfaces (such minimizers are immersed surfaces
[R, AFi]).
(4) What is the regularity of nonminimizing stationary rectifiable currents
or mappings? Applications of Allard's general regularity theorem [AWa] have
been limited by multiplicity one hypothesis. Regularity results for stationary
harmonic maps with no restriction on the target manifold are only known for
m = 2 [SR]. See the discussion of J. Jost [B, 4.11]. G. Liao [LG] showed that
an isolated singularity of a small energy stationary harmonic map is removable.
(5) For other interesting related questions see the extensive list [B].
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Recent Progress on the Geometry
of Surfaces in R3 and on the Use of
Computer Graphics as a Research Tool
W. H. MEEKS III
The progress in the last decade in the geometry of surfaces in three-space has
been nothing less than spectacular. The major part of this research has been
concerned with the theory of constant mean curvature surfaces and, in particular,
with the theory of minimal surfaces. The intent of the author's lecture at the
International Congress of Mathematicians 1986 was to give a brief survey of the
most recent results on the geometry of surfaces, with an emphasis on applications
of computer graphics. The author apologizes in advance for the many omissions
and necessary restriction of topics in this present survey. The author would like
to thank Jim Hoffman, whose expertise in computer graphics motivated much
of the material of my talk and who made the beautiful surface pictures which I
presented at the Congress in the form of slides.
1. Recent progress on t h e classical t h e o r y of m i n i m a l surfaces. The
most important development in the classical theory of minimal surfaces in the
past three years has been in that part of the theory dealing with properly embedded examples of finite type. A surface has finite type if it is homeomorphic to
a closed surface with a finite number of points removed. The first advance in the
development of a theory to deal with these special minimal surfaces was a series
of existence theorems by Hoffman and Meeks [18, 19, 20, 21] and by Callahan, Hoffman, and Meeks [4]. Many of the techniques used in these existence
theorems are quite general and of intrinsic interest. Also, explicit analytical representations of these surfaces, together with the expertise of computer graphics
programmer J. Hoffman, has given the general public the rare opportunity to
see these beautiful surfaces in popular science magazines [17, 24, 40]. Hoffman
and Meeks [20] have subsequently developed a general theory to deal with the
new properly embedded examples. Recently, several further discoveries in the
Research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-8611574 and
Department of Energy Grant FG02-86ER25015.
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global theory of embedded minimal surfaces have appeared. These results give
topological, conformai, and geometrical restrictions on the behavior of properly
embedded minimal surfaces, and lead to many fascinating conjectures on their
global structure. We will discuss these later in the paper.
Until 1984 the only known examples of properly embedded minimal surfaces
of finite type were the plane, the catenoid, and the helicoid. Under the additional hypothesis that the surface had finite total Gaussian curvature (which is
the integral of the absolute value of the Gaussian curvature function on the surface) Jorge and Meeks [23] had shown that there were no examples which were
homeomorphic to S2 punctured in 3, 4, or 5 points. Later R. Schoen [38] proved
that if a complete embedded minimal surface has finite total curvature and is
homeomorphic to a closed surface punctured in 2 points, then it is a catenoid.
These negative results supported the generally-believed conjecture that the only
examples were the plane, the catenoid, and the helicoid.
Around 1981 C. Costa [7], in his thesis at IMPA, defined a properly immersed
minimal surface homeomorphic to a torus punctured in 3 points, which he showed
to be embedded outside of a compact ball. In the spring of 1984, using a graphic
system developed by J. Hoffman, J. Hoffman and D. Hoffman made computer
graphics pictures of Costa's surface and observed that it seemed to be embedded.
Shortly after this discovery, Hoffman and Meeks [19] gave a rigorous proof that
Costa's surface is embedded. Using symmetry, classical Riemann surface theory,
and the analytical Weierstrass representation of a minimal surface, Hoffman and
Meeks gave an explicit analytic representation of the infinite family of minimal
surfaces Mk described in the next theorem [19, 20, 21]. Shortly after this,
they found an independent and more abstract existence proof of these examples.
This second proof gives a more satisfactory answer to the deep question "Why do
these new examples of properly embedded minimal surfaces of finite type exist?"
THEOREM 1. For each positive integer fc, there exists a properly embedded
minimal surface Mk which is homeomorphic to a closed surface with 3 points
removed. Furthermore, Mk has the following properties:
(1) Mk has finite total curvature —47r(fc + 2).
(2) The symmetry group of Mk is the usual Z^-extension in 0(3) of a dihedral
group D(k + Ï) m SO(3).
(3) Mk intersects the xy-plane P in k + 1 straight lines making equal angles
at the origin.
(4) / / P1 is a plane parallel to P, P' ^ P} then P' H Mk is a simple closed
curve.
(5) Mk has maximal symmetry, in the sense that any homeomorphic properly
embedded minimal surface Nk of finite total curvature having a symmetry group
as large as Mk's must be identical to Mk after a homothety and a rigid motion

ofR3.
(6) After a translation Mk of Mk, the surfaces Mk converge smoothly as subsets o / R 3 to Sherk's second surface.
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(7) Each surface Mk is part of a 1-parameter family of minimal surfaces
Mk(t). For t G R+ the surface Mi(t) is conformally equivalent to C/Lt, where
Lt = {n + mt\/—î, m, n E Z}, punctured in the 3 half-lattice points.
Recently Callahan, Hoffman, and Meeks [4] have shown that there exist properly embedded minimal surfaces of finite total curvature homeomorphic to closed
surfaces of even genus with 4 points removed. Their technique relies on the computer not only to depict the surface graphically but also to solve for constants
needed in the actual analytic construction of the surfaces.
The next four theorems give some nontrivial information about the global
geometry and topology of certain minimal surfaces in R 3 . The proofs of these
theorems are quite geometric and frequently use recent results on the geometry
of stable minimal surfaces.
THEOREM 2 (FISCHER-COBRIE [11]). If f\M ~> R 3 is a complete minimal immersion of an orientable surface, then M has finite index (with respect
to the stability operator) if and only if M has finite total curvature.
THE STRONG HALF-SPACE THEOREM (HOFFMAN AND MEEKS [20]).
If M\ and M2 are two properly immersed minimal surfaces which are not parallel
planes, then Mi and M2 intersect at some point.
THE ISOMETRY THEOREM (CHOI, MEEKS, AND WHITE [6]).

If M

is

a properly embedded minimal surface in R 3 and contains a simple closed curve
which separates M into 2 noncompact components, then every intrinsic isometry
of M extends to an ambient isometry ofR3.
THE ANNULAR END THEOREM (HOFFMAN AND MEEKS [20]). Let M
be a properly embedded minimal surface in R 3 . An annular end of M is a proper
annulus contained in M which is homeomorphic to S1 X [0,1). Then M can
have at most 2 pairwise disjoint annular ends with infinite total curvature. In
particular, M cannot be conformally diffeomorphic to a Riemann surface with 3
compact pairwise disjoint disks removed.
THE TOPOLOGICAL UNIQUENESS THEOREM (MEEKS AND YAU [34]).
Suppose Mi and M<i are two properly embedded homeomorphic minimal surfaces
in R 3 which have finite type. Then there exists a homeomorphism h: R 3 —• R 3
such that h(Mi) = M2.

The above theorems lead naturally to the following conjectures.
CONJECTURE 1. For every positive integerfc,there exists a minimal surface
of finite type homeomorphic to a closed surface with k points removed.
CONJECTURE 2. A properly embedded minimal surface of finite type and
infinite total curvature must be a helicoid.
CONJECTURE 3. An intrinsic isometry on a properly embedded minimal surface in R 3 extends to an ambient isometry.
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Recently there has been a lot of interest in doubly and triply periodic minimal
surfaces. The reason for this interest is that such surfaces appear as, or are
related to, surface interfaces arising in chemistry, polymer science, the theory of
liquid crystals, and in the study of Fermi surfaces in solid state physics. Below
are some recent results on the existence and geometry of these special surfaces.
T H E O R E M ( M E E K S - R O S E N B E R G [33]). Suppose M is a doubly periodic
embedded minimal surface in R 3 with translational symmetry group given by
L = {nvi + mv2\n, m G Z}. / / the quotient surface M = M/L has finite
topology, then M has finite total Gaussian curvature.
T H E A B E L - G A U S S - B O N N E T T H E O R E M ( M E E K S [30]). Suppose
f:Mg->
T3 = R3/L is a minimal immersion of a closed surface of genus g into a flat
3-torus with lattice L. Then:
(1) The Gauss map g: Mg —* S2 = C U {oo} is a meromorphic function when
Mg is considered to be a Riemann surface.
(2) Consider Ts to be an abelian group and define f: S2 -» T3 by f(v) =
Y^xeg-iM Xm Then f is constant.
(3) If g = 3 and Ms is embedded, then Ms is invariant under an inversion
through any zero of Gaussian curvature.
(4) If Mg is embedded and g > 1, then Mg disconnects T 3 into two 1-handle
bodies. In particular, by part (3), if g = 3, then Ms disconnects T3 into isometric
pieces.

Parts (1) and (3) of the above theorem were also observed by Nagano and
Smyth [38] at about the same time as Meeks. Actually, part (1) is rather obvious
and had been observed earlier by others.
T H E FUNDAMENTAL E X I S T E N C E T H E O R E M ( M E E K S [30,

32]).

LetT3

be a flat 3-torus. Then there exists a sequence of embedded minimal surfaces
JVi,..., Ni, ...of genus 3 such that Area(iVfc) > fc.
Part of the proof of the Fundamental Existence Theorem depends on the
following generalization of the Jacobi embedding theorem for Riemann surfaces.
T H E REGULARITY OF T H E ALBANESE M A P ( M E E K S [31]). Suppose M
is a closed nonorientable Riemannian surface and let hi,... ,hk be a basis for the
harmonic 1-forms on M. Let L = { / ( h i , . . . , ft*)|7 G Hi(M)}. The Albanese
map for M is defined to be

A(p)=

[P(Hu...ihk):M-+A(M)=Rk/L.

Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A: M —• A(M) is not one-to-one.
(2) A: M —• A(M) is not an immersion.
(3) There is a curve C on M such that A\C is constant.
(4) M has a special "conformai" structure.
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A nonorientable "Riemann" surface is called special if there is a sequence
X = {Pl,Pl,... 5 P/c,Pfc}
of pairs of distinct conjugate points in C such that if M denotes the 2-sheeted
branched cover of S2 = C U {00} branched over X, and a: M —• M denotes the
lift of complex conjugation on S2 = C U {00} which acts freely on M, then M
is "conformally" equivalent to M/{id,o-}.
2. Recent progress on the geometry of nonzero constant mean curvature surfaces. If the mean curvature of a surface is constant but not zero,
then the surface is frequently called a soap bubble surface. The reason for this
name is that small pieces of the surface occur as soap films on wires where the air
pressure on one side differs from the air pressure on the other side of the surface.
If M is a closed embedded surface of constant mean curvature, then it follows
from Alexandrov [2] that M must be a round sphere. He proved this theorem
with a technique that shows that any closed embedded hypersurface in R n which
has constant mean curvature is invariant under reflection in a large number of
hyperplanes. The technique used in his proof is now known as the Alexandrov
reflection principle. This principle is useful in the consideration of other, not
necessarily closed, embedded surfaces of constant mean curvature. However,
this technique does not work well for closed immersed surfaces of constant mean
curvature.
In 1984 H. Went e [46] showed that there exists an infinite number of different
immersed tori of constant mean curvature. Recently, U. Abresch [1] has found a
rather explicit form representation for some constant mean curvature immersed
tori in terms of elliptic functions. By carefully looking at computer graphics
images which he created, he observed that the examples of Wente appeared to
be foliated by principal curves which are contained in planes. This observation
led to a simplification in the equations and to Abresch's simpler construction.
J. Spruck [44] has shown that the examples of Abresch and the examples of
Wente are the same. Spruck has also shown that there are other new examples
of constant mean curvature tori which are different from the original examples
of Wente. Wente [47] has also produced similar new examples.
Recall that a surface has finite type if it is homeomorphic to a closed surface
punctured in a finite number of points. As discussed in the previous section,
there are many properly embedded minimal surfaces of finite type. However, the
only known examples of properly embedded nonzero constant mean curvature
surfaces of finite type are the sphere, the infinite cylinder, and the periodic
Delaunay [8] surfaces of revolution. On the other hand, it seems likely that
many new examples will soon be forthcoming.
Very recently, Meeks [29] has proven the following theorem concerning the
topology and geometry of surfaces of nonzero constant mean curvature.
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THEOREM. Suppose M is a properly embedded surface in R 3 with nonzero
constant mean curvature. Then:
(1) M is not homeomorphic to a closed surface with a single point removed.
(2) / / M is homeomorphic to a closed surface with 2 points removed, then M
stays a bounded distance from some straight line.
(3) / / M is homeomorphic to a closed surface in 3 points, then M stays a
bounded distance from a plane.
(4) If A is a proper annular end of M which is homeomorphic to S1 x [0,1),
then A stays a bounded distance from a ray.
This theorem is proved by studying stable minimal surfaces in one of the
complements of the surface in R 3 . The curvature estimates for stable minimal
surfaces given by R. Schoen [42] play an essential role in the analysis of this
problem. A first step in proving the above theorem is the following rather surprising proposition, which describes the geometry of properly embedded annuii
of mean curvature bounded away from zero.
PROPOSITION. Let A = S1 x [0,1) and f:A -> R 3 be a proper embedding.
Suppose that f(A) has mean curvature greater than 1 and Pi is a plane such
that Pi n(f(A)) contains a noncompact connected component. Then there exists
a universal constant C independent of f such that if Pi is a plane which is
transverse to f(A) and the distance from Pi to P% is greater than G, then every
component of Pi fl (f(A)) consists of simple closed curves.
In a somewhat different direction, B. Palmer [34] and A. Silveira [36] proved
that a complete stable surface of constant mean curvature is either a round sphere
or a flat plane. Intuitively, stability means that these surfaces are physically
realizable as soap bubbles. Their result generalizes the earlier, similar theorem
for minimal surfaces by do Carmo and Peng [5] and Fischer-Cobrie and Schoen
[12]. A simple consequence of this result is that a foliation of an open set of R 3
by complete surfaces of a fixed constant mean curvature is a foliation by parallel
planes [3]. This observation, together with the general estimates used in the
proof of the earlier stated theorem of Meeks, easily imply that the only possible
foliation of R 3 by surfaces of possibly varying, constant mean curvature is one
by parallel planes [29].
A general question that arises from H. Wente's constant mean curvature tori is
whether or not there exist immersed surfaces of constant mean curvature which
have genus greater than 1. A theorem of H. Hopf [22] shows that any immersed
sphere of a constant mean curvature is round.
A second general question concerns the existence of properly embedded nonzero constant mean curvature surfaces of finite type. We conjecture that if such
a surface is homeomorphic to a closed surface with 2 points removed, then the
sruface is one of the surfaces of revolution found by Delaunay [8]. We also
conjecture that if M is homeomorphic to a closed surface punctured in at least
3 points, then there exists a proper embedding / : M —> R3 with constant mean
curvature 1.
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A third general question is to what extent the Alexandrov reflection principle
can be applied to prove symmetry for general properly embedded surfaces of
constant mean curvature. We conjecture that a properly embedded surface of
constant mean curvature which is contained in a half-space must be invariant
under reflection in a plane parallel to the boundary of the half-space. The
validity of this conjecture together with the earlier-stated theorem that a finite
type example with 2 ends stays a bounded distance from a line easily implies that
the surface must be a surface of revolution, and hence, topologically a sphere
punctured in 2 points. Recall from §1 [20] that a proper minimal surface which
is contained in a half-space must be a flat plane: this shows that the conjecture
is true for zero mean curvature.
3. Recent progress on t h e theory of isotopy tight surfaces. The most
important recent result on the geometry of isotopy tight surfaces is a theorem of
Kuiper and Meeks [26] which gives a complete generalization of the Fary-FenchelFox-Milnor theorem for knots to the case of knotted tori. An embedded closed
surface M in R 3 is called isotopy tight if the total Gaussian curvature K(M) of
Af, which is the integral of the absolute value of the Gaussian curvature over
M, is less than or equal to K(M) where M is any surface which is ambiently
isotopie to M.
In various papers, Fary [9], Fenchel [10], Fox [13], and Milnor [31] proved
results on the total curvature of a knot in R 3 . A knot is a smooth simple closed
curve in space. A knot 7 is called an unknot if it is isotopie to a round circle.
The total curvature if (7) of 7 is the integral of the curvature of 7. The bridge
number £(7) of 7 is the minimum number of relative maxima that an orthogonal
projection of 7 onto a line must have. For example, the unit circle 7 in the xyplane has bridge number £(7) = 1 since the ^-coordinate restricted to 7 has
exactly one local maximum. If [7] denotes the collection of knots isotopie to 7,
then define if [7] to be the infimum of the total curvature of elements in [7].
The combined efforts of Fary-Fenchel-Fox-Milnor led to the following theorem.
T H E FARY-FENCHEL-FOX-MILNOR THEOREM.

7/7 is a smooth knot, then

(1) if (7) > if [7] = 2TT • B[j\ > 2TT;
(2) if (7) = if [7] only for convex plane curves.
As with curves, one can also define the total curvature of the isotopy class of
a surface. Let M be a closed surface embedded in R 3 and let [M] denote the
collection of surfaces which are isotopie to M. Let K[M] be the infimum of the
total curvature of surfaces in [M]. If T is an embedded torus in R 3 , then one
can consider T as a torus in the three-sphere S3 by adjoining a point at infinity
in R 3 . A theorem of Alexander [14] shows that one component X of S3\T is a
1-handle body homeomorphic to the product of an open disk with a circle. We
can choose a core curve 7 for T, which is a curve 7 such that the boundary of a
small e-neighborhood of 7 isotopie in S3 to T. We can choose 7 to be disjoint
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from the point at infinity in S 3 . T is said to be unknotted if it has an unknotted
core curve. The next theorem appears in [26].
T H E GENERALIZED F A R Y - F E N C H E L - F O X - M I L N O R T H E O R E M .

IfT

is a

smooth embedded torus in three-space, and 7 is a core curve for T, then
(1) K(T) > K[T] = 8TT • B[i\ > 8TT;
(2) if (T) = K[T] implies K(T) = 8TT and that T is unknotted.
The inequality if (T) > 167T for a knotted torus was first proven by Langevin
and Rosenberg [27]. The partial result that if (T) < 167T implies T is unknotted
is contained in the earlier paper [25] where Kuiper and Meeks developed a general
theory for understanding the geometry and topology of isotopy tight surfaces. A
surface M of genus g is called tight if if (M) = 4ir(g + 1 ) , which is the minimum
possible value for an immersed surface of genus g. One consequence of the
Generalized Fary-Fenchel-Fox-Milnor Theorem is that an isotopy tight torus is,
in fact, tight. However, there are surfaces of genus g > 2 which are isotopy tight.
We conjecture that an isotopy tight surface of genus 2 is tight.
The Generalized Fary-Fenchel-Fox-Milnor Theorem is proved through geometrical and topological arguments and depends, in an essential way, on the special
geometry of isotopy tight surfaces. We shall now give a brief description of their
geometry (see [25] for a more complete description). If M is an isotopy tight
surface, then it can be expressed as a disjoint collection C of connected subsets
C = {Pi, P2,..., Pk, Ni,..., Nm}. The compact components Pi are subsets of
smooth convex spheres S{ where Si\P{ consists of convex planar disk components. The open subsets N{ have nonnegative Gaussian curvature and have the
geometric property that if z is a boundary point of Ni contained on a sphere Sj,
then a neighborhood of x on Ni is contained in the interior of the open convex
ball with boundary Si. In other words, the subsurfaces Ni go into the convex
balls near their boundary curves.
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Almost Lie Groups
ERNST A. RUH
Lie groups play a central role in mathematics. Since their geometry is well
understood, they serve as models in the study of more general manifolds. In this
lecture we introduce the concept of almost Lie groups and address the question
whether an almost Lie Group structure can be deformed into an exact Lie group
structure.
To define almost Lie groups, let P denote a compact differentiable manifold,
and let g denote a Lie algebra of the same dimension. Let u:TP —> g denote
a nondegenerate g-valued 1-form. Such a 1-form defines a parallelization of
the manifold P. The vector fields {Xi} of the parallelization are defined by
u(Xi) = ei, where {ei} is a basis of the Lie algebra g. The differential form UJ
is called a Cartan connection form, and fi = du; + [to,u], where [ , ] is the Lie
bracket of g, is the Cartan curvature of u. fi = 0 is the well-known MaurerCartan equation which is the integrability condition for a Lie group structure
with Maurer-Cartan form u.
DEFINITION. The pair (P,w) is called an almost Lie group if fi is small in
terms of a suitably defined norm.
The prime examples of almost Lie groups are certain subbundles P of the
bundle of orthonormal frames over Riemannian manifolds. We note that almost
Lie groups were introduced in Physics by Ne'eman and Regge [11, 12], under
the name soft group manifolds. The purpose was to give a geometrical treatment of supergravity theories (i.e., unifying gravity with internal symmetries).
In our context the question is whether or not there is a gauge transformation
transforming a soft group manifold into a Lie group.
EXAMPLE. Let P denote the principal bundle of orthonormal frames over
a compact Riemannian manifold M, let UJ:TP —• o(n + 1) be defined by u) =
rf + 0, where r\ is the Levi-Civita connection form, 0 the canonical 1-form, and
o(n + 1) the Lie algebra of the orthogonal group 0 ( n -f 1). A brief computation
shows that sectional curvature K close to 1 implies ||fi|| small and (P, u) in an
almost Lie group. A corollary of Theorem 5 in this paper establishes a gauge
transformation transforming w into a Maurer-Cartan form Q. As a consequence,
M is diffeomorphic to a quotient of the sphere by a finite subgroup of 0 ( n + 1).
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The quality of the results depends on what is meant by \K — 1| small. The
best results are in low dimensions.
THEOREM 1 (HAMILTON [2]). Every compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 3 with positive Ricci curvature is diffeomorphic to a quotient of S3.
THEOREM 2 (HAMILTON [3]). Every compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 4 with positive curvature operator is diffeomorphic to a quotient of S4.
In higher dimensions the optimal theorem probably has not been proved yet.
So far one has to choose between a stronger assumption and a weaker assertion.
THEOREM 3 (HUISKEN [4], MARGARIN [7], NlSHIKAWA [13], RUH [15]).
Every compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n whose sectional curvature
K satisfies at each point the inequality (1 — 3(2ra)_3/2)A < K < A, where A is
a positive function, is diffeomorphic to a quotient of Sn.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorems 1-3 is a heat equation for the
Riemannian metric. The proof of [15] is different and does not give an explicit
estimate for the pinching constant. The formulation of Theorem 3 is from [7].
[4] and [13] give similar results.
Recently a topological version of Theorem 2 was established in all dimensions.
THEOREM 4 ( M I C A L L E F [8], MOORE [10]). Every compact simply connected Riemannian manifold with positive curvature operator is homeomorphic
to a sphere.
The theorems of [8] and [10] are, in fact, stronger and include a pointwise
quarter pinching sphere theorem and thus improve upon the celebrated sphere
pinching theorems of Rauch, Berger, and Klingenberg. The proof involves the use
of a complex version of the formula for the second variation of area for oriented
minimal surfaces in the Riemannian manifold and the theory of holomorphic
vector bundles over S2. Such a technique was introduced by Siu and Yau in
their proof of the Prankel conjecture.
In the above example the model group 0(n + 1) for the almost Lie group
(P, u) is the isometry group of the standard sphere Sn. Comparison theorems
for general compact symmetric spaces as models are a corollary of the following
theorem on almost Lie groups of compact semisimple type.
THEOREM 5 (MlN-OO, RUH [9]). Let g be a compact semisimple Lie
algebra, UJ:TP —• g a Cartan connection form on the compact manifold P with
Cartan curvature fi. There exists a positive constant A depending only on g such
that |fi| < A implies that P is diffeomorphic to a quotient Y/G where G is the
simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and Y is a finite subgroup of G.
Theorem 5 has a generalization to transversal structures of foliations. A
Cartan connection UJ is said to be adapted to a foliation on a manifold P if UJ
restricted to the leaves vanishes. An adapted connection is basic if the Cartan
curvature is a basic 2-form; compare [6] for details.
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THEOREM 6 (KAMBER, RUH, TONDEUR [6]). Let Q be a compact semisimple Lie algebra, UJ: TP —• g a basic Cartan connection adapted to a foliation
7 of P with Cartan curvature fi. There exists a positive constant A depending
on g and curvature bounds on P such that ||tt||ij0o + ||fi||i,oo < A, where the
mean curvature form K of 7 is assumed to be basic, implies that the transversal
structure of 7 is given by the simply connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g.
The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 (not the original proofs) can be obtained
by applying the heat equation method of [2] to the Cartan connection UJ. The
limiting connection G) defines the Lie group. The common feature of the above
theorems is that the model structure is known a priori. This is not the case in
the following generalization of the well-known Bieberbach theorem on compact
Euclidean space forms.
THEOREM 7 (GROMOV [1], RUH [14]). Let M denote a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n, diameter d, and sectional curvature K. There
exists a constant e = e(n) > 0 such that \K\d2 < e implies that M is diffeomorphic to Y\N, where N is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and Y is an
extension of a lattice L C N by a finite group.
The proof consists of two main steps. The first is to show that near the initial
almost flat Levi-Civita connection there is a flat connection (with small torsion)
and a priori bounded holonomy. This provides an almost Lie group structure
UJ: TQ —> R n on a finite cover Q of M. The second step is to transform the
almost Lie group (Q,UJ) into a Lie group. Techniques similar to the proofs of
Theorems 5 and 6 can be applied. There is an additional problem: the elliptic
operator associated to the heat equation has a kernel. In order to obtain a limit
the Lie bracket, initially zero on R n , has to be modified in the process.
It appears to be too optimistic to expect that any almost Lie group structure
can be deformed into an (integrable) Lie group structure. Theorem 7 on almost
flat manifolds gives a good idea of what can be expected. Let P denote the
principal bundle of orthonormal frames over an almost flat manifold M. The
horizontal distribution defined by the Levi-Civita connection is almost integrable,
almost a foliation. The transversal structure is given by the orthogonal group
0(n). An almost Lie group structure of compact semisimple type would be
sufficient. Theorem 7 can be reformulated to assert that the initial almost Lie
group structure can be deformed into a foliation by nilpotent Lie groups with
transversal structure defined by the compact semisimple Lie group 0(n).
The concept of almost Lie groups can also be used to obtain results in an
indirect way. Here is an example. Consider the set of Riemannian metrics with
sectional curvature \K\ < 1 on the 3-sphere S3. Let dg denote the diameter of the
Riemannian manifold (S3, g). Let dm{n denote the infimum of dg over all metrics
on S3 with \K\ < 1. Obviously, d m i n < 7r, the diameter of the standard S3. The
constant e(3) of Theorem 7 on almost flat manifolds gives a lower estimate. Since
e(3) is extremely small a better estimate, using the simple connectivity of S3, is
desirable. Although the optimal answer is not yet known, the following strategy
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gives a more realistic estimate. We first construct a flat metric connection V
on the Riemannian manifold (S3,g). Because S3 is simply connected V yields
a parallelization, i.e., a Cartan connection UJ:TS3 —• R 3 . The curvature bound
| K | < 1 yields an estimate for the torsion of V. If the diameter dg were small
enough, then the second step in the proof of Theorem 7 could be applied directly
to M = S3 leading to a contradiction. The unrealistically high estimate for the
order of the holonomy group is not necessary in this case.
The construction of a flat connection V on TM is based on the following
observation: If, on the one hand, parallel translation along short closed loops
produces orthogonal matrices with either very small or large rotations only, an
averaging of sections is possible and gives a flat connection. If, on the other
hand, there are orthogonal maps with intermediate size rotation, we can apply
the averaging process of [5] on connections to produce a sequence of connections
converging to a flat connection in TM. The intermediate size rotation produces
enough cancellations in the error term to force convergence.
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Immersed Tori of Constant Mean Curvature in R3
HENRY C. WENTE
1. Introduction. In this paper we will show how to produce a countable
number of isometrically distinct immersions of a closed surface of genus one into
R3 with constant mean curvature H ^ 0. These examples answer a question
raised by H. Hopf often posed as a conjecture.

CONJECTURE OF H. HOPF. Let E be an immersed closed hypersurface with
constant mean curvature H ^ 0 in Rn. Must E be the round (n-1)-hyper'spherel
Two important previous results were due to A. D. Alexandroff [2] and H.
Hopf [3]. Alexandroff showed that if E is an embedded closed hypersurface in
Rn with constant mean curvature H ^ 0 then E is the round hypersphere. This
improved an old result of J. H. Jellett [5] who showed the conjecture to be true
if E is the boundary of a star-shaped region in R3. H. Hopf showed that an
immersion of S2 into R3 with constant mean curvature must be a round sphere.
Recently Wu-Yi Hsiang [4] constructed immersions of S3 into R4 with constant
mean curvature different from the round hypersphere. His construction looks for
surfaces invariant under the action of 0(2) x 0(2) on RA leading to an ordinary
differential equation for the generating curve of the surface in the orbit space.
This procedure also yields counterexamples in higher dimensions but does not
work in the classical dimension (n = 3).
Each of our genus one examples is represented by a doubly periodic conformai
immersion of R2 into R3. The first examples we produce have the property that
the fundamental periods for the mapping correspond to the edges of a rectangle and the preimage of the lines of curvature are straight lines parallel to the
edges. There are a countable number of such examples all of which possess nice
symmetry properties. We refer to these examples as the symmetric examples.
In §3 we show how to construct other genus one immersions. The fundamental
domain corresponding to these doubly periodic conformai immersions need not
be rectangular. Furthermore, an extra rotation enters the picture leading to
what we call twisted immersed tori.
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2. The symmetric examples. Suppose x(u,v): R2 —• R3 is a doubly
periodic conformai immersion with constant mean curvature H. We denote
points in R2 by (u,v) = ü = u + iv — w while points in R3 are labeled x =
(x, y, z). If we write the first and second fundamental forms as
(*)ds2=e2»(du2

+ dv2),

(b) - dx • dl = Ldu2 + 2 M d u d v + Ndv2
where £ is the oriented unit normal to the surface then the Gauss and Codazzi
equations become
(a) AUJ + Ke2u = 0,
v J
'
(2.2)
(b) (ß(w) = [(L — N)/2] — iM is complex analytic.
Here K = (LN - M2)/E2 is the Gauss curvature with E = e2üJ. We see
immediately that (j>(w) is a constant. Now |0| = |fci — k2\E/2 where k\,k2
are the principal curvatures. If <ß(w) = 0 then k\ = k% and the surface would
be all umbilic, an impossibility for a surface genus one. So <j>(w) is a nonzero
constant and the immersed surface will have no umbilics. If we let H > 0 and
let fci be less than &2, then an easy calculation gives
\(ß\e-2",

kx=H-

k2=H+

Me" 2 w .

(2.3)
u}

By a homothety of the domain we can make \</>\ = H so that k± = 2He~
and &2 = 2He~LJ cosh UJ and the Gauss equation becomes
AUJ + AH2 sinh u cosh UJ = 0.

sinhw
(2.4)

In general we shall select H = \ so that (2.4) becomes
AUJ + sinh UJ cosh UJ = 0.

(2.5)

The preimage of the lines of curvature is determined by the form
-M du2 + (L-N)dudv

+ M dv2 = lm[0(w) dw2} = 0,

(2.6)

2

a constant form on R . The lines of curvature correspond to two families of mutually orthogonal parallel lines. The family of parallel lines corresponding to the
fci-curvature lines will be at an angle ß to the positive w-axis if (j)(w) = — e~2%ß/2.
For our symmetric examples we set ß = 0 so that the second fundamental form
becomes
-dx • dl = e" [sinh UJ du2 H- cosh o; ûfo2].
(2.7)
More generally the second fundamental form is
-dx -dl = Ldu2 + 2Mdudv + Ndv2,
L = L(ß) = e"[(sinhu;) cos2 ß + (cosh w) sin2 ß],
M = M(ß) =

-smßcosß,

N = N(ß) = e"[(coshü;) cos2 ß + (sinhcj) sin2 ß\.
Take a doubly periodic solution to the Gauss equation (2.5) and select ß for
the lines of curvature, giving us the fundamental forms using (2.1) and (2.7-2.8),
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both of which are doubly periodic. By a result of O. Bonnet this determines an
immersion x(u,v) of R2 into R3 unique to within a Euclidean motion of R3 and
having the given fundamental forms. The equations to be integrated are
(a) xuu = UJUXU - u)vxv + LÇ,
(b) xuv

= UJVXU + UJUXV +

(c) xvv =

-UJUXU

Ml,

+ uvxv + Nl,

(d) lu = (-L/E)xu

+ (~M/E)xv,

(e) lv = (-M/E)xu

+

(2.9)
2u)

E = e ,

(-N/E)xv.

The integrated surface will be an immersed surface of constant mean curvature
H = | but in general will not be doubly periodic. It will have "periods."
One obtains many solutions to the Gauss equations (2.5) doubly periodic with
respect to orthogonal periods from the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.
problem

Let fl(a,b) = [—a, a] x [-b,b] and consider the Dirichlet
(a) AUJ + sinh UJ cosh UJ = 0
(b) UJ — 0

on

onQ(a.b),
K
J

dü(a,b).

(2.10)

The system (2.10) has a unique positive solution UJ(U, v) = UJ(U, v, a, b) whenever the first eigenvalue for the Laplace operator with Dirichlet boundary data
Ai = (7r 2 /4)((l/a 2 ) + (1/b2)) is greater than one and no positive solution if Ai
is less than one. The positive solutions bifurcate from the zero solution when
Ai = l.
By odd reflection across the grid lines u = (2m + l)a, v = (2n + l)b, the
solution uj(u,v,a,b) can be extended as a doubly periodic solution to (2.5) on
R2 with half periods p\ = (2a, 0), p2 = (0,2b) and whose zero set is this grid.
Furthermore, the solution is symmetric about the dual grid u = 2ma, v = 2nb.
REMARKS. In [9] we analyzed (2.10) by mapping all rectangles of similar
shape onto a chosen member of the family by a homothety (uf, vf) = \/2X(u, v) =
<j)(u,v) and considering the system for the composed function W(u, v) — UJ O
(j>(u,v):
(a) AW + 2AshnWcoshfy = 0
w

onn(ai,6i),
v
;
'

2.11)
(b)W = 0 onön(oi,6i).
In [9] we showed that there is a smooth one parameter family W(u, v, A) so that
as A —+ 0, W(u,v,X) —> WQ(U,V, A) where Wo(u,v,X) is a Green's function for
^(fli)^i) with singularity in a neighborhood of the origin of the form 21n(l/r)
in polar coordinates.
Solutions to (2.10-2.11) can also be obtained by use of a "mountain-pass"
argument. It has since been observed by U. Abresch [1] that the system (2.10)
can be solved explicitly in closed form using elliptic functions. This fact was also
used recently by R. Walter [8] to obtain integrated solutions to (2.9). In fact, the
separation of variables method that enables one to solve (2.10) has been known
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for some time and may be found in the book of Lamb [6], for example. Finally,
the uniqueness result is due to J. Spruck [7].
Take a solution to (2.10), set ß = 0, and integrate the system (2.9) to obtain
our immersion x(u, v, a, b) = x(u, v). The following facts follow directly from the
symmetries of the solution UJ(U, v, a, b) and of the system (2.9).
I. The curve x(2ma,v) lies in a plane Um which is a normal plane to the
surface along the curve with xu(2ma,v) as normal vector. The mapping x(u,v)
is symmetric about this plane.
x(2ma — u,v) = Rm o x(2ma + u, v)

(2.12)

where Rm is the reflection map about Um in R3.
II. The curve x(u, 2nb) lies in a normal plane Qn with xv(u, 2nb) as normal
vector. The mapping x(u,v) is symmetric about this plane.
x(u, 2nb - v) = Sn o x(u, 2nb + v)

(2.13)

3

where Sn is the reflection map about Qn in R . The planes Hm and fin are
mutually perpendicular.
III. The curve x(u, —b) lies in a plane A0 which is a tangent plane to the
surface along this curve. The derivative xu(u, —b) is an even function of u about
u = a. It follows that all the planes Um are parallel.
IV. The curve x((2m + l)a,v) lies on a unit sphere S(cm,l) with center c m .
The centers cm lie on a line / which is the common intersection of the Qn. This
line is a normal line to the planes Um.
The mapping x(u,v,a, b) thus exhibits a "paddle-wheel" symmetry. As a
result of the discussion we can say the following. Let ë be a unit vector parallel
to /. For x(u,v) = x(u,v,a,b) we have
(a) x(u + 4a, v)J = x(u,
v) + 2rë,
K
_
_
(b) x(u,v + 46) = R2Q ox(u,v).

(2.14)

Here r is the directed distance between two adjacent planes n m , n m + i while 9
is the directed angle between the planes fin, n n + i . We have a map
$(a,o) = (r,0)

(2.15)

and our surface will close up if r = 0 and 9/2ir is rational.
THEOREM 2. The set of all (a,b) for which r(a,b) = 0 is a curve G lying
in the first quadrant of the a — b plane one end of which extends to the origin.
The angle function 8(a,b) is a monotonie function on C with range 0 < 0 < IT
so that 6(p) —> 0 as p —> (0,0) along C.
REMARKS ON PROOF. The proof of this result for small rectangles is in [9].
The argument involves a rescaling. One maps small rectangles onto a chosen
rectangle of the same shape and consider solutions W(u,v,\) to (2.11) which
determine the first fundamental form for a surface y(u, v, A) = x(u, v, X)/y/2X of
constant mean curvature H — y/X/2. As A —• 0 the mapping y(u, v,X) has a
limit yo(u,v) which is a meromorphic function. The distance function r has a
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limit as A approaches 0. It can then be shown that the curve C extends to the
origin after which one can analyze the angle function 9. The remainder of the
proof has been carried out by U. Abresch [1] making use of the exact solutions.
3. Twisted immersed tori. The key to constructing more complicated
examples is the following result.
THEOREM 3 [10]. Let u)o(u,v,ao,bo) be a rectangular solution to (2.10)
positive on n(ao,fco) and having the symmetry properties listed in Theorem 1.
Suppose that it satisfies the following stability condition. The only solution to
(a) Ah+ (cosh2uj)h = 0
(b) h = 0

onQ(ao,bo),

on dfl(ao, fco)

is h = 0. Then there is a neighborhood U C R3 of (ao,fco,0) and a smooth
function UJ(U, v,a,b,c): R2 x U —• R such that
(i) for each (a,b,c) G U, uj(u,v,a,b,c) is a solution to (2.5) on R2;
(ii) if pi = (2a,0) and p2 = (2c,2fc), then u(û-{- pi,a) = —u)(ü,ä) where
ü = (u,v) and ä = (a,b,c). We say that uj(ü,a) is half period odd;
(iii) UJ(ü, a) = uj(-ü,a);
(iv) u(u,v,aOibo,0)
=uj0(u,v,a0ibo).
We have a three-parameter family UJ(U, V, a, b, c) of solutions to (2.5) with periods 2pi = (4a, 0) and 2p2 = (4c, 4b). We let ß determine the second fundamental
form and integrate (2.9) to obtain a map x(u, v, a, b, c,ß), a constant mean curvature immersion with H = \ of R2 into R3. Because of the periodicity of the
first and second fundamental forms we infer that
x(ü + 2pi,a,b, c,ß) = Si o x(ü,a,b,c,ß),

i = 1,2,

(3.2)

where p\ = (2a, 0), p2 = (2c, 26) and <?i, £2 are commuting Euclidean motions in
R3. We note the following result.
THEOREM 4 [10].

Let £i, £2 be commuting Euclidean motions in R3 where

£iOx = AiX + ai,

Ai e SO(3), âi^R3.

(3.3)

Suppose that Ai ^ I and A2 is not a 180° -rotation matrix. There is a unique
common one-dimensional eigenspace with eigenvalue one for Ai and A2. Let ë
be a unit eigenvector for this eigenspace. There is a unique vector p orthogonal
to ë so that
£ix = Ai(x-p)+p
+ ne.
(3.4)
Let I be the line through p with direction vector ë. We may rewrite (3.4) in the
form
£iX = Roi ox + Tië
(3.5)
where £#. is a rotation about the line I through an angle 9i (determined mod2TT).
Theorem 4 applies to our situation. Take a solution uj(u,v,a, b, c) as determined by Theorem 3, choose the angle ß, and construct our constant mean
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R4

curvature immersion satisfying (3.2). We obtain a smooth map $ : U x R
where U is a neighborhood of (ao,6o,0) in R3,
$(a,b,c,ß)

= {T1,01,T2,02).

(3.6)

THEOREM 5 [10].
Let (ao,bo,0,0) be chosen so that the corresponding
symmetric immersion gives a closed immersed torus. That is, T\ — T? — 0,
$i = 0, and $2 = 2-irrç, where ro is rational. For almost all (perhaps alt) such
immersions the map $ given by (3.6) is locally invertible. If we set

/$„
T

(D$)

=

^\

(A
C
0

$6

J

0

0

0
E
0

0
F
G

B\
D
0

(3.7)

o;

where $ a is a row vector, then AD - BC ^ 0, E / 0, G ^ 0 at (ao, bo, 0,0).
We observe that if c = ß = 0 then we are in the class of symmetric immersions
and $(a,b,0,0) = (TI,0,0,92).
This explains the 0-entries in the first two rows
of (3.7). The 0-entries in the first and fourth columns of rows three and four can
also be explained by symmetry considerations. The bulk of the work in proving
Theorem 5 is in showing E ^ 0, G / 0, and that the entry in row four, column
two, is zero.
Our starting point is a 4-tuple (a0, bo, 0,0) with ®(ao, fc0,0,0) = (0,0,0,27iro)
where r0 is rational. Theorem 5 says that $ has a local inverse. Thus for all
(0,27T5,0, 27rr) with r, s rational, r near r 0 , and s near 0, there is an immersed
torus of constant mean curvature where $(a,b,c,ß) = (0,27rs,0, 2nr). As one
increments through a period 2pi = (4a, 0) or 2p2 = (4c, 46) of the function
UJ(U, v,a, b, c), there will be rotations 9\ — 2irs and 92 = 2irr in the immersion
x(u, v, a, b, c, ß). We have constructed an enlarged class of twisted immersed tori.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported, in part, by a grant from the
National Science Foundation and by visits, while on sabbatical, to the University
of California, San Diego, and to the University of Bonn, Germany, with support
from SFB 72.
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Illustrations.

-> u

FIGURE l. The zero set u - (2m + l)a, v = (2n + 1)6 for the symmetric
solution UJ(U,V) = uj(u,v,a,b) to (2.5). The function is symmetric about the
dual grid u = 2ma, v = 2nb.

e >

FIGURE 2. The surface x(u,v,a,b)

IT/2

when uj(u,v,a,b) = 0. (A pure cylinder)

FIGURE 3. A section of the image surface x(u,v,a,b)
nonzero. The planes II m are still separated.

when u)(u,v,a,b)

is
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FIGURE 4. A section of the surface when the planes II m have coalesced.
Reflect this figure about the plane of the paper to obtain a section of surface
shaped like a "clam shell." Now rotate this figure 180° about a vertical line
through Co- The figure now resembles a clam with its mouth open. A closed
surface is obtained by a succession of reflections.

FIGURE 5. The image of a rectangular zone of negative Gauss curvature
resembles an Enneper's surface. A closed surface may be thought of as spherelike objects held together by pieces of Enneper's surface.
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Segal's Burnside Ring Conjecture
and Related Problems in Topology
GUNNAR CARLSSON
In 1960, M. F. Atiyah proved the following theorem.
THEOREM (ATIYAH, [2]). Let G be a finite group, and let U denote the
infinite unitary group. Then [BG, BU x Z] is isomorphic to the completion of
the complex representation ring R[G] at its augmentation ideal. (Here [X,Y]
denotes the homotopy classes of maps from X to Y, and if G is any topological
group, BG denotes its classifying space.)
This theorem is motivated by the observation that any complex representation
of G, i.e., homomorphism p: G —• U(n), induces a map

9(p): BG 5? BU(n)

-^BUxn^BUxZ,

and that if two representations are isomorphic, they induce homotopic maps.
It is natural to ask if all maps / : BG —• BU are in the image of 9, i.e., are
homotopic to maps induced by representations. This turns out to be false, but
Atiyah's theorem very precisely describes the failure of this naive guess. One first
observes that BU x Z admits a homotopy commutative product, arising from
Whitney sum of vector bundles, so that [BG, BU x Z] becomes an abelian group.
Furthermore, if p and pf are representations, one has the formula 9(p © pf) =
9(p) + 9(p'), so that 9 extends over the group completion of the abelian monoid
Rep[G] of isomorphism classes of representations of G, which is R[G], giving
a homomorphism 9: R[G] —> [BG, BU]. Atiyah then shows that 9 actually
extends over the completion R[G] of R[G] at its augmentation ideal, and that this
extension is an isomorphism. Thus, one can informally say that the homotopy
classes of maps induced by representations are dense among all maps from BG
to BU.
It is very surprising to find such a neat, closed-form expression for the problem
of classifying up to homotopy maps from BG to BU; in general, the set [X, Y] is
Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-86-02430. The author is an
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow.
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notoriously difficult to describe. This led topologists to hope that similar closedform descriptions might be available in certain other cases, where one replaces
the space BU by a different target space. Graeme Segal, in particular, considered
the space Q(S°). Recall that this space is defined as the direct limit of the spaces
of based loops QnSn, where QnX denotes the based maps of the space Sn into
X. The direct limit system is then defined by suspension of maps, using the fact
that E S n = S n + 1 . Segal asked if there was a reasonable description of the set
(in fact, abelian group) [BG,Q(S0)]. To see what the statement analogous to
Atiyah's should be, we must describe the so-called Dyer-Lashof maps. Consider
the space C n (R fc ) = {(v%,... ,vn) \ Vi G Kk, d(vi,Vj) > 1 for i ^ j}\ d denotes
Euclidean distance. This is the space of all ordered distinct n-tuples in Rfc, so
that the distance between any two distinct points is greater than or equal to
one. We may view Sk as the one-point compactification Rfc U {00}, or as the
one-point compactification J3L){oo}, where B is any open ball in Rk. Given any
p G Rh, define the associated collapse map (j>p : Rfc U {00} —• Bi/2(p) U {00} by
(j)p(x) = 00
(j)p(x) = x

iîp£B1/2(p),
iîpeB1/2(p).

Given an element ( p i , . . . ,pn) G C n (R f c ), we define a map
n

^(PI....,P.)

k

k

:S ^R U

n

{00} -» \J(B1/2(Pi) U {00}) = V Sk
i=l

1=1

by
^(ni,...,P»)(a;) = ^ ( f l ; )
üxeB1/2(pi),
X
Ìf X
^{pu^Pn)( ) = °°
i U Blß(Pi)We now define the Dyer-Lashof map Dn>k : C n (R fc ) —• QkSk by Dnjk(pi,...
,pn)
k
k s
= Foip(pu,„jPri), where F: VILi & ~~* & * ^ e evident folding map. We obtain
the commutative diagram

Gn(Rk)
i
cn(Rfc+1)

Dntk

-V

D

"4 +1

nksIk
Ï
k+1 k+1
n s

and hence we obtain a map Dn: \JkCn{R,k) —• Q(S°). One can show that
\Jk Cn(Rk) is a contractible space. Note also that E n acts freely on (Jfc G n (R*),
and that the map D factors through \Jk C n (R f c )/E n . Since |Jfc Cn(Ilk) is contractible and E n acts freely, this orbit space is a classifying space for E n , i.e.,
£?E n . So Dn defines a map Dn: S E n —• Q(S°). It turns out that Dn has
its image in the component of Q(S°) consisting of maps of degree n; Q(S°)
is an //-space, so we may add any fixed map of degree — n and obtain a map
Dn : BEn —• Q(S°)o, the component of maps of degree 0. These maps are compatible over n and produce a map DQQ: BT,^ —• Q(S°)o. This map is proved
by Barratt, Priddy, and Quillen [9] to induce an isomorphism on integral homology; in fact, one can show, using simplicial techniques, that Q(S°) may be
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constructed from the space BE^ in a very explicit manner. This suggested to
Segal that representations of a finite group into E n should play the role that
complex representations do for BU. The next step is to determine what is the
"representation ring" for representations into the symmetric group. This turns
out to be a well-known construction, due to Dress, called the Burnside ring of
G. It is usually written A(G). It is defined as follows. Recall that a G-set is
simply a set together with a G-action on the set. The notion of isomorphism
of G-sets is the evident one. Let S(G) denote the set of isomorphism classes
of finite G-sets; then S (G) is a commutative monoid under the sum operation
[Xi] + [X2] = [X± ]JX2], where ]J denotes disjoint union of G-sets. A(G) as an
abelian group is the group completion of this monoid. The product operation
[Xi] • [X2] = [Xi,X2] yields a ring structure on A(G). A(G) is always a free
abelian group whose rank is equal to the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G; this comes from the fact that every finite G-set X has a unique
decomposition X = |J^ G/Ki, where G/K{ denotes the G-set of right üQ-cosets
in G. A(G) is also equipped with an augmentation A(G) —> A({e}) = Z, viewing
a G-set as a set with no group action. The kernel of this map is called 1(G), the
augmentation ideal of A(G). Segal observed that the Dyer-Lashof construction
yields a homomorphism from A(G) to [BG, Q(S0)], and that this homomorphism
extends to a homomorphism 9: A(G) —• [BG,Q(S0)], where A(G) denotes the
completion of A(G) at 1(G). He made the following conjecture.
CONJECTURE ( S E G A L ) .

9 is an isomorphism.

This conjecture has recently been proved. The proof can be broken up into
four steps.
(I) Prove that the conjecture holds for cyclic groups of prime order. This
was carried out first for p = 2 by W. H. Lin [6], using difficult Adams spectral
sequence techniques. J. H. C. Gunawardena [5] adapted these techniques to the
case of an odd prime p.
(II) Prove that the conjecture holds for G = (Z/pZ)k.
This was proved by
Adams, Gunawardena, and Miller [1], again using the Adams spectral sequence.
The technique here is a vast generalization and refinement of Lin's techniques.
(III) Prove that the conjecture holds for a general p-group if it holds whenever
G = (Z/pZ)k. This was proved by the author [4]. The key ingredients are a reformulation of the conjecture in terms of "equivariant stable homotopy theory,"
the construction of fixed point free representations with nilpotent Euler class on
a nonelementary abelian p-group G, using the Quillen-Venkov theorem [11], and
the contractibility of the classifying space of the ordered set of all proper, nontrivial subgroups of a nonelementary abelian p-group G. This is also a theorem
of Quillen [10]. The equivariant reformulation actually permits the analysis of
the groups [T.kBG, Q(S0)] for all k as well; see [4] for details.
(IV) Prove that the conjecture holds for a general finite group if it holds for
all p-groups. This was proved by May and McClure [7], by showing that the
functor A(G) satisfies sufficiently strong induction conditions to give the result.
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An interesting feature of the proof is that it is very distinct in character from
the proof of Atiyah's theorem. Atiyah relied heavily on the computability of the
groups 7rn(BU), and used an induction based on the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence. On the other hand, the groups irn(Q(S0)) are the "stable homotopy
groups of spheres," groups whose description remains an open problem; therefore,
they cannot be used to ground an induction. The proof of Segal's conjecture uses
a smaller amount of computational input, and can be modified to give a short
proof of Atiyah's theorem.
As it stands, this theorem is a very pleasing analogue to Atiyah's theorem.
It turns out, though, that it can be applied to study a family of problems of
central importance in algebraic topology. Let G be a group, and let EG be
a contractible space on which G acts freely. One can show that such a space
always exists; EG/G = BG. Let X be a G-space. Then one can view the
function space F(EG,X) as a G-space by setting g- f = gfg"1. The fixed point
set F(EG,X)G is referred to as the homotopy fixed point set. On the other
hand, let p denote the one-point space with trivial G-action. Then F(p,X)
can also be viewed as a G-space; of course, it is canonically G-homeomorphic
to X. The map EG -• p determines a G-map X ^ F(p,X) -• F(EG,X),
and hence a map XG —• F(EG,X)G. The "homotopy limit problem" asks for
an analysis of this map, hopefully proving that it is an equivalence in some
sense. R. Thomason [14] introduced this class of problems. Theorems showing
an equivalence between fixed point sets and homotopy fixed point sets are of a
great use for the following reasons. The first is that, in some contexts, the fixed
point set is easily described, and one then obtains a description of an otherwise
intractable homotopy fixed point set. The second is that by filtering EG by its
skeleta, one obtains a spectral sequence with E™ = HP(G: 7T-q(X)) converging
to TT*(F(EG,X)G).
This gives information in situations where the fixed point
set is intractable. I will illustrate this with two examples.
The first is Sullivan's conjecture, as proved by Haynes Miller [8]. It asks if the
based mapping space F(BG, X) is contractible, where G is a finite group, and X
is a finite complex. Equivalently, one could ask that the unbased mapping space
should be weakly equivalent to X. Now, if we view X as a G-complex with trivial
action, F(BG,X) = F(EG,X)G. Thus, Sullivan's conjecture could be stated
as asking if the fixed point set and homotopy fixed point set of a finite complex
with trivial action are equivalent. One could, of course, ask the question with
nontrivial action; this is the generalized Sullivan conjecture.
An example of the second type of situation where homotopy limit problems are
useful is the conjectured existence of a descent spectral sequence for algebraic Ktheory. Since Quillen invented his algebraic if-groups of rings, their calculation
in many situations of interest has remained an unsolved problem. In particular,
the case offieldsis a particularly central case, and the only complete calculation is
that of Suslin [13], who computes the algebraic if-theory with finite coefficients
of an algebraically closed field. Nonalgebraically closed fields, such as Q or
number fields, remain a mystery. A possible approach is the following. The
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algebraic if-theory of a field L can be described as the homotopy groups of a
certain space BGL+(L). If L is a Galois extension of a subfield LQ, with Galois
group G, then G acts on BGL+(L), with fixed point set BGL+(LQ).
If one
could prove that the fixed point set was equal to the homotopy fixed point set in
this situation, one would have a spectral sequence with E™ = HP(G:
K-q(L)),
converging to K*(LQ), which would be a big step toward the solution of the
problem.
It turns out that the Segal conjecture can be viewed as a homotopy limit
problem. The space X is now QG(S°), a G-space constructed by Segal whose
underlying space is Q(S°), but which is equipped with a group action coming
from all the linear actions on spheres. See [12] for details of this construction. It
further turns out that the Segal conjecture can be used to attack the generalized
Sullivan conjecture and the descent problem for algebraic if-theory, in the case
of number fields, p-adic local fields, and function fields. The method used is to
approximate the G-space X in question by a tower of G-fibrations

i
F2

—•

X2

i
•ft

->

Xi

I
Xo

I
*
so that Xo and Fi are G-spaces for which the homotopy limit problem has
an affirmative solution by the Segal conjecture. This tower of fibrations arises
from the so-called "cosimplicial space of the triple QG"; see [3]. In the case
of the generalized Sullivan conjecture, one obtains a complete description of the
homotopy type of F(EG;kX)G at the prime p, if p is a p-group. In the case of the
descent spectral sequence for algebraic üC-theory, one obtains enough information
about finite descent to begin a serious attack on the case of descent from Q, the
field of all algebraic numbers, to an algebraic number field. This descent is more
difficult, since the Galois group is profinite rather than finite.
Finally, I should state that in the case of the Sullivan conjecture, H. R. Miller
has obtained, independently and simultaneously, a proof of essentially the same
theorem; J. Larmes has since provided another proof.
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The Sullivan Conjecture
and Homotopical Representation Theory
HAYNES MILLER
In his well-known M.I.T. notes [39, 5.115-5.131] Dennis Sullivan made a conjecture about the mod 2 homology type of the fixed point set of an involution.
As explained below, this conjecture may be regarded as a geometric version of
the classical P. A. Smith theory. In a special case, it led Sullivan to a further
conjecture about maps from real projective spaces.
Forms of these conjectures have recently been proven, and they have found
diverse applications in homotopy theory. In time they may find application in
geometric topology as well; cf. [37, 5]. The object of this talk is to describe these
conjectures in their original context (§1), then indicate some of the methods of
proof and related consequences of these methods (§2), and finally (§3) to indicate
some applications to the study of maps between classifying spaces.
The Sullivan fixed point conjecture is a case of a much more general issue,
the "homotopy limit problem." As a general discussion of this problem may be
found in G. Carlsson's talk, we will not dwell on this aspect of the matter here.
1. The Sullivan conjectures. One may be stated as
THEOREM [31]. Let X be a finite-dimensional CW complex and let f: R P n
—• X be a continuous map. If f can be extended over RP n + f c for arbitrary k,
then it is homotopic to a constant map.
This theorem may be conveniently packaged by forming RP°° = ( j R P n .
Then it is contained in
THEOREM [31]. With X as above, m a p ^ R P 0 0 , ^ ) , the space of pointed
maps with its compact-open topology, is weakly contractible: all its homotopy
groups are trivial.
As a result, if K is any cell-complex, there are no essential maps from RP°°
to map* (if, X), despite the fact that the mapping space is usually very large (a
loop-space, for instance).
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Since RP°° has only one nontrivial homotopy group (7ri(RP°°) = Z2), this
theorem is a case of
THEOREM 1 (A. ZABRODSKY [41]; SEE ALSO [31]). Let W be a CW
complex with only finitely many nonzero homotopy groups, each finite (or merely
locally finite). Let X be any finite-dimensional CW complex. Then map* (W, X)
is weakly contractible.
In particular, we may have W = Bn, the classifying space of a (locally) finite
group 7r; in fact this case, proved in [31], starts an induction for Zabrodsky. In
[41] he also allows the source to have nontrivial rational homotopy, under some
further side conditions. He shows that all maps are then phantom maps, and
that 7r*map*(VK,X) is computable in terms of H*(W\Q) and n*(X) <$ Q. In
[18], E. M. Friedlander and G. Mislin apply Theorem 1 and étale methods to
the study of m&p+(BG,X) for G a compact Lie group and X a finite complex.
Another application of this work is the affirmation by C. McGibbon and J. A.
Neisendorfer [29] of a conjecture of J.-P. Serre: If X is a simply connected finite
complex with H*(X; Zv) ^ 0, then TTì(X) contains p-torsion for infinitely many
i. (This theorem is proven anew, without the use of Theorem 1 or the like, by
J. Lannes and L. Schwartz in [23].) See [45] for further applications.
To put these results in context one should consider a more general situation.
Let 7T be a group acting on a space X. The homotopy fixed point set is the
space

Xhl" =

m^(En,X)

of equivariant maps to X from a free contractible 7T-CW complex En. The actual
fixed point set X* embeds in Xh* as the subspace of constant maps. The functor
X r-> Xh* has the following homotopy property, not enjoyed b y X ^ Xw.
(H) Let / : X —• Y be an equivariant map. If / is a homotopy equivalence,
then so is the induced map fhn: Xhn -* Yhn.
How close is Xn —• Xh* to being an equivalence? It is elementary to show:
EXAMPLE 1. If F is a free 7T-CW complex (e.g., n itself, with TT acting by
translation) and X = map(P, Y), with w acting by conjugation and Y arbitrary,
then Xn —• Xhn is a homotopy equivalence.
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that IT acts freely on X and that X is of finite category
(e.g., is finite-dimensional). If 7r has any nontrivial torsion, then Xhn = 0
Theorem 1 gives us
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that 7T acts trivially on X. Then Xh7r = map(P7r, X),
and X* = X\ so if X is a finite-dimensional CW complex and 7r is locally finite,
then X* —• X*1* is a weak homotopy equivalence.
In [21] L. Jones established the following converse to Smith theory. If
F is a finite complex with H*(F\ZP) = 0, then there is a contractible finite
Zp-CW complex X with XZp = F. Since by (H) X —> * induces a homotopy
equivalence Xhzp —• *, the best we can expect of Xn —> Xhn in general is good
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homological behavior; and indeed, in [39] Sullivan proposed essentially
CONJECTURE (SC). If X is a finite-dimensional Z2-CW complex, then
XZ2 —> Xh7t2 induces an isomorphism in mod 2 homology.
This conjecture arose in the context of Sullivan's use of the étale homotopy
theory of M. Artin and B. Mazur [4] to prove the Adams conjecture. We give
a somewhat updated account of his chain of reasoning, because it serves to
motivate the form of Theorem 2.
Let V be an algebraic variety (to be precise, a pointed connected scheme of
finite type) over C. Étale homotopy theory (as presented in [17]; see Corollary
8.5) provides a model Vét for the analytic space V(C) of complex points, constructed purely from the structure of V as algebraic variety, without using the
topology of C. By specializing to the 2-adic part, one has a map V(C) —» Vét,2
which is up to homotopy the same as the Z2-completion V(G) —• Z2ooV(C)
of Bousfield and Kan [6]. We pause to record some properties of this general
construction Zpoo, p a prime.
(BK1) X —• ZpooX is a functor from spaces to spaces (simplicial sets to simplicial sets, actually), and comes with a natural transformation rj-.X —• ZpooX.
(BK2) If X is simply connected then so is ZpooX, and rj is a Bousfield
H#(—;Zp)-localization [7]. This means (1) H*(r}\Zp) is an isomorphism, and
(2) any modp homology equivalence A —• B induces a bijection [A, ZpooX] «—
[B,ZpooX].
(BK3) Let / : X —> Y. Then H* (/; Zp) is an isomorphism if and only if Zpoof
is a homotopy equivalence.
Now suppose V is defined over R. Then V(C) carries a continuous involution
with fixed point subspace V(R). Sullivan now wondered whether V(R)—or
rather Z2ooV(R)—can be obtained from Vét,2 with its involution. This question
is answered affirmatively by
THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime, TT a finite p-group, X a finite-dimensional
7T-GW complex with finite-dimensional modp homology. Then the composite
^poo(X^)

—•

\

(ZpooX)
/

(ZpooX)71"

is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 2 has been proven by Lannes [22], the author ([33], using joint work
[13] with Neisendorfer and W. G. Dwyer), and by Carlsson [44]. The special
case in which X71" = 0 is due to E. Dror Farjoun and A. Zabrodsky [15] and to
S. Jackowsky [26].
Theorem 2 differs somewhat from (SC). This is because (1) Sullivan followed
[4] in regarding the space Vét,2 as defined only up to homotopy. The "rigidification" necessary to obtain a space, functorially, was carried out in essence
by S. Lubkin in 1967, and in greater generality by E. M. Friedlander (see [17]).
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(2) His description of p-adic completion also yields only a homotopy-type, functorially. We make some further remarks about these two statements.
REMARK 1. Another motivation for the conjecture comes from P. A. Smith
theory. Let ix be a finite p-group, let X and Y be 7r-spaces to which Theorem
2 applies, and let f:X —• Y be an equivariant modp homology equivalence. By
(BK3), ZpooX —• ZpooY is a homotopy equivalence. By (H), then, the bottom
arrow in the diagram
Zpoot**)

-•

ZpooCr*)

-+

(ZpooY)h*

I

I

(ZpooX)h*

is an equivalence, and by Theorem 2 the vertical arrows are too. By (BK3)
again, X* —• Yn is thus a modp homology isomorphism: this is the conclusion
of Smith theory. (SC), on the other hand, does not recover Smith theory.
REMARK 2. In Theorem 2 it suffices to assume that |7r| = p; the general
case follows by an easy induction on |7r| using the solvability of p-groups. (SC)
cannot be so reduced.
REMARK 3. Obstruction theory gives
DWYER'S LEMMA [12]. Ifn is a finite p-group and X is a simply connected
n-space, then Xhn —• (ZpooX)hn is a modp homology equivalence.
This lemma enables us to compare Theorem 2 with (SC), by considering the
commutative square (in which X is as in Theorem 2)
vir

y

I
Z poo(X

X^

I
)

(*)

—• (ZpooX)

If Xn is simply connected, then by (BK2) the left vertical is a modp homology
equivalence; if also X is simply connected then by Dwyer's Lemma the right
vertical is too; so if both conditions hold, then (SC) is true. On the other hand,
according to A. K. Bousfield, there are connected finite complexes W such that
W —• ZpooW is not a modp homology equivalence—for example, W = S1 V S1.
Consider, for such W, the join X = W * Z p , with Z p acting trivially on W and
by translation on Z p . X is simply connected, and so Theorem 2 and Dwyer's
Lemma show that (SC) fails for this example.
2. Methods and extensions. The basic approach to these problems is via
the technology of Bousfield and D. M. Kan [6] underlying the construction of
their Zp-completion and the associated unstable Adams spectral sequence. This
approach, initiated in [31], was inspired by W. H. Lin's proof [27] of the conjecture of M. E. Mahowald and G. B. Segal about the stable groups 7rJ(RPoo),
and was brought to life by Carlsson's paper [8] on the Segal conjecture for Z2.
This technology results in an obstruction theory, in which obstructions lie in
suitable Ext groups. These groups are certain nonabelian derived functors, computed in the category CA of right unstable coalgebras over the modp Steenrod
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algebra A—or, under appropriate finiteness assumptions, in the category K of
left unstable algebras over A. For example, [6] and [11] yield the
CONTRACTIBILITY CRITERION (CC) [31]. Let H*W be p-torsion and let
X be a simply connected (or merely nilpotent) space. If
Ext3CA(H*(XnW),H*(X))

=0

foralln>s>0,

then m8Lp+(W,X) is weakly contractible.
Various strategems for computing these Ext groups have been devised. In
case W = BZrv, we have the following surprising and fundamental fact.
INJECTIVITY THEOREM ( I ) . H*(BZrp) is an injective object in the category
U of left unstable A-modules.
This result was proven (for p = 2) by Carlsson [8]. Carlsson's proof was
extended (for r = 1) to p > 2 and given an interpretation of this form (but using
homology) in [31]. The result as stated was given first in [26] by Lannes and S.
Zarati. They have strengthened (I) in important ways as well; for example [25],
H*(BZp) is in fact injective in K. Lannes and Schwartz [24] classify injectives
in U, and as a corollary obtain a converse to Theorem 1. See also [10] for related
work.
The Injectivity Theorem can be used (see [31], or, for a quicker and somewhat
more general proof, Lannes and Schwartz [23]) to obtain
THEOREM [31]. Ext9CA(H*(EnBZrp),M)
provided M is bounded above.

= 0 for all r > 0, and n > s > 0,

Together with (CC), this result yields Theorem 1 in case W = BZV and X is
simply connected; this is the key case. We refer the reader to [30] or [31] for an
account of the path to the general result.
We conclude this section by mentioning several recent related results of Lannes.
THEOREM 3 (LANNES, [22]). Let X be a simply connected space such that
üf*(X;Zp) is of finite type. Evaluation of cohomology
[BZrp,X] -» H a m * ( i r (X), JT(fiZJ))
is then a bijection.
This result was conjectured in [32] and proven there under very special conditions.
Second, Lannes gives a workable Ext criterion for showing that a map Z —y
map(SZp, Y) is an equivalence. He uses this result for a variety of purposes: (1)
Taking Y = En xnX, with |7r| = p, he obtains a proof of Theorem 2. (2) Taking
Y = \Jn QnSn+k, he obtains a proof of the strong form of the Segal conjecture
for p-tori, a theorem due originally to J. F. Adams, J. H. C. Gunawardena, and
the author [3]. This proof represents a completion of Carlsson's original work [8]
on the Segal conjecture, in which the Injectivity Theorem (somewhat disguised)
first appeared.
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Forms of this theorem have been proven also by Zabrodsky and by Lannes.
Dwyer's proof may be sketched as follows. Lannes's Theorem 3, combined with
Quillen's paper [36], implies that a is bijective for n a p-torus. (This observation
is due to Adams, to the author and Wilkerson, and to Lannes [22].) On the other
hand, using the well-known fact that map(S 1 ,5G) —• BG is fiber-homotopy
equivalent to EG XQ GC —• BG (Gc = G with G acting by conjugation) one sees
that given p:n —> G,

üm^(Bn,BG)Bp^G^p
(GC}p = G with n acting by conjugation through p). Since G*iP = Aut(p),
Theorem 2 (supplemented i.a.by Dwyer's Lemma) leads to good information
about ß. Finally, an induction using "nonabelian cohomology" gives the result
for general n.
This result provides a powerful tool with which to attack problems about
maps between classifying spaces. We give two sample applications. Sullivan [39]
constructed a m a p ^ - B S L ^ —• B8\J2 such that H2n(ißk;Q) is multiplication
by kn, provided fc = 0 or fc is odd. Friedlander [16] and Wilkerson [40] extended
this construction to obtain ijjk on BG for any connected compact Lie group G,
provided (\W\, fc) = 1, where W is the Weyl group of G. Conversely:
THEOREM (K.

ISHIGURO

[19]). Ifi>k exists on BG, then (\W\,k) = 1.

THEOREM. (ZABRODSKY [42] for k = 0; MlSLIN [34] in general). For given
k, any two maps il)k on J3SU2 are homotopic.
The cohomology of BG is often free as a commutative algebra. In the remainder of this paper we take p > 2. Recall that Borei proved that if G is a
connected compact Lie group and (|W|,p) = 1, then H*(BG; Zp) is polynomial.
A longstanding program (of N. Steenrod, D. Rector, C. W. Wilkerson,...)
asks to analyze simply connected spaces with polynomial cohomology (or more
generally spaces with p-adically finite loop spaces) by "Lie theoretic" means:
to construct a "maximal torus" and obtain analogues of the above theorem of
Borei, for instance. Suppose for example that H*(X) = Zp[x], \x\ = 2n. Using
the fact that Pm is decomposable unless m is a power of p one finds n = kpe
for some divisor fc of (p - 1), and that H*(X) = Zp[y]Zk where \y\ = 2pe and
Zfc C Zp . The question of possible values of e is precisely the Hopf invariant
one modp problem, and by [28] e = 0:H*(X) = i?*(5Ti) z *, where Tr is the
r- torus.
On the other hand, in [39] Sullivan noticed that Zi < Z£ lifts to a subgroup
Zfc < (Zp) x and hence acts on K(Zp, 2) = BT^. An easy Serre spectral sequence
argument then shows that EZk Xzfc i?Tf has cohomology H*(BTi)Zk.
Applying
Zpoo to this space gives a simply connected Z p -complete space X with this
cohomology.
Joint work of Dwyer, Wilerson, and the author generalizes this story to higher
rank, and provides a uniqueness statement; for example, the homotopy type of
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Zpoo(^Zfc Xzk BT±) is the only one fitting the above description. The appropriate algebra is largely due to Adams and Wilkerson [2]. They start with an
unstable ./{-algebra B, assumed to be a Noetherian integral domain. They show
that if the fraction field F of B has transcendence degree r, then B embeds as a
sub .4-algebra of H*(BTr), Let W be the group of .4-algebra automorphism of
H*(BTr) which fix B; W < GL(r,Zp). If B is integrally closed in F, then (by
an unpublished result of Wilkerson; cf. [35]) there are generators t\,... ,tn of
H2(BTr) and integers ej > 0 such that S = Zp\t\ ,..., tfr] is stable under W
andB = S^.
5 ( D W Y E R , M I L L E R , WILKERSON [14]). Let X be a simply
connected p-complete space such that H*(X) = B is an integrally closed Noetherian integral domain of transcendence degree r. Then
(1) S = H* (BTr) :B = H* (BTr)w.
(2) There is a "maximal torus": a map i:BT^—> X and a W-action on BT^
inducing the correct action in cohomology and for which i is equivariant. In
particular, W lifts to a subgroup ofGL(r,Zp).
(3) If (\W\,p) = 1, the induced map
THEOREM

Zpoo(EWxw

BT~)-+X.

is a homotopy equivalence.
SKETCH OF PROOF. By Lannes's Theorem 3, H*(X) - • H*(BTr) - •
H*(BZp) is realized by a map i:BZrp —• X. Lannes's work with Bousfield
lets us compute that H*(map(BZp,X)i)
= S. By Hopf invariant one modp,
this forces each ej = 0, proving (1). Thus map(.BZ£,X)i = BT^, and evaluation
gives a map BT^-^y X factoring i. The action of W on BZrp induces an action on
map(SZp,X) which (again by Theorem 3) carries the component of i to itself,
and this proves (2). Finally, a Serre spectral sequence argument gives (3).
The dimensions of the generators of polynomial algebras arising in this way
have been described by A. Clark and J. Ewing [43]. The results presented above
lead one to hope that a complete classification of p-complex simply connected
spaces with Noetherian polynomial cohomology may be within reach.
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Trees and Hyperbolic Geometry
JOHN W. MORGAN
Introduction. Let H n be the subspace
{(Z 0 , . . . , Z n ) € R n + 1 \q(x0, . . . , Xn) = - a g + x\ + • • • + Xn = - 1 }
and XQ > 0. The quadratic form q restricts to give a positive definite form
on each tangent space of H n , and consequently, endows H n with a riemannian
metric. We call this riemannian manifold hyperbolic n-space. It has constant
sectional curvature —1 and is homogeneous. Its group of orientation-preserving
isometries is SO°(n, 1), the connected component of the identity of the real linear
subgroup SO(n, 1) of matrices in SL n +i(R) preserving the form q. A hyperbolic
n-manifold is a complete, oriented riemannian manifold locally isometric to H n .
If JV is a hyperbolic n-manifold, then JV is isometric to H n / r j v , where TJV is
some discrete, torsion-free subgroup of SO°(n, 1). The group TN is determined
by JV up to conjugation in SO°(n, 1).
Now let us fix a torsion-free, finitely generated group T. An n-dimensional
hyperbolic structure on T is determined by a pair {JV, <p}, where JV is an ridimensionai hyperbolic manifold and <p:T —y TTI(N) is an isomorphism. Two
pairs {JVo,£>o} and {Ni,<pi} determine the same hyperbolic structure on T if
there is an orientation-preserving isometry / : JVo —• JVi such that /* o <p0 and <pi
differ by an inner automorphism of T. (Notice that /*: TTI(NO) —» 7Ti(JVi) is only
well defined up to inner automorphism of 7ri(JV0).)
We denote the set of all n-dimensional hyperbolic structures on T by Hn(r).
This set is naturally identified with the set of conjugacy classes of faithful representations p:Y —y SO°(n, 1) with discrete image. From this description, there
is a natural topology on Mn(T). Let R+(T) be the space of all representations of
T into SO°(n, 1). It has the algebraic topology: representations are close if they
are close on a finite generating set. Inside R+(T) we have the subspace Z)+(r) of
faithful representations with discrete image. SO°(n, 1) acts on -RÇ(r) by conjugation leaving D^T) invariant. The quotient space D${T) = Z)£(r)/SO°(n, 1)
is the space of conjugacy classes of discrete, faithful representations of T into
SO°(n, 1). Since we have a natural identification Xn(T) <-> Z>!f.(r), this yields a
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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topology on Hn(T). As an example, if T is the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus g > 1, then M2(T) is the Teichmüller space of T. It is homeomorphic
to R 6 *" 6 .
The basic object of study here is the space Mn(V). We are particularly concerned with degenerations of hyperbolic structures, i.e., unbounded sequences
in Mn(T). We address this by constructing a natural compactification of Mn(T)
and giving a geometric realization of the ideal points of this compactification.
One question which naturally arises is, What conditions on T ensure that the
space Mn(T) is compact? One class of groups T for which Mn(T) has been explicitly determined is the class of fundamental groups of finite volume hyperbolic
n-manifolds JV. Mostow rigidity [9] says that for n > 2, Mn(iTi(N)) is a single
point. We view results saying that Mn(T) is compact for a wider class of groups
T as a weak version of Mostow rigidity for infinite volume hyperbolic manifolds.
Of course, if T is a surface group # 2 ( r ) C Mn(T) for all n > 2. Thus there can
be no general result saying that Hn(T) is compact for all finitely generated T.
What is more surprising is that there are large classes of groups for which Hn(r)
is nonempty (and even positive-dimensional) but still compact. The full story is
not yet understood but some significant partial results do exist.
Results. The first such result (beyond Mostow rigidity) is due to Thurston.
THEOREM 1 [11]. Let M 3 be a hyperbolic 3-manifold and suppose that T =
7Ti(M) is finitely generated. If ^/3(T) is noncompact, thenT has a decomposition
of one of the following types:
(i) T = A *c B is a nontrivial free product with amalgamation with C cyclic;
(ii) T = A *c is an HNN-decomposition with G cyclic.
In the proof of this result, the fact that V is a 3-manifold group is important
but the dimension of the hyperbolic structure is much less important. In fact,
one shows
THEOREM 2 [4]. Let M be a hyperbolic 3-manifold, and suppose that T =
7Ti(M) is finitely generated. Then for any n > 3, Mn(r) is compact if and only
if T does not have a decomposition of one of the following types:
(i) T = A *c B with C cyclic and of infinite index in A and B\
(ii) r = A *c with C cyclic.
Notice that it follows that Mn(TTi(M)) is compact if and only if M3(7Ti(M))
is compact. In particular, if M is a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, then
J/n(7Ti(M)) is compact for all n > 3.
There is another class of groups for which very similar results hold. We state
the result in the case of no parabolic subgroups.
THEOREM 3 . Let r be a finitely generated group. Suppose all abelian subgroups of Y are cyclic. Let I(T) be the set of subgroups Tf CT of infinite index.
Suppose there is a class a E Hk(T-, Q), for some fc > 3, which is not in the image
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of the natural map

0

iJfc(r';Q)^tffc(r;Q).

(*)

r'€i(r)
Then Mn{Y) is compact provided that Y does not admit a decomposition of either
of the following forms:
(I) T = A *c B with G virtually abelian and G ^ A, G ^ B\
(II) T = A *c with G virtually abelian.
There is also a version of this theorem in the presence of parabolic subgroups.
One uses homology relative to the cusps.
One class of groups for which this result gives information is groups Y for
which the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Y, 1) has a representative which is a
closed, oriented fc-manifold, fc > 3. Then Y has a top class [r] G Hk(Y; Q) which
is not in the image of (*). Thus we have
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that Mk, fc > 3, is a closed oriented k-manifold
with 7Ti(M) = T and universal covering M contractible. Then for any n, )ln(Y)
is compact provided that Y has no decomposition as in (I) and (II) above.
In particular, we have
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that Mk, fc > 3, is a closed, hyperbolic k-manifold
with 7Ti(M) = T. Then for any n, Mn(Y) is compact.
This last result is a weak version for rank-1 groups of Margulis's super rigidity
for co-compact lattices in higher rank groups [3].
There is also the version of the previous result for finite volume hyperbolic
manifolds.
These results suggest the following question:
Let T be a finitely generated group, and let n > 3. Is Mn(Y) compact unless
T has a decomposition as in (I) or (II) of Theorem 3?
Sketch of the proofs. We shall give a rough sketch of the ideas that go into
the proofs of these results. We start by describing the space A(Y) of actions of
T on R-trees, which is the analogue of the character variety of representations
of T into SO(n, 1). Then we go into some of the details of the compactification
of Xn(Y) and the identification of the ideal points of the compactification with
actions of Y on R-trees. After this Theorems 1 and 2 are direct consequences
of a theorem due to Shalen and myself on 3-manifold groups acting on R-trees.
We also briefly discuss the proof of Theorem 3.
Actions on R-trees. The study of degenerations of hyperbolic structures on
T is closely related to actions of Y on R-trees. Our next goal is to study actions
of T on R-trees in their own right.
An R-tree is a metric space (T, d) such that (i) any two points x and y in
T are joined by a segment 1 in T and (ii) if J and J are segments in T with
X

A segment in a metric space is a subspace isometric to a closed interval in R.
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ID J = {x}, x being an endpoint of both / and J, then / U J is a segment. (It
follows that the segment in T joining x and y is unique.) Let y.T —» T be an
isometry. There are two possibilities:
(a) 7 has a fixed point, or
(b) there is a copy of R isometrically embedded in T which is invariant under
7 and on which 7 acts as a nontrivial translation.
In case (b), the image of R is unique and is called the axis of 7. We define
the hyperbolic length of 7 to be
T(i) =

mmd(x,^x).

Case (a) corresponds to 7(7) = 0, and case (b) corresponds to 7(7) > 0.
Now suppose that T is a finitely generated group and that IJJ: Y x T —• T is an
action of T on an R-tree. (We use the term action to mean action by isometries.)
We define the hyperbolic length function r^: Y —y R by 7-^(7) = r(ip(^)). Since r^
is a class function, r<0(7o7i7ö~1) = 7"v(7i)> ^ *s n a ^ural to factor r^ as a function
Tij,: C —y R, where C is the set of conjugacy classes in Y. In this way an action
gives rise to a point in [0,00) c . A hyperbolic length function is said to be abelian
if it is the absolute value of a homomorphism Y —• R. The first key lemma is
from [2].
LEMMA 6. (a) An action Y xT —y T has a fixed point, i.e., there is x e T
with 7a; = x for all 7 G Y, if and only if the hyperbolic length function is zero.
(b) If the hyperbolic length function of the action is nonzero, then there is a
unique minimal Y-invariant subtree To C T.
(c) Two actions of Y with nonabelian hyperbolic length functions have Yequivariantly isomorphic minimal Y-invariant subtrees if and only if their hyperbolic length functions are equal.
Using this theorem we can form a "space" of minimal actions of Y without
fixed points. It is the subspace A(Y) C [0,00) c — {0} of all nontrivial hyperbolic
length functions. It is convenient to form the projectivized version of these spaces
A(Y) C P(C) = ([0,oo) c - {0})/R+. We think of A(Y) as an analogue of the
character variety of Y.
Compactification of Mn(Y). If {JV, <p} represents a point x G Mn(Y) and if
7 G T, then ^(7) G 7Ti(JV) C SO°(n, 1) is either hyperbolic, in which case its
free homotopy class in JV contains a unique closed geodesic, or ^(7) G 7Ti(JV) is
parabolic, in which case its free homotopy class in JV contains arbitrarily short
loops. We define the length Ixfad)) to be the length of the closed geodesic in the
first case and to be 0 in the second case. Provided that Y is not virtually abelian,
this yields a map &:Mn(Y) - • [0,oo) c - {0} defined by &(x) =
{lx(l)}iecOnce again, it is convenient to projectivize to obtain 8 : ) / n ( r ) —> P(C). The
compactification of Hn(Y) is derived from the following result.
LEMMA 7. Let Y be a finitely generated, nonvirtually abelian group. The
closure of the image ®(Mn(Y)) C P(C) is compact.
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This leads to a natural compactification M (Y) for Mn(Y). The ideal points
for this compactification form the subspace Bn(Y) C P(C) of limit points of all
sequences {@(xi)}, where {Xì} G Mn(Y) is an unbounded sequence. Of course,
JT(Y) = Xn(Y)UBn(Y),
where Bn(Y) is glued on at infinity in the obvious way.
In the case n = 2, this is exactly Thurston's compactification of the Teichmüller space.
Relation to R-trees. The connection between this compactification of Mn(Y)
and actions of Y on R-trees is the following:
PROPOSITION 8. Bn(Y) C A(Y) C P(C).
This means that if {xk} G Mn(Y) is an unbounded sequence of hyperbolic
structures, then, after passing to a subsequence, we can find an action of Y on
an R-tree without fixed point whose hyperbolic length function r is such that
lim {lXk (7)}7€C = {r(l)}iec

m P(C).

k—>oo

If we take the action on the R-tree to be minimal, then it is unique up to equivariant isometry. The reason is that since Y is not virtually abelian, the limit
hyperbolic length function can never be abelian. (Actually, much more is true;
see Addendum 8' below.)
Once again, this is the analogue of Thurston's result that the ideal points in
the compactification of Teichmüller space are interpreted as measured geodesic
laminations on the surface [12]. The connection between the two results is
explained in [6], where it is shown that the actions occurring in B2(Y) C A(Y)
are in fact dual to measured laminations on the closed surface with fundamental
group T.
Actually, there is an analogous compactification of the entire space of conjugacy classes of representations of Y into SO°(n, 1). In this case as well the ideal
boundary is a subspace of A(Y). There is, however, something special about the
ideal boundary of Mn(Y), and this is a consequence of the Margulis lemma about
short loops in hyperbolic manifolds.
We say that a group H is small if it contains no free group of rank 2. If
Mn(Y) ^ 0 , for some n, then any small subgroup of Y is in fact virtually abelian.
ADDENDUM 8'. Let Y be a finitely generated, nonvirtually abelian group.
Then Bn(Y) is contained in the subspace ofA(Y) represented by actions Y x T —>
T with the property that every nondegenerate segment in T has stabilizer in Y
which is small (i.e., virtually abelian).
One can establish the result that the ideal points of the compactification of
M (Y) are actions of Y on R-trees, i.e., that as hyperbolic manifolds degenerate
they degenerate to actions on R-trees, either algebraically or geometrically.
Thurston [11] has a method of constructing the R-tree by looking at the
way ideal simplices in hyperbolic space can degenerate. Gromov has a more
direct method of seeing hyperbolic space itself degenerating to a universal Rtree. The approach we describe here is more algebraic. There are advantages
n
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to each approach. The geometric ones apply mutatis mutandis to the class of
manifolds of universally bounded negative curvature, whereas the algebraic one
requires homogeneity. On the other hand, the algebraic one should generalize
more directly to the homogeneous spaces of higher rank Lie groups.
Let R(Y, SO(n, 1)) be the affine variety (defined over Q) of representations
of T into SO(n, 1). Let X(Y, SO(n, 1)) be the quotient, in the category of affine
varieties, of ü!(r,SO(n, 1)) by the conjugation action of SO(n, 1). Then D+(Y)
maps by a proper, finite-to-one map to Xn(Y) = X R ( F , SO(n, 1)). Let Dn(Y) be
the image. We compactify Xn(Y) as follows: We have a map Q:Xn(Y) —> P(C)
which associates to the class of a representation p the point {ln(|tr p(r))\-\-2)}lGcAccording to [7, §1] and Lemma 3.1 of [4] Imo has compact closure in P(C). Let
B(Xn(Y)) C P(C) be the set of ideal points. Inside Xn(Y) we have the closed
subspace Yn(Y) which is the image of the real representations. This leads to
a compactification of Yn(Y) with space of ideal points J9(Y n (r)) c
B(Xn(Y)).
We have (see Theorem 3.2 of [4])
FACT 9. If b E B(Yn(Y))
c P(C), then there is a Q-subvariety Wb C
J?(r,SO(n, 1)) and a valuation
vb:Q(Wb)x-+Ab
such that
(i) the residue field of vb is formally real and
(ii) b = {max(0,-u 0 (tr 7 |iy & ))} 7 e cExplanation of (ii). tr 7 |W^ is a polynomial function on Wb, i.e., an element of
Q[Wb] C Q(Wb). Thus, the term m 7 = max(0, -Ufc(tr7|W^)) G Ab. Since Ab is
not necessarily archimedian, some discussion is necessary to interpret
{m1}iec
as an element of P(C). Let A£ C Ab be the convex subgroup generated by
the m 7 . Let A£ C A£ be its maximal proper convex subgroup. Then A £ / A £ is
archimedian, and hence embeds in an order-preserving fashion in R, uniquely up
to positive scalar factor. In this way the ra7 determine real numbers unique up
to a common scale factor. Hence, the indexed set {m 7 } 7 ec determines a point
in P(C) independent of the choice of scaling.
Now comes the Bruhat-Tits local building [1]. Let K be a field and v:Kx —•A
a valuation with formally real residue field. Then there is an R-tree T on which
SOK(TI, 1) acts naturally; the hyperbolic length function of the action is r(a) =
max(0, — w(tr a )) for all a G SOJR-(n, 1). These elements of A are interpreted, as
before, in R. Since we have the tautological representation Y into SO(n, 1) over
the function field Q(VK&), this yields:
COROLLARY 10. For each point p G B(Yn(Y)) C P(C) there is an action of
Y on an R-tree with hyperbolic length function r such that b — {r(7)}^ e cRestricting to the subspace characters of discrete and faithful representations
D (Y) C Yn(Y) gives a compactification of it, and hence of D^ÇY) = Hn(Y),
whose ideal points in P(C) are hyperbolic length functions of actions of Y on
R-trees. This proves Proposition 8.
n
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Proofs of the theorems. As a consequence of Proposition 8 and Addendum 8'
we have the following. We say that an action of Y on an R-tree has small edge
stabilizers if the stabilizer of every nondegenerate segment is small.
PROPOSITION 1 1 . Suppose every action of Y on an R-tree T with small edge
stabilizers has a fixed point. Then for n, Mn(Y) is compact.
Thus, one approach to the study of when Mn(Y) is compact is the study of
when all actions of Y on R-trees with small segment stabilizers have fixed points.
If we replace R-trees by simplicial trees, then the answer is well understood. An
action of T on a simplicial tree with small segment stabilizers corresponds to
a graph product decomposition of Y over small subgroups. The decomposition
is trivial if and only if the action has a fixed point. Thus, all actions of Y on
simplicial trees with small segment stabilizers have fixed points if and only if Y
has no decomposition as in (I) or (II) of Theorem 3. For some classes of groups
the same result holds for actions on R-trees.
THEOREM 12 [8]. Let Y be a finitely generated group which is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold. If Y has an action without fixed points on an
R-tree with small edge stabilizers, then Y has a decomposition as in (I) or (II)
in Theorem 3.
The idea is to show one can replace the action of Y on an R-tree with these
properties by one of Y on a simplicial tree with the same properties.
Theorem 1 is immediate from Proposition 11, Theorem 12, and the remark
that a nontrivial decomposition of the fundamental group of a hyperbolic 3manifold as in (I) or (II) of Theorem 3 must automatically have C cyclic. Theorem 2 also follows from the same line of reasoning. (For the converse, it is easy to
construct degenerations when Y has a decomposition as in (i) or (ii) of Theorem
2-)
Of course, Proposition 11 suggests the following question:
If T acts without fixed points on an R-tree with the stabilizer of every nondegenerate segment being small, then is there an action of Y on a simplicial tree
with the same properties? An affirmative answer to this question would yield,
via Proposition 11, an affirmative answer to the question following Corollary 5.
The proof of Theorem 3 relies on a more geometric description of the limit
action of T on an R-tree coming from a degenerating sequence of hyperbolic
structures on Y. This is achieved by following Thurston's ideas on the shapes of
degenerating ideal simplices. Details can be found in [5].
History. Compactifications of hyperbolic structures in this vein began with
Thurston's compactification of the Teichmüller space by adding geodesic measured laminations at infinity [12]. The first compactness result for infinite volume
hyperbolic structures is Thurston's result (Theorem 1) proved in [11]. Shalen
and I developed in [7] the theory, described here for SO(n, 1), for SL2(C). This
allowed us, once we have proved Theorem 12, to obtain Thurston's result from
the point of view adopted here.
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The idea that R-trees are related to SOK(TI, 1) and valuations v on K with
formally real residue field was known to Bruhat-Tits [1]. The idea of describing
these buildings in terms of lattices in the case of SL2 originated with Serre [10]
who considered discrete, rank-1 valuations. Shalen and I generalized this in [7]
to the case of SL2 and arbitrary valuations.
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Applications of Topology with Control
FRANK QUINN
Topology "with control" has been an important tool in the study of the topology of manifolds, with applications ranging from a topological characterization of
manifolds to the 4-dimensional Annulus Conjecture. However the methods seem
to find their most natural and powerful expression in the context of "singular
spaces" and stratified sets. This has had interesting applications to topological
actions of groups on manifolds, and holds promise for problems like the topological stability of smooth maps and the topological structure of algebraic varieties.
In this note we describe a prototypical result, the controlled ft-cobordism theorem, and follow it through the development of the theory. First it is applied to
obtain uniqueness results for neighborhoods in certain singular spaces. "Weakly
stratified sets" are then defined, as a setting in which the controlled hypotheses
can easily and naturally be verified. An ft-cobordism theorem for weakly stratified sets is described. Finally we discuss the "rigidity" phenomenon. In this the
differential geometry, algebra, and topology of certain groups of isometries are
drawn together by controlled topology.
1. Controlled topology. Suppose W is a compact manifold withboundary
dW = MQ U M\. W is an h-cobordism if it deformation retracts to both Mo
and Mi. The classical ft-cobordism theorem asserts that W is isomorphic to
Mo x [0,1] provided an obstruction r(W, Mo) in the Whitehead group Wh(iriW)
vanishes, and dim W > 6. More precisely, isomorphism classes of fe-cobordisms
with end MQ are taken bijectively to the obstruction group by the invariant r.
Now suppose X is a metric space and W —> X is given. The controlled hcobordism theorem gives criteria for the existence of a product structure W =
Mo x [0,1] so that the images of the arcs {m} x [0,1] in X have small diameter.
To make this precise suppose e > 0. A homotopy h:M x [0,1] —y X has radius
less than e if for every m the arc h({m} x [0,1]) is contained in the ball of radius
e about h(m,0). (If X is noncompact we use control functions e:X —y (0, oo)
rather than constant e. In this case we require that the arc be in the ball of radius
e(h(m, 0)).) We can now formulate the goal as a product structure on W which
Partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
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has radius < e as a homotopy. The appropriate data is an (e, h)-cobordism: a W
which deformation retracts to Mo and Mi, by deformations whose projections
into X have radius < e.
As in the classical theorem there is an algebraic obstruction related to fundamental groups. In the controlled situation the fundamental groups which appear
are roughly those of inverses of points in X. In order to organize these we introduce a reference map r: E —• X, and require that W —• X factors through a
(6, l)-connected map W —y E. We will want r to be "reasonable" in the sense
that the point inverses do not vary too wildly. Technically, simplicial maps
are "reasonable," as are retracts of simplicial maps, and "stratified systems of
fibrations with ANR filtration" [6, part II],
1.1 THEOREM [6, PART I I ] . Suppose r:E - • X is "reasonable," and
n,e > 0 are given. Then there is a 6 > 0 so that if Wn —• E is (6,1)connected and a (6,h)-cobordism over X, then an invariant r(W, Mo) is defined
in H1/(X; Wh(r)). / / n > 6 this defines a bijection between e isomorphism
classes of such (8,h)-cobordisms beginning with MQ and the obstruction group.
Here W h ( F ) denotes the spectrum-valued functor with homotopy groups the
Whitehead groups Wh^TTi/). The obstruction group is formed (roughly) by
applying Wh(—) fiberwise to r: E —» X to obtain a "system of spectra over X."
Then form locally finite homology with coefficients in this system of spectra [6,
part II]. This is a rather complicated construction, but has a great many useful
formal properties.
Note that this only depends on m of the fibers of r. As a consequence if
r —y s is a morphism of maps to X which is 1-connected on fibers it induces
an isomorphism of obstruction groups. Also since the Whitehead groups of the
trivial group vanish, all ft-cobordisms are products if Mo itself is (6, l)-connected
over X.
The proof of this theorem has two parts. The first identifies the obstruction
as an element of a "controlled Whitehead group" which depends on e [6, part I;
1; 8]. There is a lot of technical detail, but this is a relatively straightforward
extension of the classical proof. The second step, which is more difficult, is the
identification of this controlled group with the homology group [6, part II].
2. Uniqueness of neighborhoods. We describe two uniqueness results for
neighborhoods in singular spaces which use the controlled h-cobordism theorem.
These also illustrate the relevance of two point-set notions: tameness and the
homotopy link [10].
The homotopy link holink(X, Y) is the space of maps / : [0,1] —y X with
f~x(Y)
= {0}. It maps to Y by evaluation at 0, and to X — Y by evaluation at 1. The evaluation p:holink(Jf, Y) —y Y is a homotopy approximation
to a map for a mapping cylinder neighborhood of Y in X, in the sense that if
such a neighborhood does exist with map g:N —• Y, then there is a natural
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FIGURE l

approximate fiber homotopy equivalence g —• p over Y. The homotopy link is
used to specify local fundamental groups of the complement near Y.
A subset Y Ç X is tame if there is a deformation retraction of a neighborhood to Y, which keeps the complement in the complement until the end of the
deformation. A neighborhood of a tame subset has the same local homotopy
properties as a mapping cylinder neighborhood, and in particular acts like the
mapping cylinder of the homotopy link.
If Y Ç X is tame, X — Y is a manifold of dimension at least 6, and the homotopy link is "reasonable," then there is an obstruction in Hj(Y; Wh(p)) which
vanishes if and only if Y has a mapping cylinder neighborhood [6, part II; 10].
Similarly there is an obstruction in H/ to the uniqueness of a mapping cylinder neighborhood structure. This second obstruction comes from the controlled
h-cobordism theorem, as we will describe.
Suppose Y has a mapping cylinder neighborhood in X with map f:M -+Y.
This is said to be a manifold mapping cylinder if M is a manifold. If we are
given a second manifold mapping cylinder structure, with map g:N —y Y, then
we can construct an ft-cobordism. Choose some a > 0, and 6 > 0 small enough
that the image of M x [0, a] in X contains the image of N x [0, b]. Let W denote
the closure of the region between these images (see Figure 1).
If b is small enough we can use radial deformations in the mapping cylinders
to construct deformation retractions of W to the images of M x {a} and N x {b}.
If a is small then these deformations have small radius in Y, because the radial
deformations are the identity on Y. For appropriate a we therefore get a (6, h)cobordism over Y. The appropriate reference map for local fundamental groups
isp:holink(X,Y)->Y.
Note that if this ft-cobordism W has a product structure we can construct an
isotopy which matches up the images of M x {a} and N x {b}, and then we can
match M x {a} and TV x {a} by radial deformation in either mapping cylinder.
We say that the mapping cylinder neighborhood structures are isotopie if there
is an isotopy fixing Y which matches up the images of all levels M x {t} and
N x {t}.
2.1 THEOREM. Suppose X, Y are as above, p: holink(X, Y) —• Y is "reasonable," and dim(X — Y) > 6. Then isotopy classes of manifold mapping cylinder
neighborhoods are classified by the h-cobordism obstruction in H/(Y',
Wh(p)).
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Xx{0}
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The complete proof uses the argument above to match up a sequence of levels
M X {ai} with ai —• 0, and then the controlled pseudoisotopy result of [6,
part IV] to fill in between these. There is an existence theorem for mapping
cylinder neighborhoods of tame Y, with obstruction in the next lower group
Hl0f(Y\ Wh(p)) [6, part II]. Note that if X - Y is locally 1-connected at Y then
the obstruction groups vanish, so mapping cylinders exist and are unique up to
isotopy. This often happens in manifolds [6, part I].
The second application of the ft-cobordism theorem concerns neighborhoods
of products. Suppose Y x R Ç Z. Then a pair (X, Y) and an extension of the
inclusion to a homeomorphism XxR-+
Z onto a neighborhood of Y x R will be
called a factoring of the neighborhood. A manifold factoring is one with X — Y
a manifold. A second factoring (X*) X R —y Z is isotopie to the first provided
there is an isotopy of Z fixing Y x R which matches up the images of (X) x {t}
and (X*) x {t} near Y x R, for all t.
Given two manifold factorings we construct an /i-cobordism which will be the
obstruction to isotopy. If t > 0 then the images of X x {0} and (X*) x {t} are
disjoint near Y x R; denote by W the region between them, minus Y x [0, t]
(see Figure 2). Using pushes in the R coordinates we can define deformation
retractions of W to the images of (X — Y) x {0} and (X* — Y) x {t}, at least
near F x R .
As above the pushes are the identity on 7 , so we can get control in Y. We
can also use the fact that these pushes preserve the complement of Y x R to
obtain control with respect to distance from Y. Together these give (essentially)
a controlled h-cobordism W —y Y x (0,oo), with local fundamental group the
same as p X l:holink(Jf, Y) X (0,oo) —• Y X (0, oo). The obstruction group for
this simplifies somewhat;
Hl/(Y

X (0,oo); Wh(p x 1)) - HlQf(Y; Wh(p)).

2.2 THEOREM. Suppose Y x R Ç Z has a manifold factoring of a neighborhood X X R - • Z, with dim(X -Y) > 6, Y tame and p:holink(X,Y)
-+ Y
"reasonable. " Then isotopy classes of manifold factorings are classified by the
h-cobordism obstruction in Hj{Y\ Wh(p)).
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Again triviality of the obstruction allows alignment of a countable number
of levels, and the pseudoisotopy theorem is used to fill in between these. The
method used in this proof appeared in [6, part III, 2.5].
3. Stratified sets. A stratified set is a filtered space Xn D Xn~l D • • • D X°
such that the strata X1 — Xl~x are manifolds, and neighborhoods of a stratum in a larger stratum satisfy certain regularity conditions. In the geometric
(strongly) stratified sets if r > i the subset (Xi - X1'1)
Ç (Xr - X r _ 1 ) U
%
l x
(X — X ~ ) is required to have a mapping cylinder neighborhood with map
a fiber bundle, or block bundle. Further there are compatibility conditions on
these maps at points where three or more strata come together. All this data
gives a detailed geometric picture of neighborhoods in such sets.
A weakly stratified set is the homotopy analog of this; (X1 — X1-1)
Ç
(X — X r _ 1 ) U (X% — X1"1) is required to be tame, and have homotopy link
a fibration [10]. Conveniently, no compatibility conditions are necessary. This
homotopy data does not directly give a geometric picture, but it abundantly provides the sort of hypotheses needed to apply controlled topology. So for example
we immediately get obstructions in JE/^pP 1 - 1 ; Wh(holink(X n ,X n _ 1 )) to the
existence (i = 0) and uniqueness (i = 1) of mapping cylinder neighborhoods of
Xn~1 in Xn. A more delicate analysis using the same tools yields a very useful
isotopy extension theorem without obstructions [9, 10].
We indicate how to apply the controlled /i-cobordism theorem stratum-bystratum to obtain a theorem for weakly stratified sets. First we permit boundary
by defining dX = |J« d(X% -X1-1),
and require that it be collared in X. Suppose
W is a compact weakly stratified set with boundary dW = XQ U X±. Then we
say W is a weakly stratified /i-cobordism if for each j , (W3+1 — W3) deformation
retracts to both (X30 - X30~x) and (X{ X3^1).
Now suppose the stratum W3 is a product XQ~1 X I. We want a product
structure on (W3+1 —W^) which fits together with this, so near the lower stratum
we need control at least in XQ~ . More than this, we need control measured in
XQ~ x (0,1], with the second coordinate essentially the distance from the lower
stratum. The reason for this is we need better and better control measured in
X Q - 1 the closer we get to it, and for this we use a control function S'.XQ"1 X
(0,1] —+ (0, oo) which goes to 0 as the second coordinate goes to 0. In the
interior of the stratum no control is necessary, so we use a point as control
space. Putting these together we see the appropriate total control space is the
open cone X Q - 1 X (0, 1 ] / ( X O _ I X {1}). (More precisely we need the union of
open cones on the components of X Q - 1 . ) The appropriate map to use to record
local fundamental groups is the pushout
r

inkiX^X'-1)

—•

IP
XJ-1

—•

Xi

- X'-1
I
pt

—

y

—•

E
U
coneCX''-1)
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3.1 THEOREM [10]. Suppose W is a weakly stratified h-cobordism of XQ as
above. Then there is an invariant r(W,X0) G X}i i^(opencone(Xo _ 1 ); Wh(q)).
A product structure on the b-skeleton extends to a product structure on W if and
only if the invariant vanishes.
The argument above indicates how the ith component of the invariant is
defined once there is a product structure on the i — 1 skeleton. Part of the
assertion is that the invariants are well defined without this hypothesis.
Currently the major application is to quotients M/G, to obtain an equivariant
topological /i-cobordism theorem. Many quotients qualify; if G is finite, each
fixed set MH is a manifold, and none is codimension 2 in another, then M/G is
weakly stratified [10].
In the group action case we can give a more universal description of the
local fundamental group systems in the obstruction group. Denote the Borei
construction by qo: (M X EQ)/G —y M/G, and let M* denote the points with
nontrivial isotropy subgroups (so M*/G is the (n — l)-skeleton of M/G). There
is a fiber map from p: holink(M/G, M*/G) -» M*/G to the restriction of qo over
M*/G, which is (6, l)-connected for all S > 0 if M* has codimension at least
3. Such an approximately 1-connected fiber map induces an isomorphism of
coefficient spectra Wh(p) —y Wh(çG) 5 so we can use qo in the top dimensional
obstruction group. A convenient way to think of this is that over a point x we
get the isotropy group Gx. Generally for a point x, the local fundamental group
of the complement of the fixed set MGx/G, in MH/G, is (NH n Gx)/H, where
NH denotes the normalizer in G.
4. Rigidity. Certain geometric objects, for example discrete subgroups of
some Lie groups, or equivalently their quotient symmetric spaces, have been
found to have remarkable uniqueness properties. The rigidity theorem of Mostow
is the prototypical example of this. It is becoming clear, however, that the
geometric rigidity is only the tip of the phenomenon; it extends deeply into
topology and algebra as well. We begin with a topological version.
4.1 C O N J E C T U R E (TOPOLOGICAL R I G I D I T Y ) . Suppose M is a complete
Riemannian manifold with nonpositive curvature, G is a discrete group of
isometries with finite volume quotient, proper, and codimensions of fixed sets in
each other at least 8. Then any proper stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence
X —y M/G, X a weakly stratified set, is proper stratum-preserving homotopic to
a homeomorphism.
We hasten to point out that this is certain to be false in some cases when G has
torsion; nontrivial examples of Nil or UNil groups should yield counterexamples.
The point is that most of the obstructions to homeomorphism encountered in a
naive analysis of the problem should vanish or cancel, so the conjecture should be
much closer to being true than one would at first expect. We formulate algebraic
conjectures, and explain how they are related to the topological version.
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For simplicity suppose M/G is compact. As above let qo'- (M x EQ)/G
M/G be the projection in the Borei construction. The diagram
(M x EG)/G

—•

ÏQG

M/G

—•

(EG)/G
I

—+

pt

induces a homomorphism in homology Hi(M/G;A(qo))
—y Hi{pt',A((Eo)/G))
= Ai(G), where A is a spectrum-valued functor ( W h above).
4.2

CONJECTURE

(ALGEBRAIC RIGIDITY). Suppose M,G

are as above,

M/G is compact, and A denotes either the algebraic K-theory spectrum, or an
appropriate L-theory spectrum. Then the natural homomorphism
Hi(MlG;K(r))^Ai(G)
is an isomorphism.
Again this is false in some cases where G has torsion, but it is torsion which
makes it most interesting; the torsion appears as isotropy subgroups, therefore
as the fundamental groups in inverse images of r. The suggestion is that the K
or L theory of G, an infinite group, is determined in terms of the K or L theory
of the finite subgroups.
The algebraic conjecture for L theory implies the geometric conjecture. We
illustrate the method by showing the somewhat easier fact that the algebraic
conjecture for iC-theory implies: any weakly stratified /i-cobordism of M/G is
topologically a product. Denote M/G by X, to match notation with §3. Then
Theorem 3.1 shows that this assertion follows from the vanishing for all i of the
groups H1/(opencone(X*-1); Wh(q)). The locally finite homology is isomorphic to the relative homology Hi(cone(XQ~1),XQ~1', Wh(q)), so the cofibration
diagram used to define the map q gives a long exact sequence
• H^X*'1;

Wh(p)) - • Hjfpt] Wh(7TiJr - X ^ 1 ) )
— Hj(cone(Xi-1),Xi-1;

Wh(q)) - • • • •.

The vanishing of the relative group (for all j) is equivalent to the first homomorphism being an isomorphism. We claim that this homomorphism is one of those
specified in the conjecture, with coefficient W h rather than K. (The Whitehead
spectrum is derived from the K spectrum, and the conjectures for the two spectra
are equivalent.) For simplicity we concentrate on the top stratum, X% = M/G
and X1'1 = M*/G.
The middle group is the homotopy group of the spectrum,
Whi(7n(M/G-M7G)).
The codimension 3 hypothesis implies M — M* is simply connected, so the quotient has fundamental group G, and the group is Wh^(G). In the first group,
according to the analysis at the end of §3, we can replace the homotopy link
map in the coefficient system by the projection in the Borei construction.
Therefore it is Hj(M*/G; Wh(qo))- This is isomorphic to the homology of all
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of M/G,Hj(M/G] Wh(gG))) because over (M - M*)/G the coefficients vanish
(the fiber of r is 1-connected there, and Whi({l}) = 0). The groups are therefore
the ones in the conjecture, and it is easily seen that the homomorphism is the
same as well.
As remarked above, the conjecture as formulated in 4.2 is false. The next
statement gives versions we can hope to be true.
4.3 CONJECTURE. Suppose M,G as in Conjecture 4.2, and Q D R is a
subring.
(1) Hi(M/G;K(r;R))
—y Ki(R[G]) is an isomorphism if orders of torsion
elements in G are invertible in R, and for any R is an isomorphism modulo
order of torsion.
(2) Hi(M/G;L(r;R))
—• Li(R[G}) is an isomorphism if orders of torsion
elements in G are invertible in R, and for any R is an isomorphism modulo
2-torsion.
A tremendous amount of work has been done on special cases of these, particularly on (2) in the weak form that the homomorphism is a rational injection
(also known as the "Novikov Conjecture"). We cannot detail all this work, but
will mention some of the current high points. In K-theory the first substantial
progress was due to Farrell and Hsiang [2], who proved Conjecture 4.3 for almost flat M, torsion-free G, and % = 0,1. This was extended to all i and allowing
torsion, when M is a certain type of symmetric space and orders of torsion are
invertible in R, in [7]. It has very recently been proved in the torsion-free hyperbolic case by Farrell and Jones [5], In //-theory Farrell and Hsiang have proved
Conjecture 4.3(2) in the almost flat torsion-free case [3], and Yamasaki [11, 12]
has extended this mod 2-torsion to allow torsion in G. Farrell and Hsiang have
also proved that the homomorphism is a split injection, in many torsion-free
cases [4].
All of these partial results involve controlled topology in their proofs. Various
algebraic and geometric manipulations yield e control, and then the characterization theorem mentioned at the end of §1 is used to identify the controlled
group as homology.
It seems likely, particularly after the dramatic results announced by Farrell
and Jones, that Conjecture 4.3 will be proved before long. Understanding the
discrepancy between Conjectures 4.3 and 4.2 (Nil and UNil groups), which will
be necessary for a full analysis of the geometric situation of Conjecture 4.1, seems
further off.
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Representations of 3-Manifold Groups
and Applications in Topology
PETER B. SHALEN
I am going to describe a technique in 3-dimensional topology which first appeared in my joint work with M. Culler [2, 3], and which was further exploited
in my joint work with J. Morgan [7, 8] and with Culler, C. McA. Gordon, and
J. Luecke [1], The technique has a broad spectrum of applications in 3-manifold
theory, in the study of knots, of group actions, of surfaces in 3-manifolds, and
of hyperbolic metrics. It is based on an interaction between two of the most
important themes in 3-manifold theory: incompressible surfaces, as used in the
work of Stallings, Haken, Waldhausen, and others, and hyperbolic geometry, as
used most strikingly in the work of Thurston. As I shall explain below, both
3-dimensional hyperbolic geometry and incompressible surface theory are related
to the study of certain kinds of "representations" of the fundamental group of
a 3-manifold. The link between the two kinds of representations is provided by
the Bmhat-Tits building for SL2.
1. Hyperbolic manifolds. A hyperbolic manifold is a complete, connected
Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature - 1 . The only simply connected hyperbolic n-manifold is hyperbolic n-space Hn, the non-Euclidean space
of Bolyai, Lobachevski, and Gauss. Thus if M is an oriented hyperbolic nmanifold, the universal cover of M may be identified with Hn, and 7ri(M) with
a discrete subgroup of the group SO(n, 1) of orientation-preserving isometries of
Hn. The "discrete," faithful representation of 7Ti(M) in BO(n, 1) constructed in
this way is well defined up to equivalence.
The group SO(3,1) may be identified with PSL2(C)/{±/}, and for a hyperbolic 3-manifold M, the natural representation of TTI(M) in PSL/2(C) may be
shown to lift (though not quite uniquely) to a representation in SL»2(C). Thus
for a connected, orientable 3-manifold M, the study of representations of 7ri (M)
in SL»2 (C) is closely related to the study of hyperbolic metrics on M.
If M is an oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold whose volume (as a Riemannian
manifold) is finite, then certain topological properties of M are easily established. First, M is diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold N whose
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boundary components are tori. Second, N is irreducible in the sense that every smooth 2-sphere in N bounds a 3-ball. Third, for each component B{ of
dN, the inclusion homomorphism maps iri(Bi) isomorphically onto a subgroup
Hi of 7Ti(iV), and each rank-two free abelian subgroup of 7Ti(i\T) is contained
in a conjugate of one of the Hi. A very deep result of Thurston's implies that
if M is noncompact and has the three properties stated above, and M is not
diffeomorphic to T2 x R or to a twisted R-bundle over a Klein bottle, then M
admits a hyperbolic metric of finite volume (which, by Mostow rigidity [9], is
then essentially unique).
Many noncompact, connected, oriented 3-manifolds arising naturally in applications have the first two of the three properties stated above: the simplest
example is the complement of an arbitrary knot in S3. By combining Thurston's
theorem with the decomposition theorem of Johannson [5] and Jaco-Shalen [4],
one can essentially reduce many questions about such manifolds to the case of
hyperbolic manifolds of finite volume.
2. Incompressible surfaces. Let N be a compact, connected, orientable
3-manifold (possibly with boundary). Consider a connected, compact, orientable
surface S C N which is properly embedded in the sense that S H dN = dS. One
says that S is incompressible in M if the inclusion homomorphism TTI(S) —>
7Ti(JV) is injective and if, in addition, S is nondegenerate in a suitable sense. For
my purposes, the nondegeneracy conditions will be that S is not a 2-sphere, and
that S is not boundary-parallel, i.e., there is no set P C N with frontier S such
that the pair (P,S) is homeomorphic to (S x [0,1], S x {0}). I will say that a
possibly disconnected compact surface S C Mis incompressible if its components
are orientable and are all incompressible in the above sense.
Given a nonempty, properly embedded, orientable surface S C M, we can
consider the universal cover p: M —• M and the surface S — p~x(S) C M.
There is a 1-dimensional simplicial complex that is "dual" to S: it has a vertex
vc for each component c of M — S, an edge e3 for every component s of S, and we
have vc < e8 iff s C c. This 1-complex T is a tree, i.e., it is 1-connected. There is
a natural simplicial action of 7Ti (M) of T. This action has no inversions: that is,
if an element of 7Ti (M) stabilizes an edge e then it fixes both vertices incident to
e. The assumption S ^ 0 implies that no point of T is fixed by (all of) TV\(M).
I will express this by saying that the action is nontrivial.
We may regard an action of ir\ (M) on the tree defined by the surface S as a
kind of nonlinear representation of 7Ti(M) associated with S. If M is irreducible,
incompressible surfaces are classified by the associated representation; i.e., two
incompressible surfaces are isotopie iff there is a 7Ti (M)-equivariant simplicial
isomorphism between their associated trees.
This already shows that the study of 7Ti (M) on trees is related to the study
of incompressible surfaces in M. Actually, the connection is much closer than
the above discussion might suggest. It is not true that every action of 7Ti (M)
on a tree can be defined by a surface; nevertheless, for M irreducible, there is
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a very useful (if noncanonical) way of constructing incompressible surfaces from
general actions of 7Ti(M) on trees. Namely, if 7Ti(M) acts (simplicially, without
inversions) on a tree T, there is always a TTI (M)-equivariant map / : M —y T,
and / may be taken to be transverse to the set Q of midpoints of edges of T.
Now / induces a map f:M—y T/7Ti(M), transverse to the image Q of Q in T,
and S = f~x(Q) is a properly embedded, orientable surface in M. If the action
of 7Ti(M) on T is nontrivial, then for any choice of / we have S ^ 0 . On the
other hand, using fundamental results due to Papakyriakopoulos, one can show
that / may always be chosen so that S is incompressible in M.
The construction just described is due to Stallings, who exploited it extensively in the early 1960s. (He did not work in terms of trees, but used a different
point of view which, via the Bass-Serre theory [10] of groups acting on trees, is
equivalent to the point of view taken here.)
3. Trees and the space of characters. Let M be a connected, compact,
oriented 3-manifold (possibly with boundary). I have explained that the study of
representations of TT\ (M) in SL2(C) is related to the study of hyperbolic metrics
on intM, and that the study of actions of ni(M) on trees is related to the
study of incompressible surfaces in M. Next I will explain how, for any finitely
generated group T, representations of T in SL2(C) are related to actions of V
on trees: this provides the basic interaction between incompressible surfaces and
hyperbolic geometry.
Let 7 i , . . . , 7 n he generators for T. A representation p of T in SL2(C) is
determined by the n-tuple of matrices (^(71,..., p(ln))- This n-tuple may be
regarded as a point of the 4n-dimensional complex affine space Mn, where M
is the space of all 2 x 2 complex matrices. Thus we may identify the set of all
representations of Y in SL2(C) with a subset R(T) of Mn. It is easy to see that
R(Y) is a closed complex affine algebraic set in the affine space Mn.
Whereas the points of the affine algebraic set R(T) are linear representations of
T, "ideal" points of Ä(r) may often be interpreted as corresponding to nonlinear
representations, namely actions on trees. This assertion can be made precise in
various ways; the most general way is the theory of [7]. What I shall describe here
is a simpler way which is presented in [2] and is sufficient for many applications.
Instead of considering the entire algebraic set R{T), we consider a (complex,
affine, irreducible) curve G C R(T). If F denotes the function field of C, there
is a "universal" representation P: Y —y SL2(-F). (Given 7 G Y, we have ^ ( 7 ) =
( c d ) ' w ^ e r e a,b,c,dE F sj:e the functions on C determined by ^(7) = ( ac)pl Spl )
for any point p G C; here we regard p a s a representation of Y in SL2(C).)
On the other hand, let G denote a projective completion of the affine curve
C in which all ideal points are smooth. The function field of C is identified
with F. Hence a smooth point x G C determines a (discrete, rank-1) valuation
v : F* —• Z of the field F. (For / G F* we have v(f) = n if / has a zero of order
n at x,v(f) = — n if / has a pole of order n, and v(f) = 0 if / has neither a pole
nor a zero at a:.)
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In general, if F is a field with a valuation v, and P is a representation of
a group T in SL2(F), there is a standard way of constructing an action of Y
on a tree. This tree T is an example of a Bruhat-Tits building; the following
description of T is due to Serre [10]. Let 0 C F denote the valuation ring
consisting of all / G F such that / = 0 or v(f) > 0. The unique maximal ideal
M of 0 consists of all / G F such that / = 0 or v(f) > 0. A lattice in the vector
space F2 is a finitely generated 0-module spanning F2. Two lattices L,L' are
equivalent if V = OLL for some a E F*. A vertex of T is an equivalence class of
lattices. Two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if they can be represented
by lattices L, V with V C L, and L/V isomorphic as an 0-module for 0/M. A
representation P : Y —y SL2 (F) is plainly seen to induce a simplicial action of Y
on the 1-complex T. In [10] it is shown that T is 1-connected and that Y acts
without inversions.
Thus every smooth point of C gives rise to an action of Y on a tree. However, it
is easy to see that smooth points o f C c C give rise to trivial actions in the sense
of §2. Even for ideal points of C, it is not obvious whether the corresponding
actions are trivial.
The picture becomes clear if we modify our point of view slightly. Each
point of R(Y) is a specific representation of Y in SL2(C); however, it is natural to regard two representations as being "the same" if they are equivalent.
The groups GL2(C) act by conjugation on R(Y), and the orbits are equivalence
classes of representations. In the category of complex algebraic sets there is a
well-defined quotient X(Y) of R(Y) by the action of GL2(C). Moreover, X(Y) is
a closed affine algebraic set, the natural map t: R(Y) —• X(Y) is surjective and
maps each orbit to a point, and for an irreducible representation p, t~x(t(p))
is precisely the orbit of p. In general, given p, p' G R(Y) we have t(p) = t(p')
if and only if trace ^(7) = trace ^'(7) for every 7 G Y. (Thus X(Y) is a "space
of characters" for representations of Y in SL2(C).) In particular, there is
a well-defined function I1: X(Y) —• C given by i"7 (£(/?)) = trace^(7). The
functions In, 7 G Y, belong to the coordinate ring of X(Y) and generate it as a
C-algebra.
Now let G C X(Y) be a curve and C a projective completion of C in which all
ideal points are smooth. A slight modification of the above construction allows
one to associate with any ideal point of C a nontrivial action of Y on a tree.
This is the basic connection between representation in SL2(C) and actions on
trees which was first formulated and applied to 3-manifold theory in [2]. I shall
explain some of the applications below.
4. From hyperbolic metrics to incompressible surfaces. Let M be a
hyperbolic 3-manifold of finite volume, and let N denote the compactification
described in §1. The hyperbolic metric on N gives rise to a discrete, faithful
representation of TT±(M) = TTI(N) in PSL2(C) which, as I mentioned in §1, lifts
to a representation po in SL2(C); thus po is a point of R(/iri(M)), and XQ = t(po)
is a point of X(iri(M)).
It was first shown by Thurston that XQ is a smooth
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point of a component Xo of X(TTI(M)) and that the (complex) dimension of Xo
is equal to the number of (torus) components of dN.
Thus if M is noncompact we have dimXo > 0, and hence Xo contains at least
one curve. For any curve C in Xo, if C is the canonical completion described
in §3, the ideal points of C give rise to action of 7Ti(M) on trees. These in turn
may be used to construct incompressible surfaces as in §2.
Thus we have a natural method for constructing incompressible surfaces in
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Using Thurston's theorem as indicated in §1, one can
extend this to a method for constructing incompressible surfaces in any compact,
connected, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold whose boundary is nonempty and
consists of tori. By this method one can show, for example, that if if is a
nontrivial knot in S3, then the complement TV of a tubular neighborhood of K
in S3 contains an incompressible surface with nonempty boundary which divides
N into two components. This result, which was proved in my joint paper with
Culler [3], established an old conjecture of Neuwirth's on the structure of knot
groups: every knot group is a nontrivial free product with a free amalgamated
subgroup.
5. Group actions. The ideas described above were applied in [2] to the
study of finite group actions on 3-manifolds. To illustrate these applications, I
will sketch a proof of the so-called "Smith Conjecture" : every periodic diffeomorphism h of S3 which preserves orientation and has nonempty fixed point set
is conjugate (in Diff (S3)) to a rotation (in SO(4)). (For a history of this result
and an account of the first proof, see [6].)
We may assume that the period n of ft is > 1. If E denotes the quotient of S3
by the action of the cyclic group generated by h, then it follows from old work
of P. A. Smith's that E is a closed orientable 3-manifold, that the projection
p: S3 —y E is a branched covering map, and that the branch set K C E is
diffeomorphic to S1. The Smith Conjecture may be seen to be equivalent to the
assertion that M = E - K is diffeomorphic to S 1 X R. We assume that this is
false and derive a contradiction. Using Thurston's theorem as indicated in §1,
one can show that the crucial case is the one in which M has a hyperbolic metric
of finite volume. It is this case, that I shall discuss. For simplicity I will also
assume n > 2.
Let H denote a tubular neighborhood of K in E. Then TV = E — H may
be identified with the compactification of M discussed in §1. Let // C <9TV be
a simple closed curve that bounds a disk in H meeting K transversely in one
point. Up to conjugacy, p, defines an element of wi (M) which I will also call
p>. Using covering space theory and the simple connectivity of S3 one sees that
|7Ti(M) : ßn = 1| is a cyclic group of order n.
Now consider the component Xo of X(iri(M)) defined in §4; in this case Xo is
a curve. Recall from §3 that there is a function Iß : Xo —• C defined by Iß(t(p)) =
tracep(p) for t(p) G Xo. If Xo is the projective completion of Xo whose ideal
points are all smooth, then Iß extends to a function Iß : XQ —• C U {oo}. Note
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that either (a) Iß takes every complex value on Xo, or (b) I^XQ) / oo for some
ideal point XQ of Xo- In case (a) one can show (using n > 2) that some point
of Xo has the form t(p) where p(iri(M)) is cyclic and p(p) has order n. This
contradicts the fact that \TTI(M) : p,n — 1| is cyclic. In case (b) we can construct,
as in §4, an incompressible surface S C TV from the ideal point x, and it may
be shown (using Iß(x) ^ oo) that the boundary components of S (if any) are
homotopic to \x in dN. Hence we may cap the components of dS with disks to
form a closed surface F C E. An argument due to Gordon and Litherland [6],
based on work of Meeks and Yau [6] allows one to replace F by a surface F' such
that p~"1(Ff) is either an incompressible surface or a nonseparating 2-sphere; in
either case, the simple connectivity of 5 3 is contradicted.
6. Knots and surgery. It is a classical conjecture that knots in S3 are
determined up to unoriented equivalence by the topological type of their complements (or, equivalently, of the complements of their tubular neighborhoods).
In my joint paper with Culler, Gordon, and Luecke [1], it is shown that up to
unoriented equivalence there are at most two knots whose complements are of
a given topological type. Moreover, many knots are shown to be uniquely characterized by their complements. These and a number of related results about
Dehn surgery on knots, as well as W. Whitten's result [11] that prime knot complements are classified by their fundamental groups, are applications of the main
theorem of [1]. To understand the setting of this theorem, notice that if TV is the
complement of an open tubular neighborhood of a knot in S3, we can describe
S3 as the union of TV with a solid torus D2 x S1, glued along their boundaries
by a homeomorphism. The type of the knot is easily seen to be determined by
the meridian of the knot, i.e., the simple loop 7 C dN which is identified with
dD2x{point} under the gluing homeomorphism.
Now let TV be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold whose boundary
is a torus. For any nontrivial simple loop 7 C dM we may construct a closed
manifold TV7 by attaching a solid torus D2 x S1 to TV by a homeomorphism
between their boundaries that maps 7 onto (dD2)x{point}.
The (unoriented)
isotopy class of 7 determines TV7 up to homeomorphism.
Suppose that TV is not a union of two solid tori meeting along an annulus.
The theorem then asserts that for any two nontrivial simple loops 7,7' such
that 7Ti(TV^),7ri(TV7/) are cyclic, the homological intersection number of 7 and
7' in dN is at most 1. It follows easily that there are at most three simple
loops 7, up to isotopy, for which 7Ti(TV^) is cyclic. Fintushel-Stern and Berge
have produced infinitely many examples in which three such loops do exist. The
theorem also easily implies that there are at most two simple loops 7 for which
7Ti(TV^) is trivial. This gives the result that there are at most two knots with a
given complement.
I want to sketch the proof of the theorem, emphasizing the role of the methods I have discussed above. For simplicity I will discuss only the case where
TV contains no closed incompressible surfaces. In particular, TV contains no
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incompressible torus; and one can then show, using Thurston's theorem, that
M = int TV has a hyperbolic metric of finite volume. Thus, as in §4 we may
define a component Xo of X(7Ti(M)); as in §5 we have dimXo = 1, and we may
again consider a projective completion Xo of -^o in which all ideal points are
smooth.
Consider the group L = H\(dN\Z). We may identify L with 7Ti(<9TV) and
hence with a subgroup of ^(TV)^ Thus for each a G L there is a function
Ia : Xo —y C, which extends to a function Ia : XQ —y C U {oo}. The degree of
Ia,degla = degla, is a well-defined integer depending on a. It is shown in [1]
that there is a norm || || on the vector space V = Hi(dN; R) such that for every
element a of the lattice L C V we have ||a|| = deg Ia. The unit ball in this norm
is a polygon.
Set m = minore!/ |H|- The key step is to show that if 7 is a simple loop in
dN, which we regard as an indivisible element of L defined up to sign, we have
H7II = m. In sketching the proof of this, I will simplify the language by assuming
that Xo is smooth. If ||7|| > m then deg / 7 > deg fs for some 6 G L — {0}, where
fry^I2 — 4. Hence for some a; G Xo we have f^(x) = 0, and either fs(x) ^ 0
or fs has a zero of order smaller than the zero of / 7 . If z G Xo then it can be
shown that x = t(p) for some p G R(iri(M)) with ^(7) = ±1; hence p induces
a representation p of 7Ti(TV7) = |7ri(TV): 7 = 1| in PSL2(C). Furthermore, p
may be chosen so that jô(7Ti(TV7)) is noncyclic, which is absurd since 7Ti(TV7) is
cyclic. If x is an ideal point of Xo then as in §4 we may use x to construct
an incompressible surface S C TV; the properties of x imply that the boundary
components of S are homotopic to 7 in dM. Thus we may cap the components
of dS with disks to obtain a closed surface S C <9M7. Under our simplifying
assumption that TV contains no closed incompressible surfaces, it is then possible
to replace S by a closed surface S" such that either Sf is incompressible in TV7
or Sê is a sphere that decomposes TV7 as a connected sum of two nontrivial lens
spaces. In either case we again contradict the cyclicity of 7TI(TV7).
Thus any such 7 lies on the boundary of the ball B of radius m in the normed
vector space V. A refinement of the above argument shows that 7 is not a
vertex of the polygon B. Since the interior of B contains no points of L — {0},
a lemma of Minkowski's shows 'that the area of B (in the natural measure on
V = Hi(dN;R)) is at most 4. Now if 7,7' G L both lie on the boundary of B
then ±7 and ±7' span a parallelogram Q C L; if 7,7' are not vertices of B then
the area of Q is strictly less than 4. But the numerical intersection number of
7 and 7' is one-half the area of Q and is therefore at most 1, as the theorem
asserts.
7. Variation of hyperbolic structure. In the applications discussed above,
the existence of afinite-volumehyperbolic metric on a manifold M was used to
produce an appropriate curve in X(TTI(M)) to get the argument started. In my
joint papers with Morgan [7, 8], the method is applied in a quite different way:
one begins with a hyperbolic manifold of infinite volume and studies the subset
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D of X(ir±(M)) consisting of points defined by discrete, faithful representations
of 7Ti(M) in SL2(C). These are very closely related to different hyperbolic structures on M. (In the finite-volume case, classical Weil rigidity implies that D is
merely a finite set.) A deep result of Thurston's gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for D to be compact. It is natural to try to prove this theorem by
the methods described in §§2 and 3 above, since a noncompact set "goes out to
infinity" and—according to §§2 and 3—the "structure at infinity" of X(iri(M))
should be related to actions of 7Ti (M) on trees and thus to incompressible surfaces. Morgan and I succeeded in carrying out this program in [7] and [8].
However, since X(wi(M)) is not a curve, we needed to generalize the theory
rather elaborately, using nondiscrete valuations and extending the notions of tree
and of incompressible surface.
Our immediate reason for wanting to understand Thurston's compactness
theorem better was that this theorem is a key step in Thurston's proof of his
existence theorem for finite-volume hyperbolic metrics discussed in §1 above.
Thus the same methods that I have been describing for exploiting Thurston's
existence theorem topologically can be used to understand an important part of
the proof of this same existence theorem.
An exposition of the theory that I have alluded to here, and of Morgan's
generalization of it to higher-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds, may be found in
"Trees and Hyperbolic Geometry," Morgan's contribution to these Proceedings.
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Geometric Representation Theory
of Compact Lie Groups
TAMMO TOM DIECK
A homotopy representation (HR) of the compact Lie group G is a G-space
Y which is G-homotopy-equivalent to a G-complex [14, Chapter II] X such
that: (i) X has finite orbit type; (ii) for each (closed) subgroup H C G the
iJ-fixed point set XH is homotopy-equivalent to a sphere S n ( i f ); (iii) XH is
an n(H)-dimensional space. The HR is called finite if X can be chosen as a
finite G-complex. (XH empty <=> n(H) = —1). A (spherical) representation
form (RF) of G is an HR Y for G such that YH is isomorphic to SnW (in the
categories DIFF, PL, or TOP, whenever this makes sense). The unit sphere SV
in an orthogonal representation space V is an HR and an RF, called linear.
The join X * Y of HRs X and Y is an HR. The assignment (X, Y) H-> X * Y
induces a composition law on the set of G-homotopy classes of HRs. Let V(G)
denote the associated Grothendieck group, written additively.
Let ip(G) be the space of conjugacy classes (H) of closed subgroups H of G.
The assignment (H) i-> ?i(H) + 1 is a continuous function I/J(G) —• Z, called the
dimension function Dim X of the HR X. Let Cf(G) = C(ip(G),Z) be the ring
of continuous functions ip(G) —y Z. We have Dim(X * Y) = Dim X + Dim Y and
therefore, by universality of V(G), an additive homomorphism Dim:V(G) —•
C'(G)\ its kernel is denoted by v(G).
Let X and Y be HRs with DimX = Dim y and let / : I - ^ 7 b e a G-map.
We choose orientations for all XH and YH. Then the map fH: XH -» YH has
a degree d(fH) G Z. The function d(f):(H) »-> d ( / H ) is contained in C"(G)
and is called the degree function of / . Let <p(G) C *0(G) be the subspace of
classes (H) with finite WH := NH/H.
It suffices to consider the restriction
d(f)€C(G):=C(<p(G),Z).
The Burnside ring A(G) of G is defined to be the set of equivalence classes of finite G-complexes with addition (multiplication) induced by disjoint union (cartesian product); the equivalence relation is: X ~ Y <& for all H C G, x C ^ ) =
x ( y H ) (where x is the Euler characteristic); see [6]. One can also use finitely
dominated G-complexes. The map (p:A(G) —> C(G),X i-+ ((i7) !-• x ( X H ) ) is
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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an injective ring homomorphism, treated as identification. It turns C(G) into an
A(G)-module. An i4(G)-submodule M C C(G) is called invertible if there exists
a submodule TV such that MTV = \Yì,mini\mì
€ M, ni G TV} equals A(G).
Let Inv A(G) be the abelian group of invertible submodules with composition
law (M,TV) i-> MTV. An 4(G)-module M is called projective of rank one if it
is finitely generated and if there exists TV such that M ®A(G) N = A(G). Let
Pic A(G), the Picard group of A(G), be the abelian group of projective A(G)modules of rank one with composition law (M, TV) i-> M(S)A(G) N* An invertible
module is projective of rank one. This fact leads to an exact sequence
1 -> A(G)* -> C(G)* -> Inv A(G) - • Pic A(G) - • 1
(S* denotes the imit group of the ring S). Let o(G) be the smallest common
multiple of all \WH\, (H) e <p(G); see [7] for its existence. Let u(X,Y) =
{d(f)\f:X* SV -> Y * SV, some V} C C(G).
PROPOSITION 1. (i) UJ(X,X) is independent ofX and equal to the Burnside
ring.
(ii) u(X,Y) is an invertible A(G)-submodule of C(G) which depends only on
theclassof[X]-[Y]ev(G).
(iii)
o(G)u(X,Y)cA(G).
(iv) LJ(X,Y) contains z E C(G) with values prime to o(G).
THEOREM 2 ( [18] FOR FINITE G ) . The assignment ([X] - [Y]) h-> u)(X, Y)
induces an isomorphism v(G) = Pic A(G).
The group InvA(G) can be computed by using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
of algebraic K-tìieory and multiplicative congruences for units in the p-adic completion of the Burnside ring.
THEOREM 3 [13]. (i) There exists an exact sequence
1 - • (A(G)/o(G)C(G)Y

- • iÇ(G)/o(G)G(G)Y

4 Inv4(G) -> 1.

Given z G w(X, Y) with values prime to o(G), then d(z) = CJ(X, Y). In particular
Inv A(G) andv(G) are torsion groups.
(ii) Let G be finite. Then Inv A(G) = U(Z/\WH\)*] the product is taken over
all(H)e<p(G).
In general, if we fix Y, the G-homotopy types of HRs X with D i m X = Dim y
can be specified by suitable degree functions of maps X —> Y.
Let RO(G) and R(G) be the real and complex ring of G, respectively. Then
V H-> SV induces a homomorphism lG:RO(G) -* V(G). Let TO(G) be its
kernel and set JO(G) = RO(G)/TO(G).
The dimension function of an HR X
is called linear if there exists a representation V such that DimX = DimSV. It
is called stably linear if there exist representations V and W such that DimX =
DimSV - DimSW. Let 1 - • T -> G -» F -> 1 be an extension of a torus T
by a finite nilpotent group F. The conjugation action of F on the Lie algebra
L(T) is called primary if its isotypical summands ([4, p. 70]) are lifted from
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representations of Sylow subgroups of F. The group G is called niltoral if the
F-module L(T) is primary.
THEOREM 4 ([9] FOR FINITE, [1] FOR GENERAL G ) . All HRs of G have
stably linear dimension functions if and only if G is niltoral.
The stably linear dimension functions in this theorem are exactly those functions z G Gf(G) which satisfy the Borei-Smith conditions [24, 2, 3, 14]:
{B)UH<KC
G, K/H S Z/p x Z/p, Ho/H,..., Hp/H C K/H of index p,
then n(H) - n(K) = £ ? = 0 n(H{) - n(K).
(b) If H < K C G, ÜT/ff S Z/p, p odd, then n(H) - n(K) is even.
(c) If H < K < L C G, tf/iJ S Z/2, L/tf s Z/4 (resp. L / i J quaternion
2-group), then n(JjT) — n(K) is even (resp. divisible by 4).
We want to characterize the linear dimension functions among the stably
linear dimension functions. A group G is called primitive if all its normal abelian
subgroups are cyclic. If z G Cf(G) and H<K C G, then define ZK/H £ Cf(K/H)
by zK/H(L/H)
= z(L).
PROPOSITION 5. Let z E Gf(G) be stably linear. Suppose that, for each
primitive subquotient K/H, Z^/H W linear. Then z is linear.
For example, a finite nilpotent group is primitive if and only if its p-Sylow
groups are: (i) cyclic, if p is odd; (ii) cyclic, dihedral, quaternion, or semidihedral, if p = 2. Let D be cyclic. Then z G G(D) is linear if and only if
YiEC£) l*>(\E\)z(E), and similar sums for all subquotients, are nonnegative (/i
Möbius function). If X is a locally linear RF of G and XH ^ 0 , then XH,
considered as a WH-homotopy representation, is linear [21]. A special case of
Proposition 5 is
PROPOSITION 6 [9, 19]. Let G be a finite p-group. Then HRs of G have
linear dimension functions.
THEOREM 7 [10]. Let T be a torus. Then the natural map lT:RO(T)
V(T) is an isomorphism.

->

In general, the map IQ has a nontrivial kernel and cokernel. For example: If
G is finite abelian, then the subgroup of Inv A(G) consisting of the u(SV, SW)
corresponds to the factors belonging to (H) G <p(G) with cyclic G/H (see Theorem 3, (iii)). Thus, already for G = Z/p X Z/p, there exist nonlinear homotopy
types with linear dimension function.
Let G be finite and set B = {(H) G ip(G)\H/[H,H] cyclic}. Then
THEOREM 8 [18]. The image ofDim:V(G) - • C(G) has rank equal to
cardinality of B. The set B consists of the cyclic conjugacy classes if and only
if G is nilpotent. Thus, dim JO(G) ® Q = dim V(G) (8) Q if and only if G is
nilpotent.
THEOREM 9 [1]. IQ ® Q is an isomorphism if and only if G is niltoral.
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Already for cyclic groups, there exist nonlinear dimension functions which
are stably linear. In order to describe the dimension functions unstably, we
assume that HRs X satisfy two further conditions: (iv) the set Iso(X) of isotropy
subgroups of X is closed under intersections; (v) if H G Iso(X) and H is strictly
contained in L, then n(L) < n(H).
A G-space X is called Z-homology finite if all fixed point sets XK have finitely
generated homology groups i J * ( X x ; Z). Let Z(p) denote the integers localized at
the prime ideal (p). A space Y is called a Z(py homology sphere of (homological)
dimension h-dimY = n if H*(Y;Z(p)) = H*(Sn; Z( p )). Let P be a finite pgroup and let Y be a Z-homology finite, finite-dimensional P-complex, which
is a Z(p)-homology sphere. Then, by P. A. Smith theory, the fixed point sets
YL, L C P, are again Z(p)-homology spheres, of dimension d(L) say. Thus we
have a dimension function Dim Y: (L) i-> d(L) + 1.
If H C G and if F is an #-space, then a G-invariance structure on Y is
an i/-map (Xg) = A: G x # y —• F, (0,2/) »-• A3(i/) = X(g,y) such that the
m d
two maps G x H (G xH Y) -+ Y given by (01,00, s) ^ KQUKOO**))
(01 J 0o? s) *-*• M010O)x) a r e i?-homotopic, and Y —y Y, x i-> A(l, z) is the identity.
As a consequence of this definition we have: The map Xg : Y —» Y is a homotopy
equivalence with the following equivariance property: k\g(x) = Xg(g~1kgx), for
g E G, x E Y, k E H Ci gHg~x. One should think of A as an extension of the
//"-action to a G-action up to homotopy, with Xg as the left translation by g.
Restriction to subgroups induces invariance structures on fixed point sets.
For D G C(G) we define Iso(D) = {H\D(H) > 0;H C K, H ^ K => D(K) <
D(H)}. With this definition we have: If X is an HR satisfying (iv) and (v), and
if D := DimX, then Iso(X) = Iso(.D). Let G(p) denote a p-Sylow subgroup of
G.
PROPOSITION 10. Let G be finite. Suppose D = DimX is the dimension
function of a homotopy representation. Then the function D has the following
properties:
(i) ForHcKcGwe
have D(H) > D(K) > 0.
(ii) Iso(.D) is closed under intersections.
(iii) For each H C G and each prime p (dividing the order ofWH) there exists a finite-dimensional, Z-homology finite WH(p)-complex Y(H,p) withWHinvariance structure (Xw\w E WH); moreover Y(H,p) is a Z(p)-homology sphere
and satisfies D\yH^ = Dim Y (H, p).
(iv) The given invariance structure (Xw) on Y(H,p) satisfies: For each p-group
P = U/H C WH(p) and w E WH with wPw'1 = P, we have degree A£ =
(—i) D ( u )- D ( w > u ) t Here (w, U) is the preimage in NH of the group generated by
w and U.
It turns out that these necessary conditions on dimension functions are also
essentially sufficient. The construction of homotopy representations uses cellattaching and the resolution theory of [25, 9, 1 1 , 12]. Therefore we exclude
dimensions less than 3.
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THEOREM 1 1 . Let G be finite. Let D G C(G) be a function having the
properties (i)-(iv), listed in Proposition 10. Let S = {H G lsoD\D(H) < 3}.
Let G be a 2-dimensional G-complex such that Iso(G) = S and CH is a D(H)dimensional complex which is homotopy equivalent to SD(H) for H G S. Then
there exists a homotopy representation X of G such that D = DimX, C is a
subcomplex of X, and CH = XH for H G S.
We mention a qualitative result which can be obtained from Theorem 11.
PROPOSITION 12. LetD C C(G) satisfy (i) and (ii) of Proposition 10. Suppose D satisfies the Borei-Smith conditions (a), (b), and (c). Then 2ip(\G\)D is
the dimension function of a homotopy representation.
(Here <p is the Euler function.)
The first assertion of Theorem 8 is essentially a special case of Proposition
12.
In order to obtain explicit calculations of dimension functions from Theorem
11, it is necessary to study the homotopy theory of representations. This is then
used to analyze invariance structures on representation spheres. Orthogonal
representations V and W of G over R are called: homotopy equivalent, V ~ W,
if SV and SW are G-homotopy equivalent; stably homotopy equivalent, V ~ s W,
if, for some U, V (&U ~ W ®U. Unitary representations V and W of G over
C are called: oriented homotopy equivalent, V ~ 0 W, if there exists a G-map
/ : SV —y SW such that, for all H C G, degree fH = l; stably oriented homotopy
equivalent, V ~BO W, if, for some unitary U, V © U ~0 W © U.
Let T denote the Galois group of the cyclotomic numbers over Q. Then T
acts on representations of finite groups; if V is irreducible, then so is V1, for
7 G T. The following is proved using [26].
PROPOSITION 13. V ®Vaß ~ Va ®Vß, for all representations V of the
finite group G and all a, ß E T (similarly in the unitary case).
We define additive subgroups of the representation rings RO(G) and R(G)
for finite G as follows:
RO0(G) = {V - W\T>\mV = DimW}
ROh(G) = {V-

W\V ~ 8 W}

ROx(G) = subgroup generated by V © Vaß - Va © Vß;
and similarly Ro(G),Rh(G), and Ri(G) in R(G) where Rh(G) is defined in
terms of oriented equivalence. We have ROQ(G) D ROh(G) D RO±(G), the
latter inclusion by Proposition 13.
THEOREM 14. (i)V~soW=>V
~0W [8].
(ii) Suppose G is finite of odd order. Then V ~ s W => V ~ W [28].
(iii) Suppose 1 —• TV —• G —y G/TV —• 1,G/TV super solvable, TV solvable with
all Sylow groups abelian. Then V ~ s W => V ~ W (Tornehave).
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(iv) Let G be finite. Suppose V ~ 8 W. IfV -W
divisible by 2 in this group, then V ~ W (Tornehave).

E ROh(G)/R01(G)

is

By Artin induction one can show that \G\ROh(G)/RO\(G) = 0. Thus, (iv) =>•
(ii). The general problem of the stable homotopy theory of representations is
the computation of ROh(G) and Rh(G) in algebraic terms. Partial results are
known; for nilpotent groups the results are particularly neat.
THEOREM 15 [8]. Let G be a finite p-group. Then
(i) RO±(G) = ROh(G), fii(G) = Rh(G).
(ii) Suppose V and W are irreducible. Then V ~ W =>• V = W.
The equality (i) also holds for nilpotent groups of odd order.
For compact Lie groups of positive dimension the situation is entirely different.
THEOREM 16 [27]. Let G be a compact Lie group. Suppose V ~ 8 W and
suppose that V and W contain no irreducible summands U with finite G/KerU.
Then V^W.
For certain classes of finite groups, homotopy equivalences can only occur
between Galois conjugate representations. If U is an irreducible representation,
then let V(U) denote the sum of all subrepresentations of V which are Galois
conjugate to U (over R resp. C).
THEOREM 17. Suppose G is as in Theorem 14, (iii). Then V ~ W =>
V(U) ~ W(U) for all irreducible U.
In general, there is the following problem: Let U be an irreducible RGmodule; determine the Galois homotopy isotropy group, i.e., the group T(U) =
{7 G r | l H ~ U}, in algebraic terms! The computations of T(U),jO(G) =
ROh(G)/R01(G),
and j(G) = Rh(G)/R1(G)
can be based on the fact that
the natural maps jO(G) —• PicA(G), j(G) —y InvA(G) are injective [17]. If
V ~o W, there is a unique G-homotopy equivalence / : S(V) —• S(W), up to Ghomotopy. Its degree in complex G-equivariant üf-theory is a unit a(F) E R(G)*.
PROPOSITION 18. Let G be finite. The units of R(G)* which arise as a(f)
for homotopy equivalences f: SV —y SW form a subgroup of finite index.
Another, largely untouched, problem is: Which HRs are realisable as RFs?
For free actions, this is the well-known spherical space form problem. It is shown
in [21] that different dimension functions are realisable in PL and DIFF, even
for cyclic groups of odd order. Nonlinear dimension functions also exist for
«^actions [22, 23].
For linear dimension functions, there still exist nonlinear homotopy types.
They can be realized as RFs with exotic linking number for the fixed point sets
[15, 16]. The simplest examples occur for G = Z/px Z/p; there exist RFs X with
3 isotropy groups 1, H, and K and such that XH and XK have any preassigned
linking number d in X which satisfies d2 = d mod p2. If d ^ 1 mod p2, then the
homotopy type is nonlinear.
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The condition d2 = d mod p2 is a finiteness obstruction. There exists a homomorphism

s:V(G)->

YI Ko(Z7T0WH)
(H)e<p(G)

whose kernel is represented by differences of finite homotopy representations.
The map s can be computed in terms of Swan homomorphisms (Z/|jy|)* —>•
k0(ZW)', see [25, 20, 13, 18].
An example for the internal geometry of RFs are linking systems. Let V\,...,
Vn be representations of G. For 0 ^ o C { l , . . . n } let S(o) = 5 ( 0 ^ ^ ) .
An RF X together with a family of G-invariant sub-RFs X(a) and a G-map
f:X -+ S = S({1,... ,n}) with fX(a) C S(a), such that f:X(a) -y S(a) is of
degree d for all a, is called a d-/o/d of the system (S(a)). If the X and X(<r)
are smooth with transverse intersection and if / is a stratified and transverse
linear map with respect to the stratifications (X(o)) and (S(a)), then the linking
number of X(a),X(p) in X(aU/J,) for aC\p, = 0 is always d. Such configurations
are therefore called linking systems.
THEOREM 19. A d-fold linking system exists under the following hypotheses:
(i) G is finite of odd order,
(ii) V = Vi © • • • © Vn is a faithful representation, DìIURVì > Max(n, 5);
(iii) the number d is contained in the kernel of the Swan homomorphism
(Z/|G|)*-ffo(ZG).
The proof is by stratified surgery, analogous to [5]. It is conjectured that enfolds of representations S(V) exist quite generally. Linking systems realize many
HRs with nonlinear homotopy type.
One of the difficult and unsolved problems in geometric representation theory
is the computation of the Grothendieck group of topological spherical RFs with
join as composition law. This is the topological analogue of the representation
ring.
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Periods of Abelian Integrals, Theta Functions,
and Differential Equations of KdV Type
E. ARBARELLO
The generalized Siegel upper half plane Hg c C9^1^2
is the set of complex
g X g symmetric matrices with positive definite imaginary part. Given a matrix
r E Mg one can construct the complex torus XT = OF/ZQ + rZ9 together with
Riemann's theta function
exp 2iri < - fprp + lpz \.

6(z, r) = ^
pezs

{

'

Consider now a compact Riemann surface C of genus g. Fix a symplectic basis a\,..., ag, bi,..., bg of Hi (C, Z) and a basis u)i,..., ug of the vector space
of homomorphic differentials on G having the property that J a . u)j = Sij. As
Riemann noticed, the matrix r(G) of the "ö-periods" is symmetric and has positive imaginary part. The matrices of Mg that are obtained in this way form a
(3<7 — 3)-dimensional analytic subvariety Ig of )ig which is called the Jacobian
locus. To each point r(C) of Ig corresponds the Jacobian variety J(C) = XT^c)
of C, together with the theta function 6(z,r(C)).
The problem of finding explicit equations for Ig inside Mg, goes back to Riemann, Schottky, and Jung [R], [S], [S-J].
In his study of solutions of nonlinear equations of Korteveg de Vries type,
Krichever [K] proved the following fact:
Fix a compact Riemann surface C of genus g > 0 and consider its theta
function 0(z), then there exist three vectors W^ ,W^ ,W^ inC9, withW^
^
0, such that, for every z E C9 the function
u(x, y, t\z) = ^

log0(zWM 4- yW{2) + tW™ + z)

(1)

satisfies the so-called Kodomcev-Petviashvili equation
Suyy = —(ut~

Suux - 2uxxx).

(2)

S. P. Novikov [N] then conjectured that a matrix r E Mg, which is not in
block form, is a Riemann matrix if and only if the corresponding theta function
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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satisfies the K.P. equation, in the sense we just explained. A strong indication
of the validity of this conjecture was given by Dubrovin in [DU2].
Following work of Mumford [M2] and Mulase [M], Novikov's conjecture has
been recently proved by Shiota [S].
A more geometrical approach to the same problem originated from the following "trisecant formula," discovered by Fay [FY]. Fix a compact Riemann surface
C of genus g > 0. Look at the Abel-Jacobi map of G into its Jacobian and denote
by T the isomorphic image of G under this map. Fay's trisecant formula says
that given any three points a, ß, 7 on T and any point f on ^(T — a — ß — 7),
there exist constants ci and c2 such that
0(z - a)9(z + 2^ + a) = Cl6(z - ß)0(z + 2ç + ß) + c20(z - i)0(z + 2^ + 7). (3)
As Mumford noticed [M4], when a, ß, 7 tend to 0 on V, one then gets the
equation

D\e-e-

w\e • e + Z(D\O)2 - S(D2O)2

(4)

+ 3D%0 • 0 + 3Di0 • D30 - 3DiD30 -0 + d40-0 = O
where d4 is a suitable constant and where Di, D2, Ds are the constant vector
fields on J(C) obtained as follows. Let W^\ W^2\ W^ be, respectively, the
tangent, the normal, and the binormal vector to V at 0, and set

3= 1

°^

A computation shows that the K.P. equation (2) is equivalent to (4) via the
substitution (1).
One can then express Novikov's conjecture as follows.
(5) THEOREM ([S] AND [AD2]). LetX = XT be an irreducible principally
polarized abelian variety (i.p.p.a.v.) of dimension g>l. Then X is the Jacobian
of a compact Riemann surface of genus g if and only if there exist a constant d4
and constant vector fields Di ^ 0 , D2, Ds on X such that the equation (4) is
satisfied.
We shall sketch a proof of this theorem following the lines of [AD2]. Let
0 C X be the theta divisor. It is well known that the 29 functions
0[n](z,r)=

] T exp2wi{t(p + n)T(p + n) + 2t(p + n)z},
pezo

nE\Z9/Z9,

form a basis of H°(X, 26) and that, as Riemann discovered,
0(z + ç)0(*-i)=

E

Ô[n](z)6[n}(ç).

(6)

Fay's identity (3) can then be geometrically interpreted in terms of the Kummer
map T : X - • P N , JV = 29 - 1, given by T(ç) = [•••, 0[n](f),...]. In fact when
AT is a Jacobian, using (6), the trisecant formula becomes

7(S + a)=ci~0(s + ß) + c2~0(s + 1),

\fse\(T-a-ß-i).

(7)
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This says that the points 0 (ç + a), 0 (ç + ß), 0 (£ + 7) lie on a line which is
then a trisecant to the Kummer variety 0 (X).
For fixed triple of points a, ß, 7 on any principally polarized abelian variety
X, Gunning [G] introduces the subscheme Va$n C X defined by
Kßn = ( f e X: t(ç + a)A 7{ç + ß) A ~0(ç + 7) = 0},
and proves that: an i.p.p.a.v. X is a Jacobian if and only if there is a positive
dimensional component of 2Vaß1 passing through the point a - ß and if there is
no complex multiplication mapping ß — a and 7 — a into 0.
Inspired by this criterion and motivated by the relation between the trisecant
formula and the K.P. equation, Welters [W2] gives an infinitesimal version of
this criterion by substituting the points a, ß, 7 with a second order germ of
curve
(8)
£^WW£ + WW£2
at the origin in X. Welters's criterion is the following:
An i.p.p.a.v. X is a Jacobian if and only if there exist constant vector fields
Di ^ 0, D2 on X such that the subscheme
V = {ÇEX: 7 ( f ) A Pi 7(f) A (Dl + D2)l(()

= 0}

has a positive dimensional component passing through the origin.
As Welters remarks, the subscheme V coincides at the origin of X, up to
second order, with the germ (8). Therefore, the condition of Welters's criterion
can be expressed by saying that there exist vectors W^\W^,...
such that the
formal germ ((e) = J2ili W^e* is contained in V, i.e.,
7 ( f (e)) A Di 7 ( f (e)) A S 8 7 ( f (ff)) = 0

(Ä2 = Dl + D2).

(9)

Now set
d
3=1

A8 = As(D1,...,Da)=

°%

rrVi^i1---^

£
2l-f2î 2 H

)-sia=3

A computation contained in [ADI] shows that, up to a renormalization of the
£Vs, (9) is equivalent to the existence of constants d{, i = 1,2,..., with di —
d2 = ds = 0, such that
£*+i^

^>o

?(({e)) + Dit(ç(e)) - eÂ2t(ç(e)) = 0.

(10)

J

Equating to zero the coefficients of es in this relation and using (6), the condition
(10) is equivalent to the equations

A 5 Ai - A 5 A 2 + J2
i=l

d

i+iA*-i

0(* + f)0(s-f)lc=o = O,

*>i.

(11)
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The left-hand side of (11) only depends on the knowledge of
Di,...,D3,
d±,..., d3+i and we denote it by P8(z). Clearly Pi(2) and P2(z) are identically
zero and, as expected, the equation P3 = 0 is the K.P. equation. Welters's
criterion is then translated in the following (cf. [ADI]).
An i.p.p.a.v. X is a Jacobian if and only if there exist constant
vector fields Di ^ 0, D2, Ds,... and complex numbers e/4, d s , . . .
such that P8(z) = 0, s > 1.

(12)

(It is interesting to notice that equations (11) are all part of the so-called K.P.
hierarchy (see [D] and [ADI]).
The next step in the proof of (5) consists in restricting equation (11) to the
subscheme DiO C X defined by the simultaneous vanishing of 0 and Di0. The
first observation is that P8(z) is a section of Ox(20). This section can be written
as
p3(z) = P'9(z) + 2DiD30 • 0 - 2Di0 • Ds0 + d 5 + 1 0 • 0
where Pf8(z) only depends on the knowledge of D\,..., D8-i, d4,...,d8. Looking
at the cohomology sequences given by restricting 0(26) to 6 and Di&, one can
prove the following statement. Given Di,..., D8-i, d±,..., d8, there exist D8
and d s +i such that P8(z) = 0 if and only if Pfs\ 2^e = 0 or, equivalently, if and
only if one can find a meromorphic solution in C9 to the equation
Dlh = P'J02.

(13)

The existence of D8 and rfs+i is thus translated into analytical terms. Via a
cohomological argument one then shows that to find a global solution of (13) it
is in fact sufficient to find local solutions near every point of
U = C9\{z E C9 : 0(z) = Dx0(z) = 0}.
The solution of the local problem is easy. First of all one sees that the local
integrability condition is given by Y(P'3/02) = 0 where
r = 0 4 (\D\ +D2 - DiDs

+4Di(D2\og0)Di),

then a direct computation shows that the integrability condition holds under
the assumption that P3 = • • • = P3_t = 0. The conclusion is that, under this
assumption, there exists D8 and d s +i such that P8 = 0. The theorem follows,
by induction, from (12).
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L'approche géométrique du problème de Schottky
ARNAUD BEAUVILLE
1. Introduction. Le problème de Schottky est la recherche de caractérisations des jacobiennes parmi toutes les variétés abéliennes. Plus précisément, soit
Ag (= Hg/ Sp(2gf, Z)) l'espace des modules des variétés abéliennes principalement
polarisées (complexes) de dimension g. Les jacobiennes forment une sous-variété
Jg de Ag, et il s'agit de trouver des équations de Jg (ou plutôt de son adhérence
Jg) dans Ag.
Ce problème a d'abord été étudié d'un point de vue analytique: on cherche
à écrire des équations explicites de Jg dans Ag, définies par des formes modulaires sur H g—par exemple des polynômes en les thêta-constantes 0[m](O,r). Le
premier résultat dans cette direction est dû à Schottky [S], qui mit en évidence
une équation simple satisfaite par les thêta-constantes d'une jacobienne en genre
4. Le fait que cette équation caractérise les jacobiennes n'a été prouvé que
récemment par Igusa ([I], cf. aussi [F]).
Vingt ans plus tard, en utilisant les variétés de Prym, Schottky et Jung
donnèrent un procédé systématique pour écrire des polynômes en les thêtaconstantes s'annulant sur Jg, à partir d'identités satisfaites par les thêtaconstantes générales [S-J]. Van Geemen a démontré que Jg est une composante
irréductible de la sous-variété de Ag définie par ces équations [vG]. Malheureusement on ne sait pas écrire explicitement l'ensemble de ces équations.
Dans cet exposé je vais considérer l'approche géométrique de ce problème.
Ici il s'agit avant tout d'obtenir des caractérisations géométriques des jacobiennes, conduisant si possible à des équations plus ou moins explicites. Avant
d'entrer dans le sujet, je voudrais mentionner que ce type de caractérisations
a des applications à d'autres domaines de la géométrie algébrique, par exemple
aux questions de rationalité. Soit en effet X une variété projective et lisse de
dimension 3, satisfaisant à H°(X, Ù^) = 0. On associe à X une variété abélienne
principalement polarisée, la jacobienne intermédiaire JX; si celle-ci n'appartient
pas à Jff, la variété X ne peut être rationnelle (critère de Clemens-Griffiths
[C-G]). On déduit de ce critère de nombreux exemples de variétés unirationnelles
non rationnelles (cf. [B2]), et aussi un exemple de variété non rationnelle dont
le produit avec un espace projectif est rationnel [B-CT-S-SD].
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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traduit géométriquement comme suit: pour tout ç E A tel que 2ç = x + y, les
points ip(ç), V>(C — û) et V(? — x) de P ^ sont alignés; autrement dit,
(iv) La variété de Kummer K(A,&) admet une trisécante.
Il est facile de voir que les conditions (ii) à (iv) sont équivalentes, et entraînent
(i). Ces conditions sont en fait étroitement reliées à la condition d'AndreottiMayer:
THÉORÈME [B-Dl]. (1) Les conditions équivalentes (ii) à (iv) entraînent
(A, 9 ) E Mg-4 (c'est-à-dire dim Sing© > g — 4);
(2) La condition (i) entraîne (A,O) E Ng-4 ou (A,Q) E A[g_1 (cf. §2).
Compte tenu du théorème d'Andreotti-Mayer, on obtient aussitôt:
COROLLAIRE. Jg est une composante de l'ensemble des (A, 9 ) E Ag vérifiant
Fune des conditions (i) à (iv).
Ainsi l'existence d'une trisécante pour K(A,&) entraîne (A, 9 ) E Mg-4. Il
est intéressant de tester les conditions (i) et (ii) sur les composantes de Mg-4
décrites au §2. Pour toutes ces composantes sauf £9io, les variétés abéliennes
correspondantes possèdent la propriété (i); par contre elles ne vérifient pas (ii),
au moins génériquement—à l'exception bien sûr des jacobiennes. Ceci conduit
à conjecturer que la condition (ii) caractérise les jacobiennes (conjecture de la
trisécante). Des résultats partiels ont été obtenus dans cette direction, d'abord
par Gunning [G], puis par Welters [Wl, W2, W3]: ces auteurs caractérisent
les jacobiennes par l'existence d'une famille assez grande de trisécantes. Citons
par exemple le résultat de [W2]: si K(A, 9 ) admet une famille de dimension
un de trisécantes et si dim Sing 0 = g — 4, alors (A, 9 ) est une jacobienne.
Mentionnons aussi une question voisine: l'existence d'une sous-variété de A de
classe 6 2 / 2 dans H4(A, Z) entraîne-t-elle que (A,Q) est une jacobienne? La
réponse n'est connue que pour g = 4 [R].
Convenablement énoncées, les conditions (i) à (iv) ci-dessus gardent un sens
lorsque les points a, puis x, puis y deviennent infiniment proches de 0: si par
exemple a est un vecteur tangent à l'origine, on définit 9 fl 9 a par les équations
0 = Da0 = 0. Le point ultime de cette spécialisation est la condition:
(ii7) II existe un vecteur non nul a E TQ(A)7 et deux sections non nulles de
H°(G n 9 a , 0(G)) dont le produit (dans H°(Q n 9 a , 0(29))) est nul.
Lorsque (A, G) est irréductible, G. Welters a remarqué que cette condition
équivaut à dire que la fonction 0 satisfait une équation aux dérivées partielles
non linéaire, l'équation K—P. On voit ainsi facilement," en spécialisant l'inclusion
QnQp-q C 9 p _ a U 9 s _ g , que la fonction 0 d'une jacobienne satisfait à l'équation
K — P (cette propriété a été découverte par Fay). Inversement, toute variété
abélienne principalement polarisée irréductible satisfaisant à (ii') est une jacobienne: c'est la conjecture de Novikov, prouvée par Shiota [Sh]. En s'appuyant sur
les résultats de Gunning et Welters évoqués ci-dessus, Arbarello et De Concini
ont obtenu une démonstration géométrique de cette conjecture (cf. l'exposé
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d'Arbarello dans ce volume). La version infinitésimale de la conjecture de la
trisécante est donc démontrée.
Avant de quitter le problème de Schottky usuel je voudrais mentionner l'article
[vG-vG], qui est lié à ce qui précède, et d'autre part l'approche tout-à-fait
différente qui s'appuie sur le fait que le diviseur 9 d'une jacobienne est doublement de translation; je renvoie à [L] pour un exposé complet de ce point de vue
classique.
4. Le problème de Schottky pour les variétés de P r y m . Soient G, G
deux surfaces de Riemann compactes, TT: G —• C un revêtement étale double, et a
l'involution correspondante de C. La variété de Prym (P, 9 ) associée à n est une
variété abélienne principalement polarisée définie comme suit [M]: P est l'image
de l'endomorphisme 1 — a* de JG, et on prouve qu'un translaté convenable du
diviseur thêta de JG découpe sur P le diviseur 29.
Les variétés de Prym forment dans Ag une sous-variété fermée irréductible Pg
de dimension 30 pour g > 5, contenant Jg (il faut pour cela accepter les variétés
de Prym associées à des courbes stables définies dans [Bl]). Après les jacobiennes, les variétés de Prym sont certainement les variétés abéliennes principalement polarisées les mieux connues; il est naturel d'essayer de les caractériser, soit
par des équations dans Ag, soit par des propriétés géométriques. Je ne connais
pas d'équivalent à l'approche analytique évoquée au §1. Par contre l'approche
géométrique décrite aux §2 et 3 s'étend aux variétés de Prym; le parallélisme est
d'ailleurs extrêmement frappant, et reste pour moi assez mystérieux.
Soit (P, 9 ) une variété de Prym. La définition ci-dessus permet de décrire
assez précisément les singularités du diviseur 9 [M, B l ] . On en déduit qu'on
a dim Sing 9 > g — 6, avec égalité lorsque (P, 9) est assez générale et g > 6
[W4, DI]. Debarre vient de démontrer l'équivalent du théorème d'AndreottiMayer [D2]: pour g > 7, Pg est une composante irréductible de Mg-ß. D'autres
composantes de Ngs sont construites dans [Dl].
D'autre part, pour p, q dans C, notons [p, q] l'élément p + q — ap — aq de P.
On déduit facilement de la description géométrique du diviseur 9 l'inclusion

9 n e[PiQ] n e [Pir ] c 9 [PjS] u e[qir]
pour p, q, r, s distincts dans G, avec ap ^ q, r.
Ceci nous amène à considérer, pour une variété abélienne principalement
polarisée (A,Q), les conditions suivantes, calquées sur celles du §3, et qui sont
satisfaites pour les variétés de Prym:
(i) // existe des éléments distincts non nuls a, b de A tels que l'intersection
9 fl Qa D 9b ne soit pas intègre.
(ii) II existe des éléments distincts non nuls a} b, x, y de A tels qu'on ait
(schématiquement) 9 D 9 a H 9& C Qx U By.
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(iii) // existe a, b, x, y comme ci-dessus, et des scalaires A, p,, v, p non tous
nuls, tels qu'on ait l'identité2 (en posant s = x + y):
\0(z)0(z-s)

+ p,0(z-a)0(z

+ a-s) + v0(z-b)0(z

+

b-s)+p0(z-x)0(z-y)=O.

(iv) La variété de Kummer K(A, 9 ) admet un plan quadrisécant (i.e. coupant
K(A,Q) en quatre points distincts).
PROPOSITION [B-D2]. Pour g > 7, Pg est une composante irréductible de
l'ensemble des (A,Q) E Ag vérifiant l'une des conditions (i) à (iv).
Le résultat est en fait un peu plus précis: nous montrons que lorsque A est simple et a d'ordre infini, chacune des conditions (i) à (iv) entraîne (A, 9 ) E Mg-Q.
On prouve ensuite que sur une variété de Prym générique (P, 9 ) l'intersection
9 fl 9 a fl 9b est toujours intègre lorsque a et 6 sont de torsion; la proposition en
résulte.
L'existence d'un plan quadrisécant ne suffit pas ici à caractériser les variétés
de Prym: les éléments (A, 9 ) de A[g_t possèdent aussi cette propriété.
Contrairement au cas des jacobiennes, on ne peut spécialiser à la fois \p, q],
[Pir]i [Pis] e t [q,r] en 0 lorsque la courbe C est lisse. Cela devient possible
lorsque C est singulière. Avec G. Welters, nous avons observé que l'on obtient
ainsi, pour la fonction 0 d'une variété de Prym associée à des courbes stables
singulières, une équation aux dérivées partielles non linéaire, dite équation BKP
(cf. par exemple [J-M]). Novikov a conjecturé que cette équation caractérise les
variétés de Prym de courbes singulières; une démonstration de cette conjecture a
été annoncée par Shiota. Nous espérons que la méthode des plans quadrisécants
permettra de comprendre géométriquement cette conjecture.
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Curves on Higher-Dimensional
Complex Projective Manifolds
HERBERT CLEMENS
0. Introduction. Let X be a smooth, irreducible complex submanifold of
C P ^ . One of the simplest invariants associated to X is its canonical line bundle
detT1>°(X),

K =

where T 1 ' 0 denotes the holomorphic cotangent bundle. This line bundle is called
positive (or ample) if the sections of some tensor power of it embed X into
projective space. K is called negative if K~x is positive. The theme of this
presentation will be: The more positive K is, the harder it is to find curves of
low genus and/or low degree on X.
1. The case K negative. The fundamental result here is a celebrated theorem of S. Mori [7]:
(1.1) THEOREM. If K is negative, then there exists a nontrivial mapping
f-.P1

->X.

Suppose, in fact, that / is locally immersive. Then the exact sequence
0 - , T(P 1 ) -> f*T(X)

-> NftX -> 0

(1.2)

tells us that the normal bundle Nf,x to the mapping / has a decomposition
Nf)x

= 0(a1)®

-eOK-i),

where n — dimX and J2ai — -(deg/*Ä') — 2. Thus, if n > 3, the rational
curve / must move on X, at least to first order. In fact, in all examples that
I know, once the degree of the mapping / is sufficiently high, the deformations
of / actually cover X. This last is sufficient to verify the generalized Hodge
conjecture in the case n = 3, a result essentially due to Conte and Murre [5].
There is a lot of interesting "classical geometry" connected with covering
families of rational curves on threefolds with negative canonical bundle (called
Fano threefolds). I would like to briefly outline what happens in one interesting
case.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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We let
TT:F->P3

(1.3)

be a branched double covering whose branch locus is a quartic surface B with
six nodes (in general position in P 3 ) . We will call V a "quartic double solid."
Let V be the standard resolution of V obtained by blowing up its nodes. It turns
out that
J(V) = H*<l(V)*/H3(V)z,
(1.4)
the "intermediate Jacobian of Vn is a principally polarized abelian variety of
dimension four. In fact, the generic abelian variety of dimension four is so
obtained.
If we take as our point of departure a desire to study the geometry of abelian
varieties of dimension four and their moduli space, the above is very useful,
since (1.4) gives a geometric realization of "most" (principally polarized) abelian
varieties of dimension four. To see one example of how this helps, we consider
an algebraic family of curves on V, namely, the family { C / } / e ^ obtained by
naturally compactifying the family of smooth conies on V which do not meet
the nodes of V. It can be shown that F contains curves of the form
Co = 7r _1 (line),
where the line is (once) tangent to the branch locus B, and that the family F is
irreducible. We map
<j>:F^J(V),

(1.5)

f°
J Co

the so-called "Abel-Jacobi mapping."
A degeneration argument, together with the symmetry of the image of (j),
shows that
<j>(F) e \20\,

where \20\ denotes the linear system obtained by squaring the linear system of
a symmetric theta divisor of J(V).
It is not hard to see that all curves of the form
7r_1(line tangent to B)

(1.6)

are mapped to the origin of J(V), thereby creating a singularity on (ß(F). One
can localize the computation of the derivative of (j) at a curve (1.6) to the singular
point of that curve [3]. This allows one to compute the tangent cone T((f)(F))o
to (j>(F) at the origin of J(V):
T(<ß(F))o = ri(B),

(1.7)

where
rç:P3->P3

(1.8)
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is the branched double cover given by the linear system of quadrics passing
through the six nodes of B. (The identification of the left-hand and right-hand
sides of (1.7) is obtained using the identification
quadrics through nodes <-•
Q i-> Residue

H2,1(V),

QQ/F3/2,

where F defines B and fi = £ ( - l ) * X Ä • • • dX{ • • • dX3.)
The <j>(F) has a fourth-order singularity at 0 so that
<j>(F) E |20|oo = P 4 ,

(1.9)

the linear subseries consisting of divisors with at least a fourth-order singularity
at 0. So the fibre of the mapping
moduli space of —• moduli space of
quartic double solids
4-dimensional
with six nodes
abelian varieties

(1-10)

is obtained by picking out of
{T(D)0:D

E |20|o,o}

those quartics occurring as images of quartics with six nodes under mappings
(1.8). Unpublished work of R. Donagi leads one to a conjecture about the hypersurface in the P 4 in (1.9) formed by taking all these "geometrically given"
quartics. Namely, one conjectures that this hypersurface is simply the cubic
threefold which Donagi associates to the four-dimensional principally polarized
abelian variety J(V).
All this is in close analogy with the classically studied mapping
CxC^J(C),

(p,q)» f"

(1.11)

Jp

for a curve G of genus 3. The image of the mapping (1.11) is the unique element
of 120|oo in that case. In particular, when our J(V) acquires one vanishing thetanull, the elements <ß(F) in |20|oo come to twice cover the theta divisor associated
with the theta-null, just as happens when G becomes hyperelliptic. Algebraically
what is happening is that the equation F for B is becoming quadratic in the
quadrics through the singular points of B.
2. The case K trivial. We have seen that projective manifolds X whose
canonical divisors are negative tend to have covering families of rational curves,
often with very nice properties. These curves tend to parametrize the cohomology of X in geometrically interesting ways.
The situation changes dramatically when the canonical bundle K is trivial.
In dimension 3, for example, when

tf3'°(X) ± 0
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the intermediate Jacobian becomes
J(X) = (H^°(X)^H^1(X)y/H3(X)z,

(2.1)

a complex torus but not an abelian variety in any fully satisfactory way. Also the
image of any Abel-Jacobi mapping (/>: F —• J(X), with F connected, can span
at most a subtorus annihilated by HS>°(X). The generalized Hodge conjecture
is the statement that any such subtorus is parametrized by some Abel-Jacobi
mapping (j). So curves on X can parametrize at most a countable union of proper
subvarieties of J(X). We formulate things as follows:
G(X) = ^ ^ { Z • G: C an irred. alg. curve on X},
equiv. rei. generated by making G and C'
equivalent if they lie in a family F of
curves, where F is irreducible and rational,
M(X) = {aE G(X): a ~ 0 in

H2(X)Z).

We then have an Abel-Jacobi mapping
V M(X)-> J(X),

(2.2)

where T is a 3-chain with dT = a. In all examples with K trivial which have
been computed, the image group

is dense in J(X). Also, for several examples the image group is a totally disconnected group of infinite rank. (See, for example, [8, 9, or 4].)
One's ability to effectively compute the derivative of the Abel-Jacobi mapping
is important in obtaining these results. As an example, imagine a family {V*} of
smooth hypersurfaces of degree five in P 4 . (K — 0 for all the Vt.) Suppose that
Vt contains two lines which come together at t = 0:

Vt

Vo

Let t parametrize a double cover of the t-iine branched at t = 0. Then the family
of lines under study is parametrized by t. The normal bundle to the line LQ in
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Vo has a section v corresponding to the fact that Lo stays inside Vo to first order.
The derivative of the Abel-Jacobi mapping
double cover of i-space —• UtJ(Vt),

t

j

rLt

/base curve in Vt

is given by the contraction mapping
H°(NL0,V0)

® # W

0

) -

# W

0

) * C.

(2.3)

The computation of this derivative can be reduced to an easy residue computation at the four singular points of a plane section of Vo containing Lo, and
is easily shown to be nonzero. Thus the images of the two lines of Vt in J (Vi)
are moving apart near t = 0. So the difference of these lines is generically of
infinite order in #(Vt), since this difference is not zero in M(Vt) for t near 0 but
the difference goes to 0 at t = 0.
There are some cases where K is trivial, so that the mapping r\ in (2.2) cannot
be surjective, yet the Hodge conjecture predicts that a subtorus of J(X) must
lie in the image of r\. For example, if ry has an involution leaving the sections of
K invariant, then the skew-symmetric part of J(X) is conjectured to lie in the
image of rj. F. Bardelli has verified this for the family of intersections of four
quadrics in P 7 admitting a certain type of involution [1].
Notice that, in the above example, the line Lo does not deform to first order
with the first-order deformation of Vo in the direction Vt. In fact, a surprisingly
easy fact is that for a threefold X with trivial canonical bundle, the "infinitesimal
Abel-Jacobi mapping" (2.3) is nontrivial at a (smooth) curve G if and only if
there is a first-order deformation of X in which G does not deform.
3. The case K positive. This is the case in which our manifold X is of
"general type." Roughly speaking, when K is positive, it is much harder to find
interesting curves of low degree or genus on X. As was mentioned in the K
trivial case, once

H3>°(X) =

H°(X;K)^0

for threefolds, we can't expect curves to parametrize much of J(X). An interesting bit of evidence in favor of the Hodge conjecture comes from studying
examples in which K is ample yet H3>°(X) = 0. The generalized Hodge conjecture predicts in this case that the Abel-Jacobi mapping (2.2) is surjective.
M. Reid suggested studying one such example, the intersection of three sextics
in the weighted projective space P(2 4 ,3 3 ). D. Ortland has recently shown that
indeed the Abel-Jacobi mapping (2.2) is surjective in that case, using curves of
genus 2 to parametrize J(X).
We should justify our statement about the difficulty of finding interesting
curves in the presence of an ample or positive canonical bundle. Actually we can
only say something in the case in which X is a generically chosen hypersurface
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of some degree m in P n . In this case
K « 0x(m-

(n + 1))

so that we have K positive whenever m> (n + 1).
(3.1) THEOREM [2]. Suppose we have an algebraic family of curves on X
which cover a subvariety ofX of codimension D. Suppose further that the generic
member of the family is the image of a smooth algebraic curve of genus g under
a locally immersive map. Then
D>(2-2g)/d

+ m-(n

+ l),

where d is the degree of the curves of the family (in the projective space of the
hypersurface X). (This theorem is true over algebraically closed fields of arbitrary
characteristics.)
In more concrete terms, this theorem says, for example, that a generic hypersurface of degree 5 or more in P 3 can contain no immersed rational curve,
similarly for a generic hypersurface of degree > 7 in P 4 , of degree > 9 in P 5 ,
etc. The proof of the theorem involves a careful comparison of normal bundles
Nf,x Q Nfty (see §1), where F is a generic hypersurface of degree m in P n + m
and X is a linear section of Y.
4. Some interesting questions. I. Let X be a smooth projective threefold
with trivial canonical bundle. Let F b e a family of immersed rational curves on
X. If dim F > 0, is the Abel-Jacobi mapping 0: F —• J(X) always nontrivial?
I*. Let X be a smooth projective threefold with trivial canonical bundle. Let
/ : P 1 —• X be locally immersive. Is the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi mapping

4>'.H°{NftX)^H\tfxy
always injective?
(Both of these are true in all examples I know.)
If I* is true and all first-order deformations of X are unobstructed, then the
generic deformation X1 of X has only isolated rational curves on it, and these
are all "of the first kind," that is, they have normal bundle
O(-1)©0(-1).

(4.1)
4

Even the simplest example, V a generic hypersurface in P , this last statement
has proved very elusive. What is known in this case is:
(i) V admits smooth rational curves of all degrees with normal bundle (4.1),
(ii) all rational curves of degree < 4 have normal bundle (4.1),
(iii) V has 2875 = 23 • 5 3 • 1 lines and 609,250 = 2437 • 5 3 • 2 conies [6].
II. CONJECTURE. The generic quintic threefold V admits only a finite number
of rational curves of each degree. Each rational curve is a smoothly embedded
P 1 with normal bundle (4.1). All the rational curves on V are mutually disjoint.
The number of rational curves of degree d on V is
(interesting number) • 5 3 • d.
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(The 5 comes from "quintic" and the exponent 3 comes from "threefold." There
is really very little evidence for the inclusion of the factor d in the conjecture—
that part is better called a guess than a conjecture.)
III. Let V C P 4 be a generic hypersurface of degree > 6 (so that K is positive).
Is every curve on V a surface section? At least, is every smooth curve G on V a
"surface section to first order"—that is, does the sequence
0 -> NCy

- JVCjP4 -> NViP41 c -+ 0

(4.2)

split?
The reason one is led to ask question III is that the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi
mapping can be interpreted as an obstruction to splitting (4.2), and for generic
V, the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi mapping is presumably trivial.
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Arithmétique des variétés
rationnelles et problèmes birationnels
JEAN-LOUIS COLLIOT-THÉLÈNE
Introduction. D'un point de vue géométrique, les équations en les variables
x,y,z\
a = bxp + cyq + dzr
UWr
avec a,b,c,dEQ non nuls et p, q, r entiers naturels tels que
l/p + l/q + l/r>l
définissent des surfaces très simples, dites rationnelles: elles deviennent birationnelles au plan affine après extension finie du corps de base Q. Mais classiquement, c'est seulement pour (1)2,2,2 qu'on sait, pour toute valeur de (a,b,c,d),
traiter les problèmes diophantiens fondamentaux: Existence de solutions (x, y, z)
G Q3? Densité de ces solutions? Paramétrage de toutes les solutions?
Avant d'étudier une équation du type (1), il est bon de savoir mesurer sa "complexité diophantienne." On dispose pour cela d'une classification fc-birationnelle
des surfaces rationnelles, due à F. Enriques, B. Segre, Yu. I. Manin et V. A.
Iskovskih (§1).
Le §2 décrit la méthode de la descente. Ce programme général, développé
par J.-J. Sansuc et l'auteur [10, 11], et inspiré de la descente sur les courbes
elliptiques, prolonge des travaux de F. Châtelet [5], P. Swinnerton-Dyer et Yu. I.
Manin [35, 36]. Il réduit les problèmes diophantiens ci-dessus à deux questions
fondamentales sur des variétés algébriques auxiliaires, et il a réussi pour (1)2,2,3
et (1)2,2,4- Ceci a permis d'établir le principe de Hasse pour essentiellement tout
système de deux formes quadratiques en au moins neuf variables et a contribué
à la réponse négative au problème de Zariski (§4).
La A"-théorie algébrique a permis de montrer que le groupe de Chow réduit
Ao(X) d'une surface rationnelle X définie sur un corps de nombres est un groupe
fini (§3). On a proposé une conjecture sur sa valeur, conjecture qui a été établie
pour (1)2,2,3 et (1)2,2,4 en même temps que les résultats du §2.
Le §4 rassemble divers problèmes et résultats qui relèvent de la géométrie classique (problèmes de rationalité et de rationalité stable) mais dont les méthodes
Supported by Comité National Français des Mathématiciens.
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font appel à des techniques propres au cas où le corps de base n'est pas algébriquement clos (problème de Zariski, problème de Noether, centre de l'algèbre à division générique). 1
1. La classification fc-birationnelle des surfaces rationnelles. Soit fc
un corps parfait infini, fc une clôture algébrique, g = Gal(fc/fc). Une fc-variété
algébrique X de dimension n est dite rationnelle si X = X x& fc est intègre
et fc-birationnelle à l'espace projectif P p et elle est dite fc-rationnelle si elle
est déjà fc-birationnelle à l'espace PJJ. Etant donnée une fc-surface rationnelle
propre et lisse X et u son fibre canonique, on appellera degré de X l'entier relatif
d = (a; • CJ) < 9. On note X(k) l'ensemble de ses points rationnels. On connaît
deux grandes séries de surfaces rationnelles: les surfaces de Del Pezzo et les
surfaces fibrées en coniques.
Une surface de Del Pezzo X est une fc-surface propre et lisse sur laquelle u; - 1
est ample [18, 36]. Sur une telle surface, 1 < d < 9. Pour d = 9, on trouve
les surfaces de Severi-Brauer. Les quadriques lisses de P 3 ont d = 8. Pour
d = 4, on trouve les intersections lisses de deux quadriques dans P 4 , pour d = 3
les surfaces cubiques lisses dans P 3 , le plongement étant défini par le système
linéaire anticanonique ICJ" 1 !- Pour d = 2, ce système fait de X un revêtement
double de P | ramifié le long d'une quartique lisse. Pour d = 1 ce système a un
unique point base (donc X(k) est non vide) et | C J - 2 | fait de X un revêtement
double d'un cône quadratique, ramifié en son sommet et le long d'une sextique.
On appelle surface fibrée en coniques standard une fc-surface lisse X munie d'un fc-morphisme propre surjectif p: X —> C, où la base C et la fibre
générique sont des courbes propres et lisses de genre 0, et où chacune des r fibres
géométriques dégénérées est l'intersection transverse de deux courbes lisses de
genre zéro. Pour une telle surface, d = 8 — r.
La méthode d'adjonction a permis à Enriques [20], Manin [33, 34] et Iskovskih
[26] de montrer que ces deux familles forment un système complet de représentants pour les classes d'équivalence fc-birationnelle de fc-surfaces rationnelles:
THÉORÈME 1 [26]. Toute k-surface rationnelle propre et lisse k-minimale
X est soit une surface de Del Pezzo avec PicX ~ Z, soit une surface fibrée en
coniques standard avec PicX ~ Z © Z.
Ainsi, les équations (1)2,3,3, (1)3,3,3, resp. (1)2,3,4, (1)2,4,4, resp. (1)2,3,5,
(1)2,3,6 mènent à des surfaces de Del Pezzo de degré 3, resp. 2, resp. 1 et les
équations (1)2,2,n à des surfaces fibrées en coniques.
Le théorème 1 et une analyse cas par cas donnent le résultat suivant, conjecturé par Manin [32] (et qu'on aimerait étendre au cas où cdk < 1):
PROPOSITION 2. Si k est un corps C±, toute k-surface rationnelle propre et
lisse possède un point k-rationnel.
1
0 n trouvera dans le texte récent de Manin et Tsfasman [37] de nombreux compléments
au présent rapport.
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Il est utile de savoir quand des surfaces d'un certain type sont fc-birationnelles
à celles d'un autre type (en particulier si elles sont fc-rationnelles). Pour d > 5,
la réponse est simple: toutefc-surfacerationnelle propre et lisse de degré > 5 est
fc-rationnelle dès que X(k) est non vide. De plus, si fc est un corps de nombres,
le principe de Hasse vaut pour de telles surfaces (Manin [33]). Pour d < 4
commencent les problèmes arithmétiques sérieux. En utilisant la technique des
systèmes linéaires à points bases, et suivant B. Segre [49], Manin [34] et Iskovskih
[23, 24, 25, 27] ont résolu les problèmes de classification fc-birationnelle, Leurs
principaux résultats peuvent s'énoncer ainsi [37, 50]:
THÉORÈME 3. Soient X et Y deux k-surfaces rationnelles k-minimales avec
X de degré < 4. Si f: X —> Y est une k-application birationnelle, alors f peut
s'écrire comme un composé d'applications k-birationnelles
X = X0 ^ X1 fA • •. h Xn = Y
de telle sorte que pour chaque i, ou bien Xi-\ est k-isomorphe à Xi, ou bien
Xi-i et X{ sont desfibrationsen coniques standard et fi est une transformation
élémentaire en un point fermé (non situé sur unefibredégénérée)
Joint à une description des surfaces qui peuvent à la fois être des fibrations
en coniques relativement minimales et des surfaces de Del Pezzo [26], cet énoncé
implique (cf. Skorobogatov [50]):
COROLLAIRE 4. Conservons les hypothèses du Théorème 3. La surface X
n'est pas k-rationnelle. Les degrés de X et Y coïncident. Les g-modules PicX et
Pic y sont isomorphes j ainsi que les groupes Pic X et Pic Y. SiX est une surface
de Del Pezzo de degré d<3 avec PicX c^Z (ce qui est le cas si d = 3), X n'est
pas k-birationnelle à une surface fibrée en coniques. Si X est une surface de
Del Pezzo de degré 4 avec PicX ~ Z, elle n'est pas k-birationnelle à une surface
fibrée en coniques de même degré.
Pour X/C une surface fibrée en coniques relativement minimale de degré
d < 3, on a mieux (Iskovskih): la base et la fibre générique de la fibration ne
dépendent que de la classe d'équivalence fc-birationnelle de la surface X. Pour
d = 4, on doit à Manin [33], Kunyavskiï, Skorobogatov, Tsfasman [30, 31] une
classification combinatoire fine suivant l'action de g sur PicX.
On dit qu'unefc-variétéX est fc-unirationnelle s'il existe une application fcrationnelle dominante d'un espace projectif Prk sur X. Les points fc-rationnels
de X sont alors Zariski-denses. Sauf en ce qui concerne les surfaces fibrées en
coniques de degré 1 ou 2, les résultats ci-après sont classiques ou dus à Manin
[34]:
THÉORÈME 5. SoitX une k-surface rationnelle, propre et lisse, de degré d,
possédant un point k-rationnel. Si d > 5, X est k-rationnelle, et si d = 4 ou
3, elle est k-unirationnelle. Si d = 2 ou si X est une surface fibrée en coniques
standard avec d = 1, et si de plus X possède des points k-rationnels en dehors
de certaines courbes, alors X est k-unirationnelle.
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Les problèmes importants de la fc-unirationalité et de la densité des points
rationnels restent ouverts tant pour les surfaces fibrées en coniques de degré
d < 0 (e.g. (1)2,2,71 pour n > 8) que pour les surfaces de Del Pezzo de degré
1 (qui possèdent toujours un fc-point!) (ainsi on ne sait pas si les équations
originelles (1)2,3,5 et (1)2,3,65 qui sont des ouverts de surfaces de Del Pezzo de
degré 1, ont toujours une solution). On ne sait pas non plus si (1)2,3,4, Qui est un
ouvert d'une surface de Del Pezzo de degré 2 possédant un fc-point, a toujours
une solution rationnelle.
2. La descente: programme, résultats, perspectives.
2.1. Le module galoisien P i c X Le fl-module PicX est apparu à plusieurs
titres dans les travaux de Manin et de Voskresenskiï [32, 36, 53, 56] sur les
variétés rationnelles. Son premier rôle est birationnel:
THÉORÈME 6. Soient X et Y des k-variétés propres, lisses, géométriquement
intègres, rationnelles. Alors:
(i) Les g-modules PicX et Pic Y sont des g-modules Z-libres de type fini.
(ii) S'il existe des entiers n et m tels que X Xk P£ soit k-birationnelle à
Y Xk Pmj alors Pic A" et Pic Y sont isomorphes à addition près de g-modules
de permutation. En particulier, si X est stablement k-rationnelle, PicX est
stablement de permutation.
(iii) ( Voskresenskiï) Si X et Y sont des compactifications lisses de k-tores
algébriques, la réciproque de (ii) vaut.
(iv) Sous les hypothèses de (ii), les groupes J9 rl (ß,PicX) et JET1 (fl, Pic y )
coïncident et H1 (g, Pic X) = 0 si X est stablement k-rationnelle.
Notons B r X = H%t(X, G m ) le groupe de Brauer-Grothendieck. Pour X
comme ci-dessus, on dispose d'une injection naturelle Br X/Br fc ^ H1 (g, Pic X)
qui est un isomorphisme si X(k) est non vide ou si fc est un corps de nombres.
C'est par le biais de ce lien à BTX que l'on voit apparaître le second rôle de
PicX, rôle dégagé par Manin [35, 36], et qui est de donner de l'information sur
l'ensemble X(k) des points rationnels de X, tant sur leur existence que sur la
répartition de X(k) en classes pour la A-équivalence.
Soit X une fc-variété propre et lisse sur un corps de nombres fc. Si pour
tout (Pv) E X\vX(kv) £ 0 , il existe A E BrX avec TéViv(A(Pv)) £ 0, où
A(PV) E Brkv est la fibre de A en Pv E X(kv) et où iv: Brkv —• Q / Z est
l'invariant local en v, alors X(k) = 0 : c'est là l'obstruction de Manin [35] au
principe de Hasse pour X, obstruction qui rend compte de multiples contreexemples à ce "principe."
On dit que l'obstruction de Manin au principe de Hasse est la seule pour
une classe de fc-variétés propres et lisses si pour toute X dans cette classe avec
X(k) = 0 et YlvX(kv) ^ 0 , la condition ci-dessus est satisfaite. Sansuc [47] a
ainsi établi que cette obstruction est la seule pour la classe C des (compactifications lisses des) espaces principaux homogènes sous un groupe linéaire connexe
sans facteur de type Eg.
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Manin [36] a aussi interprété et partiellement généralisé les exemples de
Châtelet [5] au moyen de l'équivalence de Brauer sur X(k) (obtenue par accouplement avec BrX). Mais au moins pour les variétés rationnelles, ses résultats sont
couverts par la méthode de la descente décrite ci-dessous. Rappelons la définition
qu'il a introduite dans ce contexte: deux fc-points P et Q d'une fc-variété Y sont
iî-équivalents s'il existe une suite finie P = Po,... ,Pi,Pi+\,...
,Pn = Q de
points de Y(k) telle que pour tout i, Pi et P»+i appartiennent à <pi(Ui(k)), pour
<Pi un fc-morphisme d'un ouvert Ui de Pj[ vers Y.
2.2. Le programme de la descente [10, 11]. Soit S un fc-tore, S son groupe des
caractères, qui est un fl-module Z-libre de type fini. Si X est une fc-variété, les
torseurs sur X sous S sont classifies par le groupe de cohomologie étale H1 (X, S),
et l'homomorphisme naturel %• ^(X^S)
—• Hom 0 (S',PicX) associe à la classe
de tout torseur son type. Supposons désormais que X est une fc-variété propre
et lisse rationnelle. On peut considérer le fc-tore SQ tel que SQ = P i c X puisque
ce dernier fl-module est alors Z-libre de type fini. On appelle torseur universel
un torseur sur X sous So dont le type est l'identité de Sb- Tout torseur T sur
X définit par spécialisation ime application 9j : X(k) —• iï 1 (fc,S) qui associe
à un fc-point P la classe de la fibre T(P) de T en P. Cette classe est triviale
si et seulement s'il existe un fc-point sur la fc-variété T qui s'envoie sur P par
la projection structurale pj : T —» X. Tordre un torseur T par l'opposé d'un
élément a E H1^, S) définit un torseur T a de même type. Etant donné un type
A G Hom 0 (S,PicX), on a la décomposition (union disjointe):

X(k)=

(J
T de type X

pT(T(fc))=

(J

PT°(Ta(k)),

aeHl{k,S)

où l'on peut se contenter d'écrire la réunion sur les a dans l'image de 6j.
THÉORÈME 7. Cette décomposition est plus grossière que la décomposition
en classes pour la R-équivalence. La décomposition associée aux torseurs universels est plus fine que celle associée à tout autre type, et elle est plus fine
que l'équivalence de Brauer. Elle est finie si k est un corps de nombres. Sous
cette même hypothèse, si X(kv) ^ 0 pour toute place v de k et s'il n'y a pas
d'obstruction de Manin au principe de Hasse pour X, pour tout type À il existe
un torseur T de ce type avec T(kv) ^ 0 pour toute place v.
La démonstration de ce théorème utilise en particulier les théorèmes de dualité
de Tate-Nakayama en théorie du corps de classes.
L'étude des points rationnels sur X est ainsi ramenée à l'étude des points
rationnels sur certaines variétés auxiliaires, en principe plus simples:
THÉORÈME 8. Sur les (k-compactifications lisses des) torseurs universels
(lesquels sont des k-variétés rationnelles) les obstructions tant à la k-rationalité
(Théorème 6) qu'au principe de Hasse (obstruction de Manin) liées au module
de Picard disparaissent
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Etant données une classe C de fc-variétés propres et lisses rationnelles, on
considère alors les deux hypothèses fondamentales :
(Hl) Les torseurs universels sur X dans C qui possèdent un point k-rationnel
sont des k-variétés k-rationnelles.
(H2) Si k est un corps de nombres, le principe de Hasse vaut pour les torseurs
universels sur X dans C.
Si ces deux hypothèses valent, le programme de la descente réussit parfaitement: l'arithmétique des variétés de la classe C est alors essentiellement connue,
au moins d'un point de vue qualitatif [11]. L'obstruction de Manin au principe
de Hasse sur une variété X de C est alors la seule obstruction possible, et X(k) se
découpe en un nombre fini de classes pour la A-équivalence, chacune paramétrée
par lesfc-pointsd'unefc-variétéfc-rationnelle.
Pour essayer d'établir (Hl) ou (H2), il est important d'avoir des équations
concrètes des torseurs universels: on dispose pour cela d'"équations locales" qui
permettent de les représenter comme des produits fibres convenables.
2.3. Les résultats.
2.3.1. Les tores [12, 11, 15, 56, 52]. Si X est unefc-compactificationlisse
d'un fc-tore T, on dispose de la suite exacte defl-modulesZ-libres de type fini
de Voskresenskiï [53, 56]:
0 - • f -> DivooX - • P i c X -> 0,

et de la suite duale de fc-tores: 1—> S -> P —> T —• 1.
La description locale des torseurs universels révèle que le torseur sur T sous S
défini par cette suite est la restriction à l'ouvert T C X du torseur universel sur
X trivial en 0 G T(k). Comme P est un tore quasi-trivial (dual dufl-modulede
permutation défini par les diviseurs à support hors de T), on conclut que T est
unefc-variétéfc-rationnelle.Un argument similaire vaut pour les autres torseurs
universels, qui ici possèdent tous unfc-point.Le programme de la descente réussit
ici parfaitement, et mène à l'isomorphisme T(k)/R c* Hx(k, S) qui permet de
calculer effectivement la i2-équivalence (finie si fc est un corps de nombres) sur
T(k).
2.3.2. Les surfaces de Chàtelet généralisées [16, 8]. Il s'agit des modèles
propres et lisses des surfaces d'équation alfine (2), généralisant (1)2,2,3 et (1)2,2,4:
y2-az2

= P(x)

(aEk*),

(2)

où P(x) est un polynôme separable de degré 3 ou 4. On trouvera dans [17] une
description de nombreux modèles naturels, singuliers ou non, de ces surfaces.
Du point de vue de la classification du §1, ce sont les surfaces rationnelles non
triviales les plus simples (fibrations en coniques au-dessus de Pj., de degré 4 et
possédant une section sur une extension quadratique de fc).
Dans [16], en collaboration avec Swinnerton-Dyer, on établit (Hl) et (H2)
pour ces surfaces. Pour cela, on montre en utilisant les équations locales des
torseurs universels que ce sont essentiellement des intersections de deux quadriques dans P£, intersections qui possèdent une paire de sous-espaces linéaires
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gauches conjugués. Un argument géométrique facile donne alors (Hl). Pour
(H2), on établit le principe de Hasse sur une intersection de deux quadriques
dans PjJ (n > 4) possédant une paire de droites conjuguées, et n'étant pas d'un
type exceptionnel si n = 5, en se réduisant au cas connu n = 4 par sections
hyperplanes définies sur fc et contenant les deux droites. Ce processus, où l'on
doit conserver l'hypothèse d'existence de solutions locales partout, est un peu
délicat (il y a des contre-exemples pour n = 5). On le mène à bien par une
analyse très précise des équations.
Une méthode très différente, développée avec D. Coray [8], permet d'établir
le principe de Hasse pour certaines intersections de deux quadriques et avait
donné les premiers résultats arithmétiques sur les équations (2). Cette méthode
est fondée sur la théorie des formes quadratiques sur k(t) et sur un théorème de
Amer et Brumer.
L'arithmétique des surfaces (2) est ainsi parfaitement comprise. Ainsi:
THÉORÈME 9. SiP(x) est un polynôme irreducible du4ème
(2) satisfait le principe de Hasse.

degré, l'équation

En utilisant ce nouveau cas du principe de Hasse comme constituant élémentaire dans la technique des sections hyperplanes, ainsi que le théorème d'irréductibilité de Hilbert, on montre:
THÉORÈME 10. Deux formes quadratiques en au moins neuf variables sur
un corps de nombres k totalement imaginaire ont un zéro commun non trivial.
Si le corps de nombres fc est réel, les obstructions de nature réelle à l'existence
d'un zéro commun sont, à des détails techniques près, les seules.
Coray et Tsfasman [17] ont établi que l'arithmétique des surfaces cubiques
singulières non coniques et des intersections singulières non coniques de deux
quadriques dans P\ se ramène à celle des surfaces rationnelles lisses de degré
d > 5 ou à celle des surfaces de Châtelet généralisées: ainsi l'arithmétique de
telles surfaces est aussi parfaitement comprise.
2.4. Les perspectives. L'hypothèse (Hl) ne vaut pas toujours pour dimX > 2,
mais la question est ouverte en dimension deux, où le fl-module PicX semble
fournir un grand contrôle de X (§3). Notons néanmoins que (Hl) implique la fcunirationalité des surfaces X avec X(k) ^ 0 ! Faute de pouvoir établir d'emblée
(Hl) ou (H2) pour toutes les surfaces rationnelles, la première tâche est d'étudier
ces questions sur les classes les plus simples de surfaces rationnelles.
2.4.1. Sur une fibration en coniques standard quelconque XfP\ de degré
8 — r, l'étude des torseurs universels se ramène à celle de certaines intersections
de r — 2 quadriques dans P ^ r _ 1 [10]. Pour r — A, ceci a déjà permis d'obtenir
d'autres résultats [41], en particulier la finitude de la ^-équivalence [10]. Pour
pouvoir aller plus loin, il faudrait connaître le principe de Hasse "lisse" pour
les intersections non coniques de deux quadriques dans P £ . Le cas r = 5, qui
correspond aux surfaces cubiques lisses avec une droite définie sur fc, mène à des
intersections de 3 quadriques dans P | .
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2.4.2. En utilisant comme constituant élémentaire les surfaces cubiques avec
exactement trois points singuliers conjugués (Skolem, cf. [17]) on peut développer
la méthode des sections hyperplanes comme dans [16]: on peut ainsi établir le
principe de Hasse lisse pour la plupart des hypersurfaces cubiques possédant
trois points singuliers conjugués, et développer sur les hypersurfaces d'équation
affine N^/k(x + wy -\-u)2z) = P(t), où K = k(u) est une extension cubique de fc
et P(t) est un polynôme de degré 2 ou 3, une théorie analogue à celle des surfaces
de Châtelet généralisées (travail en préparation avec P. Salberger).
2.4.3. Il est souhaitable de calculer explicitement l'obstruction de Manin dans
des exemples concrets. C'est facile dans le cas (l)2,2,m et dans ce cas on a
établi, pour fc = Q, un lien entre (H2) et l'hypothèse de Schinzel sur les premiers
représentés par des polynômes [14]. Dans le cas (1)3,3,3 (surfaces cubiques diagonales sur Q), c'est moins facile, mais cela a été mené à bien avec D. Kanevsky
dans [9]. Ceci a permis des calculs numériques (M. Vallino) qui ont conforté
l'hypothèse que l'obstruction de Manin au principe de Hasse pour (1)3,3,3 est
la seule. Il en serait ainsi si certaines intersections très particulières de deux
hypersurfaces cubiques dans P | satisfaisaient le principe de Hasse [9].
2.4.4. Si l'obstruction de Manin au principe de Hasse pour les intersections
lisses de deux quadriques dans P£ était la seule, on en déduirait par la méthode
des sections hyperplanes que le principe de Hasse vaut pour les intersections
lisses de deux quadriques dans PjJ pour n > 5. Pour d'autres conséquences du
même type, voir l'exposé de Kanevsky [28].
3. Groupe de Chow et uf-théorie. On note CHo(X) le groupe de Chow
des 0-cycles (combinaisons linéaires à coefficients entiers de points fermés) modulo l'équivalence rationnelle sur une fc-variété X et, si X est propre, on note
AQ(X) le sous-groupe des classes de 0-cycles de degré 0.
3.1. Surfaces rationnelles. S. Bloch [2] montra comment la cohomologie
galoisienne du complexe des sections sur X de la résolution de Quillen du faisceau K2 donne naissance, lorsque X est une fc-surface rationnelle propre et lisse,
à une suite exacte
• • • -> H1 (g, K2k{X))

-> A0(X)

% H1 (k, S0) -> • • •

(3)

où So est le fc-tore dual de Pic X (l'homomorphisme caractéristique $ n'est pas
sans rapport avec les torseurs universels, voir [13]). Des arguments de bonne
réduction montrent alors que si fc est un corps de nombres, $ a une image
finie, et des résultats de Merkur'ev/Suslin [38] impliquent [6] que le groupe
H1(g,K2k(X))
est nul pour toute fc-variété X possédant un fc-point lisse, et
que $ est toujours injective si fc est un corps de nombres: le groupe AQ(X) est
donc fini pour toute surface rationnelle définie sur un corps de nombres (résultat
obtenu d'abord par Bloch [2] pour X fibrée en coniques sur P\, via des techniques
de formes quadratiques). Un résultat de finitude similaire vaut si fc est un corps
local, et le groupe AQ(X) est alors nul si J a bonne réduction.
Les dualités locales et globales de Tate-Nakayama permettent d'intégrer la
flèche diagonale /f1(fc,So) —• LL #*(&!;, So)? de noyau IH 1 (fc, So) {v parcourt
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les places de fc), dans une longue suite exacte. Sansuc et moi-même [13, 48]
conjecturons que, via $, cette suite induit une suite exacte de groupes finis:
(H3) 0 -> I H ^ S o ) -> A0(X) A UvMXv)
-+ H o m ^ f o P i c X ^ Q / Z ) .
Cette conjecture assurerait que le groupe global AQ(X) est gros dès qu'il en est
ainsi de la somme des groupes locaux (les termes extrêmes étant peu affectés
par l'arithmétique de la surface). Si X(k) est non vide, (H2) (§2) donne pour
Ker L la valeur prédite par (H3). Dans [16], on établit en fait toute la conjecture
(H3) pour les surfaces de Châtelet généralisées X avec X(k) ^ 0 , en utilisant en
outre un résultat d'effectivité sur les 0-cycles de degré > 1 ([7], voir aussi [39]
pour une démonstration via (4) ci-dessous et le théorème de Riemann-Roch de
Witt).
Il serait intéressent de calculer les groupes locaux AQ(XV) en fonction de la
mauvaise réduction de Xv (travaux en cours de Bloch, Coombes, Muder).
3.2. Généralisations.
3.2.1. Soit Y un schéma de Dedekind intègre de corps des fonctions K, à
corps résiduels parfaits, soit A une algèbre simple centrale sur K, d'indice n et
soit A un faisceau d'ordres héréditaires dans A. Le groupe des classes C1(À)
est le sous-groupe de rang 0 du groupe de Grothendieck KQ(A) des A-modules
ûy-cohérents localement libres. Lorsque n = 2, on associe à A une fibration en
coniques standard X\ sur Y, et Salberger [39] a établi un isomorphisme
CH 0 (X A )^C1(A)

(4)

qui doit admettre des généralisations pour n > 2. Si fc est un corps de nombres,
n = 2 et Y est la droite affine Aj,, le résultat de finitude indiqué plus haut
implique alors que Cl (A) est fini. Dans [40], en ayant recours à la première
définition de la if-théorie pour définir un nouvel homomorphisme caractéristique
ainsi qu'à un résultat de Merkur'ev/Suslin, Salberger montre que ce résultat de
finitude s'étend au cas où Y = A j et où n > 2 est sans facteur carré.
3.2.2. Lorsque fc est un corps de nombres, une conjonction de la méthode de
Bloch et d'un résultat récent de K. Kato sur la cohomologie étale des courbes a
permis à M. Gros [21] et à T. Okochi de montrer que le groupe AQ(X) est un
groupe de type fini quand X est une surface fibrée en coniques au-dessus d'une
courbe de genre quelconque. La méthode devrait permettre d'étendre le résultat
de génération finie de 3.2.1 au cas où la courbe de base Y est une courbe lisse
affine quelconque.
3.2.3. Le groupe AQ(X) est fini si X est projective et lisse sur un corps fini
(Kato, Saito) et il est nul si X est rationnelle (Bloch). Pour certaines surfaces
X sur fc p-adique, on dispose de résultats de finitude pour Ao(-X")torB4. Questions de rationalité en géométrie algébrique.
4.1. Le problème de Zariski. On dit qu'une fc-variété intègre X de dimension d
est stablement fc-rationnelle s'il existe un entier n que I x ^ P J soit fc-birationnel
à P £ + d . C'était une question de Zariski (1949) de savoir si toute telle fc-variété
est déjà fc-rationnelle. Il en est ainsi si d = 1 (Lüroth) ou si fc est algébriquement
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clos et d = 2 (Castelnuovo). Dans l'article commun [1], nous montrons que la
réponse est négative si d = 2 et fc non algébriquement clos convenable, et si
d = 3 et fc = C. Pour d = 2, on considère un modèle propre et lisse X de la
surface de Châtelet (2) avec a E k* non carré et P(x) polynôme irréductible
du 3 è m e degré en a;, de discriminant égal à a. Le fl-module PicX est alors
stablement de permutation, et comme on connaît (Hl) (voir §2.3.2), on conclut
que X est stablement fc-rationnelle; le Corollaire 4 montre par ailleurs que la
surface X n'est pas fc-rationnelle. On obtient ainsi des exemples avec fc = Q
et fc = C(t), auquel cas la variété de dimension 3 sur C définie par (2) est
stablement C-rationnelle. Dans ce dernier cas, la méthode de la jacobienne
intermédiaire (Clemens/Griffiths, Mumford, Beauville) et un choix convenable
du polynôme P(x) E C(t)\x] montrent qu'un modèle projectif et lisse Y de la
variété de dimension 3 définie par (2) n'est pas C-rationnelle.
4.2. Le problème de Noether: corps d'invariants d'un groupe fini. Soit fc un
corps, G un groupe fini, k(G) le corps des fractions de l'algèbre symétrique de la
représentation régulière de G sur fc, et soit L = k(G)G le corps des invariants. Le
corps L est-il transcendant pur sur fc? Il en est ainsi lorsquefcest algébriquement
clos et G abélien (Fischer, 1912). Si G est abélien et fc non algébriquement
clos, la réponse peut être négative (Swan [51, 52], Voskresenskiï [54, 55, 56]).
On dispose de critères très complets de rationalité dans ce cas (Endo/Miyata,
Lenstra, Voskresenskiï) car, comme l'a remarqué Voskresenskiï, L n'est autre
que le corps des fonctions d'un certain fc-tore TG, auquel on peut appliquer le
Théorème 6. Le plus petit contre-exemple est fc = Q, G = Z/8 qui, comme
l'a remarqué Saltman [42, 52], peut être ramené au fameux contre-exemple de
Wang au théorème de Grunwald: le Q-tore Tz/s est loin d'être Q-rationnel, car
il ne satisfait pas l'approximation faible. Saltman [42, 43] a exploré plus avant
les liens qui relient la rationalité et les propriétés d'approximation faible, ou de
relèvement (voir aussi [15]).
Saltman [44, 46] a récemment donné une réponse négative au problème
d'Emmy Noether lorsque fe est algébriquement clos. Ses exemples reposent sur le
groupe de Brauer "non-ramifié" Br n r L d'un corps de fonctions L (= B r X pour
X un modèle projectif et lisse du corps de fonctions L—i.e. l'invariant utilisé par
Artin/Mumford dans leur réponse négative au problème de Lüroth). L'exemple
de [46] est un sous-produit de l'étude des groupes Br n r C(Af) G pour C(M) le
corps des fractions de l'algèbre de groupes sur C d'un G-module fidèle Z-libre de
type fini M . On aimerait connaître la valeur exacte de ces groupes B r n r C ( M ) G .
4.3. Corps d'invariants d'un groupe linéaire connexe. Etant donné un groupe
linéaire connexe G et une action linéaire presque libre de G sur un vectoriel
complexe V, on peut se demander si le "quotient" V/G est une variété rationnelle.
Ce problème apparaît naturellement dans l'étude de nombreux espaces de modules (Katsylo, Bogomolov, Dolgachev [3, 29, 19]). La rationalité stable de V/G
ne dépend en fait pas de la représentation presque libre V (voir [19]). Elle est
connue dans plusieurs cas si G est semisimple et simplement connexe (Bogomolov
[4]). Quand G n'est pas simplement connexe, la situation est plus délicate: un
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cas célèbre sans réponse est celui de l'action de PGL n sur les paires de matrices
(n, n), définie par g(A, B) = (gAg~1,gBg~1) (problème du centre de l'algèbre à
division générique). En utilisant une réduction due à Procesi et Formanek on a
pu montrer [45, 15] que le groupe de Brauer non-ramifié du quotient est trivial
si bien que la méthode d'Artin/Mumford ne saurait donner la réponse.
Il serait temps d'essayer de calculer effectivement, tant sur les exemples de
Saltman que sur le centre de l'algèbre à division générique, les invariants birationnels cohomologiques supérieurs proposés par Grothendieck [22, §9].
Je remercie Jean-Jacques Sansuc pour sa constante collaboration.
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Discrete Reflection Groups in
Lobachevsky Spaces and Algebraic Surfaces
V. V. NIKULIN
1. Introduction. The report of E. Vinberg at the 1983 International Congress of Mathematicians [61] was devoted to discrete reflection groups in Lobachevsky spaces. In this report we will review some new results in this area and
also some of their applications to algebraic geometry which were not considered
in Vinberg's report.
The reflection groups (discrete) in Riemannian manifolds of constant positive
curvature (finite reflection groups) and of zero curvature (Euclidean reflection
groups) were classified by Coxeter [8] (see also [4]). Although their theory has
been completed, they continue to attract attention for their numerous applications to different areas of mathematics, for instance to the theories of Lie algebras
and groups, algebraic groups, and singularities.
A similar situation occurs for the reflection groups in Lobachevsky spaces (=
hyperbolic reflection groups = HRG). However, in this case the classification
of such groups is far from being complete and represents a very difficult and
interesting problem. This is the reason why we shall discuss this problem first.
The importance of HRG has been revealed recently in many theories. Here we
restrict ourselves only to its application to the study of certain classes of algebraic
surfaces.
2. Classification of crystallographic hyperbolic reflection groups
(CHRG). The description of HRG can be reduced to the description of their
fundamental polyhedra M, which are convex polyhedra in a Lobachevsky space
C, the facial angles of which (the angles between the faces of highest dimension)
are of the form ir/n, n G N . A reflection group W is generated by all reflections
into faces of M. As usual, we assume that M is of finite volume; then W is
said to be a crystallographic group (CHRG). In this case M is a convex closed
polyhedron with finitely many faces.
At the present time, the fundamental polyhedra M of CHRG have been completely classified only if dim £ = 2 (Poincaré [48] and Dyck [14]) or dim L = 3
(Andreev [1, 2]).
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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However, recently some classification results were obtained in arbitrary dimension. The fundamental approach to this problem consists of studying some
general properties of CHRG fundamental polyhedra M. At present, three such
properties have been found, which we now state. They are satisfied for arbitrary
convex closed polyhedra.
THEOREM A (on the narrow face of a polyhedron). For any convex closed
polyhedron Q in Lobachevsky space (of curvature - 1 ) there is a (narrow) face
.A/min such that the distance p(H(A),H(B)) < arccosh7 for any faces A and 8
satisfying H(A)nH(Mmin)
^ 0 , H(B) n H(Mmin) ^ 0, where H(X) is the
hyperplane containing the face X.
THEOREM B (the delicate theorem on the narrow face of a polyhedron).
For any convex closed polyhedron Q in the n-dimensional Lobachevsky space (of
curvature - 1 ) there are faces A\,...,
An+\ such that (a) p(H(Ai) ClH(Aj)) <
arccosh31, 1 < i,j < n + 1; (b) H(A\),...
,H(An+i) are in general position,
i.e., they do not have common points and no hyperplane is orthogonal to all
of them\ (c) the set H(Ai),... ,H(An+i) cannot be decomposed into the union
of two subsets such that any hyperplane from one of them is orthogonal to any
hyperplane from the other one.
A polyhedron Q is said to be simple (resp. almost simple) if it is a cone over
a simplex (resp. a simple polyhedron) in a neighborhood of any vertex. It is
well known that a bounded fundamental polyhedron of CHRG is simple, and an
unbounded one (with some vertices at infinity) is almost simple.
THEOREM C (a combinatorial bound). Let Q be an almost simple n-dimensional convex polyhedron. Then the average number otlk(Q) of l-dimensional faces
of k-dimensional faces of Q has the following bound:

if I < k < (n + l ) / 2 . Here the right side is decreasing and tends to (kl)2k~l (it
is the number of l-dimensional faces of the k-dimensional cube) when n tends to
infinity.
Theorems A and B were proven in [40, 41]. The proof of Theorem A is simple,
and we believe that the result is known to specialists. The proof of Theorem B
is much more complicated; it is hard to find the faces satisfying the additional
delicate condition (c). In the case of simple polyhedra, Theorem C was proven
in [41]. In the case of almost simple polyhedra, the theorem was proven recently
by Khovanskiï [25, 26, 27]. In both cases the properties of some combinatorial
polynomials attached to simple polyhedra were used (see [52] and also [9]).
Now let us turn our attention to applications of Theorems A, B, and C to
CHRG. First, let us recall that there are arithmetic and nonarithmetic CHRG.
Examples of nonarithmetic CHRG are known in dimensions 2, 3, 4, and 5 (see
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[32, 33, 55]). The class of arithmetic CHRG is especially important for applications.
We have the following description of arithmetic CHRG (see [55]). Let K be
a totally real algebraic number field (the ground field), O be the ring of integers
in K, and N = [K : Q]. Let S be a lattice over O, i.e., a projective O-module of
finite rank equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form with values
in O. A lattice S is called hyperbolic if for some imbedding a^:K
—• R the
form $ = S ®o R over R is hyperbolic (i.e., of signature (l,w)) and for other
imbeddings <r: K —• R, a ^ cr^, the form S ® Q R is definite. For a hyperbolic
lattice S of rank(S) > 3, we denote by £(S) the Lobachevsky space of dimension
rank(S) — 1 associated to the form $. Let O(S) be the automorphism group of
S and 0(S) = O'(S) x {±1}. The group O'(S) is a discrete subgroup of the
group of motions of C(S) and has fundamental domain in £(S) of finite volume.
Let W(S) be the subgroup of O'(S) generated by all reflections (as motions of
C(S)) in O'(S). If W(S) is of finite index in 0'(S), W(S) is an arithmetic
group of motions of £(S). Every arithmetic CHRG is a subgroup of finite index
in W(S). Therefore, the classification of maximal arithmetic CHRG is reduced
to the classification of hyperbolic lattices S with [0'(S):W(S)] < oo. We call
them reflective. The reflectivity is obviously preserving if one multiplies the form
of the lattice by any k G K and takes the similar lattice.
Theorems A, B, and C were applied to arithmetic CHRG in [40, 41] for the
proof of the following result:
THEOREM 1. (a) / / n = dim £ > 2 and N = [K: Q] are fixed, the number of
ground fields K and the number of similarity classes of reflective lattices (and,
consequently, maximal arithmetic CHRG) are finite. (This follows directly from
Theorem B).
(b) If N is sufficiently large, then n < 9 (this follows directly from Theorems
A and C for simple polyhedra and some arithmetic results [41]).
Later, applying Theorem C in the case of simple polyhedra and k = 2, Vinberg
proved the following result [59, 62, 63]:
THEOREM 2. For CHRG with bounded fundamental polyhedron
n = dim t < 30.
Recently, using Khovanskifs proof of Theorem C for almost simple polyhedra
and also the ideas of Vinberg [59, 62, 63] and the author [41], Khovanskiï [27]
and Prokhorov [49] have proved the following result:
THEOREM 3. For CHRG with unbounded fundamental polyhedron
n = dim£<

995.

We have to point out that there is a purely arithmetic proof that dim £ < 30
for arithmetic CHRG with unbounded fundamental polyhedron (see [62] and
also [39]).
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A bound for dim jß, which follows from Theorems 1(b), 2, and 3, is undoubtedly a central result of the theory of CHRG. Unfortunately, Theorem C, which is
used for the proof of these theorems, gives information only about average values
of some parameters of fundamental polyhedra of CHRG, and it does not help in
classifying CHRG in small dimension. One of the most important problems of
the theory of CHRG is finding a method of bounding CHRG dimension which
does not have this deficiency.
Recently, we have found a method for bounding CHRG dimension which does
not use Theorem C but is based on Theorem A. Let us describe this.
Let M be a CHRG fundamental polyhedron and V be a vertex of its narrow
face M = .À/min (in the notation of Theorem A). Let ri, i G I, be the edges of
M which contain V, Vi ^V be their other ends, and Mi be the faces of M such
that nnMi = Vi.
THEOREM 4. (a) IfV is an infinite vertex, there exist two faces Mi and MJ,
%,V G I, such that p(H(Mi),H(M!)) > / ( d i m ü ) .
(b) IfV is a finite vertex, the previous bound can be replaced by
p(H(Mi),HW))>g(l),
where I is the maximum of the lengths of connected components of the Coxeter
diagram ofV (of faces of M containing V).
(c) After repeating the definition of Mi for a finite V k times (i.e., defining the edges r^ coming from Vi along M, and so on), one obtain the faces
Mi...t*i ^ . . . » i satisfying an estimate p(H(Mi1..,ik),H(Mi1>,..ik1)) > h(t), where
t is the number of connected components of the Coxeter diagram ofV.
Here / , g, h are some functions the value of which tend to infinity (when the
argument does) and can be explicitly read off from the Coxeter diagram of V.
Since / < dim£, t < dim£, for large dim£, this theorem contradicts the
definition of Mm\n and gives a bound for dim Jß.
Some explicit formulae play important roles in the proof of Theorem 4. Let
us give an example of one of them.
We assume that C is defined by the pseudo-Euclidean space E1,n of signature
(1, n) and by the halfcone V+ of positive elements x G ElìH, x2 = x • x > 0 (see
[55]). Then Jß is the set of all rays [x] G V+ / R + , xGV+, dimjß = n. Every
halfspace H+ of Jß is equal to some Hs+ = {[x] G Jß\x • 6 > 0}, where 6 G E1*11
with 62 = —2. The element 6 is orthogonal to the face Hs of the halfspace H$~.
Let V be an infinite vertex of type An-\ (i.e., its Coxeter diagram is of type
An-\) belonging to the face M = .A/min of a fundamental polyhedron M. Let
(Si,..., 6n) C E1,n be the orthogonal vectors to the faces of M which contain V,
6i2 = - 2 . They are described by the diagram An-\ (Figure 1), i.e., 6i • 6j = 1
if i, j are connected by an edge of the diagram, and di • 8j = 0 otherwise. The
vertex V is defined by the ray [c], c = 6i + • • • + 6n. Any element x G 2£1,n
with x • c ^ 0 is uniquely determined by the row x = (fci,..., kn; x2), where
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Figure 1
ki = x • 6i. Let y G E1,n with y • c ^ 0 be similarly determined by the row
y = (™>i, • • •, ™>n\ y2)- We have the formula

x-y=-x2 [J2mi/Y,ki)

+ 2y2 £ f c */]C m V
(*)

where
<p(k, m) = ( — J
\Zn'

V

(kimj + kjmi)(j -i)(n

+ l-j

+ i),

Ki<j<n
l<i<j<r>

k = (k1,...,kn),
m =
(m1,...,mn).
Let us consider the edge r\ coming out of V and containing all faces of M
which are orthogonal to some elements from the set {<52, • • •, Sn}. Let Mi be the
face of M containing the second end V\ of the edge r\. For n > 18 the face M\
is orthogonal to an element e\ G E1,n defined by the row
ei = (£i,£2,£3,0, . . . , 0 , £ n _ i , e : n ; - 2 ) ,
where 0 < {e2,ez,en-i,en}
< \/2, ei > 0, and S\ + £2 + £3 + £ n - i + £n > 1Here we are using the fact that (ei, <5 2 ,£3,..., £ n _i) have an elliptic or parabolic
Coxeter diagram and (ei,ö\,82,03,. ..,6n) generate the hyperbolic space E1,n.
Similarly assume Mt is defined by the edge rt which contains all faces of M orthogonal to some elements of the set {ô\, 62,..., 6t,..., Sn}. Then it is orthogonal
to the element
ct = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , A - 2 > Ä _ l l / % l Ä + i J Ä + 2 , 0 > . . . > 0 ; - 2 ) >
where 0 < {ft_ 2 , A _ i , ß + i , ß + 2 } <y/2, ßt>
ßt+2 > 1.

0, and ßt-2

+ ßt-i +ßt + Ä+i +
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We may assume that the face M = Mmin is orthogonal to 6i, i =£ l,t. Since
M1nM ^ 0 , MtnM ^ 0 , M fl H6l J= 0 , M nH6t ^ 0, we obtain that
2cosh(p(Hs1,Hei)) = 61 • e\ — S\ < 14, and similarly, ßt < 14.
For t = [n/2] we obtain from formula (*) that 2cosh(p(H(Mi),H(Mt)))
=
(ßi?ß*) > u + n/8, where u is an absolute constant. This proves Theorem 4
in the case where the vertex V is of type An-i.
On the other hand, since
M = A/min, (eijßi) < 14, this gives a bound for n = dim£. More precise
calculation shows that n < 140 in this case.
For small n, when Theorem 4 does not lead to contradiction, our method
gives us rather much information about fundamental polyhedra M of CHRG in
a neighborhood of a vertex V of ^/ m i n . In the arithmetic case over a fixed ground
field, the situation is discrete and there is a hope to find all possible pieces of
the fundamental polyhedron M in a neighborhood of Mnin- Moreover, Theorem
1(a) and the bound for the dimension n follows from similar facts (Theorems A
and B).
We see that each of Theorems A and C gives a bound for the dimension.
However, sometimes it is useful to apply them both at the same time (as in the
proof of Theorem 1(b)). For example, if the face Mmin of M does not have infinite
vertices, we can apply Theorem C to Mm-m in the case of simple polyhedra and
Vinberg's arguments from [59, 62, 63]. Or, we can apply Theorem 4(a) to Mmin.
In this way we can obtain that dim jß < 300. The last inequality is better than
the one obtained by Khovanskiï and Prokhorov.
The next problem is fundamental for the classification of arithmetic CHRG.
PROBLEM. Are the degrees of the ground fields of arithmetic CHRG bounded
ifdimjß < 9 ?
3. A generalization of crystallographic hyperbolic reflection groups.
We believe that the above results on CHRG can be generalized to the following
two classes of groups.
Let G be a discrete group of motions of a Lobachevsky space jß with fundamental polyhedron of finite volume. We say that G is a generalized crystallographic
hyperbolic reflection group (GenCHRG) if there is a normal subgroup W < G
generated by reflections such that the factor group A = G/W, considered as a
group of symmetries of a certain fundamental polyhedron M of W, contains a
subgroup A1 of finite index which leaves invariant a proper subspace Z' of Z. For
example, if Z' is spanned by a finite point of Z, then A is a finite group and W
is a CHRG. If Z is spanned by an infinite point, then A has a finitely generated
abelian subgroup of finite index. The group A and its action on Z are especially interesting in applications (in particular to if3-surfaces). In the same way
we can define arithmetic GenCHRG and generalized reflective lattices. In [39]
there are many examples of arithmetic GenCHRG which appear in connection
with JO-surfaces. J. Conway pointed out in [6] that the automorphism group
Of(S) of the hyperbolic lattice S = (^J) ± K, where K is the Leech lattice,
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is a GenCHRG. In this case Z' is an infinite point and A contains an abelian
subgroup A1 = Z 2 4 of finite index.
We think that all results from §2 can be generalized to GenCHRG. In [39] one
can find some qualitative results on GenCHRG in the case of hyperbolic lattices
S over Z, G = O'(S) and W = W^(S).
The latter denotes the subgroup of
O'(S) generated by reflections with respect to all elements in S of square —2.
PROBLEM. IS there a generalization of the results o/§2 to discrete reflection
groups in the complex ball?

4. Hyperbolic reflection groups and automorphisms of algebraic
surfaces. Here we consider some applications of HRG to automorphisms of
algebraic surfaces over C of three types: (i) If 3-surfaces, (ii) DPN-surfaces (one
of the possible generalizations of Del Pezzo surfaces), (iii) Enriques surfaces
(this is a special case of DPN-surfaces). As a result of the classification of
algebraic surfaces in classical works of the Italian school of algebraic geometry
at the beginning of this century, the problem of describing the group of birational
automorphisms of an algebraic surface (up to finite groups) remained open only
for K3 and Enriques surfaces. Except for Enriques surfaces, DPN surfaces are
rational. A description of their automorphism groups is interesting since we
know very little about biregular automorphisms of rational surfaces.
In all three cases (i)-(iii), the same objects appear. They are a hyperbolic
lattice S over Z isomorphic to a sublattice of the Picard lattice of the surface,
a reflection group W C O'(S) in the Lobachevsky space Z(S) with a fixed
fundamental polyhedron Mgeom containing the polarization ray of the surface,
the subset P = P(M ge om) of all primitive elements 6 G S orthogonal to the
face hyperplanes of M geoiI1 which point outward (they have negative square).
Let 0'(S)w be the normalizer of W in Ol(S), A C 0'(S)w the automorphism
group of Mgeom- The group Of(S)w is the semidirect product W tx A. In each
case (i)-(iii) we have the following theorem, the first statement of which is a
consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem for surfaces (and is valid in arbitrary
characteristic), while the second one is a consequence of the deep Global Torelli
theorem for ÜT3-surfaces, due to Piatetski-Shapiro and Shafarevich [47] (see also
[12, 36, 44] in cases (ii) and (iii)).
THEOREM 5. (a) The subgroup 0'(S)w C O'(S) is of finite index. P is
the set of all divisor classes of "exceptional curves" of the surface. The action
of the automorphism group G of the surface on the Picard lattice preserves the
sublattice S; the kernel of its representation in O(S) is finite and its image lies
in A.
(b) The image of G in A is of finite index in A ~ Ol(S)w/W. In particular,
z/rank(£) > 3, G is finite if and only ifW is CHRG in Z(S). In this case the
set P of "exceptional divisor classes" is finite.
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Since Mgeom is uniquely defined up to W-action, W describes the intersection
geometry of exceptional curves and the action of the automorphism group G of
the surface on the lattice S and the geometry (up to finite groups).
Now let us describe precisely our cases (i)-(iii), the corresponding automorphism groups G, the sets of exceptional curves, the lattice S, the group W, and
some known results about their computations.
(i) Resurfaces.
Let X be a ÜT3-surface. The group G = Aut(AT). An
"exceptional curve" is any nonsingular rational curve on X (its self-intersection
is equal to -2). The lattice S = Pic(X). The reflection group W = W^ (S) is the
group of 2-reflections of S; it is generated by all 2-reflections Sßi x H+ X + (x • 6)6,
where 6,x G S and 62 = —2. In this case Theorem 5 was proven in [47].
Theorems 1(a) and 3 show that there are only a finite number of hyperbolic
lattices over Z with rank S > 3 and finite group Aut(X) S A ^
0'(S)/W^(S)
(& denotes an isomorphism up to finite groups). These lattices are called 2reflective. All such lattices have been found. If rank S > 5 and rank 5 = 3,
it has been done in papers [38, 39, 43] (see also [11]); if rank(5) = 4 it has
been done by E. Vinberg (unpublished). In the notation of [38, 39] we have the
following 17 lattices of rank S = 4:
U{k) © (^i) 2 , Jb = 1,2,3,4;

(8> © (Ai)*
0
-3

-3"
©^2;
2

' 2 - 1 - 1
- 1 - 2
0

U{k) ®A2,

(4)©( -4).©A 2 ;

-1"
0

k = 1,2,3,6;

(4) © A 3

"12
-2

-2
-2

0
-1

0
0

-1
0

-2
-1

0
0

1

-1
-1

0 - 2
0
0

0
-2

-1
-2

For every 2-reflective lattice S, one can describe the fundamental polyhedron
M of WW(S) (see [39,43] for the case rank S ^ 4). The method of finding
reflective lattices of rank > 6 is the following. We find those if 3-surfaces with
rank(S) > 6 which have elliptic pencils with only finitely many translations.
This implies that the automorphism group of such a K3-surface is finite. In the
lattice language this means that for every primitive isotropic vector c G S the
negative definite lattice (Zc)^/Zc is generated, up to finite index, by elements
with square - 2 . The application of this method requires rather delicate latticetheoretical arguments and is based on the technique of discriminant forms which
was developed in [37].
(ii) DPN-surfaces. Here we consider pairs (X,a), where X is a iT3-surface
and a is an involution of X for which a*(w) = —w, where u is a regular 2-form
onX
In this case the fixed-point set Xa of a is empty or a nonsingular curve on
X, the factor surface Y = X/{l,a}
is a nonsingular surface, the projection
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Figure 2
7r: X —» Y is a double covering of Y branched along a nonsingular curve C =
ir(Xer) G | — 2ÜTy|, where Ky is the canonical class of Y. The surface Y is an
Enriques surface if Xer = 0 , and is a rational surface otherwise.
Let us consider all pairs (Y',C) obtained from all pairs (Y, C), as above,
by contraction of exceptional curves of the first kind. It is very easy to prove
that Y' is a nonsingular surface and C' G \ — 2Ky | is a curve with only simple
singularities (i.e., ADE-singularities). Such pairs are called DPN-pairs; the corresponding surfaces Y are called DPN-surfaces. We may consider DPN-surfaces
as one of many possible generalizations of Del Pezzo surfaces (see [10, 13, 34]).
It is very easy to show that a minimal model of a DPN-surface is P 2 or F n ,
n = 0,2,3,4. The classification of DPN-surfaces and DPN-pairs, the description of their exceptional curves (i.e., irreducible rational curves with negative
squares), and their automorphism groups are reduced to the description of the
pairs (X, a) from above.
Let Sx = Pic(X) be the Picard lattice of X and (Sx)± = {x G Sx:v*(x) =
±x}. In our case S = (Sx)+• The isomorphism class of the lattice S is the
fundamental invariant of the DPN-pair (X,a). It is determined by a triplet
(r,a,6), where r = rank«, S*/S = (Z/2Z) a , 6 = 0 if x*2 G Z for any x* G
S* = Hom(S, Z), and 1 otherwise. All possible triplets (r, a, 6) are found and
are shown in Figure 2.
For any given triplet (r,a, 6), the corresponding pairs (X,a) and their factors
(Y, C) give us connected smooth families of nonpolarized surfaces
Ö" c - > X(r,at6)

->

\

Q{r,a,8) 3 C(r,a,<5)

/
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X

oa*
I.E" = -4

x>H3<
||.E* = - 1 and E does
not touch C

-)@III.E* = - 1 and E
touches C

Dl

k _ D ;2
IV. E 2 = - 2

Figure 3
It can be shown that dim M (r,a,6) = 20 — r. The curve Xa = C has the following
components: If (r, a, 6) ± (10,10,0) and (10,8,0), then X° = Cg + E1 + • • • + Ek,
where Cg is a curve of genus g = \(22—r—a),Ei are rational curves, k = \(r—a);
if (r,a,6) = (10,10,0), Xa = 0 ; if (r,a,6) = (10,8,0), Xa = Cx + C[, where
Ci,C[ are elliptic curves. Moreover, Xer is divisible by 2 in H2(X; Z) if and only
if 6 = 0. The divisor classes of the components of X° can be calculated via a
fundamental polyhedron M of IV^2^(S) containing a polarization ray of X. Now
let us consider "general" pairs (X,a) of the family M(riats), i.e., the pairs with
Sx = (Sx)+ = S. In this case an "exceptional curve" means an exceptional
curve of the Üf3-surface X (see case (i)). Their images with respect to the
morphism 7r give all exceptional curves on Y. Each of them is an exceptional
curve of the first kind except those which are equal to E = 7r(D) with E2 = — 4
and D any rational component of Xer. In Theorem 5, G = Aut(X,(j) = Aut(X);
hence, Aut(X)/{l,cr} « Aut(Y,C) and W = W^(S).
These results are of
arithmetic nature and were obtained in [39]. They give the classification results
which are presently known for DPN-surfaces.
Now let us consider an arbitrary pair (X,a) of the family M(r,a,(5)- By definition, an exceptional curve of the pair (X, a) is a curve D = TT -1 (E), where E is
an exceptional curve on Y. The curve D may be of one of the 4 types presented
in Figure 3. For types I and II, D is an exceptional curve on X; for types III
and IV, D — D\ + Z>2, where D\,D2 are exceptional curves on X.
The group G is equal to Aut(X,<r), therefore G/{I,a} = Aut(Y,C). To
describe the group W we need some notations. Let
A± ( 4 ) = {S± G (Sx)±: 6T2 = - 4 and 36T G (SX)T

with 6T2 = - 4 ,
(6±+6T)/2GSx}i

A+W = {6+G(Sx)+:6+2

= -2},

A+tW = {<5+ G A + W : 3 5 _ G (Sx)-

with <5_2 = - 6 , («+ + <5_)/2 G S X } >

A J 6 ) = {<5_ G ( S x ) - : « - 2 = - 6 and 35+ G A+tw

with (<5+ + <5_)/2 G S x } .

The reflection group W C O'(S') is generated by all reflections with respect
to elements from À + ( 2 ) U A + ( 4 ). The set P — P(.Mgeom) of the divisor classes
of exceptional curves of (X,a) is divided into four subsets P\, Pu, Pm, Piv
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corresponding to the four types from Figure 3. We have
P„i = P n A + t ( 2 ) ,

P „ = ( P n A + W ) - (Pi

UPIII),

P I V = P n A+<4>.

Let W^2i^(S) C O'(S) be the reflection group generated by all reflections with
respect to elements 6 G S with 62 = —2 or - 4 . Let Mo C .Mgeom be a fundamental polyhedron of this group and let Mgeom = WMo, where W C W^2i4\S)
is the set of representatives of the set of cosets W\W^2i4\S).
The set W is a
generalization of the Weyl group introduced for Del Pezzo surfaces to the case
of DPN-surfaces (see [34] and compare with calculations in [57, 58]).
To describe all possible groups Aut(X, a) for a given S (i.e., for a given triplet
(r, a, 6)), we introduce some additional invariants of (X, a). The generalized root
invariant of the pair (X,a) is the triplet R(X,cr) = (K,AJ^UAJG\^).
Here
K = [A_( 4 ) U A_( 6 )](|) is the negative definite lattice which is spanned by the
subset A_( 4 ) U A _ ' 6 ' C (Sx)- and the quadratic form of which is multiplied by
^. The subset A_( 4 ) U A_( 6 ) gives some special set of generators of the lattice
K with square —2 and —3. The last member of the triplet is a homomorphism
7: K mod 2 —> —qs of quadratic forms with values in ^Z/2Z. Here K mod 2 is
the abelian group K/2K with the quadratic map given by the formula x2 = \x2.
Moreover, qs denotes the discriminant form [37] of S defined as the abelian
group As — S*/S = (Z/2Z) a with the quadratic map obtained by extending
the quadratic form from S to S* = Hom(S, Z) D S. The map 7 is defined by
the formula
7(<5_ mod 2) = 6+/2 mod S,
where 6+ G S, 6- GK, and \(6+ + 6-) G Sx- The invariant R(X,a) is defined
up to isomorphisms of lattices K and automorphisms of S. It provides us with
all the data which we need for Theorem 5. Indeed,
7 ( A _ ( < V o d 2 ) = \ A+WmodS,

7(AJ6)mod2) = ÌA+t(2)modS.

This shows that there is only a finite number of possible groups Aut(X, a) (up to
finite groups) and of the intersection geometries of exceptional curves of (X, a)
(since rank(S) + rank(if) < 20). Let us mention that A+( 4 ),iy and hence
Aut(X,(T),P are determined by a simpler invariant, that is, the root invariant R(X,a) = (K,AJ4\i),
where K = [A_( 4 )](£). Its definition is similar to that of R(X,a). The dimension of the moduli space of DPN-pairs with
given invariants S and R (resp. R) is equal to 20 - rank S — rank K (resp. 20—
r a n k S — rank If).
(iii) Enriques surfaces. In this case (r, a, 6) = (10,10,0) or, equivalently,
Xer = 0 and Y = X/{1,0-} is an Enriques surface. We also have A+( 2 ) =
A_<6) = 0 , R = R, A_( 4 ) is equal to the set A^(K)
of all elements of K
with square —2. Thus, R is reduced to the pair (K,H), where H = Ker7. The
condition of the finiteness of the automorphism group of all elliptic pencils of Y
can be expressed solely in terms of the finite subset r = q(A^2\K) mod 2) C
As = (Z/2Z) 1 0 and the discriminant form qs on As [44, Theorem 3]. This
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allows us to find all possible root invariants R of Enriques surfaces with finite
automorphism groups. Note that this is a problem which is simpler than the
corresponding one for if 3-surfaces because we are working with the lattices over
Z/2Z instead of over Z.
THEOREM 6. An Enriques surface Y has finite automorphism group if and
only if it has one of the following root invariants-.
( £ 8 e A l 5 { 0 } ) , (A>,{0}), ( £ 6 © 4 4 , { 0 } ) , (£>5©A>,Z/2Z),
(A9®AUZ/2Z),

(E7®A2®AUZ/2Z),

(D8 e A1®A1,

(Z/2Z)2).

Each of these invariants is realized by some Enriques surface.
This result was proven in [44], where the last case was lost in computations.
This was pointed out by Kondö [28], who also has proven that the first two
invariants give connected families of Enriques surfaces and the remaining ones
define a unique Enriques surface. The fifth invariant gives the first example,
pointed out by Fano [15] of an Enriques surface with finite automorphism group.
The family (E8 © >4i, {0}) was found by Dolgachev [12]. In [28] Kondö presents
another method of describing Enriques surfaces with finite automorphism group,
All the above results are of arithmetic nature; they use only the interrelationship between the 2-reflection group of a hyperbolic lattice and its involution and
do not depend on the geometric nature of these objects. In this way they can
be generalized also to if3-surfaces with an involution which can be holomorphic
and the identity on the space of holomorphic 2-forms or can be antiholomorphic.
For some other results closely related to this section see [3, 5, 7, 10, 13,
16-20, 31, 35, 50, 51, 60, 64].
5. Hyperbolic reflection groups and real algebraic surfaces. The appearance of reflection groups in real algebraic geometry is a natural phenomenon
since the moduli space of real algebraic varieties has a natural boundary, the real
discriminant of codimension 1. In our opinion, further progress in the description of the moduli space of real algebraic varieties consists of finding appropriate
reflection groups. For the versai deformation of real simple singularities A, D, E,
these groups are finite reflection groups (see Looijenga [30]). For real K3-surfaces
they are HRG, which is a consequence of the Global Torelli theorem [47] and
the surjectivity of the period map for if 3-surfaces [29]. (These two results were
applied first to the study of topology of real quartic surfaces in P 3 by Kharlamov
[21-23].) Here we will consider the case of ÜT 3-surfaces. All our results here are
directly related to Hubert's sixteenth problem (see [23, 65]).
Let us consider a real if3-surface X which is polarized of degree n. The
complex conjugation involution a acts on the lattice L = H2(X,Z) and the
sublattices
L± = {xG L\o*(x) = ±x}
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are defined. The polarization class h G L-, and we define the sublattice L-h
[h]zJ_±. There is an orthogonal decomposition

=

L <8> Q = (L+ <8> Q) © (L-h (8) Q) © ([h] (8) Q).
Let us consider a real holomorphic nonzero 2-form u; we have (T*(UJ) = Q. We
can write LJ = o;+ + V ^ T C J - , where w+ G £+ (8) R, CJ_ G L - ^ <8> R, w+ 2 =
u)-2 > 0. Since the signature of the lattice L is equal to (3, 19), the lattices
L+ and L-h are hyperbolic and the period of X is a point ([o;+], [w-]) of the
product of two Lobachevsky spaces. Moreover, it follows from the RiemannRoch theorem that the [UJ±] do not lie in the hyperplanes orthogonal to £+ G L+
and 8- G L-h, 6±2 = —2. After appropriate identification, we may assume that

([«+]>_]) e (M+)0x(A(-fc)0,
where M+ and M-' 1 are fundamental polyhedra of W^2\L+) and
W^(L-h),
( )° denotes the subset of interior points. Let A+ c 0 ' ( £ + ) and A_ c Ol(L-h)
be the automorphism groups of M+ and M_ /l , and let
(A+ x i4_) L = (A+ xA-X

{id}) n O(L)

be a subgroup of finite index in A+ x A _ . By the Global Torelli theorem and
the surjectivity of the period map, we obtain that the factor space
(A+ x A _ ) L \ ( M + ) ° x

(M-h)°

is identified (up to codimension 2) with a connected component of the coarse
moduli space of real polarized if3-surfaces with fixed action of the complex
conjugation involution on the cohomology [37]. Furthermore, let us consider the
corresponding component of the Hilbert scheme of real if3-surfaces (embedded
by a complete linear system \kh\, k > 3) and complete it by adding all points
representing real K3-surfaces with purely imaginary simple singularities. We will
denote the obtained component by #(R). The group (A+ x A - ) L is isomorphic
(up to finite groups) to the fundamental group 7Ti()/(R)) and the period map
maps the boundary of #(R), which is the real discriminant, into the boundary
(A+ x A-)L\(M+

x M-h - (M+)° x

(M-h)°).

See [39]. This shows that the description of connected components of the moduli space of real polarized if 3-surfaces (the coarse projective classification) is
reduced to a purely arithmetic problem of classification of triplets (L,a*,h) up
to isomorphism. Our paper [37] is devoted to this problem. The description of
the components with the corresponding finite fundamental group is reduced to
the description of 2-reflective lattices which was discussed in §4(i).
Often, it is necessary to consider real K3-surfaces, where in addition to the
polarization h some other divisor classes are fixed. More precisely, we are interested in points ([w+], [w_]) G M+ x M-h which correspond to the surfaces with
distinguished divisor classes h = do, d i , . . . , dk generating in the Picard lattice
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Sx = {s G L: s • oLf. = s • u)- = 0} a primitive sublattice S with the given Gram
matrix (ay) = (di • d3) and with an action of a on S given by

<j*(do) = -d0,

a*(di)=J2Hdj-

Thus, we are interested in the points which lie in the product of the Lobachevsky
spaces Z(L+S+) x Z(L-S~) C Z(L+) x Z(L-h), where L+ s + = (S+)L+ ±, LSS
= ( S _ ) L _ ' L , S± = SC\L±. These subspaces are considered up to natural action
of the group (A+ x A - H ) L on them, and they parametrize the classes of coarse
projective classification of real polarized K3-surfaces with the conditions on the
Picard lattice given by the matrices (ay) and (k?) from above. The description
of these subspaces is divided into two problems:
(a) A description of isomorphism classes of triplets (L,(j*,S), where L is an
even unimodular lattice of signature (3, 19), v* is an involution of L, S C L
is a primitive sublattice with &*(S) = S, and the induced action of a* on S is
defined by the matrices (ay) and (k?) (this problem is considered in [42] and
also 45).
(b) For a given isomorphism class of a triplet (L,a*,S) one has to describe
the subspaces Z(L+S+) x Z(L-S~) c £(£+) x Z(L-h) intersecting
M+xM-h,
and obtain one from another by reflections into the faces of X + and M-h which
intersect the subspaces £(L+ 5 +) and Z(L-S~) (this is a multidimensional analog
of a rational trajectory in a rectangular billiards in a Lobachevsky space). They
are considered up to the action of the group (A+, A-)L.
See [42, 46].
Here is a class of real if 3-surfaces with a condition on its Picard lattice, which
is especially remarkable because of its connection with 4-dimensional Riemannian
geometry. The surfaces from this class are said to be KSR-surfaces. Its lattice
S is given by
S = [ft; e1,e2ìes,e4;

fi,f2,h,fA\

e = ^ ( f t - ei - e2 - e3 - e 4 ),
/=Ì(A-/l-/2-/s-/4)],

where the elements ft, ei, and fi are orthogonal to each other, ft2 = 8, e^2 =
fi2 = —2, f2 = e2= 0. The polarization is given by the vector ft! = e + / =
ft — \(e\ + . . . + ß4 + / i • •. + /a)) fti2 = 4 (note that we have changed slightly
our previous notation). For simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the case of
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with Lorentz metric (following [42, 46]). In this
case the action a is given by o-*(h) = —ft, a*(ei) = —fi,v*(fi) = —ei.
Let V be a 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a Lorentz metric,
G = Gx be the quadratic form of the metric on the tangent space T = Tx at a
point x of V. Let R = Rx be the quadratic form of the Riemannian curvature
in A 2 7 . Let Q C P 3 = P ( T ) be the quadric with equation G = 0, Gr(2,4) C
P 5 = P(A 2 T) be the Grassmann variety of lines in P 3 (all objects are defined
over R). The algebraic variety
X = {(q,l) G P 3 X P 5 : g G 9, l G Gr(2,4), R(l) = 0 and I touches g at q)
C P3 X P5

V. V. NIKULIN
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Case 1 k t 0 < k < A

Case O k , O i k i A

Case 2 k , k = 0,1

k =1
Case 1.1

Figure 4
is defined uniquely up to automorphisms of P 3 and P 5 and is said to be the
Tyurin invariant of the point x GV (see [53, 54] and also [46]). Let p\\ X —• P 3
and p:X —• P 5 be the projections. For sufficiently general metric at a point
x G V, the variety X is a nonsingular if3-surface and Pi'.X —• g C P 3 is
a double covering of g which is ramified over a nonsingular curve of bidegree
(4,4). In this case the Tyurin invariants are said to be strongly nonsingular. For
them the curve C has two tangency points with 4 lines E\,..., E± from one ruling
of g, and 4 lines F\,...,^4 from the other one. The divisor classes e^ and fi,
respectively, are the classes of nonsingular rational curves Ei = {(x, Ei): x G Ei}
and Fj = {(x,Fj): x G Fj} on X. The divisor classes fti and ft, respectively, are
the inverse images of hyperplane sections under the projections p\ and p.
The coarse projective classification of Tyurin invariants allows us to separate
4-dimensional Lorentz manifolds according to the types of their metric. It is
analogous to distinguishing 2-dimensional Riemannian manifolds by the positivity or the negativity of their curvature. Moreover, this partition is nontrivial
under the usual positivity assumptions of the energy-momentum tensor of the
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matter in general relativity theory. Hence, it is plausible that this partition has
physical sense, separating points of our space-time into different types.
At the present time only the first part (a) of the coarse projective classification
of Tyurin invariants is solved. There are exactly 20 possibilities for the isomorphism classes of the triplets (L, a*,S) corresponding to the Tyurin invariants [42,
46]. Each triplet defines a configuration of the image pi(X(R)) C £(R) = S2,
where S2 is the 2-dimensional light sphere. In other words, it defines the isotopy type of the Tyurin invariant (which obviously gives the topology of X(R)).
These configurations are presented in Figure 4, where the image pi(X(R)) is
shaded. The configuration lo gives 3 triplets, each of the configurations Oo and
O4 gives 2 triplets, and each other configuration gives one triplet.
The second part (b) of this classification is not known yet. However, there
are some interesting and visual invariants of this classification (see [46]). For
example, the lines tangent to the light sphere S2 at unshaded points of Figure 4
have definite sign of the curvature R. In such a way, the unshaded pieces of S2
have signs + or —. Their possible distributions are yet unknown.
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Numerical Geometry of Algebraic Varieties
V. V. SHOKUROV
This report is devoted to the achievements and difficulties in the program
of constructing minimal models for algebraic varieties of any dimension. Two
essential results have been obtained within the framework of this program: the
contraction and the cone theorems. Of no less importance are the working out
of the terminology and the statement of two key conjectures: the flip and the
termination conjectures, whose solutions would lead to the completion of the
whole program. These conjectures have been proved in some special cases; for
example, they both hold for toric morphisms and the latter holds in dimension
< 4. The final results are in many cases due to many mathematicians from all
over the world, their names following the title of a result in the order of their
contribution to it.
1. Q-divisors. Let X be a normal projective algebraic variety over the
complex number field. A Q-Cartier divisor on X, or simply a Q-divisor on X,
is an element D G DìVQ X = DivX (8) Q, where DivX is the group of Cartier
divisors on X\ in other words, a Q-divisor is a linear combination of Cartier
divisors with coefficients in Q. The group DìVQ X also contains certain Weil
divisors of X, namely, such D that rD G DivX for some 0 ^ r G Z; for then
D = (l/r)(rD). A variety X is said to be Q-factorial if every Weil divisor of X
is Q-Cartier in this sense.
A canonical divisor Kx is a Weil divisor on X such that

where X r e g is the nonsingular locus of X. Since codim(X—X reg ) > 2, a canonical
divisor Kx is well defined and Kx = Kxreg under natural identification of Weil
divisors on X and on Xveg. In general a canonical divisor Kx is not a Q-divisor.
But when Kx is a Q-divisor a variety X is said to be Q- Gorenstein. A minimal
number r such that rKx G Div X is called the index of a Q-Gorenstein variety
X. These definitions do not depend on the choice of Kx because two canonical
divisors differ by a Cartier divisor. Obviously, every Q-factorial variety X is
Q-Gorenstein.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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2. Intersections. Any morphism / : Y —» X of normal projective varieties
induces the inverse image map / * : D ì V Q X —• DìVQ Y. This gives a natural
intersection theory for Q-divisors. For example, we have a bilinear pairing
(.): D i v Q X x Z i X - + Q ,
where Z\X is the free Abelian group generated by curves on X.
A Q-divisor D G DìVQ X is said to be numerically effective or briefly nef if
(D.C) > 0 for every curve C Ç X. To each nef Q-divisor D we associate its
numerical dimension
v(D)=max{k\Dk£Q}i
where Dk ^ 0 means that DkC ^ 0 for some fc-cycle C on X. Obviously,
max{0, K(D)}

< v(D) <n = dimX,

where K(D) is the Iitaka ^-dimension of X.
Let D be a nef Q-divisor. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
2.1. u(D) = n;
2.2. Dn = DnX > 0;
2.3. K(D) = n.
A nef Q-divisor D satisfying any one of these conditions is said to be big.
3. Singularities. Throughout what follows we assume that X is Q-Gorenstein. Let / : Y —> X be a desingularization of X. Then for any canonical divisor
Kx there exists a canonical divisor Ky such that

KY=f*Kx + Y,aiE^
where ai G Q and the 25» vary over all prime divisors which are exceptional with
respect to / . The divisor Y^ai^i m ^ n e above equation does not depend on the
choice of canonical divisors Kx and Ky- The coefficient a» is referred to as the
discrepancy at Ei. A variety X is said to have only terminal (resp. canonical)
singularities if all discrepancies a» > 0 (resp. a» > 0). This notion does not
depend on the choice of a desingularization of X.
3 . 1 . THEOREM.

All canonical and terminal singularities are rational.

Note that when dimX = 2, X has only terminal singularities if and only if X
is nonsingular. Surface canonical singularities have many different descriptions
and are also known as du Val singularities.
4. Models. A variety X with only canonical singularities is said to be canonicaliî Kx is ample. A canonical variety, birationally equivalent to a given variety
Y, is a canonical model of Y. It follows from the invariance of the Kodaira dimension K(X) = K(KX) for birational transformations of nonsingular varieties
and from the definition of canonical singularities that a nonsingular variety X
has a canonical model X c a n only if K(X) = dimX, i.e., X is of general type.
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4 . 1 . THEOREM (REID). A nonsingular variety X of general type has a
canonical model X c a n if and only if the canonical ring of X
R(X)=@H°(X,Ox(mKx))
m>0

is finitely generated. Moreover,
X c a n = Proj2î(X).
4 . 2 . COROLLARY. Any nonsingular variety X of general type has a unique
canonical model if it exists.
A variety X with only terminal singularities is said to be minimal if Kx is
nef. A minimal variety, birationally equivalent to a given variety Y, is a minimal
model of Y. A nonsingular algebraic surface X has a minimal model if and
only if K(X) > 0 and it is always unique. But when d i m X > 3 there may be
many minimal models of X and there is certainly no absolute minimal model in
general. In the 3-fold case, key counterexamples concern (—2)-curves and the
Kulikov modification or more generally Pagoda modifications in these curves.
However, there is hope that at least in dimension three any nonsingular variety
of general type has only finitely many minimal models.
A morphism h : X —> Z of normal projective varieties is said to be a relative
anticanonical variety if
4.3. h*0x = Oz and
4.4. — Kx is relatively ample for h, i.e., 0x(—rKx)\Y is an ample invertible
sheaf on any fibre Y = h~1(z), z G Z.
In addition, we assume that X has only canonical singularities and dim Y > 1
for all fibres Y. If Z is a point, an anticanonical variety X is said to be a Fano
variety.
A relative anticanonical variety h: X —> Z has the following properties:
4.5. Rlh*Ox = 0 for all i > 0 and, in particular, x(Ox) = x(Oz)4.6. (Rollar). Z has only rational singularities.
4.7. The general fibre Y = h~x (z), z G Z, is a Fano variety with only canonical
singularities. Moreover, Hl(Y, Oy) = 0 for all i > 0 and the group scheme Pic Y
is discrete and torsion free. If X has only terminal singularities, then so does Y.
Note that P 1 is a unique Fano variety in dimension one. So the general
fibre of a relative anticanonical variety with dimZ = dimX — 1 is P 1 , and
this variety is also known as conic bundle. Two-dimensional Fano varieties are
usually called Del Pezzo surfaces. Respectively, a relative anticanonical variety
with dimZ = d i m X — 2 is a Del Pezzo fibre space.
A relative anticanonical variety h: X —• Z with only terminal singularities
on X such that X is birationally equivalent to a given variety Y is called a
relative anticanonical model of Y. Obviously, Y has a relative anticanonical
model only if K(Y) = — oo. As a rule, a relative anticanonical model is not
unique. For example, 3-folds have three possible types of relative anticanonical
models: conic bundles over surfaces, Del Pezzo fibre spaces over curves and Fano
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3-folds. P 3 has infinitely many relative anticanonical models of every type and
all of the types may be on the same birational transform. Indeed, P 1 x P 2 —• P 2
is a conic bundle, P 1 X P 2 —• P 1 is a Del Pezzo fibre space, and P 1 x P 2 is a
Fano 3-fold. But a nonsingular quartic 3-fold is a Fano 3-fold, and it is its only
relative anticanonical model known to date. Note that a nonsingular algebraic
surface X has a relative anticanonical model if and only if K(X) = — OO.
The following conjecture is a main driving force and at the same time is the
stumbling-block in the development of a modern algebraic geometry in higher
dimensions.
MODEL CONJECTURE. Every nonsingular projective (or complete) algebraic
variety has a minimal model or a relative anticanonical model.
In dimension two this conjecture is true due to the Enriques classification of
algebraic surfaces. Now we turn to successes and difficulties met in carrying out
the minimal model program.
5. Contractions. By a contraction we mean a surjective morphism ip: X —•
Z of normal projective varieties which satisfies property 4.3. Every such morphism is a morphism (p\mD\ ' X —• <p\mD\(X) Ç P-^, given by a complete linear
system \mD\ for some m > 0, where D = <p*H and H is an ample divisor on
% = ^Im-DlO^O- Note that the linear system \mD\ is free, i.e., \mD\ has no base
points, and hence the divisor D is semiample, i.e., \mD\ is free for some ra > 0.
Conversely, any semiample divisor D o n ! defines a contraction <p: X —• Z
such that mD ~ <p*H for some m > 0, where H is a (very) ample divisor on Z
and ~ means the linear equivalence of divisors. The following statement gives a
numerical criterion for semiampleness.
CONTRACTION THEOREM (KAWAMATA, REID, SHOKUROV) . Let D be
a Cartier divisor on a variety X with only canonical singularities such that
5.1. D is nef.
5.2. aD - Kx is nef and big for some a > 0. Then D is semiample.
Moreover, D is stably free, that is, for all ra > 0, the linear system \mD\ is free.
Equivalently there exists a contraction <p: X —• Z such that D ~ <p*H for an
ample divisor H G Div Z.
The contraction <p has the following properties:
5.3. Rl<p*0x = 0 for all i > 0 and, in particular, x{0x) = x(0z) (cf 4.5).
5.4. There exists a unique decomposition (p = hogof<pasa
composite of
contractions
X JU X~ ± Z,
where X~ is a normal projective variety with only canonical singularities, such
that g is a birational morphism with Kx = g*Kx-, and —Kx- is relatively
ample for h (cf. 4.4). Moreover, h is a relative anticanonical variety when cp is
not birational, i.e., dimZ < dimX.
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The proof of the contraction theorem uses the vanishing and nonvanishing
theorems. Applying the contraction theorem to a divisor D = rKx on a minimal
variety X with big Kx we obtain
5.5. COROLLARY (KAWAMATA, BENVENUTE, SHOKUROV). If a nonsingular projective variety Y of general type has a minimal model X, then there
exists a canonical model Y can and a birational contraction <p: X —• y c a n such
that<p*KYc&n=Kx.
6. Kleiman-Mori cone. Two 1-cycles zi,z^ G Z\X are said to be numerically equivalent if, for any divisor D G DivX, (D.z\) = (D.Z2), and we then
write z\ = z%. Let N\X = (Z\Xf = ) ® R . This is a finite-dimensional real linear
space and p(X) = diniR, N±X is known as the Picard number of X.
Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space. A convex subset S in V is
said to be polyhedral if
S =

{vGV\h(v)<0,...,fN(v)<0},

where f \ , . . . , f^ are linear forms on V. If V = W ® R, where W is a maximal
lattice in V and f±,..., fw are integral on W, then a subset S is said to be rational
polyhedral. A subset S Ç V is said to be locally polyhedral (resp. rational
polyhedral) if it is local like a polyhedral (resp. rational polyhedral) set in V.
By the Kleiman-Mori cone we mean the closure NE(X) of the convex cone
NE(X) generated by effective 1-cycles or, equivalently, by curves in N±X.
CONE

THEOREM(MORI,

KAWAMATA,

SHOKUROV,

REID,

KOLLäR).

Let X be a projective variety with only canonical singularities. Then the "halfcone" WE-(X) = {zG WE(X)\(Kx.z)
< 0} is locally rational polyhedral.
Note that
an arbitrary
A face F
An extremal

the cone theorem also holds for nonsingular projective varieties over
algebraically closed field [M].
of the cone NE(X) is said to be extremal if F - {0} Ç ~NË-(X).
ray is a one-dimensional face.

6 . 1 . COROLLARY (MORI). If Kx is not nef, then there exists a nontrivial
extremal face and, hence, an extremal ray.
7. E x t r e m a l c o n t r a c t i o n s . Let X be a projective variety with only terminal
singularities; for example, X may be nonsingular. If Kx is nef, then X is a
minimal variety. Otherwise, there is a nontrivial extremal face F of NE(X).
Then F uniquely determines a contraction (p = contjr : X —> Z, such that
7.1. For any curve C Ç X, we have <p(C) = pt. G Z -o» the numerical class
of C belongs to F. cont/r is called the contraction of the face F. Indeed, due to
the rationality in the cone theorem we have a nef divisor D G Div X such that
7.2. F = {z G NÊ(X)\(D.z) = 0}.
Moreover, D satisfies condition 5.2 in the contraction theorem and <p is determined by D. Obviously, <p does not depend on the choice of such D. Note also
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that there exists a curve C Ç X contracted by <p because D is not ample in
the sense of Kleiman [KI]. If dimZ < dimX, then (p: X —» Z is a relative
anticanonical variety. Such extremal contractions are of fibre type.
For simplicity throughout what follows we assume in addition that X is Qfactorial and F = R is an extremal ray. Then ip = contß : X —» Z has the
following properties and classification:
7.3. There is an exact sequence
0 -» R[C] -> NtX - • NXZ -+ 0,
where C is a curve with the numerical class [C] G R. Hence p(Z) = p(X) — 1.
7.4. If dimZ < dimX, then (p is of fibre type.
7.5. If dimZ = dimX and there exists a prime Weil divisor E on X such
that dim ip(E) < dim E, then Z is again a Q-factorial variety with only terminal
singularities. Such a divisor E is unique and E = [j C, where the C vary over
all curves with [C] G R. This contraction (p is said to be of divisorial type, and
the divisor E is said to be the exceptional divisor associated to the ray R.
7.6. If dim Z = dimX and (p is not of divisorial type, then there exists a subvariety E C X such that 1 < dim E < dimX — 2 and <p\x-E is an isomorphism.
Such a contraction ip is said to be of flipping type, and a minimal subvariety E
with the above property is said to be the exceptional locus of (p.
The major difficulty in carrying out the minimal model program in dimension
> 3 arises when (p is of flipping type because in this case Z is not Q-factorial;
still worse, it is not Q-Goren&tein. If dimX = 2 or X is a nonsingular 3-fold
[M] we have no flipping extremal rays, i.e., rays with flipping contractions.
8. E x t r e m a l modifications. There is an entirely natural
FLIP CONJECTURE. Any extremal ray R of flipping type has an adjoint
diagram or a flip. This should be a commutative diagram
X »*-'*_> X+
£>=cont/j \

/ (p+

z
consisting of:
8.1. A normal projective Q-Gorenstein variety X+, which is said to be an
extremal transform of X in the ray R,
8.2. A rational map tr^ : X —• X+ which is an isomorphism except for loci
of codimension > 2. The map tr^ is an extremal modification in the ray R.
8.3. A contraction tp+ such that a canonical divisor Kx+ is relatively ample
for <p+. (Recall that — Kx is relatively ample for (p.)
8.4. PROPOSITION (on a platter on one's head).
An adjoint diagram
exists if and only if for some ample divisor H G Biv Z and any integer ra ^> 0
the adjoint-canonical ring

R(mip*H + Kx) = 0 H°(X, Ox(n(m<p*H + Kx)))
n>0
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is finitely generated. Moreover, in this case
X+ = Proj R(m<p*H +

Kx).

A flip has the following properties:
8.5. If an extremal ray has a flip, then it is unique.
8.6. X+ is Q-factorial and has only terminal singularities.
8.7. Moreover, for any common desingularization
W

X
X+
we have a* > ai, with af > ai, if and only if <p o g(Ei) Ç E, where a« and af
are discrepancies of g and h at E{ respectively and E is the exceptional locus of
<P8.8. p(X+) = p(X).
The flip conjecture holds for flipping extremal rays with toric contractions, so
there is good reason to believe the flip conjecture to hold in general. In dimension
three we have
9. Some sufficient conditions for the existence of a flip. The best one
now is
KAWAMATA CONDITION. Let (p: X -> Z be a contraction for a flipping
extremal ray R and dimX = 3. Then a flip in R exists if the divisor Kx + D/2
is log-terminal for some effective reduced Weil divisor D G \ — 2Kx + <p*H\,
where H G Div Z.
Note that D is Q-Cartier. A divisor Kx + 22/2 is said to be log-terminal if
there is a desingularization / : Y —• X for which
(i) D' + 53 Ei is a normal crossing divisor, where D' is the strict transform of
D by / and £ Ei is the exceptional locus of / ;
(ii) 2(ai + 1) > ri for all i, where ai is the discrepancy at Ei and f*D =

D' + iZnEi.
It is known that (ii) does not depend on the choice of desingularization with
(i). So the Kawamata condition states that a flip exists if a general divisor
D G | — 2Kx + <P*H\ has mild singularities in the above sense.
Another condition concerns semistable extremal rays. A reduced Weil divisor
D C X is said to be simple if D is Q-Cartier and there is a desingularization
f:Y—*X
such that f*D = D'+^2i=1 Ei and it is a divisor with normal crossing,
1
where D is the strict transform of D by / and J2i=i Ei is the exceptional locus
of / . A minimal d for such desingularizations is the depth of D. An extremal ray
R is semistable when there exists a simple divisor D on X such that any curve
C Ç D provided the numerical class of C belongs to R.
9 . 1 . THEOREM (TSUNODA, SHOKUROV, MORI, KAWAMATA). If R is
a flipping semistable ray, then there exists a flip in R. Besides, if R is semistable
for D, then ìVR D is simple and the depth oftrji D is less than that of D.
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We may apply the last theorem to a semistable family / : X —• C of surfaces
over a curve if the general fibre f~1(c),cG
C, is a minimal surface. For example,
in such a way a Kulikov relative model of a stable one-dimensional family of KS
surfaces is obtained after some easy modification [SI].
10. Termination. Now we turn to yet another difficulty in the minimal
model program. First note that p(Z) = p(X) — 1 for divisorial contractions of
extremal rays and p(X+) = p(X) for modifications in flipping extremal rays. So
there arises the problem as to how long we may produce modifications in flipping
extremal rays. The
TERMINATION CONJECTURE states that a sequence of modifications in flipping extremal rays must always terminate, i.e., there does not exist an infinite
sequence of such modifications.
This conjecture together with the flip conjecture implies that there exists a
finite chain of flipping modifications
Jf—>jr+—•

+X<+n) =Z

such that either
(i) Kz is nef, or
(ii) Z has a contraction of fibre type, or
(iii) Z has a contraction of divisorial type.
So they imply the model conjecture.
1 0 . 1 . THEOREM (SHOKUROV,
holds when dimX < 4.
10.2. COROLLARY.
dimension < 4.

KAWAMATA).

The termination conjecture

The flip conjecture implies the model conjecture in

11. Abundance. Let X be a projective normal variety and DìVQ X be a nef
Q-divisor on X. It is known that K(D) < v(D) (cf. §2). D is said to be abundant
if the equation K(D) = v(D) holds.
ABUNDANCE CONJECTURE. If X i s a minimal variety, then Kx is abundant.
We say that X is a good minimal variety if Kx is abundant.
1 1 . 1 . THEOREM (KAWAMATA). Let X be a good minimal variety. Then
the canonical divisor Kx is semiample. So there is a contraction
f:X—*Z
such that
(i) dim Z = v(Kx),
(ii) Kx\f-i(K) = 0 for all zGZ.
The abundance conjecture is true when v(Kx) = dimX, u(Kx)
when K(KX) = K(X) = dimX - 1. Moreover, we have

= 0 and

11.2. THEOREM (KAWAMATA). The model and the abundance conjectures for dimension < dim X — k imply that a minimal variety X is good when
K(X) > fc.
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So if the model conjecture is true we have only to establish the following
statement in order to prove the abundance conjecture:
WEAK ABUNDANCE CONJECTURE. If X is a minimal variety and v(Kx) >
1, then K(X) > 1.
We have only the following result in dimension three.
11.3. THEOREM ( MlYAOKA). Let X be a minimal variety and dim X = 3.
Then K(X) > 0.
12. Bibliographical notes. A complete account of the current state in the
minimal model program and its applications can be found in [KMM].
The notion of a canonical and a terminal singularity and that of a canonical
model were introduced by Reid in [Rl]. Minimal models in dimension three
emerge and are constructed from canonical models in [R2]. Of the algebraic
3-folds, nonsingular Fano 3-folds seem to be the only class that has been studied
extensively in recent years (see [I, MM] and their references). In the singular
three-dimensional case we have only one essential result about Fano 3-folds,
which says that if X is a Gorenstein Fano 3-fold then a general divisor in the
anticanonical linear system | — Kx\ is a K3 surface, possibly with canonical
singularities [R3]. An important result on birational automorphisms of conic
bundles was obtained by Sarkisov [S].
The nonvanishing and the generalized vanishing theorem originally proved in
[S2, K I , V] are also given in [Koll, K2, K3]. The contraction theorem was
first proved only in dimension < 3, in the case where the nonvanishing theorem
follows immediately from the Riemann-Roch theorem [K4, B, K5, S3]. For
any dimension the contraction theorem was proved in [S2], where the author
improved the technique developed by Kawamata, Benveniste, and Reid [R3].
The first proof of the cone theorem for nonsingular varieties [M] has used
the ingenious method of modulo p reduction. Then in [K5, R3, S4] for dimension < 3 the cone theorem was derived from a combination of the contraction
theorem and the rationality theorem, which was proved by the same technique
as that used in the proof of the contraction theorem. Improving this technique
Kawamata and Kollär [K3, Kol2] have proved the theorem in the general case.
The flip conjecture was first stated and proved for toric morphisms in [R4].
General properties of flips can be found in [S2]. Sufficient conditions of semistable type (cf. Theorem 9.1) were first introduced by Tsunoda [T]. Other approaches were developed by Mori, Kawamata [K6], and by the author [S5].
Kawamata's and some other conditions are described in [K6].
Termination in dimension three was proved in [S2] and in dimension four in
[KMM].
The abundance conjecture and related results are discussed in [K2]. For the
last proof of the Miyoka theorem see [Mi].
Note added in proof. Now theflipand the model conjectures hold in dimension
3; see S. Mori, Flip theorem and the existence of minimal models for 3-folds,
Preprint.
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Vanishing Theorems and Positivity
in Algebraic Fibre Spaces
ECKART VIEHWEG
This note tries to explain some methods used in and initiated by the birational classification theory of complex projective manifolds. We want to draw
attention to improvements of vanishing theorems and to properties of direct images of certain sheaves which should be of some interest outside of the birational
geometry as well. First, however, we have to recall briefly the open problems
and the state of the art in classification theory. (See the survey articles [1-7] for
a more complete description.)
1. Minimal models. S. Mori's theory of the cone of curves audits extremal
rays, as well as his contraction theorem [22], gave some hope that any complex
projective manifold X might have a (singular) minimal model.
As indicated by M. Reid's structure theorems [5] on the canonical model of
threefolds, one has to allow at least "canonical singularities" (Conditions 1 and
2):
DEFINITION 1. A normal projective variety V is called a minimal variety if
there exists some r > 0 such that:
(1) The reflexive hull u)y of the rth power of the canonical sheaf is invertible.
(2) For all (or one) desingularization 6: X —• V, one has u)rx D 8*Jy.
(3) Jy is numerically effective; i.e.,
deg^lc^O
for all curves C in V.
(The minimal number r satisfying (1) is called the index of V.)
THE MINIMAL MODEL CONJECTURE. Any non-uniruled complex projective
manifold X is birationally equivalent to a minimal variety V (called the minimal
model).
Added in proof. Shigefumi Mori recently gave a proof of the minimal model conjecture for
threefolds.
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Even though S. Mori does not like the word "conjecture" in this connection,
the quite encouraging results of Y. Kawamata and himself (for example, [22,
18]) seem to justify this expression. In fact, most results mentioned in the
sequel assume that this conjecture holds.
2. Semi-ampleness.
DEFINITION 2. Let V be a normal projective variety and jß an invertible
sheaf.
(a) Z is called semi-ample if for some p, > 0, Jß^ is generated by H°(V, £**).
(b) The Iitaka dimension of Jß is
oo
«W£):={ tr- deg

c

if R{V, £.) = C,
R(V, C) — 1 otherwise,

where Ä(V, £) := © ^ f f 0 ^ ) .
DEFINITION 3. If V is nonsingular (or a minimal model of index r), then the
Kodaira dimension of V is
K(V)

:= K(V,U)V)

(or

K(V)

:=

K(V,Jy])).

SEMI-AMPLENESS CONJECTURE. IfV is a minimal variety of index r, then
u)y is semi-ample.
Using the vanishing theorems of §4, this conjecture has been verified by X.
Benveniste, Y. Kawamata, and V. Shokurov if K,(V) = dimV and K,(V) =
dimV — 1 (see [16, 18] for details). Of course, the conjecture implies that
K(V) > 0 for all minimal varieties V. By studying deformations of subvarieties
along foliations, Y. Miyaoka [21] recently verified this implication directly in the
3-dimensional case.
3. T h e Iitaka-Ueno p r o g r a m ([13, 24]). The starting point of the recent
development in classification theory was S. Iitaka's fibration theorem, saying
roughly that each manifold with K(X) > 0 carries a fibration by subvarieties
of dimension dimX - K(X) and of Kodaira dimension zero. In a similar way,
one would like to use the Albanese map to reduce the study of manifolds X
with K(X) < 0 and q(X) — dimH°(X, ü^) > 0 to families of lower-dimensional
manifolds. In order to do so, one needs an affirmative answer to the
For any fibre space f:X-*Y,
> Max{Var(/),/c(y)} + K(XV).

GENERALIZED IITAKA C O N J E C T U R E .
K(Y)

> 0, one has

K(X)

with

We use
DEFINITION 4. (a) A surjective morphism f'.X —* Y between projective
manifolds is called a fibre space if the general fibre Xy is connected.
(b) Var(/) is the minimal transcendental degree over C of a field of definition
for the birational equivalence class of Xy.
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As explained in §7, this conjecture is now solved by J. Kollâr, if K(XV) =
dimX^ [19], and by Kawamata if Xy has a minimal model satisfying the Semiampleness Conjecture [15]. However, it can be applied successfully to the Albanese map only, if the structure of Xy is sufficiently well known. (See [15, §8]
and [25, §9] for typical applications.)
The Iitaka Conjecture, the Semi-ampleness Conjecture, and even some of the
methods used to attack the Minimal Model Conjecture are dealing with the
general problem: "How to get lots of sections of powers of canonical sheaves."
It is not too surprising that the same type of methods appears in most results
obtained in one of the three directions.
4. Vanishing theorems. One method of studying sections (or cohomology)
of an invertible sheaf At on a projective manifold X consists of restricting it to
an effective divisor B and hoping that the surjectivity of the restriction map
allows induction on the dimension. Hence, if we write M = Jß ® wx(B) :=
Jß <8> ux ® Ox(B), we ask for criteria implying that the adjunction map
4>qtB : Hq(X, L ® ux(B))

- • Hq(B, £ <8> uB)

is surjective. As a generalization of Kodaira's vanishing theorem, Kawamata and
I obtained (see [18, 1-2] or [8, 2.13])
THEOREM 5. Let G = YiriQ be an effective normal crossing divisor such
that for some N > Max{r^}, CN(—C) is numerically effective. Then
Hq(£®wx)

=0

(and hence <ßq-itB is surjective for all B) for q > dimX — K(X, Jß).
Usually Theorem 5 is called "the vanishing theorem for integral parts of Qdivisors" to show that the "positivity assumption" is just made for C(—jj • C).
This tiny improvement turns out to be quite important for applications. A more
direct approach to study the adjunction map was given by Kollâr [20]:
THEOREM 6. If CN is generated by its global sections and 0x(B)
some N >• 0, then <j)qtB is surjective for all q.

C CN for

In fact, both Theorems 5 and 6 can be obtained using the degeneration of the
Hodge-Deligne spectral sequence. For example, if B is smooth and 0x(B) = £>N,
the proof of (6) given in [8] reads:
Let 7r: X1 —• X be the cyclic cover obtained by taking the iVth root out
of a section of LN defining B. Then £ - 1 is a direct summand of 7r*Ox5 and
the differential d: Ox' —* ^x'(B) induces an integrable connection V: Ü - 1 —>
L ~ 1 ® n^c (B) - F ° r the Poincaré residue r :fi^c(B) ~• OB , (id (8) r) o V is nothing
but the restriction map Jß-1 —* £~1\BBy Deligne's mixed Hodge theory, Hq(d) — 0 and hence
0 = Hq((id 0 r ) o V ) : tf «(Ü" 1 ) -> H*^1

\B).
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A similar proof gives a slight generalization of Theorem 6:
THEOREM 7. If ßN(-C)
= 0X for C andN as in Theorem 5, then ^QiB is
surjective for all divisors B with B re d < CredBesides the applications of Theorems 5 and 6 to the Semi-ampleness Conjecture mentioned already, and the simple proof of the "Positivity Theorem" [20],
described in §5, the two statements were successfully applied
- to the deformation behavior of plurigenera [23],
- in deformation theory of singularities [14 and 12],
- for Nullstellen Lemmata for homogeneous polynomials [10],
- and even, together with methods described in §5, to reprove the theorem of
Roth on diophantine approximations of algebraic numbers [11].
5. Weak positivity. Let / : X —• Y be a fibre space. In order to construct sections of powers of ß ®wxi one can try to study positivity properties of
/*(-£ ® Wx/y), where OJX/Y '•— ^x ® P^y1 - In order to have a notation of
positivity compatible with tensor products, symmetric products, finite covers or
blowing ups, one defines
DEFINITION 7. Let 7 be a sheaf on Y.
(a) 7 is called generically generated if H°(Y, 7) <8>c Oy —» 7 is surjective at
the general point of Y.
(b) 7 is called weakly positive if for every ample invertible sheaf )i on Y
and every a > 0 there exists some b > 0 such that Sa'b(7) <8> Wb is generically
generated (where S denotes the reflexive hull of the symmetric product).
(c) 7 is called big if for all ample invertible sheaves M there is some c > 0 such
that # - 1 ® Sc(7) is weakly positive.
For example, if 7 is invertible, 7 is weakly positive if and only if the corresponding divisor is in the closure of the cone of effective divisors in Pic(Y); and
7 is big if and only if K(Y, 7) = d i m F . A slight modification of the positivity
theorem of Fujita-Kawamata [17, 25] says:
THEOREM 8. // / : X —• Y is a fibre space, then f*Wx/Y

is weakly positive.

Kollâr [20] realized that the quite difficult study on variations of Hodge structures used by Kawamata to prove Theorem 8 can be replaced by his vanishing theorem (6), and it is even sufficient to consider a smooth divisor B with
Ox(B) C ßN. Moreover, his approach gives an effective bound of the number b
in the definition of weakly positive -independent of a:
THEOREM 8'. Let )l be a very ample invertible sheaf on Y. Then for m >
dim F and all s > 0 the sheaf Hm ® u)y ® Ss(f*wx/y)
is generically generated.
SKETCH OF THE PROOF. If / ^ : X^ -+ Y is a desingularization of the
s-fold product X Xy X Xy • • • Xy X, there is a map /j, w X ( s )/y ~* ( / * w x / y ) ^ s
which is generically an isomorphism. Hence it is enough to consider s = 1. If
H is a general divisor of )i, L = f*M and B = f~1(H),
Theorem 6 gives a
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surjection
H°(Xm ® wy ® UUJX/Y) = H*(Zm-1

® wx(B)) - tf0^™"1 ® w fl )

H°()(m-1®uH®UuB/H),

=

and by induction on dim Y we are done.
Applying Theorem 8 to a cyclic cover of X and playing around with the
properties of weakly positive sheaves, one obtains [25]
THEOREM 9. (a) Let G = J2ri^i be an effective normal crossing divisor', jß
an invertible sheaf on X, and N > Max{r^} such that JßN(—G) is generated by
its global sections. Then f*(£ <8> wx/y) is weakly positive.
(b) For all v > 0 the sheaf f*Wx/Y ^s wea^V positive.
If Y is of general type, Theorem 9(b) implies the Iitaka Conjecture (K(X) =
K(Y) + K{Xy)).
The effective bound of Kollâr carries over, and if r)(Z) denotes the smallest
number for which the rçth canonical map of a manifold Z is generically finite,
one obtains [9]
(m + 2) • r)(Y) + 2
r,(X) < ti(X;t ) J

-{

v(xy)

J

where { } denotes the "round up" of a real number.
sa sr
6. Big sheaves. The sheaves f^x/Y
ti y some kind of generic stability
condition if v > 1 (see [25 and 26]). For example, if F is a curve and if f*(^x/Y
contains an ample invertible sheaf, then f*^x/Y *s a m Pl e - Obviously a similar
statement is wrong for v = 1.
If the degenerated fibres of / are not too bad one obtains

THEOREM 10. If f: X -+ Y is a fibre space and if the fibres of f are
semistable outside a subvariety of Y of codimension two, then for all r\ > 1
one has
/c(det(/*w!L y )) = dim F

if and only if f*^x/Y

is big.

Of course, in order to have the bigness of f*Wx/Y » ^ e fibre space / should have
the maximal number of moduli. Using the notations introduced in Definition
4(b) one hopes that:
BIGNESS PROBLEM. Does K(XV) > 0 and Var(/) = dim y imply that f*^x/Y
is big for some r\ » 0?
Similar to the Minimal Model Conjecture and the Semi-ampleness Conjecture
one might even be tempted to ask, in addition, whether there is a birational
model for the fibre space such that f*Wx/Y ls g e n e r a ^ e d by its global sections.
As explained in [25] and [26], an affirmative answer to the Bigness Problem
gives a solution of the Generalized Iitaka Conjecture (§3).
Theorem 10 can be used together with a quite technical covering construction to reduce the Bigness Problem for / : X —• Y to that for a fibre space
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f'-.X1-*
Y7 whose general fibre Xy is obtained as a cyclic cover of Xy, ramified
along a multicanonical divisor. (See [26 and 19] for an extended version.)
7. Moduli. If / : X —• Y is a family of curves or surfaces of general type,
it follows from D. Mumford's and D. Gieseker's construction of a projective
moduli-variety that for fc, s > 0 and r(k) = rank(/*cj^/ y ) one has
K(Y,det(f*ukxJY)'rW

®> det(/*<4 / y )- 5 ' r ( s - f c )) > Var(/).

Together with Theorem 9(b) this implies an affirmative answer to the Bigness
Problem [25].
Instead of global moduli one can as well use local Torelli theorems for the
general fibre Xy. By the remark at the end of the last section one has to have
Torelli-type theorems only for certain coverings of Xy. Those are quite easily
verified if ft(Xy) = dimX^ and if uxy is semi-ample [27]. Kawamata considered
this approach under much weaker assumptions and obtained, in [15],
THEOREM 1 1 . The bigness problem has an affirmative answer if Xy has a
minimal model satisfying the semi-ampleness conjecture.
Kollâr used in [19] properties of variations of Hodge structures to get hold of
the kernel of the multiplication map 7 m : Sm(f*u)x/Y) ~+ f*^x/Y- ^ Var(/) =
dim Y" and if the canonical map of Xy is birational, he obtained that the image
of 7 m is "positive." Together with the usual covering construction this implies
THEOREM 12. The bigness problem has an affirmative answer if K(XV)
dim Xy.

=
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ZrSeries and the Green's Functions
of Modular Curves
DON ZAGIER
The problem we want to discuss in this paper is the following:
Construct on the modular curve Xo(N) explicit divisors of degree
0 defined over Q, and relate their heights to the derivatives at
(1)
s = 1 of L-series of cusp forms of weight 2 and level N,
We begin by recalling the definitions of the various terms occurring here and the
motivation for the question.
Let X be a curve defined over Q. By a divisor of degree 0 on X we mean
a finite formal linear combination y = Y2inì{xì) ixì e X{Q)i ft* £ Z) with
] [ \ m = 0. It is defined over Q if y°" = y for all a G Gal(Q/Q). The quotient of
the abelian group of such divisors by the subgroup of principal divisors
(/) =

2^

ordx(f)-(x)

(f: X -+P1 a rational function defined over Q)

x a zero o r
p o l e of /

is (if X has a Q-rational point) the set Jx(Q) of rational points on a certain
abelian variety Jx, the Jacobian of X, and is a finitely generated group by the
Mordell-Weil theorem. The Néron-Tate theory associates to each y a real number
ft(y) > 0, called its height (or canonical height), which depends only on the class
of y in Jx(Q) and which defines a quadratic form on J x ( Q ) , i-e., h(y) = (y,y) for
a certain symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on Jx(Q) (the height pairing). Moreover,
h is positive definite on the free abelian group Jx(Q)/torsion; i.e., h(f) vanishes
only if y is of finite order in Jx(Q)- We will explain later how the height is
defined.
For J V G N , the modular curve XQ(N) is a curve defined over Q whose Crational points are given by
X0(N)(C)

=fi/T0(N)

U (finite set of "cusps");

here f) = {z = x + iy\y > 0} is the upper half-plane and r 0 ( N ) the group of
matrices (acbd)G SL2(Z) with c = 0 (mod TV), acting in the usual way z \-> ^ j t ì
on #. The points of X$(N) over a subfield fc C C parametrize pairs (E,C)
consisting of an elliptic curve E and a cyclic subgroup C C E(C) of order
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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TV, both defined over fc. A cusp form of weight 2 and level AT is a holomorphic
function / : ¥) —• C such that the differential form f(z) dz on fì is r 0 (TV)-invariant
and satisfying f(z) — 0(y~l) in ft. The set of such forms is a finite-dimensional
vector space which we will denote by Sï(N).
Each / G S2(TV) has a convergent
Fourier development
oo

The L-series of / is the associated Dirichlet series
oo

L(f,s) = 2>/(rO«~S

(a EC);

n=l

it converges for Re(s) > | and has a holomorphic continuation to all s. The
space S2(N) has a basis of special modular forms / (Hecke forms) whose L-series
have Euler products (in particular, a/(l) = 1) and satisfy a functional equation

^ 0 \

T(8)L(f, s) = wf h@f\

r(2 - s)L(f, 2 - a)

with Wf = ± 1 . We will be particularly interested in the value of the derivative
Lf(f, 1) for those Hecke forms with wj = —1 (and hence L(f, 1) = 0).
The motivation for formulating the problem (1) comes from the conjecture of
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer. Given a Hecke form / whose Fourier coefficients
af(n) are all rational integers, there exists an elliptic curve E defined over Q
and related to / by
af (p)

+

#E(Z/pZ)

=p + l

for all p \ TV

(Eichler, Shimura); this curve is unique up to isogeny (Faltings). Conversely,
it is conjectured that every elliptic curve over Q arises in this way (Taniyama,
Weil). The Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture predicts that if L(f,l) vanishes
(in particular, if Wf = —1), then E(Q) has infinite order and
L'(f, 1) = h(P) • u

for some P G E(Q) <g> Q,

(2)

where u is an explicitly specified positive real number (a certain period of E) and
h : E(Q) —• R is the height function on E, identified with its own Jacobian via
x H* (x) — (0). Now the point is that there is a nonconstant map (j>: Xo(N) —> E
defined over Q. (Over C, <fi is given as follows; by the ro(TV)-invariance of
f(z) dz, the function F(z) = £ ~ = 1 n-xaf(n)e^inz
satisfies F(^z) = F(z) + c1
for all 7 G To (TV); the c 7 all lie in a certain 2-dimensional lattice A C C, with
i£(C) = C/A, so F induces a map 0: S)/T0(N) —• £ ( C ) , and this map extends
on
smoothly over the cusps.) Hence to any Q-rational divisor y = J2niixi)
XQ(N),
we can associate a Q-rational divisor ^ni((j)(xi)) and hence—since E is
a group—a Q-rational point P = Ylni^{xi) o n ^ ^ n e heights of P and y being
related in a simple way. In this way a solution of (1) can be used to prove (2).
We now proceed to describe one such solution.
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We must first construct a Q-rational divisor on Xo (TV). The construction is
based on the theory of complex multiplication and is due to Heegner and Birch
(cf. [1, 4]). We need an auxiliary piece of data. This will be an imaginary
quadratic field K whose discriminant D is assumed to be prime to 2TV and
congruent to a square modulo 4TV (equivalently, every prime divisor of TV should
split in K). Then there are infinitely many T Eft satisfying a quadratic equation
ar2 + br + c = 0,

a, b, c G Z, 62 - Aac = D, N\a,

but only finitely many modulo the action of To (TV), say r o f i , . . . ,TD,h £ fì/To(N)
C Xo(TV)(C) (h is a certain class number). The theory of complex multiplication
tells us that the TD,ì are algebraic in Xo(TV)(C) and are permuted by Gal(Q/Q),
so the divisor of degree zero %D = J2i=iiTD,i) — h • (oo) is defined over Q (here
"oo" denotes the cusp at infinity on Xo(TV), which is defined over Q). If D is —3
or —4, we must divide this by 3 or 2 to get consistent formulas later, because of
the presence of extra units in K\ the class of y^ is then in Jx0(N) (Q)®Q- We call
y£> the Heegner divisor attached to K. If / is a Hecke form with integral Fourier
coefficients associated to an elliptic curve E/Q and a map </>: Xo(N) —> E as
above, then we get a point
h

= X > ( ^ ) e £(Q),

PD

i=l

the Heegner point attached to K.
following theorem.

A solution to (1) is then provided by the

THEOREM 1 [7, 9]. LetD,N be as above, h(-) the canonical height function
for Xo(N) over Q. Assume TV is prime. Then

ftfo>) = ^

E ìjTJpW' ! W - D ' Q>

where the sum runs over all Hecke forms f G ^(TV) with Wf = —1, ||/|| 2 denotes
the Petersson scalar product ffH/r /N\ \f(z)\2 dxdy, and L(f,D,l)
is the value
at s = 1 of the "twisted L-seriesn
00

a n

/ D\

L(f,D,s) = J2 Ä ) [n)n~8
n=l

^

(Re(s) >> 0)

'

'

Actually, the theorem of [9] is proved for all TV, and we have assumed TV prime
only for convenience in stating the result. (If TV is composite, there is an extra
power of 2 in the formula (3) and one has to discuss new and old forms.) It
is more general than Theorem 1 in two other respects. First, it gives not only
the height pairing of yjr> with itself, but of the individual (TD,ì) ~ (oo) with one
another (over their field of definition, the Hilbert class field of K). Secondly, it
includes the action of the Hecke operators Tn (n G N, (n,N) = 1) on Xo(TV);
specifically, the height pairing (TD-^T^O) is given by the same expression as in
(3) but with an extra factor a/(n) in the / t h summand. This is important since
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it allows us to use the action of the Hecke algebra on S2 (TV) to split up the sum
and get a formula in terms of heights for each term L'(/, l)L(f, D, 1) separately.
In particular, if / is a Hecke form with Wf = — 1 corresponding to an elliptic
curve E/Q and P& the Dth Heegner point on E as described above, then we
get the formula
h p

( D) = !^)Lf(fìl)L(f,D,l),

(4)

where h(-) is now the height function on E(Q) and vol(E) the volume of a fundamental parallelogram for a certain lattice A with E(C) = C/A. The product
L'(f, l)L(f, D, 1) equals L'(E/K, 1), the derivative at s = 1 of the L-series of E
over K. Equation (4) has several consequences, most notably:
A. If L'(f, 1) ^ 0 (i.e., if the order of L(f, s) at s = 1 is one), then E(Q) has
infinite order.
B. The Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula (2) holds up to a nonzero rational
number.
C. One gets explicit examples of Hecke forms whose L-series have a zero of
order > 3 at s = 1.
The proof of A uses a theorem of Waldspurger [16], which guarantees the
existence of a D with L(f,D, 1) ^ 0. The assertion C is of interest because, in
combination with a deep result of Goldfeld [3, 12], it leads to an effective solution of Gauss's problem of showing that there are only finitely many imaginary
quadratic fields having a given class number.
Formula (3) has the disadvantage that the values of L'(/, 1) in which we are
interested do not occur alone, but always multiplied by a twisted L-series value
L(f,D,l)
for some auxiliary number D. Also, we get only partial information about the positions of the Heegner divisors y# in the Mordell-Weil group
Jx0(N)(Q)i namely their lengths with respect to the height pairing metric on
Jx0(N)(Q) ® R- To understand the dependence on D, we must be able to relate
different discriminants, i.e., to compute the height pairing ($DI$D') for all D,Df,
not just for D = Df. To state the answer, we recall that Shimura [13] defined a
correspondence between modular forms of weight 2 and modular forms of weight
I (or, more generally, weight 2fc and weight fc + \). If / G S%(N) is a Hecke
form, we denote its image under this correspondence by gf and write its Fourier
development as g/(z) = X)D<O Cf(D)e2™\D\z (z G $)). We do not recall the exact
definition of forms of half-integral weight or of the Shimura correspondence here;
roughly, gf satisfies

«(iT^^^W

v ("c

b

d)^m

and the relation between gj and / is that for all n and D the ratio of Cf(n2D) to
Cf(D) is given by a simple linear combination of the Fourier coefficients aj(d),
d\n. The form gf is unique up to a scalar multiple and cannot be normalized
in any canonical way, but it can be chosen to have all its coefficients algebraic
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integers in the number field generated by the Fourier coefficients of / . We can
now state
THEOREM 2 [6]. Let TV be prime, D and D' discriminants of imaginary
quadratic fields which are prime to TV and squares modulo 4TV. Then

<fD,tD>) = £ E J^fL'^ l)«/(^)c/(^).
where the summation is the same as in Theorem 1.
Again the result actually proved is for arbitrary TV but is more complicated
to state in general, not only because the numerical factor 3/47T changes and one
has to worry about old and new forms, but because one has to replace the theory
of modular forms of half-integral weight by the theory of Jacobi forms [2] if one
wants to get a complete result. The compatibility of Theorems 1 and 2 follows
from a theorem of Waldspurger [14, 15], which states

L{f,Dil)-^hA?

|D|1/2

(actually, Waldspurger stated only the proportionality of Cf(D)2/\D\1/2
and
L(f,D,l)
for fixed / ; the constant was determined in [11, 10]). As before,
one has a generalization of (5) involving Hecke operators (replace (ïDîVD') by
(lD,TntD') and insert a factor af(n) before the / t h summand) and this can be
used to separate the various Hecke forms and get a formula for each L'(f,l)
separately. In particular, if / corresponds to an elliptic curve E/Q, we get the
following
COROLLARY. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve parametrized by a cusp form f
of prime level and L(E/Q,s) = L(f,s) its L-series. If L(E/Q,s)
has a simple
zero at s = 1, then the space spanned by all Heegner points in E(Q) <g) Q is
one-dimensional; more precisely, there is a nonzero point Po G E(Q) ® Q such
that PD = Cf(D)Po for all D, where the Cf(D) are the Fourier coefficients of a
form of weight | corresponding to f under the Shimura correspondence. There
is an analogous result for f of composite level, involving coefficients of Jacobi
forms.
That all Heegner points lie on a line when ord s = i L(E/Q, s) = 1 would follow
from—and hence provides additional support for—the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture, which predicts that the entire Mordell-Weil group has rank one in
this case. If ord a = i L(E/Q, s) is not equal to one, of course, then all Heegner
points vanish (up to torsion) by Theorem 1.
•

•

•

The Néron-Tate height is a sum of local contributions from all places of Q, and
in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 it is necessary to compute these local heights.
In the second part of the talk we discuss some of the arithmetic questions which
arise in this context.

(5)
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We first briefly describe the local height theory. (A good reference is [5].) Let
an
y = Ylni(xi)
d 0 = Ylmj(.yj) be Q-rational divisors of degree 0 on a curve
X/Q, sind suppose for simplicity that y and t) have disjoint supports (i.e., Xi ^ yj
for all i,j). Then there is a decomposition
(&*>) = te9)oo + X](ft*>)pi
p

where the summation runs over all prime numbers p but has only finitely many
nonzero terms. Each (y, ï))v (v a place of Q) is a real number depending continuously on the Xi and yj in the u-adic topology; i.e., we can compute (y, t))oo to
any degree of accuracy if we know sufficiently accurately the position of the Xi
and yj on the Riemann surface X(C), and (y, \))p if we know the coordinates of
the Xi and yj modulo a sufficiently large power of p. The local height pairing
is bilinear and symmetric and satisfies the identity (y,ï))v = Y^ini^°z\f(xi)\v
if
t) = (f) is a principal divisor (notice that this implies (y, (/)) = 0 by the product
formula for valuations, which is why the global height is well defined on Jx(Q))These properties characterize ( , )v uniquely, since the difference of two such
symbols would be a continuous homomorphism of the compact group Jx(Qv)2
to R. Moreover, one can find an explicit solution to these axioms by using intersection theory at finite places and potential theory at infinity. Specifically,
(h 0)p = —n>p(h O) logp for p finite, where np(y,tj) is a rational number which
is integral and nonnegative if X has good reduction at p and is then 0 unless
some Xi and yj reduce to the same point modulo p. At infinity we have
ih 5)oo = X ) nimjG(xi,

yj),

where G is a Green's function on X, characterized by the property
G(-,y) is continuous and harmonic on X except for logarithmic
singularities of residue + 1 and —1 at y and yo, respectively.

(6)

Here yo is a chosen basepoint on X(C), and by "logarithmic singularity of residue
c at a point Pn we mean a function which looks like c log | z | 2 + 0 ( l ) near P, where
z is a local uniformizing parameter with z(P) = 0. (Notice that the function
G(-,y) is well defined up to a constant for fixed choice of yo, since the difference
of any two G's would be harmonic and finite on X(C), hence constant; this
constant drops out in the sum defining {y,^)^ because J ^ n» = 0, and similarly
the choice of yo is irrelevant because YLj mj = 0.)
Applying this general theory to Heegner divisors on Xo(TV), we find
h

h'

(to, to') = YI £
iz=l i' = l

G

(?DtUTD'f) -Y^n(D>D'iP)lo%P

(7)

p

where G is an appropriate Green's function as above on Xo(TV)(C) (with yo = 00)
and the n(D,Df,p) are rational numbers which can be calculated explicitly using
the theory of complex multiplication and our knowledge of a model of Xo(TV)
over Z. They turn out to be nonnegative and integral if p \ TV and to vanish
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unless p < DD1 /AN (more precisely, unless DD' = r2 + ANmp for some integers
r and m > 0).
What about Gl We need a function on ft X ft which is ro(TV)-invariant and
harmonic in each variable and has logarithmic singularities along the diagonal
of ($)/To(N))2 and at infinity. A natural attempt is to set

G(z,zf)=

£

fa!*')

W

ier0(N)/±i

where g is a function which is invariant under the diagonal action of To (TV),
harmonic, and logarithmically singular on the diagonal of ft2, and which drops
off rapidly as the hyperbolic distance between z and z' tends to infinity. Such a
function is
g(z, z1) = log

(z,zf eft).
z—;
Unfortunately, it does not go to zero quite fast enough: the series (8) diverges
like ^2 V n - Instead, we replace the harmonicity condition Ag = 0, where
A = - 1 ( —1
y \dx

—)
dy2 )

is the hyperbolic Laplacian, by Ag = eg with e > 0, obtain a function g for
which (8) does converge, and then let e tend to zero. Specifically, set
g3(z,z') = - 2 Q a _ ! f l +

2

,

)

( s € C,z,zf

eft),

where

is the Legendre function of the second kind. It is invariant under the diagonal
action of To (TV) (or even SL2(R)) on ft2, has a logarithmic singularity on the
diagonal, and (because of the second order ordinary differential equation satisfied
by Qs-i) satisfies Ag3 = s(s — l)gs. The following series converges absolutely
for Re(s) > 1 and has the analogous properties on (^/r 0 (TV)) 2 :
Ga(z,z')=

X)

9s(znz').

(9)

•Yer 0 (7V)/±i

The desired Green's function G is obtained as
G{z,z') = lim

(Gs{z,z')-es(z,z'))

8—*l

where ea(z, zf) is a certain combination of Eisenstein series and elementary functions which we do not specify here.
Now that we have a formula for the Green's function we obtain its value at
Heegner points as a certain explicit infinite sum of Legendre functions. Suprisingly, analytic techniques from the theory of modular forms (specifically: the
"Rankin-Selberg method" when D = Df, and the theory of modular forms of
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half-integral weight or the theory of Jacobi forms, combined with the theory of
Hilbert modular forms on the real quadratic field Q(y/DD'), when D ^ D')
produce a different formula containing this same infinite sum. For D ^ D' and
TV prime, for instance, one gets
h

h'

YLYlG^rD^TD'^
»=lt' =l

=

X^A^'^iogp
P

QQ)

where, by a further miracle, the coefficients n(D,Df,p) are the same numbers as
those occurring in (7) from the non-archimedean height computation. Together,
of course, formulas (7) and (10) give a (highly nonconceptual) proof of Theorem
2, and similarly for Theorem 1.
It would, of course, be nice to have a more intrinsic proof of Theorems 1 and
2, directly involving the global heights. However, breaking down the identity
into local pieces as in (10) does have the advantage of making more structure
visible than in the smoother identities (3) and (5). We discuss two aspects of
this.
First, consider the case TV = 1. Here Xo(N) has genus 0, so there are no
cusp forms of weight 2 and the global height pairing is trivial (every degree zero
divisor on P 1 is principal). Hence both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are empty.
But for this very reason (10) now becomes interesting. The Green's function for
P 1 is clearly log|z — y\2 (taking yo = oo in the definition (6)), so the Green's
function for Xo(l) is log \j(z) — j(z')\2, where
j(z) = e~2niz + 744 + 196884e2™ + • • •

(zeft)

is the classical modular function giving the isomorphism from
X0(l)=i5/SL2(Z)U{oo}
to P ^ C ) . Hence (10) becomes
THEOREM 3 [8]. LetD,D' be coprirne discriminants of imaginary quadratic
fields, h and h' their class numbers, and TD,ì (1 < i < h), TD'.ì' (1 < i' < h') the
SL 2 (Z) -inequivalent roots in H of quadratic equations of discriminants D,D'.
Then

ft fl 1^,0"^^^^

i=ii'=i

p

with explicitly given nonnegative integral exponents n(D, D',p) which are nonzero
only for primes p dividing one of the finitely many integers (DD1 — r 2 ) / 4 , \r\ <
yfÏÏD1, r = DD1 (mod 2).
The point is that one knows by the classical theory of complex multiplication
that the numbers J(TD,ì) and J(TD',ì') are algebraic integers (in the Hilbert class
fields of Q ( \ / J D ) and Q(\ZD*), respectively), and Theorem 3 gives an explicit
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formula for the absolute norm of their difference. As a numerical example, take
D = -163 and D' = - 4 . Here h = h1 = 1 and
j (1

+1

^ 1 6 3 ) - j(i) = -262537412640768000 - 1728
= -2 6 3 6 7 2 11 2 19 2 127 2 163

in accordance with the theorem (the primes 11, 19, 127 and 163 divide 163 — n2
for n = 3,7,6, and 0, respectively).
Secondly, the fact that (10) is proved by purely analytic techniques from the
theory of modular forms, rather that by height theory, means that one gets an
analogous indentity for forms of higher weight. It takes the form (for TV = 1)

(BD')'»-'>/J£èG»(l>.<.'»'.*>
(fc = 3 , 5 , . . . )

(11)

where Gk is the resolvent kernel function defined by (9) (with s = fc), the
n/ c (D,D / ,p) are explicitly given integers which are zero unless p divides some
positive integer of the form (DD1 — r2)/4, and the sum runs over all Hecke
forms / G S2fc(SL2(Z)), the gf being the forms of weight fc+ ^ corresponding to
the / and Cf(D) the \D\th Fourier coefficient of gf. This identity suggests two
problems:
(i) Find a "higher-weight height theory" which permits us to interpret (11)
as a formula for V(f,k) in terms of heights. Motivated by the identity (11),
Deligne and Brylinski have made some progress towards developing such a local
height theory, the terms Gk(T,r') and n/clogp in (11) appearing as the local
contributions from the places oo and p to the height pairing of some higher
weight Heegner cycles. However, there is as yet no global height theory, so one
neither knows that the height pairing of a cycle with itself is nonnegative nor
has a criterion for the vanishing of the global height.
(ii) In analogy with Theorem 3, prove that the individual numbers G/c(r, r')
in (11) are logarithms of algebraic numbers when fc = 3,5, or 7 (so that the sum
over / is empty). Then (11) could be interpreted in these cases as giving the
prime decomposition of the absolute norms of these algebraic numbers, just as
for the j-values above. The conjectured algebraicity of exp(Gfc(r, r')) for r and
rf quadratic imaginary numbers would seem to be an interesting property of the
resolvent kernel function, since it shows that G^ is a new transcendental function
whose special values can be used to give algebraic extensions, in the spirit of
complex multiplication theory and Kronecker's Jugendtraum. It is supported by
the analogy with the case fc = 1, by the fact that (11) provides a proof whenever
h = h' = 1, and by numerical evidence. (A numerical example for fc = 2,
D = D1 = —23 is given at the end of [9].) The restriction to the handful of cases
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with S2fc(TV) = {0} can be circumvented by replacing the Gk by appropriate
linear combinations of their images under Hecke operators.
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Inner Functions: Results, Methods, Problems
A. B. ALEKSANDROV
1. Introduction. A function / , holomorphic in the open unit ball B = Bn of
C , is said to be inner if | / | < 1 everywhere on B and | limr_>i_ / ( r f ) | = 1 almost
everywhere on the unit sphere S = Sn = dBn, The existence of nonconstant
inner functions in the ball Bn (n > 2) was proved independently by the author
[2] and E. L0w [20] about five years ago. In the one-dimensional case (see [19])
the inner functions play an important role in the function theory on the unit
disc D = B1. See [25, 26, 27, 29] for the existence problem for inner functions
in the ball and related questions. The author [2] used an L p -technique for p < 1
whereas E. L0w [20] modified a construction of M. Hakim and N. Sibony [15].
Afterwards it was observed (see [5]) that both methods of construction of inner
functions are in a sense equivalent. Later, a simpler construction of nonconstant
inner functions appeared in [5] and [31]. These constructions are based on the
very important and beautiful result of J. Ryll and P. Wojtaszczyk [28].
We state three theorems that refine and generalize the theorem on the existence of nonconstant inner functions in the ball B.
Let (p be a positive continuous function on the closed ball B. Denote by a
the probability rotation-invariant measure on S.
n

THEOREM A. There exists a function f holomorphic on B such that
(1) | / | < <p everywhere on B,
(2) |/*| = <p almost everywhere on S.
Here f* denotes the boundary values of f.
THEOREM B . Let e > 0. Then there exists a closed setK C S and a function
f continuous on B\K such that
(1) / | B is holomorphic,
(2)<j(K) = 0,
(3) | / | < <p everywhere on B,
(4) | / | > <p — e everywhere on S\K.
THEOREM C. Let e > 0. Then there exists a function f continuous on B
such that
(1) f\s is holomorphic,
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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(2) l/l < <p everywhere on B,

(2)c{çeS:\m\^V>(a)}<e.
Theorem A was proved by the author [2] and E. L0w [20] (see also [5, 21]),
Theorem B by M. Hakim and N. Sibony [15], and Theorem C by the author [4].
We have not stated the above theorems in full generality. For example, in Theorems A and C it is sufficient to assume that ip is lower semicontinuous rather
than continuous. In Theorem B one can in addition require / to be holomorphic
on B\K (see [14]). E. L0w [21] extended Theorems A, B, C to the strictly pseudoconvex domains with C2 boundary and to the weakly pseudoconvex domains
with C°°-boundary. The author [5] extended Theorems A, B, C to the Siegel
domains of I and II type and, in particular, to the classical domains.
Theorems A, B, C hold for some nonsmooth pseudoconvex domains with a
small set of singular points on the boundary. For example, they hold for

B=J*€C":f>,f><l
where pj are positive numbers.
The methods of the papers [15, 20, and 2] allowed one to obtain results
concerning interpolation, approximation, zero-varieties of holomorphic functions,
and also some other results (see [2-6, 8, 14, 16, 17, 21-23, 27, 30, 32]).
B. Tomaszewski [32] proved that in Theorem C one can require in addition
that / G Lip a for some a > 0 if (p e Lipl. Thus there exist an a > 0 and
a function / , holomorphic in B and continuous up to the boundary such that
/ G Lip a, l/l < 1 everywhere in B and ra{£ G S : \f($)\ = 1} > 0. It is known
that for a > \ such a function / does not exist, see [29, 26, 18].
For more recent results one should note the proof of the existence of proper
holomorphic maps from the ball into a polydisc of sufficiently large dimension (E.
L0w [22] and the author [8]) and from every strictly pseudoconvex domain with
G2 boundary into a ball of sufficiently large dimension (E. L0w [23]). Moreover
the following two theorems are valid.
THEOREM A' [22,8]. If N > K, = K>(n), then there exists a holomorphic map
f = (/i, /a, •••ifN)'-Bn^
CN such that
(1) \fj\ < (p everywhere on Bn (1 < j < n), and
(2) lim^-^maxi^xjv \fj(z)\ = <p(t) for all çeS.
For (p = 1, Theorem A' gives a proper holomorphic map from the ball Bn
into the polydisc D ^ . Theorem A' remains valid if we replace Bn by any strictly
pseudoconvex domain with C2 boundary (see [23, 8]). This follows also from
Theorem A" stated below.
THEOREM A" [23] . Let ii C C n be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with
C2 boundary. Then for N > K = K(U) there exists a continuous map f =
( / i , /a, • • •, IN) ' H - CN such that
(1) / | n is holomorphic,
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(2) Y^jLi \fj\2 < <P2 everywhere on fi, and
(3) J2jLi \fj\2 = V* everywhere on dfi.
For ip s 1, Theorem A" gives a proper holomorphic map from Q into BN
continuous up to the boundary dfi,
2. Problems concerning inner functions in the ball. Every bounded
holomorphic function f on B has naturally defined boundary values not only aalmost everywhere on S but also /i-almost everywhere on S for arbitrary Henkin
measure p, on S (see [26]),
Problem h Does there exist a nonconstant inner function / on Bn (n > 2)
such that |/*| = 1 /i-almost everywhere for all Henkin measures pfì
The author does not know whether there is a nonconstant inner function / on
Bn (n > 2) such that for all f G S the slice function / f defined by f$(z) = f(zç)
is an inner function on D? 1
A positive solution of Problem 1 would imply a positive answer to this question,
We say that a regular Borei measure p, on S is a P-measure if its Poisson
integral is pluriharmonic (the real part of a holomorphic function) in B. For any
nonconstant inner function f on B there exists a positive singular P-measure p,
on S such that Re((l + / ) / ( l — /)) is the Poisson integral of p,.
It is known (see [11, 12, 7]) that a set supporting a P-measure cannot be
small. It would be interesting to know what Hausdorff dimension such a set can
have.
In many questions of the function theory in the ball it is useful to consider
the quasimetric d on S (d(z,ç) = |1 — (2,f)|, where ( , ) denotes the scalar
product) instead of the usual Euclid metric, If n > 2, the triangle inequality is
not true for d. However y/d is a metric on S (see [26]); therefore

d(f,0<2(d(f^) + d(^€))
for all ç, £, z G S. To this quasimetric d we associate (in a usual way) the adimensional Hausdorff measure ha. We call ha a complex Hausdorff measure
on S of dimension a. The family of measures {ha} allows us to define the
Hausdorff dimension, which we denote by CH-dim and call the complex Hausdorff
dimension. It is not difficult to verify that CH-dim (Sn) = n.
Set

Q(ç,r)d^{zeSid(z,ç)<r}.
It is easy to prove (see [7]) the inequality

/iW(?,r))<C-(ri)r»-a|WI
for all positive P-measures /i on S, all ç G S, and all r > 0. This inequality
shows that if hn-i(E) = 0, then p,(E) = 0 for every positive P-measure //, In
1
Professor W. Rudin has communicated to me that Y. Dupain obtained a positive answer
to this question.
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particular, if the Borei set E C S supports a positive P-measure p (p ^ 0), then
hn-\(E) > 0. Hence CH-dim E > n — 1. The author does not know whether
the equality CH-dim E = n — 1 may occur.
Problem 2. For which a G [n — l,n) does there exist a positive singular
P-measure p (p, ^ 0) on S supported by a set of finite (or ^-finite) /i a -measure?
Problem 3. Are there a Borei set E C S and a G [n — l,n) such that 0 <
ha(E) < +00 and lE'ha is a P-measure? (1# denotes the characteristic function
of the set E.) For a = n the answer to the last question is positive. Namely,
for every t G [0, hn(S)] there exists a Borei set E C S such that hn(E) = t and
1E • & is a P-measure (see [25]).
To every positive P-measure p on S we associate its Poisson integral, a pluriharmonic function u on B. The slice function uç (defined by uç(z) = u(çz)) is a
positive harmonic function on D. Hence u^ is the Poisson integral of a positive
measure p,$ on T = S1 = <9D.
Problem 4. Can the measure p$ be atomic for almost all £ G 5?
This problem is connected with Problem 2 and with the following question.
Does there exist a nonconstant inner function on Bn (n > 2) such that for
almost all ç G S the slice function / ? has a finite angular derivative (see [10])
almost everywhere on T?
3. Inner function on uniform algebras. First we briefly describe the
abstract approach to Theorems A, B, C (see [5]). Let K be a compact Hausdorff
space. We denote by C(K) the space of all (complex) continuous functions on
K. Let M(K) denote the space of all (complex) regular Borei measures on K.
Let A be a closed subspace of C(K) and p, a positive measure in M(K). In [5],
the concept of a regular triple (A, K, p) is introduced. From several equivalent
definitions of the regular triple (see [5]) we choose the following one. A triple
(A, K, p) is said to be regular if there exists a number r > 0 such that the
inequality
s u p [ ^ | / | 2 4 u : / e A \f\<^>rjK^dß
holds for all positive functions (p G C(K). In this case we write (A,K,p)
If (A, K,p) G (*), then the equality

(1)
G (*).

sup!/" |/| 2 rf/i:/6A | / | < 4 = / P24"
holds, in fact, for all positive functions (p G C(K) (see [5]). The results of the
paper [5] allow one to reduce Theorems A, B, C to the regularity of the triple
(A,K,p), where K = B, p = a, and A is the ball algebra A(B), i.e., the space
of all holomorphic functions in B continuous up to S.
Suppose that the space A contains the constants and separates the points of
K. Then we may consider the Choquet boundary PA (see [24] for the definition).
It is known that 8A = PA is the Shilov boundary of the space A (see [24]).
One can prove that if (^4,K,p) G (*), then supp/i C 8A- Moreover the following
theorem holds.
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THEOREM 1. If (A,K,p) G (*), then /i(A) = 0 for every Baire set A C
K\PA.

We shall show that the converse is false in general, although it holds for atomic
measures p. If if is a metrizable compact, then the Choquet boundary is a Baire
set, Hence in this case (A,K,p) G (*) implies P(K\PA) = 0.
Now let us consider more closely the case when A is a uniform algebra. The
following theorem shows that usually to prove the regularity of (yi, K, p) it is
sufficient to verify the regularity of (A\dA,dA)P)* Here we suppose that supp/i C
8A since otherwise we would have (A, K,p) $ (*) by Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Let A be a uniform algebra on K, and let pi, be a positive
measure in M(öA)> Suppose that for every point x G K\öA there exists a neighborhood of x intersecting only a finite number of Gleason parts of A. Then
(A\dA,dA,p) G (*) implies (A,K,p) G (*),
The regularity of the triple (A(B),B,p) is proved in [5] for every positive
measure p G M (S), This implies the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Let A be a uniform algebra on K. Suppose that there exists a
finite sequence {fj}f-i of functions in A separating the points of K and such
that J2jLi \fj\2 - 1 everywhere on 8A> Then (A,K,p) G (*).
Theorem 3 and Theorem A" imply the regularity of the triple (A(U), fi, p) for
every positive measure p G M (dû), where fi is a strictly pseudoconvex domain
of C n with C2 boundary and A(Q) is the space of all / G C(fi) holomorphic on
fi.
The author does not know whether one can consider an infinite sequence
{fj}(jZ1 in Theorem 3, This question is connected with Problem 5 stated below.
Now we pass to particular uniform algebras. For each compact K of C we
consider the following three algebras:
(1) P(K), the closed subalgebra of G(K) generated by 1 and z\
(2) R(K), the closed subalgebra of C(K) generated by the family of functions

{{z-a)-%aeC\K\
(3) A(K), the algebra of all functions / G C(K) holomorphic on the interior
of if.
Denote by K the polynomial convex hull of K. It is well known that 3K
is the Shilov boundary of P(K) and that P(K) is the Dirichlet algebra. This
assertion and Theorem 1 imply the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. The triple (P(K),K,p)

is regular if and only ifsvppp, c dK.

For the algebras R(K) and A(K) the situation is more difficult. Let {VI j} je J
be the family of all connected components of C\K. Set d'K = \JjeJ ^ V ^ *s
clear that d'K is contained in the Choquet boundary of R(K) and A(K).
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Theorem 4 implies the following:
THEOREM 5. Let p, be a positive measure in M(K).
then (R(K),K,p)
G (*) and (A(K),K,p) G (*).

Then if p(K\dfK)

= 0,

The converse is false in general. Theorem 4 says that the converse of Theorem
1 with A = P(K) holds. We show that the converse of Theorem 1 with A = R(K)
or A = A(K) is not true in general.
We give an example of a compact subset K of C and a positive measure p
on K such that R(K) = A(K), supp/i C dK, dK is the Choquet boundary of
R(K) = A(K) but (R(K),K,p) £ (*).
For K we take the "string of beads" (see [13]). Then R(K) is a standard
example of an algebra with a nonconnected Gleason part (see [13]). The compact
set K is constructed by deleting a sequence of pairwise disjoint discs with centers
on the real axis from the closed unit disc so that
(1) K f i R has a positive line measure.
(2) K f l R has no interior points with respect to R, i.e., KflR = (dK) fiR.
(3) Each point in K flR is a peak point for the algebra R(K), i.e., dK is the
Choquet boundary of R(K).
It is known that R(K) = A(K) for this compact set K (see [13]).
Let p, be the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure on dK.To prove (R(K),K,
& (*) we use the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let f be a bounded holomorphic function on int(K).

p)

Suppose that

lim f(x + iy) = lim f(x + iy)
y-*0+

2/-+0-

for p-almost all x G K fl R. Set f*(x) = l i m ^ o f(x + iy). Then p,{x G RPI K :
\f*(x)\ = 1} > 0 implies f(z)J(¥j = 1 for all z G int K.
To prove this lemma it is enough to apply the boundary uniqueness theorem
(see [19]).
THEOREM 6. The triple (R(K),K,p)

is not regular.

PROOF. Suppose that (R(K),K,p) G (*). Then the results of [5] allow us to
construct a function / holomorphic on int(Ä") such that \f(z)\ < 1 for all z G
int(lf) and lim2/_>o+ f(x + iy) = l i m ^ o - f(x-\-iy) G T for //-almost all x G Rfl
K. Hence, by the Lemma, 1 = f(z)f(z) < 1 and we get a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Now let K be a convex compact subset of a locally convex Hausdorff space
X. By P(K) we denote the uniform algebra on K generated by the family of
functions { / | K } / G X * , where X* is the dual space. By bK we denote the Choquet
boundary of the algebra P(K). In [9] a simple geometric description of bK is
presented.
Problem 5. Let p be a positive measure in M(K) such that p.(A) = 0 for
every Baire set A C K\bK. Is the triple (P(K),K,p)
regular?
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If K is metrizable, then this question can be restated as follows.
Problem 5', Let p be a positive measure in M(K) supported by bK. Is the
triple (P(K),K,p) regular?
I do not know an answer to this question even if K C C n (n > 2).
It would be interesting to consider the case when K is the closed unit ball of
the Hilbert space. Set

2

[

( oo

\ 1/2
2

i = * = W £ i : IN!» = [ Ç W J

< +°°I

B°° =f {z G J2 : ||a:||9 < 1}, S°° =f {z G I2 : ||x|| 2 *= 1}, if = B°° U S°°.
The set K is compact in the weak topology of the Hilbert space /2, In this
particular case Problem 5 is restated as follows, Let p, be a positive measure in
M(ZJ°°) supported by S°°. Is the triple (P(W°)>B°°,p,) regular?
It seems possible that this question is connected with the following problem.
Set A(r,n) = sup/ S n \f(rç)\2 dcr(<;), where the supremum is taken over all
functions / holomorphic in Bn such that /(0) s= 0 and |/| < 1 everywhere on
Bn.
Problem 6. Compute or estimate A(r, n) (0 < r < 1, n = 2,3,...).
4. Harmonic vector fields. In [3] it is shown that methods of M, Hakim,
N, Sibony, and E, L0w [15, 20] enable one to obtain an analog of Theorems A
and B for the gradient of a harmonic function. Here we state only an analog of
Theorem A. In this section B = Bn denotes the open unit ball of R n , S = dB.
Let (p be a positive continuous function on JB; 0 < p < +oo; n > 2,
THEOREM Ah. There exists a real haronic function u on Bn such that \Vu\p
< tp everywhere on Bn and |(Vw)*|p = <p almost everywhere on Sn. Here
IIP

du

def

|(Vu)*(f)| p ^ r lim |(V«)(rç)|„.

dxj

Theorem Ah for n = 2 has the following corollary.
COROLLARY. There exists a bounded holomorphic function on D such that
|/*|p = <p almost everywhere on T, where
| f (<r)|pHf lim (|Re/(rf)| p + |Im/(r ? )|")Vp.
r—n —

For p = 2 this corollary is well known. In this case we may consider an
arbitrary nonnegative function cp G £°°(T), Then the existence of a bounded
holomorphic function / ^ 0 on D such that |/*|2 = tp is equivalent to the
following condition: log (p G i x (T). Moreover, in this case, there exists an
outer function / (see [19]). I do not know whether / can be taken outer in the
Corollary when p ^ 2.
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Problem 7. Let (p be a nonnegative function in L°°(T) and let p G (0,2) U
(2,+oo). Suppose that log<p G LX(T). Does there exist a bounded holomorphic
function / on D such that \f*\p = (p almost everywhere on T?
The answer is "yes" if <p is positive and lower semicontinuous. For such <p,
Theorem Ah remains valid.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. I wish to thank N. G. Makarov for assistance in the
preparation of the English version of this paper.
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Regularity of Solutions of the
d-Neumann Problem
DAVID CATLIN
Let / be a 9-closed (0, l)-form on a smoothly bounded domain Q in C n .
The <9-Neumann problem is a nonelliptic boundary value problem that arises
when one tries to find a particular solution u of the equation du = f, namely,
the solution u that is orthogonal to the subspace of holomorphic functions in
L2(Q). To state this problem precisely, note that if we interpret d in the sense
of distribution theory, then we obtain

L2(n)^^0il)(n)i,Lf0i2)(n).
For each 9-operator we may form its L2-adjoint:

L2(n)^Lj0tl)(ü)tLf0t2)(ü).
In analogy with Hodge theory, we define an operator on (0,1)-forms U by
DU = (dd* + d*d)U.
The importance of this operator lies in the fact that if / is a d-closed (0, l)-form
and UU = / , then dU = 0. Thus u = d*U satisfies du = f. Moreover, u is
orthogonal to the holomorphic functions, since it is in the range of the adjoint.
We will call u the Kohn solution.
The operator D is actually a differential operator, for if v G Dom(<9*), then
B*v = ßv, where ß is the formal adjoint of d. For DC/ to be well defined, we
need that
U€Dom(d*),
(1)
3UeDom(d*),

(2)

even when U E C^^Q).
The first condition amounts to a Dirichlet condition
on one of the components of U, whereas the second one is equivalent to a Neumann condition in an antiholomorphic direction that is transverse to bü. The
9-Neumann problem then is the problem of finding a solution U of DU = f
satisfying the boundary conditions given by (1) and (2). It was proposed by
Spencer and formulated precisely as above by Kohn [10]. It has been applied to
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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a number of analytic questions concerning the boundary behavior of holomorphic functions. Among the most striking is the following theorem of Bell and
Ligocka [1] which generalizes a theorem of Fefferman [8]:
THEOREM [1], Let Qi, % = 1,2, be smoothly bounded domains in Cn and
suppose that f is a biholomorphism from Q% to Q%. Suppose further that each
domain satisfies the following condition: if a is a d-closed form in C?£x\(Qi),
then the Kohn solution u of du = a satisfies u G G°°(Qj), i = 1,2. Then the
map f extends to a smooth diffeomorphism o/fii onto fV
In order to prove that the Kohn solution is in G°°(Q), it suffices to prove
that U G C(o I)(0)J for u — d*U = $U, Since D is elliptic in the interior of 0,
this presents a problem only near the boundary, One of the principal methods
of proving boundary regularity is the method of a priori subelliptic estimates.
In a small neighborhood V about a boundary point ZQ, we may choose real
coordinates (xi,,.,, a^n-iî 0> where fi = {z\ r(z) < 0}. We define a tangential
Fourier transform by
0 ( 6 r) = y <p(x', r)e-*<"''« dx',

f e R 2 "" 1 , <p G C?(V),

and a tangential Sobolev norm by

IIMH2=r /2

1

m,r)\\l + \t\9)'dtdr.

J-ooJR "-

1

Let Q(U, U) = \\8UW + \\B*U\\2. A subelliptic estimate of order e > 0 is said to
hold in V if
||||f/||||e2<C(Q(C/(C/) + ||C/||2)

(3)

holds for all (0, l)-forms U in Dom(d) f|Dom(9*) that are supported in V. Kohn
and Nirenberg [13] have shown that such an estimate in V implies local regularity
off/:
THEOREM [13]. Suppose that DU = / and that f\y G C^
inV>
thenUlveCff^V).

(V). If (3) holds

When the boundary of fi is strongly pseudoconvex at ZQ, then Kohn showed
that (3) holds with e = 1/2. In order to describe further results in the weakly
pseudoconvex case, we must introduce the notion of type. Following D'Angelo
[6], suppose that a one-dimensional complex-analytic variety X (possibly singular
at Zo) contains ZQ and is parametrized by

* = {7(?) = (7i(?),-..,7n(?)),<rec, kl<*>
with 7(0) = Zo» If g is a smooth function near the origin, let u(g) denote the
order of vanishing of g at the origin. If g is vector-valued, then set u(g) =
minisi,,,.^ j/(ft). Now define
r(x]z0) = u(r 07)71/(7).
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r(x\ ZQ) is clearly independent of the parametrization 7, and it represents the
order to which the variety X passes out of òfi at z$. Now set
T(z0) =

x

sup{r(X;z0)}.

Surprisingly, it turns out that T(z) is not an upper semicontinuous function of
z in 6fi [6]. However, by a theorem of D'Angelo [6], it is locally finite:
THEOREM [6]. Suppose that T(ZQ) < 00. Then for all z sufficiently close to
*o,

T(z) < (ro*0))n"72n"2.
Further results in the weakly pseudoconvex finite-type case were obtained by
Kohn. In [12] he gave a general method based on ideals of C°°-functions that
are "subelliptic multipliers." Two special cases of this method are:
If fi C C 2 , and if 6fi is pseudoconvex and smooth and if T(ZQ) <
00, then (3) holds near z 0 .

(4)

If òfi is pseudoconvex and real-analytic and if T(zo) < 00, then
(3) holds near ZQ .

(5)

In the case of pseudoconvex boundaries, we can answer the question of when
(3) holds for some e > 0.
THEOREM [5]. Assume that the boundary of fi is pseudoconvex and smooth
near ZQ. Then (3) holds for some e > 0 if and only ifT(zo) < 00.
In [2], it was shown that e < 1/T(ZQ). However examples show that if E(ZQ) =
sup{e; (3) holds for e), then it may happen that e < 1/T(ZQ) [6] and that (3)
sometimes may fail for s = S(ZQ) (based on unpublished examples).
The first part of the proof of the above theorem consists of reducing (3) down
to the construction of a family of bounded plurisubharmonic functions with
sufficiently large Hessian near the boundary. If g is a smooth function in C n ,
define the Hessian of g by

i,j

J

If we use a plurisubharmonic function A satisfying |A| < 1 in Hörmander 's
weighted ^-estimates [9], we obtain
/ Hr{z;U)dS+
Jbn

f Hx{z;U)dV+
Jn

V
iJ=1

dUi
dz,

|2

<CQ(U,U).

(6)

Since 6fi is pseudoconvex and À is plurisubharmonic, it follows that both Hr(z; U)
and H\(z; U) are nonnegative. Hence, each of the three terms is dominated by
Q(U,U).
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By standard techniques in partial differential equations, one may show that

sclmi-w+E

dUi
h3

dZn

where Uh denotes the restriction of U to òfi, To estimate ||C/^ ||2. x/52^ w e decompose U microlocally. Let <Pk(t) satisfy YlkLi PfcOO — 1» where (pk(t) — 0 if t <
2*' 1 (* > 1) or if * > 2* +1 , k > 1. Now define Uh by Ük(£,r) = M\C\)U(^r).
It follows that

ll^|| 2 _ 1 / 2 <cj:ii^|| 2 2^-^).
k

Let S(S) = {z\ -Ä < r(z) < 0}. By averaging |f//<!,&||2 over S(2~k), we see that

IICMI^2^-1/*) < /

\Uh\*dV22k<.

Let us now make the following assumption:
ASSUMPTION. For all small 6 > 0 there exists a smooth plurisubharmonic
function Xs on fi with \Xs\ < 1 and
HX6(z;t)>c6~2E\t\2,

zeS6.

(7)

If we apply (6) with A = Xs and 6 = 2"""*, then we see that

2<2hej\Uk\2dV<GQ(Uk,Uk).
Hence

11^112-i/a < cY,Q{Uk,Uk) < G £ \\B^kUf + \\ö$kU\\>
<c\Q(U,U) + ^\\[d,$k}U\\* +

m*k}Uf\,

where $& denotes the multiplier operator associated with £>fc(|£|). By standard
techniques involving pseudodifferential operators, the sum of commutator terms
can be bounded by C||C/||2. Thus the proof of (3) is reduced to constructing the
family of functions Xs. We remark that in the proof we have essentially replaced
the weight function e"~A in the Hörmander estimates by a pseudodifferential
operator C-MM>), where X(z, fl = Y%Li *2-*(*)p*(|£DThus we want to verify that the Assumption holds when T(zo) < 00. We
begin with the simple case when òfi is strongly pseudoconvex. Set Xg(z) =
exp(6^1r(z)). Then
|21

1

HX6(z;t)=exj)(6- r(z))

ïHr(z;t) + ±

dr
dzk

E£c»*
fc=l

Since strict pseudoconvexity means that Hr(z; t) > 0 when Ylk(Pr/dzk)tk = 0, it
follows easily that the quantity in brackets is bounded below by ctf-1 |t| 2 . When
z G Ss, then exp(6~1r(z)) > 1/e. Thus the Assumption holds with e = 1/2.
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Let us consider the weakly pseudoconvex domain in C 2 given by
fi = {z;Rez! + (Re* 2 ) 2 m < 0},

m > 1.

To verify the Assumption with e = l/2ra, we must construct Xs satisfying
#*,(*;*) > c « " 1 / m ,

zeS6.

x

(8)
1/2m

If we set X6 = exp(ô~ r(z)), then (8) holds if |Rez 2 | > <5 . When |Re2 2 | <
S1/2™, we must add a correction term. Let x M satisfy x ( 0 = 1 if J > 1 and
X(t) = tiît<
1/2. Let
*«(*) = x ( | * - 1 / 2 m R e ^ | 2 ) + C'exp(<r 1 r(*))This correction term causes Hy (z',t) to be of size 8~1/7n\t\2 when |Re# 2 | <
1 2m
\è / .
But when \6ll2m < |Re* 2 | < 61/2™, the Hessian of the correction
term is of order of magnitude — C8~1/m\t\2.
lî z G Ss, then these terms can
be dominated by the Hessian of exp(6~1r(z)). Hence (7) follows for Xf6. It still
may be that Xfs is not plurisubharmonic \yhen r(z) < —6. However, this can be
corrected by setting X'£(z) = iß(X'6(z)), where ip(t) = 0 if t < \C and ip"(t) > 0
if t > \C
In order to generalize the above construction to the class of weakly pseudoconvex domains of finite type, we will define an invariant that decomposes the
weakly pseudoconvex points into a finite number of sets, each of which can be
treated locally in the same manner as above. Let V denote the set of n-tuples
A = ( A i , . . . , An) such that
1 < Ai < A2 < • • • < An < +oo,

(9)

and for each k, either A& = +oo, or there is a set of nonnegative integers
a\,... ,afc, with ûfc > 0, such that ]Cj = i a>j/Xj = 1. It is elementary to show
that the set of possible entries Xk which can occur in A is a discrete set accumulating only at -foo. An element A in T is said to be distinguished if there exist
holomorphic coordinates (z\,..., zn) with ZQ mapped to the origin such that

DaDßr(zo)=0 i f £ ^ i ± ^ < l .
i=i

Xi

The multitype M(ZQ) is the smallest M E T (in the lexicographic sense) such that
M > A for every distinguished A. Recall that a submanifold M of a pseudoconvex
boundary has holomorphic dimension zero if every nonzero holomorphic vector
L = J2jtjd/dzj
t n a t is tangent to M satisfies ddr(L,L) > 0. The invariant
M(z) has the following properties:
THEOREM [4]. Let fi be a pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary. Then
(i) For each ZQ G òfi, there is a neighborhood V such that for all z EV D òfi,
M(z) < M(zo) (in the lexicographic sense).
(ii) Suppose that M(zo) = ( m i , . . . ,mn) and that mn < oo. Then there exist a
neighborhood U of ZQ and a submanifold M ofUnbQ of holomorphic dimension
zero such that {z G U n òfi; M(z) — M(z0)} C M.
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(iii) If ZQ G òfi and M(ZQ) = (wi,,.,,m n ), then there exist coordinates
0*ij«.i»*n) about ZQ such that ifJ2(cti + ßi)/mt < 1, then DaD r(zo) = 0,
// one of the entries in M(zo) equals +00, then these coordinates should be interpreted as formal power series,
(iv) If M(zo) — (mi,,..,m n ), then rm < T(ZQ), i — 1, , . . , n .
Suppose now that ZQ G òfi satisfies T(ZQ) < 00, Then by combining D'Angelo's
theorem with (9) and property (iv), it follows that there is a neighborhood V of
ZQ such that for all z G V fi òfi, each entry mi of M(z) = (mi,..., m n ) satisfies
mi <T = (T(zo))n,~l/2n~2, Since the set of possible entries is discrete, we conclude that M(z) takes on only a finite set of values, say Mi < M% < -• < MNIf Sk is defined by
Sk =

{zeVriKl\M(z)>Mkh

then V fi òfi is stratified into the sets Sk — Sfc+i5 k = 1,.,., N, each of which
is locally contained in a manifold of holomorphic dimension zero, We remark
that a similar stratification for real-analytic boundaries due to Diederich and
Fomaess [7] was used by Kohn in [12] to prove (3),
Assume that we have already constructed Xs so that the Hessian of Xs is
large off of £*.. Since Sk — Sfc+i is locally contained in a manifold M of holomorphic dimension zero, we may construct in a small tubular neighborhood of M
a bounded function whose Hessian is large near M. If we add this function to
Xs as in the example in C 2 , then it follows that the Hessian of the new function
X'6 is large off of Sfc+i. Since Sjv+i = 0> we obtain by induction a family of
functions with large Hessian near òfi fi V. In order to prove the estimate (7),
one must use the finite type assumption to do all of this in a quantitative form,
The details become very technical, but the ideas are still the same,
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Extremal Functions in a Sharp
Form of Sobolev Inequality
SUN-YUNG A. CHANG
Introduction. Let D be a domain in the n-dimensional space R n and x G
o

R n , n > 2. Wg(D) denotes the Sobolev space obtained from the Gl-functions
u(x) with compact support in D by completion with the norm

\\u\\g = (j

q

K\ dx\

.

The well-known Sobolev imbedding theorem states that for 1 < q < n, Wg (D) is
contained boundedly in LP(D) (ì = Ì — I ) . When q = n, Moser [22] sharpened
an earlier result of Trudinger [28] and obtained
o

THEOREM 1. Let u e W„(D), n > 2, and fD\ux\ndx
exists a constant Cn which depends only on n such that

L

eauP < Cnm(D)

< 1. Then there
(I)

where p = n/(n — 1), a < a n = n(wn-x)l/n~x, m(D) = fD dx, and u)n~i is the
(n — 1)-dimensional surface of the unit sphere. The integral on the left actually
is finite for any such a, but if a > an it can be made arbitrarily large by an
appropriate choice ofuS*)
The remarkable fact is that the above inequality still holds for the critical value
a = an, In this article, we will discuss the existence of an extremal function
(when D = unit ball in R n ) for the Moser-Trudinger inequality, as well as related
inequalities which occur in some problems in complex and real analysis, and
indicate an application of a variant of the inequality (1) in a geometric problem
raised by L. Nirenberg concerning Gaussian curvature on S2.
(*)A generalization of Theorem 1 to the Sobolev space W™{D) (m < n, q = n/m) has
recently been done by D. Adams.
Î) 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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1. Extremal functions. If we take the domain D = R n , then for functions
o

in Wq(Rn),

1 < q < n, the Sobolev imbedding theorem says (for è = è — ^)
\u\pdx)

(f

<C(n,q)(f

\ux\qdx\

.

(2)

The best constant C(n,q) and the extremal functions for the inequality (2) are
known (cf. Hardy-Littlewood-Bliss [5], T. Aubin [1], and Talenti [30]). One
extremal function is of the form
fi(flj) = ( l + | | a ; | | ^ - 1 ) 1 - n / «

(3)

and the extremal function for (2) is "unique" up to translation XQ, and rescaling
of u(x):
uxM
= (\ + \\x-x0\\<i/«-1)1-n/<i
for A G R, XQ G R n . The precise form and the "uniqueness" of the extremal
functions for this form of the Sobolev imbedding theorem has played an important role in establishing solutions for a number of nonlinear partial differential
equations. (We refer the reader to the recent survey article of Brezis [6] for
more complete references.) In particular when q = 2, p = 2n/(n — 2), and the
o

Sobolev imbedding W\ *—> L2n/(™-2) fails to be compact; the function u(x) in
(3) was used critically in some nonlinear P.D.E. problems arising from differential geometry—for example, in Schoen's work [26] of the Yamabe problem (cf.
§3 of the article and, again, [6]).
The point we want to make here is that since the best constant G(n,q) is
unchanged through a dilatation argument when we restrict inequality (2) to
o

functions u G W*(B n ) where B n is the unit ball in R n , by the uniqueness
of the extremal functions (3) for the inequality (2) on R n , extremal functions
for (2) do not exist for the Sobolev inequality (2) when we restrict to functions

ue

W*(Bn).

Thus it came as a surprise to us when, in [8], Carleson and I established the
existence of an extremal function for Moser 's inequality (1) when D = B n and
a = an. Since the existence proof in [8] is quite indirect, we were not able
to write down an explicit extremal function or to compute the best constant
Cn in inequality (1). What we have actually shown is that if we let Kn =
H-e 1 + 1 / 2 + , "+ 1 /( n _ 1 ), then Kn is the least number beyond which "compactness"
o

can be established for sequences of functions in W^{ßn), and Gn > Kn. This
phenomenon is a particular example of the general phenomenon of compensated
compactness which has recently appeared in a number of nonlinear problems
[18, 6].
2. Some related inequalities. In this section we will mention inequalities
similar to (1) which have occured in some problems in real and complex analysis.
A. An inequality of A. Beurling. In the case n = 2, Moser's inequality in
o

Theorem 1 states that functions in W^D)

with finite Dirichlet integrals are
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exponential square integrable, In Beurling's influential study [4] of majorization
and the extremal length-area principle, he established the following estimate: If
f(z) is an analytic function on \z\ < 1 and

Ii

\f'(z)\2dxdy<w,

/(0) = 0,

(4)

Z\<1
2

then meas{0 | \f(ei9)\ > M} < ee~~M for each M > 0, and the estimate is sharp.
In connection with Moser 's inequality, it is natural to ask whether the function / satisfying (4) is exp|/(e lö )| 2 integrable, (Beurling's weak-type estimate
indicates that expa\f(eie)\2 is integrable,for any a < 1, and the integral is not
bounded over the whole class of functions satisfying (4) for all a > 1.) That
this is indeed the case can be verified either by a variation of Moser's proof of
inequality (1) (in [9]) or by a complex analysis method based more on Beurling's
original work on extremal length estimate (in [21]). We state this as
THEOREM 2, There is a constant C < oo such that if f is analytic on the
unit disk \z\ < 1, /(0) = 0, and !J\Z\<1 \f'(z)\2 dxdy < n, then

f

r2

\we)\2d0<c

/o
Jo
Theorem 2 has been generalized by M. Essén to cases where the area of the
unit disc under the mapping function / (not counting multiplicity) is < TT (cf.
[14]). He considers also problems where the integrand can be more general than
exp(|/( e ^)| 2 )dö.
B. Functions with bounded square functions. Functions in the exponential
square class have also appeared in some recent developments in classical harmonic analysis. To state the results, we need to introduce some notation. Given
a locally integrable function / defined on R n , let F(x,y) denote the harmonic
extension of / to the upper half-space RI£+1 = {(x,y): x G R n ,y > 0}. For each
0 < 7 < oo, the classical Lusin area function is the square function defined as

O

f

xl/2

\VF(x,y)\2yl^dxdy)

,

and the nontangential maximal function / is defined as
N1f(xo)=

sup

\F(x,y)\

(x)y)er1{x0)

where T1(XQ) = {(x,y) G R£ + 1 , \x - x0\ < ^y). In the 1970s the fundamental
results of Burkholder-Gundy-Silverstein ([7] for n = 1) and C. Fefferman-Stein
([15] for general n) state that for all 0 < p < oo, all 71,72, ||iV7l (/)|| p ~ ||S^2f \\p,
and thus, via the (generalized) Cauchy-Riemann equations, a function / with
S 7 / G Lp is in the Hardy space Hp(Rn) (here, when n > 1, Hp(Rn) is the
space defined by Stein-Weiss). This so-called real analysis definition of Hp was
the starting point of some active research in iP-theory in the past ten or so
years. A natural question to ask then is: What happens when p = 00? It is
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relatively easy to see that the bounded function / always has its area function
S 7 / exponential square integrable (cf. [10, §1]) but may not be bounded. But
for functions / with S1f G L°°, a deep result of T. Wolff states that the best
one can say is that / is (locally) exponentially square integrable. We state this
as
THEOREM 3 [10, THEOREM 3 . 2 ] . IfS1feL°°,
depending only on n and such that

sup J- f
Q:cube\Q\jQ

where fQ =

then there exists Ci,C 2

^(cM-^)<C2
\

W^llWio J

(l/\Q\)JQf.

Wolff's original proof of Theorem 3 depends on the central limit theorem in
probability. Later Rubin found an easier proof of the theorem in its dyadic
martingale version. Theorem 3 also has been generalized to probabilistic square
functions by R. Banuelos, to product domain (e.g., polydisc) square functions by
J. Pipher [25], and to square functions corresponding to strictly elliptic operators
in its divergence form by C. Sweezy [27].
3. A problem of prescribing Gaussian curvature on S2. On the standard two-sphere S2 = {x G R3\x2 + x\ + x\ = 1} with metric dS$ = dx2 +
dx% + dx2, when the metric is subject to the conformai change ds2 = e2uds^,
the Gaussian curvature of the new metric is determined by the equation
Au + Ke2u = l

onS2

(5)

where A denotes the Laplacian relative to the standard metric. The question
raised by L. Nirenberg is: Which functions K can be prescribed so that (5) has a
solution ui There is an obvious necessary condition implied by integration of (5)
over the whole sphere (with dp denoting the standard surface measure on S2):
fS2 Ke2u dp = 47T. Thus K must be positive somewhere. A further necessary
condition has been noted in Kazdan-Warner [19]. For each eigenfunction Xj,
with Axj + 2xj = 0 (j = 1,2,3), the Kazdan-Warner condition states that
(VK, Vxj)e2u dp, = 0,

j = 1,2,3.
/ .s
Thus functions of the form K = -0 o XJ (in particular, K = 1+exj for any s > 0),
where ip is any monotonie function defined on [—1,1], do not admit solutions. In
[23], Moser approached this problem by the variational method, and he studied
the functional
2

F

M = l°slbKe2Ud»-hl

Vu?ä»-ljs^.

(6)

He also proved that when K is an even function on S2 (i.e., K is reflection symmetric about the origin), F achieves its maximum on even functions in W^S2),
and hence its maximum u satisfies Euler's equation. Moser's proof in [23] was
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based on a variant of his sharp inequality (1), On S2 the precise inequality takes
the following form:
THEOREM 1' [11], Given u G W% (S2), there is a universal constant CQ such
that
J - f exp (a(u - u)2l f \Vu\2 dp] dpi < C0
47T Js*
\
Js2
J

(7)

for all a < 4n where u = (l/47r) fs2 udp,
Notice that as an immediate consequence of (7), we have a
COROLLARY. For all u G Wi (S2)
e2udp<CUxp(-

Ì- f

|Vd 2 d/i+-^- f

[

udp]

(8)

for all a <ATT for some constant CQ < CQS**)
Hence it follows from (8) that for all u G W$(S2)
F[u]<logmsxK + logC£ + (- - ^-]
\a

[

\Vu\2dp.

4?r/ J89

Since a = 47r is allowed in (8), the functional F[u], in particular, is bounded from
above, The problem is this: Some maximizing sequence {ujc} for the functional
F may fail to be bounded in Wz(S2). (When K = 1, one can examine to see
that that is indeed the case,) But as pointed out in [23], for even functions u,
the best exponent in the inequality is a = 8*7r. Thus the functional F achieves its
maximal over the even functions when K is even. To better explain the doubling
of the best exponent a when u is even, we observed the following relationship
between a and the isoperimetric inequality [11],
LEMMA. Suppose D is a bounded, piecewise C1 domain in the plane with
finite vertices. Let 9& be the minimum interior angle at the vertices of D. For
each u G G2(D), and each real number M, denote Lu — arc length of the set
{u = M}, AM — area of the set {u > M}} and let a(u,D) = limA _^0 L2M/AMThen a(u, D) > 20ry and there exists a constant CD such that for all u we have

(ü=(l/m(D))fDu)
(j

exp(a(u,D)(u-ü)2)/j

|V«|2) < CD.

(9)

This lemma could be reformulated for domains in the sphere S2, also. There
one can easily check for general u G CX(S2), ot(u,S2) > 47r, while for even u,
a(u, S2) > 87T. Notice also, when D is a smooth domain in S2, 6D = IT and the
best exponent in (9) is 27r, Following the same approach of Moser by taking the
(**)ln connection with string theory in physics, Onofri [24] proved that the best constant
C0 in (8) is 1.
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supremum over the corresponding functional F, we get the following solution for
equation (5) for the corresponding Neumann problem:
THEOREM 4. Suppose K is a smooth function on a smooth domain D in S2;
for the equation
Au + Ke2u = 1 on D,
du/dn = 0 on dD

' '

(where d/dn denotes metric unit normal derivative) to have a solution, it suffices
that
(a) when \D\ < 2Iï, K be positive somewhere on D;
(b) when D = a hemisphere H, K satisfies
±-f
2ir JH

Kd»>max{K(x),0).

(10)

xedH

Notice that case (b) also gives a sufficient condition for the original Nirenberg
problem for those K satisfying a reflection symmetry about some plane (e.g,
K(x\,X2, x$) — K(x\,X2, —xs)). In the case where K possesses rotational symmetry (around some axis), some sufficient conditions similar to (10) were given
in Hong [17].
For all the sufficient conditions in [23, 11, 17], which we presented here, solutions obtained for equation (5) were global maxima of the functional F restricted
to some suitable subspace of W% ; but it is actually the case that when K is a
positive function, no solution to (5) can be a local maximum (i.e., index zero
solution) unless K is identically a constant. This follows from a second variation computation coupled with an eigenvalue estimate of Hersch [16]. Thus, to
obtain a general solution of the equation (5), we need to capture saddle points
(i.e., unstable critical points) of the functional F; i.e., we need to look for some
max-min schemes for F. Such attempts are made in [12], and we have
THEOREM 5. Suppose K is a smooth positive function with two nondegenerate local maximum (which we may assume w.l.o.g.) located at the north and
south poles N, S. Let <j>t be the one-parameter group of conformai transformations
given in terms of stereographic complex coordinates (with z = oo corresponding
to N and z = 0 corresponding to S) by <j>t(z) = tz, 0 < t < oo. Assume
inf

-Î- /

0<t<oo 47T JS2

Ko(j)tdp>

max

K(Q).

(11)

VK(Q)=0

Then (5) admits a solution.
REMARK. (11) is an analytic condition about the distribution of
can be verified, for example, if K has nondegenerate local maximum
N, S, as well as the following properties: (1) K has (suitably) small
in the region {|a:3| > e}. (2) All other critical points of K occur in
{|a;3| < e}, and there the critical values of K are significantly lower
minimum value of K on {\x%\ > e}.

K which
points at
variation
the strip
than the
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THEOREM 6, Let K be a positive smooth function with only nondegenerate
critical points} and, in addition, AK(Q) ^ 0 where Q is any critical point
Suppose there are p+l local maximum points of K} and q saddle points of K
with AK(Q) < 0, If q^fip, then K admits a solution to equation (5).
As explained above, we need to look for saddle points of F. Thus the main
idea in the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 is to analyze when a maximizing maxmin sequence fails to be compact (as in common in this type of nonlinear P.D.E,
problem). For a function u G W%(S2), define

S[u] = ^-f

\Vu\2dp+^-

47T J 5 2

f

udß,

47T JS2

It turns out that for a function u G W\ (S2) normalized by (l/47r) J89 e2u dp, z= 1,
S[u] measures, in a very precise way, how "close" u can be compared to the standard solution of Au + e2u = 1 (i.e., u = \ log |d^| for some conformai transformation of S2\ for such functions u, S[u] = 0), Since any maximizing sequences
Uj for a max-min problem will automatically satisfy the condition S[uj] < C
(for some constant C, after normalizing the sequence by (1/4TT) fs2 e2u* dp, = l),
if we do not have convergence, then we have good control of the behavior of
concentration of {e 2Uj }; the hypothesis placed on K in Theorems 5 and 6 are
used to rule out this type of behavior for maximizing sequences of some max-min
schemes,
While all the results cited above give sufficient conditions for the existence
of a solution of equation (5), there is another result of Kazdan-Warner [19]
which states that for any K positive somewhere on S2, there always exists some
diffeomorphism <p such that the equation Au + K o 0e 2 u = 1 is solvable. It is
therefore of interest to find some analytic conditions on the class of functions K
which is topologically simple (e.g., K has only a global maximum and a global
minimum) that ensures existence of a solution of (5),
In related developments, there is an analogous equation for prescribing scalar
curvature on a compact manifold M of dimension n, n > 3. The corresponding
equation for (5) becomes
Au + Ä U (»+ a )/(»- a ) =

"~*RQU
(12)
4(n - 1)
where RQ is the scalar curvature of the underlying metric dS2 and R is the prescribed scalar curvature of the conformally related metric dS2 — u4^n~2^ dS2.
As we have mentioned in §1 of this article, the difficulty in solving (12) for some
positive solution u again lies in the failure of the compactness of the Sobolev
o

imbedding ( y j ^ 2y2riAn~2), When R = constant, this was the Yamabe problem and was solved in partial cases by Yamabe [31], Trudinger [29], T. Aubin
[2], and in the remaining cases, more recently by Schoen [26], For the analogous
problem of prescribing R on Sn (n > 3) with dS§ the standard metric on Sn,
Escobar and Schoen [13] gave the analogue of Moser's theorem (for even functions on S2); Bahri and Coron [3] have announced an analogue of Theorem 6
onS3.
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Chirurgie sur les applications holomorphes
A. DOUADY
Introduction. Si / est une fraction rationnelle complexe, on note J(f) son
ensemble de Julia: l'application / opère sur la sphère de Riemann C, et J(f) est
l'ensemble des z tels que les itérées fn de / ne forment une famille équicontinue
sur aucun voisinage de z. Si / est un polynôme, «/(/) est la frontière de l'ensemble
K(f) des z tels que la suite fn(z) reste bornée (ensemble de Julia rempli).
Soit / un polynôme monique de degré d tel que K(f) soit connexe. Sur
C — K(f), l'application / est holomorphiquement conjuguée à / o : z —• zd sur
C — D. Si en outre K(f) est localement connexe, la représentation conforme
ip : C — D —> C — K(f) se prolonge au bord, et définit une surjection 7/ : T =
R / Z -> dK(f) (lacet de Caratheodory). On a f(if(t)) = 7/(d • *)•
On note Pc le polynôme z —> z2+c, et on écrit Kc pour K(PC). L'ensemble des
c pour lesquels Kc est connexe est noté M (ensemble de Mandelbrot). Les figures
1, 2 et 3 représentent Kc pour cx = -0,122561 + 0,74486h", c2 = -0,156520 +
1,032247«, c 3 = -0,153941 + l,03770i repectivement. Ce sont des valeurs de c
pour lesquelles le point critique 0 est périodique de période fci = 3, fe = 4 et
fe = 12 pour Pc. L'ensemble KCl est connu comme le "lapin."
Pour c tel que 0 soit périodique de période k pour Pc, notons Un(c) la composante connexe de l'intérieur de Kc contenant ^ ( 0 ) . On a PJ?(Un) = E/n+fc =
Un. Sur un voisinage de la fermeture de Un, l'application Pcfc est topologiquement conjuguée à z —» z2 au voisinage de D. Toute composante de l'intérieur de
Kc tombe en un temps fini sur le cycle des Un(c).
On peut décrire le système dynamique défini par PC3 opérant sur C en disant qu'il est obtenu à partir de celui de PC2 en remplaçant la fermeture de
chaque composante de l'intérieur de KC2 par un lapin. Sur le lapin contenant 0,
l'application P^3 est topologiquement conjuguée à PCl sur KCl (conjugaison holomorphe à l'intérieur). On exprime cette situation en disant que PC3 est obtenu
en modulant (tuning) PC2 par PCl. Dans M, il y a une copie homéomorphe MC2
de M centrée en c<i, et C3 est le point de MC2 correspondant a c±.
Dans cet exposé, nous allons essayer de faire un inventaire des cas découverts
recemments ou l'on peut ainsi enlever à un système dynamique holomorphe un
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morceau, le remplacer par un morceau d'un autre système dynamique holomorphe, et obtenir un nouveau système dynamique, holomorphe malgré la couture,
Cette idée remonte au théorème d'uniformisation simultanée de L. Bers, et au
théorème de recombinaison de Klein-Maskit, mais dans ces deux cas le temps
est remplacé par un groupe dénombrable, et nous n'en parlerons pas ici. Tous
les résultats obtenus utilisent le Théorème d'intégrabilité d'Ahlfors-Bers (Measurable Riemann-Mapping Theorem). C'est Sullivan qui a inauguré l'usage de
ce théorème pour les systèmes dynamiques holomorphes à temps discret, c'est
à dire pour l'itération des fractions rationnelles, Tous les résultats obtenus par
l'auteur l'ont été en collaboration avec J, H, Hubbard.
Nous allons examiner successivement les applications à allure polynomiale et
les opérations de modulation et d'accouplement. Puis nous décrirons un travail
de M. Shishikura, qui a affiné la technique, et enfin deux applications, par Bodil
Branner et par l'auteur, qui montrent la souplesse à laquelle on parvient,
Applications à allure polynomiale. Une application à allure polynomiale
(polynomial-like mapping) est une application holomorphe propre / ; [/' —• ï/, où
U et U' sont des ouverts de C isomorphes a D, avec U' relativement compact dans
U. On note alors K(f) l'ensemble des z tels que fn(z) soit défini et appartienne
à Uf pour tout n,
Soient / : Uf —• U et g : V' —* V deux applications à allure polynomiale, avec
K(f) et K(g) connexes, Une équivalence holomorphe (resp. quasi-conforme)
entre f et g est un isomorphisme analytique (resp. un homéomorphisme quasiconforme) (j)\ Ui —• Vi, où U\ et V% sont des voisinages de K(f) et K(g), tel que
g o (j) = (j) o f sur U[ = f~1(Ui),
Une équivalence hybride est une équivalence
quasi-conforme 0 telle que d<j) = 0 presque partout sur K(f). Une équivalence
extérieure est un isomorphisme analytique (ß: U\ — K(f) —• Vi — K(g) tel que
go<t> =
(j>ofmTU[-K(f).
THÉORÈME. Etant donné deux applications à allure polynomiale f: U1 —• U
et g: V1 —• V de même degré d, avec K(f) et K(g) connexes, il existe une
application à allure polynomiale h: W1 —• W, hybridement équivalente à f et
extérieurement équivalente a g,
Autrement dit, on peut recoller les sytèmes dynamiques K(f) muni de / et
V — K(g) muni de g en un système dynamique holomorphe,
PRINCIPE DE LA DEMONSTRATION. Quitte a rétrécir, on peut supposer que
U et V sont à bord R-analytique, ainsi que [/' et V, et que f et g se prolongent
au bord. Soit 0o un difféomorphisme de dU sur dV. On peut trouver un
difféomorphisme fo de dU1 sur dVf tel que g o fa = (ß0 o / , puis étendre (<^i, 0o)
en un difféomorphisme ^ de U — U' sur V — V >. On note a la structure
complexe <^Vo sur U — Uf, où ao est la structure standard, On peut étendre
a en une structure presque complexe sur U — K(f) invariante par / , puis à
U tout entier en prenant OQ sur K(f). On note encore a la structure obtenue,
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D'après le Théorème d'Ahlfors-Bers, on peut trouver un homéomorphisme quasiconforme -0 de U sur un ouvert W de C tel que ip*o~o = o. L'application
h = ip o / o ^> -1 : W1 —• W, définie sur W! = ^(U1), répond à la question.
REMARQUE. En degré 2, l'application h ainsi obtenue est unique à équivalence holomorphe près. En degré supérieur, le choix de la classe de (j>, une fois
choisis (j)Q et 0i, produit d — 1 classes d'équivalence holomorphe pour h.
COROLLAIRE. (Théorème de redressement, straightening theorem.) Toute
application à allure polynomiale de degré d admet une équivalence hybride avec
un polynôme de degré d.
PRINCIPE DE LA DEMONSTRATION. Parmi les applications à allure polynomiale de degré d, celles qui sont holomorphiquement équivalentes à des polynômes sont celles qui sont extérieurement équivalentes à z —> zd.
REMARQUES. (1) Avec les définitions ci dessus, ceci ne s'applique qu'aux cas
où K(f) est connexe, mais on peut les modifier de façon à couvrir le cas général.
(2) Si on veut on polynôme monique centré, on a d — 1 choix si K est connexe,
une infinité sinon.
(3) Soit f = (fx) une famille d'applications à allure polynomiale de degré d
dépendant analytiquement d'un paramètre A. Si d = 2, on peut choisir pour
chaque A un c = x(A) tel que Pc rectifie fx, de façon que x s °it continue (et
même quasi-régulière sous certaines hypothèses, qui sont probablement inutiles
en fait).
L'énoncé analogue en degré > 3 est faux, même si on se restreint à l'ensemble
Mf des valeurs de A pour lesquelles K(fx) est connexe. Ceci n'est pas dû aux
d — 1 choix possibles: l'ensemble K(fx) dépend de facon discontinue de A en
chaque point ou fx a un cycle parabolique, et il en est de même de ax et ipxCe n'est que par miracle que, en degré 2, on peut récupérer la continuité pour
P\ = V>A 0 /A 0 ^Ä 1 •
(4) En degré 2, si A parcourt un disque A dans lequel Mf est compact, cet
ensemble Mf, muni de x> est un revêtement ramifié de M. Le degré S de ce
revêtement ramifié (degré paramétrique) est égal au nombre de tours que fait la
valeur critique autour du point critique quand A longe le bord de A. Si 6 = 1,
l'application x es ^ un homéomorphisme, et on dit que que f est une famille
Mandelbrotesque.
Modulation en degré 2. En degré 2, nous avons le résultat suivant: Soit
co tel que 0 soit péroidique de période k pour PCo. Notons W la composante de
l'intérieur de M qui contient CQ, et c\ la racine de cette composante (point du
bord de W où le multiplicateur du cycle attractif devient égal à 1). On dit que W
est une composante primitive si le bord de W a en c\ un point de rebroussement;
sinon W est rattachée en c\ à une composante de période plus petite.
THÉORÈME DE MODULATION, (a) Si W est une composante primitive, on
peut trouver un voisinage A de W, et deux familles d}ouverts (Uc,U'c)ceA telles
que les fc = Pcfc :U'C^UC forment une famille Mandelbrotesque.
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(b) Si W nyest pas primitive, on peut seulement construire A, let Uc et les U'c
de façon que A soit un voisinage deW-ci,
et que x induise un homéomorphisme
de Mf sur M - {1/4}.
Pour a: G M, le point X-10*0 de A est appelé le modulé de c 0 par x (c0 tuned by
x). Dans le cas non primitif, l'application x - 1 admet un prolongement continu
appliquant \ sur ci, ce qui permet de définir le modulé pour tout x de M.
La démonstration consiste à construire A, les Uc et les U'c. Cette construction
utilise les propriétés combinatoires des rayons externes décrites dans [6]. Comme
elle n'est pas publiée, nous en donnons ici un plan assez détaillé, en nous basant
sur des notes de P. Lavaurs. Donnons d'abord quelques définitions:
Soit K un compact de C. Il existe un unique couple (r,<ß) tel que <j> soit un
isomorphisme de C - K sur C - Dr tangent a l'identité à l'infini. On dit que
r(K) = r est le rayon de capacité (ou diamètre transfirn)de K, les équipotentielles
et les rayons externes de K sont les images réciproques des cercles centrés en 0
et des demi-droites. Le potentiel créé par K est Log|0|. Vargument d'un rayon
externe est son argument à l'infini, i.e., l'argument de la demi-droite correspondante. Les arguments sont comptés en prenant comme unité le tour complet et
non le radian. Si le rayon externe R(K, t) d'argument t aboutit en un point x de
K, on dit que x admet t comme argument externe; si K est localement connexe
cela équivaut à 7 x ( t ) = a;, ou 7 x est le lacet de Caratheodory.
On sait que M est un compact connexe de rayon de capacité 1. On ne sait
pas démontrer qu'il est localement connexe, mais on sait que ci admet dans M
deux arguments externes de la forme 68 = p8(2k - 1), s = \,2 (k est la période
de 0 pour PCo). On peut supposer 0 < 9± < 02 < 1 (en excluant le cas trivial
c 0 = 0).
Pour c G C, on peut définir le rayon externe R(Kc,t) même si c n'est pas
dans M, sauf si l'argument externe de c relativement à M est de la forme 2n • t.
En effet, on peut définir 0C au voisinage de l'infini comme la fonction conjuguant
Pc k Po, le potentiel défini au voisinage de l'infini par G = Log|<£| se prolonge a
C - Kc grâce à l'équation fonctionnelle G(z) = \G(Pc(z)), et on peut prolonger
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R(Kc,t) comme ligne othogonale aux équipotentielles, sauf s'il bute sur un col
de potentiel,
Fixons c p= co, écrivons K pour ifCo, etc. Les rayons externes R(K,6{) et
R(K, 62) aboutissent en un même point y\ de dU\. Notons A l'ouvert limité par
L = R(K, 0\) UR(K, 62) U {2/1} et une équipotentielle de niveau rj. Notons A' la
composante connexe de P~k(A) qui contient U\.
LEMME 1. L'ouvert A1 est contenu dans A. Il est limité par quatre rayons
externes, deux d'arguments 6\, 62 et deux autres d'arguments 6'x et 6f2) et deux
arcs de läquipotentielle de niveau r}1 = 1/2^ • 77. L'application Pk induit une
application propre de degré 2 de A' dans A,
Notons Ai l'ouvert de C limité par les rayons externes d'argument 61,62 de
M, et une équipotentielle de M de niveau rf < r\, et contenant W.
LEMME 2. Pour CE A, les rayons externes R(KC,9\) et R(KC,Ô2) aboutissent en un même point y\(c); les rayons R(KC,6[) et R(KC,02) aboutissent en
un même point y[. Ceci permet de définir des ouverts A(c) et A'(c). L'ouvert
Af(c) est contenu dans A(c), et Pk induit une application propre de degré 2 de
A'(c) dans A(c).
L'application Pk: Af(c) —> A(c) n'est pas à allure polynomiale, car Af(c)
n'est pas relativement compact dans A(c). En effet, ils ont en commun dans
leur frontière le point yi(c) et des arcs de R(KC,6\) et R(KC)02)- On remédie
à cela en deux temps. Dans le premier, on remplace les rayons externes par des
"paraboles de potentiel" d'équation h = e(t — 68)2, où t est l'argument externe et
h le potentiel, la constante e choisie petite et du signe qu'il faut pour que l'ouvert
modifié A\(c) soit contenu dans A(c). On pose Aft(c) = A'(c) D P~k(A\(c)).
L'ouvert A[(c) est encore contenu dans Ai(c), et ces deux ouverts n'ont plus en
commun dans leur frontière que le point yi(c). Jusqu'ici, la construction peut
se faire pour c dans un ouvert A2 obtenu en modifiant A de la même façon,
et également pour c = c\. Pour le deuxième temps, on définit Uc en ajoutant
à Ai(c) un disque À(c) centré en 2/1 (c) et en posant Uc = A'i(c) U A'(c), où
A'(c) est la composante connexe de P~k(A(c)) contenant yi(c). Pour c G A2,
sj on a choisi A(c) assez petit, l'application Pk induit une application à allure
polynomiale fc\ Ufc-^ Uc.
Si W est une composante primitive, on peut effectuer ce deuxième temps aussi
pour c = ci, car au voisinage de 2/1 le complémentaire de A± (c) est contenu dans
Tunique interpétale de la fleur de Fatou, où Pk a un effet faiblement répulsif.
Par stabilité, on obtient finalement des ouverts Uc, U'c définissant une famille
f d'applications à allure polynomiale induites par les Pk, pour c parcourant
un ouvert A réunion de A2 et d'un petit voisinage de ci* On calcule le degré
paramétrique et on montre que cette famille est Mandelbrotesque.
Si W n'est pas primitive, on a seulement une famille f = (/c) indexée par
A = A2. Il faut alors montrer que x(c) tend vers \ quand c tend vers ci dans
Mf. Ceci peut se faire en utilisant une majoration de Yoccoz de la "taille des
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membres de M." On voit alors que Mf est un revêtement ramifié de degré fini
de M — {j}, et il ne reste plus qu'à montrer que ce degré est 1.
Modulation en degré supérieur. Soit P un polynôme de degré d admettant un cycle superattractif £ d'ordre fc. On suppose que ç contient un seul point
critique a et on note 6 le degré local de P en a (c'est a dire que la multiplicité
de a comme zéro de P' est 6 — 1). On suppose également que tous les points
critiques de P sont prépériodiques, et qu'aucun autre que a ne tombe sur le cycle
ç. La fermeture du bassin immédiat C/a de a est alors homéomorphe au disque
fermé, et sur un voisinage de cette fermeture, Pk induit une application à allure
polynomiale hybridement équivalente à z —• z6. Sur dUa, il y a 6 — 1 points
fixes de Pk. Choisissons l'un d'eux comme point de base.
Soit Q un polynôme monique de degré 6 tel que K(Q) soit connexe et localement connexe. On peut définir un système dynamique en remplaçant la fermeture de chaque composante de l'intérieur de K(P) qui tombe sur Ua par une
copie de K(Q), en prenant soin de recoudre le point de base au point de K(Q)
d'argument externe 0. Si ce système dynamique est topologiquement équivalent
à celui défini par un polynôme PQ, avec conjugaison holomorphe la ou c'est
possible, on dit que PQ est un modulé de P par Q.
Si tous les points critiques de P et Q sont périodiques (ou prépériodiques mais
tombant sur un cycle superattractif) on peut démontrer l'existence du modulé
en utilisant le Théorème de Thurston cractérisant topologiquement les fractions
rationnelles parmi les revêtements ramifiés à ensemble postcritique fini. Un
résultat démontré indépendamment par Israel Berstein et Silvio Levy entraine
que le critère de Thurston est satisfait dans ce cas. Si on suppose seulement
les points critiques de P et Q prépériodiques, il y a des difficultés, peut-être
purement formelles.
Notons C(d) l'ensemble des polynômes moniques centrés de degré d dont
l'ensemble de Julia rempli est connexe.
QUESTION. Le polynôme P satisfaisant aux hypothèse ci-dessus, et un point
de base fixe par Pk étant choisi sur dlla, existe-t-il une application continue
injective de C(6) dans C(d) qui à Q associe un modulé de P par Q lorsque
K(Q) est localement connexe?
On conjecture une réponse positive pour 8 = 2. Mais on ne peut évidemment
pas utiliser la méthode qui réussit lorsque d = 2, qui repose sur une connaissance
détaillée de la combinatoire de M. Pour 6 > 2, il est raisonnable de penser que les
phénomènes qui créent des discontinuités pour le redressement des applications
à allure polynomiale se produisent aussi, entraînant une réponse negative.
On peut faire des variantes. Si P admet deux cycles disjoints superattractifs
de degré 2, i.e., contenant chacun un point critique simple, on peut chercher à
les moduler indépendamment. Mais, pour certains P, on n'obtiendra au mieux
qu'une application de M 2 — { ( | , | ) } dans C(d). Par exemple, Milnor a regarde
la partie réelle RC(3) de C(3), et on observe le phénomène suivant: Le polynôme
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z —> zs + § • z a deux points fixes superattractifs imaginaires purs conjugués. Si
on les module l'un par c, l'autre par c avec c E M — {|}, on obtient un polynôme
réel. Mais l'application de M — {£} dans RC(3) ainsi définie étale le point de
rebroussement de la cardioide sur la courbe T formée des polynômes ayant un
point fixe double. Les images des "éléphants" qui se trouvent près de ce point
de rebroussement s'accumulent sur un arc de T, leur hauteur tendant vers une
limite strictement positive tandis que leur largeur tend vers 0, En particulier,
R(7(3) n'est pas localement connexe. Ces faits, observés expérimentalement,
peuvent se justifier un utilisant les "cylindres d'Ecalle." Remarquons qu'on sait
(Branner-Hubbard) que C(3) et RC(3) sont des compacts connexes, et même
cellulaires (intersections décroissantes de boules topologiques).
Le polynôme z —• z3 — § • z a un cycle superattractif contenant deux points
critiques. Les objets par lesquels on peut espérer le moduler sont les systèmes
dynamiques formés de deux copies de C, chacune étant appliquée dans l'autre
par un polynôme de degré 2. Pour un tel système dynamique Q = (Qi, Q2), on
pose Kx(Q) = K(Q2 o Qi) et K2(Q) = K(Qi o Q2). Ces deux ensembles sont
connexes si aucun des deux points critiques ne s'échappe vers l'infini. Sinon, ils
ont chacun une infinité de composantes connexes. On peut donc s'attendre à
trouver dans C(3) une copie de l'ensemble (7(2,2) des couples (ci,C2) tels que
les Ki(z2 + ci,z 2 + C2) soient connexes,
Accouplements. Soient Pi et P2 deux polynômes moniques de même degré
d, et posons Ki = K(Pi). Supposons K\ et K2 connexes et localement connexes,
et notons 7^ le lacet de Caratheodory de Ki. On définit un espace topologique
E en identifiant dans la réunion disjointe de K± et K2 les points 71 (t) et ^(—t).
On a une application F: E —• E induisant Pi sur K\ et P2 sur K2- Si E est
homéomorphe à la sphere S2 et F topologiquement conjuguée à une fraction
rationnelle /, avec une conjuguante holomorphe aux points intérieurs à l'un des
Ki, on dit que / réalise l'accouplement de Pi et P2.
On a de nombreux exemples où ce miracle se produit. Soit / une fraction
rationnelle de degré d à ensemble postcritique fini. S'il existe une courbe simple
7 évitant l'ensemble postcritique de / , telle que / _ 1 (7) soit une courbe simple
isotope a 7 modulo l'ensemble postcritique, alors / réalise l'accouplement de
deux polynômes de degré d.
On peut modifier cette situation de façon à autoriser dans certains cas la
courbe 7 à passer par certains points post-critiques. Ainsi l'application de Lattes
z-+(i/2)-(z

+ l/z),

déduite de la multiplication complexe par 1+i dans C/(Z + Zi), réalise l'accouplement de deux copies du polynôme z —• z2 +c où c est le point de M d'argument
externe | . Remarquons qu'ici les deux Ki sont d'intérieur vide, et leur lacet de
Caratheodory commun décrit une courbe de Peano dans la sphere de Riemann.
On ne voit pas du tout d'où vient la structure complexe sur E. Elle est cependant
unique.
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Il arrive souvent qu'une même fraction rationnelle réalise plusieurs accouplements.
Partons maintenant de deux polynômes moniques Pi et P2 donnés, et cherchons à savoir s'ils sont accouplables. Si tous les points critiques de Pi et P2 sont
périodiques, la question relève en principe du théorème de Thurston mentionné
plus haut. On peut definir l'accouplement topologique de la façon suivante: Choisissons un potentiel rj et notons L(Pì) l'ensemble des points où le potentiel par
rapport à K(PÌ) est < r\. L'ouvert Ai = L(P{) — K(Pi) est alors un anneau de
module 77/271-. En recollant L(Pi) et L(P2) suivant l'isomorphisme de Ai sur A2
donné par s i-> rj — s pour le potentiel et t \-> — t pour l'argument, on obtient une
sphère de Riemann Xv. L'application Fv : Xv —> Xv qui induit Pi sur K(Pì), et
qui sur l'anneau A = A± = A2 double l'argument sans changer le potentiel, est
un revêtement ramifié à points critiques périodiques. Sa classe de Thurston ne
dépend pas du choix de 77: c'est Vaccouplement topologique.
THÉORÈME. Supposons que Fv soit équivalente au sens de Thurston à une
application rationnelle f. Alors
(a) Pi et P2 sont accouplables, et f réalise l'accouplement',
(b) en choisissant pour chaque ri un isomorphisme (p^ : Xn —> C de façon
appropriée, fn = (pv o Fv o ip'1 tend vers f quand r\ tend vers 0;
(c) avec ces choix, la restriction de (pn à K(Pi) a une limite ti (non nécessairement injective) quand r) tend vers 0.
De fait, la construction de Thurston transforme fv en fv/2.
Cependant le critère de Thurston est très difficile à rendre explicite. Pour les
polynômes de degré 2, on a une condition necessaire conjecturalement suffisante.
Notons Wo la grande cardioide de M. La representation conforme de Wo permet
de definir pour chaque point de dWo un argument interne. Pour chaque t G Q/Z,
notons Mt le membre de M d'argument interne t, i.e., l'ensemble des points de
M qu'on ne peut joindre à 0 par un ensemble connexe qu'en passant par le
point de Wo d'argument interne t. L'ensemble M est réunion de W et des Mt.
Soient ci et C2 deux points de M tels que 0 soit périodique pour P C l . Si ci et
C2 sont dans des membres de M conjugués (i.e. symétriques par rapport à R),
ils ne sont pas accouplables. On conjecture que dans tous les autres cas ils le
sont. Traduisant le critère de Thurston, Silvio Levy a réduit le problème de
l'accouplabilité à l'impossibilité de trouver une courbe ayant certaine propriété
combinatoire. Tan Lei a alors obtenu le résultat suivant: supposons ci et C2 dans
Mtl et Mt2 respectivement, avec t\ 4-12 ^ 1. Supposons en outre que ci soit le
modulé d'un point ci de la nervure principale de Mtl par un point c\, et que ni
t\ ni t2 ne soit de la forme 1/n ou -1/rc. Alors ci et C2 sont accouplables.1
La traduction du théorème de Thurston pour les polynômes à ensemble postcritique fini presente quelque complication formelle.
Pour l'extension aux polynômes qui ne sont pas à ensemble postcritique fini,
ou pour la continuité en fonction des données, il n'y a aucun résultat domontré.
1

Added in proof: Mary Rees a obtenu la conjecture complète.
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Mais il y a une très belle étude expérimentale de Ben Wittner sur les fractions
rationnelles de degré 2 ayant un cycle superattractif d'ordre 3. Ces fractions
rationnelles forment une famille à 1 paramètre, et dans le plan du paramètre on
voit l'image de M mutilé d'un membre, correspondant aux accouplements avec
un lapin, le symétrique et on voit aussi les points correspondant aux accouplements avec le point réel -1,754877 de période 3. Ben Wittner a des algorithmes,
basés sur une mise en oeuvre de la méthode de Thurston, qui lui permettent de
tracer les nervures de M et leurs images par accouplement avec un polynôme
donne (à point critique périodique), Cela suggère très fortement que ces applications sont continues (encore qu'avec un assez mauvais module de continuité). On
peut repérer les fractions rationnelles qui peuvent être obtenues par accouplement de plusieurs façons, et celles qui, bien qu'ayant deux cycles super attract ifs,
ne peuvent pas être obtenues par accouplement.
Les inégalités de Shishikura. Dans un article récent, Mitsuhiro Shishikura
utilse une méthode de chirurgie pour démontrer les conjectures qui circulaient
sur le nombre maximum de cycles non répulsifs ou de cycles de composantes du
complémentaire de l'ensemble de Julia d'une fraction rationnelle de degré donné.
Pour ce faire, il a affiné l'outil: il obtient le lemme suivant:
LEMME.
Soit g: C —• C une application quasi-régulière. Soient Ei des
ouverts disjoints de C (i = 1 , . . . , m ) , soient fa: Ei -^ E[ des applications quasiconformes, où les Ei sont des ouverts de G, et soit N un entier. On suppose
satisfaites les conditions suivantes:
(i) g(E) est contenu dans E, ou E = [JEï,
(ii) <t>og°((j>ï1) est analytique sur E[, ou (j>: E —> C a pour restriction les Ei\
(iii) dg/dz = 0 presque partout sur C — g~n(E),
Il existe alors une application quasi-conforme (/>: G -» C telle que (j)ogo(f>~1
soit une fraction rationnelle. De plus, ^ o ^ r 1 est conforme sur E[, et d(j)/dz = 0
presque partout sur G \Jg~n(E).
La démonstration est une adaptation de celle du théorème de redressement
des applications à allure polynomiale.
Une application rationnelle / de degré d étant donnée, notons na le nombre
de cycles attractifs (en comptant les superattractifs), np le nombre de cycles
paraboliques (i.e., indifférents rationnels), np le nombre de cycles de domaines
paraboliques (on a np > np car plusieurs cycles de domaines paraboliques peuvent être attachés à un même cycle de points), mTr le nombre de cycles indifférents irrationnels, et n # le nombre d'anneaux de Herman. Quand il y a lieu
de préciser, on écrira na(f), etc.
THÉORÈME (SHISHIKURA). Soit f une application rationnelle de degré d.
On a na + np + ni rr + 2 • nn < 2d — 2.
Commençons par un résultat intermédiaire. Pour un polynôme, notons n* le
nombre de cycles attractifs à distance finie, soit n* = na — 1.
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PROPOSITION, (a) Pour un polynôme de degré d, on a n * + n p + n i r r < d—1.
(b) Pour une fraction rationnelle de degré d, on ana+np
+ ni r r < 2d — 2.
INDICATION DE DÉMONSTRATION, (a) Le résultat était connu [7], il découle
de la notion même d'application à allure polynomiale. Comme chaque bassin
attractif ou parabolique contient au moins un point critique, on a na + np <
d — 1. Il n'est pas évident que l'on peut perturber un polynôme / , sans changer
son degré, de facon à rendre les points indifférents irrationnels attractifs et à
conserver le nombre des bassins paraboliques. Mais cela est facile dans le cadre
des applications à allure polynomiale: soit f:Uf—>U
une application à allure
polynomiale de degré d, et choisissons un polynôme h (de degré élevé) tel que:
(i) h s'annule aux points périodiques non répulsifs de / ;
(ii) Re(hf(x)/f'(x))
< 0 si x est un point périodique indifférent irrationnel;
(iii) Si x est un point parabolique, h s'annule en a; à un ordre suffisant pour
que le nombre de pétales de la fleur de Fatou en x soit le même pour f -h eh et
pour / .
Soit U\ l'ouvert U légèrement rétréci. Pour e assez petit, f + eh induit une
application à allure polynomiale f£: U£ —> U±, vérifiant: na(f£) > na(f) +
nirr(/), nP(fe) > nP(f). O n a d o n c n a ( / ) + n i r r ( / ) + n P ( / ) < n a ( / e ) + n P ( / e ) <
d-1.
(b) Soit / une fraction rationnelle telle que n-ur(f) > 0. On peut supposer
que 0 est un point périodique indifférent irrationnel, que /(oo) = 0, mais que
oo n'appartient pas au cycle de 0. Choisissons un polynôme h satisfaisant aux
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) énoncées plus haut. Pour e > 0, notons V£ le bassin
immédiat de 0 pour e, et p(e) la distance de 0 a dV£. Si 0 est une point de
Siegel, p(e) ne tend pas vers 0; sinon, il tend vers 0, mais plus lentement que e&
pout tout ß.
D'autre part, on peut choisir un disque D£, de rayon R£ tendant vers l'infini
comme 1/e^ pour un certain ß, de facon que f£ ressemble à / sur D£. Pour e
assez petit, f£(dD£) est donc contenu dans V£. On peut alors raccorder f£ a / sur
le complémentaire de D£. On obtient une application qui n'est plus holomorphe,
mais qui peut le devenir si on change la structure complexe de la sphère de
Riemann. Pour cette dernière application g, on a na(g) > na(f) + n i r r ( / ) , et
np(g) > np(f). D'où l'inégalité cherchée.
Shishikura et les anneaux de Herman. Pour terminer la démonstration
de son théorème, Shishikura doit traiter le cas où il y a des anneaux de Herman.
Indiquons quelques constructions pour se faire la main.
Comment obtenir un anneau de Herman en accouplant des disques de Siegel:
Soient / i et f2 des applications rationnelles de degré d\,d2, ayant des disques
de Siegel invariants D\, D2, de nombre de rotation t\ et t2 = —t±. Nous allons
construire à partir de / i et f2, une application rationnelle /3 ayant un anneau
de Herman de nombre de rotation t\ ou t2 suivant l'orientation choisie.
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Soient 7i et 72 des cercles invariants dans D± et D2, et notons Dfx et D2
les sous-disques de D\ et D2 limites par 71 et 72. On peut construire un
difféomorphisme iß de C ayant les propriétés suivantes:
(i) ^ ( 7 l ) - 7 2 j if; o /1 = f2 o iß sur 71, iß(D[) = C - D2\
(ii) Le support de diß est contenu dans A = D% H iß~l(D2).
Définissons alors g par g — fx sur C - D'x et g — iß~% o f2 o iß sur Di,
L'application 0 a les propriétés suivantes:
• 9(A) =A;
• g est holomorphe sur un voisinage de C - A\
• La structure presque complexe aA que coincide avec la structure standard
ao sur C et avec iß*(ao) sur A H D[ est invariante par g.
On peut alors étendre aA en une structure presque complexe a sur C invariante par g. Par Ahlfors-Bers, il existe un homéomorphisme quasi-conforme (ß de
C qui est holomorphe de a vers 00. Alors /3 — <ß o g o 0" 1 est une application
rationnelle, admettant (j)(A) comme anneau de Herman.
REMARQUES. (1) En comptant les points critiques, on trouve ds — 1 =
(di - 1) + (d2 - 1), soit d3 = di + d2 - 1.
(2) L'application fs n'est pas déterminée par f\ et f2: un anneau de Herman
comporte un module.
Gomment découper un anneau de Herman invariant en disque de Siegel:
Soit / une application rationnelle de degré d avec un anneau de Herman A,
On suppose que f(A) = A, et que / opère sur A avec un angle de rotation t (ou
—t suivant l'orientation choisie). Choisissons un cercle invariant 7 dans A, qui
coupe C en deux pièces #1 et B2. On peut construire un difféomorphisme iß de
C tel que:
(i) ^(7) = S1 (cerle unité), et iß conjugue / sur 7 à la rotation d'angle t]
(ii) le support de diß est contenu dans A.
Pour i = 1,2, soit gi : C —• C l'application qui coincide avec iß o f o iß-1 sur
iß(Bi) et avec la rotation d'angle t sur le complémentaire. Soit af la structure
complexe qui coincide avec iß*ao sur iß(Af)Bi) e^ avec ao sur le complémentaire
dans A. Alors af est une structure presque complexe sur iß(A) invariante par
g. On peut l'étendre en une structure presque complexe ai sur C invariante
par gi avec rapport de dilatation borné puisque g est holomorphe en dehors de
iß(A). On peut alors trouver pour i = 1,2 une application quasi-conforme fa
holomorphe de ai vers ao, et fi = fa o ^ o (ßT1 est une application rationnelle
ayant un disque de Siegel de nombre de rotation t ou —t. On peut reconstruire
/ à partir de /1 et f2 comme il a ete explique plus haut.
Et s'il y a plusieurs anneaux de Herman,..
Soit / une fraction rationnelle de degré d avec des anneaux de Herman périodiques (^i)^/. Choisissons dans chaque Ai une courbe périodique 7^ de façon
que f(li) = 7/„(i), et notons T la réunion des 7^. Chaque anneau A est coupé
par 7^ en deux demi anneaux A[ et A" avec f(A[) = Af(, Appelons n-pièces les
composantes connexes de C — / - n ( r ) . Appelons objets les demi-anneaux ou les
points périodiques non répulsifs. Nous dirons que deux objets sont séparés au
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niveau n s'ils sont dans deux n-pièces différentes. On peut trouver un niveau
N qui sépare tout ce qui est destine a être séparé. Soit (Bj)jej la famille des
TV-pièces. On peut écrire J = J ' U J"; les pièces Bj, j G J1, sont celles qui
contiennent un objet. Pour j E J', notons #/ # y) la iV-pièce qui contient les
images des objets de Bj. On prend la réunion disjointe des Bj pour j G J*', et on
colle à chacun d'eux le nombre de disques nécessaires pour en faire une sphère
topologique Sj. On peut définir des applications gj\ SJ —• S/*y) de façon à ce
que gj coincide avec / sur Bjf\f~1(Bf^).
En changeant la structure complexe
des Si comme on l'a fait plus haut, on transforme les gj en des applications
rationnelles fj.
Les Bj pour j G J", on les oublie. On se retrouve finalement avec un
système dynamique holomorphe où l'espace sous-jacent est une réunion disjointe
de sphères de Riemann indexée par «/'. A un tel système dynamique F, on peut
appliquer les théorèmes classiques de Fatou, Julia, Sullivan, etc. sur les applir
cations rationnelles. Egalement la méthode de perturbation de Shishikura pour
rendre les cycles indifférents irrationnels attractifs. En notant x(^) le nombre
de points critiques de F, on peut étendre la Proposition.
DEMONSTRATION DU THÉORÈME DE SHISHIKURA. Soit / une application
rationnelle de degré d, et soit F le système dynamique construit à partir de / .
Chaque anneau de Herman est remplacé par deux disques de Siegel, les points
périodiques et les bassins paraboliques sont conserves, de sorte que l'on a:
na(F) > na(f),

nP(F) > nP(f),

nilT(F) > niri(f) + 2 • nH(F).

On peut perturber F en un système dynamique d'applications rationnelles
F£ de façon que les cycles indifférents irrationnels deviennent attractifs, sans
perturber les bassins paraboliques. On a alors na(F£) > na(F) + n[TT(F). D'où
na(f) + nP(f) -r- n i r r (/) + 2 • nH(f) < na(F) + nP(F) + nilT(F)
<na(F£)-r-nP(F£)<x(F£)
=
X(F)<x(f)=2d-2.
Ceci achève la démonstration du Théorème.
Copies d'un membre de M dans des espaces de paramètres. Notons Mi/2 le membre de l'ensemble de Mandelbrot M d'argument interne | ,
i.e., la partie de M située à gauche du point —|. Partant d'une idée de J. C.
Yoccoz, Bodil Branner obtient un homéomorphisme de Mi/ 2 sur l'ensemble des
polynômes moniques centrés de degré 3 tels que l'image d'un des points critiques
soit le point fixe d'argument externe 0. Nous esquissons la construction:
Partons d'un polynôme quadratique P avec c G Mi/ 2 - H y a deux points fixes:
a d'arguments externes | et §, et ß d'argument externe 0. Le point o! = —a a
pour arguments externes | et | . Fixons un potentiel s et notons V, V et V"
les compacts limités par les équipotentielles de niveau s, f et | . Les lignes
L = R1/3UR2/sö{a}

et l! = R1/G U Ä 5/6 U {a'}
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coupent V en trois pièces Vb, V% et V_i, avec 0 G Vb, -/? G Vi et /? G V-iPosons y0, = V / nVb, etc,
On définit un espace X en identifiant dans Vo U VL-i les rayons Äi/ 3 et Ä2/3,
potentiel par potentiel. Appliquons VL\ dans -Y par Pc et VQ dans X par Pc2.
On a une discontinuité le long de V. En la lissant, on obtient une application
g\ X1 —• X qui est un revêtement ramifié de degré 3, avec X1 contenu dans
l'intérieur de X. Si on s'y est bien pris, on peut trouver sur X une structure
presque complexe invariante par g, à rapport de dilatation borné, On l'intègre
et on obtient une application à allure polynomiale de degré 3, En la redressant,
on obtient un polynôme cubique Qc.
La continuité de c i-> Qc n'est pas évidente, mais on la démontre en utilisant
de façon repétée la méthode qui réussit pour le redressement en degré 2. Pour
montrer l'injectivité, on fait la construction dans l'autre sens.
Dans le même ordre d'idées, et en m'inspirant de la technique de Shishikura,
je construis une application continue de M1/2 dans le membre M1/3, appliquant
la racine sur la racine, et —2 = 7 M ( ^ ) s u r 7 M ( | ) - Cela montre que la nervure
de M qui mène à 7 M ( i ) est effectivement un arc (un pas en direction de la
connexité locale).
Partant d'un polynôme Pc comme ci-dessus, on définit un espace Y en prenant
Vb UV-i et deux copies V} * et Vi de Vi, et en cousant V-y ' à Vb suivant Ri/s,
V{2) à Vo suivant R2/3, et Vi(1) à V^] par P c sur fl{^ n V{.
On applique Vb' dans v}X) par P c , Vi(1) dans v/ 2 ) par l'identité, Vi'(2) sur
VbUV-i par P c , et aussi VL\ sur VbUV_i par P c . On lisse les discontinuitéset on
obtient une application g:Y'-+Y qui est un revêtement ramifié. On construit
une structure complexe invariante par g avec rapport de dilatation bornée, ce
qui est un peu plus délicat que dans le cas précédent, et on termine de même.
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PaijuoHajibHbie annpoKCHMau;HH
aHaJIHTHHeCKHX (JtyHKIJ.Hft
A. A. rOHHAP
B CTaxbe H3JiaraiOTCH pe3yjibTaTbi nocjieAHwx jieT, OTHOCHIAHCCH K sa^a^e
O CKOpOCTH paU,HOHaJIbHOfl annpOKCHMaU,HH aHajIHTHHeCKHX 4>yHKii,Htt.
1. IlycTb E — KOMnaKT B paciuHpeHHOft KOMiuieiccHott njiocKocra C , / —
4)yHKii,HH, HenpepbiBHaa Ha E, Rn KJiacc Bcex pai;HOHajibHbixfyynKupLVLOT
z nopHAKa He Bbinie n. yKJiOHeHHe / OT Rn (B paBHOMepHofl MeTpHKe Ha E)
o6o3HaHHM nepe3 rn =
rn(f,E):
rn =

inî{\\f-r\\E'reZn},

TA© || • ||E - sup — HopMa Ha E.
ECJIH fyyHKupsi f rojiouopcfrna Ha
KOMnaKTe E (f G H (E)), TO nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb rn cTpeMHTCÄ K Hyjiio
reoMeTpHvecKH, TOHHee,

nmrl/n n = q<l.
n

BejiHHHHa q = q(fiE)
HBJIHCTCä OCHOBHOü xapaKTepHCTHKOÄ CKopocTH
pau,HOHajibHott annpoKCHMau,HH / Ha E (BO BCäKOM cjiynae, npn q G (0,1)).
BonpOC O BblHHCJieHHH (xapaKTepHSai^HH) 9TOtt BCJIHHHHbl B TepMHHax,
CBÄ3aHHbix c aHajiHTHHecKHM npoAOJiHceHHeM 4)yHKu,HH / , HrpaeT (J)yHAaMeHTajibHyio pojib B Teopnn paijHOHajibHbix annpoKCHMaujift aHajiHTWHecKHx
(J)yHKI^HÄ.
BciOAy B AaJibHefluieM 6yAeM npeAnojiaraTb, HTO KOMnaKT E COCTOHT
H3 KOHeHHOrO HHCJia HeTpHBHaJIbHblX CBH3HWX KOMnOHeHT (KOHTHHyyMOß).
IlycTb F — KOMnaKT, npHHaAJie^caiAHft G\E, h(E,F) — MOAyJib KOHA^HcaTopa (E,F) (h = 1/c, rAe c = c(E,F) — eMKOCTb 9Toro KOHAeHcaTopa). H3
pe3yjibTaTOB ^MC. Yojiiiia [15] H T. EerÔH [1], OTHOCHIH,HXCH K HHTepnoJiHU,HH
paAHOHaJIbHblMH (})yHKAHHMH C (pHKCMpOBaHHbIMM IIOJIK)CaMH} BblTCKaeT cjieAyioiAaa TeopeMa: ecjin cfryHKiiiix f ronoMopfyHa B OTKPMTOM UHomecTBe D,
E C D = C\.F, TO RJISI f(z), z G E, cnpaBeftjiHBa oitemca
q<exp(-h(E,F))

(1)
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06O3HaHHM Hepe3 J KJiaCC BCeX KOMnaKTOB F, TaKHX, HTO (fryHKU.HÄ / G
H (E) AonycKaeT rojiOMop$Hoe (oAH03HaHHoe aHajiHTHHecKoe) npoAOJiaceHHe
B C\F. MoAyJieM rOJIOMOp4>HOCTH (JìyHKAHH / G H(E) Ha30BeM BeJIHHHHy

h = sup{h(E,F):FeJ}

(0 < h < +00).

B Hanôojiee HHTepecHbix cjiynaax cymecTByeT eAHHCTBeHHbift peryjiapHbift
KOMnaKT Ff G 7 , AJIH KOToporo h(E,Ff)
= ft; OTKpbiToe MHOJKCCTBO
Df = C\Ff — MaKCHMajibHaH oÖJiacTb TOJIOMOP^HOCTH (J)yHKii,HH / G H(E)
(B njiocKocTH C).

H3 (1) BbiTeKaeT, HTO AJI« JHOöOä ^ H K I ^ H H / G

H(E)

BejIHHHHbl q H h CBH3aHbI HepaBeHCTBOM
q<e~h.

(2)

OTMCTHM, HTO 06e BBeAeHHbie xapaKTepncTHKH (q H h) HHBapHaHTHbi
OTHOCHTejibHO APOÖHO-JIHHeÄHblX npeo6pa30BaHHtt nJIOCKOCTH C .
OueHKa (2) no3BOJiHeT BbiHHCJiHTb q TOJibKo npn h = + 0 0 . uocjieAHee
paßeHCTBo 03HanaeT, HTO (fryHKAHfl / G H(E) AonycKaeT rojioMoptJmoe
npoAOJi^ceHHe B oÖJiacTb BHAa C \ F , cap F = 0 (cap — jiorapH<}>MHHecKaH
eMKOCTb); RJIR TaKHX (J>yHKIJHtt

q = limrl/n = 0.
n

B o6iu;eM cjiynae BejiHHHHy q Hejib3« oxapaKTepH30BaTb B TepMHHax,
CBH3aHHbIX TOJIbKO C aHajIHTHHeCKHM npOAOJIECeHHeM (JjyHKIJ.HH / ; B HaCTHOCTH, q Hejib3H Bbipa3HTb Hepe3 h. Xopouio H3BecTHbi TaK^ce npHMepbi
(fryHKIJHtt, RJISI KOTOpblX 0 < q = e~h. OAHaKO, COOTBeTCTByiOIAHe 4>yHKU,HH
HMeiOT AOBOJibHO 3K30THHecKHÄ xapaKTep. B nocjieAHHe roAbi nojiyneH paA
pe3yjibTaT0B, noKa3biBaioiii;Hx, HTO JXJISL mnpoKHx KJiaccoB aHajiHTHnecKHx
4>yHKD,Hft, BKJIIOHaiOIAHX Ba^CHeftlUHe 4>yHKi;HH aHajIH3a, q MOäECHO Bbipa3HTb
nepe3 h; npn STOM, HMeeT MecTo paßeHCTBo

q = limri/n = e-2h.

(3)

n

IIo-BHAHMOMy, nepBbie pe3yjibTaTbi o6mero xapaKTepa, npHBOAamne K
4)opMyjie (3), 6biJiH nojiyneHbi B paÔOTax aBTopa [2, 3]. JXJISL AOKa3aTejibCTBa
cooTBeTCTByiomHx pe3yjibTaT0B B 9THX paôoTax 6biji npHMeHeH MCTOA, OCHOBaHHblft Ha HHTepnOJIHI^HH 4)yHKU,HH / G H(E) paUHOHaJIbHblMH (fcyHKIJHHMH
co CBOÖORHMMH nojiiocaMH (MCTOA MHoroTOHeHHbix annpoKCHMaijHß riaAe).
B [2] paccMOTpeH cjiynaft, KorAa E n F — 0Tpe3KH BemecTBeHHofl npaMOß

rAe G — nojiOHCHTejibHa^ Mepa, HOCHTejib KOTopoii npHHaAJieacHT OTpe3Ky
F. OcHOBHOft pe3yjibTaT 3 T O ä paöoTbi 3aKJH0HaeTCH B TOM, HTO npn ycjiOBHH:
G1 = da/dt > 0 noHTH BCiOAy Ha F HMeeT MecTO 4>opMyjia

q=

exp(-2h(E,F)).
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MoAyJib h(E,F)
Bbipa^KaeTca nepe3 nojiHbie BJiJinnraHecKHe HHTerpajibi
nepBoro poAa; ecjiH E = [a, 6], F = [c, d), TO

B pa6oTe [3] (fropMyjia (4) AOKa3ana RJIR cjiynaH, KorAa E — KOMnaKT,
CHMMeTpHHHbltt OTHOCHTejibHO R , F — OÖTiCAHHeHHe KOHeHHOrO HHCJia
OTpe3KOB 3T0ft npjIMOft H / — (fcyHKIJHfl, rOJIOMOp(|)Hafl B OÖJiaCTH D =
C\F H HMeioiAaü AOCTaTOHHo npaBHJibHbifl cKanoK Ha F. M3 OCHOBHOä
TeopeMbi 3T0ft paöoTbi cjieAyeT, HTO paßeHCTBo (3) cnpaßeAJiHBO RJISI Jiioöott
(J)yHKAHH / G H(E), AonycKaioni;eft aHajiHTHnecKoe npoAOJiHceHHe BAOjib
nyTeft, npHHaAJie^amnx oöjiacra BHAa C\e, rAe e — KOMnaKT nyjieBOA
eMKOCTH, e C R.
OcTaHOBHMCH Ha cxeMe npHMeHeHHH MHoroTonenHbix annpoKCHMau,Htt
rtaAe K 3aAane o cKopocTH paBHOMepHOfl annpoKCHMau,HH aHajiHTHHecKHX
(JiyHKAHÄ; noAPoÖHee CM. [3]. IlycTb / G H (E), a — {antk}9 fc = 1 , 2 , . . . , n,
n = 1 , 2 , . . . — TpeyrojibHaa Ta6jiHi;a ToneK (y3jioB HHTepnojiHii,HH), npnHaAJieHcaiu,HX KOMnaKTy E, H An(z) = (z — otn,i) •••(# — ®n,n)- ^HKcnpyeM
HaTypajibHoe n H paccMOTpnM pau,HOHajibHyio <}>yHKU,HK) Rn = Pn/Qn,
rn\e
PniQn — npOH3BOJIbHbie nOJlHHOMbl OT Z, yAOBJieTBOpHK)IU,He yCJIOBHHM
degPn<n-l,

degQn<n

(Qn^0);

Qnf Pn

~
-^2n

G H(E).

(5)

riocjieAHee TpeÖOBaHHe 03HanaeT, HTO Qnf — Pn = 0 B TOHKax 2n-ott
CTpOKH Ta6jIHIJ,bI Qi (c yHeTOM HX KpaTHOCTett).
IlOJIHHOMbl Pn,Qri)
yAOBJieTBopHK)in,He ycjiOBHHM (5), cymecTByiOT A-TCH Jiioöoft / G H (E); HX
OTHomeHHe Pn/Qn onpeAeJiaeT eAHHCTBeHHyio pai;HOHajibHyio (J)yHKAHio Rn
(C TOHHOCTbK) AO OÖblHHOrO OTOMCAeCTBJieHHH). 9Ta pai^HOHaJIbHa« <J)yHKAHH
Ha3biBaeTCH MHoroToneHHOft annpoKCHMai^nefl IlaAe (rana [n—l/n]) (J)yHKu,HH
/ , cooTBeTCTByioin,ett Ta6jiHi;e y3Jioß HHTepnojiJiiJ,HH a. ECJIH Qn =^ 0 B y3Jiax
«2n,l»---)^2n,2n> TO Rn HHTepnOJIHpyeT / B 9THX TOHKax. B npOTHBHOM
cjiynae npn nepexoAe OT Qnf — Pn K f — Rn nacTb ycjioBHtt HHTepnojiHAHH TepaeTca; oAHaKo, noTepa dn ycjioBHft HHTepnojiHU,HH conpoBo:>KAaeTCfl
noHHMceHHeM CTeneHett HHCJIHTCJIH H 3HaMeHaTejiH $yHKu\mi Rn Ha BCTCHHHHy dn- OcHOBHbie TpyAHOCTH, CBH3aHHbie e npHMeHeHHeM MHoroToneHHbix
annpoKCHMau,Htt IlaAe (cooTBeTCTByioiAHx BbiÖpaHHott Ta6jiHU,e y3jiOB HHTepnojiHi^HH), 3aKJii0HaK)Tca B aHajiH3e acHMnTOTHnecKoro noBeAeHHH HX
nojnocoB H npoöJieMbi CXOAHMOCTH caMHx annpoKCHMau,Htt. ECJIH (})yHKii,HH
/ G H(E) AonycKaeT rojiOMop(})Hoe npoAOJi^ceHHe B oTKpbiToe MHO^CCTBO
D = C\F

(6e3 orpaHHHeHHÄ O6IH,HOCTH MOMCHO cnHTaTb, HTO E, F — KOM-

naKTbl B C H / ( o o ) = 0), TO nOJIHHOMbl Qn yAOBJieTBOpfllOT KOMnjieKCHblM
COOTHOUieHHHM OpTOrOHaJIbHOCTH:

/" « » ( 0 ^ 1 ^ = 0,

y = 0,l,...,n-l,

(6)
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rAe 7 — npoH3BOJibHbitt KOHTyp, oxBaTbiBaioiAHtt F (7 npHHaAJie^cHT
AonojiHeHHK) K ^ U F ) ; AJIH pa3H0CTH f — Rn HMeeT MecTO (})opMyjia

U

«n)W -

2;r

. • {QnQ){z)

^

_ t) ,

Mn{t){z

\1)

B KOTopofl Q — npoH3BOJibHbiß nojiHHOM CTeneHH He Bbiine n. B TOM cjiynae,
KorAa F — CHCTeMa rjiaAKHx KOHTypoB (pa3pe30ß) B C, H (fryHKijHa / HMeeT
AOCTaTOHHo npaBHJibHbiÄ cKanoK Ha F , cooTHomeHHa opToroHajibHOCTH (6)
MOXCHO 3anncaTb B BHAe

O»W«,"-TnS = 0,

y = 0,l,...,n-l

(8)

/,
( x — CKanoK / Ha F); aHajiorHHHO MOECHO nepenncaTb 4>opMyjiy (7).
IlpHMeHeHHe cooTHOiiieHHtt (6) HJIH (8) AJIä aHajiH3a npeAejibHoro pacnpeAejieHHÄ HyjieK nojiHHOMOB Qn OCJIOMCHäCTCH AßyMÄ oöcToaTejibCTBaMH.
Bo-nepBbix, B HanÖojiee HHTepecHbix cjiynaax (HanpHMep, KorAa sjieMeHT
/ G H (E) onpeAejiaeT MHoro3HaHHyio aHajiHTHHecKyio (JjyHKAHio c KOHCHHblM HHCJIOM TOHeK BeTBJieHHfl) OÔJiaCTb rOJIOMOp(})HOCTH D = C\F (J)yHKAHH
/ H, TeM caMbiM, CHCTeMa pa3pe30B F, onpeAejiaiOTCfl no / HCOAHO3HaHHo; BO-BTopwx, Mepa f(t)dt/A2n(t),
(JwrypHpyiomafl B COOTHOIHCHHHX
OpTOrOHaJIbHOCTH AJIH Qn} 3aBHCHT OT HOMepa 3T0r0 nOJIHHOMa (sTa 3aBHCHMOCTb CBH3aHa C BblÔOpOM TaÖJIHIJbl y3JIOB HHTepnOJIHAHH). MMeiOIII,HeC5I
pe3yjibTaTbi (nacTHHHO o HHX ÖyAeT roBopHTbca HHace) noKa3biBaiOT, HTO
HyjiH Qn (nojiiocbi Rn) «BbiônpaiOT» CHCTeMy pa3pe30B, oöJiaAaiomyio onpeAeJieHHblMH CBOÄCTBaMH «CHMMeTpHH» OTHOCHTejibHO E H OJ — eCJIH CBOÄCTBa
(})yHKUHH / AonycKaiOT TaKOfl Bbi6op; npeAejibHoe pacnpeAejieHHe Hyjiefl
Qn Ha 3T0ft CHCTeMe pa3pe30B F TaKace 3aBHCHT OT CBOäCTB TaOjiHijbi a.
OTMCTHM, HTO MHorne KOHKpeTHbie npoôJieMbi B 3T0M HanpaBjieHHH noKa
OCTaiOTCfl OTKpbITbIMH.
BepHeMCH K paccMaTpHBaeMoit 3aAane. TlycTb A = Ajr—A^? — paBHOBecHbift
3ap£A KOHAeHcaTopa (E, F) (A#, Xp — eAHHHHHbie Mepbi, cocpeAOToneHHbie
Ha E H F, cooTBeTCTBeHHo), V = Vx — jiorapn(})MHHecKHtt noTeHi^naji
3apHAa A:

'M-/

lo

s^jdAW'

zeC

-

B cjiynae, KorAa E — KOMnaKT, cHMMeTpHHHbifl OTHOCHTejibHO R, F —
CHCTeMa OTpe3KOB npHMOß R H (fryHKijHH / G H(D), D = C\F, HMeeT
npaBHJibHbift (HanpHMep, aHajiHTHHecKHft) CKanoK Ha F, cnpaBeAJiHBo cjieAyioiu;ee yTBepacAeHHe:
(*) ecjin TOHKH TaÖJinubi a HMewT npexejibHoe pacnpepfijieHHe, xapaicrepu3yeMoe Mepott XE, TO nyjin Qn (nojiiocbi Rn) Taicxce MMôIOT npexejibHoe
pacnpenejieHHe H STO pacnpeAejieHHe xapaKTepn3yeTcx
Mepo& XF; nocjieROBaTeJIbHOCTb Rn CXORHTCH JIO eMKOCTH K f BHyTpH (Ha KOMnaKTHblX noRMHOTKecTBax) o6jiacTH Dj npjfneM

\f-Rn\1/n^exp2(V-hF)

(9)
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no eMKOCTH BHyTpn D) 3Aecb HF — 3HaneHHe V Ha F (TaK HTO npaBaa nacTb
(9) paBHa e~*h, h = hF-hE
= h(E,F), Ha E).
9TO yTBepMCACHHe nrpaeT KJHoneByio pojib npn npHMeHeHHH MeTOAa
MHoroToneHHbix annpoKCHMau,Htt IlaAe K 3aAane o cKopocra paBHOMepHoft
annpoKCHMaii^HH pau,HOHajibHbiMH fyynKujAsiMK. B pa6oTe [3] noKa3aHO,
HTO OTCIOA& y^ce cjieAyeT (J)opMyjia (4) (AOKa3aTejibCTBO HepaBeHCTBa q =
limr n
< e~2h ne cocTaBJiaeT TpyAa; B [3] AOKa3aHo, HTO HepaBeHCTBO
n
lim rJ
> e"2h TaKace BbiTeKaeT H3 (9)). fljia cjiynan, KorAa CKanoK
f HB, F xapaKTepw3yeTCH nojioDKHTejibHott Mepoft o} aHajiH3 3HaHHTejibHO
ynponi,aeTCH; B STOM cjiynae MHoroHJieHbi Qn yAOBJieTBopniOT COOTHOLUCHH^M
OpTOrOHaJIbHOCTH BHAa

/ « » ( * ) * y T ^ = 0,
JF
Mn\P)

y = 0,l,...,n-l

(c BecaMH, saBHCHiAHMH OT HOMepa MHoroHJieHa).
06m;aH TeopeMa o
npeAeJibHOM pacnpeAejieHHH Hyjieft TaKHx MHoroHJieHOB nojiyneHa B [6]; AJIH
paccMOTpeHHoro Bbiuie cjiynafl cooTBeTCTByioiAHtt pe3yjibTaT coAep^KHTCÄ B

[5].
ripoÖJieMaTHKa, CBH3aHHaa c npeAeJibHbiM pacnpeAeJieHHeM noJiiocoB H
cxoAHMOCTbK) annpoKCHMaijHft IlaAe, nojiynnjia npHHAHnnajibHoe pa3BHTHe
B paöoTax T. IIlTajiH [10-12]. OCHOBHOä pe3yjibTaT UlTaji« OTHOCHTCH K
cjiynaio, KorAa E — KOHTHHyyM co CBH3HbiM AonojiHeHHeM H / AonycKaeT
npoAOJiMceHHe BAOJib jno6oro nyTH, npHHaAJie^cani;ero o6jiacTH BHAa C \ e ,
rn\e e — KOMnaKT HyjieBotf CMKOCTH (HHTepec npeACTaBJiaeT cjiynaft, KorAa
sjieMeHT / G H(E) onpej^enneT MHoro3HaHHyio aHajinranecKyio (})yHKii,HK)
B 3T0ft oôjiacra). B STOM cjiynae cym;ecTByeT eAHHCTBeHHaa oÖJiacTb D,
E C D = C\F, TaKaa, HTO h(E,F) — h H D coAepxKHT jiioÖyio APyryio
oÖJiacTb rojiOMop(J)HOCTH (J)yHKii,HH / , oÔJiaAaioiAyio TeM »ce CBOäCTBOM MaKCHMaJIbHOCTH MOAyJIÄ (h — MOAyJIb rOJIOMOp(})HOCTH f,F = Ff,D = Df).
IlPrajib AOKa3aji, HTO R\JISI MHoroToneHHbix annpoKCHMau,Htt IlaAe paccMaTpHBaeMbix 4)yHKU,Hö / G H(E) cnpaBeAJiHBO yTBepMCAenne (*) (c F = Ff H
D = Df). KaK 6bijio oTMeneHo Bbime, oTCiOAa y^Ke cjieAyeT 4>opMyjia (4) c
F = Ff H, TeM caMbiM, (fropMyjia (3) — A-na npoH3BOJibHott / G H(E)} onpeAeJIHK)IIl,eft MHOr03HaHHyK) aHajiHTHHecKyio 4>yHKii,HK), MHOJKCCTBO OCOÖblX
ToneK KOTopott HMeeT Hyjießyio eMKOCTb. MeTOA IÜTajiH ocHOBaH Ha TOM, HTO
KOMnaKT (cHCTeMa pa3pe30ß) F = Ff vi, TeM caMbiM, MaKCHMajibHaH oÖJiacTb
rojiOMop(})HOCTH D = Dff oÔJiaAaiOT onpeAeJieHHbiM CBOäCTBOM «CHMMCTPHH»
OTHOCHTejibHO E. IlpH 9T0M, CBOÄCTBO HeorpaHHHeHHOtt npOAOJIäECaeMOCTH
/ B C \ e He cyuj,ecTBeHHo; Ba^ceH jiHiiib TOT 4>aKT, HTO / HMeeT AOCTaTOHHO npaBHjibHbitt CKanoK Ha Ff.
CooTBeTCTByioiAyio o6m;yK> TeopeMy
yAOÔHO 4>opMyjiHpoBaTb HMeHHo KaK TeopeMy o CKopocra npnÔJiHMceHHH
rOJIOMOp(})HbIX (})yHKAHft B «CHMMeTpHHHblX» (OTHOCHTejibHO E) OTKpbITbIX
MHOMcecTBax D = C\F (CM. cjieAyiomnfl nyHKT; B n.2, B OTJIHHHC OT n.l, MM
npHBOAHM TOHHbie onpeAeJieHHH H 4>opMyjiHpoBKH TeopeM).
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2. ToHKy <; KOMnaKTa F 6yAeM Ha3biBaTb npaBHJibHoH, ecjin cymecTByeT
OKpecTHOCTb U(ç) 3T0Ä TOHKH, nepeceneHHe KOTopoÄ c F — npocTan
aHajiHTHHecKaa Ayra. MHODKCCTBO Bcex npaBHJibHbix TOHCK KOMnaKTa F
o6o3HanaeTCH nepe3 FoHepe3 A öyjxeu o6o3HanaTb MHOECCCTBO Bcex
KOMnaKTOB F, TaKHX, HTO cap (F\FQ) = 0 H FO i=- 0 .
PaccMOTpnM KOHAeHcaTop (E,F)\ ÔyAeM nncaTb F G S(E) (H roBopnTb,
HTO KOMnaKT F H oTKpbiToe MHO^KecTBO D = C \ F oöjiaAaiOT S-CBOKCTBOM
OTHOCHTejibHO E), ecjin F G A H

£<rt-£<<*)• * 6 *

<*>
1

2

3Aecb V — paBHOBecHbiM noTeHijHaji KOHAeHcaTopa (E,F),
f , £ —
AOCTHJKHMbie rpaHHHHbie TOHKH MHOMCeCTBa D, COOTBeTCTByK)IU,He TOHKe
ç G FQ, d/dn — npoH3BOAHaa no HopMajiH K F, BHyTpeHHeft AJIH D.
0 6 m a a KOHCTpyKAHH KOMnaKTOB F G S (E) Mo^ceT 6biTb onncaHa cjieAyiomHM o6pa30M.
<I>HKcnpyeM E (HanoMHHM, HTO paccMaTpHBaiOTCH KOMnaKTbl E, RBJlRlOÏUJ/LeCX OÔTjeAHHeHHeM KOHeHHOrO HHCJia KOHTHHyyMOB E\,...,EN)
H KOMnaKT e C C HyjieBOtt CMKOCTH, He nepeceKaioniiHttcH e E. PaccMOTpnM npoH3BOJibHyio pHMaHOBy noBepxHOCTb R,
HBjiHiomyiocH AsyjiHCTHbiM (Hepa3BeTBjieHHbiM) HaKpbiTHeM oôjiacTH C \ e ; p
— cooTBeTCTByioiAafl npoeKijHH. IlycTb E1, E2 — HenepeceKaioiAHecH KOMnaKTbi Ha R, TaKHe, HTO p(E?) = E, j = 1,2; u(z), z G Ü = R\(EX U E2) —
rapMOHHHecKan Mepa dE1 OTHOCHTejibHO fî. TorAa 3aMbiKaHne F MHoacecTBa
p{z G R: w(z) = 1/2} npHHaAJiesKHT S(E).
X o p o m o H3BecTHO, HTO MHorne SKCTpeMajibHbie 3aAann reoMeTpHnecKOtt
TeopHH (})yHKAHfl npHBOAHT K KOMnaKTaM F H MHOiHCeCTBaM D, OÖJiaAaiOIIIiHM
iS-CBOflCTBOM.
IlycTb F G A H / — <}>yHKi;HÄ, rojiOMopcjmaÄ B OTKPWTOM MHoaœcTBe
D = C \ F ; 6yAeM nncaTb / G HQ(D),
ecjin AJIH Jiioßofl TOHKH ç G Fo\eo, rAe
eo — KOMnaKT HyjieBOft CMKOCTH, cymecTByiOT npeAejibi

lim

f(z) = f(J),

j = l,2,

npHHeM / ( f 1 ) ^ f(<?) (KaK H Bbime, f 1 , ? 2 — AOCTHECHMMC rpaHHHHbie
TOHKH Z?, COOTBeTCTByiOIAHe TOHKe f; TeM CaMblM, pa3H0CTb f(çx) — / ( f 2 )
onpeAeJiHeT CKanoK <J>yHKAHH / B TOHKC f).
TEOPEMA 1. IlycTb (E,F) — KOHReHcaTop, Taicon, HTO F G S(E),
(pyHKiiHsi, npHHaxjiexcamax Ho(D), D = C \ F . Toma
q = limr1Jn
*

n

n

=

f —

e-2h^F\

BbiAejiHM ABa cjieACTBH« 3T0fl TeopeMbi (o nepBOM H3 HHX yace roBopnjiocb
B n . l B CBH3H c pe3yjibTaTaMH IUTaji«).
B Ka^cAOM H3 cjieAyiomHX cjiynaeß cnpaßeAJiHBO paßeHCTBo (3):
(i) E — KOHTHHyyM H sjieMeHT / G H (E) onpeAeJiaeT MHoro3HaHHyio
aHajiHTHHecKyio <J>yHKi*Hio c KOHCHHWM HHCJIOM oco6bix TOHCK;
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(ii) E — oÔTbeAHHeHHe nonapHO HenepeceKaioiAHXCfl KOHTHHyyMOB
E\,.,,,
EN H f(z) = c?, % E Ej, j = l,..,,N
(cjiynaft N = 2 cooTBeTCTByeT
KJiaccHHecKott 3aAane 3ojioTapeBa; CM [4]).
TeopeMa 1 CBOAHT pemeHHe MHornx Apyrnx 3aAan o CKopocra pau,HOHajibHO» annpoKCHMai^HH aHajiHTHHecKHX 4>yHKi;Htt K 3aAanaM reoMeTpHHecKott
TeopHH 4>yHKU,Hft, CBH3aHHbIM C XapaKTepH3ai^Heft MaKCHMajibHbix oöjiacTett
roJioMopc})HOCTH (pa3JiHHHbie BapnaHTbi npoÖJieMbi MOAyJifl).
IIpeMCAe HeM (J)opMyjinpoBaTb cjieAyK)in,yio TeopeMy, BBeAeM Heo6xoAHMbie
noHHTHH H o6o3HaHeHHH.
IlycTb (E,F) — KOHAeHcaTop, F G A; RJIX
npocTOTbi 6yAeM npeAnojiaraTb, HTO E, F — KOMnaKTbi B C H F RBJineTca
oÔTbeAHHeHHeM KOHeHHoro HHCJia aHajiHTHHecKHX McopAaHOBbix Ayr (TaK,
HTO F\FQ — KOHeHHOe MHOMCeCTBo). OHKCHpyeM 4>yHKU,HK) ip, rapMOHHnecKyio B HeKOTopott oKpecTHOCTH KOMnaKTa F, Hepe3 M(E,F)
o6o3HaHHM
MHOMCeCTBO BCeX 3ap«AOB BHAa \h = \lF — ßEf r A e VEI^F
— eAHHHHHbie
Mepbi, cocpeAOToneHHbie Ha E H F, cooTBeTCTBeHHO. MOMCHO noKa3aTb, HTO
cymecTByeT eAHHCTBeHHbifl 3ap^A A G M(E,F) TaKott, HTO

Vx(z)=wu

ZEE,

(Vx + (p)(z) = min(V A + (p) = w2,
zeL
= supp XF\
^ '
F
TeM caMbiM, KOHCTaHTbi W\,w2 TaK^ce OAH03HaHHo onpeAejiHiOTCH COOTHomeHHHMH paBHOBecHH (11). IIOJIOMCHM w = w(E,F,ip) = W2 — W\.
3ap«A X = XF — XE peniaeT npoÖJieMy paBHOBecna Ha (E,F)
npn
ycJiOBHH, HTO njiacTHHa F HaxoAHTca BO BHemHeM nojie (p. OTMCTHM,
HTO paBHOBecHbitt 3ap«A AflBJiaeTCH(eAHHCTBeHHbiM) pemeHHeM cjieAyiomett
3aAane o MHHHMyMe SHeprHH:

Ir(X) = M{Ip(ß):

I^li) = J log r^j

pLEM(E,F)},

dp{t) dfi{z) + 2 j ip(t) diiF(t).

0 6ojiee O6IAHX 3aAanax paBHOBecHH npn najiHHHH BHeuiHHX nojieft CM. [7].
B 3THX 3aAanax 3aAaiOTCH KOMnaKTbi (npoBOAHHKn) F i , . . . } J P m , BejiHHHHbi
3apHAOB Ha Ka^cAOM H3 npoBOAHHKOB, m X m-MaTpHAa A = ||%fc||, xapaKTepH3yiomaji 3aKOH B3aHMOAettCTBHH 3apHAOB, npHHaAJie^cain,Hx pa3jiHHHbiM
npoBOAHHKaM, H BHeuiHHe nojia (pi,... ,<pm, AeftCTByioiu,He B npeAejiax STHX
npoBOAHHKOB. PemeHHe pjiAa 3aAan, CBÄ3aHHbix c pau,HOHaJibHbiMH annpoKCHMaAHHMH aHajiHTHHecKHX 4)yHKU,Htt, 4>opMyjiHpyeTca B TepMHHax
cooTBeTCTByioiii,Hx paBHOBecHbix pacnpeAejieHHtt.
BepHeMca K 3aAane (11). ByAeM nncaTb F G S(E, <p)} ecjin L = suppAjr G A
H B KaMCAOÄ TOHKe ç G LQ HMeeT MeCTO paBeHCTBO

dn
(CMMCJI 0603HaHeHHH

(Ç

'

dn

TOT MCe, HTO H B (10)).

{Ç

'
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TEOPEMA 2. TlycTb F G S(E,(p), gn — nocjieAOBaTejibHocTb fyyHKU^HH,
roJioMop4>Hbix B oKpecTHOCTH U KOMnaKTa F, TaKax, HTO ( l / 2 n ) R e gn =£ ip
BHyTpn U. Torna RJISL nocjießOBaTejibHOCTH 4>yHKütHit

fn(z) = I

F
J! F

cnpaBeßjiHBo

e-9"Wdt
Z—t

cooTHomenne

limr n (/ n)J E)V« = e -2«',

(12)

n

rue w =

w(E,F,(p).

CooTHomeHHe (12) coxpaHaeTca H B HecKOJibKO 6ojiee o6m;ea CHTyaijHH,
KorAa
e-9nW
dt

în(z) = /

n

zeE,

~~t

rAe / G Ho(D) H 7 — npoH3BOJibHbiH KOHTyp, jie^caiAHÄ B U H oxBaTbiBaiomHÄ KOMnaKT F (<J>yHKn,HH fn(z),
z E E, ne 3aBHCHT OT 7).
TeopeMa 2 HMeeT HenocpeACTBeHHoe npHMeHeHHe K H3BCCTHOH 3aAane
o CKopocTH pauHOHajibHOÄ annpoKCHMaAHH 3KcnoHeHTbi Ha nojiyocn.
IIOJIOHCHM pn = rn(e~x,E+),
E+ = [0,+00]. IloApoÔHbiH 0630p pe3yjibTaTOB
rana

0 < Ci < \MPn/n < nSpJ / w < c2 < 1
n

n

H rnnoTe3, CBH3aHHbix c (cymecTBOBaHneM H) BCJIHHHHOH npeAeJia v —
limpn
HMeeTCH B KHHre II. Baprn [14]. HeAaBHO A. MarHyc [8] onpeAejiHji 3HaneHHe KOHCTaHTbi v c noMombio MeTOAa KapaTeoAopn-Oeftepa,
npncnocoÔJieHHoro RJIH paAHOHajibHbix annpoKCHMaAHH Bem;ecTBeHHbix
(J)yHKUHfl Ha OTpe3Ke [—1,1] M. TyTKHexTOM H Jl. Tpe<})eTeHOM [13]; a
HMeHHO, v = exp(—irK*/K), rAe K — noJiHbift sjuinnranecKHH HHTerpaji
nepBoro poAa, MOAyJib KOToporo onpeAeJiaeTCJi H3 K(k) = 2E(k). OnncaHHaH
B [8] TexHHKa onpeAejieHHa BejiHHHHbi VB npHHi^HnnajibHbix nyHKTax HMeeT
SBpHCTHHecKHflt xapaKTep; noKa HCHCHO, B nacTHocTH, KaK cTporo OôOCHOBaTb nepexoA OT n-Kparabix HHTerpajiOB K ypaBHeHHHM, onncbiBaioiAHM
npeAeJibHbie pacnpeAejieHHH (npn n —> 00). /tac. HaTTOJiJi Hcnojib30Baji
TaKoro poAa nepexoA AJia aHajiH3a acHMnTOTHnecKHx CBOHCTB nojiHHOMOB
3pMHTa-IlaAe (MCTOA CCAJIOBOH TOHKH HaTTOJiJia; CM.

[9]); oôocHOBaHHe

cooTBeTCTByioiAeH TCXHHKH npnBejio 6bi K pemeHHK) p«Aa 3aAan Teopnn
pai;HOHajibHbix annpoKCHMauHH, noKa ocTaiomnxcÄ OTKpbiTbiMH.
C noMoiAbio TeopeMbi 2 MOXCHO AOKa3aTb, HTO npeAeji v = limpn
cymecTByeT, H onncaTb BejiHHHHy v B TepMHHax, CBa3aHHbix c 3aAaneH
paBHOBecHH AJifl KOHAeHcaTopa BHAa (E+,F)
npn ycjioBHH, HTO njiacTHHa
F (aHaJIHTHHeCKaH Ayra, CHMMCTpHHHaH OTHOCHTejibHO R ) HaXOAHTCÄ BO
BHeuiHeM nojie (p(z) = \Rez,
npnneM F G S(E+,^Rez).
3Ta 3aAana
paBHOBecHH AonycKaeT pemeHHe B TepMHHax sjuinnraHecKHx (JìyHKAHH H
HHTerpajiOB. Ha STOM nyTH MODKHO nojiynHTb cjieAyiomyio — oneHb npocTyio
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— xapaKTepH3aAHK) BejiHHHHbi v. v ecTb (e^HHCTBeHHbiit) nojioxcHTejibHbift
KopeHb ypaBHeHHH
oo

1

X>nz" = -,

an = \J2(-l)dd\.

n=l

ECJIH n = 2mpmi

'"Pm*

(13)

d\n

— KaHOHHHecKoe npeACTaBjieHHe HHCJia n (p3- —

HeneTHbie npocTbie, m > 0, rrij > 1), TO
an = I2-+1 - 3|?

^

•••2

rA

BbiHHCJieHHe KOHCTaHTbi ü Ha ocHOBe (13) He cocTaBJiaeT TpyAa; HMeeM

1/v = 9.2890254919208189187554494359517450610317,,..
(STO HHCJIO C TpHAAaTbK) 3HaKaMH npHBeAeHO B [8]).

Ha yKa3aHHOM nyTH MOECHO H3yHHTb H Öojiee o6m,He 3aAaHH, CBH3aHHbie
c 3KcnoHeHTOH, B nacTHocTH, oxapaKTepH30BaTb 3HaneHHe

ve = \\mrn(e~z,E9),

EB = {z = reü: r > 0, \t\<0<

TT/2}.

n
TeopeMbi 1, 2 H pe3yjibTaTbi, oTHocniAHeca K SKcnoHeHTe, nojiyneHbi
aBTopoM coBMecTHo c E. A. PaxMaHOBbiM.
TeopeMbi AOKa3biBaiOTCH
MeTOAOM paöoTbi [3], ocHOBaHHbiM Ha npHMeHeHHH MHoroToneHHbix annpoKCHMau,HH IlaAe; Ta6jiHii,bi y3JioB HHTepnojiaijHH CTPOHTCH no MepaM A^,

4)HrypHpyiom,HM B cooTBeTCTByioiAHx 3aAanax paBHOBecnn, HeoöxoAHMbie
acHMnTOTHHecKHe cBOttCTBa MHoroToneHHbix annpoKCHMau,HH IlaAe ycTaHaBJiHBaiOTCH c noMOiu,bio HaAJie^caiAeit MOAH(})HKau;HH MeTOAa IÜTajiH.
Pa3JiHHHbie BapnaHTbi TeopeMbi 1 nojiyneHbi TaK^ce IlÏTajieM.
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Description of the Local Automorphism Groups
of Real Hypersurfaces
N, G. KRUZHILIN
The study of real hypersurfaces in the space of several complex variables originated with the works of H. Poincaré and E. Levi, Since then, the theory of Levi
nondegenerate hypersurfaces has made substantial progress, first of all, due to
E, Cartan, H. Tanaka, S. S. Chern, and J. K. Moser. We shall discuss one of
the parts of this theory related to the properties of locally defined biholomorphisms and CR-diffeomorphisms of these hypersurfaces and, in particular, to the
groups of their local automorphisms. (We use the term local automorphism to
designate a holomorphic or CR-transformation defined in some neighborhood of
a distinguished point on the hypersurface, leaving this point fixed and mapping
the germ of the hypersurface into itself). We shall give a survey of results in this
direction obtained in the seminar of A. G. Vitushkin and M, S. Mel'nikov at the
Moscow University.
The simplest of all the Levi nondegenerate hypersurfaces are the hyperquadrics in C n + 1 ( ^ 1 , . . . ,zn, w = u + iv) given by equations

v = "£gaßz<*zP

(1)

ot,ß

where (gaß) is a nonsingular Hermitian matrix of signature (p, n — p). As was
discovered by Poincaré [1] and later by other authors, locally biholomorphic
mappings of one hyperquadric into another are linear fractional. Prom the viewpoint of the properties of local biholomorphisms, the quadrics are completely
investigated.
The general theory developed by E. Cartan [2] for the surfaces in C 2 and
by Chern and Moser [3] for the other dimensions uses the quadrics as a model
case. For instance, Moser proved that for every real analytic hypersurface there
are holomorphic charts where the equation of the hypersurface has so-called
normal form resembling (1). Locally biholomorphic mappings of surfaces given
by equations in normal form are close to linear fractional transformations of
the corresponding quadrics. The set of these coordinate systems defined in the
vicinity of the distinguished point on the surface depends on (n 2 + 2n + 2)
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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real parameters, and there is a correspondence between this set and the local
automorphism group of the hyperquadric G. Therefore, the local automorphism
group of the hypersurface Q is isomorphic to a subgroup of G.
The further progress in the problems that we consider was connected with
introducing the class of nonspherical hypersurfaces, i.e., of hypersurfaces not CRequivalent to a quadric in any neighborhood of the distinguished point. It turns
out that the properties of biholomorphic mappings of nonspherical hypersurfaces
differ in many respects from those of the quadrics. On the whole, one may
say that nonspherical hypersurfaces are more "inflexible" than quadrics. This
"inflexibility" reveals itself in various ways. As examples, we mention results
on linearization of local automorphisms and the theorem of A. G. Vitushkin on
the germ of a map of pseudoconvex surfaces. The proofs use the normal forms
and the chains—a family of curves on Levi nondegenerate hypersurfaces also
introduced by Cartan, Chern, and Moser. A special form of the equation of a
hypersurface different from that of Moser proved to be useful in the investigations
as well.
The first general result on the local properties of maps of nonspherical hypersurfaces is that obtained by V. K. Beloshapka and A. V. Loboda. It relates to
parameters of local automorphisms of nonspherical hypersurfaces.
P a r a m e t e r s of a u t o m o r p h i s m s of hypersurfaces. Let two real analytic
hypersurfaces M and M' be given by equations in normal form
v = Y,goißz<*zß + F(z,z,u).

(V)

(F contains no terms of order lower than 4, no terms holomorphic or antiholomorphic in z, and satisfies some other conditions.)
Recall [3] that every locally biholomorphic mapping

f:M^M',

f(0)=0,

is in its lower-order terms equal to a linear fractional automorphism of the
quadric:
z* = XfUf(z + a / ) / ( l - iô - rfw),
a ß

0

w* = afX2fw/(l

- i6 - rfw),

(2)

where 6 = 2^2gaßZ ä
+ X ^ ô ^ a ^ , af — ± 1 , Uf is an (n x n)-matrix that
transforms the form YlaotßZazß into Gf Yl9aßZazß (and so Of can be equal to
—1 only if n = 2p), Xf > 0 and 77 are real numbers, and a/ = (a\,...,a™)—a
vector in C n .
The higher-order terms of / are polynomials of the parameters (Uf, Xf, af, 77)
and the coefficients of the Taylor expansions of the equation of M, so one may
try to investigate the properties of / by means of analysis of these relations.
However, they seem very complicated, first of all, owing to the parameters af
and r/, which are in the denominator of the right-hand side of (2).
Since / is determined by the parameters (Uf,Xf,af,rf),
the dimension of
the family of local biholomorphisms from M into M' and, in particular, the
dimension of the local automorphism group of a hypersurface do not exceed
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(n 2 + 2n + 2). It turns out that this estimate is only sharp for quadrics. If
the surfaces are nonspherical, there can be no more than n 2 independent real
parameters and, what is important, the "bad" parameters a/ and r / are among
the dependent ones:
THEOREM 1 (BELOSHAPKA [4], LOBODA [5]), If the real analytic surfaces M,M' are nonspherical, then the parameters Xf, af, 77 are determined by
the matrix Uf.
Since XfUf is the restriction of the differential of / to the complex tangent
hyperplane to M at the origin, one can restate the theorem as follows: a locally
biholomorphic mapping of one nonspherical real analytic hypersurface into another is completely determined by the image of a point and by the conformai
class of its differential's restriction to the complex tangent space at this point,
Xf,af,rf
are in fact rational functions of the entries of Uf and the coefficients
of the equations of M and Mf. (The relations between these parameters are more
specifically described in [6].) Let M = Mf. The image of the group Q of local
automorphisms of M under the map / r-+ Uf is a linear algebraic subgroup H
isomorphic to Q. If n ^ 2p then H is an algebraic subgroup of U(p,n — p)—the
group of matrices unitary with respect to the form J29aßZazß. In particular, if
p^n then H is a compact group; hence Q is compact as well.
Using Theorem 1, one may estimate the main characteristics of the local
biholomorphism / , e.g., its convergence radius and the maximum of its modulus.
Unfortunately, as the proof of the theorem is based upon analysis of the normal
forms of the equations, such estimates essentially depend on the order of zero
of the nonspherical terms of M. In this way it is not even possible to provide
uniform estimates for the points of M and M' close to the origin.
In the case of positive definite Levi form such estimates, however, really exist.
They were obtained with the use of different methods that will be discussed in
the following section.
Theorem on the germ of a mapping of pseudoconvex surfaces. Let
M and Mf be real analytic strictly pseudoconvex nonspherical hypersurfaces
given by equations in normal form. As we mentioned in the preceding section,
the set of all the local biholomorphisms from M into M1 that fix the origin is
compact. So there is a neighborhood of the origin in which all these mappings are
defined and uniformly bounded. Certainly the size of the neighborhood and the
bound on the norm depend on the size of the domains where the hypersurfaces
are defined. Since the compactness is characteristic of nonspherical surfaces, it
would be natural to suppose that these values depend also on how much these
surfaces are nonspherical, that is, how large the nonspherical terms of their
equations are in the vicinity of the origin, The result we are going to discuss
states that these are the only data necessary to obtain the desired estimates.
We begin with definitions. For a hypersurface M given by an equation in
normal form (!') with F ^ 0, let R(M) be the radius of the maximal ball in
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Q2n+1 c e n tered in the origin, where F (as a function of (2rc + 1) independent
variables) is defined and where its modulus does not exceed 1. For every positive
R < R(M)/2 we will characterize the nonsphericity of M by the value x(R, M)—
the maximum of the modulus of F in the ball of radius R.
THEOREM 2 (A. G. VlTUSHKIN [7]). LetM,M' be strictly pseudoconvex
nonspherical hypersurfaces given by equations in normal form. Then, for arbitrary R < m\n(R(M),R(M'))/2
there are positive s and m dependent only on R,
x(R,M), x(RiM') such that every locally biholomorphic f: M —> M' extends
to the e-neighborhood of the origin and its norm in this neighborhood does not
exceed m.
To illustrate the theorem, consider two compact strictly pseudoconvex nonspherical hypersurfaces M and M'. Consider the family of mappings each defined
on some open subset of M and mapping this subset biholomorphically into M1.
The theorem states that this family is compact. Therefore, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, one obtains the theorem on the analytical continuation
of locally defined maps of real analytic strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces (S.
I. Pinchuk [8]; A. G. Vitushkin, V. V. Ezhov, N. G. Kruzhilin [9]).
The proof of the theorem essentially uses the properties of chains. These
curves are CR-invariants of hypersurfaces, and they proved to be rather helpful
in the study of biholomorphisms. In the real analytic case chains are closely
related to the normal forms of the equations of surfaces, and this gives rise
to distinguishing on each chain a family of parametrizations that we shall call
linear normal. A different CR-invariant family of parametrizations on chains was
introduced by Vitushkin. It is connected with another form of the equation of
surfaces—the circular normal form (see [10])—so we shall call these parameters
circular normal. Circular normal parameters, unlike the linear normal ones,
extend along the whole chain and so they are more suitable for the problems of
analytical continuation along the chains. We also note that there are ways of
defining the normal parametrizations on chains also in the smooth case.
Through every point on a hypersurface in any direction transversal to the
complex tangent space at this point, there exists a unique chain. The chains
on hyperquadrics are their intersections with complex lines. In particular, the
chain on a unit sphere which makes an angle a with the complex tangent at some
point is a circle of radius sin a. The interval of the chain where the variation
of any circular normal parameter equals 2ir (or, equivalently, where some linear
normal parameter varies from —oo to -f-oo) corresponds to one circuit along this
circle. We shall say that a chain 7 on an arbitrary hypersurface makes one loop
on a segment A7 if the variation of circular normal parameters on this segment
is 27T. A CR-diffeomorphism takes such a segment to an analogous segment in
the image.
Let M and M1 be real analytic hypersurfaces, x G M, x' G M', let the chain
7 on M make one loop on a segment A7 that begins at x, and the chain 7' C M1
make one loop on a segment A7 ; that begins at x1. It can be proved that every
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locally biholomorphic mapping / : M —* M' defined in no matter how small a
neighborhood V of x and such that f(x) = xf, f(Ar)C\V) C À7', extends to the
whole of À7 and maps it onto À7'.
On the other hand, if a chain through a point on a strictly pseudoconvex
hypersurface makes a sufficiently small angle with the complex tangent space,
then the hypersurface contains also a segment which begins at this point and on
which the chain makes one loop. The reason is that such a segment is close to
an analogous segment on a sphere, i.e., to a circle of a small radius. This can
be stated more specifically (see [7, 12]); however it is sufficient for the proof of
Theorem 2 that as the chain inclines to the complex tangent, the length of such
a segment tends to zero.
For every chain 7 through the origin, let us take the vector (rj1,1) tangent to
7 at the origin. It is easy to see that a biholomorphism / establishes between
the chains on M and on Ml the correspondence that has the form

Vfh) =°f*Jluf(V1

+ af)>

and so by means of this correspondence we may reconstruct the parameters
Xf,Uf,af. The correspondence between the normal parametrizations of M and
M' is determined by the parameters Xf and 77. This observation together with
the above properties of chains enables us to keep an eye on how much / stretches
segments of chains, and that is the basis of the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2 does not extend directly to hypersurfaces with indefinite Levi form.
One reason is that in this case the differentials of local automorphisms taken in
the fixed point may have arbitrarily large norms. It is not clear yet whether
one could estimate the convergence radius and the maximum of the norm of
a biholomorphism in terms of the nonsphericity characteristics of the surfaces
and the norms of Uf and (C//) _ 1 . Such an estimate might be useful in the
situations related to analytic continuation of locally defined biholomorphisms of
hypersurfaces with indefinite Levi form. Note that this continuation is in general
impossible (Beloshapka [11]),
Linearization of local automorphisms of real analytic hypersurfaces.
All local automorphisms of a quadric are of the form (2). If M is a nonspherical
surface in normal form, the situation appears to be more complicated since, as
it was mentioned above, the coefficients of local automorphisms are polynomials
of their parameters and of the coefficients of the normal form. So the question
whether there exists a coordinate system where all the automorphisms of M
also have the form (2) may seem strange. However, it turns out that in .many
important cases the automorphisms can be reduced even to a linear form. We
hope that in fact this is true for all nonspherical hypersurfaces.
The first case when the possibility of linearization was established was that
of positive definite Levi form.
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THEOREM 3 (KRUZHILIN, LOBODA [13]). Let M be a real analytic strictly
pseudoconvex nonspherical hypersurface. Then there exists a local coordinate system (z, w) where the equation of M is in normal form and every local automorphism has the form
z* = Uz,
w* = w,
(3)
where U is a unitary matrix.
At present, we are able to obtain Theorem 3 as a straightforward corollary of
two observations.
First, if the parameter a/ of a locally biholomorphic mapping / : M —• M1 of
Levi nondegenerate hypersurfaces vanishes, then / is linear fractional. Suppose
that / is a local automorphism. Then, as one can see easily, af =0 and 07 = 1
together with nonsphericity imply 77 = 0, so that / actually is of the form
z* = XfUfZ,

w* = (7fX2fW,

(3')

and when a/ = 0 and af = — 1, then / can be reduced to the same form by a
linear fractional coordinate change (see Ezhov [14]).
Let a/ 7^ 0 and suppose that the automorphism / has a fixed chain 7 through
the origin. According to [3], there is a coordinate system where the equation of
M has a normal form and 7 coincides with the line {z = 0, v = 0}. In these
coordinates, the parameter a/ vanishes. Therefore, / can be reduced to the form
(3') if and only if it has a fixed chain.
Second, the compactness of the group Q of local automorphisms of strictly
pseudoconvex nonspherical hypersurface M implies that, for / G Q, Xf = 1 and
that the group of the affine transformations of C n :

also is compact and has a fixed point. Hence, the elements of Q have a common
fixed chain.
In the coordinate system provided by Theorem 3, the group is realized as the
group of all unitary symmetries of some set of real polynomials in Cn. It is
easy to see that the converse is also true: the group of unitary symmetries of
an arbitrary set of real polynomials in C n is the local automorphisms group of
some real analytic strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface in C n + 1 .
In the case of indefinite Levi form we do not have a final answer yet, but at
least we know that each separate automorphism has a fixed chain, and so the
following statement holds:
THEOREM 4 (EZHOV [14]). Let M be a nonspherical hypersurface and f
one of its local automorphisms. Then there exists a local coordinate system (z, w)
where the equation of M is in normal form and f is of the form (3').
Suppose the matrix Uf is equivalent to a diagonal one. Then the assumption
that there are no fixed chains so that the equation

af\-J1Uf(t + af) = t
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is insolvable leads to a contradiction with the algebraic dependence of afk on the
entries of (Uf)k. The case when the Jordan normal form of Uf is not diagonal
is treated with the use of a technique similar to that in the proof of Theorem
1, Besides that, one has to consider the problem of reducing simultaneously an
indefinite Hermitian form in C n and an operator unitary with respect to it to
suitable forms.
Besides strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces, the existence of a fixed chain
common to all automorphisms was proved for nonspherical hypersurfaces of signature (n — 1,1) (Ezhov [15]), The proof is rather complicated; it involves
detailed analysis of transformations of normal forms under coordinate changes
and some results of the classical theory of invariants. In the corresponding coordinate system all the automorphisms have the form (3') and Q is realized as
the group of all the linear transformations of the form XU (where A > 0 and
U E U(n — 1,1)) that are symmetries of some set of real homogeneous rational
functions on C n .
Notice that for some subclass the class of nonspherical hypersurfaces D. Burns,
S. Shnider, and R. Wells [16] and S. Webster [17] proved the existence of local
coordinate systems where the equations of these surfaces are in normal form
and satisfy some additional restrictions. The changes of coordinates between
these coordinate systems have the form (3) with U G U(p, n — p), so every local
automorphism and every biholomorphic mapping of such a hypersurface into
another one have the same form (the parameters Xf and af of automorphisms of
these surfaces are always equal to 1), However, it is not clear yet whether there
are similar special normal forms for all nonspherical hypersurfaces,
Automorphisms of smooth hypersurfaces. In the above sections we
dealt with real analytic hypersurfaces. Let us now turn to smooth ones.
Suppose that M and M' are two smooth hypersurfaces in C n + 1 with nondegenerate Levi forms, and let / : M —> M1 be a smooth locally defined CRdiffeomorphism. Choose coordinate systems where the equations of M and M1
are in normal form up to the terms of a high order. In these coordinates, as well
as in the real analytic case, / coincides in its lower terms with a linear fractional
map (2) and is completely determined by the parameters

(Uf,Xf,af,rf).
Using the Taylor series of the equations of M and M', one can construct their
formal normal forms. If these forms have nonspherical terms, then Theorem 1
extends immediately to this situation. However, a Cfc-regular hypersurface can
be nonspherical in a point and have the order of contact with a quadric equal to
fc. In this case, one cannot apply the techniques based on the consideration of
normal forms. Nevertheless, the following holds:
THEOREM 5 [12]. / / / is a smooth local CR-automorphism of a smooth
strictly pseudoconvex nonspherical hypersurface M, then Xf = 1 and the parameters af and 77 are determined by the matrix Uf.
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The main tools of the proof are chains and integrals over chains of an invariant
real 1-form introduced by Webster in [18, 19]. The nonsphericity of M implies
that in no neighborhood of the distinguished point is this form 6 identically
equal to zero. The integral of 9 over any segment of a chain 7 C M (oriented
in accordance with normal paxametrizations) that intersects the domain where
0 7^ 0 is strictly positive. If such a segment À7 lies in the domain of / , then

/

-

/

'

so the length of /(A7) cannot be too small.
To apply this observation, it is necessary to find a segment of a chain connecting the distinguished point with some point in which 0 ^ 0 . It turns out to
be always possible on strictly pseudoconvex surfaces:
THEOREM 6 [12]. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface and let x
be a point of M. For every e > 0 the set of points that can be connected with x
by a segment of a chain making less than one loop and of the length less then e
contains a neighborhood of the point x.
The fact that any two sufficiently close points on a pseudoconvex surface can
be joined by a chain was also established by H. Jacobowitz [20].
The proof of Theorem 6 is based upon the closeness of the chains on the
hypersurface and on the sphere. The required estimates (more precise than
those used in the proof of Theorem 2) were obtained by means of analysis of the
system of differential equations for chains proposed by Burns and Shnider [21].
Since the result of Theorem 1 holds on smooth pseudoconvex surfaces, one
may try to extend to this case also the results on the existence of fixed chains
and linearization of automorphisms.
THEOREM 7 [12]. Let M be a smooth strictly pseudoconvex nonspherical
hypersurface. Then there exists a chain through the distinguished point which is
fixed under all local automorphisms of M.
Note that on a smooth hypersurface the group Q is not compact in general,
since there may be no neighborhood of the fixed point where all the automorphisms are defined. One has to use other ideas. First, the same methods as
in the proof of Theorem 6 apply to show that every local automorphism of M
has a fixed chain. This implies that every automorphism generates a compact
subgroup of Q\ therefore the group Q°—the identity component of Q—is compact, and there are chains on M fixed under automorphisms from $°. Further
considerations use the theorem of I. Schur on linear periodic groups.
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 7. For every neighborhood V of the distinguished
point on M there is a neighborhood W CV such that every local automorphism
of M defined in W maps W onto itself. These automorphisms form a compact
subgroup of Q. In some local coordinates (z = (z1,... ,zn),u) on M, every
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transformation f from this family is of the form
(z,u) \r-t (UfZ,u)
where Uf is a unitary matrix.
The above results relate to smooth strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces. Examples show [12] that even the statement of Theorem 1 is not valid on smooth
hypersurfaces with indefinite Levi form. On the whole, we would say that the
indefiniteness of the Levi form adds difficulties to the investigations of the local
biholomorphisms. In some cases, however, this indefiniteness implies interesting properties of biholomorphisms. As an example, we will state a result, of
global rather than of local nature, but that fits in well with our discussion of
linearizations of locally biholomorphic maps:
THEOREM 8 (VITUSHKIN, IVASHCOVITCH [22]). Let M and M' be compact real hypersurfaces in C P n + 1 and let their Levi forms have eigenvalues of
opposite signs in each point. Then every holomorphic mapping f: M —> Af
which is locally biholomorphic in the vicinity of each point of M extends to a
linear automorphism o/CP n + 1 ,
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Complex Geometry in Convex Domains
LÄSZLO LEMPERT
1. First we shall briefly discuss real (projective) geometry in convex domains,
Let fl be a bounded convex domain in real Euclidean space R n , Hilbert has
introduced a metric on D in the following way. Let x and y be points in D and
let the straight line through x and y intersect the boundary dD in p and q. Put
h(x,y) = \\og(x y pq)\ = l o g f e ^

\xq yq

This is the Hilbert distance of x and y. For instance when D is a ball, the
metric space (D,h) is a model of hyperbolic geometry, the Cayley-Klein model,
in which case h comes from a Riemann metric. In general h is just a Finsler
metric. Its basic property is that it is invariant under projective transformations:
If (j).D —• D' is a one-to-one projective transformation then it is an isometry
between the Hilbert metrics of the domains D, D'.
S. Kobayashi in [15] proposed other ways to define the same metric. First
a gauge will be introduced to measure distances with. Our gauge is the open
interval I = (—1,1) C R. The distance between two points £, rj G I is defined to
be

/ £ + ! ri + l\
d(É,f?) = |log(e.»?i-M)l = log
This is of course just Hubert's metric for D = I. It is invariant under projective
automorphisms of J; more generally if <fi is a projective mapping of I into itself,
thend(<KO,#?))<d(£,r?).
To measure the distance between two points x and y in an arbitrary bounded,
convex domain D C R n , place the gauge in D so that it goes through x and y
and read the distance on the gauge between x and y. Here by "placing" we mean
a projective mapping of / into D. Of course, there are several ways to map /
into D\ accordingly we shall record different readings. h(x,y) is defined to be
the smallest of all the readings:
h(x,y) = inf{d(£,?7)| there is a projective

f:I~^D

s.t. /(£) = x, f(r,) = y}.

(1)
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FIGURE l

It is easy to see that in (1) the extremum is attained and the extremal maps
/ map J on the intersection of D with the straight line through x and y. This
also shows that h(x,y) and h(x,y) agree.
A dual way of measuring distances in D is to map D into J rather than / into
D, in a projective way, and to ask how far x and y can go; i.e., put
h(x, y) = sup{d(F(x), F(y))\F: D ^ lis projective}.

(2)

It is quite straightforward that h(x, y) < h(x, y). Indeed, if / and F are mappings
as in (1), resp. (2), then F o / is a projective mapping of / into itself so that by
the contracting property of the distance d
d(F(x),F(y))

= d(F(f(Ç)),F(f(V)))

< d(Ç,n).

Taking the sup of the left-hand side and the inf of the right-hand side h < h is
obtained.
Till now we have not used convexity. It turns out that convexity implies
that h(x, y) and h(x, y) agree. Indeed, let p and q denote, as before, the points
of intersection of D with the line through x and y. Then, as observed before,
pq is the extremal position of the gauge, so that h(x,y) = \log(x y pq)\. Let
the tangent hyperplanes to dD in p and q intersect in the (n — 2) plane TT (see
Figure 1). Place J between the two tangent hyperplanes so that its endpoints
lie on these hyperplanes, and project D onto J along hyperplanes that contain
7T. With this projection F
h(x,y) > d(F(x),F(y))

= \\og(xypq)\

= h(x,y),

so that h = h as stated.
For later reference we note that a crucial point of this argument was that
the tangent hyperplanes in p and q could be included into a projective family
of hyperplanes (those passing through TT). This is of course a trivial fact in
the present context since any two hyperplanes determine a projective pencil of
hyperplanes.
2. The complex geometry referred to in the title is obtained by replacing
projective concepts by holomorphic ones in the preceding discussion. Thus our
gauge now will be the unit disc U C C endowed with the hyperbolic distance
hyp(f>w) = |log(£,cj,7r,/0)|,
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7T and p denoting the points where the circle dU intersects that circle through
Ç,u) G U which is orthogonal to dU. Thus (f7,hyp) is the Poincaré model of
the hyperbolic plane. Using this gauge C. Caratheodory in the twenties and S.
Kobayashi in the sixties defined complex analogues of Hubert's metric—although
the realization of the analogy came apparently later than the definitions themselves (see [15]).
Restricting ourselves to smoothly (C°°) bounded strictly convex domains D C
C n , the Kobayashi distance of z, w G D (z ^ w) is defined to be
k(z,w) = inf{hyp(f,o;) there is a holomorphic f:U —• D

s.t.f(0 = z,f(")

= v>}

(3)

(see [6, 7]). Dually, the Caratheodory distance is defined by
c(z, w) = swp{hyp(F(z),F(w))\F:

D -* U is holomorphic}

(4)

(see [3]). Again, it is not hard to see that the extrema in (3) and (4) are attained.
That these geometries can be investigated depends on the fact that it is possible
to characterize the extremal mappings / in (3). Indeed, the following theorem
holds:
THEOREM 1. A holomorphic mapping f\U —> D is extremal (of the variational problem (3)) if and only if it satisfies the following three conditions.
1. / smoothly extends to the closed disc U\
2. f(dU) C 3D;
3. The family TP, s(3D) (f G dU) of complex tangent hyperplanes to 3D
in f(ç) can be included into a smooth, holomorphic family {Ef^y.ç G U} of
hyperplanes.
Condition 3 means more precisely that there is a smooth family {Ef^y.ç
EU}
of hyperplanes in C n such that Ef($) depends holomorphically on f G U and, for
f G dU, Ef(ç) is tangent to 3D in f(ç) (and therefore coincides with TP \ (3D)).
It is easy to see that in this case f(ç) G i£/(f) for all f G U, so that Ef($)
are the fibres of a smooth holomorphic subbundle E of the restricted bundle
TCn\jfjjY where TCn is the holomorphic tangent bundle of C n .
The proof of this theorem runs as follows. First it is computed that it is true
in the case when D is a ball. Then it is proved that if it is true for a domain Do
then it is also true for all domains that can be obtained from Do by a continuous
deformation (through smoothly bounded strictly convex domains); see [7, 9].
A more direct approach has been proposed by H. Royden and P. Wong in [13].
E. Poletski considers the more general problem when D is strictly pseudoconvex.
In this context Theorem 1 is completely false but weaker results are available
(see [12]).
One corollary of Theorem 1 is that Carathéodory's and Kobayashi's metrics
agree. Indeed, k(z, w) > c(z,w) follows by Schwarz's lemma, just as in §1. The
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converse inequality also follows along the same lines as there, the fibres of the
extremal projection F:D-+U being this time the hyperplanes Ef^ (see [8, 9,
13]).
3. If / : U —• D is extremal, call f(U) an extremal disc. A more or less direct
consequence of Theorem 1 is that through any couple of points z, w G D (z / w)
there goes a unique extremal disc. The corresponding extremal mapping is
unique up to composition by a holomorphic automorphism of U. Extremal maps
smoothly embed U into D, and these embeddings (restricted to U) are isometric
between the hyperbolic metric of U and the Kobayashi (or Caratheodory) metric
of D. Finally, given a point z G D and a direction v G TZ(D) in z, v / 0, there
is a unique extremal disc that goes through z and is tangent to v. This extremal
disc varies smoothly when z and v vary smoothly. For all this the reference is
[7, 9].
4. Many other properties of the above complex geometry can be deduced
from Theorem 1 (or its proof). Rather than listing them we shall mention
three instances where notions connected with this geometry can be applied with
success. We are only going to touch upon two of them, while the third will be
discussed at some length.
5. Consider the boundaries of extremal discs in D, i.e., the intersection of
all closed extremal discs f(U) with 3D. This gives a network of smooth Jordan
curves on 3D, a holomorphically invariant structure on 3D. Smoothness properties of this structure can be used to study boundary regularity of biholomorphic
mappings, in particular to prove precise boundary regularity for biholomorphic
mappings between strictly pseudoconvex domains whose boundaries satisfy a
finite differentiability condition— a quantitative version of C. Fefferman's theorem in [4] (see [10], but also S. V. Hasanoff's paper [5], the details of which we,
however, ignore).
6. For Z a fixed point in D, consider all extremal mappings f:U —+ D such
that /(0) = Z. Along these mappings push forward the Green function of U
with pole in 0 (i.e., log|^|) to get a smooth function u\D —• R. This function
can be considered as the Green function of D for the nonlinear potential theory
associated with the Monge-Ampère operator det 32/3ZJ dz^, as proposed in [2]
by E. Bedford and B. A. Taylor. Indeed, u satisfies
u is plurisubharmonic in D,
det 32u/dzj

3zk = 0

in

D\{Z},

u = 0 on 3D,
u(z) = log \z-Z\+

0(1)

as z -+ Z.
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7. The last problem we shall deal with is the following: How many holomorphically inequivalent n-dimensional (convex) domains are there? When n — 1,
by virtue of the Riemann mapping theorem there is just one (if we restrict ourselves to bounded domains), whereas when n > 2 there are infinitely many (see
[14] or for a more precise result, [1]). It is of course not really the cardinality
of the set of equivalence classes that one is interested in. The problem is much
rather to impose some natural structure on this set and investigate properties of
the structure defined.
Not surprisingly, it will be easier to consider marked domains rather than
plain domains. A marked domain is a domain D with a base point p G D
and an n-frame of TP(D). Two marked domains are equivalent if there is a
biholomorphism between the two under which the base points and the n-frames
in them correspond. For one thing, introducing marking has the advantage that
it eliminates nontrivial automorphisms of domains, a constant nuisance when
constructing moduli spaces,
Equivalently, one could consider strictly convex, smoothly bounded domains
D C Cn that contain the origin and call two such domains equivalent if there is a
biholomorphism <f> between the two such that 0(0) = 0 and the differential 0*(O)
is the identity. Denote the set of such domains by X and the corresponding equivalence relation by ~ . X carries a natural topology, that of the C°°-convergence
of domains. Understanding the factor topology Xf ~ can be considered as an
n-dimensional variant of the Riemann mapping theorem.
Using properties of extremal mappings and invariants associated with them
one can prove the following theorems.
THEOREM 2. For aribitrary n, Xj ~ is homeomorphic to a contractible subset of a Fréchet space.
THEOREM 3. When n = 2, Xj ~ is homeomorphic to an open neighborhood
of the zero section in a smooth Fréchet bundle £ —• C whose base C is an open
convex cone in some Fréchet space.
Almost nothing is known about the size of the neighborhood. It might be the
entire total space £. The picture is this. With every point e G £ one can associate
a two-dimensional (marked) Stein manifold M(e). Some of these manifolds, and
maybe all, admit a convex embedding into C 2 . On the other hand, an arbitrary
strictly convex marked domain in C 2 , with smooth boundary, is equivalent to
one and only one manifold M(e). For example, circular domains—those that are
left invariant by rotations z »-• e%tz—are in a one-to-one correspondence with
points e G £ on the zero section.
8. We shall now indicate the proof of Theorem 3. Let D G X. For r > 0 put

Dr = {z G D: *(0, z) < r},

\Dr = {z/r:

zeDr}.

As r goes to 0, the domains ^Dr converge in X to a circular domain J G X,
called the indicatrix of D (in 0). One can think of the indicatrix as the best
circular approximation of D.
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The indicatrix is an invariant of D; i.e., if D ~ D1 then the corresponding
indicatrices 3 and 3' coincide. Denote the subset of X consisting of all circular
domains by C. This is a topological cone with respect to the usual addition of
convex domains and, in fact, can be realized as an open convex cone in some
Fréchet space 7. A slightly different realization of C as an open subset in some
Fréchet space is due to G. Patrizio and P. Wong (see [11]).
We shall next define another invariant of D, which is going to measure the
deviation of D from being circular. This invariant will be a quadratic form q on
a line bundle T —• 33, whose fibre Tv above v G 33 consists of (1,0) vectors
c\ 3/3z\ + C2 3/3z2 tangential to 33 in v. Rather than defining q on each
individual fibre Tv, we shall define q simultaneously on the fibres T$v, |?| = 1,
where v G 33 is fixed.
In order to do so, take &v G 33 and suppose first D is of a very special form.
Namely, suppose that one can introduce linear coordinates w±,W2 in C 2 in such
a way that a suitable defining function r of D is of the form
r(w) = - 1 + K | 2 + \w2\2 + Rea(w1)wl

+ 0(w%),

(5)

with a a smooth function of w\, and the coordinates of v are (1,0) (in the system
wi,W2). In this case Theorem 1 yields that the mapping f(ç) = (<;,0) is an
extremal mapping, and we can also compute extremal mappings infinitesimally
near to / . Hence one has a description of the indicatrix J in an infinitesimal
neighborhood of the circle {çv: \ç\ = 1} C 33. It turns out that Tv, and more
generally Tçv, |f| = 1, consists of vectors parallel to 3/3w2.
Returning to (5), note that r defines a circular domain if a(w\) = w\. Since
it is really the restriction of a(w±) to \wi\ = 1 that matters, this suggests to
expand a(w\) into a Fourier series
oo

o(l»l) = Y,a3Wl

(lwll = 1 )

— OO

and consider the coefficients aj (j ^ — 2) as the deviation of D from being
circular. It turns out that of these coefficients only those with j < —2 are
holomorphically invariant. Therefore we form

%) = E a ^

(ß)

—oo

and put
q{<v){c2dldw2) = A(ç)4

(|f | = 1).

(7)

This is the definition of the quadratic form q(çv) on Tçv (\ç\ = 1), when D is
defined by a function r of the special form (5).
When D G X is arbitrary, one can always find a domain D' GX equivalent to
it and of the form treated above; if q'($v) is the quadratic form for Df, just put
q(çv) = qf($v). It can be checked that this definition of q($v) does not depend
on which particular D1 was picked.
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Thus we have associated with every D G X a, pair (3, q),where 3 G C and q
is a smooth quadratic form on a certain line bundle T —» 33. This quadratic
form has the special feature that for any v G 33 the function (or more precisely,
section)
dU 3 ( H> q(iv)
(8)
has an antiholomorphic extension to U, which vanishes in the origin to third
order (see (6) and (7)).
Consider now for an arbitrary 3 G C the Fréchet space of those smooth
quadratic forms q on T —• 33 that have the above property; i.e., for any v G 33
the function (8) has an antiholomorphic extension to U, vanishing in the origin
to third order. Call this space £ j . On the union \J{£j: 3 G C} there is a natural
structure of a Fréchet bundle £ —> C. By what has been said above, we have a
mapping j:X/ ~—• £ which sends an equivalence class [D] G Xj ~ to the pair
(3, q) consisting of the indicatrix 3 of D and the corresponding quadratic form
q on the bundle T —+ 33.
This is the construction underlying Theorem 3. The proof is then concluded
by verifying that the mapping j is a homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood
of the zero section of £. Details of this proof will appear elsewhere.
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Metric Properties of Harmonic Measure
N. G. MAKAROV
Let fi be a planar domain whose boundary has positive capacity, and let
ej be the harmonic measure on 3Q. We will discuss metric properties of sets
supporting UJ. There has been considerable interest in this topic for a long time
and many people contributed to its development. We shall report on some recent
advances. The main progress is based upon: (i) the relevance, for the simplyconnected domains, of certain results on the derivative of a univalent function;
(ii) the idea to use critical points of Green's function when fi is very nonsimplyconnected; (iii) the application of dynamical systems' methods in scale invariant
cases. It should be pointed out that the research, on the whole, was greatly
influenced by Carleson's ideas presented in [4] and [5].
We are primarily concerned with a question of how UJ is connected with Hausdorff measures A^ corresponding to various measure functions (/>. We say that
UJ is absolutely continuous with respect to A^ and write UJ <^C A^ if A^(e) = 0
implies uj(e) = 0. On the other hand, UJ is said to be singular with respect to
A^ (notation: UJ _L A^) if there exists a set of A^-measure zero supporting UJ.
By definition, dima; = inf{p > 0: UJ _L A P } , where we write Ap instead of A^ if
<j>{t) = V.

In the first three sections of this paper we deal with simply-connected domains.
The fourth section is devoted to the general case; we are rather brief in describing
the outstanding results of Jones and Wolff [10] since we may refer to the authors'
reports. In the final section we discuss a dynamics counterpart of the theory
considered.
1. Simply-connected case: connections with the derivative of conformal mapping. Let / be a univalent function mapping the unit disc D into
a simply-connected domain fi. Then f(ç), ç G 9D, exists as an angular limit a.e.
on 3D, and for e C <9fi we define / _ 1 e = {? G 9D: f(ç) exists and G e}. The
harmonic measure UJ evaluated at /(0) is given by uj(e) = \f~1e\. Thus metric
properties of UJ depend on the boundary distortion of / , whereas the latter depends on the behavior of the derivative. To study this relation between UJ and
/ ' more closely, we first consider a simpler case when fi is a quasidisc, i.e., when
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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3CI is a Jordan curve such that for any z\ and Z2 on <9fi, the diameter of the
smaller arc between z\ and Z2 does not exceed const\z\ — £2!- Then for any arc J
of ÖD we have diam / / x |J||/'(aj)|, where 07 = (1 - \I\)ù and fj is the center
of I, Hence A^(e) = 0 iff the set E = / _ 1 e satisfies

inf{X;^(|/||/'(a/)|):^cUj} = 0,

(1)

the infimum being taken over all coverings of E. Suppose, for simplicity, that
<j)(2t) < const <j)(t) and <j>(et) = o((j>(t)) as e —>• 0, and let ijj = ip(t) be defined by
(ß(t^(t)) = t. If \f'(rs)\ > const ^(1 - r) on E, then

J2 4>{\i\\n*i)\)> ^onst 53 m
and hence (1) implies cj(e) = 0. On the other hand, if lim inf r _ > i|/ / (rf)|/*0(l —
r) = 0 on a set J£ C #D, then, by the covering lemma, E satisfies (1), In other
words,
UJ < A^ ^ |/'(rf)| > c ? V(l - r) a.e. on <9D;
w l A ^ lim inf |/'(rf)|/ty(l - r) = 0

a.e. on ÖD.

^^

In the general case we have only the following partial result.
THEOREM 1. If (f) is a logarithmico-exponential function, then the equivalences (2) hold for any simply-connected domain.
The hypothesis certainly may be weakened considerably but it is not clear
whether the assertion remains valid without any restriction on <f>. The proof in
[14] is based on the growth estimate of / ' , which we discuss in the next section,
and on an idea of Carleson (see [4]) that if a disc has a large harmonic measure,
then the harmonic measure of an arc with endpoints in this disc is also large.
Recently, Rohde [32] has found an elegant elementary way to avoid the latter
argument.
We consider next two special cases of the theorem—both actually admitting
simpler proofs. The first one concerns the Hausdorff dimension of UJ. It is now
well known (see [6, 11]) that for any e > 0, If'fa)^1
= o((l - r)~£) as r -* 1
a.e. on 3D. Consequently, dima; = 1 for any simply-connected domain which
improves an earlier estimate of Carleson [4]: dimcj > const > \. (Note that
the inequality dima; > \ is almost immediate.) It should be noted here that
Carleson's proof is much more interesting than his estimate; in §3 we shall apply
it to another problem on boundary distortion.
The second case concerns relations with the linear measure Ai. By choosing
(j)(t) =t we get the following:
UJ <C Ai(± Ai) «0> / ' exists (fails to exist) a.e. on 9 D .

(3)

This may be considered as an extension of (a part of) the F. and M. Riesz
theorem: w < Ai on a rectifiable boundary. Certainly, there are domains with
nonrectifiable boundaries such that / ' exists a.e. on <9D (e.g., when dfi has no
twist points (see [19]); in particular, when fi is starlike). On the other hand,
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there are univalent functions / satisfying lim inf r _>i|/'(r£)| = 0 a.e. on 9D,
and, moreover, recently Jones constructed a function with a stronger property:
/ ' ( r ? ) —• 0 in measure on 9D as r —• 1 (see [27]). It was Pommerenke who gave
the following nice description for this type of singularity. Let p£(e) denote the
e-entropy of a set e, i.e., the minimal number of sets of diameter e needed to
cover e. If f'(r<;) —• 0 in measure on 3 D , then there are sets ee C dfi satisfying
uj(ee) —• 1 and ep£(e£) —> 0 as e —> 0,

(4)

the converse being true for quasidiscs. Of course, (4) is stronger than UJ ± Ai.
In [26] Pommerenke applied a local version of (3) to give a very simple proof
of the fact that u is supported on a set of (j-finite linear measure. It is remarkable
that this result extends to general nonsimply-connected domains, but the proof
of Jones and Wolff [9] is far more difficult.
Finally, we mention a beautiful relevant result of Bishop, Carleson, Garnett,
and Jones (to appear). Note first that (3) implies that u JL Ai iff there is
a rectifiable simple curve 7 in the closure fi with Ai (dfi fl 7) > 0. Now let
9fi be a Jordan curve, and o;+ and u)~ denote the harmonic measures of the
complementary components fi+ = fi and fi~. Then UJ+ JL UJ~ iff there are
rectifiable curves 7+ and 7"" lying in fi and fi respectively such that
Ai(7+fl7") >0.
2. The growth of the derivative: the LIL e s t i m a t e . Further information about harmonic measure is derived by a more careful study of the
behavior of / ' on almost all radii. We consider the corresponding problem
for Bloch functions, i.e., for holomorphic functions b on D satisfying ||6||s =
0(0) + sup(l - |2| 2 )|6 ; (z)| < 00. It is well known that ||log/'|| f l < 6 for any
univalent function / with /'(0) = 1, and conversely || log /'lis < 1 a n d /'(0) = 1
imply the univalence of / . Our estimate has the form of the upper class part of
the law of the iterated logarithm (LIL). Somewhat weaker versions were obtained
by Clunie and MacGregor [6] and Korenblum [11].
THEOREM 2. There exists an absolute constant C such that if b is a Bloch
function, then for almost all f G <9D,
lim sup|6(rf)| / flog —— log log log —-

j

< G\\b\\B

asr-+l.

(5)

The original proof in [13] is rather awkward but it explains, to some extend,
the probabilistic nature of the result. It is known that ||6||s x s u p n > 0 ||&n||ooi
where bn denotes the convolution of b with the polynomial Wn whose coefficients
Wn(k) are zero outside (2n~1,2n+1)
and linear on [2 n ~ 1 ,2 n ] and on [2 n ,2 n + 1 ]
n
with Wn(2 ) = 1. The idea of proving (5) is just to use the weak dependence
of the polynomials bn. A better understanding comes from a subsequent paper
of Przytycki [30] in which he observes that (5) is equivalent to the upper class
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estimate
n

lim sup y^6fc/(nlog logn) 1 / 2 < const||6||a
n

->°° fc=i

and explains how a standard procedure [25] reduces it to the LIL for martingales.
At the same time it was observed (see [25]) that the analytic argument of
Clunie and MacGregor [6], based on the Hardy identity, gave a simpler proof of
(5) with C = 1. This value of C is nearly optimal. Pommerenke [25] observed
that the lacunary series b(z) = X^£ 15 satisfies, by the LIL result of M. Weiss
[33], the lower class estimate: lim sup in (5) > 0.685||ft||a on almost all radii.
All of this has the following consequence to harmonic measure. For c > 0
let (j)c denote the function 11-> exp{c(logt - 1 logloglogi" 1 ) 1 / 2 }. There exists an
absolute constant c > 0 such that UJ <C A^ C for any simply-connected domain,
and there is a Jordan domain satisfying UJ J_ A^ C for some c > 0. (See [13].)
The second assertion refines earlier results of Carleson [4], and Kaufman and
Wu [10]. It is worth mentioning that the research in this direction was originated
by Lavrentiev's geometrical example of 1936 of a Jordan domain with UJ </t Ai
[12]. The abovementioned proof of the existence of fi with maximally singular
UJ relies on a univalence criterion and hence gives no idea of the geometry of the
domain. Subsequently, it was proved (see [15, 31]) that the von Koch snowflake,
a domain defined by a geometrical construction, also satisfies UJ _L A^ C and,
moreover, almost every simply-connected domain with a scale invariant structure
has this property (see [31]). These examples will be discussed in §5 within the
framework of dynamical systems' approach.
A few months ago, Jones proved a very powerful theorem on the validity of
UJ _L k(j)c. His sufficient condition consists, roughly speaking, of the wiggling
of the boundary on every scale at every boundary point. It is fulfilled for all
domains like the snowflake.
An interesting result of a different nature was established by Rohde [32].
He showed that the e-entropy counterpart of the problem considered has no
connection with the LIL; if e C 9fi and e is small enough, then
Pe(e) > e^exp

| - c (log±/o;(e)) 1 / 2 j .

It is not clear how precise this estimate is.
3. Distortion of Hausdorff dimension. The results considered in this
section, although they are not being directly connected with our main topic, shed
more light on metric properties of the boundary distortion. Let / be a univalent
function mapping D onto fi. What can we say about the size of e C <9fi if it
is known that the set f~1e has dimension p, 0 < p < 1? We shall concentrate
on lower bounds for dim e\ no nontrivial upper bound is possible—a set of zero
dimension may be mapped onto a set of positive area (see [18]). For p G (0,1]
let d(p) denote the largest number d satisfying d i m / - 1 e = p =ï dime > d for
any / . Since \ff(z)\ > const(l — \z\) on D , we have p/2 < d(p) < p. For p = 1
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we have d(l) = 1, which is an extension of the estimate dima; > 1 (see §1), but
it turns out that for all other values of p both trivial bounds can be improved.
The reason is that for any p < 1 (but not for p = 1) / ' may have a positive order
of growth on a set of dimension p. On the other hand, Carleson's ingenious
argument in the proof of the estimate dima; > const > \ extends to any p > 0
and gives the strict inequality d(p) < p.
THEOREM 3. If p G (0,1], then p/2 < d(p) < p(2 - p ) " 1 . Furthermore, p d(p) x y/l—p asp —• 1. Consequently, limp-+1p~1d(p) = 1 andlimp-^0p~1d(p)
_

i

"" 2*

Upper bounds for d(p) are obtained by constructing the corresponding examples. In proving that d(p) < p(2 — p ) _ 1 , one may apply starlike functions; the
derivative has an explicit description and is easily studied in this case. For p close
to one, we prove the stronger estimate d(p) < p — const^/1 — p by considering
univalent functions / with log / ' being a lacunary series. A relevant property of
such functions is that / \f'(rç)\6\dç\ > const(l — r)~c6 as S —• 0. The converse
estimate

J\nrç)\s\dç\ = 0((l-r)-°s2)

(6)

holds for any univalent function and plays an important role in various problems
on conformai mappings (see [23]). In particular, (6) implies the lower bound
d(p) > P — constai — p and hence the inequality d(p) > p/2 for p close to
one. Recently, Pommerenke [24] obtained a refined version of (6) which gives
d(p) > p/2 for p > 0.601, but for smaller values Carleson's device remains to be
the only known method yielding this result.
4. Nonsimply-connected case. For a general planar domain fi and a
point a G fi, the harmonic measure a; = a;(-;fi,a) evaluated at a is defined by
the requirement that for any continuous function u on dfi, fuduj is the value
at a of the solution of the Dirichlet problem with boundary values u. 0ksendal
proved in [20, 21] that a; is always singular with respect to area measure and
conjectured that UJ J_ AP for all p > 1. As we noted in §1, the proof of this
conjecture for simply-connected domains, as well as Pommerenke's proof of the
refinement that UJ is supported on a set of <7-finite Ai-measure, easily follows
from the connection with conformai mapping. It is also easy to see that both
proofs work with minor changes for domains satisfying the following Milloux
type condition:
If a G fi is sufficiently close to dfi
and D = {\z -a\<

2dist(a, dfi)},

(7)

then cj(dfi fi D; fi n D, a) > const > 0,
but it is far more difficult to dispense with this condition. 0ksendal's conjecture had been open for several years until finally Jones and Wolff obtained the
following outstanding result.
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THEOREM 4 (JONES AND WOLFF). Let fi be a planar domain and a G fi.
Let
e = {çG3Q\ limsupr~1a;({|^ - f| < r};fi,a) > 0}.
Then e has a-finite linear measure and uj(e) — 1.
The proof of this theorem is very involved. Apart from a hard theoreticpotential technique and a rather sophisticated combinatorial argument, it uses
an idea from Carleson's paper [5] to apply the Poisson-Jensen formula

£/(*a)Ä-'+,&/-»
involving critical points of Green's function g and the Robin constant 7. If the
domain is very nonsimply-connected, then g has many critical points and the
sum to the right is large. In [5] Carleson used this fact to show that for square
Cantor sets, dima; is less than one. We shall discuss that fundamental paper
of Carleson in the next section and here we state another remarkable theorem
of Jones and Wolff generalizing Carleson's result to arbitrary "Cantor-like" sets
without a scale invariant structure.
THEOREM 5 (JONES AND WOLFF). Suppose fi satisfies (7) and (for some
e > 0) the following condition: For every ç G 30, and r < diam 3Q, there is
an open topological annulus in fi fl {r < \z — f | < e _ 1 r} which is conformally
equivalent to an annulus containing 1 — £ < \z\ < 1. Then dima; < 1.
We refer to the paper [8] of Jones and Marshall for some other important
results concerning the harmonic measure of nonsimply-connected domains.
5. Scale invariant case. In dynamical systems there has been interest in
the question on the Hausdorff dimension of a measure invariant under a transformation. It has also been observed [5, 17, 28, 29] that the corresponding
methods could be applied to study harmonic measure in certain scale invariant
cases. In the presence of dynamics or selfsimilarity, these methods provide simpler proofs to most of the results discussed above and even enable us to improve
some of them. In [5] Carleson outlined a dynamical approach to harmonic measure on Cantor sets and snowflake curves; here we shall discuss a refinement of
Carleson's approach (see [15, 16]). Independently, Przytycki [28, 29] applied a
somewhat different approach to study harmonic measure on the boundary of a
simply-connected attractive basin for a holomorphic map; the subsequent significant paper [31] extended his ideas to very general "fractal" curves. With both
approachs, the key idea is to introduce a Markov map F defined on 9fi and to
express w, ora measure equivalent to a;, as a certain Gibbs equilibrium measure
invariant under F. We refer to [1] for the relevant notions and terminology of
symbolic dynamics.
We illustrate this idea by the example of Cantor type mixing repellers. These
are the sets 3 defined by the following construction. Let Q i , . . . , Qm be conformai discs with disjoint closures and F be a function univalent on each Qi. Let
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X^m denote the space of infinite sequences x = (x\X2 • • •) of the symbols 1,..., m
and let A = (A^) be an m x m matrix consisting of zeros and ones such that
Aij = 1 implies (^ C FQi. We define £ ( A ) = {x G £ m : ^Xixi+1 = 1} and
assume that the shift T: (x±X2 •••)»-• (0:20:3 • • •) is mixing on £(A). We consider nonzero cylinder sets X = (x±--- xn) = {y G XX A): 2/i = xii • • • ? Vn =
xn} and call n = \X\ the rank of X. For each X of rank n > 2 we define
Qx = ( ^ I Q « ! ) " 1 ' - - ^ ! ^ » - ! ) " 1 « « » and set 3n = \Jm=nQxFinally, we
define 3 = f]3n. Usual Cantor sets, the limit sets of Schottky groups, and some
Julia sets provide many examples. It is easy to see that 3 is invariant under F
and that diam Qx < const q\x\ for some q < 1. Thus there is a 1-to-l correspondence between the points of the sets 3 and XX^) so that F\3 corresponds
to the shift. We shall identify these dynamical systems; in particular, we shall
write X for 3 f] Qx and consider the harmonic measure a; evaluated at 00 both
on 3 and £ ( A ) .
The basic property of Cantor type mixing repellers is that the relative harmonic measure is almost scale invariant (see [5, 16]):
u(XYZ)m

u)(YZ)

.(XY)'

w( y)

-is«***1

(« = M)-

0»

The reason comes from the fact that the sets XYZ and XY are separated
from 3Qx by n topological annuii of modules > const. Prom (9) it follows
that there is a unique shift invariant probability measure p on XXA) which
is equivalent (with bounded densities) to a;. (For p, one can take any *-weak
limit point of the sequence of the measures n - 1 Y%=\ ^fc? where ujk is given by
ujk(X) = ^2iAi=igW{AX).) Then p has a property similar to (9) and hence for
any x G ]C(A) there exists a limit (p(x) = limlog[/j(a:i • • • xn)/p(x2 • • • xn)\, and
<p satisfies the Holder condition. Since
p(xi • • • xn) x exp < Y2 PiT^) \ >
p is the Gibbs measure for (p. For dim p we have the following formula in which
hp denotes the entropy of p and g the Green's function of fi = C \ 3 with pole
at infinity.
THEOREM 6.

dimo; = dim//= I 1 + ft"1 lim rT1
~*

^jP

g(z)

Vg(*)=0,2rg.7„

where the limit always exists and is positive.
The proof (see [16]) closely follows Carleson's reasoning in [5] and is based
on the application of (8) and the Manning formula dim/i = h^/xp, where Xp
denotes the Lyapunov characteristic exponent f\og\Ff\dp.
In particular we
have dima; < 1, and it was this way that Carleson obtained the first result of
this type.
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Theorem 6 is especially clear in the case of polynomial dynamics. Let F(z) =
zm H
be a polynomial such that the orbits of its critical points z\,...,
zm-\
(the zeros of JF') tend to oo. By the Fatou structural theorem (see [3, §10]), the
Julia set 3 of F is a Cantor type mixing repeller. Also it is known (see [3]) that
UJ is F-invariant, i.e., p = uj, that /iw = logm, and that cap 3 = 1. Hence
log|.F'|duj = logm + YI

/

i=i

J

lo

S \ z - Zi\du)(z)

m—l

= logm+Y2 g(zi).
It is easy to verify that the limit in Theorem 6 equals X}£L7 9{z%) a n d ^ e
assertion follows.
Further information may be obtained by studying the asymptotic variance

a2= lim n'1 f iy I/J o Tj
»-~
J [fr'o

] dp

for the Holder continuous function ijj = <p + /clog \Ff\, where /c denotes dim J .
(Remark: filjdp = 0). By properties of Gibbs measures, a2 is finite and hence
the following dichotomy occurs (see [31, 16]): either cr2 is zero, which is equivalent, by the variational principle, to the case dima; = dim J , or a2 > 0. In the
former case, UJ is equivalent to A^, whereas in the latter case standard almost
sure invariance principles (see [22]) are valid. Namely, Kolmogorov's test along
with the usual covering technique (cf. [2]) shows that if a2 > 0, then UJ <C A^, or
w l A ^ with (ß(t) = **exp{h(log £)}, as / ° °
t-^h^expi-^a^x^^^ydt
converges or diverges, respectively.
Here is a simple example illustrating the case cr2 > 0. Let 3 be the linear
Cantor set of constant ratio a, 0 < a < | . We shall use the natural coding
of 3 with the symbols 1 and 2. Consider the cylinders Xn = (1 • • • 1) and
Yn = (1 • • • 12) of rank n. We must show that UJ is not equivalent to a Hausdorff
measure, and it is enough to check that u)(Xn) > (1 + 6)u)(Yn) with 6 > 0
independent of n, n > 2. We have u)(Xn) — uj(Yn) = fj,x
(v — u)du), where
u and v denote the harmonic measures of Xn and Yn with respect to C \ X n _ i .
Clearly, v>uon 3\Xn and hence
uj(Xn) - uj(Yn) > uj(Yn) min(v - u) > const a;(Y n _i)
because the minimum is scale invariant. Further examples, including arbitrary
linear and square Cantor sets, and some Julia sets are given in [16]. On the other
hand, I am unaware of any example of a Cantor type mixing repeller satisfying
a2 = 0. It seems plausible that this case can never occur.
Besides Cantor sets, Carleson also considered the snowflakes, a class of simplyconnected domains with a selfsimilar boundary. As an example we shall examine
the von Koch snowflake which is defined by the following construction. To every
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side of the equilateral triangle, at the middle, we glue from outside the equilateral
triangle three times smaller. To every side of the resulting polygon we glue the
equilateral triangle again three times smaller and so on infinitely many times.
The whole machinery developed in the Cantor case will work without changes
as soon as we show that there is a coding satisfying (9). Since any approximating
polygon has nonequal angles, the natural coding with XXA) = XM does not
satisfy (9). (In fact, with more efforts, this coding may be used to derive the LIL
result; see [17].) It is better to employ the following device due to Przytycki,
Urbanski, and Zdunik [31]; see Figure 1.

Ax

A2

A3

A4

Ab

(1
1
A = 1
0
VO

AG

1
1
1
0
0

1 1 1\
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1)

Figure 1
Let Jo denote the one-twelfth part of the boundary and let the piecewise
affine transformation F: 3Q —• Jo be defined so that A\A2,A^A^-^
Jo and
A^Aß—>ASAQ preserving orientation, and A2A3—• Jo and A4A5—>A^AQ reversing
it. Then (9) is valid because for any cylinder X, the structure of the snowflake is
the same in neighborhoods of X and FX (cf. [5, 15]). Thus we may apply the
theory described above to obtain the following result of Przytycki, Urbanski, and
Zdunik (we have a2 > 0 because the boundary of the snowflake is not rectifiable):
There is a number CQ > 0 such that
UJ ± A(ßc or <C A0C

as c < Co or c > CQ, respectively,

where <ßc(t) = t exp{c(log j log log log j)1/2}.
The paper [33] contains a lot of other interesting results concerning the
simply-connected case. In conclusion, we cite one of them connected with Julia
sets.
T H E O R E M 7 ( P R Z Y T Y C K I , URBANSKI, AND Z D U N I K ) . Letü be a simplyconnected domain and F a holomorphic map defined on a neighborhood U ofdQ
such that F(Uf]ü) C fi, F(3Q) = 3Ü, and fi n > 0 F~n(UnU) = 3Q. Then there
is a nonnegative number CQ such that u _L A^c for every c < CQ, and UJ «C A^c
for every c > c$. Furthermore, in case F\3Q is expanding, a; _L A(f,CQ and also
we have c 0 = 0 iff 3Q is a real-analytic curve.

By definition, F\3Q is expanding if Fn > const Xn on 3Q with A > 1, where
Fn denotes the nth iterate of F. This case occurs, for example, when 3Q is the
Julia set of the polynomial z2 + a with a small enough. In the expanding case,
it is not hard to see that a; is again equivalent to a Gibbs measure for a Markov
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partition on 3Q, and so CQ = 0 iff 3Ü is rectifiable. The authors show that, in
the expanding case, the latter implies that 3Q is a real-analytic Jordan curve;
the first result of this type was established by Fatou (see [7]). Of course, the
most difficult part of Theorem 7 is the part concerning the nonexpanding case,
and the proof is technically much harder. The authors conjecture that, even
without the assumption that F\3Q is expanding, CQ = 0 iff 3Cl is an analytically
embedded circle or interval. The Julia set of z2 — 2 illustrates the nonexpanding
case with CQ = 0,
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The Geometry of Deformations
of a Riemann Surface
SCOTT A. WOLPERT
A major theme of the deformation theory of surfaces is the analogy of the
Teichmüller space Tg + mapping class group Fg with a symmetric space K\G
+ arithmetic group T. An example is found in the result of Harer-Zagier [8]
and Penner [11] that the Euler characteristic of Tff)i is given by the Riemann
zeta function, f (1 — 2g) (T9in is the genus g, n punctured Teichmüller space,
and Tgin the mapping class group), an obvious parallel to the result of Harder
for arithmetic groups [6]. A second example is given by the result (see §2) that
Mg = Tg/Yg has a compactification Mg, that is a projective variety. The analogy
is to the result of Baily for G of Hermitian type, T arithmetic that K\G/T is
projective. And just recently F. Bonahon has discovered a description of Tg
as a subset of the hyperquadric in an infinite-dimensional Lorentz space (see
§3). A second theme of the geometry has always been the interplay between the
hyperbolic geometry of a surface and the differential geometry of Teichmüller
space.
Our plan is to sketch the results on three questions that have occupied our
interest. This is not a survey; proper references can be obtained from the papers
cited here.
We recall the basic definitions. Let M be a compact surface (without metric)
of genus g > 1. Consider a pair (R, [/]) where [/] is the homotopy class of a
homeomorphism
/ : M —» R, R a Riemann surface
(with hyperbolic metric). Pairs (R, [/]) and (S, [h]) are defined to be equivalent
provided [fto/ -1 ] contains a conformai representative. Tg is the space of equivalence classes {(R, [/])}. Conceptually consider {(R, [/])} as defining a structure
on M by pullback.
Recall that Tg is a complex manifold, Tg acts properly discontinuously, and
thus the quotient Mg = Tg/Tg is a complex V'-manifold. The cotangent space
at R E Tg is naturally isomorphic to Q(R), the space of holomorphic quadratic
Partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
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differentials on R (tensors of type dz <8> dz). A Hermitian product
JR

where ip,ijj € Q(R) and A is the jR-hyperbolic area element, is defined for Q(R).
The product on the dual is the Weil-Petersson metric for Tg. The W-P metric
is Tg invariant, Kahler, and not complete [1, 14].
1. Symplectic geometry of twists and lengths. Given a compact Riemann surface R, by the uniformization theorem there exists a unique hyperbolic
metric with the assigned conformai structure. The prescribed curvature equation is a second order nonlinear partial differential equation; one does not expect
to be able to piece together solutions from subdomains. By contrast, FenchelNielsen found that if the conformai structure is not prescribed a priori then
every hyperbolic metric can be obtained by piecing together metrics from simple
subdomains.
The construction is based on two observations—first that the lengths Ai, A2,
and A3 of alternating sides of a right hexagon (in the hyperbolic plane) can
be arbitrarily prescribed in (0,oo). Now if the hexagon is doubled across the
unlabeled sides, a pair of pants P (genus 0, three boundary components) with
geodesic boundary of lengths lj = 2X3-, j = 1,2,3, is obtained. P is the building
block for constructing compact hyperbolic surfaces.
Given pants P with boundaries bj and Q with boundaries ßj, then provided
61 and ß\ have the same length, P can be attached to Q along 61 and ß\. The
resulting surface is a geometric sum P\l Q; i.e. P V Q has a hyperbolic metric
whose restriction to each piece is the original metric. The proof is based on the
second observation: the geometry in a tubular neighborhood of width w(l) > 0
of a simple closed geodesic of length I is completely determined by I.
By combining 2g — 2 pairs of pants, a compact surface of genus g can be
constructed. Fenchel-Nielsen found that by varying the parameters of the construction, every compact hyperbolic metric is obtained. Indeed there are two parameters at each attaching site. For P, Q above there is the length l(b±) = l(ß\)
and a twist parameter r (let pi on b\ be the closest point to 62 and similarly for q\
on ßi and ft; define r to be the distance from pi to q\ along 61 « ft). FenchelNielsen found that the parameters (TJ,IJ), 1 < j < 3g — 3, Tj E R, lj E R +
for a fixed identification pattern P provide global real-analytic coordinates for
Teichmüller space.
We would like to further emphasize two points of the F-N construction.
The geodesic length functions. Given a free homotopy class a for our base
surface M, then a basic invariant of a hyperbolic structure R is the length of the
unique i2-geodesic in the class a.
Twist vector fields. If a is simple, then an associated flow is defined on Tg.
Let A be an increment of time and R ETg] denote by an the iZ-geodesic in a.
Cut R open along œR, rotate one boundary relative to the other by an amount
A, and attach the boundaries to obtain a new hyperbolic metric. The magnitude
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A parametrizes a flow on T ^ i e t ta be its infinitesimal generator. An example
is a F-N coordinate vector field 3/3TJ.
Let UJ be the Weil-Petersson Kahler form and denote Lie derivatives by juxtaposition. We have the following formulas [16, 17]:
Duality formula
Cosine formula

uj(ta, ) = —dl^,
uj(ta,tß) = ^2

(1)
cos0 p ;

(2)

Sine-length formula

t*tßl1=

22

2(el(i)-l)SÌnepSÌIì9g]

W

em1+em2

^
(r, S )<Ea#/?X/?# 7

Canonical coordinates

2(eW) - 1)
V

sm0 r smc/o;

J

UJ = Y^ drj A dlj.

(4)

3

The right-hand sides of the second and third formulas are evaluated by the trigonometry of the geodesies a, ß, and 7 on R. For the second formula the sum is
over the intersection points p of the geodesies and 0P is the angle as measured
from a to ß. For the third formula h and I2 are the lengths of the segments of 7
defined by p and q and similarly for r, s on ß defining mi and m2- Introducing
the rescaled twist fields Ta = (4sinhZQ!/2)iQ! we have a simple formula for the
bracket
Y^ Tapß+ " T<*vß~
(5)
Pea#ß
where apß+,apß~ are the two possible curves obtained by replacing the intersection at p with small arcs connecting a and ß [16].
Formula (5) is an obvious analogue of the Chevalley result for the structure
constants of a semisimple Lie algebra. Formulas (2) and (3) reveal a simple
correspondence between the symplectic geometry of the W-P Kahler form and
hyperbolic geometry. W. Goldman has found analogues of the above formulas
for more general representations of surface groups [5].
We would like to recall two applications of the formulas.
I. The Teichmüller space Ti,!. The uniformization group of a once punctured
torus has a presentation {A,ß|[>l,i3] is parabolic}. The Teichmüller space is a
simplex T^i = {(a,b,c)\a + b + c = 1, a,b,c > 0}, where a — tr
A/trBtrAB,
b = trB/trAtrAB,
and c = t r A B / t r > 4 t r B (tr = trace). The mapping class
group has fundamental domain {(a, b,c)\a,b,c < 1/2} and UJ = (da A db)/abc.
By a short calculation JM UJ = 7r2/6 [15].
[Ta,Tß]=

IL Extension of UJ to Mg) the moduli space of stable curves. Actually the
F-N construction applies to a more general class of surface, a Riemann surface
with nodes. The original hexagon lengths Ai, A2, A3 are also allowed to be 0 (for
this case the side is replaced by a point on the circle at infinity). P and Q can
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be attached along 61, ft with l(bi) = /(ft) = 0 (the points at 00 are formally
identified). The F-N theorem is valid in this context also: every Riemann surface
with nodes is obtained by the construction. To introduce local coordinates for
M g a change of variables is needed: replace TJ by the angle Oj = 2TTTJ/IJ (values
mod27r). The parameters (6j,lj) are polar coordinates (Oj is undefined when
lj = 0) and by formula (5) UJ = ^2jljd0j A dlj. By allowing the lj to vanish
we have local coordinates for Mg (the moduli space of noded Riemann surfaces
= stable curves). Extending UJ to Mg is equivalent, by the above formula, to
defining r dr dO at the origin.
2. Obtaining an embedding from the W - P class. Baily has shown that
for G of Hermitian type, V = K\G/T has a compactification V with V C V
open, dense and V has a projective embedding [2]. The analogue for Mg is true.
Mg is a complex V-manifold, D = Mg — Mg is a divisor, and Mg has a projective
embedding [10]. We shall describe a proof by analytic methods [18].
The proof is suggested by the applications I and II. The extension of UJ defines
a symplectic form on Mg. Provided UJ determines a rational class in H2(Mg),
the existence of an embedding follows from the Kodaira theorem.
Testing for rationality requires integrating UJ over a large number of 2-cycles
(#2(Mg, Q) has rank 2 + [g/2]). At the outset this appears to be a formidable
task. Two formal properties allow one to reduce to the evaluation of the single
integral J M i i o ; .
In lieu of the argument, we shall describe one of the formal properties: the
restriction phenomenon. Suppose P = {7j}^i^ 3 is the collection of 3g — 3 disjoint geodesies where the pants were joined to obtain a surface R with nodes.
Assume 7^ separates R into two components: Ri containing { 7 , . . . ,7*1-1} and
J?2 containing {7^+1,. • • ,733-3}. Let C be the subset of Mg described in F-N
coordinates by Ik = 0. Our discussion suggests the description of £ as the product of the moduli spaces of R± and R2 (the Tj, lj are independent of one another).
Formula (5) shows UJ(R) = UJ(RI) + UJ(R2); the Kahler form on L is the sum of
two lower genera forms. With this property we are able to reduce the genus of
the calculation to the one case: genus 1, 1 puncture.
By pursuing this basic idea we are actually able to determine the line bundle
that the class (j/27r2 represents [22]. Unfortunately the actual proof is not so
simple. Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates and the holomorphic coordinates for Mg are
not smoothly equivalent in the directions transverse to P. A holomorphic parameter t for opening a node is related to the geodesic length by I PH 27r2/(log l/|t|).
For the t variable the W-P Kahler form is singular
dtAdî
w ~ T-nrr,
- ,, ^0 = =»*(.
33
a

i*i (iogi/iti)3

^V(iogi/iti 2 );-

Nevertheless, UJ is the curvature 2-form (in the weak sense) of a continuous metric
in a line bundle. This is sufficient for the Kodaira theorem [18].
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3. Bonahon's hyperquadric model for Tg. A model for hyperbolic nspace is the hyperquadric (x,x) = —1, xn+x > 0 of Lorentz space (( , )
has signature (n, 1)). Francis Bonahon has discovered an analogous model for
Teichmüller space and the W-P metric; we sketch the idea below [4],
A homeomorphism f:R—>S,of
Riemann surfaces, may be lifted to their
universal covers, the hyperbolic plane. The lift extends to S^, the circle at
infinity. Denote by / : S^R) —• S^S) the restriction; / is uniquely determined
(a canonical map) given R, S GTg. Furthermore, since the unit tangent bundle
UT(JÎ) of J? may be described by triples of points on S^ (R) the map / induces
a canonical identification of UT(i2) and UT(S'), which conjugates (only C°) the
geodesic flows. We shall identify the unit tangent bundles XJT(R) and geodesic
flows G F ( J R ) , R G Tg, via the canonical maps.
Consider T M the linear cone of positive measures on UT transverse to GF.
A measure \i is defined for Borei subsets of a 2-plane transverse to GF and
is invariant: ß(B) = fi(GFt(B)) for all time. An example is given by a free
homotopy class a (on M). Let œR be the geodesic representative on R and
&R its lift to UT(iï). Define 6a(B) to be the cardinality of OùR D B; Sa is an
invariant measure. A second example comes from the GF-geometry of the unit
tangent bundle. Fix a surface S and let fia be its Liouville measure: ßs is the
interior product of the volume form with the infinitesimal generator of GF(S).
Alternately ß8(B) is the number of intersections per unit length of B and the
generic GF(S) trajectory segment. By a theorem of Mostow the map S —• ßs is
actually an embedding of Tg into TM. We shall write Tg for the image.
A pairing is defined for the measures <5* : 6a#6ß is the negative of the minimal
number of intersections for representative curves. The span of the measures 6*
is dense in TM\ the pairing extends to the entire space of transverse measures.
Bonahon's analogy is revealed by considering examples for the pairing.
Provided a is simple, then 8a^8a = 0; in fact the light cone is simply
•M££, Thurston's space of measured geodesic laminations. Bonahon finds that
the image Tg is asymptotic to the light cone and thus can be compactified by
{light cone}/R+, the sphere at infinity for hyperbolic space. This is precisely
Thurston's compactification.
The self-pairing ßR^ßR is the negative of the volume of UT(R); Tg is contained in the hyperquadric 7 ^ 7 = 47r2(l — g). The formula ô^JIR = la(R) is
an exercise for the reader. Bonahon finds an interpretation for the tangent plane
at each point of Tg. Thus it is appropriate to consider the infinitesimal geometry
of the model. In particular, if v is a vector tangent to Tg at JAR then indeed
ßR^v = 0 (the position vector is perpendicular to the tangent plane). At this
point Bonahon finds a reformulation of a result of the author [20].
THEOREM. The restriction o / # to the image Tg C T M is the Weil-Petersson
metric.
To pursue the comparison between the W-P geometry and that of hyperbolic
space recall that the metric has negative curvature [12, 13, 19] and that its
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exponential maps are homeomorphisms from their domains to Tg [21] (the metric
is not complete).
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Conjugation of Shimura Varieties
M. V. BOROVOI
1. In his address [19] to the 1978 International Congress of Mathematicians
in Helsinki, Shimura asked five questions of which the first was: Is it possible
to define arithmetic automorphic functions on arithmetic quotients of bounded
symmetric domains? The answer "yes" is known as Shimura's conjecture. The
conjecture states that Shimura varieties admit canonical models over small number fields. A Shimura variety in the simplest case is an algebraic variety over
C such that the corresponding analytic space is of the form T\X where X is a
bounded symmetric domain and T is an arithmetic group acting on X. Shimura's
conjecture was proved in some cases by Shimura [18], K. Miyake, and K.-y. Shih.
The ideas surrounding the notion of canonical models were substantially clarified
by Deligne [4, 5], who succeeded in giving a definition of a canonical model in
the general case and proving the existence of such models in the "abelian" cases.
In [10] Langlands proposed a remarkable conjecture on the conjugation of
Shimura varieties by automorphisms of C. Langlands's conjecture implies [14]
Shimura's one. Here we shall state Langlands's conjecture and prove it for all
Shimura varieties, using the already proved Langlands's conjecture for Shimura
varieties of type Ai.
2. To state Langlands's conjecture we need the notion of a (connected) proalgebraic Shimura variety. Shimura varieties are associated with Mumford manifolds.
A Mumford manifold is a pair (G, X), where G is a connected simply connected
semisimple Q-group of Hermitian type and X is the symmetric space of G(R)
with an invariant complex structure ( "G is of Hermitian type" means that such
a complex structure exists). A Mumford manifold (G,X) is simple if G is Qsimple; any Mumford manifold decomposes into a product of simple ones. A
simple Mumford manifold (G,X) is said to be of type An, Bn, Cn, Dn, EQ, or
E? if G is of this type.
A point x G X is a CM-point if there is a maximal torus T c G such that
T(Q) ' x = x. Such a pair (T, x) is called a point with complex multiplication
in (G,X). An embedding of Mumford manifolds (Gi,X±) <-• (G2,^2) is a pair
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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of embeddings / : G\ «-• G2, u: X\ «-• X2 such that u is holomorphic, Gi(R)equivariant, and takes CM-points to CM-points.
A Mumford manifold (G, X) gives rise to a (connected pro-algebraic) Shimura
variety Sh(G,X) = l i m p r o j r \ X , where T runs over the congruence subgroups
of G(Q). The set of C-points of Sh(G,X) is (G(A') x X)/G(Q).
We denote by [g, x] E Sh(G,X) the class of (g, x), where g G G(A^), x G X. The
adele group G(A^) acts on §h(G,X) by g' • [g,x] = [gfg,x]. An embedding
(G\,Xi) «^ (G2,X2) gives rise to an embedding Sh(Gi,Xi) «-* Sh(G2,X 2 ) of
the corresponding Shimura varieties.
3. Hereafter we fix an arbitrary automorphism r of C. Langlands's conjecture
completely describes the variety r Sh(G, X) obtained from Sh(G, X) under the
action of r. Our formulation of Langlands's conjecture differs from the (very
beautiful) formulation of Langlands himself (see [10] and also [13, 14]).
Langlands's conjecture, in my interpretation, consists of three statements K,
Gi, and G2.
CONJECTURE K(G, X). There exists a Mumford manifold (TG, TX), an isomorphism <p = Y\<Pi '• G(A?) —• TG(Af), where (pi : G(Qj) —• r G(Q) is algebraic
for any prime I, and a (p-equivariant isomorphism I/J: T Sh(G,X) —• Sh(TG,T-X").
Conjecture K(G,X) generalizes Kazhdan's theorem [9], which states that
~ TT\TX for some TX, TT.
Let (T, x) be a point with complex multiplication in (G,X). Assume that
ip(r[e, x\) = [g, xf], where e is the neutral element, g G TG(A^), xf G TX. We say
that the pair (<p, ijj) is ^-normalized if g = e. Replacing (cp, ip) by
T(Y\X)

(int^o^^o^;)
we can assume that (<p, t/>) is ^-normalized.
Conjecture C\ describes (G, <p), provided (<p,ijj) is x-normalized. To see how
(G,(p) can be described, we consider the subgroup (p(T(Q)) C T G(A^). We
have T(Q) • x = x, hence T(Q) • [e,x] = [e,x] and <p(T(Q)) • [e,x'] = [e,x'\
(recall that ^(r[e,x]) = [e,xf]). It follows that <p(T(Q)) • [e,TX] = [e,TX], hence
<p(T(Q)) C r G ( Q ) . Let j:T —> G denote the inclusion homomorphism. We see
that there exists a homomorphism Tj: T —> r G such that Tj®Af = <po(j® A?).
In other words, we have constructed a form ( r G, Tj : T —> TG) of the pair (G,j)
and an A-Msomorphism of the forms.
Set T a d = T/Z, where Z is the center of G. Forms of (G,j) can be described as isomorphism classes of right tensors (principal homogeneous spaces)
of Aut(G,j) = T a d . With ( r G, Tj) and <p we associate the torsor PT = {X: G ^
r
G I T3 = X ° j} ^ d the A-^-rational point (p of PT. The group T a d acts on PT
by X ' * = X ° int(t). If L / Q is a finite extension splitting T a d , then P T has an
L-point.
LEMMA. Let H be an algebraic torus over a number field k. Let N/k be a
Galois extension splitting H. Denote by Pk(H) the set of isomorphism classes
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of pairs (P,Xf)} where P is a torsor of H and Xf G P(A'[) (we write P(H) for
PQ (H) if k = Q). Then there is a canonical bijection
Pk(H)~(H(AfN)/H(N)f*lWkl
IDEA OF THE PROOF. With (P, Xf) we associate xj1^^,
where XN G P(N).
Returning to our (T,x), let L / Q be a Galois extension splitting T a d . We associate with (PT,<p) an element t G />(T ad ) = (TBd{AfL)/TBd{L))G^L/Qh
This
element is characterized by the following property: there exists an isomorphism
X- GL —* TGTJ such that Tj = X°3 a n d X = <P°int(£). Now we can state C\.
CONJECTURE Ci(G,X,a;). With the above notation, t = b(T&d,x,r)
6(T ad ,a;,r) is defined in §4.

where

Let (Ti,xi) and (T^a^) be two points with complex multiplication in (G,X).
Let (pn G ( A ' ) -> TG(Af), fa: rSh(G,X) -> Sh( T G, r X) be an z-normalized
pair, i.e., fa(r[e, xi]) = [ e , ^ ] . We have fa(r[e,X2]) = [ p , ^ ] , where g G rG(Af).
Set ^2 = 0" 1 ° ^ l - <P2 = int(öf~1) o ^ j , then (tpzjfa) is ^-normalized. We see
that g is a "difference" between fa and T/>2- Conjecture G2 describes g (see details
in §4).
Langlands's conjecture also describes rX and x' (see [3]). We will not dwell
on it.
4. Here we give the formulas necessary to state Conjectures G\ and G2. These
formulas are not needed for the proof of the conjectures. The proof requires only
the functional properties of Gi and G2, listed in the proposition in §6.
We say that (L, F) is a GM-field if F is a totally real number field and L is a
totally imaginary quadratic extension of F. Suppose (L,F) C ( C , R ) . Set
S = ker(Nm c /R: Rc/B.Gmc
L

S' = ker(Nm L / F : RL/FGmL
S =

RF/Q

-• GmR),
->

GmF),

S)

where R denotes the restriction of scalars and Nm denotes the norm homomorphism. We have
S = L S'(8)irR.
Define an element Lb(r) G P(LS) = PF(S') = {x G (AfL)x/Lx
\ x • ix = 1}
where 1 is the complex conjugation. Set b = r - 1 ^ ^ " 1 G Aut(C). We have
6 • ibr1 = 1. Since L is a CM-field, b G Aut(C/L). With the help of the
homomorphism Aut(C/L) -+ Gal(Lab/L) ^ 7T0((AfL)x/Lx),
where r is the
reciprocity law isomorphism, we obtain an element 60 G ^((A^)*/Lx)
such
that 60 • t&o = 1- There is a unique element b G ( A { ) x / L x such that 6 • ib = 1
and &o is the image of b. Set Lb(r) = b.
For x G X let if ad denote the stabilizer of x in G a d (R). Consider the homomorphism hx: S —• üfad —> G R such that Aœ(^) acts in the tangent space
TX(X) as the multiplication by z2 where z S(R) C C. If (T, x) is a point with
complex multiplication, then imft^ C T^. Since T^ is compact, T a d splits
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over some CM-field (L, F) C ( C , R ) . Over F, T a d decomposes into a product
of one-dimensional tori, hence hx : S = LS' ®F R —• T R 1 can be defined over F.
We define
RF/Qhx

L

NmF/Q

r: L 5 = Ä F / Q L 5 '
>RF/QTad
Tad.
ad
/
L
Set6(T ,a;,r) = 'r( 6(r)).
REMARK. We can define a pro-algebraic group S = limproj LS, an element
6(r) = limproj L b(r) € /"(S), and a homomorphism r(x): S —• T a d such that
t = r(x)(b(r)).
Now let (Ti, 2:2) and (72,2:) be two points with complex multiplication in
(G,X). Let <pi, g, and <p2 be as at the end of §3. Conjecture G2 describes the
image of g in r G ( A / ) / r G ( Q ) . Let L be a Galois CM-field splitting T± and T 2 . It
is easy to deduce (see [3]) from C\ and the formula (p2 = int(^ - 1 ) o(p ti that the
image of g in G a d ( A ' ) / G a d ( L ) equals ^ d ( r 2 ( L 6 ( r ) - 1 ) • n( L 6(r)))modG a d (L),
where n = Lr(xx), r2 = Lr(x2), and (pf: G a d ( A ' ) - • r G ad (A-^) is the isomorphism corresponding to <p\. If r\ and r2 can be lifted to homomorphisms
fi,r2 : LS —> G, then it is natural to conjecture that
8 = Pi(ra( L 6(T))- 1 fi( L 6(T))).
It turns out that the morphism of varieties r^" 1 ^: L S —• G a d can always be
uniquely lifted to a certain morphism f ^ f i : LS —> G, such that (?2_1T:i)(e) = e.
CONJECTURE G2(G, X, x\, x*).
9=

With the above notation
Pl((f21fl)(Lb(T))).

5. Conjecture G\ implies a simple description of T G. Suppose (G,X) is simple, G = RF/QG*\ G1 being an absolutely simple group over a totally real field
F. Then T G = RF/QTG',
where T G' is the inner form of G such that TG'®FV ~
G'<&FV for any nonarchimedian place v of F and that TG/(8)F)trR — C g ^ - i ^ R
for every embedding o- : F «-* R.
In the following section we list some functorial properties of Conjectures G\
and G2.
6. PROPOSITION. Let (G,X) be a Mumford manifold and (G0,X0) be a
Mumford submanifold of (GQ,XQ).
Let 2:1,2:2,2:3 G XQ be CM-points. Suppose
7 G G ( Q ) . Then
1. K(G,X) andC1(G,X,x1)^K(G0iX0)
andC1(Go,X0,x1).
2. Provided K and G\ hold,
(a) G 2 (G 0 ,X 0 ,2:1,0:2) =>C2(G,X, x1,x2)y
(b) C2(G,X,x1,x2)
&C2(G,X,x1,7x3),
(c) G2(G,X,2:1,2:2) and C2(G,X,X2,x3) => C2(G,X,xi,x3).
The most important statement here is that K(G,X) and Gi(G,X, x\) implies
This result is actually proved by Milne and Shih [14]. A similar result concerning Shimura's conjecture was earlier proved by Shimura and Deligne.
The proof uses the density of the orbit Go(A^) • [e, 2:] of [e,x] in Sh(Go,Xo).
K(GQ,XQ).
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For some Mumford manifolds (for those of abelian type, see below) Shimura's
and Langlands's conjectures were proved using the method of symplectic embeddings. This method is due to Shimura and is improved by Deligne [4, 5].
A symplectic embedding is an embedding (G,X) *-* (Sp n , Mn), where Sp n is the
symplectic group of a 2n-dimensional space and Mn the Siegel space of degree
n. A pair (G, X) is said to be of abelian type if it admits a symplectic embedding. In this case (G, X) is a moduli manifold of abelian varieties with auxiliary
structures (cf. [15]).
For a Mumford manifold (G,X) to be of abelian type it is necessary and
sufficient that all its simple factors are of abelian type. A simple Mumford
manifold (G,X) is of abelian type if and only if G is of type An, Bn, Cn, or of
type Dn and G R has no factors locally isomorphic to the "quaternionic" form
SO*(2n)ofSO(2n) (see [17,5]).
If (Gi,J\Ti) c-> (02,-^2) is an embedding, then Langlands's conjecture for
(Ö2,-X"2) implies Langlands's conjecture for (Gi,Xi) (see [14]). So to prove
Langlands's conjecture in the abelian case, it suffices to prove it for (Sp n ,# n ).
Milne and Shih [14] showed that Langlands's conjecture for (Sp n , Hn) is equivalent to a remarkable statement about the action of automorphisms of C on
abelian varieties of CM-type and their points of finite order. This statement is
proved by Deligne [6]. Thus Langlands's conjecture is proved for all the Mumford
manifolds of abelian type—in particular, for those of type Ai. Earlier, using this
method, Deligne [4, 5] proved Shimura's conjecture for all Mumford manifolds
of abelian type.
7. If (G, X) is of nonabelian type, then the method of symplectic embeddings
cannot be applied. We describe a new method. The first thing that comes into
mind is to consider Mumford submanifolds of abelian type of (G,X). However,
G can have few subgroups and it is rather difficult to investigate them. Here
it is very helpful to use a construction of Piatetski-Shapiro, which enables us
to embed any Mumford manifold into a larger one which has many Mumford
submanifolds of type A\. Using this construction we shall deduce Langlands's
conjecture for all Mumford manifolds from Langlands's conjecture for the case
A\ and Conjecture K.
Piatetski-Shapiro's construction. Let (GQ,XQ) be a Mumford manifold and F
a totally real field. Set G1 = GOF) G = RF/QG1'. Then G is of Hermitian type
and there is a canonical embedding Go <-> G. This way we construct a Mumford
manifold (G,X) and an embedding (f,u): (GQ,XQ) C-> (G,X).
Construction A. Let (To, 2:0) be a point with complex multiplication in
(Go,X 0 ). Choose a CM-field (L,F) splitting T 0 . We construct an embedding
(f,u):(G0,X0)^(G,X)
as above, setting Gf = G0Fi G = RF/QG1.
We set V = T 0 F , T =
RF/QT\
x = U(XQ); then (TV2:) is a point with complex multiplication in (G,X). Next,
we construct a family of Mumford submanifolds of type Ai in (G, X) passing
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through x. For any root a G R := R(GOLîT0L)
C H o m ^ , G m z,), let H'a denote
0
the centralizer of (ker a ) in G' (note that V is F-anisotropic, hence (ker a ) 0
is defined over F). Set G'a = (Hfa)ker; then G'L c- SL 2L . Set GQ = RF/QG'a.
Let i" denote the set of a G R such that G a ( R ) is noncompact. For a E I
set Xa = G a ( R ) • x. Then (Ga,Xa) is a Mumford submanifold of type A\ in
(G,X). For tangent spaces we have TX(X) = ®aElTx(Xa).
Set Ta = T C\ Ga.
Let T a d denote the image of T in G a d and let pa : T a d - • T a d be the canonical
epimorphism. One can prove that Ç\aeIkerpCi = 1 (it follows from the inclusion

I+

IDR).

Using Construction A we shall deduce CI(GQ,XQ,XQ)
from K(G,X) and
Gi (Ga » X a ,2:) (a G / ) . By Proposition 6(1) it suffices to prove Ci (G, X, x). Suppose a E I and set ba = pa(t) G P(T*d) (with the notation of the Lemma in §3).
T
Then ba determines a subgroup TGa C T G such that £>(Ga(A-f)) =
Ga(Af).
r
r
From -0(r[e,2:]) = [e,2:'] if follows that </>(rSh(G a ,X a )) = S h ( G a , X a ) , where
T
Xa = T G Q ; ( R ) • xf. The statement Gi(G a ,X a ,2:) determines ta uniquely; it
implies that ta = p a (6(T a d ,2:,r)). Since C\aei kerp a = 1, then t = ò(T ad ,2:,r)
is what was to be proved.
Now assuming that K and Gi are proved, we can similarly deduce G2 for
(Go,Xo) from G2 for Mumford manifolds of type A\. Let 2:0 and 2:5 be two
CM-points of XQ. If there is a Mumford submanifold passing through 2:0 and 2:0,
then by Proposition 6(2a) G2(Go, Xo, 2:0, XQ) holds. Even if we could connect 2:0
with 2:5 by a path consisting of Mumford submanifolds of type Ai, Conjecture
G2(Go, Xo, 2:0,2:0) would be valid due to Proposition 6(2c). Moreover, it suffices
to draw this path in a larger Mumford manifold (G,X) D (GQ,XQ). Therefore
G2 follows from
THEOREM B . Let (Go,Xo) be a simple Mumford manifold and let 2:0,2:0 be
two CM-points of Xo. Then there is an embedding (f,u): (Go,Xo) <—• (G,X)
and a finite sequence xi,...,xn
of CM-points of X such that each of the pairs
(x := u(xo), xi), (2:1,2:2),..., (xn-i,xn)
lies in a Mumford submanifold of type
A\ and that xn = 7 • 11(2:0) for some 7 G G(Q).
It remains to be said about the proof of Conjecture K. It is deduced from
Kazhdan's theorem [9] with the help of Margulis's results [10]. Some technical
difficulties arise because of our inadequate knowledge of the structure of G(Q).
We overcome these difficulties using Piatetski-Shapiro's construction again; it
enables us to consider instead of G(Q) the group G(Qr), where (Q r ) is the field
of all the totally real algebraic numbers in R.
Thus, Langlands's conjecture is proved for all the Mumford manifolds, and so
is Shimura's conjecture, because by [14] Langlands's conjecture implies Shimura's
conjecture. The proof outlined above follows the author's paper [3] (see also
[2]). It is clear from the preceding discussion that the proof heavily depends
on methods and results of a number of works, notably those of Mumford [15],
Piatetski-Shapiro [16], Shimura [18], Deligne [4, 5, 6], Langlands [10], Milne
and Shih [13, 14], Kazhdan [9], and Margulis [10]. Note that a similar proof
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of Langlands's conjecture was obtained by Milne [12] who used some ideas and
results of the author's unpublished notes containing a partial proof of Shimura's
conjecture.
Our proof of Langlands's conjecture depends on the theory of complex multiplication of abelian varieties. We consider this dependence as a shortcoming of
the proof. It is desirable to find a proof independent of the theory of abelian varieties. In this connection note that Faltings [7] proved the existence of canonical
models over Q of Shimura varieties, using only their intrinsic properties (especially rigidity). In a series of papers of Baily (see, e.g., [1]) a theory of arithmetic
Hilbert modular functions is constructed independently of abelian varieties.
Since Shimura's conjecture is proved, we have an arithmetic theory of automorphic functions on Shimura varieties. It is, however, very desirable to have an
arithmetic theory of automorphic forms (this is the second problem of Shimura
[19]). This problem under some restrictions is solved by M. Harris [8].
Speaking about arithmetic automorphic functions we mean arithmeticity in
the sense of Shimura. Shimura defined arithmetic automorphic functions in terms
of their values at CM-points. There is another definition of arithmeticity in terms
of coefficients of Fourier-Jacoby series. Harris [8] announced the coincidence of
these two definitions in the cases to which they both apply.
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Base Change for GL(n)
L. CLOZEL
This article is a report on the results proved jointly with J. Arthur in [1].
We obtain the existence of a base change lift for automorphic forms on GL(n)
under a solvable extension of number fields. For GL(2), such results had been
obtained by Doi, Naganuma, Jacquet, Saito, Shintani, and Langlands [7, 14,
20, 21, 19b]. As noticed by Langlands for GL(2), base change may be used to
shed new light on Artin's conjecture on the holomorphicity of L-functions. We
do not know if solvable base change alone will yield new examples of the truth
of Artin's conjecture. A result in that direction is proved in §3. We hope that
the question will interest a specialist of finite groups. 1
1. Base change: Definitions and results.
1.1, Let G (or Gn if we want to specify the rank) denote the algebraic group
GL(n) over Z. Let K/k be a finite extension of number fields or of local fields of
characteristic zero. In the global case, we denote by v a place (finite or infinite)
of k, by w a place of K. For global k, let A/c be the ring of adeles, A£ the group
of ideles. Base change relates, in the local case, admissible irreducible representations [6] of G(K) and G(k)\ in the global case, automorphic representations
[5] of G(AK) and G(A&). Let Ok be the ring of integers of k.
In the global case, an automorphic representation can be written 7r = Ç§v TTV,
where TTV are local representations. For almost all finite v, 7TV has a vector fixed by
G(0fcj, and Hecke theory associates to it an element tn}V of (Cx)n/&n.
We will
often regard tn}V as a diagonal matrix and call it a Hecke matrix. We will denote
by A(G/k) the set of automorphic (resp. admissible) irreducible representations
ofG(Afc) (resp. G(k)).
We want to restrict the class of automorphic representations considered. Let
n — n\ + • • • + nr be a partition. Assume that i\i (i = 1 , . . . , r) is a cuspidal,
unitary representation of Gn.(Afc). The group M = G n i X • • • X GUr is naturally
identified to a Levi subgroup of G. We may extend the representation 7Ti<8> • • '®7rr
Partially supported by a Sloan Fellowship and National Science Foundation Grant DMS8600003,
l
Note added in proof: Because of a theorem of E. C. Dade, base change does not yield
new cases of the Art in conjecture. See footnote in §3.
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of M(Ajç) to the corresponding parabolic subgroup, and then unitarily induce
to G(Afc). The resulting representation will be denoted by 7Ti x • • • x irr. It
is automorphic and irreducible. Such a representation of G(Ak) will be called
induced from cuspidal. We denote by I(Gn/k) the set of (equivalence classes
of) such representations of Gn(Afc). If k is local, I(Gn/k) denotes the set of
tempered irreducible representations of Gn(k).
1.2. Base change is most naturally described in terms of Langlands's "principle
of functoriality" [19a, 4]. If G is a fc-group, let LG = LG° x <5k denote its Lgroup; here L G° is a complex reductive group, on which 0^ = Gal(fc/&) acts by
holomorphic automorphisms. We consider the following L-groups:
a. G = GL(n)/k. LG = GL(n, C) x 0fc = L G° x 0 fc .
b. Let H be the fc-group obtained from GL(n)/K by restriction of scalars.
Then [4, §1.5]:
L
H=(LG°
x • • • x L G ° ) x&k.
There is one copy of LG° for each embedding of K into k over k, and 0/t acts
by permuting the embeddings.
According to the principle of functoriality, any homomorphism between Lgroups should be reflected by a correspondence between automorphic forms. We
consider the following homomorphisms:
Restriction. Here LPk/K: LG —• LH is given by the diagonal embedding:
L
G ° —> LH°. Conjecturally, one expects a mapping
pk/K-A(G/k)^A(G/K).

(71.1)

(Note that canonically, A(H/k) = A(G/K)l)
Induction. Here LikK: LH —• L Gd n , d = [K: k], is given by sending LH° =
L
G£ x • • • x L G ° , as block-diagonal matrices, into LG®n- One extends it to an
L-homomorphism by letting 0^ act on LGQdn by permutation matrices in &d
(see [19d]). It should be mirrored by a mapping
tkK:A(Gn/K)^A(Gdn/k).

(71.2)

In the global case, the effect of pk/K and ikK on Hecke matrices is explicitly
described by the L-group. For GL(n), because of the "strong multiplicity-one
theorem" of Jacquet-Shalika [15b], this implies that p and i are uniquely defined
if we restrict ourselves to representations in I(Gn/k).
EXAMPLE 1 . 1 . Assume that K/k is cyclic, and consider ikK for n = 1. In
this case, ikK sends Grössencharaktere x on A ^ to automorphic representations
of GL(d, A*;). For d = 2, it is the mapping x h ^ ^(x) °f Hecke, Maass, Weil,
Jacquet-Langlands [16, 21]. For general d, it has been obtained by Kazhdan and
Flicker [17, 9] following the technique introduced by Labesse-Langlands [18].
1.3. In the global case, it is enlightening to interpret base change in terms
of the conjectural Tannaka group Qn(k) [19c]. The finite-dimensional, complex
representations of degree n of this group should be in bijection with isobaric [19c,
15b] automorphic representations of Gn(Afc). (Representations in I(Gn/k) are
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isobaric.) If K/k is a Galois extension, one would expect an exact sequence
1 -> 9n{K) -+ 9u(k) -> ®K/k -> 1

(?1.3)

with 0^/fc = Gal(if/fc). The factors Pk/K and \^K should respectively translate,
for automorphic representations, the operations of restriction and induction of
complex representations of the Tannaka groups. They may be called automorphic
restriction and induction. The usual properties of these operations extend to
them. In particular, for three extensions K/L/k:
Pk/K = Pk/L ° PL/K>

t>K

= t

i° &

(?1'4)

In the local case, this conjectural description remains appropriate, replacing
9n(k) by the local Weil-Deligne group. Of course much is known in this case [9,
10, 12].
1.4. For fc global, K/k cyclic of prime degree Z, p and i can be explicitly
described by their effect on Hecke matrices at the unramified primes. Let £ be a
primitive Zth root of unity.
..ru-vTT
1

ftn,w = tn,v
\ tn,w = t*,v
tfr,v

ikK:U-^TT,

f

=

(w | v, v split in K),
(w I i>, v inert).

(
v

.
J

tn,wi © * " ' © tji,wi '

v split into w\,... ,wi,
_ f i/< ncfi/i ffi ,,,m
i-i.i/i

(1.6)

v inert, w \ v.
In the second line of (1.6), tj(w denotes any choice of an Zth root of tn}w>
Note that t^iV is still unambiguously defined modulo the symmetric group on nl
letters.
Note that formulas (71.4), (1.5), and (1.6) completely specify p and i for
solvable extensions and representations in I. Thus the only problem is existence.
1.5. We now state our main result.
THEOREM 1.2. Let K/k be a solvable extension of number fields.
(i) Assume TT G I(Gn/k).
Then there is a (unique) representation U E
I(Gn/K) such that n = Pk/xM(ii) Assume U G I(Gn/K).
Then there is a (unique) representation n E
suc
I(Gdn/p)
h that 7T = AjrCn)«
In the local case, we remark that p and i should be compatible to (i) parabolic
induction, sending representations of a Levi subgroup to representations of G(F)
(F = k,K)\ (ii) Local-global consistency: if K/k is a global extension and v a
place offcinert in K, the effect of p^/k o n the local component of an automorphic
representation at v should be pKv/kv\ the same applies to t.
THEOREM 1,3. Let K/k be a Galois extension of p-adic fields. Then
there exist unique mappings Pk/K'- ^(Gn/k) —• I(Gn/K) and ikK: I(Gn/K) —•
I(Gdn/k) compatible to the global functors and parabolic induction.
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2. Cyclic case. Because of (71.4), the proofs restrict to the case of cyclic
extensions. Assume now that K/k is cyclic. In that case, the results are more
explicit; in particular, we characterize the image of p.
2.1. Local results. (K/k local non-Archimedian). Let a be a generator of
Gal(üC/fc). Recall [20] that there is a norm map M sending elements of G(K)
to conjugacy classes of G(fc). Two smooth, compactly supported functions 0 on
G(K) and / on G(fc) are called associated if the twisted orbital integral of </) at
6 G G(K) is equal (for suitable normalizations) to the orbital integral of / at
7 = M6; 7 is assumed regular.
Assume K/k unramified. For F = K, fc, let MF be the Hecke algebra of
functions on G(F), bi-invariant by G(0F)- The morphism L Pk/K defines a homomorphism of algebras b: MK —• MkTHEOREM 2 . 1 . If <{)E MK, <t> and f = b<j) G Mk are associated.
When (j), f are the unit elements of the Hecke algebras, Theorem 2.1 is due
to Kottwitz [11]. Our proof relies crucially on his result.
The local results follow from Theorem 2.1 and the Deligne-Kazhdan trace
formula. We obtain the following characterization of Pk/K- Let n , TT stand for
representations in I(Gn/K), I(Gn/k). Asume n is <j-stable: n = n o a. Recall
that n lifts 7T, in Shintani's sense, if the character of TT, composed with M, is
equal to the twisted character of n .
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) Given TT, there is a unique astable H lifting TT.
(ii) Conversely, if H is astable, there is (at least one) TT lifted by n .
We set Pk/K M equal to the unique n given by (i). This completely determines
the functor p by local conditions.
2.2. An identity of traces (K/k global). The global results are extracted from
an identity of trace formulas. Let G(fcoo) = Y\v infinite G{kv)'- it is a real Lie
group. We denote by Zk the center of its enveloping algebra. If ZK is the analog
for K, there is a natural homomorphism N: ZK —> Zk- We fix a character v of
Zk] let VK — v oN.
For simplicity set A = A^. Let M 0 be a maximal split fc-torus in G. Let £
be the set of Levi subgroups M 2 MQ. For M E jß, WQ1 is the Weyl group of
Mo in M. Let AM be the split component of M, UM its "real Lie algebra" [2],
W(üM) the corresponding Weyl group, M(A)1 the subgroup of M(A) on which
rational characters have absolute value 1. li f E C^°(G(A)1), and TT belongs
to the unitary dual U(M(A)1) of M(A)1, let Pn(v,f) denote, for v E ia*M,
the representation of G(A) 1 induced from the part of the discrete spectrum of
L2(M(A)1) that is isotypic of type 7r. Let W(aM)reg be the set of s G W(üM)
whose fixed vectors are exactly OQ- We then set

W/)=£

E

E

Sdet(--l)!- 1

Afe£seW(aM)regir€n(M(A)i) '

° '

•trace(M(s,0)p,r(0,/)).
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Here M (s, 0) is an intertwining operator given by the theory of Eisenstein
series; the sum runs only on representations having infinitesimal character v.
The expression TdiB,i/(/) represents the discrete part of the trace formula
evaluated at / . There is an analogous formula for the twisted trace of 0 G
C^°(G(AK)1)Note that a acts naturally on automorphic forms on G ( A x ) ,
and in the space of pn for TT E TL(M(AK)1)>
We set

TaW<«=E

E

E

Me£seW(aM)reg7ren(Af(AK)i)

Sjld^- 1 )!- 1

|KK

°I
•trace(M(s, 0)07^(0,6)).

The sum runs only on representations with infinitesimal character VKWe say that 0, / are associated if their local components are, in the manner
of §2.1.
THEOREM 2 . 3 . Assume (j), f are associated. Then

We also obtain the similar identity of traces between the discrete part of the
trace of / , and of the trace of a function f1 E G^°(G 1 (A) 1 ) associated to / ,
when G 1 is an inner form of G. The proof relies on Arthur's recent work on the
invariant form of the "fine" expression of the trace formula.
2.3. Global lifting (K/k global). We denote by TT (resp. n ) a representation of
I(Gn/k) (resp. I(Gn/K)).
We say that Tl lifts TT if TLV = ®W\VTLW lifts nv at all
places v of fc.
We will assume that I = [K :fc]is prime. Let r\ be a character of A£ associated
by class field theory to K/k: thus rjl = 1. If TT E I(Gn/k), n^rj denotes TT twisted
by r\ considered as a l-dimensional character.
THEOREM 2.4. (i) Assume 7T is cuspidal, 7r ^ 7r<8)?7. Then there is a unique
astable TL lifting TT; TL is cuspidal.
(ii) Assume ir is cuspidal, TT = ir®rj. Then there is a cuspidalTli E
I(Gn/i,K),

with n i ¥ n j , such that Tl = U1xU^x

• • • x n j ' " 1 lifts IT.

(iii) Assume Tl is cuspidal, TL = Ho a. Then there is a cuspidal n lifted by TL;
all such n are obtained from one of them by twisting by powers ofrj', they satisfy
TT^TT^rj.
(iv) Assume that n = Im. Let TLi be a cuspidal representation o/GL(m, A^),
Hi ^ n j . Then TL = TLi X TL* X • • • X n j
is astable and lifts a unique cuspidal
7r; 7T = 7T (8)7/.
Theorem 2.4 follows from Theorem 2.3 and a systematic use of the results of
Jacquet-Shalika [15a, b]. Parts (iii) and (iv) imply the existence of induction in
Theorem 1.1.
3. Applications. Let K/k be a Galois extension of number fields, with Galois
group 0. If r is a complex representation of 0 , let L(s, r) be the Artin L-function
associated to r. It is a product L(s,r) = Y[v £v(s,r) over the places of fc.
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If 7T = 07r v is an automorphic representation of G(Afc), let
L(s,ir) = Y[L(s,irv)
V

denote its standard L-function [13].
We will call "strong Artin conjecture" the following assertion. If r is irreducible, there should exist a cuspidal representation 7r of GL(n, A^) such that,
for almost all v:
Lv(s,r) = L(s,nv).
(3.1)
This conjecture is due to Langlands [19a]. It implies Artin's conjecture that
L(s, r) is holomorphic if r is irreducible and nontrivial.
We will say that r is automorphic if, assuming r irreducible, a cuspidal TT
satisfying (3.1) for almost all v exists; 7r = 7r(r) is then unique.
Assume ft is a subgroup of 0 . We say that ft is subnormal if there is a
composition sequence (Sii) for ft in 0 with cyclic quotients.
THEOREM 3 . 1 . Assume 0 = Gal(Ä"/fc) is solvable. Assume that r, an
irreducible representation of 0 , belongs to the submodule of the Grothendieck
group of characters of 0 spanned over Z by characters of the form ind®x> ft
subnormal in 0 , x an Abelian character.
Then r is automorphic.
In particular, the strong Artin conjecture is true for such a representation.
We do not know if nonmonomial representations of this type exist: if so, that
would provide new examples of Artin's conjecture.2
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume 0 is nilpotent. Then the strong Artin conjecture
is true for K/k.
Theorem 3.1 results from automorphic induction and a theorem of [15b] allowing one to construct differences of automorphic representations.
The proof of these results has an interesting twist. Assume that IT, r are
automorphic representations of Gm(Afc), Gn(Afc) respectively. A fundamental
problem in the theory of automorphic forms is to construct an automorphic
representation n of G mn (Afc) such that, at almost all v, tutV = tir,v ® U,v- It is
denoted by TT 13 r in [19c].
Now assume 0 nilpotent, and let 7r(r) be associated to an irreducible representation r of degree d. Let 7r be any cuspidal representation of Gn(Ak). Then
7r(r) M 7T exists. Indeed, since r is monomial, we may write 7r(r) = tkL(x) where
X, a character of S) = Gal(üf/L), is seen as a character of A £ . Though # C 0
is only subnormal, automorphic induction applies. The formula

4(xHpib/Lir) = iExElir,

(3-2)

which is just, for finite groups, the familiar formula about induction, restriction,
and tensor product, then shows that ir(r) KI ir exists.
2

Note added in proof: Professor E. C. Dade has shown that all such representations are
monomial. Therefore the Artin conjecture was already known to be true for them.
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Quantum Groups
V. G. DRINFEI/D
This is a report on recent works on Hopf algebras (or quantum groups, which
is more or less the same) motivated by the quantum inverse scattering method
(QISM), a method for constructing and studying integrable quantum systems,
which was developed mostly by L. D. Faddeev and his collaborators. Most of
the definitions, constructions, examples, and theorems in this paper are inspired
by the QISM. Nevertheless I will begin with these definitions, constructions, etc.
and then explain their relation to the QISM. Thus I reverse the history of the
subject, hoping to make its logic clearer.
1. What is a quantum group? Recall that both in classical and in quantum mechanics there are two basic concepts: state and observable. In classical
mechanics states are points of a manifold M and observables are functions on
M. In the quantum case states are l-dimensional subspaces of a Hilbert space
H and observables are operators in H (we forget the self-adjointness condition).
The relation between classical and quantum mechanics is easier to understand
in terms of observables. Both in classical and in quantum mechanics observables
form an associative algebra which is commutative in the classical case and noncommutative in the quantum case. So quantization is something like replacing
commutative algebras by noncommutative ones.
Now let us consider elements of a group G as states and functions on G
as observables. The notion of group is usually defined in terms of states. To
quantize it one has to translate it first into the language of observables. This
translation is well known, but let us recall it nevertheless. Consider the algebra
A = Fun(G) consisting of functions on G which are supposed to be smooth if G
is a Lie group, regular if G is an algebraic group, and so on. A is a commutative
associative unital algebra. Clearly Fun(G x G) = A ® A if one understands
the sign "(g)" in the appropriate sense (e.g. if G is a Lie group then <8> should be
understood as the topological tensor product). So the group operation considered
as a mapping / : GxG —• G induces an algebra homomorphism A : A —• A (8> A
called "comultiplication." To formulate the associativity property of the group
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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operation in terms of À one expresses it as the commutativity of the diagram
/Xicl^r

G X G

j

GxGxG

G
i d x / ^

GxG

^ f

and then the functor X H-> Fun(X) is applied. The result is the coassociativity
property of A, i.e., the commutativity of the diagram
A

®A

id®A

A ®A®A
A® A
The translation of the notions of the group unit e and the inversion mapping
g »-• 0" 1 is quite similar. We consider the mappings e: A—• fc, S: A—> A given
by ip i-> <p(e) and <p(g) H» (p(g-1) respectively (here fc is the ground field, i.e.
fc = R if G is a real Lie group, fc = C if G is a complex Lie group, etc). Then
we translate the identities g-e = e-g = g, g• g-1 = g"1 • g = e into the language
of commutative diagrams and apply the functor X
Fun(X). As a result we
obtain the commutative diagrams
id

id

(1)
A®A - ^ *

A®A -52!!> k®A

A®k
id.®S

(2)

-* A®A

-> A®A

fc
Here m is the multiplication (i.e. m(a ® b) = ab) and i(c) = c • 1^. The commutativity of (1) (resp. (2)) is expressed by the words ue is the counit" (resp. "S
is the antipode"). The properties of (A, m, A,i,e, S) listed above mean that A
is a commutative Hopf algebra.
Now there is a general principle: the functor X H» Fun(X) from the category
of "spaces" to the category of commutative associative unital algebras (perhaps,
with some additional structures or properties) is an antiequivalence. This principle becomes a theorem if "space" is understood as "affine scheme," or if "space"
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is understood as "compact topological space" and "algebra" is understood as
"G*-algebra." From the above principle it follows that the category of groups is
antiequivalent to the category of commutative Hopf algebras.
Now let us define the category of quantum spaces to be dual to the category of (not necessarily commutative) associative unital algebras. Denote by
Spec A (spectrum of A) the quantum space corresponding to an algebra A.
Finally define a quantum group to be the spectrum of a (not necessarily commutative) Hopf algebra. So the notions of Hopf algebra and quantum group are
in fact equivalent, but the second one has some geometric flavor.
Let me make some general remarks on the definition of Hopf algebra. First
of all, it is known that for given A, m, A the counit e : A —>fcis unique and is a
homomorphism. The antipode S : A —• A is also unique and it is an antihomomorphism (with respect to both multiplication and comultiplication). Secondly,
in the noncommutative case one also requires the existence of the "skew antipode" S' : A —• A which is in fact the antipode for the opposite multiplication
and the same comultiplication. Sf is also the antipode for the opposite comultiplication and the same multiplication. It is known that SS' = S*S = id. In
the commutative or cocommutative case Sf = S, but in general S" ^ S and
S2 ^ id. The proofs of these statements can be found in standard texts on Hopf
algebras [1-3]. An informal discussion of some aspects of the notion of Hopf
algebra can be found in [4]. The reader should keep in mind that our usage of
the term "Hopf algebra" is not generally accepted: some people do not require
the existence of the unit, the counit and the antipode (so their Hopf algebras
correspond to quantum semigroups).
It is important that a quantum group is not a group, nor even a group object
in the category of quantum spaces. This is because for noncommutative algebras
the tensor product is not a coproduct in the sense of category theory.
Now the question arises whether there exist natural examples of noncommutative Hopf algebras. An easy way of constructing such an algebra is to consider
A*, A being a commutative but not cocommutative algebra (recall that the
dual space of a Hopf algebra A has a Hopf algebra structure, the multiplication
mapping A* 0 A* —• A* being induced by the comultiplication of A and the
comultiplication of A* being induced by the multiplication of ^4). In this way
more or less all cocommutative noncommutative Hopf algebras are obtained.
The words "more or less" are due to the fact that V** ^ V for a general vector
space V. But at the heuristic level V** = V and therefore any cocommutative
Hopf algebra is of the form (Fun(G))* for some group G. Clearly (Fun(G))* is
commutative iff G is commutative. Note that (Fun(G))* is nothing but the group
algebra of G. An important class of cocommutative Hopf algebras is formed by
universal enveloping algebras (the comultiplication Ug —» Ug ® Ug is defined
by the formula A(x) = x <8> 1 + 1 ® x, x € g). If g is the Lie algebra of a Lie
group G then Ug may be considered as the subalgebra of (G°°(G))* consisting
of distributions tp G CQCO(G) such that Suppp C {e}. One can identify (Ug)*
with the completion of the local ring of e G G or with Fun(G) where G is the
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formal group corresponding to g (the second realization of (Ug)* makes sense
even if G does not exist, which may well happen if dim g = oo).
The most interesting and mysterious Hopf algebras are those which are neither commutative nor cocommutative, Though Hopf algebras were intensively
studied both by "pure" algebraists [2-12] and by specialists in von Neumann
algebras [13-26], I believe that most of the examples of noncommutative noncocommutative Hopf algebras invented independently of integrable quantum system theory are counterexamples rather than "natural" examples (however there
are remarkable exceptions, e.g. [12], [16], and [2, pp. 89-90]). We are going to
discuss a general method for constructing noncommutative noncocommutative
Hopf algebras, which was proposed in [27, 28] under the influence of the QISM,
This method is based on the concept of quantization. It can be considered as a
realization of the ideas of G. I. Kac and V. G. Palyutkin (see the end of [16]).
2. Quantization. Roughly speaking, a quantization of a commutative associative algebra AQ overfcis a (not necessarily commutative) deformation of Ao depending on a parameter h (Planck's constant), i.e. an associative algebra A over
k[[h]) such that A/hA = Ao and A is a topologically freefc[[/i]]-module.Given
A, we can define a new operation on Ao (the Poisson bracket) by the formula
{a mod h, bmod h) = *-j--*- mod h.
(3)
n
Thus Ao becomes a Poisson algebra (i.e. a Lie algebra with respect to { , }
and a commutative associative algebra with respect to multiplication, these two
structures being compatible in the following sense:
{a, 6c} = {a, b}c + b{a,c}).
Now we shall slightly change our point of view on quantization.
DEFINITION. A quantization of a Poisson algebra Ao is an associative algebra
deformation A of Ao over k[[h]) such that the Poisson bracket on Ao defined by
(3) is equal to the bracket given a priori.
Of course, this approach to quantization is as old as quantum mechanics. It
was explained to mathematicians by F. A. Berezin, J. Vey, A. Lichnerowicz, M.
Flato, D. Sternheimer, and others.
We shall need a Hopf algebra version of the above definition. In this case Ao is
a Poisson-Hopf algebra (i.e. a Hopf algebra structure and a Poisson algebra structure on Ao are given such that the multiplication is the same for both structures
and the comultiplication Ao —> Ao ® Ao is a Poisson algebra homomorphism, the
Poisson bracket on Ao®Ao being defined by {a<8>b, c®d} = ac®{b, d}+{a, c}®bd)
and A is a Hopf algebra deformation of Ao. We shall also use the dual notion
of quantization of co-Poisson-Hopf algebras (a co-Poisson-Hopf algebra is a cocommutative Hopf algebra B with a Poisson cobracket B —• B®B compatible
with the Hopf algebra structure).
We discuss the structure of Poisson-Hopf algebras and co-Poisson-Hopf algebras in §§3 and 4. Then we consider the quantization problem.
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3. Poisson groups and Lie bialgebras. A Poisson group is a group G with
a Poisson bracket on Fun(G) which makes Fun(G) a Poisson-Hopf algebra. In
other words the Poisson bracket must be compatible with the group operation,
which means that the mapping p,: G x G —> G, ^(01,02) = 9i92, must be a
Poisson mapping in the sense of [33], i.e. /JL* : Fun(G) —• Fun(G x G) must be
a Lie algebra homomorphism. Specifying, the meaning of the word "group" and
the symbol Fun(G), we obtain the notions of Poisson-Lie group, Poisson formal
group, Poisson algebraic group, etc. According to our general principles the
notions of Poisson group and Poisson-Hopf algebra are equivalent.
There exists a very simple description of Poisson-Lie groups in terms of Lie
bialgebras.
DEFINITION. A Lie bialgebra is a vector space g with a Lie algebra structure
and a Lie coalgebra structure, these structures being compatible in the following
sense: the cocommutator mapping g —> g®g must be a 1-cocycle (g acts on g<8>0
by means of the adjoint representation).
If G is a Poisson-Lie group then g = Lie (G) has a Lie bialgebra structure. To
define it write the Poisson bracket on C°°(G) as
{ip, ^

= n^dptp • d^,

ip,i>e C°°(G),

(4)

where {dß} is a basis of right-invariant vector fields on G. The compatibility
of the bracket with the group operation means that the function r\ : G —• g <8) g
corresponding to r}^ is a 1-cocycle. The 1-cocycle / : g —> g®g corresponding to
77 defines a Lie bialgebra structure on g (the Jacobi identity for /* : g* (8)0* —» 0*
holds because / * is the infinitesimal part of the bracket (4)).
THEOREM 1. The category of connected and simply-connected Poisson-Lie
groups is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional Lie bialgebras.
The analogue of Theorem 1 for Poisson formal groups over a field of characteristic 0 can be proved in the following way. The algebra of functions on the
formal group corresponding to 0 is nothing but (Ug)*. A Poisson-Hopf structure
on (Ug)* is equivalent to a co-Poisson-Hopf structure on Ug. So it suffices to
prove the following easy theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let 6: Ug —> Ug®Ug be a Poisson cobracket which makes Ug
a co-Poisson-Hopf algebra (the Hopf structure on Ug is usual). Then 6(g) C 0(8)0
and (0,£|0) is a Lie bialgebra. Thus we obtain a one-to-one correspondence
between co-Poisson-Hopf structures on Ug inducing the usual Hopf structure and
Lie bialgebra structures on g inducing the given Lie algebra structure.
Now let us discuss the notion of Lie bialgebra. First of all there is a one-toone correspondence between Lie bialgebras and Manin triples. A Manin triple
(p5 Pi , P2) consists of a Lie algebra p with a nondegenerate invariant scalar product
on it and isotropic Lie subalgebras pi,p2 such that p is the direct sum of pi and
P2 as a vector space. The correspondence mentioned above is constructed in the
following way: if (p,pi,p2) is a Manin triple then we put 0 = pi and define the
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cocommutator 0 —• 0 (8) 0 to be dual to the commutator mapping p2 (8) p2 —» p2
(note that p2 is naturally isomorphic to 0*). Conversely, if a Lie bialgebra 0 is
given we put p = 0 © 0*, pi = 0, p2 = 0 * and define the commutator [x, I] for
x G 0, l G 0* so that the natural scalar product on p should be invariant. Note
that if (p,pi,p2) is a Manin triple then so is (p,p2,pi)- Therefore the notion of
Lie bialgebra is self-dual.
Here are some examples of Lie bialgebras, Examples 3.2-3,4 are important
for the inverse scattering method,
EXAMPLE 3.1. If dim0 ;= 2 then any linear mappings / \ 2 0 —• 0 and 0 —• / \ 2 0
define a Lie bialgebra structure on 0. A 2-dimensional Lie bialgebra is called
nondegenerate if the composition /\ 0 —• 0 —• /\ g is nonzero. In this case there
exists a basis {£1,0:2} of 0 such that [£1,2:2] = ®x2 a n d the cocommutator is
given by x\ H O J ^ H /?£2 A xi. Here aß ^ 0 and aß does not depend on the
choice of Xi,X2,
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 0 be a Kac-Moody algebra (in the sense of [55]) with
a fixed invariant scalar product ( , ) , ! ) the Cartan subalgebra, b± D \) the
Borei subalgebras. Put p = 0 x 0, pi = {(x,y) G 0 X g\x = y} w 0, p 2 =
{(x,y) G b_ X b + l ^ + y\) = 0}. Define the scalar product of (£1,2/1) G p and
(£2,2/2) G p to equal (£i,£2) - (2/1?2/2)- Since (p,pi,p2) is a Manin triple, 0 has
a Lie bialgebra structure. The cocommutator (p: g —• /\ 0 can be described
explicitly in terms of the canonical generators X^,X^,H{
(here Xf G [b±,b-t]
and Hi is the image of the simple root ai G f)* under the isomorphism f)* —> ()):
(f(Hi) = 0, <p(Xf) = \Xf A Hi. Note that b+ and b_ are subbialgebras of
0. If 0 = sl(2) then b+ and b_ are of the type described in Example 3.1. The
Manin triple corresponding to b+ is (0 x f), Lmi/)+, Im0_ ) where ip± : b± «-• g x f) is
defined by ip±(a) = (a, ±a^) and the scalar product ongxl) equals (, ) g — ( , )^.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Fix a simple Lie algebra a (dima < 00) and an invariant
scalar product on it. Set p = a((u~1)), pi = a[u], p2 = w -1 a[[w -1 ]] and define
the scalar product on p by (/,#) = resu=oo(f(u)i9(u))du.
The Manin triple
(p}pi?p2) defines a Lie bialgebra structure on 0 = a[u]. The cocommutator in g
is given by the formula
a(u) !-• [a(u) (8) 1 + 1 (8)a(v),r(u,v)].

(5)

Here a G a[u), g(8)0 is identified with (a(8) a)[u, v] and r(u, v) = t/(u — v) where t
is the element of a (8) a corresponding to our scalar product. The right-hand side
of (5) has no pole at u = v because t is invariant.
EXAMPLE 3.4 (cf, [29-31]). Fix a nonsingular irreducible projective algebraic
curve X over C. Denote by E (resp. A,Ox) the field of rational functions on
X (resp. the adèle ring, the completion of the local ring of X at x). Fix an
absolutely simple Lie algebra G over E (dim G < 00) and a rational differential
u) on X, w 7^ 0. Define an invariant C-valued scalar product on G ®E A by
re
(u, v)=^2
Sx{u '
xex

Trp(ux)p(vx)}
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where p: G —» gl(n,E) is an exact representation, u = (ux)xexi
v = (vx)xexThen G is a maximal isotropic subspace of G <8>£? A. If there exists an open
isotropic C-subalgebra A C G <%>E A such that G ®E A = G © A then we obtain a
Lie bialgebra structure on G. To every subset S C X, S ^ 0 , there corresponds
a subbialgebra Gg = {a G G| the image of a in G (8) A 5 belongs to the image of
A in G(8) A 5 } , where A s is the ring of adèles without £-components, x G S. The
bialgebra of Example 3.3 is, in fact, G s , where
X = P1,

u = dX,

S = {oo},

g = a®E,

A = a®\m00x
V

Y[ Ox J ,
xex\s
J

and moo is the maximal ideal of OQO- If 0 is an affine Kac-Moody algebra with
the bialgebra structure of Example 3.2 then 0; = [0,0]/(the center of 0) is, in
fact, Gs for X = P 1 , u = X^dX, S = {0,oo}, G = 0' <8>C[A,A-I] C(A) (0' has a
natural structure of a C[A, A -1 ]-algebra),
A = CX fl

(0' ®c[A,A-i] °x),

xex\s
where c C (0' <8>C[A,A-I] C((A _ 1 ))) x (rf <8>C[A,A-I] C((A))) is the closure of
P2 = {(*.»)} € 0' X 0 ; |£ G b'_, 2/ € b'+, £f> + 2/ï) = 0}.
4. Classical Yang-Baxter equation. Let 0 be a Lie algebra and suppose
that <p : g —• /\ 0 is the coboundary of r G A S- ft c a n be shown that (0, (p) is
a Lie bialgebra iff
[r 12 , r 13 ] + [r 12 , r 23 ] + [r 13 , r 23 ] is 0-invariant.

(6)

Here, for instance,
id

where r = £V ai ® *t ( o n e m a Y imagine that r 1 2 = ^ a i ( ^ ^ l 6 (tffl)®3 j r 1 3
= E i «i ® 1 ® 6t ^ (^ö)® 3 , r 2 3 = E i l ® O i ® f c i G (f/0)®3). In particular, if
[ r « r 13] + [r12? r 23j +

[r 13 ? f 23] =

Q?

(?)

then (0, (p) is a Lie bialgebra. Equation (7) is just the classical Yang-Baxter
equation (CYBE), or the classical triangle equation. There is an important case
which is intermediate between (6) and (7). Suppose that r G 0<8)0 satisfies (7)
but the skew-symmetry condition r 1 2 + r 2 1 = 0 is replaced by "r 12 + r 2 1 is 0invariant" (then the coboundary ip = dr is skew-symmetric). In this situation
(0, (p) is also a Lie bialgebra. If r 1 2 + r21 = P, p = r - \P then pe /\2 g,(p = dp
and [ / 9 1 2 ,/ 3 ] + [p 12 ,,, 23 ] + [p 1 3 ,, 2 3 ] = ± [ P 1 2 , P 2 3 ] .
DEFINITION. A coboundary Lie bialgebra is a pair (g,r), where 0 is a Lie
bialgebra, r E /\2 g, dr = the cocommutator of 0. A coboundary Lie bialgebra
(g,r) is said to be triangular if r satisfies (7). A quasitriangular Lie bialgebra is
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a pair (0, r), where 0 is a Lie bialgebra, r G 0 (8) 0, dr = the cocommutator of 0,
and r satisfies (7).
It was noticed in [32, 27] that the expression [r12, r13] + [r12, r 23 ] + [r13, r 23 ],
r E /\ g, is equal to ^{r, r} where { , } is the bilinear operation on /\*0 such
that {a, 6} = [a, 6] for a, ò G 0 and
{a,6} = - M ) ( W ) ( ^ ) { 6 , a } ,
{a, b A c} = {a, 6} A c + (-1)<*+I>'fc A {a, c}
for a E /\k g, b E /\l g, c E /\* g (/\* 0 is a Poisson superalgebra with an odd
Poisson bracket; if elements of /\* 0 are considered as left-invariant poly vector
fields on the Lie group corresponding to 0 then the operation { , } in /\* 0 is the
Schouten bracket [34]).
The Poisson bracket on the Poisson-Lie group G corresponding to a coboundary bialgebra (0, r) is of the form
{<p, i>} = r^ify

• d'^ - d&> • 0„VO,

(8)

where dp (respectively d^) are the right-invariant (respectively left-invariant)
vector fields on G corresponding to a basis of 0 and rßU are the coordinates of r.
The following property of the bracket (8) is crucial for the Hamiltonian version
of the classical inverse scattering method (a systematic exposition of this method
is given in [35]; see also [36-38]):
<p^EC°°(G),

iP(gxg-1) = <p(x), ^(gyg'1) = </>(</) =* W } = 0.

(9)

Let us reconsider Examples 3.1-3.4. The cocommutator of a nondegenerate
2-dimensional bialgebra is not a coboundary. Now let us consider the cocommutator (5) on 0 = a[u]. First suppose that r(u, v) is an a (8) a-valued polynomial.
Then we can consider r as an element of 0 (8) 0 and the cocommutator (5) as the
coboundary of r. The CYBE and the condition r E /\ g take the form
[r12(uuu2),r13(uuu3)]
r12(uuu2)

+ [r12(uuu2),r23(u2,u3)]
+[rls(u1,u3),r23(u2,u3)}
= 0,
+ r21(u2,u1) = 0.

[

)

(11)

So every polynomial solution of (10), (11) defines a triangular bialgebra structure
on 0. In Example 3.3, r(u, v) is a nonpolynomial solution of (10), (11). Therefore
the corresponding bialgebra is "pseudotriangular" (nevertheless (9) holds).
The bialgebra 0 of Example 3.2 has a quasitriangular structure if dim0 < 00:
consider the element t E 0(8)0 corresponding to the scalar product on 0, represent
iast+_+<o+t.-+, *+- e [b+,b+]<8>[b_,b_],*_+ G [b_,b_]®[b+,b+], t0 E f)<8>l).
and set r = £+_-f |^o- If dim 0 = 00 then r does not belong to the algebraic tensor
product 0(8)0. Therefore (g,r) is "pseudoquasitriangular." Let us examine more
attentively the non-twisted affine case (the twisted affine case is similar). In this
case 0' — [0,0]/(the center of 0)= a[A, A"1] for some simple algebra a, dima < 00.
Denote by f the analogue of r for gf. Consider f as a power series in A = A (8)1 and
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fi = 1 (8) A with coefficients in a (8) a. Then f (A, /i) is the Laurent decomposition
of a rational function of X/p, having a single pole at X/p = 1 with residue
ta (ta £ &® a corresponds to the scalar product on a). This rational function
satisfies (10) and (11). Moral [39, §3]: if a solution r(u, v) of (10), (11) has a pole
at u = v then the corresponding Lie bialgebra is "pseudoquasitriangular" rather
than "pseudotriangular" ; in other words r12(u\,u2)+r21(u2,v,i)
is ta- 8(u\—u2)
rather than 0.
I. V. Gherednik proved [31] that the bialgebras of Example 4 also correspond
to solutions r(u,v) of (10), (11) having a pole at u — v. Moreover, it follows
from [40-42] that there is a one-to-one correspondence between "nondegenerate"
solutions of (10), (11) up to an equivalence relation (such solutions always have
a pole at u = v) arid quadruples (X,OJ,G, A) of the type described in Example
3.4. Besides, a classification of nondegenerate solutions of (10), (11) is given in
[40, 41]. In terms of (X,w,G,A.) the results of [40, 41] can be stated in the
following way.
(1) For A to exist UJ should have no zeros and therefore there are three possibilities: (a) X is an elliptic curve and UJ is regular, (b) X = P 1 , UJ = A -1 dA, (c)
X = P 1 , UJ = dX. The corresponding solutions r(u,v) are elliptic, trigonometric
or rational functions of u — v.
(2) In case (a) for A to exist G has to be isomorphic to si(n), and for every n
there are finitely many choices of A all of which are listed. In case (b) G is of
the type described at the end of Example 3.4, and all the choices of A are listed
(they are similar to the A described at the end of Example 3.4). In case (c) little
is known.
Some important ideas and results of M. A. Semenov-Tian-Shansky concerning
Poisson-Lie groups and the CYBE are in [39, 43].
5. Some historical remarks. The Poisson bracket (8) and the CYBE were
introduced by E. K. Sklyanin [44, 37] as the classical limits of the corresponding
quantum objects. The compatibility of the bracket (8) with the group operation
was formulated by him almost explicitly. The abstract notion of Poisson-Lie
group appeared later [27]. The classification of the solutions of the CYBE was
based on vast experimental material due to many authors (see the Appendix of
[45]). In particular, the solution r(u,v) = t/(u — v) was found in [45, 46].
6. Quantization of Lie bialgebras (examples). By definition, a quantization of a Lie bialgebra 0 is a quantization of Ug in the sense of §2, where Ug
is considered as a co-Poisson-Hopf algebra according to Theorem 2. If A is a
quantization of 0 we call 0 the classical limit of A.
EXAMPLE 6.1 (cf. [12], [2, pp. 89-90]). Consider the C[[A]]-algebra A generated (in the ft-adic sense, i.e. as an algebra complete in the ft-adic topology) by
x±, x2 with the defining relation [xi, x2] = ax2, a EC*. Define A : A —• A (8> A
by A(zi) = zi ® 1 + 1 ® ai, A(x2) = x2 (8> exp(^hßxt) + exp(-±hßxi) (8)
x2, ß E C*. Then A is a quantization of the bialgebra of Example 3.1. From
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the results of §9 it follows that the quantization is unique up to substitutions
h^h + Z^ah^CiEC,
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let g>\),ai, { , ),Hi denote the same objects as in Example
3,2. Consider the C[[/i]]-algebra U^g generated (in the ft-adic sense) by F) and
Xf ,X^ with the defining relations
[oi,a2] = 0 for a!,a 2 ef),

[a,Xf] = ±ai(a)Xf

for a E f),

and also
\Xt,XT}^28ijh-hh(hHi/2),
i^j, n = 1 - Aij, q = exp - (H, Hi) =*•
=» £ ( - 1 ) f c t ì q-k(n-k),*(X?)kXf(Xf)n-''

= 0.

Here (A^) is the Cartan matrix and (£) is the Gauss polynomial [47, §3.3], i.e.,
(*), = («" - iX?"- 1 - 1) • • • (9 n - f c + 1 - W
- l)/(? fc_1 - 1) • • • (Q- !)• I* can
be shown that U^g is a topologically free C[[ft]]-module and that there exists a
homomorphism A : U^g -» [7^0 (8) £7^0 such that
A(Xf) = Xf ® exp{hHi/4) + exp(-WJ</4) (8) XJ
« »
A (a) = a (8) 1 + 1 (8) a for a E I). (17^0, A) is a quantization of 0. It can be
shown using the results of §9 that U^g is the unique (up to substitutions h \->
h + Y^2 cihl) ci e O) quantization A of 0 for which there exist a cocommutative
Hopf subalgebra C d A and a mapping 6: A —• A such that the mapping
C/hC —• Ug is injective and its image is equal to Uf), 02 = id, 6(C) = G, 0
is an algebra automorphism and a coalgebra antiautomorphism, 6 mod h is the
Cartan involution (if A = Uhg put G = tty[[Ä]], 0(Xf) = -Xf, 0|Q = - i d ) .
So it is natural to call Uhg the quantized Kac-Moody algebra corresponding to
0. Uh$l(2) was introduced by Kulish-Reshetikhin [48] and E. K. Sklyanin [49].
For general 0 the algebra Uhg was introduced by M. Jimbo [50, 51] and the
author [28]. All these works were motivated by the QISM. For 0 affine or finite
dimensional C/^0 is closely related to trigonometric solutions of the quantum
Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE); see [50-52] and §13.
EXAMPLE 6,3 [28, 54]. Let a and 0 denote the same objects as in Example
3.3. Since 0 is graded (degowfc =fcfor a E a) and the cocommutator has degree
—1, it is natural to look for a quantization Q which is a graded Hopf algebra
over C[[/i]], where C[[h]] is graded so that degft= 1. It can be shown using the
results of §9 that Q exists and is unique. As an ft-adic algebra, Q is generated
by the Lie algebra a (deg a = 0 for a E a) and elements J (a) of degree 1, a G a,
with the defining relations
J(Aa + /i6) = XJ(a) + pJ(b),

J([a,b]) = [a, J(b)] for a,b E a, X,p E C, (12)
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Ç [ o < , bi] = 0 =• Ç [ J ( o < ) , J(fc)]

(13)

Ä2

£ > * , M»«*] = ° =* E[[ J (°»)' ^ l » J(c*)]
i

(14)

i

=

h2
~r22z2

/(^^^^aj^yUoj^jJlA)}»

ai,bi,CiEa,

where {/a} is an orthonormal basis of a,
/(a, 6, c, x, y, z) = Alt Sym ([a, [6, s]], [[c, y], *]),
a, 6 a,c

{X1,X2,S3}= g 2 J

x X X

i 3 k-

A : Q —• Q (8> Q is defined by the formulas
A(a) = a(8)l + l(8) a,
- ^<8>i 1, *] - - a- G a,
A(J(a)) = J (a) (8) 1 + 1 (8) J(a) +» §r [a

(15)

where t = Y^a la. ® ^a- Note that the classical limit of J (a) is au E g. So the
formula (12) and the left-hand sides of (13), (14) are quite natural. (15) is also
natural because [a ® 1,£] is the image of au under the cocommutator mapping.
The terrific right-hand sides of (13), (14) are derived from (12), (15). Note also
that if a = $[(2) then (13) is superfluous and if a 7É $[(2) then (14) is superfluous.
The Hopf algebra over C obtained from Q by setting ft = 1 is denoted by y (a)
and called the Yangian of a. y (a) is related to rational solutions of the QYBE
(see §12), the simplest of which was found by C. N. Yang [53].
Fortunately Q has another system of generators £ ^ , £ ^ , ^ 5 i E T,k =
0,1,2,..., deg Çfjç = deg <pik = fc, where T is the set of simple roots of a. The
classical limits of f^ and <pik are equal to Xfuh and HiUk, where Xf- and Hi
are the generators of a used in Example 3.2. Here is the complete set of relations
between %fk and <pik:
[Wfci <Pji] = 0,

[(Pio, $ ] = ± 2 B ^ ,

[Ctki Çil = ^ P W .

[Pt.fc+1! Éj] - UM*» ^i+il = ±hBij((pik£fl + Çjî<Pik)
i jfc j , n = 1 - Ay =• Symfclj...jfcjeffci, [effc2,... KS B , $ ] ] , . . •] = 0,

where (Aij) is the Cartan matrix of a, B^ = \(Hi, H3). The connection between
the two presentations of Q is described in [54].
A similar realization exists for quantized affine Kac-Moody algebras [54]. For
instance, if 0 is untwisted, i.e. [0,0]/(the center of 0)= a[X, A"1], then Uhg has the
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following presentation. Generators: c,D, £^.,/c^, where i E V, k E Z. Defining
relations:

k *<*] = b, eäi = [c, z?] = o,
1

[i?, *<*] *= kKik,

[D, tfh] = fce^,

2

[tfflbj tyi] = 4<Sfc)_/fc"~ ft~ sh (khBij)sh(khc/2),
[mki £±] = ±2(kft)-1ah(WiBtf ) exp(T|fc| • ftc/4)£^,

*' ^ Ji n = 1 - .Ay, g = exp f (#», Fj) =>•

*^

fcn

E(-!)r(?) î - ' ^ ^ A • • • 4 é ^ , • • • £. = °r=0

V'ff

Here p» p ,^p are defined from the relations
^ ^ p u p = exp ft I ~ ^ 0 + J2 Kipup J ,
P
V
P<O
/
] P ipipup = exp ft ( -/«io + XI A»PWP J •
P

\

z

p>0

/

The connection between the two presentations of Uhg is described in [54]. Note
that Uhgf (i.e. Uhg "without D" and with the auxiliary relation c ;= 0) degenerates into Y (a): if A is the subalgebra of Uhg1 ®c[[/i]) C((ft)) generated by E//^'
andft~*-Ker /, where / is the composition U^rf —• Ug' = U(a[X, A"1]) ~ > Ua,
then A/h A = Y (a).
The problem of describing A in terms of £^ IS n °t solved for Yangians nor
for quantized affine algebras.
7. Quantized universal enveloping algebras and ft-formal groups. A
quantized universal enveloping algebra (QUE-algebra) is a Hopf algebra A over
C[[ft]] such that A is a topologically free C[[ft]]-module and A/hA is a universal
enveloping algebra. In other words, a QUE-algebra is a quantization of some Lie
bialgebra. It is easy to show that a cocommutative QUE-algebra A is the ft-adic
completion of Ug for some Lie algebra 0 over C[[ft]] which is a topologically free
C[[ft]]-module (in fact, 0 = {a E A\ A (a) = a (8> 1 + 1 (8> a}).
Another important class of Hopf algebras over C[[ft]] consists of quantized
formal series Hopf algebras (QFSH-algebras). A QFSH-algebra is a topological
Hopf algebra B over C[[ft]] such that (1) as a topological C[[ft]]-module B is
isomorphic to C[[ft]]J for some set J, (2) B/hB is isomorphic to C[[ui,U2,• • •]]
as a topological algebra.
An h-formal group is the spectrum of a QFSH-algebra. To understand ftformal groups in down-to-earth terms let us fix a "coordinate system," i.e. elements Xì E B such that (1) B/hB is the ring of formal power seris in Xi = Xi
mod ft, and (2) e(xi) = 0, where e: B —> C[[ft]] is the counit. A(Xì) can be
expressed as Fi(x\, x2,,.. ; j/i, y2,f.. ; ft), where yi — 1® Xì E B ® B and X{ is
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identified with Xì®1 E B ® B. So an ft-formal group is defined by a "quantum group law" F(x, y, ft) and "commutation relations," i.e., formulas expressing
ft-1^,^]
as a formal series in Xi and ft.
Now let us discuss the relation between QUE-algebras and QFSH-algebras.
First of all, the dual of a QUE-algebra is a QFSH-algebra and vice versa (in both
cases the dual should be understood in an appropriate sense). For instance, the
dual of the QUE algebra of Example 6.1 is generated as an algebra by £1 and £2
where

Ù(f(xi,x2))

= —f(x1,0)\Xl=Oi

6 (Çw(&i)4j

=

^1(f)"

The commutation relation between fi and £2 is of the form [fi, £2] = —hß^2 and
the comultiplication is given by A(£1) = £i<8)l+l<8)£i, A(£ 2 ) = £2®exp(-f £1)+
exp(^r£i) (8) £2- The dual of Uh$l(n) also has an explicit description. Consider
the-representation p: Uhsi(n) —» Mat (n, C[[ft]]) such that p(Hì) = en — e^+i^+i,
p(Xf) = e«,i+i, p(X~) = 2ft~ 1 sh(ft/2)ei + i j i where e^- are the matrix units (the
scalar product on sl(n) is supposed to equal Tr(XY)).
The matrix elements
Pij, 1 < i,j < n, belong to (Uh*l{n))*. It is easy to show that
PijPu = e~h/2pupij
h/2

pijPkj = e~ pkjpij

if j < I,

(16)

if i <

fc,

PiiPkj = PkjPii if i < fc, I > j \
[PiU Pkj] = (eh/2 - e-h/2)pijPkl

E

(18)

if i >fc,/ > j ,

PinP2i*'--Pnin-(-e-h/Yiu'-An)

(17)
(19)

=h

*li»-i*n

where / ( i i , . . . , i n ) is the number of inversions in the permutation ( i i , . . . , i n ) .
In fact (UhSl(n))* is the quotient of the ring of noncommutative power series in
Pij = Pìj—àij by the ideal generated by the above relations. The comultiplication
is usual: A(pij) = Ylk Pik®Pkj- It is natural to call Spec([/^s[(n))* the quantized
formal SL(n). One can also consider the subalgebra of (UhSl(n))* consisting of
the matrix elements of finite-dimensional representations of UhSi(n), i.e. of the
polynomials in pij. The spectrum of this subalgebra can be considered as a
quantization of the algebraic group SL(ra).
Somewhat unexpectedly the category of QFSH-algebras finitely generated as
topological algebras is equivalent (not only antiequivalent) to the category of
QUE-algebras whose classical limit is a finite dimensional Lie bialgebra (the
finiteness conditions are not very essential here). The following example can
help to understand this equivalence. Consider the QUE-algebra of Example 6.1,
i.e. [XI,:E2] = otx2, A(zi) = x\ (8) 1 + 1 (8) x±, A(x2) = x2 (8) exp(|ft/tai) +
exp(-\hßx1)®x2.
Put yi = hxi. Then [2/1,2/2] = oàiy2, A(pi) = 2/i®l + l®2/i>
^(2/2) = 2/2 ® exp(£/?2/i) + exp(-^/?2/i) (8) 2/2, i-e. we have obtained a QFSHalgebra. Here is the general construction. If A is a QUE-algebra we put b\ (a) =
a — e(a) • 1, 62(a) = A(a) — a <8) 1 — l<8)a + e(a) • (1 (8) 1), etc. (e is the counit).
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Then {a E A \ 6n(a) E hnA®n for any n) is a QFSH-algebra. Conversely, if
B is a QFSH-algebra and m is its maximal ideal then the ft-adic completion of
Y,n h~nmn is a QUE-algebra.
DEFINITION, The QUE-dual of a QUE-algebra A is the QUE-algebra corresponding to A* in the above sense (or, which is the same, the dual of the
QFSH-algebra corresponding to ^4).
It can be shown that the classical limit of the QUE-dual of yi is a Lie bialgebra
dual to the classical limit of A.
8. The square of the antipode. Let A be a quantization of a Lie bialgebra
0. Denote by S the antipode of A. In general S2 i=- id, but S2 = id mod ft,
Here is a description of h~l(S2 — id) mod ft in terms of 0. Denote by D the
composition of the cocommutator 0 -+ 0 (8> 0 and the commutator 0 (8> 0 —» 0. It
is easy to show that D : g —> g is a bialgebra derivation (this means that etD is
a bialgebra automorphism) and h~~1(S2 — id) mod ft is the unique derivation of
Ug whose restriction to 0 is equal to —D/2.
If 0 = a[u) is the bialgebra of Example 3.3 and the scalar product on a is the
Killing form then D = d/du. For bialgebras corresponding to nondegenerate
solutions of (10), (11), D becomes equal to d/du after a suitable normalization,
9. Obstruction theory. Let 0 be a Lie bialgebra, Denote by Der 2 0 the
(i + 2)th cohomology group of Ker(C*(0 ©0*) —>• C*(g) © C*(fl*)) where 0 © 0*
is equipped with a Lie algebra structure defined in §3 and C*(a) is the standard
complex 0 —• a* —• /\2a* —• /\3a* —• •• -, Obviously Der 2 0 = 0 for i <
0. Der 0 0 is the set of bialgebra derivations of 0, It can be shown that (1) if two
quantizations of 0 coincide modulo hn then their difference mod ftn+1 "belongs"
to Der 1 0, and (2) if Der 2 0 = 0 then 0 has a quantization. I do not know whether
every Lie bialgebra can be quantized.
10. Coboundary, triangular, and quasitriangular Hopf algebras. A
pair (A, R) consisting of a Hopf algebra A and an invertible element RE A® A
will be called a coboundary Hopf algebra if
A'(a) = RA(a)R~l,

a E A,

(20)

and R12R21 = 1,R12 • (A ® id)(R) = R23 • (id<8>A)(J?), (e (8) s)(R) = 1. Here
A' = <roA, o: A® A -+ A® A, cr(x®y) = y®x and the symbols
R12,R21,R23
a
have the following meaning: if R — Ylti % ® °i then

J?21 = J2b* ® ai>

R2S =

] C 1 ® ai ® bii

i

i

Rl2 =

^Zai® °i ® 1
i

(and sometimes R12 = R). (A,R) is called a quasitriangular Hopf algebra if R
satisfies (20) and the equations
(A ® id)(Ä) = R13R23,

(id(8)A)(i2) = R13R12.

(21)

A quasitriangular Hopf algebra is said to be triangular if R12R21 = 1. By
definition, a coboundary (resp. triangular, quasitriangular) QUE-algebra is a
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coboundary (triangular, quasitriangular) Hopf algebra (A, R) such that A is a
QUE-algebra and R = 1 mod ft.
It can be shown that if (A, R) is a coboundary (triangular, quasitriangular)
QUE-algebra, r = h~1(R—l) mod ft and 0 is the classical limit of A then r G 0(8)0
(a priori r E Ug (8) Ug) and (0, r) is a coboundary (triangular, quasitriangular)
Lie bialgebra. There are also other arguments in favor of the above definitions.
It is easy to show that (1) a triangular Hopf algebra is a coboundary Hopf
algebra, (2) if (A, R) is a quasitriangular QUE-algebra and R = (Ì2 1 2 i2 2 1 ) _ 1 / 2 i2
then (A, R) is a coboundary QUE-algebra, (3) if (A, R) is quasitriangular then
R satisfies the QYBE, i.e.
p 2 3 It
p l 3 pItl 2 ,
ßl 2 Itp l 3 pIt2 3 _— It

(4) if (A, R) is a coboundary QUE-algebra and R satisfies the QYBE then (A, R)
is triangular, (5) equations (21) mean that the mapping A* —> A given by / i->
(/ (8) id)(i2) is an algebra homomorphism and a coalgebra antihomomorphism.
To understand the various types of Hopf algebras one may use the TannakaKrein approach [56], i.e., instead of considering a Hopf algebra A one may consider the category Rep^ of its representations together with the forgetful functor
F: Rep A —• {vector spaces}. Recall that a representation of a Hopf algebra A
is a representation of A as an algebra, and the tensor product of representations p\ : A —> End Vi and p2 : A —• End V2 is equal to the composition A —•
A® A Pl®P2> End(Vi ® Va). For any A the functor (8): Rep A x R e p A -> Rep A
is associative. More precisely, for this functor there is an associativity constraint [56] compatible with F. In general the A-modules V\ (8) V2 and V2 (8) V\
are not isomorphic, but if (20) holds then R defines an isomorphism between
them. Moreover, if R12R21 = 1 we obtain a commutativity constraint [56] for
(8): Rep^ x R e p ^ —• Rep^. It is not compatible with F unless R = 1. The
condition (21) is the compatibility of the commutativity and the associativity
constraints [56]. So if (A,R) is triangular then Rep A is a tensor category [56],
but F is not a tensor functor unless R = 1. V. V. Lyubashenko's result [57]
means that a tensor category G with a functor F: C -* {vector spaces} having
the above properties is more or less Rep^ for a unique triangular Hopf algebra
A.
If (A, Ao) is a cocommutative Hopf algebra and <f> is an invertible element of
A (8) A such that <j>12 • (Ao<8>id)(0) = (j)23 • (id<8)Ao)(0) then we can obtain a triangular Hopf algebra (A, A, R) by setting A (a) = 0A o (a)0" 1 , R = ^ 2 1 ( 0 1 2 ) " 1 . It
can be shown that all triangular QUE-algebras can be obtained in this way (this
is natural from the Tannaka-Krein point of view). In particular, a triangular
QUE-algebra is isomorphic (as an algebra) to a universal enveloping algebra.
Finally I am going to mention a version of formula (20) which plays a crucial
role in the QISM (e.g., see [71]) and which was in fact the origin of
(20). Given a representation p: A —* Mat(n, C), its matrix elements Uj E A*
satisfy the commutation relations RPTT

= TTRP,

where Rp = (p (8) p)(R),
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w

T = (Uj), f = T®En,
7 \ = En (8) T (En is the unit matrix). Moreover, for a
family of representations px : A —• Mat(n, C), A G C, we have
R(X, fi)f(X)T(p)

= T(p)f(X)R(X,

A*),

(22)

where R(X,p) = (p\ (8) Pp)(R), T(X) = (Uj(X)), hj(X) are the matrix elements
of p\, The more traditional view on (22) is to start from a function R(X,p) E
End(C n (8) C n ) and consider the algebra B with generators Uj(X),X G C, 1 <
i,j < n and defining relations (22). Note that the formula
y

&(Uj(X)) =

52tik(X)®tkj(X)

k

defines a Hopf algebra structure on B (in the weak sense, i.e. without antipode),
and if R(X,p) = (p\ (8) Pp)(R) for some A,{p\} and R E A (8) A such that
(20) holds, then there is a natural homomorphism B —> A. So Hopf algebras
have already appeared implicitly in [71]. Precise statements concerning the
connection between triangular Hopf algebras and the QYBE can be found in
[57, 79].
11. QISM from the Hopf algebra point of view. The QISM is a method
for constructing and studying integrable quantum systems, which was created
in 1978-1979 by L. D. Faddeev, E. K. Sklyanin, and L. A. Takhtajan [69-71,
37]. It is closely related to the classical inverse scattering method, Baxter's
works on exactly solvable models of classical statistical mechanics (e.g. see [58]),
and one-dimensional relativistic factorized scattering theory (C. N. Yang, A. B.
Zamolodchikov, ... ). Here is an exposition of the basic construction of the
QISM, which slightly differs from the standard expositions [70-72, 36, 37],
where Hopf algebras occur implicitly and (22) is used instead of (20).
Let A be a Hopf algebra, G = {l E A* | l(ab) = l(ba) for any a,bE A}. Then
G is a subalgebra of A*. Now suppose that (20) holds. Then it is easy to show
that G is commutative (this is the quantum analogue of (9)). Fix a representation
7r: A* —* EndV ("the quantum L-operator") and a number N ("the number of
sites of a l-dimensional lattice"). Elements of V®N are considered as quantum
states. The image of G under the representation ir®N : A* —• EndV®^ is a
commutative algebra of observables. Physicists usually fix an element H E A*
and consider ir®N (H) as a Hamiltonian,
If (A, R) is quasitriangular then R induces a homomorphism A* —> A and
therefore a representation of A induces that of A*. Usually only those representations of A* are considered which come from representations of A. This means
that instead of ir®N and G one works with p®N and C\ where p is a representation of A and C" is the image of G in A, i.e. C" = {(/ (8) ià)(R) \ l E G). To
use this scheme one has to construct a quasitriangular (A, R) and as many representations of A as possible (these representations can be taken as p, and their
characters belong to G). The Hopf algebras A used in the QISM are quantizations of Lie bialgebras G s of Example 3.4 (i.e. of Lie bialgebras corresponding to
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nondegenerate solutions of the CYBE). Yangians and quantized affine algebras
are typical examples. On these algebras there exists not a quasitriangular but
a "pseudotriangular" structure (see §§12,13), but this suffices to use the above
scheme.
Deeper aspects of the QISM, such as the description of the spectrum of
p®N(C') and the limit N —> oo (see [65, 36, 71]), are not yet understood
from the Hopf algebra point of view.
12. The pseudotriangular structure on Yangians and rational solutions of the QYBE. Recall that y (a) is obtained by quantizing the bialgebra
0 = a[u] of Example 3.3 and setting ft = 1. Since 0 is pseudotriangular it is
natural to expect Y (a) to be pseudotriangular too. To be more precise let us
consider the operators T\\ g —• 0 given by T\(f(u)) = f(u + A). Note that
though r = t/(u — v) does not belong to 0 (8) 0, the expression
oo

(Tx (8) id)r = t/(u + A - t;) = ^

t(v - u ^ A " * " 1

k=0
1

is a power series in A" whose coefficients belong to 0 (8) 0. Now define the
automorphism T\ : Y(a) —• Y(a) by the formulas T\ | fl = id, T\(J(a)) = J(a)+Xa
for a E a. It is natural to expect that there exists a formal series
oo

H(X) = 1 + 5 ^ ÄfcA"1,

Rk E Y(a) ® Y(a),

k=l

which behaves as if JZ(X) were equal to (T\ (8) id)R for some R satisfying (20),
(21) and the equation R12R21 = 1. This is really so [28]. More precisely, there
is a unique Ä(A) such that (A ® id)Ä(A) = R13(X)R23(X) and (Tx <8>id)A'(a) =
R(X)((TX O id)A(a))Ä(A)~ 1 for a G Y(a). Besides, £(Ai - A2) satisfies the
QYBE, i.e.
£ 12 (Ai - X2)Z13(X, - A 3 )£ 23 (A 2 - A3)
= £ 2 3 (A 2 - A3)Ä13(A1 - X3)R12(X1 - X2).
Moreover, £ 1 2 (A)£ 2 1 (-A) = 1, (TM<8>T„)£(A) = R(X+p-v), and the coefficient
ki is equal to t.
By the way, we are lucky that Y (a) is pseudotriangular and not triangular:
otherwise Y (a) would be isomorphic (as an algebra) to a universal enveloping
algebra and life would be dull.
Given a representation p: Y (a) —• Mat(n, C) we obtain a matrix solution
Ä(Ai - A2) = (/0<8> p)(£(Ai - A2)) of the QYBE. It is of the form
oo

R(Xi - A3) = 1 + (p ® p)(t) • (Ai - As)" 1 + £

4fc(Ai - A2)~*.

(23)

k=2

If p is irreducible then R(X) is a rational function up to a scalar factor [28].
Now let us temporarily forget about Y (a) and adopt the point of view of a
person who wants to construct matrix solutions of the QYBE. According to [45]
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it is natural to look for solutions of the form
oo

Ä(Ai - Aa, ft) = 1 + h(p ® p)(r(X! - A2)) + £

^a*(Ai -

X2),

k=2

where p is a representation of a and r is an o (8) a-valued solution of the CYBE.
The simplest r is given by r(X) = t/X. Since this r is homogeneous it is natural
to require that R(aX, ah) = R(X, ft). In this case R(X, ft) is uniquely determined
by R(X, 1), which is of the form (23). So the natural problem is to describe for a
given p: a —• Mat(n, C) all the solutions of the QYBE of the form (23). Theorem
[28]: if p is irreducible then all such solutions are of the form (p®p)(JZ(Xi — X2))
for some representation p: Y (a) —> Mat(n, C) such that p\a = p.
So it is clear that the problem of describing all the irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Y (a) is very important. It was solved for a = sl(2) by
V. E, Korepin and V. O Tarasov [59-61]. For classical a specialists in the QISM
have constructed by more or less elementary means a lot of iü-matrices of the
form (23) (see, for instance, [62, 63] and the Appendix of [45]) and therefore
a lot of representations of Y (a). Some results concerning this problem were
obtained in [28, 64]. In [54] a parametrization of the set of irreducible finitedimensional representations of Y (a) (in the spirit of Cartan's highest weight
theorem) is obtained using the second presentation of Y (a) (see §6) and the
results for Y($1(2)).
Y (a) has two "large" commutative subalgebras: the "Cartan" subalgebra generated by (pik (see §6) and the subalgebra A generated by the coefficients of
(/ ® id)£(A), / G C, where C = {l E (Y (a))*] l(ab) = l(ba) for any a,b E Y (a)}.
It is desirable to describe the spectra of these subalgebras in irreducible representations of Y (a). For A this problem is especially important (see §11). For classical
a and at least some representations of Y (a) the spectrum of A is known [65-68].
The analogy between the structure of the Bethe equations and the corresponding
Cartan matrices (N. Yu, Reshetikhin [68]) suggests that the spectrum of A can
be described for all a.
Finally, I am going to mention a realization of Y (a) which is often useful and
which appeared much earlier than the general definition of Y (a). Fix a nontrivial
irreducible representation p: Y(a) —• Mat(n, C). Set R(X) = (p®p)(%(X)). Then
Y (a) is almost isomorphic to the Hopf algebra Ap with generators Q- \ 1 < i, j <
n, k = 1,2,..., defining relations
f(\)T(p)R(p

- A) = Rfc - A)r(Ai)f (A)

and comultiplication
Afe(A))-x;^(A)^^(A)'
k

where itf(A) = «tf + E2Li*jf)A"*, r(A) = (ty(A)), f (A) = r ( A ) ® ^ , T(A) =
En®T(X). More precisely, there is an epimorphism Ap —• Y (a) given by T(X) \-+
(id®p)(R(X)), and to obtain Y(a) from Ap one has to add an auxiliary relation
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of the form c(X) = 1, where c(X) E AP[[X~% A(c(A)) = c(X) (8) c(X), and
[a, c(X)] = 0 for any a E Ap. For instance, if a = $l(n) and p: Y (a) —• Mat(n, C)
is the "vector" representation then c(X) is the "quantum determinant" of T(A)
in the sense of [73] and R(X) is proportional to the Yang i?-matrix 1 + A_10-,
where a: C n <8) C n -» C n <8> C n , o(x (8) y) = y <8> x.
13. The double. Trigonometric solutions of the QYBE. If 0 is a
Lie bialgebra denote by D(g) the space 0 © 0* with the Lie algebra structure
defined in §3. It can be shown that (1) the image r of the canonical element of
0 (8) 0* under the embedding 0 <8) 0* *-> D(g) (8) D(g) satisfies (7) and therefore
(D(g),r) is a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra, and (2) the embedding 0 «-• D(g)
is a Lie bialgebra homomorphism and the embedding 0* <-+ D(g) is an algebra
homomorphism and coalgebra antihomomorphism. D(g) is called the double of
0. This construction has important applications [43].
Now let us define the quantum double. Let A be a Hopf algebra. Denote by A°
the algebra A* with the opposite comultiplication. It can be shown that there
is a unique quasitriangular Hopf algebra (D(A),R) such that (1) D(A) contains
A and A° as Hopf subalgebras, (2) R is the image of the canonical element of
A<8)A° under the embedding A® A0 <—> D(A)®D(A), and (3) the linear mapping
A(8) A° —• D(A) given by a® b »-> ab is bijective. As a vector space, D(A) can be
identified with A<^A°, and the Hopf algebra structure on A ® A° can be found
from the commutation relations
e3el = pflJnmlvlkovnelej

and

ele9 =

P^ml^eje1,

which follow from (l)-(3). Here {e3} and {e*} are dual bases of A and A°, while
a, m, and p are the matrices of the skew antipode A -> A, the multiplication
map A® A<8> A —> A, and the comultiplication map A -+ A® A® A. If A
is a QUE-algebra we will understand A° in the QUE-sense. Then D(A) is a
QUE-algebra, too. If 0 is the classical limit of A then (D(g),r) is the classical
limit of (D(A),R)
Let 0,b+,b_,f) denote the same objects as in Example 3.2. Then D(b+) =
0 x fj with the trivial Lie bialgebra structure on fj. The quasitriangular (or
pseudoquasitriangular) structure on 0 (see §4) is defined by the image of r E
D(b+) ® -D(b+) under the natural mapping -D(b+) ® D(b+) —• 0 ® 0- It can
be shown that in the quantum case the situation is quite similar. Denote by
Uhb+ the subalgebra of Uhg generated by f) and Xf. Then Uhb- = (C//ib+)°
and D(Uhb+) = Uhg ® Ui). Denote by R the image of R E D(Uhb+) ® D(Uhb+)
under the natural mapping D(Uhb+) ® £>(£//>b+) —> Uhg ® £/&0. Then R defines
a quasitriangular structure on Uhg if dim0 < 00 and a "pseudoquasitriangular"
structure if dim0 = 00.
If 0 = sl(2) with the scalar product Tr(XY) then
_

00

,

R = J2 hkQk(h){exn-[H ® H + jfc(JT® 1 - 1 ® #)]}(*+)* ® (X~)k,
k=0
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general,

R= Y^ (exP/l ho + \(Hß®l-l®Hß) }pß>
ßez\ {

L

U

where to is the element of f) ® I) corresponding to the canonical scalar product
on 1), Z+ = {n G Z | n > 0}, r is the rank of 0, for every ß = ( f t , ß 2 , . . , ) E Zr
the symbol Hß denotes YlißiBi) and Pß E C/^b+ ® t/^b^ is a polynomial in
Ui = Xf ® 1 and Vi = 1 ® Jf r homogeneous with respect to each variable and
such that deg u . Pß = detV|. P/? = ft. In addition: (1) P0 = 1, (2) Pß s 0
mod /ifc^, P^ ^ 0 mod hkP~1, where fc^ = inf{n| #/? is representable as a sum
of n positive roots of 0}, and (3) the coefficients of h~^Pß are rational functions
of ech for C G C , where \ß\ = E ; ft.
If dim0 < 00 then Rp = (p® p)(R) makes sense and satisfies the QYBE for
any representation p: Uhg —* Mat(n, C[[fo]]). For instance, if 0 = sl(n) and p is
the representation mentioned in §7 then
Rp = e-h'2n

j £ * i i ® *ii + e" / 2 Ç e « ® c« + (e*/* _ c - V * ) ^ e . . ® Cj ..

where e# are the matrix units (this formula is implicit in [52]). Note that the
relations (16)-(19) simply mean that RpTT = TTRp, where T = (pij).
Now let 0 be affine and set 0' = [0,0]/(the center of 0). Denote by Rf the
analogue of R for Uhg'- Suppose that a representation p: Uhg! ~+ Mat(n, C[[/i]])
is given. Strictly speaking, the expression (p® p)(Rf) is meaningless. But if we
define TA G AutUhg setting Tx(Xf) = X±xXf
and put Rf(X) = (Tx ® id)Ä'
then Rp(X) == (p ® p)(Rf(X)) is a well-defined formal series in A such that
Ä* a (A 1 /A a )Äj 3 (A 1 /A8)Äf(A a /A 3 ) = Ä» 3 (A a /A3)Ä* s (Ai/A3)Ä^(Ai/A a ).
Using an idea of M. Jimbo [50] it can be proved that if p is irreducible then
Rp(X) is a rational function of A up to a scalar factor. Moreover, for a given
p this rational function can be found by solving certain linear equations [50].
Substituting A = eu we obtain trigonometric solutions of the QYBE. Explicit
formulas for the solutions corresponding to the classical 0 and some p were found
by elementary methods [48, 74-77].
14. Final remarks. Because of the lack of space I cannot discuss here the
relation between Y(x\(n)),Uh&(n) and Hecke algebras (see [52, 64]), between
Yangians and Hermitian symmetric spaces (see [62] and [28, Theorem 7]), between Y(sl(n)) and representations of infinite-dimensional classical groups (see
[80]). By the same reason I cannot discuss compact quantum groups [81-83] as
well as the attempts to generalize the notion of superalgebra, which are based
on the QYBE [78] or triangular Hopf algebras [79].
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Beyond Affine Lie Algebras
I. B. FRENKEL
1. Introduction. The theory of groups and their representations has been
recognized for a long time as a source of canonical structures for practically all
branches of mathematics and theoretical physics. The theory is remarkable in
its internal beauty, and every new connection strikes us with the profundity of
the symmetry principle underlying so much of our knowledge. Undoubtedly the
first such source of fundamental symmetries is the theory of finite-dimensional
simple Lie groups, one of the most refined and harmonious chapters in mathematics. The classification of these groups and their infinitesimal counterparts,
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras, point to the primordial structures common to many fundamental objects in mathematics, namely, ADE diagrams and
their symmetries. The simplest example of ADE classification, regular solids,
was the pride of Greek mathematics. At the other end of the long list of ADE
classifications is the class of affine Lie algebras, the simplest nontrivial subclass
of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras from several different points of view (§§2-6).
This fact and in particular the underlying ADE structure indicate the canonical
nature of affine Lie algebras and the corresponding groups. Affine and finitedimensional simple Lie algebras of ADE type are in one-to-one correspondence,
but the former Lie algebras have more symmetrical diagrams than the latter,
yielding a larger classification of the others. Many results for finite-dimensional
simple Lie algebras can be best understood by the study of the corresponding
affine Lie algebras. More importantly, the affine Lie algebras and the corresponding groups can also be recognized as the initial source of numerous old and
new mathematical and physical theories, which appeared earlier as completely
unrelated. Thus, they provide us with a unified perspective for many isolated
results.
I will begin with the definition of affine Lie algebras as simple Z-graded Lie
algebras (§2). Then I will consider their various manifestations; as Kac-Moody
algebras (§3), as loop algebras (§4), as operator algebras (§5), and as vertex
algebras (§6). Different realizations lead to different analogues and consequent
results as well as to different applications and generalizations. In §7 I will review
some results about the Virasoro algebra, which is inseparable from the theory
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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of affine Lie algebras. Two of the four approaches to affine Lie algebras (§§4
and 6) lead naturally to significant generalizations which are the subjects of §§8
and 9, respectively. In nearly every section, starting from affine Lie algebras
I also want to show the structures and connections beyond affine Lie algebras.
To give a complete and at the same time, developing picture, I have included
both established results and open problems. Since the relevant material recently
has overgrown all possible limits I apologize to the authors whose results were
omitted because of my inadvertence or lack of time.
2. Affine Lie algebras and Virasoro algebra: Characterization.
Affine Lie algebras admit a concise characterization similar to that of simple
finite-dimensional Lie algebras. It was recently given in [15], and it simplifies
the original characterization contained in [Kac (c)]. We will use this result as a
definition of affine Lie algebras.
Let 0 = © n G Z 0n be a complex simple Z-graded Lie algebra infinite-dimensional in both directions with uniformly bounded dim 0 n , n G Z. Then © is either
an affine Lie algebra or the Witt algebra.
The lifting of the condition that © be infinite-dimensional in both directions
would only add finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras and a subalgebra of the
Witt algebra [15]. O. Mathieu's result states that the affine Lie algebra 0 defined
as above admits a realization as an appropriate twisting of 0<8>C[£,£-1] for some
simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. This realization is discussed in §4; here
we will only use two general implications of this fact. First is the existence of a
bilinear invariant symmetric nondegenerate form ( , ) on the affine Lie algebra
© such that ( 0 m , © n ) = 0 for m + n ^ 0 [Kac (c)j, [Moody (c)]. Second is
that H2(<Ô) S C [Garland (c)], [R. Wilson]. Let d be the derivation of © such
that d • x — nx, x G © n ; then ot(x,y) = n(x,y), x G © n , y G ©-n> represents
a nontrivial element in H2(&). We define è as a nontrivial one-dimensional
central extension of ©, and we consider the semidirect products 0 = Cd + © and
0 = Cd -f 0 . One has a commutative diagram:
0
/

\

0

0
\

(1)

/
0

The definition of 0 , 0 , 0 does not depend on the grading of 0 , and we call all
four Lie algebras affine Lie algebras.
The appearance of the Witt algebra in the above characterization indicates
its close relation to affine Lie algebras which we will discuss in §7. We denote
the Witt algebra by £. Contrary to affine Lie algebras £ does not admit an
invariant symmetric bilinear form; however, one has H2(£) = C [10]. The
central extension £ of £ is called the Virasoro algebra. £ is spanned by Lm,
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m G Z, and the central element c with the Lie bracket
[Lm, Ln] = (m- n ) L m + n + ———<5m+n,oc,

m, n G Z.

(2)

3. Affine Lie algebras as Kac-Moody algebras. Affine Lie algebras have
a structure theory completely analogous to that of simple finite-dimensional Lie
algebras. This allows us to generalize a great number of classical results to
the affine case. This approach is best formulated in terms of the more general
Kac-Moody Lie algebras.
3.1. Construction via generators and relations. A finite-dimensional simple
Lie algebra Q of rank r can be reconstructed from the corresponding rxr Cartan
matrix A by means of 3r generators ei,fi,hi,i
= l,..,,r, and standard relations
[Serre], It was discovered by [Kac (c)], [Moody (b)] and in the final form in
[Gabber and Kac] that an affine Lie algebra 0 can be obtained in a similar
fashion from a unique affine Cartan matrix A = (Aij), i,j G J, characterized
by the properties (a) An = 2, i G i", (b) — Ay G Z + and Aij — 0 <^ Aji = 0,
i ^ j G J, (c) if Aij = 0 for i G Io C J, j & Io then Io = 0 or I, (d) all
principal minors of A are > 0 and dei A = 0. If we change the property (b)
to (b') Aij = Aji = 0 , - 1 or —2, i ^ j E I, then the corresponding affine Lie
algebras are called simply laced by analogy with the finite-dimensional case.
The classification of affine Cartan matrices, which yields the classification of
affine Lie algebras, was given in [Kac (c)], [Moody (c)], and [Macdonald (a)].
It is especially transparent in the simply laced case, when there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the Cartan matrix of type T and its affine counterpart f.
The complete list in this case consists of the omnipresent ADE types mentioned
in the Introduction: Ar, r > 1, Dr, r > 4, Er, r = 6,7,8. The remaining simple
and affine Lie algebras come from the twisting, determined from the symmetries
of Cartan matrices, of the above types.
Cartan matrices satisfying only the conditions (a) and (b) generate the class
of Kac-Moody algebras g(A) [Kac (c)], [Moody (b)]. A great number of results about simple and affine Lie algebras can be obtained in this generality. In
particular, V. Kac and R. Moody independently defined most of the following
structures of &(A): the Weyl group W, the root system A and its subsystem of
real roots AR, the bilinear symmetric invariant form ( , ), the canonical involution a of Q(A), the compact form of &(A), the "nilpotent" subalgebras n+,rf~,
etc.
3.2. Results on Kac-Moody algebras. Most of the results concerning KacMoody algebras known by 1978 were reviewed in [Kac '78] and [Lepowsky 78].
Among more recent results I would like to mention the following: (1) on structure
of Kac-Moody algebras and dominant highest weight modules [Kac-Peterson
(c), (e)]; (2) on construction of groups associated with Kac-Moody algebras
[Tits (c)], [Mathieu (b)], [Kac-Peterson (d)]; (3) on cohomology of Kac-Moody
algebras, groups, and their flag varieties [Kumar (c)], [Gutkin-Slodowy], [KacPeterson (j)]; (4) on singularities associated to Kac-Moody algebras and groups
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[Slodowy (b), (c)]. All the results are based on the corresponding facts for
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras and groups but formulated without use
of finite-dimensionality and are valid in particular for affine Lie algebras and
groups. In the next section we will see how these results acquire a new meaning
in the concrete realizations of affine Lie algebras. Unfortunately, very little
is known about the realization of nonaffine Kac-Moody algebras and their root
multiplicities. Some partial results were obtained in [Feingold-Frenkel] (see also
§8.1).
4. Affine Lie algebras as loop algebras. In the concrete geometric realization many formal results about affine Lie algebras and groups which are analogues to the finite-dimensional case acquire the aspects of apparently different
mathematical and physical theories. Among those are elliptic and modular functions, Floquet theory, Birkhoff decomposition, topology of loop spaces, Gaussian
and Wiener measure, two-dimensional quantum field theory. One can reinterpet
old results, find new ones, and formulate some natural problems.
4.1. Geometric realization. As we mentioned in §2 an affine Lie algebra
admits a realization as an appropriate twisting of g = g ® C[£,£ -1 ] for some
simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. For simplicity we will consider only the
untwisted case, which, in particular, includes the simply laced affine Lie algebras.
The affine Lie algebra g is naturally isomorphic to the loop algebra of g, i.e., the
Lie algebra of polynomial maps of S1 into g. The compact form of g is identified
with the maps of S1 into the compact form of g. From now on g will denote
either the compact simple Lie algebra gc or the complex algebra g c unless it is
specified. Now the two-cocycle on g has the form

a(x(-),y(-)) =

^fsm,y'(s))ds,

where 6 is the length of the maximal root of g, ( , ) denotes the Killing form on
g, and d = (l/i)d/ds is the derivation of g. The form of the cocyle a entails the
"maximal" completion of g in the H1!2 topology, which will be considered in §5.
The adjoining of the derivation d involves naturally the completion in the C°°
topology, which we will use in this section: g = C°°(S1,g).
The root decomposition is best formulated for the affine Lie algebra g =
~

•TV

A

—Q!

Ä

^ + © a e Â 8 • The affine Weyl group W and the affine root system A are realized
in terms of the corresponding structures of g. In fact, one has W = W tx Q v ,
Â U 0 = (A U 0) x Z, where Qv is the dual root lattice of g [Kac (c)], [Moody
(c)], [Macdonald (a)]. Note that if the rank of F)R is equal to r, then its affine
counterpart ^R has signature (r + 1,1).
Let G be a finite-dimensional simple Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Then
the adjoint group G associated with g is identified with Cco(S1,G). The adjoint
action of G on g differs from the pointwise adjoint action by the 1-cocycle

0{g(-),x{-)) =

^f(x(s),g(s)-1g'(S))da.
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The coadjoint action of G on g C g preserves the hyperplanes bd + g, 6 G
C for g = gc and 6 G iK for g = g c , and has the form of a gauge action
Ad*0 • (bd + x) = bd + g~xxg + bg"1^. Classification of orbits of the coadjoint
action follows from the Floquet theory of differential equations with periodic
coefficients. The orbits are parametrized by the fundamental domain of W, in
agreement with the corresponding fact in the finite-dimensional case. It also
follows that the orbit 0Xi x G g, of the coadjoint representation is naturally
identified with a path space Path(0(z)) of all G°°-paths in G with the initial
point e EG and the final point in the conjugacy class 0 (x) C G depending on x
[Frenkel (g)], [Segal].
By analogy with the finite-dimensional case, g c admits a parabolic decomposition g + + g~, where g+ (resp. g~ ) is identified with the loops which can be
analytically (resp. antianalytically) continued to the unit disc D. Coadjoint orbits of G + produce various classical completely integrable systems [van Moerbeke
'83]. The corresponding decomposition of G c can be identified as the Birkhoff
decomposition G+(W/W)G~ [Garland and Raghunathan], [Pressley (a)] and is
related to the Riemann-Hilbert problem.
The explicit construction of the affine Lie group G is not as straightforward
as in the case of its Lie algebra g, since the central extension is topologically
nontrivial. Nevertheless one can in principle obtain an explicit construction of G
as a factor group, which was recently completed in [16b] and has a long history
in the physical literature (see, e.g., [20a]). We notice first that G = GD/Q,
where GD = C°°(D,G), 9 = {g e GD : g\sr = Id} s G^A{S\G).
We will
call Q a gauge group. Let GD be the central extension of GD defined by the
cocycle eil^9ug2\
where
1(91,02) = ^ 2

/

tr

(0i ld9,dg2g2

1

),

915 02 £ GD, c G C, and tr will always denote the trace in the adjoint representation. Then there exists a remarkable imbedding of the gauge group Q into GD as a
normal subgroup and G = GD/Q. The existence of this imbedding is based on the
fact that for any g G C°°(S3,G), (S2/12TT) JS3 tr(g~1dg)3 determines the class of
g in 7T3(G) = Z. This implies that îor g E Ç and any extension g G C°°(D3, G),
where D3 the 3-dim ball, c»M*) with u(g) = (62/12TT)JD3
tr^dg)3
is well
llu)
defined. Then one can check that Q 3 g —> (g,e ^)
E GD is the desired
imbedding. Note that the topology of G implies the integrality condition / G Z,
on the central extension G. We call I the level of the extension and the central
extension of level 1, the basic extension. This notion corresponds to the notion
of level / representations of the affine Lie algebra g.
4.2. Characters and analysis on affine Lie algebras. The study of the formal
analysis on the affine Cartan subalgebra was launched in [Macdonald (a)]. In
the finite-dimensional case the ring C[P] ±W> of jy-(anti-)invariant polynomials
on the weight lattice P has a natural realization in terms of Fourier series. The
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affine analogue of this ring was correctly interpreted as the ring of elliptic thetafunctions in [Macdonald (a)], [Looijenga (a)]. A typical element of C[P]W is
Ttwew dw\(h> tì, A = A + id G A where

is the theta-function. I. Macdonald produced a formal proof of the analogue of
the classical Weyl identity for the minimal element j(h) E C[P]~W identifying
one special case as the Jacobi triple product identity. Later simpler proofs of
Macdonald's identity were given, based on the special properties of elliptic functions, namely, a proof using the heat equation on the torus was given in [Kostant],
[7], and another using the simple behavior with respect to the modular group
PSL 2 (Z) [Van Asch], [Looijenga (a)].
Identities and other structures on the Cartan subalgebra usually reflect some
deeper facts for the Lie algebras and groups. In particular, new interpretations
and proofs of the Macdonald identity were given in terms of affine Lie algebras
[Kac (g)], [Garland and Lepowsky], [Garland (a)].
Now we consider analysis on affine Lie algebras and its relation to the ring
C [ P ] ± v y . We will follow [Frenkel (g)]. According to the Kirillov program (see,
e.g., [Kirillov '78]) the integrals of the one-dimensional character e * ^ ) over
the coadjoint orbits provide the characters of unitary representations. In the
case of the finite-dimensional compact simple Lie algebra g and an irreducible
representation V\ one has
tr(expix)|v A = ~rr /
e^y)
PW Jox+p

dp(y),

ix E g,

(3)

where p, is the measure on the orbit 0\+p induced by Lebesgue measure in the
Euclidean space g, p = ^ Yla>o a ' a n ^ P(x) ls a fixed function. When x E f),
the integral reduces to the Weyl character formula. The formal extension of
(3) to the affine case indicates that the correct analogue of Lebesgue measure is
Gaussian measure. We have seen in §4.1 that the coadjoint orbit in the affine
case has a realization in terms of the path space on G and the correct measure
on the orbit turns out to be a conditional Wiener measure. 1 The character of
V^ is represented by a path integral with respect to a conditional Wiener measure
of variance t > 0.
tr(exp(iz - td))\v

= —
/
exp f * / (x,g~x dg) ) dwl(g),
p(x,et) y Path (o(Â))
V Js*
J

(4)

where x Eg, and p(x, el) is a fixed function. The Brownian motion or the Wiener
process is governed by the heat equation, which appeared before in the relation
to the Macdonald identity, naturally yielding the Kac-Weyl character formula
x

Let V^ be a standard representation of the affine Lie algebra g.
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for z G f) formulated in terms of theta-functions
tr(exp(w-td))|vx = ,
Y, e W ^ ( z » e * ) '
l e
J\' , ) wew
where j,p are the affine analogues of j , p, respectively.
4.3. Regular representations and problems of analysis on affine Lie groups,
The analysis on affine Lie groups is harder than that on affine Lie algebras. It
is an open problem to find a correct analogue of Haar measure on a compact
group. The solution of this problem can lead to the discovery of a new measure
(or its substitute) which is no less canonical than Wiener measure. The main
test for the new measure is the generalization of the Peter-Weyl theorem. In the
finite-dimensional case we know that we can identify ]J A Vx ® V{ (where VA is an
irreducible highest weight representation, V{ its dual, and A runs through all the
dominant highest weights) with the space Pol(G) of G X G finite functions on G
via the matrix coefficients (n\(g)vi,Vj), g EG, Vì,VJ E V\. One can recover the
Hermitian structure of V\ defining the pre-Hilbert structure on Pol(G) by means
of the Haar measure p, and obtain the decomposition L2(G,p) ;= 0 ^ VA ® V^.
In the affine case any matrix coefficient, which is a function on G, can be lifted
to GD. Choosing the natural section GD —> GD, g —> (g, 1), we can identify the
matrix coefficients of the representations of the fixed level I with the covariant
functions on GD satisfying the following conditions:
figgo) = eil^^+^^f(g),

gQ e 9, g G GD.
m

a s

(5)

ace

This provides an imbedding of W\ = [J l e v e l x=i ^A ® V{ ^°
P
°f covariant
functions on GD. In order to define a correct measure, one has to "factor-out"
the action of the gauge group, a typical procedure in quantum field theory. The
problem is to give a rigorous construction of the analogue of Haar measure,
which allows us to reconstruct the Hermitian product in V^ and to characterize
appropriate completion ofW\>
Finally, we will consider another realization of the level I representation of
G xG. Let A be the linear space of g-valued 1-forms on D. The group GD acts
naturally on A: g • A = g~xAg + g~xdg, g E GD, A E A. We consider the space
of functions on A X A satisfying the following invariance condition with respect
to the gauge group g x g C GD x GD (cf. [16b])
*I(9L,9R)Ï(AL)AR)
ß(U,AL,AR)

= eil^A^A^f(gL'AL,gR'AR)
= ^ l

^(ARU^ALU

+

=

f(AL,AR),

+ ARU-^U

(6)

UdU-1AL-ARAL)+u>(U),

where U = gLg^, (9L,9R) € 9*9, (AL,AR) E Ax A, and/? is the one-cocycle of
9 x g known in physics literature as the Wess-Zurmino effective action in two dimensions (see, e.g., [17] for a review). The action of the group GDxGD is defined
by the same formula (6) with the subtraction of u)(gi,) ~ w(gR) from the cocyle
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ß, which comes from the imbedding of the gauge group. This results in the
representation of the factor group G xG.
The most remarkable property of the line bundle (6) over A x A/g x g is
that for G = SU(n), / = 1, it can be naturally realized as the determinant line
bundle for the Dirac operator in two dimensions [17] (in the existing literature
A is defined on «S2 rather than on D\ see also §9). Integer powers of this line
bundle provide all higher levels of representation of SU(rc) x SU(ra). The rigorous construction of the measure in A x A, which would provide the Hermitian
structure and the characterization of a completion of W\ is an important open
problem.
5. Affine Lie algebras as operator algebras. In this section we consider certain generalizations of affine Lie algebras, namely, affine Lie algebras
of infinite rank. These algebras are closely related to inductive limits of classical finite-dimensional Lie algebras and admit generalizations of many classical
constructions. They also have natural operator realizations, and since they contain affine Lie algebras as subalgebras, provide another approach to our subject.
This brings further applications of affine Lie algebras to symmetric groups, KdV
equations, Bott's periodicity, etc.
5.1. Operator realization. There are three classes of simply laced affine Lie
algebras of infinite rank A ^ i ^ o o , EQQ (or A+QQ) and two twisted classes. We
will consider only the type Am. Let M ^ be the associative algebra of infinite
matrices x = (%ij)ijez+i/2 s u c n that XìJ = 0 for \i — j \ > N(x). Let 0 denote
either the complex Lie algebra gl(oo, C) of matrices from M ^ with the natural
Lie bracket or its compact form u(oo), consisting of the skew-Hermitian matrices.
Then 0 is the affine Lie algebra of type AQQ. One has dimuT 2 (0) = 1 and the
central extension 0 is defined by the two-cocyle a(x, y) = tr(z_|__2/_+-ï/ + _a;_+),
where x+- = (XìJ)Ìì_JE^Z-\-I/2)+ì
etc. The subalgebra 0 n C 0 of block periodic
matrices Xij = Xi+nj+n, i,j G Z + 1/2, is isomorphic to gl(n, C) or u(ro). The
restriction of the two-cocycle on 0 yields the cocycle a on 0 n (see §4.1) [Date,
Jimbo, Kashiwara and Miwa (a)]. This realization suggests a natural "maximal"
completion to the restricted algebra of bounded operators x in the Hilbert space
H with the Hilbert-Schmidt a;+_ : if+ —• H- and £_+ : H- —> if+, where x is
identified with an infinite matrix in an orthonormal basis {ei, i E Z + 1/2} of
H, a n d t f ±
=(B±i>oCeiIn the definition of the central extension of the group G of invertible bounded
operators with the Lie algebra 0 we come across the same difficulty as in §4,
namely, there is no continuous 2-cocycle on G. Now we can follow the analogy with the central extension of 8U(m,n).
In this case the cocycle can be
defined explicitly on the open set G* = {g E G : #++ is invertible} by the
formula 7(01, gi) — d e t ^ c ^ a ^ - 1 ) , where a^ — &++ and g^ = gxg^. This cocycle
still makes sense in the oo-dimensional case and corresponds to the Lie algebra cocycle. In order to define the group G we "resolve" this cocycle following
[Pressley and Segal]. Let G 2 = {(g,q) E G x G + + : a - q of trace class}, and
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let g = {q E G++ : det g = 1}. Then g is a normal subgroup of G 2 under the
imbedding q —>• (Id, q) and G = G2/g is the central extension corresponding to
0 (cf. §4). Note that the choice of the section (g,a) E G 2 corresponding to G*
defines the cocycle 7. The restriction of this construction to the block diagonal
subgroup yields the basic extension GL(n) or U(n).
5.2. Determinant bundle and spin representation. Let Go be the identity
component of G. We construct its fundamental representation in the determinant bundle again following the analogy with the finite-dimensional case. We
consider the Stiefel manifold bundle
St(üT + ,H) — {w: H+ —» H\ w+ has a determinant, w_-Hilbert-Schmidt}
over the corresponding Grassmann manifold Gr(H+,H). The identification of
bases in St(H+,H), which differ only by g, provides a determinant line bundle
over Gr(H+,H), The group Go acts naturally on this bundle via (g,q) • w =
gwq~x. The determinant line bundle, its Hermitian and holomorphic structure,
and the representations of Go have been studied thoroughly in [Pressley and
Segal].
Another construction of the fundamental representations of 0, the spin representation, is again suggested by the finite-dimensional theory. We let H* denote
the Hermitian dual of H. Let C(H © H*) be the Clifford algebra generated
by en,em, n,m E Z + 1/2, {en,em} = 6 n j m , and let V = A(iJ_ © H^) be the
Clifford module. We define the representation of the elementary matrix Em^n
as emen — &m%n6(m), where 9(m) = 1, m > 0, and 0, m < 0. One can check
that the infinite linear sums of operators Y^m n xm,n^m,n-> x = (%m,n) £ 0 , are
well defined and we obtain the representation of 0 with the correct cocycle a.
As in the finite-dimensional case the determinant line bundle representation is
equivalent to the spin representation [Pressley and Segal].
The representation V has a natural decomposition, with respect to 0 , into
irreducible representations Vn = {ßm ' ' " enkemi ' ' * erm ) TI = k — I}, n E Z. The
remarkable property of these representations is that they stay irreducible for any
subalgebra 0 n , n = 1,2,... (cf. §6.2). Let us consider Vo = © n > o VQ1 w ^ n ^ n e
grading defined by dege n = —n, dege* = n, degl = 0; then dimVo1 = p(n),
where p is the partition function. Since Vb — S(&^) it has two canonical bases
respecting the grading. The table of their inner products for VQ1, which is the
square matrix of order p(n), provides the character table for the symmetric group
Sn [Sato '83, unpublished]. The three constructions of the representations V
provide a beautiful description of the hierarchies of Korteweg-de Vries equations,
reviewed in [Date, Jimbo, Kashiwara, and Miwa (a), (c), (e)] (see also [Segal and
Wilson] and [Frenkel (e)]).
Finally, we note that the spin representation of 0 n allows also loop algebra
interpretation. In fact, © n = gn for gn — g\(n, C) or u(n), and similar H = Hn =
Hn®txl2C[t,t-x),
ei + mn «-• e i + 1 / 2 ® n tm+1/2, m E Z, i + 1/2 = 1 , . . . ,n,
the space of antiperiodic loops in Hn = © i = 1 Ce^. Then the above construction
of the spin representation of g is analogous to the classical spin representation
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of gn in A(üT*) and was known to physicists in the context of quark models [2].
The natural change of polarization k(H*) to A(H- (BH+) in the affine case was
first suggested by P. Dirac in quantum theory.
The spin representation of gn in V can be extended to the affine Lie algebra
ö(2n) and is decomposed into two irreducible representations. If we choose Hn
to be the space of periodic loops in Hn, then a slight modification of the above
construction provides the other two fundamental level 1 representations of ö(2n)
[Frenkel (b), (d)], [Kac and Peterson (b)]. The appropriate analogue of the determinant bundle in the orthogonal case is the pfaffian bundle [Pressley and Segal].
Generalization of the spin representation to the metaplectic representation and
other classical affine algebras can be found in [Feingold and Frenkel (b)].
6. Affine Lie algebras as vertex algebras. Level 1 representations of
affine Lie algebras and groups of ADE type have a remarkable property which has
no direct analogue in the finite-dimensional case: they remain irreducible under
the restriction to various Heisenberg subgroups, and therefore have a particularly
simple structure. The reconstruction of tt^e rest of the affine Lie algebra is
given in terms of the so-called vertex operators, which represent "£-loops," or
strictly speaking, some generating functions. We will discuss applications of
vertex operators to various physical models.
6.1. Vertex representation. Every simply laced affine Lie algebra possesses
at least one basic representation, namely, the fundamental representation V
corresponding to the additional point of the extended Dynkin diagram. The
study of basic representations elucidates the unitary and integral structure in
the affine, as well as in the finite-dimensional case. We will follow [Frenkel and
Kac] and [Segal].
Let gc be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra of ADE type, with Cartan
subalgebra f)C) root system A, basis n , root lattice Q, and weight lattice P.
We will normalize the invariant symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on gc so that
(a,a) = 2, a E A. We define a bilinear two cocycle e: QxQ —> {±1} such that
e(a, a) = (—l)( a ' a >/ 2 5 a EQ. Then gc can be constructed explicitly in terms of
its Chevalley basis H = {ai}, xa,a E A equipped with the cocycle e\
[ai, aj] = 0,

[ai, xa] = {ai, a)xa,

[x0L,Xß\=e(a,ß)x0l+ß,

a + /?GA;

[xa, x-a] = -a,
and

0, a + ß £ A U0.

This provides, in particular, the simplest construction of the Lie algebra of type
Es • The construction (including the Chevalley basis) for g c is then straightforward.
According to the Stone-von Neumann theorem the Heisenberg subalgebra î)c
has an essentially unique representation in the Fock space S ( ï ) Q ) via multiplication and derivation operators. The remarkable property of the basic representation V is that VU S 0 7 6 Q S ' ( l ) c ) ' Y = S(t)~) ® C[Q], where C[Q] is the
group algebra of Q, twisted by e, i.e., ea • e^ = e(a,ß)ea+ß,
a,ß E Q. The
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reconstruction of the whole algebra g c is given in terms of the vertex operators
X(a, z) = : expqa(z) : ,
a n

nn

feto = E (- )* /

a E Q, z E C \ 0,

+ a(0) loS* + *>

^

where : : denotes the normal ordering, i.e., the rearranging of all terms ea, a(n),
n E Z, so that the "creation operators" ea, a(n), n < 0, occur to the left of the
"annihilation operators" a(n), n > 0. Then the homogeneous componentsXn(a)
ofX(a, z) = ]Cnez ^ n ( ^ ) ^ _ n _ 1 we well defined operators in V and, for a E A,
provide the representation of xa ® tn E g. Note that qa(z) is just a formal
1S t n e
expression, though pa(z) = dqa(z)/dz = Y^neza(~n)zn~1
generating
function for the Heisenberg subalgebra.
The vertex construction intrinsically provides V, g, and U(g) with unitary and
integral structure (see [Mitzman (b)] for details), studied before in [Garland (b),
(c)]. Also, the character of V (found in [Feingold and Lepowsky] for A± and
[Kac (j)] in general) displays a modular structure since
X(V) = tr(exp2m(h + rd))\v =

°-^f-,

where r = rankQ, 0Q(h,q) = J2l€Q e2™^>h)q^/2, q = exp2wh, Imr > 0, is
invariant with respect to a congruence subgroup of the modular group PSL2(Z).
A slight modification of the vertex construction, namely, the change of Q to a
Q-coset in P, provides all level 1 fundamental representations of g c . Restriction
of the level 1 representations to the subalgebra g c [n] = gc®C[£7V~n]©Cc = g c
provides the construction of all the dominant highest weight representations.
The multiplicities of VA turn out to be given by Xqiyx)IXq{Y)) where Xq 1B the
principally specialized character. This implies that the sum

A of level I

'

W

does not depend on the level [Frenkel (f)]. The detailed study of the modular
behavior of the characters x(Kx) was done in [Kac and Peterson (f)], where the
relation with Hecke modular forms was found.
There exist twisted versions of the vertex construction. In particular, the
twisted vertex representation of s((2) [Lepowsky and Wilson (a)] was the first
construction of this sort in the mathematical literature. Another twisted construction [Frenkel, Lepowsky, and Meurman (a)] plays an important role in the
construction of the Monster (cf. §8.3). The twisted construction of [Kac, Kazhdan, Lepowsky, and Wilson] underlies the structure of the KdV hierarchies [Date,
Jimbo, Kashiwara, and Miwa (a)] (cf. §5.2). The most general treatment of
twisted vertex representations was given in [Lepowsky (j)] and [Kac and Peterson (i)]. The detailed study of the higher level twisted representations and
their relation to generalizations of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities was done in
[Lepowsky and Wilson (e), (g)] (see also [Meurman and Prime]).
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Some components of the vertex construction were found earlier by physicists
(particularly see [13]) in the context of the string theory. Recently, the untwisted
vertex representation was used in the heterotic string model [12], which has been
proposed as a candidate for a unified theory, including gravity.
6.2. Bose-Fermi correspondence. We obtained in §§5.2 and 6.1 two explicit
realizations of all four level 1 fundamental representations of the affine Lie algebra
o(2n). Their isomorphism can be given in terms of vertex operators [Frenkel (d)].
This result was essentially known in two-dimensional quantum field theory as the
Bose-Fermi correspondence (see [13] and references therein). Let us consider the
vertex representation V choosing the lattice Z n C P. We define e : Z n x Zn —>
{±1} to be bilinear and to satisfy e(a, ß)e(ß, a) = (-i)<«.«+<«."><0.«. Consider
now the vertex operators X(a,z) corresponding to the unit vectors a = ±ei,
i = 1,... ,n, of Zn. Then the only nontrivial anticommutators are
{Xm(ei),X-m(-ei)}

= l,

i = l,...,n,

m E Z + 1/2.

Thus Xm(±ei) can be identified with the generators e^ ® tm, (ei <8> t~m)* of the
Clifford algebra C(HnÇ$Hn). Also, it is easy to show that Xm(±ei)l = 0, m > 0.
Thus the Clifford module A(Hn ®Hn ) is identified with a subspace of the vertex
representation V and in fact, they coincide since V has the same decomposition
into two irreducible representations of o(2n) yielding again the Jacobi triple
product identity. The Bose-Fermi correspondence can be generalized for two
other representations of o(2n) as well as for the twisted orthogonal Lie algebra
ö (2n + 2) [Frenkel (d)]. Thus we have brought into use the vertex operators
X(a,z) with (a, a) — 1 in addition to the ones with (a, a) = 2 of §6.1. We will
consider more general vertex operators in §8.
7. Virasoro algebra. Starting from the definition of an affine Lie algebra,
one comes across its everpresent companion, the Virasoro algebra £, but the most
important relation between them is due to the fact that the Virasoro algebra acts
on an affine Lie algebra as a derivation algebra. We will see another relation in
§8.2. In the loop algebra realization £ is naturally realized as the central extension of the algebra of vector fields on the circle, spanned by Ln = e'ina(l/i)d/ds,
n E Z. The coadjoint action of the corresponding group yields the Schwarzian
derivative as the one cocycle, and orbits of this action have been studied before
in the theory of Hill operators [Segal].
The representation theory of this algebra is no less remarkable. A great deal
of information about the structure of irreducible highest weight representations
is contained in the determinant formula [Kac 78], [Feigin and Fuks (b), (c)],
[Rocha-Caridi and Wallach (c), (d)]. Recently, in the relation with the models
of statistical mechanics, the discrete series of unitary representations with the
values of c = 1 - 6/(ra + l)(m + 2), m = 1,2,3,..., was discovered in [Friedan,
Qui, and Shenker], and their explicit construction was given in [Goddard, Kent,
and Olive]. The characters of these unitary representations have been found in
[Rocha-Caridi (d)], and they turn out to be modular functions with respect to
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congruence subgroups of PSL'2(Z). We remarked that in the affine case unitary,
integral, and modular structures of representations mysteriously invoke each
other. In the case of the discrete series of the Virasoro algebra we know only two
of the three constituents. The construction of the discrete series representations
of the group corresponding to £ is an interesting open problem.
8. Generalization of affine Lie algebras via vertex construction and
critical dimension. The realization of affine Lie algebras as vertex algebras
suggests some natural generalizations of the latter, which allow us to obtain,
in particular, some new information about Kac-Moody algebras. These generalized vertex algebras behave especially simply in rank 24 or its counterpart
(25, 1). This critical number is intrinsic to the structure of finite-dimensional
simple Lie algebras ( "strange formula" of Freudenthal-de Vries), even integral
lattices (Leech lattice), modular forms (24th power of ^-function), the Virasoro
algebra (Weyl's reflection), and as we will see, the vertex algebras. All these
structures turn out to be interrelated. The culmination of this phenomenon is
the appearance of the Monster group and its remarkable representation.
8.1. Vertex algebras and Kac-Moody algebras. The vertex representation of
affine Lie algebras suggests a natural generalization. Let L be an even integer
lattice (not necessarily positive definite) of rank r, and let e : L x L —• {±1} be a
bilinear function such that e(a,a) — (—l)(a>a)/2, a EL, We define V as follows
(cf. §6): Let f) = L <g) C, f)~ = I) <g> r 1 ^ * " 1 ] ; then V = S(t)~) <g> C[L]. V is
Hermitian iff L is positive-definite. Then, for any a E L, one can define the vertex
operator X(a,z) as above (8). In particular, if L is the root lattice of a simply
laced Kac-Moody algebra, then the zero components XO(OJ), a E AR, generate
this algebra, thus providing an imbedding of the Kac-Moody algebra into an
associative algebra of generalized vertex operators [Frenkel (f)], [Goddard-Olive
(a)]. To describe a closed Lie algebra containing the Kac-Moody algebra, we
attach a generalized vertex operator X(v,z) to any v EV following [3]. In
particular,
X(e<*,z) = X(a)z)>

X(h(-n),z)

= — L ^ (^)"

h(z),

and to the product of hi(—ni) and ea we assign the normal ordered product of
the corresponding vertex operators. Then XQ(V) = 0 iff v E L-iV, L - i G £,
and the factor space "V = V/L-{V is closed with respect to the Lie bracket.
Moreover, the natural action of 'V on itself coincides with the adjoint action
[XQ(u),Xo(v)} = Xo(X0(u)v), U,VEV.
Let Vn = {v E V : (Lm - n60)m)v = 0,
1
1
m> 0}; then "V = V /L~iV° is a subalgebra of V containing the Kac-Moody
algebra. The multiplicities of V1 yield an upper bound for the multiplicities
of the Kac-Moody algebra: multCV1)" = p r - i ( l — (°ó a)/2) - pr_x(—(a,
a)/2),
where pr-\ is the number of partitions into r — 1 colors. These multiplicities
were found first in string theory [4]. In the next subsection we will obtain the
exact upper bound, depending on (a, a), for the multiplicities of the Kac-Moody
algebra in the critical dimension.
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8.2. No-ghost theorem and cohomology of Virasoro algebra. The subspace
V is known in string theory as the physical subspace Vvhya. In the critical dimension, i.e., when signature(L) = (25,1), it has a remarkable unitary
structure given by the so-called no-ghost theorem, [11], [4]. For any a E L,
a(—1) G V 1 , we fix a vector of negative norm ao E L. The no-ghost theorem
asserts that the orthogonal complement of ao(—1) in V1 is positïve-semidefinite.
The radical of the Hermitian form contains L-{V° and is an ideal in V1. Then
the factor algebra "VQ = V1 /Radical still contains the Kac-Moody algebra and
mult^o 1 )" =p< 2 4 )(l - (a,a)/2) [IVenkel (f)], [3].
A conceptual interpretation and proof of the no-ghost theorem are given in
[8] (cf. [14] in physics literature) and are based on the semi-infinite cohomology
defined originally in [Feigin]. Let 0 = Ilnez ®n ^ e a S ra ded Lie algebra such
that dim(S n < -foo for each n, and let the dual algebra & = LLez ®fn- We fix
WiìieZì a homogeneous basis of &, so that if e\ E &n then e'i+1 E &n or 0^+1We define the space of semi-infinite forms A^Ö' spanned by the monomials
e
ii A e[2 A • • • such that for sufficiently large k, ik + l= ik+\. Then if H2(0) = 0
one can define the semi-infinite cohomology //^((BjV) with coefficients in a
graded 0-module V = LLez V n , and corresponding relative cohomology with
respect to a subalgebra of 0o- In the case when 0 is the Virasoro algebra £(2)
and V = V, /?£,(£, Cc, V) is trivial unless rankL = 26, which singles out the
critical dimension. When signature(L) = (25,1),
1

H^(£,2o,V)

= H±1/2(£,Cc,V)

= ^hy8/Radical,

(10)

thus giving a cohomological interpretation of the vector space of the vertex algebra VQ . It is natural to anticipate that this Lie algebra is induced from a larger
Lie algebra on the complex A£Q(£) ® V. In [20b] overwhelming evidence was
presented that this larger Lie algebra has a geometrical realization in terms of
interacting strings. Further study of the isomorphism (10) with the additional
Lie algebra structure is of indubitable interest.
8.3. Monster and Moonshine. The existence and the construction of the
biggest sporadic (finite simple) group F\ is related in a remarkable way to the
vertex algebras in the critical dimension. This sporadic group, called the Monster group, was first discovered by B. Fischer and R. Griess and later constructed
by Griess (see [Griess '83] for a review). In [Griess (b)] he constructs the smallest nontrivial irreducible complex representation Bo of F±, of dimension 196883,
having the property that S2(Bo) contains Bo and the trivial representation C
with multiplicity 1. This property implies the existence of an F± -invariant commutative algebra structure in Bo, (x,y) \-> xy as well as a bilinear symmetric
invariant form (x,y), x,y E BQ. BO equipped with both structures is called the
Griess algebra. One can adjoin the identity e, to get B = Bo 0 Ce, defining
the new product x by x x y = xy + (x,y)e, x,y E Bo. J. McKay observed
that the dimension of £?o differs from the smallest nontrivial coefficient of the
normalized modular invariant J(q) = q~x + 0 + 196884g H
by only 1. Similar
properties of the next coefficients led to the conjecture [Thompson] that there
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is a natural graded representation of JP\9 V^ = © n > _ i Vn with the weighted
character Xq(Vty = Z) n >-i dimV^g71 equal to J(q). This representation was
explicitly constructed in [Frenkel, Lepowsky, and Meurman (b), (c)], [9] using
the representation theory of affine Lie algebras and the technique of generalized
vertex operators. Furthermore, we constructed in V^ a representation w of an
"affinization" of the Griess algebra with identity B = B ® C^,^"1] © Cc, where
the product in B is defined by
x(m) x y(n) = (x xy)(m + n) + m2(x, y)6m+n}0c

(11)

where x,y E B, m,n E Z} x(m) = x ®tm. The representation w of B in the
space V\ with the character given by the modular invariant J(q), is understood
in terms of the identity
7r((xxy)(m+n)) = |{[7r(a(m+l)),7r(j/(n-l))]+[7r(y(n+l)),7r(fl;(m-l))]}. (12)
Then the representation of B in V^ is irreducible and is compatible with the
action of the Monster group Fi
gir^m)^'1

= n{(g • x)(m)),

g E F±.

(13)

It should be remarked that in our approach we construct V^ and the representation of B and F% from the very beginning, with only minor use of finite group
theory, For the concrete model of V^ we use the untwisted V and twisted V
vertex representations associated with the Leech lattice. Each of the two vertex
representations is decomposed into two subspaces V±,Vf:k with respect to the
canonical involution a. We define V^ = V+®V'~ and check that Xq{V^) = J(q)The construction of B and F\ is based essentially on the triality principle which
allows us to intertwine sectors of the nontwisted and the twisted representation.
An important open problem is to provide a more invariant description of the
above representation B and F\ in the space V\ presumably in the sense of §8.1.
We have seen that in the critical dimension there exist the two most remarkable unitary and discrete structures, namely, the no-ghost theorem and the
representation of the Monster. According to the principle confirmed for affine
Lie algebras (§6.1) and the Virasoro algebra (§7), we can expect very rich modular structure. A most remarkable modular structure of V^ was discovered in
[Conway and Norton] and is known as Monstrous Moonshine. The first property
that we assumed about V^ is that its character, which is also the q-trace of the
identity element of the Monster, is given by the modular invariant J(q). It was
conjectured that the q-trace of any element of the Monster yields a Hauptmodul
of the genus zero surface (H/T) associated to a discrete subgroup T of PSL2(R).
The construction of the Fi representation in V^ [Frenkel, Lepowsky, and Meurman (b), (c)], [9] allows us to find traces for some (and probably for all) elements
of the Monster and to check the required properties. However, the complete conceptual explanation of Monstrous Moonshine is still an open problem.
Finally, we remark that the modular behavior of the partition function of
V'phy8/Rad in the critical dimension is responsible for the consistency of string
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theory at the one-loop level and thus presumably for higher loops (for a review
see, e.g., [Schwarz]). Modular invariance is crucial for anomaly cancellations in
the heterotic string [12].
9. Generalization of affine Lie algebras via geometry: Current algebras and groups. The realization of affine Lie algebras as loop algebras (see
§4) suggests a replacement of S1 by a more general manifold. We will see in
this section that some structures related to affine Lie algebras and groups have
perfect higher-dimensional analogues, while some others are not yet known.
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, let g be afinite-dimensionalcompact simple Lie algebra, and let G be the corresponding group. We define gM
(resp. GM) as the space of smooth maps from M into g (resp. G) with pointwise
multiplication. The results about the representation theory of these algebras
and groups have been reviewed in [Ismagilov '83]. However, the analogy with
affine Lie algebras suggests that the most interesting phenomena occur for their
extensions. The crucial idea is that when d > 1, one should look for noncentral
extensions. This has both physical [6], [16], and pure mathematical (joint work
with I. Singer, see [19, §9] for the announcement) motivations. Here we only
mention the simplest one, and we set M = Sd. Note first that i? 2 (G;R) is onedimensional, and its generator a can be chosen to be left invariant. The loop
algebra g can be identified with the left invariant vector fields on G, and a thus
defines a central extension. If d > 1 then there are no left invariant elements in
H2(GMm, R); however, the second cohomology group can be nontrivial for odd d,
and one can define a noncentral extension of gM in the abelian algebra of real
functions on GM. For example, if d+2 = 2mi + l for some exponent m^ of g, then
H2(GM; R) ^ 0, which entails a nontrivial extension of gM. The two-cocycle in
the case G = SU(n) can be obtained in an explicit form from families of Dirac
operators [19].
Another approach to the explicit form of the 2-cocycle is given by the ChernWeil theory. Let J be a symmetric G-invariant polynomial on g of degree m such
that d = 2m — 3. Let A be the space of g-valued 1-forms on the ball Dd+2. One
can define the Chern-Simons form u)o(A), A E A, such that
duo (A) = I(F,...,F),

F = dA + A A A.

m
M

Then the two-cocycle on g , d > 1, is obtained from the Chern-Simons form by
the descent method [21]:
a(x,y;A) = cflf

I(dx,dy,A,Ft,...,Ft)(l-t)2dt\,

(13)

where Ft = tdA + t2A A A, c is a constant. In the case when g — sa(n), n > 2,
a has an especially simple form
a(x, y;A) = c

Js3

tr([dx, dy]A).

(14)
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We note that a is expressed as an integral over Sd. In fact, one can define a
natural notion of local cohomology. It was shown in [5] that the elements of the
second cohomology group are in one-to-one correspondence with S(g)G.
Following the ideas of [16b] one can also construct the corresponding extension of the group Gu. As in the two-dimensional case we consider Sd as the
boundary of the ball D = D d + 1 . We set u(g) = C/ D CJ 0 (9'~ 1 dg). Let GD =
Goc(Dd^1,G) and 9 = {g E GD : g\M = Id} be a gauge group. Then, again
starting from the Chern-Simons form, there is a way to construct the 1-cocycle
on the group g, ß(g\ A) = ßo(g\ A) + u)(g) [21], If gì, 02 E GD then the coboundary 8ß ^ 0; however 70(01,92] A) = (8ß)(gi,g2',A) depends only on boundary
values. We define 7(01,02; A) = (6ß0)(gi,g2\A) = -(6u)(g) + 70(01,02;4), and
the extension GD of GD by GCO(AM^S1), where AM is the space of g-valued
1-forms on M. Then the factor group GM = GD/g is well defined and gM is its
Lie algebra (cf. §4).
In §4 we discussed two representations of the group GM x GM, M = S1,
They both have analogues in the higher-dimensional case, but the second one
(6) does not even require any modification. The 1-cocycle ß(U, 0L, gR) on g x g,
the Wess-Zumino effective action for M = S3, contains 18 terms instead of
4 terms in the loop case (6). An important open problem is to describe the
higher-dimensional analogue of the level I representation W\ of G x G.
Again, in the case when G = SU(n), the condition (6) defines the bundle over
A/g which arises naturally from the Dirac family of operators via the family
index theorem [1]. Note however that our A is the space of g-valued 1-forms
on the manifold with boundary £) d+1 , while Atiyah and Singer considered only
the 1-forms on the manifold without boundary S d + 1 . Another construction of
the representation of GM for G = SU(n) parallel to some extent to the spin
representation of §5.2 has been given in [18].
We have seen that the parallel between the affine and higher-dimensional
cases goes remarkably far. There is also an analogue of the diffeomorphism
group and the corresponding cocycles are known as gravitational anomalies. To
find an explicit realization of the irreducible level 1 representations of extended
current algebras, presumably analogous to the vertex operator construction, is an
important open problem. In particular, after the affine case, the four-dimensional
case can be of great importance in quantum field theory.
10. Conclusion. In this talk I wanted first and foremost to show the canonical origins and structures of affine Lie algebras, groups, and their representations
and ways of generalizing them. All the motivations, analogies, and methods were
dictated by the internal development of this theory parallel to a great extend
to the classical finite-dimensional theory. The fact that this rather narrow approach leads to so many different mathematical structures indicates its enormous
unifying power, which is not yet fully explored, Even more mysterious is that
this purely mathematical point of view leads us into the very core of theoretical physics. In fact, the representation theory of affine Lie algebras and the
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closely related Virasoro algebra is indistinguishable from the significant part
of the correctly understood two-dimensional quantum field theory, the starting
point of theoretical particle physics. Higher-dimensional generalizations of affine
Lie algebras amount to the same structures as chiral and gravitational anomalies. Algebras of vertex operators and cohomology of the Virasoro algebra lead
to a gauge invariant interacting string theory. Besides, discrete series of unitary
representations of the Virasoro algebra uniformly explain critical phenomena in
statistical mechanical models. Chiral and gravitational anomalies in quantum
field theory and string theory represent two major recent developments in theoretical physics. The fact that they both come from canonical generalizations of
affine Lie algebras assures us that further progress in the representation theory
of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras and groups can be of invaluable importance
in theoretical physics. We return to the old, and repeatedly arising, question
about "the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences"
(E. Wigner) and to the unavoidable conclusion that if theoretical physics does
reflect the physical world, then the latter is the most canonical mathematical
object.
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Geometrical Aspects of Representation Theory
VICTOR GINZBURG
I learned from I. M. Gel'fand that Mathematics of any kind is a
Representation theory...
Yu. I. Manin
(from the short address on occasion of Professor Gel'fand's 70th birthday)

1. Geometry of primitive ideals.
1.1. Let G be a complex algebraic group with Lie algebra g. I would like to
have a geometric picture for the structure of primitive ideals of the enveloping
algebra U(g). The only universal answer known so far is the "orbit method,"
saying that primitive ideals should correspond to coadjoint orbits in the dual
g* of g. Sometimes this principle doesn't work, however. The situation may be
improved if one looks not just onto an orbit itself but on a certain "resolution
data" over it as well. I propose to consider diagrams like this:
ß-x(G-\)

TXX

-+

fr
GX

->

g*

X

(i-i.i)

X = G/P

Here A G g*, P is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra p,
such that A|[PiP] = 0, and TXX := G Xp (A + p-1) is a "twisted cotangent
bundle" on X (i.e., an affine bundle with symplectic structure on the total space,
having Lagrangian fibres). The map p, is the "moment mapping," taking (g, £) G
G x (X +P1- ) to (Ad g) • f. If p is a good polarization of A so that the orbit method
applies, then p, is an isomorphism of TXX onto the orbit GX and 7r/i~ 1 (A+p- L )
is a single point of G/P.
DEFINITION 1.1.2. A solvable subgroup P, as above, is called a polarizing
subgroup if the set TT • p~1(X + p -1 ) C X consists of a finite number of P-orbits.
Let Fx = G- An Ad x- (A+p-1-), x EX. Given a polarization p (see [Di]), one
gets a Lagrangian fibering: G • X —y X with fibres Fx. There is no such fibering
for a general polarizing subgroup P. Yet, one has
PROPOSITION 1.1.3. {Fx,x
GX.
D

G X} is a G-invariant Lagrangian family in
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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Various Fx may intersect each other. However, after replacing G • X by
/i-^G-A), the family {Fx} turns into the "resolved" one: Fx: = / ^ ( G - A ^ T ^ X ,
induced by the standard family of fibres of the cotangent bundle.
PROPOSITION 1.1.4. /i _1 (G'A) is a coisotropic subvariety ofTxX and its
projection onto G • X coincides with the reduction map (relative to the 0-foliation
on a coisotropic subvariety). D
1.2. Given P, a polarizing subgroup, one can construct a finite number of
g-modules. Set Fo = G • A fl (A + p1). It follows from Propositions 1.1.3 and
1.1.4 that /i_1(Fo) is a Lagrangian subvariety of TXX. Let A be one of its
irreducible components and ir: A —• X, the projection. Clearly, 7r(A) is a instable irreducible subvariety of X. By Definition 1.1.2, there is a unique open
orbit P • w C 7r(A), (W G X), and A may be viewed as a "twisted conormal
bundle" to P • w. The space of distributions supported on P - w (with a certain
twist depending on A) is a J7(g)-module, via the action of g on X. Let A\,p,A be
its U(g)-submodule generated by the zero-order P-eigendistributions, i.e., those
having no derivatives in directions normal to the orbit.
THEOREM 1.2.1. Given X Eg*, one can find a polarizing subgroup P such
that all I>A,P,A we nontrivial irreducible U(g)-modules (for all irreducible components A). D
In particular, every A G g* has a polarizing subgroup.
1.3. Prom now on G is assumed to be a connected reductive group and g* is
identified with g via the Killing form. Let B be a Borei subgroup of G, T a
maximal torus of B, W the Weyl group of (G,T), X = G/B the flag manifold,
n the nilpotent radical of Lie B, and p = half sum of the roots in g /Lie B.
We remark that B is a polarizing subgroup for all points of Lie B, since the
number of J3-orbits in G/B is finite. Thus, the machinery of §§1.1-1.2 applies.
The case of a nilpotent orbit G • A is most interesting. The moment map /i of
(1.1.1) then turns into the Springer resolution:
fj, : the usual cotangent bundle T*X —• N = {n G g|adn is nilpotent} (1.3.1)
Here is the translation of (1.1.2)—(1.2.1) into our present language:
Each component of G • A fl n is a Lagrangian subvariety of G • A;

(1.3.2)

_1

/>i (n) is the union of all conormal bundles TxwX to the Bruhat
/i o o^
[
cells Xw = B • w • B/B (w G W);
"
' ']
The closure of an irreducible component of ß 1 (G • A D n) equals
(1.3.4)
T£ X for some w G W;
If A — TxwX, then L\}B,A = Lw is the irreducible highest weight
^ „ ^
module with the highest weight (—p — w • p).
1.4, Given a module M over a filtered algebra, let S(M) be its characteristic
variety, that is, the support of the graded module gr M, associated with a good
filtration on M. Let Dx be the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators on
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the flag manifold X, filtered by degree, as usual. The characteristic variety of
a Dx- (resp. {/(g))-module is a subvariety of T*X (resp. g*). It is known, for
instance, that S(Dx ®c/(g) Lw) is a Lagrangian subvariety of T*X and S(LW) is
its image under the moment map p [BB].
Let Iw = Ann Lw be a primitive ideal of U(g). If G = SL n , the particularly
nice geometric classification of/«/s in terms of characteristic varieties is expected:
S(DX ® Lw) = T^wX
S(Dx/DX'I)

= G'T*^X

Iy C Iw & S(Dx/Dx
S(U(g)/Iw)

(conjectural);

(1.4.1)

(conjectural);

• Iy) D S(Dx/Dx
_1

= G • (n n w • n • w )

• /«,)
(Joseph).

(1.4.2)
(conjectural);

(1.4.3)
(1.4.4)

All these statements but (1.4.3) are false whenever G is simple ^ SL n . In
general, one knows only that S(U(g)/Iw) is the closure of a nilpotent orbit [BB,
KT, Gi2].
2. Representations of Weyl groups and Hecke algebras.
2.1. Why is it interesting to study the objects named in the title? The first
reason is that irreducible representations of a Weyl group W have a beautiful geometric description, discovered by Springer [Spr], connecting them with
nilpotent orbits in g* (as in the "orbit method" !). Secondly, nilpotent orbits arise
also as characteristic varieties of annihilators of simple g-modules. So, combining with Springer, one gets a strange relation: simple g-modules <-> (simple)
W-modules. That relation turns out to be crucial both in Joseph's work on
primitive ideals and in the work of Kazhdan-Lusztig [KL1]. Let me mention, as
an illustration, that to finite-dimensional irreducible g-modules one attaches the
"sign-representation," appearing already in the Weyl character formula.
Another source of our interest originates from the observation that the Hecke
algebra H(q) may be viewed as a g-analogue of the group-algebra Z[W]. Yet
no Springer-type geometric theory for H(ç)-modules was known so far. Such
a theory [Gi3] is given below for affine Hecke algebras together with a conjectural one for the ordinary Hecke algebra H(q) (the "affine" case appears to be
simpler). We begin with decomposing the two-sided regular representation of
H(q) or Z[W] into so-called "two-sided cell representations" (cf. §2.4). These
cell representations of H(q) are expected to coincide with those introduced by
Kazhdan-Lusztig [KL1], while in the Weyl group case they provide an alternative simple approach to the Springer theory (cf. [Gi2]). Next, each two-sided
cell representation corresponds to a nilpotent conjugacy class and irreducible
constituents of such a representation form an "L-packet," parametrized by irreducible representations of a certain (often abelian) finite group. It should be
emphasized that although the algebra H(q) is (unnaturally) isomorphic to C[W]
the cell representations for H(q) and G[W] do not correspond to each other when
q —> 1. Thus, there are two similar, but different, geometric pictures (for q = 1,
resp. q ^ 1). I guess that the picture for q ^ 1, rather than Springer's one, is
relevant for the representation theory of complex Lie groups. Furthermore, it
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is likely to be a correspondence: G-modules <-• iï(g)-modules, similar to that
known for reductive groups over finite fields (cf. §3) with H (q) playing the role
of an algebra of intertwining operators.
2.2. Keeping to the notations of §1.3, let JV = T*X and A = JV XN JV =
{(xi,x2) G JV X N\/i(xi) = A^faa)}. The group C* X G acts on JV, JV, and A
(C* by multiplication and G by conjugation), Let KC*XG(&) be the Grothendieck group of C* X G-equivariant coherent ÖA-sheaves.
We regard A as a correspondence from JV to JV. Clearly, A o A = A. There is
a ring structure on üCC*XG(A) arising from composition of "sheaf-valued correspondences." That is, given [F], [F'] G üTC*XG(A), let [ J P ] - ^ ' ] be the alternating
sum of cohomology sheaves of the complex:

where pif JV X JV X JV —> JV X JV is the projection along the factor not named,
Thus, Ä C * X G ( A ) becomes a Z[g,ç _1 ]-algebra with Z[q, g -1 ]-action arising from
that of the representation ring R(C*) = Z[g,g - 1 ].
For a maximal torus T of G let Hom(T, C*) be the lattice of weights and
W := W K Hom(T, C*), the semidirect product (the "affine Weyl group"). Let
H, resp. H, be the Hecke algebras attached to W, resp. W (cf. [KL1]).
THEOREM 2.2.1 [Gi3]. There is an algebra isomorphism H ~ Kc*

XG(A).

D

When viewed as a subvariety of JV X N = T*(X x X), A becomes the union
of conormal bundles to all G-orbits in X x X. Hence, A has #W irreducible
components, all of the same dimension 2d = 2 • dimX. The group GÜ2d(A) of
2d-dimensional cycles in A is generated by these components. It also has a ring
structure, so that the assignment F \-+ "2d- dimensional part of supp Fn gives
rise to a ring homomorphism supp: KG(A) —> CH^dW- Theorem 2.2.1 yields
the following commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms:
H

H

(2.2.1)

#C*XG(A)
forgetting
C* -action

Z[W]

Z[W]

'I
Z[W]

(2.2.2)

KG(A)

J, 8UPP

GiJ 2d (A)

where the embeddings i are induced by the natural inclusion W «^ W and the
projection r is induced by the homomorphism W —» W, taking Hom(T, C*)
to 1.
2.3. Consider the projection /ìA: A = JV XN N —> JV. For a G-stable closed
subvariety Y C JV let H(Y) (resp. Z [ ^ ] ( y ) or Z[W](Y)) be the two-sided
ideal of H = ä"C*XG(A) (resp. Z$V) or Z[W]) generated by sheaves or cycles supported on ß^CY).
Given a nilpotent conjugacy class C C JV, set;
H(C) = H(C)/H(C - G), Z[W)(C) = Z[W](C)/Z[W)(G - C), etc. These
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spaces are bimodules over the algebras in question. The following conjecture is
very close to that of [Lu3].
CONJECTURE 2 . 3 . 1 . The # ( G ) ' s are precisely the two-sided cell representations of H in the sense of [KL1].
Next, identify H with a subalgebra of H and set
H(C) = H(C) n H/H(C

-C)HH.

It is likely that these are precisely the two-sided cell representations of H.
CONJECTURE 2 . 3 . 2 . H(C) ^ 0 ^ G is a "special" orbit (in the sense of
Lusztig).
If true, this would provide a geometric understanding of "special" orbits. I also
think that the reason for the characteristic variety S(Dx®Lw) to be greater than
T£ X is this: it might be no C* x G-equivariant sheaves contained in H C H
and supported on a single conormal bundle at the same time.
2.4. The center of C <8> H is known to be isomorphic to Cp 1 ]^*?,*/ - 1 ], where
C[T] denotes the regular ring of T, a maximal torus. Let Itih be the maximal
ideal of the center, corresponding to a point m = (t, h) G C* x T and let
H(t, h) := C <g> H/Itih • H be the specialization of H at m = (t, h).
Let ji: Nm —> JVm be the restriction of the moment map: JV —> JV to ra-fixed
point subvarieties. For n G JVm, the fibre X^ := /i _ 1 (n) C JVm may be viewed
as a variety of all Borei subgroups of G, containing both h and exp n. The group
Zc(h,n) acts on it by conjugation, giving rise to an action of the finite group
A(h,n) = ZG(h,n)lZ%(h,n)
on H*(X%).
PROPOSITION 2.4.1 [Gi3, K L 3 ] . There is an H(t,h)-action
commuting with that of A(h,n).
D

onH*(X%),

This H(t, fe)-action is a ^-analogue of a Weyl group action, defined by Springer
[Spr].
PROPOSITION 2.4.2 [Gi3]. There exists an A(h,n)-invariant
symmetric
form (-, •) on H*(Xn), which is "contravariant" with respect to the H(t, h)-action;
i.e., (a-x,y) = (x,a*-y) for x,y G H*(X%) and an anti-involution: a \-* a* on
H, taking Tw to Tw-i when w G W C W.
The form (•, •) is defined by intersecting cycles x,y G H^X^) in an ambient
(smooth) variety S, the inverse image of a transversal slice to an orbit in JVm.
It follows from Propositions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that there is an orthogonal decomposition:
#.(**) = ©ffM,x®X,
(2.4.3)
X

where x runs o v e r irreducible representations of A(h,n) and i^/i,n,x a r e certain
H(t, ft)-modules.
2.5. The representation theory of H(t, h) that I am going to present amazingly resembles that of highest weight g-modules (i.e., category O of [BGG]). In
both cases, three types of objects play the prominent role: simple modules La,
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their projective covers Pa, and the intermediate "standard" modules if/i,n,x ( c ^
(2.4.3)), which are the counterparts of the Verma modules. The ^-module theory
has an advantage of giving way to direct geometric interpretation. The module
Kh}TliX, for instance, lives in homology of X% and has a contravariant form (•, •),
arising from intersecting cycles (cf. Proposition 2.4.2). Just as in the g-module
case, all simple Jï-modules turn out to be of the form: La = üfft >njX /rad(', •),
for some triple (/i,n,x)> which is unique up to conjugation by G. So we write:
a = (h, n, x)- The multiplicities (Ka : Lß) and (Pa : Lß) are in both cases related
to each other by similar formulas (cf. Proposition 2.5.4 and [BGG]), and can be
expressed in terms of the intersection cohomology (Kazhdan-Lusztig type formula; cf. §§2.5.4-2.6.2 and [BK, BeBe]). Furthermore, the derived category of
graded H(t, /i)-modules is equivalent to the derived category of mixed complexes
on JVm (cf. Theorem 2.6.3 and [BG]) so that grading on modules corresponds
to the weight filtration on sheaves. This is an H-counterpart of the well-known
equivalence between g-modules and perverse sheaves (on the flag manifold), established via P-modules [BeBe, BK].
Fix m = (t, h), a semisimple element of C* x G. Let
M(m) = {Zo(h)-conjugacy classes of OL— (h,n,x)\ (Ad h)-n = t"1 • n, with
X an irreducible representation of A(h,n) occurring inH*(X%)}.
For a = (h,n,x) £ M(m) the group A(h, n) may be viewed as a quotient of
ni(Oa), where Oa = Zo(h) • n is an orbit in JVm. Let £,a be the intersection cohomology complex on Oa with the monodromy x- By the decomposition theorem
[BBD], applied to the projective map /*: JVm -> JVm, we get (cf. [BM]):
R/i„,(C# m ) =

0

La®ßa

(shifts disregarded),

(2.5.1)

aEM (m)

where La are certain vector spaces. It turns out that: La — &&/?&&('•> •).
Let iï*(A m , C) be the Borel-Moore homology of the m-fixed point subvariety
A m C A. Theorem 2.2.1 and (2.5.1) yield
PROPOSITION 2.5.2 [G13]. There are algebra isomorphisms:
H(t,h) = H*(Am,C)^

0

Rom(La,Lß)®Exti(£a,ßß).

D

Z>0,Q!,/?

THEOREM 2 . 5 . 3 [Gi3] (cf. [KL3]). Suppose t is not a root of unity.
Then {La\a G M(m),m = (t>h)} is precisely the collection of all simple H(t)~
modules. D
Given two orbits Oß C Oa, ß = (h,n, x), consider the x-component of the
stalk (J/*£o)n) and set £^%ß = dim(y*£ a )x.
Let L be the unipotent matrix with entries £&$ = J2% Claa, D the diagonal
matrix: £> a , a = Euler characteristic ofOa (with compact support), and (K : L),
(P : L) the multiplicity matrices with entries (Ka ; Lß), resp. (Pa : Lß).
PROPOSITION

2 . 5 . 4 . (K: L) = L and(P: L) = £ • £ • £}.

u
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2.6. Follwing an idea of Jantzen, one deforms the parameter (h, n,x) = & of
a standard module in order to get a module Ka over C[u], the polynomial ring,
so that Ka = Ka/u • Ka. The contravariant form on Ka lifts to a C[w]-valued
form on Ka. The Jantzen filtration J' on standard modules is defined by:
JkKa

= {xe Ka\(x, Ka) C uk • Ka}/(u).

(2.6.1)

Again, the construction has a direct geometric interpretation via C*-equivariant
cohomology (recall that H*(BC*) ^ #*(CP°°) = C[u\). The Jantzen filtration then turns out to be related to intersecting with a "hyperplane section."
The Jantzen filtration on Verma modules is related, in the same way, to the
monodromy on vanishing cycles, thus supporting the analogy [De] between the
monodromy and the Lefschetz operators.
THEOREM 2.6.2 [Gi3]. GrjK a (see (2.6.1)) is a semisimple
module and (GrjÄ" a : Lß) = £~lß, i = 0,1,
D

H(t,h)-

Consider the grading on H(t,h) given by the index "i" in the direct sum
decomposition in Proposition 2.5.2. Using the assignment Ca ~+ Pa one obtains:
THEOREM 2.6.3 [BG]. The category of mixed perverse sheaves on JVm,
having their Jordan-Holder factors among £a, (& £ M(m)), is equivalent to the
category of bounded complexes:
• • • —> Pi —• Pi+i —>•••,
where Pi denotes a graded projective H(t,h)-module
degree i.

generated by elements of

2.7. Given a = (h,n,x) G M(m) let C = G • n. The action of H on La
gives rise to an algebra homomorphism (notation of §2.3): H(C) —• End(L a ),
vanishing on H(C-C).
Let / : H(C) ^ H(C) - • End(La) be the induced
homomorphism. The algebra H(n, h, x) '•= C <8> f(H(C)) doesn't change when
(t, h) G C* x G varies in a connected component of the isotropy subgroup of n,
for it is semisimple, hence rigid. Thus, H(n, h, x) depends only on the conjugacy
class of (n,h,x)i where h is the image of (t, h) in 7Ti(G) and x is viewed as an
irreducible representation of its centralizer in 7Ti(G).
CONJECTURE 2 . 7 . 1 . H(n,h,x) is a simple algebra.
Moreover, the assignment (n, h, x) *-+ H(n, h, x) (for n special, cf. Conjecture
2.3.2) seems to provide a parametrization of simple iî-modules.
3. Towards the "Langlands geometry." Throughout this section G
stands for a connected split reductive group with connected center and G* for
the dual group in the sense of [La].
3.1. Let Fq be a finite field. The classification of irreducible complex representations of the finite group G(Fq) [Lu2] splits into two parts. Given a simple
G(Fg)-module, one attaches to it a semisimple conjugacy class in G*(Fq) and a
"unipotent" representation of a smaller reductive group [Lu2]. The classification of unipotent representations was carried out in [Lu2]. As presented there,
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it appears to me quite mysterious, A part of it, at least, has a simple geometric
explanation. Namely, consider irreducible representations arising from decomposition of the "principal series representation" V = C[G(Fq)/B(Fq)], where
B(Fq) is a split Borei subgroup. The ring B.OIRG(FQ)(VìV)
is spanned by the
double-cosets relative to B(Fq) and is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra C®H(q).
Thus, the irreducible constituents of V are in (l-l)-correspondence with simple
JJ(<7)-modules and the latter were (conjecturally) classified in §2.7.
3.2. Let if be a p-adic field with the residue class field Fq. By the general
"Langlands philosophy" [La], irreducible representations of G(K) should correspond to conjugacy classes of homomorphisms: GQ\(K/K)
—• G*(C), where
Gdl(K/K) denotes the Galois-Weil group. Following [Lui], one considers the
refined data a = (G, x) > consisting of such a conjugacy class G and an irreducible
character x of fl"i(G).
Let T be the quotient of G&l(K/K), corresponding to the maximal tamely
ramified extension of K. The group T has the generators F (Frobenius) and M
(Monodromy), subject to the relation: F • M • F - 1 =MQ. Hence, the refined data
attached to a homomorphism r —• G* (C) is determined by a triple a = (h, g, x)>
such that h • g • ft"1 = gQ (h,g G G*(C)). Deligne and Langlands conjectured
(cf. [Lui]) that:
Irreducible representations of G(K) occurring in the "unramified principal series" are in (1-1)-correspondence with the conjugacy classes of triples a — (ft, g, x) with ft semisimple and g
unipotent.

(3.2.1)

As in §3.1, the irreducible representations in question are in (l-l)-correspondence with simple modules over H(q), the "affine" Hecke algebra, attached to
G*(C). Thus, the conjecture (3.2.1) follows from Theorem 2.5.3 (with g replaced
by n = loggf).
I believe that a similar mechanism is responsible for the general Langlands
conjecture. Namely, there should be a variety G*, a pure perverse sheaf C on
G* and a proper map /i: G* —• Hom(Gal(if/üf),G*(C)) so that irreducible
representations of G(K) correspond to the irreducible constituents of R/i*C (cf.
(2.5.1)). Furthermore, an appropriate derived category of admissible G(K)~
modules is expected to be equivalent to a derived category of mixed constructible
complexes on Hom(Gal(Z/J^),G*(C)).
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Algebraic Geometry and Representation Theory
DAVID KAZHDAN
0. Let G be a reductive group over Z. For any field F we can consider the
group Gp of F-points on G. At first glance, the groups Gp for different fields
F appear to have little in common with each other. I. Gelfand has conjectured
that
(1) The structure of the representations of GF has fundamental features which
do not depend on a choice of F.
(2) Moreover, it is possible to define representations by formulas which are
universally valid over any local or finite fields.
In the book [GGP-S] both conjectures are proved for G = SL^ (see Chapter
2, §§4.1 and 5.4). Unfortunately the second conjecture is not known for any
other group.
Langlands reformulated the first conjecture in a more precise form [B], and
it has been proven in a number of cases.
Since almost nothing is known about the second conjecture, I will postpone its
discussion until the very end of this paper and will restrict myself to applications
of Algebraic Geometry to Representation Theory.
1. Finite fields. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p, G a reductive
F-group, and G = GF- Let B = TQU C G be a Borei subgroup. For any
character x of ï b , we denote by nx the induced representation 7rx = Ind^ 0 X«
Such representations are called "the principal series representations." We say
that a character x is generic if xw ¥" X f° r an Y nontrivial element w of the Weyl
group W of G. It is easy to see that
(1) for any generic character %• ^o —• C*, the induced representation 7rx is
irreducible;
(2) the representations 7rx, 7rx/ are equivalent if and only if x>x' a r e conjugate
under the action of the Weyl group W ;
(3) for any generic t0 G T0 we have Tnrx(tQ) = T,wew x(*o )•
Macdonald has conjectured that for any Cartan subgroup T C G and any
generic character x: T —• C*, there exists a unique irreducible representation 7rx
of G, such that for any generic t GT we have Tr nx(t) = ± J2wewT x(*™)> where
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WT = N o r m c C n / T . Springer [Spi] suggested a formula for the character of
nx(g) for arbitrary g in G. To formulate his conjecture we assume that p is
sufficiently large. Let <8 be the Lie algebra of G, fi C 0 a regular conjugacy
class containing an element of the Lie algebra of T, and <fo the Fourier transform
of the characteristic function of fi. Springer [Sp2] proved that the restriction of
</>n to the set of nilpotent elements in (8 does not depend on the choice of fi; he
conjectured that Tr TTX(U) = 0n(logia) for any unipotent u in G. This conjecture
was proved a little later [K]. Both Springer's proof of fi-independence and the
proof of his conjecture are based on the algebro-geometric reduction to the case
of principle series, where T = T°.
At first glance, the formula for Tr7rx is given piecemeal—one formula for
unipotent elements, a completely different formula for semisimple elements. But
Lusztig realized the existence of a natural algebro-geometric object describing
Tr7Tx. He showed that there exists a unique irreducible perverse sheaf y x over
G such that for any gf in G we have that Trirx(g) equal to the trace of the
Frobenius at g on the fiber of # x at g. Later he showed that the characters of all
irreducible representations of G can be expressed in terms of perverse sheaves.
Another application of Algebraic Geometry to representation theory of finite
Lie groups is the realization of representations of G in cohomology groups of
algebraic varieties. It was discovered by Drinfeld (in the case G = GLn) and
by Deligne and Lusztig [D-L] (in the general case). This discovery led Lusztig
ultimately to the classification of irreducible representations of reductive groups
over a finite field [L].
2. Local fields. In the case when F = R or C, the theory of D-modules [V]
gave the possibility of finding characters of all irreducible representations of G.
In the case when F is a nonarchimedean field, if-theory provides the way to
construct all the irreducible components of the unramified principle series [KL]. This topic will be discussed in more details in V. Ginzburg's talk (see his
preprint [G]).
Another application of Algebraic Geometry to representation theory of local
groups is the work of Henniart (see his letter to Laumon) in which he proves the
(weak) form of the local Langlands conjecture for GLn. The proof is based on
Laumon's theory of the Fourier transform of representations of Galois groups of
local fields with positive characteristic.
3. Global fields. Let F be a global field of finite characteristic p. In this
case, F is the field of rational functions on a curve C over a finite field Fq. Let
A be the ring of adèles of F and let O C A be the subring of integral adèles.
A special case of Langlands' conjecture states the existence of a natural one-toone correspondence p —• irp between the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
n-dimensional i-adic representations of 7Ti(C), / ^ p, and the set of equivalence
classes of unramified cuspidal automorphic representations of GLn(A).
This
correspondence was established by V. Drinfeld for n = 2 [D] in the following way.
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Let p: 7Ti(C) —• GL2(Qi) be an irreducible representation. Drinfeld associates
to p a perverse sheaf $p on the space STfe of 2-dimensional vector bundles over
C. The trace of the Frobenius on $p defines a function $p on the set %&2{Fq).
Since 9Jt 2 (F g ) ^ GL2(0)\GL2(A)/GL2(F)
(see [W]) we may consider <j>p as a
function on GL2(A)/GL2(F).
Drinfeld showed that <$>p is an automorphic forms
which corresponds to 7rp.
Another application of Algebraic Geometry to automorphic forms in positive
characteristic is the proof of the Ramanujan conjecture for automorphic representations of GLn(A) with at least one supercuspidal component.
4. Different fields. Until now we have discussed different types of fields separately. But they are very much related. For example, the notion of a unipotent
representation for groups over finite fields [D-L] has a very precise analogue for
representations of real groups [BV].
5. A possibility. We were describing applications of Algebraic Geometry to
Representation Theory. Now we try to envisage the possible algebro-geometric
structure of Representation Theory. We will restrict ourselves to the case where
F is a local field. Let G be a reductive group over Z.
It is difficult to imagine the existence of "an object" G over Z such that
irreducible representations of GF correspond to ".F-points" of G for local fields F.
Even in the simplest case G = G m , the corresponding functor F -»{Multiplicative characters oiF} does not have an obvious algebro-geometric interpretation.
On the other hand, we can try to describe "series of representations." Let H,
G be quasisplit reductive Z-groups and let (j): L H —• L G be a morphism of the
corresponding i-groups (see [B]). Langlands' philosophy predicts the existence
of a correspondence between representations of HF and GF for any (local) F.
We can try to imagine a "materialization" of this correspondence in the following
way.
Does there exist a Z-variety X, a differential form u) of highest degree on
X, and rational functions R^, K^ OILHXGXXXX
such that for any local
field F and a nontrivial additive character if) on F, the operators T(h X g) on
L2(XF<> \W\F), given by the formula

define a projective unitary representation of HF X GF which realizes the Langlands correspondence? An example of such a construction is in [GGP-S]. In this
case G = SL2, and H is the group of units in a quadratic extension E of Q. We
take X = E, OJ to be a standard two form on X (^ A 2 ), R = 1, and define K
by the formula
K(h, g, x, y) = c~1 (aN(y) + dN(x) - Tr hxy)
for g = (acbd),where N: E* -> Q* and tr: E —• Q are the norm and the trace
on E, It is natural to ask for which series of representations it is possible to
realize Gelfand's conjecture in such a form.
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On the Supercuspidal Representations of GL^r
and Other p-adic Groups
P. C. KUTZKO
1. Introduction. Although I will be limiting myself here largely to the
groups GLjv(jF) where F is a p-adic field, it will be useful to consider at first
an arbitrary totally disconnected locally compact group G. To begin at the beginning, by a representation (TT, V) of G I will mean a complex vector space V
together with a homomorphism ix of G into Autc(V). If (TT, V) is such a representation, then a vector v in V is said to be smooth if its stability subgroup (via
the action given by TT) in G is open; the set V°° of smooth vectors in V is in fact
a G-subspace of V and, in particular, (TT,V) is said to a smooth representation if
V = V°°. (For generalities concerning smooth representations, see [Cs] or [Ct].)
Let V be the space of linear functionals on V. Then there is a natural representation, 7T of G on V given by (Tr(g)<p)(v) = ^(^(g"1^)
for v in V, <p in V.
The representation (TT,V) need not be smooth even if (TT,V) is. In any event,
one may consider the restriction, ft, of TV to the space of smooth functionals
V = (K)°°; if (TT, V) is itself smooth, then the representation (ft,V) is called the
contragradient representation of (7r, V).
If G were a finite group and (TT, V) were a finite-dimensional representation
of G, then a choice of basis in V would identify the endomorphism n(g) with a
matrix. One would, by considering the coefficients of this matrix as functions
of G, obtain certain complex-valued functions on G called matrix coefficients
of 7T. If, now, (7T, V) is a smooth representation of a locally compact totally
disconnected group G, then, by analogy with the above case, a coefficient of TT
is defined to be any function on G of the form x r-> <p(ir(x)v), where v lies in V
and <p is a smooth functional on V. With this last definition, I may now describe
the representations in which we will be interested in what follows.
(1.01) DEFINITION. A smooth representation (TT,V) of a totally disconnected locally compact group G is said to be supercuspidal if each of its coefficients is supported on a set which is compact-modulo-center, that is, if given a
coefficient c of 7r, there is a compact subset C of G so that the support of c is
contained in the set Z(G) • G, where Z(G) is the center of G.
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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The main motivation for the study of supercuspidal representations is the role
that they play in the study of the representation theory of p-adic groups. In this
context we have the following fundamental results of Jacquet [J].
(1.02) Let G be a reductive group over a p-adic field F. Then a smooth
irreducible representation (IT, V) of G is supercuspidal if and only if for any
proper parabolic subgroup P with unipotent radical N we have Hornby (7r, \N) =
0, where IN is the identity representation of N.
So, supercuspidal representations of p-adic groups are in direct analogy with
cuspidal representations of finite linear groups (see, e.g., [HC]).
(1.03) Let 7T be a smooth irreducible representation of a reductive group G
over a p-adic field F.
Then there is (not necessarily proper) parabolic subgroup P = MN (Levi
factorization) and a supercuspidal representation r of M so that M is a subrepresentation of the representation Indp(r ® IN) of G induced from r ® IN- (For
a precise définition of induction in this context, see [S].)
The content of the above results is that the classification of the smooth irreducible representations of a reductive p-adic group G must in some sense begin
with a classification of the irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. This
latter classification can be approached in at least two ways, and it is the interplay
between these approaches which I would like to explore here.
2. The Langlands correspondence in the case of GLN(F). I will not discuss the general Langlands correspondence here (see, e.g., [Bo]) but will, instead,
take as my starting point the observation that the validity of this correspondence
would imply that the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible supercuspidal representations of the group GLN(F) would be naturally parametrized by the set
of (equivalence classes of) irreducible TV-dimensional representations of the absolute Weil group, W(F), of F. Looking at this parametrization heuristically,
that is, using facts about the structure of the set of TV-dimensional irreducible
representations of W(F) to speculate about analogous properties of the set of
irreducible supercuspidal representations of GLN(F), one is led to list several
properties of the set of irreducible iV-dimensional representations of W(F):
(2.01) If E is any p-adic field, then the abelianization, (W(E))3i\), of W(E) is
canonically isomorphic with the multiplicative group, Ex, of E. In particular,
iV-dimensional monomial representations of W(F) may be thought of as being
parametrized (maybe in several ways) by (not necessarily unitary) characters of
Ex, where E/F is an extension of degree JV.
(2.02) If pfiV, then all iV-dimensional representations of W(F) are monomial
(see, e.g., [D]).
(2.03) If 0 is a character of Ex and if E/F is galois, then for Ind#/ F 0 (i.e.,
Indjy/ E Ì0) to be irreducible, it is necessary and sufficient that 0T ^ 0 for all
nontrivial elements r of Gsl(E/F). If, in particular, E/F is cyclic (i.e., Gal(E/F)
is cyclic), then this latter condition is equivalent, by Hilbert 's Theorem 90, to
the condition that 9 not have the form x ° NE/F for a character x of Fx.
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(2.04) If a is a primitive JV-dimensional representation of W(F) (that is, o ^
IndE/FV for [25: JF] > 1), then there is an extension L/F which is galois and
tamely ramified such that oijy^) is monomial [R],
Looking at the above list, it is clear that if one wishes to use the Langlands
classification to describe the set of irreducible supercuspidal representations of
GLN(F), one should start by attempting to find those representations which
correspond to representations of the form Ind#/jr 8, where E/F is cyclic. Historically, in the case of GL2, the "correct" supercuspidal representation, let us
denote it by 7Tj3/^(0), was obtained by decomposing the "Weil representation" of
GL2(2^) associated to the extension E/F (see [J-L]). More recently, 7rE/F(0) has
been shown to exist for general JV by Kazhdan [Ka], who showed the existence
of a representation whose character satisfied a certain condition, and Henniart
[Hel], who proved that this representation was the "right" one from the point
of view of the Langlands program. An important observation here is that the
existence of TTE/F(Q) followed from global arguments; in particular, even where
a complete description of the set of supercuspidal representations of GLN (F)
is given (notably, when JV is prime [Ca] or when p\N [Hoi, Mo]) it is often
difficult to identify TTE/F(0) explicitly (see below).
Starting from a knowledge of the existence of WE/F(9) one may proceed, in
certain cases, to extend this correspondence to give a Langlands parametrization
for the complete set of supercuspidal representations of GLN (see [Kul] in the
case JV = 2, [He2] in the case JV = 3, [Mo] in the case p\N, [Ku-Mo] in the case
that JV is prime). Here, however, it is necessary to know explicit information
about the set of supercuspidal representations of GLN(F).
A knowledge of such
properties will follow from the considerations in the next section (see (3.10)
below).
3. Construction of supercuspidal representations by induction. It is
reasonable on the basis of known cases to make the following
(3.01) CONJECTURE. Let G be a reductive group over a p-adic field F and
let 7T be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. Then there exists a
maximal open compact-modulo-center subgroup, K, of G which is unique up to
conjugacy and an irreducible (smooth) representation, a, of K which is unique
up to equivalence such that TT = Ind^ a.
(3.02) REMARK. In this context the correct notion of induction is that of
smooth induction: If (p, W) is a smooth representation of an open, compactmod-center subgroup H of G, then the representation Ind# ji is defined via the
action of right translation of G on the space of functions / from GtoW which are
compactly supported modulo center and which satisfy f(hx) = pi(h)(f(x)) for h
in 22, x in G. It is not hard to see that Ind# // is smooth. If, in addition, Ind# ß
is irreducible, then Ind# p, is a fortiori supercuspidal. This follows, first, from
the fact that a coefficient of Ind# p, may be obtained by extending a coefficient of
p, to be 0 away from H and, second, from the fact that if a smooth representation
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is irreducible, then all of its coefficients are compactly supported modulo center
as soon as one is.
In order to consider whether Conjecture (3.01) holds, it is necessary to describe
the structure of the set of maximal, open, compact-mod-center subgroups of G.
In general, this description relies heavily on Bruhat-Tits theory [Br]. In the
case of G = GLN (F), which I will now consider, one is helped by the fact
that GLN(F) is the group of units in the algebra A = AN = MN(F) of Fendomorphisms of JV-space over F. In particular, there exist certain subrings
of A which play a role in A very much analogous to that played by the ring
of integers OF in F. Let us be precise. (In what follows I will rely heavily on
[B-F2].)
( 3 . 0 3 ) DEFINITION. A subring A of A is called a principal order in A if
1. A is a free O^-submodule of A of maximal rank;
2. the radical, 2 ^ , of A is principal as a left or, equivalently, right ideal of A.
For such a principal order A, we denote the subgroup Ax of G by UA and we

set U% = l +

P2fom>l.

(3.04) [B-F2] Let A be a principal order in A and set KA = NG(UA). Then
KA is a maximal, open, compact-modulo-center subgroup of G and all subgroups
arise in this way.
Having described the set of maximal, open, compact-modulo-center subgroups
of G, one then inquires as to what sort of property an irreducible representation
a of such a subgroup K should satisfy in order that Ind^ cr be irreducible. As
an example, consider the case that A = MN(OF) SO that UA = GLN (OF) and
K& = Fx • GLN(OF)Then the following goes back to Mautner [Ma] in the
case JV = 2.
(3.05) Let a be an irreducible representation of KA = Fx -GLN(OF) which is
trivial on U\. Let a be the restriction of G to UA viewed as a representation of
UA/U\ = GLN(0F/PF)Then I n d ^ v is irreducible if and only if ä is cuspidal
in the sense of finite linear groups.
More generally, suppose that a is an irreducible representation of some subgroup KA of G, A arbitrary, and suppose that a has minimal level n, i.e., that
U"A is contained in kertr and that £/^ - 1 is not contained in kero- (8) (x ° det) for
any character x of UF- Suppose also that n > 2. One may then ask whether
there is a property of a, depending only on cr\ vn-i, which ensures that I n d ^ a
be irreducible.
The answer is that there is such a property, due originally to Carayol [Ca]
(see also, Howe [Ho2]). To describe this property, we must first describe the
topological dual, (U^/U^
of
U^/U^.
(3.06) 1. For r < n, the pairing of PrA/P% x Pyn/P}-r
into F/PF induced
by the pairing (x, y) —• trxy is nondegenerate.
2. Fix a character ^ of F of conductor PF and for b in P j ~ n / P j j _ r define the
function i/jb = tfibstn) ° n PA/PA by ^6 0*0 = iß(tvbx). Then the map b »-> i/>&
induces an isomorphism of P\~n/P^~r
with (PJj/Pjf)^
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3. For r > n/2, and 6 in P j j ^ / P j " " , define the function ^ on t ^ / t / J
by il>b(y) = ^ô(î/ — !)• Then the map I H ^ induces an isomorphism of

Pj}-7PJ-"with(£/Ji/E/^
We now wish to pick out a set of elements 6 in PjJ n having the property that
if a representation a of 2 ^ contains i/)x on restriction to Ï/JJ" 1 , then Ind^ cr is
irreducible. Call a subset S of P J ~ n a generic set of level 1 — n if
(3.07) 1. S is invariant under conjugation by elements of KA>
2. S + P2fn CS.
3, If x is not in KAi then xSx"1 H S is empty.
Then we have (see [Ho2])
(3.08) If S is a generic set of level 1 — n and if cr is an irreducible representation
of KA for which o\ vn-\ contains some *0&, b in S, then cr has minimal level n
and Indfl^ a is irreducible.
What is left is to construct such a set.
(3.09) Let S be the set of elements b in PjJ~n satisfying the following properties:
1. E = F[b] is a subfield of A of degree JV over F.
2. EX lies in KA.
3. 6 is minimal in 22, that is, (uE(b),e(E/F)) = 1 and

oßnr = ow(^W>)/ü]rn],
where Enr/F is the unramified part of E/F and where CJ^ is any prime element
of O F .
Then S is the unique maximal generic set of level 1 — n.
(3.10) REMARKS. 1. For the construction of generic sets for other reductive
groups see [Hi] and [Mr].
2. Call an irreducible representation er of KA very cuspidal of level n if either
n = 1 and a is one of the representations considered in (3.05) or if n > 2 and
the restriction of o to f/^"1 contains a character -0t» with 6 generic of level 1 — n.
Then in case JV is prime, every irreducible supercuspidal representation of G has
the form lnd(cr <£> (x ° det)) for some very cuspidal representation a [Ca], This
is not the case if JV is composite, a situation which will be discussed in §4.
3. Suppose, to avoid technical difficulties, that n = 2m is even. Then very
cuspidal representations are quite easy to construct. In fact, the restriction of
such a representation a to the subgroup U™ will contain a representation -05,
where b satisfies the conditions of (3.09). Furthermore, the stability subgroup of
îftb in KA will be the group EXU™. Thus, a will have the form Indô^fe? where
0 is a character of Ex whose restriction to Uff = U™ F\EX coincides with the
restriction of -0*,. Since it is easy to see that if E/F is cyclic, then 0T ^ 0 for r ^ 1
in Gal(E/F), one is led to ask whether Inda is in fact Kazhdan's representation
KE/F(Q)The answer to this is of deep significance to the arithmetic of local
fields. It is that, if E/F is tamely ramified, then there is a character CJ of Ex,
independent of 0, so that Indo" = TTE/F(0W) ( [ M O ] ; see also, [B-Fl] for the case
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of a division algebra), while if E/F is wildly ramified (so that, in particular,
p | JV), then, in general, Inder need not have the form TTEI/F(0I) f° r any P a i r
(Ei, Oi) and, even if Inder = TVE1/F(^I)ì then it may be the case that Ei ^ E
(see [Ku2] for a complete description of this phenomenon in case JV = 2).
4. If L/F is a tamely ramified extension, then the construction of supercuspidal representations by induction from very cuspidal representations can be used
to define a "lift" of representations from G L J V ( P ) to GLN(L).
It is this lift which
enables one to extend the map 0 h-> TTE/F(0) to a Langlands parametrization in
the case that JV is prime [Ku-Mo].
4. T h e case t h a t JV is composite. Since the set of representations constructed by Carayol does not account for all irreducible supercuspidal representations in case JV is composite, it may be helpful to describe the kind of
representation of W(F) which ought to parametrize Carayol's representations.
(4.01) DEFINITION. Call an irreducible representation a of W(F) degenerate
if there is an extension L/F, a representation r of W (L) of degree greater than
one, and a character x of Lx such that

1. o = I n d i a r and
2. / ( r ® x ) < / ( * ) ,
where f(a) is the Artin conductor of a.
In particular, if cr = lndE/F #> where E/F is cyclic, then a is nondegenerate
if and only if for all extensions L/F intermediate to E/F and with L ^ E and
for all characters x of Lx, we have that f(0 ® x ° NE/L) > /(#)•
Let us look at this in a slightly different light. Suppose that f(0) > 2 and fix
a character iß of F; set I/JE/F = ißoTrE/F- Then (see (3.06)) there is an element
a in E such that, for all x in U& '~ 1 , we have 0(x) = II>E/F(<X(X — !))• Then
a = hidE/F O is nondegenerate if and only if, given any element ßm E such that
F[ß] ^ E, we have that VE(OL — ß) < VE(®)- It is important to note that this
condition on a is in fact equivalent to the minimality of a in E (see (3.09)) if
E/F is tame and that the condition given in (3.09) is only slightly stronger (for
technical reasons) in case E/F has wild ramification. So in sum,
(4.02) We expect nondegenerate representations of W(F) to parametrize the
set of supercuspidals constructed by Carayol.
Indeed, in case p+JV, where we have complete information [Mo], this expectation is fulfilled.
The above considerations should (I hope!) motivate what follows (see [KuMd]). Write JV = RS, R ^ 1, S ^ 1, and fix an extension E/F of degree R.
Since it is easier to work geometrically, I will fix a vector space V of dimension S
over E and will write VE/F for the F-vector space obtained from V by restriction
of scalars. Then AE = End^(F) is naturally a subring of AF = EndF(VE/F)
and if I fix a principal order AE in AE there is a unique principal order AF of
AF with the property that PJfF C\AE = PAE for all n. Fix, as always, a character
ip of F having conductor Pp and fix also a minimal element a of E/F. Then
a will be, of course, a scalar in AE and its ./^-valuation (in the obvious sense),
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will be equal to C(AE) •-^(a)» where C(AE) is the ramification degree of
AE (see [B-F2]). If we then set n = 1 - UAE(a) and pick a so that n > 2, we
obtain in this way a character -0a on U^1 /U^F which is definitely not minimal.
Now, the idea is to fix a and to consider characters of the form ipa+ß on,
say, U^/U^,
n-1
< r < n/2 + 1, where ß lies on P J ; r / P J ; r . (Note:
Strictly speaking, one may have to consider subgroups of the form U^^U^
with n — 1 < m < r. This causes additional difficulties since such subgroups are
not normal in KAF. I will not discuss this further here.) That is, one should
consider characters of £/Jj which lie over ipa- In case E/F is tamely ramified,
it is a fundamental fact that ß may, after possibly conjugating by an element of
KAF) be taken to lie in AE [Hoi]. This is the starting point of a reduction of
rank argument that produces the other supercuspidals (see also [H-M]). In fact,
upon a closer examination of this situation, one sees that it is only the restriction
of ifib to t/jj which really matters. Let me be more precise.
We have the following diagram
VAE(Oì),

vïïmx

p\7ipT;

=

restriction |

J,

where, in general, Q* is the set of elements x in AF for which tr(xQ) C P p . Now
it is easy to see that (Pjj^-j-Pjj)* = (lmAanP^~r)-\-P^~r
where Aa is the map
1
from AF to AF defined by Aa(x) = axa" — x. Thus restricting %j)ß to f/J}""1
amounts to considering the image of ß in P^~r/(ImAa
f l P j ~ r ) + P l ~ r - Clearly,
if we are to work meaningfully with the character ipa+ß it is necessary to identify
the space P^~r/(linAa
fl Pjj~ r ) + Pji~r with some less abstract space. In case
E/F is tame, this is easy: in fact, P3Ap — (ImAa DP^ F ) ©Pj?fî (as ./^-modules)
for all j and so we get an il^-module isomorphism of P j ~ r / ( I m Ao,nPJ~ r )+PJ~ r
with - P Ì ~ r / ^ ~ r - It is this isomorphism that enables one to use reduction on
rank.
In case E/F is wild we have no splitting of P3A of the sort described above.
Nonetheless, we have the following:
(4.03) Let / be the irreducible polynomial of a over F and set g(x) = f(a-\-x).
Then g(x) may be viewed as a function on AF and we define the function Sa
from AF to AF to be the "linear term" (in the obvious sense) of a1~Rg(x).
(4.04) The sequence

PL

** pL * PL *? PL

is an exact sequence of ./^-modules for all j .
As a corollary we get
(4.05) Sa induces an ^^-isomorphism, Sair, of
P J 7 / ( W „ n Pfr)

+ P}-/

with P J 7 / P J 7 for all r.
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Thus one may identify the dual of t/J" 1 /UAE with Pj~ r /P^~ r , via the map
Sair, in such a way that one may begin a reduction of rank argument. In
particular one may show in this way that
(4.06) [Ku-Md] Conjecture (3.01) holds for GL4(P).
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Integrable Lattice Models and Branching Coefficients
TETSUJI MIWA
This is a brief survey of the recent work [1-4] in Kyoto on integrable lattice
models and their connection to the representation theory of the affine Lie algebras. Since the topic is related to two different areas, I have not hesitated to
explain some well-known facts as far as they are necessary for the description of
our results.
In §1 we state Onsager-Yang's result on the magnetization of the two-dimensional Ising model. The point is that it is related to modular forms. In §2 we
present a hierarchy of integrable lattice models. They are iV-state models with
the nearest neighbor interactions satisfying the star-triangle relation. The Ising
model is just the case N = 2. In §3 the local height probabilities (LHP) for these
models are shown to be related to the branching coefficients appearing in the
representation theory of the affine Lie algebra A\'. In §4 a parallel result is given
for another hierarchy of integrable models. It is related to the decomposition of
the tensor product of the A[ * modules. The last section is devoted to discussion.
1. The magnetization of the two-dimensional Ising model. The Ising
model is a lattice model of a magnet. It is exactly solvable if the dimension of
the lattice is less than or equal to two. Since the two-dimensional case exhibits a
critical singularity, it has been affording the simplest test run for several theories
in statistical mechanics and quantum field theory.
Consider a two-dimensional square lattice C of size mxm.
To each site i of
£ we associate a variable a(i) which takes the value +1 or — 1. We determine
the interaction of the spins in the microscopic level as follows. Consider the
following sum Z(m) called the partition function

Z{m) = E I I ( 1 ) W(l,a(iU(J)) II (2) W(2,<T(i)M3))G

The quantity W(k, a, b) (fc = 1,2; a, b = + 1 , —1) is called the Boltzmann weight.
The product YI
*s o v e r a ^ the vertical pairs i,j if fc = 1 and over all the
horizontal pairs i,j if fc = 2. The sum ]T^ is over all possible states of the spins.
We suppose that the probability of the occurrence of a particular state a is given
© 1987 International Congress of Mathematicians 1986
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by
P(m,a) = J ] ( 1 ) W(lMi)>o(J))

II(2)

W(2ia{i),a(3))/Z(m).

The particular case where the Boltzmann weight is of the form
W(k,a,b) = exp(a61og(s(lb))/2)
is called the Ising model. Here #(1) and z(2) are the parameters related to the
temperature and the anisotropy of the lattice. We note the symmetries
W(k, a, b) = W(k, b, a),

W(k, a, b) = W(k, -a, -b).

(1)

Let us denote by er(0) the spin variable located at the center of t . The
macroscopic quantity we are interested in here is the following expectation value
in the infinite limit of m:
2>(0)P(m,<7).
(2)
a

We need a more precise definition of this quantity.
Because of the symmetry (1) the sum (2) is zero. We must consider the partial
sum with the boundary spins being fixed to + 1 . The precise meaning of this
is as follows. If we restrict the parameters to be in the low temperature region
z(k) >• 1, the largest contribution to (2) comes from two "ground" states where
the spins take the same values +1 or —1. Throw away the latter state and
consider the partial sum in (2) only over those states for which the number of
— 1 spins is small, say less than ml. The fact is that if m » m1 » 1 this partial
sum is independent of m and mf up to higher-order terms in l/z(l) and l/z(2).
Thus we obtain a well-defined series in l/z(l) and l/z(2) by letting first m go
to infinity and second m' go to infinity. This is called the magnetization. We
denote it by M(0). The nonvanishing of M(0) in the low temperature region is
called the spontaneous break-down of the symmetry (1).
Consider the following parametrization of z(l) and z(2) in terms of the Jacobian theta functions (quoted from [5])
z(l)

= (y/k'H^iu)

z(2) = i^B^iu)

+

iH(iu))/y/kQ(iu),
e(iu))/y/kH(iu).

Then M(0) is independent of u and is given by
oo

2 1/8

(l-fc )

= Il( 1 -ï 2n " 1 )/(l+î 2n - 1 ),
n=l

where q = exp(—TrK'/K) and K and Kf are the half-period magnitudes with
the elliptic modulus fc. This is the result of Onsager and Yang. It exhibits a
singularity at fc = 1. This is called the critical singularity. We note that the
parametrization (3) becomes trigonometric at criticality.
Before proceeding further let us give one word for M(0) in the high temperature region. It is just zero whatever is the choice of the boundary spins. In other
words the symmetry (2) is not broken in this region.
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2. The TV-state generalization of the Ising model. One can split
Onsager-Yang's result on M(0) into two pieces:
(i) M(0) depends only on fc,
(ii) M(0) is given by a simple infinite product in q.
First we try to explain the situation corresponding to (i) in general TV-state
models. The part (ii) will be discussed later.
The mechanism for the validity of (i) was unveiled by Baxter. Moreover, he
invented the method of corner transfer matrix (CTM) for the computation of
such quantities similar to the magnetization. His method is applicable to general
integrable models.
The model is integrable if the Boltzmann weight satisfies the so-called startriangle relation (STR). Here we avoid going into details on STR, since it is not
necessary for the main line of this review. We concentrate on explaining the
characteristic feature of the solutions to STR obtained in [1].
The idea is to generalize the model in such a way that the number of states
of each spin is TV > 2. In [12] Fateev and Zamolodchikov found such solutions
for arbitrary TV. The Boltzmann weights of their solutions are parametrized by
trigonometric functions. Thus the case N = 2 merely corresponds to the critical
Ising model.
Some perturbative experiments from their solutions by using FORTRAN and
MACSYMA suggest the existence of TV irreducible extensions. After a detailed
computation for TV = 3 we reached the parametrization of the Boltzmann weight
for general TV. It is a certain product of 2TV Jacobian theta functions with the
arguments u and fc [1].
The first obvious remark is that the number of parameters does not increase
for higher TV. Thus, contrary to the case TV = 2, the integrable cases for higher
TV constitute rather complicated submanifolds in the higher-dimensional space
of the Boltzmann weights. This is a defect if we want to analyze the general
nature of the TV-state Ising model. But the integrable cases with the elliptic
parametrization are certainly not critical; thus the local height probabilities (see
below) are well worth the investigation.
Let us describe our solutions in a little bit more detail. We call the variable
at each site the height variable and denote it by l(i). We assume that l(i) takes
its value in Zn. There are three different cases classified by s and n:
s = 0,

TV = 2n,

s = 0,

TV = 2ra + 1,

s = 1,

TV = 2n.

The symmetry (1) is modified to
W(k,a, b) = W(k, -a -s,-b-s).

(4)

Let us define the local height probabilities (LHP). Instead of (2) we consider
the partial sum
i

with the center spin being fixed to a and the boundary spins being fixed to b (the
precise meaning of this is just as in the case of the magnetization). We obtain a
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series in q = exp(-4nK/NK/). The low temperature limit corresponds to q — 0
and the critical limit corresponds to q = 1. We denote the LHP by P(a,b). The
point is that the symmetry (4) is not broken. Thus without loss of generality we
can restrict to a, b = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — s.
By applying the corner transfer matrix (CTM) we obtain the following expression for LHP:
P(a,b) = limE(-q(2a+8V\qN/2)F(m,a,b)/M(m,b),

(5)

Here M (m, b) is the normalizing factor:
n—s

M(rn,b) = J2^a

s,N)E(-q^a+sy\qN/2)F(mia,b),

+

a=0

where
$(j\N);
HU

'

( 1
I 2

= \

if j = 0 mod TV,
ify^OmodTV,

and
E(z,q) = fl(l - z q ^ l - * - V ) ( l - qi),
j=i

F(m,a,b) =

J2vH{m}X,y)>
x,y

H(m,Xiy) = £ ( . • - 1/2)|a;(.-) - x(i + 1)| + £ ( t - l)y(t).
2=1

i=2

The sum in H(m, x, y) is over x(2),..., x(m) = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — s (while we keep
x(l) = a and x(m + 1) = 6) and y(2),..., y(m) = 0,1 with the exception that if
2x(i) + s = 0 mod TV then y(i) = 0 only.
Now it is a good chance to discuss (ii), the automorphic property. In general it
is not true that LHP is expressed as a simple infinite product. Although it is not
clear from the above expression (5), the fact is that P(a, b) is related to modular
forms. In fact, in §3 we relate it to the character formulas for the ^4^ ^ modules.
Then the automorphic property of P(a, b) follows immediately. Because of this
property we can compute the singular behavior of P(a, b) at the criticality.
3. The affine Lie algebra A p and the branching coefficients. Now we
change our topic to representation theory, the character formula, and the related
theta function identities. These are all that we need. So we take the shortest
cut with no sophistication.
The affine Lie algebra A\ ' is the central extension of sl(2, C) ® G[t, 1/t] with
the Lie bracket
[X8t\Y®

tj] = [X,Y) (8)f+j + i6i-j traceXYc.

It is decomposed into three pieces:
A[1>}

= n + +ft+ n_,
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where n+ is spanned by X <8> tm (m > 0) and ( 1 ), n is spanned by X ® tm
(m < 0) and (1 ) , and h is spanned by h± = (* _ 1 ) and c.
We denote by V(l, fc) (Z,fc: integer, 0 < fc < /) the highest weight module
with the highest weight (I —fc)Ao +fcAi.This means that V(l,fc)is an irreducible
Ai ' module with the highest weight vector \l,fc)satisfying
n+|/,ft) = 0,

c\l,k) = l\l,k),

hx\l,k) = fc|/,fc).

The integer / is called the level.
The vectors in V(l, fc) are produced from \l,fc)by applying fo=( *) <8> (1/t)
and fi = (1 ). More precisely, we have the decomposition of V(l, fc):
V{lik) =

Y^V{iJ]lik)9
i,j

v(i,31i,k) =

jrcfmi---fmi+ai\i,k),

where the sum is over such m i , . . . , rrii+2j that the number of /o is equal to j
and the number of f\ is equal to i + j .
We define the character ch(Z,fc;z, q) of V(l,fc)by the following series in z and
Q-

ch(/,fc;^,g) = ^ - 1 / 2 ^ d i m y ( i , y ; / , f c ) ^ V .
i,j

We now follow Kac-Peterson's work [6] to obtain a certain theta function
identity. Define elliptic theta functions F(l,fc;z, q) and G(l,fc;z, q) by

F(l,k;z,q) = J2qlj2+kj(z~lj~k/2

~ zl>+k'2),

jez

G(l,fc;z,q) = J2 qlj2+kj(z-li~k/2 + zl'+k^2).
jez
The character formula tells us that
ch(Z, k; z, q) = zl'2F{l, k; z, q)/E(z, q).
The affine Weyl group W acts on V(l, fc). Fix a W-orbit. Then the partial
sum in ch(Z,fc;z, q) restricted to this orbit gives rise to
tt(y,0^G(z,r,^,g)/2
for certain i and j . We note that 0 < j < I and j = k mod 2. Therefore the
character ch(/,fc;z, q) must be decomposed into the following form:
ch(J,fc;z,q) = ^2 80"» 0GC» 3\ z, q)b(l, j , k; q)
j

with suitable (/-series b(l,j,k;q).
function identity:

In conclusion we obtain the following theta

F(l + 2,fc+ 1; z, q)/E(z, q) = z'1'2 £ «(j, l)G(l,j; z, q)b(l, j ,fc;q).
j

This is the result of Kac and Peterson. Let
E(l,j,k;q) = b(l,j,k;q)(p(q)
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where tp(q) = \\(1 — q3). We call E(l,j,k;q) the branching coefficient [7]. By
using the expression for E(l,j, fc; q) given in [7] we obtain
PROPOSITION.
lim F(m, a, b) = q^-a^2E(N,

2a + s, 2b + s).

m—*oo

Finally, the identities
F(N,k;q1/2,q)

=

q-k/*E(qk/2,qN/2),

G(N,k;q1'2,q)

= q~k^E(-qkl2

,qN'2)

lead us to the simple expression for LHP.
THEOREM [2].
P(a,b) =

q{b-a)/2E^q{2a+s)/2^

gN/2^gl/2

^ q)E(Ni

2a + S, 2b + 8\ q)

£(c(2H-H-l)/2 5 ç(JV+2)/2)^(ç)

4. The RSOS models and the decomposition of the tensor product.
The models considered in §3 had the interactions associated to each bond of
the lattice. Baxter's formalism applies to a little bit more general case: the
interactions round a face.
In [8] Andrews, Baxter, and Forrester introduced a hierarchy of models and
computed LHP. They called the models restricted solid on solid models (RSOS).
Their models are classified by integers L > 4. The simplest case L = 4 is
equivalent to the Ising model.
In [3] we introduced another integer parameter TV and constructed RSOS
models in such a way that TV = 1 corresponds to [8]. Let us describe our models.
We denote again by l(i) the height variable associated to a site i. We impose
the following two restrictions on a nearest pair l(i) and l(j):
&(l{i) + l{j)-N)/2
=
l,...,L-N-l,
(n)(l(i)-l(j)
+ N)/2 = 0,...,N.
They imply the following:
(m)Z(0 = l , . . . , L - l .
Let Z(l),Z(2),Z(3),/(4) be the height variables round a face. The interaction
between them is given by the Boltzmann weight W(1(1), 1(2), 1(3), 1(4)). It is
parametrized by u and fc as a sum of the product of TV Jacobian elliptic theta
functions [3].
There are four different regimes in the parametrization space of u and fc. Most
recently we have completed the computation of LHP in the so-called regime III
where
0 < exp(-nK'/K)
< 1,
- 1 < u < 0.
The result is related to the decomposition of the tensor product of the ^ J
modules.
The ground state in the regime III is specified by a pair of integers 6 and
c satisfying the restrictions (i) and (ii). Let us denote by P(a,b,c) the LHP
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of the center height being equal to a with the boundary spins being b and c
alternatively. The precise meaning of this is about the same as in §§1 and 2
except for the following side remark: We assume that a = b mod 2 and the
parity of the length from the central site to the boundary site with the height b
is even.
Consider the tensor product V(h, fci)®V(/2, fc2) of two A[ ' modules V(h, fci)
and V(lï, fc2). This is completely reducible as an A\ ' module. The irreducible
decomposition of V(h, fci) ® V(l2^ fc2) gives rise to the following theta function
identity:
F(h + 2, fcj + 1; z, q)F(h + 2, fc2 + 1; *, q)/E(z, q)

= z-1/2J2F(h

+ h + 2,k +

l',z,q)E(l1,l2,k,k1,k2;q).

k

We call E(l\,l2,k,ki,k2\q)
with

the branching coefficient. We exploit this identity

lx=L-N-2,
/ 2 = TV,

*i = (6 + c - TV)/2 - 1,
fc2

= (fc - c + TV)/2,

h+l2 = L-2,
k=
a-l.
The meaning of the somewhat tricky restrictions (i), (ii), (iii) is now quite clear.
Our result is the following.
THEOREM

[4].
q(b-a)/4E{ga/2ìqL/2)E{gl/2ì

P(a,b,c) =

E(q(b+c-N)/4i

q)E(luhì

q(L-N)/2}E(q(b-c+N+2)/4^

fc, fc,

fe;

q)

g(JV+2)/2) "

5. Discussion. We pursued the following steps:
(a) to solve STR and to find the parametrization of the Boltzmann weight;
(b) to exploit the method of corner transfer matrix and to express LHP as a
one-dimensional partition sum;
(c) to identify LHP with the branching coefficient for some representation of
the affine Lie algebra.
As for (a) the natural question is: Can one exhaust solutions to STR? In this
review we have discussed models with elliptic parametrizatin with interactions
associated to either a bond or a face. There is another type of model: interactions
associated with a vertex. The condition for integrability for it is called the YangBaxter equation (YBE).
An extensive study has been made in Leningrad on two-dimensional integrable systems based on YBE. It is called the quantum inverse scattering method
(QISM). Their work covers many aspects of integrability: classical-quantum,
lattice-continuum. One reason for their success is that YBE is rather directly
connected to Lie algebras. A systematic search has been made for solutions to
YBE along that line [9]. Roughly speaking the solutions are classified by two
axes, rank M and level TV.
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The third axis L is supplied by the RSOS model. Therefore we are led to a
more specific question:
PROBLEM 1. Fill up the three dimensions L, M, TV with the integrable models.
Note that the TV-state Ising model is still out of this picture. The common
feature in the two examples given here is the remarkable connection between
LHP and the branching coefficients: (b) and (c). To put it differently, they are
somehow related to a pair of Lie algebras from which the branching coefficients
come. So far, the link is only in a phenomenological sense. The answer is strongly
requested to the following:
PROBLEM 2. Construct a theory which explains this link.
Finally, the relation to the conformai field theory should be mentioned. As
Huse [10] pointed out, the RSOS model (TV = 1) corresponds to the minimal theory of Belavin, Polyakov, and Zamolodchikov [11]. In [2] we have shown a similar
correspondence between the TV-state Ising model and the Fateev-Zamolodchikov
model [12]. Therefore third we put
PROBLEM 3. Construct the conformai field theory corresponding to the
RSOS models (TV > 1).
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